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^Outlaw’s’ Big Payoff
Not to be lost sight of among
the high-grossers of 1950 is
the strange case of “The Outlaw.”
The Howard Hughes
film, made before the war and
originally released by United
Artists in 1946, moved up under RKO distribut’on during
the past year into the class of
the first 20 all-time b.o. lead-

is

now

the

first

of

American
been

line has
altered for this revival.
actresses.

Not a

0J7S,

ASHTON STEVENS.
Bv

’^t

grossed $3,050,000 via

and then took another

ETHEL B.\RRYMORE

000 in rentals out of U.

UA

$1,960,S.

and

6,500 engagements
during 1950. That gives it a
total domestic gross expectation of about $5,075,000.

Canada

Having been interviewed several
times since I first entered the “powder puff life” (See Ashton Stevens’
Collected Works), I have suddenly
come to the

in

conclusion
that the time
of revenge is

Final Severance

To
hand.
avoid informing the gasping public for
the 4 0 L 0 t h
I
that
time
love
simply
at

Of U.S.-Red China

my Art; was
p r a c t c ally
born on the

Picture Relations

Hollywood.
Year-end survey shows term
contracts in the studios at their
lowest point in 25 years.
Actors, writers, directors, producers and backlot department
heads are the hardest hit.
Last actor survey, as of

middle-aged players whose names
have been synonymous with the
best b.o. of all times is clearly
echoed in .an analysis of the films
in Variety’s current list of topgrossers of the year and, even

Minimum

“Samson and Delilah” proved an
easy winner as top-grosser of the
year in the 1950 film boxoffice
sweepstakes.
Far behind the
Paramount spec, but nevertheless
turning in very respectable figures,
were “Battleground” and “King
Solomon’s Mines,” both from Metro, and “Cheaper By the Dozen”

March

(20th), in that order.

showed 315 under

membership
280

of 644. Eighty of

Screen

members

whom

are

Directors
termers,

Guild
20 of

have one picture

deals.

lO of the 80 combo prowriter-dior
ducer-directors
rectors and virtually all assistant directors are on a week-

About

Our Lives” and “Duel In the Sun”
from the runner-up

1,

Contractees

contract as against 750 in 1947.
Contract writers as of November are down to 50 out of an
active Screen Writers Guild

Cecil B. DeMille’s Technicolored
giant, with at least $11,000,000
eventually likely in U. S. and Canadian rentals, not only was topgrosser of all films released during the past year, but took its place
behind only “Birth Of a Nation”
and “Gone With the Wind” as the
greatest revenue-producer in the
It
entire history of the industry.
shouldered 1947’s “Best Years Of

ly basis.

positions.

will

relatives really are my relathat my favorite role is the
part I am at present playing (hoping that the said public will flock
at once, and not live on the favorite role I spoke of last year, nor
await the favorite role I shall portray next year), I, wishing ':o avoid
all this, think that I shall turn the
tables and interview an interviewer

tives;

loss for some time, for the
However, the distresspart.
ing aspect of the situation is that

as a

most

(Continued on page 59)

the American producers have hundreds of prints in that country,
prints which the Americans probLes Craps Very Popular
ably would prefer to destroy rather than have them in the hands
At Monte Carlo Casino
of the Communists.
Although there is no contact
with homeoffices in N. Y., it’s unWith the
derstood local Chinese staffs, which
By JOSEF ISRAELS II
had been in the employ of the
U. S. film companies, are continuMonte Carlo.
The Society of the Strangers and ing to operate on their own.
of the Baths of the Sea
that’s the They’re in possession of the prints
formal moniker (no kidding) of the and free to license them to any
(Continued on page 265)
Monte Carlo Casino is well satisfied with results of “Les Craps,”
the genuine Las Vegas type of galloping dominoes installed more
Lester Santly Sells Out
than a year ago in the ancient,
dingy halls of what’s still the
Geo. Joy for
world’s most ambitious gambling
enterprise.
under
Dice
tables
Lester Santly, co-founder of the
direction of multi-lingual croupiers firm bearing his name, last week
Pierre Bissi and Emile Jaufret, sold his 50Co ownership. in Santlywho journeyed to Yankeeland to Joy Music to his partner, George
learn the patter, do a modest but Joy, for $250,000. Leaving the pubsteady biz and most of all, serve to bery on friendly terms, Santly is
make U.S. chumps who are un- retiring from the music business
educated to the nuances of roulette for an indefinite period. Joy also
and baccarat feel at home and takes over lOO'^n in the subsidiary
maybe eventually wander to other Oxford Music Corp.
tables, where they can be taken
Santly organized the firm of
for more than the current 20,000 Santly Bros, with his .brothers Joe
franc ($58) limit of the craps table. and the late Henry Santly 21 years
Management admits many Yanks ago. Joy joined the company in
squawk they can’t really get 1934 as an equal partner. Santly,
warmed to action under such currently president of the Music
wraps.
But directors describe Publishers Protective Assn, and a
their view of the dice as “still very board member of the American Soconservative,” and want some long ciety of Composers, Authors and
term experience with play-and- Publishers, is also resigning both
(Continued on page 67)
of these posts.
I

—

—

To

250G

Bagnall Would

the final tally is in, to take the second spot among 1950 releases.
Other of the year’s pix that gained
entry into the over-$4,000,000 category that select Golden Circle

In
in “domestic gross.”
trade parlance that means film
rentals received by the distribs
from the U. S. and Canada.
James Stewart with four pictures
that grabbed a total of $9,225,000
and Spencer Tracy with three garnering $8,800,000 made the greatest
definable contributions of the male
stars to the b.o. during the year.
Betty Hutton leads the femme contingent with two pix that took a
total of $6,600,000. Victor Mature,

pected

George Sanders and Hedy Lamarr
all

rolled

up bigger

figures

than

above, but their bulk was
from “Samson.”
As in the past, the contribution
of stars to any film’s success was

those

almost impossible to figure. Despite
the varied popularity polls of trade

and public, many formerly wellrated marquee luminaries failed to
.show b.o. strength, Variety’s annual roundup of top-grossing pix of
the year reveals. It takes a good
script and a complex of other factors aside from a star to get results.
(See separate story.)
Top-money directors of the year
among those who were rateable on
the basis of more than a single pic

(Continued on page 58)

Early Deadline
This edition of Variety went
to press ahead of the normal

Tuesday deadline.
Production detail, binding,
and the size of this 45th
Anniversary Number made it
necessary to omit certain standard departments.
etc.,

—

—

more importantly, the
failed to

make the

Be UA Prez Via
Grinieff Setup

films that

list.

A

handful of old-line stalwarts
still well-represented on the
(printed herewith), but a good
many are off oi it altogether or
perilously close to the bottom. On
the other hand, there are a few
new names, but none of them that
rings with the erstwhile power of
the Cary Grants and Gary Coopers
are

list

and Joan Crawfords.
For the star system as a whole,
1950 marked the end of an era.
Dependence on stellar names as
b.o. insurance, on the downgrade
since the end of war, reached its
The discouragement
lowest ebb.
of producers, distribs and exhibs

many

of the stars
clearly giving
way, as was indicated in Variety’s
lead story last week, to recognition that new star development is
At year’s
vital to the business.
end most studios were hammering

over failure of

—

were “King Solomon’s Mines” with
By
the
“Cheaper
$4,400,000;
Edict of China’s Red govern- Dozen,” $4,325,000; Metro’s “Annie
ment calling for seizure of Amer- Get Your Gun,” $4,200,000; Walt
ican-owned property and freezing Disney’s “Cinderella” (RKO), $4,of bank deposits served as the final 150,000, and Metro’s “Father Of
and complete severance of contact the Bride,” $4,150,000.
between .U. S. film firms and their
All the figures are expert pronative representatives and physical jections, based on engagements
the
Actually
China.
in
assets
played by the films to the end of
China market has been regarded the year and
what may be ex-

my

Management

GOLDEN

have rung
up $4,550,000 in rentals by the time

i

„
Ethel Barrymore

By HERB

“Battleground”

,

and System;

The year 1950 was clearly one
of decision for many a Hollywood
name and, as a matter of fact,
for the star system as a whole.
Tolling of the bell for many

-f-

—

who

for Stars

Swanson Cues Comeback Potentials

Interviewed Ashton Stevens, 33
Chicago,
Variety i' 45 years old today.
So what could be timelier for
this Anniversary Number than
the following interview with the
lad who is now called the Dean
of American dramatic critics
just as it was written for the
San Francisco Examiner 45 years
ago by the unassisted lovely girl

End of Era

’SO

1]

•

to

sell tickets,

with a

was

new determination

at the

creating fresh faces
George Bagnall, former United problem of
with real name value.
Artists vicepresident and producThis time the determination was
tion liaison, would return to the
company as management head un- coupled with recognition that a
(Continued on page 59)
der the proposals outlined by

Jacques Grinieff for bringing UA
Plan
through its present crisis.
Prexy Going
was reported in N. Y. this week Flash!
following Grinieff’s departure for
the Coast, presumably for huddles
On CBS Network as Ford
with Bagnall and attorneys for UA
Mary Pickford and Yields to Look
co-owners
Awards
Charles Chaplin. Grinieff was due
NBC prexy Joseph H. McConin Hollywood yesterday (Tues.) folnell will make his first appearance
lowing a Chicago stopover.
Grinieff’s aim is to get 12 new on a regular program of a rival
films into virtually immediate re- network when he and CBS prez
lease by UA and in this way ease Frank Stanton accept two of Look
the economic pressure currently Magazine’s annual video awards
of on CBS-TV’s “Ford Theatre” Jan.
lack
caused
by
being
The web toppers will be
Additionally, he would 12.
product.
arrange for some operating coin. kudosed by Look chief Gardner
Third part of his plan is to place Cowles for their networks’ coyer(Continued on page 265)
age of the United Nations sessions.
On that date Ford, which was
also honored by the publication,
is dropping its regular dramatic
Loew’s 30-Day Delay
format for an all-star show on
which 14 of the 16 winners of
Cues Truce With Govt Look’s annual honors will appear.
Thirty-day extension for Loew’s Ed Sullivan will emcee and other
take part will
filing of divorcement and theatre award-winners to
divestiture plans was granted by be: Arthur Godfrey, Dave Garrothe U. S. statutory court in N. Y. way, Faye Emerson, Sid Caesar,
Worthing;iast Friday (29). New deadline is “Studio One” producer
ton Miner, John Cameron Swayze,
•Jan. 31.
New delay could have the effect Paul “Mr. I. Magination” Tripp,
producer
of giving the'major added opportu- “Your Show of Shows”
nity for discussions of a possible Max Liebman, Robert Montgomery,
settlement of the trust case with “Studs’ Place” and “Dave Garrothe Department of Justice. While way” writer Charles Andrews and

NBC

Mag

:

!

I

i

McJames
designer
Bros, pact already has ABC-TV
and a 20th-Fox consent Naughton. Representing Gillette’s
decree is impending, Loew’s here- “Cavalcade of Sports” will be Mel
tofore had been the only remaining Allen, Jimmy Pewers and Connie
defendant in the suit to appear Desmond.
Milton
and
Jimmy. Durante
headed for another court battle. If
are
it decides on a D. of J. truce, it .Berle, also cited by the mag,
would mean the end of the 12-year- expected to be out of Gotham on

the

Warner

been

set,

old industry case.

ithe telecast date.
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This

to

We Came In

Where

Is

TV—

what does
Color TV* theatre TV, 'TV vs. the b.o., or just
matter compared to the state of the world and the preservation of the nation?

IS
By

it

HARRY HERSHFIELD

gladiators in the
Roman arena gave fighters the
hint for the future,
theatrical
when Spartacus’ opening line to
Cestus-fisted

Things were hot so nifty In ’50, and it’s not going to be fun
’51.
This is where we came in 10 years ago. The same problems and sacrifices brought on by World War II are with us all

boys,” ring or stage. Ruby Robert’s
beautiful
love making to the

,

i

in

heroine was something to behold
-^and he held her in his arms also,
Nero was: ;‘Wel\vhen the show’s run was over, and

who

are about
to die salute
you!” It didn’t
take a prizefighter
long
after that to

was
more comfortfin.d.out it

able
the

“hit

to

boards”
than the canV as.
many boxers
Hai'iy Hcrsh field
s i n c e
have
“died” on the supposed softer
stage, with their swiftly concocted
acts.
Yet; the audiehce comes to
Cheer their hero’s puhch, rather
than his. punchline. After winning
a
championship,
naturally
the

And

story must make him a great
fighter for virtue, save the heroine
and sign autographs.
Some of
them write as though they still
have their boxing gloves on. But
our fighter-hero must never conquer via the gun or knife— but
only with a sudden left feint and
then with the right on the villain’s
button.
Nearly 50 years ago, I trailed
.

.

McGovern

Terry

down

in its 45 years Variety has chronicled a cavalcade of show
First it was
busihess almost f rom the turn of the century.
vaudeville in its heyday, then the silents, then the mushrooming
of a new giant; radio, coincidental with the revitalization of the
film industry via the introductioh; Of sound. Following the depression, and the war’s attendant resuscitation for all show
business, the postwar years saw the development of still another
.entertainment giant-^televisioh.

tasked her to be his wife, in truth.'
He also played in “Uncle Tom’s
Cabin,” with “Senator” Ed Ford
“AnaFitz;simmons:
desGribing
i

tomically
he Was great— Uncle
Tomically he was awful.” v
Up to now, where fight, cham-.
pious trod the boards, they wel’e
maihly the heroes of the gallery
crowd, who did most of the
.

.

;:

kept an eye on any seat .in the
orchestra .that might suddenly be
vacated by some “swells” who
might leave after the first act,

WILL MAHONEY

,

satisfying

tHE INIMITABLE
.

desires
page 265)

vicarious

their

tContinued on

In between there have been economic peaks and. valleys, keyed
to the national picture and world affairs. NO nian is an entity
unto himself, nor is any, nation— and certainly no industry,
least of ail show business.

aWays

whistling and cheeringi They

.

.

'

>

•

.

:

Currently

Fourih
B
D ai ey
Ringimg Bros., Bgrnumcan^
.

.

.j

.

i

.

'

Represented by

.

Defense dollars will bpom spending. Aiid, if the sam6
shortages occur as after Pearl Harbor, then certainly the boxhffice in all its aspects will feel the militaristic u^
something no industry cliooses. Xh the interim, for show busi-'
ness— as for the world— its a case of this-is-where-we-came-in.

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.

Snader ’s Personal Plea

Lou Snader

What' show busihess did
will

Trum^

to heip our cause in World War II it
Let’s hope the world crisis will resolye

do again, of course.

itself

before that’s necessary.

Abel.

Hollywood.
planing to Wash-

is

make a
Truman

6 ) to
ington Saturday
personal pitch to, Margaret
(

.

Joseph Burstyn, cUstributor of the

;

j

Yank

Rage Slaying

Gl’s

who sou.ght a pchiiaGeiisoWhip statutes empowciing
rcsti-aining License
one man to decide whether exhibiHe
Of No. Korean Prisoner
down from her personal mahager, lion of a motion picture would be Gomniissioner Edward T. McCafdisapsubsefrom
continuing
his
James A, bavidson, and
delrimental to the public interest frey
Dept. Pic
Wins
proval of the film. At the so.ssion
quently received a letter-from her
.were .seriously questioned in New
Hollywood.
on Friday, which was in chambers,
personal secretary which said that
In radical departure from tradithe President's daughter “appreci- .York last Friday 029) by a N. Y. Judge Greenberg asked Coun.sel for
tion,
the
War Department has
atc.s you inviting her to join your supreme court, judge. While the im- JMcCaifrey whether the latter might
cd a scene in “Steel llelmet”
roster of tele.^cription artists.”
mediate case on hand involved only reconsidef the ban. FoUowniig con- okayc
Since it
turndown. the ban of “The Miracic,” Justice sultation, |he Cbmmissioher said he Li ppert in Which a Yank inf antryw-asn’t
a
an
in cold rage kills a North
Sunder figures he can get an ap- Henry C. Greenberg appeared con- would not be averse to the film’s'
pointment to talk it over. He has cerned with the entire issue of cen- showing until the case is adjudi- Korean prisoner-of-war in violaOucred to let Miss Truman destroy .sdrship, and. made it clear he was cated. Judge Greenberg agreed to lion of the Geneva Convention
negatives if they don’t meet with on the side of anti-censor groups, this and set a full hearing for to- rulbs.
In film, an enemy sniper has just
iler approval.
“Miracle” suit \va$ brought by clay rWed:).
killed a young Korean friend of
the infantryman. Poem written by
kid asking Buddha’s interventioh
to make the infantryman like liim
is
picked up by North Korean
(Regular Staffers an<l Correspoiulenls ()iiiille<l)
prisoner and read sneeringly. GI,
in grief-inspired rage, guns down
100
John Abbott
221
Val Parnell
William Goetz'
11
I he
prisoner.
56
Julian T. Abeles
Louella 0 Parsons ......
24
Nathan D, Golden ...... 193
266
Harry Ackerman
102
46
H, ,jJ. Phillips
Ezra Goodman
272
Joey 'Adams ...
249
Lily Pons
Jame.s R. Grainger
13
Phonevision Chooses 4
Larry. Adler
192
Douglas L, Grahame .... 196
Fortune Pope. .......... 111
43
Kclccy Allen
42
107
Tl)eodore Pratt .........
Ben Grauer
More Pix for Chi Test
249
Ellis .\rnall
10
Charlotte Greenwood .... 269
Harry Puck
Chicago.
29
Art Arthur
50
........
Nate Gross ............. 248
Paul Raibourh
With Zenith Radio’s Phonevision
14
Barney Balaban
5
Loo Guild
......
58
Milton. M. Raison ......
having preemed New Year’s Day in
Robert Baral
219
........ 95
9
......
N. L. Halpern
jo, Ranson
•Chicago, prexy Eugene F. McDonRed Barber
no
Gril l Haverlih
221
... ...
Norman Reader ........ 61
ald, jr,, had his feature .films lined
266
Charles iBud) Barry
106
..
Helen Hayes
....... 2 >39
James F. Reilly
up for the first five days of the
65
Ethel Barrymore
3
Peter Lind Hayes .....
104
Trueman T. Rembusch
test by weekend. Under the rotat49
Jack Benny
10
Jo.?eph H. Hazen ....
90
Allen Rivkin
ing schedule set up, which will
12
Mac BenofT
9
Wiliiam Heineman ......
13
Harold Robbins
liave one, film repeat at different
Bcnj.amin N. Berger
97
23
Frieda B. Hennock
95
Hubbell Robinson, Jr.
lime periods for two days after its
Maurice A, Bergman
46
.4
39
Harrv Herslvfield
John Roe hurt .\
original screening, McDonald .set
Rudolf Bing
266
........ 53
49
R'.'.p''ell Holman .........
Harry Ruby
“Lost Honeymoon” (ELC-1947) for
Claude Binyon
24
2-13
Ted Hud cs
Norman B. Rydge ....... 216
the Tuesday (2 ) opening; “Unsu.sA. H. Blank
23
Earl J. Hudson
221
63
Manie Sacks
pected”
(WB-1947)
for
today
Hal Block
192
6
Rupert Hughes .........
18
Jimmy Savo
(Wed ); “Silver River” .(WB^’48)
Ben Bloom ....
221
11
Gordon Irving ........
.........
191
Dore Schafy
for tomorrow (Thurs.), and “Dear
N. J. Blum berg
5
Alan Jackson
24
5
Nicholas M, Schenck ....
Ruth” (Par-’47) for the .following
VicLor Borge
249
112
George Je.ssel
34
Robert A. Schiiiid
clay.
Jay Brennan
250
Sen. Edwin C. Johnson
109
,42
Sctiulberg
Budd
These were to be added to the
Edwin M, Bronner
218
Eric John.slon
10
13
Alfred W. Schwaiberg
three which teed off the Plionevi.sClarence Brown
]\iiU Josefs berg
7
93
96
Al & Sherwood Schwartz
ion lest Jan. 1 including “April
Jack Bryson
7
Dick Joseph
104
15
Sidney Sheldon .......
Showers,”
“Welcome
Stranger”
Caroline Burke
102
H”! KanlcT
09
.........
A'lax Shulman
50
and “Homecoming.”
Eii.gcne Burr
53
Ch.arlcs O’Brien Kennedy 2 ,7
94
George Sidney
John Byram
43
Ralph T. Kettering ..... 272
Edwin Silverman .
65
K-'Tiy Campbell
92
John Kioron .......
13
Phil Silvers ........... 107
Wilcox Honored
Eddie Cantor
IT.: Dry King
99
42
Spyros Skouras ...
6
Carroll Carroll
95
i
Robert E. Kinlncr .......
93
London.
A. W. Smith, Jr.
13
Bennett Corf
Herbert Wilcox, head of In>
29
Ai’l hur Kober
20
Paul Ger.Trd Smith
99
peradio Films and one of Britain’s
C ara’l cs Col lingvvood
no
T:orman Ki'a.sna
rr. ...
56
Bernard Sobel
...... 267
tbp independent producers,
Re.g Connelly
222
237;J/^wrcnco Langncr
...
N. B. Spingold
has
12
S’lorrill C. .Corwin
beeiy made a Commander of the
23
Jo e Lau ri e., Jr. ........ 250
Russell Splane
195
\\^aync Coy
British
98
Cert rude Lawrence
Empire
by King George VI.
Wilbur Stark;^^^
15
112
Alfred E. Daff
9
Accolade bestowed upon Wilcox
Cv[Vy Rose Lee ...
101
Bill stern ...
...
A.
105
Fddie Davis
was among >a number of other
61
S m Levcn.son .........
15
A.shton Stevens
3
Ned ,.pcplnct
Imnoi's customarily granted by the
5
J\ larks
Levine ... ...
2 ‘9
Al Stillman
53
Howard Dietz
12
King at New .Year’s to deserving
Parke Levy.'
101
Robert Stolz
....
194
W. A, S. Douglas
54
subjects.
Jerry D. Lewis
20
,
Ezra Stone
35
Kus.scll V. Downing
23
Joe E. .Lewis.
...
99
Theodore C. Strelbcrt
104
Dr. Allen B. DuMont
112
A k Li c bm a n
...
lOQ
Ed Sullivan
106
?pth Suspends Biaver
Philip Dunning
18
Alan Lipscott
...
97
Gael Sullivah
34
Hollywood.
Douglas ’Edwards
108
.Morris Lo.swen.slein
Hannen Swaffer
63
192
Haver has been suspended
Charles Eirtfeld
12
M(vi-ti.mer :W,. Loewi
109,
j ohn Canieron Swayze
107
by 20th-Fox for refusing role in
George Klvin
191
Cuv Lombardo
...... 218
Hank Sylvern
ivo
“Friendly Island,” which rolls Jan,
Kcii En-rlund ,
8
Ben Ludlow
,
110
Richard Thorpe
14
.3
29 tis a Fred Kohlmar productiGni
Morris L. Ernst
29
Fo’'crt Lund
...
2 ''.a
Charles Tobias
.... .... 222
Part Dailey bowed out. of film
N. V. Eswar r
191
Ted Alack
98
Nne.<3 TrammeU ..; ....
111
last
week when studio okayed
Eddie K. Evans
104
David Ni .Alartin
196
Sophie Tucker
....... 248
leave of absence for further bos'*
S. IT. Fabifin
63
Frc deric March
101
Ernest
Turrtbiill
........
196
pitalizatiort.
.7
,
Martin Field .......
JuMus Mattfold
r.
IVal ter Vincent
a. 223
.... 270
Wiliiam H. Fineshriber, jr. 108
Arthiir L. Mayer
J. L. Van Volkcnburg
61
103
J. J. Fitzgibbons
63
L. A. to N. Y,
Joseph H. McConnell
Jerry Wald
56
1 08
Frank M. Fol.som
97
Howard Duff
Jim Walsh .....
Richard Mcaland
223
49
George Froedlcy
270
Samuel Golclwyrt
Jack L. Warner
Justin Miller
11
... .104
1 Tarry
B/ French
63
Ruth Hussey
S L. tPat) Weaver, Jr.
Abe Montague
101
33
Sir Honj-y L. French ....
193
joanette
MacDonald
B.
R.
Wilby
:
65
iMarjoric Mooi’e
. ....
104
Sir Benjamin J. Fuller
192
Arch Oboler
Charles Williams
39
^.Tohty C. Morton
....
196
George F. Gaal
194
Gene
Raymortd
Thyra Samter Winslow
220
Pat rice Munsel
Ted Gamble
.....
268
• •
63
George Sanders
Sven G. "Winquist
195
Kon Murray
Hy Gardher
100
42
Mitchell VVoifson
65
John Garfield
Arthur C. Nielsen .....; 105
8
Mark Woods
N. Y. to L. A.
106
James J, Geller
J:ick :Oakie ,
39
.... ...
.50
Herbert J. Yates
Ben Goetz
6
Robert .Gessnei’
Tom O'Brien; MP
• • • •
56
. .
100,
Max
E. Ypung.steiri
Henry Henigson
12
Bernard F. Gimbei
95
Robert J. O’Donnell
65
Darryl F. Zanuck
Arnold Jacobs
XI
K. S, Giniger
268
William Orn.stein .... .
208
Maurice Zolotow
43
Bert Kuiick
make

a scries of telescriptions.
wrote her, after getting a turn-

to

:

'

'

;

ok

War

Halsted

Street, Chicago, to where he was
playing at the Academy, in a show,
if I remember, called “Broadway

-

After Dark.”

.

'

Really should have
Harris After
that’s what the future
renowned producer, then his manager, must have thought of first,
and only as a second thought,
Terry McGovern as an actor.
Everything in the scenario w^as
hurried through, just so McGoyern
could rescue the girl, have virtue
triumph, by the way of a hook and
a haymaker to the moustached

:

“Sam

been called
Money,” for

I

to Marg.

.

over again.

!

I

)

m

-

.i

i

'

'

/

The

,

wolfs' chin.
I saw and cheered the incomparable Joe Gans before the foot-

By-Liner!^ In This
•

•

.

.

•

k

.

.

,

,

lights.

.

Interviewed the then reformed
John L. Sullivan in San Francisco,
doing what w’as then called a
“stage perfonnance,’’
His potstance blocked out the
bellied
city’s leading citizens, sitting on
the stage to do him honor, for the
morality lecture he was to give
later.
And that was the big moment, after he was hurriedly
poured into a tuxedo.
In that cavernous voice he spoke
on the dangers of drink and
cheered for clean living and body

From

building.
ences, he

own

experisaying: “A

his
really

was

conscience cannot prevent sin-^
it only prevents you from enjoying it.”
j

Ed Ford’s Crack About Fiiz
Saw Bob Fitzsimmons in a meloI

drama. Playing the “Honest Blacksmith,” who would not think of
Using his sledgehammer or throw
a horseshoe around the villain’s
well-tailored
neck.
The solar
plexus blow he used at Carson
City in 1897, was for all “bad
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Predictions About the Future, Say Iiidustry’s Toppers, But Gear

Now

to

Work Harder Turning Out

Better

Pix apd Recapturing That Lost Audience
Paramount Pleased to Note That Good
Product Always Does Good Business

President of

ments in our industry. 1951 should be a challenging year
for all of us; If We are guided by practical reasoning, it
may well turn out to be a good year—the beginning of a
new, healthy era in our history.

By BARNEY BALABAN
Any one who reads the newspapers

these days should

hesitate before venturing a categorical opinion about the
pihspects for the New Year, There are too niany explosive
iactors on the world scene which could easily affect our
business, one way orthe other. In view
of this, it would be more constructive
to forego the luxury of crystal-gazing
into the future and, instead, take stock
of the trend of recent events affecting

More Work and Less Prophecy, Urges

By

.

job iiitelligently^and that includes studio executives, creative people, exhibitors, distributors, in fact, every one in
our industry— we have every reason to face the future
with confidence. I am convinced that it is within our power
to assure a healthy motion picture industry, strong enough
to meet any challenge.
I say this notwithstanding some of the fears that have
been expressed about television. Let there be no doubt
ahout .it, television presents a new and potent factor in
our considerations. It would be dangerous to ignore it, and
we might as woll understand its great potential impact.
Yeti I am confident that the motion picture industry can
make money despite television, if we approach our jobs
realistically. That means producing and distributing quality pictures at the right cost ;.nd better merchandising of
pictures by both distributors and exhibitors. Whether we
find ourseles In the “red" or the “black" depends entirely

upon
L

'

us.

TV

Novelty Wears Off Too

wonder

I

of order,.

if

N,

prophecy

J.

BLUMBERG

of our

at this point is not just a little out

;

seems to me that we should not try to outguess Conditions and if we are to be realists we should not make too

many

predictioris about anything.

I would like, to draw the distinction
between predictions and planning.

.

The matter
at

of planning for the future
bears some relation to sys-

least

relations” is more than national or interriaRublic relations is also the gentlemanly
usher who courteously offers his arm and escorts an elderly
lady to her seat; who politely: helps a patron with his topPublic
coat and thus makes a friend for the theatre.
relations ;is also the cashier who takes a patron’s money
of
enjoyment at the
with a smile and starts the chain
boxoffice windowPublic relations is. also the wellgroomed house staff and the spic and span theatre. Public
relations is also the theatre manager who knows the editor,
the mayor, the priest, minister and rabbi, the Chamber of
Commerce secretary, the heads of the PTA, woman’s club
and the school principal.

publicity.
I presume this comes down to the idea of boxoffice slants
and angles: The trouble is that too many people in our
business write the picture off before it has even played

In the theatre.
It is my contention that every picture is a boxoffice
picture until it is proved otherwise and therefore every
exhibitor has the obligation to support any picture until
the public indicates its opinion.
I don’t think the public is apathetic about films. I think
most of the apathy, exists in our own business.
in its
To correct this apathy one must cheer
efforts to create a new point of view in our business so
boxoffice
and
to
improve
work
together
will
us
of
that aU
public relations.
is certainly on the right track and deserves
the support of everyone in this business. All 6f the things
talking about for a number of years have
been
have
we
program. The time has
been crystallized' in the
come when we must realize that the way to attack Industry
thinking.
problems is by Industry
Practically everything that our Industry is bemoaning
has come before COMPO. This includes the necessity for
developing new personalities, the effort to launch Industry
advertising, and the effort to conduct systematic surveys
so we will know what is going on rather than guess what

GOMPO

COMPO

COMPO

Being a business of excitenaent, flamboyance and makeV
which is our natural stock in trade, we are prone
forget that the crowd is made lip of single units, human
beings each with a distinct ego and a temperament as^
sensitive and volatile as that of any Hollywood star. This’^
is our public, our composite customer, who makes us or
breaks us, who must be interpreted and catered to.
believe,
to

TV Can Be A n A lly
would be

It

hold their own against competition from this new medium
simply because they offer better entertainment.
It is true that the public has become much more selective about the pictures that it patronizes. But that is merely a challenge to us to make them better. On the other
hand, we- can anticipate that the same selective attitude
will inevitably apply to television. Ultimately, when the
novelty of television has been dissipated, the puMic will
exercise its .selection of entertainment among all media.
When that time comes, we can rely on fiirst-rate motion
pictures to stand on their own merits against^ all competition. It is certainly significant that the continuously declining boxoffice during the past couple.of years has leveled off in the last half of this year, despite the continuous
increase in the number of television sets.
Kecognizmg the conditions now confronting us, pur
studio is planning to spend ah overall amount of doilars
for production in 1951 that is no less than the sum spent
in each of the last two years. But we expect to produce a
number of pictures more than wp did last year for substantially the same money. Needless to say, we shall try
to do this while improving the quality of pur productions.
In other Words, whatever savings we are able to effect in
the overall cost of our product, we expect to plow back
into the business, into more product for our customers and
more and better pictures to attract the public into motion
PipLure theatres. In this way Paramount plans to meet its
^^^‘'Ponsibility to its exhibitor customers and the public.
We believe we can do this because of the greater awareness
ti’oin top to bottom
in our studio that talent, ingenuity
mid hard work make for better pictures than the mere
J’>^pcnditure of dollars. I believe this attitude to be the
key to the future security of our business.
1 Iicre is much
cause to be encouraged by recent develop.

,

]

:

deny the existence of new and

—

•

respective merits.

Television

is

show business

too.

I feel confident that the whole industry will, during 1951,
continue to release the extremely high percentage of top

product that marked the past year. Certainly 1950 ranks
very high as a year of exceptionally fine pictures- How
long the industry can continue to produce so lavishly will
of necessity depend upon public response and exhibitor
efforts in making them profitable investments.
The producing end of oUr business has gone through the
economy wringer. Costs were cut but grosses fell to offset
the savings. The public’s taste improves each day.
Yesterday’s masterpiece becomes tomorrow’s mediocrity. Picy
Ingetures can never retreat and hold their audience.
nuity in achieving production effects rather than drastic
slicing of costs

seems preferable.

Our business must ever remain youthful not only in our
thinking and actions, but also in the merchandise we sell.
New personalities friust be developed year in and year out.
These new people must find a place on the nation’s screens.
We are not a dead or dying industry. We don’t need
digitalis to keep our heart beating. Instead we can work
up a sweat and unlimber our muscles and overcome most
of our aches and pains. I refuse to be a pallbearer at my

own

funeral.

'

Loew’s Prexy Realislicaily Feels the Nat’l Economy
Most Directly Affects Filmj^oin^ Habits

By NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK

was nearly two years ago that I enunciated an idea
to the effect that everyone who makes a living in this
business should become a Committee, of One to get on
the public relations bandwagon.
Let’s keep our opinions channelled through COMPO
and let’s stop parading our worries before the public. This
is a good resolution to adopt for 1951.

At the end of each year, executives of motion picture
companies are asked a great many questions by the trade
which these executives cannot definitely answer. I have
never believed in haphazard opinions or uriwarranted

It

^

predictions, but as a matter of
friendly
compliance
and because

RKO Prez Iteniizes Some of the Plus Factors ^hich
the Lost Pix Audience

Can Help Recapture

foolish to

‘

formidable competition, not only in the television areas,
but also in other amusements, including the automobile.
Every man in this business knows what he is up. against.
He can take it lying down or stand up and fight for his
rightful share of the amusement dollar. Television is here
I think we should use it.
it can be an enemy or an ally:
TV has its ov/n distinct kind of entertainment to sell but
we have ours. We are in competition for the public’s
leisure time, but we are not selling M;he same merchandise.
There will be great, good, poor and indifferent television
shows and They will attract audiences according to their

will happen.

Although we have no definitive data on the question, we
believe that once the novelty of a new television set has
vorn off, there is a tendency for a more critical comparison of the entertainment furnished by television with that
of motion pictures. During the last half of 1950 many excellent motion pictures Were released. The results from
these pictures indicated clearly that good pictures will

"

issues.

.

tematic thinking based upon whatever
data we can collect.
The business of making predictions
is a specialization .that is frequently
based upon impulses and prejudices.
Therefore, believing more in planning
than in prophecy, I can only talk
about those things that I have tried
to think through to the best of my
vat*
Riumher?
^ Biumoerg
ability, together with the best thinking of my associates.
We in the motion picture business must above all think
about making motion pictures. There is no point to think
too much about the competitive entertainment media because unless we have entertaining pictures we will suffer
accordingly. I do. not mean to say that we shouldn't be
aware 'of all bur competition, including television, sports
and. all those other enterprises which tend to deflect
people from the theatres.
But WG should keep uppermost in our minds the simple
fact that good entertainment on the screens is always a
Competitor to the things we consider a competitor. The
question then is what can be done to provide the best in
entertainment.
Certainly it has no relation to how much a picture costs.
The most important factor is what the picture is about;
Whether it has those elements vvhich will excite the public
and whether it is susceptible to promotion, advertising and
.

.

virtues.

But “public

tional

.

It

us today.

The healthiest development that has
occurred during the past year in our
industry has been a recognition of the
fact that it is now doing business under drastically changed conditions,
and that all of us must adjust our
sights to this new economic basis. We
have recently gone through
peri^
Barney Balaban
when all our thinking was tied to the
good old “lush’' days--when we interpreted any change in
business only in relation to the most prosperous years in
pur history. Fortunately, this dangerous inclination to look
backwards has been pretty much overcome. It took Us a
jittle longer than it might have to shift our perspective
from the high peak of prosperity behind us to the realities
ahead of us, but I believe we made the grade before the
economic facts of life caught up with us. Today, we are
learning to live within the potentialities of our current
market and to anticipate the kind of niarket that may
exist at the time when our product is released.
I was highly encouraged a Couple of weeks ago when I
saw three pictures in one day. Two of them were produced
by studios Other than our own. They were pictures that
were well made, with strong boxoff ice appeal— and at the
right price. They were the kind of pictures that could
reasonably be expected to show a profit in our present
market. The third was based upon characterizations which
had previously been identified with competing media. I
was proud to note how favorably this motion picture
compared with the other media. The picture has broad
appeal and is bound to do well in this market. All three
pictures fill the prescription for what ails us in our contracted market. If they are typical of what is to come,
then there is real cause for encouragement.
Although boxoffice receipts have shrunk substantially
from peak levels, it is a fact that a great deal of money is
still coming in at boxoffices throughout the world, Our
problem is to adjust our productivity to this new market
and gear ourselves to its realities. If every one does his

I J Prexy,
Reprises the ‘Committee of One’ Credo

Who

understanding of our indiistry and lienee iiiore tolerance
bn the part of editors, opinion makers, legislators and
influential groups throughoiTt the country. But tolerance.
Or even generosity, bn the part Of the public and its opinion
makers cannot ever be regarded as a permanent state.
Good will, friendship and tolerance are delicate plants that
require constant cultivation and nurturing. Respect must
be earned—-it cannot be bought or bribed. We must be
ever alert to correct our own faults and militant in defense

there may be something to be gained
in talking things over, I shall go into
a discussion of the points brought up.
I am asked to give a perspective
on the year ahead. This is imposslble and can be as wrong as the
weather bureau, Which turned but to
be Completely ignorant of the big
breeze that started to blow on Nov, 25
last, and turned into a hurricane wjthout any warning.
L
Obviously a great deal depends
Nicholas M. schenck
Upon worlo: conditions. These conditions at the moment are none too good, and the disruption of our economy is threatened by mahy forces.
Peaceful conditions throughout the world will .naturally
his normal activities and
allow' the individual to:
then: all businesses that are essential to our happiness
have an, excellent chance for prosperity The motion picture has proved itself to. be an essential to our way of
life, and its prosperity dep 'fid.s on the degree to which
We are allowed to pursue our way of life. No one can
possibly say more than this without running the risk, of
being cohsidered an idle talker,
As for the production of pictures, our com,jany has
done rather well in the past year, which was not conWe
sidered a good year by the industry in general.
have turned out a great many successful attractions, and
we have reduced our production expenditures as much

;

,

The recapture of the motion picture audience is obviously the first objective of the entire industry. This is a
job requiring the full efforts of every segment of our
business.
/
.
^
^
«
It is certainly true that in spite of
jvery good business for a number of
jn
the top attractions this past year, the
general average of attendance has
been far below what the industry
should expect in consideration of the
1
exceptionally high quality of product
’
This buying lethargy or
offered.
I
I
apathy on the part of the public is not
'If
1
We took a terrible
too mysterious.
It
beating for a cotiple- of years.
llP
jr
seemed that all forces of public opinThe
itetec !
ion were arrayed against us.
press, in a wild orgy of condemnation,
Depinet
Ned Depmet
world that OUr pictures were
sirens,
bad. The critics had a love feast with the foreign
unfortunately, as an industry, we were not organized to
combat the attacks so the public read and believed, listened
pundits as
to the radio, and took the word of the ether
trying
gospel. So, today we are fighting a defensive war,
journey
to regain the ground lost. It’s a slow and tedious
but not a hopeless one.
^
^
.
Good work has been done by industry organizations,
both on the national and local levels, to create a better
.
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as

was possible.

My
still

their

views on television have not changed radically. 1
believe that a great many people will always seek

But I do not ignore the
out.’!
(Continued on Next Page)

amusement by “going

,

.

^‘

v

Forty-fifth
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who have joined
with members of the press in belittling motion pictures.
not
pat one, but it
a
is
to
this
problem
The answer
should definitely be given serious consideration. One possible approach is the more widespread use of Hollywood
There are many instars as ambassadors of good will.
stances in the industry in which stars have attended
world premieres and/or toured the country to the plaudits
of the public, with the press reporting the tremendous
impact which these stars have made upon fans. Republic
has experienced outstanding results from such perspnal
I firmly believe that this is an excellent
appearances!
method of arousing public interest in Hollywood and its

fected a few

thousands of theatre managers throughout the coum
are alert enough and deterniined enough, they can
supply all necessary information to the distributors regard*
ing the public’s taste and requirements. It would be both
on a large
a waste of money and bad publicity to embarh
research program. We have extraordinary machinery of
should
we
our own for analyzing the public's mind and
use it. To create a ballyhoo about the public's alleged
“apathy” would be irreparably injurious.
If the

try

;C<>ntiiiued

from preceding pagei

dollars have been invested in television
machines, and in fact in all sorts of machines which have
been purchased on the installment plan. Installment buying has cut into the family budget, and it is hot only
affecting theatre-owners but storekeepers of all types.
The entire retail trade for small articles has felt the pinch
that the head of any family feels who owes money for his
fact that

many

Must Launch New Personalities
Let me say, however, that nothing in my strong opinion,
transcends the importance of launching as many new film
persohalit|es as possible on our screens in the year 1951.

car, his refrigerator, his washing machine and his tele/hen you go to your grocer or chemist, ask
vision, set.

idle questions about business, and
understand how, the pursuit of pleasure can also be
aileeted by the lack of cash in pocket.
Also, the purchase of new houses is not to be ignored.
iVlany people today are buying their homes rather than
renting them and there has been an outlay of available
money as well as the mortgage payments and taxes. This
has nothing to do with the public appreciation of pictures
-—that appreciation is there, but the inclination to go to
see them is measured more carefully in the light of spendThe smaller pictures have, therefore, sufing money.
fered, and in a busiriess that cannot make them all big,
there is bound to be some boxolTice distress.

them some seemingly

,

Improvecl Public Relations

and gentlemen ... diyou the latest Mr. and
Mrs: program. You've heard Of Ed & Pegeeh, Dorothy &
Dick, Tex & Jinx ... Today we^ bring you “Harry & Bess.”
But first, a word from our sponsor, the Jim Dandy DissolvIf you ever have a desire to write
Irig Stationery Corp,
nasty letters, don’t fight it. Just wilte the letter on Jim

By the time the letter
Stationery.
destination, there* will be nothing left but -the
Bess at breakfast.
And now for Harry

Dandy Dissolving

Another example, is that whenever exhibitors and distributors have? taken their disputes to arbitration, it has
getting together, can avoid
been shown that sensible
the fearful waste involved in the litigation \vhich has
plagued our business. At this time, the producers, distributors and exhibitors can become better working partners for the benefit of all by sharing the task Of keeping
up with public taste and public requirements as to the
quality and character of; motion pictures,

reaches
stamp.

men

its

&

BESS; You

don’t look rested, Harry. What’s the mattei?

HARRY: Oh, nothin’, Bess. I guess I just got up this
morhih’ on the wrong side of Congress.
BESS: Why don’t you take a walk? It might improve
your disposition.
HARRY; It didn’t improve Vishinsky’s.
BESS: Don’t you sometimes wish we could give up all
this and just go back to. living in our little house in Misso.iiri likewe used to?
HARRY: No-o-o! And let’s hear no more of that. Do
you have a paper?
The WashBESS; Here’s the Congressional Record
ington Herald, and The New Y'ork Times.
HARRY: No. I mean.,do you have a Variety?
BESS: Variety?
HARRY Yes. I want to see where Miirgaret is , ..
this, week.
BESS Incidentally, Harry ... what do you hear from
.

Repiihlic

And

Prez Decries ‘Sniart-Aleeky’ Criticiem
on Those Within the Trade

Its Eflfect
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—

satisfactory diversion.

Better Pix Certain to Gel Beller Biz in ’51 ; Skouras
Sees Harnessing TV for Benefil of B.O.

By SPYROS SKOURAS
Business in 1951 will be better because the output from
Hollywood this'year will be vastly improved in quality

number of pictures.
Our industry is better prepared today than ever before
to meet the rising demands of the pub^
Through
lie for fine entertainment.
experience wco know that the public
will turn out whenever films have

as well as in

quality despite any other competition.
Outstanding pictures always did and
always will, do boxoffice regardless of
any existing conditions.
Production costs have been reduced,
but they have not yet been reduced
sufficiently in view of present boxoffice levels. We are gradually achieving lower levels in production costs,
but in doing so we are striving to imSpyros Skouras
prove our techniques and benefit by
our experience so that even better quality will be atTwentieth Century-Fox does not intend to allow
tained.
lower costs to imperil the quality of motion picture entertainment, and I know this is applicable to the other companies.

As regards T’s reiationship to cthe industry, it is my
opinion that in time the two industries will be brought into
closer relationship because both provide audio-visual em
tertainment for the public. But this closer kinship of the
two, media will conie through the development of large
screen television in the theatres. It is possible for the
theatres to reach their greatest prosperity through the
infinitely enlarged scope that can be given to entertainment through large screen exhibition.
Picture Is Still the Thing

BLOCK

riiorning, ladies
rectly fronv Washington, Ave bring

elsewhere.

,

T

By HAL
ANNCR: Good

,

relations of the industry during the past
year have improved. Eric Johnston has done an excellent
job in presenting dUr case to the critical gentry and this
The public is beginning
i.s a cause for some satisfaction.
-cfp realize that the focus of attention on star personalities
Motion picture
do.
they
automatically magnifies what
people are just like other people— only more famous and
Ihereforc more news. The industry itself has conducted
its transactions in a highly ethical way and with continual consideration for the public welfare.
We are constantly doing research and investigation as
to the public taste and reaction and' the reasons for
conditions. The people who say that motion picture, fare
in general is poor are usually those people who do not
The fans know they have
regularly go to the movies.
improved with each year, and they are not apathetic except in so far as the above-mentioned drain on the purse
atleets their freedom to spend money on entertainment.
To close this rambling .series of comments, X should
^ike to say that optimism is easy to express and not always
easy to retain; but I am convipced, as I have always been,
that the best way to spend the time when you are not
creating something yourself— is to see a good shovy. The
movies are excellent entertainment, and as long as they
continue that way they will always have a. place in the
public heart. They will always be a substantial and an
essential business, and the thing the producers have to
do is to improve their product continuously. The public
doesn’t care where it gets its good shows, pfoyided the
shows are good, and the motion picture industry has
proven that the large screen provides the greatest and

most

Various Industry promotion outlines are presenting
other ideas, and we should employ every showmanship
means at our disposaL to interest audiences in pictures,
bearing in niind the tremendous untapped audience which
has never been weaned to films. Promotion calculated to
reach this potential audience is of paramount importance.

and increasihg our attendance by millions.
Now, let me express in coheiusion my unshakable conviction that our industry has within itself the resources
and Vitality which can keep it great, We are an unbeatable
combination when exhibitors, distributors and producers
stand together. An example I haye in mind is the successful cooperative enterprise of the Randforce, RKO,
Skouixis, Century, Joeison and Fabian Theatres in New
York City in jointly advertising and promoting the second
run of the picture “All About Eve,” which not only
brought lines at the boxoffice arid extended the runs, but
gave a cue of tremeridous practical interest to exhibitors

The public

.

stars.-

advise exhibitors of this need,
The exhibitors can encourage producers to engage and
cast siich fresh personalities whenever possible, even when
some risk is involved. The new personalities will help to
perpetuate the importance of the old ones and the old ones
I consider this one
will help to popularize the new ones.
of the vital contributions toward retaining our audience

you’ll

1951

3,

of our screen personalities,

T

The basic ingredients will be films, which are the
Eupreme entertainment of the world today, and films will
be augmented by stage shows exclusive for theatres
through television. With large screen television there is
.

unlimited opportunity to satisfy best the constantly developing appetite of the public for amusement of higher
quality and greater range, and also to serve best the
public’s educational and cultural needs.
We are carrying forward the plan to try out this form
of lelevi.si6n on a large scale in 5.0 or more west coast
theatres as soon as ti e large screen is perfected.
Since

September w.e have cbnducted a number of tests in New
York and we are optimistic for the success of this project.
Millions of people continue to patronize, good motion
pictures, but these millions and Others yet to be won into
,

the theatres have developed higher standards in recent
years. They demarid unusual subjects and superior quality
as never before.
Pictures meeting these standards do as
well at the boxoffice Today as at any other time, when you
take into consideration, that the public’s income is spent
for modern conveniences of all kinds—washing machines,

HERBERT

J.

YATES

Despite the air of gloom which seems to have invaded
the industry? I look forward to brighter prp.spects for
next year. I think that the public will be more eager
than ever to find the escapist entertainment which movies
can best provide, and that this may
well mean a healthy acceleration of
There has been
the filmgoing habit.
much discussion about the so-called
depressed boxoffice and many reasons
have been cited. Actually, the industry has been conditioned by an acceptance of grosses in a lush era as its
It
probable,
is
revenue standard.
however, that credit reductions, shortages and price controls will make
more of the consumer’s dollar available for entertainment, particularly in
a period in which there will be inHerb Yates
creased employment due to our giant
Increased audience interest in films
defense program.
must be predicated, however, on the delivery of good
vsound entertainment product, the kind that will continue
to underline the fact that ‘‘movies are the world’s best
entertainment buy.”
1 think fhe industry has proved that production economies can be effected without sacrifice of story or entertainment values. The past season has .seen the production
of some really fine, entertaining pictures on greatly reHollywood can no longer
duced production budgets;
profitably market epics in the several million dollar cate-

There just isn’t that much potential return, on this
type of inve$tment. In general, I would say that the reduction in costs has been handled efficiently without
detriment to the quality of product.
gory.

an entertainment business; and, as such,
the niany other entertainment
businesses which have consistently been competitive to
motion pictures. With the urgent need which television
Television

it

mh.st

be"

is

included in

.

.

.

;

•

^

:

Stalin?.,'

^

'

HARRY:
BESS:
becoming

.

Please, Bess
not while I’m eating.
Oh. did you see the item about Tom Dewey
national head of the Piano Tuners Association?
.

.

.

HARRY;

Piano Tuners Association?
Yes. he figures that’s the only way he can ever
get into the White House.
ANNCR: And now a word from our sponsor. The I\lnrdo yOu need money?
Foreign countries
shall Plan.
If you are a
Come to us. If you are a large country .
Don’t be bashIf you. are a country
small country
from
million
anything
100
to
two billion
ful.
We loan
or if you can't write
dollars on your signature alone
see us anyway. Here’s a letter from one of oUr satisfied
customers. He says: “My name is Ernest Bevin and my
country has been using the Mar.shall Plan for nigh onto
200 years. The .service is wonderful and the payments
are so easy that you hardly notice them. As a matter of
fact, we haven’t noticed any payments for the last 10
years”
and now back to Harry & Bess.
BESS: Have you seen all the new books we received

BESS:

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

this

morning?

HARRY: Yes. Tlicre’s “My 30 Years with Franklin
Roosevelt” by Eleanor:“jMy 20 Years with Franklin Roosevelt” by Grace Tully
“My Two Years with Elliott
Roosevelt” by Faye Emerson
“I Never Met Roosevelt”
.

.

.

.

.

.

by Hopalong Cassidy.

BESS; Here’s an

interesting one

Roosevelt’s Desk.”^,

.

.

.

Was

‘‘I

a Blotter

on

.

HARRY: A

blotter on Roosevelt’s desk?
1 understand it’s a very absorbing hook.
BESS: Yes
HARRY: Bess
you’ve been listening to Milton Berle
again.
.

.

.

.

has for star personalities, it’s true that more Hollywood
names are being approached and are going: into TV. However, it has definitely been established that too frequent
appearances and lack of good material can kill off stars
faster than any other entertainment medium.
Some as
yet unresolved format must be arrived at if motion picture
stars are to go into TV and retain the popularity which
motion pictures have built for them. Just as radio com
iributed new faces for the screen, the stage and other entertainment fields, so will TV develop talent of its Own
\yhich, with public acceptance, can provide neW bldod
for our industry.

.

.

.

ANNCR: And now
you get up

a

word from our sponsor

.

.

.

When

the morning, do you feel. blue?
Do you
see black spots in front of your eyes?
Use Senator
McCarthy’s Little Liver Pills and you’ll be seeing RED /. .
and now bach to Harry & Bess.
HARRY: Well, it looks like our time is almost up for
today, Bess, but before \ve go, would you call up the
Chairman of the Jackson Day Dinner Committee? 1 want
to be sure that he doesn’t niake the same mistake they
made last year.
ill;

.

.

.

.

.

.

BESS: Why, Harry, weren’t you satisfied with that $100
plate dinner? After all, they had the best food, the best
drinks, and the best entertainment.
HARRY; Yes, but they only had the
best
waiters*
BESS Well who are the BEST WAITERS?
.

Industry public relations programs have made great
mainly because of an understanding in all branches
of the industry that they share problems in. common and
because of the concerted action which is being taken to
solve them.
Organizations charged \yith industry public
relations have, done a creditable job in reducing criticisms
and. complaints to a riiinimunii
can certainly attribute
this to effort, rather than chance; and, 1 feel, that all
companies should continue to support common action.
strides,

W

More Competition Generally

SECOND

:

,

HARRY: The REPUBLICANS.
WAITING for 19 years! I

all,

they’ve been

J

In Braille

I

Movies, plays, sports, radio, television and any other performances that bid fbr public approval are pretty much in
the same category. I don’t think that the public io more
apathetic toward movies than toward other entertainment.
Maybe it’s been a case of not having enough money to go
around. Cost of living indices may well be a contiijiiuting
factor. Perhaps, too, cycles of pictures are hot too healthy
for the industry; and we might well look to a widespread
program not only among a;udieiices hut among exhibitors
as well, to assist us in building new stars for added
boxoffice impetus.

After

Sometime

in ’40 during the Series of

Arturo Tosconcerts with the NBC Symphony, the guest
was a noted Polish pianist making an infrequent ^ppearariGe here in the States named Mieczsl.aw
Horoszowski. To. be sure on the pronunciation of his
namie, 1 went into Maestro Toscanini’s dressing room,
where he Was chatting with his guest before the
concert, and asked him how his name was pronounced:
The pianist assured me that his first liame was pro;

canini

soloist

;

nounced
Mee-yech-eh-SWAFF—that’s right,
last
syllable SWAFF! So in my “speech to the studio audiAnother problem is the generally “smart alecky” reence and three or four times on the coast to coast
viewing and editorial treatment which movies have, been
broadcast, 1 referred to him as Miecze-SWAFF.
receiving from the px*ess, radio and television.
I think
After the show, one of the musicians—himself a
that this has done much to discourage movie-going and to
Pple^
asked me why I mispronounced the guest’s
deep freezes, television, automobiles arid homes. These
undermine the public^s evaluation of pictures. Actually,
name, why I didn’t say Miecze-SLAFF.
are the factors besides television which have affected our
this is a problem which should be high on the agenda of
“No,
no,” I said, “I know I’m right—I asked Mr.
boxoffice.
public relations programs as well as the job of every inHoroszowski himself. It’s Miecze-SWAFF.”
I do not believe that research projects are necessary,
dividual associated With e*.ery branch of the industry.
go by him,” said the musician, “He
Ih order to determine the public’s attitude toward films. This menace* and I call it such advisedly, has even inBsps.
Ben Graucr.

—
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;
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Anniversary

the Old Joke
That's Netessarily Best

It Isn't

By CLARENCE
Hpljywood.

BROWN
By JACK BRYSON

wouldn’t

get laughs today. They
Old jokes, like old friends, old lived a cycle and died.
whiskey,
are
supThese
old
gags
and
were based on a numbooks,
ber of premises about Small Boys,
posed to be the best.
As an exr They Included the idea that all
ample of hpw kids love to play hookey from
this
not school and go fishing. It was an
is
n e c e s s a r - old gag when Mark Twain got in
ily true, con- on it and it lasted for another half
isider the case a
century or better, but that
of a hypotheti- “basic” no longer exists. Thf idea
e a 1 exhibitor of kids playing hookey from school
who was play- doesn’t strike people today as being
ing a bum pic- funny, and besides, even if they
ture
full
of ..did stay out of school, everyone
very very old would assume that they’d spend
Business 'their time seeing a Hopalong Caswas
bad sidy movie instead of fishing,
so
C’laieiice brown
that when he
Another “basic” was the idea
happened to fun into two very,, that all young boys, sooner Or later

(Director

of the Legislative Department, Motion Pictur': Assn, of

America

j

Washington.

I

S

,

:

Holly Vvood.
viewing, the noted screen writer,
Before legends encrust the saga Rutherford Muinm, “Martin,” Edof Eager Eddie entirely, I think die crowed jubilantly, “rve just
it would be well for me to relate come from
a long session With
this sober and truthful chronicle Rutherford Munim.
I think Tve
a
Young captured the secret of really fine
of

f

Ten

state

legislatures

met

1

in

.

regular session and 13 in special
sessibn during 1950. In no instance

Writer’s

was any law passed which might
be injurious to riiotjon pictures

though .several

bills

were

I

intro-

from his old outMarines they all procceded to get full of very, very
old whiskey. And he wound up
getting his nose punched when he
decided to Call On an bid girl

m

in

-

1-

1 uriied out she was now
married he had gotten her name
and address out of a yery, very
old book; a little black one he used
to keep hot numbers in.
.L

t

tried smoking a
of the barn and that

the

riend.

—

evidence
Notwithstanding the
that .some jokes written, by Joe
Miller are still making the rounds,
nevertheless gag types do have life
cycles and a high mortality rate.
AVe’ve all heard the lobby ana
lysis, theatrical equivalent of football’s Monday Morning Quarterbacks, stand around after the show
breaking down the cOmedj'^ and
cacei'ully cataloguing each laugh as
a refurbished version of an ancient
.

is

what

hap-

to’ legislation, affecting

I

the

industry:

,

•

.

.

'^s

;

j

,

I

!

and
drawing different Versions of this
^
the idea that all perfumes opei-ators of moving picture tneaadmit children under age
have erotic and sinful sounding
'names, and that perfumes are of 16 unaccompanied by adult permade; sold, and used exclusively son at any time when school classes
.

!

joke:

1

are not in session but not after
6 o’clock in the afternoon,, if sepnational w^eekly arate section of main floor is set
The fact is that, apart from the magazine has not gone to press aside exclusively for children and
basic skeleton of how the gag is in 14 years now without a cartoon
at least one matron is in attendpre.scnted, certain things are funny illustrating this perfume creed,
ance.’’ This bill w'as killed without
to filmgoers and to the public
yet the day will surely come ever reaching the floor tor debate.
generally only during certain pe- when the idea that perfume acts
On the plus side, New York
on all men as a sex stimulant and state voted a law which “ suspends
a drug will have become dated
1 don’t mean anything a.s obvious
until July 1, 1951, poW'er of counas the purely topical gag. Naturally, and corny. All of a sudden, after ties and cities to adopt local laws
subjects like Flying Saucers, as the producing thousands of jokes, it hereafter imposing tax on business,
raw stuff of jokes, are going to be will suddenly be Unfunny,
professions, and commercial activi
In the long-range vie w% picture- ties and powder of cities of less
highly seasonal.
There comes a time w’hen the makers face their riiost delicate than 25,000 to impose special taxes
when they dream up and de- on admissions and entertainment.”
public is currently aw'are Of the
wliat sort of jokes will strike
FlNMug Saucers, for instance, and
The states wliich held regular
UVen for a period. Flying Saucers Pt^ople as funny nOvv— or at least legislative sessions during 1950
by the time they get on the screen.
gags are topical.
were: California, Kentucky, Louisas aphrodisiacs,

One well-known

j

j

;

,

I

'

*

|

|

I

.

_

Ready Oscar

!

coming home from work,

Martin Field

'

Ballots

!

j

j

.

;

i

I

do you desk every night at six for six
Standing weeks straight. Nothing happened,
up? Pen? Pencil? Typewriter? ^ didn t get even one great idea
a screen original.” He clutched
[Morning, noon or night?
What’s
coat lapels and hung on.
[your favorite kind of story? What
think he w'as kidding me?
kind .of story is selling to the stu- “P®.
You
dios right now?
What’s the gim- Giving me a wrong steer?
know,
maybe
he wa.s jealous,
mick, weinie or twist in your curj

chine-gun

write?

style:

How-

'

Sitting down?.

.

j

.

i

!

*

rent assignnient that makes it a afraid of a young feliow getting
ahead? A twisted genius, sore at
story eligible for production?
You think so?”
If I didn’t see Eddie for a while, Ihc world!
“Who'd
he was quick to phone me. “MarI felt an intuitive flash.
tin,
I
just interviewed Cornelia yOu interview last?”
Hobble, the new sensational screen
“Adam Skowstop. He just wrote
^ci^r,
I found out that her il-;a ^j^ole screehplayinalong vveeklegitimate aunt, oh her mother S
He’s like
paim Spring."*.
side, is married to the new' head Napoleon or Thomas Edison; Never
And real gigeps more than four hours a
of .Glamour Pictures.
'vriters like us have to struggle
when your body’s all tired
for years and years and get along out, that’s w^en your mind soars.
oo merit!. How do you like that?” Don’t you
yoi think he has something
*

I

.

j

;

|

,

'

;

|

!

|

;

j

!

|

I

|

;

,

i

I

I
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j

j

I

j
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degrees of duraalmost all jokes are based
on basic premisCvSi riiany of which
tunny oiily for a limited peilod.
For in dance, almost a whole genof

jokes

at
all

pi'eniise

that tramps love to steal hot pies
ulueli had been put on window

U‘dges to cool by housewives. A
blood-brpthcf of this pferiiise was
titat .small boys
also love to steal
pies put on window ledges.
No nurtter what form it takes, a

'

Th.e same period
Sinai I Boy basic

saw a number
premises wliich

sale.”

“You remember what I said to
you the other day about waiters
and- producers
nobodies
being

,

Joke which reaches down to this
basic
assumption
isn’t
simply
fnnpy today.

a

best to find out the best writing
methods, just w’hat type stories
are in the biggest demand, and
everything else? I’ve interview'cd
every big writer In Hollywood.
There isn’t a thing about writing
for the industry (that I haven’t
learned since 1 left Texas.”
“Which, of course, accounts for
your success at last”
“No!” Eddie vsereamed, and I
could feel him vibrating over the
phone. “I wrote this story before
I: left Texas!”
I just got a caU from Eddie. The
same fresh voice as of ybre, the
same vibrant eagerness,
“Pal,” he said, arid liis tone was
portentous indeed, !‘l have come
to a decision, a turning point, a
milestone. And you’re the first one
to hear it”
“I’m honored,”

violently;
in lesser

on the

made

I

,

hiliiy.

Americans laughed

line

“What’s the matter? You don’t
sound happy.”
“I’m not. I’m so bewildered I
don’t think even my p ’ychoanalyst
can help me. Haven’t I done my

.

versions

home, went right to bed, and this
morning niy agent awoke me up to
tell

i

of

a cab outside.

i

—

e5;sentially

Eddie’s shaggy head dropped
down to his chest. I escorted him
out of the theatre lobby and into

The next day Eddie phoned me.
His voice was puzzled. “1 just sold
a story,” he said.
“That’s great, Eddie, wonderful.
Congratulations.”
Eddie went on; flatly, “I came

.

J oke
^Ve can assume that the first
dawning glimmer of a sense of
iuimor on the part of the Caveman
came when his wife rushed into
the cavern and yelled to him:
“Come quick—-a saber-toothed tiger
just carried mother off!” And her
lord aiKl master replied: “Hell with
tlu'
saber-tpolhed tiger let him
lake care of himself!’’
Since that time the writing and
tell ng of mothers-in-law' jokes have
belped bring in a livelihood for
thousands of descendants pf the
Cavcinan. The point is that all
mol liors-in-.law’ jokes, without except ion, are based on one ironbound preinise: the postulate that
all molhcrs-in-law are nasty people,
that no fate that can befall them
is any
worse than they deserve,
and that their sons-in-law all detest

ba,sed

.

.

Massachusetts, Mississippi,
New Jersey. New' York, Rhode
Island, South Carolina and Vir-[

_ Th e Caveman

eoundess

is.

“Having any thoughts?” I asked.
“NO, but something’s bound to
and thought.
it!” Eddie cried.
“I’m at
fuUy, then sat dowm and wrote a come of
and, I m using a pen, too
letter.
It was to the editor of his
®
hometown
newspaper,
offering
Rutherford Mumm,” 1 said.
Eddie’s Correspondence services in
exchange for a letter to the JohnA few months later^ I ran into
ston Office stating thaf Eddie w as Eddie at a preview. His light blue
bona fide. HpF.ywoOd corre- eyes W'ere rimmed with fed and
a
spondent.
he looked so exhausted he could
Eddie got his. Johnston Oiiice hardly lift up the credit sheet that
card, entitling him to attend rho- dangled from his limp hand.
tion picture previews and to visit
“Don’t you feel w^ell, Eddie?” I
.^ny ^^nd all studio lots. Promptly asked.
Eddie began to interview writers.
Eddie’s
bleary
eyes
slowly
In Hollywood, this w'as a most senclosed, then, painfully, he forced
sational
move.
Correspondents
them open. “I feel fine,” he murinterview actors and actresses.
They even interview a director or mured manfully, “just fine.”
“You look all in,” I said.
producer. But wTitCrs are not
used to being interviewed.
Genius Doesn’t Repeat
Now Eddie came along and de“I don’t know how' Rutherford
clared that his readers were inpfi
nnlvin
wrifpp'?
His Mumm is so successful,” Eddie
“I sat down at iny
method of interviewing was nia- complained.

.

eration

it

o’clock!
And where am I?
at my desk this very minute,
just like Rutherford IViumin!”

Six

I'm

,

,

go,£,e„ thatch .briefly

iana,

For instance, there have been a
million
or
more jokes about

So.

impor-

what time

Martin, notice
!

i^to. A less resourceful soul w ould
[have fled back to Texas,

„

lowered

vOice

[antly.

;

is that there
are certain substructures On which
jokes arc based. This base is Usual1\
the assumption of a certain
qualily by a certain thing or a
person.
Sometimes this rockbodom postulate bn w^hich jokes
are built can last virtually throughoiil eternity, which sounds like a
rebuttal of my contention that most
jokes have cycles.

them

Eddie’s

j

HollyW’ood.
Nominalion ballots for the 23rd ginia.
annual Oscar Derby will be mailed
Special sessions, were conducted
Jan. 18, with the polls closing Jan, in Connecticut, Georgia, Maryland,
27.
Nominees will be announced Idaho, Maine, Arizona, Texas, New
Feb. 13. and final ballots will be Hanipshire, Wyoming, Michigan,
Washington, Illinois and Colorado.
mailed Feb. 27.
All final Votes must be returned Only bill affecting pictures in any
jssions was the
on or before March 13. Presenta- of these special sessions
measure
And then there was the day that there? It sounds logical, doesn’t
tion will be staged March 22 at unsuccessful censorship
Eddie called nie right after inter- jit? Boy, do I feel tired!”
introduced in Georgia.
the P.antages theatre.

,

come and go.
What 1 mean to say

types

mothers-in-law.

out, he sits dOwm at his
write, fresh as a daisy!”

j

'

~

-

writer, Eddie quickly learned that
movie studios can’t be just w'alked

fagged
desk to

all

;

it

deathly ill.
small boys, always eat too many
In Kentueky, a bill was offered to
green apples and become ill. An- “repeal the excise tax on the sale
other was that small boys always
A
£
£
,
_
of admission to places
of amuseuip the pigtails of the girl who
sits in front of them in inkwells, ment or entertainment, including
and that bo 5 always carfy snakes admission to motion picture theaand frog.s in their pockets, and so tres,” but this bill was killed in the
'on.committee.
Grie of the great, rock-bottom
The Louisiana legislature dejoke assumptions of our time has
been the basis of an Utterly amaz- feated a bill to repeal that state’s
ing fountain of gags. One popular censorship statute
cartoonist has been making a comA bill w'as introduced in New
fortable living for years simply
YOrk State “to permit ow'riers

j

But deeper than such superficiali tics of gag timeliness lies a more
cycle process w hich sees joke

1

straw r yellow
h a i r
W'ashed b l u e
eyes and thick
black - rimmed
of

makes them
Another idea Was that defeated.

j^ke.

I

!

Here, in sumrnary,

Mumm

0 a s t from
Texas: a tall,
thin outiander at six o’clock; six O’clock, mind
with a shock you, when other people are first

Censorship bills were offered in
Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi and
cigar out back
Massachusetts, all of which were

old friends

vei‘\

[

G

.

.

I believe in following in
footsteps of these Creative
believes
in letting his spirit soak all day.
That’s exactly his phrase, soak all
day.
Perfect relaxation. / Then^
the man’s a genius, 1 ’:eli you—

met Eddie people. You knOw,

soon after he
arrived on the

al-

ducedi

pened

Rise writing.

Hollywood. the

in

everything?”

“That
“Well,

BILLY ECKSTINE

starting

do.”

I
.

tomorrow morning
a

new

series

of

I’m

inter-

views—this time with producers!”
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Anniversary

Forty-fifth

THE CADILLAC THIEF
A Cinema

An

Travesty Based on

By

ENGLUND

Iia:N

mTonfiiinnA mnn.tinn

mh/i mnini-inl

viQod screenwriter,

NiGEL FLATBUSH,

nf fho

.

his wife,

Rnrrow vour

Unll'ii.

DAWN,

in a Buiok.

SCENERY— A

each i)lace a silver newsaper holder
a copy of Daily Variety.
There is a phone at each place. Both
Dawn and Rory are on their phones.

The latter is nattily attired in the uni'
form of the Stouifellow Military inDawn, inasmuch as. she is
NigeVs third wife, is very young and
'

phone alt same time)
Listen, Mickey, it can only be 10*10 and 10 actoss the board
allowance
another Week!
for
because I don’t get my
coffee, snarling into

DAWN—'(into

Godi What’ll we do? What’ll we do?
(She cries on the table. Rory starts to sniffle)
.NIGEL^( straightening up—pulling himself together)
I got a good
i must keep a tight grip on my nerves.
glimpse of the thief at the wheel. He was blonde, arid
sportcoat.
on
his
lapels
had
type—
a very low-class
(rising— to Rori/)
Come on, son— we’ll find him!
(He claps his son’s miUtary headgear on the boy’s
head—-a tall fur busby similar to the ones worn by the
StoutBritish, fusiliers regiments, insignia reading

Oh,'

phone—conspirdtorily)

—

(looks

V

.

^

'

can’t go to Magnin’s or Saks—riot even
His Cadillac’s
Nigel may lose his job.
Bullock’s.
been stolen! Tell them at Gorshgorn’s— teill them^not
bracelet.
to hold my
^
or The
(She collapses on the table— like. Madame
Trial of Mary Dugan)

Hello—Lillian-^I
to

Rory)

X

him) Quelle hangover.

LIGHT BLACKS OUT ON HER--LIGHT UP
ANOTHER PART OF STAGE ON NIGEL AND
RORY tramping over the city. Nigel takes Rory’s

Good morning, Nigel

NIGEL—.
those sleeping pills—must change hiy brand.

DAWN— (kissing

growing

Good morning, darling. Time to eat anything?
NIGELr^^ sitting nefvously—excited)

You look

(mumbling— annoyed)

RORY
MGM.

at

(expansively)
The Tiffany of studios.
it.
an assignment! I can see the credit
(fiyiger tracing the letters in air)
“Lassie Get Down.
Written for the screen by
Xavier Flatbush!”
(clasping her hands enraptured)
it seems too good to be true!.

made

finally

What

know you
payment on

1

that bracelet, just to
guess I’m sort of sentimental.

I

baby— but make

Oh, baby

it

put a down
this day?

commemorate

how

I

me week

do— Goodbye,

you

all!

Dawn

(He

exits with a confident wave.
coffee and reads Variety)

RORY—

{

sits, sips

tickets for jaywalking.

NIGEL— (pointing

—
to

—

NIGEL^

add— insulting

Dawn, can

1 borrow your Nash?
The kids all laugh at
because my Chevrolet is dirty. You never have
washed.
DAWN (eyes on Variety)
No, Rory, dear. L need mine for something important.
RORY— (mumbles an oath of disgust)
Besides, all the other fellows are getting an Olds con*

school
it

be in Beverly Hills.
(they walk disconsolately)
Had no idea we had walked so far.

RORY
Schwab

Wait-— let’s ask Mr.

knows who he

NIGEL
Of course— It’s worth

spoil

RORY

!

Don’t give me that. When I played football, didn’t
buy me a platinum supporter —?:
:

GAWN.

Dad

.

Yes, but your father knows what valuable contacts you
make in a locker-room.
( Rory
kicks a chair, grabs his books and sullenly
starts out)

DRUGGIST

NlGELi— go
(

Gadillae’s been stolen.

^

my

Oh,

Now

..

ie

go to work at

MGM

God!
That shouldn’t happeu to a producer/
about your benzedrine bill— it’s over $800—
NIGEL (backing away)

check’s in the mall.
Nigel hurries into street, closing door. Of drugstore.
Street noises in b:g. again. Nigel tramps on— looking
to right and left, not noticing that Rory is no longer
beside him. Then he sees his. son is gone arid grows
panickg.)

white)

NIGEL /
Rory!

Rory!

Oh—niy

I’ve got the best job in

Rory!
(he looks around wild-eyed)

God!

my Whole career— Now

RORY— (running

in)

Hi-^

it!

'DAWN.

'

:
;

,

Just take a bus or a streetcar to Metro.

Are you insane? 1 can’t go to take a $2,000 a week job
and arrive on a bus! I’ll lose face.

Where were you?

DAWN

Use my Nash or Rory’s Chevrolet.
.

Nigel

You out of your mind? La.st week a Dodge tried to get
into Romanoff’s and was pushed back into the street. You
know they riever accept anything but Cadillacs.
.

In

$80 a week, you who get $100,000 a minute in Hollywood.
You income-tax dodger, you! Why don’t you turn all your
money over to the Government? You only work in pictures so you can make enough money to indulge yourself
in the luxury of working for nothing, which you can afford,
but .nobody else who really needs the money can do!
Whom are you trying to impress? Who ya kidclin ?
What’s the angle?
Don’t try to protest.
Don’t bother saying you would,
have worked for nothing to get the chance, to do “Peer
Gynt,’’ the realization of a lifetime ambition.
You’d have
paid for the privilege.
Don’t tell anyone what ANTA
means to you and to the people. Don’t point to Helen
Hayes and Katharine Cornell and Louis Jouvet and the
others; they’re having troubles of their own.
.

Lochwab’s.

I

stopped

to

get

number,

NidrEL— (slappmg
Ungrateful wretch.

How

when we haven’t found

.

I

about the pocket-size of the
world, that everything has been telescoped.
New York
and Hollywood aren’t 3,000 miles apart; they’re eight hours
away from each other. It’s a short Sunday drive to the
country, from Vine Street to Broadway,
What’s all the
fuss?
Who’s .going anywhere? I’ll be right back. I’m
just stepping out for a bit of fresh medium.
Lwant
some radio, and some television, and pictures when they
want me. and plays ditto. Can’ll?
A writer has something to say. He chooses what he
thinks is the best form of expression for. that idea.
It
may be a play, or a novel, or even a letter to the editor.
A painter picks water color, or oil or charcoal as his
medium of expression. Why not an actor? I don’t think
pictures would let me play a lyrical character with great
humor, a man who ages from 21 to 70 as I do in “Peer
Gynt.’’
1 can try it on Broadway.
The play, as I say, is something I’ve wanted to do forever.
Every time I’ve been interviewed, I’Ve said “I’m
going to do ‘Peer Gynt’ someday on Broadway.’’ ANTA
has announced it for sure this time, but I’ve been accused
of crying wolf coast-to-coast.
Well, seeing is believing
(with notable exceptions) and when they see it, it will
be too late. A fait accompli overrides the desire to see
anyone eating crow. You’re too happy when you’re doing
something ypii’ve wanted to do always.
And something else. I’ve got a chance to act in a picture
.

I think a lot of; “He Ran All the Way.” I liked the book,
1 like the script and best of all,
I like the. idea of having
a say in the production. It is being produced
by Bpb Rpb*
erts^ Productions, in which 1 have a
financial interest.
Don t. think you’ve eliminated howls of protest when ypu
reach semi-producer status.
You work half a careertime getting to the ppint where ypu can offer suggestions
that may or may npt be accepted on merit,
rather than
refused on the .snide basi.S that, ah actor is puttiiig them
forth.
A inugger ought; to know values.
Whal’s the
beef if^ he.; ha.s a say-so?
I think every motion
picture
aetor with expenence can enhance a script.
At, least he
ought to be li.steried tp. I’ve got a break
But
I can.
don t envy me
1 still have to answer for it.
I ve vyorked hard to earri
the right to choose niy scripts,
on Broad way, It’s a holocaust in Hollywood.
Well* there’,s a si ni pie resolutipn. I’ll just
have to make
:

.

me..

RORY

Hours Apart

talk ail the time

up my own mind

NIGEL

'NIGEL/;-

w,

can’t

DRUGGIST

stolen!

"'NIGEL'

Why, darling?

.

The

up)

DAWN
when

I

it!

Oh, no!

lose

(entering).

NIGEL

My

without

:

DAWN— (jumping

Just

look-

now?

All my customers look like suspicious characters. What’s
the matter?

Daiiing, what’s the matter?

I’ll

you seen any suspicious

(

and yulps some water)

Cadillac’

Noise of drugstore)

NIGj!.L

Hello, Mr. Schwab.
Have
ing characters in here just

.

(Nigel dashes into scene, panting, panicky, his beret
disheveled. He staggers, clutches his pounding heart,

The

a try.

(They open door.
.

DAWN-

he saw the thief— and

if

is!

vertible for their graduation!

know, Rory dear, but your father doesn’t want to
you. He wishes you to have a normal boyhoOd.

an officer?

(Nigel gulps—COP exits)
(to Rory— looking around like Alice -in-Wonder-

We must

rising)

1

off)

land)

her

try to correct that impression by stating that
acting is your hobby, that you’ll go On acting as long as
200 people gather in a barn to see you, get set for another
blast.
You’re a ham. You call making millions a year,
“a hobby?’’ What’s the rnatter with polo?
You can shrug your shoulders, biit you’re nOt through.
Broadway has its beef. You consider yourself an actor
when the Group Theatre accepts you way back in 1933;
You get a break in pictures. To you, it doesr.'t matter
if they call you a theatre actor or a movie star.
You’re
acting, arid you’ve added a medium, not changed one for
ariother.
But some of the Broadway wiseguys. w’ou’t have
Go back to Gotham and they load your
it that way.
mail with vituperation.
“Whyn’t you stay where you
belong?’’
“Whatta you movin’ pitcher actors, mean by
coming here and taking bread from the mouths of thiltir
actors?’* they ask.
you’re the Hollywood bigTo them
shot whose “name’’ and not ability carries top credit. You

Just 8

POLICEMAN

you know. Let’s see

you

You hear

POLICEMAN
But

’

If

are these?

Want me

to week*

Police!

scene)'

NIGEL
What

it.

NIGEL
They’re only hiring

POLICEMAN— (entering

Two

a check. We can always cancel
('hugging him)

DA WN—

—

.

thief! Police!

are you doing on foot?
NIGEL (pointing off)
Officer!
That’s my yellow. Cadillac
( relaxing'— in despair)
It’s gone!
(The cop has been writing. He hands Nig el two tickets)

NIGEL
Yes,

Stop

thief!

— lights

What

DAWN

'darling—And darling, can

will,

NIGEL— (shouting)

Nigel

NIGEL
••

There’s my Cadillac! He’s driving away!
(Both start to run—remaining in the same spot
flickering over them Id indicate the chase)

Stop

DAWN—

write like a fool!

outside Schwab’s!

is

Somebody

forever.’’

It isn’t all that way.
But you hear it.
Then the announcement is made that you are going to
appear in “Peer Gynt” for ANTA. A press agent who
likes anomalies points out that you are going to work for

NIGEL

NIGEL
was starting today

Look! There he

Dad!

What?

What happens?
You get a banner

in a daily paper
that says “Garfield to leave Hollywood
editorializes that you, who have been
treated so cordially by Movietown, are a deserter. Why
should aniyo7ie want to go back to Broadway? Gut here;
there’s money and sunshine and a medium that reaches
millions.

John Garfleld

begin to wonder.
derperdtely)

watch,

at

morning—that’s smog.
RORY.

only 10 in the

It’s

in!

it

this—

nighttime yet?

it

Is

NIGEL— (looking

bastard agent didn’t put

I’ll

that way-^I’ll look

RORY

from HIS pot)

MGM—

later.

NIGEL

Well today’s the day!
( leafs
through Variety devouring the print with his
eyes while he gulps the coffee Dawn pours for him

NIGEL

Street
over scene.
Lighting indicates it is

is

noises on record in b.g.

Just coffee, honey.

1

Dramaticmusic

hand.

him)

it.

.

DAWN—

r

son —

RORY— (studying

I

as this picture is finished, you’re going to New York to he with your
family arid to try to set a deal to
appear iri a play. You’re happy about

i

anxiously)

off,

NIGEL— (kissing

That

.

.

>

now ^here he cpriies!
(Both hang up and pick up their trade papers as Nigel
enters. Over his sport coat of many colors he wears, a
cdshmere polo coat plus yellow beret and blue suede

To think

'

.
fellow Military institute)
NIGEL (glaneing at watch)
I’ve got a full hour before the studio misses me.
Dawn, distraught,
(Nigel and Rory run out of scene
slumps into her chair and feebly, dials the phone,, all
strength drained from her body. .She bites her lip to
keep from crying)
( 071. phorie)

Lillian at

I can’t talk

My

the: Irish Players)

:

Magnin’s and we’re going 'together
to Bullock’s— then why don’t we all meet at Saks at two?

It’s

,

DAWN— (anguish, like

.

.

very pretty.

RORY— (gulping

Good morning,

in, pictures, and good notices
on Broadway plays you have appeared
in.
Suppose you genuinely, legitiriiateiy, sincerely like to do both. Why
shouldn’t you?
:Why?You’re in Hollywood making a picYou announce that, as soon
ture.

success

.

stitute.

shoes. )

Hollywood,
What’s a guy to do?
Have you ever had the feeling you're a juggler with
With hecklers, yet?
four^ clubs going at one time?
Suppose you were a guy like me, with a fair share of

NIGEL.

)
blubbering).
has to be a Cadillac!

It

GARnELD

Wolk

'

.

contains

Tin meeting

.

He can afford to— I can’t. It would be
face for me.
^
(He cradles his head in his arms and sobs on the table,

painted wire frame to symbolically simidate
a breakfast nook a la William Haines.
PROPS— A 71 antique table, 800 years

Ken Ehgiund

dlives to

coriiplete loss of

Around it
old, is set for breakfast.
three Welsh. chair $, 4^00 years old. On
the table are two silver coffee pots,
the. other HER’S.
At
labeled

1

-.

Warner

Ja.ck

acent’s Buick.

their 13-year-old son, liORY.

and

By JOHN

DAWN

Hollywood.
'

A

Steppin’ Out for
Bit of Fresh Medium

By Jerry Wald

Idea

3, 1951'

to

do whatl want to

do— if my

wife lets
•

.

.

\

Ava Gardner’s phone

Rorjy’s face)

can you think of anything else

the Cadillac!
(The boy mortally hurt, pouts. They continue to tramp,
Rory keeps sullen distance from his parent They open

an
The

fighter was blessing himself in his corner before the big fight at Madison Square
The
Garden.
^0 (he priest sitting beside him arid
‘

(Continued on Page 54)

If

^

^

u
he
can jjunch

help .lim?”
it

will.”

And

the Prie.st answered:

Joey Adams.

:

!1
!,,
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By NATHAN

L.

Theatre television was Just born
during 1950. The year began with
two permanent theatre television
installations in the country, left
over from the embryonic year before. The year is ending with 15 permaneht installations, nearly all
completed in the fall.
From two metropolitan areas,

stage that promotion and exploitaTwo questions have popped up
tion are too thin in theatre television today to make the medium a in my mind from time to time ever
regular boxoffice item. 'This stems since 1 was a poster clerk in Ausmainly from the few theatres in- tralia. I have never been able to
volved. Considering the large budgthese
ansvver
ets of home television manufacto
questions
turers and broadcasters
my own satisthe few
sporadic theatre television events
faction, nor do
are well buried at present in a far
I attempt now
portion of the peanut gallery.
to
When enough theatres are in the
thepi for the
swim, the shiashing Will cOme to
reader.
the direct attention of the general
first
public and stimulate interest and
perquestion
boxoffice on a large scale. So will
the
to
tains
more regularity of programming.
ambivalence of
Us movie folk,
E^or the interim, boxoffice tests
and the secon most theatre television today are
Alfred E, Pair
ond relates to
not very'realistic because the mediurn cannot afford yet top attrac- bur fraternal attributes.
Why
is it, I have often asked,
tions and promote them on a boxof-'J
fice basis. Even then, most theatres 1 in time of crisis do we find burhave done better than normal busi- selves so closely bound together
ness on
o s t theatre television in one little family; and bri the
events. When gOpd exclusive the- Other hand, in the normal course
atre television
attractiohs were f of events, do we find ourselves
issues
rather
than
available --- the Chicago theatres sponsoring
carrying top Big 10 football games unity.Why
it,
is
time!(
also,
that
all
at
sold out a: few weeks in a row, and
turned away an estimated 7,000; we find affinity fOr everyone in our
people one week and 3,000 people business whether he be in Brazil,
B e l gI u
Johannesburg, Des
the following week.
The next step was to develop Moines or New Bedford,
It has been my privilege tc know
g 0 0 d television attractions for
showmen in every part of the
theatres to go alongside good film
world, and fundamentally every
attractions, and stimulate public
showman
manifests the same psyinterest in motion picture theatre
chology.
Perhaps this is why we
attendance lip and down the line.
The programming directions would can rightfully say that our business seems to be directed with the

By ALFRED
I

j

I

j

E.

DAFF

in the distribution of pictures in
the entire world, I would like to

far as the distribution and exhibition of films is concerned. Recently, we at Universal had the benefit
of a global conference in New

:

see the American industry through
give thought to bringing
into the fold our colleagues in all
countries.

GOMPO

York. This conference, which was
attended by. our publicity repreI know that they are of the same sentatives from all pyer the world,
mind as we are and I know that proved to us that American techtheir problems are the same as niques are compatible with everyone who has anything to do with
ours.
'

1

answer

;

'

'the promotibn of; films.
We have to constantly remind
our industry that as far as the
of
distribution
exhibition
and
graphical remoteness will no long- films are concerned, we are truly
living in one world.
er be a hindrance to their active
Economically we can only move
participation in the solution of our.

j

know

also that they are hop^tul that the future will see a closer
coordination between their interests and our own, and that geoI.

The

about three months--^75 programs
have been oh theatre television.
For the first time in theatre
television history, exclusive television programs were presented;
that is, television programs ayaila bl e only in theatres and not in
liomes. Exclusive programs would
have to become the main bill of
faro in further television developinenls in theatres.
As 1951 came into sight, theatre
television seemed poised for its
first year of. large scale growth, A“
minimum of 200 theatres appieared
ready to enter the field. Ambitious
theatre television projects were being cooked up, ready for ''serving
to the public during the year;
Alter: the intial hump was over,
theatre television might move fast
—as only a boxoffice medium could,
once It hit the jackpot with a new
1 y pe of attraction, like the famous
did
for
Singer,”
Jolson “Jazz
sound, after years of experiment-

to Roll

HALPERN

—

theatre televsion grew to 12. Scatprograins—-about 25—had
tered
been carried via theatre television
during the previous year, 1949, all
borrowings from home television
and available free of charge in
homes. From the fall of 1950—in

pictures

Anniversary

Forly*fifth

Ready

Testing, Is

.

!

j

i

'

common

ahead here if we maintain our
good health abroad as well as at
truly shrinking as home.

problems.

,

i

The world

is

..

m

!

1

(

By

;

I

Traffic

Division)

MAC BENOFF

j

I

I

j

m

,

I

.

j

!

i

i

;

;

Hollywood.,

.Right-of-ways being important in
all Walks of Hollywood life, the
writer hereby submits for consideration of the Greater Los Angeles
City Council rules of etiquette to
be obeyed by all members of the
motion picture industry. In view
of the fact that sportsmanship is
of the highest drsirability, it is
recommended that all industryites

have to be explored when suffisame dynamics wherever it is.
memorize the code below before
cient theatres were installed, and
On the other hand, despite this leaving their barracks tomorrow
ing.
based on public reactions, the theMeanwhile, progress on another atre television program blueprint apparent kinship arid community morning.
of thinking there is much disparLow-priced cars may overtake
theatre teleyision front took place. would emerge.
ity apparently between the vari- medium-priced cars on main traffic
the FCC t granted hearings on
The
ayailability of good attracarteries, but never on side streets.
ous branches of our business.
requests for air channels for the
tions oh theatre television awaits
Exhibitors all over the world If medium or low priced car wishes
These
motion* picture industry.
the development of purchasing' nurture attitudes about distribu- to overtake high-priced car the
during
hearings would take place
power by additional theatre instal-] tors, and distributors in turn de- horn must be honked gently, and
1951, probably by spring. Imporlations, the imagination of creative velop attitudes about exhibitors.
the honker
may proceed only
tant too, was the creation of a
people and aggressive exploitation
Not until the Council of Motion upon a similar signal being renationwide organizanon-profit,
by showmen. On the physical side Picture Organizations came along turned. English cars may never be
Theatre
Exhibitors
tion, National
there remain equipment improve- did We crystallize the long overdue overtaken by any car, except CadilTelevision Committee, to promote
merit problems, material and faciliand encburage..all exhibitors in the- ties shortages caused by defense matter of common interests which lac ambulances. Cadillac convertihave to be cultivated if we are to bles have right-of-way oyer Engatre television progress.
requirements, progress in techniThe past year’s practical experi- cally better television pictures, arid meet the many problems confront- lish convertibles, but not Jaguar,
ing us with any degree bf success. Bentley, or Rolls Royce sedans.
ence in theatres before paying au- incorporation
of color television.
The sooner pur Industry in this English Fords or Austins do not
diences has been valuable for the
Through
the
fogs
that
enshroud
country realizes that Our welfare count as imports, but are regarded
future Of theatre television. It has
been demonstrated again and again all new fields at the start, theatre must be integrated with the wel- as medium priced, American manuThe fare of the industry throughout the facture.
that
audiences are enthusiastic television was being born.
The following is an example of
about theatre televised events. The year 1951 promises that theatre world, the sooner we will be able
to aequire the type of stability that procedure from a standing start
audience reaction to the sports and
television- will take off its baby
will insure us against inevitable red light has turned to green and
news events shown on theatre tele1949 Chevrolet, 1950 Mercury and
vision has revealed the solid basis blanket for its expected entrance crises.
Now that I am actively engaged 1942 Cadillac- are abumper. The
for the growth of television attrac- into the television sweepstakes.
tions in theatres as supplements
to the basic film product. The immediacy.: of events seems to be
transmitted to theatre audiences so
that their reaction is different than
to films of such things. The audii

.

!

—

|

1950 Mercury must take precedence, but any Cadillac entering the
starting zone within five seconds
must be given .fight-of-way, Traffic
takes this order: Mercury, backed
by Cadillac, trailed by Chevrolet,
unless the Chevrolet is a car bewife
producer’s
to
longing
a
(major lots only), and the producer is using it that day. If this
is the case the Chevrolet goes to
the front, preceding the Gadillac,.
even if driver is writer making
$1,000 weekly. If writer makes
more than $1,000 weekly, writer
goes first, providing he is under
.

term contract.
deal,

If

employed on

flat

or be independent, Cadillac

i

j,

j

,

]

j

’

.

!.

|

-

.

I

ences arc stimulated into the emoof crowds present at the
events thomselyes.
It has been evident at this early
r

Hollywood.

and Sciences closed

are:

.

its

.

Gunther

R.

force writer to repaint car. If producer is not under contract and
writer is, producer may still enforce rule, but must pay half of
paint job.

Lessing,

George D. Stephenson, Jack Ogilvie. Irving Aaronson, Saul Chaplin,
Roy D; Croft, Gordon Gordori, S. A.
Israel,
Mark Kelly, Robert H.
Rains, Julian Seltzer, Harry Tytle,
Melville: Baker, Lou Breslow, Oscar
Brodney, Warren Duff, Ken Englund, Devery Freeman, John Freeman, Everett Freeman, John Klempnor, Albert E. Lewin, Oscar E. Millard, N. Richard Nash, Frank
.genfi' Liain O’Brien, Charles Palmer. Eijnest Pascal,
Martin Rligaway,
Robert Richards, Dwight Taylor,
Gpp. Irlngarde

The above rules shall apply to
zones in Los Angeles, including
Gardena, where producers out of
all

work who are acting

as croupiers
wo notches to
are moved down
top salaried writers. Infractions in
Beverly Hills count double.
is declared a free area. New rules
are now being considered for RKO,:
where cars of employees are not
allowed in Airport area, Fox^ Paranaount arid Universal have been
reported lax in the proper enforcement of traffic rules, but stringency continues, at Columbia, where,
there is no court of appeal above
the front office. Warners is te-‘
garded as no-man’s-land. Republic
has never' stated willingness to
enter into agreement. Everything
in above also applies to Monogram
except substitute for the word
“automobile” the words “motor

MGM

Virginia Van
Von Cube, Charles

E. Goldie,
:

Ben Nye, Rose Meltzer
nnd Alfred P. Chamie.

War Stalls ‘Atom’
I

Hollywood.
Unsettled conditions in the Far
prompted 20th-Fox to aban<Mn the filming of "‘Atom of Love,”
^iinounced as a sequel to “Come to
Rio
Stable,” co-starring Loretta
doling and Celeste
Holm.
SiUdio aimed to shoot the film in
"‘‘pan, currently out of bounds beoauso of the Korean .iluation.

(assuming,

ing for producer with same color
and same model car, writer must
use another parking lot. Producer,
if under
contract, however, may

Dorn, Robert Brower>
Jacques Mapes, Edward Colman, Allen E. Irving, Robert Wise, Ellis
Arnall,

“

dent.”
In event court action becomes
necessary, lesser party cannot engage law firm with more than three
names, hyphenated names counting as two; e.g.,^ Hinch, Smytlie-

In the event that writer is work-

member-

Philip

G.

If ei^ecutive
days after revival.
hears nothing within that time he
has right to sue.
Lesser car being hit by executive car is not considered an “acci-

Motion Picture Arts

of

ship ranks for the year with the
admis.sion of 43 new members.

They

) ,

they take the case ) counting as
four narhes. In the event executive wishes to settle out of court,
lesser party is not allowed to accept more than value of his own
automobile. This Is determined by
taking to used car lot before repair work is done and asking “How
much will you give me for it?”

Acad Closes ^50 Rolls
With 43 New Members
Academy

Mercury.

In the event of accident, i.e. executive cars (major lot. producers,
directors and Academy Award-winning writers) hitting cars of lesser
standing ( independent producers,
directors, writers and anyone else
the
above assistant hairdressers
executive remains seated in his car
until other driver reaches him. If
the other party has been hurt, It
is permissible for stretcher-bearers
to carry him to executive’s car*
If unconscious, the other party
must give written notice within 10

Twombly & Bernstein

tions

•

gets behind

’49

GEORGE SIDNEY
one of HoIlywoocVs outslandihg directors,. AVhp.se late.st release is “Annie Get Yolir
Gun” Is currently directing “Showboat" for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer where he is under
•

contvnct
Sidney’s first assignment of the

new year

Will

be “Scararnouche.’*

scooter.”

Independent

producers

possessing cars with bank financing have major-lot director’s rating, but all others cannot bring
court action against anyone without furnishing a completion bond
for the case a month in advance.

PICTURES
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Vagaries of Film

the last “literati.”
Like all other young impetuous
dreamers, 1 was thinking of the future the other day, and, more specifically, about what Variety would read
like 39 years from now, in 1990.
(Gosh! ITl be 45 then.) I could see
it clearly—^and here’s What I saw.

—OK Via TV, NG in Tlieatres
By ERIC jOHNSTON

America)
(President, Motion Picture Association of
Washington.

-

piously intone that “freedom is indivisible,”
picture should
but duck away from the idea that the motion
tempted me to
he free from official censorship, have long
pass among them with a spray gun.
As of now, I am resisting this urge
in the justified hope of watching them
succumb to a slow burn, embarpssed
to death by condoning a vestigial absurdity on the body politic. Official
censorship of motion pictures has alPeoi)le

who

,

ways been silly and stupid. Now it s
making itself— and those who condone
it— look ridiculous.
Hypocrisy so often gets its back up
and stands pat against reason. It can.

not so often abide looking foolish,
This is particularly true among hypoEric Johnston
crites with some claim tO intelligence
that
and it is especially true of those who “jest at sears
.

.

felt a wound.”
wit: certain editors and publishers, but not too many.
define
classify as double-dyed hypocrites when they
freedom as Indivisible but neatly fence it in for themselves as a private game preserve against the moUon
picture and the radio.
us consider them, and then let us consider the

never

To
They

Let

'

ridiculous kind of company that the year 1950 has revealed
them to be keeping.
When the price of pulp, or a pure food and drug act—to
use .extreme examples— Crimps the happiness of these
gentry, the air is blue with their screams that freedom of

expression is in peril.
Against this heavy

artillery, any force— political pr
better be dead sure that its cause is
sound and unimpeachably just. At the

commercial— had
constitutionally

shot, most of us are instantly suspicious that dirty
is afoot, and auspicious we remain until proof to
the contrary is unassailable. Freedom of the press means
just that much to us, and so be it forever.

work

While the battle is joined, no one could thunder more
about the indivisibility of freedom than our
double-dyed hypocrites, but with their victory. What

feelingly

occurs?

.

Cheers—With

.

-

.

ReServulioiis

picture and the radio are right back where
in; by way of sop to iis now and then,
is unctuously chucked undor the chin
yes, indeed, and also as an
expression”;
of
medium
“a
as
“instrument of communication.” Some of our creme-de-lacreme hypocrites were frightfully happy to give our industry three rousing cheers for rushing ^films into the
occupied countries of World War II, but lift a finger for
us against censorship by state or local politicians?

The motion

they were— looking
the motion picture

,

Oh, no. Because, ha-ha, after all, we mustn’t get too
big for our britches. If the people of a commonwealth
or city wish to protect themselves against films that offend
their sense of good taste, isn’t that their rightful say-so?
And don’t we say ourselves that the motion picture is
essentially a medium of entertainment?
To be sure it is, and to be sure we do, but reason totters
a little in wondering what is decent and what isn’t, and
who says which is what and where you draw the line
between entertainment and information.
Let us pass modestly by the fact that there is more
leg art and cheesecake in the average newspaper morgue
than shows up on the screen in a decade; let us also pass
over the fact that eminent family journals are plastered
with illustrations that would make a burlesque fly sheet
look insipid. One wonders if some publishers read their

own

publications.

Let us see hoW ridiculous
pictures

is

The Moon—Bob Hope, who spent
three weeks here entertaining
pation troops and visiting service hospitals rocketed back to earth late yesterday for a p.a, at Loew’s Kremlin.
,
„
Benny
Jack
he planned to take his
troupe next to MarSi if he could swing Government okay.

official

censorship of motion

revealing itself to be.

Example A:
In Marshall, Texas, where W. L. Gelling was thrown
showing “Pinky,” in defiance of a city censor
board’s edict, the book, “Quality,” by Cid Ricketts Sumner,
bn which “Pinky” is based, is in the Carnegie public
in jail for

Ubrary and circulates freiely.
Life and Look, for instance, reproduced scenes and
dialog from the picture, “Pinky,” and both magazines
had unrestricted sales in Marshall.
/
How silly can you get?
How silly does a presumably intelligent citizen appear
show
it’s
he
says
all
to
a picture that holds
right
When
still, but you mustn’t show the same picture when it’s
moving.
:

Hbllywood—Wald-Krasna are trying to lure Margaret
O’Brien Out of retirement to play title role in “Getting
Grandma’s Garter.”

:

.

,

London— Sir Daniel Kaye is making his farewell appearance this week at the Palladium. His Lordship, most
popular performer ever to play here, was gifted with New
^
Zealand for his recent four-week stand.

New York-^Advance sale for “South Pacific” is still at
No tix available for next four
the half-million mark.
months.' Insiders hear that Sally Martin, Mary’s grandfor Nellie Forbush role and
being
groomed
is
daughter,
will debut next month,
.

insiders hear that NBC is readying a
to buck CBS’ strong Sunday lineup.
will
spend $327,000. a week for trombonreportedly
Web
ists alone! Effort, marking NBC’s 73d attempt to bust
Paley’s powerhouse, will use a choir composed of all the
Boy Scouts in America, 120 highschool bands, the Metropolitan Opera, the original cast of “Gone With the
Wind’! and 35 comedians, each Of whom will tell five
jokes apiece.

New York—Radio

new two-hour segment

New York—Television set manufacturers here admitted
they were Ooheerned about inroads being made by new
Unit,
wrinkle in entertainment field tagged “Bagelox.”
built into sweatbands of hats, carries audio part of TV.
in
front
of
viewer
formed
mirage
is
Instead of screen, a
and will work indoors or out. Old line video personnel
have hastily formed organization known as TOMPO to
combat new medium, to prevent TV following fatal footsteps of vaudeville, legit, radio and midget auto races.
South Bend, Indiana— Although all spoHing events
have been beamed into homes and theatres for the past
25 years, Notre Dame plans to break with tradition. U has
quit all radar-video-radio contracts. School has built structure called “a .stadium” and only people sitting there will
henceforth be able to view gridiron tussles. How this will
affect programming has yet to be determined.

.

Hollywood— Wald-Krasna repbrt

ready for inking. Famed:
Betty. Hutton Story,”
is

their deal with Garbo
silent Swede will star in “The

—

.New York ^The Four Singing Crosbys, smash brother
he honored at a testimonial dinner at. the Wal-,

act, will

Example B:

Some time ago

dorf-Astoria next week to mark their 40th anniversary in
business. Sentimental highlight of the event, which
be attended by top entertainment brass, will be appearance of their father, Harry Lillis Crosby, who will be
flown east from his home in Pebble Beach.
Oldtimers
will recall Crosby pere as a popular singer in his day,
sometimes nicknamed “Bing.”

ProducSts)

national crisis.
Irrespective of whether the future holds war or peace,
Our country Will soon be on a wartime
basis.
There rire many who believe
that a wartime economy will be the
order of the day for years to come*
The motion picture industry Will, as
every American business, feel the
heavy impact of these emergency conditions.

On
of
of

Dec. 13, 1948, I had the honor
becoming President of the Society
Independent Motion Picture Pro-

ducers.
At that time ,18 independent producers were members of the Society.
Ellis Arnall
In the two-year period since then,
the Society’s membership has doubled. This is indicative
of the fact that independent production is still virile and
continues to occupy an important place in the motion picture industry.
But it is ho secret that at this time the independent pro-

ducer

confronted with perplexing and confusing prob-

is

In truth, the entire industry is beset with serious
trouble; uncertainties are on every side and at every hand.
While the membership of BiMPP is twice that of two
years ago, fewer pictures are. being produced by our members and the returns from these pictures are far short of
What might reasonably be expected.
The inroads of television, the monopolies in exhibition,
the need for strong distributors, the restrictions in foreign
markets, increased taxes and cost of production, afford the
independent many headaches and offer small comfort.
However, in spite of these difficulties, experience dempristrates that the amusement indust^ thrives on wartime
coriditions and the attendant economic regulations and resulting controls.
It is not pleasant to say .that the entertainment indus»
try thrives in a wartime economy; but, factually, that is

lems.

true.

The more difficult it is to obtain houses, automobile^
television sets, washing machines, the more money the
public Will have to spend on entertainment.
All this simply means that the picture industry Will
enter into a period of increased importance and activity.
This, in turn, means increased boxoffice receipts.
Organized in January, 1942, under wartime Conditions,
the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers will,
in these days of new emergency conditions, continue to
render service to its members and to work in cooperation
with the entire industry in all matters and things designed
to promote its welfare and success.
'The work of the Society for the past two years has dealt
with opposition of exhibition monopolies; opening of foreign markets for independent product; opposing unfair
quotas and discriminations; handling day to day problems,
arid cooperating vvith other organizations in broad industry affairs.
:

As the nation moves irito the wartime economy, the
Work of the Society will become more importarit in aiding the independent producers in their attCmpt to solve
the baffling problems of priorities, controls, labor shortages, involved allocations and the other vital issues that
will arise.
1951 will be a year of challenge and opportunity to the
independents and to the American motion picture industry. I know that those involved will render patriotic service
in seizing the opportunity in meeting the challenge.

will

INSIDE

S’TUFF— PICTURES— What

film

hero

had

breakfast with his wife in New York, jet-shipped to Hollywood for lunch and a meeting, rocketed to Hawaii for a
run on the beach and dinner with a former top femme
vocalist, arid was back in New York to take his wife to the
Stork that night—-arid she, none the wiser?

ChiGago—Darryl
Qut

F: Zariuck’s

new

production,

“No Way

Gentleman’s Agreement,” broke the all-time
record at the Emporiurri here for rainy Tuesdays between 2 and 2:30 p.m. In novel tieup with Marshall
Field, the 1,200-seater sold 800 tickets and 350 pairs of
rubbers, 427 umbrellas during torrential downpour.
of

a

Hollywood—Reversing the usual pattern

for

Success,

Wald-Krasna announGe that .in addition to movie interests
they are also undertaking manufacture of aircraft. They
have purchased the Huge Stool Co., and will convert it
to rocketship production.

INSIDE STUFF^TELEVISION-New Kinescope

proc-

ess is nearing point where it will look like film, according
to release from the Airialgamation of Television Research^
ers.
Predict west coast will soon quiet gripes aboiit
washed-out quality of New York-born shows.

Des Moines, lowa-r-Popcorn and candy manufacturers
starting big push to. cut out showing of films in their chain
^^staUrants.
Claim that latest crop of good flicks
has caused eatery biz to dive, patrons being diverted from

food by films.

-

Hollywood—The Academy of Motion Picture Arts &
Sciences has acquired the i0,000th sweater knitted by Joan
Crawford. The gracious star made the special garment
in gold lace to Oscar’s dimensions, while sitting on the
set of “Mildred Pierce, Girl Flapper.”

Hollywood— JACK

TION— First
life of

Wald

film

&

BENNY ENTERS PIC PRODUC-

produced by former comic

Krasna.”

Hollywood.
George, the cook at the roadside cafe, had been fired
were tears in his eyes as he ordered a drink
“Don’t you understand, George?” said the bartender patiently. “You’re canned for being drunk all the
time, and I got Orders to serve you no more drinks. They
want you to get out of here while you can walk.”
George shook his head bitterly. “Gratitude,” he said,
and then his chin went up. “All right,” he said, “I’ll leave
now, but they can’t stop mb from coming back here to be

arid there
at the bar.

buried.”

*

“Okay, George,” said the bartender, “you can come back
here to be buried. Goodbye.”
“I’m going to write it down that they should bury me
under the left one of those two oaks up back of the
cafe. I burled the best friend I ever had under the right
oak, and I’m going to lay there in peace beside my old

Tom.”
The bartender only shrugged, but I had to know more.
You buried your best friend up there?” I asked.
“Old Tom,” said George, and there were tears in his eyes

pal,

again.

:

the Pennsylvania state board of censors
attempted to extend its authority to the projection of
motion pictures by television.
No, said the Federal district Court; you can’t do that,
and, rto. said the Cirtuit Court of. Appeals, and that body
spoke acidly of the “antique method of censorship Which
Pennsylvania endeavors to effectuate in the instant case.’^
So what is the situation in the Keystone state?
A motion picture may not be Shown in a Pennsylvania
theatre without the prior approval of the state board of
censors, but the same film may be shoWn over television
without censorship.
By this profound reasoning, the good citizens of
Pennsylvania are periled by contamination if they see an
uncensgred film in a theatre, but there is no such dreadful menace hanging over them when they see the same
uncensored film in the family living room/
I believe that fortune is smiling shyly on our unremitting campaign against official censorship by plopping these
and a whole scad of other ridiculous antics of censorship
operations into our hands. We didn’t go hunting for them;
they simply came, which makes it all the better.

,

becoming increasingly obvious that our nation has
entered into an era of national emergency and interIt is

show

.

.

By ELLIS ARNALL
(President, Society of Independent Motion Picture

j

.

first

1951

JACK

Hollywood.
For the past 39 years I have been a devoted reader of
Variety. (All right. 3o my mother read it to me the
Not a Week goes by, but I must set aside
first six years!)
enough time to read it through, from the first “boffo” to

Holier^THaii-Tlious

tlic

3,

_ ©r
Bust
benny——

^ggo

•By

Iiicoiigruitics of

Wednesday, January

Anniversary

will

be “The

“Didn’t you notify anybrie?” I asked. “Didn’t you get a
permit or something?”
“You don’t need a permit to hury a cat,” said George. He
si^ghed.
“You know what was wonderful about old Tom?
He loved drunks-—and the drunk he loved best of all was
me.
Some nights I could hardly make it up the hill
to niy room, aud old Torn would be so happy he’d purr
arid rub against my legs So hard I’d
firid myself half way
’

down

the hill again.

The minute

hay old
like he
But let me coirie- home sober and old
Tom would give me a hurt look and walk right out of the
room. Sometimes he wouldn’t come back for two or three

Tom would hop

was

ill

cat

into bed with

I’d

me and

hit the

curl

up

Heaven.

days, he’d be upset.
“What happened that

you had to bury him?” I asked.
I found him on the highway,” said
George. “Flat as a
pancake. I could have buried him iuid big envelope, but
I folded him up and put him in
a box.” George shook his
head sadly. “Torn was always so careful on the highway.
I guess what must have happened was
old Tom saw a car
zig-zagging down the highway, figured it was a drunk, and
run out to meet him.‘ If that was it, at least I know old
Tom died happy.”
^Claude Binyon.

.

W^ednesday, January 3, 1951
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Anniversary

Forty^fifth

and Zanuck
Hollywood Studio Chieftains Reajipraise the Need

IM \Vep

III Charge of Production Details
He’s Doing About ‘New Faces’

What

Hollywood.
think the most important situatiph facing production
for the fiiture is the question of the development of new
I

talent.

Mark Twain, or some other member

of the Screen
Writers’ Guild, once said about the
weather, “Everybody talks about it,

but nothing is done about it.’* Which
brings us to the point in discussion,
namely^ new faces on the motion picture screens.
People keep talking
about it, but at Universal-International
we’ve done something about it. Quite
a bit, to be sure.
Since the initatioh of Our dramatic
school, under the capable direction of
Sophie Rosenstein, we’ve been looking in the direction of the day when
our project would bear avocados.
Williuin Go^tz
We’ve picked fruit off the tree and
more still is blossoming.
Production executives hear many complaints from exhibitors but, unfortunately, they are not uniform and when
you try to analyze them you are somewhat confused in
trying to arrive at a line where everyone will be happy,
ilcnry Popcorn takes us to task for using Pamela Pendorgast because “she’s a tired actress and the public is
tired of her,’’ MOrton Flatrental complains about “Holgate
Ashton, that old man.” So we give them new faces and
what do we get? John Splitweek writes and asks, “Why
Why don’t you use Pamela Pengive us these unknows?
dergasl?” And Leonard Longpuss writes, “New faces?
Whatzamatta with giving us some names?”
We feel new faces are necessary, now and in the future. We are making it our business to develop new tMent.
We started her in
Let’s look at the record. Peggy Dow.
“Woman in Hiding,” with Ida LupinO and Stephen Mc-

Peggy had worked for some time at our school.
Overnight we have a new face. Now you see her as Nurse
Kelly in “Harvey,” and she does so well we upped her to
stardom in “Lights Out.”
Tony Gurtis? A youngster brought out from New York,
This is a new
sent to our school, brought along slowly.
face the public wants and we have put him in a starring
role in the Technicolor “Prince Who Was a Thief.”
Piper Laurie. Another graduate whose degree put her
She shares “The Prince” with Curtis, after
in stardom.
serving her apprenticeship in “Louisa” and “The Milkman.’’
We have bigger and better plans for her.
He didn’t even
Jeir Chandler did not go to our school.
require post-graduate work.
This doesn’t mean we have abandoned the use of topflight stars.
There are pictures which demand use of out“Bonaventure” required such a
standing name actors.
performance, so we brought in Claudette Colbert. We
have Ronald Reagan, Richard COnte, Joel McCrea, Mark
Stevens. Stephen McNally On our roster, and Ann Blyth,
Shelley Winters) Marta Toren and Yvonne de Carlo.

Nally. after

Metro Prodiiclioii Veep Rates ‘New Faces’ Only in
Relation to Quality of. Their Talents

By DORE SCHARY
Hollywood.

New

faces have always been of major importance to any
studio and particularly this one.
Whether or not other
studios plan on a Steady flow of new talent and set about
building it, it’s certainly true about Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
It’s known for its development of your
actors; it prefers to develop unknowns
rather than buy people after they have
Like it or not, 60% of moyie
hit.
tickets are bought “to see my favorite
star,” so that building up new person-

simply insurance against the
ultimate fading of the older stars. And

alities is

is

curtailed.

Good

ictors— good personaiities—-maintain over the years, and
Lhoy’rc the ones the public wants to see. Of course, tiroes
iiaye changed
since tne days of Wallace jReid, of Valentino
n' Mary Pickford,
when the mere presence of these people
n a picture automatically insured that the picture would
be a profitable
one. Nowadays, even the best actor can’t
insure a profit unless
the picture he appears in is appealing
io the public,
but it’s a cinch that a bad picture without
“
is a flop anyway.
It‘s not to be denied that if the
public wants to see an aictor, the studios are only too
ijappy to try to get him, but this could hardly be called
nogtieing’’ the casting department.
or a good picture
and let's use “Father of the Bride,”
bi' example—
people will buy tickets, and if Spencer Tracy

—

a-

east the

Meanwhile, bearing these things in mind, we continue

groom new actors whom the public will come to know
that. When they take the place Of the older
actors in the normal course of events, they will be good
actors, as well as good business investments,
and like so

The term “ancient” actors is, I think, unfair. If by
“ancient” the exhibitor means old in years, and that such
an actor is still a star, and still draws, the length of time
been on the screen has nothipg to do with the case.
if by ancient you mean enduring; this is all the more
tribute to the actor’s powers in his craft.
Incidentally, a cafe star-^someone enormously popular
with a limited audience may have a likely “fresh, new
face,” from his limited point of view, but almost invariably
these special talents don’t pay off.

he’s

And,

—

Degrees of Prod. Costs
Production costs have reached a good point of operation, but “a good point of operation” doesn’t automatically
mean that costs are down to a minimum. It depends,
after all, on the picture involved.
“Quo Vadis,” for example, cost something in the neighborhood of $7,000,000—
a fabulous sum but applicable to this particular picture.
To make it for less would hurt the scope of the subject.
“The Next Voice You Hear,” for another example, was in
essence a simple picture.. Its cost, which was low, was
in keeping with the subject.
An ornate, expensive production of this story would have been out of key, false and
possibly vulgar, so to speak of minimum cost by itself
might well lead one up the garden path.
v
It’s a question of quality.
“Quo Vadis” will have quality, and “The Next Voice You Hear” has quality, and
certainly there’s a vast difference in the price of each of
them. The sensible thing, After all, is to make pictures
practicably and not wastefully. Taste and judgment are
the best guides.
Meantime, the industry continues to develop new writers,
directors and technicians for the same reason that we
develop new acting personalities and, in most cases, with
even better success. Here at Metro, for example, in the
last several months we have taken comparative tyros
in the field of motion picture direction and assigned them
as full-fledged directors ^people like Fletcher Markle,
Harold Kress, Gerald Mayer, Norman Panama
Melvin

—

&

Don Weis. Iri the production
new producers, experienced in.

Frank, Richards Brooks and
field

we have

a

number

of

other fields, of course, but nonetheless given an opportunity as full-fledged producers:; Sidney Sheldon, George
Wells and Robert Thomsen.
About the only solution I can think of to deal with film
“cycles” is perhaps to start them—in other words, to be
there “fustest with the mostest.” When you make a picture dealing with an unusual subject, done in an unusual
manner and the public takes to it, then, inevitably, carbon
copies will appear. I don’t have to tell you that most of
the carbon copies are inferior, not because the pictures
are necessarily any less well made (although this is certainly too often the case), but simply because other producers are trying to cash in quickly on the original success. Again, it is the public who expresses interest in this
unusual subject, and, as a result, many of the producers
who imitate the initial success try to get some of the gravy.
Unfortunately, too often many of these imitations come too
late in response to the public demand, and the producers
are left with egg on their face.

WB

Topper on Star and Story Values; Large
Budgets Don’t Necessarily Insure ‘Big’ Pix

By JACK

L.

WARNER

Burbank, Cal.
Star-finding and story-finding are the most difficult
jobs we have. In spite of the recent philosophy that names
are not important, we still need stars in good stories to
achieve the boxoffice ideal. For this reason I think the
Starmakers Contest being advanced

l

I'

would have been a good

to

fade.

In connection with this, I don’t beiany producer or director, or
what have you, ever really makes a
In the final analysis, the public
star.
brains put for
Dcrd Scharv
those stars in whom we have faith, but
f the public
won’t go for them, we’re dead. Furthermore,
ou can’t really blame the exhibitor for yelling for pictures
A’ith star names in them; it’s the public who makes this
Icmand, and what the public wants, it gets. Meanwhile,
>f course, as I
said, we’re constantly interviewing, testing,
ind grooming: likely young people on the Chance that they
‘Vill have that
something, which will get across to an audimce and turn out to be star material.
There’s no such thing as “exhibitor pressure” on cast
lames:
Any pressure comes from the public, although
bis is a matter that has been debated endlessly pro and
-on.
However, to the. extent that we try to accommodate
pressure, our “freedom to cast”

still

it

confident that when they see his name heading
picture will be good of should be good.

by the Council of Motion Picture OrAny idea that
ganizations is good.
brings hew and interesting personalities to the screen is good.

lieve

[Hiblic

to Revitalize Public Interest Via

Sortie stories can succeed without
knowns, but art analysis of motion pictures shot with unknowns shows that
it is the occasional and relatively rare
exception for such a picture to click,
When such a thing happens, the immediate corollary is a* flood of talk
Bethat “You don’t need stars.”
cause it can happen once in a while
J. L. Warner
doesn’t mean that it will happen every
time it is tried. When it does happen it is because the
finished film is so fortuitously Conceived and executed
that it jells at the boxoffice. But who can tell how much
better it might have done with “names.”
.

Established

Names

me

to be the wise measure
to use as many established names in proper roles as you
possibly can, all the time doing your best to discover new
star material. It is my sincere conviction that the motion
picture industry has room for all the stars it can find and

For the long pull

build.

The

it

seems to

'

.

,

responsibility of

what people

It is an involved process.
gratifying at the same time:

very great

and

,

call star-making is
It is heart-breaking
.

,

.

,

.

is for strong saleable pictures. Their
as ours, rtaturally enough. They keep
us posted pretty well on the draw of various personalities
and they tip us off to newcomers in whom they believe

Exhibitor pressure

interest is the

same

New

Faces

Story Treatments

picture. But with Tracy in it, the picture was that much
better,
This is because he’s an able, experienced actor.
People know he’s an able, experienced actor, and they are

By WILLIAM GOETZ

many do

hadn’t been in this one,

Interpret

Obligation to the B.O.

’s
And Vigorous

11

the public will be interested.

Their pressure

is practical

and helpful.

As

to “ancient stars” so-called. Variety files will show:
endless examples in show business of faded stars who
bloomed into new brilliance when things meshed properly.
Sometimes stars fade for reasons out of the studio’s control, sometimes because stu^dios make mistakes too.
But

the right thing comes along and the words “faded”, and
“ancient” are forgotten.

Costs

1

Moving from

stars to expenditures in productions, costs
basically are identical for specific details of productionlabor, talent, physical materials, and the other things that
go into .the making of a niotion picture. In other words,
there are established rates for labor and talent. It costs
so much to build a set. It costs so much to score, edit, etc.
The final cost is determined by the story itself—and
control.

Control is necessary to avoid waste, whatever the cost of
the picture. A picture made for $192,473.29 isn’t worth
it if those costs don’t show on the screen.
Every effort has
to be made to get the greatest number of dollars possible
on to the screen. That is basic good business. Extravagance is basic bad business. There’s no such thing as a
cheap picture if the dollars spent achieve a successful
result.
low budget picture, smairtly conceived and executed, is better than an extravaganza on which money is
lavished thoughtlessly. The word “cheap” is a bad one to
use on a fine picture which didn’t happen to require a large
expenditure.
Cheap, furthermore, has another meaning
than monetary. Many pictures are cheap in concept and
approach even when millions are spent on them. They’re
cheap in the other sense, which is a good deal more harmful to the motion picture industry than films which don’t
cost a great deal.
Regarding the problem of bringing costs to a minimum,
I think the answer is, “More thinking has to be done.’'
One of the most serious errors ever made is the belief
that money makes motion pictures. A billion dollar picture
can be bad! To make a successful motion picture it takes
inteRigence, ideas and the ability to create entertainment
the public wants.

A

,

Meanwhile, there is the matter of repetitious themes.
think the best solution is to avoid vicious cycles. T^ere
no use going ’round and ’round the same wheel. On
the other hand, you can say there is no such thing as a
cycle, only a succession of mediocre pictures on the same
subject.
Because when you come down to it, the gopd
musical will always entertain and do business although
there have been a hundred before it. The same goes for
every classification of entertainment. If it’s right, whether
at the beginning, tail-end or in the middle of a sequence,
the right one succeeds. So again it boils down to trying
to do the right thing at the right time.
I

is

Production Chief Cites Studio’s
Impressive Roster of ‘New Faces’

20tli-Fox

By

Own

DARRYL K ZANUCK
Hollywood.

Hollywood

is undergoing a period of transition, and in
opinion nothing is more important to meet the challenging conditions of the future than the development of
New Faces.

my

Marked strides have been made in
quickening the pace of production as
a means of effecting economy with
the least disturbance to employment.
Equally marked has been the improve^
ment of product by a more diversified
and higher quality in story content.
But the problem of creating new stars
continues and always will continue.
The need is all the more urgent now
because every studio is faced with the
necessity of boosting its annual output
due to the shrinkage pf playing time
in first runs of individual pictures.
Darryl F. Zanuck
I haye not lost Confidence in the
ultimate improvement of boxoffice conditions.
Innovations which gain popularity in the entertainment world
have, froirt time to time, set back the patronage of motion
pictures, but the passage of time eventually restores films
Attendance has
to the forefront of public appeal.
dwindled, but there is no disputing the fact that the
pendulum will reverse its swing. Cinema houses will again
be filled to flowing for those who have patience and the
aggressive showmanship to lure their customers back when
the turn in the tide arrives.
One of the indispensable methods of reviving the public
interest in motion pictures is the development and introduction of new personalities. Whatever may be said about
‘The play’s the thing,” the drawing power of the public
favorite will always be a strong factor in attracting ticket
purchasers. This is true in every phase of entertainment,
baseball, fbotball, the prize ring, horse racing—and Show
,

Business.'.

-V,

•

In any part of the world the public chooses its idols
and gives them preference and patronage. The cry of
“The king is dead, long live live the king,” springs from a
deep-founded instinct in human nature. For the inipulse
of hero Worship will never expire. It remains for the picture industry to find new personalities capable of becoming
heroes as a necessary part of the. task Of recapturing public
patronage.
Here at 20th Century-Fox studios, we feel that we have
done our full share in the creation of New Faces for the
coming campaign. In recent years we developed or introduced such stars as Anne Baxter, Valentina Cortesa, Jeanne
Crain, June Haver, Jean Peters, Mlchelline Prelie and
Gene Tierney, among the women, and Dan Dailey, Paul
Douglas, Clifton Webb, Richard Widmark and Cornel
Wilde, among the men.
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When January

hits the scene
line on stationery green.
the editor of what is known to be

There comes a

From
The

MAX

E. TOUNGSTEIN
By
N. B. SPINGOLD
(V', P., Paramount Pictures)
(V.P., Ad^Puh, 20fh Fox Fihn)
(V. P., Columbia Pictures )
I believe that there is public
Most important industry-wide
I have no specific thoughts as to
towards films because films
apathy
project that I would like to see the future
report
a
I
do
have
but
accomplished during 1951 is for
have become too formuthemselves
GpMPO to encourage and urge on the past year, and some things larized. Too many sound like
the exhibitoi's of America to unite, I have learned during the most
something the public has seen be^
then join the producing companies rectn 12 months.
fore. The art of programming the
in a great national promotion ef-.
I have learned something about,
output of our. Industry has apparfort simiiar to that currently iii
We are trying tp
if T may use a dirty word, televi- ently, been lost.
effect by the American Television
play too safe, and in playing safe,
sion.
I have learned that motion
Dealers & Manufacturers.
ictures
or cycle
formulap
adopt
A hard-hitting series of large pictures may be sold via TV, that pictures,
recent
think,
in
I
be
should
ads
space institutional,
viewers may be pried away from months, the situation has improved,
placed both on the national and their 12-inch screens and induced but I don’t think it will ever be
local level and should resell the to put their dough down at the solved until a real programming
unique advantages of rriotion pic- boxoffice. This, I think, is. very job is done by every studio, both
ture theatre-going to the public. significant.
It goes a long way individually and cooperatively.
This series of ads w'ould list only toward dispeiling the miasma creAt the present time, the whole
the most meritorious film produc- ated by the “This-is-thb-end!” boys,
industry is being swamped by
tions, regardless of which comthe sanie token, it is no pana- Westerns, many of them very good,
By
pany had produced them, and put cea.
Not every picture can be but just too many of them at the
forward our united best foot.
sold with equal success in this same time. All of the companies
Just as important as this type
medium. (Note: Not every picture are bound to realize less money
of promotion vvould be the estabdeserves the same suecess,)
But on these pictures because they have
lishment of a whole new advertis-^ it has been
proven, to my and bur all tried to rush put at the same
ing structure among exhibitbrs satisfaction,
that the proper use time with what is basically the same,
similar to the Ford and Chevrolet
of television can be a positive and type of picture. 1 believe that the
dealer funds vihich have existed
beneficial advertising force in the mefehandise itself, namely, picfor many years In the automotive
merchandising of motion pictures tures, is our basic pfoblem, and
The Fprd Dealer Assn, in thei theatres.
industry.
secondly, the job of merchandising

By CHARLES EINFELD

By

spice of life—Variety.
is a sort of quiz

His letter

Anent my views about the biz.
How can the movies get new patrons?
Attract the ministers and matrons^

.

more

Is television

'

a

menace

Than bingo, lotto, bridge and tennis?
Pictures are good, there’s no denying,
But tell about Installment buying.

,

;

Divorcement— will it be a blow?
What about frozen foreign dough?

j

.

He wants my views and my predictions
To add to all the other fictions
come to him from one and aill

^

ViMiich

Who

Here, where the well
.

Things are as bright

,

I

Big

TV

We have made

Peteiitial

no great mystery

or secret of the results pf pur tests.
In Los Angeles; for example, on
one of our releases, “711 Ocean
Drive,” it was found that at least
25% of the tickets purchased in
the first-run engagements were directly attributable to our television
campaign. It was found, through
painstaking investigation and research, that the attendance at the
theatres
of persons from homes
on an institutional and an individversa.
ual project basis, and responsible with television sets was almost douPast answer to the problem of
for the vitality and keen competi- bled by our TV campaign. (This
restoring interest lies in program
tion which prevails in the auto- was determined by also checking
(Continued on page 67)
the
proportion
of
set-owners
who
motive field. There’s a lesson here
attended the two previous attracfor pur own Industry.
tions at the theatres.)
tegrated production. And each has
Get ^Em Back Into the Habit
This result was achieved by nei- an entertainment value all its own.
is
make
got
to
do
What we’ve
ther alchemy nor accident.
Our
Maybe television is kicking our
movie-going a habit once more. TV spots were carefully made and brains out. Maybe it will continue
The industry has the advertising carefully slanted for this particu- to do so as long as there are any
and promotion talent to do it. lar medium. They were not clips brains left in our business. I’m
Maybe oiie of the answers is off- from the feature. They were spe- convinced, however, that it ain’t
the-mOvie-page ads, with special cially written and specially shot.
necessarily so; that proper use of
appeals to those who don’t turn to
To further illustrate this point, television can help and improve
movie pages anymore or never did. pur TV spots on ”Born Yesterday,” bur business; that the development
What happened to the old mailings a little number currently on view, of .a technique can turn television
the chains used to get right into were shot at the studio— with the into an advertising medium comthe homes with news about cur- original cast—from special scripts parable in value to newspapers,
rent and coming attractions, about —and directed by George Cukor, magazines, radio and even tradethe stars and stars-to-be?
who directed the picture. Each papers.
Let the exhibitors go to town, one— whether it be 15 seconds or
This I have learned in the year
They’ve got a tremendous stake in a full minute is a completely in- il950.

lion roars
all outdoors
'

hits like
“Three Little

“Father Of the Bride.'*

Words” was quite

a

show

Also “La Duchesse de Idaho.”
Who doubts that “Annie Get YoUr Gun”
Brought in a glimmering of sun
Arid Sol this very minute shines
On “Soi’^ ^the King who has the Mines w
Of course I think I’d better not
Refer to some that weren’t hot,
But still I think we’ll see the Suii

—

them. I don’t think we are doing
a good job of merchandising our
films, and I think the primary fault
of this is the inability of our industry to .reach a satisfactory and
equitabie basis of cooperation between the exhibitor and the distributor. I think we are getting to
that point not because of any
idealistic motives, but simply because we are all in trouble, and
the industry is beginning to realize
that- exhibitors can’t do well if
distributors
do badly, or vice

j

knoWn
a.s

Exhibitors are satisfied

With

;

fund, for example, is a separate
appropriation amounting to millions of dollars contributed entirely by the dealers themselves,
administered separately by 32 territories by the Ford Dealer Assn.,
within
dealers
with individual
each territory conMbuting according to their respective sizes and
sales within that territor3\
These associations place local
radio shows, newspaper advertisr
ing and local TV programs to promote the product they sell, both

gaze into a crystal ball.

And then come up in verbiage pompous
To make you feel they’re all non compos.
But worse—I go along with them!
What don’t! do for M-G-M!

..

,

Again in 1951.
For if theworld

is

not in pieces

from our releases.
And take my word, though shy and
The ballyhoo will be colossal.
You'll get a kick

docile.

So friends, don’t be a doleful moumen
J ust look around the brighter comer.
Old M-G-M remains unshaken
Unless, of course, I’ve been mistaken.

Howard

By

Dietz.

HAROLD ROBBINS

;
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this,

Let them spend some

too.

—

The producers and

might as well admit it to
the world as we have long since
admitted it to ourselves. The “we,”
of course, is used in an editorial
sense meaning “me,”
But some^
one once told me that when writing a piece for Variety if you
want to talk about jnurself you
don’t say “me,” you say “we.” It’s
supposed to be more modest. Since
modesty is not one of my strong

record at George Washington High
School had more red marks than
a booker’s ‘^nplayed” report has
in Dallas.
In the days I attended
school (or rather in the days I
didn’t) I used to spend my mornjings in the balcony at the New York
Paramount Theatre. Things were
so set that'after a while they practically reserved a seat for me.
I
was very happy with this arrangement because I liked going to the
movies better than going to school.
Until one day a very sad thing
happened.
They sat the truant officer in the
seat next to me.
I don’t know
1

points but I am basically a conformist, if you will substitute an
'hn” for a ‘Sv” whenever you come
across the word “we”, at least we’ll
both know who we’re talking about.

I was probably the world’s worst
The only subject I didn’t what warned me that something
flunk was lunch.
My attendance was wrong, but the fact that this
guy was looking at me with a balejful glare told me that I had better
get out of there fart, w'hich I started to do.

student.

I

|

money on ads and exploitation and
let them grab that publicity space
locally.

We

I

dis-

tributors can’t do the job alone. It
takes both hands, both sets of
eyes, minds and bodies.
Gla’ 'dr,

As

for

wearing

the

off,

It didn’t do much good.
There
was another one in the lobby and
I was hauled off unceremoniously

Or—?

industry’s glamor
certainly Hollywood

no longer has tile glamor it once
had. But is there anything basically wrong with such a state of
affairs?
Kow long could Hollywood remaiq an ivory-tower of

I

.

mystery and glamor? The world
has gone through a. lot of hell in
the last TO years and more, and
hardly to be wondered at if
t<iken second, third
or fourth place in the minds and
conversations of most people. Hollywood is not in a world of its O wn
and it simply cannot and should
not continue, to be pictured in this
Way.
Just plain
glamor can’t
carry the whole load, and I think
We learned that truth some time
it

to the principal’s office at school*
After a respectable wait of a few
minutes, I was ushered into the
Great Man’s office. He was waiting there very quietly, his face
stern, his eyes grim. He was reading a report lying on his desk.
At last the principal looked .up
at me and said, “Harold, you are
a great disappointment to us,”
“Yessir,” I answered,
After allowing me a few minutes
of frightened silence he resumed,
“For the past two terms you have
been marked absent a total Of 20
days, and have cut over 100 classes,
mostly in the mornings. What do
you do in this tiihe away from
school?”
I replied, 'T go to the movies.”

is

Hollywood has
.

.

These words seemed tp infuriate
His face turned purple and
he rose behind his desk and shouted at me, “GO TO THE MOVIES?
Does_ that help you pass your English in which you got a miserable
45%? Does that help you pass
Math and Accounting in which
your averages are correspondingly
bad?”
I looked at him without answerhim.

3go.
But. Hollywood still has a powerful lot of glamor and, interest, and
always will. Hollywpod stars make
new's, good or bad.
Let a Crain
or a Grable have a baby and it’s a
photo break. The editors of papers
.

are hep guys and they know the
public still is tremendously interested in everything Holly wood.
Let’s have more babies and less
scandals, maybe.

ing.

;

This

seemed

,

to

infuriate,

him

even

I

nriore.
“Tell me,” he shouted,
going to the Paramount more
important than going to school?
Are movies going to train you for
life? Are movies going to support

“is

wi*.

s
Hollywood.

Cplumbia is breaking into the
ejele of circus pictures with "Center Ring,” a bigtop tale starring
Mickey Rooney as a clown.
Rooney recently completed his
first directing job on “My True
Story,” but will confine his efforts
to acting in “Ring.”
Nat Perrin
will produce.

you and your faipily, when you
baVe one?”
“I don’t know, sir,” I answered.
That was more than 20 years
ago. I still don’t know. But after
two novels and 10 years as budget

GLORIA DE HAVEN
“TWO .TICKETS TO BROADWAY”
20tli Fox’s “FRIENDLY ISLAND”
EXCLUSIVE DEGOA RECORDS

CuiTontly Costarring in RKO’.s
Costarring In Forthcoming

Spring Theatre arid Nitery Tour of East and Midwest
Motion Picuire lU presentatlvos— Famous Artists, Radio, TV and Personals G.A.C.
•

I’ress Itclatiohs

Bob Weiss

analyst and! statistician for Universal, I must confess that maybe he

was

right.

.

.
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Concede That TV Can be Made a Valuable Selling Adjunct^Exhibitors
Must Help Create New Faces—Views on Bidding, Drive-Ins,
nepublic Sales V*P, Deplores Exhibs^ Slowdown

By WILLIAM
f

They

and pushing

for the riurturirig

all

of the next

new developments like
as many do, that Drive-

;

We must welcbrrie and not
the DTive-In Theatre. I belieye,
Ins bring a new motion picture audience— a group that
doesn’t like to dress up, that wants to take the kids with
them, that can’t afford a baby-sitter. And where it enters
into competition with Ahe so-called “conventional” theatre, Mr, Conventional Exhibitor had better haul his tail
out of his easy chair and get back to work. And that’s a.
thought that disturbs me hot orie little bit.

|

know

of no definite apathy toward motion pictures.
There is a lot of loose talk in this business and a lot of unfavorable publicity that never should be permitted in newspapers, and people are beginning to believe what they
read. With hundreds of millions of dollars invested in this
business— in studios, pictures and theatres— nothing is
going to happen to destroy the motion picture business.
It’s a case of hard work, selling movies to reclaim audp

enccs which have been influenced by what I would call
propaganda, to build new audiences by active promotion,
to sell new personalities, to attract wider audiences—in
shortv we must sell pictures and never stop selling them!
Wo. at Republic, are doing our best to stimulate public
interest in our pictures nationally, and to show by active
participation in premiere promotion what can be accomplished locally if exhibitors will adapt the exploitation
slants which have contributed to these premiere successes.
I think that showmanship is the answer, and that what is
called “public apathy” may possibly be diagnosed as “shownianship apathy.”
I want to talk a little, too, about the small amount of
Some time back
aclverUsing that exhibitors are doing.
producers started to “cooperate” on advertising, whereupon quite a few exhibitors started to cut down on; their
If
budgets, expecting the distributor to carry the load.
distributors stopped “cooperating” on advertising budgets,
liioalrcS woulld have to go to work to protect their invcsimcnt in pictures. It‘s unfortunate, but true, that many
c.xhibilors seemingly expect the producer hot only to make
piclui'cs. distribute them, but also do the major pr coml)lole job of advertising and exploiting them.
1 talk to a lot of exhibitors every day, and theatres are
showing a profit. Of cburso, it is hot the profit which was
made during, the abnormal peak 1 mentiohed before, but it
is substantial.
Pessimism is catching, and it is dangerous
for this type of thinking to infect the industry. Certainly
we have problemSi but We knovy what to do about them,
and it is the job of everybody connected with this business to stop moaning and to get to work, so that we can
all enjoy the benefits of a busine.ss that I feel is ak solid
as any enterprise in the world.
People vyaht good movies. We have to make them and
we haye to let the public know' that we have them. There
i.s no sense in pitting one factor of the business, against the
other or attempting to divide rGspOnsibility. A. shirt manUfacluref- franchises his merchandise only to those stores
be knows will display and promote it properly.
We’Ve
always taken it for granted that wdien an exhibitor buys a
pietuyo he’ll get behind it, but unfortunately that is not
true today in many instances.
We’ve all got to work logelher to protect the interest of producer, distributor and
exhibitor alike. Now is a good time to start!

HEINEMAN
PJ

.

that in 1905

money

in the

.

ball.
.

They

champ

figure they’ve got us this time for sUi:e. That any
50 years old is bound to get creaky in the joints,

and instad of slugging in the style that put him at the top
of his class, he has to start bobbing and Weaving like a
cutie.

Our

friends, tile skeptics, reason that the reflexes

are dulled to the pOilnt \vhere everything
and that we just can’t adjust ourselves.

now

is

mechanical

Less talk about what television is doirig and tnorie actioti
to offset it will help too. I believe television can he harnessed, I know, from Columbia’s experience, that it is a
great advertisiiig medium, that it can be made, to sell

We have proven that incpntrovertibly.
intend to take full advantage of it.
tickets.

opinion this new crystal ball-gazer is just as
wrong as his father was but wdth this exception: the
motion picture industry must recognize the fact that vast

new problems confront us today which are far more menacing than those which existed 50 years ago, and. thait
unless w'e meet that challenge by harnessing ail our talent
in one concentrated effort w'e are going to have a very,
rough time of it indeed in dealing with the present situation, I think we heed to recognize the principle that the
theatre, more than ever, competes with the home. That
we therefore need to merchandise oiir product, from
screenplay to exhibition, with such entertainment values
as will induce people to go to the theatre for their leisure

We

applied the same merchandising formula to “Prehistoric Women,” a picture of ideas, of no names that can
be exploited, and wdthout even the production values of
“Destination Moon.” Again, it w'as a question of analyzing
a picture properly, of exploiting every conceivable angle
in the film and, with the aid of exhibitors, of reaching into
the homes arid getting the people to respond to ideas.
.

What’s

000

Wrong With

a Business
Iteins (Tickets) Every

That

Sells 57,000,
at 47.1c

Week

Average Price?

By ABE

MONTAGUE

(Sales V. P., Columbia Pictures)

A friend of mine is in a business which sells 57,000,000
items eaeh week at an average price per item of 47.1c.
It’s a big business, a real big one, solid, substantial, rich,
With a volume like that, do you think he’s worrying? You
can bet your life he is. You see, it’s
the motion picture business.
Granted that, beyond the question
of a doubt, the boxoffiee is not nearly
what it was in the peak years of 19411947, still we know that 5*7,000,000
tickets are being sold each week. We
know that people are turning out in
great numbers for certain pictures.
We know there has never been any
form of entertainment in the history
of this beahup world to equal the
,

Airierican motion picture. And, as an
individual, I know and believe that
pur industry still has tremendous potentialities for .growth, that its future is as we w^ho are in
it choose to make it.

Hall. A few seasons back “Emperor Waltz” broke all existing Music
We were happy with
Hall records.
this, of course.
Then “Connecticut
Yankee” came along, and broke the
“Waltz” record.
Then, just a few
weeks ago, “Sunset Boulevard” broke
through and created a brand new rec^
ord to be shot at. Who can tell what
A1 Schwalberg
the future “SunseF’ will gross? For
his reason, I must refuse to say that we have reached a

Imit in grosses.

The various elements concerned in the matter of “star
,'alue” have always posed a problem. T don’t think you
can truly say that every exhibitor is uncoriditionally opposed to every picture which has new faces. Take as an
example a picture called “Smoke,” a fine grosser. I doubt
that very many remember the naihes of the human actors
in that film, but everyone knows it was about a horse. In
other words, here was a successful fim of which it might
be said that it had no faces.'
I would say, therefore, that exhibitors do realize cast
values and potentials, and are fully prepared to go along
with hew faces, if the film in question has other recognizable elements of quality which can be capitalized on.
Naturally, they can’t be expected to sell a picture on a
new face and nothing more. But if they have a fighting
chance-^they’ll go to work.
I reject the theory that the public is apathetic to films
as a whole. The kind of business done by such pictures as
“Father of the Bride,” “King Solomon’s Mines” and “Sunset Boulevard” proves this contention. People simply don’t
atterid theatres in such numbers when they’re apathetic.
To be sure, there are periods when over-all business is off.
I have been in this industry for 26 years, and there has
never been a time when business has not been subject to
peaks and gullies. In all those cases, it has come out with
flying colors. I have every confidence that it will continue

do

to

.

Never Can Tell
Fi-ancois Marie Arouet de Voltaire once said oi a
clisllnguished neighbor that he. was a wonderful man,
a fine scholar and a delightful gentleman. “Very kind
ef you,” said a li.stener, “all the more so because he
^^ik's you are a filthy old scoundrel.”
“Ah well,” said
Vollaire with a gi'in, “perhaps we are both mistaken.”
John Kieraii.

so.

believe that the problems inherent to drive-in theatres
normal process of evolution. When
these theatres first appeared, they were unique, and their
problems were unique. But in the course of time, the
theatres themselves and their methods of operation have
become more stabilized, and so indeed havt their problems. In another year or two, drive-ins will have become
commonplace, and their problertis will be largely the problems of the conventional theatres.
I

will be solved in the

.

Abe Montague

had

make a guesstoo many of us

Then what is
arid 1 wdsh I didn’t have to—I’d say that
have growm fat and lazy. Our past success is more of a
burden to us than a help. Count up the new ideas of the
past 20 years. They are few indeed— and 20 years is a long
the trouble?

If I

to

We

built a business for the masses/ Atniospheric thecomfortable seats, good projection, everything to'
create an escape for the little Joe and his Mrs. Then we

Can Utilize TV to Sell Mdse.,
Can’t the Picture Business Ditto?

If Oilier Inclustries

Why

:

.

SCH^ALBERG

Music

is

one of the boxoffice champs of 1950. Yet, here is a film
that despite no names of marquee value was exploited to
such a high degree that, it incited the imagination oJ young
people and old alike. Every conceivable angle in the film—
the Unsual theme, the production yalues, the scientific
approach, the entertainment inherent in probing the uh
known, was trumpeted far and wide to a receptive film
going public.

Wv

A.

(Distribution V.P., Paramount .Pictures)
Because film rental so obviously depends on what a
picture grosses at the boxoffice, each theatre representsi
a different problem. Hence film rentals cannot be discussed except on an “individual” basis. On the proposition
Of whether we have, reached the limit
on grosses, my answer to that is an
emphatic “no.” There will always be
new records. As an example, let me
cite recent history at the Radio City

time enjoyment, More specifically, here is what Eagle Lion
Glassies did with two recent pictures; “Destination Moon’

and “Prehistoric Women.”
The trade knows by now that “Destination Moon”

And we

Par Dislrib Chief Sees New Peaks for Pix; Giles
Exliibs’ Awareness of ^New Faces,’ If Good

By

my

In

.

.

me

shiny nevy crystal

•

Contagious Propaganda

tell

invest their

moaniiig and go to work to bring in
new patrons by every form of showmanship at their disposal. This business of crying the bliies and ibfgetting
even the basic principles of running a
theatre is causing difficulty in many
situations throughout the Country.
These instances may be isolated, but
1 have had reports of people losing
the movie-goirLg habit because they
actually don’t know what’s plajung at
their local theatres. The simple busiJ. R. Orainger
ness of sending out programs weekly,
has been discontinued by some theatres as a so-called economy. If patrons have to call to get information on filmSj
there is the hazard that if they get a btisy signal they just
decide td stay home: that night, A lot of theatres are actually run down. Their shoddy exteriors and equally rundown interiors are certainly no invitation to an evening’s
Circuses aren’t going out of business.
entertainment.
They know the value of lights and ballyhoo, aiid so should
every Showman. This business of being discouraged is bad
business when it reflects itself in theatres Which by their
looks alone deter public interest in their wares.
Another, and possibly the greatest, problem confronting
the producer and distributor today is that of “new faces”
The success of this business— as a matter of fact, its foundation— is the building of new personalities. It’s not so
many years ago that Republic was using John Wayne in
a series of Three Musketeers westerns and having a teriffic
struggle in breaking down exhibitor resistance throughout
the country. Today Wayne is an outstanding star, with
possibly more audience draw than any male star in the
business.
Unless this business develops new stars; it Inevitably must suffer. People in the pictui'e business grow
older just as everybody else does. I don’t intend to mini:
mize the boxoffice value of those stars who have been
built up during past years, but we must have new faces,
just as we niust build up new audiences among the younger
people.. To accomplish this, studios must have exhibitor
cooperation.
They cannot do it alone. It is common
knowledge that exhibitors have always had the best end
of the motion picture business and that is not an economically sound premise.
There must be an equal share of
the tariff and the returns if this business is to stay healthy.

J;

Eagle Lion Classics Sales V,

you couldn’t get many people to
movie business, it being considered about as f eliable as the mntterings of an Indian
rainmakef. Well, here w'e are 45 years later, and we’re
still trying to prove they’re wrong. In 1950 \ve have with us
a new set of skeptics With the same old moose call and a

In talking rentals and grosses, exhibitors seem always
have in mind the peak business that they were doing
when business actually was abnormal. They hiave to recognize the healthy condition of the busiiiess without
reference to peak grosses in an abnormal period. They should stop be-

to

I

Tm

generation.
stifle

(Distribution V.P., Republic Pictures)

j

Bui

Since Pix More Than Ever Today Compete With
Home Enterlainmenlj Real Selling Is a Must

On Showmanship
By J R. GRAINGER

A. W. SMITH, JR.
y. P., 2()th-Fox Films)
There is too much of a downbeat note permeating our
industry today. As does everybody iri the picture business,
I recognize the tremendous pressures under which we are

By

( Sales

•

bperatirig.

It isn’t

atres,

stopped.
Our advertising technique and media have not beeri
altered materially from the early days of the business.
The theatre owner sits back, waiting for the distributor
The distributor relies on the
to handle the campaign.
Even as an industry we are
theatre for the same job.
unable to present a united front; we are constantly torn
by internal strife and disservgibn. / And now^up comes a
little thing called television.
This noble competitor— arid 1 use the word “noble” advisedly— is without doubt attracting a considerable portion
of our audience. In some of the important televi-sion areas,
it is actually pushing our publicity and advertising out of
the riCwspapers. And we mumble and sulk and complain,
but we don’t come back swinging the way We used to.
How should we do it? There are lots of ways. We
must encourage youth in our pictures. On this score, the
burden rests with the theatre operators too. They have
hesitated to give hew laces the proper opportunity. As a
consequence, the studios have hesitated to try new players
.

in their

more important

;

pictures.

We need youth, too, in the ^idiriinistrative branches of
our industry^ This is a young, creative busine.s.s we’re in,
and wo need all the young, creative minds we can get
I am not
into distribution, production and exhibition.
recommending the retirement of the industry fathers.

only television that has taken its toll
of our business but economic conditions generally. .Higher taxes, in*/
creased living costs; scare buying .of
heavy goods ha ve a U hit our boxoffice.
These are all factors that, of course,
we mii.st consider seriously. We cari’t
bijlncl ourselves but L do believe that
there are certain ways in which we
can effectively offset the present depression in our boxoffice.
First, as

join

regards tele Visirin, we rriust
with this new mediurri

forces

:

and use if just as producers of other
commodities are using it to sell mer-

Andy Smith

chandise.

To

this day, despite all of the improvements that have
•been made in the live programs on televisiori, advertisers
who have tried live commercials are now turning more and
more to commercials on film. What does this mean? It

mOans

that the public

recognizes the motion picture,
the television screen at hoirie or oQ
the screen of their local theatre, as the best there is in
entertainment.
Our job is to remind the great television audience con-,
stantly that their favorite, theatre is showing fine new motion pictures, and to corivince them that the entertaiririient they will enjoy by going down the street is far sii-

whether

it is

shown

still

on.

(Continued on page 49)
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Broun and LaGuardia agreed
!

Reminiscence About Heywood
Broun, Judge Corrigan and Congressinaii
LaGuardia
Volsteadian

Hollywood,

m

;

_

;

;

,

;

,

I

:

Say,

at

RICHARD THORPE

in headlines for days.
By
He, as we well know, was as inHollywood,
corruptible as Corrigan and Broun,
Toughest thing of all to write
but the three men had one hate
in common, like mo.st New Yorkers, really well, some of my writer pals
including Westbrook Pegler. They have assured me, is good dialog.
thought the Prohibition Act was an
“You’ve got to make it sound
aniathema.
like people really talk,” they say.
The five of us: Broun, Judge “Not like a Writer thinks or talks,
Corrigan, Congressman LaGuardia, but like people talk. You know
Milton Lazarus, p.a, of the show, stuff with guts in it, like early
and I, all laden down with cartons Hemingway.’'
of beer, left the Green Door and
Well, the influence of “the way
started across the street.
people talk” on motion picture diBroun let Judge Corrigan and alog, and the influence of motion
LaGuardia go on aliead and fell picture dialog on “the way people
back to whisper urgently into' talk,” is a give-and-take. And here
Lazarus’ ear, “Get a .cop— and have I am in the middle, looking to one
him make a pinch. We’ll get a lot side and then the other, like a tenof free publicity for the show.”
nis match spectator in a newsreel.
And indeed we would have.. It is a wise bit of dialog indeed
Broun didn’t count. But Corrigan that knows its own father.
and LaGuardia would have found
Recently I stopped by to pick up
an embarrassment of headlines.
For one tense moment, Lazarus a hon-professionar friend who was
going
with me to a night baseball
didn't know whether or not Broun;
meant it. Then, he saw the garne. The friend’s; small boy, it
When I
developed, had mea.sles.
twinkle in hi.S eye, and relaxed.
arrived the doctor was in the
Broun caught up with the others,
youngster’s room.
and Lazarus and I watched them,,
The whole household was Inishcd,
enter the stage door: Broun, lum-!
bering and shaggy as usual, Corri- just like in a death scene. We congan spare and thin, LaCjuardia versed in low tones. Presently the
He could have
short and chubby. The door closed- doctor emerged.
behind them and they were safe. been sent from Central Casting.
Now. the three of them are gone,, Fatherly, serious, the perfect type.
and it’ll be a long time before New The mother stood with drawn face,
York sees their like again. Which waiting for the verdict: Just like
is
too bad, because we can use Joan Crawford.
men like that right now.
^Crisis Past*

jand turn the profits over to his
employment agency. The idea took
In the Prohibition Era— 1931, to! hold; he began to interest more
it and such theatre vetbe exact-— three gentlemen, their P<?ople
erans as E. A. MacAuley, then,
coats off, their collars ooen, were
itreasurer of the 46th street Theasweating in the darkened auditori- tre, and now house manager; Richum of the George M. Cohan Thea- ard Berger, then MacAuley ’s assis*
tre on Times Square.
tant; Milton Lazarus, who was to
Not a wisp of air Was stirring act as press agent; Joey Keith of
silent
in
sym-:Leblang’s
Agency (who arranged
and these men were
pathy with the ca.st arid chorus of for the George M. Cohan Theatre)
a musical show then in rehearsal. Charles LeMaire, who oiTered to
Someone, probably I, suggested ^handle the costuming; Nunnally
who agreed to write
that we ought to adjourn across Johnson,
the street to a speakeasy known skits; Max and Nathaniel Lief, who
lyrics;
the
wrote
as the Green Door and have a subsequently
quick beer. The perspiring on- Michael Cleary, Philip Cha.rig and
lookers agreed with alacrity and Jay Gorney, who. wrote the music,,
that is how Heywood Broun, Judge and many others including Howard
Arthur
Schwartz
Joseph E. Corrigan and Congress- Dietz
and
man Fiorello LaGuardia almost got gathered in Brouri’s apartment for
involved in a political scandal that a series of conferences, Which
could have had severe political rep- often ended up at Billingsley’s
Stork Club, then next door to
ercussions.
Among his other activities, BrpuiTs apartment house.
daily
writing
a
Broun threw himself into this
of
consisted
which
column .for the N. Y. World-Tele- new project with great enthusiasm.
gram, a monthly book review for As his associate producer, we found
one magazine and dramatic criti- a pleasant task for ourselves: huntcism for another, collaborating ing for talent. This hunt took us
W'ith Quentin Reynolds on a novel through all the night clulj)s and
(which never got written), manag- cabarets in New York, to all the
ing a private employment agency shows and to bars where one could
for indigent friends and strangers, catch an unknown, but talented enKosiner Heads Special
Heywood Broun was not only run-; tertainer.
ning for Congress on the Socialist
We also picked up a backer or
Col. Dept, on Foreign Fix
ticket, but producing a musical re- two, but most
of the money for
vue called “Shoot The Works.” production purposes was furnislied
Harry Kosiner, formerly eastThere obviously were not enough by Broun himself, which kept him ern representative for Edward
hours in the day for him, for he broker than ever. But he was hav- Small, last week joined Columbia
had to read new books, attend ing a Wonderful time;
Pictures to take charge of a spehot night in July back

i
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i

;

;

1
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^She’s Aleakin'

;

I
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_

truck.

j
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to
to
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'

m
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The doctor hauled out

;

large

a

watch, looked at it. and snapped
the cover closed. Where did that
bit of doctor business ever come
from? Then he said: “The crisis
is

I

past!”

The

I

crisis

is

past,'

so help

me.

Measles!

l

going, to a fire?” line of dialog.
It

one’s

is

human nature

to

j

ences
shooting those dialog punchlines
right out of the script.
Like a little exchange I happened to witne.ss a few weeks ago
when I ventui’ed out in my pa-

'rental of theatres, etc., was $5,087,
418, of which $2,722,854 was paid

.

I

with his own funds and his apart-

theatre

$1,071,541

ill

c.vpenscs

salaries

were
and $564,230

no dividend to the parent company,
put the latter had a $65,821 equity

ment was

the office whei’e jobs
actually
found for many
people W'ho applied: everyone from
janitors to newspapermen. It w'as
Broun’s fond, but mistaken hope
that the depression wmild only last
until June, 1930. When it persisted
W'ith alarming tenacity, his funds
began to get very low. Broun decided that he could interest enough
theatrical friends who were in
sympathy W'itli, his project, and that
a benefit w'as in order to raise

were

in
Aster’s undistributed profit.s.
Cincinnati Playhouses, Inc., which
held the Keith’s in Cincy, paid a
$45,000 divvy to the parent, although the latter had a $10,508
equity in the subsid’s losses.
Astor is the parent of City En^
tp’tainment Go., which opei’ales
bouses, under management
of Maurice Maurer, and City Playhouse.s, which operates the logit
properties under, management of
Louis Lotito.

money.
That’s ..when I got into the picture. I W'as then press agent for
the Connolly & Sw'apsti’om musical,
*‘Sons O’ Guns,” which was playing
at the Imperial Theatre.
Bobby

City Investing Sells Cincy Keith ’a
Cincinnati.
Cincinnati Playhouses, sub.sidiary
of City Investing Co., N. Y„ has
sold
the
Keith Building here
to an eastern syndicate, not named,
for a. reported $2,000,000.
CIC
bought the, J 2-story building, W'hich
houses the 1.542-seat Keith’s theatre, from c.state of Ben lleidingsfeld in
1946.
There are four
ground-floor
stores
and 60,000
square feet of office space.
.

Connolly and Arthur Swanstrom
were anxious to help and turned
over the Imperial to Broun for
his benefit. It W’^s a .whopping
success and earned about $7,000.
Which was promptly handed over
.

employment agency.

Broun, who had been acting as

He saw no rea'fton w'hy he
couldn’t produce a musical I'evue

Principal

Filmeries owned by Cl are the
Astor, Victoria and Bijou on Broadway, and Keith’s, Cincinnati. Lcgilers are Fulton, 46th Street and
Morosco in N. Y. Astor Theatre
Gorp., a wholly-owned subsid w’hicli
controls the theatre properties, paid

force,
a year,

theatrical affairs,
teeth into show

Operating expenses out of the
$2,364,564 remaining w'cre $2,02 !»•
140.
Out of that, however, $247,-

of real estate administration,
real
estate taxes and depreciation.

fact w'hich made him uneasy.
employment agency, called
“Save-A-Job-Till-June,” was started

his

out in film I'cntals and shares to
attractions.

advertising.
The $590,700 net
does not take into account expenses

His

got

the

in

in-

business at this benefit, where he
Introduced the acts. It didn’t take
a keen observer to see that Broun
had been severely bitten by the
itage bug.

for

276 was charged to the attractions.

a

really

report

I

ception in Broun’s well-known social consciousness. Though the De-

emcee at various

its

I

every-day routine experi- I'year ending la.st April 30 discloses.
with dramatic impact by Its income from boxoffice receipts,

can, to attend a rehearsal with him
and listened to their criticism with
consideration.

to the

houses,

legit

endow

This night, to show that he was
impartial, as well as broadminded,
he invited Judge Corrigan, a Democrat, and LaGuardia, a Republi-

was on in full
Broun earned about $50,000

NET

YEAR

I

pressiori

could really highball!”
Whei-eupon the man up front
took a final puff on his cigaret,
dropped it and stepped on it— with
an air. The rear guy iriourtted his
platform and waved his arm like
a brakeman signaling the engineer,
The front man tilted his cap at
an agle and mounted to the cabin
with his oi'ders in his hand, ju.st
like Casey Jones.
“Let’s highball!” he yelled, as he
grabbed the thinttle.
And they w‘ere off in the daw'm
Last I saw of her she was build*
ing up steam to make that curve
onto Wilshire Boulevard.
And
that’s the toughest grade this side
of the Rockies. She w as highballin’!

I

'

ing else to do, he devoted himself
to painting.

its

ry—-we’ll put -er on time. Wish we
had old No. 47 though. She’s over
in the Beverly division now.”
“Yep,” the other agreed, “she

aiY

!

“Shoot The Works” had

“Seventeen ininutes behind
schedule,” he said, “but don’t wor-

.

.

1

;

That worthy replied: “Are you
going to put ’er on. time?”
The man up fi'ont inspected his
watch.

Most people sort of subconcial department which the comsciously fit themselves into the
pany set up about a year ago to roles in which either fate or their
handle foreign films.
New di- own imaginations cast them.
vision will be expanded and reEver get stopped by one of those
INVESTING’S
organized to include distribution
of top independent domestic prod- “so you won’t talk, eh?” cops?
They
are
among
the
lop
outstanduct as well as foreign roadshow
OF }590, 700 LAST
ing dialog writers. They give themand art theatre pictures.
City Investing Co., N. Y.. showed
With Small for the last seven selves all the good lines, too.
years, Kosiner over a stretch of
There is hardly any answer for a net profit of $590,700 on the opmore than 27 years had been as- that “Where do you think you’re eration of its four film and three

overwork and strain, and we had
close the show abruptly one
Saturday night,
But going back to the hot night
in July, Milton Lazarus and I got
^ huge kick out of watching the
sociated in various capacities with
political
fnends:
Broun, 20th-Fox,
nen, Edward McNamara, George jtln’ee
United Artists
sales
Corngan and LaGuardia,
and Julie Murphy, Bill O’Neill,
^lept., RKO and De Luxe Labora
Vthe Green Door, drinking beer with
Lee Brody and Imogene Coca.
Meanwhile, Morris GoodHe also managed to I'egularly at- jhigh relish,
man, who formerly supervised Cotend his clubs, the Harvard, CaluIt’ was Judge Corrigan, incorrupt- lumbia’s foreign film activities in
met and Racquet & Tennis, where ible Upholder of The Law, and the U. S., has been shifted to other
the members regarded Broun and nemesis of racketeers, who sug- chores with
Columbia Internahis political ambition with ill-con- gested that we ought to bring back tional Corp.
cealed horror. When he had noth-.'
help Johnny Boyle and Ted
Hammerstein rehearse “Shoot The
Works,” in. which he was not only
going to appear as master-ofceremonies, but act in some of the
skits with John. Hazzard, Julius Tanfinally,

“She’s aleakin’,” he called to the
character at the back end of the

;

’

'

write reams of copy,
That the show took shape and
have meetings with his political
subsequently was a hit is another
advisers and the staff that ran his
story. It ran for 13 -weeks, and
private unemployment insurance
would have run indefinitely, but
organization, make speeches in the
Broun had a nervous collapse, due
district where he was running, and
nights,

jamas, came the dawn, to pick up
any morning paper.
I suddenly heard a car approach*
ing and scrambled back of a hedge.
It tuimed out to be a gai’bage collection truck.
When they stopped in front of
my .place a man standing on a little
platforni at the back of the truck
hopped, off with quite a gesture and
picked up the gai’bage can. The
di’iver swUng down from li is seat
arid lifted the hbod .of the car. He
studied the steaming motor with a
sei'ious expi'ession. Then he latched
the hood down again.
..

:
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once. LaGuardia, in fact, had just
demonstrated in Congress how to

and had been

By MILTON M. RAISON
One very

WetlneBclay, January 3,

Anniversary

several dozen cartons of beer to
the sweltering cast and chorus.

The Near-Beer Scandal
A

P^tHETY

Jerry

WaM

WALD-KRASNA PRODUCTIONS
Produoilig for

RKO

Norman

Radio

Km„a

the biggest iadopeiulont production df'al in
Hollywood history, Howard Hughes brought Jerry Wald
ICru.sna to RKO. Radio In August, IDoO.
Their eon tract calls for a total of GO top-budget
features, Involving $50,000,000, to be completed
durlnc the
^ years.
NN 1th 15 .scripts already completed,
.some of the indu.strj s biggest names already
iJol looms as a busy New' Year for
signed,
Wald-Krasna and for RKO.
:\rai*ki]ig

and Nornian

'

Transfer

.

of!

ownership does not

tenancy of theatre by MidStates enterprises, headed by Robert Libsori and Mauilce White,
which holds lease with about nine
yeai’S to 1‘un. City Inveisting operated Keith’s for a couple of years
before leasing house to Mid-States.
affect

Wednesday, '^January

S,
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By SIDNEY SHELDON

Influeuce of the Quip ou Bigots

Black
(beaming)
Not at all. Well, to get back to the scene. There is a
line:“Thou and my bosom henceforth shall be twain.”
(He fixes William with a r eproach fill glance)

Hollywood.

A

The Scene:
producer': Qffice. Morgan Merriweather, the producer, sits behind his desk, talking to John Black from the Censor's Offiee,

By SAM LEVENSON
Humor can be a force for progress or an instrument of
Fundamentally serious social attitudes can be
expressed in humor. The age old prejudices against minority groups have, been expressed in “jokes’.' which type the
jsjogro as lazy, the Irishman as a drunk, the Pole as dumb,
the Jew as an unscrupulous mOrchant, etc. In seif-defense
the minorities under attack will create hunior that strikes
hack. Here are some examples:
Sam Burns, a Southern Negro, tried to walk into a
“white’’ church one Sunday morning. He was stopped at.
the door by the Sexton. “You can’t vvorship here.’’ “Why
not? Isn’t this a house of God?’’ “Yes, it is, but this is
“I don’t understand.”
“Well, you just
a ‘while’ church.”
go to your own church and pray to God and you will feel

Black
our whole organization

reaction.

mind

don’t

I

telling

you,

William

is

shocked, Merri weather,
,

;

(dullyj

What have

JVIcrriWeather
Tmoppinp his broiel

,

me

told

first

sounded

about

notion,

his

Sam Burns prayed

So

to

Next Sunday morning

God.

he was back at the door of the “white” church. “Don?t get
“1 am not going to force
upset,” he said to the sexton.
m\’ way in. I just came to tell you that I took your advice
and it worked out fine. I prayed to God and He told me,
‘Don’t feel too bad about it, Sam. I've been trying to get
into that church myself for 20 years and haven’t been

quite

It’s

,

did not

I

come here

be insulted.

to

Merriweather

-

(placatingiy)

I’m sure he didn’t
Sheldon

-

Hold

.

the immigration laws were

much

saying.

:

yoiir tongue.

,

(dazeCiJ
;.Yes, sir.

I’m sure it is. And you’ve .done a magnificent job. Why,
in the last year there hasn’t heen a picture where a mah
and woman kissed or anyone was shot or where anyone
hated anyone else.
.(appreciatively)
Yes, sir, pictures are getting more like real life every

'

“What kind of an American are ypu? Why, my. ancestors
came over bn the Mayflower!”
Epstein is a peace-loving mah;
He seeks no quarrel
with any man, but this painful slur oh the quality of his
Americanism brought forth this retaliation: “Yes your
people came over on the Mayflower, but frankly, it’s a
good thing they did, because when iny father came here

William)

(to

.

Sidit-y

.

know what he was

(sympatheiicaily)

Mi'. George Epstein, vvh0.se American ancestry dates
back only 40 years, was taunted by an American of “line:age”:

Black

'

(leaping to his feet)

William

Merriweather

V;

mehtiofi a girl’s

William
(perplexed):

task,

‘a

to

know they have ^hem?

Don’t they

to!’

You want

dear boy,

it

fine.

”

able

my

Really,
bbspm'?-

Black
(gravely)
I’m afraid there may be serious
repercussions.
You see, our office
not only has to protect the minds and
morals of men, women, and children
—but we also have to think of the
coming generations.
(he leans back; exhausted)

better.”

done now?

T

'Black’

Believe me, Mr. Black, I had no idea
What that scoundrel was Up to. Y’ou
know how these, writers are. When he

’

much
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(He slumps 'into

his chair)

Black
(patronizingly, to William)

had a

I’ve

mustn’t

let,

little

more experience than you,

my

W#

boy.

these things get dirty!

Vday.

William

Black
(modestly)
.Application.
It just takes applicaiton, Merriweather,
There is d knock at the door, and a young, harassedlooking writer comes, in. His name is William,:

fa groan)

.

.

stricter.”

No,

Black
(modestly)

We

try to help yOu all We can.
(he looks at his notes and frowns)
Here’s one that’s rather embarrassing:
“Oh, son; the night before thy wedding day
Hath death lain with thy wife; see there she
Flower as she was, deflovvered by him.”

MciTiweather

Tomes have been written on the psychology of prejudice.
What makes the bigot tick? Why can’t light and truth
penetrate the stubborn resistance of the closed mind?
ilcre is a fine illustration in humor of the workings of

(grimly)

,

.

Come

You know Mr.

Sit down,

in. Bill.

Black.

William

such resistance to logic:
One morning at breakfast Bert Jones announced to his
family that he Was dead! His wife and children laughed
and continued ori with the cornflakes.
I’m not joking,” said Mr. Jones. “It’s all over. I died
last night.
My will is^ made out. You can bury me in

(gemtflcciing)

Good morning,

sir.

(angrily)

(he takes a seat)

When

Black regards hint with a malevolent eye.

‘

room trembles

speaks, the

sir.

Supposing

he

clean

slightly.

;

;

my

lies.

wife were to see that.

You’ll have to

up.

it

.

Thomas’ Cemetery tomorrow.”

St.

Black

“Look.” said his wife.
“Don’t sound so macabre. If
you don’t feel well we can call the doctor. Get into bed
and relax. Maybe jmu’ve been working too hard.’’
“You may call all the doctors you like. I’m telling you

My

The doctor came. He looked
his pulse, and shook his head.
you

for a loiig

Whait’s

But

‘‘ll’s

Bert.
I’m going to prick your
bleeds you’re alive and that’s final.”

a deal,”

Why,

Juliet?

To be

Did you, or did you

guess

William

fortnight and

It

She must be

won’t do.

(starting
If that’s all.

.

.

sits

back
all

eyes were turned on
.c

When

One

of the colored drivers looked the room over, then
turned to the bartender and a.sked: “That’s b.k. with me.
All i want to know is why you favor the Negroes?”

Yes,

William
(grogqily)
Is that all?

That’s

Black

we have

the scripts

little

Of

We’ll discuss

Romeo
it,

;

Black

You can fix them in five mihutes; At the end, for ex^
ample, you have Juliet taking a drug to make it look as

She hates him.

though she’ died.
start taking drugs.

does not apiirove of ven-

Merriweather
(glarin
at William)
'

Black
Very good.
William sinks lower in his chair.
'
Black
the next point. In the ;cene with Juliet and her nurse
aftdr her parents have told her she must marry Paris-incidentally, I think you could have written that scene a
my
I heard a rather amusing anecdote bn
little bit better;
way over here this morning which you might be able to
work into it. ...
Merriweather

When

“Arsenic and Old Lace” \yas. being played in
Queen Elizabeth attended a performance.
The cast was terribly excited and, breaking all backstage rules, they clustered around the entrances and
behind the curtain to get a peep at Her Maje-sty.
.Vs the Queen entered, the Royal Box, the entire
aiiclience arose to greet her.
Mary Jerold turned to
Hamc Lillian Braithwaite and whispered, “What an

Dame

Lillian

do

that.

All the kids will

(hegelstohisferi)
fix up those little

i

"

details

and

1

think we’ll be

all

right.

William ...
(hoarsely)

.

London.

which

can’t

that.

Just

out.

•

to

.

You

Then you show a scene ih a tomb Can’t
Mustn't show death, you know
Then you have
Romeo visit Juliet in he tomb and kiss her. Mustn’t dp
that for obvious reasons.
Just before that, you have
Mustn’t do that.
Reinenvber?
Borneo kill Paris.
No
bloodshed, Then you have Borneo kill him.self. Miisln’t
No suicides. Then Juliet wakes up and kills
do that.
Mu.sn’t do that. No double suicides.
herself.
do

Black
geance.

.

(reassuringly)

She whatr
office

klnci of details?

'

:

William

Fat Role

course.

What

(aghast)

it

(cheerfully)
up.

(ioariJy)

has done, she
fear thou hot.”

^

work

them

offenses.

(eagerly)
She’s furious. She’ll kill him.

She forgives him; Our

to fix

William

She forgives him.

He’ll

Black
(nodding)
Except for a few minor details.
Merriweather

Black

to read, I only

piece.

Black

Concern received an answer to an ad it had
newspaper. The letter presented the man’s
and ended, *Tn addition may I add, confidentially, that I am white/; Anglo-Saxon, Protestant, descended
from an unbroken line of white Anglo-Saxon Protestants.”
The president of the firm, a genuine American, answered
him as followsj “We have read your .‘confidential’ note
.with interest. We regret to inform you that vve need a
man for Work, not for purposes of breeding.”
inisincss
placed in the
qualifications

ciitranec”;
pari IP*

it.

.

Glad

Lady. Capulc.t hears what

sir.

'..She—^

A

A

it’s

rise)

to

says: “We. will have vengeance for
/ William

tender,.

(sm.>,gly)

.

our iob to watch out for these things.
(he starts putting his notes in a briefcase)

Well,

in his dhair.

some of the more blatant

'

.

“VVe don’t serve Negroes.” growied the perspiring bar-

had ho idea.

I

Black

Black
Naturally, with

Black)

by me.

it

at least 21.

had time to skim through your
all

(to

Honestly, he sneaked

.
•

William

I

Merriweather

I’m just beginning.

The place Was filled with loiid-mouthed men and vulgarly
women, all drunk.
To add to the scene of debauchery the jukebox was
walked in

It’s

14.”

William
(catching Merriweather's baleful glance)
Well, I suppose I could make her a little older.
Black
Good.
William

dros.scd

.

sir.

Black

their nostrils.

blasting away.
As the two Negroes

odd days short of

but-—

so,

not, write that?

the apothecary’s speech. But
(he turns to Merriweather, pleadingly)

Yes,

“A

precise:

sell.**:

thunaeringty)

is

William

The dictionary says that, “humor” is kindly: “wiE’ is
sharp and usually needs a victim. Although we personally
pi'cfer “humor” there are times when “wit” is preferable.
Besides, the victim may deserve it.
Two southern Negro truckmen had been driving through
the night;
One suggested o the other that it Would be
a great idea to stop for a beer at a roadside tavern. They
pulled the truck up before a purple neon sign and walked
up to the entrance.
.\s they walked into the door the stench of cheap liquor

.

(

14.

‘Wit’ Vs. 41unior’

,

“There is the gold, worse poison to men’s souls
Doing more mjr .»er in this loathsome world
Than these poor compounds that thou mayest not

Black

I

•'them.

(reading)

,

your heroine?
William

.

The doctor stuck a sterilized needle into Mr. Jones’
index finger and smiled as a little blood bubble appeared.
“You see?” said Bert Jones. “Corpses do bleed!"

hit

Black
We’re not easily fooled, Willie.

sir.

old

—

(baffled)

(softly)

How

think you do.

I

remove the Communist angle

you’ll

Communist angle?

Black

thing.”
Corpses don’t bleed,
it

—r don’t understand,

if

William

(paiing)

“Sure

If

(placated)

Now

Good,

Black shudders delicately.
Black
I drink beer,
I consider myself a. man of the world.
smoke cigars, and 1 had One or two dates before I was
married.
And yet I must admit that I was completely
shocked by what you Wrote.
William

Mr. Jones’ tongue, took
“Look. Bert, Eve known

I’m dead. It happened last night. I’ve nothing
against you. You’ve done your best. I’d appreciate your
.saying a few words at the funeral.. Please look after the
family.”
Tlie doctor realized he had a problem on his hands.
“Bert,” he said, “you’ye always been a reasonable guy.
If I can prove to you you’re not dead will you get up and
go about your business?”

finggr.

Black

William

” Doc.

‘

Merriweather
of, Mr. Black.

(leaning forward; hopefully)

at

time but never as a practical joker.

be taken care

It’ll

has just finished reading your manuscript.

Yes, sir?

air over.”

it’s

office

replied,

“What

Cfcrtrude Lawrence,

.

(enthusiastically)

a

Swell, Mr. Black.

I’m sure William would be grateful.

Hovv do you like the title?
Black
(judiciously)

But you understand, bt course, that
our final iudgmenl will be based upon the finished version.
Willia)n slowly walks to the open Window and steps

Not had, not bad

out,
sit

The tiuo
thoughtlessly violating the code.
Ihcre, staring after him in .silent disapproital.
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Sometimes it almost seems as if people lie awake nights
dreaming up ways to ruin show business. Just when
everything is rolling along smoothly some big brain pops
on from the wings with a new gadget to crab the act. The
newest invention is really a lulu.

Nye’s Cracfc About

When

By

RUPERT HUGHES
type and/ doubtless, that innovation was also denounced
for destroying the livelihood of strolling minstrels, strolling players, strolling friars, copyists and illuminators.
One other thing has always been true. While the blind
poet, 'Homer, begged for bread for his songs, other rhapsodies became. fayotites of wealthy patrons and lived in
luxury. Actors have always been looked on as more Or
less beggars in rusty velvet. Yet, as far back as early
Rome, the Satirist Journal said, “If you want to get to
the Emperor, don’t lick the boots of a Knight, but curry
favor with ail actor:”
In Shakespeare\s time, actors .were classed with vagabonds arifffihG.d rather than licensed for playiiig. Yet some
of them were the pets of royalty, and the great. Queen
Elizabeth asked A'Vill Shakespeare to write a sequel to his

Holly vvood.

Nye, now forgotten, but Once a household word fm'
popular hurhbr, told of going into a cheap restaurant for
breakf ast. A cross-eyed waitress first cleared away the
debris left by the previous customer, and brushed the
crumbs into Bill’s lap. Then she turned
on him and snapped. “Tea oF eggs?,’’
Bill

.

That is all there is to the story:
there isn’t any more. The point of it
is, of course; the brevity of the bill of
fare, the paucity of the choice, and
the wonder why the poor customer
was not allowed to select enough items
to make a hearty meal.
The joke is the jolt. The waitress
•

should have said “Tea or coffee or
Ghocolate; and. orange juice, or pine^
apple juice, or tomato juice; and, eggs
with ham, bacon, cheese, or sausage,
:

Rupert Hughes

“Henry IV” and

.

potatoes French fried, German
cakes
fried or just fried, and wheat cakes, or buckwheat,
or waffles, and butter and plain bread, rye. bread, com

bread, pumpernickel, toast, muffinSi and so bn.’;
But, after all this iritroductibn the reader (if any and
heck?— why pick
if stiil vvith iis) is wondering what the
on me with all that type?—this is why.
Nobody seems to think it odd that everybody is always
saying tea-or-eggs, things like: “Shall we have the theatre
or the moving picture?” “Shall we. have classical music or
popular?” “Shall we have motion pictures or radio?”
“Shall we. have radio or television?”
When Bill Nye’s waitress demanded “tea or eggs?”, his
instinct was to say, “Tea and eggs, also a lot of other
things.” But when we are asked, “Shall we have motion
pictures Or television?”, it is not taken as a bad .joke but
as an inevitable and perilous choice. Television is being
hated and denounced, and the cold war is getting as hot
as the long struggle with Russian communism. Television
is being viewed as the fatal enemy of everything dear
and artistic, profitable and moral.

When

llie

Tancleni

Was

,

a 'Menace’

After the bicycle.Jiad served its time as the explanation
for the failures of "such books, plays, concerts and other
merchandise as failed to do well, the automobile came
along. It was blamed for ruining the publishing business,
the theatrical and concert business, and the morals of boys
and girls, since it enabled them to get even, farther away
from home than the bicycle. The motorcar was ruled as.
$ort of bedroom and barrooni on wheels, and it could park
wherever .it was dark.
After the automobile had established itself as an institution that could not be sermonized or editorialized away,
the motion picture house came along to take the blame for
everything deplorable. The nickelodeon arid the vast palaces it developed into, were plainly the reasons why nobody stayed at home to read or went to the legitimate
theatre, or even attended vaudeville or burlesque. The
motion picture was castigated for cutting down church
attendance, which has never been satisfactory in any age.
Furthermore, dramatic centers reviled the, unpardonable
cinema almost as violently as the parsons did. Critics who
hated most plays spoke of the theatre as a temple of high
are when they contrasted it with the motion picture Houses.
.

.

and became all ears.
But cheer up, tfie worst was yet to corhe! Television!!.
That not only killed off everything that raido had killed
off, but also killed off radio. People kayed at home inOre
than ever, but not to read. They forgot all the arts and
the pleasures even of Conversation. Television brought
back only one thing, the barroom. It made beer and hard
drinks popular once more, since people had to put up some
excuse for leaning on the rail half the night staring goggle
eyed at television’s one bright eye.
So now today, the book publishing business is dead; the
theatre business is dead in all its branches; the churches
and lecture halls are empty; the motion picture houses
are dark and silent. The football fields, boxing arenas and

And

Europe..

Nowadays; thanks to modern copyright laws and treaties,
and the Dramatists, the Screen Writers, the Radio Writers
and other Guilds, the author is so protected that George
Bernard Shaw became a millionaire, and other writers,
have amassed eyen more money.
The theatre is dead bpt just try to get a ticket to any of
several theatres in New' York! Radio is dead, yet several
radio comedians are being paid fabulous sums. As for
books, the ex-clergynian, Lloyd Douglas, wrote a religious
novel, “The Robe,” .which outsold “Forever Amber,” and
his “The Big Fisherman” about the Apostle. Peter is outselling all the exotic or obscene sensationalisms.
The point I want to make is this: every new form of art
seems at first to destroy the more elderly forms. But, it
.

does not. Eventually, it increases or enriches the market
and the number of custoniers. The failures for w'hich the
blame is laid on the newest fun of< public favor would have
failed anyway in all probability, Many authors and actors
who find diminished employment in the old fields find new'
openings in the new fields.
From the beginnings of mankind arid Womankind, he or
she who could tell a story or act out a character or speak
a thrilling piece or sing a catchy song, found an audience
in a primeval cave or the Metropolitan Opera House;
whether he made his wonderful paintings On the subterranean walls of our skin-clad ancesors, or exhibited them
in the Louvre.
The actor who leapt on an altar and exchanged dialog
with another and so began the glories of Greek drama—
was doirig just What the actor does who appears on the

—

modern stage

or screen.

The story

the radio sets are gath-

the interpreter, the orator, the poet,
the portrait painter, the illustrator, the scene-designer, he
producer and director and all their countless colleagues
have been at work playing on the human heart and driving
teller,

away boredom since man became man. Any
say. that man and woman, built just about

paleontoligists

as we are, are
years old.
The entertainers feed a primeval, insatiable hunger; and
their public, a million or more years old, will be hungry
million years from noW'. If I’m wrong, tell me so a
\
million years from now'.

The same thing is true in the industrial field. Every
labor-saving machine throws certain workers opt of emif it succeeds, it vastly increases the numbers

ployment; but
employed.

Of

course, there are exceptions, though nobody mentions
these. Some of the churches are packed; some of the legit,
theatres are doing $50,00.0. a week; many of the motion
picture houses are jammed with eager multitudes; some
of the books are having enormous sales; some of the magazines have circulations of millions; some of the newspapers
are almost too heavy to lift.
But the denouncers of the plague of television fotget
that, long before television, radio, motion pictures, automobile or bicycles were even heard of, most churches
were sparsely, attended; most theatres housed failures,
most books died in the store-rooms; most magazines and
newspapers perished 'of pernicious anemia; most poets,
painters, playwrights, actors, sculptors, evangelists, singers died of starvation or earned their livings in other fields.
It was not until Shortly before Columbus discovered
America that books began to be printed from movable
.

.

•

home and be; entertained without spending any
money. The show world was terrified by this new monster
that was gobbling up all their paying customers.
Then another stranger galloped on to the scene with a
to sit at

new gimmick

that

made

silent pictures talk.

The

stay-at-

sets and rushed out to see the
Vaudeville and burlesque heaved a final sigh arid
expired. More than half of the legitimate theatres on the
Main Stem were taken over by moving pictures and radio.
Then along canie television enabling the amusement
seeker to have a free front roW seat in his own living-room
for his entertainment feast. The only demand the sponsor
makes is the time it takes for. the pitch for his product.
This is modern show business. The networks, sponsors,
talent and the public are happy. Everybody can relax and
take it easy, if the inventors will only mind their own

homes deserted, their radio

talkies,

business.

.

.

somewhat

of a shock to learn that another interloper
with a wackie gadget has horned into the act.. This
Silencer device is a six-tube affair similar to a portable
radio.
It has four dials that can be set to shut off sound
arid sight automatically, during dubious songs, stale jokes,
old plots and commercial announcements. It turns the set
on again when the automatic silence discriminator decides
This uncanny conthere is something worth viewing.
trivance is likely to be a real threat to the sponsors and
It’s

turn to the talent.

in

AVe can

only hope this new gimall over again.

mick doesn’t ruin show business

life, unless a war brought it home. They were
drowsing animals.
In Shakespeare’s time, London was a boom town approaching a population of 200,000. It had two theatres and
the law compelled them to be on the evil side of the river.
A newspaper was a big placard on broadside pasted on a
wall, or it was a pamphlet dccasionally printed. An audience of a hundred or two saw a play. A few performances
were a run.
Now London has 16,000,000 people and probably more
than the original 200,000 are engaged in carrying on the
theatres, operas, music halls, lyceums, newspapers, magazines, books, radio, television and other forms of enter-

of outer
like

.'

In Washington’s time. New York had less than 20,000
inhabitants with only spasmodic performances at the few
playhouses. Washington rarely missed a play, and he was
such a joyous spectator that often the audience would hush
and look up at the box and say “listen to the President’s
laugh!”

What a godsend the theatre was to that tormented manl
What a soul saver it had been to other tormented men and
women! Radio and television bring the theatre arid the
motion picture into the homes.
Tonight in the smallest village, the family can travel
about the world, listen to grand opera, symphonies, drama,
comedy, .science, news, sermons, political orating. It can
read books, magazines, newspapers without, leaving the
living room. Or it can go down to the corner and revel in
all the thrills and beauties and fantasies and fervor the
motion picture or the theatre or the concert hall presents;
A varying percentage of the people concerned in all
•

,

Back

1779 there was a halFwitted fellow named Ned
Lud, who earned a pittance by knitting stockings. Along
Came a villain who invented a knitting machine. So Ned
Lud Was inspired to attack the machines.. In 1811 there
came a plague of riots. Infuriated .working men destroyed
all the machines of every kind that they could, get at. This
movement w'as given the name of the idiot who inspired it
and the machine-haters were called ‘’Luddites.” We see
their spirit at work everytime a new device is announced.
People ought to accept these new institutions as they
accept floods aod earthquakes. It does no good to curse
them or berate them. It is better to revise one’s habits and
adjust one’s life to the new conditions, and not Spend too
much time bewailing what has grown obsolete.
We must adjust our lives, especially the growing population. in Washington’s time the expectancy of life was
actually no more than 19 years. Today it is 68 years! In
Washington’s time the biggest city. Was Philadelphia with
17,000 people. Today We have over 150,000,000 inhabitants,
and they are nearly all living far longer than people used
to. As they get Older they heed more and more of such
diversions and time-fillers as the theati'e, the motion picture, radio, television, churches, lectures, cohcort^ athletic
games.
Transportation problems alone force millions to stay
at home. Then they must be entertained, diverted, conin

.

•

chine, a can of film and a bed sheet.
set up shop in a vacant store and charged 5c admisAlmost overnight magsion to see pictures that moved.
nificent theatres sprang up to a^CQ^^bUdate. the flicker
.crowds.
Then another stranger appeared on the horizon with a
contraption called radio, and everyone laughed at the
squeaky sounds that came over the air on the head sets.
Advertisers began using this new device to sell their
wares and the sets and the programs improved rapidly.
Many people stopped patronizing the theatres, preferring

tainment.

Always an Auclicn<?e

,

went down the

facing parks are half empty.
ering, moss.

Today, the theatre has innumerable eriemies. Yet never
in history have certain authors made so much
.money .fdr such long runs,
There has probably never been a book or play to rival
the sales and performances of “Uncle Tom’s Cabin”; but
the poor little preacher’s wife who wrote it was paid only
a small Sum for the serial rights, never got a cent out of.
the numberless editions of the book published in America,
or in foreign countries, or from the play which had, I
think, four coiripanies
it ‘'it once in London, two
in Paris arid others in almost, all the other capitals of

at least a million

!

line like, a bowling
ball, sendirig all nine of the ninepins flying in a strike.
People stayed at home; but they did not read books or
magazines or new'spapers. They listened to serials, soap
operas, music, news, science, comedy and plays. They
absented themselves from church, W'restling matches, prizefights, baseball and football games, gambling clubs, night
schools, saloons, lectures, grand and comic^ operas, tragedies, comedies, vaudeville, burlesque, family reunions and
everything else. People lost their eyes and legs from disuse
It

did.

..

home.

Next came radio!

Which he

.

am

And Radio

it.

.

before

old eriough to remember when the craze for
bicycles “killed” the theatres, the church, the concert hall
arid reading habits at home. It also ruined the morals of
boys and girls, since it enabled. them to get far away from
I

star Falstaff in

Philip 4>unnin^

They

Beaucoup Loot

and,

connected to a television set
device automatically blacks out
and silences whatever has been classified as NG on the discriminator dial;
Inveiitions have changed the course of
show business before and maybe they
will again.
If
we turn back the pages of
VARiFTy a few. years, we will be reminded that the legitimate, vaudeville
arid burlesque theatres were doing
terrific biz when a couple of strangers
appeared on the scene with a mathis

‘Tea or

soled, spiritually fed.
The new arts save the desperate city

woman no less than
the lohely farm wife from black hours of emptiness. They
rescue the shattered war veterans in the hospital from
unbearable tedium. They bring laughter or cleansing tears
or mysteries or educational food to restless people who
cannot sit and twiddle their thumbs in eternal siestas.
In the old days, people lived Out' their lives without
leaving their villages or ciUes. They knew little or nothing
•'
'!

i

these activities wRl suffer bitter failure. But that was always the case. The failures multiply in number and amount
as the population multiplies, But so do the successes and
the profits.

The children of today know a great deal, far more about
numbers of things that the most learned men of/
century ago were entirely ignorant of. The motion picture,
the radio and television have an educatidnal power that is
infinite, however little recognized or praised. Incidentally*
they biiild a public and a patronage for the better books,
plays, press and all the more ancient arts.
vast

For
of
of

all its arts

and sciences, the world today

humble hatreds and appalling wars. But

it is

is a place
also a place

tremendous

charities, brotherly love, agencies of rhercy.
'rhere is ropm for all the arts and all the artists and all
^
their managers and patrons. It is inevitable and riot alto*
gether regretable that there should be. fierce competition

among them, and an unending search for new inventions,
new rpethods of growinw rich by creating and satisfying
new demands. It is the part of wisdom and -justice to web
come newcomers and strangers and young experiitiental
arts. Give them a fair chance and cooperate With them.
LucullUs, the Roman general, made rich by his con,

grew famous for his feasts. Their splendor, the
countless things to eat and drink; but above all, for the
musicians, the artists, the philosophers, poets and dancers
who entertained the guests.
quests,

Today the poorest of our citizens is offered a feast for
the ^eyos, the ears, the heart and soul.
banquet of delights such as would make Lucullus at his
loaded banquet
table look like Bill Nye confronted with the choice of
Tea or Eggs?
Why are we not rejoicing instead of complaining?
:

A
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Fnends.

if

Hollywood.
ya ’ll kincy step right up here, right to the
^ Thank

mucha

you,

Thank

sir.

'bilged.
hozz, ’bout you other folks doinVlike*
is a
•wise, and not' congregadin’ in fronna the door which
That's it— step right
fire vileation and against the law?
I’ll be
yoinvery kiney.

platform,

my

Now

Close,

friends.

After

all,

flat.

lil lady— dressed very riiCe with a
fuppicce around, her neck, she come up to
lecture and she says, “Mister.” she says, “1
me after
jess heai'd ya remarks, about negleck. and I wish to chal-

riice silver-fox

my

'

:

.

.

.

the

.

Doe^inT

jes^ don’t

.

Know

it

has

happy
‘

,

my

more loaded.

'

Name your

think
is

it

w

one

as.

a

it’s

.

0,K., so the hurrian scalp is pretty much in the same
boat like a garden. The human scMp grows hair, don’t it?
It needs sun and water jess like a garden, don’t it?
But
if the shampoos arid the suri-lamps don’t penetrate the
top soil—that’s the scalp, what good’s it gonna do ya?
And if the parisites, which we call bacteriar, if they chew
up the follicles, which is technical langw'itch fa hair-roots,
then it’s goodbye hair, and hello Baldy!
Friends, ever notice sheep, how Wooly they are? That
v;ool, my frierids, that’s the hair on the sheep.
That’s
right, sheep’s hair.
And no matter homminy times the
sheep’s hair is clipped off, it grows right back on him
again.
Why? Lanolin! yes, folks, that’s jess exackly
what this miracle ingredient is: lanolin is atchelly the
sheep extrack which comes direck from sheep. In fack,
most stuff on the market today—take soap, shoe-polish, a
hundrid-one things which ya use in evveyday use, if
theyVe any good at all, if they penetrate urinaneath below
the surface, it’s ’cause they got lanolin, the miracle pene-

If you are not saddisfied with
friends!
ya feel that our produck has been misrepresendid in any way, shape or form, jess you try it out, see,
and then if you are not content, if you are not saddisfied,
you come right back here, right to this very same location
which, we got on a lease, and ya money will be cheerfully
rafunded back without no embarrassin’ questions ast. Fair
enough? Why, certainey!
Hey, mister, whatcha leavin’ for? Ya haven’t bought
O.K., sir, it’s ya right and privilitch to go
nothin’ yet!
whenever ya like. Goodiday, Sir, and good luck!

Typed
Even

after Walter showed up the second week with "the
gold Dunhili lighter that had his name engraved on the
side; nobodv really noticed him.
Like the bottle a clnv,
the gold lighter was par for the course with Sally’s b;f.’s.
The price on the lobby tote board didn’t change even
when his clothes started showing signs of a new tailor. It
was still one-to-two he’d be gone, like the others, when
he’d collected enough e.I. (earned loot, to use Sally’s
phrase) to get a few hundred bucks from the hockshop on

Santa Monica Boulevard.

The
he was

And

.

;

.

that’s jess

what “Sheen”

^

.

is

got,

my

fridrids.

Listen,

ya don’t hafta take my word how good it is. Try it out and
judge ya own self, and if “Sheen” don’t improve ya scalp;
if “Sheen” don’t brighten ya hair and make it lusterous,
why, you bring the bottle back here at this very sa nie
location, and we’ll be jess as happy to return ya mpriey
like when we took it.
Now this here fi’-fuU-ounce bottle IS bein’ put out at a
special, get-acqu3inted pride— riot brie dollar, which is what
it’s gonna cost ya when tlie local drug-stores sell it. later bri;
Semny-fi’ cents, which is what the cut-rate chain-stpres
are gonna charge yri for it No, Sir! We got no overhead
here, so we can afford to sell this miracle perietrant “at
the nominal, low-cost price- namely, fiddy-fi’ cents. Why,
^

it away fa nothin’!
Yes, sir!
NoWj who will— ? Thank you very kiney, sir. I’m
mucha ’bliged. Here is a genneman who dori’t negleck his
hair—like all you people funniri’ away. Go ahead; ya
barber-shop patients—it’s your scalp, not mine! What more
do ya want fa fiddy-fi.' cents— a rug, a wig which you’re
gonna wind up wearln’? I tharik you, ma’am, and ya
hubby’s gonna thank you, too. Look, kids, if ya not gonna
purchase, nothin, V you mine steppin’— Yes, sir, thank you,

that’s like givin’

.

sir,

O.K.j folks,

who

else

wantsa buy a'bottle “Sheen”?

It’s

ya lass chance ’cause I’m gonna commence my nex’ lecture
in a coupla minutes.
What’S’at, sir? Ha?
I’m sorry,
mister, but I don’t answer no personal questions. These
here, are public lectures, open free to the general public,
not no special medical corifrinces.
Hoddeya like that character? He wants private consultations yet!

vveeks moved on. but Walter didn’t.
al the pool, and night after night,

Day

after day,
at the

he was

bar.

trant.

TheTipoff

favorite happening at the Garden of Allah
those days, and Waller was there-^^vvith Sally.
Sally was that singular soul in Hollywood— an ex-actress. That’s the way she referred to herself.
She saw
“Sunset Boulevard” arid didn’t understand the character
of Gloria Swanson.
She. too, had beeri a star when
Swanson was hot in silents, but Sally would no more
have thought of coming back than she would of having
a date with anybody her own age.
She made hers b.t., she’d say (always explaining that
meant before taxes) and now she was going to enjoy it,
There was only one problem. She Wasn’t enjoying it.
She was kind of blovvsy. and it was her private littlb joke
that she was raised on the bottle and she was being lowered the same way^ A qiiari a day was par for her course.
She had to go out.vvith kids Walter’s age. Nobody her
own could starid that pace.
Before she found Walter^ there had been a succe.ssion
of b.f.’s (always explaining that meant boy friend.s). The
eerie thing about all the boy friends is that if you
checked out and went' back east for a few months, therc'cl
be a new oric when you returned, but somebody ’d have
to tell you he was new or you wouldn’t know.
When Sally showed up with Walter that first time,
nobody paid any more attention than if she’d come in
with the morning paper. He seemed like the others, and
you didn’t pay any attention to the names when Sally
introduced them, because well; by the time you got so
you knew, the name, Sall v'd have another new one.

in.

.

my

condition.”
Funny thing, homminy people who are sensible about
theirseives, their health, their body, they got no sense
whatsoever about their own hair. It’s a fack! Finstance,

somebody had forgotten to
equip with an engine. He was sleek, smart, and useless.
The reason he belorigs in this story about the Garden of
AUsh is that he was always around. He was at the pool
the day Jay G. Flippen named the two children of another
guest Leopold and Loeb He was theire the night a young
actress thought it would be great fun to play 3 taperebording she’d made of a fight with her boy friend, and
who played it all night long as she sat getting more arid

like a Cadillac convertible that

got a miracle ingredient which is 3 penetrant.”
Now, if ya’ll kiney look at the label on this here bottle
I’m boldin’ up, ya. can see with ya owm eyes the name a
this here miracle penetrant.
Lanolin,
Remember that
word, my friends— lanolin, the miracle penetrant.
NoWi there’s a pardy’s face out there who’s very puzzled,
like if I’m talkin’ Greek.
But it’s a very simple w'ord,
penetrant. Finstance, if any you people out there got a
farm, or else a lil garden in ya backyard, ya know that no
matter hommuch sun ya flarrspr ya crops .get. or hommuch
rain and water they get, ya can't raise nothin’, not a
thing, withdut the sun and water penetratin’ the top soil
way down to the roots. Right? Why, absolutely! Same
thing if ya don’t kill off the parisites and bugs which chew^
up the roots unnaneath there, ’cause if the roots are
damitched, it’s goodbye crops, and farewell flarrs.

*‘Slieen,” if

!

I

“Sheen”

if

claim

say not!

1

.

it’s

a pardy come up to me and he
them miracle drugs. “No, my
friend,” I says to him,
“We don’t claim it’s no miracle
drug, but I tell ya one thing we claim.” I says,
“We

this, friends!

.

.

ridicilous!
It
It’s crazy!
sense whatsoever! Olive-oil,
friends,

make no

Last week,

asts

Greek Yet!

Believe me, folks, that pardy could use some fuck. You
people notice he. w'as w'earin’ a hat? Why is that, ya sup-,
pose? O.K., I’ll tell ya why! On account that man was
Yes, folks; that'
proily concealin’ a fulla hcada scalp!
genneman who, left jess now, he’s prqlly balder than a bil^
T u ^
liard ball.. EvVy time he combs hisself, I betcha there s
more hair in the te.etha that (^mb than he got on his entire
like that, where a ner.son
person comes un
dome! In a ca.sp
case like
up to me
and he wantsa kno.w what to do to keep his .hair in,
l^now what rtell him? “My friend,” I tell hiiri, “the best
advice fa you is to go out arid getcha self a paper bag,
’cause that’s the best thing to keep ya h3ir in!”
Listen!
Nobody, and I defy ya ariy persort you niight
name—iiobodi/ can. cure baldness! Any person that makes
that claim, why, I’d jess like to see him do it. He could
Sit back the resta his days and retire a .rich millionaire.
But ril tell ya one thing we can do. We can bring new
life to ya scalp!
Yes, We can positively eliminade dryness, flakiness, danderuff and the resta this here bacteriar
that’s responsible fa ya hair failin’ out.
Now, wait! I
don’t want you good people out there to worry if some hair
is failin’ out.
It’s normal fa dead hair to shed, but what
I’m talkin’ about, my friends, is e;rcessive hairfall!
In
plain evveyday langwitch that means too much hair failin’
out, which is nature’s way of tellin’ ya, “Uh-uh, brotherwatch it! There’s somethin’ mighty wrong with ya scalp

Why,

in with!

'

His Trade

at night.

—

j

'

.says to her, ‘T jess

belongs on a salat,, not on ya head!
Listen! Before we field representatives go out and lecture in the field, we gotta practise what we preach. Yes,
sir!
Evvey single day— once in the mornin’, once at
night, I apply, not much, jess a HI dab “Bheeri” to iny haii%
and I rub it in the scalp, see, good and hard. Now, 1
want you folks out there to judge with ya very own eyes
the healthy, luxurous crop hair I got. Why is that, ya
suppose? I’ll tell ya. why., ’Cause I take good care .my
t negleck it. that s wly.
Cause I m
a barber-shop patient who goes out and throws away a lotta unnecessary money. No, sir! I practice whgt I preach, my
frierids, a HI dab “Slieen.” once in the mornin’, and once

,

-

come

first

Before my outfit sends out we
field representatives to go out and lecture in the field, we
We all gotta take a
all gotta study up on the subjeck.
special and very compUcaded course in dermidology so
that we can know whereof we speak. Then, after we finish
this here course and we are qualified to lecture, my outfit
goes ahead and they rent a store on a lease^ on a lease,
mineja, and because at the nominal, low-cost rent, we
are able to put a special get-acquainted price on our
produck, and in that way save you people some money.
And believe me, friends, anybody who can save you folks
some dough what with taxes fa this, taxes fa that and the
other, why, ya not gonna be sore at them, are ya? I should
Listen,

“That 'is

You folks realize what a barber is doin’ after he gives, ya
an oil-shampoo? Why, he takes ya head under the faucet,
and nex’ thing ya know, he’s washin! out evvey speck and
poddicle of that olive-oil which he jess two seconts ago.
poured over ya dome! In other words, my friends, ya
leave that shop with ya scalp even drier like when ya

Folks, dermidology is really very simple- If ya’ll look
in ya dictionaries back at home, ya’ll find, and I
quote- dermidology, the science which treats of sWns and
Unquote. Maybe I better explain jess a
their diseases.
First off, it’s a Greek word, see, and it
HI bit further.
Comes from derma, which means skin, and tology, which
cGmes for logia, which means study in the Greek lang witch.
In other words, dermidology—the study of skins and their
Simple? Why, a course!
diseases.

Now, get

to

-

up

it

.

astya one question.. Is ya hubby gettin’ bald?
“Yes.” she says, and she stands, there flapyes or no.”
pergasted how I hit the nail right on the head.

—

From

says.

1

wanna
Answer

“Madam,”.!

HI lady says to inc.

.

.

I

madam,”

.

pockitbooks!

—

.

your privilitch.” So she tells me that her hubby goes to
the barber-shop regeila^lease once a week, arid he gets
hisself an olive-oil shampoo, a sun-lamp treatmint, a
scalp massotch and what ript, “Ya call that negleck?’’ the.

,

Friends, listen to me. I ani not representiri’ no fly-bynight outfit! Oh, I know— some a you folks out there are
wonderin’ about this set-up, this here empty, store. In the
first place, my friends, I am representin’ the outfit which
Second place,
is manufacturin’ a produck called “Sheen.”
this outfit decided the best way to .ejjicate people to
ads. not
expensive
big
and
takin’
out
not
by
“Sheen” is
by takiri’ spot time on radio arid television. No. sir! They
to _put over their produck is by personal
figger the best way
1.
havin
represendatives and havin’
sendin’ out field rpnrpcpndfltivpc
by connin’
coiUack,
we men give lectures so you good people could become
acquainted with the triith about dermidolbgy.
’Scuse me fa laughin’, folks, but I jess grabbed a gander.
I jess noticed the expression on that HI lady’s face out
no offense, ma’am when I jess now used the wmrd
tliere
dermidology. I betcha yOu thought I was givin’ out with
some javvrbreaker, some ten dollar word or other. Right,
ma’am? I thank you fa ya frankness.

“O.K.,

linch that statemint.”

the citadel of sentiment,

dreamers.
The only code among the guests is that the privacy of
each villa shall remain inviolate, and the conduct of no
person shall be questioned. There is a tale that a resident
came home one mornirig vvith a giraffe on a leash without
creating any talk, but that i.s apocryphal.
It would have created some talk, I’m sure, at least
among the other giraffes in the place.
In any event, it didn’t happen while 1 lived there.
The story I’m about to tell you did.
This one concerns three people, and- since they’re ail
alive, we’ll use fictitious first names.
Fair enough?
If
you know t'ho Sunset Strip as the night wind rolls in from
the ocean. ybu’U have the people tagged, before tod many
riiore paragraphs
If you don’t, what the heck, come on
^
along for the ride:.
Walter was 22 or 23 vvheri this happened. Maybe it's
vvrong to give him top billing, because he didn’t really live
at the Garden.
He had one of those furnished cages
around the corner from Schwab’s.
He was one of the best looking kids in a circle where
good looks are something you get with, change for a
dollar,
His face, and I hope this isn’t too much of a tipoff. reminded you of John Barrymore’s-r^of what Barrymore’s would have been if he had had the emotional flamboyance of Calvin Coolidge.
So though Walter had a build that probably gave the
inventor of T-shirts the idea, and looks to spare, he was

Other day a sweet

.

.

Hollywood.
famous Hollywood hotel. Like

little

iVepleck, that’s the answer.

I

a

1951

Your FBI’)

had guests ranging from $5,000 a week neurotics

.

wonder why their hair runs away and leaves them.

give a dozen-two lectures a day, and believe me, folks, if I gotta shout, if'
gotta raise my voice each arid evvey time I speak, well,
ya can jess imagine the shape my lungs are gonna be at the
onda the day, a physical wreck.
Now before I commence,, I Wanna tell ya a funny thihg
which happened oney the other day. A pardy— middleage. riice clothes, very nicely dressed, he’s standln’
where this here, genncman is standin’ right now. Anyways. he coine iip to nie and he says, “Mister,’’ he..says,
*'what’s the. big idear dressin’ yesself up in medical
clothes, in a doctor’s outfit,” he says, “and feferrin’ to
ya talks jess like if they are lectures? To me.” he says,
and he was frank enough to say it aloud, right to my
face.“they sound more like some old-fashion spiel.” “.-V
riiedicine pitch,” is hoW he called it.
Well, if you good people out there are inclined the
vcrv same thoughts, if you got the; same notion, lemme
explain that “a medicine pitch,’’ to use this here pardy’s
expression I’m telliiv you; about, is where some fly-by:
night outfit comes along, and they give the customers a
fast talk about some medicine which they guarantee is
gonna cure luriiago, rheuniatism, artharitis, fallen arches
and what not. And, brother, how them suckers fall fa that
line— at one buck a throw! Why, nex’ thing ya know,
they trv out the stuff, and the oney thing the medicine has
relieved them of is the sum of one whole dollar from their

up

The Garden of Allah is
most fashionable inns in

’Cause
Wliy?
they never think to negleck their kids.
their kids would run away from home and leave them fiat.
And yet these here very, same people, they negleck their
Then they turn around and they
hair somethin’ fierce.

3,

;

Then, bomb No. 1 dropped.
Sally and Walter were going to be married.
Everybody could fi.gure Sally’s angle.
(You have (o
have an angle, of course. Nobody does anything just
because they want to do it.) It was almost like her buying a
distillery.
Now. there wouldn’t be the wear and tear between b.f.’s. (Those sta.ge ;riaits till she came iip with a
replacement were the touglv times to be aroiirid.
She
seemed to shrivel like Margo in “Lost Horizons.”)
Bui nobody. Could figure Walter’s^^^
Here was a
good looking kid who. thou^^h he couldn’t act his way out
of a ca.shmcre topcoat, could certainly find ari easier

But

;to live.

to

it

seemed, on

eldjse

^

be love.

inspection (which

way

it got),

We al 1 felt happy for Sa lly 1 guess riiaybe relieved is
the better word. She kind of blossomed as Walter took
her dough and did those nice little things young people do
when they’re in love with another young person.^ He sent
her flovyors, or he'd bring her a box of candy.
Sally didn’t care that the, flowers and the cand.Y. were
charged to her accounts at Austin’s and Schwab’s.
It
meant he was thinking about .her.
The wedding date was set for, as I remember, the
s.econd Sunday, in August.
A couple days before that. Walter’s mother came to
.

_

town,.'

day of the wedding, Sally wasn’t left

at.

the altar.

She never got that far. She was still passed put from the
two-day bat she went on when Walter dropped her option.
None of us understood for a iPng time Why Walter
walked out.
Paul Stewart came up with the answei’, though. He
and Peg went to a little otT-thc-cuff joint on LaCicnoga
Boulevard a week or so later for some ribs,
Walter and his mother were in the place.
Walter’s mother was a d.r. for Sally,
(d.r.— dead
ringer.)
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Concur

All

Like Pistribs, Nation’s Leading Theatre Execs Seek To
Harness
Waii t More Product' Also
Think GOMPO Should Be Confined To National Issues
North Cenlial AllieJ^^c,^^ ^a^U Exhajs’ Alleged
go. Cal. Exhib Lists Ways somie television time to present then there would never be
Vexations W Hh Distrihs
two of their own picture (vintage complications.

TV—

By BENJAMIN
Minneapolis.

BERGER

nat:ed for the

the gi.assioots peispective

I

^

on eurrent motion picture
lems, in my opinion a

see a defi- featute. as well as between features, tion at the possible risk of destroythat would w.het the appetite and ing COMPO, we nmst not be
tor will feel free
excite the interest in a current damned or maligned for destroying
]
amounts of money on adverstising, of the. Govern^
film,
r am convinced that people industry “Unityi” for industry unity
would leave their sets if we sold cannot be achieved if an over-all,
spending
thereby bringing back to the the^
this intelligently.: Certainly, this is top echelonv super-ageiicy is formed
a tres the lost motion picture audi'7k^
revolutionary, but we would be that wiU destroy the entity of the
ence, and ereating new movieusing our o'vn product for the sole exhibitor group. It all kdd.s up to
fceL
goers.
purpose of seUing oUr new prod what price COMPO? The price of
that
the
reuct.
It is common knowledge that a disintegrated T^
is too great
^ The present obnoxious sales gions unalfectthey are looking at pictures con too pay—rcven for the oft quoted
up to this
Pnii^y pursued by the disU'ibutors
”
stantly
-and
buying
Unity
ocher
advertis
panacea,
‘industry
.good
‘T^^uy
exhib^^^
_____
ers’ products. VAVhy not our own? ~
'Play down Iheir natural ability as ! 'VI 11
Pros
on
.Rentals
Cons
and
|g.
forces many exhibi- ^**^’ough
-Unity?’
What
Price
^oi*
pains
that
i tor.s
into turning off the canopy
The question concerning distribs
*--'l
A major problem is that we have
being justified in making a pitch
usuaL
lot oGi jve have suL
" ^^A\®.
ShcrrUl C. Corw.in
been too timid in speaking out our for more coin is a good one, Let’s
exhibitors do not run trailers on iored as then
percentage pictures. The distribu- constituents become sehsaturated. thoughts about COMPO, It would examine the facts. Since the film
Film rentals have never been a have been heresy to have the companies have amortized their extor heads who do hot know the.se
|

in

•

tS^fSpfer""'*

industry at the. present time,

First,

Dollars

CORWIN

!

.

scui^is very urgently needed
liiis

any

1938-41), with all the commercials
I don’t think that anyohe can
designed to plug a new picture, speak for exhibitors but ^ strong
let’s say, on a saturatidn booking exhibitor organization, be it T.O.A.
Los Angeles.
the following day. Special trailers br Allied, and if there are those
firmly convinced that things should be prepared exclusively; of us who have the courage to fight
touched botto n in the TV for television, to be inserted mid for a stronger exhibitor organiza-

By SHERRILLu C/

good of the indUs^
try as a whole^both for th6 dis-1
prob- trihutor and the exhibitor.
By CQMPO making those changes the exhibL
;

Fi’oin

N.

To Recoup Lost

i

the getting together of the

!

;

our industry,
around one table, is a very, very
important .step, since its purpose is

vai ioiis

factions

of

:

!

I

;

j

:

i

i

thc uniting of this industry to en-

meet unfair
against it, and

able it to

rected

.

'

|

criticism di-

i

|

to cooperate

Lniied

States

Govern-

.

.

i

or

-

•

;

A

any anti-industry legisI.
any .matter which
is
harmful, can be much better comliatled by a united
.Second,

,

I

COMPO—

nienl.

laiion,

—

j

go

I

fiT
the

,r

\\ illi

,

!

have
budghave
ed to

can be by diflerent
sc tups.L;Kst,
ci vinff
;in

but not

least,

there

is

a

.

need for he riGvcinnniPnf
nf
^
1

appropriate, intelligent m'bitra

system (o handle indu.stry
problems. This point should come
as there will never be a proplion

would make the changes
that I suggest, in the long run it
would
“-’d be much more beneficial to
them and to the exhibitor. Exhibtors are sick and tired of having checkers, and blind checkers,
and checkers checking checkers.
tributoi's

i

below the point \yhefe he is
sustaining large losses while the

j

is still

(No

sales

;

earning 40%.

manager

me

convince

in the world can
that this is equitable
that is
the slid:

why

selling, and
“'8 scale, based on house
‘s the only fair way to

expenses,
play the

enhancing his position by declaring black, particularly in the case of
the Nureniberg Trials a violation Universal and Columbia. The other
money
makii
|of international law, but he- did companies have been making
have the courage to speak out '— big money— particularly in the
against them despite the unpopu' last three or four years. Today many
Well, I be- exhibitors are operating at a los.s.
J larity of sUch a stand
lieve that a strong exhibitor or- There use to be a yardstick which
j
ganization is virtually impossible measured .the exhibitor’s profit dt
if COMPO is to speak for the in50% of yhat he paid for film
!

;

|

Mathematicians and statisticians
Product.
j back to book work
wilhiii tlie industry.
Due to the aiid kept from the establishment
Unfortunately, because of the de- dustry. I further believe that there rerital. Today the film rental miay
limitations on matters upon be 20 or 25%. but the exhibitor
viirions conflicting
clining grosses, the film companies
interests and of sales policies.
liave abandoned the sliding; scale which both distributor and exhibi- has' lost his profit and is being
personalities involved in COMPO,
hurt.
A few wa.graphs
I (lucsiion, in spite
spoke about sliding scale
J
want GOMPO
This
pegged percentages.
one example.
pro.'iper, whether
oc
,,,(5 industry great.
Let’s
exiuoitors have fixed exable lo survive for any very long go back a’nd become showmen
commensurate with their
period.
again:“^"Letrstol^T;;^n/‘‘to"ouT|P«"=«»
increased cost of operation.
Radio City Music Hall Exec. V.P. Sees TV as Ultimate B.O.
smart each other. Let’s see that
Television is a competitor the
Bidding is both a blessing and
Stimulant for All Theatres
more people come to the boxoffice.
same as night basebaU and other, jf (he policy makers of this Indus- an evil—r-a blessing to those small
By RUSSELL V. DOWNING
types ot enlertainmcnt which the try will sit down together without independent exhibitors with small
motion picture industry has had to the help of the scientists and ap- situations wiio heretofore have
To those who would prophesy television can only be more truly
moot belore, and will meet sue- piy common sense, they will find never been able to get first-run
good stage and screen entertaindrastic
change toi
for me
the &
astic cnange
m
^
^
that this plan is the only logical product but, because of theii low
film industry with the coming of
at all disturbed about television as
extended
playing
nut
and
house
I
^ncl practical plan to pursue.
varietv shovVs and such
a serious competitor.
hope that the distributors will do time, can pick off many of the hit television, I should like to ask The
TV entertainment have
soon, before this industry gets Pictures; an evil to those houses
This industry will continue to
great appeal, but let a theatre offer
with a^high
P.ospcr provided, however, that the 'too ill.
^ oew picture or stage play or a
for
me aisie ro
disirihulors will change their salesv
m-iuignt stage production vvith muWith the pre.sent prosperity in
of tthrowing
ro \ g.
' ^
customer capable ot
nu'thods, and instead of their pres- this, country, and full employment,
sic,
color and living performers
^ o g nii
e i is.
f lit
and, if it is worthy of attention
punitive policy, will establish I see nothing but healthy boxr
Paradoxical, isn't it, that the big
«'m
will liavo audienccs paying
incentive policy.
The sliding offices in the future, provided the
scale, where the exhibitor is forced
their w'ay to sceit.
The public,
distributors take the chains off the flagships should be the ones in the
to give up about 90^o of the re- exhibitor and allow him to take i^iost trouble, where in the competi•i' my belief, wall
always be po^cly
but those w o
c'c’ijjis
alter he reaches the 30^b off his coat and hat again, put on tive spots the small surescater can
5 cek entertainment outside the
recall the da^ys
point must be changed.
We have no feeling against
The com- a pair of overalls, and get back to deliver more film rental to the film
not too
c g home
pul.^cvry percentage policy in the
and the joys of family life.
old time exploitation and show- company.
caat,o when
•sinalier situations mu.st be elimi^e
who
cater
to
entertaining
manship.
My views are well known about
lamity how'leis faixiiiies,
as the Music Hall prides
television and Jts impr.t on our
_
weie
loo ring
Russ Dow'niii^
in; doing, are naturally ';ery
boxoffices— and ! have the red ink
unhappily foij.jQj,j^e
and family-con<=:cious. HowMiflwesi Sliowninn
anlR ^Kartliy,’ Not ProUciu PiX; Tliiiiks to prove it.
'vai’d to the collapse of the legiticannot be denied that the
mate
of the coming
stage
because
—
IFwooil Salary 'Levels Can Be Trimmed
No Glamor to Fix Biz Any More
(-hange of scone, the glamour which
mo mn pictures, may get my ^
off rs does have greater
fact, those
By A. II. BLANK
prophets of entertainment appeal than
You know one ot the mos^
one's
things that I believe I heard in doom tor the stage a few decades
ciifincr vAnm
Des Moines.
and practical. The studio woi'kcrs Houston was an ad libbed remark ago are probably among the cuslearn to do w’lth the hy John Balabah, who told me tomers now' standing oh line tor -t.
Subject to all the ifs and buts
_
“I toe Ccntei Theparties
imokod upan all of us by the
^hat when he used to go to parti^^
atre in Rockefeller Center attest
workeu's have been of necessity
c a
a. most
By the same token, no one assov to this.
1(M'V
couditions rampant In the held'^Sow ds'noirme To seek
a glamor 'ciated with the “South Pacific”
sought-after guest
Certainly we did not experience
Ol id as of now', I look forward
to from the, exhibition end
guy, il 5',ou please, because he was company is panicky about TV comr any falling off of our traditionally
the Xl'w Year with the same old
exhibitor, in the motion picture petition arty more than we were huge holiday busine.ss at Christ/an
Earthy*
Them
/Keep
h bu.sine.ss. Today his only claim to when “Sunset Boulevard” w'as
voniidence 1 Jiaye felt for this inmas. TV or not, New Yorkers and
dustry for almost a Jialf cchtuiy.
For almost nine months “Movies fame at the,se same parties _is that playing to record audiences at the patrons from ajl over the nation
-levisi
6 ri .staRevision
sta
is the owner of a
he
'.o 's
It
w'ould
wpuld
summer.
this
Music
^usic
Hall
cariie
came to .see
see the claborat
elaborate - oW
hi the vear
ending wc nave
1 tnuing
have ncvci
hever have Been Bettor Than Ever, ;’ tion! What has happened to our have been as
toTiave
have which vhev haVe become
a.s absurd for us lo
A
^
^
u
r
T
A\Quld
failed to hiul .bur
“'y experience 1I AVQuld
bur public willing
wh.i
w illing and blit oiit of my
lis.
around
those
business that
feared Broadway coinpetition or tomed to expect of the llm.atre.
warning, used t<
4.«r.
iust one note of w'arning.
-sound just
jnixiou.s to buy good pictures,
to feel a certain excitement for Broadway hits to have been For moiith.s rc.scfvatiGn orders for
We .sound
have
found them excited and. In
Boxoffice the holiday period w'cre rocGived
our motion picture producers' in association with a theatre man, concerned about. pUrs,
___
ihrillcd at novelty, la.uglitcr, ad- splendid elVprts to interest the ‘lost have now discarded us an.^ con,si
con,sider .grosse.s in both quarters \ver.e too in the usually, heavy, gratify
'enture and .musical pictures, c.s- audionco’ they must be careful lest us, by implication, part bf a d(
deca- large- foi/ thatv. Neithe^^^ w-ere we volume^ the .same as in other years
IH’cially in Technicolor, and w'hen they fail to interest and hold the
dent industry.
troubled by any TV-inspired Jack and the same as for the show last
'\e hju’c these things,
those conbusiness is loyal ticket buyers
My own opinion is that we should of audience when “King Solombri’s Ea.ster;
gobil. We have learned we must
stunt enthusiasts for the adventure. go back after the captive audience Mines” was playing at our theatre.
lunc-"' f
TT^
Example
'U'l nld those
^
attract ion.s with gen- the thrils, the laughter, and the (^bgf ;^ve losi-^and that audience is For w'e had a picture the public
uino pntluisiasm and zeal, plus all exhilaration, they so eagerly seek
to
business
w
as
wanted
see
and.
Hore.
inorcpver,
is
another point.
the
aix
round
sitting
generally
pretty
•he showmanly tricks we cart cook and .so pitifully crave. Too many of
We might well u.sc the example
“inor
Monster’’ in robust, to say the 1 ^^^^
__
bouse, watching
^ the
I'b’
our newest and fine.st productions (he pai-ior. I hin firmly convinced
In other words (to re.sort to that nf radio, record and concert fields
our
of
In. tlvc past several years, basketsoar high over the heads
phrase); “Nothing succeeds to Illustrate how the three media
(bgt if they can sell paring knives, old
football
and IxiscbAll, all ‘hUss uppienees, and, please, by pgfQpf medicines and bobby pins like success.” Of course TV i.s a of visual •entertainment— pictures,
Phiyed at night, constiUited our this I beg you to understand, l am on TV, w’e can sell a greav motion great, immensely popular aild ever- stage productions and TV—-may all
k'loaiest competition! but w'c have not inferring that the mass audi- picture, and that a good portion growing
entertainment
medium, prosper and improve together. New
every other
u'anied to fall into step w'itli the.se cnee is dull-witted.
of the producer-distributor adver- with a future that fires the ii-nagiiiasports and make the most of the
Keep our motion picture enter- Using doinar mu.st how go to a tipn. However, the public will city of any size in the United
inany opportunities
boasis at least one .synv
to cash in oh tainment earthy, simple and. ex- rival medium in the hope Pf recap- never stay away from a fine pic- Stales,
.
n
the public’s love for them.
orchestra and annually an
that has for- ture or a fine stage play, and the
cept for the always desirable flights tturing the audien
At the
concert sea.son.
elaborate
cempetitipn which TV o.ircr.s both
Which brings me to film costs hi lancy, a true reflection of life saken us.
‘'Umh time, music record .salc.s and
ah(l film rentals.
Now there is a tis we all experience it here in T have another idea, too, for entertainment media may well be radio
broadcast.s of fine music have
I'hre spot. 1
hav 6 everv confidence Uiis great United States of Amcr- w'hich I may be branded a heretic, actually of service to both. A.s I
gi'o^^^
tremendously ^ during the
Iliat Jtollvwood’s
but these are desperate times and see it, it is putting HoUvwood and
brains and
two
decades. But have record
Past
i‘;in
meet the producers’ need
The motion picture theatres will they require vigorous action. It is Broadway producers and motion .sales and broadcasts dimimshcd atp
ilP'h.ugh stringent^^economics
that alwavs be able^to sell that sort of simply this: Why don’t some of the picture exhibitors on their toes,
«« page
nno® 63)
mi
fiave already
(Continued on
major producing companies buy Indeed, the theatre’s answer to
been proven feasible thing.
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PICTURES

Puddin’
The Proof of the
Upbringing)
(My Ozark Legal

By JULIAN

T.

ABELES

.

So you %0ork with motion pictures ^
1. You know you people never look
books; Take “Lord Jim,” take “Kim”
.

(Copyright Attorney)

.

Jlie
hears that after six years pj
Ashkenay. 'til then a resident of Poje Cat
himself
gets
Ridge, Arkansas, goes and
^
rjcMlect all the
more confined abode. I couldn't nohow
deviltry that no-count Ham did. It
would be much simpler to try and reon.
call one vile deed he^ missed up
Well, I don’t believe they ever caught
come
to
box,
but
him robbing the poor
think of it, how come Ham’s a’going
to church? As, for the Ten Gomniand-

One day

,

did no
things.
relating about,
Well, on the day
the sheriff stealthily approached
Ham’s mduhtain “retreat” (being they

Humpty Duinpty never
breaking up Ham did to them

This

if

Subito

at the El

you could get

her.

.

.

.

.

is Jake callihg- Gould you get me a couple
(Ed. note [not Variety’s]
your show tonight
Alan calling. Could you get me a couple cif passes

is

.

Palmer tonight?

)

.

.

^

;

My

.

.

.

,

.

.

My

'14.

tell

niece.

.

....

.

..

dislike Hollywood Is because of
their disgraceful marital scahdalsTike Rita’s and Ingrid’s.

The reason people

15,

Now
16.

take Bobo or Barbara
My niece (and the funny thing is
.

from the

story

.

.

we bought the

last niece).

for everything he

had

’eeptin’ his

lower underwear.

F,or

got down; to that, his Honor, judicial like, upholds
the tradition of the Court by allowing there must always
be dignity and decency in the sanctuary of justice. So
there were the prosecutor just like after he w’as born,
with a powerful lot more hair on his carcass and somewhat
more diaper. Then, prefaced by Hezekiah’s crack, to the
haw-haws of all present (sans the prosecutor) as being
how it*s a right degrading violation of evolutionary science
for a defendant to be prosecuted by a low-down hairy ape,
Whereupon the hairy ape
the trial went and proceeded.
—I mean the prosecutor— growls out that “Exhibit A”
(the 26 jugs of white mule) be undeniable evidence of

when

it

Ham’s guilt.
But the prosecutor weren’t reckoning hone with HeFor right then and
zekiah’s infallible resourcefulness.
there Hezekiah hears that rebel yell a’ringing in his ears
and swiftly rises to smote the enemy. With an outburst
of intense rage, and a voice that makes the courthouse
shake like a hootchie-kodtehie dancer on a vibrator, Hezekiah demands that the judge tell the prosecutor off for.
“besmirching the good name and enviable reputation of
our righteous former fellow citizen Ham Ashkenay.”
I must say that rather startled his Honor, who with
reverent respect for Hezekiah asks meekly, “How come,
Tezekiah?”
“On account of,” says Hezekiah, “there ain’t no evidence
n this case that there’s air’y a drop of white mule in

.

’.iiy

of

them 26

jugs.”

“How you gonna prove
now plenty meek like.

.

there ain’t,” inquires his Honor,

Killing the Evidence
“Right simple how,” replies Hezekiah. “Give one each
of 13 of them jugs to your Honor and the 12 gentlemen
of the jury, consume them contents I says and by Jehos^
nophat the prosecutor’s gonna have awful nice indigestion
eatin’ them mighty bad words he gone and spoke.”
I don’t need to tell you that it took no time at all for
the 13 jugs to be minus them contents.
So, it was with
quite some effort that justice* reared its head from the
bench, and addressed the 12 jurymen, lying prostrated
over each other like so many sacks of grits, “Gentlemen,
what, you gotta say.” Then Hezekiah arises Tik». unto the
great champion he was of them that the State was always
versus, and bellows, “Before that formality, I craves readin’
to your Honor and this here upright (ahem!) jury, from
.jection 86, subdivision (e) of Kirby’s Digest, the recognized
legal authority of our most glorious State, wherein it is
written that all may read, as ho\y if any judge or member
of a jury does during the course of a trial consume any
intoxicating beverage— such as, and I quotes, ‘white mule,’
he shall serve 60 days in the state penitentiary and be
fined the sum of $25, Now; as how- it has been definitely
proven to the satisfaction of this CQurt and jury that there
warn’t any intoxicating beverage in them jugs, such as
white mule, this here statute could have no possible bearing, but I kinda thought it W'ould be mighty nice to know,
just in case this here Court and jury might ever be enticed

it legal.

Bell-Ringer

was a well known sayirig in them parts that wherever
Hezekiah went his big brass cuspidor was sure to go
He was always wont to say that he never felt, just riglVi
spatting his chewing tobacco in a strange receptacle.
And, says Hezekiah,. as how, he never married, he had
that feeling for his cuspidor some other men might have:
for their womenfoik, and it was a d.^rnsight more useful.
But knowing Hezekiah as I did, it was my sneaking notion
that cuspidor business had the foul odor of a very ulterior
motive. Because many Was the time when one of Hezekiah’s
regular felon clients had. been caught pleniy flat-footed
and the faithful cuspidor managed to eke froni the jury
Hezekiah’S; favorite words. “We done went and found thfi:
It

.

criminal not guilty again.”
Well, the prosecutor starts puttin’ in his evidence agairi.«:i
Ham. ’Bout then Hezekiah sets his cuspidor at six paces:,
takes a big chaw, gets his bead and lets go. This particular
cuspidor had a roundish bottom, and Hezekiah' had; the
knack of hitting the lip at an' angle and spinning the cuspidor ’round and ’round like.
You can understand this
was npne to the prosecutor’s liking: On the other hand,..
Hezekiah’s marksmanship W’eren't going to be a sideshow:
to the .prosecutor’s case, with no judge or jury,. The bailil'f moved the cuspidor at liczekiah’s
biddin’ and his chaw
shoots through the air like unto a mad; hornet making a
beeline for a baldhead, with the jury placing bets at
diit'orent paces and the foreman makirig book.
Of course,
this didn t no-how lower the prosecutor’s blood,
pressure,
and he goes and blows up a couple dozen of them blood
ye.ssels blurting out, “I; objects, yore Honor.”
To which
Hezekiah retort.s. “There ain't no human law can deprive
one of God’s chillim of his most precious birthright— the
en.ioymcnt of his chaw'in’ tobacco.”
:

.

into

.

.

Whereupoh

rules his Honor, “Objection overruled— four
on Hezekiah come 30 paces,” and high above the din
could be heard, the voice Of justice, “Come on
vou
bit.s

.

got so nobody hut (he prosecutor was fool enough
to.
again.st HezUkiah
as how he was e.ggod on by sheer
exa.speration.
Well, they went and took the, prosecutor

—

down

I think

.

.

the hog

It

»

niece has written a story
11. You ot the entertainment industry have always been
known for their generosity
,
.
12. I don’t like pictures, No, I never go to them
13. You read books.. Who was it who stopped at Eboli?

,

Ilezekiah.’’

.

.

Hello, this

10.

Well, this made Ham’s hog pen North enough. Now the
sheriff knowed of Ham’s deep affection for his pet hog
Amaziah, and that on account of Ham’s cabin being none
too clean like, Amaziah did her sleepin’ in the hog pen/
Well, come the next day, warhT long before Amaziah got
so powerful hungry, her mournful grunts sounded like the
honk of automobile horns at 42d Street and Broadway on
a rainy afternoon. The sheriff bided his time, knowing
Ham wasn’t for lettin’ .that hog stay hungry none too
That would be kinda taking advantage of Ham,
long.
but you got to consider that a fifth cousin on his Aunt
Elishah’s side went and married a Northerner, so whether
he had any rights left was most debatable.

^
bet

might

.

niece has written a story
Dora’s baby is only three years old but . . .
Look, just between us, what’s the dope on Paragram-s

to Lilli

The Mason-Dixon Line

,

My

9.

,

.

Say, there’s a hatchcck girl

niece has written a story

Of passes to

.

A

good

.

stock

that the Aurora Borealis (northern Tights I believe) don’t
do no flickering ho^hbw in them parts. But the sheriff
goes and recalls when General Jackson was a-leading the
Southern Army triumphant like almost to the Northern
Capital at the beginning' of the war» In roundin’ up their
quarry the Confederates always .had trouble a’ferreting
They would invariably be
out the Northern officers.
a’hiding in the hog pens. And as they’re, niost apt to tell
it down there, them officers looked so much like the hogs,
’cepting the hogs were a sight mOre human, they had
plenty trouble telling them apart. Got so a hog pen. Came
to be known as a “Yankee hovel.”

made

5.

8.

That got the sheriff and his boys to a-try and thinking
of something Northern, to offset that Confederate bulwark.
But Ayhat could be Northern in the State of Arkansas?
Even the North wind knows plenty well enough to do

of

My

7.

.

Sure ’nough, after a spell Ham went a-hoofiii’ it for
pert, with a nice mess of possum and greens for
Amaziah. Then the sheriff goes in and totes off Ham to
his guesthouse, and I mean totes, for Ham might a’been
invited, but he warn’t being no willing guest.
Ham goes and gets himself a lawyer— none other than
my tutor and ideal, the illustrious Hezekiah Isaiah Ezekial,
to go and turn him loose.
As I was wont to do in them
days, I ’tends the trial with Hezekiah.
At the opening, the prosecutor has 26 jugs of white
mule, that the sheriff confiscated from Ham, marked as
Thereupon, the burst of gulps
the State’s Exhibit A.
from the parched throats of all present .(not excluding
the judge and jury) Sounded just like feeding, time in a
hog house. As you no doubt surmised* the exhibit was
a bit short on account of between Ham’s place and the
courthouse, the sheriff and his boys somehow managed to
lose track of 10 more jugs. Hezekiah would-a made a point
of this except that he knew the sheriff, rather, nice like,
always declared the judge in on the shortage which sort

4.

6.

,

And Fve even heard

at the really

,

a test she

don’t like that word thereabputs—
better say. abode) with the largest
Julian T. Abeles
posse ever assembled ’round there.
It wasn’t long before flying lead was thicker than bollweevils in a deserted cotton patch. Then Ham, who was
a right smart one, goes and di'apes a Confederate flag over
the front door. I needn’t tell you the firing ceased, as
hone of them besiegers were a-goih’ to violate Confederate

blowing around elsewhere.

I’ve

who would be something. And

rm

its

My

3.

•

'

.

.

such an unfortunate predicament by some no count

lefendaht’s lawyer. Now your Jionor, we can proceed with
.hat there formality of hearin’ what the jury’s gotta say.”

Talk about throwing a glass of cold water pn a drunk
him out of it, you vvpald-a thought a cloudburst, of
he Antaretic Oeean, icebergs and all, fell on that judge
and jury
Then after a spell the judge, wanting to niake
0 pull

were surely done, addresses' the jury;
accordance with your sworn oath as jurymen, you have
an obligation to the State of Ax'kansas to decide this case
uninfluenced by arty personal consideration or motive.
Therefore, mind’s ya, you gonna go and bring in yore
verdict foi‘ the defendant, that’s what you gonna do,”
and meandei’ing over to the jury vyTth a shout like, a clap
of thunder, “You all heard what I said!’V

certain that justice
‘‘In

The foreman didn’t
of flouting the Court.
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IN DEFENSE OF DUCK SHOOTERS
By CLAUDE BINYON:

niece has written a story . .
always liked and' admired you, but I ^as distressed to hear that you were connected with an industry
harbored
so many Communists. Why couldn’t you
that
have found a job with some steel or automobile company?
(Ed note [not Variety’s!: Who gave, not sold, millions ol
dollars of talent and film to the Government during the
•
wars. Did the Government get automobiles free?) •

I

Ham

Sheriff,

Wednesday, January

By ALAN JACKSON

^

'

.

Anniversary
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Fortyrfifth
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;

have no intentipn none whatever
“We naturally gotta fi nd for the
defendant.' And in furtheranee of justice, we most highly
recommends that the 13 remaining jugs with their contents be giveh to this here judge and jury. Then we can decide there aren’t nary a drop of any intoxicating beverage,
such as white mule, in arty of them there jug.s, and thereby lay low all them there slurs ca.st at our mo.st finest
example of a lavy abiding citizen, Ham A.shkenay. by that
no good no-how hairy ape of a prosecutor.’’

most maligned and caricatured individuals
extant is the duck shooter, principally because he refuses
He is a sportsman through and through,
to fight back.
disregarding his tormentors with rare good humor while
continuing his relentless war against
the scourge of the American rice

One

of the

grower.

Among

Hollywood

iny friends in

are.

many who pursue

the elusive saucerProducers, such as 0. 0. Dull,
z; Wayne Grifiin and John Beck, seem
almost human when viewed at 5 in the
morning seated in a 55-gallon oil drum
in the middle of ai stagnant, marsh.
Actors; among them Clark Gable, Fred
MacMurray, ChaiTes Starrett and John
Wayne, also take on a rare, human
quality when seen swollen-eyed and
Claude Binypn
Only agents
stubble-faced at dawn.
seem unaffected by jthe spirit of the sport. I have seen
Phil Berg dressed for the kill at 4:30 a. m. with a beardr
less face, a tie made of pheasant feathers, a contract in
the pocket of his rubber waders, and a charge of two
bail-point pens rattling in his shotgun,
Directors such as Frank Capra, George Sidney and Clarence Brown are very fond of the sport, but have little
success, due to their habit of standing up in their blinds
and trying to tell the ducks where to fly.
Duck shooting breeds a spirit of warm fellowship among
men in all walks of life. In the club to which I belong are
Fred MacMurray and Charles Starrett, actors; Enrico
Ricardi, vocal coach; James Barker, rhaketip man; Dr.
Robeft Guy, owner of a highly successful pill factory, and
lip.

,

.

George Lait, Columbia publicity man. We are happy to
get away from the labors and intrigues of Hollywood and
spend long hours in our viittle? country shack discussing
Jane Russell;
We lease 320 acres of land for an annual fee that is
slightly less than the actual value of the property.
This
we are glad to do, because the owner of the property is
very rich arid practically all the money he gets from us
goes to the Government, of which we are very fond. Our
headquarters is a small house just a few feet from Highway 99.
share it with a woman and her two children,
who occupy the front, and the owner, who occupies the
rear.
Seven of us occupy the middle room, which also
has a sink. Little or no sleeping, is done, because three
of the members snore so heavily they have been mistaken
for runa'way diesel trucks.
Each night before the shoot we journey to a cafe only

We

seven miles away, order one more drink than we need,
dine heavily on things we never eat at home, borrow
digestive pills from our doctor-member, then crawl groaning into ill-smelling sleeping bags. Promptly at four we
are awakened by an alarm clock, stare at each other’s
mosquito-swollen faces with amazement, jump into cold,
clammy hunting clothes and race to a truckers’ cafe for
a breakfast of ham and eggs swimming in lukewarm bacon
grease. This calls for one more round of pills, then off to
the shoot.

We

reach our ponds in darkness and wade through three
water which rests on treacherous adobe mud.
Reaching our blinds, we discover that we have to go to
the bathroom.
When finally we have returned to our
blinds, put out our decoys and loaded our guns we find
the sun blazing in pur faces and the shooters at adjoining
clubs starting their cars for the long journey home. This
makes our shooting somewhat sporadic as ducks seem to
prefer settling in ponds from which the shooters have
already gone.
To fill in the long hours between ducks
we have acquired little gasoline stoves on which we cook
coffee and powdered soups. Since our brush blinds catch
fire easily we frequently enjoy the spectacle of a member
leaping from his blind with hunting coat aflame arid rubber waders bubbling.
To assist each other in sighting incoming ducks we use
the accepted method of “marking.” The man who first
sees the ducks yells: “Mark!”
All the other shooters

feet

of

shout: “Where?”
The first man hollers; “East!” The
other members stand up. look east, then shout; “Are you
nuts?” The first man says: “I meant west!” Then everybody sits down and resumes cooking because the ducks
have long since been startled away by the pandemonium
below.
.

Rules of the Gallic

We

have our own little rules of sportsmanship. A member who mistakenly shoots another member’s’ rubber
decoys, in the belief that they are flying 50 feet overhead
and are fair game, is entiUed to three steps in the opposite
direction before being fired upon. Any member who shoots
another member is granted the same jury trial as any
normal human. If two members shoot the same duck
the first mernber to reach it. keeps the bird, if he is the
strohg:cr.
Any member guilty of roaming about the ponds
and spoiling the shooting for others may not be fired upon
with any shot larger than TViJ. This last rule has decreased
the cost of our group insurance materially,
pur little group ha.s been shooting together for five
years,' and so strong have become our bonds of friendship
that each j’car we.find ourselves looking forward eagerly
.

16 the close ol the season, so that the start of the next
season Will be that much closer.
If these few words liayc gi ven you a real understanding
man behind the gun, then i \yill have a warm feeling of sati.sfaction in riiy heart. Hail to the dilrik shooter^
con tinuing his relentless
agairist the scourge of the

of the.

war

American rice grower!
The American rice

,

grower’s

Mlenich Moozechckian.

name,

.

incidentally,

i*
“
.

Sorehead
The

blase

war

correspondent,, doing his stint
tlirough firing lines
paying scant attention to
shot and shell whizzing by.
Suddenly, with a door
knob in his hand, he kept waving it at a bombing
plane and screamed: “You dirty Commie bum, 1 won’t
forget yoii”^ and kept, waving the door knob.
“Wliat’.s wrong?” asked a passing; officer.
‘Wliat’s wrong?
tiie louse; just blew a saloon right
out of my liand:”
Harry Her sh field.
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—
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Alan Ladd is back in the
west— back in color^back
for nriore of that “Whispering Smith”' boxoffice action!

•
Mona Freeman • Charles
“BRANDED” with Robert Keith

Ladd

Bickford

in

Joseph Calleia

Tom

•

w
fj

LADD

4

JANUARY

Alan

4

Peter Hanson

•

m

#1

'\

M-

I

BRANOEO
^

-ijW^

Selena Royle

by Technicolor • Produced
by Mel Epstein • Directed by Rudolph Mate
Screenplay by Sydney Boehm and CyrikHume • Based on a novel by Evan Evans
Tully • Color

America’s funniest comedy

team

and
most hilarious picture
in their newest,

their

DEAN

JERRY

MARTIN
in

JANUARY

**AT

WAR WITH

THE ARMY”

starrirtg

p
m

Dean

Martin and Jerry Lewis • Introducing Polly
Bergen • Based on a Play by James B.Allardice
Directed by Hal Walker • Written for the
screen and produced by Fred F. Finklehoffe

Ifcit

I

Songs by Mack David and Jerry Livingston
Executive Producer Abner J. Greshler

In a boxofhee tradition of

human, he a r t w a r m
fi I

m

h

i

ts

fr 0

m

‘

i n
g
u
ni
“H
p r-

esque”fo“Going My Way”

JANUARY

THE GOLDBERGS” starring Gertrude Berg
as Molly Goldberg with Philip Loeb • Eli
Mintz • Eduard Franz • Barbara Rush •
Peter
Hanson • Produced by Mel Epstein • Directed
by Walter Hart • Screenplay by Gertrude
Berg and N. Richard Nash • Based
on the
CBS radio and television programs at
created by Gertrude Berg
‘

WAR WITH
THE ARMT

AT

%
'

.

s

s
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introducing

POLLY BERGEN
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|-Long Boxoffice Barrage
MT OF TJ LENT

RECRUITED

.'.i.ri.f.i.t 1 1 1
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t »

1 1 1

:t It

JTW

1 1
i.l 1 1 I t

was filmed in
most romantic sspot, beautiful, exotic Isle
e of GaDri!

I

1

1 1 1 1
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I
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Fontaine COTTEN
X
li'

^
l^eptember

FEBRUARY
<5

Affair

W

iliiiiifcii iiigMIisa.
A HAL WALLIS

Joan Fontaine
Joseph Cotten in Hal Wallis*
Production “SEPTEAABER AFFAIR" also starring
•

l

Francoise Rosay with Jessica

Tandy • Robert
by William Dieterle • Screenplay by Robert Thoeren • From d story by
Fritz Rotter and Robert Thoeren

,

Arthur * Directed

Production

r.

All the

gun^thunder behind
the first great train robbery
inthe’

®1
f

FEBRUARY

J

Wendell Corey • Macdonald Carey •Ward
Bond in “THE GREAT MISSOURI RAID" co-

Ml

4m

Color by

Drew • Bruce Bennett • Bill
Williams • Anne Revere with Edgar Buchanan
Color by Technicolor • Directed by Gordon
Douglas • Story and Screenplay by Frank
starring Ellen

Gruber

•

TECNNICOLOR
I

Produced by Nat Holt

'
4(1

ML.
S,

/>

/

Here comes the bride. And
N

jiist

••

keep an eye on the

Mother-of-the-Groom
refuses to act like

GENE TIERNEY
JOHN LUND

who
•'

an in-law !

V
^

'1

fe>N:

pS^y.v.v.V'^'*'
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f

MARCH

Gene Tierney and John Lund in "THE MATING
SEASON" with Miriam Hispkins • Thelmo
• Jan Sterling • A Mitchell Lelsen
Production • Proiduced by Charles Brackett
Directed by Mitchell Leisen • Written for
Ihe screen by Charles
Brackett, Waiter Beisch
Ritter

'J

Produceci by Charles Brackett

and Richard Breen

•'/*

* • *
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BECAUSE

f

GENERAL RELEASE
of the Greatest Grosser of

Our Time!

\

Masterpiece

MARCH
/

“SAMSON AND DELILAH”
Hedy Lamarr • Victor Mature

Cecil B. DeMille’s

starring

George Sanders

/'

Angela Lansbury • Henry
WilcoxOn • Produced and Directed by Cecil
B. DeMille • Color by Technicolor • Screenplay by Jesse L. La sky, Jr., Fredric M. Frank
From original treatments by Harold Lamb
and Vladimir Jabotinsky • Based upon the
history of Samson and Delilah in the Holy
•

Bible,

Judges 13-16

A

j

Red-hot romance in the rodhot west, as Glenn gets
rough with lovely Rhonda!

Glenn Ford
'

¥

Edmond
MARCH

O’Brien

Rhonda Fleming
m

THE REDHEAD

Glenn Ford • EdmondO'Brien • RhondaFleming
in
“THE REDHEAD AND THE COWBOY”
Produced by Irving Asher • Directed by Leslie
Fenton • Screenplay by Jonathan Latimer
and Liam O’Brien • Based on a Story by
Charles Marquis Warren

AHD THE CDWDDY

Bob/S back on Runyon^s
,

in a

com

nier

unnes

I

•n

APRIL

Bob Hope

Marilyn Maxwell

• Lloyd Nolan
Runyon’s “THE LEMON
KID’’ with Andrea King • Fred Clark
•

Jane Darwell

DROP

DAMON RUNYON’S

?

in

Damon

Harry Bellaver • Produced by Robert L. Welch
Directed by Sidney Lanfield • Screenplay by
Edmund Hartmann and Robert O’Brien • Additional Dialogue by Irving Elinspn • Story by

Edmund

Beloin •

Based on Damon Runyon’s

“The Lemon Drop Kid”

And

'51

is

the time to run greater^than-ever

PARAMOUNT NEW'S

ANC> SHORTS
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Of Competitive Market

are flirting With more independent exhibitor accounts to
the financial and psychological delight of the latter. Nonaniliated producers, similarly, are making inroads on the
teriitory which, traditionally, had been held by the major

firms exclusively.
Blit the indies,

both in exhibition and produetion, while
conceding that some benefits have accrued to them, claim
The demand is
that divorcement alone is no panacea.
for more whittling Of the large circuits; regardless of their
hon-affiliated
status.
As
a
or
consequence,
liti-;
afriliated
gation which would seek more drastie. relief is threatened.
Among the industry analysts and highly-placed exeCs
whose comments were invited on the maUer was Ellis G.
Ai hall, president of the Society of Independent Motion
picture Producers, who repeatedly has sounded off oh
what he terms the continuing monopolies in exhibition.
Some benefits have accrued and will accrue to the
entire American motion picture industry by reason of the
But ATnall immedivorcement decrees,” he admitted.
diately followed this with the warning, that the coUrt
enough;
not
gone
far
have
He
added that some
judgments
begun throwing their weight
exliib strongholds have
around even to a greater extent;
Arnall lashed but anew at the larger circuits in vigorous fashipn; “The pernicious and nefarious local, state'
and regional monopolies in exhibition continue to exist and
have, become rtiore ruthless and callous since the divorcement decrees. Exhibition monopolies should be abrogated
and destroyed by the antitrust division of the Departnient

:

'

,

;

'

of Justice;”,

Should Continue^

man’s Yeast.^
/
Meeting the press

Governor of Georgia, continuing, flatly
declared that private antitrust suits versus the “monopo“It is only by constant efforts
lies” should continue.
directed against theni, that an open competitive market
for American pictures can be obtained,” he concluded.
Position of the indie distribs was voiced by William C.
The former

;

]\IacMillen, Jr., president of Eagle Lion Classics, who joined
in the belief that the divorcement relief, while
helpful, has been inadequate for the indies.
Non-major
disiribs, he said, are receiving and will continue to receive
a large portion of the benefits of competitive playing time.

But he qualified this with the observation, that “while divorcemeht has. been lOOCo legal, it hasn’t been 100%
practical.”
MacMilleh explained his feeling was that the
existence of circuits controlling entire territories is Continuing to result in at least a partial exclusion of indie
product.
Among the first prominent officials in exhibition to hail
the advantages of major company splits Was Abram. F.
Myers, board chairman and .general counsel for Allied
Slates AsSn.
He noted the larger film firms are' sending
their salesmen to smaller indie exhibs .with sharply increased frequency, and in general are making new efforts
to jure the lesser accounts.
So far as the private court action is concerned, it’s continuing to mount to the extent some distribs assert they’re
fearful of being put out of business. Pointing this up was
the disclosure that the new.
film firm is enmeshed,
along with other companies, in a total of 109 actions.
Total amount of damages sought was not disclosed, but
judging from the similar predicament of the
theatre
company, it obviously is astronomical. Latter, with other
circuits and the distribs, is tied' up in 25 suits in which
the plaintiffs are demanding aggregate damages of $71,.

RKO

.

RKO

270.500.

Both ELC and Arnall’s SIMPP are active iii this field.
Distrib outfit has a $15,000,000 action pending in U. S.
district court. N. Y
against the
and Loew’s chains
in the metropolitan area.
Members of the indie producers
group are plaintiffs in an $8,500,000 antitrust blast at
United Detroit Theatres and Cooperative Theatres of

is the next item on the modern
author’s agenda. Unfortunately, most of the interviews
doh’t get published, and more unfortunate still, the reporters who show up never come from the papers that
really count, but while waiting in vairi for Breit Of the
Times, Hutchens of the Trib, and those dashing, mysterious
young men from Time, Newsweek, Variety, and SRL, the
author can always get writers’ cramp signing six or seven
hundred, copies of his masterpiece for people who like to
borrow or rent an autographed bbok.
By this time the author has begun to point out a certain
lack of advertising and window displays, and the publishCr is parryirig questibns about the sale with aii airy
“It’s too early to tell yet”' which is literary slang for
“Yoicks! What a flop!” The author is promptly sent on a
tour of personal appearances to bookshops in Hohokus,
literary teas in Worcester, book and author lunches in
East Saint Louis, and book fairs in Corvallis, Oregon. None
of them result in any sales, but at least they keep the
author out of town and by the time he drags his weary
bones back, the exhausted publisher himself is off for
one of his quarterly vacations.
The country's leading writers—men like Hemingway,

RKG

,

.

O’Hara, Hersey, and Lewis—refuse to lend themselves to
this unholy and unproductive ballyhoo. Directly William
Faulkner, for example, delivers a manuscript, he secludes
himself at his Oxford, Mississippi, estate, cuts off his
telephone, buys a few hundred new mules, shakes incoming
letters to see if checks are enclosed, deposits the rest,
unread, in the nearest waste-basket, arid in general enjoys
the relaxation to which every author who has completed
a major effort is clearly entitled. Has it hurt him any? The
public, discerning critics, and the Nobel Prize Cbmmittee
don’t seem to think so!

.

.

TV As The

.

immediate parties to the antitrust litigation,
reperesenting the plaintiff Department of Justice arid
United Paramount Theatre, latter as the first independent
circuit to emerge from the theatre disaffiliation, for the
present are maintaining a cautious silence on divorcement’s effects.
UpT prexy Leonard Goldenson said he
preferred to “reserve judgment”; Sigmund Timberg, head
of the Department’s antitrust consent decree sectiori,
said he was hot authorized, to discuss the subject.
However, numerous trade execs were more amenable
to the idea of passing on their observations.
Gist of
their views vyas' that the bargaining position of indie theatres has been brought up to an equitable level with
.

major

only if the indie
houses Were equal to revenue and prestige stature.
It’s
pointed out that very often the major company’s theatre
Was the best in town. Thus it still figures to get chpice
run over the iridep.endent, despite divorcement;
However, serving to substantiate the argument that the competition i.s opening was a recent experience involving
Paramoiiht’s top grosser of the year. .“Samson and Delilah.”
Film was sold .to a Loew’s first-run irt New Orleans,,
although Par had been licensing to its own pre-divorcefnent
theatres

in

but

competition,

afliUato in that city for years,

,

^

'

Further exploring overall marketing conditions, observsaid that other portions of the court decrees have
contributed to the welfare of the indies more than divorcement,. Edict on “reasonable” clearance has meant earlier
availabilities and sometimes prior runs for hundreds of
theatromen. Competitive bidding, despite its pitfalls, has
rosuHed in realistic competiliori ^between affiliates and un*.
affiliates in scores of situations..
The bans on blockbookjng and forced sales have had bbviou.s benefits throughout
ant's

the.
,

':

.

country;

was saidv however, the biggest single factor working
to, the
advantage, of the indie exhib has been th»' court
(lircctiye on licensing each picture solely on its merits,
WjtlVout regard to other deals which the distribs may have
It

with their big circuit accounts.
Insight on this was provided by a prominent sales offi.cial in N.
Y. who related his experience with ah unusually
W('ll-heol('d circuit customer.
Prior to the court injuncrecalled, the account yielded approxirnately
200 in weekly rentals for newsreels alone.
Selling, a
j
away from the circuit, although a competing indie
r'Hild offer a better
deal in one situation. Would have
,

mm

(V.P.,

of the

.

,

ERNST

scenic designers, and in fact,
the entire crowd who make up the
culture of our nation. Isn’t it funny
that even I art; year, at the very end
of the last .session of Congress, aiddi^
cians,

were passed discrimiriatfurther against writers and
This
certairi artists arid musicians?
strikes me as funny and sad because
obviously themost precious commodity in our culture is ideas, and for this
purpose I don’t care whether the ideas
seem to nie to be good Or bad, tawdry
M. L. Ernst
or world-shaking; In the long run
the better ideas win put in the competitibn among ideas.
tional laws

ing

still

The stockhoider buys some stock, gives it to his kid;
the kid sells U and pays a tax of 25% on the increase.
A writer develops another kind of printed material, namely: a book or a magazine article.
He can give it tb his
kid under proper circumstances and with no strings at-,
taehed, but when his kid sells the document the kid does,
not get the relief of a capital gains tax such as is provided
for the investor or stock trader.
It is

about time

somebody— why

not

Variety— inspired

a campaign to get a break tax-wise for the creative people.
There are innumerable ways by which creative people
can get relief today, and certainly when writers or musicians die the Gbvernmerit is somewhat considerate of their
But tbday there is no organization representing
estates.
any creative group that has made any sense to combat, iri
this field, discrimination

ideas

This

against those vvho develop the

and the entertainmerit for the people of the nation.

not the time or the place to discuss detailed proposals but all of us know that if a creative person hits the
jackpot he has practically no take-home pay and he finds
is

that he is merely a tax collector for Uncle Sam at about
10 or l5c bn the dollar. It is hi.gh time that some book
publisher, art gallery, some motion picture company or
radio network realized that the discrimination against the

Paramount
Alien B.

II

is

So, we have a very funny situation. The innumerable
present wangles allowed in the law give relief to many
creative people but they Should not be compelled to re^
sort to legal wangles,
Iri fact, they should git a high
priority because in this nation we have gambled everything on the free flow of ideas into the niarket place of
thought. This is our national religion.
But it’s a bum
garinble if the market p^ace is not a decent, free market
place.
This it isn’t as long as the Government di.s>’riminates against those who enter into it with ideas and entertainment. And the funniest part of the. entire. .*:‘6ry is
seen, if ariyone will look at the facts, that the oil companics of America never paid a penny of excess nrofils tax
because they are given a high priority called a “deplc.t':on
allowance.”
I don’t know of any author, or sin:;er, or
baseball player, or any other artist who does not get
“depleted” by Old Man Time.
His resourees are not.
limited by what is under ground. His resources tire incited, by the number of his days and. years on this exciting
and confused planet. A meeting of
and the Authors League and the Union of Baseball Pi''y."r.'^ end
ASCAP and all other groups represeriting creative people
might reduce the sad humor of the present cruel tax laws.
:

.

1

COMPO

Sitting
and Treasurer-Director,

Pictures,

DuMont

a sitting duck.’

It has been the custom for the last several years for
people outside the picture industry to fill in the blank in
the title above with the words “the motion picture.”
These prophets appear to be proceeding, as far as logic
is concerned, on the basis of the fact that television comes
to the home audience and is /or ire.e. Lately, there have
been voices in the picture industry which have been singing the same refrain, based on the decline in admissions
in certain areas. .^They do not seem to realize that Rdrnissions are also pretty awful iri spots which do not have
Anyone can make his own guess as to how
television.
much of this is due to crippling sharpshooting within the

industry.

television erithusiasts also feel that radio is. a sitting
broadcastirig is also on its way
ducki implying that
The
out; but I believe that television Ls a sitting duck.
this:
reasons run about like
Way back wlieri television was first being considered it
was found easier, at that time, to produce synehroriism in
the picture at the transmitter and receiver if there were
separate oscillators controlling line and frame frequency
It meant, however, that transiriitter
at the transmitter.
and receiver were connected together as a “lock,” with
“a key” for it. It is impossible to change the. lock without
making the key usele.ss or to change the key and still
make the jock work.
The rapid flood of television receivers which have en-

AM

,

,

been economic insanity. The sales exec reasoned that his
company’s entire business reiationship with the cirepit
might have been jeopardized by a deal with the indie.
There can be no continuance of such conditions, the distnb
spokesman said. “We’re forced to sell each picture to each
theatre on an entirely iridividual basis. In .such situations
with new
the courts have endowed the local theatremeri
and highly profitable business opportunities,” he con

whose
In summation, independent theatre operators,
properties are of like calibre with the rnajor optration,
have within their reach to compete on an equitable basis.
In this respect ‘They’ve never had it so good.”

.

people whose material they use in the long run adds to
the burden Ori consumers;

By PAUL RAIBOURN

Michigan.

Two

L.

always prefer to be funny. The funniest thing I can
think of in tlie field of Variety’s audience is the fact that
stockholders, traders, guys and dolls, get a better break
under the tax laws than do creative people such as authors,
entertainers, painters, musiI

.

Arnall
'

By MORRIS

Once upon

a time ari author’s work was done the monient
he wrote the last word of his manuscript and planked
sanae on his publisher’s desk. Today that rnarks only the
beginning of his troubles. After the briefest of respites,
during which an erudite editor does
his best to alter the manuscript beyond recognition, the author is
plunged into a dizzy rourid of activities, known as “helping to promote
the book and get- it rolling,” that
makes the training of a heavyweight
prizefighter look like a championship
chess match in slow iriotion.
First„ the writer is summoned to
address a sales cpnfererice, a device
designed to enable the publisher’s
representatives to get a glirnmering of
the
book’s contents without havirig to
.Bennett C erf
read it. The author’s remarks at this
conference are listened to with rapt atterition, unless, of
cburse, there happens to be a ballgame beirig televised ori
the boss’s set in the adjoining office.
Then comes publication date, and a long series of radio
appearances, all strictly on the cuff, and for the most part
between 5 and 7:30 a.m. To this may be added TV programs—if the author is a good-looking girl with a low-cut
dress in her wardrobe. The book under discussion is apt to
be smothered in a welter of commercials about pickles,
laboratbry tests, deodorants, and how to get the right
tang into gedaemf te rinderbrust arid the m.c. often forgets to mention the title entirely, but sine the listeners
tq this type of program practically never buy books anyhow, the only thing lost is the author’s temper. When the
radio whirl is. coriipleted, he at least can tell his children
the inside facts about lunch at Sardi’s, dinner at Reuben’s,
breakfast at Sing Sing, 20 Question, .39 steps, 40 winks,
Martha Deane, Dizzy Dean, authoi’ riieets the assassins, Hex
and Blinks, Sterling North, Anthony West, and Fleisch.

Fait accompli for the past full year as concerning Pata^
j^^Qi,nt_divorcenient of theatres from the major film companies—‘has proved effective in widening the competitive
niarket on a number of fronts. The principal distributors

‘Private Suits

BENNETT CERE

;By

By GENE ARNEEL

PICTVRES

Anniversary

Laboratories)

tered the homes of the public over the last two years mfike
it Clear that the sum invested in “locks” and “keys” is
such that it Will soori require a major upheaval in our
national thinking to change the locks and keys.

There was an effort made by long-range thinke rs to
change the key to a flexible one prior to the cstnblishment of standards in 1C40; It failed, and pride of conception and economic advantage played a part in that
failure.

The

Communications

Commission secs the
should, since it is the one that
will probably take it on the chin frdm the public when
the..public discovers that it has to double its invc.jtnKnt
to get new keys made.
The FCC brought up the .subject
in connection with color, and the outcry which \va.s raised
by those interests with economic stakes connected .with
the present standards in television completely drowned
out its small voice of caution and discretion.
So, it looks like it will be the way it is. There will be
.20,00p,00p'-:--then
30,000.000— then 40,000,000 televi.s'on
receivers in American homes in the not-too-d's^aTt fuAt that time, tclcyj.sion will be the “sittin*^ ch»ck;’V
ture.
For by that time radio and motion p’cture.s Avill have
taken Tt on the chin suffici'^htly to have ^swanowed their
pride and forgotten their greed, while pride arid greed
arising from television profits will be holding fiill sway
Over their entrepreneurs.
The techniciiins will get to.gether to improve the emotional effects of radio and of motion pictures in v/ays
which “frozen” televisions cannot follow. These effeots
need not be, inventions of the future. They may be demonstrable reali’tie.s of the present which change the
physical and economic setup of the buslne.ss to the e.xtent
that too many peoole who now spend their winters iri
Florida find them disturbing to the even tenor of their
Federal

problem quite

clearly,

It

ways;
Don’t forget that you can close your eyes but not your
ears, and that you won’t want to if the soundis which reach
them are .sufficiently beguiUng; and that the request for
scotch while the kitchi n is full of martinis does not seem
nearly .so funny in the living room as it does in the midst
”
of hundreds of people who, like the “father of the bride

have been through similar catastrophes.
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Don’t Throw The Popcorn Machine At

By GEORGE JESSEL
Hollywood.

am writing this froiri Palm Springs where I am having
weekend vacation (?) after a most hectic couple of
months in w’hich I have run the gamut in theatrical, fraternal and sentimental activities. Such as:
I

By GAEL SULLIVAN

a

rExecutiue Director; Theatre OtiJners of A7ncnca;
keep women, perinanently at home.
is a wellin tile average person’s mind the theatreowner
^
better place to show off a new hat or coat than at the
ivoensivelv sliod bloke with a bloated bankroll who
theatre? It was true in Cleopatra s time, just as it is in Liz
boxoffice for the first fake
uD^ at noon
TV will have, to go a long way^ to equal the
Taylor’s.
At five in the
ovW ahd goes bac
rohs oyer
and then rolls
>5 presumed to take a
.75,000,000 admissions a week garnered by the moyie
bpuses;
quick gahder at the theatre, thumb
through his mail, and then make for
The drive-ins are proving a godsend, and they are here
freely
I’ll
Now
bistro.
the town's top
to stay—TV or no TV; The drive-ins are developing a
admit the shoe may fit in one or two
new audiehce-^paraplegics, youpg couples who can’t
instances, blit by and large the theaafford baby sitters arid older folk who want to avoid the
umtreowner has iri ore grief than an
milling crow’ds on main streets.
Glen thepire at a sandlot ball game.
I like what Bill Galligari, part-owner of the
He walks down Magnolia street just atre, said recently to a women’s club audience at Glen
off the square to firid 10 of his former
Ellyn, 111.: "Because of the fact that they have a few
patrons huddled around a neighbor’s
hundred dollars tied Up in; a mechanical gadget is no reaJoe
shoW;
Berle
the
f
Or
set
television
son why people should persist in tying themselves to it
Fudge who never missed a picture
seven nights a week. If they do, I feel sOrry for them, not
come Saturday night, now drives up
because they fail to attend my theatre, as much as the
Gael Sullivan
races.
harness
night
to Chicago for the
loss they sustain in the books unread, the fine magazine
The members of the Patton A. C. have floodlighted the
articles unseen, the lack of stimulation from conversation
are how^
local diamond and half the male population
with friends, the absence of the enjoyment of a satisfying
a
has
devotees of night baseball.. J.uri when he thinks he
meal at a good restaurant. But most of all I feel sorry
fhpv have
havp fnrffotten
meanine of the phrase ‘a
forgotten the meaning
Winner, the local censor hollers about the_ decoHetage.
p^cause they
photointo
a
print
the
scissors
and
down
falling
being too
night out’ as the great safety valve for sanity."
"
V
The Ladies of the Tuesday Night
graphic mishmash.
u’
Iffliprant Ceugorship
Literary and Poetry Appreciation Group do a blueriosc
boxthe
makes
which
crime-chiller
tilt against a Cagney
I think mostly the theatreman is victimized by ignorant
wtcsoffice for that week about as sweet as an Assyrian
censorship on the part of all kinds of pressure groups.
tler’s breath.
Each has its own ax to gririd and its pet series of taboos.
As though this were nOt enough, the PPOf theatreowner
They apply particularly to films with a controversial
suffers from cinema cycles. It takes the fofrri of an outtheme, such as ‘‘Pinky," "Snake Pit, "“Home of the Brave
in
the
brings
which
time
one
break of Westerns all at
He demands to know, and rightfully, why the movies
^tc
kids but sends ma and pa back^ to their canasta game,
are always the censorial scapegoat.
Or it might be an outbreak of socially significant ^oblem
No question thatof all art; the cinema is the most submovies which ma and pa dote on but
„ ject to the whims and vagaries of the censor. The theatre,
barbeq
beach
or
a
their
in
jalopy
ride
think
a
teenagers
of course, gets its share, from season to season, but the
isn’t such a bad pastime after all.
jg under constant surveillance from one end of the
^
If there’s- one word that frightens him, it’s “product,"
country to the other. Perhaps it is singled out by the
Should he have a heart attack, his wife will say for the
self-righteous standard-bearers of “morality" because it is
epitaph "Product did it," because product is what he
easiest to view and the simplest to underriand. Consaloonkeeper,
the
or
grocer
Unlike
the
niostly hasn’t got.
temporary literature, especially of the more experimental
he can’t send it back. He never gets enough of what
genre, is pretty much beyond the intelligence and combe wants, and he wishes he didn’t get all that he has to
prehension Of the "hounds that bay."
take. As a man of average good taste, he’s aware of the
The graphic arts, painting and sculpture, have been besynthetic character of most of the product sent to him,
_yond their ken since the days of the French impressionists,
and he has to keep a straight face in asking the editors
The growth in popularity of svfmming, boxing, wrestling,
and columnists for a feW kind words.
and similar sports that exhibit the body have taken the
dare out of the modern dance. And the snoopers have
He can’t speak his mind about stupid censorship beThat
him.
been interested enough in music to take a crack at
never
cause the censor holds life arid death over
jazz or bebop.
the censor is usually some wizened fifth-rate political hack
The truth is that it is simply a rough deal for our purist
is quite beside the point.
-?
friends to perceive a moral issue in the esoteric art forms.
Other JNightmares
Certainly they would have no more scruples thari did
Stalin in shutting off a musician who strayed from ^e
He has other nightmares. What he makes on a "Sitting
beaten path. As a matter of fact, we are tempted to bePrettv." he can drop on one of those "Journeys to the
lieve that the majority of our moral guardians do not even
Moon?’ Hollywood’s shortage of top releases has caused
read. How else explam^ the fact that the Bible, the Sears
him to shut off his balcony in mid-week. Stories, about
Roebuck catalog, and Winchells column are still free of
insane asylums, alcoholism, paranoia, and the like are
the bonfire?
sure to bring out the local alienist and his family who
,
uj
..
The movies depend on the simpler, combined auditory
occupy at least four seats.
and visual responses, though we sometimes wonder if the
TT *,
1.1
Tj
are not blind as well-at least spiritpally
comedTs'rcreapefby the Dozen”) o? good family su^ressionists
appeal romance^ (‘‘Father of the Bride h ha^
enough, the one ethical category in our films
Oddly
t e sp e d
boxoffice hypo th^
is the most suspect and provokes the most wrath
of a man s dandruff can drive him to murd r.
among our censors is that which has to do with the ChrisIn the outlands and around the crossroads many a the^jan virtue of love—-love for one another (male and featreowner has given up gambling on his product and gone
jjj^le) and love for one’s fellow man (regardless of birth,
back to the surefire of Hopalong Cassidy, Gene Autry and
creed, or color). Is it then because our Puritanic dictaRoy Rogers. One smalltown theatreowner Who virtually
^Qj.g
lacking In this one function of humanity or are
owes his existence to these three Valentinos of the saddle
they afraid of it? Or because the world is really profemale
the
a
stunt
to
promote
good
suggested it might be
gressing and the emotional isolationists are making a last
counterpart of these hard-riding gentry, to be named, of
determined stand for intolerance?
course, Hop-Along Chastity..
Irrational fears, such as are exhibited by the suppresAs though the long-suffering theatreowner was not harsionists, are recognized in their more pathological forms as
Tied enough by assorted bluenosers, he is the target for
anxiety neuroses, persecution manias, and similar aberraIt would be
900 movie critics who seem more interested in what’s
tions, and as such are treated by alienists.
wrong with a picture than what’s right. These critical
interesting to see a Wechsler-Bellevue test or a Rorschach
panjandrums use mostly Park avenue and Gold Coast standink-blot diagnosis of some of our more persistently maliards to judge film fare. It’s a cinch they never had to live
cious and bitter censors. It might prove, as we suspect, a
in coldwater flats in one of our. crawling slums. They selbasic inability to see the difference between good and evil
dom hold fire on their tasteless jabberwocky long enough and, in a legal sense, perhaps absolve them of all respohto realize that the average person wants escape from
sibility for any actions of a moral nature.
-7==drudgery and the pressures of living, and are not inter•
.rTT«T
1 neatreowner Will Join iV
ested in caviar culture.
They aren’t looking for social
implications in a iriotion picture; they merely ask. that
But let’s not shed too many tears over the plight of the
the picture give them a few moments of surceasei
theatreowner. He won’t lick television, he’ll join it With
When he isn’t taking hot milk for his ulcers, the theatre- all of Hollywood’s, so-so product and with fierce competlowner has to go on the prowl for new lobby gimmicks,
tion of the leisure dollar, he is sUU lugging a fair take to
To support his theatre he has to know more about popcprn
the local depository. If some of the marginal, conventional theatres are folding, then consider the tremendous
than an Iowa farmer; he has to take up mechanical erigineering in order to bperate his half dozen or more veridincrease in the number of drive4ris-^3,500 by the close
ing and dispensing machines; he has to warehouse caridy
of 1950. There are evolutions in show business, but there
Wiir always be shbw business. Switching the knob on a
to insure adequate supplies. In sotne areas he has to take
a course in ceramics to keep up on modern trends in pottelevision set can never equal the thrill of watching the
tery that he will Want to give away on bank night, He has
curtain part for a feature.
to lease property arid go into the parking lot business to
I've how been associated with the theatreowriers f6r a
help entice the citizenry to his cinerriatic alhambra.:
trifle over two years.
They are a great breed of men. If
there's a flood, you Can have their theatre for an emerThe theatreowner is winning back much of the TV audi;^
gency
hospital.
the
local church group is without an
If
ence because: of the low calibre of TV programmirig.
assembly place, they can have their services in the local
lie knows that no mechanical contraption yet devised will
theatre or drive-iri. If the Red Cross wants to make a collection, they’ll stop their show to help fill the tambourines.
If a hospital or orphanage needs entertairiment, they’ll
Seripiis-Minded
provide it at their own expense. If the cancer drive needs
a push, 19,000 screens are at its beck and call. The fact
I once had a friend who was very catefiil
with his
they carry the burden of one of the highest tax rates
that
dough. Used to watch it like a hawk. Welh he had a
hasq’t dimmed a, real and earnest civic pride.
Every
little. boV and he’d take the kid
with him traveling
business on the Main streets of America flourishes when
thither and yon. Naturally, when they went traveling
there
is
a
movie
house in the block.
my friend would only pay half fare for the boy. This
The exhibitor knows there are new dynamics a-coming
went on for years and wheri the kid was 12 years old
Up that create additional movie patrons bigger screens,
they took a trip bn .a train.
The Conductor comes
all-color films, three dimensional film, third dimensional
along and says, “How old is the boy?" and my friend
sound, and theatre television,
says, "He’s only five years old." The conductor wipes
He knows that there is still some good pioneering to be
his glasses, looks again and says, “He looks twice as
done, and young or old, he wants to be a part of it. He
old to me."
My friend—-he is shocked, being his
knows
there is plenty of future in frorit of him, and he
veracitude is being questioned—says' with the innowon’t be sitting it out on any mourners’ bench.
cence of a babe, "Can I help it if he worriesf"
Yes, sir, it’s looking up in the year ahead for the exJimmy Durante,
hibitor.

Motion picture production, one of
which is now shooting, arid, another
follows in a few days:. I have appeared bn television, radio, at six
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seven

banquets, and, sad
delivered four eulogiea at
the passing of great artists who were
great personal friends.
And how; in the early sunny morning out here, I have had an hour of!
nothing to do, so my thoughts turn
to the amusement business in which
;I
have lived nearly all my life.
„
,
George
1909, at the tender age of nine,'
I made my professional debut at the .imperial theatre on
116th Street in New York City. I \vas a member of a
trio—the Imp.eriail Trio, and our stage riarries (everybody
had to have a stage name in those days, no matter how
attractive their own names were ).^anyway, the Imperial
Trio called itself Leonard, Lawrence & McKinley. I was
McKinley. The tenor was Leonard, whose right namewas
Jack Wiener, who is now a good actors agent but here in
Hollywood. The lead singer, Lawrence, was Walter Winchell, the best looking of the Trio by far. I haven’t heard
anything about him in years. However, the last time I
saw him billed was in 1924 on the Pantages time. But I
recHl he was an Observing lad and I have no doubt that
he is doing well in something.
benefits,

to state,

r

.

;

^

'

In Defens e of Video

And

while r

am

'

not in the television business, except

;

f

an appearance for some charitable cause, 1 leap to its ci
fense when I hear it knocked and panned by so many unappreciative people. In fact, I had no idea;of starting this
little piece with nostalgia.
I had really intended to call it:
"If You Didn’t Pay, Be Quiet." And in thinking of wli at
the American public cheerfully paid for and what they gt*t
now for nothing, is the reason for my indignation at th**
knockers. For in that little nickelodeon in the old da^'S I
with its wooden seats, its Imperiar Trio, and its couple uf
reels they paid lOc. and I5c. on Sundays -they paid froiM.
50c. to $1.50 to see eight vaudeville acts— $1 and up
^
see a burlesque show with two comics, 12 girls and
straight man.
Now, they have the television, which, (* \
the installment plan, is paid off at about a penny an hot
They see the greatest artists, football games, basebi . |1
games, basketball games, prize fights, parades, nation
events, movies and they’re mad yet.
I was listening to some fellows talk about prize fights,
and I remembered that my grandfather told me he had paid
$20 to sit on a barrel on a barge on the Mississippi to see
Kilrain fight Sullivan, and he thought he had a wonderful
time. A couple of these modern fellows 1 heard talking
were complaining about the Ezzard Charles-Joe Louis fight
which they had seen for nothing in their living room where
they sat in their shorts, were also playing cards and made
love at the same time. But they were aw’fully upset because they thought the referee should have worn a darker
;'

—

•

—

.

makeup.

And
ment.

so

it goes in this ever-changing world of amuseseems, as the saying goes, "The more you give

It

guy for nothing, the more he will criticize it." Make
him pay and he thinks to himself, "This must be good
or they wouldn’t dare charge admission."
And aother strange thing has come upon us. The songwriter and tbe music business. Let’s see what has happened to him since the happier days in Tin Pan Alley,
Before the surveys which led to. the Hit Parade, a songwnter with a good song might have a million or two
millmn copy sale. However, since the radio plugs arid
the Hit Parade, he now has the wonderful feeling
of seeing
his song in print as the No.. 1 Hit —
"but the meantime, the
people haying heard it for nothing 37 times a day oh the
ail, hayen t bought it, and the
only copies that ate sold
aie to the songwriter’s immediate family
who want to show
next door that their uncle is a songwriter.
A
Added
to. that, the songwriter has
to grab the tab of
musicians and singers for plugging his song
so that for
writing a very popular song, he eventually
about $406.
Now anether new complication is the loses
Drive-In, where
a

,

.

le other night they held
up the show for 10 niiriutes
because the butter didn’t arrive for the
popcorn.
so it goes. I could tell you more stories
that M'Ould
^hari— but i won’t, for I wish to take, advantage Of my weekend here in Palnv
Springs with nothing to
do, unless of. course, ;Zanuck
calls me to come back to the
studio ,
eh, oh, there goes the phone, it must be him.
—I know that staccato ring. So: be
it.

—

.

.

—

.

.

Gur salary theri was $12 apiece, which did not include
Suridays. On Sunday we sang five sOngs standing at a. pit
piano accompanied by Harry Carroll or Phil Baker, while
illustrated slides were thrown on the screen above our ;
heads. For this we got 50c. apiece extra, actually 10c. a
song. The rest of the show consisted of about three one
reel pictures, one as a rule— a Max Linder^French Pathi
comedy; a John Bunny comedy; and a Kalem Or Lubin 6
Biograph one-reel romance with Arthur Johnson or Kin;
Baggott.
And so I have watched the nickelodeon become the mo
tion picture and vaudeville house.
I have seen the grea
vaudeville circuits disappear, the rnotion picture palace:
arise, the burlesque circuits completely Vanish, the popu- i
lar price melodramas become forgotten memories, the talk|
ing picture driving out the silent, the radio, and riow—
|
newest of the arts though still in its infancy, the telo.
sion—and wait just a minute—color television, if you
'
please!

.
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1951

Standing in the Win^s

Exhib: He’s Doing His Best’

^

3,

Colonel Effingham Was walking to his cltib in Piclate one night when an ebony-hued hussy
emerged from the shadows, linked her arm in, his,
and suggested; “How’d you like to take me home?"
The startled Colonel stepped back in horror and
exclaimed, “My dear young woman! All the way to
cadilly

.

Africa?"

Bennett Cerj.

5

‘

Wednesday,

.

1951

3,

Foriy^fifih

HOW TO

B&K NABES BENEFIT BY
(An excerpt from the book*

pre-

studios

several

all

libns in

and around Lps Angeles,
pn«5 v

nnf

• i.

to

a theatre

find

we can depend, on

Ayhere

getting a

EZRA STONE

I

t
^
^ *
u
1 intend to have a new pair
of glasses that my N. y. optician
will have air-mailed to me in Paris,
I promise to have these glued to
my nose with spirit gum and as
an added extra precaution. I’ll
have the shoes I’m Wearing nailed
^^hcad
the foot of
bunk.. 1 11 also keep away irpm

'

-

‘

;

i

;

i

!

^

I

siw

^

m

Jackson Park deeree^at least
its
general release nabe houses

1

theatres
^
and the three thes^e

Jnfrt the
f
slid into
scene

Consequently, useless to us. Also,
many poople in the industry like

^^^ ^^ ^^

•

fi^d^^hea^

Tot of previews quickly turns pro. a WvTifJiA
selfconscious and. hv^fiip hnln
Its reactions are

I

t

my

Hoping you

i

hold -

!

xjti

my

all

are the same
I am
Dear LemMyopically yOurS,
This morning there was a hell of
and
about ailU
lUmeU aDOUU
a blow and as 1I turned
•’

s locaL:

1

M

other men’s wives and take

Bailey Insurance Co.,

coW

•

^

Aboard^ Cu^rd Lin^
,,
Caroma.
Saturday, July 1. 1950.

'

!

people began the breakfast business.
The camera w’ent close on
of fHpir
K., u
Y
\

Innlr

u
i
hack

[

1

really fresh reaction. The regular
house which runs a
all dience of a

..rlAtonno

AN INSURANCE CLAIM

title

,

their feature produc-

viewing

to the
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COLLECT

Chicago.
Figures brought put recently in
card “The Next
By
Voice You Hear,” and the case be- Balaban & Katz’ attempt to lift
mi
^
^
correspondence
This
exchange
of
gan to go to the jury.
the
xne two-week
nlavinff time restncre^trietwo w^eK^playmg
.^ ofcfed os o public service to
|
For those first few moments
the Loop, might hamper .-Yn^mbers of the pro/essipn loho,
y^^rs the the circuit when Federal Judge ML like myself, have mistakenly beciiael Igoe hears final arguments hcued that piuning insurance meant
rows down a man stood up
one teas automatically reimbursed
this u.'AoV
IQ
people
presenting a claiht.
un^‘‘‘Cr
0

way

Hollywood.
the

DESPITE CLAIM

*Case History of a Movie*)

DORE SCHARY

By

PICTURES

Anniver$ary

j

.

*

'

*

p§^

^

When the Jaqksou Park decree
iooked upward and just
’^.9®
one Seeingqjj
^
ef^ct
the latter months of gj^je forward
own and the other fellow s prod, r chewed— suddenly / there was a
of the suh deck, a big, Eye dog to the Hotel Favart, Paris,
it built into a^ laugh, arid i947, the >8 houses ^racked up a.
®^®ker,_
make
the
rounds
and they
lU't.
when the ^camera xut to. the twin i^^ound total of $3, 075,000^in admis-^j^jj
*
from my
glasses
.
.
..
shot of vv/iiiAuj
of the' previews.
Johnny AUUIV1M5
4.>7^u, after the
looking upward
viic decree
*
upvvaxu ctjiiu
and 5ions. In 1948,
V Ai
1
t_
and <;palpd them lei<;urelv
July 29, 1950.
,Vn iiiKlicnce of this sort betrays chewing in the same deadpan fash- had fully effected the circuit, ad- “vfrboard
Mr.
.Ezra Stone
ft it had been me inlaugh- built; into a roar and htissions increased to $4,253,000.
itself with flurries of applause and ion, the
Stone
otunc
ivicc^uy
Meadows
"4ad
of
mv
elasse*
Tetter
leuer
this
sieau 01 my glasses inis
stead
HMtac. T
«« fKo
"'St
during hearings in the late would be written to my life in- Newtown, Pa.
.
when you hear wise whispers such time since the otart
full, has attempted to show that siirance people and doubtless by P^ar Ezra:
"I thought Mellor was with
a.s
jthe .edict has hurt its business by someone else’s hand.
We have been kicking around the
Sfevens at Paramount” you know
the ^bloWn aWay glasses,
9ompar
^i^h Pre-Jack- A
o"® snori snot wmich
the glasses hit the
your
waste
going
to
ni
'if
vou’re
th
Attorney Tom
and disappeared into the
you I had felt all along would be our
the_ running
vlinr
n
niiig. After the
CM
g
whether
not the d^ .,"®lFi'"”’®
_
.^
make-or-break point.
f®P™s“t“g the
It wan the
Spindrift, I thought, •‘i
will got the standard foyer routine
would be applicable,
^^®
moment
at the beginning of the
if my insurance will cover
wonder
reverthe
handshake,
of the taut
^
a ^j^jg ,,
scene in Johnny’s room where Joe
As you remember, the policy says
a floater policy you
ent stare, and the “Basil, yoU’Ve says,
shall not apply,
"A funny thing happened on v ^^h^P^^^ble decline, and that the sold me. They sank as soon ;is
done it again!’’ This may make the radio just
’’
peculiar to the
however, to loss or damage by fire,
now
and told i99
you fool very good at the nionient, about hearing: thewindstorm, cyclone, torYoice that
I immediately checked with the
but is small comfort later on when claimed to be God.
nado-.^aH. explosion.not attending
If the audience
bridge to fix our posiUon, 65" latlthe picture lies down and dies
snjoke^or
damage by
thoug^ht that Was funny,- we were
®y‘’'®'
tude and 40" longitude, in case ?/
w itli more tj^pical audiences. Small dead.* But if we
aircraft, burglary or holdmade, that one
you or the company cares to Insticomfort of a different kind comes transition, we
were over the hump.
We were rolling
tute a search.
from the cynical Old studio hand The film kept coming
closer.
along at 34 knots and I don’t think
who was annoyed at the way the
^ ^ that the z^eDhvrTharflat
Gbainnaii
;.
‘the skipper would have cared to f^np?
Joe finished the dishes and startpreview went. He looks at you
Following a meeting of indus- turn about. He’s a nice chap, un- g^^
giimly, shakes his head and says ed in toward the living room. \Ve
p^ your glasses from your nose
easUy swayed
needs a lotta w'ork, cut to Mary helping Johnny with try general sales managers in New
dourly, “
my boy.” I prefer to bypass all his home work, We cut. back to York last week, Warner distribu- from his course.^
.
_ storm, and possibly a cyclone or
the inside comments and put my Joe settling down with his paper tion chief Ben Kalmenson was
I just hope they fell into the.; tornado, and so the
^ company
r— is
in the comments of the and glass^ at the radio.
cut
trust
of some needy mermaid or. more than happy to pay in full for
chairman of the sales man- .....x.
.
people for whom we actually make back to the full shot across Mary a ggr commUtee
far-sighted professor with the the replacement of your glasses,
31
goTTimittpp for 1951.
1951
decided to take and Johnny toward the bedroom
the pictures.nearest school of fish.
How’ever,
unfortunately,
the
j
‘
The Next Voice You Hear” down door. And then the door opened . Acting Kalmensi^ s_ duties as
However, the tragedy did hot cracked left lens is not covered unchairman
will be to head the forthin
and
Theater
Joe
stood
in
it,
and Mary
to the United Artist
the
der
policy
below
ecause
srnugly
went
the
policy
there.
I
end
Week for the
said, “You'^re''not"listtnrng‘ tuThe
Pomona.
National Conference of Christians to get my second pair that I re- specifically excludes breakage Of
Any husband who has driven radio—what’s wrong?”
membered to slip into my portfolio brittle articles unless caused by
Jews.
&
accidents which include
his wife to the hospital to have
at the last moment of frantic pack- certain
I should have trusted Bill Wellemo- j man’s direction. He had held back
ing.
a baby will recognize
Lo and behold, (which inci- fire, earthquake, windstorm and
If you can establish the
tional state of “It’s all a mistake— the disclosure just the right time,
dentally about fixes the position thieves.
atre “counting the ballots” and
\ve never should have gotten into balanced the scene like a celluloid
of my cabin), the left lens was fact that the porter who dropped
this, let’s go home.” There was ball on a column of air, and when telephoning In the returns every
the frame, the luggage on your portfolio was
jjj
a vague fear, would this picture Joe told about the Voice saying few minutes until we climbed back This I remember was caused by the a thief, we might be able to reopen
become known as Schary’s Folly, “This is God— I will be with you into the cars and pulled out in the porter dropping a heavy piece of the matter of the left lens,
I enjoyed your letter and am
would it become one of the famous for the next few days,” the prover- rain for Los Angeles.
luggage on the leather portfolio at
sorry that I, cannot keep it in my
failures? Some of the fears were bial drop of the proverbial pin
It was a long ride without much the entrance to the pier. I’m going
“We’ve Would have jchoed through that conversation; As the car pulled up around wearing them, of course, files. If you make a photostat of
uncomfortably
specific:
we house. We were home. There into the driveway at my home but it looks like some irate hus- it I would then like to have it back
come to the wrong town .
picked the wrong night, it’s a would be spot fixes as we went shortly after 1 a. m-, the phone band, on catching me in a compro- for oUr continual amazement and
Friday and the house will be full along, plenty of them, but we were was ringing inside. It was Golden mising situation with his wife, ^oiusement.
With best regards, I am
of youngsters .
maybe I’ve made home.
with his last report for the night. didn’t wait to say, “Take off your
Yours very truly,
all the wrong decisions all the way
We went to the St. Charles cafe Out of 279 opinion cards, the pic- glasses.” It’s really not too unLem Bailey Company.
maybe for a gathering with the town’s ture was rated from “Very Good” comfortable, but I feel as if I’m
through the picture
*r
I’ve
Wellman, I civic and religious leaders. Bar- to “Outstanding” by 266. I wanted looking at everything and everyruined
Billy
(Advertisement Maritime Workpulled him into this wrong gamble rett Kiesling had arranged for to call up everybody who had body through a bomb-sight.
ers Union Journal.)
and if we flop he’ll be so disap- them to see the picture and meet worked on the picture then and
So, if any or all of these probWanted! Any information estabpointed.” I was afraid the audience with
V UUI
fall (JUlllAUi.
UlUXV within your
lems Aaxi
comfortably
..l,
l
rt
at
r,i,rt
us later as a sort of test for there and tell them about it and ACllia
might not respond, then fright- a similar method of selling the picsphere of mfluence, please write
them
what
they’d
done.
for
thank
ened that they might laugh too ^yj,g
me
at the farm, where I shall be
general market later
much at the wrong places, that on. Their opinions wer. very pleas- I compromised by calling Wellman on July 20. Back home“on the
people might even honestly conant to hear. Bill Golden and Staa and thanking him. Then I thanked Queen Elizabeth, leaving Cher<5
<!
*
sider the story irreverent and walk
bourg on the 15th. On the way
Markham stayed down at the the- God.
See how simple it is, friends?
oul
And then, with the. rain
suddenly beating at the car windows. I saw an awful vision of
the big theatre with almost nobody there but us.
1
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WAUIS TO PRODUCE
FIVE HUBS IN 1951

The lights were shining on the
wet black streets, the gutters were
swimming with rainwater and the
three theatres we passed entering
Pomona were playing great pictures.

Hollywood.

Hal

wonderful shows which had

probably corralled all the audience in town, and why hadn’t we
chosen a theatre up on the main
.street where people could get to
it?
We turned the corner and
pulled up beside the lighted marquee. The canvas banner MAJOR

STUDIO
one lone

man was

comedies.

rairij

“Son

Another,

and

Stranger,” will be lensed in England. Remaining duo are “Peking
Express,” starring Corinne Calvet,
and “Night Man,” starring Burt
Lancaster.

TONIGHT

PREVUE

flapped dismally in the

who

hasn’t made
more than four films annually
since joining Paramount as ah indie in 1944, will make five in 1951.
'Two of these. “The Stooge” and
“Good^Boy,” w'ill be Martin-Lew'is
Wallis,

and

standing at the

boxoffice.

to

We

gathered in the lobby, tryand honchaJant. Bill Golden, reported that the
film was on hand okay, chief pro*
ing to look cheerful

Block
i-u.s.

Motion Picture Assn, of America

Merle Chamberlain was
np in the booth and both cutters
were on hand to cover emergencies,
and Doug Shearer was inside on
the fader, 1 wiped the rain off my
glasses and peered through the

reportedly has appealed to the iJ. S.
State Dept; in an effort to block a
proposed program of the Biosebop

crack in tile aisle doors. T\4y nose
caught the smell of wet wool, and
then my eyes got accustomed to the
darkness and I saw that we had a
packed house. We cro.Ssed our fingers and went;; inside to the little
patch of empty seatS;

ficult.

jectionist

hous®

Bond

of Holland which would make
distribution of American films in
that country COhsideribly more dif-

lights

*

Charles Palmer, CopyriRht
Inc.; Excerpt by permliwlotl
Hntulom Hou.se. Itic., New Ydrki $.1.
.*0

JfJ

.

effect.,;
i

faded

the screen came the title card announcing that this was a preview
and Avould the audience please fill
in opinion cards after the running.
The studio Lion roared; he gave

industry-wide monopoly

vote today (Wed.) on w'hether the
program, should be placed into

down.
The curtains drew apart, and on
.

An

Composed of distributors and ex-^
hibitors, the Bond is scheduled to

JACK SHAINDLIN
SEASON'S GREETINGS TO ALL

MY

FRIENDS

Bioscoop members are to ballot
on three tegulations. First would
limit a theatre from using more
than 40% of its product from any
one distributor. Bond would also be

authorized to pass upon the managing director oi any theatre company. Third proposal calls for importation of pictures
be limited
to not more than 25 pix to be hahdistrib.
any
one
died
by
I

m

.
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- This

ADVERTISING

four-color, full-page

page

22nd

issue of Life... the

rnoth

national advertising

pounding away
torrent

has

is

ari

addptatron of the

ad scheduled

January

for the

opening gun

the marn-

in

bgrrqge that

release dafe! PUBLICITY

till

started

with

two

keep

will

- The

covers

full-color

in

are

among

appear

—

MUSIC
,

.

.

plus

those already lined up. Ads begin to

January, reach their peak release date.

in

Special“Alice” album of song

recordings by top

Columbia, RCA, Capitol and others
Schuster’s eight

little

hits

by

RCA

through Decco,

artists

.

.

.

golden records

pfuS Simon

—

&

:v. -v..-

for

set

all

lid:;#’

“Pictorial

Review”

(circulation

January 14th, “This
circulation

Week”

6 V2 million each).
(27 papers, 27

"One Hour

62 NBC

stations

In

& RADIO — Walt

Wonderland” TV show over

and which reached more than

20,000,600 viewers on Christmas Day
starter.

cities,

10,000,000) schedules a cover and an

Inside 2-page -pread. TELEVISION

Disney’s

On

is

only the

Music plugs on radio and TV begin

in

Feb-

ruqry and conhnue.i NATIONAL TIE-UP ADVERTISING

— Big natiohaily important organizations in the food,
textile, raiirdad, airplane, citrus

and packing

fields

PUBLICATIDNS
comics
Dell’s
will

jt

and promotion by February and March,

release

start

-

in

March,

ohe-shot magazine, "Alice

exceed 2

/

At least 2 dozen "Ajice” books and

going on sale

First printing

In

of

Wonderland’*

MERCHANDISE- Over 50

niillion.

Disney licensees wilf market a wonderful array of
"Alice” products from “shoes and ships to sealing

wax”. Additional

Museum

Art

promotions

Exhibit;

Special,

plannedi Traveling

Key City Screenings;

Personal appearance tour by Kathryn
voice of "Alice”);

many

Beaumohf

(the

others.

<•'<

:

f

•>

i

y..-

fv
o

The All-C artoon Musical Wonder-Film
Color by

XEGHNI(L<OI>OR

k.

i

.

t.

I

^J
.

V.%

kS-\

STARRING THE VOICES OF
ED WYNN
.The Mad Hatter
>

RICHARD HA\ DNi
STERLING HOLLOWAY
JERRY COLONNA
*

.

.

KATHRYN BEAUMONT
Distributed by

vsf

.

RKO

,

The

Caterpillar

v
.

.

The March Hare

...

ALICE

Radio Pictures

V

m
9

..

'

© W. D. P.

HIT SmOS YOU’LL
SOON BE HEARING^
'

4

V\,

’’Ajl in a

Golden Afternoon,” "Very Good

"The Unbirthday Song,*" "I’m

The above ad

is

adapted from the

full-color, full-page

advertisement which

will

appear

Advice,’*

Late,”

in LIFE

Magazine of January 22.

Wednesday, January 3, 1951

Forty-fifth

P^^RIETY

PICTURES

Anniversary
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GUEST OF HONOR
.By

By JAMES

CHARLES WILLIAMS.

Hollywood.

Hollywood.

were about to land at the Los Angeles Airport. The Skymaster
rounded effortlessly, and in a few minutes I was in a cab headed for
llollywobd. I hadn’t eaten on the plane and suddenly had a craving for
Manhattans, and a good steak.
a couple of
I thought of the "‘Mummers,” a.^club of which I had been a member
ever since Garbo talked. As 1 paid the cabbie, the sound of hundreds
I hurried up the flagof men chanting the club song smote my exars.
stone Avalk, stepped into the lobby: and discovered the cause for
.'revciry.

no secret that Paramount is
Before proceeding into the va- seheduled to release in the near
garies of this essay it is my pur- future “Garrie Airies,” the William
pose to define the kibitzer.
A Wyler production, based of cour'^e
kibitzer is one who creates an opibr on Theodore Dreiser’s first novel
ion without the benefit of a serious
published halt a century ago as
audience. The lack of the serious
“Sister Carrie.” It would be graaudience is due mainly to our fail- tuitous for me at this time to exure in putting the kibitzer oh a
tol the praises of “Sister Carrie”
professional basis.
as one of our truly great American
To be taken seriously, the kib- novels. Hb\v it broke away from
itzer in our business must start the popular tradition can be decharging fees for his advice. No termined by anyone Who has read
opinion is properly valued unless it. Up until Dreiser’s appearance,
it is paid for.
most of our novelists bornbarded
Kibitzers in the motion pieture the readers with the usual apo.sbusiness contemplate the joy of trophes on behalf of legttimate
seeing their opinions in print. As romance and business. The furor
a result, this plethora of opinion that followed the publication and
goes unheeded because it has not suppressioh of “Sister Carrie” has
been elevated to a commodity and, been duly recorded. However, 1
lacking price value, it is doomed to have always had more than a pas.s-^

!

A brightly painted sign had been set tip facing the door: On it a
printed legend read: "‘The Mummers Honor Roger Warren with a Stag
.Dinner/’.
/ 'w
I checked my bag, bought a tieket and the head waiter squeezed
me into a far corner of the banquet room. The place was jammed
Sitting on. the dais was a
\vitlv the higher bracketeers of inovieland.
group of personalities whose -yearly incomes would have dwarfed any
equal number of men in the country.
-

Mortimer

Simpson> the popular English star and club president, was
On his right sat the g> of h. I didn’t recognize him
presiding.
at firstV but after a double take I placed him^
the man was Roger Warren, noblest Roman of them: all, as Alan
Dale pioclainied him after one of his triumphant opening nights at
FLohiuan’s Empire theatre in the good, old legit days. It was generally
conceded by historians of the theatre, that Warfen was the last and
gix*atest of all the titans who trod the boards in the golden age of the
theatre. Brought to Hollywood at an unheard-of salary, he made movie
liislory by an Unforgettable portrayal in the great silent, epic of the
^

.

the obscurity of obiter, dictci.
Why not mobilize these prophets?
These abstract thinkers, who sometimes have a germ of plausibility,
are masters of the noh-objective
art of agitation,, a healthy symptohi
in a business constantly in need of

.

Talking pictures revolutionized the movies and toppled most of his
contemporaries, but Warren took it all in stride. He was among 1116
first .-\ cade my Award Winners and for years had a monopoly on the
he Used them in his
Best Acipr niche. In fact, he won so many Oscars,
^
Ivoine for paper weights and doior jams. \
ills personal life was eveii inore coiorful than any of liis great
The primrose path was his favorite highway. Benders’
acting. roles.
up production, sending ulcerous executives to
t lial lasted for weeks held
havihg no. effect on his heroic physique. He
apparently
the Cedars,
was great copy and his peccadillos only zoomed his boxoffice rating.
One of our leading
Yes, you could write a book about this man.
novelists did and got a bestseim
pace
stand
this
indefinitelj^
It finally caught iiP
could
no
liuman
Bui
with him! A heart attack sent him to a sanatorium, and for a time it
looked like curtains for Warren. He recovered and tried desperately
for a comeback, but couldn’t remember two lines of dialog. His phone
stopped ringing, and the kiss of Hollywood was stamped oh him. Warwas poison at all studios. Hopelessly in debt, he moved out of his
l en
colonial mansion in Beverly, to a cheap bungalow court off Vine street.
For a time he lived on touches and retouches from a host of friends,
but this source of income finally petered out. How he existed became
a mystery no one bothered to solve.
It was explained
1 still couldn’t figure out his presence here tonight.
to nie later that the club had run out of names for guest of honor.
iMortimer Simpson had gotten the idea while browsing through some
Old stills in the club library. Why not Rogen Warren? It would be
great nostalgia, his record made; him ^n ea.sy fir.st, as the most fainoUs
nuiscum piece in the film colony. The man on the dais looked a hundred years old, and bore no resemblance to the idol. of my youth.
1 was jolted out of my reverie by the introduction of the first speaker,
li was Edward Mason, star of last season’s Broadwaiy success, “Plunder.”
Mason’s opening
i\Ielro had brought him out; to do the screen version.
“Gentlemen, I used to be Mr. Warren’s dresser.
line stunned us all!
Ves, I also shined his shoes.”, VVarren suddenly cut in, “Mason, tell the
boy.s about the time you hocked my evening clothes and studs so yOu
could take the ingenue out on a parly. You swore I had been robbed
I fired
bill tiiere was ho conviction in the way you read the lines.

ideas.

All of us have been confronted
by th e kibitzer. He pp unces upon
you like a predatory centurion,
eager to spear you with his latest
aberration which he is convinced
will save the business.

.

and

Ernest

Anderson

craft of fiction.

:

j

Well, after soaking in “Sister
Carrie,” I braced myself to set sail
for all cosmic ports. But abovb all,
'I failed
to realize that in niy
I

[

i

nonage, 1 was perhaps naive and
impressionable.
Perhaps that aas
why I tactlessly allowed myself to
become fired with a fanatical enthusiasm concerning the film possibilities.
I we’nt to work with a
verigeance,
completely
oblivious
that I was preparing my death
warrant, I read Sister Garrie a sec-,
orid time. I wrote a lengthy, inspirational synopsis in which I
craftily slanted the action, situar
itions and characters in terms that
Would
intrigue
my producer’s
[imagination. It was a “must” for
'the films, anyway you looked at it.
When 1 finished my glowing
contribution, it was turned over to
the producer who, taken in by my
extraordinary and exuberant recommendation, handed it over to an
elegantly tailored hanger-on who,
fortunately for him, was married
to one of the contract players.
After several Weeks had elapsed,
this well-upholstered but ineffable
gent came brusquely into the office
one day, dumped “Sister Garrie”
arid my report on my desk, held
his nose, and then walked piit
abruptly without uttering a Word.
In any other country this insult
[

I

!

I

!

I

:

[

[Would

call for pistols for two. My:
j-temperature mounted and I rushed
into the head man’s office arid implored him to read the book. He
promised to get around to it in
[due course of time. I began uneonsciousiy to make a nuisance of
myself.
My diary, now on file in
the archives of the Library of Congress, will reveal that I wrote 217
I

j

,

I

!

i

interoffice

communications,

iriade
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j

;

;
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I
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I

'

me

I

.
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^
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j
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I

I
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Weeks.’

[

“Those poor actors needed the money.” shouted ‘Warren:
“Alaybe they did,” admitted Ted. “but the cost was staggering.
“So was the cast,” snapped Warren. Ted decided to cut right there.
He blew a kiss to Warren and sat down.
Mortimer Simpson kept things going by telling his personal experiences with the guest of honor. “Geintlemen, 1 played a bit in one of
our lionorecl guest’s productions. After we finished the picture the
governor threw a party for the male inember.s of the cast at the most
e.\-pcnsivc bordello in town. It was the laugh of the year.”
Warren chuckled. “Not as funny as tlie time I leased the .place for
a month and paiid Madarn and her cuties to keep the regular customers
out.
It was the best vacation ieiver had
lie regaled us for almost an hour aboiit his life in a brothel
and how. this strange interlude was terminated abriiptly one night by,
He .charmed
ilie unrehearsed appearance of some prissy gendarmes.
IIS and we wouldn’t let him off;
“Gentlemen, in closing I want to thank you for a most wonderful
evening, especially the dinner.
It was the first meat I’ve had in
eelvs.
You see rtiy gas has faded out through the .disepurtesy of the
California Light & Power Co. The only item in iny frigidaire at the
momeni is a well chilled ’38/ ’’ Drunk and exhausted, he sank into
his chair. The crowd arose as one man and gave him an ovation.
The, toastmaster realizing that no one .Could follow him, quickly
adjourhod the dinner. The hoys made a coucerted rush fpT the grill in
the basement to do some serious drinking,. A few old faithfuls stopped
to shiike the befuddled Warren’s, hahei:
In a few moments the room
v a.s chipty. Warren slowly slipped off the chair to the floor and passed
out.
A busboy was about to switch off the Ughts. I called him and

geles sky.

Confidence Pays Off

.

[

’

'

.

.

W

I

Before I completed the final
week, I returned “Sister CaiTie”
and “Jennie Gerhardt” to Dreiser
with a brief resume of what had
happened. On the final da: of my
sojourn at the studio, I received a
touching reply from Dreiser, which
r still possess. He wrote, among
other niatter.s, that 1 was not the
first to come to grief over him, nor
would I be the last. I boarded
the next train for New York.
Now, then, if “Sister Carrie” for

:

.

.

“Carrie;

Ames”

) ,

u.ider the

.

Warren out to the lobby. The desk; clerk phoned for a cab.
had taken Walren’s picture off the bulletin board and \vaj
lacking Up a still of the next gUest of honor. A cabbie came m and
hcli)ed Warren to the cm*I
noticed a document lying beside the chair Warren had just
vacated. I picked it up and was about to hand it to the desk clerk, but
was an evicciiriosity won out.
I opened the folded missive and saw it
tion notice Served on Warren that very day.
The noise from the gnu
grew louder. I tore up the document, and tossed the. pieces^ into the
B asil c:m, knowing that Warren had memorized it and wouldn t need

poetic justice.-

carried

,

.

'i

Metro Boosts 7

j.

Hollywood.
In accordance with the studio’s
promotionai policy a total of seven

Metro employees were upped

;

GEORGE SHERMAN

”

Director

.

,

1

picture for

'

^

“TARGET UNKNOWN
universal-international.

Mr. Sherman has

ju.st

completed

to

during 1950.
Lucky seven were Robert Pirosh,
Kre$s,
Harold
Mayer,
Gerald
Fletcher Markle, Don Weis, Robert
his 14th
Alton and Stanlev
full directorship

Hu* script.

The next day, Roger Warren chased the War news off the front page,
by using the. ’38’ to make his final eJeit.
^
t
Now I knew why he held that title, "‘The Noblest Roman of them
^dl.
He was made for it.

.

guid-

A: porter

,

'

ance of WiUiam V/yler adds a little lustre to the screen, then I’ll
hold that my efforU Were not in
vain.
As for the producer, he has
gone successfuiiy on his merry way
for three decades, which completely
runs counter to the old bfoi .ide 6

.

\vc

Lewis,

Sherwood

hopest practitioners of the

all

,

lAlason countered, saying, "T sent yOu a check a few days later, didn’t
you cash it?”
;
Yes. and it bounced a few days later.” quipped Warren.
The room rocked,. Mason continued with a short eulogy, admitting,
that “working in Warren’s company was realjy a school for acting.”
“Too bad you never graduated.” returned Warren.
Tod Mahoney, one of the hottest directors in the business, was introduced next. He told us about the days when he was an assistant
director for Warren, They were shooting “Typhoon” off Catalina. It
seems that Mr. Warren became worried about the seagulls and decided
to do Something about their plight.
He made it a practice of tossing
pails of food over the stern of the three-master they were working on,
Their cries
causing thUusands of hungry gulls to follow the ship.
ruined the soundtrack, thereby prolonging the shooting schedule for

.

Sinclair

692 phone calls and cornered him
on 187 difl'erent occasions under all
sorts of circumstances in an attempt to squosze an opinion out
that were accompanied by a of him; so much .so that I drove him
umes
mobilization, if the, kibitzer perat to his. spiritual adviser who counGlancing
communication.
short
sisted in getting into print or if
seled him that it was either his
he ..could not curb his propensity the letter I learned that the correlife or mine,
Finally, one morning
expounding,
for
he
could
be spondent and the author of the two
he came .iritb my office and requestTlioothan
other
none
novels was
stopped by saying:
ed that I follow him int ,his quarBox
P.O.
local
With
a
Dreiser,
dofe
“Now, look here, in y boy. We
ters.
Had I been on the beam, I
have a place foy you but you have No. 181 for his mailing addrets.
two books were. “Sister could have detected an oily deto qualify. You. show all the signs The
meanor
that concealed the impendGefhardt.”
and“Jennie
Cafrie”
of being a good kibitzer but yoU
read them both with great ing disaster. Once we entered his
I
have to prove it. We have a speoffice, he shut the dooi and politely
cial examination to test you.
If avidity. I was aware that my bos.s
to a chair as he reyou pas.s, you will then be ad-: sought materiM as convention-vl beckoned
mitted to the learned order of the and harmless as an Elsie Dinsmore mained at his desk. I still retain
a vision of him as he picked up a
kibitzer. You wiH be paid an an- plot. It had to be saccharine, morpencil and began softly tapping his
nual fee to chronicle all your idea.s. al and non-controversial witli Hie
teeth.
He began in a dulcet voice,
You will become a pro and will be usual sappy ending. “Sister Carguaranteed an audience. Now isn’t rie,” of course, was different. Thi.s in his most drippingly King’s Engllish:
“I have finally read
this
that much better than freelanc- novel shrewdly depicted the deep
and penetrating tragedy of people. book. You believe that thij is for
ing?”
jme?”
Here
he
paused
to
look
The time is ripe. Last year more It combined intense feeling, emoopinions were wafted Upon disin- tional power and dignity. The un- at the title. And before I had an
terested ears than ever before be- compromising author disclosed the opportunity to reply, he suddenly
cause the kibitzer is increasing invisible forces which control per- [switched his treacle soprano to a
foghorn bass and unleashed a torgeometrically. This always happens sonal destiny. The disintegration of
when anything retains its amateur Hurstwood is one of the most tci’- rent, of personal abuse against me
portrayals in Amerien.o that his voice sounded like a comstanding. Ju.st imagine if lawyers rifying
bination of eisteddfod and voodoo
or doctors did, not have to qualify. literature; In short, the boo' rightfully takes its place as an Ameri- ravings, culminating in, “Set the
I hope I have proved my point.
can classic. It has undoubtedly in- /cashier and take your dii“y recomIf not, I will be back next year.
linendation elsewhere!”
And so I
landed figuratively on my roundhouse under a smogless Los An-

;

.

At that timej I was engaged to
read material for a new film
producer whose base of operations
was at Mission Road adjoining Lincoln Park opposite a privately
owned ostrich farm in the City of
This producer siiall
the Angels.
remain, nameless. Even at that
time I caught traces of iron that
had entered his soul. He had duiing those pioneer days, two young
and beautiful female stars under
contract. It was my task to unearth
suitable material for their dubious
talents. Those were the dayswhen
there were scarcely any agents toriing in the Hollywood pastures. You
covered material as it appeared in
print or ploughed through the
mountains of unsolicited manuscripts that arrived by mail or per-

On the other hand, were he
properly mobilized and professiprialized, his opinions would not be
sprayed like the spectacle of a
Roman candle; Rather, he would
don the robe of the wise man and
instead of. remaining on a low
plane would immediately be elevated to the realms of the sage.
Were this done, then these neodruids no longer would sUffer the sonal submission.
humility of the curbstone Socrates
but instead M'ould be properly enLiterary Dynamite
shrined so that once-a-year pilIt was an ominous day, for me
grimages could be made to their
at least, when m’y employer casuhavens.
ally deposited for coverage on my
The advantages to such- a move
rolFtop desk two published volare many. First of all, with this

:

you. of course.”

interest in the fortunes of
Dreiser’s first masterpiece which
goes back to about 30 years ago.
iiig

GELLER

Hemingway,

It is

!

^

sea\“Typhoon.”
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By MAURICE

We

J.
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;

'
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Hollywood.

that

King /David nnd King Solomon

its

.

many

qua,lms

'

sent for Bathsheba and soon found that
He also dis*
was on the way toward fatherhood.
covered that Bathsheba had other ideas than being merely
Being a realist and realizing he could not
his mistress.
afford a scandal, David sent a message to Joab. The result was that Uriah was sent to lead a charge against
Pursuing the Ammonites, Uriah suddenly
the enemy.
found, his men falling, back in response to a signal, while
ho was left alone with the enemy. And So Bathsheba
became a widow. And if this seernk unduly cruel and
treacherous. We must remember that this was an age in
which men took what they wanted and the hell with
anyone in their way,
Bathsheba’s child didn’t live, but a later one, Solomon,
And Bathsheba’s conniving and intriguing to make
did,
sure that Solomon was chosen as David’s heir would
make Machiavelli look like Henry Wallace as a politician.
David, as seems true with So many great mer, was a
tragic figure as well as an heroic and a romantic one. In
his old age, he saw his favorite and beloved son, Absalom,
rise in revolt against him. And he wept bitter tears when
his son was stabbed to death by the ruthless and uncomlie

•

King SolomOn wrote the. proverbs
And David wrote the psalms!
years ago this doggerel, illustrating the thesis
the livelier
that it’s pretty easy to start moralizing to
members about the errors of their ways \yhen you get to
yourself
grade
the
the point where you can't make
any Jongetj would have constituted a
considerable part of my ready knowb
edge about the Biblical David and his

Two

son Solomon.
That was two years ago,
Well, anybody here want to know
anything about King David now: Boy,
I’m loaded.
The. fact that my exhaustive fund of
information on the subject seems to
have been acquired coincident with

promising Joab,
Yes, there are many film Stories that could be made, on
the life of David or on Bathsheba. I hope I’ve managed
to get one good one based on the lives of both.

my direction of a picture called
‘‘David and Bathsheba” for 20th-Fox,;
is a

Henry King

A

,

fast

mere happenstance.

Small world

after all, isn’t it?

man

with a sword and a hard boy to beat at

Another B’way

r6ugh-and-tumble international politics, David also was
The tabloid editors Of his
a real killer with the ladies.
day must have loved him.
His ability to qualify himself as ..the world’s first
charter member of the Hole-In-One Club by bouncing a
doorknob off of Goliath’s pumpkin haid was a minor
accomplishment compared to his prodigies in the field

•

uf.amour.-’.

He seems

By

>
combined the

instinct of
Sonny Boy Wisecarver, the ring generalship Of Whataman Hudson, and the shifty, weaving infighting style of
Casanova with the staying power of Tommy Manville.
Funny thing is that in doing preliminary research for
a film based on historical characters, such as “David and
Bathsheba,’’ you’ll find that the more scholarly and profound your reference reading becomes, the more cplorful
and piquant become the facts which emerge.
to

.have

killer

Respect for Researchers

months.

humor.”
“Who’s kidding?”
can I do for you?”
“Well,”

many

^

Wives, all of

them

daughters of meighboring kings./ Sopn after that he
reclaimed his first wife, Michal, thus establishing a legiti-^
to-the throne of Israel.
And, When Joab

^

T
u
Judah
and

military commander, David united
Israel into one kingdom under his own rule.

was. then that Philistia, jealous of the- country’s
growing ^trength, struck and was destroyed by David’s
forces.
But, to Continue with David’s affairs, there was
also Bathsheba, David’s one true, great love.
And what
a woman she was!
Beautiful, she also had a shrewd
important, she knew what she wanted.
Bathsheba wanted power and set out to get it. The
It

.

By

“I

just

returned

of

appearance.
Since there were no newsreels around, I shook hands—
briefed the brasshat for his Broadway maneuver and
then apologized that I was up against a deadlinfe—would
he mind if I cut our reunion short.

Nice Maneuvering
As Soon

I

the

Colonel walked but of the door, I
strolled over to my file marked -Army Business, Per^
sonal” and put a red line through the name Colonel
D - - - - -. The score was even. For the night on, the
town I’d arranged for the gent, included dinner at the
Cotillion Room, (which doesn’t open on Monday nights),
two frontrrow seats for thfe play the critics voted most
likely to recede, a ringside table at the Paradise, (recently
shuttered )— and a clubhouse pass for the Roosevelt RaceWay* now closed for the season. For a coup de grace, I
also arranged transportation for the Colonel to get to
Garden City via the Long Island Railroad—hoping their
service Would be down to its usual unusual standards.
A very satisfied gent, I then proceeded to my typewriter— convinced that the Colonel would never darken
my telephone extension again.
As Usual I was wrong.
When I got to work the next morning, a telegram was
sitting on top of my other mail. I opened it casually,
punctuated my thoughts with arched eyebrows, returned
to my war stuff file and eliminated the red line through
Colonel D’s name, For the teiegram merely thanked me
for my courtesy of the night before, followed by a flowery
as

;

;

apology.
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BUDD SCHULBERG

New Hope, Pa,
These past six weeks have been a little on the frantic
Next time a book comes out I should probably be
side.
in La Paz or Tierra del Fuego or somewhere away from
phones, radio stations, cities, colleges and people in genWhen ”The Disenchanted” hit
eral.
No. 1 the N. Y. Times called to find put
how I was taking this success. 1 told
them I would be dismayed if I wasn’t
counting on the whole thing to blow
•over.

.

You know what I mean.

I

don’t wan’t

to sound snooty about the reception
I’m delighted, if someof the book.

what flabbergasted, by the sale, and
I’m flattered, if sometimes less than
stimulated, by the general enthusiasm
Has the hullabaloa
of the press.
Binld Schulberff
about “The Disenchanted” changed
your life I was asked. Well, not at all in the long run, but
profoundly right now. I don’t think people change too
much after 35, no matter what happens to them. I tl^ink a
writer is pretty well Set in his ways by the time lie’s 30.
If success is going to break him down, it probably already
If he thinks of his work in terms of
will have done so.
thC; long-pull, then he may have to figure on a little or a lot
of success, just as he will undoubtedly have to figure on a
.

little

or a lot of failure.

But in the short run, I told the Times, things like this
happen: someone calls and wants to know if you’d like
All kinds of people are ready to
to write a comic strip.
go into partnership wifh y Oh. Hollywood calls you. Harvard calls you. You get a long-distance call from Texas
from an old friend who only wants to borrow a grand.
You get a chance to go on all the radio and TV programs.
Writers you respect send you good lettex’s that ought to
your photograph rushed oif
be answered. People
to them by three d’clpck. Why not cash in with a lecture
tour, says one letter. We’ll pay a record price for one TV
script a month,, you’re told.
Here’s a little writing job
you could just knock off without leaving your farm, an
agent tempts you. You find yourself, in spite of all your
good intentions, not working. You find yourself, despite
your belief in as simple a setup as possible, hiring a secr
retary.
You find yourself, instead of sweating out the
notes for the new book, engaged in a somewhat feverish
correspondence With the people in Hollywood who want
to do your last book. And you’re a, little ashamed to find
yourself, in contradiction to your convictions about writing
the best you can and letting the chips fall where they may,
turning to the best-seller list to see if you’re still on top.
In short, you find yourselves lost, or nearly lost, for the
moment. You can underline that for the moment. For
sooner or later the letters dribble off, the phone calls
swing back to normal, nobody cares what you look like
or whether you can be in Cleveland a week from Friday.
It has blown over.
Ah. You take a deep breath. And go
back to work.

On the Broadway

what

“I wish I could say the same for you,” my voice smiled
back.
In practically no time at all there was a knock on the
door and there, with more ribbons oh his chest than a
prize-winning Bedlington (if the breed will forgive me
the analogy) stood an old nightmare making a personal

.

.

pitch,

pal,

said gratefully.

promptly married the widow.
I

inevitable

“But seriously,

those psychiatric B-pictures. Finally the past
compromised with the present.
“Colonel,” I said cheerily, “sorry I can’t have a cocktail with you— but you give me 15 minutes, then drop up
to my office, and I’ll fix you up like you’ve never been
fixed up before.”
“I always thought you were a nice guy,” the Colonel

up when Saul and David quarreled, the
latter going into exile with an unruly band of outlaws
under the command of David’s nephew, Joab. Chased
all oyer the country by Saul, David’s army was on the
verge of starvatibn. But this was where the lad’s sway
over the ladies came in handy, When a wealthy landowner, Nabal, refused TO help out with supplies, David
batted his eyes at Abigail, Nabal’s wife.
The next day
came a long procession of donkeys bearing bread, flour,
mutton; figs and wine, enough for the whole band. And
When Nabal .conveniently died a few days later, David

Anblher Wife

came the

I replied.

from Tokyo. I’m in town for only one night and I thought
perhaps you could plan an evening for me. You know,
Gardner, a show maybe, a nightclub, you got the idea.”
For a few moments I was sileht. A montage of all the
unhappy moments the stuffy officer gave me during the
war flashed through my mind. And my brain went into
one of those tussles that have been the theme for so

split

Still

Said.

3,

So You’re a No. 1 Bestseller

goldbricking the Government?”
He chuckled. “I see you haven’t lost your sense of

that calls for another paragraph.
To put it mildly, David was a man of affairs, a list of
which would make any of our glamor playboys seem like
rejected members of a stag line, while driving Lolly Parsons mad in an effort to keep up with his latest fling.
When he was in his early teens, the boy, then a shepherd,
captured the love of Rachel, comely wife of a neighboring farmer. David wisely timed his amoral Visits to coincide with the farmer’s absence, thus managing to live
to knock off Goliath.
The latter, feat brought him King
Saul’s younger daughter, Mlchal, as his wife. They soon

Spon after that, he took another wife, Ahinoam, daughter
or a prominent family in southerm •Judah, which, helppd
his cause in that part of the country.
When. Saul was
killed by the Philistines, David became
King of Judah

.

,“How could I forget you Sir,” I answered, “what are
you doing Colonel; back on your bookeeping job or still

well,

I

office

“Dp you remember me, Captain?” he

)

and

HY GARDNER

phone rings after 6 p.m., I know
it’s a call for the Favor Department. Easily 90% of the
requests are for either theaitre or teevee tickets or a hotel
reservation —the balance equally divided between arranging blind dates, buying a television set at 30% off list
price or arranging for some over-developed blonde with
an under-developed mind to audition for a job in the
chorus or take over Bergman’s roles when Ingrid retires.
So I wasn’t too surprised When I picked up the receiver
late the other afternoon to hear the voice of a Colonel
under whose command I once sweated out five miserable

Whenever the

During the exhaustive research which preceded and
accompanied filming of the picture I acquired a respect
amounting to awe for my reseaJ^cherS.
The Bible is basic, of course. They started off with
that, with special focus on the Book of Bamuel.
But this was only the beginning. Then came some
light reading such as Bruno Baentsch’s “David tind sein
Zeitalter’’; Rudolf Kittel’s “GeschiChte des Volkes Israel”;
W. Robertson Smith’s “The Religion of the Semites”;
H. P, Smith’s “Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the
Books of Samuel” (I’d love to see that on a marquee
A. R. S. Kennedy’s “Introduction and Notes to the Books
of Samuel”; the histories of Herodotus, and, of course,
dozens of other volumes which took weeks of research to
just find, no less read.
The strange thing about all this heavy reading is that
it is really fascinating and out of it has come enough material for a dozen. stories on David or Bathsheba. What a
pair they made! Take David, for instance. Unquestionably one of the great artists of history, the beauty of his
psalms is probably rivalled only by the poetry of his
son, Solomon, whose mother was Bathsheba.
David was
one of the great soldiers of all time, his brilliant strategy
crushing the mighty Philistine Empire, although greatly
outnumbered. As a politician the red-headed ruler was
He had to be in order to weld the 12 tribes of
tops.
Israel and Judah, which had split into two jealous factions after the death of Saul, back into one nation more
solidified than it had ever been before.
And, as a lover,

pffft

was no accident.

He promptly

Led merry, merry lives
;
With concubines and inntage wines
And half a thoU$and wives
But When old age o’eriobk them
With-

Wednesday, January

Anniversary

Wife of Uriah, a Hittite officer in Israel’s army, she, according to some sources, first made a play for Joab, now
commander-in-chief of Israel’s forces, and second most
powerful man in the country. But when Joab’s ethics
wouldn’t allow him to play around with the wife of one
of his officers, Bathsheba went after the top man himShe talked her husband into buying the house right
self.
next to. David’s palace. Then, when Uriah went off to
war, she proceeded to lug her bathtub up to the roof and
take a bath. It was purely by accident, you understand,
that David saw her in the tub. But what happened after

HENRY king

By

p^^SiiETY

Sidelines

By KELCEY ALLEN
A drama critic died and his body was taken to the
cemetei'y.
Burial was postponed for a week and when
the superintendent asked the reason he was informed
by the chief gravedigger that he had had a tough job
finding a grave on the aisle.
;

*

•

)ti

An Englishman Went to the boxoffice of the Majestic
Theatre where ''South Pacific'* was playing and asked
for two seats for any evening performance during the
week.
The seats must be between the third or sixth
in the centre.
He was politely informed that
there loas nothing left.
"Have you got stalls in the
right gangway or in the left gangway?'*, he asked.
'The
treasurer informed him that there were no seats in
the theatre for the next month.
"Dammed bad manr
a.gement," the Englishman replied.

stalls

*

*

)ti

A

firmly established dramatic star was sought by
several film producers, but he turned down all Hollywood
offers with the statement that he considered “motion
picture acting a very low art.”. He soon inet young
actors who were Winning fame and earning big money
acting for the screen and he decided that he was wrong
in his deci.sion about films.

Although he did not receive any more picture offers,
he decided to. go to Hollywood.
His standing in the
legitimate^ theatre got him several interviews with important directors and he, was engaged by one for an
important role in a new plcturci The director, however,
said to him. “There is a great difference in acting for
the SGiben and acting, on the stage. May I ask if you:
had any experience in acting without an audience?”
“Well,” replied the actor, “that’s what brought me out
to Hollywood.”
*

*

'

*

A' manufacturer of furs .went to the boxoffice of a
Broadway theatre and asked for two seats in .the or‘
chestra, "I don't care what they cost, only please don’t
,

give me the last row.'*
A^he treasurer said, "I can take good care of you.'*
After the first act was bver the manufacturer weint
boxoffice and; abused hiiti in a loud voice,
Didnt I tell you not to give vie the last row hut you
aia,_ you dirty bum," was one
of his mildest expressions.
Let me see your coupons," said the treasurer. "They!re
not in the. last row, these are Row J, That is not the
.last row-'*

“ t's the last
parting patron.

,

row

•

tonight,"

was the retort

<5T

the de*

>lc-

One of the late George Bernard Shaw’s .writings was
given little publicity. It was as follows: “I hereby, resign
as dramatic critic of the Saturday Review
as I find that
the work takes up my evenings.”
.

“A few
some old

miriutes after I left you,” it road, “I ran into
cronies. What with reminiscing and swapping
adventures, I didn’t get to either see the show, eat at
those fine restaurants as your guest or use the railroad
tickets to Visit Long Island. Nevertheless, I want yoU to
know I appreciate your fellowship and you can be sure,
Major, that you’ll be one of the first reserve officers I’ll
requisition when I get my own command.”
,

>|c

A newspaperman said the only reason he was
d^ma critic was that he was the only man on
_

who owned a .dress suit. Had
would be made the grand opera

it

appointed
the paper

been a new one he

critic.
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THE WEST POINT STORY
JAMES CAGNEE

•
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MAVO

-
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•
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GENE NELSON

BREAKTHROUGH DALLAS
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•
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•

color by

FRANK LOVEJOY

technicolor
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SUGARFOOT
COLOR BY

TECHNICOLOR
ADELE JERGENS
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WARD BOND

•

PHILIP CAREY

THE ENFORCER
ZERO MOSTEL* TED de CORSIA
ROY ROBERTS • EVERETT SLOANE

A UNITED STATES PICTURE

THE STORY

OF FOLSOM
DAVID BRIAN

STEVE COCHRAN

THORPE - ALL AMERICAN
JIM

CHARLES BICKFORD

DICK WESSON

GOODBYE

MY FANCY

PATRICIA NEAL
SCOTT FORBES
DOROTHY HART

STORM
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WARD BOND *616 YOUNG* LON CHANEY
A WILLIAM CAGN EY PRODUCTION
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\

BROADWAY
COLOR BY

/

DORIS DAY
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•

TECHNICOLOR

GENE NELSON •S.Z. SAKAI

WOLFE
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-

GLADYS GEORGE

THE TRAVELERS
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-
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LIGHTNING STRIKES
TWICE
ROTH ROMAN
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•

RICHARD TODD

ZACHARY SCOn
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ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S

STRANGERS ON A TRAIN
FARLEY GRANGER

•

RUTH ROMAN

ROOERT WALKER
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m

m

HORATIO HORNBLOWER
CAPTAIN technicolor
COLOR BY

GREGORY peck

’

VIRGINIA
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Forty-fifth

tore the disguise
I
staires, and
from them, gave to. them the’r

missed
I’d
around for ages. This ghost, a process server from the Automobile
Finance Co.; that one: the Dapper

In the course of roaming around
the plaster city ori behalf of the
Los Angeles Daily News, I get to
earsdrop on quite a few verbal
gems that drop, like the proverbial

me

Los Angeles dew or smog, from

were

Omigosh!—They

Is

old

ROEBURT

Dan

vvho’d cost

in a row;

ac-

seeing

quaintances

Hardly, anything has been left ing put of the neighborhood lockunsaid about the murder story ad- up.

GOODMAN

By EZRA
Holly w'ood.

true identity.

Does Crime Pay Enough?
By JOHN

and

six sweethearts
riot
that one ^No!

—

—

Solly Gottlieb, the kid across the
aisle in 6B!

the mouths of the filrii folk.
I never cease to be amazed at
some of the things I hear. I have

Wow!
diet— What reduced him to such
I was a wanton killer, God help just been skimming over my recI rose from the couch arid crept
appetite?— what secret!
me. in the jolting talk of a cer- ords for the past year, and I
bang does he home to counsel with my wife, my
tain cigaret eomriiercial, it was would like to pass along to you
get And why wise-guy wife. A I'especter of sciPROOF POSITIVE.
some of these memorable remarks.
d o seemingly ence, she. tempered the Doctor’s.
On the i'ide downtown to Headgood and senProducer Leonard Goldstein a
im giao >ou suDiimaie. youi nos out of surrendering myself to the
sible folk p reman who has an affinity for screen
thf»
fer ’’The Case tilities the way you do,
wife
escapism, told me in the course
my
poliee. A. colorful cabbie was my
Of the Three- said, contentedly. ‘T’d rather get
an interview: ‘‘When a writer
just one week away from of
Legged Blond” slapped around in ‘The Affairs of driver,
New says to me: ‘Let’s not do it this
the
discovered by
being
o V e r Thomas Peter Salem’ than shovv the chilAnd no dope, way. It’s been done 900 ti hies beMagazine.
Wolfe?
dren a black eye at mornirig. break- Yorker
either— he’d read Sigmund Freud fore,’ that proves to me it’s good.
B ii t hardly fast.”
ar dollar edition, and After all, $12,000,000 worth of pophas
enough
No comfort, there, no solace. ,in the
corn was sold in movie theaters
been said of The next hot-eyed bloride in one Karen Horney in the Book Sec- last year. People must like corn.”
murder of my scripts would really get the tion of the Times.
the
John Roc hurt
That same respect for tradition
writer: business, 1 promised myself darkly;
story
Freudian Hackie
was articulated by. John Ford. I
in
looking fellow
A.s a stew must, I steWed over
mildish
the
couris.eled, “Bud, you asked
The
cabbie
Ford whether his latest
tweeds who totes up the week’s the whole concept for a while, unain’t no psychopathic pefsbriality— western, something called (at the
crop of cadavers, while spooning til it grew, and gresv, like a broodnot on your life! .\ 11 you do is get time) “Rio Bravo,” would differ
pablum into his infant daughter’s ing sense of guilt. I wrote murder
previous
yarns Out of repressed hostility— rid of tension, like everybody else. in any wise from his
mouth.
And
you’re in a sweet racket for horse operas. “No,” replied Ford.
What makes a murder writer.? But did I? I didn’t tunte murderv
doing it. F’rinstance, take me. I “I hope not. Those others did very
and why does he write what he not really —-I committed it.
got a gripe: a passenger skunked well,”
does, as he does?
beggarly

—

1951

dered and the dead; murders in
They
effigy, murders by proxy.
stood before me, with accusing

Perfect Crime

Vet Mystery Writer’s Major Concern
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Anniversary
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:

’

!

•
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homes via TV and collect several
million dollars in one night. Television can save the movies.’*
George MelfOrd, who once

di-

rected Rudolph Valentino in “The
Sheik” and oth^r hits, appeared
in

Edward Small’s production

“Valentino”—^in a

of

bit role as a
friend. Melford

movie producer’s
told me he worked on the picture
four days. “They just put me in

for a little publicity,” he observed
philosophiGally. “It’s all right with
irie.” Rather typically for Holly-

wood, nobody asked Melford, who
is

quite an authority on Valentino,

for the slightest bit of advice about
the profile’s life and times. “I
didn’t
everi
get
read the
to
script,” said Melford.

.

.

'

.

.

'

'

I

,.

I

—

^

—

tioneers?

"

.

.

continued my canvass of opinion.
second colleague’s answer only
proved that too many murder writI

A

A

distinguished
ers think alike
... the first mvs.
my
book writer this one;
tery writer to provide a turbanned
swami as the dauntless solver ot
crimes.
*‘I wrote a teiTific novel
of social significance once,” this

took the concept indoors for
my locked room^

I

:

Since self-analysis, like canasta,
intellectual fashion of our
i.s, the
times, I decided to pursue the
question to its grim result.
I. asked a colleague of mine in
the racket a colleague famous as
a “gimmick man” in those unsanctified areas where Boston Blacki.e
meets the Faicdn. His reply was
terse and sorrowing. ‘T Wrote a
great satirical play once, titled
^The Sea Gull,’ only to find that a
joker named Chekhov had already
written the same, story, and written
Talk about your coinit better.
cidences, huh!”
Were we rejected dramatists at
Declassed
the base, I wondered.
because of the inexora’ole pressures
mixing
potas^now
of originality
sium of cyanide with adverbs in
the lowest depths, like any lost soul
mixes drinks at Paddy’s? Was that
the secret “vvhy” of the murder fic-

dissection, into

me, or

out in the
Canar.sie mud, or a horse named
Uncle Miltie sent me to the
cleaners: I’m feeling hostile—-somebody’s got to .suffer because I’m
suffering. So 1 ram niy load into
,a brandnew Lincoln Cosmopolitan.
I’m over my hostility, but now the
fleet owner's hostile.
I
draw a
iO-day susperision— Great!”
I

get

a

flat

I

the room in which I schemed my
schemes, plotted my crimes. There,
with the blinds down and the shutter secure against J. Edgar Hoover,
I played my flashlight on the assorted hundreds of murders I’d
committed behind the cover of
radio, book, and photoplay.
Murders by pistol, strangulation, hex,
The cabbie conlinued,”Now take
r poison
I read the tow'cring pile
You’re mad, you’re boiling
of scripts, and re-read them, re- you.
read them, in a feyer of remem- over. An editor’s just turned down
script.
So what do you do? Blow
a
bering, straining to recover the
forgotten emotions of yesteryear your top, can him a pinhead and
get marked lousy for life? Or sw’ap
in a total recall.
What were my true inner hos- punches and wind up eating your
expensive bridgework?
Or start
tilities over a. decade of writing?
the Albanians twice as much
Whom had I actually bludgeoned, hating
Naw. You just go
as' necessary?
gashed, gas.sed, shot, exploded, decomposed in lime? This script;,' home. You write a script. In the
story, you axe the editor, you split
this radio script dated January,
his skull ddw-n the middle. And
1942, titled ‘‘indeed Dead”
the
then^ if you still haven’t calmed
villain knifed, sliced into filet mig enough, you set fire to the
down
nons, for our 6,000,000 hungry raicorpse. You’re over your hostility.
dio listeners in a sock stanza of
You can eat without gagging, you
that brought standing
can sleep w'ithout special music for
You do'^ae murder, but
‘he U^v|r
, eveTa®is?
^ahas^^ 14
Fd assigned ^the
;

•

:

.

.

I

—

;

;

;

!

'’

:

l

—

|

•

,

,

,

was he really?—^Who!
Who was: my pef hate, in January, 1942? And the others, from
January to December, 1943, 4. 5,
who were these face6, 7, 8. 9, 50
.less people whose death rattles had,
been, heard across the land, even
as Republican Presidential candi-

—

—

dates over the same period?
I

kept re-reading

my

stuff,

pull-

—

|

.sonny!”

member

of the clan, this

Crime
Enough.

my

took

i

despair

guilclsmen

Pay-

Not

Docs
canva.'Js

out of the

trade.

look

I

to the very next SaturSocial.
.And when the

it

day Night

foregathered had uUerly disposed,
of Dienetics. Salvador Dali, and
W.hi.skey), ! exposed my
.

the Scotch

asked.

m

hack

Joe Mankiewicz

Capone mounting
stead of

dcr

I

a.

liack,

filming Mauldin’s

is

'

or a Cadillac. Film is the creative assigned to
work of two or three people— and. “IMacao’’ by

keep movies from
being a commodity.”
Before leaving 20th Century-Fox
for Paramount, producer William
PeiTberg and George Seaton announced that most of their movies
the latter studio would be
at
it is

up

to iis to

a

trivial

role

in

RKO. When I asked
Miss Grahame what she played in

the picture, she replied as follows:
“I’m in front of the camera, but I
don’t play anything/ I eat grapes.
I don’t know- how to describe this
part. I play nothing.- I do an awful lot of nothing.
The only good
thing about this assignment is that
they u.sually don’t release their pictures for several years.’^

said Young, who was stancling on
the
sidcliries,
‘.‘now
wcTc 15

.shooting his first

frames behind schedule!”

director:

'Typed

I

presi-

fiiiri, Piro.sh tried
why he liked being a
“I’ve learned that the
only \\:a.y to ;get an office ^^')th a
private bathroom is to bo a director,” he said.

to

explain

Beil

G oetz

in

From

Europe, Their H’wood

Council

me as an actor,. cl;nrimit. I’ve had; a su.spicion lately
I’d like to play villains arid j-oughneck parts. Before the war I did.

has affected

Ben Goetz, head Of Metro’s s(udio operations in Britain, left for
the Coast over (he Aveekencr after
But I have had a job convincing arriving in New York Thursday
them r can play something beside 28) on the America.
Henry
t he president of the Screen
Actors’ lleriigson, unit manager for the
Guild.”
company's
recently
completed
Walter Hart, Ayhd directs “The .“Quo yadis,” also came in on the
Rise of the Goldbcrg.s” on TV, .same ship enroute to Hollywood.
came’ to Hollywood to direct ‘‘The
Goetz is expected to corifer with
Goldbergs” on celluloid for Para- iMetro’s top bra.ss in regard
to the
mount. Between camera setups, studio's projected film
Version of
Hart unburdened bim.self of these, Sir Walter Scott’.s
“Ivarihoc.” Pic-

•

I

is

can always be relied
his piece. AVhile he

Motion Picture Industry

ilk. w‘ as: t h e
\’s t cry- in u r dei*
i.s
a PCepliig' Tom. .an. idiot
child of I'antas'.y. a feudist- living in
a psy cho-litcf ary A cat raz. an Al.

ni y.

International

“Up

dent of the Screen, Actors Guild;
asserted: ‘‘An actor gets typed so
easily out here. My Mork in the
Screen Actors’ Guild arid in the

as

Bogart
.right cross t.o the jaw in
any picture, you name. The Doctor-'s .suramevry .guess about pie and’
’.s

.

of

:

Ronald Reagan, actor and

..

is' a riiurdcr w“iter, I
repl.v was as trauirialic

Huston’.s picturization

tures and he even has his doubts
but I don’t have a Russian ac- about
Front With Mauldin.”
cent. I don’t really need one. I
“As a matter of fact,” Mauldin
had a Russian accent in ‘Red Dan- told me, “if ‘The Red Badge of
ube,’ in which I was a Russian,
Courage’ tums out as we hope, it
ballerina, but that was a serious
may be the best picture about
picture. I don’t need an accent in
World War II ever made!”
this movie becau.se it is an adPhil Silvers: “To get anywhere
venture melodrama. It doesn’t have
at RKO, you’ve got to be a proa moral. Nobody will believe it
peller.”
anyway:”

!

t

The

John

the set
a Russian

;

Why

in

Stephen Crane's Civil War cla.ssic,
“The Red Badge of Courage,” at
M-G-M.
Meanwhile, Universal-

World War II tome, “Up Front
me on With
Mauldin.”
Mauldin doesn’t
of “Jet Pilot”: ”1 played think
much of Hollywood war picjet pilot in this picture,

i

queslioh.
Not so much to the;
group, but to one oracular fellow
a fellow-'' who gets .$25.
pin
an lioiir for li.stening, let. alone
talk.

is quoted verbatim:
Wald: “We’ve talked “o' John
Huston, Arthur Miller, Elia Kazan,
Danny Kaye, Katharine Hepburn
arid Cary Grant.”
Krasna: “Yeah, and some of
them even answered us.”
Pen
prose
Bill
and
artist
Mauldlin is appearing as an actor

ference

comedies. “Of course,” said Scalon,
“we could scare the hell out of
Paramount and say (hat we will
make art pictures with signifiAlex
Gottlieb,
producer
of
cance, things with no sets or pro“iMacao,” a drama with Jane Rusfessiorial actors that we will shoot
sell and Robert Mitchum, had this
in 35nim, reduce (o 16mm, and
to ..say. about the picture: “This
then blow up to 35mm.”
Filmakers,
the
Ida
Lupi no- nio\'ic has no message. The only
Collier Young-Malvin Wald outfit, message this picture has is: ‘For
works fast and economically. 1 was God.sakos,. go to the movies!”
Robert Piro.sh, Oscar - winning
on the set of ‘‘Mother of a Chamhas
pion,” when a background light scripter Of “Battleground,”
been
elevated to the position of diwent on the blink, holding up prorector
with
‘'Go
lor
Broke.”
While
duction for several .seconds. ‘‘Hell,”

lucky one, since the greater mass
fellow

gaiiization to workwith them. This
bit of dialog .from the press con-

—

true
behind a
neurotic notion to write his time

papers, pocketbooks. Alfred Hitchcock, and Bromo Seltzer. Why am
1 in it? to buy white-walls for my

of my
that:

Norman

Krasna rattled off innumerable
names, ranging from Rodgers &
Hammerstein to John Hustori, who,
they said, wete coming into the oi>

.

I

elite

RKO, Jerry Wald and

Harry Drucker, barber extraa mail who
upon to speak ordinary to the movie mighty, lives
was shooting in Beverly Hills and drives a big
^
About Eve,” he got this car, but he docs riot have a swim‘‘All
friends, polite to your wufe, and broadside off his chest: ‘‘Movie- ming pool,
“If word ever got
a wage-earner to your kids; Are
makers should make the pictures around that a barber in Los Anyou in a sweet. racket— Mister!”
they want to make just as .writers geles had a swimming pool.” says
“Even better than, that,” the cab- should write books they want to Drucker. ‘'every barber in the
bie hammered his point.
*‘This write. You can only please your- world would put his chair on his
script you sell. ‘It’s -go«d.
You self. To approach the job of mak- back and rush here. T can live
vour heart into it.
ing a movie with the attitude of vvithoiit a swimming pool.”
Catharsis then? A godsend of what someone wants to buy is
Gloria G.rahamc, a liighly
.self-therapy?
Was that it? Was silly. Film is not a can of tomatoc.s ented actress, unaccountably lalwas
that the
motive
man’s

About all I’d established so far ing the stuffings out of my psyche away on mayhem?
was that murder writers sometimes in a pitiless self-search. And soon
Since, not unlike half of Amerimake too good a thing of coinci- memory, sense memory that is, \vas ca, I utterly believe in the infinite
dence.
wholly restored. Yesteryear’s emo- wisdom of cabdrivers, I took this
A third, writer came right to the tions came out of hiding^victims analysis of it as the final word. I
‘‘Murder’s trouped before me like a parade tipped him a buck— the lowest fee
points his own point.
big stuff in America, It sells news- of Inner Sanctum ghosts. The mur- on record for psychiatry.

An

their initial press conference
announce the
to
formation of their new setup at

Hollywood

Janet Leigh confided to

i

writer wept. “I titled it ‘Grapes
of Wrath,’ if I remember Correctly.
But every publisher nixed it. It
seems a hack named Stcingrift— or
is it Steinwasser— had already done
the same story. A coincidence, I
ask you!”

Cadillac,

Pine, co-producer of “‘The
Lawless,” a superior picture about
mob violence, said that he realized
how good the movie was not from
the reviews or audience reaction,
but from the response of his wife.
‘‘My wife went, to a sneak preview
of ‘The Lawless’,” said Pine, “and
afterwards she said: ‘This one I
liked.’ i said to .myself: ‘Gee, this
is the answer.’ Bill Thomas and
I had made oveiy 60 pictures and
she'd never said that before.”
Bill

At

in

.

'

•

a

lvj)e\v)'itcr' in-

maclime gun.
argued this

The

nUir-

Docvtor,

•

is

•

motivcffcd by' ah unconscious aggression against the grocer, the
Internal Revenue Bureau, land-

.

lords. Senator Owen Brewster, and
his oWn Father f or Mother, accord-

ing

to the .sexual disarrangements
of the Oedipus Complex).

Whew!

PETE SMITH

More diagnosis on the cuff:. The
atrocious assault by inariuscript,
,
““hth con.sccutive^ year oxhibitors have ju.st. voted, Pete Smith
with atrocious words doing the lob Specialties
o
the most popular live action movie, shorts in the ".Motion Pic‘
of bullets, IS a shoddy Operation l„v.. b-,-,,ui.l.'..iyfl3” national doII. And tor the sovonUi GoiisccuU™
year
Alibi,” a Wily maneuver for keep- in the. ••Shuwincp’.s Trade Preview” poll.
•

,

'

.

•

l

•

.

observations anent movies and*
Video: “Television can show Hollywood how to .shorten shooting
schedules and chop co.sts. Television and n/ovics. should get together. Movies can be shown in

ture is to be made in Britain next
spring, with Stewart Granger and
Jean Simmons tentatively set for
starring role.s. While on the Coast,
Goetz will also visit his son/ Hayes,
Metro producer.
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na great wee
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CHICACO... WOODS THEATRE

r

SAN FRANCISCO ...ORPHEU

NEW

ORLEANS... ORPHEUM

BUFFALO... LAFAYETTE

^

COLUMBIA

Starring

mi

3a$tn hiy by

Albert

Mtnnhtimer

•

Ffbin the Cetebritei Stafi flay • frbducai by

S.

SYLVAN SIMON

•

DtfKti4 by

GEORGE CUKORf
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ONE AND ONLY GENE AUTRY
AND CHAMPION, WORLD’S
wonder HORSE, IN ONE
GREAT COLUMBIA ACTION
PICTURE AFTER

ANOTHER!
NOW

IN RELEASE:

BEYOND THE PURPLE

HILLS

INDIAN TERRITORY
THE BLAZING SUN

TO

BE RELEASED

GENE AUTRY AND THE MOUNTIES

nXANS NEVER CRY
VALLEY OF

FIRE

A

GENE AUTRY PRODUCTIONS

Executive Producer

ARMAND SCHAEFER
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had. In fact you couldn’t avoid it

49

By messenger and

through the mail he littered your desk with galleys, mss.,
advance copies of his clients’ books, etc. And he always
wanted to see you and talk to you over the ’phone.

Moreover Mr. Top 10% laid himself out a schedule of
his picture customers for the Big Periodical Pitch, This
worked as follows About once every two weeks, was your
turn. Having, hopefully, in the meantime softened you up
Avith a good lunch he naade a date to see you in your office.

By ALLEIN RIVKllNHollywood.

name, please?

Yoiir

Q;
A:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:

^ purely personal list. It doesn’t take
into account the b.o. potentialities of the ideas expressed,
nor is it intended to be a criticism of the present output of
Hpllywood. But in thinking about the pictures which do
not make me stir out of the house
and there are many— said to rriyself,
“All Tight, so be constructive. What
would lift you off your piazza and' send
yoti to the iocal cinema?”

He arrived armed with a bulging briefcase. He had informed himself in detail of everything among his material
that had ^any remote possibility for pictures.
He had
briefed himself in advance about your $tars and their
casting possibilities in his wares and your studio’s tastes
in stories. He gave you adroit shUis as to how four or
five yarns in this bag, if. they weren’t right for you as
written, cpuld be adapted fpr your players and programs.
This usually took .aboht an hour and a half. If it didn’t
result concretely in a sale for the agent— and acquistipn
for your studio—it and the surrounding chatter usually
brought on something constructive-^—maybe a. personality
the agent was handling, etc. In the final lfi minutes or s6
the agent might mention a rising ypung author of his who
had a helluva idea or tWp in his head for pictures and
could he bring himself around? (So the r.y.a, came by, and
the result was an optional deal for a down payment on
the basis of a verbal outline and substantially more when
the 30-page treatment was bought.) The agent left your

Allen Rivkin.

Occupation?
I'm a scribe,

A

scribe, sir?

Yes, a scrib, a scrivener, a penner, scripter, dialoger,
^(laptoi*^ screenwriter. SWGer.

Q; In the motion picture industry?
A Fix biz is more accurate,
;

Q: Where are you employed. Mi'. Ryskihd?
A culver City 'plant, where Leo roars, Metro, or just
plain iVI G-M. Any of those addresses will dig me.
Q: What iS: your salary^ Mr Ruskin? v
A: Healthy figui’e or tops, whichever is easier for you.
:

All us triple-threat

men have

solid pacts.

Q: Triple threat?
A: You could say I’m a peh-prod-megger— or at least
my 3:way ticket calls for this.
Q Have you always ^worked in Hollywood, Mr. Rackin?
A: No, I Chiefed in from the Stem; that was, Of coiirse,
before .mu coUld Super or Sky pr AA or TWA or Connie
That’s because I’m a writer.
Had 1
or Grci^iound in.
been ail oater star I would have trekked in.
in
these
dilTerehce
craft categories?
Q: there’s a
A: You kidding An exhib comes by train for a loot
flesh-peddler
a
prods:
will hit Coast tO
new
B’way
set; of
sked a famous femme for top legit lead; a sales rep trods
dust to hypo falling b.o.; a starlet will do a p.a. tubthumping jaunt to plug product— handled, of course, by studio
flack; a niegger will pilot own craft to a NY preem; but a
Pul Pri playwright checks into lot for 2 weeks’ huddle on
pioperty
Q: That’s very illumihating,

go

the director

to

Mr

:

man

sez.

.

Q: Doesn’t the director get a reprimand for this?
A: Sure. Sometimes he checks oft* lot after sma.sh preview or maybe jinx plagued him and he’s out with his deal
settled amicably, unless he wants, to take slash for repacling.

Q: To get back to writers. Mi’. Rivkin. Dp—r—
A: Oh, you want to know why script doesn’t jell, eh?
.

;

Or \\hy dialog seems hackneyed Or pedestrian, or why
snipping a thousand feet will make script bofter package?
Q: No, not quite. I was going to ask you how long
you’ve been employed at your profession,
A I-m a vet.
Q: Always been in good health?
A No. Fve been bedded in Cedars a few times or rushed
to St. John's but tha Was only when my wife, non-pro,
gave birth to what I'm sure will be a thesp.
Q: Ever work in radio?
A: I've cut a few— for the nets, that is. But I prefer the
15-minute layout to the half-hour stanza. You can prime
.

:

The Life Of the Bee-^lf it could be
photographed. Maurice Maeterlinck’s
masterpiece would be worth years of
camera work,
(But how would you ever get a microscopic lens up there in the blue on a certain, day in June
when the queen finally seduces, and disembowels, the
lucky male?) Maybe The Life of the Ant would be easieri.
A little Communistic perhaps, but fascinating nevertheless.
Seven Pillars of Wisdom—-By T. E. Lawrence, and j
don’t mean the bowdlerized version called “Revolt in the
Desert.” I mean the real thing with all its passion and
riiystery arid depth arid strangeness.
In fact, T. E. Lawrence was one of history’s most enigmatic figures. The
story of h.is life would make, I think, an absorbing picture.
The Strange Case of Miss Annie 5prapg— By Louis Bronifield.
This is one of Bromfield’s best, if least well known,
It has to do with a woman who receives the
novels.
stigmata.
Since such supernatural pccurrences are reported in newspapers at least once a year, I’d like to See
the subject handled iiv a picture. It would, Pf course, be
Kichard Mcialand

Generally once a day you entertained One Big Pitching
agent oi: sOv

Conies the Sellers’ Market
Then came World War 11 and the $o-called sellers’ market The Big Pitch yahished and the agents seldom came
aroundY You had to call them. In fact they—and their
material and their fledgiing authprs— became very tough
indeed to dig. It got so you had to pay publishers dough

.

to get a look at galleys or bribe readers at the magazines
or book clubs. The agent for a best-selling play or book,
just before you paid the fat check at 21, vvould Say that of
course, in addition to the siX'-digit price he was not asking
but indicating consideration of, his client would expect
25% of the picture gross, and he had to know in 48 hours.

New York?

A: Perhaps because he brought in the biopic under sked,
or perhaps he has to prep his next pix with sales execs
studio toppers, or perhaps he’s
after having got nod
repping SDG in Vid negotiations, or perhaps he just Wants
to survey TV-Tint Trix.
Q: What if he failed to bring his picture in on the
budget alio /ed for it?
A He’s back. for added scenes, or so Iront-ofTice spokes-

:

with his briefcase depleted pf a couple of sets of
galleys or so and a ms. and the advance copy of a book and
pt least the prospect of a sale.

But why does

Riskin

Came. 1947, the

dropm

So much the better.
The Diary of Samuel Pepys— The job of reducing this
voluminous work to a dramatic story would be tremendous,
but the ingredierits are rich.
Pepys was a character,
whimsical, egotistical, fickle with women, and he amused
himself by playing the flageolet. But he saw the: Great
Fire of London, not to mention everything else that happened in his day---and there’s never a dull moment.
Gargantua and .Pantagfuel— By Francois Rabelais, This
I wouldn’t like to
is one for Disney, but not for cliildren.
see the great Doctor Rabelais nice-nellied.
Pictorial History of the Movies— Simon & Schuster had
a good idea when they brought out this book of pictures.
highly controversial.

picture grosses and the desperate

effort to cut picture negative/ costs, including the corresponding necessity of buying story material more cagily,
more cheaply and for definite purposes, so that the industry could it hoped, make a buck or stay even. Came an
,

emphasis on re-makes and originals and magazine short
And came, ironically,

stories, because they were Cheaper.
a dearth of good, pictureable new

among

stories

the

agents’ wares.

Why doesn’t the MPAA or COMPO, or whoever could
organize the thing, do a bang-up job of telling the Movie
Story in a play-by-play full-len.gth feature, from the earliest
days to today? It would not only be a tremendous public
relations job for the industry, but I have an idea it would
make inoney. For whom? I wouldn’t know.

Everything changed from ,1942-6 in the story line—
except maybe most of the story agents.
In 1950 most of the agents still don’t Come around much,
you have to employ yoiir private FBI to dig the stuff, etc,,
etc. And the agents aren’t selling many stories to pictures.
Now I naturally like all agents. We need each other so
much, etc. The average picture company and executive has
had to reconcile himself to adjustment back to a 1932 way
of doing business— or riot do business. P. S.—-the riame of
Par’s eastern story ed is Alan Jackson, our play, editor is
John Byram (same telephone number)..

The Sky-^This would be What you might call a documentary, but I’d like to see the following in one picture:
a real tornado, a water.spout, some unusual storms and
lightning, a hurricane, an eclipse of the sUn and moon, a
clpseup of Mars, Venus and the other planets, a glimpse
of the more extraordinary aspects of stars and nebulae
as .seen through the highest powered telescopes, in fact
anything phenomenal that can be found above our heads,
such as shooting “stars” aiid ballsmf-fire and comets and
other wonders of the firmament.
Now that they’ve got
that 200-ihcher working at Palomar, how about letting
picture audiences look through it via the movie camera?

:

.

;

them better for beaming.
Q: i suppose you’ve had your

fling at television?;
A: I did some yatating with a fevv Viders but when I
saw the kine, I checked. They’re still trying to ink me,
though. 1 may take another gander at it when the Icnsers
get better

Q: Lensers, Mr. Raksln?
A: 5ure-— the crankers.

men

behind

the

cam,

the

photoger,
SCO,

I

perior to that which they will see by sitting at home in
front of their TV sets.
In the past we have competed solely against other motion picture companies for the dollar of those desiring to
enjoy audio Visual entertair\ment. Today \ye not only have
to compete with the fine attractions of ofher motion picture companies but we must also compete with the convpiiipnf and free entertainment offered by television.

The Ascent of Sverest^\‘The White Tower” and “The
White Hall of Pitz Palu” have whetted my appetite for the
big thing, the highest mountain in the world. James Ramsay Ullman told me that one of the studios had considered financing a large scale assault on Everest, but I’ve
heard nothing about it since. Would the Nepalese Government allow it? Would Russia object? To the last question, the answer is: Naturally.

words “free” and “convenient” are big

A Day in the Life of a Baby-^Well, maybe/ I wouldn’t
stand in line for this, but my wife would. Recipe: Take
one cute baby about six or seven months old, and let him
(or her) be himself. If there aren’t at least 30 good bellylaughs, then I’m no father.
An Ordinary Guy-— 'Now this idea is rather unusual.
Like the baby picture mentioned above, it would take an
ordinary guy— not art actor ^and follow him through his
day, from the time he wakes up Until he finally goes to

Those two

Are you familiar with the current loss in
boxoflice revenue?
A: Take is down, .vou mean? Yes. it’s probably because
exhibs don’t invest enough ad coin after film is in can to
hypo the b.o. Then, too, we’re getting plenty of competish
Q:

from telesets, The airers are gettin.g better, too.
really torrid. 1 tell you.
But wait till “Quo” preems.

It’s
It’ll

be the rebirth of heads like Biz Bouncing, Biz Nixes Doldrums. Sqcko, Terrif.
Q: You think “Quo Vadis” will be that great?
A: i |)romise you. Quo Kayoes ’Video.
Q: Well, thank you. Mr, .Rivkin. We’ve had a Very intere.sting time.
You ma.y step down noW; if you wish,
.\:
No vocks to tell the boy.s at the table?
Q: ^yell. maybe. Tell them that there’s nothing like a
hot flick to chiF TV,^
;

little

ones..

“Free” entertainment particularly in periods of ecoTo have this enis especially tempting.
tertainment also “convenient” in the sense that you can
have it without leaving your fireside together with a
pipe and a drink make it that much more attractive. My
1. Make it
view as to television then is that we must:
work for us. 2. Convince the vast potential motion picture audience our product, is in truth, the best entertainment value available to them in the world today.
When We succeed in doing that, watch the dollars begin
flow'ing into the boxoffice once again.
One of the bftst ways I believe we can attract more
people to our theatres is by ffoing back to the wngle

nomic pressure,

Agents^
YPa,ra7)ioiOH's Easici’n P7’od.

Among
studios

,

HOLMAN
A'/g?’,)

is

The same problem I'm

told, worries the book publishers
he magazine editors. A pi’ominent book publisher conother day that under normal conditions he
have accepted for publicatjohi due to lack of
i^^Qrit. half of the books On
his 1950 list. A magazine mogul
said they were filling a large part of the current issues
from the filed “bought by mistake” stories because they
V’crc at least better than the yarns being submitted. And
most of the agents for storie.s, when you can entice them
out to lunch, bewail that they haven’t sold a line to pictures
tor months.
NpwJ naturally like all agehtS- We need each other so
much in Our respoctive and interlocked business. Their
uisiress is our distress. So I was thinking about our mutual
problem:

and

t

fided the
Moiildn’t

;

'

,

VVJion I brokC: ihlo the production end of the picture
ousine.ss in 1932 as an jEastern Story Editor, it was also
time of decroased grosses at the boxofTice, a lack of good

0

f^ioiies.

and the picture companies buying story* material
wnrilv and as cheaply as po.ssible. And this is the way it
with the average top 1932 agent purveying stories

va.s

10 nictures:
It

was

a

this policy is the belief thait the public will
even before quality. I believe that’s a false

public can get

all

cinch getting a look at what story maierial he

bed at

who

the quantity they

buy quantity

More than

premise. The

want on

teleyisiori;

that,

see-lt,-

We are an inter-dependent industry. We,/ as producerdistributors, supply many millions of dollars in risk capital
of Holly wood
to produce pictures which the talented
sincerely believe will find piiblic favor; The law of aver-,
ages being what it is/ there are disappointments.
.It is my feeling, therefore, that exhibitors whe depend up-,
on the producer-distributors of this couri try to supply them
with the film that makes the continued profitable operation of their theatres possible, should recognize the fact
that occasionally they are going to have to take a loss of
a fe\y dollars on a picture in order to support his source
of supply;
The exhibitor must remember that when, he sustains a
loss the producer-distributor is suffering one that is many,
many times greater, The; hard cold fact is that unless
those who are supplying film to the theatres of this country
are supported on all product by their customers, the day
may well come when the steady flow of film, imperatiye
to the suecessful operation of any theatre, will be so curtailed that our entire industry will suffer. No distrib has
ever had any reM trouble in arriying at fair and equitable
terms with our customers. We, as producer-distributors,
want to keep as many theatres open as we possibly can
and we want them to be profitable operations. I believe

men

.

night.

can

The

trick,

behave without

of course, is to find someone
self* or camera-consciousness.

Candid Camera has clone this in snatches, but there’s never
enough wlien it’s good, and we never have a chance to get
fully acquainted with the subject. For even wider iriterest,
do An Or diiiary Girl.
Brave New World By Aldous Huxley. This book still

—

stands as one of the most furiously imaginative satires on
the future yet written. Yes, it has a love story. Boy gets

to a trabasis for

they vvant to see the
They want
picture in which they are interested when they want to
quality!

the current problems that bedevil the picture
the lack of good, useable stories.

—

feature.

The double feature has become what amownts
ditional policy in most parts of the country. The

By RIISSEIL

is

These would
The Garbo Story-^Starring Greta
Garbo in a plot which tells of her
early days, gives footage from the best
scenes of her pictures/ and explains
.why she is what she is today. (Why
doesn’t somebody ask her to do it?)

office

.

:

RICHARD MEALANDi

:By

The following

:

whenever he wants her.
story of San Michele— Axel Munthe’S; autobiography is fact and fancy all mixed up. It is also the story of
Capri, than whieh there are few moi’d fascinating islands.
But where’s the story? Does it matter?
A. Journey E.ouhd My Skxdl— By Frigyes Karinthy.
A
vivid account, by a Hungarian journalist, of how it feels
to have a brain tumor, have it removed, and to recover.
Oddly enough, the narrative, in spite of its interise morbidThe author died
ity, is told with a lively sense of humor.
later, but not before he’d written it all down. As a picture,
it would be far more clelightfully frightening than “Frankgirl

.

The

.

Tnsteini”

And

I’d like to

see T/ic

Golem

again.

I can’t

remember

it was a good picture, but
by the; scene in which in1 .do
fants were feci alive to a huge fire-breathing stone idol/
Why don’t they think up nice horrors like that today?

what

it

was about, nor whether

recall

being fascinated

-

,

sincerely that we can do this through a mutual meeting of
the hninds and an understanding. Of one another’s problems.
There has been reference made to the “public apathy
toward films.”. That is bad thinking— certainly poor psychology.
The buhlic isp’t apathetic tovvard films. The
public is just as interested in a good piece of entertainment
as it always.was.! We haye that fine entertaiririient* Therefore let’s let the public know we haye it. Let’s re-awaken
their enthusiasm,. Let’s pique their curiosity. Let’s get
back to the fundamentals of showmanship and sell motion
pictures as .they should be sold.

”

•
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An Upset Mother
Hollywood.

my

Man musing

ARTHUR

By ART

/

:

Been

.

two on the proposition that people today would rather
much more copy in a constructive vein than they
might have held still for back in another era when some
Else
of today’s wilted yardsticks were first established.
why did that recent committee report to the Associated
Press Managing Editors Association complain about
stories that “wallow in filth /and sordidness?” (Just to be
clear, the shot wasn’t aimed at A. P.’s Hollywood bureau).

Hollywood.
while since I l^st put a

quite a
column together. So many subjects to chew on, too—including a couple that are guaranteed to buckle any guy’s
bridgework.
So let’s send for a dentist—-and gnaw on
one of those, Just to see how many teeth a guy can
lose in one bite. No tougher subject than the beefs about
what some palm off as Hollywood reporting. The snide
arid sheering approach to Hollywood news coverage still
marks some of the lads and lasses \yho profess to patrol
Those of us who’ve been around a
the filmville beat.
But some of
while regard it as naive— even juvenile.
and occasional
paragraph-purveyors
Hollywood
the
counterparls. around the country— still seem to think that
Even
the derogatory slant is a mark of sophistication.
thodgh it comes out more buhkhead than Bankhead.
Credit N^nnally Johnson with having, pushed the- biggest pin into that bromide-balloon, in his foreword to
“Hollywood Without Makeup.”
book,
Hete. Martin’s
Johnson, once a pretty good newspaperman himself,
devastalingiy pointed out that what some of. them thought
was so smart and. sophisticated actually was corny and
callow.
He described Martin as a “very unfashionable”,
writer because he didn't avail himself of the familiar and
popular routine.
Observed Johnson, “The basic note is
From time immemorial (circa X925)
aloof amusement.
this has been the stylish approach to Holly vvood and its
It’s about a thousand times easier to slap
citizens
these things off with the bid stencil than to. write straight
from;taw every time.”
.

.

:

^

.

use

the

to the stars.”

The

I

‘Pro’

Approach

illustration: Not long ago One of the fan mags
the diet by running a feature on churchgoing

Another

varied
Hollywood’ans.
The editor reported subsequently that
the article “drew more fan letters than any other feature
in the issue.”
We’re all familiar with all the tired arguments that
scandal and the Big Knock are gobbled up by the average
reader.
But then again, maybe reader tastes have advanced a little since the dizzier days of the New York
Certainly that was an interesting comment, by
Graphic.
a pretty good newspaperman who runs the Milwaukee
Journal, J. Donald Ferguson: “Circulation will balloon up
just as well when it rains and people buy papers to put on
their head as when you dig up a good scandal— and the
boost will last just as long.”
And, on the subject of
changing tastes, there’s also that comment by Editor Basil
Waters of the Chicago Daily News about Fulton Oursler’s
syndicated series stressing the .nioral note “People would
have laughed you out of town if you had run that kind of
stuff in the 20’s.”
Not that some of the lads who put their dispatches or
columns on the wires out of Hollywood or do Hollywood
stuff locally can be expected to turn into church editors.
But some of them, with very little effort, certainly could
strike a much better balance
and would, to their great
surprise, find that their yarns are deyeloping more,
not less, news interest. Better balance certainly seems in
order when you take the case of a correspondent for one
of the rnajor wire services who devoted an entire dispatch
to reviewing a book about Hollywood which every important eastern publisher had turned down because the auther’s pipelines seemed more like sewer-pipe lines. Not
only did the correspondent choose to give the tome nationwide publicity, but led off with the book’s, smelliest morsel
—something about an alleged starletWho, according to
rumor, once had been a call girl.
Perhaps that IS hews, worthy of wire coverage. If so,
:

.

But the gratuitous type of rap or the harmful item written' without any sense of respbnsibiliiy usually turns
the resentment against the writer rather than the Victim.
As many a pillar-filler has found out.
There are a lot of other angles that might be batted
around, too, in any musings re Holly wood’s grounds for.
,

.

complaint about certain types of press exaggeration
'Time and again leaders in
and derogatory emphasis.
Hollywood have had press clippings thrust at them, the
inaccuracy of which merely served as a vivid reminder
of the quote that “Caesar’s wife must not only be free
from shameful conduct but euen from shameful report”
And there are those who. warn, “Never fight a paper
—unless you’Ve got a paper.”
;
All in all, the vast majority of newspapermen are trying to do an honest job of fair and factual reporting and
are most responsive when their attention is called to obvious unfairness. This has been demonstrated time and
again.
The offenders aren’t many— and perhaps this airing will be one more contribution toward bringing about
the better balance that the industry feels is in order today.
And maybe this would be a good tinie, too, to close by
recalling a couple of chunks out of a column by Earl
Wilson, written after he had visited Will Rogers Memorial
at Claremore, Oklahoma.
Wrote Wilson: “It seemed to
me, as I finished the tour, that Will Rogers did pretty
good by Writing pieces that hurt nobody, just as did another guy named Ernie Pyle. Every day I get a couple
of pounds of hurtful, poisonous news that would be
pretty readable.
For years i’ye.been throwing it away
and. now after visiting Claremore I hope I’m never going
to quit throwing it away.
going to be heedI. think I’m
ing a bigger wastebasket.” Got a better tag?
.

it’s

a different league,
it

from what

it

used to

be,

.

.

Maybe

.

up.

Nix on In grid Series

I

On

the other hand, maybe the reaction was more, in
line, with what resulted when one paper started a sensational Bergman series. Along with the first article, the
paper ran a box asking readers whether they wanted the
series continued.
The readers responded in no uncertain
terms— and the remaining articles were duhipedi
It could be that my evaluation of all this is away off.
But things like the above provide plenty of food^^r
thought. Might be an interesting subject for an editor^’
seminar one of these days. When I was a newspaperman,
I never cared for the type of; guy who would gripe about
the lousy yarns and fail to say thanks— or* even remember
the good ones,
So let’s record now the industry’^
debt to any number of colu nnists, /correspondents, editors and broadcasters who go in for straight, honest
reporting whether the news is good or bad. This particular ;belcli is only for those whose approach reflects
a .combination of fourth^rate New Yorker and frustrated
Police (jazette. And who make a hcbit of it. Qf course,
Ilollywood has a lot to undo because of some types
of past press-agentry.
But that’s been changing too

—

:

—

.

,

I

I

and fast!'
rhere are other raps,
_

loo. that are a\yay

—

out of order.

Somebody pointed out the other, day the way some of
the pre.ss clan had been busy sealing the industry’s doom
while simultaneously tooting the television horn. It was
noted that, by odd coincidence, the author of the. derogatory observations, usually had a TV program oi* else
was angling lor one. But the main beef comes back to
the few who feel that the only approach to Hollywood,
people is “beat their brains out.”
Childish, ye.s— but have you ever seen what Junior can
do when he gets loose with a hammer? Maybe it’s a
nice limb I’m climbing out on. But I’ll still lay a buck or

was very sweet and friendly and everything
The trouble began last fall when the twins started
'This, of course, made Hodges and me members of

0\ir village

.

was

fine,

.

school.
the village P.T.A.”
“P.T.A.,” snarled Sam. “And I got a
up in Romeo and Juliet.”

—

milC

THE

•

.
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Eva Bryant sat on the divan. Sam. Miller .Was behind h.is
desk. “Hello, beautiful,” I said—to Eva, not to Sam. You
wouldn’t call Sam beautiful unless your taste happened to
run to fat, bald men slightly under five feet tall.
Eva, on the other hand, richly deHer ingenue,
served the adjective.
days were long over, but she seemed
to improve with age. The flesh stayed
firm, the legs stayed sleek, the mid.

,

dle stayed, flat, and the face got better.
>At 40 she could still play Juliet. Sam
Miller thought so too.
day earlier
he had announced his new production
of Romeo and Juliet, starring Eva

A

.

Bryant and Elery Hodges. Correction.
Starring Ellery Hodges and Eva Bryant. Hodges always got top biling.
“What’s up, Eva?” I asked.
Max Shuiman
“Don’t tell him nothing,” said Sam.
“Now, Sam,” said Eva patiently, “we’ve been all through
this.. I’ve got to tell him the truth before he starts printing
divorce rumors. You know what a skunk he is.” She smiled
sweetly at me.
I smiled back. I’m not really a skunk; I’m a columnist.
“Let him print divorce rumors,” Sam said. “You oughta
leave that big jerk anyhow.”
My old ears perked up. The big jerk Sam referred to
was Ellery Hodges, and trouble in the Hodges-Bryant
household was news indeed. Hodges and Bryant were the
theatre’s ideally wedded couple, complete with twin sons.
Since they married in 193'7, they had provided not a single
item for the scandalmongers. Their marriage seemed unshakably solid, which was, of course, admirable, but no
grist for

•Want

my

mill.

My

feaders, bless their shrivelled hearts,

'
•••
and Hodges feuding?”
•

dirt.

“You

The Paternal

.

I

asked eagerly.

“YOU see, Sam?” said Eva triumphantly. “I told you
what he’d think. I’ve got to tell him the truth.” She turned
to me. “Hodges and X,” she declared,“are happy, devoted,
and very much in love.”
“And you got me out 6f bed in the middle of the afternoon to tell me that?” I asked.
“Nq,” said Eva. “I have a little news for you. I’m going
to be in Saim’s production of Romeo and Juliet witout
Hodges.”
A little ews,. she said. Just like a little news that Fontanne was going to play without Lunt, or Damon without
Pythias. Since their marriage Hodges and Bryant had
always appeared together. The team had become ah institution. You just never thought of one without the other.
“Connecticut they hadda move to,” mumbled 3am

hundred grand tied

Pitch

|

Eva said again and went on with her story.
“One liight last October I managed to drag Hodges to a
P.T.A. meeting: no mean trick, I assure you. Hodges likes
to spend his evenings with a bottle of brandy and a photograph album his own photographs, of course. He was
pretty surly about the whole thing. He fidge'ted all through
the first part of the meeting, but suddenly he got interested. One of the parents stood up and started complaining about, a hole in the children’s playground. The hole,
‘'Now, Sam,”

—

—

filled with water when it rains, and the kids
get their feet wet. This parent said that the hole ought
to be fixed. Then the chairman of the Board of Education
got up and said they didn’t have any funds for fixing holes.
Then another parent got up and said they should take the
money out of the emergency fund. Then the Chairman
got up, and the argument kept getting hotter and hotter,
and all of a sudden Hodges was on his feet.”
“Hole in the playground!” cried Sarh passionately. “He
should have a hole in his head.”
“Even .Sam,” said Eva, “would have been moved by
Hodges' speech that night. For the first 20 minutes he
talked about children-those lovable, lisping, curly-haired

seems, gets

it

all

SERVANT

MAX SHULMAN^

By

—

the readers gobbled

-it.;

I’m sure no human philosophy could possibly figure
put how those worn strips of canvass held the wooden
arms and legs together long enough for her to carry
it oyer and place it carefully near the camera, where
she thought she could see the scenes and yet be put
of the way.
She sat down.
When Crosby and I rushed to her rescue she was
already back up on her feet again.
“Are you hU right?” we asked concernedly.
“Oh, yes, “ Evelyn said; and added with the kind of
timing that comedians take, a lifetime to learn, “My
name Wasn’t On this chair so It kind of upset me.”
—Jack Oakie.

.

,

‘T-used-tb-be-a-newspapermammyself”
routine, but I like to think I’m still, a fair judge, of new'S-papering. And I’lh contend anywhere that a pretty, good
There’s’ far
case could be made out for this argument;
more reader interest today in adult coverage than in the
approach.
of
a
snide-and-sneering
Sometimes
staleness
a
fellow is reminded of this in odd ways. Like the time that
that Chicago paper launched what was. supposed to be a
very funny feature: The most unflattering photos they
could find of some of our most glamorous movie stars..
Contrary to expectations, far more readers resented the.
series than enjoyed it and the paper itself reported,
“Many letters had been written to the ‘Voice of the Editor’ by readers who objected to the treatment accorded
to

'

on

.

.

Hate

the bustling tension of the starting day she
sit down and try to keep out of the way.
Nobody noticed her effort to find a place to sit, and
not wanting to be presumptuous, she passed up the
directors’ chairs with names printed on them, i.e.,
“Script,”
“Dialogue,” “Eddie Sutherland,” “Bing
Crosby” and even the one marked for' “Jack Oakie.”
She finally fOund ah abandoned one without a name

decreed— because Joe America saw them, enjoyed them,
them and certainly likes them enough to
Obviously, he thinks of
go see them again and again.
them in a fiiendly and aft'ectipnate way. Sure, he’ll accept it vyhen a newspaperman puts the. knock on somebody who had it coming because of some misbehavior.

.

,

In

decided to

me

to

feels he .knows

;

.

in pictures.

perfectly logical that the public should
prefer sound stories about the favorites it has embraced—
The individuals
rather, than yarns that snipe and. slur.
concerned are celebrities only, .because the public has so

Seems

.

.

taken from her natural sense of humor.
After being with Paramount for several years, the
studio was finally convinced that Evelyn was neither
too young nor too old to play my mother. So it was
in “Too Much Harmony/’ that she got her first part

read

—

,

As most Hollywood knows, I took
first lessons
in acting from my mother at her school, the Evelyn
Offield School, in Muskogee, Okla. I think, perhaps,
that if in the many roles I have played in motion
pictures, the performances as comedian be considered
good, it is because, somewhere down the line 1 have

.

creatures— and how pitifully empty our lives would be
without them. Then, with the audience sobbing softly, he.
look up the subject of wet feet. He scared the bejabbers
out' of everybody. A child, he said flatly, had a much better
chance of surviving, a grenade explosion then wet feet.

Wet

feet, he said, was far and away the most dangerous
thing that could happen to a child. On and on he went,
citing a mass of grisly statistics, Until he had the audience
confusing damp sox with last rites. Then when he had
reduced them to a quivering jelly, he w’ent into his curtain
speech. It was a beaut. He made it sound as though the.
entire Eastern Seaboard would be littered with the corpses
of children unless that hole in the playground got fixed.
The whole speech, of course, ^yas delivered in that big
cello voice of his. I tell you there wasn’t a dry eye in the
place when he finished.”
“Except the chairman of the Board, of Education,” said

Sam.
“That’s right,” Eva admitted. “That thrifty old Yankee
was not impressed. But everyone else was, and when the
meeting w'as over, they all came running over to Hodges
to shake his hand. ‘We need a man like you on the Board
of Education,’ they kept telling him, and when Hodges got
home he had a gleam in his eye that chilled me to the
marrow.
“
‘Now, Hodges,’ I said, ‘I know what you’re thinking,
but you can’t do It. Remember, Sam wants us to do Romeo
and Juliet for him next season.’

Sam

groaned;

“Hodges,” continued Eva, “turned on

me like a wounded
could I talk about play-acting when the lives
of little children hung in the balance? Where was my
heart, my soul, my feelings? Did I expect him to shirk his
manifest, his sacred> duty? He had to run for, the Board of
Education; nothing else would do. 1 argued myself hoarse,
I kept telling him that the Board of Education was
a fulltime job, that he wouldn’t have. time. for the theatre; But
It was no use. Hodges had hypnotized
himself with his
own oratory.”
‘The big ham,” said Sam bitterly.
Bam,’ said Eva, shaking her head.“That’s what
makes him such a great actor: he believes everything he

How

lion.

^

:

says.

’

•

“Then

he ran?”

I

asked.

;

darkly,

“What’s Connecticut go to do with this?” t asked.
“We live there,” Rya explained. “We moved up about
two years ago. The twins, you see, were four years old and
we thought they’d be better off outside of New York. We
thought they should have green grass and fresh air and

,

all that.”

“What

is Central Park—a dungeon?” said Sam hotly.
“Now, Sam,” Eva soothed.
“So you and Hodges started quarreling up in Connecti-

cut?”

I

‘Not

prompted.
at al,” replied Eva,

“We were

very happy up there.

in

said Eva.
.pQich,.

tbe history of representative government,’'

1“ spoke; on every platform, every stump, evers
every haymow in the village. And what speeches!

he didn

Jennings Bryan was a mute. But

t just make speeches. He
shook hands, he kissed
he passed out cigars, he even judged a ple-bakihE
contest. And On election day he
personally drove everj

babjes^

voter to the polls in pur station wagon.”
^I howled with laughter. “Poor Sam,”
I said, looking at
the producer s profoundly disgusted
face. “Now Hodges ij
so bu.sy With this village Board of
Education that he hasn’t
got time to play Romeo.”
^ot exactly,” said Eva. “It’s just that he won’t come out
of his room. He’s sulking.”
“Sulking? Why?” I asked.
Sam. “The big jerk lost the election.

tha^^^why

-
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By ALBERT STILLMAN
The Drama took a back seat for
The ever-shifting Scene of War.
yolks started praying on both their limbs,
So the pubs got out a flock of hymns.

Now that television is dragging Old B pictures out of the
mothballs and inflicting them on modern audiences, more
and more players are beginning to get the chance-^are
almost being forced into the chance—of seeing their own
early performances. This is a procedure that results in
varying degrees of embarrassment.

The Bergman-Rossellini capers

Got into all the local papers;
me that their affairs
It seems to
theirs.
^^cre none of' ours, but strictly
Truman made a speech, in St. Looey,
lot
of hooey;
a
were
Asserting the Reps
While Stassen countered in New Haven
By saying the Dems were crude and craven;
So it never matters who may win, for
the pjublic’s in for.
It’s evident what
.

Television has discovered that a home audience—particularly those customers rash enough to stay up after il
o’clock ^cart be held, more or less, simply by sending out
over the airwaves the horrific prints of senile celluloid.
More and more old pictures are being used and the only
real hope in sight is that, eventually, the supply is bound to

,

;

;

run

Avenue saw Video

^

Shaw died—the Playwright with the
And does he rest in peace at last?

Past.

’

'

’
•

•

•

.

ASCAP payments

for Gctqber

Made some feel gay and some feel sober.
The boys whose ‘current’ songs they sang way
Back as far as Eve Tanguay.
'
•

'
.

i,

.

.

The ‘‘Invitation to Learning” show
Taught me how little I really know;
And I guess I just don’t have the capacity
To hop along with Hopalong Cassidy.
I .prefer to dig that real gone kid,
The Dean of Be-bop: Symphony Sid!

,

Some giveaways are
And some they just

still O. K.,
can’t give away.
The Big Show—N. B, C.’s— drew many
Away from C. B. S.'s Benny.
Is Groucho Marx as sharp as a knife,
As quick as a flash? You betcha life!

Canasta outstripped even Bingo.
favorite selector was Col. Stingo;
But I could have bought country and city abodes

My

With dough that I blew On Ken Kling and
The H. C. of L. went higher last year—
It looks like the end of 10c. beer;
it also looks like I’ll never have aNother cup of 5c. java.
Nobody now reads Anthony Trollope.
Waller Winchell packed a wallop.
Since I had my Operation,

Tm

not at a loss for conversation.

Jolson joined his pappy and mammy.
As a soldier in the service of Uncle Sammy;
And it’s hard to believe, but ITl tell you, pal,
Jack Mills didn’t publish a song about Al.
David Kapp spent a week in Hawaii.
'

warm
e

had enough—in fact, a plethora
Of "Tzena, Tzena,” the well-known hora;
And I heard a lot of ‘‘Goodnight Irene,”
Though I still don’t know What the lyrics mean;
But the publisher, Mr. Richmond, Howie—
Difl he make money?
Did he? Zowie!
What winter songs the chirps were roaring
tempefature was soaring!
t
I

I

didn't get rich, but r didn’t get
hurt
r rom:
“Don’ cba

Go ’Way Mad.”

(Free advert.)

It

certainly took a lot of moxie
1,0 play the Philharmonic
at the Roxy,
Especially when T. D.’s band

was

gettin’ sentimental at the Strand.

We had an attempted assassination,
Bius the bookie investigation;
the U. S. Printing Office prints
A booklet with many valuable hints
I'or keeping
your head if the A-bombs fallr^
Jv^^nired Reading for one and all).
^° .^be hoat is on, to say the least,
^0 setting warmer;
A
And
times are tough for man and beast,
Especially the former^

Well,

And

Non-Gohforraist
My
_
man

favorite

ojjj

It

gag

is a true story, about the time Good"
Benny Fields, and I went to see the Giants play
was during the time that Sid Gordon, the third
ascman, was in a short batting slump. Gordon happened
m be the only Jewish
player on the Giants’ regular

Ace,

!.

,

fineup.

:

.

^

particular game, when Gordon got. up to bat
be first time, he struck out. Goodie turned to Fields
“Look, I know he’s not supposed to hit the ball

an\]
and

ri'iclay?’’

^bis

v!

but what happened Wednesday, Thursday

Jack Benny,

Pearl White’ s

Cliffhangers

These Just Skim the Seryice.

Covered Wagon,” “The 10 Commandments” and that
colossal art-work, Geraldine Farrar in “Joan of Arc,” parts
of which were a bit like a Super-westerri, wherein the

cowboys

all

wore

Doug Fairbanks

tin shirts.
(

senior, of course) in the extravaganza

that was jokingly entitled“The Three Musketeers”; the
artfully lugubrious humors of Harry Larigdon; Mabel Normand swimming in both “Micky” and the altogether, and
so creating a sensation of the hobble-skirt era; Mary Pickford, whose golden curls and determined cuteness sirieared
a coating of saccharine over the scrGen that was eagerly
lapped up by a sentimental public; Mary Miles Minter, a
good road-company of the aforementioned; Theda Bara
slithering down a stairway like an overfed cobra in“A Fool
There Was”; Henry B. Walthall; one of the few really

great actors the screen developed; sister teams like Viola
Shirley Mason (who didn’t act together) and
Lillian and Dorothy Gish (who sometimes did) ;and the
Talmadge sisters, with Norma doing drama and Connie
becoming a cute comiedienne; Richard Barthelmess, who
carried the banner of dramatic art in such creaky mnster-

Dana and

:

I

also just possibly point a rather disturbing moral.
It
forces you to realize the changing fashions of the acting
aft ; and the frequent cruelty of perpetuating examples
of it.
It’s sometimes said that acting is the one art
dropped sheer into the empty void of Time; only the actor
leaves no permanent record of his glory and his greatness;
his art dies with him, to become a memory mumbled fretfully by greybeards; and, at the last, merely the echo of an
echo—a printed arid Second-^hand report of recollections

already grown dhn.

But maybe, you figure, after viewing some of the old
films, the stage actor is really the lucky one after alL
If
the greybeards want to say he was wonderful, you have to
take their Word for it. He leaves no record of his crimes.
:

By

HARRY RUBY

Hollywood.
It is almost Impossible to get anywhere in an argument
with one of those very leftist lads ^otherwise known
as Undo Joe’s American nephews.
Being thoroughly
schooled and trained, they are prepared for any answer
or question that may come up, which
gives them a terrific advantage over
the guy on the other end of the col-

—

loquy.

They are masters of the art of sophThis doesn’t mean that what
they have to say bears any relation
to logic or reason.
Au contraire!
They reason fallaciously but so well
that you get caught flat-footed, so
to speak. It takes a bigger brain and
a keener wit than I was endowed with
to parry ai verbal thrust with an adversary who is so well prepared that
he knows my next move. Not even
istry.

I

Pearl White hanging by her teeth from the, cliff -edge
and, in one remembered serial, starting a death-defying
leap from a window at the end of one installment, and at
the beginning of the next chapter ending the same leap
perched in a tree higher than the window from which She
started; Bessie Barriscale, whose great emotional dramas,
like “The GreemEyed Monster,” should offer some amusing sidelights on the sociological attitude (and acting
standards) of our fathers; Bull Montana, who wandered
in bit parts through early mielodramas and made the later
Louis Wolheim look like an Adonis by comparison; Billie
Dove, the lush little lady whose dark*eyed charms made
Prohibition college-boys forget to neck their flappers; Bill
Duncan submerging himself completely in an African
pool, and breathing through a hollOw reed as hordes of
dark-skinned extras rushed by in pursuit of him; Tom
Meighan and Betty Compson in “The Miracle Man,” which
catapulted to fame a character actor /capable of twisting
a lot of his bones out of joint; a fello^ nam,ed Lon Chaney;
Gloria Swanson being almost as lovely as she is today in
“Sunset Boulevard,” in an epic in which J. M. Barrie’s
gentle “The Admirable Crichton” masqueraded in West
Coast plush and prurierice under the title of“Male and
Female.”
William and Dustin Fatnum, brother he-men of the melodramas; “The Seven Peadly Sins,” a series of seven fulllength features, no less, released at the rate of one a week,
and vaguely connected because each one treated luridly
of the sin that was used as its title; Wallie Reid, whose
profile sent the bobby-soxers of the pre-bobby-sox era into
erotic raptures; Phyllis Haver, Marie Prevost and the irest
of the bathing beauties whose pulchritude, one fears,
beloriged to a more expansive age than ours; Bessie Love,
who chased cutely through a pre-atomic spy melodrama
about a secret weapon, called, if a failing memory serves,
“The Flying Bullet”; Buster Keaton, whose recent appearances on TV are proving to new generations the superlative comic art of hiS frozen-puss pantomime; to say nothing of famous old epics like “The Birth of a Nation,” “The

fhe artistry of four great

These suggestions, of course, just skim the surface—*
the thin top of the surf ace-H)f the abounding wealth that
might be spread before the public if the TV boys would
only face facts and make the best of the restrictions that
have been imposed upon them by a pahic-stricken HoHywood. To name them all would take up an entire Anniversary Issue. But it does serve to Suggest the f uh that
^
might be had if the lads In charge of TV film programs
once tapped the ancient silent-screen treasures.
And a viewing Of the old films isn’t, only fun; it may

his codes.

.

Taxes this year will be hiya,
So bank your money and keep it
For the One Oh Forty form.
Berle struck oil with Texaco;
The O’Dwyers went to Mexico.

The chief trouble with the TV revivals of old films is
that the television impresarios have managed to pick just
the wrong era upon which to concentrate. Unable to get
any great number of new of almost new pictures—because as you know the film companies are frantically refusing to give any aid in clearance of rights to the medium
that hos become their nemesis—the TV people are com;promising by offering the newest pictures they can obtain.
Like most compromises, it’s a mistake. The films they get
are anywhere from 15 to 20 years old—talkers, of Course^
and are mostly too old to be good according to current
standards, and too new to be amusing as nostalgic relics
of a former age.
If a lot of the old silehts Were revived--^with a typiCai
nickelodeon piano taking care of the sound and perhaps
an announcer to read the subtitles the results might be a
lot better.
Some of them would be unintehtionally but
terrifically funny.,
Others would turn out to be surprisingly good. And almost all of them, in one way or
another, would be interesting.
All sorts of old stars and pictures could be revived:
Bill Hart, whoe two-gun blazed a path to glory, and
whose pinto, Fritz, Was to at least one young spectator the
most wonderful horse that was ever foaled; Teddy, the
Great Dane, probably the first of the great canine stars;
Elmo Lincoln, the hairy-chested muscleman who was the
first Tarzan of the Apes; Clara Kimball Young as the most
athletic dope-fiend in the annals of addiction in a piece
called “Eyes of Youth”; Rudolph Valentino’s passion-quiver^
ing nostrils which, in a recent showing of “The Four Horsemen” at the Museum of Modern Art, still caused ruttishlyinclined females to emit fervid screams of concupiscent
delight; Emil Jannings in “The Last Laugh,” Which, to
their present extreme embarrassment, a lot of people once
considered the finest picture ever made; the astoundingly
modern effect of “The Cabinet of Dr. Galigari,” which is
still way ahead of the field in the realm of the bizarre;
Greta Garbo, unspoiled and determinedly wholesome, in
an early Swedish picture in which she gave no sign of
being Hollywood’s future most famous femme fatale; the
beauty and sWeep of “Cabiria,” an Italian epic written by
D’Annunzio, produced in 1911, that proved that Italy was
far in the film lead until the first World War literally took
her out of the picture.

—

maybe— but

it’s ten to seven
That lie’s satirizing Heaven.
TV got bigger, so I may yet
Invest in a television set
And join the lucky gals and lads
Who see, as well as hear, the ads.

The

But not soon enough.

•

For folks from Teaneck or Passaic;
“Season in the Sun” was nice and analytic,
And no one criticized the critic.
“The Cocktail Party” by T, S. E.
Was just a bit too deep for me;
Every bhe praised it, nobody panned it,
So somebody must understand it.

Well,

out,

enter,

the ice at, Rockefeller’s Center.
The treasured IVletropolitan Op
of a financial flop.
something
Was
'‘Call Me Madam” has Ethel Merman;
‘'Burning Bright,” the Steinbeck sermon
Was conceivably too archaic

And break

;

tet of short films perpetuating

ladies—Bernhardt, Rejane, Mrs. Fiske and Duse.

—

,

Six

works as “Broken Blossoms”; the homespun hero as embodied in the fumbling histrionics of Charles Ray; the
immensely popular “comic” team of John Bunny and Flora
Finch, whose antics now make one wonder at the changing
tastes in humor; and many, many others, including a quar-

Harry Ruby

George Jessel, the fastest man on his feet since James
McNeill Whistler took leave of us, could Come off well in
this

kind of one-sided duel.
can’t keep a good

But you

man down

forever; and having

talked myself into believing I Was a good man, I vowed
that I would devote my waking hours to finding an answer for which the “lads” had no retort. This I would
do, no matter how long it took, and even if I had to put
off writing hit songs, best-sellers and Pulitzer Prize plays.
One day the big momerit came— and, of all places in
one of our local delicatessens. (The movie industry was
well represented. Also having their lunch there, were
quite a few high-salaried writers, directors and producers.
But they were eating with their coat collars turned up
because they were supposed to be at Romanoff’s).
I was just, about to take a shark-like bite into a corned
beef sandwich when I saw“him” approaching m. table.

Seeing that I was alone, he asked me if I was alone. I
told him I was, and he sat down.
1 was really glad to
see him, because man seems always at his best over a
cup of coffee—which is just another way of saying what
was said so much better by Dante :“The greatest words
of wisdom, the ones that stand the acid test of time
atomic, strangely enough, are those spoken over a glass
of Dr. Brown’s Celery Tonic.”
I must say it was pleasarit having lunch with him. 1
was completely relaxed. There was none of that uncertainty about who’s gonna be the host.
He had a
genius for being a guest. After disposing of a few topical items, like: “Is it true that Howard Hughes doesn’t
know where his studio is?” and “Will the Yankees make
it four straight over the Phillies?” the talk turned to
Korea.
Our boys were doing very well over there at
the time, and that Was, bad ^ews for certain persons who
call themselves Ameficans—into which category my guest
fitted snugly.
He told me “We” had no right in Korea, and explained
but to his satisfaction, not mine. Then followed
why .
what has since become a cliche: “It is a known fact that
the South Koreans have no enthusiasm for the War.” I
kneW what he meant, that“we” forced it on thim/ but I
let that one go— mostly because I had heard it so many
times that I was bored. He told me that there was no
anti-Negro or anti-Semitic feeling in Russia.
I said;
“You're right. Over there they’re just anti-people.” This
brought a mirthless smile and a ready explanation.
Well, to make a long story short, now came the One I
was waiting for (and sooner or later it comes, as, anyone
who has been in one of these debates knows). He told
me that here in America we had no free press. I said,
“Yes, we have.” He said“Nd, We haven’t!” I said,
have, in many instances, a corrupt press, but we have a
free press.” Again he said, with one of those smug, I-feelv
sorry-for-you smiles, “No, we haven’t!”
“If we haven’t a free press,” I asked, “how do you
account for New Masses and The Daily Worker?”
After a pause followed that seemed interminable, I
Went my way and he Went back to his teacher for further
.

.

“We

,

—

instructions.

,

—

—
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S.

DOUGLAS
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A.

S.

professibnaL

Douglas

I

am

if

plucky

a

’,s

ge 1

NIGEL

.

-

Haig and soda for

arrest him!
(getting

.IVell,

COP—

L. A.

You book

If

you ask me, them foreign

on motorcycle, to.
your territorv.

him— this

Sheriff’s Officer^

is

SHERIFF S O FFIC ER
But you saw him do

‘

it.

(to Nigel)

Where do you

NIGEL — (cancelling

Cigaret girl icalks

CIGARET GIRL

RORY

Oh— Dad— a common

(recognizes Nigel)

honew

NIGEL

Shut your

s-c-h-o-o-l— Pack

(She puts down cigarcts. He tosses her a
smite fades as Rory pinches her)

Her

bill.

CIGARET GIRL

DAWN

wasn’t me.

No

CIGARET GIRL
rcalf.-

not

my

risk a brilliant future in the industry.

t

seven now

It’s

(Rory conies through pn.shing his bicycle)

DAWN

Enjoying yourself, son?

&

bitterly)
He’s got a whole bottle of

Where

off,

at that other kid.
he’s no older than

Haig and

I:

Haig

am.

NIGEL

.

—

.

jesty to place myself in his class---and I lacked the deter-,
.mination and capacity for rebufis that kept riiy old friend,
Harry Cohn, hewing tp the line from songplugger to picture magnate. When. I went Up for my first Army physical,
the doctor* art old friend, told me to come back in a month
and during that, time to drain myself of liquor and to sleep
in my ovm bed' and alone. Witji the war over and my dis-\
charge in my pocket he gave me another piece of advice.
“You’re one of those characters who canT stand prosperity,’Mio fold me, “and the movies are too rich for yoiir
blbocl.
That business is getting down tb earth though
there will always be people of you r sort in it. But they
won’t lasii long^ anymore than ybu.wiii if you carry on as
you have boon doing. You have a conscience, so go back
to the hev.'spapef business where there’s a deadline;
that
IS, if you don’t want to end
up in the gutter.’’
I have never regretted doing what he*
told me to do and
as the years have gone by the truth of his words,
as they

.

Horns honking—)

'

was -CTi arks Pathe’s secretary in Paris this tranip was a
comedian rated second only to. Max Liifdor..
No actor or actress grows old either philosophically or
gracefully; that, of course, Is the motif of “Sunset Boulevard.’'
Competition plus egotism are the foimdation.
stones which bring about those daily displays of cruelty
which 1 have .wUnessed and described at the beginning of
this piece.
The sloi’y was ruthlessly true to life— a.s lived
in H.oilyAvood; to me, it was also a glorious .swan-song
for

are you going, at this hour?

RORY

m
To

— my car’r out of gas.
NIGEL — (seeing bike)

the gas station

.

You must try not to be bitter, son. You see. his father is
an cxoculive producer. But by God. if I can keep this
job at Metro you’ll have the same advantages,
WaitI
There’s the tliiefl— After him—
(They rise and hurry out)
..NIGEL.
There through the lobby-— he’s going to the parking lot!
(The)/ reach the parking lot
H is dark— headlights
'liiig.

,

Wait— 1 have it— I’ll

Swanson—r-as a .motion picture star;
knew that vvhcn she consented to play
what more glorious exit couid Gloria ask?
well

away from the kid)

it

DAWN

A

bicycle.

If

.

you won’t take Rory’s Chevrolet- my
how can you take a bicycle?
NIGEL (as he rides off

or your agent’s Buick

Ai lyng on a bicycle they’ll think I’m
eccentric
(as he goes out
„
Probably double my salary.
((^-^
laughs triumphantly)
I

,

Nash.,

—
—

—

^^a

geniusl

,

( Rory and Dawn,
and diaV^

a jubilant pair, leap io their

phones

•
^

u

1

RORY— ('on: phone)

,

,

‘>1
llialealv-in the 'll)ii>d-I
sn
50-50:00
across the board on Fancy Pants—

.

.

MGM!

ride the bicycle to

(he grabs

I

Gloria

Lassie’s

.

type.

(Cigaret girl exits huffily)
NIGEL (tenderly)

can

outside—

it

.

been .slipping and Dore’s counting on me.
He’s even
promised to get me a plaque from the Tailwaggers. Oh.
what to do? What to do—
(Glances at watch)

RORY
you’re

I

Park

NIGEL

.

you were only 10 years older
it,

Take my Nash!

•

(Cigaret girl glares at. Rory)

RORY— (looking

his

—

Oh. darling— chance it.
don’t drive on the lot

NIGEL

Look

and shakes

were detained at
They understood.
producer, was very sweet. He said
he was running a picture tonight could a’Ou meet him
at Projection Room A at eight?
NIGEL (brightening)
He did?
And Mr, Sussman, your

(looking at Nigel acciisincjly)

Don't build vour dreams around

at the table trearihj

.studio’s been phoning.
I said you
the dentist having yoiir teeth capped.

of

Owl

If

is

The

I'oicc)

p-r-o-g-r'e-s-s-i.-v-c

Gheslcrfields, please. Miss.

It

Dawn

DAWN

NIGEL
(sotto

.

(

voice)

Can’t he s-p-e-M?

a

—

Did you find it?
Nigel flops down
head)

CIGARKT GIRL

to

be disgraced at Stout*

I’ll

DAWN

B.-O-Y

goes

—

(whimpering)

thief.

flabby mouth.
ON on breakfast nook.
standing anxiously' as Nigel conies in)
oig. fat

(LIGHTS OUT

(spells)

No— he

mistake—

a

cop)

A.,

NIGEL

fi'ont of

(sot.to

L.

fellow.

(sot to voice)

— in

was just

.

Cigars^cigarcts— marijuana

Ixnay

It

ER— (to

looks like a clear case for the. Brentwood station and
besides I’m off duty—
(As the Cops argue Nigel and Rory tiptoe out, light
blacking out o)l Cops and Stranger, Light is up on
Rory and Nigel as they walk bitterly)

through again)

Hello, Nigel,

NIGEL
let me go —

It

Rory's- order)
c.xits.

live?

Brentwood-—but please
SHERiFF’S OFFl.

&

black

^

'

:

me— double.

While —-single.
(R,ory siilks-^waiter nods and

Two

—

When

,

—

RORY
&

Haig

.

about the quirk of his mouth brought memones.

to Strangc^r (hostilely)

proud, buddy.

.,

are that I have always been the world’s
keenest analyst as regards myself. In Hollywood I worked
two weeks a month and I played two weeks a month; and
I played hard . than I worked; and I knew, of myself that,
despite my fine raiment, my fast automobiles and my
threeH'arat diamond ring- hallmark of success in those

—

so.

STRANGER

in a cab— we’re from New York.
We’re stopthe Beverly Hills Hotels new wing. But here’s $b
for your trouble.
(He tips the brute, loho nods and mumbles, ‘‘Cheap
out-of-townery’- and father and son enter Ciro's. Appropriate dance music, voices:, noise of dishes in b.g.
A table appears in a circle of light— Nigel and Rory
sit doinu
A cigaret girl in long black stockings walks
through scene as a waiter comes up to table)
at

wouldn’t be

cars ought to go backwhere they eaine from;

NIGEL
ping

.-

STRANGER

.

SHERIFF’S 6fFICF]R
I

/

Jaguar.

a

It’s

•DOORMAN

I

Would have Concerned me, have been impressed upon me
many times. There, was the time when, on a co'd wintbr
daj', I ran into a one-time great director
on Madison Street,
Chicago. I bought him a drink, gave him a $10 bill
and got
hi.s overcoat out of hock.
There was the time when I went
into a redU^ht house in Cleveland— yes,
I have been in
those sor'es of places— and found a fading woman
on whom
a movie company had lavished thousands
to build her into
staidom. And in Paris^ the movie world’s,
the same all
over— I w: s plucked on the sleeve, only this past summer*
DV a hUhy old man peddling dirty po.stcarcls.
Something

NIGEL— (slaninLcHiig)

looked like mine/ Isn't this a Cadillac?

It

Where’s your car?

—

—

.

v in g for a cigaret.

,

—

—

out oT there!
That’s my car!
(Nigel gets out, hangs his head, Rory holding Ins arm
and crying

...Get
cl

—

We came

vou’re
'

:

STRANGER

them)

corporatiors. of men of stature; the romance of American
business. It pays oil,, too. But I have seen “Sunset Boulevai'd’’ three times!— and 1 hope to see it many more times;
and. on eaeh occasion, I have said, and on each future
occasion will say to myself through the show and after
the show':
“Why in hell didn’t I W'rite that?’’
tlvbugh the story
I mean the theme and not the story
is superb,
1 have had it in mind in the making since
Charles Pathe first hired me in 1912 frpm the New York
journal to be editor of the old screen Pathe Weekly—later
the Pathe News, I have had it in mind since the days
when 1 laid down negative— with one positive sample print
—in New York at a dollar a foot, then $2 a foot and then $3
At that latter price, slapping
a foot, before I went to war.
out serials with Betty Compson and five-i'eel features with
Baby Marie Osborne— the mammy bf all the child Stars—
and paying a thousand a month rental for Biograph’s old
Glendale studio-1 W'as cleaning up. I would lay down
a Baby Marie negative in New York on the first of every
month and get a check for $1,5,000— every month. And
I never mrde one that. cost more than $6,000 to seal and
deliver, and never more than 10 days to shoot. Same thing
w'ith the serials.
You Will ask, naturally, why I did not continue to wallow
in all this e.xtrcmely pleasant prosperity. Except as a visitor I never went back to Hollywood after the first World
War; instead I returned to my first love, the newspaper
business, w'here, despite success, the rewards were never
so great' and the work far, far harder.
My heart wasn’t
broken— as the saying goes— over some lovely girl; I’ve
always been too selfish and too self-centered for that sort
of thing.

moneyed bum and heading definitely to be a moneyless bum. I lacked the drive to hard
work. that possessed Cecil de ivii lie— maybe it is lese ma-

sluit

:

—

a

Buddy,

K..

.

—

days— I was

]

Well, the only, place around here is Giro’s.. 1 hear they
a cigaret girl.
Let’s go
just to get our minds olT
pur. tragedy for a few minutes..
.(They Stan into Ciro’s. A brute of a doorman stops

haven’t missed a face in the room.
those they wish to welcome or aspire to Welcome run the
gamut from gushing squeals froiiT the w'omen to hearty,
man-size bellows— or a facsimile thereof— from the men.
The quality of the welcome slides from there to the coldest
of nods, a glance at ah unforlunate and a quick glance
away— and, most brutal ot all, the cut direct.
Everything seems to depend on where a man or woman
may be sitting not in the Brown Derby but in or but
Waves of the hands,
of the laps of the Hollywood gods,
nods of the head may be haughty— more often they are
pathetic; depending on the target, they may be reeeived
with cheers, they, may be ignored.
These days, my partner— Bob Casey— and. I w'rite of
railroads, of steamship lines, of airlines of great industrial

early movie

O.

going?

NIGEL'

have

:

SHERIFF’S OFFICEK
it oR.
Where do you think

..

drink—-and I'm

I’d love a

off)

pot-bellied Sheriff’s Officer enters along with an
L. A. Motorcycle Cop, a Stranger icith them)

RORY

No— but

down—

facts,

RORY— (looking

,

Their welcomes—for

The cold

in!

(.A

.

:

.

llnto Himself

NIGEL-

Get

lip!

my God!

Oh,

Oh, we must be on the Sunsset Strip!
(patting Rory’s fur busby)
V ou m list be h u n g ry la d.

a preliminary parade; the others try to, with
all of
varying degrees of success. At last they sit
them. But, before they order, they stare and stare and
And, by the time they have finished staring, they
stai'e

A Wise Guy

oblivious,

'

Shut

Jaguar?
guns motor dcsperaichj)

yoii doirtg in that

(N'lgc.l,

n g d a r ke r—w h ere a r e w'e ?
(There are tico shots)

1 i

.

still good copy.
They come into the Brown Derby— rising stars, setting
stars, dimming stars and the stars of the. moment-^and
whether on the way up, sitting pretty or on the way down
—they all go through tlie same routine. The. stars of the

I

Dad, \vhat are

RORY
’

.

moment hold

scat!

.

me—

.

Get out of that

(runs to Nigel in a car seat)

lad—

(looks around)
We’ve been out; six hours now— not even a clue at MadHonest
All’s still not
man Munlz—arid
John’s in jail.
lost— if I could only find it I coiild tell them I Was sick
today— and go tomorrow-:-

not,

reverse; but

RORY
Dad!

*’

It s

•

slipr—and

—pales)

.

There

I can’t find

is

the breaks, I guess.
.(They are fccpnciled)
'<liGEL— -(fond MTUt on Rory's shoulder)

It’s

clistrquplifl

sneaks out of scene, leaving Rory in the light. There
the sound of a finely purring .motor-—Rory looks
off

HORY-^i smiling)

anxious to
know them personally; if I were, that
just
part would, be easy. As a scribbler, they Used to be
and not fan copy: not to be slobbered
so hmch copy to
oyer but to be opened up for a peek inside— the results
oL which riiay be pleasing but are more likely to be the

W.

mind

don’t

f

(

'

,

in these children— actors and
actresses never grow, up-— is ^ purely

*

yOur old Dad’s a failure and has to
go back to Republic?

You

NIGEL—

.

Where is he? WheX’e’s my yellow Cadillac?
it— I cartT find it—
He sees something off-r— gives Rory the

NIGEL.

have often dined in the Beverly Hills Brown Derby
and, on my last visit to the Gpast, I went there three times.
It is not the food that brings me; this is only of average
goodness and disgustingly expensive; Nor is it nostalgU.
I am a movie pioneer of Kalem, Biograph and early Pathe vintage; and
Herb So.m born—'Who f bunded the
joints— was a johnny-come-lately to
me. Nor do I go there to look for
niy old companions; those ghosts belong in Baroii Long’s Vernon Country
Club and that has long been torn
down to provide space for Iowa DP’S.
I’m like a lot of other goofs: I like
goop at the movie stars. But my in^
I

^

.

their ties^ their feet. $tart to feel like lead. The light
changes—it*s nightfall Nigel take his son's hand.)

-DAWN

:

Rl— my

luLsband just wont to

•Elalbush-Hold
at Metro*

Work

blag K G:U

I
believe she
the parL-^but

want

:

my

brace*.

t

Unappreciated Aiidh^^

did not. feel sorry for the Desinond girl in “Sunset
I wasn’t supposed
to— and there was the
artisii'y,
Desmond was as mad as Lewis Carroll’s mad
I

Boulevard;”

saw

:

they say

‘'There is a pleasure sure
in being mad 'which none but

_

madmen

But

on and

olT

.

always

ni!

pounded on the

H

I

Pifp V

number

of
star

walls.

They

hit

they sent in word that unstopped at once, they would call for the
succeeded, of course.' in stopping the

nnilil

miKiP

a

save a party in her honor at his
cluring the course of the evening anviolin solo.
Then he
a^^othcr and the more that he
neighbors in adjoining aparlments

.

com

for

exactly vyhat

Manners was the

nfhll! a

thp

moan

was demonstyaled

of ‘4liw

didn’t feel

glory,;j.

t

know,**

sorry for Oloria; she wa.s in her
it hurt me mightily tb see Anna Nil J.son
naslied
the screen; lovely Anna w'ith whom I made a
serial, along with Tom Moore of the four
Moore boys,
Years and. donkey’s years ago.
I'felt sorrv for Busier
.Keaton with whom I u;ed to partj'-clow'n on
Roscoe Arbuckle’s jamborees when wc shared the Glendale
studio
But I have seen Buster on television and 1
hope there is
a rtew tut iii’c ahead
so rare, .‘o rare, so rare- -'ust as rare
as IS the Buster Keaton temperament in
motion picture
adversity; happy up, happy clown.
I

fact

'

—Dryden.
No,

a»^;thiiig in the

they don

hatter.

sing.
people Often
world to watch Tos*
’’

or'‘‘E!i

^

free of charge and
unseen violinist— Jascha
Bernard Sobol

P^’^vitlcd
i

the

.

W'4!<liie8<lay,
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"Builds to one of the most powerful
sequerices to be seen on the screen
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boxoffice returns."
Do//y

-^Adof/ort P/cfure

"A brilliont achievement .sweeps
. .

past other attempts ... has

mak-

ings of outstanding boxofTice success."

—FilmPaily

"Two-fisted

. . .

drama

gripping

taut, suspenseful

.

.

.

v.

better-than-

average grosses are indicated
•r-.Daily

"Shocking, bu^ gripping

swxw:?’

.

.

.

."
. .

Variety

.

thori

:-xw

oughjy

effective.. .hard-hitting..."

^Variety

"Furious impact."
—Hollywood Reporter
"Excellent. .carried almost to per.

mm-

m

fection ... exhibitors

need not be

afraid to boast of

outstanding

.•.NV.V<tV.V.V^^*.%V.V.V»*

v;?;
t;"'.

--mm

les

IK'

its

. .

—Motion

1*^

Picture

uncompromising

'Gutty,

guished

. .

.

excellent .

. .

.

Herald

'V

distin-

.-r"

-BoxofTice

'Exciting

and

tingling

.

.can be

.

sold with success."

—Independent

'Unforgettable

.

. .

Filrn

Journal

outstanding

.

.

should do excellent business."
--Showmen's Trade Review
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ROBIRT STILLMAN PRODUGTIO

presents

THE SOUND OF FURY

FRANK LOVEJOY KATHLEEN RYAN RIGHARD CARLSON LLOYD BRIDGES
f -

Produced by

•

-

ROBERT STILLMAN

.

SETON

I.

MILLER-Asioci.te Producer

.

Directed by CVRIL

with Katherine Locke
tNOFlELO

.

Ad.pted

•

Adele Jergens

for the screen

by JO

•

PAGANO from

Art Smith
his

-

Irene Vernon

Own novel, -THE CONDEMNED-

-

Renzo Cesana
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Be Your Own Boss

to

1951

3,

Marry Miss Cathode Ray?
Chairniian of the Deparlnieiil of Molipii Pictures at N.,Y.U.

WALD & NORMAN

By JERRY

we want Who

one

Hotlywood.

really wants to

By PROF. ROBERT GESSNER

to go in business for

They tom us

TV has
been studied, taught and produced
xnr,
at our Department of Motion
For the past

oui^eJves.

I

'very nice gents

And we did,
“Come on, fellows,”

who

are agents in

Hollywood, “Benny Greenspan” tp
they said, ^the contrary hotwithstandihg—-and
it.
of
Think
got a great idea to tell her
we’ve
“be youi own
No front ofTice pressure, no vvor- and she thinks the same way we
but where’s the
ries,’ no arguments, no troubles.” do about it
She likes the idea but she
script?
Not much.
it’ll, be six
a
script.
to
read
has
story
Tire first big newspaper
before the script js finished
that broke told about our $50,000,- weeks
but she wants to read it, right away.
000. revolving fund and our 12 picher to vyait and she agrees,
tures a year for five years and our We ask
and
deals (or talented Five .and, a half .weeks go. by
'

.

.we

profil-sharing deal.

lax,

“Look,” we said, “that’s not just
That has to
for you. that money.
pay for 60 pictures:” We’ve been
saving it ever since, bGcause he
wa .sn t the only agent w t h th a

no pressure,

:

we

We

great.

even get

I

MONA freeman
1950 Just Cornpleted
“CupP'-' Yv.

“Dear

t

l>i'a

”

(

ainy()n'’---‘i^r:viVdccV’’

Pictures

a raninunt

for

I’,

Direction M.C.A,

.

own Variety Anniversary

WILBY-KINGEY SNARES

is

3

.piece.

Atlanta.

!

ill
111

years by Georgia. Theatres, headed
II n
bv William Jenkins, have been
lu StPRin
l
ai Full
‘
taken over by Wilby-Kincey SerHollywood.
Switch was made m
Ivice Corp.

it

settle

for further

—

hack and become ac-

climated to the ne\v cnviipnS of
Hollywood after long exiles. in Burbank and Culver City respective-

We

didn’t have to start a picture for the first six months. You
know, sort of take it easy and try
out the new office refrigerator with
a couple eases of Dr. Browm’s.
But things don’t always .work
out the way you figure them. Just
ask Joe Frisco.
There were a couple of stories
kicking around that we liked so
ly.

.

has his writing mill
months
He. has scriveners
ing full tilt.
working on eight different stor
Most advanced is ‘'Hans Christian
operations.
Andersen,” which, if progress continues. Will thus probably be the
field Biog
Suspend
first before the cameras,
Wnrk nn the hioeranliv of the
Goldwyn is more; intense than
5, ByErnest
hotelman,
ever in his thought that writing is late Chicago
of the utmost importance., He feels field, has been temporarily susthat adaptation's, treatments and pended, by his son. Ernest Byfield,
screenplays must be closer to per- Ji'.
of
Corp.
Music
Meanwhile,
feet than ever before prior to "
shooting, since competition faced America is interested in the idea
as basis for a film.
by the screen is. so great.

Ss

The

By

j

|

w’hat

pj^ove to be. a contribution to the
future development of motion pic-

,

.

,

,

.

,

.

.

,

j

•

J

,

J

find

.

J.

111

cameras and

I?

sets.

Hi

mo-

tion picture production the fourth

.

column

!

I

,

lo

omitted, as the cutting
not rinno tjitYmitinPoucTv «;ifh tuo
is

nroducHon

'

n

,

LtuS

Wp

wheT^e..^fhev

tv
he hett/i- eonTmifJu
aL7m^ved%v?rihe?e"‘s?^^^^

'

i

—

There’s a druggist- in Pomona who
took a hand camera to the Hadassah Flower Show and made a great
little picture and We congratulated
him just like everybody else.
Well, that’s the way we began,
just about six weeks after we
We weren’t goclosed our deal.
ing to rush things. So now we’ve
got 14 writers working on 12 properties and about a half dozen more
ready to go into work. We’ve already got “Cowpoke” under way
and almost finished and we have been found in her bedroom, un- out of the front driveway, past the
Jane Russell about to step into conscious with a headwound that “spy,” and pretend to drive into
harriess for oiir USO film and you was said to have been caused by Beverly Hills. In the meantime, I
can bet. that’ll be the greatest thing a heavy hair drier found near her went out into the backyard—wishing I looked a little more like the
to come along since the Great Pro- body.
file—^Jane Russell, we- mean.
The poor girl lay in a deep.coma SBTdener.— and began, puttering
We have maybe one or two story jj- ^ hospital for days. The doctors around,
conferenees a week on each script, ^ 0^0 faj. from hopeful that she
My driver doubled back, picked
and then there’s stock film to look y^ould live, and feared if she did me up in the alley, and we were
...^
4.^ ;-4.
1
at, new people to interview, studio
off in a cloud of dust. Unfortushe might be mentally ill.
business to take care of, lawyers
f"? car .is wery well known,
But she d^d live. And the day
to ^Ik to, taxes to worry about;
ieft the hospital Rita disap-’ ;
she
locations,
technical advice, outss Jo
- repr .sentative tor
peared without giving a rly clue as
olvxK vuuuci
arid unc
one ui
or two
lwm
side
cooperation
atiUAi anil
lson in a little restaurant in a beach
to her whereabouts.
other minor items that come ^ith
'Then
town
Angeles.
south
of
Los
X.
4
T
It was^at this ppmt that I Te- my car went one way and his car
being your own bosses and riot havceived a telephone call saying that ^ 0^1
ing anything to worry about
11^0
other direction, 30
We figure we must be making RBa was recuperating out of town,
0 s oh to where Rita and her
progress.
We’ve finished eight and would see me. She was very mother were living,
i.weak, and. it was feared that a
cases of .Dr. Bro\yn’s..
Of course, i was not in my car,.
there’s another small item, in full press conference wouW be too which was followed by two other
being your own bosses. That’s get- much for her.
newspaper reporters
I was told that I would be taken
tin.g actors for your? pictures.
The
A rendezvous point also had to
thing with actors is that when
her, but where was a complete be establishe.ci for a photographer.
they’re poor they always want to secret. I didn’t know where she All in all* we droye several hunwork but nobody vvants them* ^ud her riiothev vyere living; wheth- dred miles, and were almori
which is why they’re poor. Then ei it was in Los Angeles qr some caught several times, but w»e finally
when they get rich everybody else remote place,
got there.
when they get ricH "oveiybody
Rita had not been seen, nor had
After the interview the photogAnd their agents. Agents should she talked to the press. The 400 rapher took one road back to Los
feel prot!y strongly about this be- and more reporters Who cover Hol- Angeles and I took another,
stopcauso without their clients working lywood had been avidly looking for pmg at a gas station to dictate my

Va-

Position in relation

,

I

would and we’d be
Not that we
kicking ourselves.
want to make all the films in town.

we

,

!

else

you know
you know

i

PARSONS

,

(2)

This,

;

•

And there was
great French picture, “The
Blue Veil” that we coiild get at a
good price, so we. did. You know
how it is. If we didn’t get ’em;

(1)

in our modest little productions at
and TV, we continue then in the University, is possible in a testfi^e tradition of Hertz of Yale who
cnrinr eomnmn
tube tested shooting script,
the first to discover the waves
„.i+u nrnriiipti'nn HAcianc
^
which are now pounding at the
xi
We have evolved, through \triali
eyes and ears of so many millions.
and error an unique pattern for
Our first discovery was refresh- scripts. In TV each page has four
ingly simple, namely, that tele- columns:
first is the action, includvision
vxsiuii IS.
only aim
is omy
and ei,s>eniiaiiy
essentially a ing dialog;
the second column plots
craft
for the
transmission
of camera
and lights in relation to set
images electronically. It is not and characters;
the third is the imwithin itself a creative art, no more age as
seen; and the fourth
JI
kit column
M U 11
J

projecto’r°Thcy*’lre”clevermech1^^^
oeviccs. iviosc 01
of ail,
all ^he
iv
ine TV
_
jy-.j
in that camera and
came
secretary
my
When
ana transmitter need a
^
headline
moming
.slic told me there was a
creative
product
for
transmission.
only to find 1 couldn Ht get it out strange man walking up and downl Cameras need scripts which proof
in front of the house. We went vide far a series of related images.
fhnnt io the window, and sure chough, This, we discovered, is the true
ffa!.."'‘‘'ira[:‘he,stran_ge,-w^^
pictures. How to make scripts viswatching the house,
forth
would have
„
One of the opposition papers ual^ so that the characters, are alive
rl
p 1
h tmove dramatically before the
cover
assigned a reporter to
4erlhck,'had
eri
Ollcl
lULlV
CU
_r a-±±
CamCTaS H'lPl'PlP
cameras—
therein llpe
lies tV»x»
the /vva'afiim
creative
HolmeV'or his’ me! It was a nice form of flattery, challenge.
the
getting
in
he.lpiul
hut
hardly
modern
more
This is so obvious its signifPer- Bita Johnson story to my news
syndicate. If . left the house I icanee can be easily missed. Camry Mason.
there
and
followed,
be
would
For weeks
the papers would go a nice scoop right out not be used merely as recording
window and over to the rival devices, except of course for newscarried
had
Louclla O. Parsons
reels, informational subjects, and
daily
stories iP^P^nvaudeville acts-— and even in dog
about Rita Johnson and the mysfor strategy and
This, called
acts cameras can be employed
terious blow on her head. She had fast. I had my driver take my car

that

testing.

,

.

,

on paper if
you are testing,

how you are

tiires

i

delivering it turned out to be two
quite different things.

—

|

;

O.

are just testing a synopsis and/or
the listening or reading ability of
pollee
whereas motion pictures are to be seen and felt. You

,

have no. axe to. grind.
only our noses. If w'hat we do may

,

Hollywood.
Awhile back I found myself in
vcifirtr, rxT having
a
the awkward position of hoirinty a

Gompaniei?

their discoveries.
thing, as Shakes-

the

play^s

the

in

market

I

.

By LOGELLA

stock

acquire

which

.

.

we bought them.

somebody

,

!

;

ary Literary Guild selection.
With that takeb care of and we
w'bn.’t say by wliom- we thought

we’d

,

.

anti-

off,

had heard a ruto be the Febru-

—

•

,

We

w^as

—

^

I

i

I

something
saying
memorandurii
about ootioning the contract and

that

—

:

j

.

that thirwas'not the place for it.
Fortunately they also intercepted a

mor

!

!

ires here, operated for the past 15

;

comment when we were told
our more experienced secretaries

development.

.

;

Samuel Gol.dwyn ^ith the bros- compliance ^^R
by
cfm pi'ovisions in the Paramount
pects of going into production still

it

{

!

with
RKO Radio Pictures, an organizaThe
conpeople.
tion of very nice
tract is 250 pages long and we
were about to send it to the reading department for synopsis and

assigning a writer to

i

Paramount. Fox and Roxy thea-

idea, You know agents.
Then came the contract

•

.

;

i

.

’

.

m

j

write our

to.

training.
To train
talentisoneof thedutiesofmod-i

to

.

to re-

own bosses

being your

I

the

,

With no troubles, no worries,

Yes,

presump-

souryl

student
write
these classics in the first place,
p^.^ctice is nevertheless in-

;

,

much more time

may

!

;

there’s so

this

!

read .ui Variety, tfiat she s
signed with another studio.
The last two days we’ve been
having conferences, trying to figure out a way to work in a 26-hour
day and an eight-day week, .When
you’re in business for yourself

people and a lot of other .things
we thought were pretty nice,
That was great.
came to
Then the first time
purchase a story propoiiy the
agent asked for most of the 50 million and 50 ^p of everything else
You know, a
that came along.

|

give ,academic ern education. And on this score
credit toward wo are pleased to report that over
a college de- half of our motion picture gradugree.
T h i s ates are employed in various
quiet fact is branches of television,
e n t i o n e d
jt is the duty of a university to
merely to ^ex - research the past so that we may
w h a t improve on the present with the
plain
might appear impe of a better future. This
to be a brash procedure certainly has worked in
descent into
field of literature, for today
bi o 0 d y more and better, novels and plays
the
are
written
by
colicge-trained
Robert Gessner
experts ^vrilers than ever before, and that
t h e
are battling the $64,000,000 ques- even goes for painting and sculption: What’s the future for the mo- tiire,
In fields of pure industry,
tion picture industry?
this is even more obvious; the
a
provice-president in charge of operaAlthough no one, not. even
fessor, knows the final answer, tions at Bethlehem, Pa,, knows
which time alone will prove, we what was wrbng with the steel that
have discovered through modest went into Wpiid War I; which exexperiments certain affinities be- plains: why he got promoted after
tween picture production and TV. World War II.
_
It is a natural affinity which no
j
Pasadena Sneak
[
man; as the preacher savs. can put
Experimentation is the
asunder.
The sneak nreview at Pasadena
preeious heritage and responsibility of educational institutions, for
eepLl^sH^t
electronics was first discovered and
rehearsal in

,

;

tlrat

course in

country

,

Ssharing

Although

six years

,

the first

in

tures

bosses.

.

TV

Academically Gives the Nod to Pix Over

KRASISA

patterns.

-

.

i

After

the greatest art form
TV seconds the
motion by bringing moving pictures into the living room) isn’t go-

,

•

!

I

g,

.

,

I

1

!

i

cLnarifon wfth'’‘An“H,i"etHe;
sonsetimes decrepit arts. mo-

i

|

tion pictures are just cutting their
wisdom
" tooth anH
Paper at that,

'

'

i

—

i

.

Oscar and Miss Ray, it’s
marriage made in heaven, or at
?
least in the upper ether.

'

.

creatively.

|

j

all,

'

Creative Savvy

j

|

and

[

characters to personify it.
United Productions of America,
Stanley Kramer, an N. Y. U. grad,
an animated cartoon producer, has
has a Cyrano nose for story values.
He believes in achieving miaximum staked claim to tities of some
drama, visualization— and economy seven Gilbert & Sullivan works
—through extensive rehearsals of with the Motion Picture
Assn, of
camera and actors. This is excelAmerica’s Title Registration Bu-*
lent

i

:

'

;

—

.

—

..

j

.

.

•

.

i

so far as it goes. We have disBy making the move, the
covered that economy and visual- reau.
ization begin before the rehearsals. company evidently is trying to get
in on the ground floor ii^smUch
script. For example, in both our
Motion Picture and TV production as G. & S* are now in the public
domain in the U. Si
courses we test on

M

1

.

vj

i

.

»

•

v

'

i.

,

.

.

.

1

j

j

j

j

paper

1

.

paper— and

is

cheaper than celluloid—

the dramatic idea, (2) characters’ relationship to the dramatic
idea, (3) climaxes in relatioinship
.to each
other and the dramatic
idea,.. (4) production values:
All
this is done, and re-done, before
a script is approved for production.
At
same time our students are
studying
scripts
and available
prints of successful productions,
(1)

|

]

j

i

!

pe

,

}

1

I

'

,

both TV and Hollywood.
Hindsight has its advantages, and
nstance, every year
in our script analysis class vve
dis.

.

—
‘'.'®

said,

:

bIon;dc actress

w

-•
I

—

-

—— —

hectic day in the office

,

M’lvh

-I

j

J

j

motion
I

7

Stakes Title Claims
To 7 G&S Operettas

Where does creativity start? The
moment you have a dramatic idea

picture expHBdori fibl© 0rit,liLi*

siasm students plug the holes

in

i

While UPA is considering placing some of the G. & S. operettas
before the camera, conipahy veepCe Edward L. Gershman said in
New^ York last w^ek,^ actual production will have to wait on
completion of a number of James
Thurber stories the firm recently
acquired for filming. He described
the tag registration as merely a
step of ail “exploratory nature.”
Present
plans,
according to
Gershman, call for the opierettas
to be made as principally cartoon
features although some live sequences would be contained in the
ifootciffo

jP'il0cl

bureau' the

titles

^li0

inelUdc “H,M.S.

B
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PICTURES

P^^IETY'

Forty-fifth

,

distribution in 1948, continued
to haul iii heavy coin.
Expectation is that it will

around .$5,took $2,000,000 in
000,000.
U. S, rpadshow dates and so far
has garnered $1,300,000 in popular release without having
It

it

Structure.

system

Some fespond more

to happiness,

happi^

of,

the

teairi

.

of

.

i

.

Now

the Base

|

’

i

—

12

European

I

:

Frankfurt.

GIs in Germany are particularly fond of films with military
background, according to the top grossers this year on the Army’s
cinema circuit.
The top 10 were listed by Robert E. Quick, European Command

I

I

!

Motion Picture Service chief, as follows:
She Wore a Yellow Ribbon
Battleground (M-G-Ml
(RKO)
I Was a Male War Bride (20th)
Neptune’s Daughter (M-G-M)
Francis (U)
Home of the Brave (UA)
12 o’clock High ..(20th)
Inspector General (WB)
Sands of Iwo Jima (Rep)
Task Force (WB)
Quick explained that all these pix were released in the late winter of 1949 and played Into, late spring of this year. He listed the
top 10 grossers of those 'released this y ear, as:
?
(Col)

Town (M-G^M)

the

•

;

Malaya .(M-G-M)
Captain Carey U.S.A. (Par)

(U)
All the King’s M.'eh (Col)

;

theatres and 107 l(3m houses in the
Austria, Germany, Trieste and air
bases in England, Tripoli and Saudi Arabia, It also serves U. S.,
military attaches and embassies in Baghdad, Ankara, Prague, Mos^
coW, Belgrade, Bucharest (being discontinued)., Budapest,. Teheran
and Rome, plus an Army post in Asmara, Eritrea. This repre-.
sents. Yank patrpns for U.S: pix abroad of about 150,000 plus as
many foreign guests as they might bring along, as well as several
thousand other nationals who are authorized to patronize Army

^
;

;

•

theatres'.

;

This

I

:

iri fact provides Hollywood to further extend its influence
popiilarity; especially since pix are released in
th Goitres

.

i

Army

almost concurrently with houses in the .U. S.
Breakdown on pix distributed in Army theatres in 1950:
::
«

20th-Fox
Universal

WB

•

•

•

k

• .«.

•

•

t

•

•
'

-

«.

4

'

•

’.f

....

Paramount
United Artists

RKO

#•
.

.

roadshower,
“Samson”.'cpmpares with “Joan of
Arc,” which played on that basis
last; year and will •.shortly go out
on regular release. “Joan” got $2^600.000 on the u p ped-scale policy
arid prospects are for another $1,500.000 on regular run for a total
year’s

p

•

;
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20

0

0

17
15
8

'
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Monogram

•

»

4

Selznick

4
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.

.

.

6

.
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3
3

2
1

Goldwyn

1
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.
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.
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M-G
vRKO
M-G
.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

,

.

Rep
20tli

26th

.

20tli

,

....
....
.
.
....
.

20th

.

.

.

M-G
M^G

.

.

.

.

Par

.

. . . . ,

.

.

.

.

....

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WB

.

••..•

XJ— 1..

.

M-G

.

.

i

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

Get By

.

.

.

.

...

....

.

.

Men

All the King’s

,

. ..
.

.

.

.

Let

^lanee

s

,

;

.

The Heiress ri
American Guerilla
My Blue Heaven
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

>

.

to the City

,

.

General

Pagan Love Song

Town

Man

,

.

.

;

Montana
Our Very Own
Wabash Avenue
.

,

.

-

.

. . .

20th

Col
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.v.

.

,

.

Par
Par

WB

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

i

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

.

,

.

.
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20th

U-I

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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.

.

;

.

.

.......

.

.

.

i

. . . .
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.

.

;

.
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.

,

,

.

Par

WB

SRQ

...

....

.

,

.

M-G
Uri

.

.

WB

.

.

M-G

,

.

.

RKO

...... .20th
.................... ....... M-G.
Gunfightcr
.... ...20th
Oh, You Beautiful Doll .....
...... .20th

Ambush

.

.

.

.

.

Breakthrough
Malaya
Three Came Home

To Please

Lady

a

...*.. ...

.

Dear Wife

.....

...

Foolish Heart
Chicago Deadline

.

Kiss

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WB

M-G

.......M-G

.

...... .RKO
....... M-G
.......

WB
WB

...

20th

.

M-G

.

... ... ... ...
.

%

.

...

...

.

,

,

;

.

.

.

......
......
.

.

.

Tomorrow Goodbye

Rocky Mouritain

.

20th
.

My

.

.......

Colt .45
Bright Leaf
Mister 880 .......
Nancy Goes to Rio ...
,

.

.

......

.

.

.

.

....
.....
.

.

.

Capt, Carey, USA
Reforrrier and tlie Redhead

68

'There were seven pix in 1956
that entered the over-$4, 000,000
Golden Circle class. They bring
the industry’s alltime total in that
rarified atmosphere’ to 77 pix; Up
to 1946 there were only 25 films
that had ever achieved that whopping gross.
Indication of the trend of grosses
1/
in recent years is seen in a comparison of the riumber of pix iri
the various, fiscal categories. Here’s
.the lineup:
Over
1950 1949 1948 194^ 1946
$o,000,000
1
0
11
5
$4,000,000
..
7
5
7 15 18
$3,000,000
10
19
22 35 43
$2,000,000
44 50 65 75 73
I

Tripoli-

RKO
Par

.

.

;

.

.

:

WB
WB

.

M-G

i

:

Comanche Territory

.

.

Glass Menagerie
Furies
....
Mrs. Mike;
711 Ocean Drive
.

.

Jackpot

Caged

;

.

;

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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.

.

.

.
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.

.

.

.

84.

Three Secrets

:
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J*!/

87.
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.

,

, . .
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.

.

.

.

OQ
93.
94.
95.

,

.

.

Par

.

.

M-G

.

.
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.

.

.

:

.

par

.

.

;

.

,

.. ...

• • • •

.

.

_

.

.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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•-

. .

®atiy
Ticket to Tomahaw'k

.

,

.

.

,

!

!

•

.

WB

Par
M-G'

WB

.

M-G
M-G
Par

......
.

WB
WB
WB

.

.

.

.... .Col

.

.

.

...... .......

.

.

-

.

;

.

.

.

.

ELC

.

.

WB

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

,

;

Abbott & Costello in Foreign
w Legion
Dirr T
Big
Lift
Big Hangover
Petty Girl

1.525.000
1.500.000
1.500.600
1,500,000
1.500.000
1 475.000
1.475.000
1.425.000
1.400.000
1,400,606
1,400,000
1.400.000
1.375.000
1.375.000
1.350.000
1.300.000
1.300.000
1,300,000
1.300.000
1.275.000
1.275.000
1.250.000

‘

.

•

1,550,600.

20th.
*

?!

[

.

•

UA

.

*
!

.

.

w
.

...
w
.

;
W

.

Col

.......
.

.

.

,

;

.

.

.

:

,

,

WB

.

.20th

Moon
.

91,
;

.

.

.... .... ....

•

.

!

:

.

.go Way Out
pestmation

i

.

Union Station ...
Always Leave ’Em Laughing
Danined Don’t Cry ... ...

!

.

...

.

.

80.
81.
82.

.

.

.

.

^

.

.......

.,

Eagle and the Hawk
East Side,; West. Side .V.

.

.
'

Young Man With a Horn
Stars in My Crown
Two Weeks With Love

!

.

Par'

:

.....

.

.

.

75.
76.
77.
78.
79.

,

.1

Orleans ..............

.V

.

69.
70.
71.

$3,800,006.

New

Toast of

.

.

WB

.....
,
.
.....
...
.......
.........
..........
....
.

11,000,000
4.550.600
4.460.000
4.325.000
4.200.000
4,150,660
4.150.000
3j)oo:ooo
3.550.000
3.225.000
2.900.000
2,900,000
2 900.000
2 906.000
2.750.000
2.700.006
2.650.000
2.625.000
2.600.000
2,600,000
2,550.000
2.550.000
2.450.000
2.400.000
2.400.000
2.400.000
2 400.000
2.350.000
2 350.006
2.300.000
2.275.600
2.275.000
2.250.000
2.250.000
2.250.000
2.240.000
2.200.000
2.206.000
2 200.000
2.175.600
2.150.000
2.100.000
2.050.000
2.050.000
1.975.000
1 950.000
1.950.000
1.900.000
1.900.000
1.900.000
1.900.000
1.875.000
1.850.000
1.800.000
1,750,000
1,750,000
1.750.000
1.725.000
1.725.000
1.700.000
1.700.000
1,700,000
1.700.000
1.675.000
1.650.000
1.625.000
1;625,000
1.600.000
1,600,000
.1,550,000.
1.550.000
.

Par
Par
Par

.

* .

Rep

.

.......

Copper Canyon

;

.

,

Daughter of Rosie O’Grady
Rio Grande
Winchester '73 ....
........

Third

M-G

..... ....
in Philippines ...... 20lli

.

.

20th

^
.

.

.

.

Kettles to

.

i*.

.

inspector

.

.

.

.

... ........

Tea For Two
..... .... .i. ...
Riding High ....
... ...... .....
Sunset Boulevard ....

Key

.

.... . ......
....
.... ...
...... . .

Irma Goes West ......

.

73.
74.

.

. .

64.
65.

Last year’s leader, incidentallyj

.

. .

66

was “Jolson Sings Again” with $5,600,000.
“Male War Bride” and
^Snake Pit” tied with “Joan” at
$4,160,600 for runner-up. “Pinky”

.

.

.

Prince of Foxes
Sumhier Stock

.

72.

.

...

.

I

.

.

Adam’s Rib
...
... M-G
Three Little Words
M-G
Black Rose
......
.........
20th
Great Lover ............ ... .......... Par
Duchess of Idaho
M-G
Fancy Pants
Par

67.,

Of $4,100,000.

:at

.

^

only

;

followed

.

.

Treasure Island
Yellow Cab Man

!

...

...

.

-

36
28
26
22

Republic
Eagle-Lion
Film Classics.
Lippert

Total

4

•

,

.

53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59;
60.
61.
62.

.

'

.

•52.

.

Man ;(SRO)

The, Third

,

.

“Samson” promises tremendous

The

.’

Francis
On the Tow:n

grosses abroad, but no foreign income is included in any of the
statistics in the top-grosser lists
printed herewith. Overseas income
generally is running about 35%of each distrib’S total, but it
varies, tremendously from picture
to picture and is next to impossible
to
estimate because of freezes,
clianges in currency rates, etc.

.

.

.

.

.

I’ll

40%

^

.

.

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
.36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.

“GWTW.”

:

On

t

Get Your Gun

,

18.
19.

.

.

Broken Arrow12 O’clock High
Aii: About Eve.
Flame and the Arrow

.

21
22

:

,

.

.

.

.

.

17.

DeMille pic wrill shortly embark,
have been held in the past fe-v
months. On the basis of these. Par
execs have been estimating regular
release income at up to $7,000,000.
This has been more conservatively
estimated for the purpose of the
current tabulation at a little better
than $5,000,000 with innumerable
reissues in prospect to add to
the gross, as has occurred with

.

The Big Lift (20th):
Comanche Territory:

•

.......
Father of the Bride ......
Sands of :iW'o Jima

16.

I

The Nevadan

f

Cinderella

14.
15.

20

.

.

Cheaper By the Dozen
Aiiriie

13.

!

Metro

.

i

I

(RKO)

•

.

Battleground
King Solomon’s Mines

9.

I

because animals live a. straight line
and
Their heights
existence,
depths hardly ever deviate from
The average man, on the
norm.

•

.

.

2.

10.
11.

!

needless Hankering and
that causes the ulcer.
why should we try? Perhaps

;

Samson and: Delilah

8.

I

endless,

United Artists
Eagle Lion Classics

1.

7.

l

Avorrying

.

;

4

•'

•

•

.•

.

.

6.

I

That’s exactly the. attitude
this theory should foster. It’s that

and

.

:

JJU

I

$210,565,000

1
1

1

—

95

2

Selznick Releasing Org.

.

!

—

,

1

Republic

4.

I

this?”

.

RKO

8.

3.

'

'

.

Universal

.

,

bv what has gone before. A glass
of water to a man dying of thirst
eesfasy: to the average nonis
If you
drinker, it’s just routine.
bGlieve this theory, you never need
be envious of the next man because, no matter what his riches or
power, he cannot rise above his
own nervous system; he cannot pxp ’’icRce any sustained joys without them fading if sorrows or
trn ible dp npt cpme between.
If you believe this theery, yPU
need never feel sprry fpr anypne
The beggar gets 10 timds
either.
the thrill frpin the cigaret he picks
frpm the gutter than yPu do out of
afresh pack. His nervous system,
too. demands an equality of happiThen you
noss and unhappiness.
may say, “What’s the use of all

42,95.0,000

41,400^000
30.800.000
11.600.000
9.800.000
6.575.000
6.150.000
2.150.000
1.550.000
1.300.000

Columbia

U

.

I

'

;

•.«••••

•

Eollowirig are the films sent into release during 1950 that prommore in domestic (U. S. aind Canadian)
film rentals. Included are all films which have played a sufficient
ritimber of engagements to make possible an -accurate estimate of
tile coin the distributor wrill receive. Any film not included, it can
thus be assuriied, w'iir not earn $1,250,000; Pictures with too few
dates at the year’s end for estimating total returns include Warners’
’'West, Point Story” and “Dallas,” Paramount’s “Mr. Music,” 20th’s
“For Heaven’s Sake,”
A’ s “Cyrano de Piergerde” and “Sound of
Fury ,” RiCO’s “ Mad Wednesday” and Metro’s “Kim.’-

years every pic doing more than
$1,500,00,0. Floor has been dropped
this year to $1,250,000—that now
being considered the point at which
nately,'he must also suffer just as a film begins to make
a substantial
greatly on the debit side, in com- impact on theatres boxof
flees, alparison. I feel we owe it to nature
necessarily
financially
though not
to fight for those heights
r successful, for: the
producer from
and bv expecting depths, be able tr the. standpoint of cost vs. income.
Of the films on the current list,
iunc
«
This Uieory of compensation has 77 did better than $1,500,000. That
helped friends of jnine. It s ^staff compares with 92 for 1949 and 93
and a philosophy tolean on Think for 1948. The 77 during 1950 rackheheve it,
it. you’ll
vou 11 ed up a total of $186,240,000, as
it over and if you believe
find a working day in Hollywood against $209,900,000 in 1949 and
^ lot easier,
$229,500,000 in 1948 for those in
the same category.
Metro, with a combo of strong
.
/i/xf f p/iritn r rp rCCC
pix and an exceptionally well-oiled
Tfclli
LULLtl/lO
sales department, took a place that
has become almost legendary as
the distrib with most films repreHadacol, patent medicine firm, sented on the list of top-grossers.
which rented 600 theatres on Christ- it also got top money. Qf the 95
mas Day for showing of Hopalong films released during the year that
Cassidy pix, prOyed a substantial, will, gross better than $1,250,000,
albeit unconventional, source of Metro provided 24 for a total of
revenue for United Artists. Public $56,290,000.
was admitted to the theatres upon
Second w^as 20th-Fox with 19
presentation of ai Hadacol boxtop. totalling $42,950,000. It. "was likeUA, which owns the Cassidy wise runner-up to M^G in 1948 and
series, allowed Hadacol use of the 1949. Paramount with 16 is third
prints required a:nd collected $55,- in 1950 with $41,406,000, same posi000 in rentals.
tion it held in 1949.
Estimate of “Samson’s’’ anticiAlfred Crown, v. p. and sales pated cleanup is based on $5,310,000
in the till at year’s end from
chief 'for Samuel Goldwyn Producof those
tions, will leave N, Y. for London 2,010 engagements;. Most
Sunday (7). He’ll be away about were on a roadshow, upped-admistest
runs
on regsion
basis.
Some
two weeks.
ular release policy, on w'hich: the

^

.

The Yellow Cab Man ..(M-G-M)
The Army maintains 112 35m
European Command, including

.

•

t

•

•

6
7 ;;

!

more
v
movie, since everythmg IS relative.
Through the day there are a thpusand ups and downs all governed

Cinderella

5

19

16
17
6
4

.

I

.

lot

Warner Bros.

$56,290,000

ise to gross $1,250,000 or

‘

^

.

24

5.

Mel

.

and unhappiness muatalways CO
put even,
If it v ere to happen
your toe.
^ter a good mo^^,

20th-Fox
Paramourit

4

11

.

^

But,,.regal dless of
d 'pths the^.measuie

,

—

-

2.
3.

9
10

Indicative of the b o. slide during
the year is the accompanying list
Listing has inof top-grossers.
eluded during the past several

'

depress

Then

—— ———

,

$1,250VQ00

I

other hand, lives a continual life
ups and downs, But the genius
hits fantastic heights because of
Unfortusuper-sehsitivity:

!

a

—

.
.

especially the

It

amazing

shows

It

^

Metro

.

ShaVelsOn and Jack Rose in show
with a $6,275,000 'threesome.

gagements, ; in; many houses
doing as much on repeat bookings as first time in, ..

endowed with the

nervous

same

cuits.

arid

$6,925,000

cir-

.

strength in playing return en-

workable?

All of us are

New York

yet played the

1.

worked on more than one pic. He
wrote three that racked up a total
gross of $8,875,000.. George Wells
was in place position with a trio at

gross

eventually

1 offer the Theory of .Compensation: Npt being a psychiatrist nor
a doctor, T can only suggest it as
a \aymrn who has; tried it and

found

of his films proved outstandingly
successful, the composite of six of
them with a gross of $9,600,000 put
him at the ^op of the list of multiple filmmakers. Runner-up was joe
Pasternak with four at $8,575,000,
fpllpw.ed .by William Jacobs with a
quartet at $8,450,000 arid Darryl
F. Zanuck ivith three at $7,455,000.
Lairiarr Trotti heads the roster
of moneymaking sereenwriters who

However, “Red Shoes,’’ which
Eagle Lion Classics started into

pitifully

,

0. Downbeat

Total
Rentals

$1,250,000

and away the
Jerry Wald was
busiest producer and Although none

J. Arthur Rank during the past
couple of years is reflected in
the fact that no British films
appear on Variety’s list of topgroSsers released during 1950,

These
childish.
very faults result in the ills of the
industry— ulcers and other nervein.spircd pains and aches. Wouldn’t
’if .be .nice to have, a ready-made
One that
philosophy to lean on?
could be tuned .just to us?
often

No. of Pix Over

far

Cut in production by

U

Vednesday, January 3, 1951

$6,525,000.

British

. ...
.
;.
, .
..
.
.
.
.
,

. .

Company-by company pix that promise to gross $1,250,000 or more in
U. S. and Canadian rentals. Also how much coin each company has
received or will receive from pictures on the list:

Continued from page 3

By LEO GUILD

; ..

..,.

Top-Groves by Gonipanies

were Henry King, whose three entries got $7,725,000, and Henry
KoSter, whose threesome totalled

/

:

.

.

Anniversary

Pix and Stars

Top

Holly wood. 4
Currently there is a vogue both
6h the screen and off for all types
psvchiatry-— Dianetics, .Condiof
tioned* Ref lex Therapy, Hypnotism,
But all are
and Psychoanalysis.
tuned to the masses instead of pne
particular group. Joe;Mankiewicz
points ou^ that, all of us who work
are
in the. entertainment industry
neurotics, over-emotional, and very

.

,

.
9

20th

U
.

20 th

..M-G
Col

.

1

.

250.000

.

—

,;

1951

Wednesday^ January 3,

Forly^fifth

t^^^iETTY

PICTURES

Anniversary

59

Wall St.’5 RKO Switch
RKO Corp. was dropped

Stevens and Ethel Barrymore

from the listings on the N. Y.
Stock
Exchange
yesterday

Continued from page

(Tues.) as divorcement of the

to get even.
So, here at the expectant hour
and entombed \Vithin
hi.)
of 3 (p.
of my
the four or five scarlet walls
Francis, I
sitting room in the St.

—hoping

await Mr. Ashton Stevens.
with his proverbial effectiveness,
that
he at this moment telefihohes
for the
he is downstairs, prepared
best.
for
the
hoping
worst and
So I collect a few quires of foolscap and several sharp pencils and

3

major became

the galleries of countries where
hissing and booing are not only
tolerated but encouraged.”

sophisticated public has decreed that a star probably will
never again be able to carry a picture on ;his Own. Not only is the
story of utmost importance, but a
whole series of ingredients must
be kneaded together at the right
moment, it is ackriowledged. Leave
any of theni but arid no matter
how big the star, the film will
prove a flop or, at best, a mild
success.

shares,

RKO

then probed for more of Mr.
critorical views, and he
proceeded to divulge:

who

more

dealings Avere the
pf the new
Pictures Gorp. and
Theatres Corp.
•
Ticker symbol for the film

I

critic

Continued from .page 3

Ad-

effective.

mitted. to

common

Stevens’

"The

End of Stars and System Era

RKO

outfit is

doesn’t take his

RKP RKT
'

identifies

the theatre firm.

audience irttb account is an ass.
He has only to stand in the lobby
of the theatre and listen to ‘rotten,’

;

Gloria’s

;

On
soned

.

,

.

Parrots

•

"I

‘Parrots,’ you call actors, don’t
you?” r said, recalling an interview

come across during

that basis, of course, no seaindustryite is willing to
off

off
this

made several foolish little
said, dreamily:
"Actors are the pianofortes upon
Avhich the composer plays.”
“Luckily for the composer*” said
I, “he seldom plays his own compoions,

smoke rings and

year,

of

course,

is

sitions,”

•

“For that matter,” said Mr. Stevens, “all actors are not Steinways.”
‘And very few authors are Beethovens,” said

I.

He smoked and

silence

was

my

cue,

“Mr. Stevens,” 1 said through a
cloud of smoke, hoping to discover
him on the other side, "has it ever
struck you that the writing time a
dramatic critic devotes to a first

night—from 40 minUteS to one
to two hours, according to the
newspapeiwis inadequate for a

hour

just consideration of a perforpiance
that has taken the dramatist a year
to
write, the
manager severai
months to arrange and the actor as
many months to study and re-

hearse?”

“The

critic’s time is much greater than that Of the audience, for
the verdict of the audience is im-

which will
has been quite successful, although its failure to do biz outside
major keys has been very disappointing: to Paramount.
v
WhilO .many studios have indii.eated an interest in Miss Swanson,
another role hasn’t -riiaterialized
It’s obvious to any ex-for her.
perienced filmmaker that it wasn’t
Miss Swanson alone that made

which did moderately well.
Rosalind Russell was in two, both
of Which proved weak. One was

!

“Woman

I

hastily assured him.
only the critics who spring up
in a night that confound me with
mushrooms. You’ve been Avriting
about the stage too long to make
Why, you
an amateur’s mistake.
were an aged person when I made
the
Really,
apipearance.
my first
funniest thing you do is pose as an
infant phenom. Won’t you srnoke?”
He then lighted his 37th cigaret
and observed: "I am glad to say
that in the march of civilization
the best dramatic critics now receive salaries almost as great as
those paid the worst actors.”
Which is a fact that has often
occurred to me when perusing the
various efforts of the best critics.
Mr. Stevens looked arourid for
his brown gloves, so I hastened to
"It’s

A much-publicized film in the
postwar category that failed to hit
the top-grosser list was Stanley
Kramer’s "The Men.” While highly-successful from the cost-versusincome standpoint (its budget was

about $420,000), it will gross only
about $1,175,000.
A vogue which hit during 1950
.

was the pseudo-science

of Distinction” (With

I

was drily, in one film, “Bright
Leaf“ which did comparatively
modest biz.

;

i

In the

i

Money

films.

First

of these, Robert Lippert’s "Rocketship XM” will gross domestically
about $650,000, great in view of its
George Pal’s
budget.
$94,000
"Destination Moon” for Eagle Lion
Classics is in color and cost more.
It will gross about $1,300,000.

I

i

"Panic in the Streets”; Williahi
Powell and Mark Stevens in
"Dancing in the Dark”; Ann Sherj-

dan in "Stella,” Jane Wyman and
Marlene Dietrich in Alfred Hitchcock’s "Stage Fright” and MisS.
Wymari and Dennis Morgan in
"Lady Takes a Sailor,” John Garfield
"The Breaking Point,”
in
Robert Mitchum, Janet Leigh and
Wendell Corey in "Holiday Affair,”
.

I

Claudette Colbert in “Secret Fury’^

and Joan Fontaine in "Born to Be
Bad.”

Also Dana Andrews and Gene
Tierney in "Where the Sidewalk

Ends”

and

Andrews,

say:'.,

"You know you do a great deal
of harm, Ashton Ste veils?”

"Harm?” he smiled/

—

Grab^e^

iri

"Wabash Avenue.”

eritiCules who endeavor to produce
effects by awkward imitaIn their strain to be witty
tion/
tackle Shakespeare
frequently
they

MPAA

your

Title,

Heayen”

"Blue

"Yes, not. to the drama, or to
the actor, but to the measly little

Nixes ‘Men Only’

So iknreid Takes
Hollywood.

Motion Picture Assrt. of America
nixed "For Men Only,” title offered
Paul Henreid and Ed ward
by.
Nassour for .their upcoming pic,, so
;

^11'.

man’s rather thunderous estiniate
infinitely more than the vul- of war, and it did not become his
blatant demonstrations from browns.
to the

they’re taking the battle to the exsaid title "readily sughibs.
gests some kind of cheap and sen*
sational sex-hygiene picture,” /and
suggested exhibs be polled to see
if they didn’t agree ‘‘it would not
be a good title froiri a boxoffice
standpoint.”

MPAA

.

.

REASON’S GREETINGS

Thus

—

masks— such conveys

and

to

,

dead

Farley

Granger and Joan Evans in “Edge
Of Doorri,”. Irene Dunne and Fred
MacMurray in "Never a Dull Moment,” Robert Taylor and Elizabeth Taylor in "Conspirator,” Joel

Femmes who came Off well are
Betty Hutton in "Annie Get Your
Guri” and“Let’s Dance,” Bette
pay is. in ‘‘All About EVe,” Esther
/Williams in“Duchess of Idaho”
and "Pagan Loye Song,” Judy Garland in “Surniner Stock,” and Betty

'

oi

I

McCrea in "Saddle Tramp,” Ronald Reagan in "Hasty Heart” and
Roberto Rossellini, arid Mickey Rooney in "Quicksand.”
financed arid distributed by RKO,
Among the vet players who conwill do a measly $600,000 in the
tinued to show strength during the
U. S. and Canada. It has played year— although the question always
only 2,550 engagements so far for remains open as to how much
Few more success was due to the star and
a g r o s s of $510,000.
bookings are 1 i k e l y outside of how much to the other ingredidrive-ins, where it has been doing ents
were Spencer T r a c y in
strangely well.
"Father of the Bride,” "Adam’s
Crosby and Grant
Rib” and “Malaya”; Clifton Webb
Bing Crosby, who was in four in "Cheaper By the Dozen,” John
releases that ran up a fabulous Wayne in“Iwo Jima” and "Rio
total of $21,000,000 in grosses in Grande”; James Stewart in "Bro1947, was represented by a single ken
Arrow,” "Winchester ’73,”
pic during the past year that will “Malaya”
and "Jackpot,” Burt
hit only a modestly good $2,350,- Lancaster in "Flame and the Ar600. It’s "Riding High.” “Mr. Mu- row” and “Mr, 880,” Gregory Peck
sic,” Christmas release, was too in "12 O’clock High” and "Gunfighter,” Tyrone PoWer in "Black
Rose,” "Prince of Foxes” and
"American Guerrilla in the Philippines,” Bob Hope in "Great Lover”
and "Fancy Pants,” and Errol
Flynn in "Montana” and "Rocky
Mountain.”

.

,

Belt

other names in pix which didn’t
make the $1,250,000 grade were
Richard Widmark and Gene Tierney in “Night and the City” and
Widmark and Paul Douglas in

I

.•

.

Ray

Milland and Edmund Gwenn) and'
the other “Tell It to the Judge”
(with Robert Gummings)..
(Jary
Cooper, a once top b.o. insurer,

i

—

mediate. BUt in this country unfortunately the hiss and boo are
barred. The man that pays for his as you the Aveek before have
chair iri the theatre is privileged to tackled vaudeville. Importaht dra^
make demonstration only in the matic critics ought, to realize their
\vay of approval.”
You know quite
responsibilities.
Mr. Stevens, haying delivered well, I am sure, th ait if you weren’t
h imself of these pearls of thought, an important dramatic critic I
«*^gain
sank back into the red wouldn’t' be interviewirig you-^for,
cushions, and I, taking advantage despite your youth and my old age,
of his serenity said:
I .am almost as good a judge of
^bu perhaps don’t recognize critics as you are of actors. That
that an actor is a sensitive erboture. cigaret looks very short and sad,
It doesn’t take
great demonstra- dO' have a tall one;”
tions of sound to Convey to his
He. pulled on his broAvn gloves at
mind that he is a success or a the door. Suddenly I said:
failure.
There is no sound so ter"How does it feel to take your
rible to an actor as silence.
To a pAvn medicine, to be interviewed?”
mummer w’ho sees across the footHis reply was thrillingly honest.
hghl.s a sea of eager, intelligent He said:
tp
ii
ti'ces, or^
which more often hapit’s.
pi ns, even
to the greatest— a sea
He paraphrased General Sher,

grade, while “Furies”, did $1,550,-

Gloria

husband,

'

Currently

*

.

rriade a

!

list.

.;

comeback in 060 and "East Side, West Side”
The picture, $1,500,000. Gable, incidentally, was
gross about $2,356,000, iri one other pic, "Key to the (jity,”

Swanson, who

me

mushropms.”
"Oh, ho,” I

iri

“Sunset Boulevard.”

,

Variety

experience

ariy

“Sunset,” but the cdmbinatiOri of
Thus, no one wants
ingredients.
to chance a pic without the right
story—-the basic and most-neceshe is .supposed to write something Jima,” $3,900,000, arid “12 O’clock sary item.
Others on the
that in a briefer way is almost as High,” $3,225,000.
Crawford and Geigman
entertaining as the eoriledy itself. list are "American Guerrilla in the'
He must first, last and all the time Philippines,” $2,275,000; "BreakThe experience with Miss Swanbe readable— not albne to the actor through,” $1,960,000; "Three Came son arid a feAV years ago with Miss
or author, for a big newspaper is Home,” $1,900,000; “Willie Gomes Crawford in“Mildred Pierce” inMarching Home,” $1,700,000 and
riot a trade journal.”
dicates that any of the pilayers
"The Big Lift,” $1,275,000.
“Thank heaven,” I ansAvered.
who’ve been faring badly at the
Incidentally,
20.th’s“No Way
"His service is entirely for the
b.o. in the past year or more may
Out,” last of the Chain of Negro
public.”
be quickly turned into marquee
discrimination
was
released;
films,
more, Mr. Stevens,” I
“Tell
Miss
gold with the proper yarn.
during 1950 and apparently sufbegged, for I Avas learning.
latter-day experience
(jraAvford’s
"Critics,” he went bn kindly, fered the usual fate of a tail-erider indicates how tarnished the gilt
"more than any others have con- in a cycle. It will garner a total can get, however. Without proper
tributed to the inflated head of the of only about $1,350,000 as against story-burnishing. She appeared in
modern actor. Critics more than 20th’s entry last year, "Pinky,” “Harriet Craig” for Columbia durmanagers are responsible for the which was fifth on the year’s hit ing the past year—a pic that didn’t
‘‘Out,” with
ridiculous growth of mushroom parade at $3,800,000.
even produce sufficierit revenue to
orily 2,000 dates so far, is intenstars.”
minimum
Variety
the
make
"But,” I said timidly, "critics, tionally being played off slowly by ,$1,250,000 grossing list.
in the hope of building intoo, become stars just because of 20th
Ingrid Bergman, of course, is a
these mushrooms. Why, I’ve seen terest.
Metro’s "Intruder In the Dust,” prime example of a star Who could
your name in type as big as mine,”
gleam again with just a
probably
"Perhaps that is because I write another 1950 release in the Negro little pick-me-up. She climaxed a
pix series, likewise failed to sho\v.
so nicely about you!”
series of weakies with a real bust
Every little the strength of the group, the pre- during the past year ^"Stromboli.”
"Oh, I’m so glad!
vious year. It didn’t even hit the
bit helps,” 1 said With a ring of
$1,250,000 minimum to make the The film, made in Italy by her
for
gratitude

ainused me
very much, as it suggested to Mr.
Wilton Lackaye that he turn his
great mentality to "penning” rathI passed
er than to "parroting.”
him the matches, arid, as he startI was
in my voice,
ed his seventh, he said: "If I’d
thought twice I might have called beginning to feel that my years of
struggle and toil had not been
them illuminators.”
“Well,” I said, "that casts a lit- wasted.
"But don’t you think for a motle light on your first thought.”
Our hero at this moment sank irient,” went oil my encourager,
back into the red brocaded cush- "that I am confounding you with

my wanderings which

Ginger Rogers had

.

same

Warner Bros.’“Perfect Strangers.”
Busy Barbara Stanwyck was in
five pix. The top gross of the lot,
$1,900,000, was achieved with the

Comeback

;

j happened to

domestically.
exactly the

how many poor pictures
he’s been in or how long

;

“

during the year, Metro’s
"Crisis.” It also did too little biz
to make the Variety list, which
begins with pic grossing $1,250,000

player—-no matter co-starring aid of Glaik Gable in
"To Please a Lady.” Two of her
iri a row
he’s been pix, “Thelma Jordon” and “No Man
the screen.
A case in point of Her Own,” didn’t make the

write

.

dcrfur satisfactipn in 'being by nature a passionate playgoer, and in
being able to talk about the play
to dour or 500,000 people the next
morning— people who cannot answer back. I think the most pleasing form of fiction is
“Dramatic criticism?”
“No,” he said seriously, forgetting that his third cigaret had gone
On the stage
out, “the drama.
everything, including imagination,
is. or should be, supplied by the
I think it is ridiculous that
actor.
a popular public demands so much
newspaper space for actors rather
than for plays.”

Cary Grant, for years a reliable
magnet/ appeared in only one

b.o.

release

;

or ‘great’, or The best ever’,

or
‘the Worst yet’— to .Write a truth\
tell him to come on.
ful: account of the performance.
Mr. Stevens when he came into But the genial vice of the best
the rooiti was clad from head to critics, is that they insist Upon havfoot in that delicate shade of new ing an dpinion of their own.”
brown so fashionable this year,
"1 suppose they feel they must
and was smoking only one cigaret.
For pebple who many industry'
earn their salary, no matter how
At onice he asked if I minded, and
ites have, repeatedly alleged do not
painful,”
I suggested.
not
I
did
upon assuring him that
like Avar pictures, filmgoers of the
“The salary?”
he seated himself in the most comU. S. and Canada gobbled up a
fortable chair in the room. I said:
"No, the oHginal thought.”
good many Of therii during the past
“Mr. Stevens, do you think that
year.
Variety’s current tabulation
“It is a curious thing;” continued
dramatic criticism is of any value?
critic,
the genial
‘‘that a newspaper of top-grossers of 1.950 shows eight
whom?”
to
so,
if
And
devotes more space to theatricals filriis— among them ‘‘Battlegrourid,”
“It’s of great value to me,” he
than to any other topic except per- the No. 2 coin^grabber of the year‘said.
haps the noble one of sports; and in the War category.
“Bernard Shaw said that some
this amount uf space is riot, of
Just as the fiock of moneymaktime ago,” I replied.
course, given up solely on acebunt ing Negro prejudice films last year
“I am glad that Shaw and I agree
of
the
author'
and
actor.’*
threw
askew the theory that filmas
“but
answered,
on one point,” he
"Neither subject would .strike goers didn’t want "problem” pica matter of fact I steal great pleastures,
so
the: present list knocks the
ure in going to the theatre. I’m me as irrelevant in a page of theaanti-war film idea into a peaked
tricals,” I ventured.
the most enthusiastic audience.”
Three of the pix are among
‘‘Quite true, but the critic also cap.
“Deadhead?”
the top io grosser s of the year,
”No; at Mr. Ilearst’s expense. I’m counts with his editor and his pub-^
They
are "Battleground,” which
He is not supposed to write
the best customer of the boxoffice lie.
San Francisco, I find a won- ari editorial on a comedy; in fact got $4,550,000; "Sands of Iwo
in

late to count in the present tabulation, since most of its playdates,
obviously, will be in 1951,

Nelle Fisher and Jerry Ross
WITH EARL REDDING
SEEN ON "YOUR SHOW OF SHOWS’'
Appearing— WEDGWOOD ROOM, WALDORF-ASTORIA
r^gt.: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

far,

some 50 exhibs have

replied, all backing Henreid.
letter,
iricidentally,

MPAA

re-

vealed title had been, rejected previously when submitted by other
firms.

;

.

.

.

and here they

These current March of Time releases take

are.

your audience behind the headlines— show them the forces that
niake the news of these critical days.

'"AS

RUSSIA SEES
The
it

film

IT/'

Walter Winchell

calls

'

a

‘corker. ’V From the Kremlin’s viewpoint,

evaluates Stalin’s opportunities for conquest

.

.

.

his chances for success

and what the U.S. and the U.N. are doing to meet the

'"THE

.

.

•

challenge.

GATHERING STORM"
Vividly presents the dilemma that confronts the U.S. today

we mobilize now

to be ready for a possible

:

how

far

must

World War III?

"SCHOOLS MARCH ON"
Who

will

win the battle

for the

minds of tomorrow’s

citizens?

Here

is

how

public education can be strengthened to meet the tlireat to democracy.

hew IyIarch^^:o^^^
fitos for youi’ patrohs in
1951— dramatic, thoroughly -docuniented presentations of the most

There’ll be eight

vital subjects of our

times— films with the

regularly draws millions of intelligent

special distinction that

men and women

to theatres

which feature

mi-

•

'

i
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m
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PRODUCED BY THE EDITORS OF TIME &
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Wednesday, January 3, 1951

Forty^fifth

me MAN AT HOME
Characters:
AL. d gag writer,
.7j^ELEN, his wife.
The Place:— The bedroom of their apartment
The Time:— 3 -4. Mv
Helen is
Hise -—The bedroom is in semi-darkness.
At comes in from the
asleep in one of the twin beds.
tells her
Helen,
iip
wakes
room,:
.liivig
Xlie

^

'

:

,

listen to the “yock’' I just wrote!
Jvm'Si.says to his Wife "‘This morning I opened the
was a mqth crying/*
door, and
closet
clothes,
cari a moth cry?’* Jones says,
rs Jones says, **

^( •wBaby;

How

M

Didn’t you ever see a

"It eertainly can.

moth bawl?”

And for that you wake me up 3 iii the morning.
couldnT sleep until I told it to yoii.
iilvLlCN: So you told it to me, now I can’t sleep.
AL: Sloop?^ I got a great gag on sleep!
A .Jelloie went to a doctor, said, “Doc, I can’t sleep/*
.The doctor said, “Every hour during, the nighti drink a
Hl-ibKN:

AL

•

Is

of-

The

fc lip w ,says, “Will that pict nte
doctor says, “No; but it sdre makes

leliiskey/’

? ”, The
1(1 sleep
staying up a pleasure/’
is that la
that- a boil!

'

.

7

.

;

;

.

IIFLKN: It you don’t let me go to sleep, I’ll bo you!
AL: Sgfry, honey, but that’s my bread and butter; besides,
n niy family.
j 0 kes run
IlELEX: Yes, look atlyou,.
AL: Even/iny inother married my father for a joke. Wait—
I got a great gag on marriage!
.A jellow says id a girl, “Darling, marry rnc. .1 want
The girl says,
I heed you around the house.”
you!
“Why?- you got a heart full of love for me?” The
ft'

i

.

.

jellow says, “Xp—a sink full df dirty dishes.”
'
How is tirat, baby?
(SHE TURNS OUT THE LIGHT.
1 stinks
II ELEN
AL: O.Ji, honey, it's tod dark—now you won’t see my gags.
Wait a minute— DARK! Oh, I got a pip oh that one:
1

;

!

were sitting in the dark. All
of a sudden he saw a little red light in the Corner of
He picks Up a book and throws it at the
the room.
tight and the girl stopped going with-him—.
Come on, honey, ask me why?
A' fellow and his girl

'

HELEN: Why?
AL: The

little

red light turned out to be her father’s cigar^
I heard that one on Berle’s
to sleep.

HELEN: Ah, go
program.

AL: How, do you like that! T haven’t even got it down on
paper and already he stole it.
HELEN: I think you need a psychiatrist!
AL: A PSyCHIATRlST!
A farmer went to see a psychiatrist. “Doc,” he said,
“My son thinks he’s a cow. All day long he grazes
in the grass and at night he sleeps in the bam.” The
psychiatrist said, “Bring him here and I’ll cure him.”
The farmer Said, “Yeah, then how will we get the
milk/’

•

HELEN: Fred Allen did
I just made it Up

AL:

.

zine

got

I

it

from.

.

and

comedian who had five daughtersL
HELEN: Eddie Cantor did that 20 years

ago.

,

count them.’!
Now look at the way I switch it;
First fellow says to the second fellow, “How many
hairs has a monkey got?” Second fellow says, “I don’t
know.”
First fellow says, “Next time you shavC,
count them.”
See the switch?
HELEN: Switch out the light so I can go to sleep. Got
to go to the doctor in the morning.
AL: Poor kid— got to go to the doctors— DOCTORS!
A mother comes to the doctors, says, “My boy is 12
,

of Jolin—and

Deanna

Great actor, great come dian^r-John Barrymore’s passing
was d great loss. During the funeral services of a friend,
Berrymore sat very seriously, in a pew in the church
at Forest .Laiori Cemetery. When the services were over,
he mafted to leave when dh aged actor approached him.
"I kncio your father, Maurice Barrymore, very ipell,”
.he said, “played
with him oh, 35 years ago. Been oh
.the boards almost 60 years.”
‘.'Rcallij?” John said.
“How old are you, sir?”
'

—

39,” replVcd the thespian.
“Hardly pdy^ for you to leave,”
ha Ted /(;> hiv ear ond drove out.

',

I'

John

replied, as he

homo,

her play with her dolls and skates, I’m
better off leading a normal existence.
"
just rio good for this business, believe me.”
With
>U‘.
motion she grabbed the quavering girl fiercely, went
d Lie door. Opened
»t, looked back, pointed her finger at
and said, “You Stink, too.”
Eddie Cantor.
l'

she’ll

let

be

—

many

children he’s going STORK mad..:
I going mad!
Before you do, listen to this one:

HELEN: So am

Her husband Wanted

to

go on a radio quiz- program. He figured if she could
hit the jackpot why couldnU he?
HELEN: Oh, please—
AL;'.Toov' fate.!,
Never feed a baby milk before it goes to sleep. Becduse
the viitk turns into cheese,: the cheese turns into butter, the butter turns iht(p fat, the. fat turns into sugar,
the sugar turns into alcohol ... and the first thing you
know the baby Wakes up with a hangover.
'

'

—

:

•

.

HELEN:, STOP! STOP!
AL: Can’t, baby, I’m inspired:
:

The

politician’s wife gave birth to triplets.
yelled, “I demand a recount.’’

AL: Won’t do you any

.

politician

knee, Al-

good!

.

Teacher says to little Johnnie, “'Why were you late?”
Johnnie said, “My mother gave birth to a bouncing
baby.” Teacher says, “Boy or girl?” Johnnie says,
“I. don’t know, it hasn’t stopped bouncing yet.”
HELEN: Al, if you don’t stop I’m going home to mother!
AL: it’s better than bringing her here!
First father said, “My baby is a year old and already

.

,

he’s cutting his teeth.” Second father says, “Alt babies
cut their teeth When they’re a year old.” First father
says, “With a razor blade?”
HELEN: Ohhhh! now I know why you wanted me to have
a baby, You just did it for a belly-laugh.
AL: No, I just did it to put up a big front.
HELEN: That’s the last straw! I’ve had enough!

(GETS OUT GF BED, PUTS ON A NEGLIGEE,. GOES
TO CLOSET AND OPENS DOOR.)
Come on out. Herman (HERMAN COMES OUT).
AL:. WHO IS THIS MAN?
HELEN: My lover.
.

AL:

Yes.

—

AL: Speaking about lovers—
Once a lover and his girl were walking

.

in the woods—
(HELEN BREAKS THE LAMP OVER HIS HEAD)

Notes on a french Postcard
By

NORMAN READER

local citizenry

aswell

gave Deauville
His flower-tossing aet involving the St.
slipped Caesar.
Louis deb, Mimi Medart, finally folded in Biarritz, Elsa
Maxwell’s newest, ballground for the Haute Monde.
Biarritz tradesfolk, the casinos and hoteliers enjoyed
The Hotel du PalaLs', in a burst of
the royal holiday.
enterprise, built a special king-size bed to contain the
royal frame arid dog-eared t\vo books on protocol while
Farouk and the Windsors were in residence simultaneously. The Nile playboy ate no pork but consumed more
His favorite
fish than the seajioris at the Brofix Park zoo.
.

drink-r-Toke.

2.000th anniversary with
Next year Paris celebrates
Parisians' proudly showing visitors the things that have,
kept the Sweetheart of the World wrinkleproof through
the centuries. Americaris making the pilgrimage are set
for a high time with champagne corks and fireworks popping clear around the clock. If Coney Island turkey is
an inseparable part of your diet, b’e .sure to bring your
own. Paris has everything but hot dogs and when they
wheedle their way into the Fronch fabric you can dim
the lights, brother, because that will be the end of the

Mayer

Initiative

promulgated.

As to COMPO’s right to step into such. a .situation, it is
to believe that any picture man wOiild'" regard an
order Which links the picture industry with u:rc:: ;e itial
activities like gambling establishments, arnusement arcades arid poolrooms, as other than an intolerable hlow at
the prestige and public standing which wc were instnu-tod
to defend and enhance. I would be unworthy of the responsibilities entrusted to me if 1 failed to prote.st against any
such unwarranted liber on bur pasition and contrihvt ion

hard

to

eritoitrage of 55 assorted aides
as neat a shot in the arm as Cleopatra

I..

.

as the

his

to

ate no longer content to be constantly on the defensive-explaining, protesting and seeking alibis, but determined to assert our leadership in American life as a
source of entertainment, education and morale. V/e do not
intend to be pushed around any more by ariyone regardless
of his high po$ition or low intentions.
Just as ooon as we heard that the National Production
Authority' was about to issue an order restricting theatre
building Without even consulting us, we felt that this was
an emergency which required immediate action o:r our
part. The only specific portion of the order agaiast which
we registered a protest was the clause restricting s! r -li ral
improvements or modernization to $5,000 annually. S ch a
regulation could inflict serious hardship on. many theatres,
as well as those who patronize and serviee them, witlioiit
any benefit whatsoever in the .Saving of critical miitcrials
for purposes Of national defense^a saving to whic!: we
pledge our unremitting support. We felt, however, that vye
were entitled to the same privilege now being extcnch'd to
other media of communication of analyzing Government
restrictions before, rather than after, they have been

Basket Parlies Welcoirie

world.

we need

We

*

its

in India during the

Taking the

This year, as they did last, Parisians listened to Irving
Berlin’s “Annie du Far West” and went right on doing
what comes naturally—for them.
Nineteen fifty will go down in the Ville de Lumiere’s
record book as the one in which Bing Crosby napped in
the Bois and got routed out by the “flics” who didn’t know
him from Sinatra and cared less, It was also the year in
which Paris became Broadway’s honest-to-goodness SubIn fact, after an afternoon in the
urbia-on-thC^Seine.
George V bar Berlitz started teaching English to the
French using a Damon Runyon omnibus as a textbook.
The. Yanks— 275,000 strong— stormed the boites and
caves of the Champs Elysees and Montmartre only to
make the signal discovery that no matter how many
French cabinets go out, Maurice Chevalier and the straw
boater go on forever. Also Mistinguett and Cecile Sorel.
Uncle Sam's nephews also found that the plush palaces were Tight there with the Big Hello, an Americantype martini and a tab they were sure was the sole copyDuring the summer rush the
right of “21” and Soule’s.
$2.50 room with tub was as hard to come by in Paris as a
Lindy’s breakfast.
'i’he town jumped like; never before with Lena Horne,
Hildegarde, Josephine Baker and the Anmrican Ballet
plugging away on limb and larynx for the visiting cliem
French carbons of
tele’s spending money and kudos.
“Harvey ” “Streetcar Named Desire” arid “Rose-Marie”
were steady morieygetters. the American Theatre of
Paris— to keep Yank colors flying— went to the post with
an English version of “knickerbocker Holiday” arid got

an excellent play from the
Americans,

MAYER

rank amateurs in selling ourselves.
GOMPO’s program has already been fully reported in
the generous columns of Variety—a Film Festival to reassert the leadership of motion pictures in the field of
entertainment; a Starmaker Contest to build up new names
and new faces; a motion picture exposition booked around
the country to arouse interest among young and pld in
the technique of film making; a nationwide research job
to ascertain the causes and to formulate a solution for
some of our current difficulties; the publication of booklets
presenting our side of public issues, such as “Exploding A
Myth”; which has already circulated over 15.000 copies;
the formation of a Speakers Bureau and the prep:^, ration
of speakers’ kits; and many olher projects designed to help
both the public relations of the industry as well as its
boxoffice, immediate and future.

YOUR LOVER!

HELEN:

was

I

Arthur

.

A

HELEN: On my bended

L.

building restrictions, exorbitant license fees, excessive transporvatiori
charges, or the granting of special
favors to other forms of entertainment; on the dissemination of constructive publicity designed to reply to the malicious attacks arid ridicule to which we are constantly subjected. These are issues where all of us as showmen see
eye. to eye and should hereafter fight shoulder to shoulder.
Of course COMPO is suffering birth pains. An industry
that has been chaotic for 53 years cannot be remade in
three nldnths. Union Was not achieved by the American
colonists overnight. The path of the United Nations is
strewn with brickbats, riot roses. But I am convinced that
when men of good will in this industry sit down together
they will take whatever steps and make whatever sacrifices, personal or organizational, are necessary to unite
every branch of our industry in the protection of our joint
interests and the service of our country.
In the past we ourselves have been our most insidious
enemies. We paraded our dirty linen in the daily press.
Actors gave out with clever smart cracks, ridiculing the
industry which supplied them their swimming pools and
private yachts; producers referred to exhibitors as janitors;
exhibitors told the public that business was lousy. We
were all more intent on how to divide th$i gross than how
to increase it. Experts in selling our product, we were

,

king Farouk and

.

Early in this, decade while Deanna Durbin and I were
Pbiying a theatre in Boston a very persistent Woman with
a iittle girl was
trying to crash backstage to see nie. The
doorman did his best to keep her .out. However, I had
di'dered lunch for Deanna and myself When suddenly the
door burst open and a goodly-sized woman leading an
dinaciatcd looking child, about nine, came in unartJiounced. No hello. No greeting pf. any kind. The.mpther
pushed her child in front of me with the loudest “Sing!”
7.0U ever heard.
The kid went into two choruses of one
Pobuiar song and then into a few choruses of another
J'ong.
When she finished, her momma just said one Word
jo
j thought It only best to tell her thp
child, madame, has no talent at all.
Take
1

.

had 15 children.

ARTHUR

war a taxicab driver once
do is to exploit our strength;
If every Indian were to spit once at the same time, we
could drown all the bloody British.” The Indian people
achieved their independence when
they rediscovered the ancient adage
that you must hang together or you
will hang alone.
We, too, in the picture business haye
at last had this truth hammered into
our hard heads arid our soft hearts.
We will hang alone if we do not hang
together on all such matters as discriminatory taxation by national, state
or local bodies; on all forms of restrictive regulation such as censorship*

BLACKOUT

AL: Are you trying to say that I steal gags?. When I take
somebody’s gag, I switch it and make it sound like a brand
new gag. For instance, take this gag:
First fellow says to the second fellow, “How many
hairs has a pig got?”
Second fellow says, “I don’t
know.” First fellow says, “Next time you shave your-

ni

TWhen

said to me: “All

if

I

'

.

By

do you have to

'

A woman

Program For

(Exeemtive Vice -President J

—what

.

AL;

Business^ All-Out

All-Industry Welfare

can show you. the magaHere’s one I made up from the
,

starved to death.” The Comic says, “Why? didn’t the
Congressmen pass the food?” The Straight nian said,
“CongTessmen never pass anything.”
HELEN: Jack Benny did that 15 years ago.
AL: All right, how ’bout this one: Did you hear about the

self

The Film

you must know, I’m going to have baby.
AL: A baby! A baby! I got a million gags about babies:
A woman had so many ehildren that now when the
stork delivers a baby, he don’t, drop it down the
chimney. He just stands oh 'top of the roof Urid yells,
“Cortie and get it!!” The poor husband
he has so
Well,

61

THE COMTO STORY

,

that 10 years ago.

Saturday Evening Post:
The Straight man says, “I was to a banquet in Washington with a bunch of Congressmen and almost

j^ore

HELEN:

.

,

;

crackers.’’

That’s a hoffola!—-Wait a minute
see a doctor for?

1

Mass

PICTURES

Anniversary

me—

.

^

.

years old, and every night before he goes to sleep, he
sucks oh his thumb, and I can’t seem to stop it. What
shall I do?” The doctor says, “Every night before he
goes to sleep, rub limburger on his thumb, that’ll
break his habit. Do that for a week and then come
back and see me.” A week later the woman came
back. The doctor said, “Did you do what I told you?**
The woman said, **Yes, I did exactly what you told
every night, I rubbed limburger cheese on his
thumb.” The doctor said, “Did that stop him from
sucking hi-s thumb?” The woman said, “No! now he
goes to bed with a bottle of beer and a box of

By EDDIE DAVIS

.

.

American

life.

We

are being urged to cooperate with government and;
quasi-public agencies in the distribution and exhibition of
films connected with the prc'^’ent crisis and to m'^ko our
theatres community centers for the disseminaliori. of information and the mainte-nance of public mbrcle. I .’m
certain that I express the sentiments of everyone in t *'6
picture bu si ne.ss. when I say that \Ve are proud to be of
-‘an
service in the great battle against Communist
and** brutality; but if we are to perform the acti^'itic.s assigned to us effectively we cannot be hailed a.s a hero in
one breath and as a honkylonk in another.
T’o the grave enaergcncy within ouf industry \s-hich
into existence has now been added the
brought
even graver emergency which today confronts our cb‘».nTy.
The challenge is no lbn.i?er solely to our. Incornes and our
investments but also to all the values in life w’nich wo hold
most sacred arid most dear. Without freedo.m. everything
we possess or hope to possess is valueless. I have k iown
the men and women of this industry for 30 years. In times
of peace and pro.sperity they arc prone to fighting and
feuding, but faced by peril ard the threat of disa.stor, they
will display as they have in the past, the wisdom and
courage to join rarik.s and form a united indu^Tv pomecrated to the maintenance of a united nation
,

.

COMPO

,

,

,

.

Forty-fifth

2^^

P^RIETY

Wednesday^ January

Anniversary

3,
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Showmanly Usage of TV Can Help B.O.
Continued from page 23

Obviously not. Rather, pubin concerts has .been
,Tc interest
records: and
simulated at borne by
'aadeasts, and now. with their
more disever
Hstes growing
audiences are
cViminating, concert,
‘'rts?

'

,

more

intelligent

and

en-

than before.
can envision
In the same way, I

tiiusiaslic

.

,

future stiniulating iii"
TV in
in general and
ioiest in the theatre
by helping to pr(>
in its artists,
of and
a\yareness
iuote a greater
the

.

:

of all
appetite for entertainment
sharpening the
sorts, as well as
of
matters
uublio's critical taste in
entertainment. Surely if inferior,

unimaginative- types of TV shows
will
abound, the screen and stage
tire of
beneni, for the public will
other
the
on
if,
and
tedious' fare,,
TV should become one of
important cultural
nation’s
Hie
stage and
forces, tiicn too, the
,

Si Faliiaii

Is

Anuilier

NW Exhib Likens

may

well
happily
be
affected, for standards on all sides
will be raised.
So I cannot say. that the future
looks bleak to usv no matter from
what angle we look at it. Pictures
at the Music Hall have not been
playing off much quicker than before the TV boom. We shall have
shown 14 features by the end of
this year, the sa me nu mber We
had in 1949 and only twb more
than in 1948,
wish to be a blind
I do not
optimist’ but I see no reason or
excuse for pessimism, either. As I
See it, we in show business .may
[face 1951 with confidence, if vve
keep our standard liigh, for then
the public, as. ever, will respond
to that which is best in our offerings. That always holds true at
the Music Hall and it’s obvious that
it should elsewhere for other show-

con- screen

in

and interest

teiicinncc of

Usage of Radio
By HARRY B. FRENCH
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Showman Who

For Benefil

of B.Q.
j

By S.-H.',FABIAN
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:
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for

I

as

to

the

kind

of

month

instances were allowed to deteriorate with respect! to their appointments, their service, and in the
job of selling themselves to the

avail-

theatres for the entire
of
December up .unlil

Christmas Pay, then
going tb; take more
Christmas attractions

1

know
.

to

public;
Showmanship became almost a lost art, The mbre aggressive exhibitors in
the country
have jonly recently been doing
something on this score. 1 have
attended a dozen meetings in the
past six weeks wherein top exhibitors from all sections of the

it’s

just the
get the

’

that

proved to be one of the
biggest assets of .pur business.
Now television rears its head.
Television is here and here to stay
and will get progressively better.
But I don’t believe for one single
minute: that television will ever re^
place the motion picture,
Theatre large screen television, in
my opinion, will be a big factor
ill creating new audiences and cer-

trary,

TV

Harnessing

of entertainment.
I look at product

When
able

would spell
.’‘Finis” to the motion picture industry. But did it? To the com

e-jthibilors.

I'!rges

form
'

habit working again, We cannot
go throijgh weeks at a time withleaders have met and Gonquered out having examples of top product
in our theatres and expect that the
every problem to date.
habit will sustain itNpt too many years ago radio, movie-going
"•
self.:
according to riiany. exhibitors, was

medium

either
,

Our

the.

;

men and

trons

:

,

j

whom

we traditionally lose in the sum- product we were offering them or
mer time to return to the theatre the manner in which it was prefor their weekly or semi- weekly sented to iherii; Theatres in many

j

Minneapolis.

.

i

to

industry, to preserve its security, must face the future with
the same determination and resolve
that it did right after Pearl Harbor,
My optimism for the future of
the business is boundless, based on
the experience that our industry
.

,

;

Day; to interest those fans
I

!

Boon

,

country were taking serious inveuof their own houses and evlGrew Fat and Fatuous
deneed an earnest desire tp put
We went through a period: dur- them in order. These are good
ing and immediately after the war oniens. If we Can lose our self
that led us all to believe that the rassurahee, if we can get mad, we
type of pictures, that were being can look forward to a renewed era
presented to the public of excitement and prosperity in
were sufficiently good to iioia our our theatres;
patronage. We were operating in
The present recession may not
a false economic atmosphere that be without its “plus” benefits. If
will probably never be repeated it puts us. back on our toes and
again in our history: I. think as a eliminates the laissez-faire that has
result of this condition Vye awak- colored too much of pur thinking,
ened too late to the fact that, we we may live to look on this period
were not keeping pace with the a.S; a starting point for solid
real demands of our regular pa-^ progress.

—

,

.

'

it

'

:

;

,
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our industry learns to utilize tele.tainly bring back what is. referred
to the utmost and it is to
our advanlagt that we obtain these Ub as “the lost audience.” Teleyisiori of important events and entelevision trailers.
tertainment on a closed circuit, ex- Uniled Detroit’s Earl Huclson Lists 4 Surefire ^Features’ Thai
This is only one thing. The
iiiahy years ip
other
momentous decision that clusive to theatres, supplementing
Must Hypo the Film Biz As a, Whole
coihe.
motion pictures will, I begood
must be made, is the great way
That sounds
lieve, pay off most profitably at'
By E. i. HUDSON
that television can be used in theominratlier
the boxoffiee.
atre television. As is known, I am
know,
I
There is a wealth of factual
Detroit.
ous,
Third dimension, even at this
a firm believer in the theory that
available to the executive
and it is meant
time, is already of major iinpor-,
A four-feature" policy, with a
television
is something that theaexactly
be
to
tance to our future business. Sure- quartet of subjects booked for an and creative departments of proires
can expioit to tremendous
that. One look
diction,,
through distribution and
much to
advantage to their boxoffices. We ty the industry will assist in speed- indefinite run, could do
at the boxwhich can help Hollying up the development of third dissolve our industry problems,
must
the
public
today
know
let
figures
oi'l’ice
The titles of "'bod accomplish in “negatives” the
we are forward looking, eager dimension because it can easily be
of the average
triumphs
in
entertainment which
the four fea^
the" “shot in the arm” that will
for progress, and avid to use every,
li
e a t i* e
tures are the public will promptly conv^’^’f
advance the: theatre business to
new
indusmethod
of
science
and.
Un'oiighout the
m on info very gratifying “positives” at
greater heights than eyer attained
try inven'tion for their, entertaihcountry clear-'
S. H. Fabian
“Un- the boxoffiee. It is. to thel credit
Sense,”
before. It also can provide the
ment, iiiformi tion and comfort.
dcinon.ly
self ishness,” that a substantial number of prosame impact for our business that
^;lrates the accuracy of tins stalc- When we were younger and oiir
ducers, directors and writers are
Work”;
“Hard
was experienced with the advent
industry was younger, we did this.
menl.:,
and “Toler- already alert to this fact and are
of talking pictures.
'Theatre
television
presents
many
no longer, “isolationists.”
When I say the year of decision,
ance,”
I’m firmly of the belief that now
interesting possibilities for showwhat 1 mean is that we nuist take
The cast for
is the tirtie to step up advertising
TV No Insurmountable Bo gey
that
men. I would point out
motion
counsel and adopt certain policies
each subject is
in all mediums— the newspapers,,
picture theatre operators have alTelevision is the Grim Reaper of
which will be far-rcaching in their
person
every
radio, television, billboards, in our
ways been looking for means for
•efl’cct' on bur -future.
in the indus- mediocrity on motion picture theand every place
enhancing and increasing the en- own theatres,
atre screens.
We cannot induce
try.
advertising
The
crowds gather.
Willi no head-hiding in the sand,
Farl
Hudson
their
thepotential
of
tertainment
For
every the public to pay for the ordinary
dollar today will pay bigger diviwc must lace the trenicndous com- atres
addiUoiniS to their program
by
“negative” produced in Hollywood at theatre boxoffices when the ordidends than ever before.
pctiiivc element that television has
in the form of vaudeville, presenthere is an average of 200 “posi- 9iarj/ is available ‘‘for free” on a
introduced, examine its poteniials,
tations,
band.'^hows or whatever
lives.” The same ratio of positives TV screen at home.
and deterinino hOw those potencould be done to make their au- It's Good That Showitien
Our industry has a great potento negatives prevails in an invenlials-T-inslead of destroying us-^
diences recognize the theatre as
tory of our industry ills and assets, tial asset in COMPO as a forum
can be used to lielp u.s\
Are Finally Getting
the place of the greatest value for
and
Coordinating agency for all segbut most of us are concerned too.
I- think, the
one great thing we entertainment,
and
recreation
By TED gamble
much of the time with “negatives” ments of our. business. There are
must iu'ver overlook is the great pleasure.
Everyone in the industry seems to project our “positives” sufficient- many recent developments which
selling power that television' offers
The great quality of motion picindicate that those who have chami'or all
commedities. It is uscLess tures can never be equalled in Very much concerned about busi- ly on the national and locax levels. pioned it So valiantly
and who are
No other business has within its
to catalog the number of things television. Nevertheless, as show- ness prospects for 1951. There have
in possessing long range
ranks comparahle skills fov adver- fortunate
tclovision sells so well, or, being men, if we car. enhance this enter- never been so many serious meetings of a pri- tising. publicizing and exploiting its vision which foresees its ultimate
a showman, I should say so tciTiftainment quality by television proimportant place, in pur industry
vate nature as products.
ically. The naturat question i.s, can
grams exclusively in our theatres
structure, have not yet given exhiwell as by orit sell theatre tickets? I say it. can.
“positives”
that
are
The
array
of
more
show
so as, I repeat to give
^particularly) time to bebition
g a n i z a tiohs ours as an. industry adds up to a
K.Nhibitors throughout the coun- value, we must do it. If you will
come .sufficiently acquainted with
assPeiaand
fabulous total.
try, have bocMi elamoring for many remember Marcus Loew’s saying,
/
have
an equal amount of conit
to
discusstipns
months to have the producers make "a big show for little money,” you
Product prospects for the coming fidence^ and enthusiasm.
ing the welltelevision trailers. We must keep will also recall that this iswhat,
The motion picture industry
being of the year look very good in terms of
the pressure on to see to- it that built our great industry today.
public started and flourished 'V.th its
as quality that will give the
boxoffiee
pic- stories of the problems of youth
entertainment
in
motion
more
the
d uri ng
l‘"a 111 oils
Flaycrs-Canadian P rex y Sees Other Things Besides
f e w ture theatres than they can find in terms of drama, romance, comof
that edy, farce and music. Eyery audi?
Fulfillment
elsewhere.
I
on
h
m
s
t
(lilt ling ill on Film Boxoffiee
proptise on paper rests with
ence saw itself in. some degree in
think, this is a
wood.
the persons of the young men and
By JOHN J. FITZGIBBONS
I
good sign,
Ted Gamble
Everj exhibitor and every :dis- women who laughed, cried, haled
bethis
say
angle which requires skill and
Toronto.
TV or any other media which judgment as well as the considera- cause I believe business will tributor has abundant reason to re- and loved before them on the
provides enlcrtainmcnt must be tion of political angles which can be better in 1951
of
us joice about the reports of the past screen'. The American public today
if
all
considered
In few months that top production ex- is just as keenly interested in
it.
about
something
be solved only by the local ex- do
competition,
its
but
by
ecutives,. directors and writers arc stories about youth, enaded
dralt is no
job of selling the theatre itself.
stronger than any .hibitor organization leaders.
The president of one of the fast abandoning the former policy young personalities, as it Was in the
other competiWith regard to the question of
years
of
motion
earlier
lieture
enof
mahy
which
so
“isolationism,”
a j or picture com pa hies recently of
tion being de- film rentals, production is a cOinThe “Star Maker
tertainment.
veloped in all petitive business, just as exhibi- signed his name to a statement them had, and are seeking closer
proposed by Leonard
personal contact with distribution Contest”
prfjss
trade
the
appearing
in
lines of entcr- tion or any other commodity that
Goldenson
is
bull’s-eye
on the tarCity
a
“We are and exhibition, far beyond the
I quote:
t a i n m e n t
is manufactured. ’When a producer Avhich said and
public interest and il. or its
where an ad- brings in a good boxoffiee attrac- using our manpower— aggressiyely, Limits, of HGlly\yoodr to acquire a get of
and effectively—^tb keener, and more accurate. knOwl- cquiyalents, are among the “posimission
price tion. generally speaking, he has no immediately
df the changes and ti'ends in tive.s.” that arc available to us as
better
is
charged --- trouble getting playing time oi bring you .more pictures
public interest in eriteTtainment. ah industry:
cairef ully
pictu res
baseball, hock- adequate terms. When he has a pictures
ey, roiler skat- picture, that is of no value to the planned to the needs of today's
ing, bingo arid exhibitpf, either the exhibitor buys market;" Ill; this same statement, Piez of Okla. Theatre Owner? Details Hinterland’s (|Onoerii
ordinary on hi$ terms or he docs not buy it was the announcement that this
just
With A(lyan<*in^ (Zanily Priees
dancirig. If w.e, at all. So
__ that, unless the producer same company would Increase its
*
as
showmen, is a one-shot investor, .he,. like the production^ of top A pictures in
By MORRIS LpEWENSTEW
J* J- Fit7.jjn)l)ons
are
to
hold exhibitor, works out his rentals ori 1951 by :50Co over the present year.
Reaction to auction bidding is
Oklahorha City,
pur owiy, it is.' necessai'y
news!
good
Thisis
.for us to
the
in
my
years
In
all
averages.
There exists a decided variance that in mo.st instances the exhihluipi'ovQ and develop
The hue and cry of exhibitprs
new ways of industry i have never found it iriiin his eagerriess to prevail,
'Se iin^
and presenting our prod- possible to work out deals with that Ave have suffered from a in Opinion of Oklahorria theatre ..Itor,
pros- overreaches himself to the point,
iH't.
I’oiiiaps the most important sales managers \\'.ho arc willing to product condition Of “too; little” owners aS to tlie boxoffiee
of embarra.s.sment and either ‘go's
Li t u r c
f
med
i ate
in
i
the
in
and cheerful service give and take, each of us giving and “too bad” has finally resulted
f'’
broke’ or capitulates by selling out
0 tlic people
who come to Our considci’ation to the other’s im- in .some action being taken by the With generally
mto. his cbmpetitor, who finds hi
.ho a Ires. W,e should take
more aggressive leaders of produc- unsettled cona lesson mediate
problem.
heir to a nevv price barrier
solf
I’om the manner
ditions, due lo.
Certainly,
distribution.
and
tion
in which the airdemonOne thing has been
which has remained to haunt llie
types
hie.s and some
of the better, inari- strated '^by several of the major product has been improving but we war; new
memory of the experience.
aged railroads and hotels
of competition
coricen- companies and that is fair and- hon- have riot had enough of it to book
The television and bidding, probmi n g
laic on giving
their paying pa- est dealings AVith exhibitors hU'i •theatres in almost any type of bee 0
lems afe further aggravated by tlve
on.s a .service
which inakes them been helpful at time.s when prod- situation for a sufficiently long manifest from
headaches resulting, from compeLimany sources,
t^omiortable and happy.
uct on which they spent consider period to regain arid hold the
tion
by skating-rinks, carnivals,
to
e d
to successful
hs a national institution able money, failed to have the hioinentum. necessary
football; nighit baseball and other
which are the
^
and certainly. ^ boxoffiee draft expected, not nec- theatre operation,
All of these provide comsports.
of
There is the. importarit question problems
^oh.siinicdive organization.
their
they
regained
„
„
Perhaps Qssaril^^
petition for the entertainment dolthe flow and
hs greatest
negative costy but they ccr- Of timing I _personally think one
problem will be settin"
lar and eat into the budget reMterns of prdccdure that Will tainly got back a bigger recovery of the reasons for the bo:mfficc quality of pictheatre
we "[©re ririable to ture product, Mt^rris Lofeweristfein sources of the potential
hcfiuately and
constructively fit.' iban they would have had, had they slump, is that
cu.stomer.
sufficient and, of course,
a
^ ibe problems
public
the
to.
present
and
arbitrary
been
earmarked
as
which are someli
COMPO has received a somethe grassroots exhibitor finds
aeoQpted as being gerieraV Urifair in their dealings with their quantity of good pictures to start TV,
(Continued on page 65)
him.
in irinriy
out our Fall Sea.son after Labor much of concern to
instances, have a local accounts.
be one of decision for the entire picture business,
which will
year
the
opinion;
ni niy
decide the fate of our industry for

The year 1951
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DEBORAH KERR
and

JEAN SIMMONS
The Two Most Exciting Actresses of the Year

the feminine leads

GEORGE BERNARD SHAW’S
Two most

exciting comedies

‘‘A]NDROCLES

AND
THE

LION’’
with

JEAX SlMMOBfS
as "Lavinia"

“THE
DOCTOR’S

DILEMMA”
with

DEBORAH KERR
as "Jennifer"
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Showmanly Usage of TV Can Help B.O.
Cpntimicd from

uncnlhusiastic reception lo- ing means. It is feared that,
" I
Most exhibitors are disinter- custom, theatres will be singled out
this public for added tax burdens and for
^
luul cool toward
it
especial consideration of ‘luxury’;
.setup. Many feel that
Once this type of
local autonomy classification.
v encroach upon
legislative and tax thinking takes hold it is almost
d ciainage
best
combat
and the taxes
cati
impossible
to
which
'^c isiires handling,
scope of the local levied remain an imposition and a
^'^me witlhn the
Also, ‘mortgage- from then on.,
hnel trade organizations.
An interesting point of operation
resentment at the
iherc was initial
dues,
is being poised in the question of
hillin" process for
executive
candy prices.. Some of
advancing
the
hand,
On the other
indisputably the incentive for this growing pracVtiip of COiVIPO is
recent tieup with a tice comes from the fact that such
tfQOcl and' the
un- tactics will react favorably toward
ncwspapcM rotdgravuire section
“
a public relations popcorn and other longer
is
ciueslionably
Tile negative view
to re-creato merchandise.
use
can
pictui'cs
job
C encral opinion is that Considers public reaction to being
n tor.cst
should confine itself to able to buy, at the old price, at
(^'()!\ 1 P 0
the pool hall and corner di’ugstore.
level.
liic national
;
^
concern is being felt The more practical solution seeing
Municipal to be the stock ing of lesser cost
about the activities of
dyer the country— and. merchandise and, by such limitaLcaeiH'.s
•phase. tion, of selling items encouraging
local
a
(leveloped
lias
,.\vhi(\Ii
propos- popcorn purchase without public
Cities, in heed of funds, are
relation conflict.
ing oc'cijpational and othei tax ia,is-.

made, bids Wilby-Kincey Prez Fed Up on Problem Pix, Minimizes TV,
and materials selected and finaP
Accents Building Up Our 40-60 Million Fans
ly that building must be
built
soundly piece by piece.
By R. B. WILBY
One of the most healthy signs of
pur industry’s times is the increasAtlanta.
But there’s no need for COMPO at
let

'

'

'

t

;

'

!

'

.

ing number of pictures that are goWhen a Southerner gets chatty,
ing to be produced within the next
he gets verbose, so let’s, go at some
few months. For some years now,
of our problems here fast and get
with the shortage of product, the
chatty about them later.
There
exhibitor has been forced to go
are six broad
from three changes a week to two
categories that
and then to one. By a one-changecan serve to at
a-week policy we have said to our
least
in part
regular patrons—ybii can come to
Summarize exthe theatre only once a \veek.
hibitor
probMovie-going' is a habit.
We can
lems and viewonly reestablish that habit if we
points:

,

;

i

,

'

;

.

Much

;

liUcrslalcV

Bob

(1.

O’Doniiell, Puls Aceenl on Dispropor-

Bidding for Top Pix by "B’ Houses
By ROBERT J. O’DONNELL

lioiuiU;

atres.'

,

Frankly one of the practices
within the industry that has caused
90% of the industry’s trouble is
penalty selling of motion 'pictures.
That is, selling where the exhibitor
is
penalized either through increased
precedents,
or
slidinig
Seales in favor of the distributor.'
Siich penalty selling
initiative.
kills
,
destroys incentive and encourages
In every
lethargy of operation.
other industry the more you sell
the more reward the retailer reeeives byway of discounts. Surely
there are enough bi'ains within the
distribution branch of our business
to lick this all important industry
problem.
The most regrettable result of
this whole condition is the millions
of movie patrons that aren’t sold
For instance,
that could be sold.
recently I talked to an exhibitor
land he told me about a picture
that he had bought flat, for $.100.
iHe felt encouraged to increase his
'

,

.

.

T— and cut their cloth

Dallas.

here in Texas is
should be materially

that

lOrVl

belt cr

t

ban

1

as our
situation is
950.

oyer-all

to a different

diseburaging to. a theatre
exhibitor, to develop film rentals
It

I

is

nearing of .$6,000 or $7,000 in first-run
all-time situations, wliicli leave him with a
an
peak; and. if theatre p''- 'rating profit from adthe vyar situa- missions Oi less than 20% of the
And, again, that
becomes 'film rental.
tion
m ore active, brings: out the fact that. if it were
Texas will get not for. stimulants created by merr
many training chandising candy and popcorn, the
camps such as theatres today would not be able
we had in;To contribute that film rental
we have many instances
1943, 1944 and and
1945,
where theatre have developed imof portant film rental and were in
‘‘Quality
product" cer- the black only because of their
gives
tainly
me
other activtles.
Hob O'Doiiiieli
an opportunity
Pre-Coaxial Video
to wn.v onlluisiastic, because with
Here in Dallas we have three
a knowledge
of the manner in
very fine and expensively operated
\\hi(h Hollywood is approaching
television stations; one in Fort
lliis .situation, I am confident that
which also covers this terwhile wc may not have a suffici- Worth
ritory; one in ilouston, and one
cnl number of quality pictures, we
understand
I
Antonio.
San
in
will eei’lainly< have pictures which
they are operating in the black,
arc outstanding
enij)I().N'jncnt

I

;

.

.

i

1

.

,

•

I

I

I

j

1

I

I

I

i

substantially
advertivsing
budget
and to include a tricky exploitation
For his efforts he received
stunt.
sufficient returns at his boxoffice
to pay for his additional expense
and to give him a tidy profit. On

'

!

;

:

'

We’Ve
that the coaxial
changed the slogan “Movies Are despite the fact
cable has hot reached our' terriBelt('r Than Ever” here in Texas
have many live
we
nor
do
tory.
to “Movies Arc Your Best Entervs other than .sporting events,
taininent Buy”— a statement Which
creating
in quality.

w(.;

cannot help but prove.
.

gelling

the.

product,

Definitely,

,

television

is

it

bid

.

The tendency asgreatforthelittlomarginaillve-

forces

trainees

atre as for the really good one with
“important” picture. So it is
to be expected that television, with

here,

its

talking about gross, not net.

loss

In-

convenience

greater

time— at

of

in

least

and less
coimng

even and going— \yould hurt those most.
though it improves
cannot see theatre teievision.
1
2; Quality of product is one of
One of the fundamentals of the
the most important exhibitor prob
rc all in Hoi ywood s success Of motion picture theatres
ems, hnt
but^ Its
been the fact that the patron
^
nonHc
l\/ro\»no sometime
c/myiotiiyto the
rnn pro ^
Maybe
hands’
could come at pi’actically any time
ducers will, make their best effort
he pleased, over a period of time^
to make amusement for the ma.ss
from two days to three weeks,, deof American people, instead of
pending upon the theatre and the
using theii;; best effort for Oscars,
community. That' he prized; that
critics, causes, or self-expression.
right, to come when he pleased and
I-m fed up with the problem picsee the same show was rather dofitures revolving around race and
nitely proven to SpyrOS Skouras at
psychological
dramas and
the
the Roxy theatre in New York re[studies in p.sychiatry, and some
ccntly with his noble “reserved
more of that;
seat” experiment with “All About
3. All of the old problems exEve.”
hibitors have had to contend with
But theatre television would be
are facing us now, plus some posOne of the old one single attraction, mixed in
sible new ones.
ones that’s come back is that which with the full week’s run, vHlich
Maybe
we had during the war of being would not be repeated.
“non-essential” in a short tabor that’s a good business to be in,
There may also be the but it i.sn’t our business, and it
market.
accentuation of the problem of .still throws away one of our bigour

hurt

will

net,
the gross,

|

^

;

•

-j

i-,

.

.

;

i
'

j

i

;

i

;

the other hand, another distributor
vvith an equal picture in.sisted that
this same exhibitor play on per
centage. The exhibitor offered $100
flat for the picture, which offei the
distributor refused. The exhibitor
finally agreed and put the picture
'on cold. The distributor garnered
as his share of the gross $89.30,
spent $30 for a'^checker a». ended
up with a net film rental of $59.30.
As long as distribution wants penally percentage raf er than money
the same destructive force will be
at work within our industry.
This same theatre reputation can
be developed nationally by exhibi-

gest assets. Any enterprise \yhich
is getting .some 40 to 60 million
customers a week should not de^
slroy that which the customers

buying film in a short market from
an industry that’s shown itself to
be highly opportunistic in the past.
from television
4. Competition
and other sources is, of course,
giving the marginal theatre a beat-

;

j

.

;

'

I

!

|

i

'

have been buying to chase off afsome n 2 wfart.gled idea.
ter
This is fundamentally a good

j

is

here aren’t hav- .business. If we will start mUking
ing too much trouble from video, product with the Idea tiiat the first
and a.s to the other forms of com- virtue is that It be that whicli peop}e wish to bu.y; If we quit worry-:
petition, they may turn out to be
allies again.st. TV even though they ing unduly about telcvi'^ion and
what
it’s doing:' if wc call off the
hurt now.
TV; because it keeps
the people at home, hurts mo.st long-standing civil war bel\Ny cn
6. There
a need for main- exhibitors as a group and distribuis
taining the ,^ood name of our in- tion, and among exhibitor or,ganidustry at a national level. COMPO zatibns. and if we actually go to
was organized for this purpose, work to develop the best in. the
and there is a job for it to do if it biisihcss. then it will be a lot bet^
will only settle down to doing it. ter busine.‘5s.

We

'

;

off

against

fullime
operations;
that .are glorified shotwith a fresh coat of paint
and ah ahnormully low overhead,
can -.secure top productions with

where television

ing, especially

on the cable.

j

.

‘

at these
at the

.

which should help appreciably I’m
flation

I

,

:

We

level.
it

needed

exhibitor situatipn here in as brief
However,
a manner as possible.
T’ve got a f e w words to say about
the bugaboo of television which I

I

inroads, because there are more
than 50.000 sets in this area; and
was ihy
oi'igiual
understanding I understand that recent sales on
that in order to bid, theatres must
a per diem basis have exceeded
be eoniparablo ancl have a historic
,$20,000 for new telcvi.sion sets.
backgianind that merits being put
We do not feel that, as yet,, teleon a competitive level.
This has vi.sion has seriously affected our
not b.ei'M so.
Theatres which d.o
will pay
fine first-run theatres, nor our lion and when it. is .it
not opt'i’ate in the afternoon can
in dollars for the industry.
best .suburban theatres.
for

.\s

^

is

national

inflation vshould improve
We’ve also gpt a flood
oiir gross.

.

pattern.

'rhe Indication

Bob Wilby

arnied

COMPO

points;

toward

of

even a state

neither need nor want

think are per tiiieht.
Actually theatres require three
things of the patron: the admission
price, the inconvenience of going,
1. Boxoffice
to the theatre, and the lime spent
prospects
for at the theatre. Very frequentiy the
e
ear
X t y
n
second or the third or the two, in
should be im- combination, ^re much greater
proved, espe- deterrents to attendance than the
cially fpr us. first.
These laist two elements are

have a sufficient selection of pictures sufficiently often to -ntice the
public time after time into pur the-

,

‘

^ local or
,

I

.

CGMPO

j

p.tgc 63

specifications must, be

-

The industry has a long up-hill
In one day in Dallas at the Cotbelieve
ton Bowl, on the second Saturday job before it. However. I
that
we have already reversed the
paid
had
a
of the State Fair, we
attendance for an afternoon ganio downward trend and by consistent'
and hard work in the right direclion
University
Texas
between
lantnslic
and fabulous bidding Oklahoma University, and a night “forgetting the fast huc-k for the
which is l)eyond all reach of any
'long pull” the future of the indus
Methodist
game between Southern
consistent theatre operator -and 1
try is very bright. My theatres are
University and Oklahoma A &
eidl your attention
to the small of 156.000 people.
not for sale.
(lopher Theatre in Minneapolis
Sadler’s Wells Ballot grossed
bidding for and getting “King
Salurdayon
a
Dallas
$60,000 In
Solomon’s Mines” away from the
Sunday-Monday run; arid during Chi Exhib Looks Askance
4.b00-.scat Kadio City,
the Fair, “South Pacific” grossed
At Dated Pic Stars, Video
Bidding, has, in my opinion, de- in excess of $350.00 in 16 days.
piivecl distribution of getting its
to
By EDWIN SILVERMAN
time
oriough
had
I
wish
I
ultimate in film rental by creating write a book of COMPO’s many
Chicago.
e.vtcnded runs beyond all reason, virtues. In my opinion, it is of abAnybody who could make a posAHiiclv eliminates
over-all
other theatres solute necessity for the
ilive statement concerning boxof'h'h givln.g, it any consideration, good of our Industry, and it is fice pro.spects for the next year
film J'entnls. in
opinion, based my hope and my prayer that we Would, indeed, be a seer. Too many
Upon percentage, have reached; an will be. able to find a solution to possible tangents prevent a sound
a 11 -I m e
li gh
a n d somewhere th
its many minor problenis, arid also analytical prediction.
producei.'s must realize That they a clean cut method of financing it.
The quality of product by and
liaA c rc.a.checl
the saturation; point It is. in my opinion, a “must.”
large is better than it was a year
StilU many of the pictures
•ago.
arc affected by. stars really too old
Allied Siai es Prex^y Airs Some Sajjje Views, 'Fopped By
[to play the parts properly. Perhaps
Tliealres Are Nol for Side'*
it would be better to save .some of
this high star .salary and employ
J5y ’TRUEMAN T. REMBUSCII
part of the saving in extra aclvcrof Ilollywopd in the problems arid tisirig;
Indianapolis;
The coming year should see the
of distribution and exhibiEven, though war jitters and ocoeikl of poor theatre boxoffiee
the consideration; that distriv rioriilc dislocation do afToct the b o.,
Tho
I'cason for my
is giving to iriany of the^ the prime damage i.s done by TV
l^otion
ik* based
op the fact that
there are' many smaller exhibitors; the interest that in that it keeps people away from
d ( vc'lopmCnts
the
furthc'rmore
all exhibitors are. shovving in their theatres,
and
ioi’
This la.s.t Is niost apparbusiness;
.'^ood that,
Intlustry in liarnesshave beer at
ent at the many exhibitor cbnvenpossible advantage's of tclework
tions that I have attended during vision permits the first effect of
within
our
the last year,
industry
television to be more proriounced
during the last
.The Council of Motion Picture than it otherwise would.
Iwo N’cars.
It seems to me the next year is
Organizations is the one means
Bince it was
our indu.stry has of dealing collec- one for realism. It we cannot indeueec.ssary
to
lively with our public relations crease our grosses we must
fn’st
reverse
problems and taxation problems. crease our operating costs— cut the
tile
People
pattern.
the
fit
iK'gative
lo
We iri our industry want everything doth
within
done yesterday and that is the at- v;ho have been fortunate enough
'be
iiulu.stry
tilude that many have taken to- to draw large .salaries or Income.s
the
of
ward COMPO. They fail to Realize from the industry for a period of
Rcmbuscli
e
endeav
that COMPO is like a beautiful years Should he content to dra.s‘’f''
'lia\'e
))een slow in- exhibiting building in the eyes of an archi- tiGally curtail their eniolumcnl unPo-ilivo results.
The developments tect. Before that dream building til tlie indu.stry has recovered from
•''9
'ak of are the
growing intcre.st can be constructed blueprints and •Ihe .shock.
tliealres

,

;gun.s.

^

^
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WTVJ. MUduVs

tition,

U.

S.

parents see the movie traiiers on
TV and the desire to see the movie

We’ve got dog

A.”

horse

tracks,

miles

tracks,

Children and or

promote movies.

Miami.
south Florida “Compe-

call

FxIiiU

Iiarder

CCo-oioner, Wont<’tco Theatres. Circuit also operates
only television statioti

Just

Any

Fneihg;

llic*

Today; Means Musi

of

is

home

created in their

to the cx-^

.

'

and

tels:

;

.

i

newspapers
com bi ned to even ap-

tent impo.ssible for the

fisherman’s

a

free in ho- and rad jo
camps, boat rides, proach.
From time to time the thGalrc.s
carnivals, youth centres that go
commereial and put on shows with sporisor special programs to proparadise,

*

my

beaches,

bathing

1

16m movies

trailer

mote TV movie.'?. Ty pi cal of hr.so
amusement
was a remote tolocast from in
monkey front, of the Miami theatre lor an
interview of some me n
city
on-fhe-spot
aviafie.s,
t

admission,

$1

'

;

parks,

i

,

.

_

kiddie

alligator

rare

,

farms,

.

bird

'

county-owned

and

'^'’bo,

auditoriums

rocket

prcscriting shows, ice rinks, roller

mptiS

'

•

.

\vas cionr

j

to bo >sold.

our pic
opened. Had big o .m'HTi.g day but
stay(lldn’t
have
the picture it.sc.'f

'

[

.

:

i

i

In genera!. 1 fore.'-ce a

.

,

oT

after

..

.

great fu-

:

•

.

^

\

i_

.. J

* i i. J

•

t

i

'
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grandma isn’t a’ ways available,
Thousands upon thou-saiids of
As for the competition, there is
no question but that during the new families hav(‘ been created

tinue.

;

^

so bu.siness fell

another .day.

‘

!

;

power

.

—

;

[

ing,

and have got

'oeforc

ni.eht

belie

i

|

:

It

in tongne-'ri-ehc^ek fash-

vc that many, prod ucers ture for pTlures in .vears yet lo'
ai;d it will st'-m from one of
are convinced that more ‘‘A” prod- come.
It.
J f*
^ u^
/i»:
to overcome in- the things that Is hittin.e boxo/fiees
necessary
uct is
creasing competition to moyies hni’clcsl riow babies. Many fam.iand less entertainment purchasing lies are forced to sta.>’ away front
Iicy canhot get,
Ircatres because
power; therefore the present trend
toward better product shou’d con- 01 " eaiinol afiord; baby sitters— and
I

;

|

to be .good

Mho

ion

ture theatres are concerned.
This means only that movies

have got

1

promote “Destination Moon.”

finks, bowling alley.‘3— not to mention being overseated so far as pic-

'

;

r;{urnod from a
“just
rip to the moon”— this to

had

'

'

.

.

montiis of o^^’norship of a TV
set a family goes to the cinema
less often. Generally, TV seeks its
own level and no longer comrii:md,s

first

a’most all the leisure time. More
importaut. the ielevlsion medium
can be us(d with good results to

the war, and catering to !)aby
a bigger business than
ver, It won’t bo long before t icse
habits will he teen-a.gers. moviegoers. as we know that our host
customcr.s are those from the teens

.since

has

heeome

i

to 30.

:

.

.;

'

Wedneeday, January
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;

.

,

.
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•

•

Major Karrcii

-

’

Indian Territory, ’^;Gene Aut^y*$^

ontry
iK'west oatuner, is a breezy
Well larded
iov [\\Q action market.

'

;

worthy war film entry.
There is only minor use of actual
“Korea Patrol” (ELC). Okay
combat footage in the picture, clips
exploitation feature on opeiibeing held to those showing artiling of Korean Wat,
lery barrages being directed on
target from the observation post.
Even without actual battle scenes, ous duty of demolishing a bridge
Fuller, gets in a full flavor of. comr that North Koreans will use. to
:

bat, the U. S. Infantry arid the
who are the foot soldiers.

time-tested ingredients
train raids and
as Iniiin.s. M'agon
please
c.l,n ball le.s, the film should
the average
holli Autry fans and

a comedy picture, who askeci for
a script full of belly laughs but,
neyertheless. I believe the core of
our whole problem lies in the
above.
i very definitely feel that the
industry
has
washed out the
glaitior that used to make people
think and talk pix. Why kid ourselves? One of the basic attractions of movies is the fact that the
people of thir country thought of
our stars as beings out of this
world, and not ribrnlal everyday
neighbors. We may not like the
reasons for this attrabtion, but I
think the pendulum has swung
much too far In trying to. make all
of our stars and personalities sound
like the guy in the grocery store
on the cornel.

.

men move

June start of hostilities
With associate producer William
Walter Shenson produced and
Berke, production achieves its aims did the of iginar script with Kenof deliverihg a grim account of heth Cj. Brown. For its purposes,
warfare and the technical contri- story is acceptable,' even though:
butions are firstrhte.
Lensing, dialog could have been better.
rhusic sebre, editing, special effects Director Max Nosseck and the
and other credits are excellent.
players sharpen the action, .and
Brog.
considerable suspense is built up

.lio'^s-opcra devotee.;
:

'

.

.

;

era followIn Ihc Tteconstruction
ex-Confederate
ing the Civil War,
Autry joins the Union
c;i va rN’inan
capacity.
arinv in an undercover
to help, put dowri
lli.< nii.ssion is
niaraufjing
ef
forays,
•frontier
Indians who are led by a former
Austrian army officer. ^ A goodnatured feud between Autry and
Kirby Grant, a Union lieutenant;
grimmer vendetta with reneputs

.

.

1

during the 59 minutes.
Opening uses a three-minute
clip of the UN in action and then
jumps to South Korea as impersonated by the Hollywood hills.

ProlBislorie Women
(COLORy
T

J.

.

Relea.se of Alliance (Albert
5®?^®
Cohen, in association .with Sam X. Abar-.

band) production. Features Laurettc Luez,
Alan Nixoii. Directed by Gregg Dallas.
a
Screenplay, Abarbanel, Dallas; camera
augGriffith,
James
^inecolor). -Lionel Lindon; mU.'^ic, Raoul
redinan
gade
editor, James Graham;, dances.
mcnl the picture, s central ^theme'.: Kraushaar;
Bella Lewitsky, At Pala^rN. y: D^: 28
seaction
the
Ahtry scores in
'56. Running Time, 74 MINS.
duences and also clicks, per usual, Tigrl
Laui-ctte Luez
Engor
in warbling a. couple of ditties. Lotee ...................... Allan Nixon
Joan Shawlee
Kirbv Grant proves a virile fistic Eras
Judy Landbn
partner for the star; Ai'va
sparring
Mara Lyun
Nika
inJo Carroll Dennison
Philip Van; Zandt, however, is
Tulle
Kerry Vaughn
Austrian
the
as
overact
to
clined
Ruig
Tony Devlin
leader of the Apache outlaws, Pat Adh
Jame$ Summers
Dennis Dencate
Buttram’s comedy antics afford a Kama
.Tana i,.
... Jeanne Sorel
nice contrast to the sterner side of Guaddi'
Johann Peturrson
Tribe Leader
the Norman S. Hall screenplay.
Dlrectibn of John English is good Wise Old Lady
'*°Janet*Scott
as is the camerawork of William
With good exploitation values,
Bradford; Producer Armand Schae“Prehistoric Women^’ should serve
fer endowed the modest budgeter
maximum values. James its purpose on the lower Ond of
with
a double bill.
As the label imtight
to
a
print
the.
Sweeney edited
plies, it’s a tale of femmes before
Gilb.
._
70 minutes.

i

headed by Richard
liidRstry A *Whippiiig Boy’
ordered to destroy the
X believe that our industry has
bridge, and fobtage puts the players through some stern suuiLuestuff be- permitted itself to be(?6me a whipfore the three remaining members ping boy for every type of pressure group, women’s clubs, reof the small band reach their ob

j

jectlve

The

'

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

patrol,

Emory,

,

.

.

is

ligious organizations,

.

,

Emory is satisfactory as the lieutenaht and Benson Fong does well
as a Korean scout helping accoihA1 Eben; Li
plish the mission.

.

.

'

W()ng

DavenpOrt,
:

etc.

.

.

.

.

.

;

;

.

I definitely favor a research project to learn what has changed pubattitude Oh films. Many people
in our liidustry sneer at research
and figure oiir whole Industry can
be played “by ear.” I don’t believe
this. I don’t think our Industry,
can be played by statistics either.
I think we need a combination of
both. Business is not good, and
that’s one of the best reasons I

lie

Philip Cahn; music, Paul Dunlap.
Previewed Dec. 26, '50. Running time,
84 MINS.
Robert Hutton
Private Bronte
Steve Brodie
I.ieut. DiiscoU
tor.

Thompson

...

i

Sid Melton
........... .Richard Monahan

Pvt. Baldy.

Round
The Red
First G. L

.

•

-

•

•

.William

Short

Chun

Harold Fong
Neyle Mprro\y
.Lynn Stallmastei'

.

,

James Edwards
Richard Loo

,

Second Lieut.

and introducing
Gene Evans as Sergeaht Zack
.

.

.

‘

'

Improved Public Relations
do think Industry public rebeen better during the
I don’t think it hais
past year.
reflected itself at the boxoffice by
better busihess, because the entertainment dollar is not only being
shrunk by outside pressures, such
as the availability of autbmobiles,
which haye reached their peak in
history, the availability of fundamental items like .refrigerators,
homes, stoves, television sets. etc.
All of the inonby spent for the
above leaves less money to be
snent on .entertainment of all sorts.
lations ha.ve

’

!

'

Monte Carlo Dice

I

I

.

i

|

;

mum

j

|

,

;

Lippert Pictures has what would
a sure money film in “The
Helmet.” It pinpoints the
Korean fighting in a grim, hardhitting tale that is excellently told.
Timely exploitation values are
supplied in a story that makes no
bid for obvious sensationalism,, yet
has it. Strong selling factors will
ovc'rcame. to considerable extent
the lack of marquee strength and,
properly used, can stir up a good
socin
Steel

b.o. play.

:

;

Plotting
current
follows
the
vogue of Goncentrating on the personal involvement of a small group,
rather than encompassing whole
armie.s at war.
Technique, permits
,

;

well-i'oundcd development of char-

and a strong impact on
viewers even though turned out on
aelers

a niodest budget.
Sa nuicl Fuller, who wT’ote, prodiieed and diTected, starts his footage gidmly;
veteran top
?s
(Ik'
sole survivor of a small
pal rol. bound and murdered by

A

I

;

i

|

iiatrve

He and

a

start
.hark fov the lines. T'hey are. soon;
.10 hied by a .Negro medic, sole sur-

-

.

.counters

.

'

>

era] others, first

I
!

|

j

|

,

j

i

.

,

and any sets look like they might
have come from an did Tarzan pic.
There are no names for »iarquee display. General ^umof audience won t be familiar with most

of the players, but they’re generDirecally restful on the optics.
tion is adequate for the require-'
inents of the plot, add the photog-

vvilling to take time to explain play
.q
anxious to learn and re-

,

‘

Jose,

used it in “Emperor Waltz” and
then refused to return it.

they have found Italians the
among Europeans,
^
^
rnari/ nvid
Imc made
^

Suit
stolen

Romaics

canine

specified
•

in

T

.TYx

January, ^948. ^Studio
finished Sept,
^
.

zi, iy4b.
estimation, with best of the New
visitors,
Hollj^vood,
and
York
Among the latter, Errol Flynn has
been a reGent regular at the dice
Slip
“He’s won baeik most, of
layout.
the money his new father-in-law, .,
Mr. Wymore, has been losing,” it.
Keeps it in the port from the
repaired.
j

.

i

RKO's

Jor
up- to this point.

ture Industry is going to rlnn<^e
in evgry phase, whether wfV like it
not, because the domDetit ’"on is
toimhct and the competition is going to compel us' to change.
have pushed m.v frvorite
I
project, namely, that of

,

[

v

I

Since '46

GOMPO

!

an annual festival with I'c-ins in
city in the United States and
national cooperation in Hollywood
nqvv York.

:

!

Kibi

:

,

€i

.

i

1

J
Hollywood, Dee. JG.y

i

^

.L

RKO

.

Eagle Lion Classics, release of Walter
Features. Richard lamily.
Shenson production.
Eniory, Benson- FOng; A1 Ebon, Li Suiv-!'on .Ifcys
No .PayOu
Tori Duna, Danny Davenport, '.Wong Ar-:;
^•—
-"
Direcled by Max
*T^
.
tame, Harold Fong.
,
Story and screenplay, henNosseck,
The Monte Carlo craps .layOUtS
noth G. Brown, WaUer Shenson; camera.
n
Detroit
rndiiu.
01 a ue^trou manuElmer Dyer; editor. NormanCerf. Pre- bear the name
viewed Dec, 26 '50. Running time 59 facturer, but CXCep^t for original
,

'•

—

I

/

^

chairt

bn

I

in|

a fiveyear period beginning in 1945.

.

.

•

f^^smess frorn

come and ^admissions over

-

.

Y-

j yvould also like to sound off bn
obe other opinion regarding the.
Motion Picture Industry. I think
we have a two-fold job/ to perform,
No. L i.s to gauge public taste and

j

>

.7

;

—

revenue amounted to
on 86,214,999 admis-:
i $39,391,223
sions in; 1945; $46,673,549 on 94,137,204 admissions in 1946; $45,from 087,661 on 86,090,981 admiSslphs
table
.Bichai-d Emory- complete
Ai Eben state Side, additional setups have in 1947; $40,636,219 on 79,817,019
....
are admissions in 1948, and $37,293,516
and
been, locally manufactured
Teri Duna only covered with American green I on 72,217,303 admissions in 1949.
Daimy Davenport cloth:
One variation is no payoff
n
J
i.
iiKi^' foS^! on threes; on that variety of crap,
John ^v.^ciose bouse picks up everything, includ-- now hires about a third Of that;
Richard. Barron
But premises still include a fullCircuit’s

I

.

'

,

i
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,

,
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MINS.
Lieutenant Craig
Sergeant Abrams
Kim ...........

Chlng
The Girl

,

Lee

.

.

.

i
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Green

Major Wald

,

,

.
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p^'^sino
As another in the eycle pf films
upcoming on the Korean fighting,. Principal problem these aay.s is to
required War De- “Korea Patrol” falls heir to a locate and bring to Monte,, a new

partinent approval before rating a natural exploitation peg that gives
ifodiictipn. Code okay.
The Ne- it good chances in the baijyhoo
gro, Nisei and conS(iientious objec- houses.
Turned out on a' short
tor problems are discussed witliout budget and fast shooting time, it
soap-boxing, being part of the bears plenty of evidence of the
Characters making up the patrol.
crnnH film
ic .still,
cfiii good
filmorigin, Liif
but is
quick vYr'icfi-YY
_ riim serves to introduce Gene fare for the exploitation market.
sergeant, a vet of
Film^ bears the indie label 6 f
TV
World War II, a tough man who is
meeting clips EinTi’
staying alive, and other than

UN

ardened to the impact of warfare,
^
HoWwood^ Genpulls no punches, pnHrplw
^
s conscientious ob- eral okay effect was achieved by
last war but now will- concentrating action on a small
ina
g to fight against communism; six-man patrol given the danger-

crop of the sort of bigtime suckers
who made Moriaco resort famcius
from .1861, when Casino was built,
Until World. War I, when the big
began to. fade. Since World
War II, ruinoUs income taxes in
U. S., England and most other
countries, and foreign exchange repreventing even rich
strictions
gaiflblers from taking their dOugh
along with them When they travel,
h?ve cut things way down.
dication of decline is that the
Casino, which used to employ 3,000,

;

I

|

'

'

.

T

.

i.

,

i

namely,

ers,m^e’ and, female, who have
been inhabiting the place as long
as anyone can remeniber— and who
j

I

i

look pretty well down their noses
at anything as brash as “les craps.”

t

he

to

improve

,

piib'ic

wherever

.

'

j

n

possible, and in
ibis area, we should be con.stanlly
mnking pictures of oiitslnnding
cia.ssics, novels, plays, as w.''!! as
pioneering in fields of inform :itioh.
These latter pictures, however,
should be made on a frank experiibenlal basis, with costs and ex-:
taste

sized theatre, presenting big-scale;:
musical shows in season; a smaller.
Concert hall, a gourmet restaurantaiid the. ininiilable sight of the
strange crop, of steady system play-

;

I

'

j

.

i

best Way we know how. We a re in
the business of entertainment, aud
we ought not to permit anyone to
sneer at u.s because we are a popuI
Jar .art and a mass medium.
think we have a secondary pur-

;

.

;

...

Corporal Dykes
Capt&in.

.

,

,

;

Murphy

to cater to that public taste

.

'

:

we have used
The Motion Pic-

by using the methods

was

^

I

I

raphy makes par for the outdoor
course.

.

^A

|

ivor of

another group. Trio ena patrol of green Gl ’Si
help them out of. an ambush and'go
idong to establish an obsei'vation
Po.st in a Korean temple.
There
they help direct artillery fire and
capture a North Korean major hidiBg out in the temple.\
Humari element is strongly pointed up in developing each of the
ch araeters, a fact that adds tp the
Pig shocker scene Avhen the Red
captive is gunnM down by the
scaveant after
little
boy is
Killed. This.scehe, along
with sev-^

/'

AoW
Asks

j

young

who freed him,

h.(),V,

Par

I

.

Korily Koreans.

business

i

T.ippert Pictures release of Samuel Fuller production. Stars. Robert Hutton. Steve
Rrodie. James Edwards; features Richard
Loo, Sid Melton. Richard Monahan. William Chun, Harold Fong, and introduces
Gene Evans. Written and directed by Sanaucl Fuller: camera, Ernest W. Miller; edi-

Tanaka
Second G.L. ............

for finding but
not gobd:

I

1

!

Hollywood. Dec, 27.

Corp.

why

know
•is

.

S.gt.

risk,

involved.

Artariie and Harold Fong are
Okay. Teri Duna has a small spot
a Djtive girl picked up on .the magazines, etc. We have done one
way..
of the greatest jobs of self-censdrThe Eagle Lion Classics release ship in the history of American incceptable technical assists. dustry—many times at a great Cost
rates
Editing is good in the brief au- to ourselves in income. This, how-.
thentic war scenes, even though eyer, doesn’t seem to be enough. The
had become trenation
clips do not always match the Every time anyone wants to make mendbivsly hungry durihg the war
there was anything resembling photography of Elmer Dyer. Music
a reputation for themselves, they years for these products, and when
civilization, and with a load of score
by Alexander Gerens is try and do a job of critiGizing our they became available, they were
sparsely dressed lookers and males properly used.
Brog.
Industry, and instead of fighting first in order of priority for spendin leopard skins, it can get some
back, we duck and run. This is in®^. Not only is the entertainment
b.o. response.
one of the most serious things dollar sm aller for all fields of en-*
The yarn is somewhat ludicrous.
that’s wrdng with our Industry. Qur teri ainment, but the entertainment
The femmes in the picture sport
Industry
tdday must prove that it dollar is now being Split Up into
permanents and their lip-rouge is
can deliver entertainment that can^ many more pieces, with the. greitvery evident in Cinecolor. As for
Continued from page .3
not be seen anywhere else, whether pst Gneroachment being in the
dialog, there's i. series of grunts,
but a narrator weaves a fairly thin take averages before stretching it is on television, radio or the field df television, night baseball,
After all, they stage. Samples of this kind of ni.ght racetracks, etc.
Many peo[story telling of a group of women limits upward.
who broke away from a prehis- point out, they are ready and entertainment are “Samson and ple are either sneering at te •entoric tribe, and formed a group of anxious to give suckers 10 or more Delilah”
and “King Solomon’s vision, or are trying to igRor,'' it.
their own.
Eventually, there’s a times that much action at roulette Mines,” We rnust not only give The facts of the matter show that
need for men, if the group is to and other games,
them spectacle, but we ought to there are, at present. Over 9, ()00,
perpetuate itself, and the girls go
At this season there’s only be free to move into new fields 000 sets in this country. ;vvit!i aoabout looking for husbands in the [ enough trade to keep one of the without having to account to every proximately
miri2L28,0()0;00()
most primitive manner. They nab crap layouts operating at far end pressure group. I think that we,
listeners.
What they see on
some good-looking hunters, and of the cavernous red and gilt main as an Industry^ have as high
Even if
a television is “for free.”
Groupiers
salon of the Casino.
them which enables them to beat chant in a mixture of French standard of morals or ethick as any the stuff isn’t as good as movies,
industry in the country, and it is still going to keep a treother
extinction.
jeux” and “rien na vas we ought to stand up apd say so.
mendous number of people away.
There are some sections of the (“faites VOS
I think, film advertising has be- The statistics don’t frighten me
film that should be required view- P^^s’/)
J)
from
Eighta
.and
number
particularly, especially when you
ing for boy scouts. One man disremember that we are a country of
_
covers how to make a fire, and catuh, make your bets ^nd
i
Rttle
over 150,000,000 people, and that
AIl6g^6S
Failed .To
ultimately learns the virtue of shooter coming out. ) INeat
o*'
fop “A’' picture grossing .S4,roast tiger.: There are a Couple of cards giving the craps rules in Eng-r
'Pofiii-n
nrhxv
rCetUrn Uog^^
lZ 5 lx 000 000, we have reached, in the
good sequences of a hunt, and a lish, French or Italian, to suit the
few scenic shots that hold interest. customer, and backed with colpast, somewhere between 20-25,Hollywood,
But storywise, its too elementary umns for system players to record
Paramount shrugged off a ,$125,- O^O.OOO. I think there is enough
to be taken seriously on any count, play and takings, are handed out to 000 suit
filed by a Denver beauty ^pom for a very healthy Motion
Film looks constructed along
comers,
parlor operator charging the studio [ Picture Industry., if all branch-s of
It’s all outdoors
economic lines.
industry get together and fight
croupiers are also ready and “kidnaped” her pet fox terrier,
.

Tlie Sieel llelinet

new

effbrt to develbp
approaches, even with some

contihuirig

don’t
think this has helped pur industry.
I think it has hurt, and hurt badly.
I believe that we are as entitled
to the same constitutional privileges of freedem of the screen, and
by this I do not mean license, as
press,
radio,
book
publishing,

aUd carfy out orders.

.

,

|

I

with cliches and bro-

filled

.

!

:

troops shortly after the

in.

come

mides, I believe one of the key
reasons for this is that every time
new aid approachbs are tried, the
exhibitors either resist them or refuse to use them, I don’t think we
have to thf ow out all of the old
basic approaches. There can't be
any general rule because the old
basic approaches work very well
on Certain types of pictures, and
be silly to waste all of
it wbuld
the years of successful experiment
with them, but there should be a

and then merchandise them properly. I realize that this sounds like
a pro(iucer who wanted to make

(Color). Eleihentary exhibit of
guys and dolls in leopard
skins.
Okay for dualer$.

this a

such

Avilh

better, make them at a price
that will fit into today's market
must reciognize that the war
( we
business is a thing of the past),

them

Women”, (EL)

“Prehistoric

•

•;;^:;;;;;;Gha?i^
••»•• > .Robert Carson

Captalti

..

Continued from page 12

Stbel Helmet” (Lippert), Solid Korean War feature,
with excellent b.o.
chances.

;•

JaS^Smth

Top Fix Admen

“The

:

: : : : : :
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Miniature Reviews
“Indian
Territory”
(Col).
Breezy Gene Autry starrer for
action market.

.

•

FILM REVIFWS

Annivertary

forly-'fifth

Steve Brodie, the lieutenant who
Indian Territory
used pull to stay out of combat
(SONGS)
previously; James Edwards, the
p-roduetTn. "stS Negro medic, and Richard Loo, a
GaU Davis, Kirby Gran*. heroic Nisei, are the other prinfeatnrM 'iijjjp
Autry. feaiuies
van Zandt, Pat cipals who add to the rugged
realButtram. DlBoy Gorton.' Pat
fflns
ism.
^
John English, Screenplay. NorBradford;
William
wmiaro
Chun,
camera,
moppet
new to
f,?m S ’’fell."
lames Sweeney; musical director, films, supplies a w$rm naturalism
Bakalcinikoff. At, New York thea- to
the young native who becomes
gf Dec. 26. 50. Runweek
.‘5
dual,
Y
?
N
attached to the sergeant. Richard
Monahhn, bald GI; Sid Melton,
Harold Fong, the red prisoner, and
V,’ V.v.'.v."'"g^dS5J
the others do their part in making

pectations
edve.

;

Tq sum

But the head office is much
pleased with publicity results of
their introduction of the U. S.

based
up,. I

oh

am

this

knowl-

in the picture

business because I think it is a
great business, I think there will
be a successful Motion Picture
style gambling and still hope it business in spite of the pallbearmay produce major income—later, ers, but it will be a business conwhen they’re surer of the house's siderably different than the one we
are in today.
probabilities.
,

j

[

—
PICTURE GROSSES

..'

"

.

p^fjlETY

Forlyfifth

1

Wednesday, January 3, 19S1

Anniversary

Capote Picture As

Del Holdovers

Orson Welles Prod.

,

Harvey’ Tall

Stout,

Palermo.
Novelist Truman Capote is at
work in the Sicilian town of Taormina on a film story which reportedly is to be produced by, Orsoh
Welles. Lensing is slated for the
same town.
Capote, whose latest was ‘‘Other
Rooms, Other Voices,” is not the
f r writfirst to turn to Taormina for writ
«>hly hav^
e made
ing chores, Otheis who
Lawrence,
H.
camp there include D.

music Hep,

.

>

Los Angeles.
First-run biz is hitting a socko
pace during the Xmas-New Year s
holiday week, only matched by
lush war days, itesounding figures
arc being registered in most spots,
arc
and those theatres that now
i.
lagging with holdovers are

Scribe Jobs Dip
:

IS

going
^

00^^

$50

1

Somerset Maugham, Andre Gide
Lawrence
Total of 206 writers and 53 and Robert Hitchens,
writer-directors were employeda by turned out “Lady Chatterly’s Lov- producer..
1950,
er” in Taormina.
major film Studios during
Switch insures an award any
inff to a bulletin issued by
.jQ(^.ording
year there are npminees and wa.s
Sci^een Writers Guild.
taken as, result of last year:s
An additional 145 worked for insts'mie whenr rules were changed
employed
were
die producers, 61
to require two-thirds vote of the;
on documentaries and television,
board before any nominee
win. Darryl Zanuck missed rein indie productions, a yeai s t(^al
qiiired two-thirds by one vote last
number
the
than
less
26
o.f 495, or
year. He won in 1937 and
reported on Dec. 19 last, year.
Hal Wallis won in 1938 and 1943,
Payoff is due for the record num- David O. S,elznick in 1939, Walt Di.sFranklin ni
ney in 1941, Sidney
their
coin
.
risked
who
be of angels
Jerry
in “Jackie Robinson Story,” Eagle 1942, Sam Goldwyn in. 1946,
Lion Classics release and personal Wald in 1948. In other years there
nominees.
no
were
project of ELC sales chieftain
William J. Heineman. Film is. the
biog of the Brooklyn Dodgers’
i

smart $45 000 or close in three

M

Eqiial^iy
initial
in

$14, 000

round

—

the

at.

smaller Carthay.
Fine $30,000 is expected lor
*‘Frenchie” in five sites. “Trio” hit
record $7,000 in first week .at
smallseatcr Beverly Canon. “Mag-

Yankee”

^

—

i

showcasing at
Four Star is pushing up tp solid
^’Cyrano
Week.
second
$7 500 ill
nificent

governors, reversing decision taken last year^ has simplified
Thalberg Award rules
Irving
the
of balloting, with only a simple
a
honor
to
needed
majority

i

;

whne%all!s^’ sh^
sites.

'

and Sciences

of Arts

Christmas week biz was holding
near the same figures as last week,
As a whole, biz is slower than at
“Dallas? at
this time last year.
Michigan was only entry to do
than estimated opening
better
take.
solid
with
“For
week,
Heaven’s Sake” was fair at the
United
Artists
Fox. “Harvey*’ at
and “Mr. Music” at Adams were
both
standout opening rounds,
,

sock.

Week

Estimates for Last

!

«.p;?nnn

smash^a

Yesterday,”
or near

'Hollywood.

Academy

•

-

weeker
the weeKcuu
ihg in new bills over tnc
to get on the boxoff ice bandwagon.

com

Hollywood.

$25,0(10
Detroit.

'

^

•

Top

'

Hotsy

‘Dallas’

'

Fox (Fox-Detroit)

-—“For Heaven’s Sake” 20th and
“Adam and Evalyn” (U) (2d wk).
Last week, fair $28,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
70-95)— “Dallas” (WB) and “Cockeyed Wonder” (Col) (2d wk). Last

week, solid $25,000.
Palms CUD) (2,900; 70-95 '—“King:
^Salomon’s Mines” (M-G) (Otli wk).
,

Last week, big $10,000.
Madison (UD) (1,800; 70-95)
“Kansas Raiders” (U) and “Girl in
Heart” (Mono) (2d wk). Last week,

—

.

colored baseball star. Total of 53
sponsors,, including a clerk at the
film firm, who invested $500, this
Denver.
week are* to get back their initial
Business got a real; spurt over
interest, Film
investments, plus
the Christmas holiday at most of.
brought in at about $336,000.
ihP fir,t-runs threrfilmV'holdiag was

fast $12,000.

(U) (2d
week, rousing $14,000.

.

Adams

.

‘‘King’

Mines”

Solomon’s

j

!

considerably .short of ^what had
been anticipated when the fllm was

.(

1.900;

70-

Last

wk).

(Balaban) i ,700; 70-95)—Last
(

“Mr. Music” (Par) (2d wk).
week, sock $13,500.

'

over.

;

United Artists (yA).

95)— “Harvey”

j

Billy
$12,000 for sixth session.
Eckstine is tilting “Hostile CounOrpheum.
at
try” to great $30,000
Estimates, for Last Week
Lbs Angeles, Chinese, Uptown,
(FWC) l2.097;
Loyola, Wilshire

)

(

'

jumped to biggest take of roadshow run at small Fine Arts, sock

70-95)

(5,000;

determination of William
Downtown (Balaban) (2.900; 70Moment” (RKO)19
^
95)_.“Never Dull
Heineman’s status at Eagle Lion „„
Squared Circle
Cla:ssics is due this week following and “JoeO Palooka
...I*
T
Last week, mild
wk).
(Mono)
(2d
meetings
top-echelon
a series of
on renewal of his employment con- $9,0()0.
tract. Pact expires next month,
Negotiation sessions were dcJOINS
ond session
scribed as “smooth” and decision is SID
Estimates for Last Week
$45,000 last week.
from Robert R.
awaited
now
A
the
53
U
over
to
handed
profits
[all
Egyptian
State,
Loew’s
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 40-80)
Young, head Of Pathe Industries,
AS VEEPEE
“Pagan “Breakthrough” (WB) and “Bandit .investors.
70-$1.10)
1,538;
(2.404;
of which ELC is a subsid. HeineAt the outset, it was generally mail’s proposed terms for renewal
Sidney Deneaii has resigned as
Love Song” (M-G). Opened Dec. Queen” (Lip)/ Day-date with Tabor,
29. Last week, “Two Weeks With Webber. Fine $4,000.
estimated that “Robinson Story” have been on Young's desk since Vice-president and general sales
Love” (M-G) •(2d wk^6 days), closed
Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,500; 40- would bring in a U. S. distribution last week;
manager of Selznick Releasing Orwith only $13,000.
“King Solomon’s Mines” net of close to $2,000,000. However,
80)
Feature of the newly-projected ganization to become veepee in
(RKO) iM-G) (2d wk). Last week, smash grosses were far below expectaPantages
Hillstreet,
clause
profits-participation
deal
is
a
(2:890; 2,812; 60-$!)— “Born Yester- $15,000.
of sales for the newly(tions in the large cities, including
as charge
day” (Col) (2d wk). Into second
Denham (Cbckrill) (1,750; 40-80) iN. Y. and the Borough of Brooklyn, which would entitle Heineman,
Lopert Fihns ^Distributing
round Jan. 1 after smash $55,000 —“Mr. Music” (Par) (2d wk). Last Small-town bookings proved the V. p. and general sales chieftain, formed
to a slice of the ELC net. His cur- Co. Announcement of the appoint\v0g1C'
week, big $13,000.
succes.sful.
most
rent pact gave him a 2% participa- ment was made in N. Y, yesterday
Los Angeles, Hollywood ParaDenver (Fox) (2,525; 40-80)
mounts (F&M) (3,398; 1,451; 50-$ 1) “For Heaven’s Sake” (20th) and
tion but this has been virtually iTues.) by Ilya Lopert, president
and
wk)
(3d
(Par)
“Let’s Dance”
meaningless as far as extra remu- of the new outfit. Switch becomes
“Savage Horde” (Rep), day-date
Col Can Acquire 10
“California Passage” (Rep). Added with Esquire. Good $13,000.
neration is concerned because of effective Jan. 15.
latter pic for week started Jan. 1.
Esquire (Fox) (742; 40-80)
ELC’s lack of large-scale, earnings,
Deneau has held the SIlO exec
Last week, with “Trail Robin “For Heaven’s Sake” (20th) cind
Theatres, Invest In
Encouragingly, firm has been manpost for the past several years.
Hood” (Rep), soft $15,500.
“Savage Horde” (Rep), also Denaging to operate in the black since
Hills
laiinched his film career 24
He
Beverly
Orpheum, Hawaii,
ver. (^ood $2,500.
Plays in Loan Deal last July, but the profit margin ad- years ago in an association with
Music Hall (Metropolitan) (2,210;
Orpheum IRKO) (2,600; ,40-80)—
mittedly
been
slim.
has
ihe original Fox Film Co. and sub^
1.106; 855; 70-$1.10)— “Mrs. O’Mal- “Pagan
Columbia reserved the right, to
LPVe Song” (M-G) and
Heineman’s pre.scnt coni r a c t sequently became film buyer for
ley and Mr. Malone” (M-G) and “Experiment Alcatraz” (RKO) (2d acquire or lease up to 10 theatres
stemmed from a five-year pact he Fabian Theatres, N. Y. He joined
(Mono). iwk)..Last week, nice $13,000.
Klondike”
for
“Call
unidcr terms Of the new $12,000^000
had with Universal, where he was tlie Army as
Opened Jan. 2. Last week, (OrParamount (Fox) (2,200; 40-80)
a private during the
loan agreement it recently negotL
pheum only), “Hostile Country’ “Fireball” (20th) and “Hit Parade ated with three banks: It also to handle the product of j, Arthur last war and had reached the rank
Rank being released through U:
(Lip) with Billy Eckstine onstage of 1951” (Rep), Poor $5,000.
when
right
to
major
he was discharged.
its
of
specifically laid down
When Rank sharply reduced pro- Deneau thereupon
(8 days), great $30,000. Eight davs
Rialto (Fox) (878; 40-80)
the
joined
go afield from the biz of film prooperations,
Heineman Scliine Theatres Chain, Glovers“Hamlet” (U) in other two site.s, “Southside ,1-1000” (Mono) and ducing to the extent of investing duction
thin $3,000.
“Spook Busters” (Mono). Good in stage plays and to lend or in- switched to Eagle Lion. His dt'al ville, N. Y., as general manager,
Vogue, $3,000.
Ritz,
Artists,
United
was revised early last year and which spot he later left to join
^yest up to $.3,000,000 in a subsid to
Studio City, Culver (UA-FWC)
Pathe assumed full liability for it.
T a b o r (Fox) (1 .967; 40-80)
SRO.
be organized for the purpose of
701,145;
2,100; 1 370; 885; 880;
“Breakthrough” (WB) and “BanSwitching to ELC is said to have
production
indie
Held dit Queen” (Lip), also Aladdin, guaranteeing
(U).
“Frenchie”
Because of the Selznick firm's
$L10)
for him the confidence of nuwon
loans.
through Jan. 3 for three extra Webber. Fine $5,000.
merous of the indie producers dwindling activity, no successor to
davs, with “Rogue’s River” (EL)
60-80)
was
arrangement
The new bank
Vogue (Pike) (600;
whose films are being bandied by Deneau will be named, at least for
and “Second Face” (EL) opening “Nicholas Nickleby” (U).
Fair disclosed la,st week to have been
busithe
distrib.
For tliis reason. the time being. Company’s
“Frenchie”
Jan. 4. Seven days on
$2,000.
inked Nov. 6 and to liavc become among others, it was
ness affairs will be handled by
said. ELG figfine $30,000,
40-80)
(750;
(Fox)
Webber
It is
elTectivc as of last Aug. 1.
ures to be desirous of Ileineman’s Leonard Case, in charge of the
- “Breakthrough” (WB) and “Bandit
$1.20)
Beverly Canon (ABC) (520; -rr
with the First National of Boston,
N. Y. office, assisted by Sam Sig_“Trio” (Par) (2d wk). Heading Q^jeen” (Lip), also Aladdin, Tabor. which administers the loan and continued stay with the firm.
man.
for second week high after now Nice $3,200.
advances 40% of the coin; Bank of
Partners with Lopert in the new
record of $7,000 in first stanza.
Angele.s, which also
Los
America,
distrib operation are Sir AlexanSUE
In for run.
Manhattan
the
advances
and
40C7
70-90)Four Star (UA) (9Q0;
der Korda and a group headed by
Go., N. Y.. which puts, up 20Co.
“Magnificent Yankee” (M-G) (2d
Robert W. Dowling, president of
PAR, RKO,
wk,). Now in .second week after
Loan runs for six years, expiring
(he City Investing Go., N. Y. real
frame.
first
in
BufTalo.
nice $6, 000.
‘CYRMIO’
It replaces a .simi.July 31, 1956.
esate firm.
It will handle Korda
Bordonaro
Bros.
Fine Arts (FWC) (677; $1.20Theatres!
opersame
with
the
lar
arrangement
Hollywood.
product in the U. S., starting with
$2.40)—.“Cyrano” (UA) (7th wk).
that was negotiated Aug. 1, ating the Palace theatre at Oloan. a gi'oup of seven films, and will
banks
Un.settled conditions at United
Into seventh frame Jan. 2. Last
There was $5,400,000 due has brought action in U. S. dis- a. so release other British, Euro-,
1949.
Artists were believed to have at
week, sock $12,000.
under the deal, wh’ch was imme- trict court. BulTalO; against Para- peah and some Hollywood product.
decision
85-$1.50)
influenced
partially
loa.st
(FWC)
(1,518;
Carthay
diately paid ofl’ out of $ 7 200>000 niount, RKO and Warner Bros, lor
—“Harvey” (U) .(2d wk). Started of Stanley Kramer Distributing which Gol borrowed Nov.
6 as its,: damages^ resulting from the desecond session Jan., 1 after big Co. to postpone general release of
alleged conspiracy and
first coin under the new arrange^- ftiudants*
$14,000 last week.
“Cyrano de Bergerac” from next ment.
Metro Pacts
monopolistic practices in depriving
summer to “sometime in 1952.”
The maximum $12,000,000 credit plaintiff’s theatres of pictures.
Holly wood.
Roadshow policy for the film- will will be available to the company Bordonaros
seek
damages
of
Zinneman-Kramer Deal
Metro handed out II term cohr
be continued through this entire
untii next July 1, with the ajtibunt $53,864, trebled, for the
period
tracts before Dore Schary left forHollywood.
year; it was decided here following
available decreasing by $1,200,000 from September. 1946, to March, his eastern vacation.
Deals involve
Deal Is near inking stage for the arriVar from N. Y of ^^hrge .annually thereafter,
interest on 1948.
two
producer-writers
and nine
Fred Zinneman to join Stanley Schaefer, Kramer’s .saJes chief.
'This is the second action bv the
the coin outstanding is 3% until
.scnplcrs'.
deal.
participatipn
Kramer on a
Results of the twma-day ^policy j^,ly 31 1954
^ftcr that it can Bordonaros. In 1946 they sued the
Sidney
Producer-Writers
are
All mhjor details are agreed upon. for “Cyrano” at the Bi;iou theatre, vary
y,^,y fi-om
from 3...
0% to 3V2%, hinging on major distributors and^ Universal “Sheldon
and George Welles. ScriptZinneman, who directed “The N. Y., and the Fine Arts, L, A„ the rate chargecl member banks by and United Artists om
damages
of ers are Albert Hackett, Frances
Man” -w-.
for Kramer, would make have
IlUVC been good, which also figured the Federal Reserve Bank of New $163,000, trebled, on
n me Stinic algpUg^Igggg^ Karl
three pix under pact starting Feb. jn the new plan to postpone gem YorkV Col Is charged a commit- legations of monopoly
and con- Tunberg,
Ffircit .would,
wniiifi be
h#» either “High
......i
ntn
William Bowers, Frank
First
1.
eral release of the piq.
ment foe of 1/24 of 1% a month spiracy, and a jury in Federal
Fenton, Ruth Brooks Flippen, Jerry
Noon” or “The Children,” both
Road showing of “Cyrano” means bn the unused portion of the loan/ court here returned a verdict of
Davis and, Helen Deutsch.
scripted by Carl Foreman, who
Purpbsc of the loan, it was $27,500 against Paramount, Wara financial setback for U A Which
scripted “Men.”
doesn’t begin collecting its 2VA% stated, was for general working ners and RKO.
Jury exonerated
Lanza Preps Tout
distributioni fee until, general re‘- capital.
Why Col went out pf its all of the other defendants:
SNAPER EEfiUILDS
Icaseofthefilm.UAreceiveson- way on the provision for permisBornodaros’ complaint is that
Hollywood.
Em pi re theatre, South Amboy, ly 10% of the roadshow revenue. siori to acquire theatres is unclear, distribS preferred Warners’ Haven
Mario
Metrb’s. singing fhesp,
N J.. destroyed by the munitions Pic opens this month in Chicago, siiico It appears highly doubtful and State theatres in Clean for. ex- Laiiza, has a busy 1951 program,
ship explo.sipn which rocked the Sail Francisco, New Orleans, Bos- that it has any houses in view now. hibition of their pictures to the starting early in January with
town last spring, will be- replaced ton, Washington, Philadelphia and Such acquisition would initially re- total or partial exclusion of plain- lO-wcek concert tour, opening in
shdrtly, according to Wilbur Snap- Delroit, and. an additional 15 book- quire permission of the antitrust tiff’s Palace.
Bordonaros are rep- Fresno and covering 20 cities from
who operated the house along ings for February and March now court under; which Col, along_ with resented by Philadelphia firm of coa.st to coast.
ei
witli four others in the state.
the other major companies, was Gray, Anderson, Schaffer & Rome,
,are being negotiated.
His schedule also calls for a coSnaper said plans are set foi' a
Schaefer will go to Europe next required to reform certain alleged- J Counsel for present defendants are star appearance with Ezio Pinza in
$200,000 project, to seat about 700. .spring to arrange for release of ly ?nonopolistic pi actices. Market Frank G. Raichle and Sidney B. a filmusical at Metro and a scries
IMichacl De Angelis, of Rochester, the film in England, France, Italy for theatres is also, at the moment, Pfeifer of Buffalo, together with ol‘
appearances with La Scala
N. Y;, is the architect.
and Germany.
New York hbmcoffice counsel.
at a low point.
Opera Co. in Milan next autumn.

stayed over at the Broadway while
Mr Music” was strong enough at
“FoivHeaven’s
wk). Started second frame Jan. 1 the Denham to stay.
with “Savage Horde” at the
Sake”
after brisk $50,000 last week.
got top money
Esquire,
and
Denver
Wiltern
Downtown,
Hollywood,
with
(WB) (2,756; 1.757; -2,344; 70-$l. 10) but just good. The Orpheum, give
stays to
Song”’
Love
“Pagan
secInto
^“Dallas” (WB) (2d wk).
opening.
Dec.. 30 after smart the house a New Year
2,048; 1.719; 1,248; 2,296; 70-$l;l0»
“For Heaven’s Sake” (20th) i2d

—

.

—

•

—

(

)

j

:

completed early last year. Hememan figures on additional revenue
of about $300,000 on remaining
y. S. bookings, foreign dates and
i6m rights. However, it probably
will be many uionths before the.
books are closed on the pie and
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Forty-fifth

PICTURE GROSSES

Anniversary

Gincy Biz Sturdy, 'Song’
‘Harvey’ Great,

t,

‘Heaven’s Sake’ Lofty

[Kk’ Giant

Cincinnati;

161G,

3il;

Harvey’ Socko,

Three holdovers, with “Pagan
Love Song” a couple of bars
higher than “For Heaven’s Sake”
and “Harvey” in the opening
stanza, are meriting a cut of

Chicago; 4:
Loop’s holiday package of suresnarled-up in a
fire entries got
and zero
snowfall
nine-inch
weather early last week, Dec. 26and $2
27 New Year’s weekend
admission Sunday (Sll lpoks to. give
e.xhibs a chance to recoup.
Town-topper among the new enOritries was “Mr. Music” at the
ental with Aides Brothers headwith
lusty
$48,000.
ing stageshow.
‘a^gan Love Song” plus Phil Silvers and Ethel Smith onstage was
minor $40,000 at the Chicago. “For
Heaven’s Sake” isn’t fulfilling to.
original promise, at the Woods,
pulling $20,000.

New

Although handicapped by the
week pudding. Newcomers
round are “Dallas” at RKO Tuesday (26) snow and extreme
flagship Albee and “Vendetta’' at cold weather on this normally
the Palace.
Lyric, a dualer, is very big day right after Xmas,
stressing “Tarzan and Slave Girl.” Broadway first-runs were giving

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net, l.e.,
without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net income.

The parenthetic admission
prices,

however, as indicated,

include the U. S.

amusement

tax.

.

.

upped

scales

(RKb)

New

Week

Estimates for Last

Albee

—

39-75)

(3,100;

“Dallas” (WB).
Last week, “Mrs.
O’Malley and Mr. Malone” (M-G),
mild $7,500.
Capitol
75)
(2d

— “For

(2,000; 39Sake” (20th)

CMid-States)

Heaven’s

wk).
$ 12 000

First

week

Was

tall

.

Grand (RKO> (1,400; 39-75)—
“Pagan Love Song” (M-G) (2d wk).
Opening stanza was smash $14,000
to top town.
“Kim” (M-G) substituted for New Year’s Eve only.

“Haryey,” which opened Dec, 25
at State-Lake, looks smash $26,000
“Never Dull Moon first week.

ment” and “Tougher They. Come”

grabbing $12,000 at Palace.
is
“Breaklhrough” kicked off to good
house Dec. 27 at the Roosevelt.
“Vencietta” was $13,000 at Grand.
“Frenchic” and “He’s a Cockeyed

(Mid-States) (1,542; 3975)— “Harvey” (U) (2d wk). Initial
round was wow. $12,0OO.
Lyric (RKO) (1,500; 39-75)
Minneapolis.
Wonder” at United Artists hit $14,"Tarzan and Slave Girl” (RKG)
/ It
000 ..
was the. pre-Ghristmas
and “Showdown” (Rep), split with
Estimates for Last Week
slump and bad weather that was “Port of New York” (Mono) and
Chicago tB&K) (3,900; 55-98)
Last
blamed
for depressed grosses here “California Passage” (Rep).
“Pagan Love Song” (M-G) plus
week, “Dante's Inferno” (20 th)
Phil Silvers and Ethel Smith top- until this week.
Now it is the and “Message to Garcia” (20th)
ping
brutal cold alone thaPs doing the (reissues)
“Iroquois
with
split
(Par) and
.
Last week. Dark City
om
work.
Twenty-five below Trail” (UA) and “Kill or Be
Duke Ellington 0 r c h and Sarah
(EL),
Killed”
oke
$5,000.
zero temperatures, endless snow
Vaugbah onstage, $32,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 39-75)
Grand (RKO) (1,200; 55-98)
and icy streets naturally cut into
“Vendetta” (RKO). Opened Saturpatronage. Current strong line-up day (30). Last week, “Never a Dull
Last week, “King Solomon’s Mines
includes “Mr, Music,” “Vendetta,” Moment” (RKO), oke $11,000 in
(M-G) (.5th wk). $12,000.
“Mad Wednesday” and “Two Flags 9 days.
‘
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 55-98)
West”
among the newcomers, and
“Mr. Music” (Par) plus Ames Bros,
topping vaiide. Loop-leader with some of these may help. Holdovers
sock $48,000. Last week, “Two include “King Solomon’s Mines”
Weeks With Love” (M-G) and 3 and “All About Eve” in their sevand fifth weeks, respectiveStooges and Eileen Barton onstage enth
ly. “West Point Story” and “Cari(3d wk). $18,000.
boo Trail” are the only pix to do
Paiqcc (RKO) (2,500; 65-98)
“Never Dull Moment” (RKO) and anything last week.
Keith's

—

—

.

I
i

:

—

j

[

I

—

.

For its Saturday (30) opening of
Okay
“Outrage” “Mr. Music,” Radio City tilted its
(RKO) and “Modern Marriage” usual 70c. top to $1, including a
Boston.
midnight show. Radio City also
(Mono) (4 days), $4,000,
Biz perked nicely here last stanza
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98)— had a special single midnight
despite day-after-Christmas storm
“Breakthrough” (WB). Kicked-off showing of “Harvey” on New
with fair session's on Wednesday Year’s eve scaled at $1 for entire, that knocked receipts off slightly.
opened
Boston
(27).
at
Last w'eek, “Fighting Cara- house.
“Vendetta”
Estimates for This Week
vans” (Indie) and “Fighting Weststrongly and held up Well to just
Century (Par) (1,600; 50^70)
erners” (Indie) (reissues), $10,000.
about lead the town. “Bitter Rice”
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 55-98) “Adam and Evalyn” (U). Light
at Beacon Hill broke house records
—“Harvey” (U). Started as like- $ 2 200
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 50-70)— for foreign pix while “Mr. Music”
ly. to hit sock $26,000. Last week,
“San Quentin” (WB) and “Alcatraz! “King Solomon’s Mines” (M-G) (6th at Met held up strong. “For HeavIsland”. (WB) (reissues) (2d w'k), wk); Okay $3,200, and stays seventh en’s Sake” at Memorial is not up
“Tougher They Come”

$12,000.

Last

(Gol).

hold.

'

view of

50-$1.20)
—“Vendetta” (RKO)
wk),
(2d
Started initial holdover session on
Monday (1). First Week hit close to
$23,000, big.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 50-$1.20)

1

[

j

—“The

(1,500;

Milkman”

Saturday

(30).

Grande”

(Rep)

(U).

Last

Opened

week,

“Rio

big
$8,500 for final round and to round
out nice run.
wk),

(6th

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 55-$1.20)—
“Prehistoric
Women” (EL) and
vaude headed by Slapsie Maxie
Rosenbloom, Willie West & MeGinty. Opened Thursday (28). Last
week, “Emergency Wedding” (Col)

;

I

!

|

1

with vaude, nice $19 000
jParamount (Par (3,664; 55-$l .50)
‘Mr. Music” (Par)
Qi. /
With
WiVlJ JUUUlO
Louis
)

•

J.

.A-

!

^

—

reserved loge seats, the scale it fellers) (5,945; 80-$2.40)
“Kim”
has had for New Year’s Eve in the (M-G)
plus
annual
Christmas
last two years.
These have been pageant and stageshow (4th wk).
completely sold out since just Fourth stanza winds up
Jan. 3.
after Thanksgiving Day.
Third
week soared to smash
Greatest money total for the $161,000,
with indications
week ended Dec. 27 was the Music fourth week would top this that
by
Hall which hit socko pel 000 With about $W(yo
Kim
Kim”
and
^
annual
Christmas Year’s Eve and
upped holiday
pageant and stageshow although prices.
Stays until Jan. 10 or
this was the third week.
Early longer.
pace for this combo indicates that
Rialto
(Mage)
.44.98)—
(594;
the Hall will hit $170,000 or better “Sinners” (Indie). Opened
strongly
in the fourth session ending Jan. 3 Dec. 27.
In ahead, “March of
or near the all-time high for this Wooden Soldiers” (Indie)
(reissue),
house.
yanked after 5 days with thin
1

.

i

Astor,

have

Victoria

and Rivoli $3,200

champ money

pictures
houses.
“Born Yesterday” was heading for
huge $55,000 and possible new
high at the ViC as the week ended
Jan. 1.
“Harvey” is traveling at a pace
likely to give the Astor a bigger

the

in that short run.

Rivoli
(UAT-Par)
90(2,092;
$1.25)^“Mudlark” (20th) (2d wk).

straight-film

holdover session started
Saturday (30).
First week was
heading for smash $34,000 on Friday (29). Looks in for run, with
strong crix aopraisal helping
Initial

Roxy

smash second week than opener
which was $35,000, James Stewart
starrer teed off during the preXmas lull which hurt somewhat.
“Mudlark” also may top its initial
round at the Riv, which was a

New

terrific, in

week’s $14,000.

Globe (Brandt)

Prima orch, Jan Murray, others,
Wednesday and Thursday ^business onstage (3d wk). Opens third
picked up remarkably well. Sev- round .Jan. 3. Second week
went
eral theatres rah $2,000 and $3,000 ahead of first one with
help from
ahead of Tuesday’s take.
New Year’s and sharp upsurge folNearly all deluxers tilted their lowing Christmas Day and end
of
scales for New Year's Eye, most snowfall.
First round was solid
getting $2.
Top price was the $74,000.
$3.60 the Music Hall asked for its
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-

among

.

week

•

A-*

•

all

^

,

around $28,000,
first

every indication bf continuing the
sharp Wednesday - Thursday upbeat into the New Year. In fact,
the pace of some newcomers hints.
very big takings during the threeday holiday; period started .last
Saturday (Dec. 30).
While/the
overall total probably will be below a year ago, the big! deluxers
look to reach rousing totals in the
pec. 27-Jan. 4 week, and many
houses appear to be definitely on
the upgrade.
While only about three, inches of
snow fell last week, the fact that
lt came on the anniversary of the
big-snow three years ago and had
continued snowing after ,6 o’clock
at night
really
sloughed night
trade Tuesday.
However, despite
-J
t
temperatures,

The

week,

1

sues)

.

All houses
Year’s Eve.

,

—

“Pinocchio”
(RKO) and
“Make Mine Music” (RKO) (reis(2d wk-8 days), wound up

this

rtc

-

ahead,

Year’s

(20th)

(5.883:

80-$1.75)

—

“For Heaven’s Sake” (20th) with
Yuletide stageshow. featuring Elsa

&

Waldo, Gertrude Ribla, iiceshow
wk).
Second session ended

^d

Dec. 29 pushed ahead to. great
$98,000 albeit below hopes after
fancy $74,000 opening WeCK.
week. “Halls
nails
r
of Montezuma (20th) opens Jan 5
after invltato^
benefit wwld
^
preem night of Jrn. 4
State (Loew’s) (3,450: 55-$1.50)
“Flying Missile” (Col) (2d wk).
First round ended Dec. 29 did not

to expectations but will
sockeroo $34,000,
50-70)
entries are “Pagan Love SOng” at
(1,000;
“Mr
MiKsie" wun
with TLouis
miiQ Prima
Prima
Mr. Music
(Par)
and State and Orpheum and “Dallas” band and. Jan .Murray topping
Business”
“Horse Feathers” (Par) (reissues). at Paramount and Fenway.
stageshow is pushin^g well ahead of
Good $4,200.
Estimates for Last Week
its initial week on holdover session
Radio City (Par) (4.000; 50-70)—
First round
at the Paramount.
Astor (B&Q) (1,200; 40-85)
ls.sucs) (2d wk), $9,000.
“For Heaven’s Sake” (20th). Slow “Operator X” (Col).
Last week, Was solid $74,000 despite starting
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)
$8 500.
Just the Wednesday before Christmas.
“Fantasia” (RKO) (reissue).
likely to .Detter $15,000. way
“For Heaven’s Sake” (20th). SomeRKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,890: 35Paean Love Sone’^ dIus the Ink
what disappointing at $20,000. 70)_“West Point Story” (WB). under $5,000.
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (780; Spots, Shep Fields’ band, Marilyn “Operation^^X^^^^CoD
^
^"(2d^^wk1’
Last week, “Kansas Raiders” (U) Moderate $8,000.
(2d
wk),
?^^^^
Maxwell heading stage bill looks
(2d wk), $12,000 in 10 days.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 35-70)— 40-90)— “Bitter Rice” (Indie). Sur- to finish first week with great $4
Thief”
grosses
strand
“Bicycle
756passed
(2
(WB)
World (Indie) (587; 80)
Fighting Caravans” (Indie) and
“Blue
“Flying “West Point Story”
opening day (Dec. 22) with $4,000. $72,000, at the Capitol
Aiigel” (Indie) (2d wk). Tidy
(WB)
$4,000. i“Fighting
not seem liM^^
- Westerner’' (Indie) (re Wound up week with lofty $9,500.
Jackie Miles, Mary Raye & Naldi.
Last week, $6,000;
issues). Drab $3,000.
above
at
the
highly (Don Cornell
State,
$15,000
Holding.
onstage
(2d
wk)
50-70)—
(Par)
State
(2.300;
disappointing for a holiday stanza, First holdover frame
opened Fri'Boston (RKO) (3,200; 40-85)—
“Cariboo Trail” (20th). Just okay
West Point Story’ and stage- day (29).
Initial
week
looked
“Vendetta” (RKO) (2d wk). Last show topped
to
Year’s Happy For
$5,700.
by Jackie Miles, Mary reach good $43,000 albeit
World (Mann) (400; 50-85)— week, staunch $20,000.
•
Raye & Naldi, Don Cornell should appointing side for holiday on disP. 1
f
t
session.
(ED
an
coronets”
40-85)—
Fenway
(NET)
(1,373;
shape
ut. Louis) liurvoy
up stronger in its second
Sutton (R & B) (561: 90-$1.50)
“Dallas” (WB). Last week, “High- week at the Strand, first frame be“Trio” (Par) (13th wk).
Twelfth
St. Louis.
way 301” (WB) and “Trail Robin ing good $43,000.
jweek
ended Monday (1), being
New Year’s Eve biz plus cold
Hood” (Rep). Okay $5,500.
as
ilth
week
f
weather and some new product is
Memorial (RKO) (3,500; 40-85)—
Stays on
Pix
L’ville Lively,
“For Heaven’s Sake” (20th) (2d wk). hoI^over'welk%tai?ed^
hypoing biz strong at the big
Last week, fair $16,000;
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;
cinemas.
Red Skelton, heading
Boosting B.0;; ‘Dallas,’
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 40- mere Danger Lives ’_on Dec 30, 74.,^1.50)
“Macbeth" (Ren) (2d
own stageshow .with “Dial 1119”
85)— “Mr. Music” (Par) and “Chain seored^with'Pinorchio” and ‘Make wk). First week wound up .Tan 2.
9 1
shapes promising of new bills.
^head “Rapture” (EL) (2d wk).
Gang” (Col) (2d wk): ‘^At War Thf.®
IP
400 in 4 days
With Army” (Par) played Sunday This combo was soaring ahead to
"Harvey,” great opening week at
Louisville.
Xrans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540;
(31)
only.
Last week, smooth. near $28,000, terrific, in eight days.
the Missouri, is in second
downCyrano,” which was heiped by 90-$1.50)— “Seven Days to Noon’’
Downtown first-runs are set to $20,000 for first week of’ “Music”
town week at Ambassador.
extra
shows all Xmas weekv drtdie) (3d wk),
grab some nice New Year’s jjiz and “Gang.”
Se”dhd frante
ice
and
climhed^.to
films.
Snow
via
top-notch
$17,500 in sixth round
Estimates for Last Week
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)— at the Biiou wkieh even exceeded- ended Dec, .31 slipned off someare completely gone. Biz pace is
^hat
from
smash
$10,000
reached
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 60- fast,
“Pagan Love Song” (M-G) and the first seven days^ of run.
a pronounced upbeat from
jin first week.
Looks in for run.
Scotland Yard” (Col).
*^^’~~“Nm’vey” (U) and “Never a last week.
Estimates for Last Week
Mary Anderson has “Counterspy “Right
Victoria
(City Inv.) (1,060: 95Last week,
Cross” (M-G)
Astor (City Inv.) 11,300; 55-$1.50) $i:50i.--''Born
Pull Moment” (RKO).
Yesterday”
(Col)
Last week, “Dallas,” Rialto is showing “Mr. and “O’Malley and Malone” (M-G),
"Haryey” (U) (2d wk^ Current (2d wk). Opened Jan. 2. Initial
"Two Flags West” (2Q4h) and Music” and State opened “Pagan so-so $13,000.
week lyinds^up Jan. 3. First week session ended Jan, 1 was heading
Love Song” Saturday (30). All
4i
Where .Danger Lives” (RKO), downtown houses offering midParamount (NET) (1,700; 40-85) !^tt .sock $35,0()0 as expected, with
$5.5.000 or better., and possibly
—“Dallas” (WB) and “Father’s initial days of second round innice $13,000.
night shows (31).
fjigji for house because openWild Game” (Mono). Last week, dicating even_ bigger total dor firstling week took in NeW Year’s
Estimates for Last Week
F.ve
(F&M) (5,000; 60 -75)—
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1.200: “Highway 301” (WB) and “Trail holdover week, In for indef, run. and upprd scales for holiday
and “South Side 45-65)—
Opened Robin Hood” (Rep), neat $12,000.
(WB).
“Dallas”
J'Ohhd.
High
1100 (Mono). Last week,
crix opinidns help•n^m**'*
“Never Well. Last week, “Milkman” (U),
State
(Loew) (3,500; 40-85)—., $2.40)--“Cyrano” (UAI (7th wk). (ng, with nic etting off to terrific
a pull Moment”
(RKO) and “Dark
“Pagan Love Song” (M-G) and This stanza opened. Jan. 2. Sixth start on Tuesjay (26). Played to
LUy (Par) (2d wk), solid $15,000. okay $6j500.
shows soared to virtual capacity in first three days.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000; “Counterspy Scotland Yard” (Col).
(Loew) (3,172; 50-75)— 45.65)— “Mr. Music” (Par). Crosby Last Week, “Right Cross” (M-G) $17,500; fifth week was $15,000.
Dial 1119” (M-G) and
stageshow, starrer started big; Last week, and “O’Malley and Malone” (M-G), Stays on indefi
Capitol (Loew’sV (4,820; 55-$1.50)
r/>Fo low Covl-of*
7 .)veek, “Miniver story” (M-G) “Jackpot” (20th) and “Blues light $8, 500;
LOI S JSli, ucXlCl
“Pagan Love Song” (M-G> with
O’Malley and Mr. Ma- Busters” (Mono), neat $10,000, and
Inr?
lone M (M^G),
Ink Spots, Shep Fields orch, MarL
mild $14,000.
lU.O.
Hollvwood
$9,000.

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 55“Frcnchie” (U) and “He’s
Cockeyed Wonder’* (Col).
Trim
$14,000, Last week, “Gilda” (Gol)
and “Platinum Blonde” (Col) (re98)

Lyric

—

—

(Par)

'

“Monkey

|
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—
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j

New
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‘
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.
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.
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^
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—

Missouri

.

(F&M)

(3,500;

60-75)—

heaven’s Sake” (20th) and
Passage” (Rep). Last

..I

State (Loew’s) (3,000; 45-65)—
“Pagan Love Song” (M-G). Teed

off

Saturday

(30) okay.

Last week,

“Next
and “Mad “Watch Birdie” (M-G) and
smash $20,- Voice” (M-G), nice $12,000.45-65)—
Strand
(FA)
(1,200;
“Destination Moon” (EL). Got TV
<^-500: 60-75)— plugs and exploitation days in ad<RKO) and vance. Last week, “Mad WednesLast week, day” (RKO) and “Disney Cartoon
(U)

^

(RKO),

000.,

“Daiic
‘All1

About Eve”

(20th),

oke $5,500. Festival” (RKO), fair

$4,000.

Grosses This

Week

Film grosses in

this

Columbia

issue,

because of early presstime, are
limited

to

recapitulation

of

day

(31)

was heading for smash

$72,000, including New Year’s Eve,
despite pushing around given film

^

week's business.

few instances

new

details

In some
of

hoW

pictures opened are indi-

cated but no estimates given.

year

Sunny Side of the
^ Jome Taps production,
by crix. In ahead, “Watch Birdie”
wi^Ri<^hard
Quine
directing.
stageshow
(2d
(M-G) with
wk),
Other January starters are “Re$13,000.
Face,”
“Cyclone
Criterion (Moss) (liTOO: 50-$l;75) member That
—“Where Danger Lives” (RKO). FuiY,” "The Secret,” “Sure Thing’’
and "China Corsair.”
Opened last Saturday (30). In
:

|

last

will close thelild

;

1

i

Wedneeday, January

Anniversary

Forly^fifth

3,

EDMUND GWENN
w

//
20th-Fox

This

i$

EDMUND GWENN'S

picture.

It's

getting so his

name

is

BOX OFFICE MAGIC."
ARNOLD MARKS
the Portland (Oregon) Journal

CURRENT RELEASES

LOUISA— Ul.

BABY— W. B.
FOR HEAVENS SAKE— 26th
PRETTY

Fox

M.C.A.

1951

Wednesday, January

3,

1951

For ly^fifth

J^^Af^IETY Anniversary

es

AST

Best Wish es to

GENERAL MUSICAL DIRECTOR

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER STUDIOS

74

Forty-fifth

p^RIETY

Weclnesday, January 3, 1951

Anniversary

(If

GENE AUTRY
“RUDOLPH
THE RED-NOSED REINDEER”

-nowover 3,000,000 MARK
ON COLUMBIA RECORDS

Captain Andy Sez

me, too

CHAMPION

MARK ROBSON
DIRECTOR

Congratulations on your 45th Anniver-

"SHOWBOAT" has been playing up and down
river, i^eorge Sidney is now directing a new version of the old favorite at

sary.

That's twice as long as

M.G.M.

"LIGHTS OUT''
u-i

II

STRIKE A MATCH"
WALD-KRASNA

Wednefi<lay9 January 3, 1951

Anniversary

Forty^fifth

LEIVA
'

Our

^ <

'<=^--

1

Heartiest Congratulations on Your Anniversary

and

s

Wednesdayv January

3,

1951

Forty-fifth

Anniversary

PIKE-THOMAS PRODUCTIONS
FOR

PARAMOUNT

Current Release

/ /

Also Starring

/ /

HOWARD DA

COLOR BY technicolor

SILVA

Wednesflay, January 3, 1951

Forty-fifth

I^^IETY

Anniversary

BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS
%

Greetings from

to

from

TOM and

CANADA!

JE

and

M.G.M. Cartoons

FAMOUS PLAYERS
CANADIAN CORPORATION

LTD.

Wednesday, January 3, 1951

Forty-fifth

Produetioii
^^Golor

TWO

by

81

Annivcrnnrv

of

Toehiiieolor^^ Passes

Bl LLIOIV

Mark

This footage

would

e n ci fcl e the ea rth
15 times.

To run

it

would require more
than 42 years.

Shown on motion

picture

screens throughout the

world,

it

has provided

inestimable pleasure to
countless millions.

IS

THE TRADE MARK OE

%

TECHNICOLOR MOTION PICTURE CORPORATION
HERBERT

T.

KALMUS,

President

and General Manager

WedneBday, January

Annivenary

Forty-^fifth

3,

1951

Season's

WOLFE

BILLY

COMPLETED 1950

WEEKS, PALMER HOUSE, Chicago

WEEKS, CHICAGO THEATRE, Chi

LULLABY OF BROADWAY,'' Warner

Brothers

"DEAR BRAT," Paramount

Direction:

MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Season’s Greetings
u

Comerford Theatres

Best Wishes to

Van Heflin

Wednesday, January 3, 1951

VoHy-fifik

Annivenary

}

New Year
FROM

MICHIGAN
INSTITUTION
M.

F.

GOWTHORPE
President

1906

1951

LfON ERROL
T^^ahagement
r

FREDDIE FRALICK

Showplace of the Nation

Rockefeller Center,

N. Y.

I

n

institution

and

known throughout

stage

shows notable for

the world for
their

good

its

taste,

presentation of outstanding motion pictures

beauty and perfection of execution.

Wedncsdaf, Jantfaiy 8, 1951

Forty^flfth

^'SCARAMOUCHE''

Showplace of the Natioa

Rockefeller Center, N. Y-

I
n

institution

and
I

known throughout

stage

shows notable for

the
their

for

its

taste,

presentation of outstanding niotion pictures

beauty and perfection of execution*

Wednesday, Janifaiy

3,

1951

Foriy-flfth

Anniversary

P^fHETY

Forty-fifth

Anniversary

Weilnesi^ay^ Januai*y 3,

BUD

lOU

ABBOTT

COSTELLO

1951

STARRING

i

INVISIBLE

MAN

f

Management:

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

EDWARD SHERMAN

PICTURES

Beverly

The

entire blocicfront

RUSSELL MARKERT

of ocean-privacy

40iK to 4 1 St Sis.

ASSOUR
PICTURES,

COMPLETELY
AfR-CONDIT/ON£D

OF

Reicrvationi.
Walter Jacobs

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

Inc.

MIAMI BEACH

NEW YORK
4JNGINE DOUGLAS
Direct from

CITY

DC^4S

La Guardia and Newark

NON STOP

MIAMI
$39.00
f'urrl'.

10%

William Nassour

,

.Discount

on Return Trip

Edward Nassdur

Season's Greeting:
1

Way

1

STOP

Rctui’i)

NORTH AMERICAN
AIRLINES
I'rcp

Ticket Del'y,

Irr.

FllglU?.

0lii!=

tan

BRyaiit 9-6492
503 Sth Ave.

(Ent. 42nd SI.) Suite

BROOKLYN

5746 Sunset

Blvd.,

KTTV STUDIOS, Hollywood,

Cqlif.

GREETINGS

Kord ZarUtOM

I

Hills,

Cqlif.

VL

Hotel St. George
Clark Street

lOU

BRONX

5-3888

LU 4-0607
2480 Gr. Concourse
(FordlianiRd) Rm 328

'

^agents:,, RECOGNIZED

OUTDOOR
REFRESHMENT
SERVICE
from Coast
to Coast
over >//, Century

Chiicogo,

|SPQR|SERVICE CORP.
IsPbXTStRVICI BIDO.

•

BUfFAlO, N. Y

WA. 3906

•

.

.

e

Illinois

Torty-fijlh

p^ftlETY

Wednesday, January

/Anniversary

FRED

3, 1951,

FMKLEHDFFE

F.

HOLLYWOOD

NAT HOLT

JERRY

DEAN

& LEWIS

MARTIN

In

m

“AT WAR WITH
THE ARMY”
''Box Office written qll

over

—Variety.

it."

RELEASE

A

“THE GREAT MISSOURI RAID”

FRED

“WAR PATH”

F.

FINKLEHOFFE
PRODUCTION

“FORT SAVAGE”
All in TECHNICOLOR

(Tentative Title)

ATTENTION!
NETWORK

PRODUCERS

•

FOR SALE-OR LEASE

Now

in

BEAUTIFUL THEATRE

release for

RECENTLY REMODELED
COMPLETELY EQUIPPED STAGE;
MODERN LIGHTING EQUIPMENT;

TWENTIETH-CENTURY FOX

IDEALLY SUITED FOR DRAMATICS,
STOCK, MUSICALS OR

TELEVISION
LOCATED IN NEW JERSEY

“CANADIAN PACIFIC”
“FIGHTING

15 Min.

from Lincoln Tunnel

SEATING CAPACITY

1,000

ONE FLOOR
BROKERS PROTECTED

MAN OF THE PLAINS”

Box V-11, Variety, 154 W. 46th
New York

“CARIBOO TRAIL”
All in CINECOLOR

St.,

Attention Film Producers

A

Conri|5le+e Film Art Service
Available to You by Calling

Is

Cl 6-2426
Animation,

Story

Boards,

Special

DIRE CTO

R

BAY

!V”
IN RELEASE

IN

FOR WARNER

.

PICTURES

PRODUCTION

efx.

Slidefilms,

Wednesday, January

3,

1951

Forty^fifth

Anniversary

JOHN WAYNE

-RKO-

- REPUBLIC-

ion
-WARNER BROS.-

IN

PRODUCTION

Flying Leathernecks”
FOR RKO

9Q

Worty^fifth

p^^RIETY

little-feared form of amusement during and immediately after
the war years, burst into a threat^
ening and ever-growing colossus.
The demensibns and extent of its

and a

to
TV's (Iballenge May Stiinulale the Pix
Fullest Blossom of Its Potential
By Joseph H. Ha/.en
WalUs-Hazen Productions)

(President,

There has been no inciustry in
the history of time that has demonstrated its will to survive as
has the motion picture industry
From the tltne of its inception, this
industry has been the target oi
reform groups, censor groups, legislation and those who could see
only evil in a darkened movie
The battle to overcome
house.
these attacks and the compromises
iJT/nade in the interest of public relations would have all but destroyed a less determined
and
tenacious industry.
After years of effort »t0 achieve
worldwide acceptability of “movies'
as the medium of family entertain-

ment, a new and unexpected barrage dl body blows was dealt the
industry.
These have taken the
form of an attack by the Government, brandihg the industry a
mpnopoly; Congressional investiga-

to the

ing

mehsional sound,

etc.,

that

still re-

3^

1951

Film Festival
main to be engineered.
There is no doubt the public By
in N.Y. Next Wk.
will pay to see something excellent
Sponsored by the Screen Direcand worthwhile, notwithstanding
the fact that there may be some tors Guild of N. Yi, a three-day
eventual growth are unpredictable Uow-grade and inferior product
and all those amusements which that can be had for nothing. There Robert Flaherty film, festival is
must perish in the path of the 20lh will always be a w'aiting, willing scheduled to get underway in New
century Moloch are yet to be de- and paying audience for pictures York next Tuesday (9) at the
Museum of Modern Art. Proceeds
termined.
like “Samson and .Delilah,” “All
Will the motion picture industry About
Eve,”
“Father Of Tbe of the screenings are for the benesurvive and can it find a place Bride,” ‘King Solomon’s Mines,’ fit of the Guild. Flaherty will be
hand to discuss his pictures
beside, this avaricious bedfellow? and other pictures in that quality O’
I, for one, believe the industry cun
category. So long as there is an with the audience.
First show, to be held Tuesday
and will survive and that it can audience to patronize quality pic:
live and prosper alongside this new tures, there will always be those at 8:30 p.m., will comprise “Man
giant. However, in order to do so
hearty, determined and inspired of Aran” and “Louisiana Story.”
lit must not lose heart or courage.
men to bring them to the screen. Next evening’s bill is “Industrial
Above all else, it must call upon
The same will to survive that Britain,” “The Land” and “Moana.”
its mind and heart, its imaginaday’s
has brought the industry up to- this Final
program comprises
tion and skill, its talent and its point of perfection will carry it “Elephant Boy” and “Nanook of
techniques to fashion motion pic- forward to new heights of achieve- the North.”
tures, which TV has neither the ment. In the years that lie ahead,
prysical, technical nor economic it may be said that it was TV
resources to make.
Motion pic- that stimulated the industry to the
Norma Cancels 'Dead’
tures must reach that high pitch fullest blossom of its potential.
.

Flaherty

SDG

:

;

.

World War II, brandthe industry as warmongers;
postwar Congressional investigations
branding the industry as
“communist-infiltrated”; important
personages within the industry
charging that creative Hollywood
is dead and that the only creative
work was coming out of England
and Europe; moral misconduct on
the part of certain of the most outstanding stars; boycott and theatre
picketing by religious groups of
certain
pictures which did not and degree of entertainment, that
coincide with their beliefs; the cut- to witness TV one must feeT that
off of foreign income due to the he is going back to the early days
dollar shortage around the world; of the movies.
and many more blows of varying
It is quality—and quality alone
nature and intensity.
—that will determine whether and
to
what extent movies will survive
However, the industry weathered
And by quality, 1
all these storms and was about to ahd prosper.
einerge in clear weather when the also mean all those technological
greatest, of all blows was struck. developments, such as third diTV, which had been a Slumbering mension, large screen, color, di-

tions before

Wednesday, January

Anniversary
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I

Whiteman Picked by

I

,

I

I

'

BtifTalo

'
:

Buffalo.

,

.

'

Hollywood.
Norma Productions, headed by
Burt Lancaster and Harold Hecht,

Variety Club Tent No. 7 named cancelled its
deal to film, “The
Murray Whiteman, of Whiteman’s Naked
and the Dead,” and returned
Song Shop, as Chief Barker for
the book to its author, Norman
1951. Elected first assistant barker was John G, Chinell with Mailer.
Difficulty in developing an acJames H. Eshelnian named second
assistant barker. N.ew Dough Guy ceptable screenplay and mpuntinjg
I

1

i

is

Robert C;

ard D. Walsh

Hayman

is

while Rich- productioh costs caused the cancelproperty master.
lation.
.

Wednesday, January

3,

1951
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Anniversary

REED

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

Forly-fiflh

p^fjlETY

Wednesday,/ January 3, 1951

Anniversnry

JACK CARSON
NBC - TV

MON.—COAST
WED.—NEW YORK

FOR

MOTOROLA

nd ments, and "Anna and the Ring of 19th
When “Claudia and
ch- Siam” resulted in numerous adapremodeled their ranchtatiohs of the Siamese sets coni^as
department
was
this

Century Aussie
Story for Danzigers

the results.

David”
house,

swamped again with

Influence on Hornes

Darling.
William
by
structed
'These incl uded photo murals on
doorways and living room panels,
One of the most popular small
houses ever showh on the screen
was the one occupied by Kathryn

do“ how-to-doliehome-

would-be
,builders flooded Columbia’s art
uedepartment with requests fpr blueled
prints of the country house filmed
Grayson in “Anchors Aweigh.”
the
while
in “ Th e Jblson Story;
art department was del\^ii- 1 Metro’s
modern apartment created by And a Tiged with requests for details of
ton Grot for “Deception” caused
small boy’s room and
charming
the
zed
flurry of popularity for oversized
the delightful indoor-outdoor livei’ii
Chinese modern
tables,
coffee
ind ing. area. But duiing the last year,
furniture, huge fireplace units arid
a number of outstanding sets have
hassocks..
ck- been constructed by these talented
Although many of the backgrounds and gimmicks are too designers. These include the farmead bouse kitchen created by Jack
radical at first for widespread
ons ^Martin Smith for “Summer, Stock,"
adaptation, worthwhile innovations
on- Ithe converted Pennsylvania farmgradually filter through to com
on. house with its fine collection of
sumers and really merit attention.
constructed by Lyle
ion Americana
Going back to the depression
and Richard Irvine for
l(.d Wheeler
days, Warners made a film called
un“Golden Arrow” on which the “For Heaven’s Sake,” and the
decor incorporated in the
Lim. usual
budget Was kept to a minimum.
Dick
created
by
Orleans
sets
New
:urdo for new-looking fur-

Hundreds

Of

|
1

Bv KAY CAMPBELL

1
j

Furthermore, Mrs. Joe andi thoubrotlu'rs
Hollvwood art directors are the sands of her sisters and
the studios with renation’s trend-setters in architec- have swamped
detailed
11‘
and
quests for blueprints
ture and interior decoration.
various screen
you want to know how tomorrow’s information about
todays “houses.”
see
look,
will
'homes
Letters of inquiry from fans all
movies.
by art
Thanks to the industry’s habit of over the world are received
the relea.se
pu jlicizing astronomical figures, departments following
backgrounds
attached to the building of sound of a film with new
stills exploiting
stages and sets, Mrs. Joe Public is and gadgets. And
frequer.tintroduced
are
ideas
apt' to think that art directors new
dreamt they dwelt in marble halls ly in national as well as fan mags.
An alltime record for fan mail
—and then proceeded to turn their
Baby”
dreams into reality with the erec- was set by the “Bringing Up
designed by Van Nest
tion of sets. As a matter of fact, 'house,
place
while the industry does throw its Polglaze. Blueprints of this
money around generously on so- resulted in a new demand for ConreLater,
farmhouses.
production necticut
or
spectacle
called
art
numbers, it has also presented quests poured into 20th-Fox’s
some good ideas for serious horrie- department for detailed drawings
And though Hollywood of the ranchhouse shown in “Leave
makei's.
of
flacks have never stressed this Her To Heaven.” Adaptations
archipoint, screen sets have had a far- these plans were used by
reaching effect on homes; and a tects across the country, and a
many innovations which wave of indoor, paintings and cupgreat
have had a tremendous vogue may board doors papered to match the
be attributed to these designers. walls of the bedrooms were among
.Hollywood,

j

,

-

i

1

'

1

^

:

i

'

I

'

West Africa

plaii to lens it in

and Aussie next April.
Tagged "The Broad

Arrow,”

screenplay is now being prepared
Edgar Ulmer
by John Roeburt.
will direct.
Cast hasn’t been set
as yet.

j

,

;

j

.

New York Theatres

I

^

Coors Open 10;30 A.M,

l

W

I

What

to

the

(« 4 lt

!

Day for "Streetcar Named Desire,”
ai^t^
nishings stumped the art depart^
"Excuse My Dust”
pej, Randall Duell’s
ment at first, until the designer
of sets are sure to draw response
happened on the happy notion Qf
while
top honors for
from
fans,
P' 01 ,
painting old furniture white. Folpio modern architecture will go to
lowing the release of this epic,
who had been wonder- Mac Johnson for the fabulous set

On

^TAGE ond »Ce\
The
Annu«l Ro«|r
^

!

"CHRISTMAS

a

EXTRAVAGANZA" f
^

;

A.ilo>oui Urvue q( Mirlb

/

Muitc

•«<!

• Gli>riouB

SfQmng

GUFTON WEBB

j

I

I

1

homeowners

i

j

ogy
ing how to make their dingy
lore
things “do” until money was more
i

plentiful,

I

suit,

immediately

wed
followed

;aVe
with the result that a waVe
i^ept
of white tables and chairs swept

in "flis

and hidden radios. Aladdin lamps
used as cigaret lighters caught the

Kind

Woman.”

of

1

A few

;

1

!

j

Lithographed wood grains, which
j

!

years ago, a program of
public education was instigated
when a five-lecture course in Early
American home decoration was
presented by department stores
across the country tied-in with
“Mr. Blandings Builds His Dream
House.” Nearly 100 similar houses
were built in various cities aij^d
towns, and retail outlets featured
interiors duplicating the sets dcsigned by Albert D’Agostino and
Darrell Silvera.

—

—
following
“Dodsworth” table lamps in place r I Cf ANT
of chandeliers came into vogue X* L. uLAllLull
and cellophane
with
“Raffles,”
nV’A CTTTniA
A
A
hatboxes, fancy closets, Venetian
KKII
111)111 IVIAInA ItjKK
blinds, portable bars, are all di.
u
n
Hollywood.
rectly traceable to other films.'
_
^
o
i
Ernest L, Scanlon, former veepee
Though most of the architecture
treasurer of Selznicks Vam
in “The
‘The Fountainhead” was too
high-style for widespread adapta- gdard productions, became studio
manager at RKO yesterday (Tues.
tion, the aquarium lamp base and
under the new organizational seL
a modern abstract desk were widely
“The Adventures of up completed by production topper
copied.
spotlight

.

of

popularity

M

.

ASSOCIATE PRODUCER

BALLET DIRECTOR

j

j

are used frequently today in place
of veneers, were first introduced
in “Three’s A Crowd,” and “Love
in a Bungalow” featured, among
other novelties, built-in accessories

•

They

j

:

the country.

•

i

’

'

•

j

!

'

FLOREKCE ROGGE

!

’

'

i

Hollywood.
Danziger Bros., whose "So Voting,
So Bad” clicked lor United Artists,
are. readying a film about Australia
as a 19th century prison colony.

;

it” inquiries.

:

i

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

and

M

bllBriBM...

tyitf 1

io

tf.

CODUTMUOUt
MIIIOIteANCIt

—

>RADIO

CITY MUSIC HAIL^

Rockefeller Center

RUDYARD

f%llTl

KIPLING'S

ERROL FLYNN
Color by

A
and

- DEAN STOCKELL
TECHNICOLOR

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

THE MUSIC HALL'S GREAT
CHRISTMAS STAGE SHOW

•

tiiiyRT lot

as a result of di-

vorcement. Other changes find C.
Tevlin, veepee in charge of all
studio operations, assisted by Ross
Hastings, who takes the job previously held by Joe Nolan.

• •OADWAY at 49lh ST.

J.

space—-to
Contracts, etc., will be in Hasthousecoats, desks, radios, and to
hide lighting fixtures— were intro- ings’ jurisdiction, with Scanlon
duced in Bob Boyle’s plans for bossing physical operation. Leonpartitions

IB hBRIII...

,

Howard Hughes

Marco Polo” was instrumental in
popularizing Chinese modern furniture, while “Tokyo Joe” led to a
wave of enthusiasm for Japanese
modern architecture. New uses for

.

AN M AMrn
M N ADD

M UffV,-

tt*t

wall

j

V

CCM-UMltA fK;T0*M

M-t- BORNv
l^fYESTERnAYj
^‘'JUOY

BRODERICK

WILLIAM'

;

.

ard Picker will take over many
RKO’s “Nocturne.”
“A Touch of Venus” boosted the duties formerly handled 'by Hasttrend for modern room arrange- ings. V'
'V-.,

'

HOLLIDAY- HOLDEN
.^L. >

•

'

.
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tribes and with the w h lie man. Yet
the Sioux have lived oii in infamy Final Griffith Decree
as, the fierce, warlike, bloodthirsty
savages wivo waylaid General CusHaving Little Effect
ter and gave him such a time: at
the Little Big Horn. Facts again
Theatres Involved
here acquit the Redskin,
Oklahoma .City.
His territory was being in vacled
Custer was'unfortunate, to say the
FinaL decree in the 12-yoar-old
least, in many of his field decisions Griffitii
antitrust suit, entered last
and much of his generalship, and
'week by district court judge Edgar
the massacre. at the Little Big Horn
S.
Vaught, is seen by obser\;ers
w'as executed by a handful of warhere as liaving little effect on the
riors against oVerwhelmihg odds.
theatre
properties invoived.
GerOnimo’s name struck terror
Of the four circuits originally
throughout the southwest, according to the folk legend that lives named in the action, only one, Grifon, especially, on the screen. It is ,fith. Consolidated, has cohti trued in
true that W’heri he got .his gaiig existence. Other three. R. E. Grif’
together for a ram page, he w‘as a fith Theatres. Wostex Theatres and
hard boy to contain, but there Griffith Amus;. passed to new owii'
seems to be a great deal to be said ers since flic U. S. Supreme Courl
for his motives and provocations. decision of two years ago wjiich
Usually, when Geronimo w’as on found tlie four, guilty of monopol
onspiracr.. It
the warpath; he was demanding istic practices and
something like one acre and one was generally .said flic Government
.won
its case at that time for the
mule each for his tribesmen in exchange for giving up their home- high court’s rule led to the breakup
.of the extensive GrUTith interests.
land.
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GEORGE SIDNEY

shifting

that

role

Always Gets the Worst of

Sidney

^

:

j

it
'

The Indian has always gotten the
worst of it in most history books.

depicts him as
a sort of colGooi’^o

'

I

usually

I

Somepne has observed that if the
lective villain.
very white man won. it w'as a battle, and
all
It’s
if

absti act because he seldom emerges
as an individual schemer or hea\'y.
He seldom is a guy. He is just stuff

the Indian won,

sacre,
villain

ties.

You run

into

you start making

of

much

any
i

for
for

'

writing letters of protest or
organizing committees. His function in most of the dramatic personae of the screen is to bite the
dust, and that is the \vay it has
been since the moving picture was
invented.
YOu have to watch yourself if
you depict a Labrador Eskimo get-

little

armament,

'

nated by his own virtue, a bravery
reckless enough to be foolhardy,
Incidentally, in deference to his
and an honor in all his dealings
with peoples. But on the .screen
generalship and his ability to stand
off a lot of soldiers with a handful
and in stories he ranges somewhere
of warriors, the Government finally
between Simon Legree with feathers, and Genghis Khan with a bowgave up and said, ‘•piease. Mr. Gejting drunk in a picture, because
and-arrow.
ronimo, W’ill you kindly come visit
the Ambassador from Labrador
Altlvough he turned up once in plus the Labradorian Parent-Teach- the President at the White House
the form of Richard Dix in “The er Ass’ll and a Committee For the and let us talk this thing Over,
Vanishing Anierican” in a some- Prevehtion of Showing, Drunk Lab- and get together pn peace terms?”
He pretty W'ell called, the turn,
what romantic role, and despite the rador E.skimos On the Screen vvill
too.
fact that James Stewart fell in love
all
show' up with embarrassihg
There is plenty of evidence that
with ah Indian gal in a recent pic- beefs. But the Indian has been so
Geronimo served his people well,
lure. the Red Man has had very
long suffering in our national folk- never
iook to the \varpath unless he
.skimpy going of i. as a love inter- lore that there
is no closed season
had to, and scrupulously lived tip
est. character.
on him.
to his agre.cmentvS. In that light,
The only flop the late Victor
The facts.; seem to, be that, the such a man is great screen
material.
Ilerbcrt ever wrote \yas a musical SiOux Were a: peaceful nation wiip
Someday I want to inake an Inin which he made the mistake of highly., respected and abided by
dian pictureWbut a teal one. One
devoting the love story to Indians:
various t.realics with other that really,
tells his dramatic story.
As they say in story conferences—
it has everything^
I

i

;

i

!

I

:

:

:
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'
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Out/ Sherman
New Oater Hero

CQNGRATULAtlONS

Seeks

Hollywood,

Unexpected complications caused
Harry Sherman to drop the “Hashknife Hartley” cliaracter from the
series of 30 oaters he wdU make
;

for Eagle Lion Classics release ovei
a period of five year.s.

Producer will dig up another
character for the pictures, each oi
which
with

will
first

be budgeted at $i00,000.

money supplied by

Bankers Trust Go.

•/

,

S. J,

IMini.-^try

encouraging production of films
in
tiiat
country with t\Vo luwv
types of loans made through tlie
.Argentine Industrial Credit Bank.
Each typo of loan grants up lo
is

.

70.''f

of cost

of a

reports

picture,

Nathan D. Golden, U. S. Commerce'
Department film topper.
The special type. Ls for the .well
established producer who- made a

minimum

of tliree feat urcs during

the. preceding 12

.

months

aiid plans

a minimum of three during the
succeeding 12 months. These are
tw'o-ycai: loans which inuy be exVauglit’s formal order followed tended four monihs.
So-called “enadditional hearings to determine couragemenf’’ Ida.ns are
offered lo
the extent of the monopoly found now companies in film
production.
by The Suprenre Court and lo de- Made, for periods- of
180 days, they,
termine the necessary relief. Tlie will be autoinatically renewable
for
Gor ernment demanded some dix’cs- a series of 180-day periods up
to a
titure of Consolidated properties total of
Ihrcc years.
but this w’a.s refused by Vau.ght.
In a pitch to step up export of
Consequently, an appeal by the
their product, two leading Argenplaintiff is considered a strong p.ostine producers, Sono and Inlersibiiity.
americana. have shaped a deal for
The injunctions, on track* prac- Joint .distribution of their pix both
tices were said to be antic) imactic
abroad and at home. Tieups are
for the reason Griflith ha
been being made in Chile, Brazil and
avoiding any. of the bu.sinc.ss meth- Peru with agencies
to exploit the
ods previously proscribed by the pictures,
Argentine government is
c()url.
These include conspiracy reportod working W-ith the Argenwitli other exhibs, licensing films
tine Assn, of Motion Picture Profor other exhibs. franchise deals,
ducers to encourage exploitation
licensing any pix except theatre of local
filins abroad.
by theatre, and conditioning the
Golden reports also that U.’ S.,
booking of any one film on the liFrench,
British,
Argentine and
censing of others.
Mexican groups have an interest in
Vaught said that firms now op- pictures currently
being produced
erating theatres formerlv owned in
Spain, Due to the shortage, of
by the original, four clefenclant.s:
foreign exchange in Spain this is
vyiU be bound by the clccreo hut
the Only way foreign producers
the comsequeihee of this, also, wa.s
can use up their frozen earnings.
generally regarded as uo.l too mean
The foreign, producer Usually supingful. The new’ owners, it Was cxplies- the stars,? director, eamcraplained, would ^hardly embark oh
mon, tochniciaris and- equipment,
any niethods of doing busi ne.ss
and winds up w'ith a. percentage
.'whicli they know the .courts frown
of the earhings on. such. piGturc'^
upon.
^
in the world market.
.

.

band and

yet at one time he had both the
U. S. and the Mexican armies chasing all over his part of the country
trying to nail him down.
Actually, the nan e Geronimo had
sufficient dignity and little enough
evil connotation to permit him to.
be an honored guest in the White
House on at least one occasion.

,

isn't

of Guerrilla Fighters

W’as also the daddy of gtierfighters. He always had only

a small

specific race.

But the Indian

rilla

i

when

trouble
villains

He

I

so frequently is that alhis race was here first.- he
is the least vocative of all minori-^

stages uprisings in the hills,
attacks wagon trains, and invents
foi-mula.s for wild herb elixir which
he passes on to medicine show men
before expiring on the desert..
His actual Case history as a race
has been ohe of slow, overwhelming and desperate tragedy, domi-

The Argentine Finance

'

Daddy

was a masOne reason he lias been the
it

though

tiiat

Washington.

1

;

You could u.se Indians in a lot of
Hollywood.
Lo. Ihc poor Indian, the noble other ways, but audiences had been
taught to expect to see the Indian
American
Vanishing
Rod Man, the
--Ihe fate he has been assigned either as a scalping, heavy, or. as a
by the movie screen, the stage and low comedy character who stood
the novel is as around wrapped in, a blanket and
ambiguous and grunted “Ugh!”
On the other hand, there Were
as peculiar as
handed hits like “Rose Moi'ic.” with Int h at
him by history dians all over th»j place. We cer^
tainly had them all over the place
He has been in “Annie Get Your Giin,”; which
I directed for. Metro, but there we
a
in
c a s t
S t range and treated them in nO unkindly light.

GREGORYi General Mana^^r
I

Sales
eastern

the

in N. Y.

Merge U Depts.
promotion, foreign
advertising

art

and

depart-

ments at the Universal homeoff’ice
have been con.solidated into one
unit headed by Harold Gutman.
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‘The 3 R’s on TV’
By FRIEDA
.

B.

Some Reflections on the New Turbulence
Era When ‘Radio

Washington.

Marx, an

whose

Groucho*

artist

royed and

That

What

very well for an irom
like Groucho, but
millions of other

all

is

who

find television as irresistible and about as rewarding as the common cold. The fascinatidn of seeing picture shows in

one’s Uving

room every afternoon and

in many areas now
inornings too) simply for the trouble
of turning a dial poses a great many
problems that can’t be solved by buyFrioda Bt. Hennock
ing a 25c Macfadden health magazine,
Not that there hasn’t been a lot of unsolicited commentar>' oircred and published about the panacea of video.
To the contrary, there has been so much comment about

evening

(and

the. pros and cons, of television, its potentials for good
and bad, that the public’s mind must be more confused
than the scrambled picture you get bn the tube when the
tuner i.snT working properly. Let me state right here that
1 for one am “sold” oh television.
I think televi.sion can become one of the greatest forces
America has ever known for personal improvement, mass
public education, and a resulting rise in our’gcneral stand-

ard of living.
l also think that television to dale has failed to live up
i know the going lias been tough.
to this promise,
I know
the only color most television broadcasters liaye seen to
I know that there
date is the red ink on their ledgers.
has been a long and costly “settling down” period to develop production techniques and allow the set circulation
to grow large enough to support TV on a profitable basis.

AVJio‘'sMasler of

llie

House?

But this is not enough. American televisioh, by winning
public confidence also inherited a public obligation. The
airwaves are in tlie public domain. A television station
operates in the public interest by virtue of a license from
the FCC, which makes the broadcaster in effect a trustee
of a valuable public property— the channel on Which he
broadcasts. That he lias becMi successful in capturing and
holding the imagination of vast audiences is in part due to
his own imaginativeness and in greater part to the very
nature of the medium of TV itself.
Television is like
the genie let out of the bottle.
Once the set is brought
into the home it is diflicult to determine who is the master
of the house,
And that is where the broadcasters’ responsibility lies,
A teacher’s conference lield recently in Syracuse, N.
brought out the startling fact that in television communities, school children in TV homes spent a minimum of four
Jiours a day squinting at their set. Including Saturday and
Sunday viewing, these kids were spending more time looking at TV than they were .spending in school.
And what
were they seeing that would help make them better educated, better qualified citizens of our democracy?
Not

Only

iiito a tempest, rile radio into a restlesk vortex and maneuver movies into
a maelstrom.
Nowhere on the show business spectrum is there anyone, from the most

remote pitchman pushing panaceas in
the placid purlieus of the prairie provinces to the mighty Mayer in his
M-G-M, who has not. felt the hot
breath of the electronic juggernaut.
Uneasy npw lieS the head of every
Carroll Carroll
playwright and producer, every trouper and teGhnician, the head of every advertiser and the
head of every advertising agency. None knows which way
to turn.
Some tremble, to try TV and many, who have
already tried it, have been rocked by its effect, \ As when
Horatio Stood bravely at the bridge, those in back cry forward, while those in front cry,, back
Those engaged in the taming of TV know this, eater of
men and material will not allow, you to .tirn ypur back
on it for a moment. And those who think the TV bark
is worse than its bite have not felt its ravenous teeth
shredding nerves, crunching brains and gnawing at ulcers.
These are the ones who sit back and criticize efforts as
easy to pick to pieces as a performance of Ibsen by the
Drama Society of the International Correspondence
Schools, without recognizing that wherever a pioneering
project is in progress, those who are doing the vvork of
building for the future are always harrassed, confused and
delayed by hangers-on, gamblers, prostitutes, adventurers,
opportunists and all manner of catch-penny operators eager
to

AM

which way to turn; whether to jump into the TV rapids
or pretend that TV is just a passing turbulence like the
tele’phone, the radio, talking picture, Technicolor and
the phases of the moon.
The entire personnel of show business, from the glittering stars of “stage, screen and radio" right on down
through writers, dU'ectors, producers, ca mermen, electricians, engineers, grips, prop men, scene painters and
down, down, down the bottomless pit to advertising agency
vice-presidents; everyone is wondering what his next move
In such a picture, fear is always the star.
is.
Those in the West are afraid they'll have to go East.
Those who live in the East are afraid they’ll eventually
have to move West. Those in radio and the movies are
afraid to enter TV too soon and equally afraid to stay out
Those now in TV are afraid of a great
of it too long.
influx of radio and picture people of known and distinguished talent who may irrigate the arid areas but, in so
doing, cut in on the loot.
The radio industry is only half destroyed, the TV industry only half built. War clouds threaten to open and
freeze this situation into a thoroughly unsatisfactory status
quo, while the motion picture industry nervously wonders
how it can start getting into TV without giving in to TV.

Teacher

seeing something ohee

is the equivalent of hearing
thousand times, think of television’s power as a
.teacher.
Video can expand the vvail Is of a classroom to
encompass all those who could not otherwise have access to

a

.

—

else’s ante.

Bddm-Town

The

glass, as

you might

say,

is

muddy.

F oriii of Hypnosis
.

I

and few can live without it. From
the bottom of our society^ banker to boozer, finy

No one can

live

With

it

the top to
lots in kindergarten, to gaiters in their vvheelchairs, this
electronic charlatan has us all. hypnotized into befuddled
It may turn out to bie a. greater force for
submission.
both good nd evil than the printed word, vvhilb, at. present, it’s the most crackpot form of intellig^nee yet to trans.fix the minds of nian.,
Men should achieve some sort of happiness from their
work. They should hold some respect for their mode of
expression, yet those who work and live TV day by day
and keep it going never seem happy, nor even enthusiastic.
They're worried, rushed, confused and exhausted. And
all use some sort of descriptive word when speaking of
:

;

;

This word
The only bright spot

is never flattering.
in this grim picture is the knowlin the world with so much brainpower
pouring over it can fail to be an impfoving influence. It
must get better, So, while we presently find it necessary
to agree with Shakespeare that “now is the winter of our
discontent,” vve can also believe that more benign days
are on the calendar and take comfort in Shelley's well

their work.

edge that nothing

founded observation, “If winter comes, can spring be far
behind?'^

in

ByJO RANSON,
AM

.

catfish,

The a.k/s recall
of mosquitoes.

NBC’s investigation

of the love songs
"
.

groundhog named Marmota Monnx
to the top of the Empire State Building and inviting her to
look for her shadow on groundhog day.
The; trans-Atlantic duet between an American canary
and an English nightingale.
The singing mice in England versus the singing nvice in

The hoisting

of a

the United States.
Charlie, the first seal to flap

and

flop in front of an

NBC

mike.

major contest for jumping frogs with members
State Boxing Commission officiating at
the elephant house in Central Park Zoo.
The electric eel in the now dismantled New York A quarium which flipped its tail and lighted a 2,000,000 candlepower airways beacon atop the RCA Building. An NBC
bulletin described this historic event as ’‘one of the most

The

of the

first

New York

unusual

scientific broadcasts in radio history.”

Fli ght of the

The

flight of

Swallows

|

the swallows to the San Juan Capistrano

Mission in California.

The talking parrots' national championships.
Nor dare one overlook Sylvia, the singing goose and the
celebrated“talking” bird bn Fred Allen’s show,.
Radio produced animal acts galore— talking dogs, rollerskating roosters, walking fish and chickens that produced
eggs With colored yolks.
On one occasion several bloodhounds appeared on a New
York program. They were brought to Gotham in a deluxe
trailer.
The hounds were put up in a swank suite in a
midtown hotel. The hounds refused to ekt ordinary soup
bones and ate only expensive raw chopped meat at 90c a
pound. The bloodhounds scared the living daylights out
of the guests at the hotel during a six-day stay. After their
appearance on the show, a production assistant turned in
his expense account of $178 for the bloodhounds’ Stay.
“What the hell did you do?” the budget-minded director
“Buy the dogs!”
yelled.
And don’t forget the goats who were hired to participate
in a bock beer festival on the air.
The sound of a moth, magnified a million-fold, as he
chewed his way through a piece of 100% wool.
The noise made by the first snowflake falling to earth.
The broadcast from a haunted 17th Century manor house
said to be filled with Grade A ectoplasm.

Spucl-Cruneliin*^ i^olons

The Congressional potato-crunching cbnte.st in which the
solpns from spud growing States displayed their wares.
The .Gubernatorial gentry who gathered in a plowed
field for the purpose of seeing which one could pick up
the most spuds in a specific time.
The collegiate ‘‘chin golf’’ contest in which bearded dele:

•

may

well turn out that the object in that box Phil
Harris recently found down by the bay, that object so
revolting, repellent and upsetting to everyone, the most
Rung-Of something of the 1950-51 season-^The Thingr—is
merely Television, It

a.k.’s

Curiously enough, these whacky stunts, these balmies,
proved attention getters, albeit Marconi and Hertz turned
over in their graves when the spirits notified them of these
earthly goings-on.
The stalwart microphone, a magivifiCent instrument for changing sound into electrical impulses, stood there like a trouper and carried the load to
listeners in Fallen Arches, Ark., and the Bronx, N. Y.
The trusty carbon microphpiie did not flinch in transmitr
ting these beloved brain children of the space-grabbing
muggs in the special events departments.
Some All-American lulus were cooked up under the
heading of public interest, convenience and necessity, It
all began with those guest appearances of the fiirry. the
feathered and the scaly.
Long before the triumphant
arrival of “We, the People/’ radio boasted of what I
once tagged “We, the Feebie.”
To an eager-eared audience radio introduced such bosom
friends as jumping frogs, bees and mosquitoes,, canaries,
eels and chinchillas, seals and bears, hippopotami and

.

Are w-e going to let this genie serve. us an unvarying
and unending diet of horror stories, inurderS, pie-in-the-.
face humor., scratchy movies, v-necks. and covvbOy derringdo, or can We harness this genie to perform wonders of
public enlightenment unequalled since the days of the
Uenaissance? I fervently hope for the latter.

.

buck on somebody

one confusing whirlpool that is attempting to spin too
much out of too little too soon.
This same whirlpool is picking up people and dashing
them against the jagged boundaries of an only partially
explored TV and effectively making little ones Out of big
ones and big ones out of little ones. Many men of th«
movies and
who were “have-nots” a few months ago
are the “ins” of TV today; and those who had it all their
in.
way
the
not too distant past are now wondering
own

cation

of

a fast

Thus we find TV as tranquil as. a boom-town; evocative
and provocative* compelling and repelling; attracting and
distracting; fusing assorted elements of show business into

*

education.
No longer will scientific demohstrations, lectures by famous speakers, dance recitals, or concerts by
distinguished artists be limited in attendance to the size
the auditorium in which They take place. Nor .will they
be limited only to those who have the price of a ticket. The
miracle Of television \V| 11 niake these worthwhile cultural
features available to everyone vvhp cares to look.
By recreating Sidney Ki ngSlciy's “The Patriot ,” dr Robert E. Sherwood’s “Abe Lincoln in Illinois” or similar
dramatic vi.sual lessohS in American history, children's
study periods can become exciting adventures rather than
bookish bore.s. And dbn’t forget the adults.. Over 11,000,000 adult 'Vmoricans have, had no formal schooling past the
fifth grade.
T-clevision can become a. means of .bringing
extension courses right; into the living robm.
There has been some startling evidence presented by
llie educators and represntatiys of cultural institutions
at the hearings recently held by the F.CC.
College prosidentk, trustees, U. S. Senators, a Chancellor of, the Board
of Regents, and other clisUnguished people from the
world of belles lettres and belle aiTcs have presented the
ca.se for education on televisiom
These individuals have likened TV cliaunols to our other
Ri'eat natural resources.
They stated that TV channels
should be reserved for educational purposes just as Congress reWu'vcd national parks to protect oiir native flora
and fauna from, commercial exploitation and extinction.
Of the 2,500 teIcvi.sion channels remaining to be assigned, the educators w'aiit 25% set aside for their exclu*
sive use.
I think devoting
I heartily endorse this stand.
'I'V channels to the three ’f 's— rcadih’, ’riting’, and ’rithmet'c and their corollaries
'is
a .sound investment in the
luiure of thi.s country.

make

Tranquil as a

.

a

summed

When he observed, .“Now is the winter of our discontent.”
To an arm of art-,or-industry never touted for its tranquility, there has come a disturbing
force, known intimately as TV, to toss
the turbulent tempo of the theatre

.

TV\s Power

more perceptive and prolific playwrights
up. the current show business situation

of our

certaiinly

That is the reason why I have advocated that 25Cr of
all remaining television allocations be set aside for the
exclusive use of educators. Television is here to stay. In
llie words of the Broadway and Hollyw'ood producer John
Houseman, “Television’s ultimate supremacy among the
mass media will be due not at all to the virtues of its programming buf almost entirely to its incontestable technical superiority over all Other.exisUng means of communi-

If

Is

.

the
broadcasting biz were drooped
over their 15c beers at the bar of a pub in Radici Row
bemoaning the low state of the balmies in Televi.sion Row.
The balmies, you know, are those things the pioneer.R iii
special events cooked lip every af ternpon and e veni ng in
order to garner some space in the afternoGn dailies.
Varietv, I think, dubbed them the balmies when a cityroom inhabitant turned radio speciai-eventer decided to
fry an egg on the sizzling sidewalk one hot July afternoon
and made a valiant effort to describe this epochal event on
the heated kilocycles.

Hollywood.

One

|

it

TV

The

By CARROLL CARROLL

individual
about the

sponge-spined listeners

!

\

Only Half

book.”
willed

very much.

Is

Half Built’

“Every time somebody turns on the TV set I
go into the other room and read a
,,

Business In an

'

talents I greatly admire,
credited with saying that televisioh can be very
IrnKS been
“1
television
find
very educating,'’ says
educational.
Gi'ouclio

Show

That’s Gripped

IIENNOCK

(FCC Commissioner)

gates of the ivy league, colleges gathered in a suite with
shaving soap and razors to see which one could shave
the quickest and with the least number of strokcvsi

The newsboy hawking

contest.

-The log rolling contest.

The .hog-calling contest.
The corn husking contest.
The effort to bourtce A radio

signal off the planet Mais.
Jerry: Danzig’s pearly words from the ice cube housiiig
the Frozen AliVe girls at Whalen’s World’s Fair.
The interview with Venus of the 20,000 Legs Under the
Sea Show under water and Dave Driscoll, in top hat ahd ^
tails delivering an address in the Court of Peace in which \
he intoned these memorable words:

“In this vast amphitheater millions from all the Amerand from all corners of the world have heafa addre.sses
by statesmen, Whalen, gravlsnas.$, cabishon, Gibson, forbine and nobility. Here was' the, pledge of pebce which
might well have been the flederness, bedistran arid grodle
Now that pledge is forgotten.
of this great exposition;
Sleedment, twaint and broint forbish and doldrum all over
the worldi Alas.”
broadcasting biz, still hunched over
The a.k.’s in the
their beers, wondered if TV could top these balmies. Any
outlet which could use the carnival pitchmen to sell luminous Christmas tree ornaments and ohe-buck card tricks
throughout the showing of cliff hanger flickers should be
able to come up with somt dandies, the a.k.’s figgered.
icas
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Comedy

a

Writer’s

No Fun

at

Home
By AL and

By MILT JOSEFSBERG
will take place in the home of every
Hollywood.
Every trade arid profession has radio writer who knows the pleasWhile the
ures of parenthood.
its occupational diseases. The deepof a
sea divers’ bends; the hucksters’ following is a verbatim report
sberg,
Josef
conversation
the
clan
in
ulcers; and the policemens’ flat
it
has been echoed in dwellings
feet. So too has every craft its own
Balconyersatiorial cliches. How often bearing the nameplates Perrin,
zer,
Tackaberry, Schwartz, Wedduring his 40-hour week does the
Quinn,
BenSolomon,
Singer,
lock,
I. Miller salesman hear, “But I’vo
always worn a size four shoe, why pff. Levy, Saks, Kariter, Werris,
should I. try a six?” Lives there a Rose, Standhr, Lachman, Lewis,
butcher with soul so dead that he’s Gapson, Zelinka, Leslie> CheviHat,
(If I’ve omitted
not fed up with hearing customers and Goldstein.
quip, “And keep your thumb off the RWG members, it’s because

FIRST

.

Can

scale!’’

KENNETH BANGHART

since, according to Clausa “G”
contract (boiling it down from
two and a half pages, of legal lah'de:-dah), I am a writer. In deference to the ether medium I would
like to present these platitudes in
the form of radio scripts.

Alan: Yoii ask him, Stevie.
Steven: No, you ask him, Alan.
Me: (shrewdly) Why don’t you
both ask me, boys.
Boys: (in unison) What do you

Ed Cashman, executive producer
do, Daddy?
Me: (induigcntly) Boys, I’ve told for ”he Kudner agency in N. Y., is
you dozens of times. Daddy writes resigning to return tp Foote, Cone
A Person who for Jack Benny.
[& Belding as Veepee in charge
wants tickets to the Program and
He succeeds
Steven: You mean if he wants -of the Coast office.
In the following case, the to write a letter to New York, you Bob Ballin, who announced his
Me.
ticket seeker happened to be some write it for hint ?
last week to join J.
j
one special. She was my brother’s
Me: No, No, Stevie—Daddy just Walter Thompson.
w'ife’s sister’s husband’s sister— writes what Jack Benny says on
Cashman was formerly with
from Bensonhurst yet. And be- the radio. Daddy does that With F-C-B, having at one time been the
cause this Person was somebrie spe- Sam, George, and Tack.
account exec on the American Tocial, I had bargained, cajoled, and
Alan: Gee, does Jack Benny talk bacco business in New York, in
traded with the other writers on so much he needs four men to the days when that agency held
the show to pick iip a few extra write for him?
down the lucrative account, and
tickets.
The scene starts as I
Me: ( slightly petulant) Of course later he transferred to the F-C-B
proudly present the Person with riot.
He has the four of us be- Coast office as veepee,
the prized pasteboards and say:
cause it’s; hard work to write what
Cashman assumes his new post
Me: Well, it was a littL tough, he says on the radio.
about Jan. 15.
Steven: How many men does he
but I got them.
Here are the
tickets.:
have to write what he says off the
The

first I

|

“Tickets to the

title

i

Program;’’
The
two characters

consists

cast

of

i

;

;

!

.

-

.

How come

Person:

radio?

there’s only

Me: (mad) He doesn’t have anybody to write what he says off the
radio. (I better lower my voice, the
Staff as Aide to Leonard
tomaid might hear me.)
Songwriter
Stan
Miller
has
Person: I distinctly asked for 10.
Alan: But Daddy, Mr. Benny joined the staff of Bill Leonard,
talks more off the radio than on
Me; I know, but morning gabber for WCBS, N. Y.,
Person: Okay, okay
it’s
too the radio because he s only on it gg g^^ administrative assistant,
,.m,
^
t
xt
late to go anyvyhere else now, so fora teensy-weensy time on SunNow
We’ll take them.
Grandpa can sit days, but he’s not on the rest of the York’’ strip. Miller will work on
week
and
out in the car and the baby will
Me: (screaming) Why don’t you,'
sit pn my lap.
stmt.
Let s
Me: Wait a minute, they don’t kids go out and play? (I don’t give
[Live.”
a damn if the maid does hear.)
allow babies at broadcasts.
““
"
Sound: Door opens, childish feet
Person: Don’t worry, she’s not
going out
Door slams as usual. he said the cutest thing in school
she’s a good baby.
like others
Alan: (Off) You know, Stevie, I this morning,
Me: It’s not that, it’s just —
think
Daddy
is making the whole
Mrs. J: What did he say?
Person: Look, I only phoned
Driver: He went around telling
you out of the goodness of my thing up.
Steven: Why?
everybody that Jack Benny is his
heart to give you your brother’s
Alan: Well Daddy used to write father.
regards—why are you mcking trouwhat Bob Hope said on the radio
ble for me for?
Mrs. J: (shocked) No.
Me: Oh, I’m sorry. Thank you. and now he doesn’t, but Bob Hope
Driver: Oh, it’s nothing .to worry
is still saying things on the radio.
..Person: You’re welcome.
about. We have Arthur Stander’s
Orchestra: Plays transition music
eight?

Me; Well,

kind

it’s

Of

hard

!

—

.

1

.

.

i

l

;

—

A

I

|

—

Funny

The next

.

.

[

.

Feller

scene, with the tenta-

My

tive title of “You Should Meet
Friend,’’ most frequently occurs
during vists to your home town.
You’re attending a party, and some
other Person, who you’ve just met,
leans over and says:

Jeffrey in school too. Jeff says
denoting passage of time till late son
following afternoon,
The charac- his father is Fanny Brice,
(Orchestra: Playoff.)
ters are now my wife and the
driver of the nursery school bus.
Mrs, J: Did Stevie behaye himC**) Footnote: The censor thought
self today?
“Drop Dead” would be better than
Driver: Yes, Mrs. Josefsberg, and the two words Hymie did ad lib.

Person: So you’re a radio comedy writer?

Me: Yes,

write

I

Person: Let
Joke.

Me: Well,

me

—

.

,

,

style).
FIFTHLY I hereby charge my heirs with the
proper distribution of the left-over
prizes from my Quiz shows. All waffle irons
to be distributed throughout the midwest in
nontelevision homes. We can make those
poor unfortunates happy by telling them
they’re Watching kinescope.
SIXTHLY ; I hereby establish a trust fund of
93,000,000 jokes. These 93,000,000 jokes
are to be divided equally among Milton
Berle Milton Berle, and Milton Berle.
SEVENTHLY ; I hereby decree banishment for
the inventor of television. May his bones
rot in the empty wilderness of a balcony in
any movie theatre. And may he be tied to
the cashier and flogged with the day’s re;

'

,

ceipts.
EIGHTHLY; It is my final wish that I be buried
in my family plot, next to my mother.
Vaudeville. And please hurry. From what
I’ve seen of televisioh I’d better hop in
quickly or he may beat me to the grave.
Lastly, 1 hereby nominate
t i onal

,

know

a

for-

—

Me: He probably—
Person: Hymie is only

f or

Me;

otnd

and—

.

my

last

Will

and^^^^

T

their kindness in attempting to reyive

me with a

t ransf us i on of

hereby revoke

all

Tallulah Bahkhead

f ormer Wilts by

In Witness Whereof,
and sealy etc,

Person: If you could follow him
around for one day and write down
the things he says it will make you
aire.'

appoint

a shippirig

but he says funnier things
than anybody on the radio.
Me: I’m quite sure Hymie is very
clerk,

a millionaire.

md

Br o adc as t ing C pmpany

the execut or o f this

(laughing

hysterically)
Hymie is a funny fellow. That’s
for sure, that’s for danged sure.

clever

;

,

you should meet

Me: I’m Only here
Person;

,

for^

hear you make a

I—
you wanna

Perso?i: If
really funny guy,
my friend Hymie.

,

.

Eiristein

my

,

,

enumer- they’re either strangers, bachelors,
ate the times, since the days of or sterile.) At any rate, the firiale
Hippocrates, that medical men have of this trilogy is called, “What Do
heard the plaint, “But how. could You Do, Daddy?”
The scene, my home. The time, NBC Newscaster— p.m.-ll p.m.
I be pregnant, I’ve never even
6
the present.
'The characters, my Season's Greetings and best wishes
kissed a man.”
two sons, Alan Roy (aged seven), for a more peaceful New Year
Although radio writing IS a comSteven Kent (aged four) arid me
paratively new field, it has more
(aged 39.)
(No kiddirig. Jack.)
than its share of these bromides,
The scene opens with Alan nudgi feel qualified to record them ing Steven arid saying:
in
the

SHERWOOD SCHWARTZ

hereby notify Sam Spade Mr. D. a.
The Fat MHn, The Thin Man, and the F.B, I. in
Peace and War that ihey need not investigate my death, Regardless of any suspicious
circuinstances like the knives in my back,
the causes of my death are ent irely natural •
For several years now, I have been suffering from ehlargement of the co-axial cable
and hardening of my Nieisen rat ings These
plus general obesity of the budgets are
what finished me off
SECONDLY ; THEREFORE : I hereby devise bequeath and; divest myself of all my real
properties:
1. As regards my empty studios : it is my
desire that they be used to store all the
material cut from the front of Faye Emerson’s evening gowns.
that
2. As regards my netwopk of
extend from city to city, and coast to
ooast; it is my wish that it be turned into
a giant clothesiine. Said clothesline to
be used in drying out television producers
who are still wet behind the ears.
THIRDLY; I hereby bequeath the brains of all
comedy writers to the biology laboratory
at Harvard University f or further study.
However, this is only on the condition that
the aforesaid brains be kept in bottles of
alcohol supplied by Messrs. Wenland,
Fagen, Kline, and Fishell.
FOURTHLY ; 1 hereby leave my program, "Rate
Your Mate ” to Errol Flynn "Live Like a
Millionaire, " to Jack Benny, and "Ladies,
Be Seated" to any Broadway Premiere (legit
I

me made.

have hereunto set

my hand

Positively a million-

;

know, but—
Person: I’ll give you a for instance. A few weeks ago' Hymie
went to a show and came in a little
late.
As he’s walking to his seat,
the comedian on the stage said to
Hymie; (The poor com-dian didn’t
know who he was starting up with)
“Hey, how come you’re late—the
bus just get in from Flatbush?”
And Hymie, without a moment’s
hesitation ad libbed, “Drop Dead.”
(”') See footnote at end.
The third, and last, of these dialogs is a domestic scene which has
taken place, is taking place, and

signedy and sealed and published as) and declared to
to be h is last Will and Testament^ in the pres*

1

us

ence of us, who, at h Is
request and in h is
presence, and in the: presence of each other, have sub*
scribed our names as luitnesses thereto,

Al Schwartz

Hollywood, California.

ROSA RIO
Mott putstandihg Girl Organist In the East
Recording Artist
Radio and TV Personality
SChuyler 4-5700

—

Sherwood Schwartz
Residing at Hollywood,

California.

^
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What

A Showman?

Is

By HUBBELL ROBINSON,
(CBS V.

P. in Charge of

FRANK

JR.
Network Programs)

in the manufacturing field, we must
be prepared to intensify the producr
tion of equipment essential to the defense effort and devote an incx-eased
arndunt of scientific research in this
direction.
Our laboratories and pi'Oduction lines will become a paxT of the
fx'ee woxdd’s arsenal.
In the broadcasting field, radio and
television have acquired great new responsibilities to give improved serv-

any showman must set for. himself is
put together entertainment that will attract the public.
The more successful he is in achieving that goal, the
greater his right to the label \‘shovyinan” in neon lights.
If you want to tag that as primer stuff,
1 ()

you’re right.

But there’s another equally basic
elementary school rule of show business which radio and TV seem to be
in the process of scuttling. It is that
a showman must produce and deliver
his show to Uie public at a piice that
He must produce it so that
will pay.
those payments give his backers and
himself a fair shake. If the entertain-

ment aud the economics

This places a heavy I'esponsitypes.
not only on hroadca.stei'S and sponsors of radio and
TV px'ograms, but oh all the people who produce and pax-ticipate in them.
Thei'e is a I'eal need for outstanding

off

talent.

llubbcll Kobinsoh, fr.

^

Shows that

We have the gi’eatest opportunity in our history to I’en
der the public a real information service. Radio axid television have amply demonstrated that they constitute tile
-

start out priced far be-

yond the market inevitably have to be priced back. The
however, can’t be given that kind of surgery. Even
a year ago when nighttiriie television was still struggling
to become a major medium on a seven-night-a-week basis,
there was justification for undertaking productions which
involved a recognized loss. It was an investment to build
the medium. But a Wholesale continuance of that philosophy Ct'm only result in a situation where no buyer will
believe a price—where every buyer will feel there is precedent for trading down regardless of the value. Giving
too much for too little is no better in show business than
in any other business.

quickest and most effective means of giving the American
people news of current developments and understanding
of impox'tant issues.

cost,

One

Wants Value for

("oin

of television’s big problems today, as

Public interest in this type of service will be gx’eatly
heightened becau.se people will be hungry for infox'diation
about what’s going on. The industi'y will have to expand
and impfoye this sexwice. Thei'e will be gx:eat advances in
TV reporting of the news and coverage of hews events.
But in this field of informatipnal bx'oadcasting, radio will
have the greater responsibility because of its gx'eater audience.

While television has had a ti^emendous growth during
the past year, with 107 television stations in opex'ation and
10,000,000 television sets bringing progranis to Jt0,000,000
Amex’icans, radio is still the greatest mass infox'ination
medium. It reaches every community and cPn be heard by
95% of the nation’s population. News and discussion programs can be built on radio quickly and inejcpensively.
The very nature of radio broadcasting makes it I'eadily
adaptable as the most effective means of communication in
these troubled times.

I

we

see

it,

to find a product that can deliver substantial ratings
a true px’ice to the advertiser and at an escalator level

is

ice as. both infoi'ination and enteiTainmeht media. We must continue to
biiild mox’e and better progx'ams pf all

Frank M. Folsom

don’t square
against each other On the profit
side. the showman is only a showoff.

al

FOLSOM

with which he can live over a period of years; The enormously increased cost of television as against radio makes
this an incalculably greater task.
But not only can it be
done it is being done, and in almost every category of
entertainment. “Burns and Allen,” “Alan Young,” “The
Goldbergs,” “Suspense,” “Big Town,” are a few of the
varied types of shows which are making ends meet, which
are permitting their buyers to enjoy the enormous advantage of being in front of the public every week, are! delivering substantial circulation and good advertising values and
ratings at a moderate but fair profit to the producers.

—

But entertainment is bound to be of pax’amount impox'
tance to pur nation in 1951, too. It can and should make a
major contxlbution to the maintenance of militai’y and
civilian morale, both of which are so impox'tant tp the
defense effprt.

During World War

TV

II,

Home

Entertainment Into the

For many yea I's the trend was for people to seek enter
tainment outside of their homes. Now, with Ixigher taxes,
longer work weeks and necessai'y restrictions on other
entertainment facilities, this trend will be revex’sed. The
public will want entei'tainment bx'ought to them at home.
This will mean that mox'e and moi’e people will be turning
to x'adio and television for entex’tainmeht and relaxation.

That entire project placed a far greater demand on the
skill, ingenuity and resouieefulness of the responsible producers than the more lavish type of show with winch you
could simply buy success,, not create it.
To project that philosophy in TV makes equal demands
on the producer, but it is an end equally attainable if the
proper ammunition in terms of creative talent is available.
Basically, it means shows that fnay be a long time in the
making, but which, usually because of that very fact, are
carefully thought out, carefully constructed and in which

In addition, with increased militax'y pex’sonnel, techniques will have to be perfected for getting the best of this
entex'tairtment not only to civilians, but to the members of
our Armed Fox'ces W'herever they may be.
So improvement in both the axT and science of entei'tainment in 1951 is imperative. Television should lead the
field. New and more sprightly px'ogi'ams ai'e planned with
the finest talent available. There will be innovations in
lighting, directing and material.
Px'oductions on the
whole may be less elaborate than in the past few months,
but they will be designed for strong audience appeal.
Television broadcasting hours will be inci'cased and we will
see the start of mbi'ning network programming, as the
number of sponsors increases.

of the varied skills, from actor to director to producer,
arc mixed into an efficient productive working team before
the product goes in front of the public.

all

It doesn’t mean saying, “variety shows work, let’s do one
of those,” or “mystery shows are always a good buy, let’s
do one of those.” It does mean having a point of view in
which you approach the problem of variety and mystery. It
means giving the product in each of those fields an identity, an individuality, a production point of view which

—

can make them powerful attractions— TV box office that
is steady and that grows and multiplies itself over the
months and years. Our primary current concern is to try
to continue to create that type of value for our customers.
The same broad principle certainly continues to apply to

'

**

Great effort is being made to extend television netwoi'ks
and improve equipment and facilities. New and better
This impX'Ovement in the
studios are being consti'ucted.
industx'y’s physical setup will be continued insofar as availability of mateilal and manpower permits.

radio as well.

There seems no .real evidence to indicate that sheer
can buy the attention or the loyalty of the radio
.Again, it seems to us that ingenuity aiid imagi-

dollars

Tliealre Television

listeners.

nation that can strike out into new fields Of radio program*,
ming, that will secure the great values the medium con*
tinues to offer, is the best way to hold the business of the
current users and to continue to bring new ones into the
niarket.
Those are the lines along \vhich we are setting
our sights in both TV and radio .That is the kind of va^e
we hope to be able to deliver to the advertisers who use
our facilities— big circulation at low cost and at true cost, a
chance for everyone to get. a fair shake.
is

Giant projections of teleyised special events on screen.s
of motion pictui'e hpuses began to appear in 1950. By yearend one lai^ge w'estern theatre chain was planning installations in 71 cinemas. The pioneering basis has been established for an independent theatre television network to
supplement regular film fare, with special offex'ings of
public interest.
If

the measure of true showmanship.

the defense effort permits, we can count on further
development of a scientifically sound sys-

progi^ess in the

teni of color television.

A

Logical Kid

But the

Radio, too, will achieve even greater importance as an

•

answered,

“My

choice

is

Hedy
‘

Lamarr.”

The fellow who had put the que.sllon to the three
men. was somewhat startled, and said, “Why, Hedy.
Lamarr is not dead yet,” to which the third octogen*
arian replied, “Neither am I.’’
Brnuird F. Gimbel,

de-

talent.

entertainment medium. During the fii'st half of 1950, x'adio
averaged 35.000,000 listenex'S every evening of the w^eek.
There is reason to believe that the radio audience will be
even greater in 1951. For this reason 1 anticipate more
and better radio shows.

,

man

impi’ovement in television will be the

more entertaining px'ograms through the

velopment of additional top

•

philosopher.
The third

gi’eatest

building of

Three octogenarians were once asked with whom
they would like to be buried.
The first One Said, “Julius Rosenwald. He was a
great philanthropist and a great man and did much
good work.”
The second one replied, “I’d like to be put with
Franklin D. Roosevelt. Not only Was he a great man
and great President, but also a great thinker and

The

rccox'd

.

strides,

it

has

industry,

too,

made during

should

the great
Here, again,

continue

the past year.

there will be real need for the development of outstanding
talent.

Hollywood,
(Many, successful screen musicals were based upon the
careers of songwriters- Pictures already released include
the lives of Rodgers
Hartt Jerome Kern, Vincent Youmails and Kalmar & Riiby. Note/ if you can stretch your'
imagination to the point where it heeds a psychiatrist, you
might imagine a picture based upon The lives of a group
of collaborating gag icriters. A VAriOty miigg might evpi
review it as follows:

.

&

Boffola Pictures

came up wdth a winnei:

in

this

one.

Biogx'aphy of the gag waiting teani of Schwartz, Lewis,

Quinn, Reznick, Guiifoyle, Cole, GliCkman and Untei'meyer, is a kaleidoscopic cavalcade of gag writing which
spans the yeai's from Amos ’n” Andy to Amos ’iT Andy.
“Lady” depax'ts i'adically from the usual biopics, in that
Schwax'tz, Lewis, Quinn, Reznick, Guiifoyle, Cole Glick-

man and Untermeyer

pitched considei'ably in the pi'eparation of the story,. Although full credit for the screenplay goes to Wells, Hathaway, Brechex', Briskin, Riskin,
Ruskin, Brodney and Mankiewcz, listed as technical advisers are Schw^artz, Lewis, Quinn, Reznick, Guiifoyle, Cole,'
Glickmaii and Untermeyer. But it’s more than cei'iain that
radio hepsters in the audience will spot the laugh contributions of Schwartz & Co.
Boffola ca.stihg was so pex'fect it should keep the turnstiles clicking mcrfily for some time.
TOplined by Oscar
Hoinolka as Schwartz. Sir Cedi'ie Hardwicke as Lew;is,
Menasha Skulnik as Quipn, Albert Basserman as Reznick,
Edmund Gwenn as Guiifoyle, Jean Gabin as Cole, Gabby
Hayes as Glickman and Sabii as Untex'ineyer, the entii'e
cast came through with honox's under the skillful niegging
of Cy HoWai'd.
The yai'n sticks pretty closely to the
romantic, exciting and colorful cai'eei's of the gagmen.
,

It picks the collabs up in a smoke-filled hotel rooih in the
process of giving birth to “who was that lady?” This gives
the film impact and a hefty nostalgic wallop.
As they
ci'eate the masterpiece, Schw‘ai'tz is dozing on a couchr
peeling
Lewis is
an apple. Quinn is pacing flooi', Reznick is
cleaning his pipe, Guiifoyle is collecting flug from his
ti’ouser cuffs. Cole is on the phone arguing with his wife,
and Uhtermeyer is focusing his binoculax's oh a dame undressixig in a hotel x'oom across the sti'eet.

First thei'e is the usual small talk that gagmen knock
around while they concenti'ate. “Is a bite from a taran-

"Can snoring be cux*ed?” “Will camphor balls
moth eggs?” “Can a kidney .stone be dissolved?” “Are
Government bonds good .security?” “Does' the pi'oducer’s
secretax'y wear falsies?”
Then suddenly Lewis, the “toupee and girdle” .specialist, yells: “Who was that ewe I
saw jmu with last night? That was no ewe, that w'a.s a
Lewis’ “Who was that?” cued Snag Reznick to
rami”
snap: “Who was the piccolo T saw you with last night?”
“That was no piccolo, that was my fife!” Quinn, Inspii'ed

tula fatal?”
kill

radio pi'oved its value to the
nation in this field. In meeting today’s challenge, I’adio
has in television a pai’tner that is potentially the greatest
mass entertainment medium our nation has ever known.

Nvas still around the corner,
Some years ago when
CBS realized that radio program costs were in many cases
rising to the point where it was dilficult for the buyer to
get a good value. At that time we embarked on a program
of creating low-priced shows whose cost increased reasonably year after year and which we hoped would deliver top
circulation. It is on the record that the GolUmbia management’s philosophy at that time proved a sound one.

That, it seems to ps,

By ALAN LIPSCOTT

responsibility,

Tlie first objective

Client

M.

Radio and television will be a vital and influential
instrument of national defense in 1951.
That is, and must be recognized as the industry’s primary

“fife,” caught the pass from Reznick and
scored with: “Who was that ladle I saw you eating With
That was no ladle, thatwas my knife!” And
Ia.st night?
then “ladle” and “knife” started Glickman sparking. Pacing, furiously, he. snapped his fingers a few^ times, stopped
at a window, watched a cab knocking down an old lady,
resumed pacing, .snapping his fingei’s one loud .snap,
stopped and gave to the world for the first time, those 18
immortal w^ordsr “Who was that lady I s^^w you with last
night? That w'as no lady, that was my wife!” Eight cireJes
formed by first finger, and thumb were thl'ust into the air,

by the sound of

‘He

an<l She’ Scries

the standard “He and She”
concentrated, and very wisely,
on “Switch” Unlermcyer, the lover boy of the octet.
Switch doesn’t wear glasses, walks ei'ect, has his own
hair and always wears a suit with matching coat and,
jxants.
(Unbelievable, but acceptable.)
His heart throb
is Hildegarde Hudson (Betty Grable, who else?), a w'aitross in Coffee Dan’s.
loyes
intensely
She
him
and every
night, under the stars on Mulholland Drive, she listeps
enraptured to his “one liners.” But Hudson has a rival
in Ilomay Gale, the ugly sister of Rodney Gale, the comic
for whom Switch switches,
Hud.son, her heart breaking,
decides to fade out of Switch’s life, because she knows
what the Ilomay contact would mean to Switch; he might
become a head writer Or even an actor like Abe Burrows.
So one night, with tears in her eyes, she doesn’t laugh
at one of hi$ gags. He leaves her, naturally. Switch soon
discovers he can’t forget her and evei'y night he tenderly
.sings to his file: “Good night, Fileen (I’ll see you in my
dreams)” and in his imagination, he hears her counter with
“Ora nge Cdlored Cards. ”
Fearing that he w i
soon
run dry. he tries to reach her with his gags. In one script
he iirserts: “I proposed to my Hudson in a garage and
she backed out!” And lo and behold, the next day there
was a knock on the door and. when, he opened it she was
not there.
Instead there was a man holding a case of
whiskey. He thought it was a gift from her. Encouraged,
the next iveek he wrote
“My Hudson is the kind of a
gal you Would take home to your mother, if your mother
w'a.sn’t home.”
.And agairi, the next morning there was a
knock on the door and wiicn he opened it, she wasn’t
Instead there w a.S a man with a Mixmaster. "TeU
there.
me Hudson, why are you always taking a lock froiii my
hair?
I’m stuffing a rnattress at home!” brought the man
with a vacuum cleaner. And “Hud.son, if I kissed you,
would you call for help? Not unless you needed help!”

Yarn’s

whim.sy.

roinantic line
All the .shmallz

is

is

1 1

;

brought him a. garbage pulverizer. Soon he had enough
items to furnish a home and through an ingenious gimmick
which 1 will not divulge, for fear of giving the plot away,
Nine months later,
.she return.a to Swntch and they marry.
he writes: “Hudson, could you keep our marriage a secret
for the present? Ye.s, wiiere is the present?” And lo and
behold, cigain there is a knock on the door and he opens
it
But this time there is no man. Instead, standing there
with a bundle in his beak, is a stork. A verv cute twist.
It’s all surefire mi.shmash that, the carriage trade might
Shmo,
pass by, but the hot rod tradeWill eat it up.

.
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By ROBERT

E. KINTNER
American Broadcasting Co.)

Radio and television are rapidly emerging as the two most important
factors in the entire American economy. As prime movers of goods to
a mass market this pair already figure prominently in the plans of

MACK

suppose, \vhen the liistbrians of the year 2000 A D. get around to
they are going to say that 1950 was the year television came of age.
1949. probably, will be the year of the many mistakes.
And to quote one of my favorite Americans, the late Will Rogers,
“I only know what I read in the papers.”
Reading the papers lately, by the way, has been
a highly enli'ghtening experience, too . . . if
you’re iii show business.
During the.: “year of the many mistakes” we sat

American businessmen;

I

It,

In the World of entertainment, radio and television are becoming
the main castihg and employment offices. Certainly in show business
television holds the answer to any unemployment problem. A shortage
of skilled manpower has hampered television to date.
As an art form, television will create new patterns in the worlds of
education and entertainment. Here, as the camera keeps its eye constantly on the alert for new approaches in such creative spheres as
.,
acting, vi^riting^ set design, etc., new art forms will be born.
To foster the healthy development of television to the point where
it will be the true ecpnomie fulcrum of the entertainment and business
Worlds, its growth must riot be hampered by excessive costs or frozen
prices or by a rigid adherence to the biueprints used by other forms of
show business.
Video must seek its own destiny. It must chart new courses in
entertainment and education; Only if it pursues these ends can television live up to its great promise— a promise underwritten by many
advertisers and the thousands of employees and their employers now
seeking their careers in video.
Behind the television cameras and radio microphones stand millions
of Americans whose livelihood depends to a large extent oil radio and
television.
They are the people who manufacture the advertiser’s
products or work for his agency; those who supply the raw materials
for the products, those who buy and sell these articles. There also is
the large employe group who man the nation’s radio and television
stations and take part in presenting their programs. Then there are
the families of these workers

.

atbur

TV

and saw a whole army of !‘pioneers,”

sets

new-thoughtists and daring “experimenters-in-the*
new'inedium” fall right off the aprOn into the orchestra pit ... flat oh their faces.
People who paid hundreds of dollars for television sets began to w’onder if they were, going down
in history with the gullible folk \yho bought gold
bricks and Brooklyn Bridges in the Gay Nineties.
It was a standing topic of conversation that the
Ted Mack
only good shows on TV were those wdiich required
and people pointed out baseno direction, production or actors
ball, football, prize fights and special events to prove their point.
For the most part, I think they were right..
But if you take a second look backward, you’ll find that hidden in
the other “bull-rushes” were some show^wise men, like Paul Whiteman, Arthur Godfrey, the Horn and Hardart people . . . and last,
but far from least, the “Original Amateur Hour” staff.
1 like to think that While everybody else was falling over backto give
ward to make a marriage between the movies and radio
birth to television ... these men were working in the vineyards to
build a generation of artists who just plain trained people to act at their
.

.
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WAYNE COY

By

TV.(Chairman, FCC)
They worked and thought their production out on the siniple theory
that old time show business had something of a basebail “farm sysWashington.
tem.” Television, per se, had nothing. There was no assembly line
Xhe mid-century year of 1950.
Of supply.
will be forever notable in broadI don’t know how the others work it, but I can show you how the
casting history for the birth of
“Original Amateur Hour” staff does it.
color television. As we move into
Most of the staff is made up of what we affectionately call “Old the new year opening the second
Bowesies.”
half of the 20th Century, we will
see substantial progress made in
Getting Chevrons the Hard
the plans for the development of
Compositely, the staff is made up of men who have won their gray this new medium of communicahairs in vaudeville, musical comedy, newspaper work, radio vvriting, tion.
movie production, theatre management, publicity writing, song writing,
These plans for the transition
publishing, syndicate management, art and all phases of orchestral from black and white television to
•

.

'•

Way

:

I

work.

color can be expedited to the beneWhen an amateur comes before our staff for an audition, we don’t fit of everyone involved—-the pubcare where he or she comes from, or how they earn their living.
the sponsor, the broadcaster
lic,
agencies or and the manufacturer if we all
Languages don’t bother us either. When one of thC
a foreign language American society sends us a candidate, some- face the new year with a real
body on the staff can talk with him in his own native tongue. You determination to break old patterns
German, Italian, French, Spanish, Polish, Russian (White, of thought and face the immediate
name it
.
thank you), and even the Scandinavian.
future on the basis of today’s realiThe staff has won the amateur’s confidence ... the basic training ties.
actually produces transformations overnight.
The public, whenever it has had
The amateurs, for the most part, already are afraid of nobody. If

UN

—

!

.

.

my

still falter,,

that’s

.

.

.

.

The end

.

type of television. And as to the
sponsor, I have no doubt but that
color will receive ready and ample
The
support from that quarter.
high commercial value of color as
a demonstrating and selling agent
is one of its strongest features and

.

result?

TV any night in the week and see “Amateur Hour” a most hopeful harbinger of sucgraduates coming up to grab the top honors as 1950 becomes “the year
Well, tune in on

cess.

TV

grew up.”
As I said earlier,

only know what I read in the papers.
I find the columnists and critics raving over Fred Allen, Jimmy
Durante, Burns and Allen, and, most recently. Jack Benny.
One of my favorite newspaper men says of Jack Benny’s premiere
on TV; “Just how he (Benny) managed to get through 45 minutes with
such scant (production) clothing is beyond my comprehension. But

While

I

color

is

the
its

acceptance
'

!

I

^

inherent

appeal

of

own best assurance of
when demonstrations

underway over the nation, this
can be immeasurably
accelerated by a shift from the
negative attitude that now prevails
in some hearts to the positive.

get

acceptance

he did;”
The answer is simple. Mr. Allen, Mr, Durante, Mr. and Mrs. Burns
and Mr. Benny acquired a few yards of experience on the way up.
Those who are apathetic or petuAnd back of them we’re building, more and more kids who don’t re- lant about color cling to two hopes
member vaudeville, stock, road shows and burlesque.
for delay the courts and the deBut somebody has to carry the torch for show business ^even unto fense program*. As to the first, the
television.
Commission has officially stated its
We think show business is here to stay.
belief that it will be fully sustained. With the first court hurdle
cleared by the action of the Chicago court Upholding the Commis'

I

;

—

—

<...</

/

Call

As more and more advertisers use radio and television these media
will employ and cause to be employed an even greater number of
:Americans.
Show business Is benefiting directly from the tremendous growth of
television which is drawing performers from other fields of the entertainment world and creating riew stars of its own. Soon radio arid television will be the main port of call for the world of show business.
In radio the listener is his own stage manager. A simple melody or
theme puts the radio listeners’ mind to work setting the stage. Television, because it is a visual medium,; must produce the stage- for its
audience. This, in turn, calls for the employment of huge corps of
craftsmen; set designers, painters, carpenters, costumers, makeup artists, cameramen and directors along with their assistants, electricians
and stagehands, engineers and announcers as well as the program’s
musicians, cast and writers.
To make a simple comparison with Broadway, television has at least
seven or eight openings a night on each station, whereas Broadway, in
season, may have one or two a week. In television any given program
must put on a completely new show each time it goes out over the air.
On Broadway, once openirig night is weathered, the same play goes on
until the run is completed. Radio’s top dramatic programs are in much
the. same position as television.
They, too, must “open” anew with,
each broadcast.
Not only do radio and television hold forth a world of promise to
young actors and actresses, they also present a ready and constant
market for talents in the fields of writing, directing, engineering, production, set design, etc.

an opportunity to view color, has
Television and radio may be expected to whet the public appetite for
already demonstrated its enthusi- other forms of show business. They should stimulate the
box office at
asm for this wonderfully-improved the theatre because we are constantly introducing new

to throw them a life ring.
job
So, having weathered the rigors of their first bigtime appearance,
we put them into travelling “Original Amateur Hour” units.
and the change
As the fellow says, this is the “experience”
from a trembling beginner to a seasoned trouper is evident in as few
as three or four bookings.
Backing up the unit idea, we find night club jobs, other TV assignments, radio dates and band work for many of them.

they

1951
r

New Assembly
(President,

By TED

3,

audiences to the
legitimate stage. This is particularly true in the case of television.
There are those who regard television as a force which threatens to
change its audience into creatures with eyeballs as big as cantaloupes
and no brains at all. Of course, television will do nothing of the sort
any more than radio developed a race of super-eared people.
Television is destined to be the greatest force for education and
entertainment the world has ever known. At the same time it is not a
mechanized cannibal that will devour other media or forms of entertainment. It will stimulate all forms of education and entertainment.
Like any youngster it has been a great imitator*. It has revived the
western film and vaudeville. It has copied radio, its older brother, in.
countless ways. This was all part of television’s process of. growing up.
Now it is mature. A full fledged industry, directly and indirectly
supporting millions of Americans, it must secure its place in the country's economy. It. must be different.
It cannot survive as a novelty.
American business and industry has indicated, its faith in radio and
television by its constant and increasing use of these media,
Show
business can put its faith in them also and know with all confidence
that these two art forms will not replace existing entertainment. Radio
and television offer new areas for all concerned providing a vast riew
field for employment and creating new educational
and entertainment
patterns.
,

—

sion, I am equally confident that
the Supreme Court will likewise
sustain ^nd that it will dissolve the
temporary restraining order issued,
by the Chicago court. The Commission has also pointed out to
the public that todays’s black
and white receivers can be adapted
to receive the new Color transmis.'^
sions under the CBS field sequential system in black and white,:
and for somewhat more expense,
a cohverter can be added to receive the color transmissions in
color. The Commission has also
pointed out that a receiver so
adapted and converted is likely to
be more expensive arid is hot likely to operate ak satisfactorily as
a receiver which has the adapter
or color equipnient built in at the
.

factory.

As to the threat of war, I do not
wish to speculate here on the role
of the Commission in the preparedness program and the materials allocation problems. However, I think
it is
obvious that if black and
white television is to be regarded
as a weapon of war, color televisioh is many tirries more powerful,

RICHARD SEFF

JACKSON BECK
PLaza

Actor- Announcer- Narrator
7-070i)

A mountain of work remains to
be done to establish television oh
the “truly nationwide and competitive” basis which has been the
“DARKNESS
Commission’s goal since the allocapep. 26-^n. 6
(Continued on page 188)
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The Autobiography

of
By MAL KANTER

Some

it

still is

Sid. Silvers, but in those days,

Mother was a
ceutical

Modern pharma-

girl.

magic has changed

that,)

My

father waS the late Buddy DeSylva
and the midwife was a secretary with
a Bible bump on her right wrist and a
deep-seated penchant for changing
dialog.

soon: as the midwife had laid me
out on the crisp white paper, my
birth was greeted with cheers, for she
kanter
II a
was in a hurry to meet a sailor at the
Steel Pier and Mother was anxious to
join Daddy ih ah important marriagp of Black Label and
/
Poland water.
j\Iy arrival was announced in generaUties: tradepaper
Chance” would
notices that a new show entitled “Take
soon be in rehearsah Between the time of my birth and
tiie time of my public debut, I was carefully examined by. a
number of anxious relatives and relatively disinterested
Being sound of straight line and healthy iri the
doctors.
punch, I withstood the probings of them all and toddled
Manhood
onstage for my debut on a memorable night.
was mine in a moment and no sooner had the laughter
orphanage
Public?
joined
the
of
Dogreat
I
had
than
died

As

i

.

A

main/

^

My nomadic

'

began 40 minutes after the cuttain
had rung down on my brothers and sisters, cousins and
Several 6f us had been jotted down on the back
uncles.
of an envelope and rushed into a small telephone booth,
•Where we were read off to a master of ceremonies Work:^
life

ing a late spot in the Bronx, Thus, within three, hours, I
made two public appearances and was a smash on both
bccasions. But this was still only the/beginning.
Within a month, I had been kidnapped by so many
masters of ceremonies, two acts, parlor comics and ad-lib
wits 1 was beginning to show gray strands in my quickly
dec eloped beard.
I was printed in columns, reprinted in magazines, then
reprinted from the magazines in other columns. I was
kicked around that following summer in the Catskills, in
the beach resorts and as far south as a boarding farm in
llendorsonville. North Carolina.
Then, when I thought I was ready to retire in an anthology/ T was snatched. Up by a press agent who had been
lured to California as a comedy writer for radio. My life
began anew.
straight line was altered and my punch
line tailored to fit the alteration.
Bpt not enough so that
you couldn’t recognize me. I bounced around one radio
show' for two seasons before I was changed back into my
original form and then airCd again.
Once more I did so
well that I was swept up by a horde of busy men wielding
penci's with buUt-in hearing aids,

My

'

L. A. to N. Y, Affain

I

I made the rounds of the comedy shows in California
and did so well T was drafted for duty in the east once
again: Performing with my usuaT aplomb on several New
York shows, I was plucked by an indigent producer for
additional service in a revue thait ran on Broadway for
one successive night. Of the entire revue* only I w'as sal-

vaged.

An

enterprising fictioneer took me, toyed with me for
several days and I finally emerged as a short short story
iiv “Esquire.”
I enjoyed .that because I was spread across
the page from a semi-nude, and I Could lay there, leering,
just as I had leered at showgirls during the first two years
of my life.
But that didn’t last long. A press agent read me in
the magazine, boiled me down to a paragraph and I was
piHnted again in Leonard Lyons’ column as having actually been said by a hat-check girl to an Argentine diplomat. Maybe she did say me. I’m not one to question
Leonard Lyons, who gets around almost as much as I dp.
A fellow in Hollywood who missed New York so much
no often picked up Manhattan newspapers at tne bus
terminal read me and got a wonderful idea. He ran home
to his furnished room, hauled put his portable and ran
me up into an original story for the movies.
I was purchased by a Warner Bros, dynamo who had
me bloated into a 165-page screenplay, cut to 90 pages,
stuffed with songs and production numbers and then
tucked away in a file. I like it here.
AfteiS>severaI years, the Hollywood fellow who missed
New York realized I wasn’t going to be produced, so he
wrote me again this time as a drama— and sold me, to
I’aramount for a MacDonald Carey pictui'e. T was made,
two years later, as a Bob Hope musical. But only, of
cbur.so, after a Rewrite from the Elizabeth Scott starrer I
liad been rewritten into from the Milland version/
Somewhere along the way, I had been ad-libbed, in
essence, to a shrewd producer who recognized me as a
deUglitf ul anecdote worth relaying to Erskine Johnson.
Jolin.spn printed me, I was syndicated in New York/ later
ad-libbed in a script conference by Bd Wynn, who was
preparing a radio broadcast at the time.
Ed’s writers
Uiought I was funny, so I was boiled down to a pnerliner
and stuck in the middle of an “opera” routine.
Sid Silvers, sittirig in a friend’s house in Beverly Hills,
beard me, failed to remember me, and is currently build;-

—

mg

a television show around me.
You’ll be seeing me, in all the old familiar places.
.

My

of

By EDDIE CANTOR
a sembserious piece about guest stars.
By
“semi-serious” I mean it is only half as funny as it could be
if it were written by somebody like Moss Hart or George
S. Kaufman, As a matter of fact Moss Hart and George S.
Kaufman did write such a piece. They
called it, “The Man Who Game to
Dinner,” and made a million bucks
out of it. Gf course they were i team
and, had to split the money. What I
make out of this I can keep myself.
Anybody want half of a few thou-

This

is

sand enemies?
To begin with, let me qualify myself as an expert bn the subject, Over
a period of 18 year^ in radio I have
spent an average of .about $100,000
each season bn guest Mars; Also, I
have
on several score occasions apEddie Cantor
peared as a guest star myself So you
see, I’ve been on both sides of the fencing.
Cyrano de
Bergerac should have the dueling scenes I’ve engaged in.
Let me make it clear right here that in all the years I’ve
been h6$ting guest stars the only Sheridan Whiteside I
ever encountered was a female, and she’s made a career
out of being ornery: The rest of them were the nicest
ladies and gentlemen, and the finest performers, you’d
ever want to meet.
Some months ago, when the television networks found
out that a billion dollars’ worth of wires, tubes and
cameras couldn’t sing a song or tell a joke, they decided
to hire some talent. Presumably they hired the best talent
available, X even imagine their thinking went something
like this; “Let’s see now, if we wanted to get some gueM
stars to appear on our networks wouldn’t^ people like Ed
Wynn, Jimmy Durante, Danny Thomas, Eddie Cantor, Fred
Allen, Jack Benny, Bob Hope, Martin & Lewis, Frank
Sinatra and Jack Carson be just dandy?”
So, throttling the vice-president in charge of money, they
did just that. NBC, taking its cue from the old folk-saying
that “Wednesday is the day you get cockeyed looking both
ways toward Sunday,” threw a stranglc-hold on both those
days, loading them down with a lot of us old folks
^

.

.

telling old jokes.

In the maim when the returns were in, most of the
people and some of the critics applauded NBC’s perceptive
choices. The idea of gathering a group of entertainers who
would make surefire guest stars and giving them a regular
turn on the channels seemed to have paid off. I was
happy. I suppose NBC was happy. And I even believe the
sponsors were happy. Holiest.

But in ho tinie at all I began to hear a peculiarly familiar
buzzing in my ears. It had a strange habit of fading in and
out, haunting, like an old refrain. It was loudest when I
turned a corner in a studio hallway too fast, and almost ran
into a group of executives gathered around a water fountain.
It was dormant the first few days after each show.
About the middle of the month the ho-humming began
again.
That sibilant little sound was about to drive me
crazy when one day I suddenly identified it. So help me
if it didn’t make a noise like “gueM star.”
Just to make sure I accosted one of the lads with the
long, lugubrious faces and put the question to him pointblank. Shocked out of his customary caution by my unprecedented action in not sending the query through
proper channels he blurted out the answer. Yes, there
had been some talk about guest stars. Who was talking
about guest Stars? “They” were talking about guest stars.
Yes, they, that ephemeral, evanescent and ghostly group
of people always referred to as“they,’’ were beginning to
whisper it about that if the dandy little guest stars who
had worked out so nicely as stars would now go out and
hire some peachy little guest stars of their own television
would be just sublime. “It would be so much like radio
was, don’t ^ ou think, Abercrombie?”
Well, Abercrombie, I don’t know what your answer is,
but here’s mine.

Only Where Needed

I

intend to use guest stars only if, as and when I have
a script that cries, put for one.
I will not substitute personalities for entertainment
until such a time as I have run out of creative thinking.
I win never, as I frankly admit was done in radio, try
to buy a rating with a marquee name.
i will not turn my telecast into a vaudeville show. There
are other stars doing it better than I ever could.
If and when “they” feel the public is getting tired of
seeing my face on a screen 30 minutes out of one hour
once a month I will quit television and go on the road
with my “one-man” show where hobody seemed to get
I

'

me for TWO HOURS every night.
by whatever mea hs at my hand, if I have to go
put into the, highways and byways myself try to /find and
give every/opportupity possible, to young, promisihg hopefuls who may be the Dinah. Shores, Bobbie Breens and
Deanna Durbins of the future. Then they can go put And
be guest stars oh somebody else’s show.
And T say all this just a few short days before my New
Year’s Eve telecast when. I intend to present as many
guest stars asT can squeeze into one hour; But that’s bcr
cause my story editor, Manning Ostroff, and I had blocked
put a New Year’s Bve idea calling for the appearance of
well-known guests/in my home, They fit pur scheme-^
^
they belong.
If you think these are the utterances of a vain and
stubborn artist let nie explain the reason for my stand on
guest stars/
That ritualistic dance required to
I’m just too old.
seduce a guest star into appearing on a show talces too
damned much but Of my legs. And if you don’t think it’s
tired Watching
I will,

,

^

'

:

Chauffeurs Anonymous
A

who was

driving his horse and
wagon, stopped in front of a salobn and told the
bartender, “Fill this pail with whiskey.”
He/ went
oiiLside and gave it to the horse, who drank eyery bit
of it. The truckdriver went back and got another pail
of whiskey, and again the horse drank it. The driver
Cv'Uirned to the bar and paid off whereupon the bartend r said to the driver, “Have a drink on the
ee p. The driver said, “No, thank you, I’m driving.’*
Joe E. Lewis.
'

truckdriver,

’
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Best Friends
Are Guest Stars

a Joke I

Hollywood/
was one of those biting winter days in Atlantic City
when even the seagulls were grounded that I was born
into as unsanitary an atnaosphere as any baby ever came.’
he year was 1932, the place was a hotel room choked
with cigar smoke and despair and my
mother’s name was Sid Silvers. (It
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ritual let me weave the rigid pattern of fhat pagan
stomp for youi
That’s
First, there is the wooing of the star’s agent.
like kissing your girl’s father to make time with his

a

daughter.
Second,

where most of the rehearsing was done on the day of the
performance. Just figure what it is in television, where
the wo^^lf is spread pvef at least five days.
Third, you now go into a triple entrechat with your
whirling writers to get out a script to fit the star.
Fourth, and this is the piece of light fanstatic responsible
for my /aricose veins, you have to get the star’s producer
to ap^Qve the Script.

Taboos

I

Steps Nos. 5-9 are pure allegory, beautifully and graphically portraying the Tribal Taboos,
I must tell yoii about some of these taboos.
I once
negotiated with an agent for the services of one of the
finest) funniest comediennes in the business,
One of
the natural assets she had long exploited to make her an
individual personality was the size of her inouth. It is
almost ais famous as Dufante’s nose. But the agent stipulated . . . “no jokes about her mouth!” Strictly tabop.
Another extremely capable comedienne had won her Way
to fame on the radio with her characterization of a mancrazy female. We had a spot for just such a character on
my broadcast one week. Her agent graciously consented to
have her appear pn the show
BUT NOT AS MALE.

.

A

.

CRAZY FEMALE.

Strictly taboo.
to the final step, No. .10, known as the
curtsy.
This is where I, the owner of the show, having
already paid the gueM star a hefty hunk of dough, now
face epst, bow three times and intone the guest star’s
credits.
This takes in what the star has done/ what she

Now we come

currently doing and what she may be doing six years
if her T3-week options are renewed quarterly.
All well and good.
That comes under the heading of
professional courtesy. But what if the stai is currently
de trop? Then comes the killer. The studio'
on a
delightfql little gem that goes something like this “Ingrid
Farblunzit appeared tonight by permission of Mushmouth
Pictures, Incorporated, producers of that spectacular sensation, “Worm in My Apple,” starring that spectacular
sensation, Weiidy Farbrenter,”

is

from now

;

That’s the short version of what the studio publicity

man handed you

five minutes before air timCt
The next
day you are blacklisted forever by Mushmputh Pictures
because you failed to say something nice about the pop-

corn.

For not a $ingle one of these items dp

1

blame the guest

star. As I said earlier in this piece we employee them for
a selfish purpose. It was a purpose I had fondly hoped

would never arise in television as it did in radio. We
package owners of radio shows outbid each other and
signed away our self-respect for just one, single, solitary
S6meone-r-“they” I suspect ^had very early in
reason,
the game convinced us that a guest star’s appearance on
our program would insure a higher Crosley.
1 don’t know whatever happened to Crosley, but it

—

should have.

Teevee or
-By
Every new

.

inspires,

it

art

PAUL GERARD SMITHform has

it terrifies

or

at least three definite reactions:
starts a lot of argument.

it

dawn like thunder is television. From
have studied it carefully, in all its phases
and growing pains. I have asked questions, and received
answers. None seems to jibe. None seems to be the answer to anything. Here are a few samples:

The newest

its

inception

art to

I

.

Q. Has television come to stay?
A. Yes, if you keep up the payments.
Q. Is television an educational medium?
A. Sure, it’s way ahead of school. In school you learn
the three Rs. In television you get the three As: Acting*
advertising and astigmatism.
Q. Who is the biggest success on television?
A. The Consolidated Edison Co. Take them away and
what have you got? Furniture.
Q. Who is the biggest bust on television?
A. Let’s keep the show clean.
Q. Why do all actors on television need a shave?
A. For the same reason all actresses need a veil/ There’s
something that ain’t quite worked out yet.
,

Q.

Has

television

harmed

sports?

A. Look What happened to Notre Dame.
Q. Why are there so 'many puppets pn television?
A, Puppets don’t eat.
Q. Whm have you learned from television?
A. Thai people drink beer, smoke cigarets, have bad
teeth and don’t smell like rosebushes.
,

:

0, What is a forum program?
A. Five torsos. One torso asks questions.
four act cute, but say nothing.

The other

Q, How/can you tell whom you’re Ibokirig at?
A. Be patient; The last half of the program gives

all

the-/ names.

Why

do they keep repeating the same acts on the
shows?
A; For the same reason you kiss your wife. She’s all
you’ve got-r-and it’s too tough to break in a new one.
Q, What is the requirement for a good male singer?
Q,

:yariety

A. Optional.
breaststroke.

Some use

the Australian crawl,

some the

V

Q. On sonie of liiy stations actors turn into bas-reliefs.
others they are merely lines or dots, or roman-Mripe

On

ties.

Is this

normal?

What do you

expect for a couple of hundred bucks?
Micbael Angelo in action?
Q. What is the secret of Mary Margaret McBride’s sucA.

'
.

successfully performed that conknown as “springing the
star loose.” This tricky piece of footwork introduces yoii
to the producer of the picture of the play in which the
star is currently engaged. It was tough enough in radip.

when you have

tort! ve gyration, there is the step

cess?

A.

A

caniera, a two-passenger Sofa

and 18 sponsors.

Q. Is television good for politics?
A. If you saw yourself on television you wouldn’t tvtm
Vote for you.

:

,

"/

,

.
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The Serious Side of Laughter

s
revue
Producing and directing a 90-minute
«;ho\v

Oi*

This
passed and tlie guy hasn’t started to talk.
happens to be a new guy and he is a little frightened
Keith
Hal
before.
number
from
the
by the applause
yells through the thing on his head, “Come on, talk!”
The guy is still frightened and the film is now rolling
Don’t stand
Hal screams, “Talk, you dope v
7.
8
The guy on the stage, of
talk!’’
there like ah idiot
has

*Jonv

lik^

for television

Shows" every week

By

MAX LIEBMAN

By

a cmch.

is

All you need aie five or six powerit.
Cae.Si.r au.d tmogene Coca wteh
ful coiuedl^sp^ts for Sid
Lucille Kallen,. dash off after
the Writers Mel tolkih and
fourfresh and interestir^
- three or
Tshort coherence
extracted from a special
production numbers which are
production numbers,
bov marked “Fresh and interesting
whips
wihS'jhSt.y Starbuck, the

There VnotlVln^

to

.

ohore«e,

aS

W ^rl

six

oi

.

.

and no matter how

miniue

to talk

Hai

_

we?"
She says, “'We’re 45 seconds short.’*'
“1 thought we’re a miiiute behind?"
“AVe picked up the time/’
”’Hal, ton them to tell IMelyyn Douglas to use his
discretion and ad lib for 45 seconds in the next announce-

•

ment.’’-

A

.

Putting on the show

By

,

.

.

.

groove,’’ but this time

.

says, “Just picked up 15 seconds."
Hal Keith, the TV director who has the thing
on his head, “Tell them to tell Melvyn Dpuglas to cut
15 seconds from his next announcement."

/

I

I

Say ‘‘Peggy, did

we

pick:

up

She .says, “No, we stretched 45 seconds more and now
ve’te a minute oyer."
I tell Hal Keith to talk back-stage ahd tell someone
to fell Sid Caesar to try to speed up the sketch 25 seconds
and to tell Charley Sanford to speed up the next musical
number 10 seconds, and to tell the announcer to speed
up the cGmmer.cial signoff 10 seconds, and when we
figure it all out we still find we’re 15 seconds over so
maybe Coca could pick up five .seconds by walking a
little faster when she conies on for her number, and
maybe IViclvyri Douglas could Use his discretion and lose
10 seconds in his next announcement.
These messages
are flashed to everbody, and a little while later I “ask
Fcggy, “How are we?"
“.V^e’ve stretched another 12 seconds. Now we’re, a
minute and 12 seconds behind”
.

reason with her and I say, “But we cut a minute!
she reasons back, “I know, but Sid got laughs."
This time I am really .sore ,and I yell, “Tell Sid
Caesar to cut that out!
We’ve got to make a, station
break.”
I

And

‘

Now

«V

0uy comes out on the stage

nouncement

we

of

communicates it to me.. Melvyn
know which 15 seconds to cut? I answer

number

see

for a commercial,
on our monitor 10

The
9.

to

film

make
is

the an-

rolling

and

This means a Second

.

out T’V ’ill take the place
entertainment.”
Now the.se fears are not new. When Radio itself first
became a nationwide entertainment service, pouring oiit
a stream of inusic; comedy and drama at all hour.s of the
day, the very novelty of being able to enjoy these thihgs
at home tended to keep people indoors, to the detriment
of the theatre and cinenia; It vvas also supposed to sound
the death-knell of the gramophone But what has been
the long-term result? People come into the theatres, etc.,
peoplewho perto see the stars of radio “in person”
haps had not been to see live entertainment before. People who, having heard artists on gramophone- record.s
broadcast on the various ‘‘disk-jockey” programs, have
rushed to buy the records.
The same applied to the talking pictures. Stage artists,
straight actor.s and vaudevilliains alike, 1. aye found a new
outlet for their talents on the screen, but they return to
the theatre not only for a change, of medium but also
with new, nationwide reputations made by their movie
appearances.
Now, can vve not appiy these experiences to the “problem” of Television? At the moment it Is a hew toy, and
people here tune in. to every program as it comes along,
so as not to miss anything.
But when the first hoVelty
has worn off, and viewers become nore discriminating,
j am sure vve shall find that televi.sjbn and the stage
can become complementary rather than rival organiza-

a feeling “If vve don’t vyatch

gets an answer and

Douglas vrants to
back, “Leave it to his discretion.’’
Hal gets word through that thing on bis head that
Melvyn Douglas would rather leave it to my discretion,
1 yell back, “Tell, him to cut five seconds and that needs
fio discretion, and give Word to Charicy Sanford to speed
up the music in the next number 10 seconds.’*

in reverse.

Here in Great Britain vve have only the one TV program, and that hot commereially sponsored. It will take
a fcw.,y.ears before it is received clearly all over the country, whereas in the U. S. you already h'^ve a varied choice
of programs, many stations and longer hours of telecasting. Your video, therefore, has a greater potential for
affecting other branches of show business than it has in
Britain. On both sides of the Atlantic, nOwever, there is

tell

the Rivetep

it’s

Almost 25 years ago there took
place a revolution in show business
which threatened to eclipse “live” entertainment altogetner. The movies
and all of
were finding a voice
,
us can remember mly too well the
upheavals
and the
disturbances, the
temporary chaios.wliich that cau.sed.
This time the voice is finding a
Val Parnell
movie. Jirst as sound was added to the
picture in tho.se days, so radio has no.v added the picture
to sound, to give us Television.

Peggy

Time ami

VAL PARNELL

'

.

.

filled

stragglers

and ushers were leading
up to the balcony.

When we
I

did

up—

will

hit the air, the first thing
to the front aisles

wasTUsh down

and kiss some of my fans— “orphans
of the storm," T called them.
They
had saved the shOw for us. I was
grateful beyond words!
Kch Murray
I cite this incident to point up my,
.sentiments on the question currently kicked around in the
newspapers, trade journals and magazines, of' whether TV
comics should have studio audiences. Apparently there
are plenty of pros and cons.
I’d -like to say something
for the pro.s, because I feel the issue is important and may
attain greater importance as television expands.
Of course, the subject is not new. It has been aired
over the years in radio— and what goes for radio also goes
for TV. T believe it was Ed Wynn, away back in the early
’30s, at the old New Amsterdam Roof in New York, who
raised the issue when he refused to do his comedy show
With a glass curtain between him and the theatre audience. Thb producers had hung it so that laughs wouldn’t
destroy the mood of the comedy scene. That’s what they
said.
Ed proved them wrong.
The anti-aiidience partisans, including some radio critics,
in
grew
.number as the big comedy shows fibeked to Hollywood a decade /ago. The comedians, they said, were
yocking up the audiences. The funnymen, another com.

plaint went, were, playing directly to the studio guests with
zany isms that were not seen, and therefore not appreciated,
by the ehonie listeners, The most frequehtly heard beef
was that studio audiences in general were morons Avhb’d
cackle at anything.

Sunie Old Lament

We

1

hear the same lamentations now

in television, e.specially when a radio star is making his or her initial plunge.
When Frank Sinatra was having difficulty getting a start
with his show, I rend several comments to the effect that
he ought to clear the theatre of his shrieking fans and.
.

Cabinet ?

London.
Have you noticed that there is something rather odd
going on in the ontertainment world at present? I mean
something even, more odd than usual in a business that
can be, at times, very odd and unpredictable even to
those of us who have spent our lives
in it.' It seems ^o me, to borrow a
phrase from the gramophone experts,
that we have struck a“repeating

.

.

a ii d

l

{Managinc] Director of Moss* Empires Ltd., who operate
Europe's Biggest Chain of "Live"' Theatres, which includes
the London Palladiu. a.)

,

After the next
the time?"

nothing.

A T elevision

Piazza
the ulcers is trying to figure o.it how Marguerite
a
or Robert Merrill should not be in the J^aiddle of
.
or
cadenza or a note but at the cr.d of their aria
how the dancers should not be in the middle of a step
or how the comedians should not be in the middle ot
This means that every Hung must be timed to
a joke.
the split second.
In an hour show without any .Ualion breaks, if you
have (iO minutes of stuff it aU comes out even, but if our
half-hour is
first i.ialf-hour is 28 minutes, and l lie. second
it doesn’t
which makes dO minutes
32 minutes
mean that we will come out even at the station breaks.
The first half-hour has to be padded two minutes, and
the second half-hour has to ho cut two minutes.
—and not all that inconsequential stuff I told you about
at the .beginning— is what is tough.
There is another cute item that calls for accuiate
liming. When an announcer steps put on the stage to
(this
lell you that you are about to sec a commercial
commercial is on fi^m), he must talk exactly 10 seconds
because while he is spieling, the lead-in lo’ the film is
rolling, and when the iinnounccr i.s finished announcing
the comit must come out exactly at llic time when
mercial starts.
Here is a typical control room conversation during the
show. V/c have just finished the opening and the first
the
1 say to Peggy Roger.^, the girl Who holds
sketch.
script and keeps the time, “Ho\v are vye?"

He

is

Who Gan A p p

Majric 9-29-25

NBC

of

.

.

There is a thing
is there to worry about?
stat on break. Twice during the show a sign
drmk
appears on the screen which says ’Xhi.s is NBC and
This occur.s after each half-hour
jMoLt’s Apple Juice."
It happens
oL the show and is called a Svalion break.
automatically at a precise niomant, and if Marguerite
a cadenza
middle
of
Piazi:.a or Robert Merrill arc in the
9-59-25,
or a note it makes no difi^i’^'‘nce. Comes 9-29-25 or
and Molt’s Apple Juice bn tl in, and what creates

—

Z;

hiessage comes through the thing _on Hal’s head
saying, “lie says you said never 'to ad lib."
“Ail right, tell Charicy Sanford to slow up the next
number 10 seconds, .and tell the announcer, Dick DcFreitaS, to take long breaths between every word in
the 'half-hour signolL" A few minutes later .the number
is completed, the signoff is made, and the Station break
Brother, that’s roogh!
is somehow on the nose.

So what

1

.

.

..are-

•

called: a

.

is

'

l

.

.

*

gets a
There’s a fellow, ^called Buck Warnick who
to have
couple of singers around a piano who happen
no time they sound
a knack for reading notes, and in
All this is done during the we^, amd
like a choir.
Theatre
International
he
at
together
on Saturday we get
it,
where a lot of guys With c-aincras take pictures^ 6t
and something called NBC sends those pictures through
attract
houses
of
roofs
the air and little things bn the
in the livinglhe.se pictures and shoot them' down to a set
i
room and everybody sees them.
and if MiaPs all I had to
Thai’s all there is. to it
worry about, me. and ulcers, would be absolute strangers.

.

was

too late.

.

the musical cOhductpr liands^ to a couple
AvhiCh is
guys who arramm it for; an. crehestra
stuff
of expert musicians who play tno.
by ii^ie
was CMop-sticks: The scenery is.drcamed up
gu-y- called Willie
Fox. who hands the rough sketch to a
it towh^^knock
Kolan who. has a couple of carpentersThe costumes
gether and; make it look like scenery.
Eaves Costume Go,
are dug cut of the warehou.".e of
up there
bv Paul du Pont who knows a couple of guys
a
who know how to dig out costumos, arid Paul knows
wholesale.
flowers
and
ribbohs
place where to get

The

.

“No! No! DbiPt open that mouth— oh, my God,
Choke, you monster! Choke or we’re
it!
iie
ruined!" The film is now rolling to No. 1. The guy on
the stage is still so scared that nothing comes out of
Finally there is a short squeak, biit the
his mouth.
commercial is already on and the day is saved. That
was the first and only Silent lead-in we have ever had.
“Peggy, how
After the next number .It’s me again

Sanford,

I

.

opened

the
and mimeographed and handed to
pi onto.
have photographs memories, and learn it
which Charley
The music is put down on mirsic paper
pt

.

.

yelling,

whom

.

.

fa.st-

The lead-in to the film is reading 4. .3.
now waving ills amis and jumping up and down

kill you’’

taries

of

it’s

Now the film is rolling 6 5
the guy on the stage is going

Hal now is screaming and pounding the work table,
“Shut up, you rat! Don’t talk! Open yoiir mouth and I’ll

.

.

.

.

.

course/ can’t hear him.

.

.

-

chief writer, Boyal Foster:
what’ll we do
show
^vithout a studio audience?"
But, at 7:30/ as if by a miracle,
ticket-holders
began appearing,
j
almost knelt with joy.
Others foL
lowed. By 7:50, the orchestra section

.

.

,

.

moaned to my
“Nobody

.

a hve
with the singers and dancers
has already been com'
excerpt from grand opera which
a glamc^ous
DonSetti, or Puccini
posed
ordered by telephone:
gi^st stL from Hollywood who is
and about nine^or_1.0,
from the AYilliam. Morris office
free by the:
commercials which are supplied absolutely
out by the secread^?asiiig agencies. The script is typed
.

violence and

.,

.

KEN MURRAY

Last Nov. 25, the day of the great hurricane and my
weekly broadcast ’day, I had grave misgivings about what
kind of a show we would put on. I peeked outside at the

,

.‘live’

.

.

.

trons.

For the discerning, nothing jah evei take the place of
an evening’s entertainment at the theatre To be a member of an audience enjoying a live show is to experience a
feeling.of corporate enjoyment with he other members
of that audience, ahd also to take part in a very real
reel ptocily with the artists and actors .n the stage, this
latter experiehce particularly is ihe 'r'^al reason Why the
live theatre will always remain a triumphant attraction,
in spite of any competitors, for in .lo other form of entertainment is there tliat invisible but none-the-less real
Iccling of give and take between artisis and audience.

work without an audience directly to home viewers. As
everybody knows, it was the shrieking bobbysoxers who
v\

ere the basis of Sinatra’s success.

My belief is that, whether or. not some comics are against
studio audiences, the TV audiences are here to stay. The
home folks are used to them. So the die is cast.

—

Throughout the years, the radio— and now the TV audicmces haye been educated for laughs, since laughs are contagious.
The home listeners and viewers are accustomed
to that spontaneous burst of laughter that comes from the
studio ahd is keyed accordingly in its own response, which
If they don’t hear laughs
in a sense is a vicarious one.
from the .studio audience, they say the show Is a flop.
You might ask: If a comedian made a joke without a
studio audience, wouldn’t the people at home laugh if it
were a good joke? Possibly, if it were pure sight comedy,
such as the vvonderfiil pantomime of Buster Keaton, You
also might ask: Why do movie comics get big laughs when
tliey don’t work before an audience at the studios?
True,
but here the laugh response is generated by the theatre
spectators.
Probably ma.ss psychology explains it.
In a word, laughter wells Up and ripples out like a
.Slone dropped in a pond.
This analogy of the filmgoer is similar ic (hat of the
home TV.yievver. Normally, only a few person.s- watch a
TV show in the family parlor; in many cases it is only one
.

.

two persons.

or

the studio audience is to the home viewers
the cheer leader is to a college football crowd. He
cues the hurrah.s, the yells and the stampedes for the
home team and vvhips the fans into action when the hypo
is needed.
Now, let’s lake the comedian’s angle, as I see it. For
years, their whole training has been with immediate audiences.
They have developed styles that Will make audiences laugh to point up their humor. They can’t feel fiinny
by themselves. How can they tell a joke to millions of
people they cannot see? Can you tell a good joke without
anyone listening? Hardly.
In

brief,

What

It’s

That

First Laiugh

I

The average comedian is the most nervous man in the
world before the show starts. He really can’t work until
big laugh. He has to get his audience
gets the initial sock reaction, he
relaxes and coasts along confidently, warming up as he

he gets that

first

in the groove.

,

When he

.

goes.-'

And .remember

aU of our top comics in TV today are former stage and radio stars. How are you going
to get theni to change their whole psychological approach
'

virtually

to'coihedy?'
lo

Another thing, studio audiences have become a boon
comedians. If there is a fluff, an ad-lib or a gag by

the boys, they will lay ’em in the aisles. The home audiences would miss this iritiniate f unmaking, but tliO laugh
impact g£ the studioites sparks their own. I’eaction. Moreover/ Vvhien a comic doesn’t get a rise from
studio
crowd, he ribs himself, and his auditors follow through
with a laugh. It entertains the folks watching at home.
Milton Berle and Fredj Alien are masters of this sort of
thing. They use the audience as part of their shows;
Most comedians, however, prefer small studio or theatre
m’oups. It makes for more intimate.AVorkihg. 'riie come.di,an and his aiidiejnce get acquainted and there is, as' a result, a friendly, folk.sy understanding between them. That’s
why I feel that it may be a mistake to put on TV shows in
the bigger Broadway and Hollywood houses. The studio
audience situation then might get out of hand and the
advantages be nullified.
Let’s not kid our.selveS. Home /audiences get a much
better performance when the comics work with people in
front of them.
As I said, dialers have been trained to
Ihink that when the studio folks don't laugh, the jokes are
bad. It’s a pattern already set and won’t change very soon
in niy estimation.
,

.

.
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TV-Typed: Very
S oiiie Pel Abominations Already Kayoing
the Kinescopes

By SYLVESTER

By PARKE LEVY

here dn my lavish offices with the great NBC
stars dropping in to fawn on me arid with my bevy of
beautiful secretaries putting money bags in the chute I
have rigged from my window across the street to the
Guaranty Trust Co., I am not really happy.
My unhappiness stems from considering what has been
done this year in tplevisipn and emerging from that study
with a cPld, imiplacable hatred of the critics.
I do not mean critics as in thp trade press, heaven forbid, without whose efforts We would etc., etc., etc., etc.
Nor is the boiling vat of fetid venom that I have in
my heart for the critick stewed by the program Critics
whose expostulations appear in the daily press.
No, my hatred is aimed with sirigular directness at the
intellectuals of our country who write for the publications
which should irifluence the various leadership groups of
our riation. I think I feel it so strongly not because I feel
that we have done our job so well, but because I feel that
they have done their job so badly. The mass media of
this cPUntry have a recpird which is easy to check arid
which coritains certain statistical information that can
replace opinion with fact. It is likewise possible to assess
the job done by the writing, intellectuals who should be
in the forefront of our opinion-forming leadership groups
in the country, defining for them the great issues of our

As

of dependable top talent available for
television variety shows has resulted in another cliche
This is the one in which the emcee
endurance.
beyond
generally says: ‘‘And here is someone I’m sure needs
And with a big sweep of his hand he
116 introduction,”
waves in one Sam Glutz. Where, he has found Sam Glutz
has done, generally remains a mystery^
Glutz
Sam
or \vhat
but you are to accept him- one supposes, as if he were
Harry Truman. This person, however, sings in a manner
that prompts you to write your Congressman to have the
vocal chord outlawed; dances with all the grace of a
wouncled grasshopper; or juggles no better than your wife
when she prepares to throw a vase at you. Yet, as he
leaves the stage, the emcee looks right into your television set with a leer which seems to shout: “Weren’t we
liicky to get him for you?”

The shortage

•

.

The sponsor who insists on interrupting a teevee showing
of a motion picture film; with commercials, has a certain
“drop dead” list. This usually happens
priority on

my

,

.

Oh, yes, before we leave movies on television too far
behind, I must say that I love those condensed items;
edited and packaged for teevee. All, they cut out is the
.

Shorteniii’

am

a

little

Dread

|

weary of seeing singers without heads

and tap dancers Without

feet.

my

It is

firm conviction

It’s

if some of the present-day television camera men were
charge of our artillery, we would have been pushed
out of Korea long ago.
Since children predominantly
watch television, I ana afraid this shortening of the human
anatomy may result in the breeding of a new generation
without heads and without feet. This will riot only destroy
the millinery business but make the shoemaker the forgotten man. It’s getting so that when I See a whole person
on the screen 1 have to suppress an urge to applaud.
I am a little bored with puppets. And I have the terrible
son, growing up to his first date, will look
fear that
behind the girl to see which, string to pull to make her
put her arms around him.
Television is chock-full of rehearsed ad libs, especially
on quiz shows. These are painfully transparent. The
quizmaster turns to the victim and asks his profession. The
guy Could say simply that he was a bricklayer. No. He’s
a chicken plucker. This gives the emcee two jokCs. What’s
worse is that every chicken plucker is dressed like a
banker.

that

my

.

My

pet aversion is the quiz program where yOu phone

in your answer and hope to win some important prize.
Like a large toothbrush for removing whalebones from
your teeth. Or a special cutter which slices hardboiled
eggs on the bias. The wife, sitting beside you and hearing all the other winners, will suddenly turn upon you
and say, “If you had brains you could gall up and win one
of those wonderful prizes.” And so, challenged, you must
do battle. The man on teevee asks after whom was the
George Washington Bridge named and so, triumphant,
you pick up the phone and you call. It’s busy. And you
call—and it’s busy. And you call. And finally, you give
up in disgust, caressed by a stare from the little lady,
wlvich seems to say “ You can’t do anything right.”
And
not only don’t you Win the prize but you find Out the
next day that while you were trying to call the station
your phone was so busy, you lost a job which would have
paid you more than all the prizes were worth.
Another “unrehearsed” telecast, that drags
is the
panel, This is a group of experts who spend a half-hour
of strained efTort to be witty with no one having a straight
liho; at the coriciusion of Which the inteiTocutor says:
.”
“Well, we have solved nothing today,
And let us riot oveiTpok the Wrestling matches, For pne
hour and 55 iriinutes, the “villain” breaks every bone in his
opponent’s body. Five minutes before the end, the. underdog takes two^deep breaths and throws the villain completely put of the gym.
i do my best, to overlook all these pet peeves but I riever
know when they are coming on my set. As a matter of
fact, I don't seem to know what time it is any more.
The
newspaper announces a show for 9 o’clock, Many times
at 9 :10 it Still isn’t on view, so I am unconsciPusly finding
myself turning my clocks back, thinking they are all fast.
Who knows? By now! may. have set them back so far that
television hasn’t even been invented yet;
that’s
N^^
something I’m looking forward to.
-
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I
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took Erik to schoor for the

school—that

big.

first

Important day

!

.

.

Histrionic Heritage
time.

His

day
up and

first

He had me

out of the house at 7:15 a m., and we arrived at the
school, of course, to find the joint closed up tight. So
what does Erik do—he makes a beeline for the service entrance with the trash baskets arid garbage can's
lined up in a row. Calling after me^. “Come on,
riuimmy, let’s go in through the stagedoor,”
Gypsy Rose Lee,

‘

‘Operati on Frontal Lohes^

•

’

'

the Hit That Counts!

The

in

:

stand or more simply evolved or, in some other Way, a
more coirimon picture than the average run of the movies
—far from it. And the same qualification of hit shows
is true in all ma$s media.
The attraction of the great
audiences comes from a sensing of some powerful, magnetic quality which might have any number of chafacteristics, but age level is not even one of the iriiportant ones.
Qur network plans to reach all the people through
building successions of hits that will have enough vitality
to attract all sets to watch a large part of the time.
We
start our planning with, the fact that the audience basically is people.
People have certain habits which they
follow in watching teleyision, as they follow in listeriing
to radio, because both are living-room instrumerits of eritertainment, information and education.

Curious indeed how little the self-flagellatipn concerning
the extremely remiss performance of the intellectuals who
have not only been keeping their eyes off the ball at all
costs, but are now able to. turn from the. mess in which
we find ourselves, and throw up smoke screens about the
mass media, deplpring “the lowest common denominator”
approach, and the constant appeal “to the 12-year-old
mind,” which they claim direct the show media planning.
I Was born in Los Angeles and Spent iriy early life
watching people make films.
When talking pictures
came in, it is true that I drifted over to the radio field
and that my contacts with the now veteran group of
talkie picture people are not what my contacts with the
good old silent group were. But I was in on the first,
Hollywood show on radio and have been in on mort pf
the .other formative show-planning endeavors in one capacity or another;
And in both radio and pictures, the 12-year-old mind is
a phrase less used in conversation than in articles, that I
read in the low-circulationmagazines.

'

I

times, the problems and possible solutions.
Bitter the tears that flow from the eyes of our intellectuals as they discuss the “time trap,” the Unending stream
of nothing that corries from radio, televisiori and the press.

JR.

NBC)

Lester. NBC has developed all-night programming ideas
like the Saturday Night Revue and we have many other
ideas and not enough tiirie to put them on. (Not to mention money.)
This is all aimed at the 12-year-old mind? No, it is
aimed at “hits,” A hit in shoW business is not something
that can be measured by any lowest common denominator/
’Gone With the Wind” was not a picture easier to under-

I sit

,

These
during a Western, where it is most annoying.
epics, at their very best, can entertain only if there is a
But what happens? Just
certain Continuity of thought;
as oUr hero is stranded in town, unable to get back to
he
do
must
because the Indians are
which
stockade,
the
coming, suddenly upon the screen is flashed a new black
Studebaker convertible and immediately all the tenseness
“Heck,” you say subconsciously, “he’s in no
evaporates;
spot. lie can jump right into the Studebaker and drive to
the stockade.” And you turn your set oyer to the kids.
^
Who don’t seem to mind ahything.^
We’re not through with films yet. Wheneyer your television set is showing an old film, you can look forward
to One thing with the certainty Of the arrival of March 15.
The film will jump its track. The screen goes blank for an
eternity and suddenly you hear: ‘‘Do not adjust your set.
W'e will continue with the audio part of this program.”
Lett in the dark, this new sightless medium is frightening
and Some of the dialog sans exploratory pictures sounds
so double entendre you are afraid to leave the children
around. So you walk up to change the channel, and the
voice booms ominously: ‘‘Don’t touch that set!”

I

WEAVER,

L,

(V.P. in Charge of Television,

Hollywood.

-

plot.

Makes the Hits*

*The Public

basic premise of show business is to build hits, Hits
I will define as those shows that everybody wants to see.
By everybody we mean all people who are livirig in the
United States, speak English well enough to get understood and to understand, and who are old enough to know
what is going oil. If those people \vant to see a show, it’s
a hit. The fact that a statistically insignificant group does
not want to see the show is irrelevant.
Nonetheless, shows y/hich attain this “hit” stature
would, according to the critics, do so by appealing to
“man’s lowest common denominator.” Surely even in a
period when it’s tough to be trenchant, this is a sloppy use
of words.
For this means that “South Pacific,” which is
a smash, has something about it, that is more common, or
mpre crass, or more gross than some of the flopolas that
open and Close, on Broadway, it means that Milton Berle,
whose audience can safely be said to include all television
homes on a turnover basis, except for a statistically insignificant group, has something about his shows less good
than some other shOw with fewer viewers.
Take the solidly-researched case histories of the great
radio personalities up until the impact of television
changed listening habits. It is a fact and can be demonstrated that three out of four homes regularly heard the
great radio stars like Bob Hope, Fred Allen and Jack
Benny. More people listened to these individuals regularly than read any magazine in the United States, since
there is Over a third of the entire country which does not
have the magazine-reading habit.
So that these radio
comedians regularly met with more Americans than were
met with by the publishing industry or by the motion
Is there then some magic stupidity
picture indurtry.
about people that they would prefer to attend the gambols of these three comedians than to do something else?
Is the. enjoy ment of laughter then really the lowest
commori denominator of the human race? Is the relationship between the viewer or listener and the magnetism of
a great personality something that we must be ashamed
of?:
The answer is simple. 'The critics simply do not understand mass, media and what makes mass media. w:ork. They
are measrinng in terms of their own standards and their
own beliefs instead Of measuring in terms of the facts.
When NBC-TV programs to reach the all-set, all-family
circulation, it is not doing so .by developing shows based
on the lowest common denominator or the 12-yeaT-oId
mind. Those people who elect to make such a statement
in my presence had better be armed.

;

.

|

There, of course; are many positive good things that
should be done arid NBC’s recently-enunciated “Operation Frontal Lobes” is one of them. But there can be no
attack on a strategy of getting all sets to Watch NBC as
ofteri as possible on the basis of grossing the people or
stultifying their minds, or obfuscating their finer senses.
Just on the basis of exposure to fine things, NBC viewers will show, improyemerit over ariy large non-television
group, no, matter how loftily intellectual.
The NBC viewers will see more important people, will
watch inore public affairs, will be able to recognize more
of the great men and Women of their own times than will
the people who do not watch NBC television.
Further-;
more, already NBC television viewers have been exposed
to virtually every great drama ever written by anyone,
including Shakespeare, and that will be repeated with new
techniques as time goes on. Compared' with the output
of the Broadway stage, the material that television viewers have seen in the past year, and will see iri the next
year, is superb.
This is because it calls on the entire
output of mankind to •date and then eats it up' quickly.
(And as far as the concern about where the new material
is going to come front goes, that, too, to anyone in the
mass medium, is a matter which is soluble;)
Now, on viewing habits, remember that the fact that
the vital television instrument uses entertamment in
large hunks to get the several hours a day viewing from
the average family, does not mean that the same group of
people are watching the shows every day and night. The
important thing is not that 40 or 50 or 60% of the people
with sets are doing nothing but watching television. The
fact is that 95% of the set owners are watchin.g television
a great deal of the time, but Very few are watching television all the time.
The big hits will be seen by 70 to
80% of all homes. That is the mass penetration of TV,
'

.

it was of radio.
Television will becorime the chief instrument acceleratself-realization
in our viewers.
It is this broad job
ing
and the fact that devices can be used to give people things
that they do riot really want this is part of the television impact for the future. Television will bring opera,
fine music and the arts to those interested; but more important, it will build vast new audiences for the arts
through interesting them “mass media style.”

just as

—

is a communications in.strument, and that
just another art form like theatre or
teleyision set takes you places and it can take
place you want
it is a means of communicait can communicate a^nything that you want. For

Television

means

far

movies.

you any
and

tion

more than

A

.

.

.

present concern over the educational use
of television, it is quite possible that you could take NBC
and give eight, hours a day of educational lectures to a
statistically insignificant group of people.
The fact that
this would be like mounting a 22 rifle on a 90-ton tank is
a iriatter which will probably not concern our intellectuals
too much. For the fact is that as they have done historically, they distrust the ba.sic American public. For my
mbney, I will take the public any time and you can have
the intellectuals.
Television can do a great educational job in the broad
sense. A.s we ourselves are planning, it can do a tremendous job in increasirig the maturity and alertness of the
Americari people through the general informational and
news services and through the clarification of public issues
by documentary-type programs. It can also increase the
cultural horizons of the country tremendously by bulldmg
;ever larger audiences for opera, fine; music, the bailet and
so forth. It can increase people’s knowledge of their own
tirnes and of mankind’s history by exposure to the great
literary works of the past, and by general exposure of the
major programming efforts. But the mass iriedia job is
not teaching French.
Lowest Common denominator, indeedl My suggestion
to those of you in the business who have followed me thus
far,* is that the next time some great-browed Olympian
starts talking to you about the television time trap, arid
the appealirig to people through the lowest common denOminatbr, you ask them how come the Bible is still the
And with that non-sectarian gasSer, I take
best seller.
iristance, in the

:

.

NBC^TV

will use block programming methods and basic
to present the magnetism of perwill devise
sonalities in effective preseritation forms,
riiany new methods.
Our success in the past season has

showmanship devices

we

come froiri developing blue-chip afternoort attractions followed by a smash children’s hour. In the evening we
have followed our news service show at 7:45 with great
comedy at 0 bn most evenings. On NBC one can see Fred
Allen, Bob Hope, Eddie Cantor, Bobby Clark, Faul Wiiichell arid Jerry Mahoney, Milton Berle, Martin and Lewis,
Jack Carson, Jimmy Durante, Danny Thomas, Ed Wynn,
Groucho Marx, Jack Carter, Sid Caesar, Imogene Coca
On NBC orie can see great dramatic
arid many others.
•attractions at 9 arid after, like the Philco Theatre arid the
Kraft Theatre, like the Fireside Theatre and the Circlelike Lights Out, The Clock, Bobert MontTheatre
gomery Preserits and Musical Comedy Time. NBC has
also developed a strong listening habit with the great hit,
Broadway Open House, and its sky-riding star, Jerry
,

.

*

'my

leave./-

Mr. Dubious
.

directing “Wings Over Europe,”,
called an bid eager actor to the front lights at the end.
of his last scene and bawled him out because he
couldn’t hear a v/ord the old boy had said.
Frightfully arixious to please, the elderly actor took'
it all arid then said, “Ah, yes, yes, you can’t quite hear
me, Mr. Mamoulian, Ah, yes! Arid I shall take the
scene again, eh? Thank you, thank you, Mr. Mairiou*

Rouben Mamoulian,

llan.

Tell

me

please

how was

it

otherwise— 0. K.?”
Fredric March.
,

.
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miserable flesh that still lives
what
misery,
"What
Ah!
Avretchedness is that of the man

and guilt oba middle aged man.
Thi.s, together Avith other profound
p ‘0 b rigs in t o 1 u man relationships,
ha.s made his play the masterpiece
of
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put them to the supreme te.st of
“Oedipus Rex” should .1 ever feel
impelled to give the public another
masterpiece.

—

Two

Pacts for

20G

ill

’51

Houston.
Tlic Houston baseball club, farm'
of the St. Louis Cardinals, last
we.5 k signed two radio contracts,each providing payment of $20,000
to the Buffs for broadcast rights
during the 1951 season.

>

.

is a Iwice-a-wcck TV
an undi.sGloscd sum.
be for two weekdays,

Upcoming
'vSlanza,

Deal

for

will

,

<

j

.

home games only.
KTHT, Mutual

Ilou.ston

Outlet,

again has itS; Ford Motor (!:o. sponsor - for the games, with Lowell
Passe inked for the announcing
chore. Local station KATL is still
sponsor
shopping,
considerably
irked by the ‘‘no beer” clause which
Buff president Allen Ru.sseli inserted this year on reported Card,
instructions. Same ban occured in
1950, for the first time, after

KATL

DAN SEYMOUR
^WE the PEOPLE”

Radlo-TV

“SING IT AGAIN,” Radio-TV

|

Events and developinception as a commercial

another sense, too.

•

.

high point of the play?
Here there obviously was nothparallel
experienced producers and direc-" ing, else to do but try to
dramatic effect. We
tors in the shop, began the strug- Pirandello’s
association’’ techgle to develop a script which could used a. “guilt by
the scene
play for a family audience without nique. By transplanting
heroine
emasculatin g Pirandello’s intent. to a taxi-dance hall our
felt just as degraded and illegitBefore and After
imate.
To measure how effectively the
Pirandello placed the bordelle in
production satisfied our censor, the the; shop of a modiste:
audience and my loyalty to Piranstepdaughter: A real highclass
dello, let’s compare the “purple” modiste, you must know gentlespeeches and situations of the men. In appearance, she works for
original and its adaptation.
the leaders of the best society; but
In the play’s first act, the Step- she arranges matters so that these
daughter bedevils the father about elegant ladies serve her purpose
the proposition he had made to
without prejudice to other
her. ...
ladies who are
well
only
Stepdaughter: Yes, there was a so-sO.
bit of money too. There, were the
The
playwright’s
description
100 lire he wais about to offer me compares with the following TV
in payment, gentlemen
(Sensa- treatment:
tion of horror amongst the actors!
Father: There are in this city

We

.'

.

.

you should have a new dress
you like me to get you

.

immoral.
call you
But our problem was far more
than the' changing of words. What
to do about the bordelle scene between the father and stepdaughter
which Pirandello plotted as the
.

a pretty girl

'\VoUld

can

.

they

.

.

,.

Then you'll meet me
'W'e
ments have come along so rapidly since its
buy that dress, and pcrliaps force that we have not kept paGe. with concepts of what television
somclhing elsea drink
should be. Somebody niakes a hit in a variety show, and everybody
You'll lot me do that for you, won’t, builds, variety shows.
The trouble is tliat only the two or three best
you.?.
will last.
The first television dramatic shows are produced “live” and
1
know that a lot of you after photographed straight through, and there follows the blind tendency
sampling .changes that were made on the part of many to insist that television drama can only be prethe
play: may feel the weight of sented in this manner. Hollywood, on the other hand, tends to ridicule
in
the heavy hand of censorship. But set limitations and fumbling performances in live dramatic produconce we had captured the inner tions, and point out that television drama wall soon be entirely done
spirit,
we said what PirandeilO on film. These are two opposite and eqiially-blind points of view. The
wanted to say, .although we may truth of the matter, I think, is .that there is a type of drama which is
have had to say it more, politely.
presented more effectively and more economically as live pfoduction,,
Not all the changes were made and there are other types which are seriously hampered by the conbecause of censorship. Pirandello strictions of live production and can be done much more professionally
Both network.s and advertisers are coming around to the
established the mood through creat- on film.
ing a play within a play-through point of view' that black can live with white: that an umbrella series
haying his characters search for an can embrace not .orily different types of stories but different methods
author on the stage of a theatre of production.
Those in Hollywood who envision television film presentations done
where a play was rehearsing. This
could have been retained in the in the manner of inajor features are as ostrich-minded as the easternTV version and telecast literally ers who reject the use of film entirely. Such film-minded folk are
from the stage of one of the thea- aw'ay off base on two counts: il) television can never inherit the labor
tres NBC has taken over for TV. patterns which have grown up in major film making; and (2) television
But in televising the play, I was does not need the multi-shot technique w'hich has become an integral
impelled to use the stuff of the part of American film-makirig. As far as the first point is concerned,
medium in which I was working. there are numerous studies currently being made to find ways and
means of setting up new^kinds of union scales: and w'age-earning conSo I televised U in a TV studio cepts which will be equitable for all, and it is hoped that patterns will
against a background of cameras, eventually emerge which will put television film making on a comcamera men, dolly men, boom men pletely-sound economic basis. The seedrid point has both economic
and stagehands. And in this way and artistic aspects, it is patently obvious that television cannot afford
W'e presented the Pirandello classic
the major picture-making technique of shooting long shots, medium
as a TV play-wdthin-a-TV-play.
shots and closeups of every bit of action, with all of the attendant reThis case history of how enlightr lighting and restaging involved.
On the artistic side, I believe that
ened censorship actually helped “live” television dramas can teach something important to movies on
me achieve my objective in pi’oduc- the score of achieving more fiuid and realistic action by filming a
ing a classic has me entirely on whole scene or sequence of action at a time.
the side of NBC’s Continuity Acceptance Department.
But I wonder whether I .should

.

.

.

;.

one?

.

.

YOu know

Father:

to keep the guts of the scene. Here
is the TV version:
Father: I had been alone' all
not old enough to
those years
do without the coiripany of women
and not youn^ enough to go
and look for one without embarEvery man feels that
rassment.
temptation. Everybody’s the same
only some don’t haye the coitrage to admit it. If you speak out

can adapt it
you’ll be all right.

work

,

feels

adaptation oi
scene Continuity Acceptance
decided to substitute “embarrassment” for “shame.” but allowed us

If \'ou

limited in the classics
be
Wt'' can clo in the future.”
And to show his desire to protect TV from the inflexibility of
the hindsight operation of the Motion Picture Code, he consulted
with me about the adaptation before we put ribbon to typewriter.
Then, in addition to overcoming
the well-meant advice of all the

man

In reviewing Our

Saul to me:

If

.

V.

a

.

,

this

.

with good taste,

when

and

love;

;

“Go ahead.

is

enough to go and look for one
without shanie..' Misery It’s worse
than misery; it’s a horror; for no
woman can any longer give him

producer, I was j List as
interested in Pirandello’s reiationshb:> with the TV censor.
I
was quickly told what had liappened when Irving Thalherg tried
to produce this Pirandello play as
The, Hollywood
a motion picture.
ccn.sbrs vetoed it.
TV censorship, ! was just as
quickly reminded, was. not in the
habit of passing bordellos, etc.
But in our network the censoring
department, i.e.. Continuity Accept-.:
ance, is under the enlightened direction of Stockton Hclfrich who

But as

.

^

alorie and disdairis debasing
Not old .enough to do
liaisons}
without Women, arid not young

"

is.

it

.

who

1

i

1

i

.
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ahberations

Alan Young was “young man at liberty” when he and CBS got together on a television audition. Burns and Allen, while One of the
great acts in show business, \vere no longer at their popularity peak in
radio.
Alan Y^oung arid George and Grade are hits in television because they constructed their programs in the particular terms of the
medium. They built s/aail-scalc shows. George Burns doesn’t sui^
round himself and Gracie with tumbling acts, elephants, and endless
lines of dancers; instead; he wi.sely puts a cigar in his mouth, stand.s in
a corner of the stage, and talks directly to you and me sitting in our
He is a very personal entrepreneur between us
living rooiivs at home.
in our homes arid the personal little misadventures of Gracie in their
home. Alan Young doe.sn’t host an elaborate and, pretentious circus of
sketches and acts; he presents in two simple scenes and intimate terms
the concept of an earnest but hapless young, schriobk up again.st. the
petty problems and annoyances of .modern life.
Not for an instant do I think there isn’t a place in telcvision’.s fuThere’s a very definite and.
ture for vaudeville and variety shows.
important place— if presented iii terms of what the medium is. To me
the concept of the biggest theatre that can be found as a television
house is just ridiculous. There is no- virtue in a studio audience of
thousands, a stage so vast that comics are lost on it, and productions so
extravagant that the tube can neither encompass them nor the viewer
appreciate them. Television is the one medium in which less is usually
better than more.
"VlTiat better proof of the size limitation.s of television than the motion
“Fireside Theatre,” ah
picture films we see on oiir sets each Week?
though sometimes short on stOry, is greater television entertainment
than most.ol the feature films one sees, because Frank Wisbar is doing
a .sterling job of shooting film purely for television consumption. His
sets are simply effective, his performances carefully underplayed, and
his action is largely confined to close-ups and two-shots. W’hat is good
and right for the mediu m is also economically sound-

.

character of the
stepdaughter built the second act’s
climax towards the .scene where
inother discovers her daughter
1 he
Tlie
in the arms of the father.
story U)) to this point established
the situation that the. stepdaughter
is wearing black because she is in
Even though she exmourning.
plains thi.s to her erstwhile suitor
tThe Father!, he continues the
soduction.
In angry disgust she
adds to the father’s disgrace by
de.scribing the scene between them:
Stepdanghter: He says to me, as
he, did say: “Well, let’s take off
this little dress at once,”' And 1;
with my tWo inonths’ mourning inmy heart, werit there behind that
screen and with the.se fingers tingling with shame
It was regrettable that we, had
to take these rasing words away
from Betty Field, who starred as
the stepdaughter in the TV producr
tion, but you!ll admit it was necessarjA On TV the scene had to play,
without the striptease, and through,
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Pirandello’s
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and
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..scNual

place.s

thought of searching for woman
can buy tiiiie ... a small coin and
he lias three minutes company on
the smiles bought
a dance floor
1 went from
and paid for. I
haling myself,
one to another
hating the women who made life
cheap by selling their humariity in
three-minute bits.

I
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vulgar

degraded,

where a main who cannot face the
I

i

.

Hollywood.

certain
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of Production, CBS’)

giant is really a niidget.
To understand this is an important
key to. the successful presentation of television shows.
Too many
impresarios in television are still concerned with the presentation of
entertainment in gigantic terms, blind to the fact that true shoAvman^
ship in the new medium must of necessity concern itself, not with bigscale productions, but with essentially S7naU-scale productions.
There
are some producers \vho regard television as a new development of
the theatre; there are others who insist with equal vehemence that
television, is motion, pictures in the home.
In reality, it borrows something from both these mediums, but what it bpri'ows compares in no
\vay in importance with the essential thing that is pure television; a
new type of visual entertainment which, properly executed, performs
for tw'o or four people in a living room.

The

NBC-TV)

(Producer,

producer who ... Gentlemen, you ought to turn
to give the public your backs now, I am almost riude,
you know, .but I don’t blush, I
a great play^a masterpiece.
The playwright, Ihinkirig: in the leave that to him.
The
TV audience however,
groat tradition, has used mature
deplotting and dialoging— situations heard this dialog which was,
the extent of taking put
to
valued
between grown people which somehow never seem to occur between the 100 lire cost price of the
comics
and their liaison.
y
or
puppets,
Stepdaughter: Honest yes, and
stooges, or cowboys. And the.playHe. even offered, ine a
generous.
mind,
in
u right certa inly never had
an audience the cherished new dress i.Reaction from the acas
bent around TV, tors) but that’s the way I live.
circle
family
You
screens in parlor, bedroom and That’s the way I had to live.
can’t deny he offered me that
bar.
You know, gentlemen.
Consider for a specific example dress
what happened a few months ago I should be blushing now, but I
him.
to
that
leave
“Six
when I produced Pirandello’s
You’ll all remuiiber the peneAh
of
Search
in
Characters
Author” on the NBC-TV “Master- trating speech Pirandello wrote
for the father on the subject of
piece Playhou.se.”
bless his experi- the middle-aged 'man’s bewilderPirandello
enced Italian, imagination— put his ment with sex, and his confession
Here is a part of this
characters in a. bordello, made of guilt.
them embrace each other in, incest famous scene:
Father: When I was impellecl by
had the father admit the.

Head

(Executive

—

—

TV

HARRY ACKERMAN

By

(Case History of a Classic)
By CAROLINE BURKE

Consider the
feels impelled
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had launched baseball broadcasts
four years ago, following a long
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The Third Year
Oath as ‘Improper’ and
By

J. L.

(CBS

CBS’ loyalty questionnaire

VAN VOLKENBURG

week was slapped

V.P. In Charge of Sales/

takes over control of the TV set to
That’s at once the most her dwn taste.
The second major growth infiuconeisc and fitting description of ence in television’s
b r i e f career
.
j
television I ve heard anyone give, can be credited to an allied industime.

,

.

I

j

because when you’ve exam- try. Working a h e a d of predicted
schedules, the A.. T. & T. managed
ined the volumes of statistics and
of TV’s total 62
«
cl V fwinished
fiirnished success sloi
gono.QUsly
connected by cable or
go
lai
and
advertisers
from,
ic.s
njici-p_relay by October. 19,49— jijst
sman you see a clear explanation one year after the freeze told them
®^,^otly what markets to concendollars
which
for the millions of
I’iiting

|

I

,

j

.

;

;

I

•

,

.

-

*

*m «

t

•

*1 4

I

home

Vlk 4*

r1

—

decisions

the

in

—

•

.

.

quantity. In each of the 47 interbeing in television. In the Fall of conhec ted markets, the
rate of. TV
advertisers
national
33
When
1948,
circulation growth increased conwere already into network TV, siderably as soon as cable cortnectelcvJ.sion was such a new kind of tions b r o u g h t more of the big
selling device, as to prompt brand shows into their homes.
hew reasons for advertising expenThus, the unhesitant support of
experimentation, gainditures
s vv ep t television
iilii comine, clal kiiow-how, holding
'''™ugh tlie ‘'f
two basic stages necvalmible time franchises promoe^^ary to cs abl.sli it as a powerful
tiort, prestige, and even the, afraidnational advertising and selling
nol-lo-bc-in reason. T o d a y, however, the majority of TV budgets
The first stage ended When 1948
arc created because of the happier
fact that TV advertising is profit- experiments clearly proved that
TV
has great' individual sales imable.
pact regardless of circulation.
3 list as this simplification of the
P}ace durwonders of television into the best
""d 19o0 when this same
'"®
ot all possible terms has beeri.es-:
impact
Was
spread to sufficiently
tablished, along comes a new phase
great numbers of families to make
of television. A new sales horizon
it a profitable selling medium.
that will double the number of TV
door-bell ringers and make way
Mass Basis—Low' Cost
many new TV advertisers
for
across the nation. The new entry,
At the end of these two stages,
of course, is television demonstra- the primary omission was a means
tion of products in the home dur- \vhereby a low-unit-cost advertiser
ni.
ing hours when the chief prospect could make use of the maximum
—the housewife is, most vulner- impact of product demonstration
able to a sales impression. In short, on a mass basis at low' cost.
daytime television. Full 6 a.m. to
So for the third time the public
5 p.'m. daytime telecasting.
has been called upon to be the
This is llie third of television’s hero and once again has responded
milestones and a summary exam- up to our best expectations.
two preceding
the
ination
of
What new measure of value will
stages makes it quite obvious w'hy daytime TV programming add to
the newest step forward is certain television’s natural salesmanship?
to be its greatest.
Primarily, daytime product demonstration will add an extra measure
Hurdling The Freeze
of immediacy. The housewife hais
In October, 1948, the FCC in
Washington created the first important milestone. In what was supposed to be a temporary act of
caution to insure every U. S. city
and Goninuinity its fair share of
TV’s future, the FCC put somewhat of a strait jacket on the
newly-born
giant
a
straitjacket which if left on seemed
capable of seriously stunting television's growth.
Weil, of course, the freeze has
been left on ^much longer than intended— but despite it TV has outperformed even the most optimistic
hopes. In fact, the freeze seemed
to provide the spark which started
an Incredible growth period. For
television’s inescapable salesmanship has bulged inside this straitjaeket in every conceivable direct ion
Little did lye expect that some
192 din’erent advertisers Would own
more than 100 hours per week of
network time
including 40 adi

i

1

!

—

I

j

.

|

j

•

f*

—

—

'

I

.

;

I

j

added ihat these are still not satisfied by its recent actions,

j

—_—

i

j

y

-

Mpls.’ ‘Stop the Music’

eral.

League, which represents radio,

p.ni.,

tele,

i-ys.T.,

Maiiagement, William Morris

films,

legit,

book and mag

Eilict

writers, sent its statement to CBvS

exec veepec Joseph H. Ream, who
had signed the interoffice memo
attached to the loyalty quiz; AL.A
asked for assurances that its memberi;’ legal rights will not be curhorne demonstration takes place tailed or disturbed by CBS' action
during the hours when she is and that its members loyal to
making up her shopping list each Art!
Aiherica
erica and its “tradition of freeday, and having been witness to a dom of conscience” will
will “‘in no
striking demonstration of a prod- way be damaged by” the questionuct in actual use, the sales impact -naire or its use.
is
obviously heightened for the
Statement criticized the quesfollowing rhoment when she enters tionnaire on five points:
the retail outlet.
(i)
establish^ the principle
Best of all, she is reached at less that a writer’s emplovment nniv
cost, Tn actual hurnber of homes depend
upon his %iitics. The
per dollar, as well as with tonsid- League has always taken the view
0i73bly Siiicillor bud'^cts,
Olie own tiiat b*
pinnlnvmpnt
i

Snag

Into Court

Minneapolis,

i

Broadcasting
Services,
Iric.,
which channels radio music and adr
Verti.sing through loudspeakers inslailcd on streetcars and buses,
won the first round in its court
fight to knock out a recently passed
city ordinance prohibiting radio

'

!

for Buses, Trolleys,

Runs

|

advertising in vehicle.s.
|

Judge L. M. Hall, overthe
city’s
demurrer to
3i’oadcasting Services' suit seeking
a temporary injunction, held the
District

•

'.ruling
'

i

,

"^^y

|

must prove its ban ‘‘is h
The city attorney
municipality

|

music

!

.

;

“Homemakers' Exchange” for

ex-

ample at 4 p.m. every afternoon
reached 242.000 homes per average
minute in November, yet the tolal
weekly budget required to do this
is only $1,815.
This means some
133 homes reached for every dollar expended plus an increased
measure of impact added to television’s demonstrable salesmanship.
That more than 50 of the nation’s

depend on

•

his

.

“

i

Yom-

would have been

technique goes outside and beyond.:

,

Sub^S S

tantamount

these (alreadv estnhlished Govern-

;

Sent
j

arrogates to one corporation a type
of function which has traditionally
belonged to the Federal Government,”'

j

*

(2)

likely

The questionnaire
to condemn the

I

i

doesn’t consider the time
factor, that “majority opinion and
for the housewife herself
v is al national interest have shifted
ready an active force in^ budget ^^ith the times” and international
plans evei-ywhere. 1 hree Octobers lineups, or that men may change
and television has nearly filled the
cycle of adverti.sing needs.
Two(4) it is “negative,” rather than
thirds
of
marketable America,
second only to radio in circulation, dealing with “positive loyalties,”

QUAKER OATS MAY BUY
GARRY MOORE DAYTIMER

.

:

in salesman^

operation of the transit firm’s vehicles.” the judge said in his order.
“The court is not aware of how' this
ordinance could be conducive to
the health, safety, morals or general welfare of the public.”

It

—

ship.

isn t

of court.

finitely.”
(3)

there

“I am unable to perceive how the
“more broadcast of aural advertising
loyal un- would in any
manner affect the

had Communistic connections may
damage his earning power inde-

television’s third milestone—
the year of intense programming

ruling

is

than to discover the disloyal.
In days of hysteria like these, the
mere hint that a man has ever

So

to

ing Services’ part and its suit to prevent the ban from becoming effective would have been tiirowm out

ju.stly

leading advertisers have already
contracted for daytime program
and time franchises in network
TV alone indicates the need for
this expanded opportunity.

and second to none

duvcrtisin^ T*0S3rdl0ss of tbo
the judge had sustained

'

.

Daytinie television at the year’s

end continued to gather strength,
with Quaker Oats dickering with
(5) Its effectiveness is doubtful.
Letter said that “the only valid CBS for several segments of the
Moore
“Garry
cross-the-board
Show.” With General Foods and
Procter & Gamble already investing heavily in afternoon video,
Quaker Oats’ interest points up
the fact that the heaviest spenders
in daytime radio will ditto for TV.
CBS last week wrapped up the
J. R. Reynolds Tobacco Co., for
Cavalier cigarets, as its first bankroller on the participating JMoore
show.

.

Ostroff Takes Over

Eddie Cantor’s
Manning

Ostroff,

As

TV

Prod.

producer

of

Eddie Canto’s radio show for more
than seven years on the Coa.st; has
taken over as producer-director of
the comic’s once-a-month stint on
NBC-TV’s “Colgate Comedy Hour.”
He replaces Charles Friedman.
Latter also handled the Fred Allen show on the Sunday night series.
Now thdt Allen has bow ed
out, Friedman will produce and direct the Abbott & Costello show,
which replaces Allen this Sunday
(7).
Hai Friedman, associate pror
ducer
the
cross-th e-boa rd
of
“Broad w'ay .Open House,” wiikli
stars Jerry Lester,Will produce
Lester’s one-shot on the“CoIgale”
All
series the following week.
work under the overall production

—

vertisers owning daytime TV franchises Nor could we have promised that 107 different TV stations.

be averaging 60 hours per

of television broadcasting
within two years of the October,
1948 fi’ceze.
,

set

will

N. y. Jomnal-American has been
criticizing CBS for keeping alleged
.subversives on its payrolls. N.
editorial hit the web for kow-

|

.

woivl d

democracy
and
and

we wish to
have been lost,”
CBS’ move has brought varied
reactions from the Gotham press.

defend

—

week

American

aside “the democracy

.

i

.

1

•

But again, supporting such huge
investments by the A. T. & T. and
with the true finality of the housethe networks, was the desire of already demonstrated that she will
to-hou.so saiesman.
the familic.s within TV areas to find time during her day to watch
It took two complete years and
have the big feature entertain- daytime TV oiTerings wdiich appeal
the beginning of a third to elimi- ment programs broadcast by the to her— as opposed to merely listening Thus, the power of in-thenate mo.st of the other reasons for networks made available to them in

buying

.

of

will consist of a re-affirmation
a strengthening pi' its ideals”
that if the Bill of Rights is

1

primary aim of .forcing in enteiTairtment.

witlb the

DONALD RICHARDS

A ^ that point ^television
on. At
assumed really national propor- sinsing st.'ir of the .Tack Carter
tions network in scope as well as show on Xi>C -TV. .Satiirday 8 to 9

1
^
trate

I

are today being directed into TV.
Today, the dollars are invested

defense

last

“improper’'^

and “ineffective” by the Authors
League of America council in a
statement signed by ALA prexy
Oscar Hammerstein 2d^ veepee
,
u
i
Erik
John TT
Hershey
andt secretary
Barnouw. Radio-Television Directors Guild had previously set up a
committee to review the situation
resuUing from the web s polling
its 2,500 employees on their affili:
ations with groups listed as subversive by the U. S. attorney gen-

greatest door-bell ringer of

The

all

as

‘Ineffective’

,

—

But -- most of all
and this is
key to daytime television’s fuw'c underestimated by half
the determination of the American
family to have all the wonderful
entertainment of stage, sports,
mo\' es and night life delivered to
tlie

ture.

supervision of

Sam

Fuller.

i

the leisure of their living

room

.

.

.

Byfield’s

through television.
Nine million
buying units haye made
their homes available to your evening television salesman
some
tour out of every 10 within reach
.

of

TV

.

.

broadcasts.

packed into evening hours for the
pasl two years promise to find an
evt n more attentive audience in
Iko rUv
tw’O when the housewife
I

Post

MEREDITH WILLSON

In short, we carl depend on the
enormous appetite of the American family for the “Good life” and
all the pleasures and enlightenment
.

New

Ernest Byfield.. Jr., has jo’np.d W.
Earl Boihwell, Inc., as television
He resigned the Weis.s &
director.
Gellcr agency a few vveeks ago.
Prior to that he ,was with NBC.

family

program

DuuhhSay.
Newej^t of hiH

‘ixmi’’

the latter iiK’luded in his

"The Peony FUish”
now "Willson Festival" nlbum

Lonihardo)

tune.s are

fo,

Docea.

There

Was

i'oui"

ratic

numbers.

i
’

not be sponsored.

New hour

opei
will
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The Year of Challenge
By JUSTIN MILLER

By

THEODORE
i

President of

(Prvsklcnt, National Assn, of Broadcasters)

STREIBERT

C.

WOR.

Washington;

N. Y-)

As 1951

uslicrs in the last half of the 20th century, the pre.ssureg
and exigencies of a nation operating on a wartime economy challenge
the I'esilicricy of the broadcasting medie.
Both radio arid television will undoubtedly suffer from many of
Some of the
the difficulties which aKyays plague a country at wan
hurdle.s to be faced hre: shortages; or non-exi.stence of critical niaterials
manpower;
of
trained
governmental
preemption
of manufiteture;
curtailment of credits; uncertairi riiarkets arid a scarcity of buyer.s;; tightened .security measures anid consequcrit censorship of prograiriming.
Still other problems, as yet urirevealed, are certaiin to develop.
These operational problems are not new to broadcasting. It. \yent to
war once before, back in 1941, eirierging -five years later a.s ii competent, battle-tested veteran with a proud record of achievement.
Radio’s, impact was a decisive factor both on the home front and in
the: -battle lines.
Today, ju.st as it did a decade ago,, broadcasting is again getting
Shortly after, the. outbreak of war in
ready to fight for America.
Korea the industry, through the National Assqciatfbn of Broadcasters',
ofl'ered to assist the Government; '‘in any feasible, way’' in the present
einergericy.
In immediate response, Dr. John R. Steelman, Assistant
.to organize the industry in some
Kow apiK'Hi'-mg in rvud^i'.TS & to the President, requested
in
which
it w.bUld be instantly available to the Government as
manner
llAPPY
“TlllO
1 lamnH'VSl<>i.n's
TiyiVr’.and tin "TIIK JvVA (5AB011 requlfed,;'
Thus the Broadcasters’: Advisory Council came into being. Its irieinBl lOty,’’ Friday, Sbership i.s rcpreseritative of all segmerits of the industry. Through tlm
;'8:3o' 1\. At. .WJZ-X, Y.
council, the breadcasters are unified and prepared to give all-out aid

That is the question which the
iGlcvision do to radio?
And,
advertisers alike are continuing to ask these days.
many, too many, add another question: Is -radio going out the door as
.
in?
v
television coines
,
And I think the. first question ought to he reI don’t think so.
phrased. Make it read: Will radio face up to teleyisioh? My answer to
^
thal -is: Radio can,. .and I think it will.
Vi
by roughly
It is true that, in radio-TV homes, radio li.stening, is off
75^ r; that TV is making inroads in radio's afternoon audience, even
with better proe.yciu.si v?e of sports; that dayti me televisiori will grow
grams .and as more TV advertisers are forced into afternoon hours by
These facts tend to cause panic
the, scarcity of open after-dark periods.
among' radio: broadcasters.
if we recognize that we are
fear
for
reason
no
is
But there realiy
dealing with two different .media^separate. and competing media.
This is a fact Which, is;. perhaps, all too often accepted, only in theory.
Unfortunately it’s lost sight..'of in practice, iDecause networks and many
individual stations are in both bu.siriesses. ^Buying is. done by one radio
department in the adyertising agencies.; As a result. \ve. tend to think
We tend to
and. deal with broadcasting as a whole, not separately.
But if
think sometimes that .telpvi.sibn, must largely displace radio.
we hold to the basic fact of coinpetitioh between the. :tyo, the whole
‘..
qu.estion beeoines clearer,.
^hen we recognize that television competes with all media: nevvs-:
However, its strongest impact
papers, magazines; biliboards. etc.
right now is felt byf radio.
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Ch il Defence

.All

‘Networks’

T

Broadcasting is also Orgariizirig at the Gommunity .and .state levels
the radio-phonograph ^ocord analogy? We thought radio
would put record companies but, of business. That xyasn’t the. case, of
better to .serve, the public,, should disaster; strike. New York and New
Jersey, fpr example, have established civil defense. VnetwOrks.’’ ready
But it Was true that the record business felt the impact of
course.
In due course, the public’s liking for records
to go on the aii‘ at a moment’s notice to inform the people, to transmit
radio first.
orders and to prevent panic. It may safely be. said that no other inand more were sold through radio’s promotion, than ever before. Now
diistry is making a greater effort to serve in the wartime public inrecords and radio are fully recognized as the separate forms of enterterest.
ta^mment they are,
con
Radiocan
televisioh?
In cognizance of all this, the Government has classified radio-ieleNow* what about radio’s relation.ship to
By Ffc. MARJORIE
vision as a vital industry.
tinue to be a healthy, profitr.ble industry as a great, low-cost; 'mass.
It is* definitely in the- interest of the Gov(USMCh and
medium. Whatever television's advantages are—-and tfief e are ipany— T/Sgt. .EDDIE E, .EVANS •(.USMG): ernnient 16 insure that the necessary equipment is made available
we know- one it .does NOT have: price. It is perhaps the most ekpen-,!
to keep stations on the air.
Fedeial GoinmuniCations Commi.ssioner
Washington.'
Wayne Coy has stated that the broadcasters will operate, under no
sive advertising medium ever used;
\
Among the distinctioris the greater restrictions, than those to which they were subject during
High costs can be juslifiGd only if they produce commensurate rehas gained dur- EWorld, War IL''su.ts.
So far, television mpst be producing, because more advertisers Marine Corps Band
ing its 152 years of existencG is
We hope that the fortunes of the broad^,.jg^jj^g
ar.'} coming' to it in the fact 'of increased rates arid other costs.
the
oldest substainbright in the immediate future ns in the immediate past- in retrospect,.
But as costs go up in television, and it takes off the top program that of being
program on the air to- 1950 was it's greatest year. Stations throughout the nation, both netta.cnt from radio, we will' find tha.t radio will produce profitable re- ing radio
day. The Marine Band is currently work and independent, collected more revenue than ever before and
suils with low cost' programs for a mass audience.
Eariy this fall.'
made a .study of radio listening in the evening completing its 20th year on its. gave proportionat(?)y greater service in the public interest. On the
and compared time costs, against those for the same hours. in television original program on the same net- business side, the biggest transaction, in broadcasting history was the
sale of the Don Lee Network to General Tire. and. Rubber Co., for
on a ba.‘"Is- of cosl-par-thousand listening or looking homes delivered, work.
“President's
the
1930
Ten New York radio stations \vliich have weekly ratings were studied V Since
Set production was higher, audibnee volume waS greater,
$12,320,000.
against all seven tGlevision strlions in New York.
The .study found iOwn,” as the band is often called, programming was belter, and overall, station revenues were in excess
has performed more than -800 half- of any. preceding year in the industry's history.
radio mucii less expensive for circulation actually delivered
as. a
matter cf fact, about pne-Lhird to
cheaper without production hour' programs over NBC. Called'
Challengv°s are not iiriknown to brbndca.sting.
Every one of its 30
the “Dream Hour.” the prograro is years has been a year of challenge. The industry has come
co.'.s taken into account.
to accept
Thtcre's no rea.son 'why radio and television, if recognized a.s (.Qm-b in'iniarily aimed at invalids and challonging circumstances as standard conditions of operation. Broadpc:iiors; can't develo.p side by .side: radio as the greatest mas,s\ low- * (convalescents living in all of the ca.sting has moved forward under the gu’dance of people whose, initiathat the program is tive, ingenuity. perseverence and faith
eo.‘l aevve.r Lis; ng medium, while television produces amazing results .for;; 48 states. And
in. the inedia have brought it
doubt, for to its present e.st ate.
is .little
its high co;;t. thus ji’slifyin.g continued expansion of coast-to-eoast. popular there
1951 wiH be no exception.
tlie Marine Band.
of
-Lender,
networks laiLil it too beconif s a ma.ss medium. However, the distiric- the
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become more wide ly recognized and. established.

That rad'o and television are co.mpctiiors is an important fact to keep
mind. Newspapers and ina.gazincs both use the printed word, and
they conipitc successfully. Television and radio both use the airwaves
to deliver their messages. They. too. can compete succes.sfiUly side by
in

side.

.

.

Mitj.

William F Santclmann.

is tiie

recipient of fan letters that would
make any radio producer, envious.

an eldGrly'
ex.'.mple
Idaho- who; wrote the
letter to the conductor

follovving

the other end of the phone wms insist ortl: Tlii.s is Foftescue Balderdash, producer of ‘Bijou Television Theatre.’
NBC .said
Variety called for tlio Credits. You get the name right? B-A-L-D-E-RD-A-S-H. Our pi’cem last night was a great show, wasn’t it? Terrific
production job. eh. What's the review say? We might want to quote
it in an ad;
Okay, okay, you can’t tell me. Well, weren’t those groupings great, alternating two-shots and three-shots* “the way we did

;

I

By PETER LIND HAYES

'1

I’m not a fellow who plays the roulette wheel-r-maybe a bit Of gm
now and then at a 20th a point— but right now I feel as though I’m
gambling the biggest stakes of my career on 30 minutes of coaxial
cable lime. There are. millions of people all around the country who
tune in each week to find out what we’re up to.
Consequently, we’ve tried to make this a televi.sion, show
something exclusively designed for a
small living room screen being watched by a fam-

-

Wishing you and your
Name.’
boys long life to continue spreading joy to shut-ins,

—

1

remain

re-

spectfully.”
But the fans of the program
aren’t confined to shut-ins and convalescents. From the Bronx, -N.. Y.,
came this letter from a young lad
Michigan, etc.
That’s the reason I have absolutely vetoed a which read:
“Deaf Sir: I hope you don’t
.studio audience, and I’ll take on all arguments to
While we were working out the mind me writing to you because
liie contrary.
iotmula for the program, the .issue became quite you must be a very busy man.
Its too bad r don’t live In Washa forceful one with me on the bitter end of the
ington because I would like to
argument. Friends who know their way around in
show business told me I was making a mistake, see one of your programs. But.
Peter Lind Ilaycs
I’m pretty lucky that I. could
that laughter like yawning is an infectious thing
and once you start it rolling in a studio it catches bn at home. I don’t hear you oyer the radio even
"
though you are so many miles
think so. Tastes in humor are vastly different and what a group in
ot too personal I
a.way If I’ni
York roll in the aisles about (Brooklyn, for instance), the family

Cincinnati, in Wilmington, in Kansas City,
in Utica, in Silver Springs, Md., in Grand Rapids,

ily

in

New

Podunk is going to greet with marble., coldness. Anyhow, we’re not
trying to be funny “ha-ha”, but pleasantly relaxing in .a funny “warm
feeling” kind of way. 1 don’t want any studio audience in New York
dii tating laughs to the vievving audience out yonder.
k situation comedy show is not a vehicle for guests in the audience..
The show would have to be teiecast from a stage with a backdrop theatre' set, thereby limiting; dramatic action and the fluidity of camera
bperations (and blotting out the audience view anyhow). Iri^ the
we’re sure, our dialog is not trampled on by audience re,action,, and we
con stretch Out our single in-a-Iine sets Ut simulates Ahe ground floor
of bur New Rochelle house) and work our cameras back and forth with
little effort and no danger of a cameraman tumbling off the stage,
Comedy is a hard thing to project, especially through a television
to
a
tube; arid no one knows better than I do the value of live reaction
PlGnty of experibit of fluff you hope is going to make people laugh.
ence in nightclubs and. theatres has taught me how important an audience can be—they laugh, you feel it down inside that they like you
and you work your heart out trying to top the last bit, to make it even
iunnier.
television will play
The point I’m making is not that comedy
better without an audience* but that on television yoii can’t play to tW6
audiences and that’s what a show vyith studio guests tries to do, The
studib visitors are a motley collection of people bn a night out; the
audience at home is a family, a group of friends* who are spending a
quiet evening by the fireside fiddling around with the television dials
in the hopes of being entertained.
They’re the audience— hundreds
of thousands of little family groups television is playing to* hoE the
100 who drop into the studio.
We're their invited guests, and by goll '. they didn’t ask us to bring
a whole conglomeration of studio guests along to iivtc.- rupt our social
visit with laughter.

.

like

t/,

know more about

what you liked

to

=:do when you was a boy? And
what made you like music? Most
of all how did you become the

leader of tht Marine Band? Well
I ani going to class now, a n d I
hope this letter finds you in the
best of health Your friend.”
Letters such as these certainly
are gratifying to the Marine Band;
Although the band can’t dedicate
a particular number over the air
to one certain p;;rson, Maj. Santel.

mann answers

^

.

would

you. Such aj

.

-.

\*oice at

‘

.

everything without sets and props?

First time

it’s

ever been done in

tele.,

maybe it wasn’t a solid hit, but we held our 'really good, script
for next week.
We’re operating on the theory that every Tom. Dick
and Harry kick.c off with a great show and the next program’.s lousy^
“Well,

We’re holding our real punches for later on, after we build up a ratNow, I don’t want to influence your review, but confidential^'
ing;
this is just between you; lue and Joe McConnell—:we*ve- got a sponsor
on the hook. We’re that close to signing. I can’t tell you who, because every sustainer on the web would try to steal him. But it’s the
world’s large.st manufacturer of celluloid collars. Give us a break: a
good review will clinch the deal.
“Look, I know our emcee, Oliver Oliver, has taken a panning and
he’s in the doghouse with the network. They think he stinks.
1 know
he .stinks, but he’s been in the busines.s for 40 years, one of the grand
old guys of the biz and I wouldn’t want him to be hurt.
“So what if Jack Gould gave us a shellacking this morning. The Ben
Gross piece was favorable. Ben said it was a distinguished performance.
Sure, ‘distinguished by a monstrous production,’ And my p.ublicity man is on the other wire straightening out John Crosby. Betweeh
you and me, the cntics don’t mean a darn. They’re too wisealecky,
I

I

I

I

I

!

'

j

I

They think the only way
I
!

reads ’em?

Who

to attract attention is to slain

shows.

Who

heeds ’em?

.

in

.

BERT BKIIXER

Bv
The

|

of the Marine Band:
hope you will
“Dear Si-::
pardon the liberty I ani taking
in vvviting yoii. but I am an, old
lady of 85 and 1 can't make the
grade as T used, to do. Your Mon-day evening programs' ax’e one of
the. few, bright ..pot.s in my w'earisome existence I love the hymns
you play, and would like to hear
‘All Hail -the Power of Jesus’

1

a

Take for
woman- fremv

all letters,

and

tells

^IIa\ e

Wiv

Nobody pays any mind

to

(iol Sliowiiiaiish

what some snob

critic says.

—

writers when' theif requests
will be played.
The “Dreaih Hour, or “ShutIn” program as it is frequently
by Marine
billed,
\^as originated
Branson,
former
Taylor
Capt.
leader of ,che band, to fulfill some
And you know me, with my Hollywood and legit background.
bf the thousands of requests re- men.
ceived weekly which could not be I’ve got to have everything just right-— lighting on the button, .sound
pro- on the button. Cameras on the buttonV And NBC’s giving us nuttin’.
into
concert
incorporated
“So what do they,: want with only 48 hours of rehearsal— miracles?
The original program
grams.
proved so popular that it was re- No wonder we smelled up the ether. You gotta give someone who’f
experimenting
time to shake out the bugs. So I’d appreciate it if you
flow
following
cbnstant
of
a
tained
could lay off reviewing us for a month or so.
requests.
“And if you can’t kill the review, don’t use my name: Hang the
The program also solved a ’;'other
production credit on Pat Weaver or Fred Coe they’re bn s!aff.”
(Continued on page 186)

the

H

-

..

;

—

'

The bnly

that counts is ptings, And we know hoW to latch onto ratings.
Did you catch that bit where the killer rips the gal’s Hattie Carnegie,
clubs her with the piano stool and pushes her but the window? That’s
what builds audiences. Showmanship!
:‘I want a straight^from-the-shpulder review, but you gotta remember
what the little indie, packager is up aga.inst in this business. Put your*
self in my shoes:
You try doing a big league production for five grand.
After you spend a cool $150 for a script, anbther $150 for a name like
Oliver Oliver* $100 for music, and $500 for costumes and makeup—
we had to do a. lot of doubling with only six actors to work with
What’s left for the production frills? Peaniits.
“We don’t have the budget that Max Liebman has. And, incidentally, it Strikes in e as pretty darn queer that the critics are so free and
easy with the kudos for Liebman. Who the
does pbblicUy for Liebman? I’d like that guy handling my package. Listen, I’d settle for
that guy’s expense account. Sure I think Caesjtr is funny, well fairly
amusing. But where’d he be without that terrific nut?
“Liebman should go through what I go through. First they shbve us
up to Park avenue and 106th. street, with, a skeleton crew of maybe 25

—
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1951 OVERALL OUTLOOK
.By,A. G.-WIELSEN^'

...

TV

boilers, making
IMofils are the fuel that stokes the radio and
possible education, entertainment, public service and all the other
0- niihlir*th
thcso
these
industries
to the public interest, >>
contributions of
convenience
Without profits no business enterprise can long endure.
ahcl necessity;
•

essential purpose of radio

The

and television

By JA:CK LEVY

rjesearch is to protect

and increase, profits— to make radio and television pay off for the adResearch must be judged
vertiser, the agency and the broadcaster.
by how well it is fitted to do this job.
Radio and television are parts of show business. And show business
It doesn’t Stay still very long .because it.
is a highly volatile, business.
That is why radio and TV ad
deahs witri fluctuating public tastes.
vciiisihg call for frequent decisions and a constant reading of the
ro.scarch gauges in order that these decisions may ^^b^^ based on all avail-

By BILL STERN
(NBC Sports: Director)

Washington.
Respite

the presence of inany
imponderables'^ which miay seriously affect operations, the overall pic-

1951 looks good. With the medium
having alreadv passed its audiencebuilding hum
and the likelihood
able facts
that there will still be plenty of
Yet all too many, decisions are stilhmade by hunch. Or on the basis 'consumer goods to sell advertisers
Unfortunately the cost of Such can be ^expected to increase their
of inaccurate or inadequate research.
faulty decisions is often unknown to those who make them and who luse of TV progressively in the year
To measure the losses resulting from wrong deci- ahead.^
sustain the losses.
sioii.s requires the same research by which the losses could have been
Although, as one source declared,
avoided. A person who ignores research prior to making his decision it’s never
been so difficult to
^
° see

I

remember televising the first
game gver seen on televi-

•

television announcer had only to
York. That day, in what now highlight the time between plays
seems the dim past, we learned is an exploded myth. When this
(Vldon’t talk top muchy (2) try and theory was first advanced, it re^®flpw the camera; (3) try and suited in the hiring of “experLs’
^uticipate the action for your cain- to televise sporting events, figur-

'

^^W^i'slty’s

1

^ew

j

.

1938 ii-om Coluthbia
baseball dianiond in

It "’as in

I

,

•that certain sports lend themselves
vto simulcasts, notably football and
The old theory that; a
baseball.

.,

baseball

:.

'

'

_

[
i

i

ing

era crew./>

.

men knew their
wouldmot talk tpo

these

(a)

I

j

.

compared with the economy

i

his best prospects. He never knows the higher price World War II to provide a basis
he is paying per thousand listeners or the duplication of listeners to for prognostication. Among these
programs,
which might have; been minimised. He doesn’t are ( 1 taxes, (2 ) manpower, and
his se\:eral
realize Ilia t he could have more listeners to his eommercials if they (3) supply of teleyision equipment,
were pliieed differently in his program.
including receivers.
listeners

who are

'

)

j

What Congress, finally comes up
with in the Way of excess profits
taxes will Certainly have an important hearing qn the amount of
V^^vertising used in
1951.
The
i-i-i--.:
higher profits are taxed, the more
incentive to Spend for advertising.
This was the experience of World
War II, when radio was used heavi'

the Interpretalion That Counts

It’s

.

Bill even accurate and adequate research is hot enough.
Such re
search must be wisely and fully .Used. The research findings must be
properly interpreted and various types of research correctly related to
one another.
Olten one or several factors will point toward one deeision. another
set of factors will point irt another direction. Under these conditions one
is eiisily tempted to ignore the research findings entirely or to base
one’s decision on a single set of facts, all of which point in the same
lUi'cclion.
It is perhaps for this reason as much as any that; ratings
and ratings alone have served as a basis for so many decisions in the
past.
Research does not always facilitate the making of decisions for it is
always easier to flip a coin than carefully to weigh alternatives. But
research does facilitate the making of profitable decisions.
No reputable researcher claims that research is a substitute for
judgment or that with enough research one may dispense with thinking.
Rather, research provides the material on which judgment goes
to work, weighing the relative importance of various factors as they
apply to the problem at hand. The most learned judges are those who
demand the most complete evidence before rendering a decision, and
who sift the evidence most carefully. So too should it be with radio
'

..

.

and

television.

,

!

!

That

job, therefore, goes far

is

•——

multiplied.

‘

,

.

;

I

'

an indication of Bureau
Internal Revenue policy on advertising during periods of shortwas given the Senate Finance
Committee by Sec. of Treasury
John Snyder in testimony three
weeks ago. Snyder said: “I know
that you have to keep your name
before the public if you are to
keep your markets. There is no
question about that
I do not
think it is possible for a going
concern to forget the fact that it
has to keep up its public contacts
and relations.”
But regardless of the action on
.

.

i

.

it’s

likely

that

television

(Continued on page 106)

them about things

HE

;

;

;

—

^

m

;

‘

I

switch to
thought,
o---, to immediately
another. In television, this is only
possible if the camera crew know
what your next topic is going to
be, so that they, too, may switch

4.

as you do.

After cameramen, have worked
a sport for a while, they become
familiar with the game and know
what to expect, but in the beginning it is always wise to have a
sports expert alongside your director to help him jockey his cameras
into position so that, for instance,
when the ‘‘hit and fun” is on in
baseball, the camera crew is not
caught flatfooted following either
the pitcher or batter.
Bitter experience has taught us

AM

i

idea otherwi.se.
!

They were watching the

televi-

sion, but listening to the radio,

though

didn’t

I

know

and

it

at:

!

'

i

the time, I
ploding the

was unconsciously extheory that announ-

should not talk during a play,
never knew I. was on television
that day and technically I Wasn't,
cer’s

Research Role Stressed

Hypo

broadcast only. It was_^uot
Tiiis,
to be heard on t:Tcvismn.
however, was tne first Rose Bpwl
game to be televised. ^Since tuis
the early dayS' of televjs' on
was
iHp so-called .“e.xperts”
“pvnprt!?
ni
t.hni p-.-a
era
the
of that
told the commentcitor. that clay,
not to talk too much, to only ta.k
between plays! As a rc.sult themsa.nds of televi.sion fans in the Los'
Angeles area (the only sect on
where it could be seen) turned liie
a
audio part ot£ the ftoievision cit ana
kept on the picture, but tuinccl to
their radio for sound. Here they
were spellbound as they watched
The University of Michigan’s highly complex attack functioning perfectly and as each back sprang,
into motion I would call out in.s
name. Since some of the Michigan
plays that day had as many as five
men handling the ball, the audience wanted to be told who ea:h
man was as he got it, for not knowing the men they would have had

I’^idio

that are'
happening beyond the scope of the
camera. All too often a sports announcer will fail into the easy
habit of talking about anything
~
sees, forgetfi'ng that the moni’^
tor in front of him caii; at best;
pick up little of what he is talking
about.
In radio it was commonplace,
when reaching the end of one
tell

'

advertising,

'

^

wherever it goes. However, if the different approach,
Three years ago I Was sent to
camera can’t pick it up, sometimes
G^ilifornia to describe, the Rose
it is necessary to stick to what the
viewers are looking at rather than Bowl Game. Mine was. to be a

.

Hoviiever,

beyond the development of
only the beginning. He has the responsibility to
help advertisers, agencies and broadcasters use the data to their fullest advantage.
The value of accurate and adequate reseax'ch, properly interpreted
and analyzed, is measurable in several terms: the profits it protects,
the increase in profits which its wise use makes possible, the risk
which its lack entails.
Viewed in these terms cut-rate research can be the most expensive.
But sound research, properly used, is not an expense at all—it is an
Investment which returns its cost many times ever in profit saved and taxes,
sound data.

'

this pattern will be repeated depends on Congress. Institutional advertising was a key
subject of discussion during recent
heaifngs on the tax bill, with strong
interest shown in preventing undue
spending for advertising as a deVice to reduce tax payments.

.

The researcher’s

:

.

institutional

.

|

i

for

[

.

..

ly

|

niuch. They didn t. In fact they
talked so little and so dryly, that
boredom set in and the history of
radio repeated itself; An expi^i’t
in any sport is almo.st always .a
ryoue the audience, Understand
Well as he does. However, this is Poor nmn to describe it because
he is far too technical; (.2) he
not the. easiest thing for a veteran
radio man to learn, for ft is exactly .is ntterly. lacking in any sense of
showmanship; (3v he tends to
contrary to his radio training.
The natural impulse in describ- report the event as he would tor
is an entirely
ing a game is to follow the ball VP typewriter, wh

!

I

Whether

sports; (b) they

^

Now, many years later, the ba.sic
I'oles still hold.. There is nothing

I

but in describing the action lor
the radio, it W’as natural for me
announce each backfield man
he went into motion, and lor
the first time a television aiidience
was getting as much informal :on
as a radio audience. They loved it.
How does the above fit into (he
pattern of the ery, “Don’t talk too
That’s where common
i'much?”
sen.se predominates over rules a.nd
regulations when you can give Hie
audience something that add.s to
the. picture they are seeing. That's
fine. But it would he ridiculous to
say“that play just went for .five
yards.” That nobody needs to be
told. Everyone can see it.
Television is like newsreel work,
You augment the picture. Explain
-it;
but don't get' in its way. Lo'?g.

Potentiality

;

In the face of the movement to
force
rates down (highlighted
by NBC’s recently announced plan
to pare time charges), Ernest Lee

AM

to
as

j

I

I

Jahneke. ABC’s veepee in charge

I

of

stresses

radio,

that the sound

medium’s basic job today

is

re-

search.

I

“Networks should stop

fightiiig

each other, sniping at each other’s
pulling power, and should join to

I

sell the story of radio’s still great

I

!

J'ahncke told
Variety this week. For that reason,
he said, the industry should get behind Broadcast Advertising Burcau’.s efforts to get the medium’s
succe.ss .story to bankrollers.
sales

potentiality,”

!

i

!

i

i

had

:

:

,

into

new

areas, such as relating
to the kind of prodthey sell best. Much ii to be

:

program types
uct.s

making newsreels wo alt
to learn the .sirnple, yet cotiirules
of when to talk and
piex
when: not to. Talk of what to say,:
and: pf What to omit. Television is.
ago in

Research, Jahneke feels, must go
beyond the mere rating phase and

!

i

done in determihing broadcast days
and hours, prograin audiences, etc.,
that are the most efficient for particular commodities and services.
The medium must be reseafched

I

'

;

as an industry, the ABC, exec declared. Surveys are in order to
learn just how much radio listening

•

,

basically the same..
It’s a tough ta.skmaster; an exaeting one. and ini the long run. It’s
going to“make,” and not “break’'
sports.

That

is,

i

t

will

.

if al

1

tliose

finding fault with it will just get
off its back and give it a chante.

'

i.s done in TV homes. Televiewers,
he underscored, should not be writ-

‘Ohio Story’ Resnacts

ten off as lost to radio, citing the
large percentage of new radios that
were bought this year by TV ovvn-

'

:

Cleveland.,

.

'

ers.

One
ments

-

IMempliis—Fred Christenson, musical director and announcer for

THE ALAN YOUNG SHOW

Co.
W’.
I

the

in the'

serie.s.

more unusual

T

of

.

seg-

Ohio Bell Telephone
Ohio Story.” on

'’The

AAl here was

Jan.

ABC’s Memphis

of

the life

a

dramatizatioa
of

Capt.

Billy

"WMPS, has
Tlmnks to .Esso in ihc East, Ki’ogor In the IMulwo.st Bryant.
Lo.'ulinff the nation from TTcHIywobd over
h(Tn recalled
Army. He and a big bow to the Ford Dealers of the \Ve.st,
It
detailed the career of the
takes over as Public Relations OfBoon to start to work for J’aramoimt in “Aaron Slick From Punkln Crick."
famed Mi.isi.ssippi /show boat caplicer
at
the Memphis General
Take care of yourself Leo Siilumon, Dave Scl.iwarlz, Alan Dinehart, Jr., and Ralph Lev.v,
tain.
Pepot.
Tlianks to m'y nuinapcment, Frank Cooper and everyone at ^>r.C.A.— RIowii^-.M.-iskcl, Puhllolty.
outlet,
to the

-

;

,
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U
By

Case
AM’s
CHARLES (BUD) BARRY
{NBC Program Veepee)
short 25-year
broadcasters, a

first

time in our

history

'

as

that turns on a radio
in a certain number
between radio
lot. of us have
television, a lot,

now

can

homes choose

and

.

heebie jeebies,.
Upon closer examination, though.,.
these heebie jeebies appear' to be
In fact,
Ibcahted in character.
after a clinicar analysis of our
it appopulation
major, cenfers of
pears that these heebie jeebies are
only .'in the epidemic stage in an
area bounded on the .west by Sixth
aTOni^j^'iiS'on^he'east^lsy
son, and taper oil' appreciably; after
one has passed either- 42d or 57th
.

streets

in;

New! York

City, v

Recently a number of our leading diagnosticians. In labo.ratoiy-

.

.

.•'HfAWTHORNi::

( 1

•

,

.

•

i.i i

1

.u' i

.'l

.

the entrance of the industry into the television film production field

.i;' i

.-

1 1

.The motion picture industry lias been greatly concerned over the
impact of televlsipri on that industry at the boxoffiee. I believe that

.

Tlun-t' .in. 11 AW^ would do much, to give the industry new perspectives on the public
.tiie p.ublu;?
become obvipiis that linn
TIUVUNH,.- the hilly ti-uly orifirinar taste in enlcrtainmont, which could rapidly be trarislated into boxollice
TV is
Is not going to become the, one
rsonali.ty tit .bo' dcv.olnped by -a terms.
I think that out of such experience would come new techniques,
and only way the ;,American public- iiu-al station.”
new star.s, new production .methods which would be of enormous value
is
going to entertain itself. TV
From ah oditorial in. Tolo,- Views to the industry in its own production field, probably at a lower cost
will /h.nd its place alongside of .\Iai;a/,in<\ .May 12, .19.
than now prevails. 1 tliirik that new. talent could be develdpcd and
KLAC-T.V.
the motion picture,, the
radio,
established much more quickly through television film product iori than
magazine, and. all the other forms
under methods now prevailing in the film industry and that such talent
of entertainment aiid. education likely that there will be any gendevelopment would decidedly have a favorable boxoffiee effect.
we know today, ^rue, it may one eral shortage of supplies for many
The American film industry, generically indicated by the Word “Hoi-,
day be the top medium, but that inohths.
ly wood,
has been under a drum-fire of criticism of late^for being out
day has not yet arrived. And even
of touch with its audience, .with current trends and tastes; for failure
It's jpoiiited out here also that
then radio will continue to occiipy
the productive capacity of the iia-' to utilize its vast potential in new .Nva:'s: for being a “dream factory."
an important place in our enteiv
If it continues to ignore the possibilities and the. challenge presented
lion has. been expanded enormoustainment'. scene, and' a combined
1942, that industry can take to it in finding its role in; such a new, vital and potent force as teleTV and AM campaign will be the since
military
with vision. la m. afraid vve will have to accept the criticism as valid.
on a big job...for the
accepted approach of every adAnd I don’t believe that such a “dream factory” is going to operate
much less- di-sruption to the civilian
vertiser to the American public.
economy, and that postwar reserves a fulltime production line for the American people for \Gry long.
So let iis overcome these psyhave been built
finished
:

'

o\-cr.

it.

Vi'f

Will

.

.

])(

,

.

).().:

•

'

.

,

.

controlled tests, have uncovered,
certain evidence which would indicate that these heebie ;jeeb|es
are largely psyehosbmatic, gener-

.

.

’

induced by a form of nervous
hysteria indigenous, to pur profesally

television.
With levy .Exceptions, leading motion picture producers have virtually ignored this field.
Such an attitude, I boiieve, is an extremely
short-sighted one, for television ofCers to the movie Industry a vast
and potentially most .influential market—from a profit^ a prestigb, and
a public service viewpoint.
There already exists a substantial market; for films, both feature
length and shorts, designed especially for distribution by television.
That market is constantly expanding as is the audience for such films.
For the major producers of motion pictures to overlook that market
and that audience strikes me as being unfoiliihate foi’ themselves as
well as for the public.
They have the physical plant, the personnel,
the {alent; the technicians and the techniques to move almost instantly
into this. field of television development; to become, in fact, a dominant
factor in it. That they have failed to do is regrettable.

.

same hand
pf

broaden its horizons, and discard
many of the old taboos and concepts which have almost strangled
its creative capabilities,
This hatioh is growing up— its
tastes are iniproving,: its listeners
becoming more discriminating
and what was acceptable radio entertainment 10 years ago Is not
today. Radio can no longer afford
to .keep pacey It must
anticipate trends and help to, se,t
the educational and entertainment
n of the future. In tills way
it
wi 11 not only m eet tomorrow s
competition but grow into a better
'tv’liat has llolly woinl Tolovi.s.iun
and more respected medium: For
when the hysteria has, passed and dTutoU in ihe way of fro.^hnoss andV i m a nd
n a i i >• .t 0 o a
ua o
ap,ih, talccs
.

radio

new competitor sits
literally side by side with us in
the living room, and because the

MARK WOODS

(Vice-Chairman, ABC)
In a year marked by outstanding progress arid development in every
phase of the broadcasting industry there is, it seems to me, one pha.se
of development which is conspicuous by its ab.^ence.
That is the production by the motion picture industry of films designed expressly for

By

Today, for the

19

•

'•

.

.

sion/--

;

These same authorities have also

•

pointed out that the cure for this
ailment is. very simple— a prescripcompounded jointly of a
lion
realistic appraisal of the relative
audience, potential and a large-size
dose of aggressive showmanship,

.

•

.

,

.

of
goods
chosomatic heebie jeebies and
tip in many lines.
,
adopt the showmanship way to
Manpower Front
Showmanship such as we feel is radio reGovery. For the only way
On the manpower front, the fuexemplified by “The. Big Show” that ..radio can lose and never re^
has proven one of the most potent Cover its position in the hearts ture appears less certain. Because
of
the close relationship of teleand
homes
of
the
American
public
heebiev
televisionitis
Curatives for
jeebies yet developed. Yet, there' is by panicky thinking, poor show- vision engineering to radar and reslipshod merchandising lated techniqiie?5 in modern waris nothing startlingly nevv or novel manship,
fare. it, would not be surprising if
about the basic conception of “The- and plain downright ineptitude,
many Station technicians arc rea
matter,
.that
for
Big Show” or,
quired to work on defense needs.
musical parlor game called “Stop
Already serious inroads on civilian
The Music” or calling Robin Hood
’51
manufacturing personnel have been
in
Outlook
*‘Mr. D. A.” arid clothing him.
made by the military. Here and
dress.
modern
Cdntimied from page 105
there, a few reserve ofTicers have
It’S Showmanship
T
won’t need institutional advertis- been called from the broadcasting
Yet, all of these programs have ing to keep going. Reports from field.
But, fortunately for the TV
one thing in common— showman- stations indicate growing use of.
ship, and that, single factor more video by locial advertisers and pros- broadcasting industry, the amount
than anything else is needed today pects of increasing bu.sincss next of manpower used is Still hardly
a drop in the electronic bucket. If
if radio is to continue to attract year. The majority of stations are
believed to be in the. black and. necessary, new personnel can be
and hold listeners.
And just what are these magic the. others rapidly getting into the trained to displace those called up
ingredients of showmanship w’hich profit columns. Broadcast sched- for service.
„
I
have made “The Big Show” not ules generally are expanding. With
How longi_ will^ be .before shortjust NBG’s answer to Jack Benny some already on an 18-hour radio. ages develop
in television equipbut are helping to revitalize the basis. There’s every indication at ment, for stations as well as the
entire industry at a time wh^ii the present that advertising rates will viewing public, depends on how
glamour-puss appeal pf television go up.
fa.st military orders come through.
imponderable
here,
The
has temporarily captured the imof The Radio-rTeleyision Manufacturagination of the public?
course, is the need for advertis- er.s Assn, expects the impact to be
Actually, these ingredients are ing; Will merchants need to sell felt in the first quarter of the year,
the same that go into any good their wares? Judging from the pre- with a falling off of possibly 40%
but the showmanship holiday
product,
newspaper
advertising, in production of TV sets.
stems from the manner in which there’s certainly no shortage of
Certain types of tubes are now
they are mixed and the wrappings goods, including television sets, short in supply and other essenon the package. For example, the And judging from the time it took tial parts for receivers are being
choice of Tallulah. Bankhead as the country to convert for war hit by new cutbacks in allocations
misti'css of ceremonies. Certainly after Pearl Harbor, it doesn’t seem of critical metals.
there are dozens of other capable
persons who would make acceptable masters of ceremonies, yet
choosing a woman is, in itself,
'

s:s-

L'e

By ED SULLIVAN
Barbara Stanwyck, on an eastern stricted by gas rationing, he’ll liave
At
trip, some years back, was asked'^ to make up ne\y commercials.
this stage of TV, W’hcn costs alif she were going to see ex-husready
have
leaped,
only
the
big
“Harvey.”
in
band Frank Fay
grimly. sponsors are maintaining network
Barbara,
said
“No,’*
“Fve .seen all the rabbits that Fay show's, so the shakeout won’t be

Okay

!

could pull

A somewhat

I

may

moment, in television.
Have the set-owners seen all of the

,

'

’

^

i

j

|

’
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A

What other
its
I

.

I

;
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After all, P. T. Barniim
parlayed a wax museum into the
greatest show on earth by. using
the same device.
Another example of aggressive
.showmanship, which we feel will
pay off in audience dividends, is
.

.

TV

got in

reject old stars of other media.

hat?

one quality

The

demands, apparently,
The TV cameras seem
Well, there’s a spectacular rabColor.
Between the to unmask phoney gestures and
bit called
courts, which have now delayed Pboney mannerisms.
'The btisic strength Of TV is its
color until April, and the war
The
emergency,' which may postpone it ability as a sales medium.
riiuch longer, the color rabbit is of infant has raced along, at blindIndefinite scheduleWhen it ar- ing speed,; because big companies
rives, it will give TV a lift that poured millions of dollars into the
nursery account. The Only reason
will keep it on Page i for years.
There is another rabbit that for that is that .the big corporatibns
hasn’t: been revealed.
The time is learned that TV outsells anything
that’s come along.
fast approaching when Hollywood
must put its films on TV. That wiu
.

it

,

;

be another terrific hypo, because
once TV prpgrammers and producers get that backlog of film, it
will relieve the drain on live per-

Monty ‘Woolley in a, show
where he plays himself and mak-

ca.sting

.

rabbits has

squalling
infant
which
seems headed for a long, fruitful
lifetime.
Already it has asserted
its power to create new stars and
lusty,

is sincerity.

in dispensing with, stereotyped introductions and using a connective
script line throughout the entire
hour and a half; And finally, the.:
basic concept of making this the.
biggest and best variety show on
tile ait is in itself, good showman^

ing it possi bl e f p r h i in to kid th e
pants off what, untii how, has

be

medium

radio operated, and. radio wasn’t
always conscious of that obligation.
When innuendo, double-entendre
and burlesque discolor TV, it
means that programs thus influenced will drop out of the Golden
Ten.
Some of them already have
experienced that.
But TV, at the moment, is a

Didrickson; tennis demonstrated
by Pauline Betz; on one occasion,
“Toast” recreated the Rose Bowl
game, with the Ohio State star
actually kicking a field goal, just
as he did at Pasadena.

if

that

ship.

TV must

clean.

.

woman is Tallulah Bankhead.
living legend in the theatre.
Miss Bankhead is fortunate in
being both a distinguished actress
and a person whose entire career
has reflected an intuitive aware-'
iiess of showmanship.
Showmanship is again evidenced

the meantime,

scrupulous in keeping the

We have presented scenes from
Broadway hits, top bands, ranging
from Stan Kenton to Phil Spitalny’s
“Hour of Charm; golf has been
played in living rooms by Ben
Hogan, Frank Stranahan, Babe

'

particularly

1

Sturdiest TV staple promises to
be those show’s based on a vaudeville fprniat.
This is not wishful
thinking but a prediction ba.sed on
the records,
Vaudeville, before
the advance of films created its
blackout
was popular in the
United States for a century.

That is what the viewers
want, and that is the obligation of
the
networks,
because TV comes
c
and Margot Fonteyn, of
into a living room, uninvited. It’s
Sadler’s Wells Ballett, in their TV
the same honor system under which
debuts.

*

showmanship— and

be high.
Variety Shows Sturdiest

rabbits that TV can pull out of a
hat? Certainly, there soon will he
no novelty in big names, because
we've had most of the great personalities ,on our stages and the
In three years,
screens.
on “Toast of the Town,” we’ve presented Margaret Truman, Irving
Oscar
Berlin, Dick Rodgers &
Hammerstein, Stan Musial, Gordon Jenkins, Phil Rizzuto and hundreds of similar names from every
cnbprc"
Shortly, I’ll have Moira

,1

rate of

programs on independent stations

question

arises, at the

,

i

similar

The mortality

too severe.

of a hat.”

oiit

ARMY, AIR FORCE lOOG
SERIES FOR ALL

sonalities.

WEBS

U. S.
Atom Bomb, you ob.^ reported Army and Air Forces are
joining
to,
co-sponsor
serve, what happens to TV? Well,;
shows on all four radio networks
comes the Atom Bomb and I don’t
and

,

Comes

i

been regarded as one of radib’s.j
sacred cows— “the daytime serial,”
Here again, the idea is not new,
for since lime immemorial Shakes-’
pearian hams have been portrayed

the

.

i

!

1

as longing to do comedy roles. Yet,
the idea of making such a character the lead in a daytime serial
“The Carnation Family Party"
had never previously passed the
C.B.S,— Saturday Morning
discussion stage because of radio’s
“The Jay Stewart Show”
“Fun Fair"
“Surprise Package”
instinctive fear of doing anything
ABC-Salurday night
ABC-TV
ABC Mon. thru Fri,
too unusual.
Available for Radio and TV
But today radio must do unusual
“Jay’s Juniors"
Party Line”
“Fashion Headlines”
things if it is to exist. It must stop
Jay Stewart Production
underestimating
its
audience.
445 N. Rossmore
L.A. 4
Hillside 7237

JAY STEWART

-

on several television webs.
think it will much’ matter. I can’t
Budget is estimated to be about
picture people wasting much time
$8O,0OQ-$lOO,OO0 cl week for AIVI
debating whether to rush to shelter
alone, plus a sizable amount for
or watch Hopalorig Cassidy.
TV, and will run for a 13-week
War emergency coujd have an
effect on network programs. Some
Plan is said to encompass one
sponsors will have to drop out, but existing 30-minute program on
mn.<;r of them Will hold on to their
xi._
most
each ....j:
radio' web, the show to be setime slots, and substitute msti- lected for its appeal to the eligible
tutional plugs- for outright com- males, and the airers wiU be placed
mercials.. If an auto manufacturer bn different nights of the week,
or dealer hasn't any cars to sell,! Grant agency is setting up the
or if a gas manufacturer is re-’ deal.
,

.

;

,

j

;
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Now

By BEN GRAUER

CAMERON SWAYZE

By JOHN

(O

Tley,

many

years I’ve been retailing the quotes
of others in newspapers; radio and now television news
more,
for the last couple of years I’ve
What’s
accounts.
been sitting in on a quiz program on which the task is to
tell who Said what.
But out of these
thousands of quotes did anyone evCr
ask nie if 1 had any favorites?
Did they ever say, *‘Lpok, haven’t
you filed away in your, mind a few of
the choicest?” Did they ever ask my
opinion of the worth of a quotable
quip? Yes, oncei And it was an acciFor,

these

lo,

Grauer— ”

visitor.

The

not to tell

it.”:

But. as I told Trout I have lots of ’em and here’s my
chance to put my .finger on some favorites.
Since we started with the legal profession, I’ve another
quote that didn’t come but of Blackstone but is better
than most that did. It was voiced by. the sharp little barHe. heard that the
rister of another era, Abe Hummel.
head of a law firm opposing him in a suit had said there
\vas nothiiig to worry about because ‘‘Fve got Hummel in
.

my

vest poOket.”

“If he has,” snapped Abe, ‘Xie has more brains in his
pocket than he ever had in. his head!”

For sheer dignity of retort I can’t imagine topping that
of General Robert E. Lee who, when asked by his President
for an opinion of another general, gave him a solid boost.
The general in question had been privately putting the
blast on Lee and a member of the party later recalled
this to him, asking why..he was so complimentary when he
could have struck back.
”1 understood,” said Lee, ‘‘that the President asked my
’s opinion
Not General
opinion of General

—

—

Bert .Grauer

to 9:11

But

it

,

AM. WEAF & Red Net

was big

stuff to

me— my

first

around,

Events!

“Nemo” was the word We used then in those
7H 5th Avenue before NBC moved into the

who

*

•

4i

him on for a Word picture at some spot when
was on. As the Presidential car made the
Pennsylvania Avenue, With FDR flashing his
most magnetic smile on the rainy scene, I turned to
Johnny and said,“Now, ieil the radio audience— how did
the President appear to you.” •‘X dunno,” said the boy,
•‘I wasn’t lookin’.” I don’t know what network the lad is
with now that is, if he has left Government service.
turn

shadow— and the subsequent weather.;
wriggled loose and became a martyr to 34th
Street traffic. So I put on a funeral ceremony for the
groundhog instead.; .Another time Charley O’Connor and
I Were sent to the Hudson River front to desmibe the
digging operations connected with the Lincoln Tunnel.
Only trouble was, the equipment had broken down and
the crew had knocked off. So Charley and I interviewed
each, other and the ferry-passengers, thus, unwittingly,
anticipating the man-in-tlie-street broadcasts by several
test his

ci'itter

r

#

—

mushrooming of sponsored programs cut down the sustaining time available for “stunt”
special events. On the other hand, the widening of radio’s
audience and importance increased the attention given to
“hard” news .stories and on-the-spot-coverage of significant events. ,The war with its tremendous demand for
The development
news coverage, completed the cycle.
swung' away from complicated and tricky set-Ups which
had formerly operated on the theory of the more “vantage points” the better. NeWs and Special Events coverage now became a major concern of the broadcaster, with
real emphasis placed on planning, research and personnel
--on material and content rather than quantity.

years.

,

Linclhergh Kidnap Case

—

Those casual days didn’t last long^ ^special event techniques grew up fast. The Lindbergh kidnapping was one
of the first national news-stories to get on-the-spot coverage by the networks. I was stationed in State Police headquarters in Trenton. There was absolutely no news breaking— so I went on the air at 1 A.M. with an appeal to the
kidnappers and read the baby’s feeding formula. Colonel
Schwartzkopf’s fingerprint files were mighty cold. I got

If special events grew up on stunts, parades and welflyers during the thirties, they proved their maturity in the forties on political conventions and election
returns. The phrase“24 votes for Underwood” is buried
in the dim swirls of the crystal set days, but the ringing
shout “We want Willkie” galvanized 50,000,000 listeners
in 1940 Who found they were really sitting ringside in
Convention Hall, Philadelphia.
This was a result of
months of planning and myriad manhours put in by the
networks. A long leap from Madison Square Garden in
1924 with Graham MacNamee manning a single mike. So,
it was a natural progression and one that the audience
had come to accept as a matter of Course, that at the
’44 Convention the split second timing paid off. 'Thus we

coming

•

#

Being a reporter by trade, the niche of editorial favorBut somehow one J cribbed
ites in my memory is full;
from Winchell’s column years ago always bobs up first.
original
a
or credited to someone else
Whether it was
Anyhow, it goes this way:
I can’t remember.
“A reporter is like a guy at a second story window. In
one hand he holds a bunch of posies and in the other a
brickbat.
And sooner or later everyone passes under his
window.”

WW

,

On

*

;|:

>1!

the scholastic side, Horace

Taft, President William

Taft’s brother and a noted educator, was once
asked about his nephew, the then young Senator Robert

Howard
'Taft.

“Look

“first. 1 was my
became my brother’s brother.
wind up as my nephew’s uncle.”

here.” he replied with a grin,

father’s son.

Later in

I’m darned

I

if.

want

life I

to

had one radio reporter covering Governor Dewey’.s plane
when it left Albany, another took over on the arrival at
Chicago, a third broadcast shortwave from the Motorcade, stiH another at the entrance to Convention Hail, and
three more commentators reported the scene from three
different ej'e-views when he walked into the white glare of

By PHIL SILVERS

gun inside or outside your

.i:

This can’t be her name, but I call her Killer, strictly
a trade name. Killer operates a cackling business in night
clubs, working frOm a dark corner during a comedian’s
In musical terms you’d describe her as a discord.
act.
A split second before the comic delivers his best yock,
sJie cackles, and creates a perfect distraction.
My friends
who have lived abroad insist she has it all over the buzz
bomb for destruction. She has all the bomb’s annihilating
force, plus expert timing.

the rostrum.

Beer

HVK

Perhaps

camethecrypticcable:
‘’Thanki: for smuggling me out of town.”
.

*

favorites.
First, baseball— and
John J. McGraw’s repl:^ to an aspiring bush-leaguer and
obvious free agent who once wired hini ais follpws: “Dear
Mister McGraw: I am loose.”

In sports

i

have two

Quickly came the snapper:
“Dear Sir: Tighten up. John
'
.

^

>i:

.

J.

McGraw.”

iji.

Second, football- and a game refereed by the late Robr
W. (Tiny) Maxwell, once sports editor of the Philadelphia Evening Ledger. The game was between Georgetown
and Fordham. It was very rough and at one point a Fordham player with a bloody ear claimed he’d been bitten,
Shortly afterward, a Georgetown player exhibited a damaged finger he said had been chewed, “Talk about biting,”
he screamed. “They’re eating me aliVe.”
Maxwell blew the whistle and called the two great
Catholic teams together.
In field center he addressed
ert

them:

“Men

of

^

“vhy the
Fridat/s.'”

Georgetown and men of Fordham,” he raspevl,
it you boys cart’t play your games on

hell is

get

Dehtally radiant, very attentive they neyer give
sallies that old thunderclap of laughter I get from

Killer.
!

Sometimes

.

1 sit

alone and

muse on what, makes

Killer

I see her as an infant, timing her lustiest squall
to that moment her mother, is dropping off to sleep, Next,
as a sweet little girl, interrupting the dinner conversation
when her parents are entertaining the boss. Then as a
young lady recognized far and wide as the best point-killer

a caekler.

at

every party.

Soon, dissatisfied with her amateur standing, she turns
Her first efforts to break up dramatic shows come
pro.
All acting schools have courses in cough-,
to nothing.
sneeze- and cackle-jumping, using the Old Vic method _of
repeating every interrupted speech till the heckler dies
The musical shows couldn’t spot a target
of apoplexy;
for her, so she invaded the night clubs and made me hers.
If she’ll consult me I’ll tell her how she can get paid
She can record it and sell it to radio shows
for her gift.
for crowd noises. Or she can use it fOr a terror sound
in a Peter Lorre picture. It is the perfect instrument for

wrecking a

political rally.

a dreamer; an incurable romantic, but I keep
believing that some night Killer will make a mistake and
cackle right on my boffo, and me get the laugh.'When that
happens, she’ll have to kill herself. However, bless her
little distracting heart, she’s belter than an empty table
which any cafe owner will tell you “aint gonna eat up the
minimum or pay the cover.”

Maybe I’m

it’s

fitting

that

we review

the special events

.story in terms of the political coriventions because if was
in ’48. in Philadelphia, that special events broadcastihg

belly^

smilers.

my

I

—

My

I

as Transmitter

the Democratic nomination fell on the surprised
shoulders of a relatively obscure Senator named Harry
Truman. I switched over from my booth in the Gallery
to Ken Banghart with a roving “beer mug” transmitter
on the floor. The swarm of well-wishers at the Truman
box buffeted Ken and busted his transmitter, but it Was
by now a standard part of special events procedure that
we had another beer mug— and reporter ^standing by on
the floor, and when even he couldnT break through the
crowd, he swUtphed back to the booth where
and I
kicked it around till the melee subsided.

I’ve never seen Killer, and I suppose I ought to be
flattered by her devotion. She follows me just everywhere,
I’ve
city to city from San Francisco to the Copacabana.
got so I can sense her dear presence. Let me get going
real good, rolling into a boffo, with even the visiting
comics attentive and then I know-r-I just know—that
Then I hear it.
boffo is in the
shriek is coming.
floor, cut up and bleeding. I nmst dedicate my next ulcer
to her.

What does Killer’s escort teU her ,to get such a
laugh? L can’t get it from the girls I take out.

Mug

When

•

Theatrically, I incline to Florenz Ziegfeld’s authorship.
It was a seven-word message, a not entirely deserved
squelch sent to his then press agent,; O. O, McIntyre. Zie^feld sailed for Europe on a day when a news event of unusual proportions badly crowded space on Page One.
Nevertheless, McIntyre was able to get a squib about the
departure near the bottom of the page- It was a fairly
creditable feat-7-only Ziegfeld didn’t think so. From at sea

off

In the late thirties, the

gangster department, in the days
when 1 was a Kansas City newspaper reporter a friend
of mine, Carl Moffett, ran a haberdashery shop. In those
days, to use understatenient, gunmen were not unknown
A customer came into
in the Missouri river metropolis.
Moffett's shop and ordered some underwear. Carl casually
flipped back the guy’s coat to measure his waist for size—
and bumped headlong into a .45 strapped on the guy’s hip.
But he was shock-proof. With tongue in cheek, Moffett

underwear?”

I

NBC News

tions to put
my position

remember one.special event— oh Groundhog Day, in
early thirties. A Boy Scout troop was to bring the
v'orried rodent into town and up to the top of the Empire

a postspript to the

simply, inquired:
“Do you usually wear your

seems

and Speciai Events had heard about
a bright young lad of 10, son of a high Washington official, and got the idea Of using him as “radio’s youngest
Inaugural reporter.” I drew little Johnny, with instruc-

York!”

As

memorable and ulcer-making moments.

Amateur Shows Then, Too

V

.

favorite racketeer story concerns a gang leader
may be almost forgotten, Monk Eastman. Enlisting in
Eastman had
W’orld War I he W'ent up for a physical.
been shot oftener than Legs Diamond, and the military
medic, not knowing who he was, looked at his scarred,
body in amazement, then asked in honest curiosity: “What
wars have you been in?”
“Oh.” grinned Monk, “just a lot of little wars around.

rhost

It

I

State, to

^

:

my

tlu

The

By

the tiuie the Roosevelt inauguratioU of 1937 rolled
we really felt that Special Events coverage was
coming of age. This was the era of the many-miked show,
I think there were 12 reporters covering that FDR Inaugural-including MacNamee and Cianey at the swearing-in, Hendrick VanLoon following in a car behind the
President, Hicks sway ing in a dirigible a;loft,: Nelson Case
astride a statue, and. Bob Waldrop CrOuched down a manhole, as the Motorcade rumbled overhead. My spot was
the old (Treasury Building. I’ll never forget that rainy
afternoon—besidek the overall thrill it gave me one of
,

assignment outside the protecting
walls of the studios— my FIRST Spe-

old days
splendid
reaches of Radio City. Nemo was an engmeer’s term-rfrom the Latin— meaning “nobody.” They explained it
meant not from a regular studio like “A” or “G” but putside the building;
\ye (meaning Graham MacNaniee,
George Hicks, Jimmy Wallington, and others in the old
gang) found it occasionally could mean— Nobody knows
whaPs going to happen. But^ that was okay! There was.
plenty of chance to practice your ad-lib, be it reception pi'
parade or dedication or what-npt: the program planners
back at, headquarters were grateful fpr something, different to sandwich in between the string trios and the home
economic talks to help fill in the long unsponsored day;
time hours.

'at

The

My

New

—9

cial

me.”

of

now.

it

departed some years
now-rand Premier Pierre Laval of
France mouldering in a traitor’s
grave since war’s end. And it didn’t
make much of a splash on the 1931
ether that chilly mprning eithorr— all
the log shows iS: Mayor’s reception

Quizmaster Bob Trout ran out of

/

Nobody remembers

—

principals in the event are gone

—Mayor Walker

dent.'

queries on “Who Said That?” one
night and in order to fill time turned
to the panel and asked: “Do any of
YOU have a favorite quote you’d like
Swivya
johnc.swayze
to ten US abou
‘‘Yes,” I shouted before Henry Morgan, Elsa Maxwell
their face. “I have lots of
or. H. Alien Smith could open
Here’s one;”
thein.
And X tossed out that wonderful description of the kind
of friends most of us wish we had as Clarence DaiTcvv
once sumined it up:
‘‘He knows everything about me—-but has sense enough

pleurisy from sleeping on them, waiting for the news
break which came, tragically, months later. We sharpened
our teeth on a widening Gircle of news stories, especially
a rash of broadcasts connected with famous flights
PostGatty, Chamberlain, Balbo, Mollison. When the Morro
Castle disaster broke NBC was ready with a mobile unit
which enabled us to. shortwave the story direct from the
Jersey Coast without waiting for lines to be put in. Minutes after the unit dropped me at a shore hotel and went
prowling dpwn the shore for new leads, a steward from
the ship staggered out of the surf. A telephone booth became a studio and, waiving reguiations; in the emergency,
a call from that booth to master control back in New
York hooked the survivor into the network and he told
his dramatic story to the nation*

Skeets Miller called. “Says to see
him about doing a nemo at Pier A tomorrow.”
That was the call. I can hear it so plain how— after 20
years. It sent me down to the tip of Manhattan for a
Mayor’s Reception to a distinguished

ehtered a new phase— television. For hours I sat at a
mike, tailoring my talk to the scene revealed on the
monitor before nie by the roving eye of the cameras.
I learned there that the special events reporter on TV
has to! know a lot more and talk .considerably less than
his brother on the radio .side, arid I also discovered a
surprising fact—^from working with politicos and just
plain people-^that TV interviews are easier to do than
radio. Perhaps because the subjects kriovv they can be
seen as well as heard, it feels more riatural to them arid
they give out better;
.

.

:

Sirice ’48 in Philly— the high Spots have come
ftequently“he 16-hour uninterrupted stretch

fast and
in front

cameras On the Truman-Dewey returns, when my
beard under tbe greasepaint grew almost as fast as the
mounting figures—rthe Inaugural in January, ’49, when
more people witnessed Truman taking the oath than had
seen all the Inaugurals from General Washington til) then
—and down to the tremendously gripping telecasts from
the UN Security Council last August when Russia’s Malik
took over the President’s chair and revealed better than
any commentator to 5.000,000 American televiewers a day
the true and diabolic nature of Soviet diplomacy.
of the

Yes—^through 20 years and 40,000 station breaks since
that fir.st.news broadcast on a carbon mike from the tip
of Manhattan,, special eyents reporting has given me a
chance to work in one of the most rewarding of broadcasting’s many fields. It's an area, I think, where the mike
and now the camera, can do a job unequalled by anj
other communciations means.
“I speak to you now
On the scene! There’s nothing can beat it.
from
.

.
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AM and TV—To Each Its Own

a Great Sister Act

By WILLIAM H. FlNESHIliBER, JR.

By JOSEPH H. McConnell
(President,

Wednesday, January

J Anniversary

Forty^fifth

(Vice President and

NBC)

Program Director, Mutual Broadcasting System)

in this hazardous world can predict the future with absolute
certainty. But we do know that in. war or in peace the radio arid teleThat is its
vision industry will continue to be expansion-mihded.
Growth Is a built-in feature.
nature.

Your memory need not be top long in this business to recall the
encomiums and wild predictions that greeted radio’s first coming b£
The then-new medium was the answer to all problems of comage.
munication and of advertising. It was only a matter of time until

Thus, however the year end uncertainties may
vanish or harden in 1951, we broadcasters can and
should face the future with cobfidence based on
the vital importance of Our industry to Our national
community—no other medium so, quickly makes a
people one and on the basis of Our progress in
the-year just past,
Defense needs, of course, will be our first priority.
Our production facilities may possibly be
absorbed in whatever degree is needed .by the
military,
pefense heeds may take precedence in
But neither of these posscientific research field;
sibilities will affect the quality of programming of
either radio or television.
Joe. McGonncll
Television grew up- almost overnight an 1950, a
young giant taking giant strides towards its destiny as the world’s greatCA.MEL NEWS CARAVAN
est aclverti.sing and entertainment medium. The velocity pf this growth NBC'-T.X', Aron,day.s ihroimh Friduy.s
and expan.sion- is' without parallel in. history. But, as T say, growth and
7:45 p.in. KST
the idea of growth lie at the very core of this resourceful industry. We
need to be thoughtful, but wo need hot be afraid of our future.

magazines, newspapers, movies and phonograph records would be relics

No man

.

an embrypnic past,
While radio has far from realized its full programming potential, it
lias grown as an advertising medium to a size beyond the vision of
Yet its $450,000,000 gross annual take has not bankits early prophets.
rupted a single major competing medium. Gn the contra ry-^just take

of

;

|

—

a look at the figures.
It is hardly necessary to. argue the point that television will not replace radio in the foreseeable future. The same television enthusiasts
who were inscribing the. tombstone of sound broadcasting two years ago
are now heralding its vitality.’ They are pointing, up some hard facts
which need little elaboratipn; that television sets sold throughout the
country how total some 8,000,000, and radio hoin-es are close to 42,000,000; but more significantiy, that even during this period of television’s hyperfhyroid growth, the number of new radio' homes has outstripped television belter than two to one. In the' first six months of
1950, while TV’s growth was getting all the attentipn, set makers had
sold more than 6.000,000 individual radios, of all types.
In the same
period they sold less than 3.000,000 television sets.

.
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;

A few

conclusions seem justified; In the years immediately ahead,
television Will .be. concentrated in urban areas-^in the most populous
communities. Network TV soon will be within reach of approximately
half the nation’s homes. JBut it will be slow reaching anything like the
other half. Since hundreds of towns and cities lack the population to
afford a' teievision station, radio will remain their principal source of
ehlertainment and information.

ought all to remember that in 1950 we restored .Our own self
confidence, and then the advertiser’s confidence in radio as a; medium
of high circulation, and low cost. The lessons we learned in both radio
and television will help us to continue rear progress in the year aljead.

We

.

against^ ail uncertainties.

Radio and its rigorous new partner, television,, together .provide the
In 1951, more than
.m'as.s comniuhicatioh medium in America.
ever before, they will guarantee swift and eflicient transmission of
They Will provide more intensive revital information to. the public.
porting of cui'i’cnt developments. They will permit, wider- expression
of varying points of view.
At. the year’s end. there were 10,000,000 television sets in American
homes and telci i.slon service was available to areas of the country- with
Advertisers showed a
a population of more than 90,000.000 persons.
greatc.st

Garviiif;

By DOUGLAS

'

EDWARDS

Today, the newscaster on video,
is no lo.ngor

!

Muliiars Niche

pertinent for the Mutual Broadcasting System, 'v\nth its network of 540 stations, more Than. 300 of which are the
only network yoicc in town. A study made earlier this year in 116 of
these representative one-.sUtion markets reveals that less than one-half
of brie percent of all interviewed listeners reported any television view’ing.
Here alone there is a tremendous, continuing job for radio and
Thi,s fact is particularly

as opposed to radio,

alone in the privacy of his little
studio. Ho is novy face to face with
the inillions vvho: watch the news. specifically Mutual— to do,
Television will probably have little effect on the market for automoBack in the, genteel era of one
dimension and scripts, he used his bile radios. I have read of some taxi, companies in.stalling TV sets, but
medium.
a number of states have already drafted laws making them illegal for
voice to make the headlines
Ploiity Evcilenienl on Amentia
private cars.
Approximately T5'^f) of today’s 85,000,000 radio' sets are
create the heavy bold type
voice
in automobnes, and this figure will undoubtedly increase.
His
type.
.small
Similarly,
Yet, this television expansion is only beginning. If the government’s italics
the it is a good guess that television is not likely tp replace portable radios
create
to
attempted
alone
freeze on now .stations is rescinded, televi.sion broadcasting. service will
be, extended in 19.31 to no\y. areas of the nation;
More stations and dramatic, humorous, pathetic, the for a good long time to come.
These three areas— the smaller towns and rural districts, the automore receiver.s. of course, w'iU mean more broadcasting hours and startling elements of the history
of our lime.
mobile audience, and listeriers to portable sets— are the ones radio Wins
better pfograms.
facet
default.
one
by
How about the great metropolitan populations where
but
voice
is
During the year the industry wiU give particular attention to:
Now the
radio and television will compete directly in the home? That question
1. Increa.sed ii.se of daytime hours for television broadcasts through
of a highly organized operation.
belter programs;
The newsman ho longer sur- reminds me of the bid wheeze about, ‘‘Have you stopped beating your
2.. Empliasi.'^ oh educational programs through reexamination of -edu^
rounded by walls, no longer aided wife?” It sounds straightforward enough, but it's a little too simple.
cation’s role in television;
by illiKsion, must be as factual and I’m not sure that the competition is going to be so direct.
3. Additional netWoik time for news reporting because of internaas rear as a weather report. Where
The addition of sight to sound broadcasting does not necessarily,
tional conditions;
the radio reporter stressed and un- mean double satisfaction for the audience.
Consider for a moment
the
voice
alone,
of
4. Emphasis on public affairs programs to help clarify the great issues
derlined by use
that most consistent staple of broadcasting, the program type always
video reporter brings visual aids. voted most popular in the category polls: News. Television has yet to
facing the nation.
On the lenlertainmenl front, we made great progres.S in 1950 in solv- By the lise of maps, charts, news- add any significant dimension to general news coverage. In. Special
ing television’s drain on creative talent.
At NBC, for example, we reel film.s. stills, etc., attention is Events, yes— the TV job on political conventions alone is evidence of
developed our Sunday and Wednesday night series, in which we- ro- taken away from the well-rounded real superiority; but for straight news and commentary? The contated butstandihg entertainers and comedy stars.
And our Saturday tones of the reporter and the eye sensus of competent newsirien remairis in favor of radio. For speed in
night sehedulc made it possible for smaller advertisers to participate in follows graphically the news in pic- reporting, for relative objectivity, for balanced presentation, the older
major .‘^hows which only high budget sponsors could previously afford. ture.
medium .'^eems to have inherent advantages. There is less necessity to
These deN elopments should widen the economic base of television, thus
Arid here in front of the camera riiake a “show” out of the news, less temptation to distort values for
permitting more .sponsors to use the medium in the future.
the problem of emphasis as com- sake of the eye; more opportunity for concentration on the news itself.
The immense advances of television have supplemented radio’s role pared to the. radio beat is a much
Look next at music, particularly instrumental music, popular or sein the communications picture.
We believe that radio and television different proposition,
rious.
It is at best doubtful whether tLTevi.sion can add
to listener
are destined to march ahead together. Neither, will kill the other.
enjoyment
of the Philliarmonic or of Guy Lombardo.
How many
reporter who doe-s not conWe demonsiralcd in 1950 that there is nothingwrong with radio trolA TV
angle
shots
can
you
take
of
a
violin
section
or
a
saxophone-—
-and what
who
his facial expression;
that showmanship can’t cure. Public acceptance of our Sunday night
do they add to the music? Even the rich field of drama, which holds
could be accused of edi“Big Show” l•.••oughl the entertainment value of radio to a new peak. over-acts;
so much promi.so for television, is not. lost to radio. I’m far
from coneye-brow
Our “Opcj-alion Tandem” demonstrated that new techniques can sell torializing, One arched
vinced that stage .sets, props, and even interpolated movie shots will
can color the news more than a
radio on a ^healthy basis for both the network and the advertiser.
vsupersede
the listener's imagination in alT air drama.
I
don’t
kno\v
inflections!
This multiple participation plan will bring the cost of radio advertising thoiLsand vocal
how much time a viewer can or will spend before an ortFiicon image.
I do not mean to imply (hat a
to new lows.- Radio will continue in 1951 to be the country's largest
What seems likely to ine-i.s that radio and television will flourish side
newscaster must do the news b> side, with each finding its own
and most economic circulation medium.
level bj' concentrating on the things
We intend to pursue a constant policy of basing our rate structure frozen-faced. This might annoy it can do be.st. Of course there will be competition— sometimes
for
for both media on a .sound' and accurate appraisal of program and lis- the viewer and create the false im- the same audience and for the same advertising
dollar. In the smaller
pression that the ‘reporter is a inarkets and rural areas, the
tening audiences.
5093 of the population that television will
It will be our policy for the coming year to plan for peace and yet rather dull and uninteresting perbe slow to reach, the competition to radio may
be long postponed (an
.we .shall be ready for any emergency. Radio and television have a sonality. But in running down his obvious advantage to IMiitiial, which so much more intimately
than any
commentary for the evening, the other network, serves these communities).
great Vole, to fill. They will follow the nation’s lead.
video reporter must take great
c-’liallenge to the ingenuity and
programming brains of both
care when on camera that he does 'media
is here, and it i.s a' healthy one.
In shaking down strengths and
not go too far in the opposite diveaknesses—m finding out what is germanely radio and what is right
rection, especially when concernonly for television, program quality must be
the gainer
ing bimselfWith key events.

—

new appreciation; lor its pulling power— results told the story> .Programming and production were immensely improved and picture quality
made new .adyancos^. Television became a truly national advertising
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The video reporter is part of the
never-ending par.ide of places and
laces. He is seen with Wiristdri
Churchill on filmOr live. Tie
appears nighlly with shots of bemk
robbers and scientists, politicians
and trout fishermen. The viewer
.

of news shows now associates a
face with the news rkther than a
voice.

Of
'

1
'

'

....

course

all

the basic

rule.s of

good nevvseasting as developed in
radio still apply to TV:
Mews must be delivered accurately and intelligeritly.
Words and phrases must be pronounced clearly.
Correct

pronunciation

of

f or-

places in the news must be
checked before airtinie,
eigri;

j

We
,

,

:

:

'

:

1

:

UR.
J

•

WARNER

JACK BENNY
BROS.

la.s

MEL BLANC
Switc'liod ,lo Cari'ot.s
CiirriMilly

CARTOONS

With

JUDY CANOVA
CAPITOL RECORDS

start

preparing

my

week-

night .show, seen at 7:30 p.m, over
the CBS-TV at 9:30 iri the morning.
All day long the news keeps changing, and therefore the newscast, itself is in a fluid state

up

until air-

time, and right, into the show ending at 7:45 p.m. We have riever
had to make' excu.ses for our motto:
”We can’t be beat until 7-45 p.m,”
The team-work of correspondents all over the 'globe, map-makers,

newsreel men, artists, etc., make
a video nevv.s Show a thrilling experience, one where you are always prepared to expect the unexpected.

NBC

JACK PAAR
.^rXt).\Y

NlcnT.S “THE $64 QUESTION"

Wednesday, January

3,

1951

J^^RiETY

Forty-fifth

Some Reflections On
By
year

'I’he

(Director,

was

1950

one

Du Mont

&

^

:

.

.

Washington.
The hullabaloo and tub-thumping about color television which in
recent months have rent the ozone would be a disgrace to a band of
monkeys. Never before has so simple a matter been immersed in such
a. thick miasma of lethal smog.
Let’s Stop screaming long enough to take one little gander at the
facts. :0.n May 26, .1.950, the FGC completed eight months of hearings
on the subject of color television- All interested parties wanting to be
heard were heard without prejudice. All were given, the right of thorough cross examinations. Actual held tests, demonstrations and exhibitions were witnessed and everyone had the benefit of listening to endless expert engineering te.stimony under cross examination.
Not only
technical aspects of color television explored painstakingly but
the economics inherent in it were thoroughly examined.
“WHO SAID THAT?”
On the basis, of, the record which closed on MaS' 26, 1950, the GomXr,C-T.V. 'MuiHlav.s
10 30 p.m.. IkST
mission issued its report on .Sept., 1. It proposed to license the CBS
system for commercial operation but held off final action for 30 days
the television manufacturing an opportunity to advise if it would
qfwpn lime.;
hiPlr nc:. r.vfluVQ wire
kuild adaptors and converters to make the svstem commercially acceptBut instead of eooRerating, the industi-y started screandng. and
sutions ‘'Xclv'^^uld
ofganized a sit-down strike. The Commissidn forced to the wall by this.
the'l maneuver,
divide trahsmuS c^^^^^^^
exoi-cised the only choice it had and issued its second report,
tltaa to remain that
costs seem fated

!

;

1

;

'

.

A.M radio's, with its, more than
Already, too, the
2 2 l)() stations.
tolar ot TV network sporisors has
.spurted ahead of radio’s, which has
.(Iwihdlod fronv 132, a year .ago to
Teiev.isioiTs sponsor li.st
;i2f) now.
crow h from 66 last December
ii;i.s
to 142 his Deeeinber, while, grofvs
iu;l\\(.)rk hill ings Stepped up from
aroiiiid $12,000,000 in 1949 to an

heavily to build audiences for their
shows.
,

;

.

Despite these impressive strides,,
however, this bustling young giant
of American business and industry was hampered by scriou.s grovving pains, most of them of deep
and contifiuing public concern.
Some problems .wore spawned within the industry, some governmentr
e-liinatedr$20.000.000 for 1950.
created
or
gov’eriiment-imposed,
F()rt.\-one communities no\\' eh- and Others the result of immature
thought on the part, of the public
jo.v .New N'or.k-produced “live” tele
as to how/the ble.ssings of this'
va'sls. a.s against 26 last year, .Nearmedium' should be made available
of
the
nation’s
25.000,000
Jy.
families
are .within to it.42,0{)0.000
roach of tlie television .beam, and
‘Monopoly’ Threat
already
more than
there: are
For instance; as 1951 bows in',
9 00,00 telesets circulated among,
television is entering the third
tlu'm. The 1949 total: 3,950, OOQ.
cable and microwave year of the FCC-imposed “freeze”
C’da.\ial
on new stations. As a result,
faciliiie.s )ua\e extended television’s
iracli into matiy new regions dur- of the nation is still without any
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iim.lhe

12 montlis.

la.st

It

TV

the

.

covered
networks. For One pro-

gram seifes— the Notre .Dame home

—

game.s Du .Mont .created
the largt'st interconnected video
hookup ever Joined for. a' single
fV('nl hy one sponsor.
It brought
the •contests tO’. 44 cities, which
boast 33'’/, of all sets in the nation.
fool ha

1

1

total

number

of;

|

,

trate

Advertising linage for monthly
magazines, according to Printer’s
Ink. rose from 12,677,755 for the
period from January through November. 1949, to 13,336.776 for the
corresponding 1950 period. For. the
period from January through October. linage in nationally weekly

magazines increased from 14,009*332 in 1949 to 14,657,659 this year,
while bi-weekly linage stepped up
from 983.166 to 1,115,753 for the
same period. Women’s magazhte
linage fell off slightly, from 11,-^
63 1 ,545 from January through November, 1949, to 11,217,036 from
January through November of this
year.

new medium economically?
Meanwhile,
vvas constantly
|

;

:

1

Newspaper linage/ according

to

zooming income
underscored during

its

j

the year by the problem of skyrocketing costs, which shot up
rapidly and steadily all along the
line. Compared with radio, for instance,
coaxial cable costs are
fantastically high; to be specific,

technique

a

which

4.

.

i

Comnnssion said
best as of May 26,
they can petition the Commission for a hearing a which time
their improvements Will be evalued under the very standards of juridical
procedure which they themselves insist upon for others. But they have
hot taken advantage of that orderly and simple approach. They prefer
to incite rebellion in the industry.

permits

several advertisers to take advano
nf a hieh
-?hnvv on
^
share-the-cQst basis.

^^S.O,

'

Color Issue

A

—

among communications media.

.

advertisers .share the co.st on
Television
Mont’s;
“Your
Shopper,” some i'or investments as
low as $100 per day. Our“Cavalcado of Stars” and ‘‘Star Time”
programs,
night-time'
hour-long
sho\y.s, are sponsored by associated
drug and grocery chains aind illus-

sponsored

kets and thus reduce the cost of
reaching prospective customers in
any one town, even the wealthiest
sponsors are becoming “cost-perrating-point-conscious,” and with
reason: a one-hour big-name extravagance may soon cut into an
advertising bankroll by as much
as $70,000. Ten years ago such a
sum would have launched a top
Broadway musical or three Broadway plays. The big question, as we
move into the hew year, is: Can
we learn to use this marvelous

‘‘The Commission cannot and wilT not close its eyes to any
new developments in the radio field— and this, includes improved color television systems,”
I don’t know how the English language can make file situation clearer.
It is certain that there. wilV be improvements in all systems. There even
may be an entirely new and much better color system than any now
known. The Commission has ho right under the, law to foreclose the
public from the fruits of progress nor will it do so.
It. must be kept in mind always that f he effect of the Commission’s
order is permissive, not compulsory. The FCC has no authority to require manufacturers to build convertors and adaptors.
Nevertheless, the Commission’s decision is going through the courts.
If those who pursued this course hohestly believe they have a better
-j
^
««
than i.u
system now ^.u
that w-hich the
was u ^

in daytime
Air
is one example.
expensive then. Thus

less

is

Tlovyevei, Chaiiman Coy made it very, clear that progress would not
^ stymied, that the dooi. to impiovcment remained open.
This is hiS'

I

six

The. very plethora of top-talent

Publisher, which indicated that
television
progress
was being
made only at the expense of radio,

.

Du

shows attracted by the medium’s
amazing growth is, in fact, becoming a problem of two-sided con-

&

.

i

programming
time

;

cern; Treated daily to a profusioh
of the countr\ ’s greatest, entertainers. many, viewers, like Quden Vic78nelwank shows increased froi'n
in 19.|9 to 162- in 1950, a rise of 84 loria, are muttering: “We are not
amused.”
pro.grams.
Sui)porling the view of televiMeanwhile, both manufacturers
sion
proponents vyho contended and sponsors— the men expected to
that the medium would open new foot TV programming bills
have
opportunities for other gommunica- begun to ask theinselvcs and their
tion enterprises, instead of dj- advertising agencies whether the
velopin.g at their expense, were re- medium is vvorth its price. .Lacking
ports by Pri.hter’s Ink and Editor a network setup to reach all mar-

The

^

local advertisers.
Du Mont's activity

service at all, and virtually ail
other areas have insufficient outlets— a situation which fosters
moriopol.v— a monopoly created by
the government,

tolaf of 62 cities are

b\

,

imperative that televisipn

is

•

I

i

devise ways to make its services
available at a Cost comparable to
those of other media which are
popular with national and major

TV

.

/

,

)

1 )

;

S

.

.

,

I

i

'

Feet’

By SEN. EDWIN G. JOHNSON
(Chairman, Senate Coniinittee on Interstate andForeign Commerce)

Publisher compilation

from Media Records^ based on fignot only marked the ures from 52 cities, increased 5.6%
It
d si vy
nicdiiim’s emergence as a potent over 1949— from. 1,671,258,898 tb
ontorlainment and sales force, but 1,765,126,062. Figures are for the
period from January through Sep.i)i()vi(led it vdtli several opporlundemohstrate the hiahy- tember. Part of this increase was
to
ilios
due to the tremendous advertising
TV
service.
Of,
fiueled potentials
TliouglV only 107 video stations investment of TV itself, as manuexample, tcle- facturers took .space to promote
iiie on the. air, for
d their receivers and sponsors spent
\i s on's income is already 25
11

Dragging

‘Stop

Network)

of an Editor

acliievenicnt for the television in-

109

D.C. Cautions Industry:

COMMANDER MORTIMER W. LOEWI

.

:

R ADIO-T V

Anniversary

problem of increasing imporThe case likely will now go to the Supreme Goiirt. The net effect of
tance concerns the place that Uncle that is delay— delays delay, and the nation is the loser.
Sam should occupy in the nation’s
I condcmn in no uncertain terms the chortles and gurglings and glee
televesion picture. It is an odd
of the manufacturing industry over delay and their well financed propalact, put true, mat r eaerai governcampaign to make it appear that the Commission refuses to look
ment activity ot one kind or^an- ^
Neither, do I rejoice over their contention that the
other Jies^ at the root oi most ot
mobilization picture makes moot the whole question of color telethe industry s pressing^ problems^
vision progress and its scientific development. Nevertheless, as the elecJust when the publics Gagernoss
.|g
niore and nibre into defense production, mantor television had stepped up reqfacture of radio and television receivers will be reduced sharply:
ceiver production to. 200,000 sets a
..
o Z
Nu
1.
a
4
the
first has been to give the American people the
My position from
month the FCC adopted a noncolor television which science can provide at the earliest poscompatible color system creating/
^ do not now nor have 1 ever preferred one system over
so much uncertainty in prospective
buyers’
minds that Sales ^‘oother nor one telecaster oyer another. From the first, my fight has
the
tendency to drag our feet on color television. What I
^Sainsf
plummeted by 50%. Almost at the
same moment Congress imposed a Want is. the best, the quickest.
10% federal excise tax on receivers; and the Federal. Reserve Board
added another burden in the form portant surgical use during the ent, it is taken too much for
of a credit restriction, which fur- year, for instance, when a televi- granted that education via televither limited sales by requiring sion camera set up in, a New York sion, for instance, should be fi25
down payment on teleset pur- hospital operating room trans- nanced by the networks or the adchases and reducing the financing mitted—in full color— the details vertisers. Proponents of this view
period to 15 months.
of an operation to several hundred ignore the fact that under the
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Now

we’re confronted with

an

profits tax, which would
virtually impossible for
manufacturers and station owners
who have invested heavily to get
the industry going to recover their
investment in the medium.
Along with its problems, television turned up with several new
uses during 1950.

excess

make

it

doctors in another part of the hos-

United States system education

pital.

public responsibility, and that
.some form of public support should
be provided for this new teaching

is

a

It is obvious that some means
of financing these phases of television must be developed. At pres'

tool.

Alert industry leaders became
increasingly aware of the fact that

was more than a sales
and advertising medium, and many

television
,

a thoughtful person saw that television had the capacity to be something vastly more than the means
of bringing a movie into one’s living room at the turn of a knob.
Its educational, health and business potentialities, for example,
promise to be enormous. The Du
Mont Network took a major step
in this direction when it introduced its closed circuit, television
system. The system made its debiit
in September, when the network

was used by Schenley Distributors

beam

to

program—in

its fall sales

complete privacy-^to several thousand salesmen and dealers, assembled

before centrally located rein *18
widely scattered

ceivers
areas;.

Dii
a

,

'

.

Mont used

tew weeks

its

station

the system itself

later

;

when

affiliates

in

it tied in

a

telecast

which briefed network operators
on the current status of the color
controversy.

Closed circuit TV looms as an
important new industrial tool—
for
sales
meetings, stockholder

ARCHIE BLEYER

get-togethers,'

MUSICAU DIRECTOR

plant

t

raining

new product demonstraRADIO
etc.
It also has many nonTHE BIG STO

courses,

For ‘‘Arthiuv Ciodfrey .ShoAv”
“Arthur (.Jodt'rey Talent' Scouts’*
“Arthur Godfrey aiiiV his Friends”
:

CBS

Coast to Coast and

TV

tions,

A variaindustrial applications.
tion of the system found an im-

CY HARRICE
i
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LUDLOW

By BEN
I.

RED BARBER

By

tion

The most

and lopsided
Wljenever we

when

occurs.
single

it

schedule

a

football game at GBS we hold our
breath, honing it won’t, go 35 to- 0:
prizefight can either. be monotonous. or can end very sudden’.y.

A

is not much yoii can do
halftime of a football .game to
Television
make it interesting.
can do a better job than radio,
play have
at
schools
provided the

There

.

at

tlie

marchihg bands

to

1

.

CBS we

liad these factors in
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is

made

he will in TV more often iniss: a
combination, the amount of. rchear- line or a cue.
So 1 fill in with
of
amount
^sal time, and even the
music to give him moral support
Talent Representatives, Iric.
cue, or background, music itself, until he is able to pull himself tobecause of its scoring and Gopying gether and carry oil. I suppress a
cost. While small musical units are special effect in music until the
no novelty in the radio (or TV) actor catches Up with me.
field, still their handling and ebnparticuSilence in television
ception for TV dramatic usL have larly can be a very effective gim-By Gharles Collingwoodbecome a new, or extended tech- mick. You know the sudden shock
-nique.'
you experience during a tense mo1 feel, like the third man in. a
is the baby orchestra to be inag- ment when the music stops and
prize ring in my role as chairman
”
or
scorihg.
fat
deadly silence fills the stage.
nified
through
oh GBS-TV’.s. -People’s Platform
Perspective in video must be
kc a fi gh t re f e ree I h a Ve to treated as chamber music? Is it to:
Just
If. the
keep the opponents shigging, some- be iniked on its own isolated pick- maintained at all times.
overall
into
the
blended
viewer
sees a door close he exup,
or
times restrain them, and see that
voice
diminish
pects
the
actor’s
to
studio
audio?
the blows conform with the rules
in volume and the music must do
I have been fortunate in being
of fair play.
likewi.se.
Should he be in a nightEach week when I present two able to combine the above possiclub, the volume of the ihusicAvill
oulslancling personalities oh my bilities, using each approach as
rise
walks toward a banc|
as
he
“The
dictated.
On
video show I’m the middleman on necessity or ta.ste
P!()ylngthe program while they argue the Ford Theatre” I have been working
for a director, Franklin Schaffner,
N ever Enough E yes
pros and cons of ciUT’cnt topics.
_J
who is sympathetic to our musical
In in.stances such as these, the
.I ve often heard it .said that all
liniitations, and understanding in musical director must keep just as
the middleman, or. chairman of a
the artistic, and somctime.s unusual active an eye on the actor as on
television show has to do is introuse of the music to help tell the the music in front of him. In tcleduce the debatei's and ask some
Don’t believe story. The music is considered rela- vision we use split phones, picking
leading questions.

basic potential in the field of
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THE THIRD

Against the changeless contimiily of the film, the broadcaster
can direct the viewer to what will
happen before it happens.
You
know that the fullback will run
with the ball on the next play, and
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New Texas

its

practical

—

po.ssibilities

stretched
..seldom
needs
something which it is not
snouiQ

,

or

up

all .sound.s—voices of
actors,
stage noises, camera rumbles and
instructions from the directors. Additionally, a musical director must
watch the action,
Underscoring printed credits on
tlie TV picture, setting the scene
land mood of a drama, and more
complicated musical bridges are
all part of the TV musical directbr!s chore.
The good conductor
mu.st be careful to underplay at all
times, for the actor, not the music
man, is the star.
I Can recall the times I filled in for
an airplane when the sound track
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Varying The Orchestral Colors
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seldom use the same instrumenEach play has called

ifor the use of its own orchestral
^qIqj-s. The size of the group never
players, but Within this
many intcrc.sting com;
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binations have been used. If piano
called for, It i.s treated piani.sadd a bit of mfonnatioiL It hsua y
^g
^g
^se as
Once distracfed frpm the “filling out” the ensemble sound.
works.
sound,
cameia lens the speakei foi gets t iOne entire romantic story was
and looks at me or his oppone^. , backed by simply a trio of vioiiiL went dead and I have provided an
“impossible” whirling device effect
Noi.se Makers:; In
:harp and accordian. Unusual wood- for “Suspense,” both on absoharp
but beof papers is no problem, ^
wind instruments, such as the ba.ss
bass lutely the spur of the moment!
^vare ot them on IV! One day^a
oboe, and the contra-alto clarinet Variety shows like “This Is Show
g^^gg^
distinguishecV guest appeared
^^g employed, lending colors to the Businc.ss” present similar problems
are
my shtnv with a volun e of no s. musical
g^ggjg^j themes not usually heard. oh occa.sion.
He leafed through them. He rat^
/,
^n
composing
foe
for
television
Television, you might .say, is a
Then he! In
tied and shuffled them.
if .scenes are
combination, of everytliing.
It’s
it drama some timings ((if
creased them.
folded' and
folded
backed)
must
be
gucs.scd
at.
more
than just movies, radio,
to
of
fair
me
wouldn’t have been
actukl reading of the script vaudeville, the Broadway stage or
demand that he not refer to them,
radio, can .be fairlj' what have you.
It’s all these evebut since this tactic distracts andl^m®^’
[closely
measured in advance, but nues of entertainment rolled into
annoys viewers I had to put a stop
and mov^emenl, and camera one, and as a result it is five or
1 injected some questions.
to it.
My guest didn’t know he had maneuve^ must be allowed for. 10 times tougher!
those papers at the end of the
Now I use the same
progrnni.

Outlet

^-g

1

[

Freeport, Tex.
The FCC has approved the application of the Brazosport Broadcasting Co. for a new standard
broadcast outlet to. be built here for
an estimated $9,825. Outlet will operate full time with 250 watts on
1,490 kilocycles. Principals in the
company are Kelly Bell and J. C.

|
I

Bell is owner of KOSF, Nacogdoches, and will have a 75% interest in the new outlet, while Stallings is .station manager of KOSF’
and will have 25f'o intere-st in the

new
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Stallings.

possible.

.Manit.n'enionf.

covering sports events in progress.
We’ll learn something more about
cameras, about direction, about
naiTation. But not too much.
Yet, in the field of sports by
film over TV, we are still crawling.
This is the single biggest field for
study, experimentation, and exposure now at hand,
Radio and it!
That method may suffice on
TV, with rare exceptions, are re- radio, but not on television. As a
pCating them.selves in pattern in go-between in these weekly discovering sports. TV with films is cu.'^sions the. arbitrator has .special
just getting under way.
problems lor a TV show. For inAnd the more time that passes,
„
A.,
1
the more attraqtive TV via sports
chairman
Camera Technique, As
films win become because of the I must aid speakeis in cameia
^Pgrowing library of films. It is in proach. When I notice a speakei
this area, let it be noted, that TV talking to the camera It s iny ^ob
will provide additional sports in- to get 111
to talk to his oppon nt
terest, fans, and revenue.
or to me.
in is is lo asK. a question or
with this
wiui

.

tions have limited the size .of the
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its

K;ulio, Records,
ri'oss Relations

Sidney Ascher Associates

'

is the uncertainty of
next. However, should
the event be filmed, then comes
the Opportunity to study the filhi,
edit and .select, time and balance,
establish a theme, and build to an
ordered conclusion.
This .fall Dr. Mai Stevens and I,
wofkhig with our camera director,
Jud Bailey, did two football games
the day after they were played,
and did every play of each game.
They were Navy-North woslorn and
Each
Columbia - Pennsylvania.
game Avas done the next day, and
each was handled within an agreed
hour’s period.
The film was cut to eliminate all
but the actual play.s. Several .sequences were done in slow motion,
which was a tremendous changeof-pacc.
Three hours were spent
by the narrators checking the film,
and annotating the script,
Exploring New ’Techniques
During an actual game the person at the microphone is trying to
keep abreast of a constantly shifting scene.
Working a.gain.st the
film there aie no changes.
You
can get ready with absolute certainty for each play. Thu.s, a drastic change in reporting technique

(
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London
.Million

'

played, there

.

si.'irring
‘Once Updri
.Tune” Du.MniU T\'
.sr;u- uf.“Brigqdoon”

.

.

<

bit of background music to be used
fortunate during the show later in .the eveof us
Blit the few
enough to have landed an assign- ning.
By dresS-reiiearsal time I
ment to supply music for TV have my background strains all
live music—
dramatic programs
prepared.
or
more
two
of
“orchestras”
Television is tougher because the
/pieces) have faced an opportunity actor is reciting from memory, not
and a challenge. Budget restric- reading from script.
Naturaliy,
i

Fn rue

Curi’rJii ly

the pub-

mind, plus others, when we began licity. The
coupling two football games to- much about watching linemen, he
gether in 19-16 and 1947. tVo tlius is’ loo. hard put seeing who has the
bad two games to prop a.gainst ball and the listener demands to
each other, -and very important, know at all limes who has the ball
we got rid of time-'oiifs and half- and where it is. The listener can
times. .Our. development of the only slay abrea.sl of the game
multiple picdaip. called the Round- through the po.ssc,ssion and locaTV film
up, which this fall was clirecti^l by tion of the ball itself.
John Derr, was merely a logical ,:now give.s the fellows in the line a
.•\nd loo we had a ra- break.
extension.
dio program of coverage and imFurthermore, and this is vital,
for television to the listener or viewer when the
impossible
pact
produce.
game is in progress, and the outNow. television- has shown us an come is undecided, is a most parentirely new. and highly provoca- tisan rooter for one side or the
tive facet of sports coverage that other. Come the next day, or days
uncertainty later, this same fan is ready for a
all
Will
eliminate,
sports feature show.
about sports coverage
He knows who is
films.
from
going to win, and so is in a differNothing takes the place of the ent Ha me of mind.
actual event itself, for as it is
Television has already achieved

what comes

-.c

'I'o

radio reporter can’t do

.

'

PHIL HANNA’S

of radio reline.

project.

*

always wondered why a

boy Would play in llie
low the backs to get

field.

.•\t

over. 20. years

For

sound-pro-

.

skin.

porling

(

,

;

take-

i

.

audio

the

sets,

I

linesman
certain
a
that
a key block w'ithout which
the play wouljd fail. So you men-^
the play,
tibn.
aclvance of
in
•Watch the left guard, number 67,
and you'll see wdiy the fullbacjic
makes 15 yards.” A^iowers. have
..reported this gives them their biggest kick in football in years,
finally .seeing why a back gains
ground; rather than watching the
back with the ball, and never seeing what went on ahead of the pig-

know
makes

.

e.vcellent

HANK SYLVERN

iducing) portion of your television;
To be sure, in both mediums you
set represents only about 7Ge of are always working under presthe manufacturer’s production cost. sure, Take the case of “Suspense’*
And with very few exceptions, the via CBS-TV, for instance. I sit in
amount allotted to music for TV at the run-through the evening of
arrive at
program.s is comsiderably less than the telecast and when 1
the studio and pick up my script I
this, percentage-wise, in relation to
yet \vritten* a single note.
total show budget. In fact, music., haven’t
As the actors carry out their
generously
itself
consider
can
make peneilled notes on
I
roles,
treated today, if it is. assigned
Sometimes I sneak in
iiiy script;
The reasons for this ..step-child
a few audible bars just to get the
status are many and varied; some
Then the actors
feel of a phrase.
good, some bad; .some of necessity, take their break and I open up
some of oversight or habitual “sur- with my organ setting up every
render thinking,” production-wise.

ports (AM & TV)
Director of Sports
uncertain factor in also from a study of the films, you

CBS

broadcasting anchor telecasting is
No matter how
a sports event
attracti\e the event appears in adyance it can become dull and drab

By

Compare music for radio and for
With the exception of the delu5te
television and you'll find the TV
top-priced consoles and combinatempos are much more difficult to
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variably

arrive

with

stack

a

of
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notes.
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are. many speciar probin television.
They must be
handled on the spot. Guests often
get tangled up with their opponent or subject. Only once did Ii
fail to clear the ring in this re-.
spect.
When Sen. Brewster appeared to
discuss with Eleanpr Roosevelt,
“What Does Loyalty to the XJnitcd
State.s Mean? ”
I attempted to- restrain the senator from pursuing a
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personal attack on Mrs. Roosevelt’s
views,. But the senator would not

,

’

yield.

There’s one thing
third man
ing ring.

•

in

don’t do as

platform

this

While

I

a

fight

helps decide the winner,
The audience does!

boxreferee

I

don't.;
i

anager
Dallas.

Ralph. W.

Nimmons

lias

been

of WFAATV in a move separating television
and radio operations of the Dallas
News Broadcasting properties, according to manager Martin B.

named

Congratulations to Variety

JACKMcELROY
•W.Meoine Iq Uolly\vuo(r’-«ADC— Mdmlays through Fridays

station

manager

Campbell.
Alex Keese, regional sales manager, has been named assistant
manager, but will continue also a.s
regional sales manager.

RADIO

BEN GRADER
NBC
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8,

1951

Forty^fifth
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Anniversary

Formula for Future; Change

Blow-By-Blow Sit-In

By NILES TRAMMjELL

1

(Chairman of Board, NBC)

on Bigtime TV Production

Looking back in retrospect if becomes cleiar that change has always
been the order of the day for radio. Change has been its one dominant
By FORTUNE POJPE
STAHL
Change has been the secret of its success. Change is
Bv
tharacteristic.
iPresidenP, WHOM; N. YA
Change may be the key for its
the formula for its future expansion.
This business of staging a big- Mel. Tolkin and Lucille Kailen,
survival at the end of the next 25 years.
Do you know that there are
The problems coming up for all of us in 1951 and hundreds of radio, advertisers in budgeted, fullblown musical show and even one for the Billy WilMusic department
the years beyond that will give us a chance to New York who couldn’t teU you on television week after week, liams Quartet.
pioneer anew and to go forward into new fields of the difference between a Nleilsen complete with singers, dancers, a is also housed in the building, with
rooms
for
conductor
service to the people, the government and business and a Hopper or BMB and Adyer- full orchestra, etc., is actually separate
and industry. I recommend this view to all my test? Most of. them are big adver more than an eight-day-a-week Charles Sanford, the arrangers,
copyists,
etc.
^.'operation.
colleagues in broadcasting and especially to those Aisers too,
including spores of
Case in point is N-BC-TV’s “Your
O wns and Controls Scenery
who become unduly alarmed and hara.ssed in their major retail stores as vvell as manuthoughts over, the eventual future of radio .against f acturers of nationality products^ Show of Shows;” second houi>a,ndLiebman owns and cdnirols. aR
m-lialf
of
Night
the
“Saturday
Rethe onrushing expansion of television.
sets and scenery:
He has a book
IThey.’ve been using foreign lanFor, in addition to putting
vUe.'’
One who listens as much as I do to broadcasters, guage radio for years.
constantly on his desk of pholoin a full seven days each week
advertisers and government olTicials receives about
Accounts that have been with in lining up the production, ])ro- static copies of all sots ever, used
as many variegated views of the future of broad- us ..consistently for 15 years or
on the production. wlih .another
duCer-director Max Liebman and
casting
as
there
are
convcrsalionalists.
copy in. the hands of designer Fred
Sometimes
more
have never asked us for rat- -his
Nik'S Trammell
ors.l
crew
of
writers,
design
there is so muclv unjustiried pessimism and un- ings. As long a.s they keep getting
Fox.
All. scenery IK stored at the
technicians, etc., as well, as the
Nolan studios, where it is readily
lu-;tlthy optimism that it’s difficult to obtain a perspective.
.And per-' results, they are perfectly content
stars, take time off during ..Ihc
available
each week. This 'arran."i;esi)ecli\ e is wliat is needed most in pur harried and hectic world of
in
sets
let
worry
about
to
others
week whenever possible, to kick mont. according to Liebman, .^aves
hroadcasling,
use and shares of audience.
around
ideas
line
and
up
the
script
,,
Tlu' truth of the matter is that no. one today knows exactly just what
a great deal of money each week
Do we
following week’s operation. and also makes it
po:s;l)le
to
tlu', futLirc of radio will be' precisely Just, as no one can predict with
services? VA/^
We certainly do.I We ve
(•()nvi)k'te certainty the future of television.
About the only thing we probably done more in audience With work in progress on the cur- utilize as many diiierenl sets for
rent
week’s
program.
as
well
as
each program as de.sired.
Cos-.
know about both is that they .will undergo great Changes in the next research
our
Of
than
ma,n>’
perhaps one or two In advance, the iLimes are rcnlcd weekly froin
C)uVirtcM‘ of a century and the changes will be pretty exciting.
the
colleagues. We’ve invested in elabaccumulated time can easily foLal Eaves Costume Co,
orate pantry surveys as well as
Looking Aliead to 1975
more than eight days a week.
socio-economic studies of the prini.s
Liebman
is also- belie\'ed to be
While “Show of Sliows” naUif.ookin.g. ahead to 1975 we can pretty well accept the foregone concipal language groups in the New
the only inclio
indie producer owning
rally is confronted week in and
clusion that by then television will be a mature medium which blankets
York market.- We’ve done this, not
an(t controlling a kinescope print
the cotinliy. saturating all major niarkets and extending even to rural
our
hardy
to convince
show he has ever provtAing piooieius inai 0,-SCi of every sliow
Television will be available night and day jii'st as radio is to- hut"
area.s.
tn tjalisjfv flcrpnCv eveeiicluce.d, dating back to the original
''ideo program, the Liebday. 'rherc will be two or tln*ee television sets in millions, of homes
Uves vrtl inSt oiv se^
“Admiral
Broadway Revue.” He
and the oungsters will be equipped with portables. Anyone with, any
and ng es. I u every case ?he dnd'
htb" set
.T,it apart from arranged this in his NBC cdnlract.
.vvhich
jniagiiialion can begin to see What an overwhelming elTect. this power,ing.s have juatifled our eonndence
Any time lie wants to repeat a
all others;
This is because Liebful nuvdlunv will have oh the country.
and that- of the longtime users oJj
jman is an, indie producer in the number aired as much as tv\o
Suiiie of us get the shudders at this stage of day-dreaming when foreigri lariguago facilities,
years previously, he. ha.s only to
we .get down to considering the future of radio. What will it he in. 1975?
A few months ago wo did a very strictest sense of the word, with cair in his crevv and then run
Will radio be a supplementary service or a specialized service? Will elaborate study of the Italian popu- his setup, probably resembling that through. the- kine for reference lo
only the high-powered stations in major cities survive or will only the lation in New York and came up of a Hollywood indie more than :‘the costumes, choreography; sets,
other TV
impresario
can
rural stations operated on skeleton bases be the style of the day? Or with some revealing facts; illum- any
As Liebman himseif put etc. He revealed that, to mask a
w ould you bet with me that the whole radio system may he patterned inating information about 2.000,- boast.
repeat,' he sometimes changes the
it. “we turn out the product and
on lodajs ’s and that radio will be shld in combination with television, 000 Italians, actually mox'e than retitle and lyrics of a certain numNBC acts as our distributor.”
on'ering an overall service to the American home?
side in Rome., Here are a few of
ber
but retains the. same music,
Under this setup, Liebman is in
These are some thoughts to think about vvhen vve indulge in day- the findings, some of which you
choreography and oven the sets.
the happy* position (fora producer)
dieaming, but you and I know this isn’t the time for day-dreaming. probablv never knew. till now,
.
^
,,
All talent on the show, as well
having
virtually no contact with
We. are. after all, business men and we should take a business nian’s
One^third of the highest paid ,«!
as the writers .and others; in the
his many sponsors and' their agen
approach to the problem.
Ijobs in New York are held by
production
crew, are under concies.
Several times in the pa.st he
Italo-Americans employed in the
Reflections on Patterns
has objected to agency demands tract Lo Liebman, rather than, to
ineedlecraft and building trades,
Here arc a few of them, as I see them:
such as where a certain commer- NBC. Show carries a full cast of
as teamsters and longshoreWe must start programming radio for. television homes and develop land
should be slotted during the 30, including the singing and dancmen. Their purchasing power has ciaV
new t.N'pes and forms of radio entertainment which will hold on to lisprogram.
But, instead of taking ing ensemble, in addilioh to 22
risen almost 250% in the past 10
teners in TV homes for as long as possible.
his argument to them, Liebman production staffers and 20 musiyears. The Italian family with an
We must priee our programs and our medium realistically and in average size of 3.97 Is larger than gives it to NBG to fight out. “I cians. These, added* to the NBC
keeping with the times. Radio’s low cost efficiency is still unmatched
don’t want to go to the agencies,” and theatre personnel, who step
the non-Italian family with 3.64.
in each Friday when the rehearsals
by any other medium and we should keep it that way, forever, if posThere are threewage earners per he said, “because as soon as I give
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sible.

Wc must

develop new and $p3ctac‘ular methods of promoting radio
to attract new listeners, hold the old and hold our own as long as we
can against the inroads of television.
We must develop new and different sales plans to attract new adThere
vertisers and give greater flexibility to our present cu.slomers.
are literally thousands of American businesses which can make profitable use of network radio on specially devised bases, seasonal and
An inspection of any major American magazine will tell
otherwise.
youwho they are.
Let us not, for a moment, believe, however, that television has no
problems other than those airising from its growing pains. It has a few
of it.s own, too, and we. should pay attention to them now, before it is
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advertiser.
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we have

the daily problem of tempering our enthusiasm
and imagination for this dynamic new mediiinv with the views of the
man.
business
That means keeping television within business bounds
and continually lowering its cost and increasing its efficiency to the
all.

,

;
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too late.
First of

them that entree to the show. I’m
Italian-American family as com
might want to stop in
'pared with less than two in all voTvHeTfi‘hey
r*i n
Yi fT
r n n rrt;
A
things.” As
far
and start running
families in New York City. Transas the bankrollers are concerned,
late these statistics into consumer
he
compared
his show to a maganeeds and they loom very large!
Wine is consumed more liberally zine. “We publish the magazine,”
the sponsors take
in Italian homes vyhile whiskey he said, “and
used compares with the New York out the ads. That way they have
control as adveras
little
program
City average. Beer and ale enjoy
about
more popularity, among tisers have over the editorial
Italians than non-Italians.
Cigar policy of a magazine.”
While other TV producers arc
smoking too is more characteristic
forced to hold their dry-run reof the Italian male.
hearsals in reconverted beer-halls,
Exploding: Old Myths
bowling alleys and almost any
The extent of shopping in. food, other available space they can
drug, and cosmetic stoi’es is higher find Liebnian, in his capacity as
among Italians than the N(Jw York an indie producer, has four comCity average. Every known brand plete floors
of space in a building
name in these fields was found on on Manhattan’s W. 56th street.
pantiT shelves and in medicine There are special studios or ofchests.
Ownership in appliances jfices for each group, including the
is higher, while apartment dwellballet
vocal chorus, stars Sid
c?

4

i*

'

first move to NBC’s International
number of personnel direcLy involved with each
week’s production to about 100.
Program’s weekly talent and production budget has been upped to
about $32,000 with the new Television Authority contract, from it.s
previous ,”30.000.

theatre, bring the

Wiiile his production setup may
be unique,
Liebman’s rehearsal
schedule is probably illustrative of
all similar video shows.
With the
show aired Saturday night, Licbman starts work each week on the
following day, when he and his two
scripters, Starbuck and some others
come in for preliminary huddles.
Out of this is evolved a bare outline of the numbers, with such
weekly staples as Caesar’s solo
comedy bit referred to merely as

Secondly, let’s make sure television attains its intellectual destiny
without hindrance from us. We all know what a great medium for
entertainment and enlightenment we have in the scientific miracle of
our age. Let’s endeavor to make certain that the television screen is
“Sid’s specialty.”
lit in the homes of America w'ith the type of programs that will create ing is lower.
Cast treks in early
Monday
Caesar and Imogene Coca, chorean intellectual miracle in the minds of our people.
If the survey did nothing else,
ographer James Starbuck, writers
tContinued on page 184)
it helped to explode the old myth
that foreign language families consume a few Staple food items to
the exclusion of practically any^
thing else.
It demonstrated also
that Italian homes are using American food and. drug products just
as much as, and in some cases even
more than, their neighbors,
What does all this mean? That
the foreign language listener is a
very good potential customer for
practically every advertised product. A good many agencies have
begun to see the light,; judging by
increased national billings which
language stations are enjoying. Of
course, a lot of smart national advertisers
have been using the
market quietly for years. The type
of research outlined here should
prove attractive to many other.s.
Progressive
language
stations
have geared their programs to a
plane which, compares favorably
with the best in network and independent standards. New and. improved research techniques are constantly being sought to satisfy
agency deniands for neW' statisticail data. The results, should prove
beneficial to all concerned.
.Specialized formats are achieving a new place in the competitive
radio ‘Spectrum and the future of
language
radio
looks
foreign
brighter than ever. To quote an
advertising executive vylio has been
using Italian radio for years; “To
Radio:— CUy— Hollywood
reach the Italian market, we have
LoyveR Thornat Program
Piiramount’s K'lT.A
preferred the high-powered riflle
Television
i Armstrong Circle 'theatr*
of Italian media to tie buck-shot
Ken Murray Show
Recording: Coral llecoiUs
of English language.”
Frigidaire Comedy Hour
Frank Cooper Associate*
Pei'so.nal Managonient
1
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WILBUR STARK

By
let’s

By DR. ALLEN
By

B.

DU MONT

Anyone who attempts

to predict accurately what the television picture will be in 1960 is stickihg his neck but as far as a present-day
mike boom. The tremendous progress of the industry since its first
post-war year, 1946, so far surpassed even, the fondest predictions of
those of US in the industry that the best vve can do at this time is to
make calculated guesses*

ROBERT A. SCHMID
MuUial Broadcasting

(V. P.,

and water don’t mix— and, a viewer in Chicago of his mother.
face it, neither do radio and When Mrs. Bloop -gets slapped in

1951

The Glory Road To

Birth of a

They’re Not Alike
Oil

Wedijiesday, January 3,

Systeni)

When this piece reaches the light
the face with a pie or acts in a
television.
Let’s start at the undisputed rather undignified fashion, we re- of day, any syntactical slips it may
These guesses are based on the advanced uses of present-day and
the radio listener, sent it. There is this Sub-conscious contain can be blamed on the fact
basic premise
by .virtue of being itierely a lis- association, which spoils the fun that this is written in the flicker of oh-the-drawing innovations, on the personalities and industries invadare embarrassed, just a single candle. The candle decing the yideto field and the involved economics of
tener, must create in. his mind forUs.
a rising industry,
images of the characters,- costumes, as. we are embarrassed to eaves- orates a cake which, along with a
In 1960, coast-tocoast transmission of television
locales, etc. And he sees, what he drop on the people whom Alien quarter-acre of. advertising space,
programs should be a regular feature. Frorh the
The; video viewer Flint is visually ribbing on “Can- signifies the first anniversary of the
wants to see.
it
didn’t
mind
in
netmark
did
Camera.”
animated
trade
two talent centers of the world,. New York and
only
ha.s very little left to his imaginaw'ork radio.
Hollywood, will come a stream of programs as they
tion— he sees everything. And he on “Candid Microphone” but
either accepts or rejects what he we see someone being prodded “Mister Plus” bowed, into the
do in present radio. By 1960 there vvill be more
and know J;hat their reactions are public prints just 12 months ago
than 1,000 television stations, utilizing both
set'.s.
the
us
exposed
others,
it
rubs
Variety,
it
prpto
—right
here
in
so
hapFull daytime programs will be
yet
we
and
bands.
simple
It seems so
pened— and he has been busy tellan accepted thing from these 1,000 stations.
diicers are. constantly confusing wrong way.
don’t
At that time, a fully compatible, electronic color
the issue— and the air,
Conversely, Milton Berle and ing the Mutual story ever since.
.systen\ will, .be in vogue, and color progjrams aaviloften enough realize that, not only the zany team of: Martin ;and The suggestion that we now tell
able via full coast-tocoast networks,
the programming, but the adver- Lewis, all smash sensations in tele- his own story, here in this annh
Television will be darting through the. sky across
tising ,as .well, must be different vision, were dismal flops in radio. versary issue, takes us back a few
pr. A. B. Du Mont
continents. This phase of video development Avill
(and we don’t mean just super- There
essentially months prior to that inaugural bow.
nothing
was
It
late
’49,
was
in
summer,
dominance
of a few languages, possibly four, and
that tend to create the
ficially different) in each, medium wrong with them as radio comeif the viewer and the advertiser dians; the fault was that Of
hold “Mister Plus” was' actually con- will establish an infinitely greater understanding between nations than
are both to receive fU|ll benefit your hats, boys, here \ve go again ceived— if that isn’t too graphic a has ever been dreamed of in the past. An International B,oard of Arbifor the money,' lime aSnd 'effort' —top brass. Berle and Martin and word, and I don’t think it is: he tration will probably be formed to secure free interchange of program
e.xpehded. There can be no over- Lewis
from the strongly has become a real-life character material. By 1960, its policies and procedures will have become sufstein
lapping of top thinking which .Xil- visual mediums of nightclubs and around here, His parents were, ficiently established and accepted by all nations of good will so that
ters dov’n the line, so that by the vaudeville,
where their madcap respectively, a new set of facts they will represent a force of sufficient power to suppress billigerency
time it reaches the consumer, routines were seen, as well as about Mutual, and an urgent need in other countries and prevent war.
basic thoughts and ideas are dif- heard.
When they were put into to convey those facts
The bridge between nations established by television will be strengthfused, with much less than the radio, there \vas no attempt, to
gathered our facts the hard ened by supports of other international structures, representing transmaximum results obtained.
through a dispassionate, portation, trade and other links of communication. Together these
mold them to a different medium way
(f keep referring to ‘‘top brass”
They were put leave-uj?-face-it study of this net- links will be so tightly welded that the economic, cultural, educational,
a sightless one.
and ‘‘top thinking” because it must on with the same types of comedy work and they revealed a Mutual linguistic, entertainment and technological interdependence between
start there. .If it doesn’t, how can that
had had visual audiences that was basically “different”; that the nations of the world may well solve problems that have resisted
the correct thoughts be conveyed screaming
It didn’t need to “imitate” any other the bonds of pacts and treaties.
laughter,
with
web; that qualified on certain
to the lower echelons— the writers, couldn’t
and didn’t work.
News coverage will have attained a speed approaching the instantathe directors, the performers, etc?)
counts as quite, a medium in its
the
Now', let’s take a look at
neous. Fleet aircraft and racing trucks will rush equipment to the
Let’s take some specific shows eternal
own right.
phenomenon of radio
scenes of news events. Helicopters will be used as a vantage point
This suggested a new kind of from
to analyze this subject further. soap operas.
Their success over
which large sporting and news events can be televised. TransAnd, please remember that .1 am the years has been explained as sales promotion approach, and our mitters will be smaller
and more compact and field television pickup
voicing purely personal views now. due to the identification of the urge was to get these points across equipment
will operate entirely by radio wave.
“People Are Funny” and “Candid listener with the characters on the to .reasonably bright minds in a
Microphone” have always been air.
TV’s Educational Sphere
One’s problems became the manner that w'as not unreasonably
I
two of itiy favorite radio shows. others. The listener has her owm dull. Since each basic point shaped
In 1960 the educational potentialities of television will have been
When Art Linkletter puts his radio picture of the characters, etc. But up as a specific “plus,” the idea of
fully realized.
Schools, colleges and industrial training ihstitutions
contestants through the paces, I
-when the soapers had a recent putting hands, feet, and a micro- will use television
programs as an integral part of their curriculum.
sit back and chuckle.
I not only trial on TV, what happened?
They phone head on a big plus-mark mere handful
of instructors and equipment will be brought before
am amused, but there, is a great fell flat on their problems. The must, in retrospect, seem more inunlimited
and
scattered
audiences, greatly simplifying any training
deal of rapport betw'eCn Linkletter main reason for the fiasco, as I evitable than inspired. And yet, it
(also
his
contestants)
and me. View it, is that the characters in took, in all, about six months to programs.
The field of informal, adult education will be greatly enhanced.
Why? Because l am merely listen- the radio soapers, altho somewhat get it right and we probably set a
Material on travel, industrial science, history and allied fields— someing.
I use my imagination as to
unbelievable, are completely ac- new advertising record for labor what barred by movie
houses in 1950 because they instruct rather than
In any case, that’s how
what the contestants are doing'. cepted by the listeners— all of pains.
entertain— and will have an adequate and appreciative audience via
And I have the kind of mental whom evoked different images of “Mister Plus” got born.
telecasting.
images I want. The net result is them. But, TV is more down-toQuick Change Specialist
American industry will find in television an important adjunct. The
that “People Are Funny” is a earth the viewer sees the charBut his rigid stance, itself, will medical world, many and varied branehes of industry and the multipfe
warm, cozy radio show not beset acters in her own living room. probably keep him quickly
rec- fields of merchandising will have general use for television .in their
by any embarrassing reaction on Therefore, the same basic human ognized rat least as long
as the every-day operations.
the part o f the li stener.
problems, presented via more be- standard plus-sign retains its presIn an era of. industrial research and deViCTopment with more and
Destroying a Mental Concept
lievable characters, have a far ent shape (which would seem to more emphasis being placed on aiitoniatic
control of remote processes,
If the contestant seems silly, I better chance of acceptance than a be safe for a few* thousand years three-dimensional television will be in widespread use.
Three-dimencan subconsciously reject that con- video transplanting of the radio anyway). Seriously, What we like sional television will make it possible for exacting step-by-step perbest about “Mister Plus” is that he sonal supervision of projects where formerly for reasons
cept and accept only what I want characters.
of safety
to.
There’s no jarring barrier beMr. Top Brass, don’t expect your combines- in an easily recognized comfort, inaccessibility, height, pressure, etc., research men were untwo of the simplest, best able to ylew the operations personally.
tween me and the show. ‘Every subordinates to work it out for Way
listener has his ow‘n visual con- 'you. Most scripiters will write the known symbols in the world today
receivers in I960 will all be large .size, with the 30-inch being
a microphone and a plus mark. the most popular,
cept of what’s going on and every way yoii think; most producers
f amilies will have two and possibly three receivers
listener finds it pleasant because and directors will treat the script It is this combination that makes in each home, capable of providing both black and white and
elecin our eyes anyw'ay— a close- tronic color pictures without the need for unvvieldly
he wants it to be pleasant.
jin conformity with your judgment; him
mechanical appurBut what happens when I watch most performers will fall in line. to-ideal trademark for Mutual. tenances. Simplification of circuits and improved tube research will
the T'V version of the same show? After all, they’re paid by you. It’s “Mister Plus,” by the way, has reduce the number of components in each set, bringing down the
price
And, unfortunately, it is the same up to you to set the policy and see proved to be remarkably versatile su Dstsnt icilly
In 1960 television will look back on this present
show as the radio version. I see that it’s followed through.
And as a costume change specialist.
day period with a
Mrs. Bloop, a woman in her fifties, the policy might very well be a Opinions may differ as to exactly tolerance and mellowness which seems almost impossible for
us to
who may remind me of
Aunt paraphrase of Kipling’s famous where the hips occur on a plus- Ausualize now. The events of 1946-1960 will have passed into history.
of whom I am fond; it reminds lines, “Radio is radio and
is mark, but a six-gun strapped any- Many names prominent in the field today will have been
forgotten and
Will have arisen.
another viewer of the kindly lady TV; but never the twain shall where below the cross-piece quickThere will be a new group of men
^
rV
ly spells “cowboy”
especially with at the helm of television.
next door; it evokes an image of 'meet.”
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TV

—

sombrero and kerchief up top
and spurred boots below.

a

From

the start “Mister Plus” has
to warrant a third dimeneach new role he a.ssumes
has been matched in sculpture,
Some two feet tall. These statuettes
hold sway so successfully over sales
meetings and conventions that

•

in

s

what has happened

true leaders will, even as today, not be
interested
in the past. Their sights Will be trained
forward.

seemed

sion, so

we’re

contemplating a life-size,
creature
wired
for
sound. And “Mister Plus” has even
provided
tangible
support
for
client trousers by getting woven
into a limited edition of suspenrobot-style
'

ders'!-

The reaction .to “Mister Plus”
further afield has been uniformly
enthusia.s.tic,
though not always
orthodox. With a happy nod from
us, more and more of our stations
are working him into their own
promotion— but without any hod
from us at all, a suit manufacturer
blithely started a newspaper cahipaign featuring the “Tailor-Plus,”
intact,

until

we reminded them

about our copyright. Also a leading
confectioner has expre.ssed interest
in creating a' “Mister Plus” candy
bar.

All in all, the first year in the
of this character has kept us
hopping, here in the wings. On a

life

performance like this, it’s imposcount the house or even

sible to

HAPW ANNIVERSARY!

MAGGI McNELLIS
''Leave

It

to the Girls,"

NBC-TV

“Say It With Acting,” NBC-TV
“Somerset Maugham Theatre,’^ CBS-TV

analyze the boxoffice stubs. Quite
often, though, folks from the audience drop in at the dressing
room, and they seem to think we've
got a real asset in oiir hands. We
think so, too.

SEASON'S GREETINGS

CHARLOm

BROWN

MANSON

We(lnes<1ay, January 3^

1951
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Anniversary

sti

ror anotner year

or top-tiignt

For your unique

style

.

.

t

For your scope and timeliness
1

.

.

a Gold Medal

n -r

And

best wishes for

.

many happy

ix 9

f

returns

& 13ELDING
NEW VOBK
I

CHICAGO

LOS ANGEIES
J-

HOILVWOOD

.

•

SAN FEAXCIsro

HOUSTON

lU

Forty-fifth

P^S^IWTY

Anniversary

...

1.

Don

McNeill, Wednesday, 9

.

3,

1951

.«•

pm

... 2. Helen Hayes, Showtime-USA, Sunday; 7:30 pm
3. Ruth Hussey, appeared on Pulitzer Prize Playhouse.
pm ... 4. Don Ameche, Holiday Hotel, Thursday, 9 pm ... 5. Billy Rose, Tuesday, pm
... 6. Betty Furness, Penthouse Party,
9
Friday, 8 :30 pm
au Whiteman, Sunday, 7 pm ... 8. Faye Emerson,
Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 7:15 pm ... 9. Chico Marx, The College
Bowl, Monday 9 pm
Stuart Erwin. Saturday, 7:30 pm
II. Ethel Waters. Beulah, Tuesday.
7:30 pm
12. Rise Stevens. Metropolitan Opera,
Saturday,’ 2 pm
.

.

Friday 9

10.

Wednesday, January

. . .

. . .

.

.

.

.

Wetlneeday, January S, 1951

Forty•fifth

p^S^^IETHT Anniversary
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13. Gregory Peck, ^uest

2I

star— Screen Guild Players, Thursday, 8

pm

... 14. Elmer Davis,

Monday through

Friday, 7:15

pm

... 15. Harold Stassen, a

(

guest during 1950 on America’s

Thursday, 9:45

pm

.

.

18.

Town Meeting

17. Robert Montgomery,
pm ... 16. Ginny Sims, Song Shop, Sunday, 10 pm
pm ... 19. Walter Winchell, Sunday, 9pm... 20. Ozzie and Harriet, Friday, 9'pm
Stop the Music, Sunday, 8 pm (and on ABC Television, Thursday, 8 pm)

of the Air, Tuesday, 9

Dick Powell, Richard Diamond, Friday, 8

21 . Louella Parsons, Sunday, 9:15

pm

.

.

.

22 .

Bert Parks,

I

Here at ABC^ we practice what we preach. We believe in advertising, so
we run ads like this one — lots of them — to help our sponsors build
bigger audiences^ get more out of every dollar they spend on ABC*

.

.
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Anniversary
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Wednesday, January
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1951

During 1950
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advertisers

placed 82 different

Radio -TV advertising campaigns
through McCann-Erickson^ Inc.
New York
Boston
Cleveland
Detroit

Chicago

San Francisco
Los Angeles

Hollywood
Portland

and

. ;

offices

throughout
the world*
I

I
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Forty^fifth

Anniversary

Wednesday^ Januaiy

3,

1951

Wediieeday, January 3, 1951

Forty^fifth

Anniversary
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NEW YORK
October

DENVER POST,
Tuesday, September 19:

TIMES,

2:

"As the saying goes, 'the house was jammed'
and it was not difficult to understand why. A few seconds after Mr, Cantor had sprinted to the center
of the stage, he had the audience completely under
His self-assurance, stage presence and
his spell.
timing, combined with humility are virtues that
should be studied profitably by neophytes of show
•

Wednesday, January

Annipersary

entertainers to whom an audience can listen
two hours are rare, but E. C. proved he can .do
it.
The evening raced on, as chuckles and good
solid guffaws greeted his stories and as applause
for each old time song told him that his audience
Cahtor's show will be rememtoo rernembered.
bered os a unique occasion,"

"The

for

,

I •

.

b usiness.

MILWAUKEE JOURNAL,
VARIETY,
October 4:

September 22:
"It

C. H. last Saturday
night for another one-mqn show and added lustre
to his showmanship stature by not equalling, but ex-^
ceeding his initial smash stint in. this longhair audiCantor who,, has been a
torium early last March.
standout in every facet of show business once again
C. returned

"E.

to

N.Y.

gave double-ply proof that talent and basic entertainment values can sell in any and every medium.
was one of Cantor's most brilliant performIt
ances*

that

i^

N.Y.

TORONTO DAILY

was Cantor

Tuesday, October TO:

"

"Eddie Cantor put on a show in Massey Hall last
night which could only be described as tremendous.
The house was filled despite heavy rain, vyith hundreds seated on left and right stage. This left Eddie with limited space, but with the form Cantor
was in he would hove mowed 'erri down just as
easily standing on a soap box."

at the

all

there

is

to it."

JOURNAL-AMERICAN,

'My Forty Years in Show Business,' all by, all
and all about Eddie Cantqr, turned out to be

with

one of the very best shows

of the

]

949-50 season."

LOUISVILLE TIMES,

November

13:

"Cantor held

the

Memorial Auditorium in comwrapped up 40 years
an irresistible package called

plete thrall last night as he

TORONTO TELEGRAM:

in

show business

in

An

Tuesday, October 10:
"Show

was served

March 22:

STAR,

business has a great future

—

— be

it

in

tele-

stage
so long as Cantor keeps singing.
The kid from the lower East Side
of New York had the audience cheering at Massey
Hall last night."

vision, radio, screen, or the

straight that

Auditorium Tuesday night and a highly palatable
offering it was.
Cantor has done his stuff in so
many mediums that the spectatpr almost forgets Or
takes for granted his Immense stage technique and
stage presence and personality, his unfailing sense
of rhythm and response.
He is an ageless and inexhaustible soul.
He is a wonderful little man and

Evening V/ith Eddie Cantor.'
Eddie created
the impression, he could have gone on indefinitely
v/ith lore and lyrics. from uncue.d memory. If he had,
his

audience would

still

be there

DETROIT FREE PRESS,
Wednesday, November

BUFFALO COURIER-EXPRESS,

right

now."

15:

»

was a terrific example of the comedian's art,
which pathos and fun ran hand-in-hand, and an
audience of 5,000 sat spellbound."
"It

Thursday, October 12:

in

any doubt that this is a sentimental
It
would have been dispelled by the warmth of the reception accorded
the perennially youthful Cantor In his one-man two
hour performance. It would be a pretty good guess
to venture that Cantor is winning a more numerous
"If

There

is

generation.

reminiscent,

and mellower

BULLETIN, PHILADELPHIA,
Tuesday, October 31:

following than he has ever enjoyed."

"Inaugurating the Philadelphia Forum's 30th seaEddie kept the audience applauding, laughing and toe-tapping for almost two hours in a
unique one-man show.
He left the enthusiastic
audience in a mood to echo 'We want Cantor!
"
want Cantor!'

son,

SAN ANTONIO EVENING NEWS,
Thursday, October 19:
"Wednesday

night was one of those really rare
From the moment the little man with
eyes danced on stage, the audience

occasions.
the bulging

knew
tor

it

was

in

certainly

the presence of a master artist. Canproved himself as great a showman

as ever."

MOBILE REGISTER,
Wednesday, October 25:
"Cantor presented entertainment that few can
the equal of on the local scene.
His
life story is. a fabulous one.
He told of it in a way
the audience hungry for more."

remember

BIRMINGHAM N E WS/
"When one man can keep

several thousand peotwo hours, he's a real showman.
That's what E.C. did last night at the Municipal
Aud. The banjo-eyed comedian kept the audience
applauding and laughing until the end of his 'Evening with Eddie Cantor'."
ple entertained for

WORLD-TELEGRAM and SUN,

March 25:
"Broadway's week gave us Eddie Cantor

own one-man show, and a

in

his

rather wonderful show
might even be inclined to vote for it as the
best play of the season.^'
it

is.

PHILADELPHIA ENQUIRER,
Tuesday, October 31:
"From the moment he walked on stage, Eddie
Cantor kept ah absolute capacity audience cheering, applauding and asking for more at the Academy of Music last night, for the slender comedian
had something to offer to virtually every segment
of the audience."

WORLD'S RECORD FOR 7 NIGHTS

Thursday, October 26:

N.Y.

We

Oklahoma
St.

Louis

New

.

City
.

Chicago

.

.

Detroit

.

.

Toronto (2

.

•

•

•

'•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

'

.

Orleans

*

'

.
.

.

.

•

•

.

:

•

•

•'

12,000

•

13,347

\

•

•

•

•

•

«

•

'

$9,160

•

'
.

•

35,000
35.000
17.000

I

$121,507

3,

1951

Wednesday, January

3,

1951

NEW YORK
September
"Eddie

TIMES,

Eddie was born to
make people laugh, tap their
boast.

11:

Cantor

came

ai

to

television last night as th© 'first
star of the new 'Comedy

Theatre.'

This

morning he

TV's undisputed

new

^

is

VARIETY,
October 11:

hit."

*"Eddie Cantor did

and beautifully coordinated as ydeo has seen this
season.j^

Sunday night when he
stepped off NBC TV's new
comedy hour. The Cantor
program had more Broadway
showmanship than anything

I

"

'Whale of a show' describes the TV debut of Eddie
Cantor. He is made for tele-

VARIETY,
September 13:

paced,

fast

production has
everything for popular apthis

peal.

LOUIS SOBOL,

N Y. JOURNAL-AMERiCAN,

established Cantor,
a veteran of 40 years, as a TV
It

September

13:

"We watched

.

Eddie
Cantor teevee debut af Billy
Rose's country home. Show-

1
I

••
I

NEWS, DETROIT,
12:

the

man Rose's comment was that

"He left us all wanting more

with his sparkling show, tele-

— Eddie

vision

had come

Cantor.
Cantor
showed the pattern for future
successful TV comedy shows.
His debut was a milestone in

VARIETY,

TV's history."

November

of

and

Sprightly

vision.

"Another major comic took
the TV plunge Sunday when
Eddie Cantor inaugurated the
Colgate Comedy Theatre on

'

NEW YORK,

DAILY NEWS,
September 11:

heretofore seen on TV."

.

)

lating,

"With 40 years of rehearsal
Cantor was ripe for video

natural."

I-

.

i

September

again

S U n day n g ht {8th ) The veteran comic sparked a producfipn that was as fresh, scintil-

TRIBUNE, CHICAGO,
September 13:

NBC.

it

info

its

long

pants."

8:

"Eddie Cantor's standard
of s ho wm a n s h p m ak e s its elf
more evident with each succeeding video stanza. Cantor's growth in this medium
' is
.:
becoming mcreasingly evident. His third in NBC's Colgate Comedy Theatre was by
far the best, which set a top

BALTIMORE NEWS POST,

i

September

'

12:

"Cantpr is still a master
sh o wm a n and com edia n. He
promised his sponsors he
would give them 'the gayest
package yet presented to
In

my

made good

his

television audiences.'

opinion,

he

'

I

...

standard."

i

..

,

a

,
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CINCINNATI

NEW YORK

Serving the fpllowing clients on television

NETWORK
The GRl'EIS

WATCH

Company,. ... .....

The UNITED STATES.

.

SHOE

Corporalwii

.

..

...

Hum

...

.

...... ..........

DATE, ABC TV

Richard rodGers cavalcade, nbctv

SPOT
The CINCINNATI GAS
The

&

ELECTRIC Company

... ....

.

. . . .

HUDEPOHL BREWING Company.

STORY THEATRE

THE AL MORGAN SH01V

FAMOUS JURY TRIALS
WRESTLING

SEASON'S GREETINGS

AL

GOODMAN
AND

HIS

ORCHESTRA

Musical Direction for

COLGATE TV HOUR

Exclusive

RCA VICTOR

LalesI Alkimn:

“PINAFORE”

Artist

“GUYS AND DOLLS”

MIKADO’

“HAUGHTY MARIEHA”

8,

19S1

y
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first

of all, darting s,

Tallulah Bankhead

John Agar
Fred Allen
Louis Armstrong

Eddy Arnold
Charles Boyer
David Brian
Fannie Brice
Joe Bushkin
Eddie Cantor
Jack Carson
Hihdy Carson
Imogene Coca
Perry Como
Joan Davis
Jinimy Durante
Douglas Fairbanks, Jn

\-‘-

-

s

a deep
A
s<>

*.

ss

bow from

the waist

\--V'
s^;

*•

.S

'

:>=i

to all of

you from y o u r

NB C

associates behind the microphbne

who work with you each week

Jose Ferrer

Ed Gardner

as

;

-

you

light

up millions of radio

Phil Harris

dials

Ed
with the brilliance of your

Bob Hope

performances oh ‘-The Big Show/^

Yours
this
:

is

the magic which

Deborah Kerr

makes

“the biggest radio series by

|

Bert Lahr
Frankie Laine

all

of all time.*-''

director

<
.

Frank Lovejoy
Paul Lukas
Dean Martin & Jerry Lewis
Groucho Marx
Dorothy McGuire

odds this year, and likely

Dee Engelbach— p?’odi(cer

Herlihy

Portland Hoff a

.

i
;

Goodman Ate— chief writer

Lauritz Melchior

George Foster
Mort Green

Ethel

Merman

Robert Merrill
Ray Middleton

writers

Frahk Wilson

Jam e s H a r ve — assistant d irector
Dorothy Brown— smp^ girl

Russell

Nype

and Chorles "Bud" Barry

Margaret O’Brien
Edith Piaf
Ezio Pinza
Jane Powell

the happiest veep in radio

Phil Silvers

Meredith Willson—

ili rector

Sons of The Pioneers
Hanley Stafford

i

*The Billboard, November

18,

1950

Danny Thomas
Margaret Truman
Evelyn Varden

Jimmy Wallington
Fran Warren
Clifton Webb
Ed Wynn

Ladies & Gentlemen of
The Big Show
Arranging Staffs,
Orchestra and Chorus.
The A FRA Members.
The technical crews and

Guest Relations

New

staffs

York,

Studio

A in Hollywood.

X'i'i'/'i-i'i'i-X'X'Hi'ijl

I'l'I't'X'X'X'X;''*’-**
•;:x>:::x-:*:‘:::Jx':V:l

>X>‘‘!>!'>X‘>:‘/X'X'^^^H
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fcx^x,

'.•x'.'^xv:':''.'
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:
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TV

that’s electrified the entire

,

Wednesday, January

industry

1951

3,

. .

KING COLE TRIO

CAB CALLOWAY

.

now

CLARK DENNIS

TV

ayaiiable in all
HERE AT LAST.

0

markets!

•

TOP-FLIGHT HOLLYWOOD TALENT
FOR LOCAL TV BUDGETS!
“/ Only Have Eyes For You*'.
by Peggy Lee and Dave Barber.
.

.

.45

Performed

SNADER

TELEscriplions bring you Hollywood's brightest

stars in glorious

SNADER

TELEscriplions
arc available complete with script for
each individual telecast, for daily or

weekly showings over

week

WHAT THEY ARE

Top-qiinlity
motion pictures of well-known sinj(iug,
a<‘ts
novelty
musical
dancing and
filmed in Hollywood expressly for television. Each act is complete in iUself
minand runs for approximately
utes. Opening and close of each act is
designed for easy integration into any
length program, in combination with
live announcer or master of ceremonies
and smooth interlacing of live or
.

.

.

.

39 and 52

.

HOW

.

Approxi-

now

available to stations

and sponsors on the following program
formats
and more new shows are
being added regularly:
4

.

.

HOLLYWOOD SPOTLIGHT REVUE
TAKE ANOTIllOR LOOK

THEY ARE USED

In preparing
programs, each TELE5cr(’p//on is us(‘(l
as though it were an individual “live.”
act. I'hey may be programmed in
either 5-minute, quarter-hour, halfhour, or one-hour program series. Tlu'y

local television
all via

SNADER

REllI.M) 4'IIE EOOTLICHITS

INTERMISSION TIME
THE MLSIG ALBUM

GUEST ROOK
P.\RTV TIME

>

make guest

45

Mitchell

Cass County Boys

Choirboys

Peggy Lee
Mel Torme
Tex Ritter

Christy

The Pagans
Cab Calloway & Orch,
Charlie Barnet & Orch.
Lionel Hampton & Orch.
Count Basil & Orch.
Miguelito Valdez
'Martha Davis
The Starllghters

Frank Yankovic & Polka

Band
Red

Arthur Lee Simpkins
Page Cavanaugh Trio
Nat "King" Cole
Herb Jeffries

June Hutton

&

His 5

Guadalajara Trio

HOLLYWOOD DIARY

Sales
VAN BUREN

Nichols
Pennies

The Skylarks
Wesley Tuttle & The
Westerners

and Numerous Dancing Stars

for Full Details as to
in

.

.

KAUFMAN,

NEW YORK— 229 WEST 42ND

WGN-TV

cxcUisivcUj over
.

.

.

WFIL-TV

offered exclusirelij over

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

.

.

.

offered excUisivvUj over

BEVERLY HILLS— 177 SOUTH BEVERLY DRIVE

can

.

PHILADELPHIA

President

STREET

How You

your market.

offered

EAST

own
.

INCLUDE

Carl Ravazza

CHICAGO

CHICAGO— 59

.

Clark Dennis
The Pied Pipers
Merle Travis

The Harmonicats

Sponsor Telescriptions

R.

local T\' station

;

Toni Arden

Send Today

REUBEN

appearanccv^ on your

NOW AVAILABLE

Patricia Morison
Gail Stor/n

June

can invite

The King Cole Trio

TELEscriplions!

TELESCRIPTIONS

SUCH STARS

to

shows ... on your own

.

ARE THEY PROGRAMMED

Scripts are

.

and dozens of others

period.s.

n»ately 400 TJilLE.sTrfp/jorjs are now
available
and new numbers are being added at the rate of ten each week.

filmed commercials.

HOW

13, 26,

HOW MANY AVAILABLE

.

Now you

song and dance.

sensational entertainers like Peggy Lee,

WNBW

Watch for the announcement of other leading

TV

stations offering

SNADER

TELEscriplions!

Weclnestlay, January 3,

1931

Forty- fifth

Anniversary

New RCA

ision
You Ve^secn
its

finest

television.

Now

see

you’ll

it

wires or radio

beams

to

Because of

make movie-going

referred to

going into

kinescope, and something

new

finest

modern

*

vision

its

size

and shape, the new projector

is

by engineers as the "‘barrel.” It’s already
theatres, where you’ll be seeing giant tele-

— shot from a

barrel.

in projection

The kinescope, developed at RCA Laboratories, is in principle the same as the one on which
you see regular telecasts. But this modified kinescope is small— only a few inches in diameter—
brilliance.

These are

*

;H

lenses.

and produces images of high

//

astronomical telescopes.

hetter than ever!

RCA

a Barre//

"shof

svstem like those used in the very

on private

Success of the system comes from a remarkable

Theatre Television System projects 15 x 20 foot pictures of television programs.

magnified to 15x20 feet by a ‘"Sclnnidt-type” lens

in

form —giant projections of special

events, transmitted only to theatres

—

125

*

See the latest wonders of radio, television, and cleetronics
RCA Exhibition Hall, 36 West 49th Street, New York.

at

Admission

is

free.

Radio Corporation of America,

Building, Radio City,

jRjtjDio

New

York 20,

New

York,

RCA

The same

research wliich developed

tlieatre television

liant pictures

eonj^on/iriOM of

(Vor/cY Leac/er /n 7^ac//o

— 7^'rsf m Ye/ey/s/on

RCA^s new

system also gives you big,

on 1951

RCA

Victor

home

bril-

receivers.

Wednesday, January 3 , 1951
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Anniversary,

Show Business

Conceived by IRVING MANSFIELD
1

#

Ar

The New Sam Levenson Show
)

*

Conceived by IRV|n6 MANSFIELD

*

'

;

^

Conceived by IRVING MANSFIELD

T HE Stork Club Show
Conceived by IRVING MANSFIELD
I

Guy Mansfielo
Conceived by IRVING MANSFIELD*

*ln

associafion

with

JACQUBUNB SUSANN
;

/

-
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Annivermry

3,

nnIn::
'
s

>«/.*i’ls’Vi*l»M«J'

fciiiSiSii

''

The Fitzgeralds of WJZ...TV Too!

SEASON'S GREETINGS, VARIETY
FROM

i

•*
^

"

"*y”;
<•'*•

V*

k'

:•;

-'

NOW

'

's .//

AVAILABLE FOR TELEVISION

AND RADIO

CURRENTLY APPEARING

JOHNNY OLSEN'S RUMPUS ROOM (TV)
DAILY

JOHNNY

ON DUMONT FOR

OLSEN'S

PREMIER FOODS

LUNCHEON CLUB

ON ABC FOR PHILIP MORRIS
Call My Agent, JOHN E. GIBBS.

DAILY
For Further Information

(I

also Rumba).

••

s ^

1951

\^>(Tiie8(Tay,

January

3,

1951

Forty- fifth

Anniversary
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f'-

with

MARY LIVINGSTONE
PHIL HARRIS

•nd

ROCHESTER
DENNIS DAY
DON WILSON
THE SPORTSMEN QUARTET
Writers

SAM PERRIN
MILT JOSEFSBERG
GEORGE BALZER

JOHN TACKABERRY
Producer

HILLIARD MARKS
Agency
BATTEN, BARTON, DURSTINE & OSBORN,
Sponsor

LUCKY STRIKE CIGARETTES

INC.

Forty-fifth
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Wednesday, January

Anniversary

The

Cliff

3,

1951

Johnson Family

ml
I

NBC
Tuesday Evenings

Family

- - -

Happy Sponsor!”

Wednesday, January 3, 1951

Forty’ fifth

ISl

Anniversary

The following

many

of

list

puisfanding programs of

m

of the

1950—

radio and television^lndicdies the

continuing progress of Ruthrauff
in

“ACROBAT
“BIG

RANCH’VGeneral

TOWN”- Lever Brothers,

‘^COLLEGE

these fields of advertising.

PROGRAMS

TELEVISIOli

& Ryan

RADIO PROGRAMS

Shoe

“ARTHUR GODFREY

DIGEST”-Reddi

whip

Rinso and Spry

BOWL” —American Safety Razor and

“ARTHUR GODFREY TIME” —Lever Brothers, Rinso and Spry

Pharma-Craft

“4 STAR REVUE”-Motoroi3

“AUNT JENNY” —Lever Brothers, Spry
“GENE

AUTRY”-Wrigley’s Gum

“THE ARTHI^R MURRAY SHOW”-Arthur

“SHOWTIME

. . .

U. S. A.”-Dodge

“ZOO PARADE”-Quaker Oats,

“GENE

Murray

AUTRY”-Wrigleys Gum

Dealers

Ken-L-Ration

icipation in)

“ARTHUR GODFREY’S TALENT SCOUTS”

(Participation in)

-^Thomas

J.

Lipton, Frostea

“ARTHUR GODFREY’S TALENT SCOUTS”
—Thomas

/

Lipton, Frostea

J.

^TAVALCADE OF BANDS” -Pharma-Craft
^'CAVALCADE OF STARS”- Pharma-Craft

•j

“AMATEUR

“AMATEUR HOUR”- Morris B.

HOUR”-Morris

B. Sachs

“BALTIMORE BULLETS BASKETBALL” —Gunther Beer
Sachs

^‘BALTIMORE COLTS FOOTBALL” —Gunther

Beer.

“BALTIMORE COLTS FOOTBALL” —Gunther Beer

'^BALTIMORE BULLETS BASKETBALL” —Gunther Beer
'^BALTIMORE ORIOLES BASEBALL”- Gunther

^'BROADWAY OPEN HOUSE” —Gunther Beer,

a BALTIMORE

Beer

ORIOLES BASEBALL^ —Gunther Beer

Red Top Beer

“NEW YORK GIANTS BASEBALL” —Gunther Beer
“TALENT SEARCH” starring Skjtch
“WRESTLING”-Red Top

Henderson— Vim and Motorola
it

SPORTS SPECIAL” —Gunther Beer

Beer

S POT B ROA D CASTI NG
LEVER BROTHERS (CANADA)

CHRYSLER CORPORATION-Dodge

AMERICAN AIRLINES

r-Pepspdent, Lifebuoy, Rinso, Sunlight

D. L. &W.

AMERICAN SAFETY RAZOR
—Silver Star, Blue

COAL COMPANY— ‘blue coar

GARRETT & COMPANY —Virginia

AMERICAN TELEVISION DEALERS
AND manufacturers

NEW YORK

•

CHICAGO

•

DETROIT

•

LEVER BROTHERS

(U. S.) -r-Rinso, Spry

Star, Treet

HOLLYWOOD

•

MOTOROLA —AM and TV Sets

Dare

THOMAS

ARTHUR MURRAY

BALTIMORE

•

CINCINNATI

•'

HOUSTON

•

ST.

LOUIS

•

I.

FRANCISCO

LIPTON- Frostee

•

SEATTLE

•

MEXICO CITY

•

TORONTO

1S2

Forty.fifth
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Anniversary

Wednesday, January '3, 1951

Va

m
The stagehands, cameramen, sound technicians,

actors,

agencies, secretaries, typists,

mimeographers, doormen, switchboard operators, ushers, and the big guys, too
producers, directors,

MESSAGE:

It

takes

and newspapermen.

many good people

to

make one

success.

SAM LEVENSON

AIR FEATURES
INC.

347 MADISON AVENUE

NEW YORK
MURRAY

17,

N. Y.

HILL 9-5900

—

the

Wednesday^ January

3,

1951

Forty- fifth

Anniversary

133

,

40

Inc.

East 49th Street

NEW YORK

Telephohe
Plaza 9-8266

CITY
(

Wednesday^ Januai7

3,

1951

Forty-fifth

J^^^JETY

Anniversary

DEGCA RECORDS

Publicity— DAVID O.

ALBER ASSOCIATES: G«ne ShclrH

135

136

Forty-fifth
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Anniversary

TWO OF OUR
A

6 YEAR

TOPS!

OLD

A

7 Year Old

Sponsored by BRISTOL MYERS

Sponsored by MILES LABORATORIES

BREAK THE BANK

HILLTOP HOUSE

Radioes and Television's Leading Quiz

RADIO
V2

Wednesday, Januaiy

Hour

Dailyi 5

11 A.M..

TELEVISION

Days a Week

WNBC

and

Show

Wednesday

KBC

WNBT,

Coast-to-Coast Network

and

10 to 10:30 P M,

NBC

Radio's Outstanding
Serial

About the

Little

Glendale and

in

Motron

Orpihanage

Its

Head

Julie (Jan Miner)

Cross Country

Network with

BUD COLLYER
MC

BERTfARKS

With {WIN ELLIOT

WIC

Directed by

WCBS,

P.

M.,

and

CBS Network

F
Radio and Television Productions
420 MADISON AVENUE,

3

JACK RUBIN

NEW YORK

Entire

8,

1951

Wednesday, January

3,

1951

Anniversary

Forty-fifth

RADIO

13T

BATTEN, BARTON, DURSTINE

&

NEW YORK

CLEVELAND

•

MINNEAPOLIS

BOSTON
•

BUFFALO

SAN FRANCISCO

•

•

GlilCAGO

•

HOLLYWOOD

OSBORN,

•

LOS ANGELES

•

Inc.

PITTSBURGH
•

DETROIT

National Network

TELEVISION

RADIO

AMERICAN TOBACCO

CO.^ INC.

OF WHEAT CORPORATION

Ltichy St rile Cigarettes

—

Cream of

‘Robert Alotitgomery Presents
f
Yoiu* Lucky Strike Tlicatre”

W heat

“Let’s Pretend’

“The jack Benny Television Show”
“This Is Show Business”
“Your Hit Parade”

RADIO

TELEVISION

MINNESOTA MINING & MFG. CO.
“Scoic/i”

Brand Cellophane Tape

“Your Shew

of

Shows”

(participating)

RADIO

RADIO

TELEVISION

ARMSTRONG CORK COMPANY

REXALL DRUG COMPANY

Floor Coverings, Building Materials

Drug Products

“Armstrong’s

Circlip

“Amos

Theatre’’

RADIO

GENERAL MILLS,

INC,

U. S.

“Betty Crocker Show”

Groucho Marx in

B. F.

WILDROOT COMPANY,

GOODRICH COMPANY

Wildroot Liquid Cream Shampoo

Goodrich Celebrity Time”

,

“Gbarlie Wild, Private Detective”

“The Jack Carter Show”

‘‘You Bet Y"our Life”

RADIO

INC.

Wildroot Cream-OUTJair Tonic and

Silvertown Tires
f‘B, F.

STEEL CORPORATION

‘‘Theatre Guild on the Air”

TELEVISION

TELEVISION

DE SOTO -PLYMOUTH DEALERS
OF AMERICA

Andy”

RADIO

TELEVISION

TELEVISION

’n’

RA

I)

I

O

(participating)

US

Forty-fifth
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BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Represented Nationally

fc/

JOHN blair &

co.

DODGE DEUEDS

MARTIN STONE
4 WEST 58TH STREET

NEW YORK

CITY

FOR

THE WILLIE SHORE
TEETEE SHOW”

THE GABBY HAYES SHOW
Management—W. BIG6IE

THE QUAKER OATS SHOW

LE>^IN, 612 N. Michigan,

Bookings—WILLIAM MORRIS

AGENCY

Chicago

I
WedneBilayt January S, 1951

Foriy^flftK
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Anniversary

BEST WISHES FOR A

HAPPY AND PEACEFUL

ROBERT

Q.

LEWIS

Exclusive Representative:

Press Relations:

TED ASHLEY ASSOCIATES

GORE SOLTERS
<

140
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1
I

/?ac^a aiiiA ^eleiUU^

^^ea^‘€/e

49 East 52nd Street

New York

22, N. Y.

3^

1951

Wednesdlaj'^ January

3 , 1951

Forly^fifth

Anniversary
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Wednesday, January

Anniversary

S,

1951

uHE-UP FO*
COMBOS

tm

ffl

Ytr'
4
#.

WILLIAM BEND
“THE LIFE
An

OF

RILEY”

Irving Brecher Production

r

HOT

F

-

J

•,'.v.".v.'.

.

•.

BLUE RIBBON BOUTS from New

V^'
i

A.

.

.

.

.

A POPULAR PACKAGE
Yorlc,

Detroit, St. Louis on television

.

Chicago.

and radio

27 TRADE AREAS

IN

Wednesday Nlght^CBS

Telefilm's

PUBLIC

"Roving Cameras'
(65 Complete Episodes)
An

outstanding 8V2 minute

show

available to Stations for sustaining

%A.,

or

sponsored

programming.

^'ROVING CAMERAS" STATIONS:

THIS

IS

YOUR
A

FBr\ Friday Night- ABC
Life

KFMB-TY: San Diego

RDYL-TY: Salt Lake

WDSU-TY: New Orleans

WNBT: New York
WDTVr Pittsburgh
WKRC-TV: Cincinnati

WAYE-TY:

WTMJ-TV: Milwaukee

WNAC-TY:

WWJ-TY;

WOVY-TY: Omaha
KOTY: Tulsa
WDAF-TV: Kan. City, Mo.

Detroit

WSPD-TY; Toledo

Jerry Devine Production

Sponsored by The Equitable

W&KB: Chicago

Assurance

KSD-TY: St

Louis

KSTP-TY: Minneapolis
Louisville

KTLA: Los Angeles
Boston

WEBM-TV; Indianapolis
WKY-TY: Oklahoma City
WLAY-TY; Grand Rapids
WSB-TY: Atlanta
WTYJ. Miami
WBEN-TY: Buffalo

WGN-TY: Chicago
KGO-TY: Son Francisco
WFIL-TY: Philadelphia

Society of the United States

Full

Information on Request—Write or Wire*

TELEFILM
incorporate
•

Since 1933

6039 Hollywood
HOLLYWOOD AND NEW YORK

Blvd.

Hollywood 28, Cdlifornia
Phone HO. 9-7205

Wecliiesclay^

January 3, 1951

Forly^flfih

#

p^f^iETY^

Anniversary

"'liicepted or/gmallj/

by

S.

L (Roxy)

Rothafd a$ 'Roxy's Gang',"
-VARfETV

#

Carried to great heights

by

Major Edward Bowes

TED MACK

» IT IS

BACK AGAIN!

II,

f

o

THE MAJOR BOWES STAFF

I

Wednesday^ January

Anniversdfy

Foriy~fifth
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3,

1951

BONNE ANNEE

The Firench Broadcasting System exr
tends greetings of the season to
its

friends,

with

the

special

all

hope

that the year 1951 will see the continuation Of the long friendship be-

tween France and the United States,
as

we work together

radio

.

.

.

.

.

.

through

for lasting peace.

PIERRE CRENESS E, Direcior.
.

SEASON’S GR

FROM

HARRY WISMER
Sports Director

AMERICAN BROADCASTING

CO.

COUEGE FOOTRALt

CHAMPION ROLL CALL

Every Saturday

Fridays. 9:55 P.M.

PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL

CO-OP

The Redskins-^Every Sunday

SHOW

ROGER

Saturdays, 6:30

SPORTS PICK-DPS
Suodays, 10:30 P.M.

GALLAGHER
s

s

toupee-^

ITBRIER
(has tux

—will

sel

TELEVISION
(On Film)

TELESPORTS DIGEST

PRO-FOOTBALL HIGHLIGHTS

DICK DUNKLE FORECAST

REDSKINS SUNDAY GAMES

8-9 A.M.

Direction: WILLIAAA

MORRIS AGENCY

WedncBclayy January 3, 1951

Forty-fifth

Annivonary
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YOU TOP THIS?”

SENATOR FORD • PETER DONALD • JOE LAURIE,

• WARD WILSON • HARRY HERSHFIELD

JR.

ABC-AM

ABC-TV
For

AAOGEN-DAVID WINE

"SNICKERS"-Made by Mars

for
ED. J.

WEBER,

Gen'f Mgr., 156

W.

44th

St.,

New York

18, N. Y.

INSTRUMENTAL

AND
VOCAL

ARRANGEMENTS
BY

MALTBY
Featured During 1950 by

^

^

^

Associated Transcription

Muzak
Thesaures Transcriptions

NBC's "The Big Show"
Radio City Music Hall

The Jack Haley Show
RCA-Victor Recordings
^

Norman
The De

Brokenshire

Show

Ma rcos

ABC's "Tea and Crumpet" Show
GUEST

CONDUCTOR-ARRANGER
'TAUL WHITEMAN
PRESENTS''

RICHARD MALTBY;, 106 West 56th

Street,

New

York 19, N* Y.

/

HOOPER r£L£V/Sm AUDIENCE INDEX
SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER

SUND^kY
1

2:00

OF TELEVISION AUDIENCE

1950
TV

TV

TV

TV

TV

SETS-

Station

Station

Station

Station

IN-OSE

wjj^si

iig/i

1

KTLA

TV

TV

Station

Station

l\Ci#

llC/i

OTHER
TV

AFTERNOON

NOON.6;00

P.M.

26.8

17.0

20*5

IS. 6

6.8

8.4

1.8

56.0

9.7

13.7

35.0

SATURDAY DAYTIME
15.8

2.9

2.9

23.9

0.6

8:00 A.M.-6:00 P.M.

EVENING
SUN. THRU SAT.

46.7

8.9

9.5

6:00 P.M.-I0:06 P.M.

tSDiOlMi

-

TV

R#,d$ivers,ln Los ,An0^les

'

ObmirW 1, 1050

-s"'

,

KTIA

Cparmount^^
'^'v mmm

kJ

/

msm

Studios

•

5451

Edstorn Sales Office

Mardirtion $t;# los Ait§eles
*

1501 BrOa^wav»

New

38

York

v/HOflyy/ood 5^-6363
1

8

*

BRyant

KEY STATION OF THE PARAMOUNT TELEVISION NETWORK
P^ul

H* Rhymer Company,

Inci,

National Representatives

Wednesday, Jannai*y 3, 1951

FoHy*fifth

p^SsRMf^fir Anniversary

Exclusive

1819

Managemenf

TED COLLINS
Broadway • New York

149

Forly^fiflh

ISO

Anniversary

Wednesday, January

3,

TELEVISION:
Fbi-

SANKA

:

CBS

YOUNG

i RUBICAM
Represenfafive:

MOTION PICTURES:
For

PARAMOUNT
January 1951
Release

TED ASHLEY ASSOCIATES
545 Fifth Ave.

MU

7-0576

1951

^'^ednesday,

January 3, 1951

Forty-fifth

Anniversnry

DANCINO PACKAGE

I

Gold

Cigarettes

151

performs wonders for Old

on TV. this app^ling character

is

dancing her way into the hearts (and pocketbooks)
of millions.

Cast of

appearing Oh

Lenhen

high ly successful

TV

&

arid radio

shows
I

MURIEL, the animated
Cigars,

Mitchell’s

“the Original Amateur
TED MACK,
Hour,” wins wide audiences for Old Gold Cigarettes
on TV (NBC), as well as oa radio (ABC).
the genial host of

BERT PARKSr the dynamic Master of Ceremonies of.
“Stop the Music,;’ captivates viewers and listeners
for Old Gold Cigafettes on both television and radio,
over the American Broadcasting Company Networl^.

is

strip-tease artist for Muriel
achievement of Lennen &
creative staff. Her recent debut evoked

the

TV

I

latest

cheers from critics

and viewers

alike.

DENNIS JAMES and DON HANCOCK, spokesmen
for Old Gold on “Stop the Music’’ and“The Original
Amateur Hour,’’ on TV and radio respectively, are a

of “Queen for a Dayi:^ delights quiz
for Old Gold Cigarettes on radio over

/rear to sales figures.

Broadcasting System.

JACK

BAILEY, the ingratiating Master of Ceremonies

In

TV and

enthusiasts

the Mutual

radio,

’
•

'

*

.

watch the

role played by.

Lennen

.

&

Advertising
1

GEORGE PUTNAM,
way

the popular newscaster of “Broad-

to Hollywood,’’ features

news and personalities for
Water Associated. Oil Cp-, over the Du Monl
Television Network.
the Tide

JACKIE GLEASON and TED STEELE star on “Cavalcade
of Stars’’ and ’-Cavalcade of Bands,’’ respectively,
over Du Mont TV Network for Lustre-Creme Hair
Pressing, “Lysol,’’

Peb-AmmOi

et al.

7

East 45th Street,

New

York 17, N. Y.
^

308 N. Rpdeo

DrivOf Beverly

Hills,

Californio

1S2

Forty-fifth

Wednesday, January

Anniversary

P^-RIETY

3,

We

Some like Arthur for his ratings.

But

at Leo Burnett find no flies on that, either.

that's not the big reason why this Chicago agency
is in the Godfrey camp in such an important way.

If there hadn't been an Arthur
Godfrey, we would have tried to invent one.
i

For we believe that the "empathy"
Time Magazine says Godfrey has, is what advertising
I

is all about.

It consists of getting with the

prospect instead of talking at him.

And how do you do that, Mr. Godfrey?

By taking the hokum out of selling.

And the phoniness out of advertising.

By talking to people as people.

By telling them the truth.

Not dopes.

Because, by

telling people the truth, you make friends.

And friends

are people who believe what you have to say.

And isn’t that, we repeat, what advertising
is all about?

If the work this agency is doing for its

clients seems to have some of that same quality
of believability, Arthur

—

it has not been

unintentional.

LEO BURNETT COMPANY,
I

.

Chicago

Currently handling 20 Network
radio and television programs

Inc.

1951

Wednesday, January 3, 1951

Forty^fifth

Anniversary
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<

s

\

'

Now in its

sixth season, the U. S. Steel

'''•

Hour— radio’s

most honored show— is bringing to America’s radio
audience another great year of

Coming up

productions as The 3rd

and a

THEATRE GUILD ON THE

this season are such outstanding

Man; Come Back, Little Sheba;

special hour-and-a-half adaptation of Hamlet.

These programs of superb
screen and radio
at 8:30 p.m,

drama— with

stars of stage,

— are heard Sunday evenings

(EST) on the

NBC network.

i

''

N
^

AIR.

•'

.

5
i

154

Foriy^fifih

as on

3,

ree tings

s

MOLLY

s

lk;.>;'

m

PICON

L^>i

It -

Wednesday, Januarj

Annivenary

*'

*

HOUSE COFFEE

«

Currently:

"MAZEL TOV MOLLY''
Written and Directed by

Jacob Kalich
2nd AVENUE THEATRE

New

Direction:

York City

WM. MORRIS AGENCY

BARRY GRAY

WMCA
MIDNITE TILL 3 DAItY
and 7:30 to 8 P.M.

Monday

Personal Representative:

thru Friday

BUDDY ALLEN
Columbia Short Subjects

LEhigh 4-7030

I

1951

\

Wednesday^ Jtmuary 8, 1951

The
is

Story of television in those twenty years

the story of Dr. Allen B.

Du

Mont,

B.

DU MONT

Presi-

.

^

15S

.

First tn daytime television bu Mont inaugurated the
regular daytime

programming

in

1948.

laboratories, Inc.

First with the big tube lyw Mont was the
19'inch tube, the

Fivst

ifi

first

Du Mont

dent and Founder of the Allen B.
ALLEN

Annivenary

F4frty^fifih

development

It

was Dr.

Du Mont whose

first

with the

with the giant 30-inch tube, producing the

first

research,

world

s largest direct- view

television receiver.

begun in 1931 , changed the cathode ray tube from a laboratory
curiosity into a practical television picture tube.

First in station equipment Du Mont ha$ planned, designed
First in

radar

it

was Dr,

Du

Mont’s work, on which he

and built many of the nation’s leading stations
equipment used

fidelity electronic

applied for patents in 1933, that
to

was developed

— and

the high-

for telecasting.

in military secrecy

provide radar.

First in precision electronics
First in fine receivers
in

1939 Many
.

line of

are

still

Du Mont

in use.

built the first

Du Mont

was

first

home

receivers

to offer a fine

most maker of

Mont

is

scientific precision instruments utilizing the elec-

tronic cathode ray tube.

post-war receivers.

Mont

First television station

established the first fully

equipped, regularly operating station,

WABD, New

York

City,

World*s largest cathode ray tube plant The Du Mont
plant at Clifton, New Jersey, is the world’s largest cathode ray tube
manufacturing plant.

The name "Du Mont”
First television

network

television network. Station

WTTG,

1946,

bu Mont

WABD, New

York

opened the

first

City, to Station

ful history of V television.

how, the

facilities.

program or

Washington, D. C.

is

spotj

it

on every milestone

Du Mont

in the short but event-

has the experience, the know-

In television broadcasting, network dr local,
pays to talk

it

over at

Du Mont

1

62

the world’s fore-

THE NATION'S

stations

515

Copyright 1950.

A

DIvlilon of the Allen B.

Do Mont

laboroforiei, Inc.

WINDOW DN

THE

MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK

/im.

.

WORLD
22,

NEW YORK

PHONE: Murray

Hill

8-2600

"

Starring

with

PEGGY

WOOD

as

"

"Mama''

JUDSON LAIRE as "Papa”
ROSEMARY RICE os
DICK

VAN PATTEN os "We/s
MORGAN os *'Dagmar/

ROBIN
Writer:

F.

GABRIELSON

THE NOTABLE MAXWELL HOUSE PROGRAM

Director:

ON

RALPH NELSON

CBS-TV FRIDAY AT 8

WAITER KIERNAN
produced by

CAROL IRWIN

1951

W^eclnesday, January

M

,

.
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RADIO
;
:

jjahuary^9V

,6

.7

’4

jl

>3

J3

j8

^9

30

4

^

VV

>

'8

>9

3

.‘3

10:00.10:25

-

10'30

10:30

General Mills

ABC

NBC

1:15- 1:30

*

& Gamble

Procter

CBS

400

-

4:15 P.M*.

4 15
.

4-30

NBC

7 15

*

CBS

CBS

I

7 30

1030

I

•

JOHN

t
10:35 P.M.
"•

I

ABC

1

VARIOUS HOURS

I

(20 States)

B.

SPORTS K FEATURES

,C

FalsUff Beer

‘

NBC
P.

M.

ABC

AMTV

yo«lf
BF
OtOtAN

& Gamble
& Gamble

*

oxyTm''
0x1
OAYOot
SHOW

I

mystery THEATER

iO«r
^ONERANeE*
10.30. J0.35P

fanny BRICE

,.

Lewis-Howe Co.

10:30- 10:35

Drug

Drug

,

Sterling Drug

8:30-9:00.p.M.

KENNEDY

Sterling

4..30.4^5P.m.

i]

Procter

CBS

General Mills

I

Procter

8:00 -8:30 P.M.

lONE RANGER

8:00 P.M.

-

.

1

Sterling

'

tones

BEULAH

ABC

OXYDOL SHOW
Procter & Gamble

7:30 P.M.

^

Procter & Gamble
OXYDOt SHOW

M.

P.

^

STi^^smbl TV
'
®^&Wbauas

BEULAH

..

7:30-8:00

tlf
TV

SM/FH Ho».

«0 P.M.

Sterling Drug

CBS

^
t Gamble

Drug
«

M*Pf»g,„s

& Gamble

young WIDOER BROWN

7:15 -7:30 P.M.

^

Procter

I
.

M.

P.

CBS

BEULAH

7:15 P-W*

-

Procter

7:00 -7:15 P.M.

Sterling Drug

.

-

4:15.

LORENZO JONES

NBC

BROVIN
young WIDOER

4 45 -5:00 P.W-

mother
®'i
sterling

.
'•

Sterling Drug

_

NBC

I

f

STELLA DALLAS
Sterling Drug

4:45 P.M.

-

4:45- 5:00

lORENZO JONES
Gamble
Procter &

4:45 P- M-

7 00

M:

P.

NBC

Sterling Drug

NBC
-

4:30

STELLA DALLAS

4:30 P-M-

-

T\|

||

I

& Gamble
backstage WIFE

NBC

& Gamble

Procter

Tii

Procter

4:15

-

i

MA PERKINS

4:15-4:30?. M.

KATE SMITH HOUR

P*^^-

NBC

4:00

MOTHER

K.

Sterling Drug

M.

P.

NBC

Sterling Drug

NBC

400 *4:15

.

VUIFE

BACKSTAGE

O

CBS

/

PERKINS

MA

1:30 P.’^*

•

M.

'

double or nothing
Campbell

l:00-i;3QP.M.
Dumont

TU

®
O K. MOTHER
Sterling Drug

Ouinont

M.

A.

NBC

Campbell

i;00-V:30P.M.

MS

A.

“»sro«y

BETTY CROCKER
General Mijls

11:00

-

double OR NOTHINO

W*

A-

ABC

CROCKER
BETTY
®.

my TRUE STORY
Sterling Drug

.10:25 -10:45 A.M.

Sterling Drug

10;45, A. Ni-

-

M.

A.

ABC

my TRUE STORY

:

ABC

1025

.

,

M.

A-

-10:25
10 00

V

'

:

”

JOHN

B.

VARIOUS H 0
U»<:

KENNEDY

(20 States)

.

iPORTS 4 FEATURES

urug

.

OPOn

00 SlateT*

Sterling Drug

VARIOUS HOURS

Fair

i

R
AMTV

FalstaffBeer

[January 195 *
i

anuiry
•
•

9 ^v
A

®

’’

O

10

t»

>6

>7

‘8

.3

33

IJ

74

0^

8 30

30

3*

fl

4
I

I

„

^

H
I

«9

•

>

J

4

5

«

I

O

10

t>

TJ

>3

15

16

17

'8

»9

,4

«

ai

as

83

I

»

3»

38 80

-

•.45

M.

1:00

O.k. MOTHER
Sterling Drug

lonl

lY

Procter

-

:

4.00

STELLA OALlAS^

30 P.M.

-

4:15

4-15 -4:30. P;M-

P.

V

30 P.M.
IS

;00P.M.
;35 P.

M.

HOURS
ates)

-

NBC

Sterling Drug

qxydol show
Procter

& Gamble

4.45 -5:00 .P.M.

General Mil's
B.

7.00

FEATURES
SPORTS t
Falstatt

Beer

-

7:15 P. M.

CBS

1

"

7.15 -7:30 P.M-

*

V
TV
^MEN.

STELLA DALLAS
Sterling Drug

i

^OSIC

^fOpTs

AM-Tjf
BROWN
young WIDOER
sterling Drug

1

7.30

I
1
I

® Procter & Gamble

OXYOOL SHOW
Gamble
Procter &

CBS

-

KENNEDY.

Sterling Drug

*

NBC

lONE RANGLR.
JOHN

i

.

HOUR
KATE SMITH
Gamble
Procter &

4:45 P.M.

Gamble
®^Pmcter &

15 P.M.

*

I

4-30

BROWN
70UNG WIDOER

M.

J

NBC

,

00

.

NBC

SterlinBDrug

JGNLS
l ORENZO
Gamble
Procter &

M.

45

P.

'

/•,

..

NBC
M-

.

Gamble
Procter &
backstage wife
sterling Drug

4;00'4:15P.M.

•

.WIFE

Sterling Drug

VI

MA PERKINS

CBS
.

15 P.M.

BJII
0. K. MOTHER
Sterling Drug

1:30 P.M.

Dumont

& Gamble

backstage

double or nothing

M.

1.15-1:3QP‘W-

MA PERKINS

M.

A.

TV

General Mills

NBC

Campbell

30 P.M.
-30 P.

10.30 ^11:00

NOTHING
double OR

Drug

BETTY CROCKER

ABC

General Mills

'

Sterling

Sterling Drug

A.M.
10:25 -10:45

BETTY CROCKER

TV
B

O'HG IT

my true story

10:25 A. M.

ABC

sterling Drug

A.M.

iOO A.

10 00

story
my true

M.

A.

l•.25

-

'^TUUDh)

FRIDAY

85 ^6 87

-

8:00 P. M-

ABC
VARIOUS hours

lone
General Mills

,

FEATURES
SPORTS &
Falstatt Beer

120 States)

SiWiP^eM.
hlEW YORK

-

CHICAGO

•

HOLLYWOOD

•

TORONTO
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Salesman

He’s the nation’s Greatest
• • •

the Bellboy, A/nerica's greatest disc
jockey^ began his own record program five
years ago on WJBK. In' 1950 alone, spon-'
sors have spent a half-million dollars
/ffM

Jack

^

for

him

to advertise their products
r/,..

over WJBK. The

59 advertisers fcfr
whom he is now seliing, overjoyed with tije
response and sales from his
commercials, call the Bellboy
y'7

.

“The Nation’s Greatest
'/•'

Such extravagant and candid
praise could only come from

,

^

•

’

Sponsors whose sales success
in Detroit over WJBK is unprecedented anywhere by any

medium.
He’S

«

m

F*

•

just

Why this
a GREAT

MAN-^that’s

aIT
dvUyl I
LI
r IT

Sales-

man”.-

all!

success.^

SALES-

Alert prothe best in

with
musici talent and entertainment, accounts for the terrific
sales reponse of WjBK’s loyal
/y listening audience. Our files
are bulging, with letters from ad-

happy with WJBK’s sales
Check with your KATZ man

vertiserS,
results.

y

for the

answer

Detroit. He’ll

to

your selling problems in

show you how WJBK can

help

your sales curve upward.

WIBK

— AM
-^FM
— TV

DETROIT

The Station with a Million Friends
Notional Soles Headquarters:

4S8 Madison Avenue^

New

York 22^

Eldorado 5-245S

Represented Natipnolly by THE KATZ AGINCY/INC.

''

ioU'
>ii

j

WIN

CHET

STUDS’ PLACE
ABC -TV

CHICAG
(OF COURSE)

Created and Produced
Television Airshov/s, Inc.

E

GRACE

ANDREWS

STUDS

eiliieriilay,

January 3, 1951

160

forty^fifth

AND

Radio

Television

Wednesday, januaty

Anniversary

3,

1951

SINGING

ANNOUNCING
EMCEEING

ERNIE SIMON
WHArS MY NAME
FIFTH YEAR

.

.

.

WMD^ Chicago-50,000

THE MUSIC
PULITZER PRIZE PLAYHOUSE ABC^TV

THIRO YEAR

. . .

“Cnrkslone Cil-Up”

WOKO

MARRY-GO-ROUND
BLAINE

SEVEMTH WK. (2 dap) . ..“Simaly Simon” ARC-TV

SHOW

ABG-AM

ABC>AM

Wetlncsday, January 3, 1951

Forty-fifth

P^rJeTY

Anniversary

161

162

Anniversary

Porty^fifth

Wednesday, January

3,

1951

0

.

- RING IN THE NEW -

- RING OUT THE OLD
CAROL’S
Christmas Stocking

Is

CAROL
Still

Bulging
Will Start Off the

with Plaudits for Her Recent

New

Year

with the Starring Role

Engagements at

in

THE COPACABANA
THE STRAND THEATRE
THE THUNDERBIRD

“MISS LIBERTY”
on the

r '>1^^

and Her Recent Appearances on

TELEVISION

TELEVISION
Town"

Ed Sullivan's "Toast of the

SHOW

JANUARY 8TH

x\

and "Holiday Hotel"

A
Personal

Management:

WISHES EVERYONE
PEACEFUL AND PROSPEROUS

HOWARD HOYT

NEW YEAR
Publicity:

BRAVEMAN & NORTON

JACK

DONOHUE

Producer - Director

FRANK SINATRA SHOW
CBS-TV

W^ednesday, January 3, 1951

Forly-fifih

Anniversary
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atffiow
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,

>iirot^
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CLOSEUP

WITH JINX AND PADDY AND KEVIN

and Santa Claus comes down from
the North Pole driving a sleigh and a team
JINX:

.

.

.

of reindeer

PADDY:
KEVIN:

TEX'

.

...
.

(off

Claus

.

.

.

doh^t see anything

I

me

neither

camera) Hey

up there

.

.

.

.

.

.

here comes Santa

.

NOW!

PROGRESSIVE
BROADCASTING SYSTEM

THE SYiMBOL OF PROGRESS
Twelve Hours of Radio's Greatest

Prograiiiiiiiiig

.

Stars of the Fntertaininent World ... 7 A.>I. to 7

.

. . .

.

I*.

AGAIN IN

’51

Featuring the Outstanding
Haily

•

•

Coast to Coast

I

AEW

VOItK

lloiel l*ark SIi<»i*aVoii

JLdsoii «-552<i
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Anniversary

1951

THE GATEWAY TO NEW YORK'S

IMPORTANT FOREIGN

LANGUAGE MARKET

THE

a PROGntSSO STATtONm

1480 ON YOUR VlAl

millions turn

5000

WATTS^

/I

1

Where

•

S

I

(

tWEft

for entertainment...

^BREAK THE BANK^

(TV)

NBC-TV NETWORK WED., 10:00 P.M. EST

FOR BRISTOL-MYERS CO*

'BREAK THE BANK'' (RADIO)
NBC NETWORK MON., WED., FRI., 11 A.M. EST
FOR BRISTOL-MYERS CO.

^

W'/,

W\

DOHERTY,
CLIFFORD

h SHENFIELD,

inc.

350 FIFTH AVENUE

^

'HOWDY DOODY'
NBC-TV NETWORK

FRf.,

5:30 R.M. EST

FOR THE WELCH CRAPE

TBSE—"-

JUICE CO.

'lUCKY PUP'
CBS-TV

NETWORK THURS.,

5:00 P.M. 1ST

FOR BRISTOL-MYERS CO.

NEW YORK

CITY

Wednesday, January

1951

3,
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PHILCO TELEVISION PLAYHOUSE
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NBC-TV Network
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MARGARET WHITING

SEASON'S GREETINGS

The
Singing

Marshal
CURLEY BRADLEY

MARY

AFFLICK

A-B PRODUCTIONS - CHICAGO

Wednesday, January

8,

1951

Wednesday, January 3, 1951

Foriy-flfth

Anniversary
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CURRENTLY APPEARING
FLAME ROOM, RADISSON HOTEL
Minneapolis, Minn.
AND HELD OVER*

JUST CONCLUDED

TABOO ROOM, WILLARD HOTEL
Toledo, Ohio

Chicago,

l|l.

OPENING

JANUARY

ITTH, 1951

(Limited Engaqement)

RALEIGH ROOM,

New

WARWICK HOTEL

York, N. Y.

OSCAR WALTZER
at the Piano
('ManogemenI hot broken precedent by deviating

wo-week booking

PMblic Relations

KAYE-HALL ASSOCIATES

for the first time

from

its strict

policy.)

Direction

M. C. A.

BEST
WISHES
m

a

Garth MontgomeTy

Franklin Schaffner

Director

Al Ostrander

Music

Ben Ludlow

Art HanneS Announcer

Kenyon

&

Eckhardt, Inc

FORD THEATER ON TELEVISION

172
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SEASON'S GREETINGS

MARGUERITE PIAZZA
Metropolitan Opera Association

"SHOW OF SHOWS" TV

WE

OWE FAR
MORE than
WORDS CAN EXPRESS
TO A WONDERFUL GUY
AND INSPIRING TEACHER

MAX
LIEBMAN

JERRY BOCK
and

LARRY HOLOFCENER
"YOUR SHOW OF SHOWS"

IMOGENE

COCA

—
Forty- fifth
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k SeiUES FEtTl

TIE HEU WHO MIKE FREE

ltiniG

&
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Anniversary
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1951

FETERS TElEfISIOIt RERFIEE

a

for

Wonderful
Four

Two

L'nivcrsily

yenrfl,

year?,

Heart,

U. S.

Silver

Illinois

of-

.\rniy

.

(Purple

Star)

Twi*niy-l>vo years. National Broad-

casting

Free

&

Office),

Company.
Pelcts,
since

Inc.

(N'e\V

Di’C.,

1950

York

1

j

Heads up,

Kathi
G.
(

EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL
TELEVISION
REPRESENTATIVES

Sroiverm.1 i!

Another

F&P TELEVISION

WOC-TY*

DAVENPORT

Si)coialh<t}

(CenF'-al

Broadcasting Co.

•

WHO.-WGC)
Yes, “lieacls up*’

For years i\c'vo Iveen building a complete line and hackfield of
skill and experience in this new and
exciting medium
have long since developed a TV squad that’s of strictly
championship quality.

phrase for Chick

is tlie

specialists.

Show’erman. As you iinclouhlcclly know,
he's been heading up a lot of things, for
years ^including the Central Division
of NBC, as Vice President In Charge
(’recently

vision sales to an

.

Big

We

Now

man though he

great

is

NEW YORK

Inc.)

WTVJ

MIAMI
(Wometco

Theatres)'

.

&;

Peters are entirely con-

.

WTCN-TV

ST.

(DURING THE DAY)

WILBUR STARK
510 Moditen Avenue.
Ntviz

WPIX
(THE NEWS)

.

Mandgement'

•Personal

(DISPATCH-PIONEER PRESS)

NEW YORK

Ever since Our company’s
founding in 1932, we have considered
it a hig part of our job to discover,
develop and acquire good men.
W"e
knoiv you can see the results, here in
this pioneer group of radio and tele-

is,

York, N. Y.

Tclephono PLoio 3-1742

KSD-TV*

LOUIS
(POST-DISPATCH)

KRON-TV*
SAN FRANCISCO
(THE CHRONICLE)
‘Primary

NBC

Afrilialet

\ision station representatives.

and

ATLANTA

CHICAGO

WAVE-TV*
(WAVE,

success.*’

by no means

Pioneer Radio

of Free

Television Station Representatives Since

DETROIT

FT.

WORTH

1932

HOLLYWOOD

SAN FRANCISCO

‘Straight Arrow’
National Biscuit

PAUL
BARNES

K

A
S

o

K

i

OH'

IJ II usual

TV

^lattri^ssos

S

vos”

N

roiiiiiiorolals

Daily for; lor

t'rraiii^

anil

K
T
I

.

I

COMPANY

R

A II iioiincer, urm i»r9 Ael iii*
V roa till g All i Ti aract ors
^‘CalUlig All

Compony

MUTUAL
BROADCASTING

G

S

•

(STAR-TELEGRAM)
LOUISVILLE

vinced that "’good me/i are the secret of

however, Chick
the only
performer in our team of TV

Showerman

.

NBC-TV

WBAP-TV*

MINNEAPOLIS-ST.PAUL

outstanding level in

Chick lias joined
F&P^ to head up our rapidly-growing
television sales and to help keep us
heads (and shoulders) Zi/) on National
Spot Television.

the industry).

FORT WORTH-DALLAS

—

piloting this Division’s tele-

NORRIS

G

Vars,

Wasliiiig

Television

and

Radio Productions

3faoliiiiivs

New

551 Fifth Avenue

I

Murray

Hill

York

17, N. Y.

7-6320

AS

GOOD
A

CONDUCTOR

VOICE

MAURICE

1 1

West 42nd

Street,

New York

City

LAC

COPELAND
4-4567

Wilmette 2921

Monagemenf
WILBUR STARK

Personal

D.
* Chicago

510 Madison Avenue,

New

York

Telephone PLaio 3-1742

Weilnesclay, January 8,

1951
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Anniversary
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I^REBICTION TIME

X"

there’ll be

is

here again.

But

this year

mighty fe# predictions that don’t

start off with a capital

^ADIQ

^lF.”

Brave as anything, seven Young
stick

Bewar& of prophets who forget the

40, 000,000 or so radio homes in America.

Except these.

departments

:

&

Riibicarn

out them necks with “IFdess’'

predictions for 1951.

”1951 will see an increase
in advertising expenditures.
"The last 10 years have proved that
companies that maintain strong,
steady advertising throughout
sellers' markets and product shortages,
also maintain the best long-haul
competitive positions.
"This lesson has not been forgotten."

#In 1951 radio will move over— not out— as
the infant prodigy, TV, grows up. and
radio will continue to be a strong, effective .accepted media
.

MAIL ROOM,

.

ii^he

Giants will win the
National League pennant
;

.

TELEVISION: Rising time & talent

co.sts

sharpen client 's, realization of total
costs but continuing successful results
will bring an even sharper rise in clients'
appreciation of tremendpus TV impact. Both
factors will encourage a rapid expansion
into daytime TV.
v/i 11

’

—

C'J

Li_:

"Don't expect to see many 'purple

prose* ads due to war or semi-war
conditions.
"Copy in 1951 will be less emotionconsequently
al, more factual
of explaining
job
will do a better
problems, policies, and products to

—

PLANS. BOARD

.

ART:
L: "1951 will show an art trend toward simple, forthright presentations
in layout and illustrations.
"But you'll see fewer stereotyped
approaches—^mo re new, fresh feeling in
illustrations, much of which will
come from. artists and photographers
new to advertising."

.

MThe toughT^Tense twelve
months ahead will put ...a greater-thane ve r premium on frSsh current
thihking
the ability to meet brandnew problems promptly with sound
solutions.
"This will hold for every phase of
your business-^including your
advertising."

consumers."

.

.

YOUNG & RUaiCAM,
AD y E.\ TtSItlG
Hollywood

•

New

York

Montreal

Chirnyo

To'-qnto

Detroit

Mexico City

INC.

San Francisco

London

-

176
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bland...

ay

in
it

50,000

our

on our

WATTS

lOOO ON THE
CHICAGOM,

WCFL,

Now

q PBS

DIAL
ILL.

Affiliate

•

•

‘
‘i

^

vY?--.

w

•

%

fM
I
ilili

Nightly on
il
-^V

11:30

P

M

WMAQ

’till

1:00 a m

™wi

horn the Chez Paree
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M RADIO’S
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f

I

BIGGEST -YEAR OLD!
1

aver
THE HARDY FAMILY

I

MICKEY ROONEY and LEWIS STONE

with

<

^

CRIME DOES NOT PAY
THE ADVENTURES OF MAISIE

ANN SOTHERN

starring

M-G-M THEATRE OF THE

GOOD NEWS FROM HOLLYWOOD
HOME WITH

AT

HOLLYWOOD,
Now

LIONEL BARRYMORE

U. S. A.

PAULA STONE

with

300 STATIONS

The STORY OF DR. KILDARE starring LEW AYRES
300

Sfotions

mdkers of

I

GEORGE MURPHY

with

being renewed for the 3rd cycle pf 26 weeks over

Presented on more than

AIR

and

LIONEL

BARRYMORE

by the Rhodes Pharmacol Company

"

IMDRIN

I

Stars /. . .Service /...

.

I

711

.

Fifth Avenufe,

New

.‘.••‘..v

J

/ /

•

.

^

*/,•

,.rr.

,

•

, ..r

•

» .

•

598 Madison AvenUe, NewYorlc

8-1000

Hill

I

Trr.

».

.

r.

,

.V.V/.* /•.«

.•

. r/

/.

..p/y<p//

SY

Y'yv*

».

i

.

-vr.

22, N, Yf

Plaza 9^7 500

f'

A-.v.v.'
*

•.v.'.v.*

•%

*.

...

>

MUrroy

York 22, N. Y.

.V.

.•.S

.

A

f xc/usive Repreienfotiyei

MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA

METRO-g6i,DWYN-MAYER RADIO ATTRACTIONS
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w@en^cif

donn
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,

V^N

V
«•

A**
'

y

,er

productions
and

staff

kaite

sandes

HANDS OF MYSTERY

DUMONT TV

bonnie hunt

ROCKY KING

Vivian smi

DETECTIVE

HELEN HALL
WOR^S BARBARA WELLES

DUMONT TV
AL LIEBERMAN, BUSINESS MANAGER

Agents

Personal

Management

WILBUR STARK

west 56th

street

new

—

Mon.-FrI.,

10-10:30 A.M.

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

MICHEL PAVLOFF, ASSOCIATE MANAGER

55

Radio-— Mon.-Fri., 4-4:30 P.M.
Television

york city

MUTUAL'S "FEMME FAIR"
Saturday

510 Madison Ave., New York
Telephone PLaza 3-1742

THANKSIII

— 10:45-11

A.M.

BILLY NALLE
—
PIANIST

ORGANIST

for

the

many
good

Norman

and

years

Irving Pincus

T.V. Productions

I

WILBUR
MR.

i.

TU

(350 Shows In 1950)

MAGINATION

Nestle's Chocolate Products

2nd Year
Kraft Theatre

STARK

Children's Sketchbook

Studio

ELLERY QUEEN

Programs

Ilka

Kaiser-Fraser

Lux Video Theatre

and

Gloria
Life

Personalities
for

New

ON

CALL FOR

York

Telephone PLaza 3-1742

Swanson Hour

Begins at 80

RADIO - We the People

TV and RADIO
510 Madison Avenue

One

Chase

Radio Registry— PLaza

BACKGROUND MUSIC
7-0700 or MO 2-5455, New

York

Wednesday, January

3,

1951
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•

•
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On Your
45th Anniversary

Number

The

JACK

CARTER
Show
ON YOUR

NBC-TV

DIAL

Saturday, 8-9 P.M.
^
5000 WATTS
DAY AND NIGHT

SALES RECORDS... that

Newark,

5000 WATTS
1330

New

Jersey

K.C.

hev/

profitable

selling

Nighttime ENGLISH

Daytime JEWISH

WILMINGTON

imSTtGAU

WGAL
LANCASTER
PENNSYLVANIA

DELAWARE
has for many years been a most productive medium for a large grpup of
national and local advertisers who recognize the vast potential represented by the more than 600,000 families comprising the Jewish market in
the

is

New York

WKBOl [WRAW
HARRISBURG
PENNSYLVANfA

READING
PENNSYLVANIA

metropolitan area*

Distinctive adult

programming and a

audience are the
WEYD combination which national advertisers have found so effective and
economical in maintaining a consistent position of dominance in the Jewloyal, responsive

WORK! IWEST
YORK

EASTON

PENNSYLVANIA

PENNSYLVANIA

ish field.

WDEL TY) (WGAL TV
LANCASTER

Send for a Copy of

‘‘WHO'S

WILMINGTON

WHO ON WEVD"

HENRY GREENFIELD, Managing

DELAWARE

PENNSYLVANIA
STEINMAN STATIONS

Director

Clair R, McCollough^

W*E*V*D

117-119 West 46th

Street,

New

York

19

AFFlLlAirS

Managing Director

Reprefnted by

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES

Chicago

San Francisco

New

York

Los Angeles

Wednesday, January

8,

1951
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"REFRESHMENT TIME"

STAR OF THE FAMILY^

for

for

THE COCA-COLA COMPANY
CBS Every Saturday

NASH-KELVINATOR

Thanks

«.

to

CBS-TV Every Friday

Carmen Mastren, Jimmy
M.

C. A.

Rule,

Newt Stammer

182
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Anniversary
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GEORGE BURNS and GRACIE ALLEN
wcts-n

Every Other

THURSDAY

FOR

CARNATION EVAPORATED MILK
THRU

ERWIN/ WASEY & GO., INC.

Writers—
PAUL HENNING
SID

DORFMAN
Producer-Director

HARVEY HELM
WILLY BURNS

RALPH LEVY

Bill Band
Hollywood's Outstanding

ACADEMY OF THE THEATRE

50,000 Watts
at

Acting courses for beginners, Intermedlates and advanced students
leading to productions covered by
accredited talent-scouts, producers,
directors, agents for

TELEVISION

800

RADIO

kc.

Approved

Joi: Veterans and
Non'Vcterans

OUR 20TH YEAR

10-BROADWAY PLAYS-IO

DETROIT A,

n .he

- SCREEN
STAGE

-

CONSTANTLY

IN

REHEARSAL

NEW SHOW EACH WEEK

Theatre and School Facilities

located

in

Heart of Hollywood

Over 150 Students Placed

in

1949

Day — CLASSES - Eve
• With a
states,

.

1

CKLW

at less cost to

with 50,000 wdtt power,

more people.

Is

selling

in

Courtesy

of

VERDUCO,
GEORGE COOPER, CATHY
LEWIS,
WALTER SANDE

M-C-M
with

DONALD O'CONNOR

1951.

in

Ben Bard Players

"THE MILKMAN'*

tUniversaNnternatipnai)
Mariagement

827

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

NORTH LA BREA

HOLLYWOOD

Guardian Bldg.
Detroit 26

MUSICAL DIRECTOR

ADAM

J.

YOUNG,

JR..

Notional Rep.

JIMMY » URAYTK

INC.

Mutual Broadcasting System

Potl ars

ALAN LADD,

more goods

Schedule this greater-^thdn^ever

tuition
PER MONTH!

distinguished graduates INCLUDE:

Now appcaHng

buy

Dollars

7,000,000 population area, arid coverage in 5

ami

RAAIVY THOMAS
TV siions

38.

CALIF.

day, January 3, 1951
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Eloise Salutes the Stars

Penthouse Party

Leave

Studio

It

to the Girls

Quick on the Draw

DATE

Tf^ITH

One

^

Success Story

ELOISE

(Liberty

IS etivork)

Palmolive Sports

Remember

N ewsreel

This Dele

— SRC

—SBC-TV

BOB
.

Decca Records
Penthouse Party

ALTON ALEXANDER,

PRISCILLA KENT,

HOLLYWOOD
JFith Sell

MORT

LEWIS,

SCREEN TEST- Iron

rite

LAWRENCE MARKES

Company

Hamilton

ABC’TV^ Monday, 7:30 p,nu

ELOISE SALUTES THE STARS-

Doeskin Tissues

DuMont, Tuesday, 7:30 p.m.

—
ABC-TV,

Friday,

8:30 p.m.

“
IF JZ-TF,

CHRISTOPHER STREET,

NEW YORK

Ihfernational Silver

Tuesday til iirsday, 2:15 P.M.

ASSOCIATES

ESTER
:

Best Foods

14,

N. Y.

WATKINS 4-8582

Wednesday, January

3,

1951
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O
many

# #

times have

more
one or more times a
ihian

station in Chicago

any other Chicago

station

. . .

sizable

AND

carried the same program

at the same time?

by a

margin
• In 1950, as well as 1949,
the

WGN reaches 260,100 more
homes than the next

,

.

You no

need wonder.
again leads

And 302,750 more

provided

Series

the answer.

closest

station during the daytime’*
,

World

longer

WGN-TV

all stations

by

a considerable margin.*

homes per week during the
nighttime.*

.

.

.

Stotion

That’s a lot of

any way you figure it
it’s

4

homes

And

figures like these that

Station

Stotion

C

D

WON-TV

B

147

U

47 47

16.3

8.6

5.2

3.5

12.4

8.8

7.5

2.5

FRIDAY

OCTOBER .

make WGN the number one

*Vid«ocl«x

major Chicago station in

— October, 1950

7

volume of spot business.
*1949

BMB

Chicago

11

Illiuois
50,000

Watts

720

t

OttYourDial
Eastern Sales Office: 220 East 42n4 Street,

New York

17,

N. Y.

West Coast Representatives: Keenan and EickelHcr^
235 Montgomery St., San Francisco 4 • 2978 Wilshire Bivd., Eos Angeles B
710 Lewis Bldg.; 333 SW Oak St., Portland 4
.

.

%\)t Cijicago tE^ribune {Celebiiion station

I

Forty-fifth
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FLIPPEN

C.

/#

''EARN
CB-S.
MANAGEMENT:

MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA
<»•

‘<j4/Ke^XBK

have roller skates. TO the amaize-

Naval Air Station at AnacoStia and
pair of roller Skalcs broadcast for one and a quarterwere delivered to the Marine Band hours over NAA, the Naval exoffice wdthin a few days.
perimental station. This is beniinued froni page 104
K
t,-,Ken Banghart also anriounced for lieved to.be the first time an orchespipuiciti of th^ Marine Band. It the Marine Band program for many tra Or band. W'as ever heard over,
furnisped an outlet for the rehdl- years during the early period of any radio Staiion in the world.
Following the tradition of the
ti. ).i
p .some of the excellent con- his radio career.
Corps, the Marine Band achieved
tenvpora ;y compositions \vhich ace
tip until 1943, the “Dream Hoiir”.
another
“first” in 1946; when it.
for
submitted
Cun tinu ally
the program W'as pre.^ented ivithout the
became the first military, musical
le- dor s, Dpi ni'ri and use.
aid of scripts. Prior to that time,
organization to appear on televiOnh\’: s ,,sm.an percentage of the NBC Would send a staff announcer
sion. Follow'ing this, the band had
h'L.jiC received can be used by the to the auditorium about a half-hour
its own 13Week television program
IVl Vrine
B ind but when the band prior to air time. He would be
receives,
music:
of
exceptional given a list of requested music from the Wafdham Park Hotel iri
qnaiiiv witn -a band or symphonic that the Marine Band had re- Washington. D. C. At present it
does not have a regularly, scheda. r.m.gement the epmposer is lioti* hearsed during the Week and befi 'd
and the composition is .sched- tween numbers the announcer ad- uled television program, but the
public’s reaction, to its first series
u led over the network program.
libbed; This method proved to be
of; television shows may result in
very confusing at times, .Tlie a nr
Launched Godfrey as Composer
another “Dream Hour,” this time
nouncer would select a number
BC sLippUes an announcer for from his list and the bandsmen on televisioi).
In addition to ihe NBC program,
tlic program, and one of the first had to be ready to play any 'of
announcers .was a .young man by the tunes which the announcer the band also uroadcasts weekly
shows over the Mutual and the
the name of Arthur Godfrey. Even called off.
ir those days he w'as somewhat of
Programs occasionally ran short, Continental FM System;
a composer, with the result that but iniore often they ran over the
th.e
oaiid introduced one of his allotted half hour and the concludearliest,
songs.
It
was entitled ing “The Star Spangled Banner”
“t a e Potomac Moon” arid Godfrey would have to be eliniinated. In
Sang his song even as he “sings” 1943 Master Sgt. Irving Filler pretoday.
pared the first script for the pro- STEVE ALLEN SHOW
As a result of the association, gram, and since then he has
With The Freshmen, guests
Godfrey left many pleasant mem- written all the programs.' Filler has
ories with the Marines w'ho made been with the band for 15 years, Producer: Mario Lewis
up the band, He was capable of arid his primary duty is pianist Director; John Peyser
putting peopp at ease then, just in the dance orchestra.
30 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 7 p.m.
as he does today. During a comThe production of the program Sustaining
position entitled “Worried Drum- is
managed by T/Sgt. Eugene CBS-TV, from New York.
mers,” Godfiey was bothered be- Kuhns, who plays trumpet and
CBS-TV has a fresh new video
cause two of the drummers had viola. In his spare time, Sgt. Kuhns
to rush from one side of the stage also serves as Assistant Librarian personality in Steve Allen, whom
to the other during the entire and makes up music folios for the it brought in from the Coast to fill
in the half-hour vacated by “The
rendition. The tune was somewhat 85 bandsmen.
Stork Club,” w'hich has moved to
similar to a Spike Jones arrangeThe “Dream Hour” program was .7:45. Allen, who
created quite a
ment of. today After the number not the first venture into radio by
stir on the Coast w'ith his one-hour
was over, Godfrey remarked that the Marine Band.
On May 17, eross-the-board KNX airer and his
he thought the drummers should 1922, the “orchestra” went to the
sum^iaer replacement stints for a

couple of rictw’ork shows, is bound
to. make a .secure niche for himself

.'
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Whether iiis nevv “Steve Allen
Show’.’ will provide that niche is
another question. Show, for one
thing, seeins to have been slotted
in the \vrong time segment. .Itis
an informal affair that hangs on
Alleri arid his handling of variety
guestars. As such, it’s fine, but it
would be better received and
garner a larger audience were it

;

'

draw out the best in other performers.
Miss.
Malina
clicked
solidly in her turn with Durante,
“actirig” and sin^rig in the gran^
uninhibited comic style.
Another sock and offbeat turn
was that of Bill & Cora Baird’s
puppets. They had four of them
doing a sorig-and-dance, and then
one dumriiy did a duet with Durante, in which the latter advised
the puppet oh some facets of show^
hi? while the puppet performed.
Durante also had

a large number
of juyes on^ the shovv, all of theiri

for a later hour.
a number of assets
that make him excellent videocomic material. He’s got a sharp
sense of humor, a fine flair fpr adlibbing, an easy, relaxed delivery

Ailen has

.

I

television.

progfammed

.

.

-

network

,

performing in professional manner.
No less iriipbrtant than hi? everpresent enthusiasm is Durante’s
a bill ty toco me u p wit h s t ro ng new
and a pleasant appearance, He comic materiar With each show,
moves easily and appears at hoine especially new songs. While there
before "the cameras. Shovy consists was little doubt about Durante’s
of Allen’s monologs arid inter- ability to come on without repeatviews of guests, who. also do their ing himself this last show dispelled
regular vaude turns.
On show' any that did exist,
.

‘

.

caught, guests were the. Aurelio
Bros;, an aero team from the. Biller
Bros,
circus,
and singer Jane.
Harvey. Exchange with the Aurelio
Bros, was extremely funny, due to
some ci rcumstanCcs .surrounding
For CBS' ‘Sure as Fate'
the brothers themselves.
CBS-TV’s hour-iong “Sure as
Show has the barest Outline of
suspense stanza will do
a script, is mostly off-the-cuff. One
thing Allen, should do, however, Shakespeare’s “Macbeth” Jan. 9,
is extend his guests the courtesy
with Judith Evelyn starred. It will
of learning their names and something
about their background. eschew the traditional costumes for
'

i

I

;

'

'

.

were some embarrassing an “indefinite” historical period.
moments when Allen had to find
Isabel Redmond and Peter Frye,
biit which circus they were with who
do the CBS-TV religioso
and where it was playing.
“Lamp, Unto My Feet,” will pro-

There

|

'

;

Only other permanent artists, on duce
the show are the Freshmen, a fourpiece iristrumerital combo. Unit did
a blues number on show caught,
which would have beep okay for
a later hour but was rather noisy
and out of place at dinnertime.
Allen also plays piano, and accompanied Miss Harvey in her turn.

arid direct, respectively.

;

i

,

;

^

:

Show

uses a single set, a sort of
effect that is varied

"

room

living

eriough

to

Camera work

suffice.

'

on show caught was sloppy, failing

from

!

to follow the acts in a coordinated

manner. Once this is cleaned up,
and a definite dinnertime pattern
established, show should be one

ERWM-WASEY
I

i

•

!

of the top informal early-evening
segments on video.
Chan.
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:i«-
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Jimmy Durante continues to
appear as if he had been weaned
on television. Comedian’s third
show on NBC-TV’s Wednesday
night series had him in a variety
of sequences, some adopted from
vaudeville routines, some new and

1

Show was

all

THE

Durante—Durante

fighting with the cameramen, Durante surrounded by kids. Durante
in a department store bit, Durante
in a love scene with Luba Malina
and, Durante in his Wild nitery bit
with partner Eddie Jackson and
drummer jack Roth. All of it was
fresh, all completely entertaining.
The Schnoz, while, dominating
the proceedings, has the ability to

;
'

’
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STARTING JANUARY 4 - IN OVER 150 NEWSPAPERS

THE HOPALONG CASSIDY COMIC STRIP
Will Be Syndiccited

by

KING FEATURES

Every Saturday Evening

OVER CBS RADIO

THE
HOPALONG CASSIDY

PARAMOUNT
PICTURES

SHOW
For

GEHERAL FOODS

And

of Course

WILLIAM BOYD ENTERPRISES

— ON TELEVISION EVERYWHERE
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freeze

9ft

We

have a hard hearing are ended, all that remains
we can lift the will be for the Commission to come
approve new station

tion plan of 1945.
row to hoe before

and

up with a .decision. I don’t suppose that can be done in less than
have practically concluded
our hearing on the mileage spacing six weeks or two months. Then,
between stations, on the proposal if the defense program permits,
to add 42 channels in the UHF, on we would be ready to lift the
allocation methods, and on a sys- freeze.
After the freeze, what? We altem of priorities designed for maximum television service to the na- ready have 360 applications in the
After the. freeze is
tion. We have heard a lot of testi- pending file.
mony on oscillator radiation inter- lifted the Commission will allow
ference, image interference and in- a reasonable period of time for the
termodulation interference.
We filing Of new applications. This
can’t let such interference degrade would be from 30 to 60 days. Then
our television. We must consider to the Commission will begin processready and able to exploit UHF-TV ing applications. In most of the
large cities, hearings will have to v
when it comes of age.”
Ahead of us is a long hearing on be held to choose among competA grantee is perspecific allocations. We have re- ing applicants.
ceived 200 ^counter-prbpGsals to the mitted two months in which to
constructipn
six months more
f
art
Gommission’s plan and 300 comments oil these 200 counter-pro- in Which to complete. From this,
it can be seen that; even if near
posals, It looks like a six-week or
normal conditiohs prevail, it is
twp-month hearing.
doubtful if any stations can go on
We will hear oral argument on the air before the first of the next
the FCG Bar Association’s conten- year.
tion that a predetermined allocation
In May, one network organiza-:
plan is illegal and that we ought
to adopt a flexible allocation plan tion furnished mpre network programs
to the 17 one-station comwhat jextent we will need to ^low
for these: in our allocation plans. munities studied than did the other
This
Inter-mi.xing pf the VHF and UHF three networks combined.
and off-set carrier operation are situation would be considerably althe
freeze,
leviated
lifting
by
the
of
other factors to be considered. The
Commission has heard testimony but occurring as it does in teleon the Bell System’s proposal to vision’s infancy, it may have a seallocate file band 470-500 me to rious and deleterious effect upon
multi-channel broad band common the long-range developmeht of the
Comments of interested parcarrier mobile radio operation in art.
lieu of tele Vision broadcasting. The ties have been filed and the matter
is up for Commission study.
Commission has also been brought
The now year will see us
up to date on the developments
equipped with some iriteresting
and potentialities of Stratovision.
Commission
The
has
heard factual information on subscriber
lengthy and spirited testimony television. WOR-TV in November
from some of the nation’s leading Was granted a 30-day period in
educators and educational, broad- which to test the Skiatron SubThis sys*?:
casting experts on requests for al- scriber-Vision System.
location of channels for noncom- tern employs a punched decoder
subscriber
can
card
by
the
which
mercial educational broadcasting.
The educators have asked for one unscramble the television signals
VHF channel in e^ch of the 168 at his set. No subscribers or fees
metropolitan centers and in each \ycre involved in this test. Zenith
midst of testing Phoneof the 46 major educational centers i.s in the
vision.
With this system the subas a desirable principle of allocascriber can tune in an Unscrambled
tion. Other solutions such as shifting of channels, assignment of time picture by calling his telephone
company.
During the test^ which,
to education by commercial stations or timesharing with com- involves 300 receivers, the sub-^
scriber
one dollar for each
pays
mercial stations also are proposed.
A total of 20‘^c of the UHF Chan- program. Zenith won a major victory when it succeeded in inducnels are. requested.
The demands of education in ing Hollywood to release some
constructiort.
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Leader, ••in nearly

Vioth of

America
WLW

is q B|G market -^1 3,658,000 people (3,611,800 radio families). It’s the
is the LEADER among
Merchandise-able Area. (330 counties of seven states.) In it,
media...
reaches

This

WLW

WLW

MORE

of

its

MORE

MORE

N«v. York 20

430

Fifth

Avo.

CIrcU 6-1750

ofteh/ to sell

MORE

>

LOWER

people

products for

cost per impression than

Chicago

.

advertisers at a

any other

single

Cincinnati 2

1

140 W. ninth

360 N. Michigan
STolo 2-0366
lh« natl.n’« moiit •ntrclMmtfM-.kl. ttatl.B

CilOSLEY

SI.

CHerry 1822

BROADCASTING CORPORATION

medium.
'

Hollywood 28

6381 Hollywood Blyd.

HOIlyU 9-5408

VHF

television

pose

a

difficult

first-run

.

films for the

9Q-day ex-

problem for the Commission. The periment.
And then, there’s theatre tele-r
solution to this dilemma will take
some mighty hard thinking, We: visiom An important segment of
must weigh the scarcity of VHF the motion picture theatre induschannels .with the thesis of the try wants special channels for the
The Commission will
Joint Committee on Educational theatres.
Television; ‘‘We maintain that un- have to hold a hearing to determine
whether or not the relaying
educational institutions are
less
permitted to engage in VHF tele- to the theatres could not be done
vision and thus develop technical satisfactorily by coaxial cable or
programming experience, there is wires rather than by radio relay
scant prospect that they will be or whether the service could not
that can be changed without rule- be conducted satisfactorily by common carriers. Fifty appearances
making instead of a final plan.
When all these phases of our have been filed for this hearing.
;

EVERY SUNDAY NIGHT
For

THE

ANDREW JERGENS COMPANY

.
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Foriy^fifth

London,

A

Many

of the nagging problems that have irritated the
British motion picture industry in the postwar years are
gradually disappearing. Only the excessive rate of enters,
tainments tax and the continued slump in production remain as burning questions; and these are being treated
ai allied subjects.

the bOxoffice baronieter for the last couple

of

of years-— fair for ijurefire productions, but cloudy to wet
In fact,
for anything that does not come up to scratch.

as the cost of living continues to rise steadily, audiences
ire getting more and more selective. There is now less
money than ever to spare for entertainment, and the

•

ploymerit throughout the country has .cut out the depression black spots which marred the picture in prewar days.
Ariy dent on receipts, nowadays is blamed op TV, arid it is
an undisputed fact that in the two regions serviced by
video, Londori and Birriiingham, the boxoffice has been
hardest hit. But the decline here has been substantially
less than the prophets of gloom forecast a few years back.
Over-riding all the political questions of the day has
been the universal recogriition by the industry of the need
to strengthen the boxoffice. Concentrate bn getting the
“missing millions” into theatres, and the everyday trade
problems can be taken in stride—that’s the cry. That has
been the focal point of the biggest-ever campaign launched
iri Britain. It is being conducted by a united Anglo-American industry with energy arid conVictiori; The slogan
“Let’s Go to. the Pictures” is being used in all advertising
and publicity, arid plans are being laid for a comprehensive exploitation campaign bn a country-wide basis. One
of the most interesting aspects is the possibility of harnessirig TV to the. campaign, thus transforming a potential enemy into a powerful frieridly force. The suggestion
that TV time should be given weekly to a composite trailer
of West End pre-releases and generaT releases is now
Under consideration, and if agreement can be reached on
details, it may become operative in a short while.
But while the industry has agreed on this slogan, it
may well give serious thought to another;.. “Save us from
our friends.” The ‘Triends” in the case are the British
Labor Goverriment, which has been mcflflHng in trade
affairs since, it came into power in 1945. For five years
the British film industry has eridured Socialist planning.
It started to plan in the lush days, and has continued its
plarining through one crisis to the next. Now, despite all
the governmerit’s expenditure of time and energy, British
film production has reached a state of perpetual depression, With the bulk of studio space continuously idle, and
artists and technicians facing permanent unemployment.
The ecoriomic factA of British film production have been
explained to Harold Wilson, the Board of Trade prez and
chief architect of government planning for the motion

gambling oh the football pools, making yet another

rival

to the live theatre.

Even

favorable climatic conditions (a cool, Wet
having succeeded 1949 ’s almost non-stop heat-

vvith

summer

.

wave) and the seasonal flock of overseas visitors, it was
still only the top ranking stars and good shpws that
brought in: the coin. There was a little boom at the

bpening

of the- fall season, With its neW crop of producwith the end of daylight saving time and

aU pretense of surhmer conditions. This did not last long,
however, and the annual pre-Christmas slump came in
unusually early, giving managements a headache, especially those with dubious chances, wondering if their Wavering
wares could be kept going long enough to cash in on the
holiday season.

The
seems

tide of American domination of the London stage
to have receded with the fading out of the two

musicals, “Annie Get Your Gun” and “Oklahoma,” after three years; the folding of “Brigadoon” after
18 months and the short-lived ‘‘Detective Story.” Repfeseriting all three branches of show business recently were
the lavishly mounted musical “Carousel,” steadil. in the
money at Drury Lane; the topical comedy-drama, “Mr.
Roberts,”’ at the Coliseum, one of the hits of the year, arid
the brisk satirical revue, “Touch and Go,” at the Pi'ince
of Wales* which folded just before the close of the year.

mammoth

.

.

This season London has looked more to her own dramatists, and there is also an exceptional niimber of old
favorites, so well presented that they more than justify
In addition there .las been a higher
their resuscitation.
proportion of contributions from France, the bulk of which,
have proved, highly palatable to British taste, with the
exception of “The Man With the Umbrella,” by Louis
Ducreux. The pick of these is undoubtedly Christopher

Rah Away” in broader and more farcical vein. The
imported “Folies Bergere” at the Hippodrome and “Latin
Quarter,” staiTing S/lvie Claire, at the Casino, round
out the French chntingent. These brash, semi-nude shows
are good value and a strong niagnet for overseas tourists
and provincial sightseers. The native farces, “Reluctant
Heroes,” “Will Any Gentleman?” and the Crazy Gang
show,“Knights of Madness” have all raked in plenty of

are -headed by “The Second Mrs. Tanqueraly,”
which gave Eileen Herlie another chance to display her
virtuosity, although older critics inevitably compared her
with Mrs. Pat Campbell and gave grudging praise. Another Pinero comedy, “The Schoolmistress,” had a brief
run at the Saville after being revived at the Arts 'Theatre
Club, as did Somerset Maugham’s “Home and Beauty,”
which had such a good reception in this tiny house that
it,
too, movedv; and is currently flourishing at the St.
Martin’s.
“The Green Bay Tree,” “Gas Light,” “Rosmersholm” and “journey’s End” all had limited runs.
Shortest run was achieved by the polyglot episodic play,
“The Trial,” by Franz Kafka, which folded after three
nights;
C. B. Cochran’s “The Ivory Tower,” his first
straight play for a decade, ran only 10 days; Harry Green’s
venture, “Don’t Lose Your Head,” survived two weeks, and
the Lee Ephraim Offenbach musical, “Music at Midnight”
lingered for only one.
Others that ran for less than a
month were “Always Afternoon,” “The Purple Fig Tree,”
“Madanie Tic Tac,” “For Love or Money,” “Mrs. Inspector
Jones.”

shekels.

Straight Plays S af est

:

Safest bets have been the straight plays, with R. C;
Sherriff’s ‘'Home at Seven,” starring Ralph Richardson,
arid the naval comedy^ “Seagulls Over Sorrento,” both
knockouts from, curtainrise, as was “To Dorothy, a Son,”
]ate.st on the roster, aii unusually flippant comedy from
the erstwhile grim pen of Roy MacDougall ^suthor of“The Gentle Gunman”), bringing added fame to Yolande
Donlan and Ulm star Richar'd Attenborough. “The Cocktail Party” duplicated its U. S. success here, and “The
Holly and the Ivy” is another that has been a consistent
winner. Fry’s .second fulMength play, “Venus Observed,”
did turnaway business at the. St. James until its run was
curtailed due to its star, Laurence Olivier, having to fulfill film ''commitments.
Second production under his management there was ‘‘Captain Carvallo,“ which has flourished more on hhe Charm and drawing power of Diana
^“nyard than on its intrinsic merits. Olivier’s third
sponsored pieei was '‘Top of the Ladder,” a jumbled,
nightriiarish realise by 'Tyrone Guthrie, which had mixed
reviews, but brought unstinted praise to film star John
Mills in the exacling leading role. Jessie Royce Landis
niade a hit yhth^ ‘‘Larger Than Life,” but failed in“Mrs.

Most amazing, protracted run is “Worm’s Eye View,”
an amusing but undistinguished comedy of the Royal Air
Force, written by ex-airman R. J. Delderfield and produced
in 1944.
It was brought to the West End and has more
Or less been running ever since but is ineligible for the
claim being made for it that it has beaten Noel Coward’s
record run of 1,997 performances of ‘‘Blithe Spirit.” Show
originally folded at the Whitehall theatre after 500 performarices, but when the two subsequent productions there
failed the “Worm” came back to reneW :its tenancy. This
then was a revival and cannot count as a record-breaking
consecutive fun. The comedy has cleaned up over $1 ,400,000 and looks set, with heavy advance bookings, for an
j

indefinite period.

Of the

opening.
of Clubs,” settled

political plays riiade strong impressions, “His Exin which Eric Portman, best kii vwn for his
vvpri. further laurels, and “Party Manners,” by
Vaj Gielgud. This was trie out early in the year at the
Embassy theatre, with rib fanfare, of trumpets, was twice
Atbroadcast, then 'telecast, then the fur began to fly.

Two

cel] ency,’’

ii

1

m

.

work,

tempts to prevent its TV repeat on the ground it maligned
the govemment caused an Tiproar in the press and intervention in Prirliarnent, with the result the show was
brought into the West End and cashed in on its notoriety.
Bridie, and Terence
Seasoned dranriatists .like J^^^
Rattigan have not come up to their usual standard. The
former's Scottish schoolmaster play, “Mr. Gillie,” ran only
a few months, and the latter's “Who is Sylvia?” proved
a considerable disappointment arid is hanging On solely
on the author's reputation. W., Chethani Strode’s “Back-,
ground” did only so-so and Frederick Lonsdale’s“The
The half-dozen small private theatre clubs are still flourWay Things GO” (“The Day After Tomorrow” iri the. U.S.)
ishirig mainly with old classics and otherwise banned
reaped only a modest harvest.
Jan de Hartog’s twoartists and scope
character comedy, “The FoUr-Poster” did little but pro- /plays, giving training ground for young
for new dramatists.
vide acting opportunities for film stars Dulcie Gray and
1950
has
been in more
of
theatre
whole
the
the
On
Michael Denison arid is in no way comparable with his
popular demand than the previous year, with managers
earlier serious plays, “Death of a Rat” and “Skipper Next
and backers keeping their fingers crossed arid hopirtg for
to God.”
Emlyn Williams has returned to the London
an even bigger up-surge of patronage during the coming
fold, after 10 years, with “Accolade,” a telling dramatic
The main magnet will be the Festival of Britain,
year.
play, not for the squeamish but up to his masterly standor
ard.
No new author has manifested to challenge Fry as which it is anticipated will either prove a gold mine
the biggest flop on record, but with no definite signs as
the playwright of the decade.
blow.
to which Way the wind will
Revivals that have proved acceptable, despite their
:

,

Rhapsody”

.steadily in the lead,

.since its

Inspector Jones;”
,

local musicals, Ivor Novello’s “King’s

having done phenomenal business
Noel Coward’s dramatic musical, “Ace
down comfortably after a shaky start,
arid “Golden City,” a colorful spectacle with a South
African background, enjoyed a few months’ pfospefity.
The latest offering, Emile Littler’s ‘‘Dear Miss: Phoebe,*’
adapted from J. M. Bafrie’s “Quality Street,” is proving
a nostalgic draw for a sentimental public; and his “Blue
For a Boy” has just opened at His Majesty’s.
Outstanding peffoririances of this season have been
Eileen Herlie in“The Second Mrs. Tanqueray,” Eric Portman in“His Excellency,” Ralph Richardson in “Home at
Seven,” Betty Paul in“The Dish Ran Away,” John Mills
in ‘‘Top of the Ladder,” Yolaride Donlan in “To Dorothy^ a
Son,” Tyrone Power and Jackie Cooper in “Mr. Roberts”
and Joan T^tzel in “Little Hut.”
The Old Vic had a more prosperous season than last
year, with company headed by Michael Redgrave and
Angela Baddeley^ and has now settled diown, With different
stafs, in its old home, rebuilt, after destruction by bombs
io years ago.

i.S

.

.

the gap. The producers were asking for three and four
times that figure. .They will go cap in. hand to the government again this yOar, but cannot expect much more than
a sympathetic hearing. The rearmament program is leading to increased taxation, and candidates for relief are
well prepared for a thumbs^^dowri.

.

dating,

.

:

.

.

Fry's translated version pf Jean Anouilh’s “Ring Around
the Moon,” an amusing satire, with “The Little Hut,”
starring Robert Mprley, a close second, and “'The Dish

loss.

inquity—r.as well as the enormity—-of the admission
tax has been .brought home to Harold Wilson and dther
ministers often eriough. Last year,., they vi/ere moved to
make their first concession, and as a temporary expedient
iritroduced the Eady Plan, under which the merest fraction of the duty finds its way back into the pockets of the
producers. In a full year, the scheme cannot yield much
more than £1,000,000, a sum totally inadequate to bridge

all the setbacks of the past years; Wilson
Britain’s radio entertainer, Wilfred Pickles, is .still
prepared to “have a go.” And this time he intends to have
a go in a big way. This time he will not be content to tell
the industry what to do. He’s going to do it himse'f. With
6,000,000 Films Bank as a nucleus, the goyernment
his
is moving into production and distribution. Studios are to
be compulsorily acquired dnd made aivailable at economic
rents to up-and-coming talent, and the resultant product
will firid an outlet through the State renting organization,
it’s a nice setup for some of the unions that have been
thinking along these lines, but not niuch consolatiori to
British producers who’ve kept British filins going through
.

Undeterred by

like

£

.

tiohs, cbinciding

and

The

as a whole, boxeffice grosses haye
continued to reflect the prosperity in Britain. Full em-

ing been expended on the latter, economy in other forms
Then there is
of relaxation has had to be exercised.
the ihcieasing number of get-rich-quick hopefuls who
spend regular incomes, and leisure hours at home, in

:

profit

Over the past year

picture house takes its fair toll, with an ihcreasirig number of stay-at-homes content to draw their amusement
from the radio and television. Considerable outlay hav-
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picture industry.. They are, simply, that it is more or less
impossible to: get out of the red, so long as the admission
tax continues to snaffle 88% of the gross receipts. The domestic market (4,700 theatres) is far too small to be able to
withstand a toll of that size, arid the American market
rarely yields eriough to make up the difference between

London.

review of London’s legit in 1950 shows almost a

replica

INTERNATIOBTAL

Anniversary

good times and bad.
.

Although the production slump shows ho signs of easing,
have been a surprising number of above average
pictures which have done exceptionally well at home. But
the nuiriber of new pix planned is ori the decline, and the
thfere

average can only be maintained by increased Hollywood
participation either by direct or co-production. In both
directions there is an upward swing of activity.

The Rank group, which has dropped out

of the running

in direct production, is now only interested in co-production
ventures. It came out very nicely in its deal with Para-

mount on “Trio” and is now Working on a successor, Following the same pattern it has made a 50-50 deal with
Uhiversal-Interriational arid “Song of Norway” will be
lensed under this joint banner. In other respects, since
the completion of “Highly Dangerous,” its interest in
production is lirnited to providing facilities for indies, who
can get 70% of their production coiri on the strength of

Rank

a

distribution contract.

With the incentives offered

in the Anglo-American monetary pact, a bigger investment is foreshadowed in U, S.
production in Britain, as this is reckoned to be the simplest way of unfreezirig blocked pounds. All the majors are
in the field, and the overall expenditure should top previous years by a substantial margin.

HoUywood^s Advance Liiieup

I

|

An

advance analysis of Hollywood’s lineup for Britain
looks something like this: Metro, which- showed the “Miniver” sequel, has lensed another “Bulldog Drummond” feature and is planning to put “Ivanhoe” in work soon. Twentieth-Fox, with “Night and the City,” “The Black Rose’’
and “The Mudlark” to its credit, followed up with “No
Highway,” and has a continuous program yet to come. AVarher Bros.’ crintnbution last year was “Gaptain Horatio
Hornbiower” and is expected to reenter the field next year
with “Master of Ballantrae.” Columbia has nothing pianjied
so far. RKO is deciding what should follow its joint efLert
with Disney of “Treasure Island” but has bought di.stribution rights to “White Heather.” Paramount and UI. of
course, have their deals with Rank.
Afe British screen musicals so rarely make the grade, the
three-way production of “Happy Go Lovely” is being
rawaited with unusual anticipation. This Technicolor
rer for Vera-Ellen, Cesar Romero and David Niven was
financed in equal parts by AssociaLed Bntish Picture Co. p.,
Marce;! Helman and N. Peter Rathvon, and Briice Humherstone was brought from Hpllywood as director It also indicates the. ABPC leaning towards co-prOduction, and it
will shortly be involved iri new deals with Monogram.
Although Alexander Korda’s two co-production efforts,
“Gone to Earth,” with David O. Selznick, arid “The Elusive
Pimperriel;” with Sam Goldwyn, have not received a warm
reception at home, a number of productions under li^s
banner have been outstanding clickers^^^ “Seven pays to
Noori“ “State Secret’! and “Odette” have been doing out.standing biz and Should make an impression on the Amcficari market. From the Rani? group, too, there have b r :
a few winners like Ealing’s “The Blue Lamp” arid Jay
Lewis’ “Morning Departure,” and these are also expected
to chalk up substantial U; S! grosses.
Unless the international scene clouds the horizon, 1951
shouid be a bumper year for the entertainmerit industry.
The Festival of Bfitain is expected to liire an unprecedented amount of tbufist trade. The dollars, the IranGS,
the krpners and the guilders should sweU the boxoffice.
.s'.;'

.

:

Ex-Qiiiz

Kid

In ari algebra class at Brooklyn Tilderi High School
(my former employer) the teacher filled up seven
blackboards of equations, crossed but here, added figures therCi explaining his reaconing as he went aJon.g.
The class sat there spellbound by the teacher’s omniscience.
He finally reached the last line of the last
blackboard and announced with deep intellectual satis-

:

*

faction:

“So we come
^

'X

to

the

inevitable

conclusion

that

..O’.”

And the class dope pipes
for nothing!”

O'.

up;“Gee!

All that

Sam

work

Levp.n^Qri.

.

^
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Ballyhoo Gan Sell Filiiis;

Blues,

It

Them

Cannot Make
^ By TOM

France .can be described in three
This blanket statement applies
also to shoAv biz. for Yanks operat irig. here as well as for
PpUtics, economics, spiraiing, cost Of living and
localiies.
trade conditions and regulations are all combining to

The currenl

\\

feeling

iiv

sj.nging the biues.

ord.s:

make it a cockeyed world.
The only two redeonlihg features, last year were the
tremendous influx of money brought by tourists^, many of
The year
v\ horn wore proceeding to Rome for Holy Year..
ao

1929,

1938 only

1.000.000.

of .Which 260.000

000.000.

•But

3, p20.6o6

last year’s

were Americans, brought

to

France

$350,-

•

program gets iiicreased
informatioh on tourism.

aucliehces,
.

^

^

Elysees.

And she made the
own one-man show'

his

V Oeyolb piiicn

^

.

grade.
at the

in

The British taxpayer will never permit his money to be
used to maintain an uppcrclass of trade unionists, enjoying conditions con.siderably at variance with conditions in
comparative occupations. It occurs, to me. reading the
vast literature on this subject, that no one has the courage
to grasp the nettle.
,

RciiKMiy
I

Frencli Film PrcKliicliou

French film production, about 100 pix a year, more or
less, is made by 200 registered producers, most of whom

.

are inactive. It ensnares about $15,-20,000,000 yearly, but
i;s made, pic after pic, without any definite overall productioh plan.
So that the total French production, spending
about half w'hat a Hollyw'ood major would, is not at all
equipped to compete with it on the selling plan, any more
than on production. •Attempts at cooperative selling by
Uni Films in Germany have not produced anything but
aspirin, and Unifrance Film, though it has a government
subsidy, is trying to get the U. S. Souvaine group to raise
the necessary dust to distribute French product in U. S,
Most of this talk of raising capital is meant to cover
losses incurred in other branches, such as theatre operations or financing, such pix as “Alice in Wonderland,”
which eost the French taxpayers the best part of a million.

French material fit for .'export has been, of late, few
and far between. Apart from Jacques Deval’s “Samarkand,” Rene Barillet’s “Anvazing Adele” did not do as well
abroad as on the home pitch. “Little Hut” clicked abroad.
Altogether there has been a comparalive dearth of internationally useable material, and shovv biz has evidenced
a marked tendency to cater mostly to local taste.

bfOur Ow n^

have foretold, ad nauscum. what would happen to
British film production with uncanny accuracy, and when
I say that there is no remedy of our ow'n making to save
the British film industry, I may bring upon my head the
howls of those who ought to know' better.
Unless the Go\ernment gives further financial aid to
productibn. and American companies spend some of their
frozen assets over here in making films, there will be an
end of the British film-producing industry. This is the
worst thing that could happen to' the. Americans, It must
not happen, for reasons that I cannot at this stage go into.
The time has come when brains must take over ballyhoo.

Paris

Elysees.

is

.

•

are done at the l^Iarigny by R.olanci Petit w'hen Jean
Louis Barrault is not using it for comedies, or at. the
gov’ernment-owned 3,000-seater Palais de ChaillGt. but
mostly at Herve Dugardin’s plush Theatre des Champs

.

of responsibility for the present tragic plight

involved in British film production seem' to believe that
the one great reincdy for our present ills is still ballyhoo.
We have carted pur grievances from conference to conference over the years. I doubt if there is any union in
the British trade union movement that has a reputation
as the unions in the film industry in Britain for “depiiWe JiaVe passed enough resolutions and civt
tationitis;”
ciliated literature sufVieicnt to paper the walls of the Empire State BuiicUng. We have denounced J. Arthur Rank
as monopolislie; Alexander Korda as a man of extravagance; we have: clamored fpr financiai support for independent film producer.-:;; we hayc had inquiries into the
costs Of production and for the structure of the industry
as a whole. Wc ha vc denounced and damned everybody in
the induslry and. at the end, we find ourselves almost
without one.
Some sections of the industry have so damned and de.hotinced the people that are in it, and challenged its financial structure, that they have driven away, almost in
terror, the few' financiers, industrialists and othefs who
are prepared to pul their money into it. The ballyhoo
of some of the unions ibat is just being ventilated on a
sickened public will have the elTeCt of driving the support
of the Government tiway from the industry.

t

Besides the Opera, and the Comiciue. ballets

;

Claude Dauphin

Champs

many of those who strove liarcf for its creation are
substantial contributing factors tow'ard its demise.

that

which >ye find ourselves. Ballyhoo may sell films; it
cannot make them. With certain definite exceptions, it
appears to jue that inany of my own colleagues and others

.

Paul Dervah of. the ‘Tolies Bergere;” Henri
Varna, of the Casino de Paris and INtogador and >^fuurice
Lehman, of the Chatelet and 'Empire, are keeping on
their shows till they get threadbare. They trade oh the
name of the theatre as much as. on the offering.
Some plays are still bn, that have clicked in former
years, such as “Petite Hutte” at Leon Benoit Deutsch’s
Nouveautes, which bids fair to become as permanent a
Paris fixture as the Obelisk. Henri Bernstein has mounted his “Victor”, iii an exemplary manner. Jacques Deval’s
.‘‘JRoad; to Samarkand.” at the Renaissance, is an interna-'
libnal stage and screen bet.
The Jean Louis Barrault
shows at Simone Volterra’s Marigny. are neatly done.
But these are something exceptional. IMost of the French
legit is now produced bn shoestrings by more or less
cooperative companies. Nor are operators vvilling to spend
much money on improving their houses, many of them
mere firetraps, as long as the fire department does not
clamp down on them for some safety breach.'
Amej'ican shows in Paris have been of tw'O kinds:
those adapted and those done in the original.
Albert
Willemetz’s adaptation of Irving Berlin’s “Annie Get Ydiu’
Gun.” at the Chatelet, is folding (at this w'ritingl. Marcel
Achard’s translation of “Haryey” is doing fair at Simone
Berriau’s Antoine. “Streetcar” closed at the Edouard VH
despite the draw' of Arletty, now' starrihg in the revue of
the Empire. “All My Sons” flopped at Andre Brule’s
Madeleine; despite nice production.
In English, Oi’sbn Welles produced and acted in English his ow'n “Unthinking Lobster.” which Paris refused
to swallow', at the Edouard VII.
Ann Garlett and K.
Kovitsek have turned the Theatre de I’Humour. into the
American Theatre in Paris, producing “Knickerbocker
Holiday.” Also the American Students Art Center helps
to keep thesping going w'ith such productions as “Liliom”
in English, and GBS’s “Arms and the Man,” yery com-

mondably done w'ith limited means.
doing“Mr. Roberts.”

des

Ballot

cluctions.

ha ve campaigned

in

of showbiz that has considerably developed,
is ballet.
They used to be mostly restricted to the opera
in France, w'ith no private individual foolish enough to
face a practically certain loss. The Opera sent its company oh tours, whicii have clone, extremely well. In South
America W'ith Tamara .ToumanoV.a as guest .star, and
/Micheline Bardin as French ballerina licadliner. tiiey were
enthusiastically received,
The Roland Petit ballet, vvitli
.Zizi Jeanmaire and Colette iLegsi TIarGhand. have, made
Broadway.. Yvette Chauvira can draw capacity in Paris
at any time. U. S,. companies included Marquis de Cuevas,
who scored with Marjorie Tallchief. Rosella Hightower,
Andre Eglevsky and George Skibine. Also, the Ruth
Page ballet, which flopped, and Martha Graham, who
stopped her show' soon after the opening due to an injury.
Luckily, the State Dept.-sponsored Lucia Cliase company^
as the American “National” Ballet, showed Paris that
American terping was w’orth watching,, and got a tciTific
reception, as could be anticipated after U. S Ambassador
Carmen Amaya
David Bruce’s fine pressagentiiig job.
and Katherine Dunham also played to lush business.

V.'

we

Hardly any section of British film productioh can escape

promptly returned to vaude.

One branch

.French legit has considerably depreciated from the days
When producers were willing to spend on big new prb-

For years

some kind

aiid

.

issuing excellent

is

it

Promised Land.

ABC

is

now

Mass Ariierican show s iri Paris all can\e under Pierre
des
Louis Guerin’s aegis, to play M. Alicbaelis’ JPa
Sports. The “Rollerskating Vanities.” the “Aquaparade,”
and “Holiday on ice’\all scored heavily.
Americanis seouting here for vaude talent have seen
little of interest, apart from Daryas and Julia, signed by
Lou Walters for his N, Y, Latin Quarter.

and hotels are getting iricreasingly .conscious

Best plug for tourism was, of course, the Economic
Cdoperation Administration. Even if it failed in its public
relations job here, though' the “yoice of America” radio

into tlie

for the! establishment of a British film industry. We suc^
ceeded in establishing a good one, and the irony of it all

Varieties.

permit the French to watch happily their trade accounts
Incidentally, these toiu'ists have
helped plug tl. S. forms of entertainment. Also provincial
.

ballyhoo could make film.s, the unions in Britain concerned with film production, w’ould.have achieved a miracle
greater than the separation of the waters that led Moses
If

The only important straight vaude house in Paris is
vet showman Mitty Goldin’s ABC. With his associate M.
LedouX', die also has the miiiiatiire CapuGines theatre for
comedies and revues. The ABC is a must for all visiting
vaude talent. Roily Rolls and The Peter Sisters used it
Other vaude spots, about lO of
as a Paris beachhead.
them, are just nabes. Goldin tried a small revue in his

Mauiice ChevaliGr put on

internationally balanced,
rpstaurant.s

it

atre

If all

of the foreign tourist.

lop. of the hill, those

Only visiting American act in the top bracket this year
was Hildegarde, wdio, despite what almost everyone told
her, insisted on putting her one w oman show at the The-

tourists,

paid for SO^c- of 'the deficient .French balance
goes well, by 195?, 4.500,000 tourists \yill

It

of trade.

brought 1,900,000 of them; and.

high,

Gn

get

expecta^tions.

.

alltime

London.-

who like to hear blue material
during dinner at Barde and ju.st opposite, at Lady
Patachou, who is a sock entertainer in her joint even if
her vaude attempt did not come up to Maurice Cheyalier’s

Paris.

'

Tv

(Mciubcr of Parliament),

By SIAXI.ME DE BEIX

I

again plead for the

maximum

of cooperation, despite

fundamental competitive confiicts between all sections of
the American industry and our own. At a time w'hen we
should be using our intelligence in the calmness of the
backroom working out remedies, persuading our friends
and even our enemies to assist in our recovery, what do
some do? They release once more into the highw'ays and
byw'ays the pauperism that has bedevilled us and. parade
to the entire world the poverty of the industry.
This is
truly madness.
When 1 .^ee thousands of men and women whom I have
known, and have worked in the film studios for years, and
have devoted their entire lives to show business, thrown
on the.scrap heap, f feel that thc.se boys, in the main, have
been victims of propaganda in all its forms. Whereas if
the last few years had been devoted to intelligent planning
by all cphccrncd in the British and American industries,
there would be a far different and brighter story to tell.
.

The 'basic fact is that there are liai'dly half a dozen
pictures a year that could be played in U. S. without
losing money.
Another basic trouble with French production is that producers here are mostly promoters and
have gathered their cut before even the picture starts
rolling,

Another

U,

I

S.

difficulty is that the French picture business
like everything else here, a fpotball for politicians.
this reacts strongly on American interests.
Because
French films have, little international draw, arid are amateurishly sold, the French film workers are propagandized

P opular

Vaiule

is,

And
American Vaude

an outlet in France.
spearheaded by Pierre Louis
The shows produced there by Rene Fra-,
day .<ahd Guerin) emploj' rripre American talent and pay
inGrc salaries I half in dollars
than the rest Of France
put together.
The results teU the story, with the Lido
a ihust for visitors, and dragging to 'the Champs 'Elysees
what business used to be Montmartre’s monopoly. Carrie
Finnell, the Bernard Bros.. Step Bros.; and many others
.have taken the place held there preyloiisly by Chaz Chase
and Harrison and Fisher: Besides the Lido, Guerin has
also taken over the Baceara, to be reoponed sometime next
season, a.s he will reopen the remodelled Ambassadeurs
restaurant.
The new’ly reopened Club des Champs ElyBut. mostly in
Guenn’.s Lido.

acts can

niteries,

still

find

-

by the Reds,

)

.

not doing so wbll. but its landlord’s bW’n restaurant,
Paris, is the most popular nite eatery for all in
Mo.3t boiles in Paris are just featuring brie or
two acts, but Frede Carroll’s, with Dariy Dauberson orEarLha Kilt, is packing them.. Carrerev near the George
V. is still the plushieSt spot, W’ith Maurice Garrcre in
V S. to try and open a room there. Also in the Champs
El\sees section the lavender Carrousel has an amusing
revue.

sees

it

Club

dc'

show'biz.

-

Montmartre is on the downgrade, Besides the ,$10 Wine
must, highly ta.xable, operators there liave taken to nipping customers an extra $1.15 for admission, on W'hich
they pay the minimum Megit) tax’. Bal Tabarin is not
the same since the death of both. Pierre Dubout and
Pierre S'.indrini, vet showmen. Close by. Eve, Naturistes
arid the much touted and recently opened Nbuvelle
Eve,
operated by Rene Bardy, lure the show-seekers. Specialties
such as losbie Moune’S;. or Tony’s lavender Butterflv, as
well as the coarser Mere Arthur, draw' other tourists.
Tonton’s Liberty bar offers an amusing lavender showWhile-you-dine evening. It is now al.so housing a luncheon
Club h''/'*’’ ’/! »'v Colette, for w'ritmN. c-Mvis and criiics.

,

.

.

,

who clamor “French
.

pictures for French

screens” meaning “Out with Hollyw.'ood product.”
The
only time they want HoilyWood to send some is to use
as a lure for the film. festiyals, of Which they are fond,

The French pres under Red pressure, has conducted
vicious and misleading campaigns against American piclures..
Even conservative papers like Figaro have been,

;

_

.

.

through fear of violent reprisals. Compelled to dance to
red pipers music. Riots compelled the curtailing of the
show'ings of “Iron Gurtaih” 20th-Fpx, and the release of
Metro’s“CQnspirator” brought its exiiibs similar reel
threats.
However, U; S. outposts carry on in the face of
increasing difficulties, due to intensified Communist pressure and higher costs, including a tilt in salaries made
necessary by the spiraling cost of living.
^
;

•Soviet pix are

shown in a few houses with fcMow-traveler

patronage.

provincial airers. A new one
benefit of Normandy.
.

The

is

building in Caen for the

oppositibn, coinmCrcial. is mostly Radio Luxembourg,, aired from beyond the border from Paris platters.
It is managed by Louis Merlin and,. Ihaiiks. to a Lever
Bros, .(Liix^.'Soap
sponsorship, can hire talent of such
caliber as Yehudi Alenulvin. Euch is the. red tape of the
-Exchange Gonti’ol that it had to, increase its IjUxemboiirg.
capitalizalipn to raise ihoney to pay its broadcasting station
expenses, w hile loaded with franco in Paris which it could
not ti'ansfer. Other over-the-border comhicrcial station^
.

;

.

)

are

RadioMbhaco and Radip Andorra.

Besides radio, Porclie

non-commercial

J

i.s alsb in charge of
video, w'hicii is run under

Luc on an appropriation Porche has

French (also
him by Jean

to squeeze out 6^ his
radio budget. Tliei'e are Gurrently about 20,000 sets in
France, and set manufacturers are doing some corhbined

.

publicity to pi ug sales. Airi ngs are 1 imited to about f bu
They are sw'Uching from the 500 definition
band to .8,19, W’hicii W'ill be u.sed exclusively after 1952.
Technically, French ty is fine.
All it is jacking to
forge ahead is freedom to go commercial which wwild
bring the necessary money.

hours daily.

.

Practically the Only French picture produced this year
likely to be w'orth importing in 'U. S., is Robert Dorf man’s
‘^Justice Is Done.”
Last year’s locally smash quickie,

“Jour de Fete,” may get a U. S. release under Borrah
Minevitch’s aegis.
Jean Cocteau’s latest, “Orpheus,” is
sure to hit some arty sureseater statew'ise.

.

.

Picture producers refuse to supply

TV

With features.

But exhibs have taken the initiative, and the Cinenia Madeleine has recently been equipped w'ith Andre Debrie
equipment to throw fast developed news on 16m film oh
the theatre screeri.

Radio in France, foc political reasons, is not likely tb
from its present Status of non-commercial government
monopoly endowed W'ith an appropriation. This prevents
its head, Wladimir Porche, from .spending much on programs, and he has to curtail foreign broadcasts on account
of shortage pi money.
Such as it is/ it is fairly satisfactory to French audiences.
Equipment is better than
pro.grams, the Paris shows being retransmitted through
shift

Musicians in Paris are not happy: tooter’s salaries are
not keeping up With the HGL, and there are plenty of
unemployed. Even without a Petrillo, the French union
IS working efficiently.
But the field is small. Hotels don’t
use name bands. A pit oi’chestra strike at the Opera
evidenced the difficulties for the public; Rules for broadcasting show's and recordings or TV are not yet quite
defined.

•

. .•
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For ly^fifth

op
Madras.
speaking,
while
Generally
Jtuliaris by nature are entertainr
cannot
be
said
that
it
iireht loving,
they go in a big way for organized
and cbninierGialized entertainment
of any sort. Against this general;
background it may be said that
India took one more step towards
commercial entertainorganized

|

By,:

ing to bear fruit, Films coming
out of Calcuita Studios are soiheWhat serious and concerri themselves with the purely social and
political aspect of life.

When

*

i

'

is

together, it ill becomes
Hollywood to defend bitterly its
right to exploit the screens of the
world.
T am an internationalist, and by
that I mean I want international
CO - operation, ri o t international
dominatiori of a powerful interest
over smaller one. I. hold the view
that every country shPuld have the
rights to express its own views
aj|(j its own culture on the screen
in exactly the same way as it has
i^g
own literature and other
heritages depicting all that is best
of its own way of life, and portraying its own special national
In the same way as

I

i

'

ican companies as a means of exporting their frozen currency under the Wilson- Johnston agreement. A dozeif oi’ so such films
have been completed since the first
agreement was signed. They have

:

'

all had ^an American script, an
American producer, an American
director and one or more American
stars. In some cases, other Ameficank have also been employed.
Only One of the filriis so far feleased has made a big mark on
the filrn-gping public. The rest have
beeri neither a credit to the Amer-

:

;

i

.

:

.

j

j

|

,

!

;

.

;

i

,

|

{

j

|

ican producer nor to the British
film production industry,

;

—

i

~

"

~

j

Even if the exceptioii arises, it
has defeats which would never appear in a genuine British producThe much boosted “Mudtion.
this country has giyen Shakespeare l«u’k,” for examplCj while coiripeand Dickens to the world, so I be- tently made and distinguished parfieve it can make an equally effec-- [Hcularly by a brilUant acting perlive coritribution through its own formance by a leading British star,
films. It ill behooves Holly wood or Alec Guinness, and brilliant phoany other film industry to stop us.! tography by the Anglo-French
from doing this. As a distinguished camerarnan, Georges Pefinal, seeks
British film critic has said, “To be to put history on. the screen which,
internatiohal in appeal a film must if believed, would in a k e certain
that every schoolboy failed his hishave its roots jn its own soil.”
British companies canriot make Lory examiination. Not only does, it
American films any more than make Out the conservative Disraeli
American companies can rnake to be a great liberal reformer but,
British films. The record of Airier- even more grievously, it insults the
ican companies over here proves Boyal Family by giving the imQueen Victoria’s
pression
that
this.
Since 1919; vvhen Parariiount con- Windsor household was run. by a
drunken
Scotsman.
h a t would...'verted an old powerhouse into a
film studio at Islington to prove, Americans say if a Britisher came
so it was said, that it was impos- over to Hollywood, imported a
sible to make films in this country, British director, producer and star;
the American excursions into film and made, for example, a fihn deproduction here have, with few ex- picting the late President Rooscceptions,
been notable failures. velt’s household as being run by an
inebriate southerner?
Holly wood producers sh o ul d
shed themselves of the thought
they are rendering some outstanding service to •some other counIJRVING
try’s film production by making
set for a return tour in 1951., films in that country.
Hany Gbrdon, No. 1 Scot comic,
Only a few months ago a diswill also make a repeat visit to linguished American producer told
from the States arrive to play, in America in fall of 1951.
me prior to returning home after
vaudeville in Glasgow and EdinYoung eomedians continue to making a film here; “Mr. Elvim
burgh, it’s becoming increasingly grow in stature in Scotland. Jim- you should be grateful to us. We
obvious that their prestige value Ls my Logan still has the lead of this have now proved that good films
on the up with the hard, normally group, with a radio series giving can be made iri your, country.” I
dour Scot variety follower.
him u.seful publicity. Fast coming did not have the heart to tell him
Big welcomes have been given up are boys like Tommy Hood, that both “The Third Man” and
to mo.st American artists during Tommy
Lester, Johnny Victory ‘‘The Blue Lamp” were showing in
1950.
Nellie Lutcher made two and Jimmy Neil.
London at, the time.
~ ^
appearances, headlining at the EmRadio program's continue to be
t nhAr icgui*
'-t—
_
L-r
pire theatre, Glasgow, twice with- hard hit by Scotland’s radio crix.
a
period
in
of weeks. She played New variety producer Eddie. Fraser
There is very heavy unemploy—
It
«
X
T_
__
X i_ _
to capacity biz, pleasing her many took the place of Howard M. Lock- ment in the British film industry,
followers here.
hart (who’s gone freelance) and is? Naturally the members of my union
One of the most pleasing U. S. working hard to instil new life who are unemployed, and members
acts during the 12 months wa.s that into Scottish radio variety.
of other unions, want work.
But
of filmsters Larry Parks and Betty
In the top-rank of comics, Harry they want more than jobs; they
Garrett.
They staged a delightful Gordon, Jack RadclilTe, Alec Fin- want u.seful employment on films
song-and-dance
which
act
got la.v. Jack Anthony and Tommy w'hich should be both a credit Ip
rave.s.
Morgan hold the reins. Gordon them and to their country’s' film.
Bud .\bbott and Lou Co.stello, staged a most successful summer industry,
complete with family entourage, season, moving from Edinburgh to
They do not like quotas and
took Glasgow by stoirm with a Aberdeen, then Giasgow.
other protective fpriris of iegi.slawell-publicized arrival, but on stage
Ojn the legit side the big everit lion, but as long as powerful interthey did not score so strongly, ex- is the Edinburgh International ests wield the big stick, then we
cept with ardent fans. Their too- Festivail
of
Music and Drama, shall continue to demand adequate
familiar material was cfiticized. skedded as main cultural part of protection in any form,
It is well-known that America
But they played to good biz.
the 1951 Festival pf Britain; Many
Dorothy Lainour did nicely, eri- Airiericaris visited this event dur- producers and their friend.s, that
gaging in a strenuous personal ap- ing the year.
Scotland’s native is, the cinema-ownefs arid di.stribulors, wno
preier cp
pearance tour, opening leies
who .prefer
to snow
arid ineatre
Of Glas- tors,
show American
fetes ana
Citizens pi;Giasthe uiuzens
theatre group, tne
visting hospitals:
r
.Scots gpw, staged three productions at films because they thereby avoid
;She left
with iriemofies of a! chanfining per- this year’s Festival and wiU re- thri ri^ks of producUbn and make
bigger and surer profits, were resohaUty;
peat -’The Thrie E.staites’’ duriri
sponsible for pressure on tlie
Return dates were played by AL next year’s aris junket
lan Jones (a. big favorite in ScotFlop of the year was :an attempt British government to reduce the
land) and the Deep River Boys, to stage a replicai of the Royal quota reeently from 40% to 30%.
Vic Hyde also went over big.
^Film Peffprmarice in Green’s Play- it is equally iru.e that the same
just didn’t people, by their trading practices,
Grand old man of music-hail, house, GlasgovV,
It
Dunne, Mar- perpetuate the myth that film proSir Harry Lauder, died in FebrU- coriie. off
Stars Ir^^
ary at hi$ Lanarkshire mansion, gaVet Lockw'ood, Jack Hawkin.s duction does not pay. The trouble
after being bedded for several and Andrew Ray w'ere present, but is that it does pay, but it pays the
nionths.
His death robbed the the stage show, presented after wrong people; not the producer
world stage of a unique per.sori- “The Mudlaik’' by Ben Lypn, was but the cinemai-pwner arid distribality.
utor,
who, in this country, is
Many Americari artists most digappointing.
knew him well; they \vere always
Another disappointirient was the largely one and the sairie person.
Neither 1 nor my union seek to
Welcome at his Lauder Hall home, musical “Caprice,” giveri its world
This Jack build barriers to divide the AmeriHe lies buried in Hamilton cernC- preem in Glasgow.
But
tery, beside the coal pits where he Waller show suffered from lack of can and British industries.
they must remain until outlooks
worked as a boy.
catchy music,
During the year two leading
The year’s end saw the arrival and policies change. It is my hope
Scottish, artists,
comedian Alec of one of the slickest musicals that, within the coming year, both
Finlay and kilted singer Robert seen here in many years, This was countries will realize that it is in
Wilson, rnade an eight-week tour ‘^Gay’s the Word,” starring Cicely the long-terrii interest of them
of Canada and the U. S., playing Courtneidge,
and with Lizbeth both that each shall have a
largely to Stoitish elan audiences Webb; the new Ivor Novello mu- healthy independent production inand at Manhattan Center, N, Y. sical/ with lyrics by Alan Melville» dustry, We Want genuine cdoperaThey clicked strongly; Finlay is was produced by Jack Hulbert.
tion, not fratricide.
,
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Films have been neither Briti.sh
They have jiist
nor American;
been bad.
^
in recent times they have been
p^*oduced by or on behalf of Amer-

i

the problem which we
have to face. While our two epuntries are in many respects drawing

That

.

,

v

What would Hollywood

4.1

|

Allied Technicians)

because 72% of all ieatuie films
shown throughout the world were,
instead, of tf. S. product, the product of another country?

)

.
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in Britain.
I

years ago, the
Industries o£ the I
outstanding event of the last
j ... - _
J
1
^
year has been the prbductipri of woild were quietly developing.
a picture in Technicolor. Picture They were still relatively smaU at
the
outbreak
produced by Mehboob is still at the
of t h e first
production stage and will be only
World War,
ment in 1950, though financially a 1951 release. The trend among
so me nine:
it was not a momentous year in
South Indian producers of turning
terms of net returns.
y ®
out Hindi versions of their success^ ^ ®® ^ ° ^ y
While general turnover during, ful Tamil pictures is also spreading
will r e c 0 r d
At the close of the year
the year has been well nigh 50% apace.
th a t the film
over the 1949 level, the upward there are three Hindi versions
production intrend in production costs arid over- being turned out in Madras studios.
dustry in Gr.
head kept the profit, margin to the
Among foreign films, the standBritain
was as
barest proportions. Considered thus outs have been “Joan of Arc,”
f 1 0 u r i s hfrom the point of profit angle “Musketeers” and “Samson and Demg then as in
alone, one would be alarmed at lilah,”
While a lesser number of
any o t h e r
George Hi Elvin
the deterioration that set in in 1956. other pictures also put up landWhile
country.
But for the upward trend in more marks in the exhibition world,
films
a
small
part in Britplayed
and more numhers of people getting these are the pietures that will ebridevelentertainment - minded, it would tinue to stick in memory. After airi’s war effort, commercial
imhave been absolutely impossible to; “Hamlet,” these three pictures opmerit was put aside for more
did
which
portant
things.
America,
maintain the units at any level*
showed that earning capacity .of not come into the war till some
The most marked improvement films is quite unliriiited. They beat three years later, was able to eorihas been in the film world. The each other’s records, arid even in tinue developing its own producvolume of business during 1950 was some instarices record collections tion which resulted, by the time the
well over 50% of the 1949 level, on Indian films were beaten hol- war ended,
in Great Britain no
especially in foreign film business. low.
longer being among the leaders,
Indian film business more or less
In the vvorld of drama there
Subisequent developments Were
remained static kt tlie old level, i was ari upswing in the Madras secr
so rapid that the British filiri intiiough there were some silver lintor.
At the beginning of the year dustry pfactically died, and only
ings here and there. The overall
it
appeared as though the stage protective legislation by the Britaspect in Indian film world was
would vanish from Madras.' But ish government enabled Brfitish
initially very gloomy. Many pre^^’ith the formation of the Drama
films to get even a small share of
dicted a toppling down of the
Council acitvity spurted again and British screen, time,
whole structure at the beginning
the .stage continued on iri the city,.,
That may be ancient history, but
of the. last year itself. That it conwhile a number of amateur parties wliat w o u I d America’s reaction
tinned to hold the fabric together
entertained the Mofussil popula- have been had the position boon
•is really a creditable achievement.
tion.
Their ranks were also joined reversed? And if, through its war
by three erstwhile cinemactors who effort, its 111m industry had been
25^ r Production Dip
formed their own dramatic parties. virtually driven out of existence
Production
of
films
dropped The Little theatre movement in and British films had obtained
.i1()w.n by nearly 25'"n from the 1949
Bombay and Delhi also showed con- such a grip oil foreign markets
figui'c. All told India produced a
siderably, while Calcutfa still kept that American pictures were unliltlc less than 200 film.s in
its six or seven legit lheatre.s runable, to get a fair showing? I am
as against 280 odd produced in the ning continuously throughout the
sure that not only the American
xoar befpre. There has been a gen- year..
film industry but the American
eral production slump in all the
With the. .setting up of two more government would have taken acproduction centers,. Bombay, Calbroadcasting
stations
South tion at least as strong as was taken
in
cutta and Madras. The announced
India, and a factory for the manuproducts in South India made a
facture of radio components, radio
staggering list. But due to financial
took one more forward step during
and other difTiculties a good numthe year under review!
The inber of pictures still continue to be
By
crease in the ownership of radio
under tlie production stage. The.
feceiving sets in homes was a little,
Glasgow.
output from Calcutta Studios narover 20%. Towards the last weeks
Scotland has become “Americanrowed. down considerably.
The of
the
government
had
re- conscioiis.”
1950,
As more riame stars
slump
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was visible in Bombay also.
But the highly eommercialized .film
industry in Bombay kept up an
appearance
of
well-being
and
though there was a downward trend
in production activity and earning
capacity

pictures turned out,
Bombay maintained the appearance
that there has been nothing wrong
with the industry there.
of

Generally, the staying power, of

an Indian film was more, or less
16 weeks on an average. During
the past year this average narrowed down very dangerously to
three weeks at the most. This might
be due to the fact that filmgoers
in India have become selective and
patronize only such films as they
think are good, The result has been
.

that many exhibitors in metropolitan and suburban areas had to rush

among

.

distributors,

both

Indian

and foreign, Within a week or two
alter they had .started a first run
Indian product. This may partly
explain the upward swing in foreign film busine.ss during ;1950,
Neverthele.ss there wore two or
three, films that kept the old grade

and are still ruhnirig in! Bombay,
since their release in the early part
oi

1950.
Shantaram's
“Dahe,”
,^(>hrab Modi’s ‘^Sheesh Mahal” in
l.lindi arid

Jlindi

Madras Gemini Studio.s,
of Tamil pictures

moved most

of the restrictions that
existed over the supply of energy
for domestic use and requests for
home connections. This resulted
in a sudden spurt in the purchase

of radio

receiving

sets

those
radios of

who had wanted to own
their own but could not do

.so for
of
electricity
home.
at
Though this is one factor, there is
also the other that more and more
Indians have come to think the
radio, as part of a normal house.

.

M'ant

Another feature

radio world
is the active functioning of Radio
Goa as a commercial radio station.
Majority of customers for this station aix; film producers, but other
commerical products are also actively using the station, with the result that towards the end of the
year there has been a felt demanil
for another station. An experiment
is

being

made

.

to start a

;

i

’

'

out old^ and vulgar

sltiiatioris

arid

have started

coming put in cleaner garb. Of
course the accent is on glory value.
BoUibay on the other hand ;i.s trying a hand at the purely e.scapist
type of films that come out of
Hollywood. Pictures like “Ek Thi
I.-arki,*’ “Hanste Ansu” and “Patanga” without much of a stpry or
theme compare very favorably with
Hollywood products. And the fact
that these pictures had, very good
reception perhaps indicates that
the taste created by foreign products in Indian audience is begin.
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discernible trerid in produc
tion values has set in during the
y<>ar. Bouth Indian films have
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radio in Bangalore. Also the Government of India has been approached for setting apart a percentage of AH.; India Badio’s time
for
commercial
advertisements.
Currently there is. no indication
this request would be acceded to.
At. the same time it is noteworthy
that Radio Ceylon has .started airing comirievcials. over its network.

——
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ver.sion

based on “Corsican Brothers’’ and
titled “Nishan” are still with Bombay audiencesV

been
comic

.

by

Vienna.

A

.

gentlemcri’s agreenierit be-,
tween the German, and / Austrian
film

.

artists

unions

Is

heing

de-

scribed here as the first step toward the return to normal conditions.
Chief ppint of setUement
is that no more w'orking permits
w'ill be necessary under reciprocal
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German-Austriari coproductions should comprise 50%
of total product in each epuntry.
It was additionally agreed upon,
however, that it was not necessary
to hold to that exact figure in each
So-called
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particular case.
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Val Parnell, Not Columbus, ^Discovered^ U.S»
For Britishers Via His Palladium Bookings

Those Magic U,

=;

By HANNEN STAFFER
London.
Despite all 5 tories about Eric the Norseman, Christopher
Columbus and Ponce de Leon it was Val Parnell who discovered America. That was late in 1 947
Going out, not in search of territoir but of arts, he
bought the natives not with whiskey and blankets, for they
possessed much more than we did, but with contracts at
.

the London Palladium.
After three years, he had established so many hew
friendships between the two countries that, on the night
before he left England, that great U; S. diplomat, Lewis
Douglas, said to him, “Thanks, Val, for everything you
have done in bringing our two countries closer together,’.'

he could only persuade General MacArthur to do a
war-dance at the Palladium, instead of in the Pacific, matFor Val has a way of
ters might improve still more.
guiding even his performers’ stage speeches.
Vai, now that Charles B. Cochran has relinquished the
Since he succeeded George
title, is: our No. 1 showman.
Black, four years ago,, he has not only run with success
the 29 Moss Empire theatres and music-halls; he. has made
the Palladium the best-known amusement house in the
world. Even the most glamorous of film stars now regard
it as the place in which they can put a seal on their fame.
Strangely enough, it all began with Mickey Rooney-^
who skidded, but only because he would not take advice.
He went back to Hollywood declaring “So great is the antiAmerican feeling in London that not one of bur stars has
a chance there.’’
Yet the very next native hired was Danny Kaye, whose
first-night triumph will forever remain part of the hisIf

Queen..'
For years, the stars had

met them

the King

to

Thi^

Discriminating

.

-

r-;

^

^

;

:
^

^

^

^

I Went down to the lobby arid asked the concierge if he
had a radio. Never one to waste a word, he said, “No,’*
At least I knew where I stood.
Then I got panicky. It became of vital importance that
I
went into bistros, laundries
I hear that program.
and hotels in and aroUnd the Faubourg St. Honore and
asked if they had a radio. No.
By now my program was already under way. I started
back to the hotel muttering things that wouldn’t shape
up well in a trade paper. Suddenly I caught the strains
of a familiar song played in an all too familiar way. Me,
by golly, that’s who it was, and never mind the grammar!
It was coming from the second story of an apartment
house. I stood in the middle of the street, but this was
unsatisfactory.
There was a large coal tru.ck in front of
the buildingi I climbed atop the truck, Sounded fine from
up there. Of course, every once in a while a car would
come by and drown me out while I gnashed, my teeth at
such insensitivity.
And then a cop had to come along.
'Monsieur,” he said, “is it that one could ask what one

And how

the American stars love it!
“There’s no place in the world like the Palladium,” said
Martha Raye to the Parnells in Florida, recently, “After
playing there, anywhere else is commonplace, I’d rather
get less money in a theatre where everything is right from
to nuts.”

The secret of the Palladium is Val Pamelrs mastery of
vaudeville management. He has made it both a science
and an art. Because of him, the vast music-hall ruhs like
a well-oiled machine over which the artist feels in control
When he or she is on the stage.

Determined— or hoping—to beat even the Danny Kaye
records, a Hollywood star arrives in London, a few days
before the opening, almost directly to feel “at home.*'
During all the run-throughs, Parnell is present, offering
suggestions, making cuts so diplomatically that the artist
feels he or she has made them, choosing the best songs,
cutting unsuitable gags, omnipresent and in the background at the same time.
For each new act, a special stage setting is devised,
often at a high cost although it may never be used again.
~
—
I

I

Grooving the Star
Then the new

invited to the second house on Saturday—to see it crowded arid tense, keyed-up, and wildly
appreciative in its applause, This is part of VaTs grooming of a new star. He is like a trainer preparing a horse
lor the Derby, or a boxing manager with a potential champion.
star

is.

Usually, the American Star, at the end, points out the
tpp-liner iri a box— and then there is a thunder
that means “Welcome to England, pal.”

next week’s
of cheering
Then, on
an intimate

Sunday, Unless something interferes, there is
diriner-party at the Parnell apartment in the
Westrriinster block of flats in which both Winston Churchill and General Montgomery lived recently. There, whatever fears about Monday the star may have felt, they all
disappear in the friendliness arid the informality,.
That is Heleri Parnell’s part of it. She is a perfect
hostess. She is a former trouper who was Howell in How-^
ell, Harger and Naldi, the first of all the trio adagio acts.
Having been born in Honolulu ari^d danced on scores of
American stages,- and also in London, Pairis and Berlin,
she can talk both American and British show business^
She. is a personality On her own. She worships Val, and
she makes new friends on sight.
During dinner, talk always includes praise for the Anier-?
lean natives whO have been Parnell’s captives in the past
•^yes; and praise for the Palladium audience Which, more
than any other audience on earth, tells good turns how it
loves them.
Monday morning, there is the full rehearsal-r-and

ifc

’en» in the evening, the star, arrives to find,

.

ing-rOom

on the dressdoor, a brass plate engraved with his or her name

plunder that of the theatre and the date.
This is “The Qscar of Variety.” It was invented for the
American invasion. So far 48 Yanks have taken them
.

j

almost all as highly-prized souvenirs.
ve seen them displayed as trophies on doors of

1101110 ’

_

I

many

Hollywood homes,” Says Val. “I’ve seem them used as
Never once have I seen one displayed in.

paper-weights.
significantly.''

New

topping the bill at the Palacehigh-spot of vaudeville’s ambition.
the Palladium,
the Palacep though, eight or nine turns ran their

Today,

At

It is

•

.

“These American stars have a polish that we apprecithe King said to Val recently.
“I see the papers are having a go at you for bringing
over so many American people,’’ said Purincess Elizabeth.
“I don’t mind,” replied Parnell, knowing, he had to find
..ill-topping novelties abroad in order to keep the Palladium open as a music-hall,
“I’m glad you don’t,’’ the Princess responded.

l

.

•

A

Not so long ago I was sitting in my room in a Paris
hotel trying to figure out how I was going to hear my
radio program.
I had pre-recorded a set of four 15minute shows, for Radio Diffusion and the first one was
due on the air in 20 minutes. I had no radio.

ate,’’

lighted, in iny lips.

,

^

Well, after Kaye, you know what happened— a long run
Of almost uninterrupted American triumphs at the Palladium. No one has failed. There have been merely degrees of success ^with everyone “trying to equal Danny*'
but never quite doing it.
« .

—

still

The three men were astounded.. No lord of this castle
had ever, in its “00 years of history, done anythirig like
it.
They assumed that American lords did things like
this.
The rest of the 19 villagers came .to me.: They
.Wanted to. see their lord perform the match trick.
Then they ran down into the valley and told about it.
Soon .1 Was invited to a tavern run by a woman called
Napoleon to. show the match trick. It became an event
as big. as if Joe Louis had knocked out Somebody.
After some speculation, every man and Womari present
decided that I had used a magic match. I said it was
just an ordinary kitchen match. They gave me one
of their own. It was a small nriatch, thin and with,
little sulphur and you had to strike it on the box. I
tossed it up, but it wouldn’t stay Up, and the light didn’t
hold. I failed. Now they were sure that I had used
magic matches.
After that every peasant that saw me, from any
distance, approached me and asked for a magic, match;
They used them to practice, at home. So I bought a box
of local matches and locked m.^'self in the castle’s hall,
and practiced, tpo. Neither of us succeeded. And now I
want to give you a little advice. If you will ever cross

a big-money Palladium con-

finding pastures new.
He went to the Palladium night
after night, for a week, smelling its asmosphere, feeling
his way before his opening.

•

.

and

:

.

castle-r-yOu probably read abput

'

.

—

my

.

can vaudeville performers felt hurt about this. Hearing
the King immediately said, “We will meet the chief
performers” So Jack Benny and Dinah Shore and Allan
J Ones were amOng the nine who were presented. Now,
no doubt, this will happen every year.
;

surrounding

in my book, “Little World Hello” (Simon & Shuster;
$2.75)--and I found everybody treating me as if I were
a king or something, I felt that I had to do something
to deserve it. So I went to the medieval square. Old
Joe the town watcher, Gian Domenico, the bellringer,
and Temistocle the baron, were there. I casually lit a
match and threw it up in the air in the hack of me
and as it came dovym over my. left shoulder, I caught it,

;

this,

—

.

it

cause, when the curtain fell on a “Command,” the Kirig
and Queen Went straight home.
Respectfully, Parnelf made representations that Ameri-

tract, just because he liked his pictures and chancing his
abilities on the stage, Kaye jumped at the opportunity of

soup

.village

formance. So had dozens of actors and actresses When
they visited theatres;
But, until this year, the variety stage felt slighted be-

—

^=5_=;

thing happened.

Royal Film Per-

at the.

jimmy savo

first

I must first confess that ..matches are very important
to ine; 1 have played around with matches since my
childhood when I was; billed in vaudeville as “The Boy
Wpnder Juggler.” After, as I went along to other ways
.of entertaining, 1 always kept juggling a match.. And
When 1 was in my little village abroad, you know, the

.

'

show
When. Parnell offered him

tory of

business.

length. It is Val Parnell*s insistent rule to/hire a dozen
acts and to cut each down so that only the best of it is
seen.
Val learned that “the best” is the hard way, as slave
to a vaudeville agent; as the first producer of Army shows
in the Dardanelles in the first World War; as booker of
55Q turns a week for the bigg:est British circuit; as an
aide to George Black, a perfect front, and as the diplomat who settled scores of stage quarrels but who could
be, when necessary, a martinet Who subdued the most arrogant of the comics. He works today even harder than
he had to as a beginner, getting only £1 a week.
Perhaps, though, one of his secrets is that he was born
the son of Fred Russell, a former ventriloquist who is
guide, philosopher and friend to the whole world Of the
variety stage.
Val’s most recent triumph wAs Obtaining, for the American vaudeville acts appearing at the variety “Com-

introduction

Matches

thing I do when I ani supposed to concentrate on some thinking is to light a cigar. And usually
that’s all I do about it.* I just omit the thinking and
keep smoking. But one time, as I lit a match, some-

The

mand” performance, an

S.

the land that surrounds the castle of the Rock of Poggio,
.carry with you some Diamond kitchen matches, because you will surely, be stopped by .the peasants, who
will ask you, politely,, for an American magic mafeh.

.

doing?”
“I^m on the radio,”
program.”.

By SIR BENJAMIN

replied,

Sydney.

&

great risk, opening it cold.
Perth had.the National Ballet (a Melbourne group) for
three weeks and; although costing over £2,000 per, came
out with a satisfactory credit balance at the Capitol, where
the Black Watch Band opens its Australasian tour (the
pig islanders don’t like that geographical generalization)
in February for J. C. Williamson. The Ice Rink has had
a good year and His Majesty’s, now i‘un by the owners after
30 years tenancy by yours truly, has had bookings aplenty,
including Dave’s Ice Show.
Franquin, one-man show,
with musical comedy business, goes holidaying to Honolulu
in January, and take it from one who has seen them all,
before and since Kennedy, he’s a hypnotist-showman who
will go down to fame as a onetime office boy of mine, who
did his bit in World War ll, and will doubtless be in this
World War HI.

“and I’m listening to the

“Pardon,” said the gendarme, “monsieur is not on the
Monsieur is on a coal truck. .Is it not?”
“Well, yes,” 1 replied, “but you see, the program is recorded,
That is my music that you now hear. And I

radio.

have no radio. Is it not?”
“Ah, I understand,” said the gendarme, “and so that
is you yourself.
Not bad. Not at all bad.”
“Would you like to come up here?” I inquired, "one
hears better from this height.”
“Ah, no, thank you,” he said, Vno, it would not be reasonable for an officer of the law. But it is just that you
Should hear your own music. Is it that you will descend
When the program has terminated?”
“You have my word,” I said.

sound

“Au

"Au

'

'

.
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A clelaicle

This next incident sounds like sheer fable, but the records of the police station in the Rue de Berri will bear
me-out,
I closed a four-week engagement at the Cirque Medrano.
I packed my theatre luggage into the back of my car and,
.

when

I got home, I left the car outside the hotel instead
of putting it in the garage, Nor did I .take out my lug-

&

.-gage..;;

ALL

of

my

music.

Boinggg!!

to the police and made a report.
all the details and said, “Ha-ha.”
I

went

They took down

the thief.
“Because,” I said, “if you do
defense attorney.”

hab him,

.

That except during long transportation

I

want to be hit

—Larry

Adler,

strikes,

1050

must go down as a banner: year. The remarks regarding
Melbourne genef ally go for Sydney; if you softpedai the
which, while frequent, didn’t last long.
I did
splendidly with Elisabeth Bergner in Melbourne and Sydney, the only cities she played, and She’ll do well when
she comes back.- Incidentally, the old legend that what
suits Sydney does not suit Melbourne has long since been
changed, if ever it was even partially true.
Radio is always with us and the commercial stations
flourish.
The National stations are doing a high-class
cultural job, but someone must have, had their prayers
answered when it rained the night the Broadcasting Commission announced a free vaudeville show in the Sydney
Domain. Hitting us showmen under the belt would have
been the result, had it taken place. It was cancelled
and doubtless wiser counsels have prevailed.
As regards television, Australasia lags behind. Tenders
have been called by the Government and the earliest we
can expect to look-hear-see will be two years hence.
In 1951, with financial help from the Government, a
festival, celebrating 50 years of federal jurisdiction, Will
spread over the year. Quite a lot of overseas attractions^
h^ave been booked, including by irie, such as The 'Trapp
Family, from U. S. A., and the Paris Boys Choir, 40 of *em.
strikes,

The next night the concierge phoned me. Would I
come: down immediately.
There was prie of my bags! The oldest: of the tWo, to be
sure, but nevertheless!
If had been discovered on the
curb in front of the hotel.
Upon opening it I found that the anonymous thief had
re-assorted the contents of the two bags. He had kept the
evening clothes, kept the studs, links arid makeup. He
had put back into this one bag the harmonicas and the
music— and he had hrought it back!
I’m sorry, but this is one of my favorite guys. I can
see just how he figured it.
While it was perfectly in
order to pinch the property of any stupe who would leave
his luggage in a car all night, there was still no need to
put him out of work. And, as one professional to another,
he made that gesture,
I phoned the police whp were delighted to hear about
it.
I told them to let me know at once if they caught
up with

|

Fullers gave up the struggle at the Majestic, and it has
since been bought by the Commonwealth Bank for adding
to its premises. Harry Wren, present tenant, is doing well
with “Ladies Night in a Turkish Bath.” Running simultaneously, at the Theatre Royal, is “Is Your Honeymoon
Really Necessary?” headed by Clifford Mollison, in conjunction with Garnet CaiToll and J. C. Williamsori. That
city has seeri most of the current and recent bunch of
shows and has responded hobly,
Melbourne has everything— Little Theatres galore; opienair Sunday’s concerts in the Botanical Gardens, arriong the
best in the World inclusive of London’s Kew Garderis;
Gilbert
Sullivan, splendidly; Dave Martin’s Ice Show
at the Williamsori house, also doing well, arid ditto the
farce, “Worm’s Eye; View.” We’ye got “Old W;ives Tales’*
currently at the Princess doirig no harm. “Song of Norway” had a long season,

’voir, m’sieu.”
’voir,”

Next morriing the Concierge told me that my car had
been broken into and that the luggage was stolen. There
had been two bags containing my everting diririer-ceat and
tails, studs, links, makeup, ALL af my harmonicas and

FULLER

Well, thanks to Eddie Samuels, a trier if ever there was
one, now retired in comfort on the proceeds of the sale of
his. drugstore, the musical comedy market should not in
future be a one-way traffic from the U.S.A.
U. K. “The
Highwayman” (the title would better fit a B feature) is a
distinct popular, artistic and financial success at the Kings
theatre, Melbourne, and should clean up elsewhere.
He
has Noel Cowarded it, by writing lyrics, melodies, dialog,
orchestrations and inventing choreography.
He took a

is

I
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Britain

:By SIR

To Overcome

HENRY L. FRENCH

Washington.
Probably the most important recent development in the
distribution of U. S. films abroad has been the legislative
activity of certain foreign governments which has helped
to develop their national film-producing industries. Directly or indirectly most of these measures seek to limit
exhibition of U. S. films and to provide incentives for
productibn, distribution and exhibition of their own domestic films. During 1950 negotiations have been carried
On by the American film industry with the tJnited King^dOm, Italy, Germany, Argentina, France, Spain and other
countries— seeking mutually satisfactory solutions to the
problems involved in this trend toward aiding the home
industry at the expense of the U. S. film industry.
During the early postwar years, the major concern of
American film companies operating in the foreign market
was that of obtaining dollar exchange with which to make
remittanees of their film earnings. Actually both problems are closely related, but of the twO the legislative
actions by foreign goyernments may have longer lasting
effects on the U. S. industry and could even cause a considerable shifting of world film markets—if pursued purely
on a nationalistic rather than an ecoriomic or eultural
basis.
What was at first a foreign exchange situation has
developed into an attempt to penalize a foreign industry
which has been responsible for many kinds of progress
in the world far beyond the range of the film business

The year 1950 was One of mixed results for the British
production industry— some gOod, some bad. I will
some of the good things. The British infirst mention
dustry had in distribution some outstanding films during
It is only necesthe quota year which began Oct. 1, 1949.
sary to mention films such as “The Blue Lamp/V “The
Happiest Days of Your Life/’ “Odette,"' “Seven Days to
Noon," “The Third Man/’ “Trio” and The Wooden Horse’’
technicians, directors and actors are
to prove that British
capable of providing for cinemagoers all over the world
film

‘

entertainmeht of the highest quality.
After making representations to the Government year
after year,without result, about the exeessive proportion
of cinema boxoifice receipts taken for Entertainments
Duty, it came as a welcome change to learn last June that
the Government had devised-^without much cost to itself
—an ingenious scheme to enable producers of British films
shown in cinemas in Great Britain to receive a small sup-;
plcmcntary payment from the boxoflfice. British producers
also greatly appreciated the cooperation of distributors
and exhibitors who agreed to operate this voluntary
Exhibitors agreed to make the voluntary paysehemc.
ments into a national fund brought into existence for the
inaintenance and support of British film production. Di.stiibutors (including American distributors) agreed to ex^

These

by foreign governments have
taken many and varied forms. Some governments have,
imposed definite import quotas which limit the number
of U. S. films that may be brought into the country fOr
distribution.
Major countries having impOrt quotas are
France and Germany, with the eyeir-present threiat that
Italy and perhaps other producing countries may impose
similar restrictions.
Other itieasures include regulations
requiring a specified guaranteed playing time for nationally produced films, reduction in taxes when domestic
films are shown, direct arid indirect subsidy of the. industry, dubbing restrictions, and the negotiation of reciprocal film exchange agreements with other film-producing
Import licensing systems in some countries
countries.
have caused U. S. film distributors considerable concern
and have caused delays and uncertainties in the distri-

.

.

fallen from 45% in 1948-49, to 40% in 1949-50, and to
in 1950-51.
It must further be admitted that, were it
for American production in the London area, the
quota now in operation Would be even lower. Whether
this situation is viewed from the point of view of the
prestige of the British industry generally, or from the
point of view of the welfare and prospects of its staff of
skilled workers, of whom a substantial proportion are
oitlier transferred to other occupations or are unemployed,
the effect is exceedingly depre.ssing.

not

Yaiiks- Brilish

Since the meeting in Washington in April, 1949, attended by three representatives of the Motion Picture
Assn, of Ajherica and the British Film Producers Assn.,
the relationship between these two bodies has been excellent.
The contacts between the two bodies have been
IVoqucnt and valuable to both. It was, therefore, a matter
of much j-egret among British producers that the ^'O
associations could not reach agreement over the pinnciple
upon which a film should be shown at the Royal Film
The BFPA
reiTorniJince held in London Oct. 30, 1950.
considered, after the decision had eventually been taken
contrai’y to its views, that. until the performance was over
the loss said about the difference of opinion the belter.
C'onsequently no statement of its views was given to the
press although a great deal on the subject was printed in
IJopci's on this side of the Atlantic, some of which was very
misleading.
The issue can be stated quiet bi'iefiy. In 3 948 (after it
had been agreed that the film for that year should be
British) it was decided by the Ginemalogi’aph Trade
Benevolent Fund, which is the body that organizes the
annual Royal Film Performance, that the film should alternate, American one year and British the next.
In accordance with this decision “The. Forsythe Saga’’ was .shown in
November, 1949. AVhen the question of the film for 1950
v.as under consideration, it came as a shock to the British
iiulu.stry to learn that the American indu.stry claimed that
films made in London studios by American companies, $hd
llici'clprc “British films’’ for .quot^ purposes, should, be
eligible; for consideratipn,
This was a; nevy point which
had never been raised before. The MPAA, to which the
.issue \yas referred, toOk the yiew that the AmcriGan indu.sti y had been assured oh- the highest authority that a film
.

England by an American cojhpany would rank as a
not, therefore,
a variation of

and comprehensive understanding. The BEPA,
MPAA, vyas concernGd not with “The Mudiark’’ or
‘•ny other individual film but with a question of principle.
Jl considcrod tfiat the 1948 decision
(to which they were
U(Jt a party although they accepted, it after it was taken
tins clear
like the

.

)

intended that the film selected in futiire years
•‘^liould. be the product of the American indu.sU-y one year
apd the product of the British induslry the^ next year.
The Benevolent Fund, with which the responsibility for a
decision rested, had no hesitation in agreeing \v4th the

.clearly

American view.
Unless the 1948 decision, as now interpreted, is modified,
the first three performances, at least, to which that deciapplies, Will each be of a film produced by an American company. That is a situation which the British indus|i'y will not accept without protest.
It feels, at pi'esent,
to the position of
a schoolboy who has been told I9 divide
a cake with his friend and is subsequently staggered to
find that hi.s friend, having eaten his half, claims, as a
J^ion

a slice of the remaining half which is still iiitacL
and show.s signs of wanting to eat the lot, if he is allowed
do so

t'iglit.

b)

under consideration for purposes of ratification by the
Argentine government; however, as of this writing, it has
not been ratified and as far as is known no import permits have been granted and no dollar exchange has been

made available for remittances of film earnings.
The Argentine government issued a new decree, dated
9, 1950, affording Argentine producers further protection in the exhibition of their films. Previously, firstr
run theatres had to show Argentine films one week out of
every month, and other theatres Were required to exhibit Argentine films two weeks out of eveiT five/ Under
the new decree, first- run til eatres and other principal theatres of the Suburbs, called intermediate theatres, must
show Argentine pictures one week out of every month,
while all other theatres must exhibit Argentine pictures
three weeks out of every six. The decree also states that
should the receipts from the Argentine film be equal to
80% of the “holdover requirement’’ for foreigii films, the
Argentine film/will continue in the first-run theatres for

Aug.

another and Subsequent weeks.
The new decree augments the miriimum percentage of gross receipts which
the Argentine exhibitor must pay as a rental for Argentine films.
First-run theatres must pay as rental at least
50%, intermediate theatres 45%, and other theatVes 40%
during the first Week of exhibition, and 30% during subsequent weeks.

Not Operaiin*^

bution of their films.
Some of these probleins are being overcome to a large
degree as more and more countiies become contracting
parties to the General Agreement ori Tariffs and Trade,
which provides for the elimination of quantitative import
quotas, but does allow a country to establish reasonable
screen playing time requirements for nationally produced
films.
Then, too, it has been reported that a large number of foreign productions have failed to return a profit
to the producers, and private capital for further ventures

Turkey

in

Because of the' nature of exchange regulations. U. S,
film companies are not ppei'ating in 'Turkey as dislribntoi's
.

of their films.
Copies of their films are sold outright to
Turkish distributors rather than leasing them on a percentage basis as is done in pi:actiCally every major market,
in the world.
The absence of use of the lease b^sis of
distribution arises from the fact that the proceeds of any
foreign capital invested in: Turkey are blocked and can be
transferred only in the form of cex'tain dOinestic products.
American films imported into Turkey are subject to a
transaction tax, which is. assessed at the rate of 18?r of
landed cost plus the royalties or their equivalertt received
for sale of their films.
There is also a substantial ad mis.sions tax differential in
favor of Turkish films which gives a strong impetus to the
domestic industi’y. All efforts of. importers and distributors to have these taxes removed or reduced have failed.
In view of the more favorable attitude towards foreign
capital recently expressed by the Turkish government, it
is believed that there is a' imssibility that U. S. film companies may be. permitted to operate in Turkey in the near
future and handle the distribution of their own films in
this mailcet.
.

.

.

lias

They could
them to be

legislative actions

,

30%

British film for all purposes.
.a.s.scnt:^^
what appeared, to

Foreign Pic

’itself;

payments from film hire in. the case of percentage bookings. These results were not obtained without a
great deal of discussion during which individual views
But it was, nevertheless, a remarkable
difl’ered Widely.
achievement that the four trade associations concerned
all put their Signatures to a joint .memorandum of agrees
ment within, a period of two weeks. This unanimity could
not have been reached Without the concurrence of the
major American exporting companies.
Although the scheme is a voluntary one, exhibitors,
exc('])t for an almost negligible minority, are now making
their weekly payments to the fund. The manner in which
the fund is to be distributed among the producers of
British films of all kinds (including, of course, films made
has not j'et been
in. England, by American companies)
1 estimate, howsctllcd by the four trade associations.
ever. that the payments for the 52 weeks beginning Sept.
10. 1950, when the scheme began, to the producer of any
British fihn with quota life shown during that period will
be about 12* 2^0 of distributors’ gross.
Meanwhile, other happenings have occurred Which have
been far less acceptable. The volume of British production has continued to fall during 1950, with the inevitable
Jesuit that the exhibitors’ quota for British fir.st features
cinpt the

Good Betwe en

Many

By NATHAN D. GOLDEN
London.

Kelation sliip
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U.S. Companies

Director General, British Film Producers Assn.)
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IXTERXATIONAL

Anhiversitry

Had Some Top

Pictures in 1950
(

J^A^IETY

Forty^fifth

is

becoming more

difficult to obtain.

.

In France the Joint Franco-Ariiei'ican Declaration of
Sept. 16, 1948, continues in effect. This agreement limits
the number of dubbed features to be imported from the
U. S. to 121, provides that French films must be shown
five weeks out of each 13, and limits annual remittances
to $3,625,000.
Negotiations were expected to begin in
November, 1950, on the rOvision of this agreement, and an
attempt will be made to increase the numbef of U. S.
films that may be imported.
Also in September, 1948,
the French Government created a fund for the temporary
subsidy of the French film industry.
Revenue for this
fund is supplied by two taxes, one on theatre admissions
and the other a meterage tax based on the length of the
film.
As of July 1, 1950, approximately 2,400,000,000
francs had been put at the disposal of the French film
industry from this fund, about 1,500,000.000 francs of
which was used for assistance to feature film producers.
(350 francs equal U. S. dollar.)

Mexico, which has been a comparatively ^ree market for
Yank films in former years, issued regulations on May 15,
1950, requiring the exhibition of Mexican motion pictures
on a minimum of six Sundays every 13 weeks in all cities
in which there is no more than one theatre.
At the same
time it was announced that exhibition time would be e.stablished in the future for cities having more thrn one
theatre, implying that further limitations were to be imposed On exhibition of U. S. films.
Other iinportant foj'cign countries which re.strict playing. time are Italy, which requires domestic: films to be
shown for 2() days each quarter, or 80 days a year; Brazil,
with regulations calling for the compulsory exhibition of
at least six national featui'e films annually; and the Philippines, where legislation was enacted on June 18, 1949,
stating that no license would be granted to any theatre
unless the applicant agreed to exhibit pictures made in
the Philippines to the exlcnl of 10% of their annual exhibitions.

Foreign exchange regulations, limiting the dollar exchange available for i‘emittance of film earnings, is still a
matter of great concern to U S. fihn companies in a large

number

160 German Quota for 1949-50
During the 1949-50 film year the quota for U. S. feature
films to be licensed for import into Germany was .set at
The film prograjn for 1950-51 (beginning Septem160.
ber, 1950) is still under discussion. Negotiations have been
carried on for several months in an effort to eliminate a
fixed quota and to establish a voluntary control on the
number of films to be imported which would be agreeable
As late
to both the Germans and the U. S. film industry.
as the middle of October, 1950, nO agreement had been
reached. The alternative is a federal law governing the
number of films to be imported. A. draft law to this
effect has already been submitted to the Gernian par-:
liament by the German film producers’ association.

Government trade restrictions on the showing of foreign films have been in effect in the United Kingdom since
Effective pctober 1, 1950, 30% of the first feature
1927.
films exhibited in British theatres and 25%. of the Siipporting films (second features and shorts) must be Brifish
productiohs. The so-called Eady Plan to'^assist the British
film industry vvas pdt into operation in September, 1950.
This plan calls. for an increase in the entertainment tax
on tickets costing over; i shilling 6 pence (about 21c) to
establish a subsidy to be used by British film producers,
It has been estimated that
distributors arid exhibitors..
.

,

approximately 3.000,00() pounds ($8,400,000) will bemade
available annually to the British film industry from this
.fund. ;/

An everit of great importance of the pa.st year was the
film agreement \vhicli again calls for
the annual remittance of $17,000,000 but contains bonus
provisions which are expected to biMng total remittances
American film cii’cles ale hopeful
to about $21,00(3,000.
that the British dollar position will be so impi’oved at the
end of this dne-year agreement as to make a further extension unnecessary.
Since March, 1949, the Argentine, goyei’nment has not
issued permits for the importation of U. S. film.s and no
remittarices of .film earnings have,;- been authorized for
several years. Negotiations carried on in Washington and
New York early in 1950 between the Argentine Minister
Of Finance arid the major U. S, film companies resulted
in a new five-year agreement covering Yanqui film OperMajor provisions of this agreement
ations in Argentina.
are the unrestricted entry of U. S. films into Argentina
and remittances to be authoriized at the rate of $1,100,000
new A,nglo-Amcncan

;

_

annually.

Since

.Mav.

1950.

1h'‘-<

h-'’«

beer

of the more important foreign markets.
Sevei’al
foreign countries have established fixed allocations of
dollar exchange available for film imports while others
still maintain limitations on the amount of fiim earnings
that may be remitted abioad:
In the Philippines, only
72% of film earnings may be remitted, while in Greece
the annual allocation for films is $.500,000.
Other markets greatly affected by dollar shortages are Australia,
Norway, Denmark, Chile, Egypt, and Oie Union of South
Africa.
In soirie foreign markets there is no official exchange made available for film imports and dollars for
remittances must be bought on the free market at a rate
much higher than the official I'ate.
In Spain the number of foieign films that may be imported is limited by an import licensing system. ImpoiT
permits are issued only to Spanish film producers, the
number of. permits bcin.g dependent upon the classification of the filip produced.
The producer may use this
import license to bring in undef his own name fore i.gn
films or he may sell .the license at whateyer the: market
will bear/
During the first .seven months Of 1950 only
31 import permits were awarded for the productiori of 26
Spanish, feature film.s.
No foreign exchange is. being
granted by Spanish authorities for reriiitting film carfi/:• :'<
•ingS. .

..

/

_ KcTi|>rocal

Exchange

In an effort to secui’c film.s from sources other than the
dollar areas, a number of foreign countries have negotir
ated film agreements, providing for the reciprocal exchange
of films
Such mutual exchange; agreements have been

completed between Argerilina and Snain, Argentina and
Mexico, Mexico and France, France and italy; and between
Austria and Germany.
It is evident from the above that foreign governments
in film-producing countries are going to great lengths to
^

protect and promote their own national riiotipri pictiii'C industries.
This trend has a two-fold effect on the di.slribution of U. S. films in foreign markets.
Not o.rily do
protective measures tend to restrict the number of ij. S.
films that may be imported and exhibited, but as the
dofnestic industries ot thc.se countries develop, their films
ai’e offering more sei’ious competition to U., S. films. Tlvis
is particularly ti’ue in Italy, France, Germany, Mexico and
Argentina. Filins produced
these countries are increasing in number and improving in quality, and are being
exported to other foreign markets, reducing U.
nim
‘screen time in those markets.

m

;
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postponed
If ^you’re tfiinkihg of overseas a non-religious nature,
1_i^^
bdokings or a pleasure trip abroad their) to avoid bucking the large
to
rush
crowds.
Year
Holy
don’t
some time in 1951,
One European city that’s, been
get ypur head examiriedr— close to
600,000 Americans are thinking very much .underplayed to Amerihell.
come
cans, particularly show people, is
v,.w same thing,
about the
Ergh w^er or practically anything Copenhagen. The Danish capital
short of a general war in Europe enjoys more gaiety, and good fun
Kush; instead, to the nearest steaihr per square inch and pei^ capita
ship or airline office or travel agent than almost any other city in the
•“if you- re planning to go to Eu- world today. It’s a hatursil fur U.S.
show people, as everybody speaks,
rope during the siunmer peak.
'

...

:

•

1

*

j

-

1

1rw-*<>rrrfe-
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some English, and

their
More tean 400,000 Americans ait least
niuch
went traveling outside their .own sense of humor is very^
vcTy
country in 1950, and transportation [a rAmcncam. It s one of the
lib
and foreign tourist officials report few places where a .Yank can ad
fear
without
will
at
Wisecrack
their adyance bookings for the and
coming year are Well ahead of com- of being misunderstood.
American artists, are tops im Den
parable figures at this tin^e last
there
year. " If this seems peculiar in the mark these days. While I was
feW
a
weeks back, George and Bert
light of unsettled world conditions,
comthe statement made by a travel Bernard, a pair of American
agent in New York recently might ics, were Setting attendance records
the
of
room
Ambassadeur
at
the
help to explain things.
.

•

;

j

!

^
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“We had something
.

back Palace hotel.
There are,
Hitler wak

like this

in the late ’30s, when
threatening to haul off every, year,”
he said, “People Were dperating
on the ‘last fling’ philosophy then,’
and they’re doing the same now.
‘Thik might be our last ehance to
take a trip,’ people are. sayihg, ‘so
”
let’s take it now, while We can.’
.

night

.

;

and autumn travel
countries

Of

figures in many
of 1949,

were ahead

course, somethihg that might

happen come any Tuesday could
a monkey out of anyone at-

tempting any predictions, but right

now

naost Signs point to unrestrict-

ed travel—^barring an outbreak in
Europe—and even to a continuation

of

government

policies

rangihg

hundreds of
from huge

luxury rooms,
such as you’d find in Kew York,
Paris or the Sunset Strip in Hollywood, to little waterfront boites. a
la Maf Seilles or New York’s 12tb
avenue.
I made the mistake of telling
Mogens Lichtenberg, head of the
Danish Tourist Office, that I liked
nightl if e—-and I didn’t get to bed
What is called
for three days;
nightlife in the rest of the .world
goes on 24 hours a day in Cdpehhagen. Take Lorry’s, for example.
It’s in a sort of little park a. shOft
way from the confer of town. The
Inn at Lorry opens at 5 a. m. and
closes at 11 p. m: Then you can
go into Lorry’s Scotch Village,
which closes at 2 a. m. That’s just
about the right time to go into the
Lorry, nightclub, which keeps open
m. which is opening
until 5 a
time for the Inn, so you get on the
merry-go-round all over again.
Your travel horizon Will extend
much further to the east, if British
European Airways has its way.
British Overseas Airways is developing a Mediterranean air cruise
that Will take you from New York
to London, Nice, Ronie, Athens,
Istanbul, Cyprus, Cairo and return
Based on the mid-winter 15-day
excursion faresi the trip will be
to

de-

signed to encourage foreign travel.
Against a statement from Louisiana
state tourist officials that they’re
suspending travel advertising for
the duration of the emergency
comes word from Washington that
no return to the wartime “Is this
trip necessary?” routine is being

planned Under .present conditions.
Troop movements up to date are
far from straining transportation
facilities, and railroads and domestice airlines are still making major

duced by U. S. occupants in the
beaten Reich since the war; The
500G take represents an estimated
70 plays handled by the U S. Theatrical Agency, biggest of its kind
ist buck, with new regulations per- in this country and run by the
mitting non-rationed, non-austerity U. S. High Commissiori, as part of
meals and accommodations for vis- the Cultural and Educational Rcr
lations Division.
itors paying fpr them in dollars;
Riding on the interest in Africa
According to John Evarts, a
generated by vking Solomon’s former music professor at Black
Mines” and other African films in Mountain College, N. C., who heads,
the planning stage in Hollywood, the agency, Yank plays have proyen
British Overseas Airways is start- as nipst effective propaganda weap
ing to develop traffic between NeW on in selling the idea of democYork and British East Afifica, open- racy to the Germans; The success
ing up the big-game, spear-carry-- of modern American theatrical art
ing-natiye and safari country to resulted in outstanding stage sucthe two and three-week yacationist. cesses, paralleled only by class!
Closer to home, the Caribbean CMS :and
of the 'modern
Will attract aii increasing humber European products, Evarts said.
of American vacatipnists, as more
Besides the U. S. Theatrical
and more luxury hotels are open- Agency, a few other plays are
ing for business. Latest additions
handled by German or European
to the really beautiful hotels awaitagents. All grosses go into a frozen
ing Americans in the West Indies
account
of the respective authors,
are the Virgin Isle on St. Thomas
whose foyalties represent 10% of
in the Virgin Islands and the Ihterthe Overall takes. Some $8,000 of
nacional on Cuba’s Varadero beach.
the $50,000 royalties were paid to
Mexico, with its devalued peso, is
translators. In the early occupation
still your best and cheapest bet for
years these plays were also played

many

he above ports of call as;
you choose for an aU-expense rate
of under $1,000.
In the east, too, Israel is making
a strong bid for the American tour-

take up
Moremore Ameri-

cans in Europe is expected to help
counteract Communist propaganda
that

we

ing

fire

have two heads, breathfrom four nostrUs at once.

all

I’ve just returned froni ai ninetrip on British Overseas an.^

week

•

You’d better look now if
want to head south in the next
couple of months, because everythirig points to another Florida va-'
cation boom. The “let’s have fun
while we can” philosophy, the ru
mors of possible requisitioning of
resprt hotels by the armed services,
the fact that Miami was busy even
during the offrseasbri the past year

I

Druten’s “I
$6,100;

$7,^

“‘•Kf®*’'?'
‘Of Mice

John Steinbeck s

j

and Men,” $5,200; Joseph Kessel“Arsenic and Old Lace,” $4,-

ririg’s

500; O’NeiH’s
600,

“Anna

Christie,” $4,-

O’Neilfs ‘‘Ah Wilderness.;$3;.
and William Saroyan’s “Time

Of Your

Life,” $3,200.

According

to these grosses,

seven

Yank authors emerged as most
popular at German legit boxoffices.
Grouse and Lindsay, of course, led
here with the tremendous gross of
“Life With Father” with $7,000
royalties. Lavefy was second with
$6,600 for two plays, followed by
van Dfuten with $5,600 for two
plays, Thornton Wilder with $5,000 for two plays, Williams with
$4,800 and O’Neill with $2,400
for three plays. Actually, O’Neiirs
take is mostly for two plays, too,
author
Withdrew ‘‘Anna
since

Evarts also explained that actual

Ilf*'

'

-

old

i

10:1 into

At

Williams will outgross all pf the
others very shortly, due to the:

heW money.

least 21 out of

some 70 U.

S.

“Streetcar” and

by the IJ. S. The- terrific success of.
returns of “Glass
Agency have grossed over also the. solid
Menagerie.”
and seven of the 21 plays
‘‘Streetcar” was .first preemed
grossed between $24,000 and $70,1000. (Grosses were last compiled only last March, and.it was pointed
plays handled
atrical
$2,500,

|

out that play will probably write
Germany.
in
history
theatrical
“Streetcar,” with its fourth place
among the top 21, grossed, more in
its 128 performances than the highly successful “Three Men On
Horse” in over 1,000 showings.

.

|

all

A

“Glass Menagerie,” preemed first
only after, the currency reform is
similarly in for further big takes.
“Streetcar” looms as the biggest hit this year, not only among
U; S. plays but in the entire GerAnother big
man legit market.
success is Arthur Miller’s “Death

ROBERT STOLZ

;

I

.

j

i

1

,

lias “The Little Foxes,” and “The
Special case money Was sup- Hasty Heart” haS gained a lot by
plied directly by a movie star. The adding to' its roster Margit Weil“Kultur Grpschen” ranges from ic ler, ail American actress connectto;
20c. per pic theatre ticket. ed in New York with the Erwin
Each three months, theatrical pfo- Piscator organization. Scala theducers get an advance from the tre in the Russian zone produces
money: coliected as “KultUr Gro- good plays mixing neutral ones
schen,” and pay their back taxes. with party lirie productions.
The idea to cut, down these taxes
A sort of hillbilly wave swept
ehtifely arid thus avoid the neces- over the capital lately. The LoWsity Of taxing moviegoers for the inger family is in the lead, prebenefit of the legitimate theatre seriting
‘‘Chaste
theit’
Adam.”
has so far nipt reached the minds Their success is, however, limited
of the financial Solo'ns,
to audiences enjoying only lowbrow
One of the reasons fOr the pri- productions.
yate theatrical enterprise’s finanThe onetime “49” theatres have
cial diffieulties is the praetically suffered the expected setback
Since
i

this;

'

.

^

Remember Mama,”

State-owned Burgtheatre, still in nowadays hardly ever reaches the Of a Salesman,” which is handled
the Ronacher, former vaudeville 100 mark in musicals, while drama
by a German agent.' His “All My
house, and the Academy theatre and comedy authors are tickled
Sons” is also doing well, but is
are doing good business, but their pink when they see a “50th pernot among the toppers.
Gone
deficits are larger than ever. That formance” on the program.
Other hits of 1950 are Jean
was so back in 1918, when the are the days for us composers,
monarchy collapsed; during the when we could live to see 500, 600 Giraudoux’s “Madwoman of Challlot,”
Franz Kafka’s “The Trial”
rethe
Nazi:
or
performances
under
(like
my
1,100
first Republic,
gime, and now in the second re- operetta, “Sperrsechserl”) in suc- (produced after the dramatization
by
Andre
Gide) and classicals*
cession. Statistically speaking, this
public.
among them Strindberg’s “The
Burg theatre produces classic is a miracle, as there are no fewer Father.”
drama and comedy, while Academy people in Vienna now than in the
Other privately handled Ameritheatre stresses modern plays. The good old days (1,900,000 in 1918;
can plays vvhich were preemed dur^
Josefstadt theatre has become the now about 1,700,000).
j
ing this year included Maxwell
stage for excellent presentations
Night Life Dull
Andei'son’s
“Star
Wagon” and
of foreign plays. At this writing
Of a Thousand Days,” Clare
Night life in general is dull,
it is playing John Steinbeck’s “Of
Mice and Men.” The Insel now though slightly on the upward |®°P^h Luce’s“The Women” and

Chances for writers to place
dramas and comedies with

,

Lav-

.

n a
)
“ 1* A^50.
rruA
indicate a jampacked winter
The Russel Crouse-Hov\ ard
season.
And railroad and airline Isay comedy, “Life With Father,”
men working for lines serving led the field with a gross of $70,Florida are suddeniy finding them- 000 in 466 performances, followed
selves very buddyrbuddy with guys by John van Druten’s “Voice of
they haven’t heard from since ’47 the Turtle” with $47,000 in 1,or ’48,
119, Emuiet Lavery’s “First Le-

—

their

;

Emmet

grosses;

L' j„ne.Pl948, were*
the date of the West
,.,h«n the
th» ;boon produced here before t.hc «’ar.
German cUrfency reform, when
you
that
likely
is
However, it
Reichsmark was exchanged

By

•

'

A

raphy,” $17,300; Eugene O’Neiirs
“Mourning Becomes Electra,” $16,400; Paul Osborn’s “On Borrowed
Elnier
Rice’s
Time,”
$13,300;
Girl,”
Rose
“Dream
$13,100;
“Claudia,’’
Franken’s
$9,800; van

|

in the Soviet Zone; but now only
you want to make it by car.
George Abbott and John
And Canada, With Mexico, will be one—
Cecil Holm’s ‘‘'Three Men Oh A
jammed with American visitors if Horse”—
there.
dates
still
has
worsening conditions bring

yierina.

I

M eh On

e

Robert Ardfey’s“Thunder Rock,”
$18,000; S. n; Behrman’s

cially if

j

trend.
Nevertheless, the short
carnival season this year promises
an upswing. Floorshows here are
firstclass;
Some of the nightclubs
rebuilt, present excellent programs.
There are famous foreign artists
appearing kere.
Austria is. Very
liberal in granting permission to
them for appeafances. This shows

!

John Steinbeck’s “The Moon Is.
which flopped. Clifford
Odet's “Golden Boy” was preemed
in Berlin’s Soviet sector and is
.

doing

Due

well,.

’

;

what Evarts describes as
demoralization and general apathy#
to

because Of the niilitary defeat, Gerjman authors remained practically
According rion-existent arid only a handful of
to a statement from the artists good plays emerged. Even of these,
union, 3'74 foreigners are working the two biggest German hits were
in Austria at this vvriting, while a written by emigre Carl Zuckmayer.
far greater number of Austrians Zuckmayer’s
“The Devil’s
first,
found jobs abroadi
General,” was a universal postwar
All provincial theatres iri towns hit in many Europeari-^primarily
countries. His
like Salzburg, Linz, Innsbruck, Gi’az German-Speaking
Or Klagenfurt are kept alive by second, “'The Song in the Furthe already mentioned film tax. nace,” Was preemed late this year
Their productions .most of the time and played only two; Goettirigen
arid One Hamburg dates, yet all
are very good.
/
All in all, it can be saidi that very successful.
The only young German postwar
were there hot the picture tax,
the theatres run by private enter- author was Ernst Bochert, whose
prise could not exist.. In addition, “Out On the Porch,” dealing with
the Austrian Ministry pf Educa- the problems of returning soldiers,
he
tion, in order to help struggling was similarly a great hit, but
local playwrights, has estabiished was killed in an auto accident.
a 10,000 schilling price for ariy Another author worth mentioning
producer who will during the year is Guenther Weisenborn, who wrote
present a good, worthy play by an two plays during the postwar years.
almost, or entirely unknown AusOn the li^ht side, operetta^ is
trian Writer, and 5,000 schillings still doing strong, the Outstanding
for the producer who will revive hit of 1950 being Emmerich Kalthe best and almost forgotten play man’s modernized “Tsardasprincess

good

effects in return.

Airways that took me 20,000 miles to three continents and
15 countries, and everywhere I saw
plans for the entertainment of
American visitors going ahead just
as thpugh a Stalin was a male horse
and a Korea was something all
young actresses Wanted very badly unheard-of competition from the the currency reform,: when people
state-owned tbeatres in Vienna. began looking at each schilling as
to have;
The four state-owned theatres op- something worthwhile keeping.
Britain’s Festival Year
erating regardless of profit are pre- Under “49” theatres are meant
Britain will celebrate its festival senting very elaborate productions those tiny houses where only 49
year from May through September with the best talent available. The patrons at the very most are adin London and throughout most of deficit of these four (The State mitted.
One theatre, Wielandi in
the United Kingdpm; Paris is going Opera House in the 'Theatre and the outskirts of Vienna, deserves
off oh a 12-mohth toot in honor of der Wien, the yolk.soper, the Burg- special mention.
It is run on a
theatre
and
Akademietheatre) free basis, with a “give as much
its 2,0d0th anniversafy, and 1951
has been named Greek homecom- reached almost $1,500,000: last as you like when you leave” idea.
ing year for Greeks abroad and for year.
The new system, which is not so
all friends of Greece.
As reconstruction of the bombed- new after all, caught the fancy
Italy, and most of western Eu- out Opera House is progressing of the neighborhodd
population,
rope. too, expects a delayed boost rather slowly, hopes have vanish- and the house, presenting classical
from the 1950 Holy Year celebra- ed that the world famous Thea- dramas and comedies, is always
tion, since a number of potential tre and der Wien will soon again packed.
visitors, whose trips were to be of present operettas in their old glory.
The number of performances of yesteryear.
British

'

T hr e

ery’s “Morisighor’s Hour,’’ $21,700;

a “foreign” vacation nearby, espe-

I

over, appearance of

680,

.

.

.

many western European na-

‘

The other

f

tickets, helps practically all theatres in Ahstria to keep open, in

and

Horse” with $39,000 and 1,014,
Thornton Wilder’s “The Skin Of
Our Teeth” with $27^000, and “Oiir
Town” With $24,000 and 503.

.

about

‘

128;

of

restrictions on travel further afield,
while there's a lot of money circm
lating_ and less consumer goods
available.

“A

Streetcar
Desire” with $42;000 and

Named

j

theatrical producers in this locale
Travel Commission, made up of are very slim. Business is no good
the Marshall Plan countries, has and, except for a few hits like “The
just received the nod from Wash- Hasty Heart,” by John Patrick;
ington on its plans to attract a rec- “The Little Foxes” by Lillian Hellord number of U. S. tourists to man or “Joan d’Arc” by G. B.
Europe in ’51.
Shaw, boxoffice returns are a
Several sound reasons are behind headache for the producers.
Washington’s promotion of EuroOne, though thin, silver lining
^pean travel. With more American appeared oh the dark horizon of
money and supplies going into Eu- the musical show heaven with the
ropean rearmament in the coming Stadttheatre reopening. While the
months and years, less, will be “Kultur Groschen,” a tax on movie

tions, is being groomed to
at least; part Of the slack.

$44,000
with
Tennessee Williams’

:

—

In the foreign picture there’s no
Indication of a lessening of government efforts to stimulate trips
abroad. Passports are being issued
as freely as ever, without, any
Warning notes, and the European

for

up”

American plays have grossed a
Even With some necessary
extras, you’ll be able to work out round $500,000 in Gerhiany since
most
a two-Week itinerary tailored to 1946 and proved to be the
your pref ererices, and including as favoted information media intro-

pitches for civilian, pleasure traffic.

available for non-military economic
aid.
American tourism, the greatest single source of dollar income

‘‘and

GAAL'

F*

•gion”

$783;

.

*

make
^

literally,

:

He

pointed to the stron g upswing
in foreign travel that followed the
drop immediately after the Outbreak of: the Korean fighting at the
end of Jnne. Just as soon as it
became, clear that the Korean conflict would not immediately touch
off a world war, airline and steamship reservations went up. again,

spots

amusements parks

marketed at an

Frankfurt.

price of

1951

Since ’46; 70 Produced

Germany

By DICK JOSEPH

3,

—

1950,” produced by Fritz Fischer.

^

Wednesday^ January

3,

1951

INTERNATIONAL

p^RiETY

Forty-fifth

195

is a curious compendium of any
one of the world’s great cosmopol-

A

itan
cities.
muchrecent,
travelled French visitor exclaimed
after his first tour of the city:
“This place smells like New York,
sounds like Paris, dresses like London, shines: like Hollywood, eats

Pk Indnstry; Blame ‘Carbon’ Formula

As for the results in foreign like Italy and is more wide-awake
Buenos Aires*
By RUSS
What is wrong with Argentina’s markets, they have been gradually and beautiful than any otheir city
worsening
instead of improving. in South America.”
industry?
Tokyo.
movie
This cosmopolitanism is perhaps
The Japanese motion picture biz
And why aren’t Argentine-made Based on the reports of the Argenmovies acceptable in couhtries out- tine distributors themselves, they its downf all, from the point of has fallen on evil days, and to hear
lost ground in either Uruguay, view of film-making. It means that them tell it over here you’d think
ijide Argentina^.
..
^ .
Those are the $64 questions Chile, Mexico, Venezuela, Peru, movie producers are faced with a a Detroit banker was solely to
problem in trying to think up blame,.:;
which Argentine government offi- Cuba Or even Brazil.
Small wonder then that, everyone something typical aiid arresting.
“Villairi” in the piece is Joseph
cials are asking local producers.
Argentine
in
the
in
touch
foreigners
industry
quiz
is
now
even
So they turn to making modern M. Dodge, president of the First
Tlicy
with the screen on the subject— asking WHY Argentine movies are zany coihedies bn the Hollywood National Bank of Detroit and fi'

without getting any answers; because everyone knows that no Argentine likes criticisni, even if it
one of the
is constructive. In fact,
Very first moyes taken, when the
to
“protect”
decided
Peron regime
its movie industry, was to warn

not popular*
The first point that comes put on
analysis is that poor chpice of story
material is to: blame, but that poor
business organization is also a fun-

critics

damental cause. The major producers have only recehtly begun to

and

and current reviews are perfunc- insolvent distributors. This is now
being remedied to some extent by
all jpfoducers combining under one

’

house and have had to listen to
high-powered pep talks from the
Presidehtial Press Under-Secretary,
Senor Raul Alejandro Apold, who
in virtual control of all entertainment as well as the press;
From here on local film produ cers will be expected to make
\\’ith
})i\'
foreign markets as the
buH’s eye and big returns in for:
cign currency as the main purpose
pi existence. Moreovei^ if the government execs object to any film
on tlie grounds that it w'ill not help
boost Argentine prestige abroad, ah
export permit will be denied aiid
credits for the offending studio will
he cut by the banks.
is

distribution

'

organization

for

all.

Cinematografica
Interamericana
has been active in securing distrb
butibn rights from Argentina-SonoFilm, Emelco, Fonoband and San
Miguel. This should ehsure more
regular arrivals of Argentine material in the other Latin-American
Republics, and as Interamericaria
has wide experience in the di$tf ibution field and good connections
abroad, better results, are hoped
for. One defect previously was that
Argentine pictures were sent only
very intei'mittently to. foreign markets and mostly V'hen they were already s everal years old.
.

.

'

Language Difficulty
Another factor operating against
I

the success of the Argeritine rnaterial in other Spanish-speaking
countries is the individual Argem
tine mode of speaking Spanish,
which, according to the other
Latin-Americans, is harsh, ungrammatical and impure, because Argentines have assimilated many
Bank Coin Plentiful
from their
expressions
Italian
The Argentine government cer- melting pot, as well as the Parawhich they
with
“che,”
tainly has some right to feel peeved guayan
against its costly mOvie protege. address everyone, or the “vos”
During the last couple of years the they use for “you,” instead Of the
local studios, which were almost all correct Castiliian Usted. The .other
on the verge of bankruptcy two Latin-Americahs dislike the Aryears ago, have been receiving gentine speech as much as a New
may dislike hearing
])lcntiful coin aid from the goverh- Englander
incnt-controlled banks. Ijoans of “iimey” and vice-versa, so if Arproducers are to
movie
gentine
up to 70.% of cost have been given
to studios having produced at least fulfill their government’s expectamovies
their
selling
of
three pix in, the preceding year, tions
and with
minimum production abroad, they will have to map out
their
adapt
to
plan
common
a
of
pix
skeds
three
a year; loans of
70*^ h of
cost have also been given language to other tastes, yet simulto make pix on special’ scientific or taneously please local audiences,
cultural subjects to any independ- who dislike the softer Castiliian
ent unit without previous produc- speech of the Mexicans, Venetions to its credit, but in this case zuelans or Chileans.
Important as this language gimthe terms for repayment are less
lenient; All these loans are at only mick is, the chief count against
4'"p interest.
the Argentine movies is the poor
Apart from this, the local produC^ choice of story material. This was
I

ers have been helped by rigid protection against foreign film imports. Protection Decree- 12,999,
wliich w'as enforced two years ago*
has been amended this year by
Decree 16,688, which allows the
local product advantages in securing the best plajung time and 20%

more favorable holdover terms.
Imports of U. S. material were
suspended in March, 1949, bedause
of exchange
difficulties,
but in
stymying the agreement for renewal which was finally reached in

New York between

the

MPPA

and

the

Argentine Treasury Minister;
Rfirnoh A. Cerdijo, the people
in control of eritertainment in Argentina have made it fairly obvious that negotiations with the Yank
distributors had tb be drawn out
as long as possible, to give the Argentiuo producers a chanCe to cash
in and accumulate coin reserves as
'' ell as.
build up a demand for the
Di*.

local

material at home, while the
t;- S. material,
was barred.
^Vilh amazirig shortsightedness,

the pi'oducers merely grasped at
the chance of making quick profits
bn the local market, but failed to

produce
pictuv.e

a single really outstanding
in the year, and what is
.

rnore important, have not made one
single picture that Would go over
mg. abroad.
True, some of this year’s crop of
Pix marked up exceptional grosses
jn the Buenos Aires theatres (partly because of the absence of foreign
material ), but for every two good
gro.sses there were five 'ops. And
even if some of the films made
'vere commercially productive, not
one was of outstanding artistic
merit.

.

who

throughput

made

a

sales

trip

Latin-American
Everywhere he found
the

republics.
the same complaint, to the extent
that he cOiild ript sell even one of
the six pictures he took along in
his sample bag; The only dpmand
there seems to have been for Ari
gentine-made material came from
Frank FouOe, of Pan American
Television Corp. of Los Angeles,
who cOntaqted the Argentine Producers’ Association with an enquiry
for old material for exhibition on

|

j

,

presumably

as ^examples

of

Shoes.’*

Pic

rail

,

“Red

55 days at the

Yurakuza theatre in; Tokyo last
spring.
House netted more in

;

office gross.

figure this is carrying disinflation

Year also saw the end of CMPE’s too far. They point out the idea
monopoly as U. S. distrib in Japan. is to disinflate prices, not the govOccupation rule, which required ernment coffers. How, they ask,
motion picture industry of any can they keep Dodge’s budget baloperate
in
Japan anced without a steady stream of
country
to
through a single agency, was coin? Film industry leaders agree
amended last April to permit any this is sad, indeed, but they are
number of entrants, although more concerned with their own
SC AP import license is required plight. They claim all segments
and a quota system has been of theatrical biz are losing money
erected. By the end of November, so fast that bankruptcy seems in26 licenses had been issued to in- evitable, whereas the government
die U. S. producers or releasing or- is still several jumps ahead of the
ganizations. although only four pix

(

RK

receivers.

To

stave off impending disaster,

came up with
another plan last fall which makes
up in earnestness what it lacks in
originality. Industry can be saved,
they avow, if admission tax is

film industry thinkers

,

slashed again, from 100% to 50%.
Script had a familiar ring to most
legislators.
“This is where we
came in,” they said, looking the
other way.

That Native Quality

The
cede

I

local industry will not conthat the quality of the na-

tive screen product has anything
to do with the b.o. slump.
However, certain sections Of the press
have been putspokeri recently in
taking the industry to task. Among
other things, they have critieized;
studios for the putlandish salaries
offered in a recent spiui-ge of bidding for riariie stars from the ballet, opera and legit fields. Papers

point out that while the names
“Paleface” (Par), “Little Women” may have marquee appeal,: their
(M-G), ‘Tarzan’s New York Ad- owners can’t riecessarily act in the'
venture” (M-G), “Saratoga Trunk” strange surroundings of a film stu(U-I), dio;
“Arabian Nights”
(WB),
Critics add that Nipponese
“Fury at Furnace Creek’* (20th), studios could save money and turn
“Colorado Territory” (WB), “San out a better product if they paid
!

WB

Main” more attention to improving story
(RKO) and “Black Swan” (20th).
material and directing techniques.
As usual, action pix and tinters
Besides the attendance drop, incontinue to be top money-makers dustry toppers Cite three other rea-

Antonio”

(

).,

‘^Spanish

in

in

GermanrBrazilian Film Prod;
Wiesbaden.
Dr. K. Joneri, chief of Meteor
Film, announced he Will start
Brazilian-German coproduction in
Rio de Janeiro next year. He said

putting them in the red
1950:^(1) division of distribu-

soris for

tion profits

among

five distribs in

place of the three .\vhieh operated
until last year; (2) rising costs, and
“Curiosa Latin-Americana.”
Studio
(3)
foreign competition.
Where Argentine producer.s have
execs say the latter is the critical
gone wrong has been in trying ^to
industry
While
the
local
factor.
with
sell Argentina bn celluloid
picture,s which are carbon-copied Brazilian authorities were helpful produced 203 features in 1950, an
increase of 43 over 1949, none of
on what Hollywood, Paris, London during his recent Visit there.
Jonen’s plans call for producing them titillated the populace encugh
or Rome can produce far better,
By conversion
Portuguese-German
to set any b.o. records;
two
instead of building up a perionality of their own. This may stem; pix, “Carnival in Rio” and “God of trast, industry spokesmen point to
such boff imports as “Paleface”
from the fact that Buenos Aires the Forests.”
•TV,

ballet extravaganza

British

or drama-packed docu- nancial « advisor to Gen* Douglas March than the 58 theatres irt the
Even top
mentaries on the Italian model, Mac Arthur. Dodge came to Japan Toho chain combined.
nearly two years ago to doctor the Japanese filnis can’t approach that
ailing
Nipponese economy, and kind of biz.
prescribed a strict regimen known
Whether the industry likes it of
popularly (or unpopulariy) as the not, foreign films appear here to
Dodge Line. Treatment has been stay. In 1950, 173 foreign feaeffective in halting Japan’s runa- tures were
released iri Japan.
way inflation, but has left the pa- Ariierica topped the list with 125v
tient a little weak in the pocket- French brought in 21, British 18;
book.
Russia 3, India and Argentina 2
Result of this financial rollback each, and Mexico One. Subject to
and the accompanying money quota juggling under the complishortage is that theatre attendance cated SGAP formula for pro-ratin 1950 dropped off 10% from 1949. ing number of allowable imports,
Exhibs, distribs and producers alike volume of foreign pix likely will
arg weeping jointly... into each reiriain at - this level or higher for
other’s “sake” and lifting doleful the duration of the Occupation.
voices in the Chorus of Japan’s No. They’ll be here, too, after a peace
1
lament,
“Disinflationary pact is signed, but whether or not
the
^Blues;”
the Japanese government will slap
In a way, it was unfair of Dodge a quota bn imports as they did in
to put the country on its feet at 1938 is anybody’s guess.
the time he did.
The American
Theatre owners may find that
Tokyo.
financier’$ program, which involved
American pix had their biggest strict holding of the price and booking foreign films, particularpostwar year in Japan in 1950, a wage lines; devaluation of the yen ly sure winners like U. S. action
year in whioh they continued to and a balanced national budget, pix, is one way to overcome the
set the pace for the induriry here. had produced tangible effects early 8.8% deficit which the Japan TheCentral Motion Picture Exchange, in 1950, about the time the film atre Owners Assn, says the average Nipponese theatre accrued in
local distributor for the Motion industry succeeded in having the
But that plan won’t help
Picture ;Export Assn., released 125 Nipponese admission tax cut from 1950.
studios Wipe out the 20% loss
pix during the year, one-third of 150% to 100%.
industry’s pitch which the Japan
Motion Picture
the total distributed in Japan in in achieving the slash was to guarr
1950.
Of the 379 films exhibited antee the government that result- Assn, says the average producer
suffered last year.
here during the year, local indus- ing upbeat in attendance would
Then, of course, there’s fhe plan
try produced 203 and other foreign produce nearly the same amount of
distribs supplied 47. CMPE’s total tax revenue despite the lower rate. that will solve everything—boost
was an increase of 23 over previous ’Twas a dream devoutly to be attendance, pull theatres and disyear.
wished, and who knows, it might tribs out Of the red, and give proU. S. pix are now playing in 289 have worked if Dodge’s disinfla- ducers an average profit of 5%
theatres fulltime and in some 935 tionary trend hadn’t caught up per pic. Just cut that admission
tax..,,-'.
others on a half-and-half or spot with the weekly grosses.
booking basis. This means AmeriInstead, according to the Japan
can product is exhibited in nearly Theatre Owners Assn., not only did
half of iJapan’s 2,511 theatres. attendance drop 10%, but tax revCMPE’s yearly take is approxi- enues in 1950 were off 33% from 14
State-Controlled,
mately 40% of the national box- the previous year. Tax collectors

from these sources had reached
Nipponese screens by year’s end.
They were “Snow White” (Disney),
“Secret Life of Walter Mitty”
O ) “Wuthering Heights”
Argenadmitted by no less than
(Goldwyn), and “Babe Ruth Story”
tina’s top producer, Luis Cesar (Mono).
Amadori (Argentina Sono Film) on CMPE found its biz affected in
his return from a nine-month, di- 1950 by the “tight money” situarecting job in Mexico.
tion in Japan which resulted from
The need to conquer foreign the government’s drastic anti-inflamarkets is even greater now for tion measures.
National attwidindustry,
top-heavy
Argentina’s
arice figures were off 10% from
Since production costs have soared previous year, but the slump hit nafrOm around $40,000 (U.S.) to any- tive distribs harder than CMPE.
thing from $80,000 to $ 100,000 for Monthly revenue of the U. S. ageneven the most ordinary “B" pic- cy made slight gains during the
ture. Producer Luis Angel Meh- year, while major Japanese distribs
tasti stated recently that produc- suffered pronounced losses. Exhibs
tion costs had doubled since 1948 also wound up the year in the red,
to date, and the cost of negatives although
Nikkatsu chain, v^hich
and the 50 or so copies made Of plays U. S. pix exclusively, lost the
each film had jumped from $7,000 least, percentage-wise, of any of
to $8,000 each.
the major loops.
;
The poor choice of story material
Top grossers among the CIVIPE
One
proby
year
this
was proved
releases during the year were
ducer,

.

filming literary classics as London
might do it, and depicting the
underworld as Paris might, all with
only mediocre results, despite some
good sense of direction and quite
tolerable camera technique. But all
this has no novelty for the peoplb
they want to sell them to.

that criticism of local productions
vvould riot be tolerated. The most
u nbiased and really honest critics
commentators h a v e been
aiid

tory and wrapped in double talk.
The really harsh criticisms are
coming from the government, because the locally made movies have
not been yielding the high profits
expected, and particularly they
have failed to yield foreign currencies for the much depleted national treasury. As a consequence,
the film producers are in the dog-

“Best Years of Our Lives,**
which smashed records all over Japan.
“Why can’t this happen to
one of our pix?” they moan. Another example recently cited is the

pattern,

;

commentators turn their attention to foreign distribution and to realize that an expanding industry must have room
to grow in. In many cases formerly
the Argentine screen material was
barred from the press and the air, represented by irresponsible and

movie
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Non-Contm’l Stations
inn

By SVEN

G.

Needs

WINQUIST
Helsinki,

Finland has 14 broadcasting stations, four of them being small
regional transmitters of only 2 kw.

The

biggest

transmitter,

Lahti,

works on 150 kw.
The Helsinki
transinitter has up to now worked
on 10 kw* However, a new station
is under construction and will be
ready for use early in 1951 with
a capacity of iOO kw. Finland also
has four shortwave transmitters,
the strongest one being on 100 kw.
Of the programs, 50% are music.
The Finnish Broadcasting Co. has
an orchestra of its own, of 51 members.
Balance of progiams comprise:
regular
news
bulletins
(5.1%),

religious

services

and

prayers (5.1%), lectures and talks
(7.6%), theatre (3%), sports reviews and reports (2.6%), programs for children and young people (1.5%), etc.

The Finnish Broadcasting Co. is
company. The state owns

a stbek

the majority of shares. The company.has the sole right to all transmissions in Finland.
Agreement
with the Finnish state forbids
coniniercial publicity and advertising;
All equ pment, the transmitters included, belongs to the company. Management consists of an
Administrative Council nominated
by the electors of the Diet, and
a aboard of directors appointed by
the Administrative Council.
All
costs are paid with the license fees.
License has been 700 rti arks, but
will be raised to 900 in 1951. The
number Of license owners is 710,000 (Finland has .4^000,000 in,

habitants).

.

Contact with American radio
has been rather vague. Occasional
broadcasts from ^merica haVe appeared on programs here and
broadcasts froin Finland have been
relayed to Ariierica.
Broadcasting is done in the two
lariguages: of the country, Finnish
and Swedish. A part of the transmission net is reserved for Finnish
programs only; another part for
programs in both lariguages, and
certain fixed times, on an average
of two hours 45 minutes per day*
ollnurorl
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Mexico

Alameda Filnhs,
Royal Films, to

as B.O. Mounts
By DAVID

N.

MARTIN

“Mexican Curios.”
Maria Ansulo, top painter and
Dolores del Rio’s cousin, forming
Gama, dOcumentery pic producing

v

iMaiictgiut] Director, Tivoli Circuit,

Auslralid

&

Neiv. Z(?ala7id;>

.

Melbourne.

/'

international

the

Mexico

-

tack of U.S, Material

;

:
.

vare the new Jean A.nouilh play “La
Sydney,
Major commercial radio produc- Repetition” and a variety show
of
short
tidn units find tliemse.lvos
“Revue Des Capucines.” Although
U. S. material as new year looms. .'house directors are seeking fresh

City.

,

Hari-y Dearth, ace producer of the
Lux Theatre, aired via the Maci
quarie network, is hoping that
A'^ank playwrights Will agree next
year to submit their bfaincliiids for
Aus.sie consumption via an agi*eement to leave dollar earnings in
this territory until the monetary

desire to reside in iMcxico iniist
o
their own account arrange for
that status and strietly in accord
with the Statutes.
Case fejected an appeal from a
lower, court Upholding the government in ordering deportation Of
.

.

^

problem can be untangled.

By ERNEST TITRNBGLL
{Mmmgiug

Lux topper

Hoyts)

Director,

(

has

several months

to

1

then married
months, slay
a Mexican and contended that the
marriage ehtitlcd him both to Svork
and reside in Alexieo.
o'"

.six

>

,

thousands more jobs, than men to
fill them-— but thilt prosperity
appears to many thoughtful persons
like
be
dangerously
a paper
to

;

,

Tee

Lif'-'Z'

Armand

Follies’

prosperi ty

Perren’s “Ice Tollies,” a

Tivoli variety

show on

ice\

is

relaliveiy

also

then, because of a prior
booking for the J. C. Williamson
musical. “Song of Norway,”, transferred to the 3.000-seat deluxer, the
Palais, St, Kilda. \vher;e it played 14
performances to 44.557 people and;
returned the thedtre’s biggest gross
in history.
After playing 10 weeks in Adelaide (normal run. four weeks) and

Some

feel

time

short

a crisis that could prove extremely perilous, incieediAu.stralia, to

matter

put the
whirled

brie,fly,

;i.s

they

l.chahces,

hesitate

and prefer

on

taking

mount old

to

proven pieces rather than give the

.

legit

to

new

plays..

-

Mini.stry

of

Education, taking note of the decline, has proposed some remedies
to give the legit field the hypo it
needs. They propose To waive all;
taxe.s T 16Cp of the receipts
during thg first 30 performances at
.every theatre, presenting, a new
play.
They feel that this form of
exemption will infuse new life inlb
the scene. To make up for the expense and please the Finance Department, various theatres now enjoying government subsidies, will
no longer get this break. They
estimate it will cost the .government 30;000,.000 frapes .per year,
but that if it gives the added lift
it is well: Worth the expense.
Now running are a flock of oldies
and a surplus of foreign plays.
Jouvet is doing •Tarulfe.” Atelier
has the Pifandelio opus “Henry
IV,” Antoine has the American
“Harvey’’ and Claude Dauphin; is
at ^yol’k on the Gallic version, of
“Mr. Roberts’’ to be presented in a
)

:

j

.

l

that in a ^
the. nation

may be abruptly confronted with

It
en.ioyin.g tremendous Success.
opened at the palatial His Majesty’s
theatre ..last Easter., played S’az

weeks and

.

ideas
,

j

in its class here,

been forced for
use adaptation of screen plays plus
Sydney.
few British stageshows, to keep
a
picture
'i'he motion
Industry is
one that, is; particularly sensitive going on a weekly seliedule.
to the nation’s, economy and steV
bility.
At present, Australia is'
undergoing a period of what might
almost be termed “perilous prosperity”: that is, the; county is approsperous— there
parently
are

Israel Kafcii, European pro musician who entered Mexico as ,a
tourist
alioV\ed him a inaximum

.

are

;

'

,

Biegest sue'eess in 50-year hislory of he Ti voli Melbourne was
“The Tourist Trade,” which features ID standard acts. “Trade” was
taken off while .still playing tO
capacity houses to make way for
the “john Calvert Show,” which
opened Dec. 18. “Trade” is playing Sydney and then, does a sixnionth tour, of New Zealand, after
which plans are being made for
South Africa, for the Schlesingers.
t

^

Paris.
legit public and crix
.singing the blues about
the
dearth of pew talent and writer.?
for the theatre here.: At present,
.the only shows playing to capacity

The French

I

Marriage with a .Mexican, borir
or naturalized, in no way assures
any foreigner legalized residence
in
Mexico, the federal supreme
court here has ruled. The ruling,
which .sets a precedent, upholds,
t' j government’s in-sistence in the
migration laws that all aliens vyho

variety

“The Tourist Trade.”

Unit,'

Migration Court Sujt

Public interest both in Ausii'alia

and New Zealand in A'audeville reUntil three
vues is increasing.
years ago runs of the best variety
biggest
two
Au.stralia's
in
Shows
cities— Sydney and Alelboume^
averaged six weeks. In 1949 play^ing tiine was increased to 10 and
12 .weeks, while during tbe year
just closed one show ran 19 and
another 23 weeks at Melbourne’s
These boxOlTice
Tivoli theatre.
Avlnners were ithe Arthur Askey
musical. “The. Love Racket,” and

City,

of
prexy
has
organized
function apart
from the former enterprise. Royal
plans to start in January with
Ripstein,

Alfredo

By

being

M

MORTON

C

.

Director, United
Artists, in' England-)

l^lanaghig

few mohth.s.

Most of the reperthe Jean-Louis Barrault
group JH-e old plays except for the
The solvency of every cpunlry is
London.
There
wrapped up in the stability pf its
L
By
This year has been notable for new Anouilh production.
currency unit. The currency unit its absence of crisis, in the moro arc spine long-run productions; now
Mexico City.
open that seem destined for even
of Aii.stralia Is the pound, but our dramatic sense of the word.
The
Belts at. the boxoiricc and raps
pound is. unhappily, far from expectation of crisis is, of course, longer engagements.
by the censors have decided Mexistable at the moment.
always wdh us, but most of us can
can pic producers to up the quality
The country is .sufTering from by now read the signs well enbugli
and keep clean. Besides, another
devaluation jitters. The plain fact to be able to distinguish between
six Weeks in Perth, (normal run potent power in that decision is the
is that the .Australian
pound has the really serious and the merely
two vveck.s) “Ice Follies” is now pic trade’s own bank, the semi- devalued to
an alarming extent, desperate.
Wo have therefore
back in Hrs Majesty’s, Melbourne, official Banco Nacional CinemaIncrea.scs in the .statutory basic been able to go about our business
and set for a long two-a-day .run tografico. which finances most Mexhave always had the effect of with comparative calm and reasom
wage
Tokyo.
in this big house. One of the stars ican films. L
increasing the cost of living, and
hopefulness, in spite of a GenThirty-seven foreign motion picin “Ice Follies” is Cissy Trenholm,
Banks prexy.. Andres- Serra we have jiist been witness to the able
eral Election, war .scares, and other ture producers or releasing organi1944 eastern states of America Rojas, has made it plain that his.
greatest single increase in’the basic disturbing elements.
zations
had
obtained
import
champ;on. v ho. to join “Follies,” institution is convinced that pix
wage In Australia’s history.
Notable also has been the im- licenses in Japan by the end of
flew from New York, where he has that are high in artistic, human apThe falling value of the pound paef during tbesc 12 months of November last year.
Five have
appcarc d for five years in tlie peal and decency quality are the
.simply means that an exhibitor American
films
on the British been in business here since early
Sonja Henic icetravaganzas at the j)es.t bets for all concerned. Local
buys so much less for his net box- screen. It is unquestionable that, in the
Oecupation
under the
Genler theatre.
films, he stresses, are big; adverofl'ice
revenue than he did for-- after several postwar years of “single unit” di.stributing
American
system
Heretofore, standard
Banker merly. Since our
tisers of this country.
money docs hot doubt and anxiety, AmeriGan films representing: the entire industry
and European acts have only been frankly told producers that only buy
us as much, it is obvious that have re-established their supre- of their
country.
Thirty-two new
booked in .^u.stralia for 10 weeks." those who will make top-quality
active steps must be taken to see macy in the British market.
For licenses have been issued .since
but now there is over a year of pix can expect aid from the Banco.
that the intake potential is plotted American Companies this is, not unthis
requiremeiit
was
oiv
dropped last
of
This .stand and the. trend
(Continued on page 214)
on a rising curve.
Present con- naturally, a source of some satis- April. Of these, 26
went to U. S.
ganized producers is Influencing ditions must .be met by the
utmost faction.
It reinforces our estab- applicants and six: to other foreign
irdies. including those who more efficiency.
lished belief that the centre of the concerns.
IN or Ic.ss specialized in cheap proworld
film
is still in Hollywood.
Five distribs who have been opBiz
Upped
in.
Better.
Houses
ductions.
But let none suppose that the com- crating are Central Motion PicTrend is towards hiking production
Hoyts, for instance, is reaping petition pf British films has been
B.O.
S. AFRICA,
ture Exchange (US.), British ComExample: the Spanish ver- the benefit pf a long-range maincosts.
Capetown.
wholly eiiminated, or that it would moiiweal th F ihn Corp. Sy n d icate
“Girls in Uniform,” which
The past year has not been note- sion of Loewenthal, the Europeivn lenance and renovation policy. be desirable if it were wholly elim- of French Movie Producers, SovexRudolph
Many theatres on Hoyts’ 156-thca- inated. British films have made a portfilm
worthy for any major events or
(U.S.S.R.),
and
A.ssoproducer, has just made, reported- tre chain were acquired in the imtrends in the Souili African amusegreat contribution to our industry ciasione Natiprtale Industrie Cinely co.st $250,000, a sizable chunk mediate prewar years.
During the in tbe.se last five years, and the
ment world. The falling off in atmatografichi
e
Affini
(Italian).
But producers don’t war it was virtually impos.sible to
for Mexico.
tendance reported la.st year, conreduced production will continue New licensees are:
go pale about that. They aver that make much-needed changes and
tinue.'^; cinemas everywhere report
to be an important factor in deUnited, States^^
top production in all depaidments improvements, owing to GovernBreakston Co.*
poor houses u'r .all but the most
termining standards and. in sharp- Eagle
Lion Classics. Sol Le.sser
means
a good boxonice bet. Play- mental rostrictions oii essential maoutstanding pictures.
ening competition.
No
one
who
being better terials required for urgent housing
Productions, Monogram
Internashowing sharp up- ers and meggers are
Willi price;
wishes our industry well would demore projects.
tional,
Reliance Pictures, Select
However, by patience sire it to be otherwise.
ward trends in all sphere.s. pic paid. But the trend now is
of and persistence, we managed to actoward
equitable
distribution
International
Film.s,
Edward
Small
houses are still maintaining admi.sThe cinema event of the year Productions, United Artists, Ursa
pay instead of 90''f5 for the stars cumulate enough materials (and
sion charges .‘^ub.^antially the same
astonishing
has
been
the
succes.s—
and peanuts for the others. That invent others) to transform a numProductions,
Excel si or
Pi ctures,
as tho.'-'C prevtdling during the war.
I he deca.sion calls for .sui)crlativcs Encyclopedia
Britannica
Films,
Against this they are faced with betterment, which includes pay ber of “ugly ducklings” into first- —of
Charlie
Chaplin’s
“City Walt Disney Produc ti on
of bit players and extras, is not class houses of which their neighSa Jii uel
spi ra ling; o nerat n g costs ca u '•cd
Lights.” At the Rialto, London, it Goldwyn Productions, Selznick Reprincipally by devaluation, which altogether due to union pressure. borhoods are now proud. In every
been breaking records.
The leasing prganizatioh.
A iiief lean
has materially increased the costs It’s in. line Avith the high-quality case where We have smartened up
British Clitics who aio so often Trading Assn., Assobi.ttcd Artist
Ol American films, and also the policy.' .Of course, there’s more a drab thcatrb, the result has been
charged with being anli-American, Production.s, Ltd:, Astof Pictures,
prices of equipment. Any proposed earefui selection of players, all bu.sines.s increase by leaps and
cynical and tough, broke into a Auerbacll Enterprises, Ltd., Film
iiAcrease in admission prices would along the line, and much better bounds.
Ditto meggers, proetuc\ye look on the problem this paean of wild cnthu.siasin over this Rights International, Eliot Hyman,
have to have the approval of the casting.
way; .filnis are in the semi-luxury classic Chaplin. Another film that Internaticnal Optima Corp., S.
Price Control or and, in any event, ;tion and music,
the unsti nted praise of the Maurice
Tlie bettef Mexican pix have class, that is, unlike food and won
Livingston, Metro-Goldreasonably certain That the
it
is
British press lias been Stanley
w yn-May cr Teliyest, Verity Films,
Cinema-goer al ready, cutting .down moved far up front in playing time cibthing they can be dotic without,
Kranicr’s
“The
Men.”
Producer
in
he
provinces, and arc .sefiously which. means that pedpie faced with
and David Wesliner Associates.
oii liiS visits 10 snows, would still
Foreign fi rms— Euf opa Film, AB
further curtail these, with a con- crowding U, S. films here.
But a pound, the .spending power of K ram er has .succeeded i n est a bl shing Marlon Brando
i.uu will!
With the
Liic British
ijnusn (S.vcdish), Parlatone Hispano- FiUthe cosmopolitan character of this which i.s dwindling, Will be more u.K;meir,u.i
sequent falling bff in revenue.
In spite of the gloomy outloOk. 3;000,000 population town ..seems to selective In. their enterlairimerit.
^ pino,
Inc.
Export
(philippinCsT,
R°«8los With "The Society of
the indusi r.v is showihg sufficient a.ssurc continued good acceptance Theicfoi'c, to hold patron.s, thea-.
Argcniac Wotion Pic
optimisin in the future to plan now of Ifollyvvoociians that have a real Ires have to offer more than a film;- Glwmpion,:
lures, vS, N. Sc & Brothers (InThe demand for good pictures Ilian), Kewalram Corp. (Indian),
thoatre bui.leingi now ;tha.t the appeal to local eustomcf.s.
DistrV they have .to give service and a
building (onlrol Imposed during biition and exhibition of Mexicans Sparkling, clean, comfortable house is unceasing.
A. good picture is and
PalheSocicle
Nouvelle
the war has been lifted. African has
in proved
remarkably.
Pix in which to enjoy films to the hilt. not necessarily one: lavish With Cinema (French)
Theatre.-; has
announced a new .with .strong humanness have, beReciprocity is a cornerstphe of costly productioii devices or be,A11 licensees \vil) be subject to d
house foi central Cape Town to come the be.st boxofl'ice.
“The. our
industi’yv
.Producers liave jewelled with star names. Kramer’ quota limitations to be determined
be .('oinploU'd this year, and also Third Man”: fSRO), “Broken Aiv found that they, cannot operate proved what can be done with by Occupation
headquarters, but
sOvera n cighborhood houses will row’.’ (20th),“Eiloen” (UA), “No p I'o fi ta b y p r e flifi e n t
ly w it h o u I d s*- ongnial story material, compara- figures have not been annouheed.
be rebiiili oi newly constructed. Sad Songs for Me” (Col) and tri butors. The distri but or real izes lively unknown or little known
Some indio v'xliibi.tors have also re- “The Damned Don't Cry” (WB), that he would be in some other s(M;e(m acdors, and brilliant dirbc-l
\
vealed plains for new theatres in and the Mexicaris, “Slums” and business If be could not pJace liis tioh. The great ejnema-goihg pubElstrce Stiidios* Veteran
some of- the Larger So. African “The Immaculate,” are big exam- client’s product in a tlieatre. And lie: will respond to originality and
London.
Cities., bii t so
at’ ..none of the ma jar
ples of that.
In contrast to all the cri.sis news
wliei’c would any exhibitor be vvith- cfealivc power, and tfie Way to)
eonccrn.s, .sueh’ a.-, 2Gtli-Fox or Methealthy boxofTiee results lies not in of the last two years is word from,
Greater, attention is being given out a picture to show?
ro. have divulged whether they in- f orei gn
distri bution of Mex pix.
1
believe that
he producer is the faded foi nrulao of the past, but ^^•^odiated British .studios at Eltend
creeling
more houses, to Proeijueers are arranging hikes in entitled to his fair s‘hare of iljc in new Idea.s and bold .originality.
Uliit 50 .employees claim a
screen their .,wn ijroducts. It was their 1951 advertising budgets for re\'enue his pictui'c
total of 1,100 years continuous
attj-acts to the
It IS not over-optimistic to say
anticipated in .'tome quarters that publicity abroad;
service
with the company. They
Most have eyes bpxoifici*.
Under pi’csent condi- tliat the fuiure for our indiustry in
range from stagehands to carpenimmediately building control was on the U.SV, not merely the Span- tion.s \vc need even
more than a Great Hrilain looks much more lers,
lifted
cutters, editors, make-up arthere voulcl be a rush to i.'h-language belts but for the rest good film: we
ccrtaihly. need good promising and hopeful than we
ists, and include one executive.
get in first with new theatres,. with of the country that likes nOn- product but
we must have good sell- had re a.son to expect this time a
Five started with the studio at
iContinued on page 214)
English pix.
ing and good theatres as well.
year ago.
Elstrce In 1927.
i

tragic

rapidly

upwards

in

a

of

toire

.

inflationary spiral.
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GREETINGS FROM

^ t’

cyReTiyjyYilMmiwiM^

^

5

aaC.^iTOPSHOW’iitlETYBAND'iir
AFTER ^ABUSHING RE(X)RD MJN OF 5'iYEAR$
RESDENT (XillN i THIS
Die JOCKETw'RECORD SERENADfFEATUftE

m

^
im

THE

DEREK ROY SHOI

“DEREK ROrRfCORDRBraENT COMICpfMRIBt

BAHD-BOX-PUTSONMISOWI TV.SHOW NEXT
SATURDAY Ni6HTAT0i!M.,TYS MOSTCOYETEO
SPOT OF THE WEEK .... HEWS CHROMiaE,

111

i

m

5:1

'CINDEREIU’ATJ.ARTHURKANKS.,,,

STArE.KILBURNlWROPESLIReESrcW)

WILL
f^uhticiCY

SEEING YOU IN MARCN
PhC€ Pcu^cm.

Ccrn/clcTx. C</^C-Z

t
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Anniversary

3,

1951

Season's Greetings
fo all our

Ameriean Friends

STOLL THEATRES CORPORATION, LTD.
ASSOCIATED THEATRE PROPERTIES (London) LTD
Chairman and Managing

STOLL OFFICES:
Telegrams:

LONDON

Director:

PRINCE LITTLER

COLISEUM,

OSWASTOLL, LESQUARE, LONDON

LONDON

W.C.2.

Phone: TEMPLE

BAR 1500

III

1

SEND GREETINGS TO ALL
THEIR

ADVERTISING TO SELL!
and
G.U. is the selling specialist of the industry. It
analyses every entertainment in the most complete and exhaustive way • • . and then applies
the drive that is translated into results ....

to You,

AMERICAN FRIENDS

NAT KARSON — Our*

Regards for

A VERY HAPPY YEAR OF MAKING
COSTUMES FOR YOU AT THE EMPIRE

Advertising speahs with a thousand tongues and
has a million voices • . • G. U. directs it not to

THEATRE, LEICESTER SQUARE,

LONDON

one but to ALL sections, reaching out to contact
every possible potential patron.

NORMAN

B.

Chairman of

Directors,

RYDGE,

Greater Union Theatres Pty. Ltd.

49 Market

Street,

SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

BERMAN

LEICESTER SQUARE

MAX BERMAN BOSONS, INC.
8330 SANTA MONICA BLYD.,

LONDON, ENGLAND

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

M.

LTD.

.

..

Wednesday^ januaiy 3; 1951

OF

Forty-fifth

f^iSHEiTY

AMERICAN MAJOR
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» INDEPENDENT
EROS—
British Productions
IN DISTRIBUTION
Mr. Drake's Duck

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS,
YOLANDE DONLAN

.

The Gorbals Story .THE
The Third

Visitor

One Wild Oat
The Body Said

.

.

...

.

No

.

GLASGOW UNITY

JR.

PLAYERS

SONiA ORESDEL, GUY MIDDLETON
ROBERTSON HARE, STANLEY HOLLOWAY

YOLANDE DONLAN
MICHAEL RENNIE

IN

PRODUCTION

MAI ZETTERLlNG
RICHARD ATTENBOROUGH, HERBERT LOM
Quiet Woman .... JANE HYLTON/ DEREK BOND
Blackout
MAXWELL REED. DINAH SHERIDAN
The Six Men
HAROLD WARRENDER, OLGA EDWARDES
No Trace: .... .DINAH SHERIDAN, HUGH SINCLAIR
He//

/s

Sold Out

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

WARDOUR STREET, LONDON,

W.l
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L
EXTEND

sona

S

Cr

TO ALL THEIR FRIENDS

CHARLES

L.

TUCKER'S ENTERPRISES, LTD.

17 Shaftesbury Avenue

LONDON, W.

1

A Prosperous "News" Year
And

the Season's

Greetings to the numerous

AMERICAN

for whom we have had the honor of acting as PRESS
and PUBLICITY representatives In GREAT BRITAIN,

CLIENTS

To

Foster's

And

to

dence

Agency, Bernard Delfont and Charles Munyard.

LEW
In

and LESLIE

GRADE

for their

much prized

confi-

us.

JACK and JUUE
Piccadilly Mansions, 17, Shaftesbury

Avenue, London, W,1

PERSONAL SERVICE FOR PRODUCERS AND ARTISTS
EAGLE HOUSE

JERMYN STREET

LONDON, S.W.1
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friends
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CO LTD
•

AMERICA

CHWSTmSS
ntu) VtflR
y
'

Publishers

of
^

the World Famous

WARSAW CONGERTO
S.VAN

CORNISH RHAPSODY

LI ER- General Manager

4-2-43

POLAND

L

ST
CABLES - STALLS LONDON

TELEGRAMS-ACADEMY, RATH, LONDONCODE - WESTERN

My

LEGEND OF THE
GLASS MOUNTAIN

,

Love to Everyone

A

Very Special

"HELLO"
To MILTON BERLE, Mr.

HARRY KALCHEIM

and Mr. PAT
for Their

Me When
New York

Kindness to

Peritianent Address:

192,

CLARENCE GATE GARDENS,

Regent's Park,

London, N. W.

England

DUNN
I

Last Visited

Press Representative:

JULIE OLIPH ANT,
17, Shaftesbury

1,

London,

W.

im

Avenue,

1,

^

\

s

England

©

Jui'k Uincrnld

Wednesday, January

1951

3,
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PRESENTED

/

"THE THIRD MAN'^
"THE CURE FOR LOVE"
'THE HAPPIEST DAYS OF YOUR
"STATE SECRET"

f.l S'.

-

.'.

"THE

'a
I

1

,

THESE GREAT PICTURES

I
%TS
'A'-A

Vi

V

;••..'.Vif 'Jr.™

IN 1950
m

^^kdwm^

FOREMOST DISTRIBUTORS

BRITAIN’S
W
JD

>

%DEnE"
WOODEN HORSE"
NOON"

"SEVEN DAYS TO

»

Lll

i':Tvv

'

i

<t^'-

£*<
if\:

r^.

V».>V.

NOW FOR 1951 COME

r
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k
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LONDON FILMS Present
A POWELL & PRESSBURGER

'y

i.'

m

.•a'ji

m

y,

Sit

'it

/ ’>

,

f

.

» .»•

'

«

•

y

"TALES OF,

t

"V/.
i

_

•fi’

T/

'

’’*

«

A.C.T. FILMS Present
Roger Livesey Honor Blackman

fe
-

(

Trevor

Howard

LONDON

Robert Morley

FILMS Present

BOBBY HENREY
"THE

WONDER

KID"

Produced & Directed by Kart HartI

CUSICK INTERNATIONAL Present
A Five Ocean Films Production
Rex Harrison Lilli Palmer
"THE LONG DARK HALL"

Richard Burton

"GREEN

A ,,

GROW

THE RUSHES"

HERBERT WILCOX Presents
i;^-

'AN OUTCAST OF THE ISLANDS"
Starring RALPH RICHARDSON

of Alan Paton's

"CRY THE BELOVED COUNTRY"
with Canada Lee & Sidney Poiter

fr>

l

FILMS Present
REED'S PRODUCTION
of Joseph Conrad's

CAROL

LONDON FILMS Present
A ZOLTAN KORDA PRODUCTION

-ri^r

'

HOFFMAN"

Colour by Technicolor

ft

\

Pamela Brown

Robert Helpmann

•

/|

LONDON

Robert Rounsevilfe

'

•

HERBERT WILCOX Presents
Anna Neagle Michael Wilding
Trevor Howard
Odile Versois
"DERBY DAY"

PRODUCTION
Moirq Shearer

rs-'i.'i

rf

"CAESAR'S WIFE"

i>

\

m

iS“'tvv-;*"i

Colour by Techiricolor

^'*

'.*,

.'«V

HERBERT WILCOX Presents
Anna Neagle Michael Wilding
Ralph Richardson

Margaret Leighton
David Niven
"THE ELUSIVE PIMPERNEL"

•'rsf

t

%

PRESSBURGER

PRODUCTION

I?

#

•

A

I?v4.

W.

i

FILMS Present

A POWELL &

7't7*.'

Michael Wilding

*‘Ni;
A( '!.

>

l'

rr<'^ .f

Odile Versois

"INTO THE BLUE"
Constance Cummings Jack Hulbert

V

C* V!
'

HERBERT WILCOX Presents

Dame

Edith Evans

"LILIAN BAYLIS"
^4

.

.

'

A

HAREFIELD PRODUCTIONS Present
Anatole de Grunwald &
Anthony Kimmins' Production
Richard Todd Glynis Johns
Joan Greenwood
"FLESH AND BLOOD"
VIC FILMS Present
Kieron Moore Griffith Jones
Sally Ann Howes Leo Padova ni

"HONEYMOON

DEFERRED"

'

i

vr^f

.1

imrav'

ti

¥

S*" l}

Pa^

»•

F*

I*

r;-V.

'•0

:5*jiL

Crf.
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«
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THE

HOUSE OF FELDMAN
FELDMAN a

.

CO., LTD.)

ASSOCIATE COMPANIES

ITS

FELDMANS THEATRE, BLAeKPOOL
EDITIONS FELDMAN, PARIS
B.

FELDMAN

(I.O.M.), LTD.

HERMAN DAREWSKI MUSIC PUBLISHING

CO.

DIX, LTD.

BRITISH

& CONTINENTAL MUSIC AGENCIES,

BRITISH

LTD.

BREITKOPH & HARTEL

EDITION

STANDARD MUSIC

SHARPLES PIANOS,

LTD.,

CO., LTD.

BLACKPOOL

CLIFFORD ESSEX MUSIC CO., LTD.

SHARPLES DEMONSTRATIONS,

LTD.,

BLACKPOOL

EXTEND
THE SEASON’S GREETINGS TO ALL
FRIENDS WHEREVER THEY MAY BE

Managing

HEAD OFFICE
1

25-7-9 Shaftesbury

LONDON

W.C.

2,

Avenue

ENGLAND

pifector

Wednesday, January

Anniversary

Forly»fifth
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HYLTON
WINTER GARDENS
PAV L O N
WITH JACK
i

I

BLACKPOOL

S

aoelphT theatre

LONDON

'SEAGULLS OVER ^

SORRENTO" I "PICCADILLY
WITH H.M.TE.NNENT LTOi

APOLLO THEATRE LORDON

BAGATELLE^
The Foremost Restaurant

in

Town Extends

Have Played

p

M

HAYRIDE"
3bo.

YEAR TOURING

London, ei^gland

Greetings for the

New

Year

to All Artistes

at the Bagatelle, Including

ISABEL BICLEY
/"Guys and Dolls”)

DEEP RIVER ROVS
MARTHA WRIGHT,
LOOKING FORWARD TO WELCOME
AMERICA'S

IN THE FESTIVAL

FIRST

LADY OF

OF BRITAIN YEAR

SHOW

ei«.

(1951)

BUSINESS

SOPHIE TUCKER
MARGARET PHELAN

NANCY DONOVAN

AND OTHERS

Who

Wednesday, January 3, 1951
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Anniversary
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COMPLIMENTS

OF
THE

SEASON

FROM

ENGLAND’S
FAVOURITE

AMERICAN
STAR

Bonar Colleano
RECENT
SUCCESSES

- STAGE

A STREETCAR
NAMED DESIRE
Opposite Vivien Leigh

BURLESQUE
Opposite Marjorie Reynolds

STAR OF

WHILE THE SUN
SHINES
SERGEANT BORTH
IN

A BELL FOR ADANO
FILMS

'

''

RADIO-TV

JOHNNY IN THE CLOUDS
(The Way to the Stars)

THE

ONE NIGHT WITH YOU
WHILE THE SUN SHINES

STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN
(A Matter of

Life

and Death)

dance HALL
GIVE US THIS

DAY

IT'S

A GREAT
LIFE

ONCE A JOLLY SWAGM AN

PERMANENT ADDRESS

Stanhope Place, London, W.2.
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Seas

’S

CHAPPEU A CO., LTD
IRVING
WALT DISNEY MUSIC CO., LTD. ...
EDWIN

H.

MORRIS CO.,

NEW WORLD

.

.

. , .

WILLIAMSON MUSIC,

.

LTD.

PUBLISHERS, LTD. ... VICTORIA MUSIC CO., LTD.

RUMBALERO MUSIC, LTD.
BRADBURY WOOD, LTD.

ALEC
E. P.

LTD,

BERLIN, LTD.

L.

.

. . .

STERLING MUSIC CO., LTD.

REA, C.B.E., Chairman

CLIFT, M.B.E., Managing Director

P

Hi

1950 SUCCESSES
HOME AT SEVEN

.

THE GREEN BAY TREE

m Ml

BACKGROUND
LACE

ON

By

.

,

,

,

.

,

.

,

•

,

.

R. C. Sherriff

By Mordaunt Shairp

By W. Chetham-Strode

HER PETTICOAT

.

By Aimee Stuart

BEAUTY AND THE BEAST

,

By Nicholas Gray

CURRENT NEW YORK SUCCES S
ONTROLLING ace

theatres
C bane, Adelaide, Perth and Tastnania,
iirst-run

in

Sydney/Melbournet

Bris-

BLACK CHIFFON

.

.

,

.

By Lesley Storm

Incomparable circuit of 156 theatres includes dpminoting suburban
in Sydney and Melbourne^

holdings

HOm TNEj^ES K
ERNEST TURNBULL: HEAD
Managing Director

OFFICE:
BOO George St Sydney

Telegraphic Address:
‘‘Hoytsfilm”

29,

Manfie!d House,
Strand,

London, W.C.2

TeL Temple Bar 7226

tTedhesday, January 84 1951
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SENDS HIS

NEW YEAR GREETINGS
TO AIL

THE STATES

IN

Registered Offices:

THE JACK PAYNE ORGANISATION
— AND ASSOCIATE COMPANIES -

10,

HANOVER ST.

LONDON W.
THE ARTISTES CORPORATION OF GREAT BRITAIN

JACK PAYNE ENTERPRISES

Ltd.

Ltd.

1

Telephone:

REGENT 24214
Cables:

RAOlO PROGRAMMES

Ltd.

ENYAP, WESD, LONDON

THEATRICAL PROPRIETORS & MANAGEMENT
STAGE. MUSICAL FILM. RADIO & CONCERT AGENCIES

IM ON MY WAY OV£RTO MEET OLD FRIENDS—AND MAKE NEW ONES—
to SEE YOUR NEW SHOWS—YOUR STAGE, PICTURE, RADIO AND CABARET

TO BRING SOME OF THEM BACK TO LON DONATO COMPLETE arrangements FOR THE VISIT TO THE STATES OF SOME OF
BEST KNOWN STARS WHO ARE DIRECTED AND REPRESENTED BY MY
ORGANISATIONS

SEE

YOU

EUROPE^S

Columbia roster will be planed in
with a director and technicians.
If the Aussie pound (presently
rated at under $3) is not appreciated du ring ’51 by the Robert
Me nzies Li bera Pa rty govern ment
—and this seems unlikely to oeeur
because of inside polilical pressure
from the Country Party-^then it
scorns a cinch that other major
U. S. producers will make pix in
this zone in ’51, using frozen Coin,
By using dollars. U. S. producers
gain one-third oh local costs via the
Aussie pound.
This is a b.ig inducement. of course, to make pix
Down Under, quite apart from any
quota obligation, in addition to a
change of locale from the llolljwood scene or other overseas loca-

For Aussie Pic Procluction
Sydney,.
shoulci be tops for
Aussie pic production. It’s anticipated that at least eight productions will go before the cameras

The year 1951

i

'

^

;

during the coming year,- with the
activity being localed at Eal-

Pagewood studio..
Major pic stems from 20th-Fox

ing’.s

the Technicolor ‘’Kangaroo/’

witli

under direction of Lewis Milestone.
Robert Snody is in charge of production and has an ace team of
U. S. technicians here.
Eric Williams, in charge of Ealing's
Aussie activities, has announced that five pix have been
set

for '51.

Fir.st

major

film,

will

be “Robbery Under Arms,” a copsand-robbers yarn from a longestablished
bestseller
by Ralph
Bolderwood. Pie will probably be

made
capital

in Technicolor.
Australian
will be garnered for this

one, with Charles Munro,' indie
chain operator, holding a big financial

slice.

Ralph Smart, who directed “Bush

Christmas” and “Bitter Springs,”
will return to this locale after, completing an assignnient in Rome; to
make another pic. Anthony Kiinmins has been set by Sir Alexander

Korda

most

I

to

direct “Smiley,” a

Continued from pase

local

yarn, during the year ahead. Two
other pix are also being set at Ealing. probably with local finance
There’s also a possibility that Harry
Watt, who made “The Gverlanders”
here, will return, to make anothef
pie under the Ealing banner.

tions.

grave risk l l/bv^rseating. It nuvy
be that with tlie existing houses
only half filled most .of the. time,
the large concerns are thinking
twice about putting up new the-

The new

is

not very costly

.

LEON KIMBERLY and HELEN PAGE
(Two Americans From England)

for

it

‘

I

I

(

[sical.

We

and

less for femnics.
are available at a

.\re

>

Ons Wcer”

“Hiers

.^gain”

(“Here

fessional legit
tion of Cape

Street,

STARTED
Inauguration

Aussie-N.Z. Vaude
from

paj^e

LONDON

W.l;

Cables: KIMBERLY, VARIETY/

ENGLAND

LONDON

ing first-class
that have been

acts..

production.

U)(T

Among

program

'

wa.s

of

London.
TV.

regular

a

children

for

represents

the newest development in British

video service. Launching followed
months of preparation by the de-

partment controller Cecil Maddeh,

Program

designed to provide
entertainment Tor
regular pattern has been
is

comprehensive
kids.

|

!

'

A

established so television moppet
fans will know in advance when
their favorite shows are coming
on. For exam])le, the Sunday show
is all pla.vs. Monday’s includc,s adventure films, and Tuesday’s a seCocil Madden’s policy, started otT

on ambitious lines, although re.stricled to a dailv budget of about
$G()().
Sunday (I7i the Sadler’s
VVells No. 2 ballet company will be
a TV debut with “Casse

making

Noisette,”
rial.

The curronl Tuesday

Louisa

Women”

to

is

Victorian play, “Tho Railwav Children.”

Follow ing the policy
adult programs. well-known writers are. being e neon raged (o write especially
for the children’s show\ First of
i

these plays

w'ill

be .Arthur Groom’s

rialization of classics.

While ventures such •Tkiwder Monkev.”

offiu*!

acts

Australia

HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL

now

appearing- in “The Tourist
are Ivor Moreto.n and Dave
Kaye, aGio stayed 18 .morilh.s; Ganiou Bros. & Juanita, Krista & Krisr
tel.
and
Maurice
Col leano
&
Family Who have already been in
.\UsLralia and New .Zealand over
wo years and are .still jilaying the
ri.volis and the Hartnells dancing
duo, the latter also here for over
w o y ea rs.

'

Trade,’.’

/

KREMO

.:

.

I

Americans

Now

liiycstiiig in Au.stralia

/'

The big problem

in the ))list with
.\iiierican topliner.s has been the
.Xuslra.Iian
dollar- freeze.
Each

7th

Month

'

has only been able to take
out of Australia £3,200 but investnienl pos.sibilitics are .so good here
lhal now many of tiu* big salary
gro.'.ser.s ai‘e
investing their surartisl

l)ui.ses in Au.slralia, a country of
.great
iiotentialities
since
iinmi;,ran s aic pouring in as the.\ were

in
O'

Airei’ica before the turn of the
Mtury.

..

!

LIDO -PARIS

- AND

se-

M. .Alcott’s “Little
be follow’cd by the

booked for 10 weeks

during the past 18
months and who have stayed— or
will be staying-l^here for nearly
two years, apart from VVatly Boag,
Max and .HaTry Nesbitt, Guns Brox
& Myrna, plus Marquis & Family,,
in

famous English producer.

specially brouglit out U) direct the

ENGLAND

.

as with the excep-

ing from here.' The' Department of came under .African Theatres ditor
tin;
presentation of
the Exterior (a governmental-con- rection
trolled setup formerly known as ShaKespe.ir's “MaelTel h” special ly
lianslated into Afrikaans
Dutel/j
Department' of. Information)
is
going ahead with. several big docu- and. later in the \ Car. for the staging
of
“Massan,
probably
One of
mentaries.
the most amlMtious and' sumiituous
plan’s pre.sented here.
Basil Dean,

IN

,

Town, theatre-goers
were dependent on amateur rep.

.the.

5/6 Coventry

JUVE TV PROGRAMS

.

Lcffit

1

2ompanie.s.
This is not to say that
these amateurs did not do, and are
still doing a raagirficent job in the
presentation of worthwhile plays.
The So. .M'l-ican National Theasame financial duo.
Tom and Alex McCrcaclic, who tre. which for two or lliree years
has
been louring So. Africa under
made. “The Kangaroo Kid” with
sponsorship, playing
Moll \ wood cooperation, pi a n ad d i- government
lional pix in ’51 with financial back- key cities and sticks alike, also

Coiitiiiiied

some

,

basic

good Tivoli circuit bookings

for

is

!

for
difficulty
Securing “angels”
Ipcally-made pix. Charles Chauvcl,
who made “The Rugged O’Riordans” in ’51 on finance from Universal-International
and Greater
Union Theatres, is lining up another for ’51, with probably the

Seasons

ea.se

obv ious that outstanding years iioav. a number of eoncert
features will do better than aver- artist.s took advantage of the speed
age biz: Film.s .such as“Aiinie Get of global air travel to visit So.
Your Gun”
Bicycle Thief” and Africa on concert tours.
Notable
.“Odette” all did holdover bu.siness. among these were Yehudi Menuhin,
African Film Productions repeated Jo.se Iturbi and Florence Desmond.
last
year’s succe.ss with another
full-length Afi ikaans.
Dutch mutures.

’

of Holiday

/

As has been the

pic-

(

Once More Wish Everyone the Happiest

the

possible.

With patrons shopping

:

j

K & P PRODUCTIONS

a

j

Aussie actors
Legit this yeai was notable lov
lumbia will make another Aussie nominal figure, $50-$75 weekly be- tlie e.xpansion on a iiati.onal basis
Understood that Nick ing regarded in the top bracket. of the bnlv So African professional
pic in ’51.
Extras can be had for peanuts, rep.
coy, the Brian Brooke Co.
Pery, Col’s local chief, has plans
judged on the Hollywood standard. which hitherli had confined
well past the blueprint stage, and
its acplane
talnow
to
in
It’s
possible
tivities to Cape Town.
just awaits an okay from his U. S,
New artists
chiefs.
Col has already made two! ent and technicians, plus additional were imported from England to
Hollywood in form a No. 2 Company, which reAussie pix— “Rangle River,” with] equipment, from
Victor Jory. and “Pacific Adven- around three days. To save local mained in Cape Town while the
can be No. 1 Company personally led by
negatives
’51
processing
costs
The
ture.” with Ron Randell.
in the' Brian
Brooke, toured tlie larger
bid will be made, with a slice of planed back to Hollywood
i.s
using this towns under the direction of Afrifrozen coin, and top stars on the same time. 20th-Fox ”
method on “Kangaroo
can Theatres
This has certainly
Indie producers are finding little led to a revival of interest in prolooks pretty certain that Co-

:

at res.

wage is in the
£8 per week (about

vicinity of
$24) for males

very useful cullimited audiences they can reach will always
put them in tiie red, and without
Government hacki ng, would not be
as these serve
tural purpo.se,

a

I

Unskilled labor
here.

Columbia Mulling Pic
It

lOS

1
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.
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Pooling of Ideas

1.

and

publicity

advertising,

of

e.xploitation.

|

•

does seem to me that showmanship has to leave the purely
It

local realm and become international. There’s not much sense in

NORMAN

Bv

(Board Chainmn,

Greater

In Greater Union I have always advocated.a pooling of ideas.
Our problems are discussed on an

meal.

theatremen we find' it pays.
Anv show we can sell we go for. all-executive
all-angle
footing.
merchandise.
entered a new e^'a. that of modern You must start with
Everyone's experience therefore
technique.showmansliip. Production appears If vou use yesterday’s
contributes; It overrides selfishSelling along
to have got onto its feet. Filin'^ they don't get it.
ne.ss and expands the outlook— and
wasted.
are finding the value of entertaiii- .those, lines i.s therefore
it gives you lots of ideas.
in a new
we're
inent as against propaganda. ...X-s That's whv I say
What I advocate, is an internaSydney.

IVIotion

pictures

have.

I

OLIVELLI’S

dividing ourselves up into section.^;
that way we're only fighting piece-

B. R\DGE
Union Theatres, Australia)
,

Famous

think,

SHOW

THE

18 Years as

in Last

PEOPLE'S

RENDEZVOUS

.

tional pooling of thoughts for the
vending of our wares, based on

today's point of view. The studios
ha\’e to find stories acceptable to
this day's audiences. The theatres
hav'e to present them vvitli the
most up-to-date equipment and
atmosphere. The all-round publicity should not
must not—lag behind,

SEASON'S GREETINGS
HOME AND ABROAD

First

step-

— study

your

selling them.; and everyone
theatres can help.

FOSTERS AGENCY, LTD., London

t'

35, Store Street

in

London,

W,

C.

1.

Every distributor sho.uld contribute in his press sheets, in liis
broadsheets of information.

Paris

Greater Union

FOR

I

sending some

is

men

overseas with this very
philosophy in mind. That lifts our
showmanship out of the pure';/
local sphere on to a wider plane.
I want my men to see what goe.s
the latest. Knowledge is power.
Ever\'
new
constructive
and
thought opens the way to the box-

of
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Opening

Telephone Museum 3535-9682-7175

Find what they read, what
they listen to on the radio, try to
assess their ininds. That's the key

LONDON, May,

THIS YEAR

Telegrams Cordiality London

audi-

to

Returning to

HOPE TO SEE MORE OF YOU

ences.

to

TWO HAPPY

YEAR'S GREETINGS

TO ALL OUR FRIENDS

—

MANY THANKS

TAVAL-MAROUANI AGENCY,

NEW

SEND

SAVOY HOTEL

more returns. You can't
stand still and keep going forward
at the same time.

GEORGE

NYE

B.

office for

Anyone can be

satisfied

and

PERSONAL REPRESENTATION

ARTISTES'

re.st

on past laurels.

But those laurels
tarnish quickly; nenv ones have to
be won.

BOOKING AGENT FOR

The

S.

Newsome

H.

Theatres

Black Market Booms
V

S/

In

Prewar Jap Films

GEORGE

Tokyo.
Bootleg pre-surrender Japanese
have been mopping up .al
the hoxofl'ice in rural Nippon, it
was learned here .last week. Bulk
films

.

•

the pictures; assertedly glorify
violence and militarism and acr
cordingly were barred from distributipn by the Allied Military
gc.vernment as “clangorous and iin-democratic.”

of

17,

B. NYE, LTD.
SHAFTESBURY AVENUE
LONDON, W.l.

phone
GERRARD

WIRES

5225-6

ADJACENT PHONE LONDON

.

Despite ban decreed by oecupa

immm

tion authoritie.S; a brisk “under
the-table” traffic in the plx is.go.ing on. Activity, has. beeornc ‘O
pronounced recently liiat the .Ministry of EdLieation has he/qin an
inve.sligation.
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To Sam Eckman,

Jr, C.B.E., for

his

counsel arid understanding

^

to

the

and Staff
tre,

Empire Thea-

Leicester Square, for their

and untiring

co-operation
forts

Company

Resident

of the

me

in enabling

fifteen

productions

^

.

ef-

to

stage

at

this

Theatre
to all those kindly
British audiences for their warm
to the
approval and support

^

British Press for their apprecia-

the CineBenevolent
Fund for according me the
The
privilege
producing
of
Royal Film Performance under
the Patronage of Their Majesties
tive

opinions

matograph

to

Trade

the King and

Queen—

VMy Heartfelt Thanks

NAT KARSON
Empire Theatre

London
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pened In Monterey” sequence, and
star John Boles sang the number
1
and recorded it for Victor.
As for Crosby, to provide even

3,

1951

How to Pick
A Hit Song

a partial catalog of his rare records ( back in the days when he
was appearing opposite such fernmes fatale as Marion Davies,
Carole Lombard and. Kitty Carlisle)
would consume almost a
of Yesteryear Greats
Musicologist Details
VarietV issue. Best disk he ever
Although our band has the repuin
this writer’s opinion is
made
oil
Records
Preserved
Dorothy Parker’s ballad, “I Wished itation of being able to “spot”, the
On The Moon” from “Big Broad- future hits, many of which we
Bv
cast of ’36.”
have been fortunate enough to inearly Kay”; “At Your Coinmand,” the
*‘Hcllo darlingSr Tj/h(IaiV spedkv Helen Morgan^ a fe\v\of ,h
^IncMentally, 4idjh know that
secret is that we
going to warble to T/.ou i?| disks have been reissued- in album haunting “Feeling I’ln Falling” Mrs. Crosby (Dixie Lee) waxed a;
ing.
“
“Fxperi“Treasure Girl,
been able to spot the bad
Tiiy vcrii best GnlH-Curci .?ua)i?ier form, but numbers like “The Little from
batch of tunes for blue-label Decca
a Utile song entitled. 'Don’t Tetl Things You Used to Do,” “I Was ment” and “It’s, Bad For
in the mid-thirties, among them songs,
“W h a t from Cole Porter’s vastly under- “Until the Real Thing Comes
By S t o r in,”
Taken
Hiin-What Happened To Me.’
Out of the inany songs submitted
Oh Flo, Wouldn’t I Do For That Man;” rated London^musicai, “Nymph Er- Alou&
This is Anna.
"Flo?
My Heart Is An Dpen
narrow them down to the
“Frankie and Johnny,” ‘T See Two rant,”’ and many others too nu- Book”
Flo, I’ni so happy for yon.”
Book from her movie,
movie. “Love In
Im
j
xir
ones we THINK are good.
Lovers,” “Song of a Dreamer”^ merous to mention* Most of GerWe
”Come on an’ heah,- conie oh these ...old Brunswick and Victor trude Lawrence’s early records are Bloom?”
an
..make
arrangement,
play
it
and
aiT heah, Alexahnder's Rahgtime
Any
old
list
of
records
screen
by
Waxings, among the finest ever almost .impossible to obtain in
then we let the public decide. And
Bahnd.
made, gather dust year after year America, with collectors offering as per.spnalities should rightly start
much as $25 and $50 per copy for vvil h the name of the ma n Who we can generally tell by the
in record company warehouses,
sometimes wonder if Miss
.1
Ethel Merman’s selections from the really rare items. Easier to was the first talking picture star, third playing whether or not the
(Brunswick) get hold of are Coward & Law- arid we’re lucky Tndeed that A1 song really has merit.
Bankhead remembers the torchy “Anything G o es’.’
Jolson preserved so many of the
tunes she recorded in London “Red, Hot 5c Blue’’ and “Stars In rence in “Private Lives’* and three numbers from his early films on
Public reception to a bad song
of of the one-actei'S from “Tonight
and,
(Liberty)
Y'our Eyes”
some years back, basso-prof undo course. “Annie Get Your Gun” At 8:30.”
wax. A1 giving advice to his “Little is a curious thing to observe. Peo
Style.- Or if Luise Rainer ever lis
Ever hear Coward croon the Pal, _ A1 offering h|s knee tb “Son- p 2 e don’t hold their noses or come
Decca are relatively easy to lay
tens to her Academy Award tele- your mills pn. Biit have you ever afore-mentioned “Alexander’s Ragbandstand to tell you a
“P ‘P
set the joint on fire time Band,” “It’s A Long Way To "Hallelujah, I’m A Buiiv!’’—these
frnm “Thp Creaf beard Miss
phone scene nom
song smells— they just don’t listen!
items as “It’s the Ani- Tipperary,” “Love in Bloom” and and many other Brunswick disks
Ziegfeld.” And if Irving Berlin
mal in ^^e.” “The Lady in Red.” “You’d Be So Nice To.Come.Home reveal “The World’s Greatest Eri- They’re indifferent, uninterested.
happens to have heard Noel COw- “How Deep is the Ocean?,” “An To”? Don’t! He fares considerably tertainer at the very peak of his Give me a new song to which the
ard’s unintentionally funny version Earful of Mu.sic,” and “You’re a better singing his own songs (Vicaudience listens, and that’s the
Eddie Cantor Is represented on song I’ll pick as a hit. If they
Builder-Upper” from “Life Begins tor &
offering his “Dance
of his famous, standard.
Well, if you ain’t, as Little Lady,” “A Room With A .Victor, Columbia and Melotone in keep ignoring it, it wilLnever click,
at 8:40?”
Having a library Of thousands of Ahnie herself might say. you dpne
view/’ “Ahy Little Fish,” “Half
You can’t generalize too much
stage and screen phonograph rec- missed something real good.
“The
Caste
Woman,”
Party’s
about songs. There is no one forSame applies to Clifton Webb tin Oyer,” “Parisian Pierrot,” “ZigScan- n^ula for a hit or a flop, insofar as
ords (from Eve Tanguay’s “I
Don’t Care” to Carol Chanhing’s the days before Zanuck made Mi\ euner,” “I’ll Follow My Secret dais --the latter ^ripted, by the
have beeri able to determine
Belvedere and Mr.
ebb synony- Heart” (with Yvonne Printemps), way. by Robert E. Sherwood & in our years in the business. How“Diamonds,” from Edwin Booth in
mous in the public mind) vocaliz- “Mrs. Worthington,” “Mad Dogs & George S. Kaufman. The guy had ever, certain psychological factors
“Haml'et” to Alec Giiiness in “The ing “How’s Chances?,” “A Rainy Englishmen,”
“Lover
of
My expensive writers in those days.
do enter into the picture.
-Cocktail Party”), I’ve discovered Day,” and “Easter Parade”: Bill Dreams” froin “Cavalcade,” “StateJolson and Cantor weren’t the
.In the final analysis, the public
Broadway headliners who —not tlie publishers, singers or
to my surprise that what started Robinson tapping and chuckling ly Homes of England” from “Set only
his way through
“Ain’t - INIisbe- To Music,” and that evil little strutted
their stuff
before the bandleaders— decide whether or
out as a hobby has turned into a havin’,”
Walter Huston amiably ditty, “Green Carnations” from cameras during America’s depreSnot a song is to be a hit. This
pleasantly profitable business.
croaking Kurt Weill’s “The Scars” “Bitter Sw'eet.”
Fanny Brice often means that something about
More important, these rare and “September Son g” from
Coward isn’t the only tunesmith in My Man. Morton Downey in ^ the song must strike the public’s
recordings s e r v e as a nostalgic “Knickerbocker H o li d a y.” and who’s waxed his own brainchildren. “Mother’s Boy/’ Belle Baker jh fancy at the moment.
M o
T
Powell doing her “Got a Harold Rome, Sam. Goslow, Johnny “SOng pf Love,
Sophie Tucker in
memory album of the past, half- Eleanor
I have no doubt that some pptenBran’ New Suit” number from the Mercer, Harold Arlen, Hoagy Car- “Honky Tonk,” Fred Astaire &
the
in
entertainment Schwarlz-Dietz revue, “At Home michael;
century
Arthur Schwartz and Irv- Ginger Rogers in “Flying Down tial hit songs were duds because
world ^bring back for one last en- Abroad.”
ing Berlin have all made records To Rio,” Lawrence Tibbett singing they were released at the wrong
time.
A fine example is “Enjoy
at one time or another. Particular^ a duet with himself in “Cuban
core the. brightest stars of the
The British Idea
Yourself.” When it was .first rely good in this category are Cole Love Song,” Ethel Waters moantheatre, the musical comedy stage
The
Early records of Beatrice Lillie, Porter’s (Victor) disks of “You’re ing “Am I Blue?” in “Oil With The leased it meant nothing.
and the early “talkies.”
public wasn’t particularly seeking
Gertude. Lawrence and Noel Cow- The Top,” “Anything Goes,” “Two S,how, ’’
Carl
Brisson
crooning
the
“carefree
abandon”
which
the
Long before World. War I, long ard make an impressive pile
Little. Babes In The Wood,” “I’m “Cocktails
For Two” in Parabefore Broadway had become the about half-a-hundred in all. Lady a Gigolo.” “Cocotte,” “Be Like the mount’s “Murder At The Vanities,” song suggests, A year later, howPeel may be heard politely mur- Bluebird” and other comedy num- Mac West slithering her. way ever, the public was ready for the
glorified penny arcade, shooting
dering several harmless tunes from bers from his sophisticated rep- through “They Call Me Sister song. Prices had gone up, taxes
gallery and fruit juice stand it is the “Chariot Revues,.” paired with
ertoire.
Honky-Tonk” from “I’m No Angel” had gone up, the headlines weren’t
gay one.s the people began to
today, such glittering- guys and /Lawrence on a 12” disk, coyly
and “My Old Flame” from “Belle
Hollywood
feel,
“Oh,
live!”
let’s
and it
dolls as George M. Cohan, DeWolf titled, “Two Little. Girls on Broadof the 90’s”! These e a rl.v flickers
clicked.
Hopper,. Mistinguette,
Raymond w'ay,” in selections froin the VinLet’s leave Broadway and head lare forgotten,
perhaps, but the hit
Hitchcock. Lillian Russell. Sir Har- cent Youmans flop, “Oh Please!.” toward Hollywood for a moment songs from them live on and can
Would “Brother Can You Spare
ry Lauder, Nora Bayes & Jack Nor- and on such reliable “standards” as or two, where there’s nothing like still be heard, sung by the
Dime?” be a hit if it had been
stars A
worth, Weber & Fieleis and Mont- “Mad About the Boy,” Rodgers & a handful of old phonograph rec- who first introduced them.
released last week? “ril Be Seeing
ords
to
Friend,”
conjure
memories
gomery & Stone were taking time /Hart’s “A Baby’s Best
up
of
You” wasn’t a hit at first, but when
More Pash Pioneers
out from the “two-a-day” to make “The Gutter Song” and “Marvelous the first fabulous days of the
got going, .,o did the song
Heie s Gloria o
Swanson, long r—
be- —because it fit in so well with the
“talkies.” One of the earliest “allParty.”
phonograph records.
;ioi8'
sliG
went
nuts
in
**SunsGt mood of tlio dnv
Moss Hart’s erstwhile “Lady in sound*’ epics (the ads shrilled,
Spurred on by the' success, of the
Boulevard.” giving her all on Eddie.:
oldtimers, newcomers like Irene :^he Dark” is represented by such “You owe it to yourself to see it!
imnnHW
® Factor Important
Goulding’s “Love, Your Magic Spell
^
BOrdoni braved the terrors of the 1920 request numbers as “Carrie It’s the eighth wonder of this
barmen once wrote a song called
Is Everywhere” from “The Tressrecording mike to tackle the scores Was a Careful Girl,” “Poor Little world!! You won’t believe your
Puzzle,” which flopped
passer,” Lupe Velez chanting ii-yof “Paris” and “As You Were”; a Rich Girl,’* “Let’s Say Goodbye,” cars!!!”) was Universal’s “King of
because it was released too soon.young team known as Clayton, “You Were Meant For Me,” “A Jazz.” A curiously ketchup-colored ing Berlin’s “Where Is The Song He wrote it just about the time
of Songs For Me?” from “Lady of
Jackson & Durante made a series Clip of Coffee, a Sandwich and Bing Crosby found himself emThe Pavements,” Marlene Diet- that tlie first crossword puzzle was
of recording studios a happy sham- You” (W. Jack Buchanan), “Lime- broiled in this tinted hodgepodge
rich’s sexy foghorn going to town constructed. Had it been released
house
Blues,”
“Do-Do-Do”
and.
as
of
one
Whiteman’s
“Rhythm
bles, turning out orie wonderful
a year later, when the craze was
number after another, and Fred & “Someone. To Watch .Over Me” Boys,” Billy. Rose penned the lyrics (in German) on Fred Hollander’s at its height, maybe he would
Adele Astaire waxed the songs from her first Broadway hit, “Oh, for the feverishly gaudy “It Hap- “Falling In Love Again” from “The have had a hit.
Blue Angel.” Pola Negri doing the
from “Tip Toes,” “Funny Face,”
Brown-Freed
“Seems Like Old Times” hasn’t
ballad.
“Paradise”
arid “Lady, Be Good!,” with an upfrom “A W.ornan Commands.” Lyda been a hit in England yet. Why?
and-coming c 0 m p 0 s e r. George
Roberti with a hot arrangement Because England hasn’t yet gone
Gershwin, accompanying them on
of Gordon & Revel’s ‘Take A Num- back to “old times.” They are still
the piano.
b.
From 1 To 10” from “College on an austerity program. Mark my
These were the days when, for
R! y(hm.” Jessie Matthews singing word.s
when normalcy returns to
a little, over 25c, you could take
Rodgers & Hart’s lovol.v “Dancing England, and with it the comparahome with you comedy routines
,On The Ceiling” from “Evergreen.” tively gay days of years gone by,
and recitations by George Jessel,
Lilian Harvey, Anna Sten. Danlelic “Seems Like Old Times” will hit
Willie Howard, W. C. Fields, Willi
Darrieux. Fifi .D'Orsay, Bebe Dan- there, loo.
Rogers/ Jack Haley, Taylor Holmes,/
iels.
Binriie Barries. Wini Shaw.
Another tiling that helps a sOng
Richard Barthelmess, Noah Berry,
Irene Dunne, and Virginia Bruch is if it
vaguely reminds you of an-,
Phil Baker, Walter O’Keefe and
are. some of the other ITollywood
other song. Show me a song which
Chic Sale.
glamour gals who
records makes
“1 can’t put my
.say.
R.cmember the “SGandals,”“Venduring the *30s/
finger on it, but this souttds like
ities.’’ “Follies,” the Herbert, Kern,
Middle-aged bobbysoxers still gel something
I’ve hea.i'd before,'* and.
Romberg. Friml operettas and the
palpitations when they hear Ru- I’ll
show you a .song that will probseemingly neverending parade of
dolph Valentino (“Pale Hands I ably
beconie a hit. The song it
hit.s
from the pens of DeSylva,
Love”). Ramon Novarro (“Love would
be reminding hie of would
Brown & Henderson? You can reSong.s
of
the
Nile”),
Tullio have bee tv a hit song sometime in
vive them all for a one-night
Carminati
(“I
Live
In
Mv the past, othervviso I wouldn’t be
stand by li.steriing to Harrv Rich^
Dream.s”
Buddy Rogers
“Mv thinking of it,
man -s “Birth of the Blues,” John
Future Ju.sl Passed” ), Gene RavBut, after all is said and done,
Steel’s “A Pretty Girl Is Like a
mond. (“Will You?”), Dick I^oWell
who can prbdict about the fickle
Melody/’ Emma Trentini’s “Italian
reprising a couple of dozen
of yet wise
Street Song.” Peggy Woods’ “She
public?
those wonderful Harry Wai'ren-Ai
Didn’t Say Yes.’.’ Dennis King’s
Who can explain
Du bin nu rn bers fror.i “42(1 SI root ”
today-^
“March pf the Musketeers,’’ Char“Foollight Parade” and “Goldciig- with ..a' war going bn, with high
lotte Greenwood’s “It Happened in
pricc.s and high taxes GaUsing furgers), and Chevalier singing
the
the Moonlight,” Countess Albani’s
thcr disturhances of our metabolic,
prai.scs of “Mimi,” “Louise”
and
“It’s You I Love,” Evelyn Laye’s
processe.s— who can say why at
other girlfriends from the days
of
*T’ll See You Again,” Heleh Kane’s
/‘
this moment such widely divergent
his .screen adventures.
‘’Button Up Your Overcoat.” and
As time. went on, some of the .songs
as
“Goodnight
Irene,”
Zelma O’NeaTs “Varsity Drag.”
mo.sj unlikely screen celeh.s
“Orange Colored Skv/’ and “HarapparAnd what torch Singers they had
ent ly f e t
m pe od o rai so I Ire r bor Lights” are all hits?
in those days! Jo Stafford. Dinah
voices in .song, and thu.s wo
In short, the best way to really
have
Shore, Margaret Whiting and coinSEASON'S GREETINGS
Joan Crawford, Adolplie Moniou tejl if a song will be a hit is maypany could learn something by
Marie Dre.sslcr, .fcan Gabin -.mi bo to blindfold yourself, pick up
lending a collective ear to Ruth
Elsa Lanche.ster kicking tip their every
seventh and
song
11th
starring in MCJAl’s Technicolor Picture
Etting on “After You’ve Gone”
heels and having a heck of a
time handed to you, and start playing
“Rich,
Young
Pretty”
and
“AU of Me” and “I’ll Get By.’’ And
d(3ing it.
We
it for ail it’s worth.
even
got
to
hear
Soon to be released
Libby Holman On “Moanin’ Low,”
Nigel Bruce, C. .Auhn/v Smith
Exclusive Moi cury Records
and
Ilut it always helps If it has a
“Love For Sale” and “Something Direction; WILLIAM MORRIS
Press Relations; ROGERS & CQWAN :Sir Cedric Hardwick(‘ liarmoniz- good lyric, a good melody, and is
to Remember You By.”
As for
Personal Manager: MARVIN CANE
(Continued on page.*, 246)
simple.

—By GUY LOMBARDO—
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Crisis in

ASGAP

Consent Decree,

as Result

Irving Berlin’s Oldtime
Of

Most

New Payoff System

By

Collector’s field.

His Very first songs, “Marie From Suriny Italy” (1907)
and ^‘Dorando” (1909) are considered the ace Berlin nunibers to accent a priyate collection, and only a few are
around, which riiakes them so desirable. They do crop up
on occasion, and there’s a hush when they’re spotted and
a collector practices a special brand of self-control until
he actually gets his hands on them. Attics, cellars, old
trunks and Aunt Bessie’s old music cabinet are the best

with performances as the chief confot writer-members
sideration. For many years previously, ASCAP ranks prosystem which,
tested operation of the old classification

with its vague criteria of prestige and availability, permitted too much room for political machinations, The intensity of squawks was, of course, in inverse ratio to the
checks.
size of the writers’ dividend
Flayed when it didn’t, ASCAP found itself scored all
the more when it did finally get around, under Government compulsion, to give its payoff system a more scienThe storm which broke out in the writers’ ranks
tific aura.
60-20-20
after the initial dividend check Under the new
distribution system was received in October is still iti^ckkeep
on
biowing
promises
to
ing ASCAP’s foundation and
right through this year.
Paradoxically enough, ASCAP found its members’
morale sinking to a low point in the very year when the
Society was racking up $11,000,000 in performance fees,
the highest in its 36-year-old history and the harbinger
of a far greater take once television grows to full stature.
But while there was more coin to be distributed, the new
payoff system operated only to make the rich writers richer
a nd the others poorer and spleenier.

reservoirs for bringing the early hits to light.

The barter system flourishes in old-pop transactions^
with collectors offering dupe copies for something they
especially want. However, it is generally a buck or two
which clinches the average deal. Torn and soiled copies
bring less, while mint copies (those in A-1 condition)
always command the top price.
Continuing from “Marie From Sunny Italy,” the other
ace hits most derired are: “She Is More to Be Pitied Than
Censured” (1898), written by William B. Gtay, and introduced by Imogene Coiner; “Streets of Cairo” (1895), writ^
ten by Jim Thornton, later to become famous as Little
Egypt’s hootchy-kootchy classic; “J\Iy Mother Was a Lady’l
(1896), written by Edward B, Marks-Joseph W. Stern, and
introduced by Lottie Gilson; “Little LOst Child” (1894),
written by Edward B. Marks-Joseph W. Sterni, also introduced by the Little Magnet (Miss Gilson); “I Don’t Care”
(1905) Written by LennOx-Sutton, and famous as Eva Tan“Sambo Girl” credit on the cover
guaV’s trademark.
labels the very first edition; “Heaven Will Protect the
Working Girl” (1909), written by Smith-Sloane, and made
famous by Marie Dressier; “Hot Time in the Old Town
Tonight’’ (1896), written by Metz-Hayden, originally published by Willis Woodward. “After the Ball” (1892), written by Charles K, Harris. Original cover is of red and

3-Factor Determination
|
Under the new setup, the earning power of each cleffer
are on a
is determined by three factors, two of which
straight machine-calculated performance basis: Main facfor
accounts
tor is a five-year performance average, which
60^0 of the payoff, with 20% determined by his performances over a pne-year average and the other 20% by a
One-fifth of the 60% bracket was set
seniority rating.

,

by the classifications committee for allocation to
longhair and standard composers whose works couldn’t
be evaluated justly, it was felt, by a purely mathematical
aside

Other

group of 18 writers, including Irving Berlin, Jerome Kern, Oscar Hammerstein,
hit producers, was
consistent
other
Richard Rodgers and
the joker in the 60-20-20 payoff system, which, it’s claimed
now, was not originally disclosed to the membership. Giving the name cleffers more of a- share, which in Berlin’s
case runs to over $50,000 annually, cut down the fund
available to the writers who needed the coin far more.
As ASCAP prexy Otto Harbach stated, “Those writers
were hurt who could least afford it.’’
More far-reaching, however, than the shakeup in the
distribution of the coin, whose painful consequences may
be palliated by various devices, is the prospect that the
payoff plan will permanently affect both the creative and
commercial activities of ASCAP cleffers. The. plan accents performances, performances mean plugs, and plugs
mean a lot more hustling by writers than was evidenced
under ASCAP’s old “pension’’ system, under which there
were no demotions.

Me

lifting of the ceiling for a

ter);

’

'

-

.

.

Nega tive Aspect

I

The negative aspect of the plan lies in its opening the
door to ASCAP being taken over by the plug and the
payola.

While genuine

cleffing talent isn’t likely to

be

squeezed out of the pictui^ under any distribution system,
mediocre cleffers with hUstle are likely to be more highly
rewarded under the new payoff system than firstrate
writers without hustle.
Another danger is the possibility of cut-ins on tunes
by bandleaders and top vocalists who can make offers to
writers of extensive performances in exchange for the
shared credits. Such a development once again will hurt
writers who haven’t either the disposition or the energy
to push their tunes by themselves.
Overwhelmed by the Udal wave of squawks from the
ranks, ASCAP’s classification cominittee is currently trying to hammer out a modified plan which will have to be
submitted to the Department of Justice for approval. Any
new payoff system, however, will have to stress performarices as the primary factor as I’equired under the present
decree.'

:

Two majpr amendments

•

It will take all of the statesmanship of Harbach, both
as ASCAP’s president and as one of the most respected
hRiires in the industry,^ to guide the Society through the

critical

period ahead.

|

You Sweetheart” (first published by Will Rossi“St. Louis Blues,” “Memphis Blues,” “Maple Leaf

Call

Rag,” .“12th Street Rag,” and George M. Cohan’s “Over
There,” which has some eight different covers including
the various foreign editions. Four are fairly easy to pick
up (Norah Bayes’ cover is considered the best of the American editions), but the foreign editions are very scarce.
Victor Herbert’s “Kiss Me Again,” first written as a special verse for an extended semi-operatic number called
“If I Were on the Stage” for “Mile. Modiste,” is wanted
in its original state, but is also none too plentiful.
Just what makes an oldtime hit so desirable to acquire
is difficult to unravel because Tin Pan Alley lore is so
interlaced with fact and fiction that the trail goes overboard with legend. If a song is hard to get, it is that
certain elusive air which serves as the main impetus for
combing the hinterland and Fourth avenue (N.Y.) secondhand music shops to uncover one. The story behind the
particular song enters into the deal, the glamour of the
composer or the performer who introduced it, and certain
telltale identification marks on the cover all go into spurring one on for actual pride of possession. In short it’s
the thrill of the hunt which counts!
Collectors are in steady contact with each other, mailing
out their current “want” lists and giying glowing accounts
if they
.
of a new find in some out-of-the-way place
uncover say, a choice Berlin or Von Tilzer hit.
Experienced collectors look for the original publisher’s
credit, a certain singer’s portrait on the cover, a special
color scheme, misspellings which label a true first edition,
or first publication dates. This all requires a thorough
schooling in the subtleties of pop-tune lore, but one’s
knowledge grows with experience. Most collectors are
evasive, too, in holding back valuable leads which might
.
give a rival collector the edge in tracking a song down
like an early Gus Edwards tune or Stephen Foster number.
songs,
minstrel
surely
include
collections
Specialized
coon songs, autoinobile songs, ragtime, political songs, war
songs, dance Creations, double-meaning songs and blues.
Others concentrate, on the personalities behind a hit, such
as Al Jolsbn,. Sophie Tucker, Jack.Norwbrth, Eva Tanguay,
Harry Lauder, Vesta Victoria, Scott Joplin* Lillian Russell,
Bert Williams, Joe E. Howard, George M. Cohan or Eddie
Cantor.
But again it’s the collector’s sharp eye which is able to
.

’

.

.

.

/

are under consideraition. First
is a proposal to weight the seniority fabtor more than 20%
as currently provided for. Such a revision, it’s contended,
would cushion tfie older ASCAP members, many of vvhom
can no longer be active, against any sharp drop in income.
It's pointed out that many of the older writers helped to
organize ASCAP and stuck by in the formative years when
they received little or no coin.
Second proposal calls for the establishment of an income
coiling for all writers in the neighborhood of $20,000 or
$25,000 per year.
Urider this scheme, all surplus coin
would percolate down to the lower ranks where it’s needed
most.
One of the chief arguments for this proposal is
that the excess coin received by top writers will go back
to the Governmerit in taxes anyway.
Why not give it to
the poorer cleffers? Several of the highest ranking writers
have agreed to the idea of a ceiling. Some others, however, have asserted that if they earned the rnoney, they
Want to decide what to do with it, ASCAP, they declare,
is a performing rights society,
not a charitable organization.
In whatever direction ASCAP’s classification committee
amends the 60-20-20 plan, there is. certain to be dissatisfaction in some sectors of the membership. That raises
the new menace of recurring Government intervention
with the possibility of control being taken away from the
Writers,
And from another direction, ASCAP' faces the
possibility 'Of large-scale writer desertions to BMI for
raore attractive deals.

Staridotttft^

Augmenting this list are several standouts in constant
demand, the original editions of course, including; “Let

standard.

Song Hits
Collectors

abreast of the times for nearly 50, years! Each
eration knbws Irving Berlin.”

-

“My Melandetect a first edition from a later reprint.
choly Baby” was originally published as “Melancholy,”
desirable.
yery
course,
of
latter,
the
makes
which
Frbmi Sunriy Italy” and “DoGetting back
rando,” oddly enough Berlin orily wrote the words for the
first song. One M. Nicholson, then appearing in the same
Bowery spot with the singing waiter, wrote the tune, and
a violinist down the street actually got the paper and put
But it was the first song to have
it down on the scales.
I. Berlin on the cover.
“Dorando” was the first song to use the full monicker—
Irving Berlin!
Seeing those early numbers conjures up a fantastic canvas of Tin Pan Alley, all pegged to Irving Berlin. Up
comes “Alexander’s Ragtime Band” (a rewrite of an earlier
effort, “Alexander and His Clarinet”); ‘‘Everybady’s Doing
It”; on to his first book shows, “Watch Your Step” and
“Stop! Look! Listen!”; into “Yip Y;ip Yaphank,” then into
the “Ziegfeld Follies of 1919,’’ through the “Music Box
Revues,” up to “As Thousands Cheer,” “This Is the Army,”
“Annie Get Your Gun,” and now “Call Me Madam.” His
film music is in another class.
As L. W. Keepers, recognized collector and dealer in
the oldtime pop field, who has assembled many of the
most complete collections throughout the country for the
actual composers themselves and other individuals, says:
“The reason Irving Berlin’s songs are so valuable is ber
cause he, and he alone of all popular tunesmiths, has kept

new gen-

Other high spots in a Berlin collection includes nearly
40 ^different covers of “Alexander’s Ragtime Band,” though
itis the large one with Emma Cams’ photo on the cover,
which distinguishes the very first edition. Most collectors
Start in slowly on this song, but. before long, they want all
of them. The same goes for “Everybody’s Doing It,” with
its innumerable cover credits.
“Smile and Show Your Dimple,” first written in 1917, is
hot because it later became “Easter Parade.” “Simple
Melody,” now enjoying a popular revival, was the hit of
“Watch Your Step” in 1914. Complete scores of both
“Watch Your Step” and “Stop! Look! Listen!” are rare.
Another Berlin angle which attracts is the original “Yip,
Yip, Yaphank” music written when the composer was a
sergeant in the U. S. Army during World War T. “Mandy”
arid “Bevo” both came out of this wartime revue, arid were
later worked into the memorable “Ziegfeld Pollies of
1919,” which al$o included: “You Cannot Make Your
Shimmy Shake on Tea” and the haunting classic, “A Pretty
a Melody” (Eddie Cantor has called the 1919
edition the greatest of all “Follies” because of the wealth
of music in the production). “I Can Always Find a Little
Sunshine in the YMGA” also figured in “Yip Yip Yaphank,’ but it drew laughs instead of a heart-tug,
and was
dropped.. This is the kind of incidental lore which makes
a song interesting.
.

Of the other modern cleffers, Vincent Youiriains has bne
very elusive song which is highly desirable, and that is
Tune on My Hands.” This song was first introduced by
Marilyn Miller and Paul Gregory in a short-liyed Ziegfeld show, “Smiles” (Fred & Adele Astaire co-starred
with Miss Miller). Ziegfeld did not like the song particularly and wanted it taken out altogether (he
didn’t
like any of the Youmans’ music in this show, it’s said).
After the show folded, Marion Harris introduced it in
London, gave it her distinctive honey-torch style, arid
made history. Several reprints have followed, but it is
the original, edition, with a blue and silver cover, which
IS wanted.
And it’s a rare one.
Jerome Kern collectors are legion, and most of his
numbers are plentiful. The very first “Show Boat” music,
which carried a blue and tan cover with a harp design
centering the layout, is in popular demand, but there aren’t

many
lar

around, as the publishers quickly shifted to the regu-

book jacket design for a new music cover.

Another, interesting “Show Boat” item is “Bill,” which
This Was first introduced
Oh! Lady! Lady!” and then taken out and put on
Jerome Kern’s shelf. It is the first edition of “Bill” then
which is wanted. Kerri’s rich scores for the early Princess theatre hits, “Oh Boy!” “Very Good Eddie,” “Leave

?
in

It to

Jane,

etc.,

are

all collected,

and several incidental

songs are none too easy to find now.
They Didn’t Believe Me” has three covers which are
sought; from “The Girl from Utah” the piano piece
with the Dolly Sisters on the cover, and the British edition from “Tonight’s the Night.”
/
Cole Porter has one “must” on all pop-tune collectors
want” list. This is “I’ve Got a Shooting Box in Scotland,”
^
from his first Broadway show, “See America First.” This
is around in reprint form, but try and spot
the original
large-sized edition.
Porter’s original “Physician" song from
rant,” which Charles B. Cochran produced in

“Nymph
London

Erstar-

ring Gertrude Lawrence, but never on this side, is another
“want.” “Nymph Errant,” incidentally, is one of Porter’s
liveliest scores.
“I’m in Love Again,” which he wrote for
an early “Greenwich Village Follies,” is wanted with the
Follies’ cover, but few ever turn up. This same
number
was also in a British revue entitled “Up With the Lark”
(

1925).

Now, .Gershwin
|

Coming

to Gershwin : Many of his early hits had
a
great vogue in Loriddn prior to catching on in Broadway
shows. His “Do It Again,’’ which Irene Bordoni sang in
“The French Doll,” was sung by Delysia under the title
of “Please, Do It Again.”
This is the British edition.
Very rare.

Gershwin’s “Man

.

-

.

21?

ROBERT BARAL

made

cope with.

I

Demand By

Collectors of oldtime pop song hits, and, there are hundreds of them all over the country, consider Irving Berlin
the No. 1 composer when it comes to assembling songs
for a private sheet collection. His vast output, his ability
to attract each new generation, the legend and fact associated with his innumerable hits have
Berlin the
most desirable in the field. Coming up are Jerome Kerri
and George Gershwin, but with his “Call Me Madam”
now illuminating Broadway, it is Berlin who dominates the

ASCAP’s current crisis stems from the antitrust consent
decree, drawn up by the U. S. Department of Justice last
April which forced the Society to revamp its payoff system

The

in

HERM SCHOENFELD

The American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers is riding through the most hazardous period since
pulled the switch on ASCAP tunes in
tlie radio networks
1940 and set up the competitive Broadcast Music, Inc.
But while the BMI bogey was external arid served to knit
together, the current
the Society’s membership closer
menace is internal, decisive and seemingly more difficult
to
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Love” was

first

used in “Lady, Be

Good!” but was cut and later inserted into “Strike' Up
the Band.” The “Lady, Be Good” edition is the choice one
to collect.
This changing around bf songs is also illus^
trated in another Gephwin song, “HoW Long Has This

Been Going On?” which was first a number in the score
“Funny Face” (originally titled “Smarty”): This was
taken out and next turned up in the double-barreled score
for Ziegfeld’s “Rosalie,” which had both Gershwin and
Sigmund Romberg music.
Other early Gershwin songs were shuffled around iri
“Primrose,” “A Perfect Lady,” “Our Nell,” “Hayseed
“Dangerous Maid,’’ “Stop Flirting” and “For Goodness
of

'

This is such a complicated catalog that even
Sake.’’
present-day publishers get puzzled,
Rodgers & Hart’s early collaborations for the “Garrick
Gaieties” are choice. Also “Up Stage & Down’.’ (1919).
A standout R. & H. number is “My Heart Stood Still’’
wheri it was in the score of the London revue, “One Damn
Thing After Another,” before going into “A Connecticut
Yankee.” “He Dances on My Ceiling” was in Ziegfeld’s
“Simple Simon,y but cut out and then shortened to “Dancing on the Ceiling/’ a smash in C. B, Cochran’s “Ever-

green” in London.
Noel Coward’s early music for the British production
6f “Chariot’s Revues,” the various C. B. Cochran productions and “This Year of Grace,” is picked up on sight.
Another example of the demanding collector is the one
who scours the countryside for a large copy of “I’m Always
Chasing Rainbows” from “Oh, Look!” The smaller reprint is still around, but not the larger original.
Gene Buck drawings for covers also come into the picHe came to Broadway first as an artist, and then
ture.
switched to the Ziegfeld fold and the “Midnight Frolic.”
Many early covers carry his label and one collector specialBuck’s “Daddy Has a Sweetizes in this credit Solely.
heart,” which is closely associated with Lillian Lorraine
and the “Ziegfeld Follies of 1912,” is choice—but rare.
-He had turned to songwriting with this one.

..

'

;

.
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Sheet Sales Decline, Over-Production, Disks

w

KfiVS to

As

New York’s Nocturnal Disk
Jocks—And Loss of Sleep

19S0

Appraisal of

By BOB CHANDLER
But Victor later also Sufartists, to RCA.
fered, losing Tommy Dorsey to Decca and Saniiny Kaye
Columbia also lured Paul Weston and Jo
to Columbia.
Stafford from CapitoL

By

key longhair

For the music publishing business the past year has
been one of uncertain transition and unfulfilled hopes.
The general decline in sheet sales, the growing over-production of the industry, the strong dependency upon the
recording company as a song-starter and upob the disk
jockey as the key song exploiter— all trends which the industry hoped wduld be reversed in 1950—were instead intensified and accentuated.,
On the other hand; the year 1950 for the recording companies was one of substantial achievement. The diskeries
finally settled down to a three-speed system th^t seems

More important was the realization after about two
years by the record companies that they couldn’t make
money through their search fOr hits ‘‘out of left field.!’
Some of the fault lay with key artists themselves especially with those Owning their own publishing firms. Nonetheless, hit records came fewer and farther between, and a

—

conservative reaction set in by last spring.
One phase of this; reaction was a resurgence of the recording of standards. Feeling that the quality of songs
Was so poo r^ partly through their Own actions— a&r chiefs
began to record standards on the reverse side of pop
disks, with the knowledge that the oldies Weiy sure to.
self some records; Publishers, seeing their, standards hot
only in demand, but assuming hit proportions, began to
make them their plug song,s. And so more standards were
recorded and more brought out of mothballs.
Along with the resurgence of recorded, standards came
the iise.by televi.Sion of the oldies, with an estimated
This comof the tunes played on tcevee being oldies;
bination, proved a boon to the major publishers^ Who found
their standard business Ayay. up this fall.
Another factor in the sale of standards Was the public
mood during the first half of the year; a mood of remin-^
iscenc of the 1920s and a feeling of “live today.” “Enjoy
Yourself” wa.s typical of the feeling, although the song
was a new one. “Dearie” was another new song- with this
mood. The repppiilarizatibn of the charleston was but another reflection, of the mood which saw hits like “Old
Piano Roll Blues,” “Music, Music, Music” and “Play a

here to stay; the panicky search for hits, with its utter
disregard for the quality of a song so long as a competitor
did not have it, ran its course last spring after two years;
the threat that television might supersede records as the
song-starter has not, at least for the time being, materialized, and the business as a whole showed a strong sales

restaurants. The others
from the radio studios.

New York

publishers felt this past year might be a critical
one. As it turned out, it wa.? not critical but neither did
There is
it solve the problems that beset the publishers.
is as
still disagreement as to whether the “music dollar”
as
buying
public
is
the
strong as it was— that is. whether
do
publi.shers
all
But
to.
used
it
as
music
sheet
much
agree that the dollar is being spread a lot thinhei^than it
used to. An ever-ipcreasing number of songwriters and
ex-sohgpluggers are starting their own publishing firms,
and publishers estimate that there, are. some. 200 songs
being brought out weekly. Perhaps 10 of. these succeed
in garnering some sales, and a good part of the 10 are
owned by small, unstaffed Outfits. Reason for this, of
murse. is the fact that a one-man operation needs only one
good record to get its song off the ground. Established
publishers, who maintain a staff and have a large oveiv
head, have een hit hard by the influx of the smaller units.
Prime exi. nple of the success of the newcomer to publishing was Howie Richmond, who, starting with his Cromwell .I'Uisic and “Hop-Scotch Polka” and “Music, Music,
produced a skein of hits that included “Tzena,
Music
Tzena, Tzena,” “Goodnight, Irene” and “The Thing.”
Richmond now has five firms, with his current big song
“The Roving Kind.” Richmond provides ah object lesson
in what one good record and some key disk jockey contacts can do,
.Attempts were inade during the year to start a campaign to raise the general level of sheet sales. Spearheaded by Charles Tobias, Songwriters Protective Assn,
veepee, and Leeds Music chief Lou Levy, an all-industry
committee met to set up longrange plans for publicizing
the business and establishing new demand and outlets
for sheet music. While some gains were made, the committee’s work bogged down at the end of the year.

Key

Thyra Winslow

.

strongly with •‘Bonepart’s Retreat,” “Mississippi” and, lat-.
.terly. “Tennessee Waltz.”
Tlie past year also saw some intere.sting developments
ill a&r techniques and personne].
Following Manie Sacks’
shift to Victor. Columbia brought in Mitch Miller from
Mercury to head its pop operation, and Percy Faith joined
Miller at Columbia, At Mercury, Joe Carlton was set as
eastern a&r chief and sales veepee. while Harry Geller,
operating out .of the Coast, was appointed all over a&r
head. Key decisions, however, continued to be made from
Chicago homeoffices. From Victor Joe Csida returned to
Billboard, and. Gharlie Grean moved up to the key spot.
.

Iiiiportance of the

Continued supremacy of the record company as the only
method of getting a song started has placed the disk
jockey in a position of growing importance. Not only has
this radically changed professional department methods,
it has resulted in new forms of payoffs and other evils,

And

at

London. Joe Delaney became sales and a&r

chief,

.

replacing Tools’. Camaiata in the latter post.
Along with this trend of appointing nn.isician-arrangers
to key a&r spots came the emergence of house bauds, like
Gordon Jenkins at Decca; Hugo Winterhalter and Henry
Rene at Victor, and Mitch Miller, Percy Faith and Paul
We.ston at Columbia. Earlier in. the year, Victor launched
a “Here Coir.e the Dance Bands” series which sought to
reestablish some of the recording eminence of the active
travelling dance band. The move was not too successful,
and the povverful sales punch of the house bands due
in part to the fact that they can be assembled to record a
fast-breaking hit at a. mornent’s notice served to push
mo.st of the dance bands further into the background,
The house bands also made use of talent combinations,
plus intricate arrangements, complete to clioral effects.
Nowdays. there’s hardly a record released that doesn’t
have some kind of chorus, in the background. In combining talent, the diskenes also found a public demand for
male-female duets.
Among the more successful were
Tony Martin-Fran Warren on Victor; Margaret WhitingJimmy Wakely, Jo Stafford-Gordon MacRae and Kay StarrTennessce Erine and Kitty Kallen-Richard Hayes on Mercury.
Most spectacularly successful combination w;as
Decca’s Bing and i4-year-old Gary Crosby, with their
Sam’s Song and “Simple Melody.”. Columbia just recently emulated the Decca example with Mary Martin and

including the fact that in many cases the disk jockey has
set himself up as a judge of song quality. A more indirect
evil resulting from the deejay domination is the creation
of “false demand” that has cost publishers an estimated.
$300,000 over the past couple of years. Through a disk
jockey, local excitement is stimulated over a song, leading a publisher to believe it is a potential hit and causing
him to shell out a large advance far beyond the song’s
actual value.
Apart from this, professional chiefs have found them,

The recording companies finally settled the battle of
speeds last summer, and the final truce was signed
only a couple of weeks ago. Columbia’s championship of
the 33rpm disk and RCA Victor’s insistence on the 45 by
the beginning of the summer had thrown dealers into a
turmoil. At that time, the 33 had become firmly esconced
in the longhair field, while Victor had pushed the 45 to
virtual supremacy in the pop field, with Columbia the
only Company turning oiit pop 33s. The decision wa.s
handed in in July by Decca, which announced it would,
release pops, on 45.
By late fall/, Columbia, while continuing to produce seven-inch 33s, Was simultaneously
releasing 45s. Final setfiement came a couple of \veeks
ago, when Victor announced it had abandoned plans to
produce a long-playing 45- for longhair use.
The year also saw a mass of talent raids, also, chiefly
between yiqtof and Columbia^ It started wuth raids on
personnei, with Hugo Winterhalter add then Manie Sacks
switching from Columbia’s artists and repertoire department to posts as RCA a&r staffer and artists relaUons
chief, respectively.
Following Sacks’ switch, Columbia
lost services of Frankie Carle and Dinah Shore, plus some

;

"I

more

donh k7ww what number
retiring of the * wo:

to

play,*'

remarked (he

Oh, why not play your age,*' ahsu'ered the friend.:
Smiling coyly, she plunged $2 on number 23 and ivaitcd.
The loheel spun and.stopped at.39.
Oh, no/' ‘khe screamed, and fainted dead away.
Sammy Kaye,
_

Or hears stories about everyone elsci
everyone else,
Or reaches for a telephone and answers back. Arguments
and advice bn everything under the sun-^and moonform a part of every night’s ehtertainment.
No one. knbWs avIio started the. whole thing— though
people are ready with narhes and dates- There have been
After Midnight Mikes for a long time, but no one took
them too seriously. They were just there-— to listen to,
if you couldn’t sleep or if you had nothing else to do or
with part of your mind occupied by something else. \
Art Ford may be the one who made the after midnight
hours popular radio listening. He’s on the air from midnight until five o’clock over WNE W.. He has a knowledge
of iTiiusic and he’s still a disk jockey without benefit of
Ford goes to Europe every year and brings
restaurant.
home hew and hard to get records—-and he plays not only
popular things but a lot of music you can’t hear any place
el.se.
So people got into the habit of dropping up to
and, when guests were there, Art Ford put them
on the air.
Jack Eigen was the first After Midnight Boy at a restauHe started at the Copacabana Lounge over three
rant.
years ago. Immediately, lie became popular, All of the
celebrities who visited the Copa dropped into the Lounge
and their ad lib interviews frequently told a lot more than

WNEW—

.

—

or wanted to give out,
their press agents had given put
under more formar circumstances. The Midnight Mikes
had really come into their own. Now, Jack Eigen is heard
every night from his own place. Eigen’s Guest Room, at
what was once the Monte Carlo Beach back of the defunct
Monte Carlo.
Now. at the Copacabana Lounge Lou Quinn continues
to interview celebrities, with a few records as punctuation.
Sooner or later every celebrity in the world seems to
appear on his. mike.
Barry Gray is on the air evei^y night from 12 until 3
Gray
a.m., over WMCA and froin Chandler’s Restaurant.

—

argumentative.
He likes vaudeville people best but
sometimes isn’t too familiar with people or names in other
professions. This is all right with his listeners, who rather
like the fact that he fails to recognize or be impressed by
well known writers or artists or scientists.
But give him a- vaudeville favorite of 5, 10 or 15 years
ago— and he goes to town. Today’s favorites visit him
every night— and he has a hard time keeping them front
doing their acts..

is

Not

—

.

.

th,?

In Reno; Nevada, I picked up a (j cm of a story icliich
viny offer a rrioral to all women who claim to he “20 plus,”
Tivo strange women met for the first time ai a casino
where both were biding time waiting to shed a pair of
husbands. One .was apparently a horn gambler and never
winced, win Or lose, at the roulette table. But the other
ibas he stit ant in placing even the smallest bet.

—

.

her

1.7 -yea

r-ol d so n,

Larry

New Bands

Ci’ealed

Another development.wa.s that of the creation of new
bands through recordings. Victor started it off with Ralph
;

.Flanagan. Within ^ couple of months, Flanagan’s records
had created such a demand that a road band was formed,
which since has been breaking postwar attendance: records.
In. line with the formation Of the Flanagan band, the. war
to inherit the Glenn Miller mantle was. initiated, w’ith
Flanagtln, Tex Beneke and Jerry Gray all in the running.
Following the loss of Tommy Dorsey; and Sammy Kaye,
Victor also started the. Buddy .Morrow and: .Dewey Bergman orchs to emulate their styles. Capitor.s.' Fra.hk DeVol.
after some successful records, went oh the road with good
.

results,

business •— getting folks acquainted,
with each other. Telephone girls and
shoe clerks read Winchell, et al., and
discussed personalities most knowing-

ly.
But their knowledge all came
from the printed page, or from brief radio talks, and were
The After Midnight Mikes
a bit academic and formal.
have done away with all that. Now. everyone listens to

Simple Melody.”
The mood changed with the coming of the Korean
crisis— changed to one of soberness and faith.
At the
end of the summer. “Our Lady of Fatima” had become a
hit and had started activity on a long string of religious
music, most of whichWill appear during this and the coming montlis.. The year also saw the emergence of folk
music as a powerful segment of the pop field. “Tzena,
Tzena. Tzena” and especially “Goodnight, Irene” were
typical. And folk publishing firms and folk singers gained
in importance. Red Foley, with “Chattanoogie Shoe Shine
Boy.” was* converted into one of Decca’s key pop artists.
And AciilT-Rose. which published the song, registei-ed

.

direct

is

certainly started the personality

ists

-

.

come

becoming a nice
gemutlich small to wn—-w'ith everybody
else is
where
everybody
knowing
spending his time— and with w'hom—
and sometimes even why. The column-

—

punch in the latter part of the year, recovering quickly
from an unusual sag in the. summer months.

selves in a predicament as to what media on which to
Radio remotes have
concentrate their plugging efforts.
been ruled: out as important plugs— in fact, publishers are
only bothering with a few key radio commercial shows.
Television- is getting a good share of attention, and will
undoubtedly get more once the coaxial cable is set up.
But the lion’s share of professional activity has centered
around the disk jockey and probably will continue to do
so for some time to come.

THYRA SAMTER WINSLOW

Half a dozen or so young menv with one girl thrown in
for good measure, are altering New York’s sleeping habits.
They are the After Midnight Mike Boys— some of them
reformed disk jockeys, some of them still spinning the
postminuit platters. Five of the programs originate in night clubs or

\

The year of 1950 also saw the. emergence of some top
new artist.s. Probably the strongest success vva.s registered by Mercury’s Patti Page. Mindy Carson and Eddie
Fisher for Victor; Toni Arden and Guy Mitchell for Columbia; Don Cherry and the Weavers for Decca; the Ames
Bros, for Coral; Teresa Brewer and Ai Morgan for London, and Richard Hayes for Mercury Were among the most
promising new names of the year.
As for the individual companies, Decca continued its
Sale.s supremacy in the pop field,
followed closely by
Ccipitol and Victor,
Columbia began tO; register strongly
sftei the summer, with its new a&r setup and
a reshuffled
sales and promotion department, and is now
challenging
the other.s .strongly. Mercury, also.with
a new a&r setup
nlAi'f sales
cfilckf fr\
and a mnrp
more alert
force, moved strongly into the pop
market with a formidable string of hTt's”this falir "m-G-M
registered nicely, with some pops but did a large
business
in its soundtrack albums.
London, still adding artists
did well in .spring and fall, but its low summer
business
hurt the year’s returns.

‘Froiii

DixieV Otherwise

I

Big Joe, with a southern accent so thick that at times
it’s hard to understand, even from one who came from the
Di.xie Belt, and which grows frequentiy more Southern, is
New Orleans’ contribution.to tlie After Midnight Mike. Big
Joe is now on WINS from 12 until 2, after short stays at
various other stations. He has guests of various degrees of
interest, waxes patriotic, and with much flag-waving at
every opportunity— sometimes with good effect and .sometimes a bit unnecessarily. He finds unbelievably pitiful
people who need charity--^some of whom would and some
of whom would not receive city aid, and his. listeners Send
in money for them— and get a public patting oh the back
from Big Joe. Tlie recipients arO undoubtedly helped— but
mo.st of the, help. is. for the hclper.s, who blos.som under the'
opportunity of being praised, oyer the air, for a good deed.
“Symphony Sid” Torin is heard at Birdland-^ahd over
WMZ. As you’d expect from hi.s title, he plays records, and
as you'd expect, these days, he has v.i.sitors, Over his mike,
too. Some of the same visitors os the other.s, in fact, ll’s
not rare fpiv celebrities, especially if they have something
--or themselvc.s— to publicize, which i.s frequently the ca.se,
to go from After Midnight Mike to After Midnight Mike..
Bea Kalmus is on WMGM, from Hutton’.s Restaurant
every night from 12 until 1— her hour’s stint the shortest
of any midnight jockey.
She, too, introduce.s guests and
adds a feminihe touch to the After Midnight Mikes. ;
The restaurants, where the Mikes appear, do not add
amusement taxes or cover charges, so the expense$ are not
large.
Or you can just stay at horiie and listen to them
all.
You’ll, hear all of New York’s current cafe celebrities---the vaudeville actor who has new time— or hopes
to have pew time, the actor who has a new show. or is
optimistically “restirtgi” the author with a. new book, the
press agent with a new client, the songwriter with a new
song, or just people who want publicity. You’ll hear new
and old arguments, old and hew jokes. Most of the time,
if that's what you want, you can even get Into the act.
You can enter a discussion, solve a contest, or donate to a
charity— become part of New York’s busy After Midnight
life without even leaving home.
.

.

I

still

laugh when

&

1

think of the wile that Clayton,

Durante sent me and a few hundred other penpie the time they opened at a N. Y, night club with the
fancy name of Los Ambassadcurs. “We can’t spell it,
wired the trio, “but vveTe here.”
Paul White-ninn.

Jackson
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TIN PAN ALLEY

10 Years of BMI
By CARL HAVERLIN
(President, Broadcast Music, Inc.)

To the Perrormer

This is neither the state of ine woiid. nor the time of the year for any
individual enterprise tp plume itself on its own specific accompUshments.
This is a better time for us to evaluate ourselves in. the light of the!
contribution that we have made to the field of American music as a

i

"whole.,

.

By MANIE sacks

JOHN ABBOTT

By

{Director, Francis,

.

Day & Hunter

(V.P.,

;

Ud.):

Radio Corp: of Amer'ica)

This article positively, will not in the financial future of all our
No orgahizatiGn ever started in business with greater opposition on
entertainers.
This doesn’t mean
Itell you how you can become an
London.
the part of the established factors of the music industry than BMI and
The story of Tin Pan Alley for expert in artist relations. But it foolhardy spending. It means makNow, 10 years after the cloud of the
this was, indeed, only natural.
ing
certain
the artist achieves
that
keeping
ideas
about
the
few
first half of the century in
has a
initial battle has cleared awayi we can say that BMI’s Contribution has,
‘the fullest economic rewards for
America and England is so inter- everybody happy.
despite this, been a lasting one.
abilities for the longest period
twined that it would be impossible
When w'e get down to the basics,
It is the essence of the American way of life. that, there should be to
deal with one without refer- v\'e know the artist is of prime im- of time. The artist deserves no less
competition, Out of this cbmpetition, and the stimulus that arises from ence to the other.
portance. He can make us all look
it. has come all of our country’s business and artistic stature, Hundreds
A decade earlier and until the nke a bunch of ribbon clerks; with- sponsibility is unfair to the artist
of music firms, which would not be in business today were it not for passing of the Chase Act in 1891,
show business.
we might all be ribbon
BMI, are flourishing and making their contributions, not only to the the songs and the literature of out him
^ese negotiations the art.^*1
And ribbons still aren’t
ClerkSi
Any
hit parade, but to the standard and serious music of the country.
part, should adopt a
country w'as available to the one of the country’s major indus- ^sf’ .f®*'
many
now
including
affiliated
with
ASGAP,
found
composers,
number of
reasonable attitude. It is his reother without the payment of any J i-j.jgg
their initial opportunity with BMI. Music licensing generally has be- consideration, and if truth must
rrL a rP’*; nf Yrti^^t relations sponsibility to study changing
come more stabilized and the dollar volume of performance license be told, America vvas the gainer bewhatever
field
he
in ^
income has risen .substantially. At the same time, music users have' cause, hot having developed her
works and to consider his audiin
show
people
But
years.
the
incroased
confidence
sand
which
has
resulted
the
of
in
ai
sense
been given
so that he will always be
cultural activities to the same ex^
diminishing of many old hostilities.
attractive buy for the one who
tent as England, she had not so
with the glitter and glamour of
America
heeds
all
firmly
at
times,
that
music
believe
BMI,
at
much
to
offer.
If
examined
We,
one
enteitainparticular
ovvn
their
We in the business have the furduring its periods of peace and during its periods of Crisis. BMI is an; the indices of the Catalogs of Copyment medium, that they forget the ther responsibility of developing
essential factor in the health pf American music and it will drive for- right Entries at Washington 60
artist.
energy
of
unabated
competition,
new
'fields of activity fbr our artwith
next
the
10
years
ward during
years ago it seemed to consist
Here are iny ABC’S for artist re- ists and developing new artists for
but with the Consciousness that that kind of competition benefits every- mainly of sacred songs or lachryour fields of activity. Asa recordbody in the long run.
mose ballads like “Close the Shut- latipns:
“A” stands for the Artist. Male, ing personality develops we must
ters, Willie’s Dead,”. “See That My
quite
a
is
artist
the
female,
or
bring him carefully into radio and
Grave’s Kept Green” or “Break
He must be under- television.
Similarly, artists in
the News to Mother,” not exactly personality.
His personality can’t be those two fields should be brought
cheerful themes but probably in- stood.
Instead,
pattern.
into
compressed
a
into the record fields.
We should
fluenced by the Puritan spirit of
J
the age.
Charles K. Harris had a new pattern has to be tailored draw from motion pictures and the
artist’s personality.
for
each
le.gitimate
theatre,
and
vice
ballad
writer
versa.
out
as
a
launched*
BLOOM=
By
All. that is required is a little pa- We should also take pains to seek
and publisher with “After the
Several years ago a well-known songs (two brief cases-full). I noThis
artist.
the
of
tient
study
out and develop new talent and
Ball” and others in a similar
applied ticed them for several days, going
songwriter
foreign-born
sometimes requires staying up late give all young hopefuls a full
'strain.
for his naturalization papers and from office to office, and being
at night or getting up early in the chance to show their worth,
On
the
other
hand,
England
was
when asked by the examiner, turned down. One Saturday morm providing the world with comiedy morning, or living in planes, but
Recordings offer a strong spring“What is the population of the ing I spied this couple. The eleva- ditties like “The Man That Broke this kind of fundamental research board for the development
of these
prompt, tor operator pointed to me and
the
States?”,
United
is well worth the effort for both the
Carlo,”
hopefuls.
Bank
“Daisy
the
at
Monte
In the grooming of new
answer was, “130,000,000 song- told them that I was the only pub- Bell” and “Her Golden Hair Was artist and show business.
talent, in the emergence into fresh
writers.” The answ'et’ was marked lisher in, that day. So, they got
The artist needs sympathy, un- limelight of veteran performers,
Hanging Down Her Back,” and
“right.” The examiner must have in the elevator with me, got off at
and ministering - to and in the continu.ntion of the
my floor and followed me to the stirring character songs such as derstandihg
at some time written a song.
“Comrades” and “The Miner’s around the clock, all through the careers of popular favorites, reand office. The lady became hysterical
songs
Evei*>’body
writes
Dream pf Home,” whilst standard year.
cordings have developed an unbecome and the man begged me to listen ballads like “The Holy City,” “Lost
have
mailmen
many
“B” stands for Business. The art- precedented power wtihin the last
round-shouldered from carrying to their songs, so after quieting
Chord”
and
Foster’s
“Goodbye-ee”
ist today liVes in a fast-moying few years.
manuscripts to and from pub- her down T listened. I spent two
were all in the public domain so world. Sound films evolved from'
Recordings offer a strong springlishers.
Most publishers cannot of the most miserable hours of my
far as America was concerned.
the silents. Then came radio. Now board for the development of these
possibly review manuscripts re- life listening to the worst lot of
With the opening of the cen- television. These are great, sweep- hopefuls. In the grooming of new
ceived through the mails because trash. I asked them why they came
however, successful songs ing changes which make and break talent, in the emergence into fresh
to New York and they showed me tury,
it would call for an extra staff of
were
beginriing to cross the At- new and old careers, sometimes limelight of veteran performers,
letters
from
some
unscrupulous
reviewers. Although a good bet
and in the continuation of the
might be missed by returning the song-shark company which had. lantic from west to east. In fact, overnight.
The artist works for something careers of popular favorites, remanuscripts marked unopened, the printed up some of their music. the reigning musical comedy suecordings have developed an un\else
besides
glory.
in
1899-1900
He’s
much
London in
as
was
financial layout for maintaining a They were being brazenly rooked. cess
Gus Kerker’s“Belle of New York” interested in his economic security pcecedented power within the last
I wish it were possible to solve
staff just for the purpose of reviewing manuscripts would in the the problem of these and other starring Edna May, and London as are all of us. He requires soriie- few years.
Although always an important
amateurs. It's really pathetic. They was whistling the airs “Follow Me” one who is genuinely interested in
long run be unprofitable.
Weill, what is the amateur song- have as much right to write as and. “When We Are Married.” As his financial future as well as his medium for any performer, it is
only
recently that records have bcthe
musical
often
provided
artistic
shows
The
solusuccess.
any
of
the
professionals.
break
one
writer to do? How can
We’ve got to take a deep interest come the potent and well-nigh in(Continued on page 224)
through? Is this a closed corpora- tion is hardly around the corner.
;dispensable
aid.to the building and
tion? Thousands of times during
“
" continuation of a career. This
can
tlie year a publisher is asked these
be attributed in large part to the
questions. There jiist is no answer.
emergence of the disk Jockey and
All publishers are sympathetic,
jukeboxes, and to the invaluable
but that doesn’t solve the problem
work which they play round-theof the amateur. When refused an
clock in bringing recordings and
interview, most of the^e would-be
recording arti.st.s before the public.
songwriters get mad and insultInnumerable cases now can be
ing.
cited where a young singer has
Recently a couple came east
been catapulted into promineni'e
from the far west, loaded with
Overnight on the basi« of a single
reeoL’d vvhereas in the pa.st it might
have taken him years of trouping.
Adam’s 1st Releases
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On Newly-Inked
Adam

Artists

stress

displays, etc., into a .salcs^package.

incidentally, has also
religioso bandwagon
sides by Russ Vincent,

with a tfemendously strong potenThis adds an even heavier
impact to what is hovy. one of the
inost effective mediums for success
in the history of the enlertaihment
business--— a hit record— and to the
po.'^si hi lilies for the rapid creation
of talent to record a hit record.
“C” is for Conquest- That may
not be the best word fpr use but
it
means that the artist must
a Ways be pi ia bl e on o u gh to conquer each new trend in public
taste as Avell as each nevy technical
tial.

two
Frances Cabrini,” backed by
“Tears of St. Anne.”
‘St,

CORAL SETS BONNIE DAVIS
Coral Records pacted Bonnie Daand the Piccadilly Pipers to, an
exclusive contract.
Vpcal-instfumental combo will cut lor the blues

vis

,

.

1

and rhythm department.

Jimmy

T

an artist’s popularity, the entertainment, advertising and pi’omol.ion mediums now are welded via
personal appearances, tie-ins, reciprocal. plugs, co-op ads, window

hopped on the
with

Hit Disk

With the deyolopmcht of hit recordings as a paramount factor in

Peggy Owen.

Diskery,

^ The

I

N. Y.r is. currently issuing its first releases on a
flock of newly signed artists. These
include numbers by The Satisfiers,
vocal quartet; the Joe Vigha Trio
and the Johnny Dee Trio, both vocal-instrumental groups, and songRecor(ji.s,

,

Hilliard,

Coral

artists

and reperiory chief, also added Edward Smith, organist and vocalist,
to the company’s talent rested last

development

week.
!.

I

Morales Memorial Album
An Esy Morales memorial album
will be put out by Rainbow Records,

N. Y.
Tribute to the late
bandleader will be issued on a 10-

iheh LP.

Rainbow already has Morales
spotted on one side of a lO-inch
l.'P labelled “Rhumba Favorites.”

'

FRANKIE LAINE
MERCURY RECORDS

Now Shooting
For Columbia Pictures

“ON THE SUNNY SIDE OF THE STREET"

which

changes

his

rnedium.
I foresee the day coming upon
US rapidly in television^ for instance, where vve will have some
sort of ‘’farm system” for the deveiopnienf of new talent. This was
something that was hever fully developed in radio but pud great

dividends where it was used.
I
think with a “farm .system” we can
turn television’s great drain on
creative talent into an asset. 1 ani
(Continued on page 246)
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MUSIClHarking Back To The Record
Some Neglected Oiapters

in

Music History
Dink Jockey-Discographer Recall When the Old Victor,
Cos. Vied for Supremacy V

MA TTI ELD

By JULIUS

(Musicologist,

CBS)

By JIM WALSH

The American poet James Whitcomb Riley has a poeniv \vritten in
vein and entitled “The Old Band,” which contrasts
iiis usual nodsicm
Hie homely and unpretentious inusic of a group of village instrumch“stylisher
and grander tunes” of its successor, “a
with
the
talists
competenter hand.”;
For the reminiscing speaker of the poem, the “old bandv’ possessed
qualities which he found wanting in “yer new band fellers, in fancy
uniforms and ail-” For, though the lattciv perform ‘‘their music, more
by note than.. What they play by hand,” the old-timers kept strictly

Works, WSLS)
Double-face records didn’t take over until hUe in
Let’s face it.
Anybody syho 1908, although Columbia had manmakes hi.s living, wholly or in part, ufactured a few in 1904;
by peddling platters will admit
Early in. 1906 Victor got the
and
on its competition
that the controversy over speeds jump
another sensation by introhas kept record biz last year at caused
dueing the Victrola. fir.st American
sixes and sevens-T^dri rather at 33’s phonograph without an external
and 45’s!.
horn. From a musical standpoint,
But anyone who has spent a.s this was a backward step, since reup
1
checking
h’ave
muGh time as
corded music could be ainplified
on the past history of, the phonoH better Ayith an outside horn than
graph and record Industry knows through a cramped internal one,
that its conditions are lioiTnal only but the hew style made a better
when tliey are unsettled. During looking piece of furnilure 'and the
most of the time since Edison in- housewives liked it, With the Red
vented his Viriro:: cylinder maeliine Seat records, wdiich dated back to
Victor
the Yictrola gave
in T 87 7 I h e r e s been so me th in g to 1902,
.prestige and a sales lead which it
keep the hoys hot and bothered.
A year later Vietpr
Since this is an Anniversary Is- never lost.

Roanoke. Va.

;

.

repertory of familiar pieces:—
*'Sich tunes as ‘John. Browu's Body/ and /Sivce^

,

'

j

iiouloiow:
And 'The Ca m els. Is A’coiuiii',’ and ‘John A nderson;. viy Jo;*
And a dozoit others of Tyn—Nu.mber Nive’ and ‘Number

'

'Leven'
V
]Vas favoMuWJ^^^l idirJy nidde a fclhh- dream o’ heauen/
boys
'u’d
,saraiiadc\
Vve
laid
the
still
in
nJuni
so
bed
'Amd
Tre even heerd the, locus' bios s(mis dropphi’ on the shed
.WIiCM Tdly: Dale,' er 'Hazel Dell’ had sobbed and died aivay—to hear the old band play-'’
l irani

l

!

'

•

.

.

:

tunes,

Riley’s

from $1.50

among

them,, are still around at
this late date— at any rate, in coUeciions/ if not actually .in practice.
And no matter how. up-to-date each .generation may pretend to
.be in its enthusiasm for the latest manitestalipns of a new musical su Ci su ppose w'G go back through
pha.se, its people, old and young alike, are only too ready whenever history some 45 years to pecemarises in parlor,, tavern, or community-group,, to .join in ber
tl.ie occasion
1905, wdien Siine published
iwhcthcr on- or off-key matters little) the familiar songs the first issue of Variety. We. find
^singin.g
v'i
that everybody was up.set because
of tA’gonc; days.
V
Peculiar, to. no age or race, ihe ,predil,ecti.6n for old songs and a pncc'-eutting w ar was just getting a good start.
airs nlroady existed in the time of Homer.
In those days the leading trade
In (he first hopk of “The Odyssey.” the Attic poet causes, the absent
papef of the record business was
Ody.s.seus’ faithful wife Penelope to cry out, amid the unseemly
revelries of licr suitors in his palace, to the court nvinstrel (Pope’s the Talking Machine News, pubthe

Well.

.

old

six

by Billy Murray; “Ki 11a nicy.” a
xylophone solo of a number .from
“Rogers Bros, in Ireland,” by A Ibert Bcnzler; “Starlight.” one of
Teddy Mor.se’s “march .spngs;”
sung by Byron G. Haiian: “A.s

to $1.

We

Parted at the Gate,” a sentimohi nl
duet by Harlan and Frank C. S’. a h..o-,
.
“C
Silent
i

’

-

'

i

;

translation):

What

.

lished
the T.

;

let acts of gods, and heroes old.
ancient bards in hall and bower have told,
Atte))iper'd to the Tynb- yoiir voice eniploy:
Such, the pleased ear will drink irAih silent joy,’*
No doubt, during the 10 years of conflict on the Trojan plains
and in the 10 further years of enforced wandering. throu.gh the Aegean
and Ionian seas, Odys.seus and his companions had similarly found
solace in the.se .songs of their faraway homeland and perhaps, too,

“Pheniins!

.

had sung them themselves

camp and oh

in

.shipboard.

;

saljon

;

Diihiou8

*^Tiiiiiioi*laUty’
'

Where now

are these songs?
Every age indeed fondly cherishes
favorites as “immortal.”
Penelope’s own .son provides an
answer, chiding her for her choice of haif-forgotten ballads in deference to more recent “hits”:
“For novel lays attract our ravish'd ears;
The old, the )nind until- inattention hears.”
c'ortain

•

London.
N.’s

Here

is

New York

wdiat
corre-

in

American talking maduring

last
the
month. The Victor Co. issued a
letter to f.'ictors and dealers under
date of Dec. 1, in which they make
the announcement of a sweeping
Victor .state
reduction in prices.
in their letter that they anticipate
an increa.se of 100% in sales as the
of
move ... Several
result
this
other companies have followed the
Victor lead, among them the Columbia, Zonophone and AmeriThe trade generally appears
can.
to recognize the inevitable nature
of the reduction, and the opinion
is
that an increase , in trRde in
disks may be expected as a conseIt is pointed out that
quence
the price of a 10-inch disk ($1)
was altogether disproportionate to
that of a cylinder record I costing
25c, or one-quarter as much as the
disk), W'hich might contain precisely the same piece of music. A
little soreness is felt that the reduction should hkve taken effect
when the dealer had just obtained
large
for
the
season.”
stocks
(Price cutting ha.s also been one
of the sore spots of 1950’s record

chine

;

M.
:

!

1

*

m

spondent reported as 1906 got under w- ay
“There has' been a sen-

I

/circles

:

j

:

Aye. to the heritage from former generations, each passing year
adds it quotum of favored songs, and musical pieces which remain
embedded, at lca.st for a while, in public memory. Although time
gradually rediiee.s the number of survi ving pieces, a residue is alvvays
carried along in some form, until these, too, one by one, even as the
.songs of Phomius, eventually fade from common knowledge, a few
selected specimens, perhaps, preserved only in the historical anthol-

won

—

—

:

'

'

'

^

countries, the literature of popular music derives but ,busine.ss!)
litlle fiom sources outside its national borders; it is largely a local
Three Major Cos.
,1
product and therefore peculiar to the place of its origin. American
At the time the initial issue of
popular music, on the other hand, embraces both foreign and native
Variety appeared, there were
coni ri but ions
it
is unhampered by the patterns of a distinctly national type of folk music and. of course, the cosmopolitan character, three major phonograph and recThey were Vicof the American people readily admits of the adaptation of alien ord companies;
musical types without incongruity. Moreover, translations from other tor, which made only disk records;
languages and the absence of copyright protection of foreign pub- Columbia, making both disks and
and Edison, then turnlications in the United States have helped materially to Vwell '^the
ing out wax cylinders only. In an
bulk of American popular music.
ad
which
appeared
in the SaturTo the music lover and ‘the music historian, the term “popular music” spells anathema.
For them, it represents a phase of art which day Evening Post late in 1905, Vicmeiils no serious consideration. The music lover, to be sure, enjoys tor boasted that it had begun business in one room jqst four years
its amenities under circumstances, but privately denies its clai.in to
before, but its total biLsiness for
a worthy place in the scheme of music appreciation; the music his1905 would amount to * more than
torian, for his part, confines his chroniclc.s mainly to the presentation
$12,000,000. Victor also controlled
of music in the higher social circles of the court, the church, the
Zonophone records, but Zonoopera house, tlie edneert .stage, but pays, scant heqd to tlie cultiyation
phones were purportedly made
of the art in (he humbler spheres of the home, the tavern, the market
find sold by the Universal Talking
place, the dancehall, the lesser playhouses.
Machine Co, Columbia was the
eldest of the “big three,” having
Fallaoioiis Hislory
been making cylinders .since 1889
In conse.qucrice, the histories and, more particularly; the cncyclo- and disks since 1902.
Although
poclias of music abouna in notices of eompoSers and musical v'ork.s Edison invented the phonograph,
llvat, rogarilles.s of .individual merit, failed, to find an audience; cer'
he didn’t go in for record making
taiiily the dictionaries of opera record more single first performances on a mas.s production basis until
and failures than successes.
Latterly, however, a change iir the 1896. There had. been some price
point of view has become evident among musical scholars: witness the cutting early: iri 1904, when Coarlicios on jazz in Thompsoh’s“International Gyclopedia of Musiic and lumbia reduced the price of its
Alusicians” (1939) imd in Apel’s “Harvard. Dictionary of Music” (1944) cylinders from 50c to a quarter.
•y liich
de voles 10^
columns to a discussion of the once horrendous Edison maintained that it sold
•s>ul)jec(.. V
more records at the 50c price than
in .short, popular music has played no insignificant part in thA ;all other companie.s,: put together
.hi.sloiy and development of so-called serious music.
From the popular .sold at any. price, but Columbia’s
century socuiar song, “L’Homme Arnie,'.’. which was introduced tactics eaused the Edison cylinder
into iiQ less than 30 extended sacred compositions by some of the price to drop to 35c in September,
Ayorld’s most important composers, including Dufay and Palestrina, 1904.
It never became any lower.
L) the Neapolitan “Funiculi Fiinicula” in Strauss’ symphonic poem Columbia quit making cylinders in
‘Ails Italien,” popular music has contributed its humble thematic October, 1 9Q9, to concentrate on
material to the advancement of a great art. But for the popular tunes di.<?k 5
but Edison continued to
in the early books of lute tablatiire, present-day knowledge of the make them in sihall quantities unmusic of the IGth, 17th, and 18th centuries would be limited and til September, 1929, when the independent on conjecture. Although, in the final analysis of artistic ventor abandoned all ..types of phoachievement, the writers of popular music are scarcely likely to be nograph business.
counted among the great masters of the art of music, they hold a
The Talking Machine News artipla“ ilil its history, ‘aiialagous to that of the“minor poets’’ of literature. cle .wasn’t quite specific about the
To pursue the subject further requires more than the allotted disk price reduction which Victor
sp«'(ce here,
It would lead along exciting highways and into interest
began and the others, followed.
hig by ways. The story wotild indeed present in place of the traditional
Ten-inch records, whieli played on
narrative of iniisical events a Breughelian picture of musical cuUi- only one side, dropped from a dql''(dion anunig people.
lar to 60c; Twelve-inch came down
In

:

'
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some of the

artists represonted
Edison supplement might he
When Variety iir.st
appeared. Ada Jones had been
making records only, about a year,
but she was so popular she had already become something of a labu-
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1905,

knack for making rec- time VARiETY was apprehchsivcly
ords and who had mastered .all the pieparing to make its debut, the
tricks of the record-making crafti No. 1 honors were taken over by
Billy Murray’s recording of the
Edison Cylinders
George M, Cohan classic, “The
The Edison two-minute eyl- Yankee Doodle Boy!” And in June,
heavily
to
list
leaned
inder
1906, “The Yankee Doodle Boy’*
but there \vas a smat- had given way to another Cohan
pops,
for
what
passed
tering
of
hit,
“You’re a Grand Old Rag,”
Here is what also by Mr. Murray. Over a long“classical” music.
the Edison customers were buying time period—say, 20 years— more
in December, 1905; “At the Old copies of Arthur Collins’ “PreachGrist Mill,” a “descriptive fantasy” er and the Bear” probably were
by the Edison Concert Band; “Lor- sold than of any other record. Colna,” a ballad sung by a novv-forgot- lins recorded it impartially for all
ten tenor, Edward BaiToW; “The the companies, and it remains to
Golden Wedding,” an original 'this day f/ic oid-time record.
vaude sketch by Ada Jones and
When my collection of ancient
Len Spencer, which became .something of an early recorded classic; disks and cylinders is mentioned,

who had

a

I
'

.

i

•‘’I

'

i

the

j

I
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re-

j
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Columbia lists; they varied little
from what Edison w'as offei in.g.
However, a few brief notes about

,

'

other

'.>

•

,

oliviously

a suit for
merit of its so-called “Jones pat.
and all the independent maniifacturers of disk records, not
'
holding a Victor license, w'ere put
out of busihess. About this time, ldus personage.
the once-famous advertising
top.,
Len Speneer was the first perslogan, ‘‘Wili There Be a Vlctrola :former to wdn something of a
worldwide fame through his recin Your Home This Chris^^
was originated. It was cer tai nly ords. He began making them in
an improvement on the 1906 ad, 1889 and kept it up until his death
“Did You Get a Victor for Christ- in 1914. Spencer wrote hundreds
mas?” which appeared after the of clever descriptive sketches,
holidays.
which he recorded, mostly with the
1f
he
Now, let’s go back and see what assistance of Ada Jones!
records were being marketed when were still alive and going strong,
Variety first hit the stands, in radio and television could certainly
December, 1905. And this is worth use his talents!
remembering; In those days, no
Three Who Are Left
.,.1
matter Whether you paid 60c or a
dollar for a disk, or 25 or 35c for
Of aU the artists mentioned,
^a cylinder, the record was likely only three, so far as 1 know, are
to have been made by the same still living.
They are Billy MurThere were only a handful ray, most popular of all the oldartist.
of voices that recorded even pass- timers, now in retirement at Freeably well, and few performers port,- L. L; and Anthony & Harriwere “exclusive” to any company. son, whose real names are John
They preferred to freelance, and Young and Frederick Wheeler.
as soon as one got hold of a good
If yoiiVe wondering what rectune he hotfooted it to all the com- Olds led the “Hit Parade” in those
panies as fast as he could to record days, Victor .said in 1904 that “Silit— before somebody else beat him ver Threads Among the Gold.” by
Too, few recording the still “well-rememhercd niinto the date.
artists were outstanding .show biz strel counter-tenor,” Richard Jose,
personalities. Nearly all were men was its biggest seller up to that
and women, previously obscure, time.
about the
Late in

i

The. accumuliition of active popular music we use the phrase in
its broader, generic sense; not in its specific application to the productions of Tin Pan .Mley, and as distinct from folk music is in
America extraordinarily large and unique, as a swift glance through
the long li.st of titles in the Variety Song Cavalcade w^hich has
been appearin.g serially during the past two years, will disclose. All
that is recorded there, however, is not of AmeriGan origin.
There
are several reasons for thi§ circumstance.

„

'

infringe-

ent,’’

:

ogies of scholars.

alleged
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Same Artisis, Same Songs
No use quoting the: Viefor and.

.

.

,

Night,

t

’

'

ivt-

corded for the Christmas rade., by
the Edison Male Quartette; and
“Good^Night Walt z,” by the Ed isoii
Military Band.

.

.

.

Wax

(Walsh’s

,

to a

and Colundiia

Eflisoii

“Traumerei,” a cello solo by Hans nine people out of 10 will ask me
Kronold; “Bye-Bye, My Eva, Bye- “Do you ha’'e ‘The Prcachei: and
the Beal”? Usually they add. “I’ll
Bye,” “Carroll Johnson’s great
song hit in Lew DockStader’s Min- never forget how I used to laugh
when I heard it on my grandpa’s
strels,” sung on the record by ArPhil
llarri.s
gramophonci”
rethur Collins; “Lily White,” “oner
vived this old 1905 minstrel numof the most popular numbers from
fair,
a
of
with
couple
years
ber
ag.o
‘The Pearl and the Pumpkin’,’’ a
’

success.

tenor solo by Harry Macdonough;
“I’m Old; but I’m Awfully Tough,”;
an “Uncle Josh’’ laughing song by
Andrew Keefe; “Happy Heipie
March,” Edison MIHt^ry Band;
“The Girl from the U. S. A..” tenor
solo by! Irving Gillette, who was
much better knovvn later on as
Henry Burr;“Nothin’ from Nothin’ Leaves You,” a “coon song” by
Bob Roberts; “Star, Boautifui
Star,” a hymn sung by Harry

r

tenor,
and
baritone;
ide.scribed
Overture”

Anthony,

Harrison,

don,

distribution

in

has switched to

M etrp

i

.

area

this

MGM

label

distributor here,

ke wise a di.sk joekey
Dickl er’s
•Spinning platters on regu la r pro.1

:

grams on
suburhan

i

WHOD

.

•'
I

in

Homestead,

a.

station!

Varsity,

Rainbow Swap

swap With V arRecords, low-priced diskery,
Rainbow Records, N! Y., ha.s acquired the master to Dick Todd’s
/‘All Abound the Christmas Tree.”
Todd is one of Rainbow’s top iirtTune was originally recorded
ists.

Th rough

.

a recent

sity

.

,

;

:

:

Sonora Records
picked up by Varsity.

for

I

i

;

i

i

handle

from other branches. Sid Dickler,
\Vh6 handled promotion for Lon-

James F. here in a similar capacity. He’s nl-.
•Romantic ready gone to work for Lou Sown,

as
“a
brehestra
overture
by
the
played
by
Keler Bela”),
Orchestra;
Edison
Symphony
You See I’m Lonely?” sung
by Ada Jones; “Call Again, Calliben,” a comic Irish song by Edward M. Favor; “Nigger Love.s His
’Possum” (they weren’t a bit chary
about using the word “nigger” in
those days!), a“coon duet” by Arthur Gollins and Byron G. Harlan;
“With Flying Colors March,” Edison Concert Band; “Silver Threads
Among the Gold,” soprano solo by
Marie Narelle; “Short Stories by
Frank Bush’’ (“thi$ is a talking
'record made by Mr. Bush him.self,
^vho is one of the best-known
vaudeville arti.sts on the American
stage”) “Sympathy,” a comic song

swell

London Records had decided fp
up its ocal off ce a nd \v il

give

;
,

In

exchange

foiv its

and

later

...
acquisitioii

I

Rainbow turned over some undisl

closed

LP

masters to Varsity.

I
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MUSIC

Forty-fifth

p^^IBTY

were followed by Marie
Lloyd, Alec Hurley, George Lashwood, Lily Lena and, greatest of
He could and
all, Harry Lauder.
did hold the stage at the Broadway
Continued from page ZZl
fheatre on the final night of his
the hits of the day they also have Courts, but as the printers were first visit for over an hour and a
their place in Tin Pan Alley cav- men of straw with a small plant half. At the end of his performalcade,
on the hire purchase system, this ance Julian Rpse» who was on the
England in 1899-1900 was pass- was worse than useless. In 1902 the same bill, came on the stage
ing through a somewhat trouble- a short act was passed which gave to present him, on behalf of the
some time with the unfinished the publishers power to instruct management, with a Watch, and in
Boer War on its hands. Entered a policeman (in writing) to seize the hubbub he turned to Rose and,
into somewhat lightheartedly, it copies.
One can imagine the ab- sotto voce, inquired, “Is it a gold
was finding that the simple farm- surdity of this, so in most cases one?”
Many stories are told of Lauder,
ers were better prepared and had it was short-circuited by the pubmany advantages in fighting on lisher or his agent seizing the some of which he invented himself, but I crossed with him once
their native soil than had been copies leaving it to the would-be
Mauretania, and at the u§ual
guessed. It had, however, provided seller to take any action he liked. on the
two outstanding hits, one English Sometimes the form of action took concert in aid of Seanien’s Chariand the other American, in Leslie the form of a free-for-all fight, but ties he not only gave of his best as
contributed substanStuart’s “Soldiers of the Queen” usually the loss was taken philo- an artist, but
and “Goodbye Dolly Gray,” the sophically. Eventually a shrewd tially to the fundi He told me only
recently that he had made 26 tours
first a ready-made success dating attorney advised ChappeU’s that
from Queen Victoria’s Golden Ju- action be taken under the Crimi- to America. Many of his songs,
Love a Lassie,”
“I
bilee in 1897, and the other a nal Conspiracy Law.
This was including
hangover from the Spanish-Ameri- sound advice because it resultfed in “Roaming in the Gloaming,” “Stop
Jock,” became and
can. war.;'
terms of imprisonment for some Your Tickling;
So far as home was concerned of the chief offenders. This to- are still famous as the best descriptive songs ever staged:
it was certainly Leslie Stuart’s day gether with the passing of another
1 first arrived in New York in
because, iii addition to his reign- short act in 1906 providing for
Anxious to see an
ing pop Successes, “Lily of La- severe penalties, eventually put a March, 1907.
American
variety show, I went to
guna” and “Sweetheart May,” and stop to this menace.
Hammersteins’. So far as the enhis soldier song, he saw his first
Mention of course must be made tertainment was concerned, I might
big musical, “Florodora,” produced
whose
songs as well have stayed in London; beGeorge
M.
Cohan
of
at the Lyric theatre in the Nothe cause appearing on the bill was
vember of 1899, Staged shortly were making histoiy under
publishing banner of F. A. Mills, Alice Lloyd, the MacNaughton
after in Americai it was „the first:
but as none of his plaja Were pro- Bros; and Fred Kamo’s troupe
Anglo-American musical “triumph
duced in England, with the ex- playing a sketch, “A Night in an
of the early 20th century, and all
of “Little Nelly Kelly,” he English Music Hall.” Two of the
the
English - speaking countries ception
was practicaiiy unknown to Eng- artists in this sketch were Charlie
sang and played the melodies
Billie Reeves
(the
lish audiences until “Over There” Chaplin and
“Tell Me Pretty Maiden” and
“Shade of the Palm.” Stuart fol- came with the American Army in drunk), both of whom found fame
its and fortune in filmland.
lowed these with others \such as the first World War. This had
however, because when
“Silver Slipper,^' “School Girl,” advantages
The Yankee Influence
film “Yankee Doodle” was rethe
“Belle of Mayfair,” “Peggy and
Times, however, were beginning
leased here the songs “Fm aj
Havana,’’ but although the stand-^
Yankee Doodle Dandy*” “Mary’s; to change, and, with new rhythms
ard was always, good none left the
writers and
same mark as “Florodora.” He a Grand Old Name’* aind “Harri- and ideas, American
were beginning to force the
made a fortune but because of his gan” w'ere instantaneous top sell- artists
After the first performance pace with ragtime, and artists who
extravagant and generous nature! ers.
Empire theatre, London, could put them oyer in the slick
he died leaving little but the; at the
the late Max Milder, Warners’ manner, that songs like “Alexanmemory of his many successful
British ehief, asked a friend of his der’s Ragtime Band,” “Everybody’s
creations.
It,” “Yiddle on Your FidAmerican songwriters were how what he thought its chances w'ere. Doing
Cowboy Joe,’’
“Ragtime
The
friend said, “Not much.” He’d dle,”
beginning to make their presence
“Waiting for the Robert E. Lee,”.
known with such tunesmiths as the never heard of George Cohan and “Hitchy
Koo” and “You Made Me
Von Tilzer boys (Harry and Al) he didn’t think many Of the Brit- Love You”
demanded. The Ameriish public had.
Max didn’t speak
turning out compositions like “Bird
can invasion was well on, and Lonto his friend for weeks.
in a Gilded Cage,” “Teasing” and
headlinBilly Jerome and Jean Schwartz don variety theatres were
others, and Neil Moret was enliving acts featuring these modern
ening the world With “Poppies,” were also a brilliant team of writthe
mention
few,
creations.
To
a
“Red Wing,” “Come Be My Rain- ers specializing in Irish character Ragtime Octette, Hedges Bros. &
compositions like “My Irish Molly,”
bow,” “Hiawatha,” etc.
“Bedelea” arid “Mr. Dooley.” Billy Jacobsen, and Grace La Rue, whilst
Chicago’s Contributions
Jerome’s wife, Maud, Nugent, ap- Ethel Levey was starring in a revue
at the Hippodrome, entitled “Hello
New Vork was hot entirely the parently also had a flair for Irish Ragtime,” her principal number
musical centre of America because songs because she produced “Sweet being “The Gaby Glide,” which
Rosie O’Grady,” a standard that
Sol Bloom (afterwards Congressowed its name to the famous artist
man Sol Bloom), in Chicago, was later became the theme and title Gaby Deslys.
of a film.
adding to musical history as a pubDuring this period English mulisher of floral compositions with
sical comedy was still holding its
British Songsmiths
the titles of “Honeysuckle and the
own and exporting to America the
Bee,” “Sunflower and the Sun”
The trend and popularity of George Edward productions, with
and “Pansy Faces,” all from the songs of each hemispher'e from! music by Lionel Monckton, Ivan
facile pen, I believe, of William H. 1900 to the outbreak of the first; Caryll, Leslie Stuart and Paul RuPenn. In this city also was estab- World War was fairly evenly bal- bens. Young Jerome Kern, a prolished a young Englishman, Will anced.
The English songsmiths tege of Max Dreyfus, was, howRossiter, born in Wells, Somerset. had to their credit “I’ve
Got ever, learning and watching for opand affectionately still known as Rings on My Fingers,” “I Wouldn't portunities to slip in. interpolated
“Uncle” Will Rossiter, writing un- Leave My Little Wooden Hut songs of his own; and so successful
der the name of Williams, and for You” and “The Spaniard did he work this line that in one
publishing the world famous songs, That Blighted My Life,” but what case, .“The Dairymaids,” nothing
“Meet Me Tonight in Dreamland,” added greatly to the score were was left of the original score by
“If the Man in the Moon Was a the songs made famous by visiting the time he had finished.
The
Coon,” and later on “Dark Town English artists during the period rather sugary English type was,
Strutters Ball,” and most popular 1905 to 1908 by such stars as Alice however, being challenged by the
of ail, “Some of These Days.”
Lloyd and Vesta Victoria, who gave more romantic Viennese school of
Representatives of English pub- America a new line in quaint do- light opera, commencing with Lelishers, scenting the possibilities of mestic humor with “Waiting at the har's “Merry Widow,” followed by
this new market, were beginning (ihurch,” “Poor John,” and others. “Chocolate Soldier” (“My Hero”),
to ma'ke trips to the New World
to acquire rights for their, own
territory.
They were met with
open arms by their American pub-

They
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Wednesday, January

Anniversary

“Dollar Princess,” “Lilac Domino”
and “Girl in the Taxi,” all of which
provided some musical hits on both
sides of the water.
•The coming of the first World
War in 1914, as might be expected,
with
Writers
provided English
great Opportunities for songs with
a marching tempo. It opened with
“Tipperary,” still the most popular
community song. It was not written especially for the occasion, as
it had a brief life in 1913 and, like
“Soldiers of the Queen,” in the
Boer War, was all ready on hand
when the English troops, landed in
France. It was followed by “Long,
Long Trail,” “Keep the Home Fires
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lisher friends willing to sell them
their foreign rights of a catalog
for an advance of about the equivalent that a modern publisher
would today ask for a single song
'

Continued from page ZZZ

cordings

consisting
of
strictly
classical music, symphonies/ conovertures and the like,
certos,
mostly instrumental.
Chatter sequences are on the informal basis,
'

with Wahgerin ad-libbing most of
the way, arid he’s well equipped to
talk about this field.
Frequently the recordings are
related to programs or selections
from the Philharmonic’s current
season, but there is no direct con-*

i

nection.

this

basis the; Phil-

.

at ahy can get a free ticket to the PhilOrigin of harmonic,
This and other stunts
is also the from time to time are mostly done
reason why they picked on Armen- as mail pull clrecks, and thus far
tieres.
The American contributiori results have been steady. Station
was, as I said before, “Over There,” and orch officials are inclined to
but the doughboys were quite far believe there is more of a listenmiliar with and ready to adopt ing clientele for this kind, of music

France

somew'hat

noisily

The
gatherings.
this song is obscure, as
trOop

“Tipperary” and “Pack Up> Your than is generally supposed on the
Troubles.”
The possibility of a basis of steady response to this
Quin.
reluctance to settle down to a more show.
.

.

peaceful existence on their return
was foreseen by the writer of “How,
Are You Going to Keep ’Em Down
on the Farm Now They Have Seen
Paree.”
Following the war‘ vaudeville and
variety seems to have declined in
favor of dancing, and songs With
any hope of achieving popularity
had to have a dance rhythm,
whether it be waltz; foxtrot or any
other form that at the moment
caught the public fancy. The No.
1 waltz success Of 1918-1919 was
“Missouri.” “Till We Meet Again,”
“Naughty Waltz,” “Swanee,” “My
Irving Berlin’s
Bluebird,” With
waltz series (“What’ll I Do?” “Always,” “All Alone,” “You FOrgot
to Remember”), were all immedi-

CAMPUS TIME AT THE

field.

Finding

it

difficult

MEADOWBROOK

[

With Guest Disk Jockeys
30 Mins., 9:30 p.m., Sats.

MEADOWBROOK, SYFO
BEVERAGES
KCKN, Kansas

City

Idea of this one is to originate
a bonafide disk jockey show from

MeadoWbrOok. one of the
newer clubs and dining rooms in
Wyandotte County (Kans.)
the
the

Effort is to
area west of town.
get out the younger crowd, and
is
show
kept in the
flavor of the
vein of the college and camous
Plan of a real live disk
crowd.
jockey show right on the premises
makes it a big Saturday night at
the Meadowbrook.
KCKN virtually takes over at
the Meadowbrook for, its half-hour,
as it has turntables on the spot,
operates a genuine remote, and alternates its staff of jockeys on. the
This one happened to be
show.
handled by Eddie Clark, vet platter spinner, who wrapped it up
Bein his usually capable style.
sides working in the top tunes of
for
incalls
also
format
the day,
terviews and competitions, such
one, where contestants
this
as.
were asked to read a bonafide
This section gets a
commercial.

ate postwar successes. British writers were keeping their end up with
Little
“Every
Doll,”
“Broken
While” and later “Red Sails' in the
and
“Isle
of Capri”
Sunset,”
“South of the Border.”
With the introduction of radio,
hits came thick and fast, but with
such a brief span of life that many
of them are hardly remembered.
The greatest change, however, was
in the musical comedy production

during

war to obtain British or ConAmerica
productions,
tinental
seized the opportunity of developing native talent With such success
that Britain had now become the
Most of them had a
importers.
particularly
interest.
dramatic
thie

angle,
as
and the
distribs
Beverage Co. step in to
prizes to the contestants.

participation

record

major
Syfo
offer

The young patrons love it, and
show proves a variation for the

‘

jockey staff, with Buddy Black,
Joe Farrell, Frank Hassett and
Wayne Stitt alternating with
Clark on the Saturday night half*
Quin.
hour.

“Rose Marie” (“Indian Love Call”
and “Rose Marie”), “Desert Song”
(“One Alone”
and “The Riff
Song”). “Show Boat” (“OF Man
River,” “Can’t Help Loving That
Man”), “No, No. Nanette,” a musical version of “His Lady Friends”
(“Tea for Two” and “I Want to Be
Happy”), “Sally” (“Look for the

pop Songs has been in fayor of
American writers again, because of
good musical films.
“Annie Get Your Gun” and
Silver
Lining”),
“Rio
Rita” “Oklahoma!” both in their third
(“You’re Always in My~Ai*ms” and
year here, have thi scales weighted
“Rio Rita”). These are only some
in
favor of America, although
of the transatlantic successes that
Vivian Ellis came in a close third
made money for managers and with “Bless The. Bride,” and a
writers; Noel Coward had at least
young newcomer, Harry Parr
two big successes in “Bitter Sweet”
Davies, did a very good score in
and “Cavalcade.”
Unfortunately.
“The Lisbon Story.”
I think, he turned more towards
If it were in ray power to award
revue and, although some were
an Oscar for the best pop v/riter
brilliant and had good musical
of the half century it would go to
scores like “This Year of Grace,”
Irving Berlin, (a) because he has
which gave us “A Room With a
been the most consistently success^
View” and “Dance Little Lady,”
fill writer for 40 years, (b) he furthey seemed rather ephemeral and
nished both .lyrics and music to
lacked the solid lasting
quality of
“Bitter Sweet.”
Ivor Novello has
a real public following for his type
of show, and “Dancing Years” is a

hit,

Music publishing' in those fardays was a simple business. One
jiUst printed and. sold copies, and
if the sales: were fairly substantial
and sufficient to cover the mod-

.

well-remembered .success.
World War II did not create any

overheads with a little profit
that was good enough. There was
no question of mechanical and peiv
forming rights, and as for radio,
television
and soundfilms, they
.were not even envisaged by such
est

war songs as such. Many people
have asked why, and I think the
reason was that there was little or
no marching by the troops. It was
an unnecessary form of exercise
and there was plenty of tran.spbrt.
The, only one that had any kind of

prophetic writers as Jules Verne
or H. G. Wells.

war association was “There’ll Always Be an England.” For the
the services were willing to
accept whatever happened to be

Songleggers

rest,

Stpting. about 1900 the English
publishing fraternity v/as faced
with the most critical period of
its existence due to the outbreak
of organized piracy by gangster
racketeers. No sooner did a song
become popular than it was seized
u port by bootlegger printers and
sold on the streets by hawkers for
« few pence in competition with
the legitimate copy retailed by
dealers at one shilling and sixpence. There was no remedy except the cumbersome one of applying for an injunction in the Civil

On

Your harmonic comes ini for considerand Since KGMQ
later able plugging,
contributes the time* the station
achieved some popularity, “Goodgets a iiod for a public service
by-ee,” usually played and sungas a
feature.
farewell to new recruits going overWangerin works in a couple of
“Mademoiselle From Ar- interesting program pegs, one be-,
seas.
mentieres,” with some rather Ra- ing a weekly “mystery tune” by
belaisian choruses, was. surig in identification
listener
of which
and “Pack Up
one that
Troubles,” and
Burning”

for

i

off

I

3, 1951'

Disk Jockey Reviews

!

j

.

.

his songs.

^

But for his early death George
Gershwin would have had even a
greater hiche in the Tin Pan Alley
Hall of Fame. His “SWanee” and
his^ tuneful melodics in “Lady Be
Good” would entitle him to this,
but his “Rhapsody in Blue” will
live as a standard classic composition for all time, and it surely
would have been followed by others
had he been spared longer.
This brief review would not be
complete without some reference
to the importance
of mechanical phonographic and performing
rights,
Tliey have been resjponsi-

the hit of the moment and a ready ble
for substantial increases in the
willingness to dig up some “oldies”
revenue of writers and publishers,
like “She’ll Be Coming Around the
and witliout them they could
Mountain,” “Q u a r t e r m a s t e r’s hardly
have existed. Radio, soundStores,” “Bless ’Eni All,” “I’ve Got
films,^ and now television are comSixpence,” with some added verparatively
developments;
sions
of their own.
We also bringing with them new problems,
“adopted” the Nazis’ “Lili Mar- and
the fates alone know what the
lene,”
next half century may have in
The postwar years have seen lit- store, but whatever they are they
tle change, but there has been a will be tackled
and solved if not
noticeable revival of old favorites by the present worthy advisers and
usually accounted for by their In- counsellors,
then by their succlusion in film scores.
The bias cessors.

new

PAUL WESTON
COLUMBIA BECOROS
Publicity

—^ Jim McCarthy

Wednesday, January 3, 1951
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JOE GLASER
President

CHARLES YATES
Vice President

Associates

FRANCES CHURCH
BOB BUNDY
BERT BLOCK
LARRY BENNEH

CHICAGO
203 No. Wabash

ALVIN GEILER

Central 6-9451

OSCAR COHEN

FRED WILLIAMSON

NEW YORK
745

Fifth

Avenue,

PLaza 9-4600

Vice President

HOLLYWOOD
9151 Sunset Blvd.
Crestview 1-1186

BOBBY

PHILLIPS

Manager
CLIFF

ARONSON

PAUL BANNISTER
JOE MUSSE
FRANK TAYLOR

BOB EHLERT
JACK SHEA
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PERRY COMO with Orchestra and Chorus
Conducted by the Composer
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one of the basic theme songs of BMI. The

nation^s broadcasters are using all of the

BMI

its vast and varied repertoire
programming
useful and saleable program continuities
»
•

•

•

aids to
•

•

its

•

its re-

and all of the elements which are
within the scope of music in broadcasting*
search facilities

The

station

manager, program director, musical diand librarian takes daily advantage

rector, disc jockey

of the numerous time-saving and research-saving func«
tions provided by BMI.

Along with service

TV— BMI
new

is

to the

broadcaster— AM, FM, and

constantly gaining

repertoires of music,

new

outlets, building

and constantly expanding

its activities*

The BMI broadcast

licensee can be

depended upon

to meet every music requirement*

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
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From the Warner
'’The

West

Bros. Picture

I

KNEW YOU

Point Story'*

From the Warner

HARMS,

Bros. Picture

"The West Point Story"

INC.

M.

HARRY GARFIELD

WITMARK & SONS
NAT FREELING

Prof. Mgr.

Prof.

and the Favorite

of

Mgr.

EVERY YEAR

LULLABY OF BROADWAY
JACK
McCOY,

I

Director of Standard Exploitation

LOVE THE WAY

YOU SAY eOODNIGHT
From the Warner

Bros. Picture

CASTLES

MUSIC PUBLISHERS
Holding Corporation

IN

THE SAND

<r>

"Lullaby of Broadway'*

RErVieCK

1951

LONG BEFORE

YOU LOVE ME
(

3,

MUSIC CORP.

JOHNNY WHITE
Prof,

Mgr.

488 Madison Ave.,

New York 22,

N. Y.

ADVANCED MUSIC
CORP.
JACK MASS
Prof.

Mgr.

j
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Col^bia Records salutes
the New Year with
another
ORIGINAL

BROADWAY

"»T
OF THIS
yr^Klpn

tunaful gaiaty

all fht

COLE PORTER’S

lavish

and glamor
new musical

"eur OF THIS

of

hit

w^Ri.p''

CHARLOTTE GREENWOOD
ORieiNAL BROADWAY CAST
With

WILLIAM EYTHE

"

WILLIAM REDFIELD

PRISCIiLA GILLETTE

GEORGE JONGEYANS

BARBARA ASHLEY

and

DAVID BURNS
oocAb,

DWIGHl

MOD

8 REGINAIO LAWRENCE

HANYA HOLM
by LEMUEL AYERS

Choreography by
SeUings S Costumes
Mutiral Director

Orchestrations by

PEMBROKE DAVENPORT

ROBERT RUSSELL BENNETT

Entire Production

On#

>

Staged by

AGNES deNIILLE

long Playing Record ML 4390;
Seven 10-Inch 7i rpm records in Sef A1A1-980 or 45 rpm -t-Jbum A-980
J

2-inch 33'

COLUMBIA w RECPRUS
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AND VERY BEST WISHES
TO OUR MANY FRIENDS

"ROUND THE WORLD"
VXiSk.:
.

: • •V;

• • .7

• •7,:

The arrival of 1951 brings to mind the many, many
people who helped make the past year such a

^

f • *7 •

memorable one.

V

\> v*

S

^\

'

v^-

.

.

.

We

are especially grateful to

.

•

.

:

.

. .

.

.

>

LAWRENCE WRIGHT for presenting us with the unsurpassed melody,
''THE DREAM OF OLWEN" and other highlights from your catalog
.

.

ARCADIA MUSIC and HARRY RALTON for the new and Tbvely "SLEEPY
EYES'' as well as GEORGE MELACHRINO'S ever beautiful "WINTER
SUNSHINE"...

. . .

The PETER MAURICE MUSIC CO., LTD. and JIMMY PHILLIPS for one of
1 950's top songs, "ALL MY LOVE^'...
KEITH,

PROWSE and
be

you'll all

"AVE MARIA"
.

,

.

. .

. .

In

VAN

The Twilight)

.

.

e

.

the magnificent

.

American

rights to

your

ALFRED LENGNICK & CO.,

LTD., for the sole

American

rights to

your

and our many other friends whom we have been
and to all our many music industry associates
.

.

NEW

Year brings many

NEW

WINTER

with A/I/IERICA’S

visiting
in

with overseas

America.

We

hope

Friendships.

V PICTURESQUE MUSIC
.

LIER for the spright novelty

LTD., for the sole

the

HCW YIAR

(Pray V

S.

WHISTLING BOBBY" and

DAY & HUNTER,

FRANCIS,

.

. optnins the

CO., LTD. and

whistling, "T+tE

HIT!

LYRICAL SETTING

and a SPLENDID ARRAY OF RECORDS

You'll all

be singing this
novelty song

fast-rising

EVERY RECORD A GREAT RECORD
WIDELY PROGRAMMED -

YOUR FAVORITE FOR MANY YEARS TO COME -

All-Time Favorite
It's

beauty

will live forever

More Popular than Ever

DON’T MIND
DEING VmALL ALONE
I

(When

French Title

All

Alone With

Yoil)

"BOLERO"

Top Records by Top" Artists

^

MILLS MUSIC, INC
SIDNEY MILLS, Gen.

Prof.

1619

Mgr,

6533 Hollywood

Blvd.,

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Hollywood 28,

Calif.

64

•

MILLS MUSIC, LTD., 24 Great Pulteney

St.,

19,
E.

N

BERNIE POLLACK,

Jackson Blvd., Chicago

London W.

1,

England

4,

III.

Prof,

Mgr.

!

.

Wedneedajv January
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1950 Best-Sellers

V

campllatioii ot the
1950 Sheet Musio BeitSeliera and Dr. John G. Peatman'a flat of the Most Per-

‘Variety

top;

formed Sontrs on Radio

m

'

be

will

%

published in next week’s issue.

Vj
been
i^ve
is the instrument

waiting

Adopt ^ir Trade Code

Lawrence Welk

Local coricert managers, attend^
ing the third annual convention of
the National Assn, of Concert Managers in N. Y. recently, were still
beefing about high artist fees and
slipping attendance, and mulling
ways of Combatting them. Managers canvassed admitted that biz

th*

"Champagne Maestro"

•

I
I

i

thus far 'for 1950^51 looks better
than a year ago, when it dropped
from 5% to 30% off normal. Although it’s too early to gauge the
full season, biz is off only 5% on
the average so far, with only one
or two bad spots, like Rochester,
as exceptions.
Many artist fees, however, are
held to be out of linej and a man-

committee has been hudwith N. Y, talent bureaus to
try and cut them down. Impreager’s

(lling

sarios are particularly riled by de-

mands from one or two

artists,

or

which they feel
One such is Mario

managers,

their

.

linwarranted.
Lanza, who is asking $2,500 against
60% for a Concert. Managers claim
that though Lanza is a pic name,
he still isn’t a big pic star, while
in the concert field he isn’t the
established artist or draw that a
Jan Peerce or James Meltpn, for
instance, is. Their feeling is that
a $1,500 against 60% fee is fair.
(Lanza, however, has just been
booked for a two-month tour this
mainly at his original
winter,
$2,500 against 60% fee. See separate story.)

Managers

also

-

»

Laurence Welky fhown here

Lawrence Welk, “the
organ I’ve ever played that permits so many of the
‘champagne’ effects I like to put into music.
“Its lively action, range of tone and great variety of
orchestral voices make it a splendid instrument for the
professional, an ideal choice for places of public entertainment. I really enjoy playing it at home.”
See and hear this new Wurlitzer Organ. Two full 61-note
keyboards, 25-note pedal clavier, more than 1000 different
tonal colors, x^iid it’s the lowest-priced standard two-manual

“It’s a wonderful instrument,” said

admit that their

first

code of ethics was adopted
convention, covering fair
competition; good faith and ethical

tory, a
at the

standards; contractual obligations;
cancellation,
postponements and
delays in appearances, etc. Code
was recommended by a special
committee chairmanned by Julius
Bloom, director of the Brooklyn
Institute of Arts & Sciences.

VAUGHN MONROE SHOW
MORTON DOWNEY SHOW
JACK BERCH SHOW
FRANK SINATRA SHOW

VAN CAMP

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company
Dept. V, North

LITTLE

COLUMBIA RECORPS

;

1

WHERE DO GO FROM HERE
REMEMBER ME
(I'm the One Who Loves You)

CHRISTMAS

I

HOUSE

—

.

ED SULLIVAN

WHY

.

Having spent a quarter of a century as a music counter demonstrator, song pluggcr, illustrated
slide singer, vaudeville performer,.
radio pioneer, film and show writer
and now TV—-but essentially as a
songwriter— may 1 put in my 2c
worth and address; the young

are trying to wed the
words and music of today and the
future.
.Just as inevitable a.s it
is for the. world to; keep revolving,
just so inevitable it is that in y on.
hands lies the future of our. rnusie
in(3ustry.
There’s no reason for
writers to. be portrayed as sere wballs and odd characters.
It ;:til)
goes that our iridustry can be only
"as strong a.s its weakest Jink.
If
we want respect, we have to earn

writers

I

YOU

:

booklet on the Wurlitzer Organ.

Name

NameFor complete informaliony
mail the coupon.

.

i

j

^

1.

^

Street

City—

Zoae-

.State

SEASON'S GREETINGS
from

“Uncle” NICK

CARRANO

and the

ADAM

RECORDS'

GANG

AL JELANE

JQE VIGNA

AL NOBEL

JOHN CIPRIANO
johnny DEE TRIO
JOHNNY GUARNIERI

ARNOLD STANG
BOBBY COLT
DAVID qnd

JOSE CORTEZ

THE WINTER SENSATION

MARRYING FOR LOVE
THE place THAT WORSHIP
THE HOUSE OF SINGING BAMBpO
V Duet with GUY MITCHELLI

DOLORES

SLEIGH
RIDE
1951'$

Management:

SHRIBMAN
JOE
Avenue

New

Tdp Noisemakar

DAVID O. ALBER ASSOCIATES. MIKE AMES

GEORGE SCHREIER

•

CARRANO;

Pres.

PADL TAUBMAN and
TONY COLUCCI

PEGGY
JILL

OWEN

ray ROTH
ROSALIND PAIGE
RUSS VINCENT

t

MILLS MUSIC, INC.
1619 Broadway

N. R.

EN20 DcMOlA

HULLABALOO
York 20

/

BROWN

FAYE PARKER and
BILLY HINDS
four jacks and q

:

MONICA BOYAR

DICK MERRICK and
CATHY ALLEN

N«WY6rli19

FREDDIE

BARtHOlOMEW SELMA RICH

HENRY KELLOGG

SIDNEY ASCHER

JERRY IIPSKIN

SHERIFF

JIMMY CANNADY
JIMMY ROMA

THE SATISFIERS

BOB DIXON

TONY lEMBO

I
|

—

j

DOROTHY PAtGE

YOU'RE IN LOVE

Publicity!

de.scriprive

I

FRANK SW^

Exclusive

and

:

:lt.-

with

I
I

free illustrated

i

;

BE

Under One

Plea.se .send

I

;

OUGHT TO

World's lorgest Mokers of Orgons and Pianos

me

who

'

(JHERRY PIE

I

Y.

.

1

FIGHT THE FEELING
CRYING MYSELF TO SLEEP

Tonawanda, N.

Gentlemen:

their investment that starts
a song:—it’s their gamble and it’s
the faith in the raw material that
makes a hit possible. But, a writer
has his problems and heartaches,
too, arid often spends many years
searching for that will-o’-the-wisp
lane that leads to Hitland. When
he finally gets there, can you blame
him for wanting to get all the
revenue possible from the sale of
Briefly, it’s our headhis song?
ache as well as yours
and one
that cannot be cured with aspirin.

SHOW
JIMMY CARROLL SHOW
FREDDIE ROBBINS SHOW
ROBERT Q. LEWIS SHOW

1270 Sixth

.

You Dope

—fits

ROBERT 'Q'$ MATINEE
EARL WRIGHTSON SHOW

'^-^buet

•

Continued from page 222

TV

BLESS THIS

organ you can buy.
The Series 30 illustrated is only one of the complete line
of Wurlitzer Organs. When are you going to hear them?
I

Listen,

cot

new Wurlitzer

ABC

industry is one of the most chaotic,
but claim they’ve made a good
deal of progress since forming
their association three years ago.
For the first time in concert hi.s-

SONGS FOR SALE

at the console of the

Organ, recently purchased for his homCy is cuircntly featured
network.
on the Miller High Life prograiny

I
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Malagutna

Parade of tho

Wooden

1931
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•

Soldiers

I

Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now • Peanut Vendor • In
(Anthe Good Old Summer Time • The Ireexe and
dalucia) • Ther,e'll Be Some Gtnnges Made • Glow
I

«>«

the best#*

Worm

famous Marks stand-

ON TOP!

PBTS
it

Everyone knows fhest

»es to

ards.

They need

•

no

•

Paper Doll
*

(Quiereme Mucho)
Grande • Hot Time

in

Play Fiddle Play
the Jack

Ballin'

the Old

*

•
El

Yours

Rancho

Town Tonight • Poinciana

Song of the Islands * Amapola
* What a Diff'rence a
Ida, Sweet as Apple Cider
Day Made * My Shawl * Mama IneZi and countless others
•
e

introduction.

Jan Me

Blues

*

otiiNHiTsWE’RE REALLY LOADED!!

As a Christmas bonanza for our friends here and abroad, we are listing some of our other
great tunes— not as famous perhaps as the ones above— but prize potentials on the hit market

BY HECK

(4

New

Recordings)

MANHATTAN (Rodgers and Hart)
BLUES MY NAUGHTY SWEETIE GIVES TO ME
JUNGLE DRUMS

(Ernesto Lecuona)

HONEYMOON

(Kay

NIGHTINGALE

(3

New

Rumba)
B.

(3

New

Records)

TANGO OF

ROSES (Top Tango)

OUR

FINEST

HOUR

LILLI

MARLENE

MAMA
Records)

(Ernesto Lecuona)

TOYMAKER'S DREAM

Starr's Capitol Hit)

MONTMARTRE ROSE (Tommy Lyman)
MIAMI BEACH RUMBA (Best American

EDWARD

MARIA LA O

AN'
LET'S

DON'T

(G.

(Robert Stoli)
I.

WANT NO

COCOANUT

DANCE

Favorite)

PEAS AN' RICE

OIL

(Benny Goodman's Theme)

IN THE LITTLE RED

SCHOOLHOUSE

(Kid Favorite)

MARKS MUSIC CORPORATION

RCA

Bldg.,

Radio

City,

New

York

W'ednesday, January 3, 1951
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Her

Orchestra

M illMERICAl U PARIS
'

wi.

•

S\\!f xa«<>>v

MOTIOW PICTURE MUSIC

Conducted by the composer, ALFRED

NEWA\AN

,1.

2,
3.
[4.

5.

6.

..
G 20036

MG

iViOZUUyO
20036

4.
5.

PLEASE

DOG

THE SAME
TWICE

LET

YOU

HORSE PLAYING PAPA

MY DREAM

DAEEE

Musical Selections Include:
In

The Good Old Summertime, Doing The

.

—

—

THE BALLET
(Newman)

Waltz Of The Flowers ( from "Nutcracker
Suite") (Tchaikowsky)
Swan Lake Intro to 3rd Act (Tchaikowsky)
Sailors Dance (from "Red Poppy") (Gliere)
Overture "Sleeping Beauty" (Tchaikowsky)
(from "Gaite Parisienne")
(Offenbach)

NEVER

LIKE

a dramatic and musical masterpiece of

Ritual Fire Dance (de Falla)
Vienna Beauties (Zeihrer arr. de Packh)
Dance Of The Buffoons (Rimsky-Korsakoff)
Jamaican Rhumba (Benjamin arr. Spencer)

—

I

12 inch $4,85

—

Overture "Royal Scandal"
2.

MAKE ’EM SAY

•

I

Sophie Tucker’s half century in show business.

Banjo And Fiddle (KreU arr. Powell)
2nd Prelude (Gershwin—-arr. Hagen)

IPITATIOII TO

ALONE AND

•

•

MG 20035

MG 20037

IPimiOK TO THE
y.'i

MR. SEIGEL

BITE

Letter To Three Wives, Song Of Bernadette,
Wuthering Heights, The Razor’s Edge,
All About Eve, Pinky

12 inch $4.85

and Greatest

• I’M LIVING

and

MG 20037

Latest

Spicy Saucy Songs

GEORGE GERSHWIN’S

s55'!;kv)ov<\^t''<

Tucker

Eopliie

Grizzly Bear, Waiting For the Robert

What Do You Want To Make Those

Me

For,

dishe

Darktown

Momme,

If

Strutters Ball,

E.

Lee,

Eyes At

My

Yid-

Good Enough T6
Some Of These Days

He*s

Fight For His Country,

Orchestra Directed By Harry Geller
Special Material Copyrighted by Jack Yellen
‘

Narration by Mason

12 inch $4.85

ALSO AVAILABLE

IN

1

Adams

MG 20035

2-INCH 78 RPM ALBUM

IT

i
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JILE STYNE

Coquelin as “Cyrano”; and Sarah
Bernhardt in scenes from “Samiritaine,” “Phedre” and “L’Aiglon.”
Miss Bernhardt’s Hamlet (surely
one of the strangest Melancholy
Danes since Richard Burbage’s

Memory Lane

Star-Studded

Continued from page 218

“3 Little Fishies.”
Prac- Mary Jane Walsh and Fred Mceveryone in Hollywood got Murray.
Scenes from old movies, reexcept
into
the
vocalizing
act
corded directly from the soundBoris Karloff and he’s making up
tracks, are a lot of fun tc listen
for lost time now in “Peter Pan.” to.
About a dozen years ago a
Record stores across the nation couple of small British and Auswere bombarded with comedy rou- tralian
phonograph
companies
tines by Amos & Andy, Burns &: issued a series of disk of this type,
Allen.
Laurel
& Hardy, the known as “Voices of the Stars”
“voices” of Popeye, Betty Boop and “Motion Picture Memories.”
and Mickey Mouse, and imper- These
featured
brief
excerpts
sonations by Florence Desmond from such fondly - remembered
Bankhead), Cissie Loftus (Caruso flickers as “Mata Hari” (Garbo),
“Libeled Lady” (Harlow), “Dimand Richard Haydn (a fish).
You never know what lies in ples” (Shirley Temple), “Sunnystore when you start rummaging side Up” (Janet Gaynor), “Volthrough a pile of out-of-print taire” (George Arliss), “It Happhonograph platters.
Take some pened One Night” (Gable-Colbert),
Night
of
Love” (Grace
of the popular orchestra disks of a “One
few years baek, for instance. Wipe Moore), “The Guardsman” (the
off the dust, squint at the fine Lunts’ only pic), “Morning Glory”
print on the label giving the name (Hepburn), “Romeo and Juliet”
of the band vocalist and, lo and (the balcony scene with Norma
behold, you’ll aften find such “un- Shearer), “Of Human Bondage”
knowns” handling the lyrics as (Bette Davis-Leslie Howard), “The
(Beery - Cooper),
“The
Alice Faye, Janet Blair, Mary Champ”
Martin,
Lena Home, Anthony Thin Man” (Powell - Loy) and
“Arrowsmith”
(Helen
Hayes(Tony) Martin, Kenneth (Kenny)
Baker. Ella Logan, Betty Hutton, Ronald Colman).
ing on

tically

—

•

,

,

'

Many years before this “revoluitionary experiment," however, top
i

.

A GREAT STANDARD

legit

stars

were busy preserving

LITTLE

you
ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

.

“Magda,” rumored to have been
in Italy by Eleanora Duse.

made

Dramatic
Other

particularly

rewarding

items in the field of dramatic recordings
include
Ellen
Terry
(Ophelia’s Mad Scene from HamSybil Thorndyke - Lewis Casson (Macbeth), Walter Hampden
in “The Rivals,” Frank Bacon in
“Lightnin’,” Julia Nielson and Fred
Terry recreating a climactic moment from “The Scarlet Pimpernel,” John Gielgud in Priestley’s

let),

Responsibility

;

j

—

—

new

testing field for new ideas and new
creations
in
the
entertainment

opment of a new medium means to
him and to us. Such changes can’t
be accomplished in a day but must
be carefully timed.

Hope,

Jimmy
Wynn,
others

I

am

thinking in

in

Local

70.

SEASON'S
GREETINGS

MEYER
D AVI S’
MUSIC

Eddie Cantor, Bob
Jack Benny, Milton Berle,
Durante, Edgar Bergen, Ed
Sid Caesar and the many
who didn’t plunge into tele-

Orchestras

Extraordinary

MEYER DAVIS THEATRICAL
ATTRACTIONS

vision overnigJit but made their
entries after careful study of the
new medium. The result was a
solid and instantaneous success. It

It

Offices

NEW YORK
119 West 57th Street

also proved that they are good

busine.ssmen

wlio

understand the
business side of show busine.ss.
These are my ABC’s of artist relations, and they’jc the ABC’s of

January 21 si. MeiropolUau Opera House, Xew York

Musicians Local

this respect of

Van Winkle”; John Barrymore in expounding on the pleasures and
Be or Not to Be” soliloquy; perils of play reviewing.
proved they could master this new
medium as they have all the others.

the “To

Omaha

Continued from page 221

As

confident we can take all the hunHits Discordant Note
dreds of new acts and routines that
Omaha.
are daily offered to us in television
Dissension w’ithin Omaha Ameriout west of the Hudson and try
them out and then break them in can Federation of Musicians Local
which has been simmering for
over local stations. This would not 70,
some time, broke into the open
only help improve local television
programming but would give us a sufficiently last week to have the
national union send two investigreat reservoir from which to fill
gators here. They are Elmer Hubnetwork television’s never-ending
bard of San Francisco and W. B.
quest for new faces, new acts, new
Hooper of Elkhart, Ind.
personalities.
Central figure in the dispute is
Television, I frankly admit, has
President Harold Black of the
given us our greatest opportunity
Omaha union, who has been at
in this respect.
We have brought loggerheads w'ith elements of the
great radio personalities, whose
organization for some time. Comvoices were known to millions
plaints were filed against Black by
which never saw them, into televi- some members of the
local.
sion where they could be seen as
It’s understood that fines of up
well as heard.
Television, liketo $1,000 have not been uncommon
wise, has given us a great

musical-comedy “The Good Com- world. At the same time televipanions.”
Constance Collier in sion has had a beneficial effect on
Maugham’s “Our Betters” (a truly radio because it has spurred that
great comedy performance), Edith medium to new efforts and
new
Evans in the interview scene from heights of showmanship. You all
Wilde’s
“Importance
of
Being know, for instance, what a great
Earnest,” Gertrude Lawrence & tonic the outstanding
success of
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. reprising “The Big Show” has been on
the
the Clemence Dane dialog and whole radio medium.
from
Richard
Addinsell
score
We have a respon.sibilily here to
“Moonlight Is Silver,” and two exhelp tl^e artist understand fully
cerpts from “Murder in Mayfair”
and in sufficient time what a
with Edna Best and the author,
change in public taste or the devel-

scenes from their greatest dramatic
triumphs on wax.
And so it is
that today we may hear Edwin Ivor Novello.
Booth in “Hamlet” and “Othello”
Victorien Sardou, Sacha Guitry,
(on 2 cylinder disks recorded alBernard Shaw (reading his wondermost 60 years ago as a birthday ful essay, “Spoken English and
present for his daughter, Edwina), Broken English”), J. B. Priestley,
Otis Skinner & Viola Allen in
Emlyn Williams and Tennessee
“The Merchant of Venice”; Sothern Williams are other dramatists who
;& Marlowe in “As You Like It”; have stepped before the recording
Forbes-Robertson in “Henry VIII”; mike at one time or another. One
;Ada Rehan in “The Country Girl”; might even descend to the level,
Beerbohm-Tree as Svengali in I suppose, of listening to a drama
.“Trilby”; Joseph Jefferson in “Rip
London’s James Agate
critic

I

I

SWEET

original bald, bearded, pot-bellied
interpretation)
is
not available.
At least I've never been able to
find a copy. Nor have I been anymore successful in tracking down
a
record, the final scene from

1

‘

Pelrillo Intervenes
IVIgt.’s

show business as

human

the

side

PHILADELPHIA
The Bellevue Sfratford

a whole.

of

This is
our busine.ss

which loo often gels crowded out
by the glamour of the moment and

WASHINGTON
719 13th Street, N. W,

a short-range view.

DUKE
ELLIXOTON
Presents

Music of the Third Diinciision
With Fourth niinonsional Overtones

ABELES a BERNSTEIN
Season’s Greetings
745 Fifth Avenue, New York
25th Anniversary at the Palmer House

RALPH GINSBURGH
and His Concert Ensemble

COLUMBIA RECORDS

LONDON RECORDS

JAMES

H.

MARTIN, INC.

WORLD’S LARGEST INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTOR
2614 W, North Avenue, Chicago
EYerglode 4-6500
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Paris-Broadway’s Beachhead
TED HUDES

By

Ry NATE GROSS

y

cago cabaret of record was “The
Lauder Box’’ (nee Lauderbach’sl
Chicago.'
talk about the old days in on N. Clark Street, ^yhcre the reCicero, when Ralph Capone was cently, dimmed French Casino is
running the Cotton Club and the Ideated,
eelcbrities of the nation used to
In 1900 the San Spuci, later
for known
go: there
by a variety of., other
and ex- names, opened at 591h and Cottage
fun
The
citement.
Grove Ave. In 1902, at White City,
Cotton Club on til e south side, Dan Blanco (who
(

Oiicago Herald- American)

’

.

.

.

was

a

spo

t

Pro

h

i

bright
of the
b i tion

opened Rush St.’s Club Alabam) was the featured entertainer
and introduced the famous “Tarinenbaum’’ song; (“ist es ja ein tanlater

^ra.

During
period

was

a

this

nenbaum?

there

,

:

.

.

.

Clu b on

R ush

Ja,

st.reet.

New

Family Spots

a talented painter, after a short visit to
York produce:d a canvas
of a metropoli.s he had explored Only in his mind’s eye.
Marcel
Moloudji, a discovery of Jean; Louis Barrault, published a novel, “Eh
Souvenir de Barbarie” in Which he depicts his revolt against the

j

I

'

b y.

.

,

/''

'

'

owned

.

•

'

;

-

^

I.-

,

;

^
’

:

’’

:

.

.

.;

'

.

;

,

.

Well, this night she was invited
to the Cotton Club. The boys had
quite a time ribbing her. She kept
demanding things. The boys were,
Finally they deright generous.
cided to build her up for some-

They told her about
drink, “the Mickey Finn.’’
vant one right away,” said the

thing, special.
.‘T

•

the
Rainbo
like
Big
spots
Gardens, at Clark & Lawrence,
by Fred Mann, and the “American tough school influence.”
Buskers
Marigold Gardens, at Grace &
The truth is, that right now, the highly individualistic Frenchmen
Joe Frisco, Benny Fields and Broadway, catel’ed to the family are under the influeiice of American theatre, movies, music; radio,
others who later became famous, trade. Fatty Arbuckle, after Ins television and Other forms of etitertainment. It becomes immediately
in the bistros Hollywood fiasco, tried to make a obvious to any American tourist in Europe, that the
did their “buskin’
United States is
and 22d street, comeback at the Rainbo. Ted today not only the leading political, economic and militaiy power,
along Wabash
but
then the heart of the tenderloin; Lewis got his start at the. old has also achieved in the field of entertainment a pre eminence
that
“Buskin’” was dancing and Sing- Edelweiss Gardens, on The south cannot be chailenged by any ether country in the world. And
this
dimes
quarters side. The Blue Ribbon occupied an goes not only for Paris, but London. Bru.ssels, Rome, Venice,
ing
for
and
Copendropped into a tin can.
entire block at Clark & Kinzie;
hagen, Frankfurt, Vienna. Geneva, the Cole d’Azur and Lisbon as well.
At the Washington Gai'c, at Adams
The oldest continuous nightclub
The tipmendous impact of Broadway and Hollywood, found its way
and Wabash, Frank Tapscot, fir.st of in town is the Club Alabam, whei'o not only to the Ghamps-Elysec.s, Montmartre and Pigalic, but is also
the
“coon-shouters.'’
introduced Ed.dle South’s famed violin, at- seen and; felt on tlic^Left Bank, of Ihe Seine and the string of all IMed“I Wish I. Had a Girl” The Slates tracted gold from gold coast au- iterranean and Alpinian resorls.
When l. waS in Paris, a legion of
Restaurant, a block away on Stiite diences. The Vine Gardens, on French arid Italian agents were after Bing Crosby. Jack Benny, Danny
street, was one;, of the: first, to fea- North ave. near Ogden, has been Kaye. Jimmy Durante and other top Amcrican
entertainers with fabuiture shows with girls. Then there in; existence for almost 30 years.
lous offers for guest appearances.
was the perennial College Inn.
Freddie Train’s, in the redlight
This is not only to satisfy the taste of Ihe American tourist. One of
started by the father of the famous district, attracted many .sightseers. the managers
of a nightclub in Faris confessed to. me that without
Ernie Byfield.
Blit no place in that district got
American talent it was impossible, to run a successful nitery.
There was the black-and-tan as much attention as Colisimo's,.
And please dp hot imagine that only the swanky, places like Bal
cycle, at Joe Glaser's Sunset Cafe, where traditibn reigned long after, Tabarin,
Lido. Boeuf sur le Toil are Under the overwhelming inHuence
at the Pekin Inn. more recently the violent demise of handsome of the
American way of night life. Monsieur Dupont and Durand
a police station, and at A1 Tier- big Jim Colisimo. It was located
prefer American acts, American orchestras, American songs, American,
ney s Plantation Club. Josephine on S- Wabash ave... near 22d street, period.
Baker, now the top star of the and the finest folks in town Went
There are many places in the Latin Quarter, like the “Kentucky
Follies Bergere in Paris. Was a there.
hangout for Club” “L’Abbaye” “Jacobs Ladder.” where the wildest jillerbugging
It v’as. the
line girl at the Sunset, and Cab .world-famed
Enrico goes on nightly until 5 o’clock in the morning.
c:elcbriti(;s.
Calloway started there as a sing- Caruso, used to come tlie're, and
it seems to me that this wihole business of
French individualism
ing waiter.
sometimes he- would shake the versus American “mass psychosis” was thoroughly exaggerated. How
The Royal Gardens, at 31st and classic portals with high, notes.
then to explain the ainazing success of the Reader’s Digest in France,
Cottage Grove, featured the grandWhen where the French edition of this popular American magazine goes into
This
reciprocal,
was
daddy of jazz. King Oliver, and
Caruso appeared in Cbicago, Big more than 500,000 copies, the highest figure of any French publication?
playing second trumpet was Louis
I do not want to mention the less representative
Jim bought many tickets, and gave
features of Amei'(Satchmo) Armstrong, who at 50
them lb the boys and girls of the ican life, like comics, Coca-Cola, American cigarets, quiz programs,
is a living legend of American
which
are spreading Ihrouglv France.
tenderloin, and sent .them down
But
let me mention the fact
music, Johnny Dodds, another jazz
to the opera house to applaud. that whereas the Comedie Francaiso. the Opera, Odeon, Opera Comique
great, played the clarinet, and Lil
are playing to virtually empty houses, it was impossible
to .secure a
Besides high class music in cabaArmstrong, then married to Louie,
French adaptation of “Streetcar Named Desire'’ with
rets, Colisimo contributed someA
pfayed the’ piano.
Arletty.
The French newspapers have reached a^ veiy low level, and
of
city,
our
thing
else
to
the
history
On the west side g group of
^
world events you have to read the Paris edition
kids attending Austin High School It was he who brought Johnny Tor- of the New Yprk Herald
Tribune.
and Hull House started the world rio to Chicago as a bodyguard. TorFormerly, Paris^ to me was always a way of life, and
a wav of living
famous Chicago school of jazz, and rio.brought Al Capone from Brook- where ^one could be happy, even
though poor; For many years it prolyn as an assistant bodyguard. After
contributed many men of music
vided for me an essential element of human
experience, When I was
like Benny Goodman, Gene Krupa, Prohibition set in, Torrio abdi^ young and a part
of this Paris, the woiid vvas different
America was
Bud Freeman and Jimmy MePart- cated,. leaving Capone as the sole far away and I was. sure that I belonged
to Paris forever.
But all this
ruler
of
Chicago’s,
perhaps
and
land. Earl (Father^ Hines’ orcheswas put to flight. Today, I believe, the events,
the war, and the posttra was one of the most popular the nation’s; underworld.
war years have loft its scars on Paris. Coming
back
after 10 years
Thus began an era written of to Pans, I realized on the first day.
on the south side. Now he plays
and t was sure of this on thriast
piano for the great Louie Arm- in many, books, portrayed in many day of my journey, that I
belong somewhere else.
stromg. The legendary Bix Beiderr motion pictures and stage producbecke walked in and out of this tions
a fabulous era which
jazz age.
one would believe was the wildest
Bee Palmer, Gilda Grey and of fiction— unless lie himself was
I
“Ukelele Ike’’ Cliff Edwards are there to witness it.

show

.

that

:

es ist ein tannenbaum’’) Which too has varied in
A\ords and thought as years went

the
playing
loop. Earl -Car“Sketch
rol rs
Nate Gross
Book,” notable
mostly for a blackout which reproduced the painting, of Whistler’s
mother On the stage. For a brief
minute the audience, was allowed
Then the sweet,
to look at her.
little mother turned her face to
the audience and let go with one
loud, raucous Bronx cheer.
A Russian countess was in the
cast of “Sketch Book/’ She had an,
imperious manner, and a demanding way. Whenever, she'd hear of
something new, she’s pound the
table and say:' “I vant one right
away!*’

During the past' year I went to Europe where I spent several months
working and revisiting the Old Gontinent. I had not been in Europe
for 10 years. The Continent where I was born and spent 30 years of
my life had changed quite a bit
I was amazed to find France, and Paris especially, so different, and
the
alumni
from
Fritzel
Mike
by the same token, sUU the same did city where past and present
By the w^y, Fritzel’s yet,
Afsonia.
are merged, and where the allure of a journey into the land of en'Jandlord in those days was Ernest
chantment
holds the imagination of thousands of Americans. streaming
Ricketts, now. owner of the Chi-.
into this city year after year;
cago ave.. restaurant which is an
As ail American, I was interested, naturally, in discovering what a
for
rendezvous
'after-midnight
and Frenchman thinks about Americans and America, in general. In the
Edgar
Bergen
stagefolk.
early
191h century, a Frenchman^ Alexis de Tocqueville gave us a
Charley McCarthy made their first
literary gQing-oVer.
From hi$ ti.me until the present, the curiosity of
Pa ree.
publio bow at the
many generations of FrenGhmen has been inexhaustible; Duhamel;
then.
Andrews, Sisters,
The
Maurois, Celine, Cocteau, Sartre, de :Bauvoir, Roy, Ayme’ presented
ypungsl ers from Minneapolis,’ made
us and our life, pur customs and our heritage from many, different
their Chicago bow as unknowns
points, of view.' The Frenchmen, being strongly individualistic, tried to
Hi^Ial
Falkenstein’s
Louis
at
portray VIS as “a mass natiori” with mass psychosis. Andre Beaupere,

new

Countess.
She got one, and the boys called
a cab and sent her back to town.
She was a very sick girl that night.
The boys never again enticed her
She’d had enough of
to Cicero.
that.

Now' about
It long has

the “Mickey Finn.’’
been alleged to be a

Chicago product, originating in a
South State Street saloon owned
by by a doughty gentlenian named
Michael Finn, who devised it to
handle belligerent drinkers whenever they appeared.
Nightclubs are supposed to have

,

1

i

,

The deft
touch of Mike Fritzel, now owner
resLoop
of a sedate and popular
originated in

Chicago;

taurant that bears his name, stands
out in. the development of these

;

.

bistros.

Originally table singers supplied
They
only entertainment.
serenaded you with torch songs
making
and received gratuities for
you cry in your beer. Fritzel had
these “mimi’’ singers at the Arsonia, on West Madison Street,
where the younger socialities got
their first taste of night life. But
the west side could not keep
Fritzel.
He was a downtown guy,
and his Friars Inn, later, was the
gathering place, for the elite as
well as Prohibition badmen, who

.

tiie

sometimes showed ho v tough they,
were by shooting at each other.
Tall erect Mike Fritzel kept

.

.

,.

What

^
-

Our Show Business
(Or

iIk?

Riid

People asking about

“Why, I met you 15 years ago
Dos Moines.”
The grandmother (72) who gree

honey chile.)
comedians

a thing

Young

;

doing their
act af Lindy’s,

The

in

untidy

me,

“I

the

Palace

The
comes

who

act

remember seeing you
when I was a lilt

girl.”

arli.st.

^

to

i’he city
protect

tough guy who wan
says: “Anyoi
.

me and

year
after year with
the same main

bothers you, kid, let me know!’’
” The Boss who wclcbiiies me wi
open arms and tells me the pr
terial.
^Tdlng star didn’t do any bu.sine
rp,
Ihc
infre- lor him..
quent times
The miserable spdit Who is i
when I am ways giving me
a horse that car
overweight.
Jolso unless it breaks a leg.

i

.

i

,

of Sopliio Xuckor)

my

“feud”
with Belle Baker (never was such

Mike later
their place.
had an interest in the Midnight
Frolics, on 22nd Street, and opened
the Club Royale, on Wabash Ave.,
next door to the once famous /
Moulin Rouge Cafe. Barney Franklin owned the latter place, in the
good old days when you could, sell
6 pieces of ice and a bottle of
gin,ger ale for $5/ Later, Franklin

them

Don’t like About

'

'

;

owned the swank Kit Kat Club,
on E. Chicago Ave., but lost it to
“Piggy” Joyce on a roll of dice.
Mike Fritzel went on to the Chez
Parce, which had been the Chez
Pierre and was owned, in the
earlier, days by Pierre Nuuytens,.the artist. With Fritzel in this ven-

The “jlrlisl”
who can’t hold

.

'

Sophie Tucker

.

The

I

;

began

in

A

.waiter

make
The

j

:

'

tray

j

me

dishes..

After

shows
^

Saturday

night’s

a politician asking

j
j
Two hundred

.

you

to do

i

people every Sat-

LUCILLE and EDDIE ROBERTS

Strippers

In
.table

whea

there’s

was old stuff in
Ciii’i’cntly playing a, return engagement at the Hotel Schroedor in
somehow or
othor manueyenng
burlesque, When Lou Nathan made yrilwaukee, the. Robert.s lia ve recently compleU'd work on their own .Other
themselves into
my dressing room to O.K. their
It
the big attraction at his 606 TV .show; “WHAT’S OX YOUU MIND?”
The humui'ouy style and informal manner of the Roberts hiive made
Club, on S. Wabash Ave. The most
(I. figure the Rubfamous alumna of this tinseled Ah('in long lime favorite.s among guests of the liotel -and suppe.r club circareer
cuit.
They have Viii e.nViablc record for playing many return engagements owL mf ‘M^onn
palace for the stay-up late set, is
in such spots a.s tli.o lIf)teJ Pierre, X'ew York City, The ytatler I.Iotel chain,
Thr»
t
Carrie Finnell, now showing her IlOosevelt
Hold, X’ew Orleans, etc.
wares at the Club Lido on the
On January 15th tlu\\’ return to the Fladio Club in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
Champs-Elysc.es in Paris.
for four we(ks;
Press r('lati(ins: Kaye-Hall Associates, Looking; All. “SoDhiP^Td^^
^
nu, and when 1 agree they argue,
Oldiimers fell me the first Chi- major a.gi'ueios.

tp.

.

alwa

train.

exuberant

1'.

when
make

A

for 45 years
the name of So

The ‘many

whom Pve

lovely

seen

a

.

chorines

promising

ful

.wasting their time getting eii
under their eyes
The inconsidefate r i n g s

.

1

is

millidn d(

Tucker

'

'

:

slight
and
when ihtrpducii
his guests, places his lighh

h

‘Slriptease”

.

a

Dressier
slaved to

ringside
only 20 ring®

'

a

cigaret against my Florence. Lust
gown., ..The Hollywood producers w‘l
insisted
‘“f’iSLvu on
on. making
miikmg me a ^r

three

1

Jacobson.

“make

liquored patron,

'

dropping

to

by investing in their setui
The trunks and suitcases Ih
never close when I’m rushing

and

blase customer.
Last year’s costumes.

•

who

prompter

me

lar.s”

..

The

1932,; was
Joey Jacobson, who still is his partner in the Loop restaurant; They
sold the Chez to a group headed
by David Halper less than a year
ago. The Chez Paree is one of the
natibn’s most famous riightclubs,
due to the astuteness of Fritzel and

which

The
after

dressing rooms.

.

ture,

squawks

his liquor.
for billing

^

,

patrons who ‘blow cigar sn
whilc tlic Star is siuging a ba
Acts who “dog it” when
packed.
inevitable
for

drunk who

“Melancholy Baby.”

,

9

,

1
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And

most successful jokes on the radio
and from the stage was in assuring
my audiences that it was quite
wrong to call the Nazis dogs be-

By VICTOR BORGE
This is my 10th birthday in the Twain and Artemus Ward and A1
United States.; In those 10 years I Capp, the country of Ambrose
have been asked one question in- Bierce and Will Rogers, of the
comic^strip and the quick-gag, of
Eistehtly: ‘‘Wha:! have you diseova lively sense of humor shared by
of
sense
Anaerican
ered about the
statesmen and cabdrivers, quiz
kids and waitresses; We are the
humor'?”
country
with the constant sense of
1 learhed almost immediately
humor that can penetrate iron curthat Americans laugh at the same tains which A-bombs
will not perthirigs as peopie do in Copenhagen manently destroy.
We have this

j

I

I

!

!

i

j

The Voice of America should be
most popular stage for Amer-

got off the S-S, Ameri-

I

ridicule

^

U

'

up waiting

.lined

S in 1940—1 didn't
meaning of ham and ^gsi-^with.humonsts.^

thp

;

the

can Legion in New Ybrk^the last
vessel to leave Petsamo, Finland,
fm-

'

ly.

When

cause there was, after all, a very
great difference between the two.
“Observe,” I said, “that a Nazi
always lifts his orm.”
This ridicule was so widely
quoted that my life was worth littie when the Nazis invaded Denmark. But it did a job—it made
people laugh at Nazism.
It was of the same cloth as the
Russian cartoonist who showed a
couple listening to the birds singing in the park. “Do you like the
song of the nightingale?” the
wonian in the cartbbn askedi and
her companion (who knew how
‘.‘anti-Gommuhistic” music was being screened) answered, “I can’t
say until I know who composed it.”
The Cartoonist has not been
heard of since because the Communists have an Achilles’ heel as

i

and Stockholm and Vieiina^that priceless weapon and we fiddle
liumbr and satire and ridicule are with it while the world burns, instead of sharpening it jto a point
truly international, 'like most mu- like a dagger
and using it effectivesicv-

to

249

to spring at

Use Laugh-Bombs

Satire;

VAUDEVILLE

Anniversary

Sweden when the Nazis were ready
Denmark. One of* my

America’s Enemy With Ridicule

Hit

J^^RiSTY

Forly^fifth

fill

By JOEY ADAMS
You

showbusiness
However, many great comedians
unless you “meet the people” face have “used” their audiences to
to face.
Many radio, television, sharpen their wits. Jackie Miles,
recording and picture stars are Milton Berle, Henny Youngman,
c o w a r d s
Lenny Kent, Jack E. Leonard are
come on out just a few of our comics who have
and face your developed a sabre-like wit while
public fellas.
Working on the unsuspecting cliennot

are

in

!

'

—

;

,

'

Many
have
_

®

^ ^ y. ®
inferionty
be-

E. Leonard must have a
audience for his murderous
barks,.
“If you ever need a friend,
try and find one’.’ or “Yoii have a
braih, too bad it hasn't
yQyj. bead.”
.it
you W^^t to stay
Showhusiness, you should face your
^If course, some audiences
make
vou wish voti had “t-iued’*
“
'
®
act^nnd
=frfihe
act
and sent 'it
it In
in.
Some
ijjg

!

;

.

complex

m

j

y

4 ,

fy

^Th e Ir

With

Joey Adams

fnno
MnvhP
xa**o.
not a complex, perhaps they

|

it s

'

^

to heckle.

Jack

!

psychiatrists to
II
find
out
.an

who come

stars tele

^

'

'

are .just inferior.
is your
iL
satirists,and come- big, a
““P?
fire8° face the
as unguarded chance jo find
f
and almost starved. vBut my first ^jans fighting
the
war
just
the
as
^
^
music, and, remember, it’s a f inan” “nw
as all peoples in all history.
.. .WeV
actorturers.
Or the supper
dale was in a Miami Beach night bicn in uniform do.
Our caricacial pleasure to make “personals.”
We have found that we lose Wars
show dramorticians in the vaudecliib and the people quickly got turists and cartoonists should fight
^
J
Whv be
HA. ;“lonely
‘InriAlv and
Qnnr loaded’
Why
Sbme-;
ville
theatres,
Or a week in
the drift of what I was saying and ^,ith quills dipped in ridicule, and even when we win them.
take
a
chance,
even
if you make
split
atoms
TNT
thing^eside.
and
Bridgeport.
playing, exactly as they did in ^0^^ ^a^Ssta^and
I recomTitof iifjt: hApn triip in
li?
iiiav b.c wliat wc need.

know

I

;

:

|

,

,

1

|

,

hu^^w^

people
der their control. We should send
Qut our wit in the native languages
„of the foreigri lands and not only
on the Voice of America but in
ngy^rspapers and cartoons, in books
jjj^^ bb^-jg jjebvered to those countvies.
We have laughter that can '<
Commie barricades.
crumble the ^

,

what we laugh
at— we have a powerful weapon
Which we are definitely not using

.cans can laugh at

|

Of course, remember you are even
never as great as they

tell you,
see you. after the show,
but yoii are never as bad as they
are thinking.

v

.

to the fullest in fighting the ene-

j

-

1

garians and Belgians, Frbnch and
Yugoslavians and Soiith Anieri-

,

j

;

Some^ande Memories
By

.

,

!

HARRY PUCK

Some> stars couldn’t draw a “apologize”; for their latest picture,
crowd if they were a gutter on In this connection. I’ve traveled
Year’s Eve. One big star had all over this country (and I’ve got
U
4
4
Per- 4the
hotel
tovvels to prove it), tryr.
to leave^a New York theatie

—

New
,

,

i

sonal”

•

;

1

,

!

in

the

^

_

,

I

’

I

I

j

-

Nuht Club Reviews
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act.
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The
and
show was added on Saturday ana
Four Lads were pacted for this 1 nndRv
s»unudy.
room by hotel prexy, James Hm't,
The boarding houses my mother
who plucked them off Robert. Q.
,

admission, $2-$3 plus tax (no minior cover).

mum

;

I

Minsky has moved his
glorified burlesque idea from the Lewis’ video talent showcase. It’s (who traveled with us) used
Colonial Inn stage up Hallandale a neat plug for the room; but short find. I w^as 18 before I knew, there
Youngsters ^^as^ a thing
way
confines of the on
^ called ‘Hotel.*
/' the talent side.
^ .-to the smaller ...
ii’
hardly command
is over 20
Beachcomber, in the heart of I..(none....
..
The day w’e were arrested by
Miami Beach and looks to do okay the attention they should in this
Society (to
v ith his admission and show policy. small room, and their vocalizing , the G^ry
10). My Sister Eva w^as coached as
are only
Though production values suf.•vou’re 16 -you’re 16.”
vuum
vvjiaL they
Liitv leiv
ljich youth
Wh^t
rely uii
on is their
ered, thanks to narrowing of the
When the judge asked, "Now little
and tartan evening clothes. But the ^
stage confines, the overall idea of a^d
41..^:..
r«..i 4
;^~
triiO
Vinw nlH arp vnil.”
RnP <said
^
strip, comedy and novelty hits for- ^"^ain fault lies in their singling,
which has too much of the choir- I m 60 yeais old.
solid reaction from the-T^n\'
payees.
qualities to sock across the
Those Christmas parties In July
iiUnt tv,.
There’s nothing
*
and mot at the Lights Club, in Freeport,
tunes,
Free
show as re-^ard’s the soirspots I*®®*®'’.
colony.
L. I., the then actors’ colony,
Came Finnell, with^ her mammary
\^‘
They
do
uaixaLio*
UUXiiAg the
tiic OiLivvc.i.
slower ballads.
11
x’
Harold
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liNthm ideas.^Dardy Orlando is an
stripteuse who sets up

attractive

take-it-off

vpuUne

to

4

^

’’
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Mav- Your Mate”

j

there 'was quite a is easier to look your public in the
I was em- eye iSo how come I have no spondearth of customers.
Until I did this shovy I was
^g j passed Dario, tlie S0r?)
owner: “I wonder what happened practically unknown in radio; now
to my following?,” I asked the I’m unknown in all phases of show
former dancer turned N. Y. night- 'business.
Even the motion picture indusclub owner. “Your following?” he
screamed, “What did you do to try makes mistakes. Robert Alda
and
Vivian Blaine were on the
Maybe my name was too
.mine?
payroll of Warner Bros, and 20th
big in the ads.,
Joe Frisco looked out at his au- Century - Fox for years and
Now, after their hit
dipnre’’ at a niehtclub once and dropped.
more people in “personal” in “Guys and Dolls,”
in the world is bidstudio
every
home!”
bed* at
But then again there’s Danny ding, and at fabulous salaries, and
Kaye or Danny Thomas or Bob deservedly so.
Money alone can’t bring you
or Jane Russell who make
fans and new friends with happiness, although with money
each appearance when they “meet you can afford to have it sent,
the people.” Hope deserves a spe- but somehow, if you are a hit “in
cial bow as do so many of the person,” the money foUo\vs.
Everybody w^ants to see what
other “soldiers in greasepaint” who
go to the very ends of the w'orld you look like after they hear you
the air. They w'ant to see what
on
uniform
to entertain our kids in
face .you feel like after they see you on
Sometimes you smell
television.
'to face
pretty bad after they have seen
4 -..-.
4
Jolson did that all his life.
ai uwioun
jr^ us*ed^ to nut the iFghts on Tn you in iTicture
pictures, but you must
..
.,^ 4
so that he could see take the chance.
the theatre
So, make yourself available, get
them. He was the first to go to
^he South Pacific and the first to your tuxedo out, and travel.
Don’t misunderstand, it’s not
enough to just meet the people
j know, a lot of audiences aren’t
to
too casy to takc. As Joc E. Lcwls land face the music; you have
can be
says, “It’s a pleasure to come back be prepared, not everybody
-^q
York and see faces that .a Fred Allen, and even tne greai
Or as Jean 'Allen has his tools. His great” wit
belong_ on people.”
_
goes 011 .’
Carrol says:’ "Some of those char is sharpened before he
’
nn
La Guardia said it so well,
but not
personalities, h.,f
acters have
‘Don’t worry about people knowfor human beings.”
ing you, make yourself worth
'

jinjaur and
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fi^ve a fairly ingratiating selling
[pitch, and with a lot more experithey could shape up okay.,
nine numbers at show

knowing,”

1

the walls
Person.”

If

you do,

down

to

caught,

i,

the

best

of

which w^re

you

tear
“In

Failure to Cut Peso’s
Value Irks Showbiz
Mexico

department

Trudine,

they’ll

see

|

a

also ternity house level.
there’s
grinds and shakes
Ralph Rotgers four-piece rhumba
to good returns. Maurine Calvert band is approaching the year mark
Is another in the grind-and-bump here, playing neatly for the dancers
clress

4.

—

Haiem- “Cincinnati Dancing Pig,” “Ameriesque musical backgrounding for ^an
Beauty Rose,’* and “Dry
a titillating sequence. In the un Bones.” The rest were about fra-

a

1

I

.

Looking for the first one-sheet
any town to see how
the Zerbys and Moore, and the on arrival
Doaeli4?oiiilior. >f lami
were billed.
you
Parisian number. Irving Barnett’s
Miami Beach, Dec. 27.
j.'creW handles the backgroundings
Hurrying to the theatre for a
»»
•*!
771
*!Minsky s Folhes,”
with Dardy p„r»ablv
Laru
y*
•look at the callboard to see your
P
Orlando, Carrie Finnell, Trudine,^
spot on the bill (No. 2 was awful).
Maurine Calvert, The Zerbys <2),
Rultor» Clii
A familiar voice that never
Los Gatos (3), Bobby Morris, MurHOTEL)
WEST
(AMBASSADOR
failed opening day after a timid
ray Briscoe, Sam Goulds George
Chicago.
^
Moore, Line (IS) Irving Barnett
knock on the door, “Anything for
The 4 Lads, Ralph Rotgers the tailor?”
dreh; produced by Harold Minsky;
choreography by Arden-Fletcher;] Orch (A); minimum $3.50.
‘Wolution” w^hen a third
.

i

i

middle ot the en- mg to explain the one picture I
easement bn account of illness
did called “Ringside
But now
^
audience got sick of hinithat I have a hit radio show
Rate

I

-

ber son.
Sonie movie stars have to make
personal appearance tour /to
a
.

—

,

[

bored when the little
asks for an autograph for

act

woman

when they

mies of the United States and the
Tfnil
prl Nations.
MntinnQ
United
—
to see who was
Buying
^...,-.-0 Variety
with you the following
That weapon is the humor, satire
An orcanizatiori of Laugh-Bombs
•indi iiaicuie
ririirnlp that
onn punciuie
Diinrli rp me
the Against
A
mat. can
an
VeeK.
the Coinmies, working with
balloons of hot air coming from ppneentration toward
audience
The
afternoon dume
c
aennue ohluonaay aiieiimou
tow aru a definite
ine Mondav
pp
^
iiie
Kremlin
tlic Kiemlin
jective, wi l create^ an. explosive .at the Colonial. (N. Y.).
^
Barbed, b, (mg, hot wit can dq 'energy that is on the_ tips of our
Getting to the theatre at 7 a.m,
the work -of armies. History proves tongues and in
f®*" ® 10 o’clock rehearpl so no
that over and over.
Just as Vol- typewriters and on the ends of our one could rehearse that popular
taire helped change the course of pens.
Bundles for Britain did a .song you were using.
history, the searching caricatures tremendous job. Why can’t we orSlyly listening to the applause
of Low of Britain are worth his ganize the same way for Laughof the other acts hoping it wouldn’t
weight in pounds. (No joke.)
Bombs Against the Commies?
last
as long as yours.
This is the country of Mark j
I traveled with a bodyguard in
The thrill of hearing applausewhen' the cards (on each side of
the proscenium) announced your

7

.

;

.

[

'

j

.

department.
backing quartet; in fine fash,1 and
Mel,
Oii the riovelty side, the Los ion.
Gatos wrap- up with their acrobaiancing. The continuing pyra
niids and tumbles keep the palmPii in i oil Desert

Beteta’s

.

.

Room

,

announcement that there

be no revaluation of the peso
al ^eTdnfr^P^Strmmsrr rate has
held to 8.6.5 pesos per dollar since
June of 1949 when it \vas thus
pegged.
Korean war which is scaring
dollars down to Mexico at the rate
of over 1,000,000 daily is said to
have decided the government not
to revalue right novV.
will

;

ing mounting into a begoff. The
VojSas
Zerbys are a graceful terp team
(DESERT INN)
^vho handle the spins and; lifts
Las Vegas.
effectively. Routihihgs are imaginaRomo Vincent, Paul Steffen
tive. What takes them out of the
Lester Cote and
(5)
average ballroom team into tlie Dancers
Debutantes (5.) Choppy, Carlton
Tcalnrof the Minsky Meas is
asrclose-to-nude-as-possible costum- iHay'es Orch i 10 ; no cover or mim-

Las

.

City.

Showbiz, particularly films that
must export money, was disappointed by Finance Minister Ramon

who

.

'

,

)

Mexico Fights for Tourists

\mum.

ing.

(ilomedy is in the standaixl hurley
vein. Bobby Morris, Murray Bri.s
No strong marquee names, no
feeble produceoeand Sam Gould set up several, line for lure,' plus
.
may account4 lor
blackouts that garner a healthy ar- tion touches
I'ay of laughs via the straighting ifu^’ther sags in pre-hohday lull here
on Briscoe and Gould’s part and with current lineup. Following terthe mugging comedy of Morris, rif gt’oss biz of Minsky s Follies,
who, in some bits, reminds of sudden drop is sure to be felt. _
top billWillie How'ard.
An unbilled gal (. Romo Vincent, sharing
V orks in for some laughs.
lUig with PRul Steffen Dancers, lia^S
Production-wise, the costuming lackadaisical manner okay for spoils in top taste and the routining 'ting within faster frames, but
intelligently handled. Credit Arden- this one, emphasizes yaAvning pace.
Fletcher with turning in a top job Ho
Oh a smaU .stage with 18 gals and iBoad; in .slow tempo
iS
dmlect
solo tapster George IMoore. Stand-; to
(Continued on page 250)
outs are

>
:

,

.

i

i

-

port-i»9 Sort,

m

tlfO

.

'

reduction.

They see the

NICK LUCAS
Best tVlshes to Variety and Season’s Greetings to
Direction, MUSIC CORP. 'OF AMERICA

.

loss of

much

trade

because of the order, citing that

j

“Dream Concerto, with

City.

American
to reduce
plan rates for tourists this ^winter.
Agencies aver now is the time for

1

'

Mexico

here
agencies
tourist
squawked to the goveinment’s
order
its
against
tourist department
which they claim will hurt their
This is the refusal to allow
biZ’.
hotels of Acapulco, pop Pacific

Top

.

all

these tourists
limited means.

are

all

folks

of

)

,1

,
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The
TV-The

Forly-fifth

About five
over the building.
years ago, there were less than a
half dozen members left of the
Actors Order of Friendship, they
sold the building, divided the
money and broke up the actors
club that was founded a century

Theatrical Cluhs

Pied Piper Luring

Them Back

Into the

New York Fold

By JAY BRENNAN
Back in the Roaring Twenties skit, “The Return of Sarah.” Bert
the team of Savoy & Brennan was Savoy did Sarah Bernhardt but I
popular on Broadway. So we were think the highlight of the show
kept very busy playing benefits, es- was the balcony scene from “Rodur- meo and Juliet,” played by Mitzl
pecially
ing the Christ- Hajos and Will Rogers. And, right
mas holidays. here, I want to say that I’ve never
We played seen a more beautiful “Romeo”
o f than Mitzi. She had beautiful legs
hundreds
them. And as and she wore sheer black silk
I
sit here in tights, a Burgundy colored velvet
my Log Cabin cap and jacket, and when they
Brooklyn threw the spotlight on her the auon
m y dience gasped. Then the Spot was
Heights
thoughts
g o thrown up to the balcony and there
back to three was Will Rogers as Juliet— in a
that I’ll never white robe, a blonde wig that hung
j

The Greenroom Club had a
short but honorable career; most
of the membership were legits, and

when S. Jay Kaufman was the
Bohemians, which also had actor head of it they took care of many
Hillcrest
actors who became famous
although
young
prodigal sons of show biz to the members; and
They lived in a
and Lakeside Golf Clubs are not years later.
membership rosters, the bars, din- strictly “theatrical,” many mem- dormitory at the club that was paid
ing rooms and cardrooms of The
The Greenmembers.
bers are the theatrical tops of the for by the
Lambs, The Players, The Friars Coast. For the past several years room Club started in 1902 and
and even the National Vaudeville Hollywood has had the Comedy gave un in 1935.
Artists.
In^ 1868 The Jolly Corks was
Club, with a membership of the
1928 when the talkers greats of vaudeville, and a few formed by a half a dozen minstrels
It Vas
emptied the clubrooms and the years ago the Friars decided to as a theatrical social club. Memtreasuries of the theatrical social open a Hollywood branch, as did bership comprised minstrels, song
and dance men, and comedians. In^
clubs in New York. Thousands of The Players.
time it became The
short
a
actors packed their Hcrkert &
But now that New York is the
Maisles and trekked to Hollywood capital of TV, the L. A. to N. Y. Benevolent Protective Order of
to get some of that “talkie-money.” lists in Variety are almost as big Elks!^
In 1875 The Lambs was started
Many of them settled down to as the old vaude route lists. The
daily go'f, swimming pools, quar- Lafnbs, Players and Friars are hav- as a supper club for actors, and in
ter-acre ranches and phone receiv- ing resigned members renewing 1877 it was incorporated in N. Y.
It has
ers glued to Central Casting. The memberships because they have with about 60 members.
Lambs. Players and Friars didn’t decided to make New York their survived many financial storms
think it important enough to open “permanent” home again.
TV is and today is the oldest and greatest of all the theatrical clubs,
branches in Hollywood.
the pied piper to the Coast boys
black, with a long
But actors must get together to who want to add fresh green to firmly in the
exchange ga^s and theatrical trivia, thvir sun-tanned bank accounts. It waiting list.
In 1889 The Players was estabso in a short time some Lambs or- is hard to give up sunshine, swimlished in the home at Gramercy
ganized The Masquers whose mem- ming pools, daily golf and funny
Square
of the immortal Edwin
bership was almost lOO'^e Lambs, clothes for snow, goloshes, steam
Booth and today still remains one
but it was an independent organ- heat and swimming in the Luxor
of the finest' theatrical clubs in the
ization and soon became a very Bath, but that TV coin cures alworld.
important part of the social, the- most anything
even a love for
The White Rats (Rats spelled
atrical and patriotic life of Holly- California.
backwards is Starsl was organized
wood. Many actors kept up their
Besides thb Pioneers from the
as a social club about 1900. It was
membership in their eastern clubs, Coast who have come east in the
copied from the Water Rats of
but many more resigned as they TV Covered Wagon, many more
From a social club it
were determined to settle down westerners have packed up their England.
and
and make California their “perma- community property, bought over- became a labor organization
after a few vaudeville strikes it
nent” home.
coats and put on longies, and are
folded
It was the first actors
up.
When the depression came, settled down for good or until organization to get a union charter
many of the theatrical clubs were Hollywood is changed from the from the American Federation of
on the verge of bankruptcy. The Kinescope City to the Video capi- Labor.
later turned over its
It
Friars had to re-finance and re- tal.
There were
charter to Equity.
organize.
Years later when radio
ereat laughs in the old White Rats
Oldest Theatrical Club
m^de Hollywood its headquarters,
Churchhill’s. on 46th
(over
Club
Theatrical clubs in general have
more and more actors went to
that was
street and Broad wayi
Hollywood, to take advantage of had hectic careers. The oldest the- when
running
everything
was
better living conditions and better atrical club was The Actors’ Order smoothly in vaude. long routes,
chances to get a job. This again of Friendship, which had a strictly few worries and lots of loot.
hurt the eastern clubs, while actor membership (mostly legitsl
Cohan Guides Friars
Hollywood added more theatrical located in a small brownstone
It
building on West 47th street.
clubs.
The Friars was organized in
The Dominoes (practically the was organized in 1849 as an off- 1904 by a group of press agents,
ladies’ branch of The Masquers), shoot of the Edwin Forrest Lodge and a few years later actors wore
The Troupers, which had a mixed of Philadelphia. It was in exist- admitted to membership and soon
membership. The Writers Club ence for many years until merged became the majority. The Friars
(which had a number of actor- with the Greenroom Club, which under George M. Cohan became
members), The Uplifters and the absorbed the membership and took one of the greatest theatrical clubs
but later failed, reorganized and
is

now bringing back

the

.

.

;

a horror.
We were playing
Amsterdam Roof with the
“Midnight Frolic.” On the Sunday
night before Christmas we were
booked to play four benefits. Sunday morning and most of the afternoon was spent rehearsing with

four

was

fallen

for
years stated that there’s no future
in vaudeville are currently having
a field day. Vaude, per se> is facing
a crisis that is greater than at any
time since the depression of the
late ’20s and early ’30s.

in the past few years.
listened to the jibe that

down

They’ve

i

'

orchestras.

!

How-

NEXT

benefit

We

Hipp we went

the

.

We

were with the
Hitchy

Dressier, who was
passing the stagedoor of the Liberty theatre decided to come in.
She barged right into the barber
shop scene to a tremendous ovation.
Off came her hat and coat, Hitchy
was lathering Moore’s face with
Marie grabbed a razor and
soap,
stropped it, threw her leg up on
Moore’s stomach and started to
scrape him. The audience yelled
Marie
and became hysterical
had forgotten that she was w'earing a short dress and with one leg
up on Moore’s stomach, and her
skirt above her waist there was
nothing left to the imagination.
When the curtain fell, Marie came
to our dressing room to fix her

when Marie

9:30.

From

.

had decided to do the barber shop
scene at the Christmas benefit. In
the cast were Hitchy as the barber, George Moore in the chair to
be shaved,' BeVt Savoy was Madge
The curgiving pie a manicure.
tain had just gone up on the scene

was at the Hiparrived there at
about 8:30 and didn’t get on until
first

.

Raymond Hitchcock show.

that.

podrome.

to the

another long wait to get
Next to the Selwyn. We had

Casino;

on.
to follow

some operatic singers
who sang themselves unconscious
And next to the
Ambassador.
don’t remember
I
how long we had to wait to get on
but I do remember that we were

for 25 minutes.

.

.

.

on the go from 7 p.m. Sunday night
until one in the morning.
Worn
out and wet from getting in and
out of cabs, going from stage door
to stage door, we arrived back on
the Roof only to discover that
someone had gotten into our dressing room during our absence and face and hair.
Savoy and I were
stole $500. that Bert Savoy had so still laughing when she came in.
carefully hidden in one of his street She was puzzled as she looked at
shoes.
Savoy and said, “What happened to
NEXT
We were with the that audience, Madge.”
Savoy
“Ziegfeld Follies” and were asked said. “My dear, if they didn’t see
to do a Christmas benefit. We didn’t the funny side of the sketch they
want to do the regular Savoy & certainly saw the funny side of
Brennan act so we did a French Marie Dressier.”
,

.

.

club-

Night Club Reviews

E. F. Albee. virtually as a company
union to knock off the White Rats.

j

different

Our

house on West 56th street and a
large membership.
The National Vauc-wille Artists
was originally organized by the late

By JOE COHEN

1

we got to the Roof at about
seven Sunday night to make up
and dress in our stage wardrobe.
It was a bad night;
the streets
were covered with snow and slush,
but we had a job to do and that

i

The gloomy prophets who

:

ever,

i

handsome new

rail

.

;

a

tlie shoulders sitting on the
of the balcony with a bottle
of beer in his hand and a case of
beer beside him. When that audience got a flash of Will Rogers as
Juliet the roars of laughter were
so great you couldn’t hear what
they were saying. There will never
be another Juliet like Will Rogers.

one

was

—

now has

over

!

first

the

'

in Video

The

I

—

Vaude ’s Future

forget.

Jay Brennan

.

:

1951

3,

CHRISTMAS BENEFITS

ago.

By JOE LAURIE, JR.

TV

Wednesday, January

Anniversary

p^f^JETY

Continued fioin page 249

“vaudeville is dead,” and have Albee even bought the old White
Dcsort Kiroiii
been content to do nothing about Rats club-house on West 46th “Easy St.” sans mike with comit. That phrase has been ingrained
street, but when vaudeville crum- edian singing along ringside to kid
in the public mind, and little effort bled and with it the Albee Empire, customers.
has been made to dissipate that the members ’’eorganized and built
Paul Steffen Dancers, in their
faced up a club where they were no first stateside fling
for almost two
however, provides feeling. The film industry,
Television,
is going
problem,
similar
with
a
years,
show zip at outset of show
NVA
in
longer
dictated
to.
The
that
is
the most convincing proof
for exploitation, better the old quarters of the Friars on with “Blues for Five.” Costume
vaudeville is far from dead. The in heavily
and discussing the present West 47th street.
shading from black through grays
highest video audience measure- pictures
it.
On the distaff side in N. Y. is to white show little contrast when
ments are currently going to vari- crisis with a view to beating
troupe terps in foreground of orch.
the
even
that
pointed
out
is
It’s
which
The
Twelfth
Night
Club
comstiff
Even
with
ety shows.
most of Clean delineation might follow if
petition, it’s generally a safe bet major television shows spend a a lot like the Dominoes
scrim were used to hide backto assume that the variety show huge amount of coin in newspaper ;the members are wives?j,oi Lambs
ground of musicians.
will get the bigger share of the space and elsewhere to launch a The Ziegfeld Club membership is
Lester Cole
and Debutantes,
display. Vaudeville, it’s felt, could made up of gals that were gloriaudience.
do something similar, even if it’s fied by ^he late Florenz Ziegfeld slotted after Steffen opener, slow
It’s consequently felt that the
tempo
by
.setup, “Luck Old
so-so
think
(they take care of many show
form of entertainment along smaller lines. Many
variety
Sun,” “Temptation,” forefronting
that some method can be found people). And a new femme organihasn’t lost its audience base. PubBarbara Cole, and out with “Vicfilm studios and thea- zation. The Troupers
interest
to
no connec- tor
lic preferences are essentially the
Herbert
Medley.”
Femme
same as in the era when Keith- tre circuits in a cooperative ven- tion with the West Coast Troupers) chirpers could draw upon Xmas
who ai;e the wives o£ night club medley in.stead of Hei-bert for
more
fc
Albee, Orpheum, Loew, Pantages, ture of this kind. The important
thing is to get the public in the entertainers, song writers, radio solid response. Audience is ripe
et al., had a string of vaudeville
habit of going out all over again. and TV performers. They, too, do for holiday standbys, get none durhouses packing them in.
ing this show.
Even with the decline of vaude- In that respect the problems of a lot of charitable work.
All of these clubs have their
films and Vaudeville are similar. It’s
Choppy. French import who
ville playing time, more people see
thought
that
this is one avenue own personalities. The Lambs have limns greasepaint faces on four
variety shows today that were seen
their Gambols the Players their gals backs, puts a vacuum in homeduring the heyday of the fabulous worthy of further exploration,
Pipe
Nights,
the
Friars
their stretch of show. His drawings take
vaudeville
empires.
With one Both media have had common
Rats
their far too long to execute, have table
problems ever since the major Frolics, the White
videocast, the viewing audience
Scampers, the Comedy Clubs their sitters fidgeting for better views.
probably could fill to capacity the vauderies went into continuous
Clown
Nights.
Many actors belong Project, “Brittany Wedding” is
Combination shows have
number of houses that played
j.good for reaction when costumed
shown the most consistent box- to two or more of the clubs.
vaudevillo at its height.
One
of the oldest actors’ clubs femmes line up with caricatured
for
office
many
years,
and
it may
It’s felt that vaude has a solid
now gone was the Comedy Club backs revealed. Kicker is inserted
base in public tastes that hasn’t lead the way back to the theatre.
at
close
when shapely French
The problem of giving theatres (no relation to the one now in model enters with face drawn
diminished. Yet, stageshow playon
Hollywood
It was organized as a
ing time is at its lowest in years. solid attractions is also of
paranude
front
instead of back.
social club in 1906
It originated
Neighborhood vaudeville has de- mount importance. Without them,
Carlton
Hayes
lends
neat
Clown
assist
Nights,
also the M. C. Ren
clined to a diminishing point, and any exploitation and advertising
Will.
Shields, who was a writer, was the on dansapation chores.
there are many major cities which would be w'asted.
It’s time ‘for
first club Master of Ceremonies.
theatre
do not see one stageshow for many
operators, circuit heads,
weeks at a time. All this despite unions, talent agencies and talent He was followed by Tommy Gray.
W the fact that there’s a large poten- to find means of reopening more 'Felix Adler and James J. Morton.
The latter became the first olfi(HOTEL BELLERIVE, K. C.)
tial audience for this form of en- time, it’s stressed. All have much
cial
emcee on the professional
Kanscs Cily.
at stake.
tertainment.
stage. It wa.'- the Comedy Club
Willie Shore, Joe Vera Orch
Of course, it’s difficult for theMore important is the fact that that saved Percy G. Williams vaude
(o': $1, $1.50 corcr.
atre opei’ators to overcome the free vaudeville has been a valuable
circuit when B F Keith and E. F.
draw of television. A house owner talent incubator. All fields have
Albee tried to put him out of busicannot hope to provide the num- been feeding upon the valuable
Current fortnight is a return enness. The Comedy Club with over
ber of headliners given for free reservoir of talent developed in
100 next-to-(*!osing comedy acts gagement for Willie Shore, his secon a video show for fairly obvious the vauderies for many years. New signed
ond
date in the Bellerive's swank
to
stick
with Williams.
reasons. It takes a super type of .talent has been the need to reroom in less than a year. Biz was
Keith-Afbee
finally
bought
out bullish on
salesmanship to sell that which is aw'aken the boxoffice. A new prosthe former date, and
Williams for about $10,000,000.
it bids to repeat very much in the
available gratis.
perity in vaudeville would be of
When the Comedy Club broke same vein
this time. The Shore
It seems to many that there’s invaluable aid
to the entire enter- up (through inside politics) there
rep w'as well established in the
where the vaudeville industry has tainment world.
(Continued on page 258)
date last spring, and the present

go

The dancing and comedy turn
which Shore offers is a considerable change from entertainment
names here recently which ran for
several
weeks to top vocalists.

.

;

.

Mood
.

•

;

is strictly informal with this
turn, and customers get a good 45
minutes of chuckles and terp for

their tabs.

,

Joe Vera leads off the show with
snappy bit of boogie at the keyboard on “Jimmy’s Special,” by the

•

(

;

sure to enhance the follow-

is

ing.

;

a
:

'

'

,

:

orch’s drummer, Mickey McPherson. Shore then takes over for the
session, intermixing songs, gags
and dancing, all of it light hearted
and rapid-fire. Laughs come fast

j

(

;

'

:

.

j

^

,

;

!

,

,

1

)

and clowning is effervescent, carthrough several sequences,
one wrapped around “McNamara’s
Band” in Which Shore demonstrates both ballet and soft shoe,
another with “Roamin’ in the
Gloamin’ ” to spark the fun, one
around the Irish “Donegal” and a
fourth around the by now' Pat
Rooney-tagged “Daughter of Rosie
O’Grady.” Songs are done as parodies or carbons, all embellished by
ried

;

'

I

:

,

;

:

I

Qum.

.

New York

I

j

delivery

effective timing, carefree

and fancy footwork.

Alvin Hammer, a former member of The Revuers, has appeared
in about 30 films since the act
.
broke up several years ago
.

Diane Adrian opened Monday
in the Virgin Isles hotel, St.
as,

&

.

(1)

Thom-

Copsey
fora two week stand
Ayres set for Copacabana. N. Y.,
.

Jan. 18 or 25

.

.

.

.

.

Danny Thomas

there Jan. 4 with Marilyn
Murray, llarbes & Dale and Sonny
Callelo
Show'boat impresarioactor Billy Bryant leaves for Florstarts

.

.

.

ida following his current ^tand at

the

Silver

Slipper,

Memt-his,

7mmm-.-'

.
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America's Foremost Singer
of Folk Songs,

and

Blues

Ballads

HIPPODROIV

TOWN

Sends Season's Greetings
friends

LITTLE

And

CALLAHAN

THEATRES

BALTIMORE
— Season's
I.

W

M. ItAPPAPORT

arm

WRITE

-

Wire

L S

& SODRING
De

n

iti

a

r

(Copen-

k)

LQU

,

O N - STOLL THEATRES
England),

(London,

B.B.C.

HARRY

England),

FOSTERS' AGENCY,

prises, Ltd.,

HAyE SEVERAL WEEKS OF PLAYTIME
and

1

Norway), ENG-

(Oslo,

(London,

SEASON'S GREETINGS

LInits

to

(Stockholm,

London,

England, Alan Fletcher Enter-

to Our Friends Everywhere!

Good

SON

hagen,

Greetings-^

wish

particular

ENWALL

Sweden), FREDRIK DIETRICH-

STROAA

ON THE

For

a

ViELMER

JACK CARTER

SHOW

Attractions

- phone

NBC-TV

London, William

Morris Agency, Charlie Morrison,

Mocambo, Hollywood,

California.

Cafe Society,

New

York

(Sdtui'days]

JOE HILLER AGENCY
Century Theatre

Building;

Pittsburgh,

Pa.

Personal Manager:

Tel. T -2600 Atlantic

Anfon

Scibiliat

Theatre Dept,

to

over the world.

all

Management: STANLEY RAYBURN, New York City

MARY
875

New

D,

Fifth

CHASE
Avenue

York 21. N. Y.
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FOUR

^^Doing for dancing
Ellington

what

and Armstrong

did for American Music
in the
•

•

eyes of Europeans

•

Sensation of Two Continents
Just Concluded

CAFE DE PARIS

6 Months:

LONDON

CLUB LIDO, PARIS
Personal

Management: MARCUS GLASER, CHARLES
•

HOGAN AGENCY,
*

'
.

’

1

Opening

6

in

Italy

MONTHS TO FOLLOW!

203 North Wabash, Chicago
•

1, Illinois

If^lSlKTY 4nniver$ary

Forty^fiflh

Wec1nesday9 January 3, 1951

AY

AR SHALL

Experienced

—

has tuxedo, will travel

snappy dresser both
candy

pitch

ori

and

— double on

off

P.S.:

good bally

—
-—

reliable

—

do excellent

— drive semi — work strong
— reliable manneither will

— don't misrepresent,
only — contact MARK LEDDY

Can change

sober

bagpipes

but clean

agers

—

—

nightly for

two

|

or

LEON NEWMAN, NYC.

nights.

EADIEand

rack

Appearing 2nd Year

and

His

DANNY O'DAY

Mahogany

Partners

and HUMPHREY HIGSBY

"Socking home a terrifiic bit of Yentro showmanship colibre."
(VARliiTY) at Hotel Rancho Vegas, Las VegaSi

—

Opening Jan.

I ltb,

RIVERSIDE CASINO, Reno
Feb.

1

—

CIRO'S, Hollywood

ROXY, New York
Mgt.:

in

March

LOUIS W. COHAN, 203 No. V/abash, Chicago,

III.

On ABC-TV Monday

through Friday, 7:00-7:30 P.M<

"CLUB 7"
Columbia Recording Artists
Perional Management;

ARRON

FOLAN, LTD.

444 Madtion Av.n«., N.w York, N. Y.
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BEST WISHES

CONNIE HAINES

Opening January 4
Currently Appearing

NEW YORK
Exclusive on

MOM'S

CORAL RECORDS
Mgt.: ''BULLETS"

DURGOM

DUCHESS OF IDAHO

Soon to Be Seen

LULLABY OF

in

BROADWAY

WB
Mqt,: "BULLETS"

DURGOM

CITY

On

DISCOVERY and
COLUMBIA RECORDS

•
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FRANCES

NOBIE KING
i

Management:

EDWARD SHERMAN
Hollywood-New York

Publicity:

GLENN ROSE

WM\
Ifci*’'’''''

11.

Cong

mi

1',

0IUyRO6&RS

WITH
still

the Incomparable

Still

the Most Imitated-

m

I.

WITH AN ALL NEW ACT!

1

JUST OPENED

LAKE CLUB,

Springfielcl,

Personal Pirectlon: SID

llliriois

HARRIS

The Mutual Entertainment Agency

Management:

THE FEEUNG'5 MUTUAL"

WM* MORRIS AGENCY

Season ’s Greetings
LANDRE and VERNA
"America's Most Exciting Dancers"

ROOSEVELT HOTEL,

ROMANOS

3

"Tu mbii ng Cornedi a ns"

NEW ORLEANS

palmer house, CHICAGO

.

RYLES

4

"Thrills

SIRDANI
"Don^t Be Fright"

on Skates"

STEVENS HOTEL, CHICAGO

CHASE HOTEL,

ST.

LOUIS

<4

4

BOLIANA IWANKO
''Thrillahatics'^

CH0PPY

MONTMARTRE, HAVANA

(

"A Wedding

in

Normandy"

RIVERSIDE HOTEL,

WANDA AND ARMAND

RENO

^^Musical Puppets''

Just Concluded

PALACE,

New

York

’

REX RAMER

"The Acme of Balance"

"Voice° Varieties"

SAVOY

HOTEL,

LONDON

TUBBY AND SPATZ

OLYMPIA, MIAMI

TOMMY WONDER
.

"Fun

in

Balancing"

FAIRS, 1951

LEW &

ANGELS

4

.

.

>

Dancing Star of "Tickets Please"
Just Concluded

STRAND,

NEW YORK

LESLIE GRADE LTD., INC.
EDDIE ELKORT, VICE-PRES.

HANS

LEDERER

NAT DEBIN

:

1
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THE GREATEST

ON

EARTH

RINGLING BROS.
AND

BARNUM &

BAILEY
I

CIRCUS

Theatrical Clubs
Continued from page

You Are

were many small actor groups that bonds, and capital gains. There
started "‘clubs’’ but liiey didn’t was less and less of that afterlast very long. One of the best theatre camaraderie; actors were
becoming
politics
and
of these was the practically “pri- talking
vate” club, run and financed by serious.
There wa a theatrical club in
Meyer (Basil) Gerson and the late
and lovable Ella Gerson, the res- Freeport, L. I., which called itself
taurant owners, called The Kbcka The Long Island Good Hearted
The
Society,
yclept
manias. It was strictly for laughs, Thespian
It was a nest of laughs
with about 50 members it put on Lights.
and
fun.
Some
show
biz’s
greatof
books
shows with special lyrics,
and costumes about once a month est performed there for their
in the back of their Hotel Somer- fellow actors It was a grand club
set restaurant on West 47th street, until the lay membership outnumbered the actors and in a short;
N. Y.
"9*^
The Variety Clubs of America
Lights
have a very small percentage of
actors as members; most of the

Cordially

Invited to

ROYDOUGLAS

230.

Meet

and VICKIE
"DOUBLE-TALK"
Featuring

1

EDDIE-ECHO

,

THE

CASINO Theatre

-

To.ronto,

Canada

|

i

Manager: Matty Rosen

I

:

SKYLARKS

|

i

j

i

m

I

members of our
are connected with the!
They do terrific
pix business.
laugh-lore
of the great wits and
charity work in all fields,
fun-makers o years ago, men who
...
;
Actors
Habits Chqft g e
knew how to drink and tell a. story
The Theatrical “social” clubs and to make fun. Those of us who
were hurt by the change in actors’ are privileged remember Willie
habits. Years ago, when there were Gollier, Wilton Lackaye, Jack Haza lot of road companies and thou zard, Charlie Judels, Julius Tansands of vaiude theatres, actors nen, Dick Carle, John Barrymore,
would gather after the show, may- Ben Burt, Walter Catlett, Rube
be in the boarding house parlor Goldberg, Raymond Hitchcock, Al
or the hotel lobby or' at some jolson, Ring Lai dner, Will Morrirestaurant.
There were regular jsey. Jack Norworth, J. C. Nugent,
spots in each town and city that Will Rogers, Irvin Cobb, Chic Sale,
became the actors’ headquarters. Frank Tinney, Leon Errol, Tommy
In New York City for those who Gray, Felix Adler, Johnny Stanley,
weren’t members of a club, Wol- Junie McCree, George Jessel, Jim
pin’s,. Sholem’s, Wenig’s, Codding- Thornton,
Rube Bernstein, Bugs
ton’s, the St,
Regis, Freeman’s, Baer,
Bert
Hanlon,
Violinsky,
Joel's, jReuben’s and Gerson’s res- Frisco and many rhore.
Many
taurants were
practically
club- youngsters
are joining the old
houses. The sanie as today Han- clubs and they will carry on the
son’s drugstore, the Stage delica- traditions of these greats groups,
tessen, Gus & Andy’s,
Lindy’s, but somehow they will never be as
Toots Shor, A1 Schacht’s and the “funny” as were the boys we knew.
Gaiety Delicatessen. In Hollywood
The clubs are not going to get
it’s the Brown Derby
(mostly ra- everybody from Hollywood. Many
dio-TV how ) Dave Chasen’s, or of them are settled very comfortMike Romanoff’s.
ably;
besides,
their
blood has
When vaudeville and the road thinned, and they have their money
were replaced by canned enter- vaults to visit. Can’t blame em.
tainment, actors got into other
habits. They got up early for golf,
had intimate parties at home for
bridge and rummy.
(Hollywood
i

members

i

1951

—

'

,

:

i

I

'

|

l

JAN

PATRICE

1

-

i

HELENE and HOWARD

I

CURRENTLY

^

Cvrrently at the

STATLER HOTEL
DETROIT

COMEDY MATERIAL

j

NEW YORK

I

NICK CASSELL^MGM

MORTON DOWNEY
PAUL LEWIS—D'Arcy Agency

A^-

Many Thanks to ~

MCA
SHAMROCK

MARTIN & LEWIS
BURNS & ALLEN
EARL BRENT

had

own little cliques, all in
own particular income brackmore and more they stayed
away from their clubs. They did
its

their

Persenal Management:

GLEASON'S

ets),

ROCKY CARR
I

their drinking privately and discussed their annuities, slocks and

FUN-MASTER

'THE ORIGIN Al SHOW BIZ GAG FUt'
•
• Nos. 1 thru 35 (3 $1.00 «ach
(Sold

ill

Sequent*

Oiily)

special— FIRST 13 FILES FOR $10
ALL 35 FILES FOR ONLY $25
• 3 Bks. PARODIES, per book
• MINSTREL BUDGET ......

|
’

$10 •
$25 •

BLACKOUT BKS., ea. bk $25 •
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
•

4

(reissue), .$2.00

GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $250. Worth over a thousand,

NO

.

BETTY HUTTON
The

fot All Croncfiei of Theatrical*

200 W. 54

C.O.D.'S

PAULA SMITH
St.. New York 19

Dipt. V

Circle 7-1130

AL TRACE Orchestra
Currently on

TV

for

SENTINEL and TELE-TRONICS

ABC NETWORK
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since last
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United States the end of
\

the year.

From Wales to
tour

unbroken
cesses/

and

was an

series of suc-

hailed by

critics

public alike.

Parnell Palladium Review, 'Starlight
Rendezvous,' opened last night to bofF business.
The beep River Boys were the hit of the show."

"The Val

^VARIETY, LONDON.

"The second house audience at the Theater Royal
last night rose to their feet in acclamation of five
wonderful artists, the Deep River Boys, and it

Thanks to
VAL PARNELL,
LESLIE

CISSIE

WILLIAMS

AND

MacDONNELL, HARRY FOSTER, HYMIE ZAHL and

of the Foster

Agency

WALLY

RIDLEY
Roses" a hit!

AND

for

26

solid

was only the

THE MOSS EMPIRE THEATERS.
the enHre staff

weeks.

"HIS MASTERS VOICE" RECORDS for making "Ashes of

AND PRODUCERS-^Henry Caldwell, "Cafe Continental" and "Stars
Your Eyes" — Bill Wprsley, "Music Hall" — Phillip Robinson, "Sing Song"
—Johnnie Stewart, "Music Matinee" —Esther Farmer and Isabelle Burdette,
"Housewives' Choice"— Jean Metcalf e,"Family Favorites"— Jack jdckson,
"Record Round-Up"— Denis Preston, "Music Goes Round" — Sam Costa*
"Record Rendezvous" — Richard Attenborough — Bert 'Ambrose
B.B.C.

in

ED JONES for

his

orchestra's playing the national an-

them that stopped the demands for 'more, more'."
^PORTSMOUTH EVE NEWS.

"They have immense zest and polish and considerable range; one minute their voices are drumming on one's nerves with small muffled hammers,
and next they are pouring out vocal treacle—
the very best treacle, a modern Alice would agree
—with what seems to be abandon and is in fact

word in control. We could go on listenthem and watching them for a long time,"

the last
ing to

—THE MANCHESTER GUARDIAN.

"The Deep River Boys, finely presented harmony
act, is a top favorite in Glasgow. Their versibn
of Loch Lomond gets q big ovation."

mahy SUNDAY COMCERTS.

OPENING IVIONTREAL- JANUARY 16

—GLASGOW

DAILY RECORD.

Appearance on Texaco Star Theater TV, February 8
EXCLUSIVE

FOSTER'S

AGENCY

LONDON
Personal

Manager—ED KIRKEBY

MANAGEMENT

WM. MORRIS AGENCY
York » Chicago ^ Beverly

New

Record Exploitation-—JIM

Hills

McCARTHY

"One of the big attractions in a top-rate show at
Swansea Empire this week is the Deep River Boys,
a team of coloured American harmonists, who
took curtain after curtain at the performance last
night."

^SOUTH WALES EVENING

POST.
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Ritz Brothers
HARRY
Yates Shifting to Coast

.

;

Burlesque Comebaek In
San Anton’ With 2 Houses
Sail

The Theatres of

the Stars

Charles V. Yates, currently heading the act dept, at Joe Glaser’s
Associated Booking Corp. in New
York, is slated to; shift to the ABC
Yates
Coast office, in February.
will head talent operations pn the
Coast and duties will entail films,
video as well as theatres and cafes.
Yates has been with Glaser for
about five years. At various times
Bros.
Frederick
he was with
Agency, Consolidated Radio Artists
and had been a top indie for many
He recently suffered a
years.
heart attack and had been advised
by his medico to take things easier.
Yates handles all personal ap-

j

BILLY BARTON
Aero
4 Mins.; Full
Palace, N. Y.

Billy Barton, who cuts a flashy
The Star theatre is presenting a
figure on the swinging ro.pes, has
too brief an act to score fully in .show for adults only, featuring
theatre.
On this date he shows a ‘'Diane and Her Monkey” plus a
maximum of four minutes, in double feature film.
which he does some good balancing and leg holds.
,

i

Despite his brief turn, he makes
most of his time count. He works
rapidly and gets a good share ot
applause.
Barton’s present act is
okay for video as he recently
showed, but for vaude and outdoor
work, more time must be added.
Jose.

j

i

i

pearances for Bob Hope.

BOOKING AGENCY
160 W. 46th

J.

H.

SIDNEY

JUdson 2-2000

St., N. Y. C. •

LUBIN
H.

GENERAL MANAGER

PIERMONT

booking manager

mount’s vaude booker, Harry Le-

vine, has resigned, effective Jan. 1.
Alvin Geiler, who had been assistant to Charles V. Yates, of the Associated Booking Corp., succeeds

him.
Frankel’s plans aren’t set as yet,
but he plans to enter video work.
Geiler, prior to joining ABC. was
with the William Morris agency.

Jack

&

Marilyn

Nagle

bright pair of tapsters
;

.

,

I

who

BE FUNNY
FOR LESS
Comiev
.MC's,

Disc Jocks,

Magicians,

Vents, Entertainers, etc.
Send for
our new 1?51 price list of the latest
original monologs, dialogs, skits, parodies,

comedy

songs, etc.

Or send $10 for our introductory offer of 10 monologs, 10 dialogs, 5 skits,
10 parodies plus
complete, gagfiles.
All material written by top showbuslness; gagmen who have end are writing for the biggest names.

JACK & MARILYN NAGLE
Dance, Songs
Geiler Vice Frankel
8 Mins.; Three
Henry Frankel,: assistant to Para- Palace, N. Y.

GENERAL EXECUTIVE OFFICES;

lOEW BUILDING ANNEX

i

Antonio.

Burlesque is making a eomeback
here, with two houses staging the
girly shows. The Zaragoza presents
a revue featuring a group of LatinAmeficans in a 45-minute show.

are a
get by
terps

LAUGHS UNLIMITED
756

Ave.,

7tli

personality- wise.
Their
aren’t S'cry strong, but they make
the turn acceptable through .some
bits of singing, a tasteful bit of
soft-shoeing and a bit of chatter.
They’re okay for the minor time,
at this point but with revisions to
strengthen the straight dance .pa.ssages, they could make the upper
strata of cafes and theatres.
Jose.

New

York

JUdson 2-0373

I
.

•

I

!

DUNCAN MACRAE
Comedy
12 Mins.

Alhambra, Glasgow
i

I

This, eccentric Scot comic is a
ne.w^find from the legitimate stage.
His lanky figure, swaying walk.

lugubrious
I

-

;

I

;

I
I

pan

man

expression

and

dcad-

style establish him as a funny
in the tradition of the late

Scottish comedian.

THE

Tommy Lome.

His material is modern and good,
being largely a satire of Scott isli
middle-cla.ss socialites.
Gord.

l«ILf 5 ING./\LLS

OIERfOtllCV

I

'

L s

THE CHEZ PAREE
AMERICA'S LEADING
THEATRE. RESTAURANT

ANNIVERSAR

FROMBROADW

PRtSIOENT

110TC1<

N

:

f
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“irS POSSIBLE!

u O’Brien
Homespun HarmoniCOMIC”
thanks fo

My Many

Friend$ for Making This Year Another

Colossal Twelvemonth

.

LOW,

Hin

Eastern Rep.:

/.......

-J

;.

and STANLEY

AL WILSON, New York

MICKEY SHARP
Unique French Comedy Juggler"

JACQUES C
till

April

Opening

1

,

for

1951

Sam

.

.

.

Touring with the Harlem Globetrotters

Levy, Barnes

&

Carruthers Fairs, July '51

THANkS TO ALL OF MY AMERICAN FRIENDS
PERSONAL MANAGEMENT-MARCUS GLASER

CHARLES

E.

HOGAN AGENCY,

203 N.

Ave.

'

P^HIETY
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MICHAEL DURSO
ond His

Now

in

Thanks

to the

Copa Management

MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Direction:

rough eight-hour shift in an auto
plant, booking, an odd $5 or $10
Well liked by
date after- hours;

Jarrow
stunt.
din’s sensational
told the manager not to worry; he
had a lemon trick that was better

rolycronies,
as.sembly-line
poly Hall, a soft-spOken southerner,

than anything Goldin could show.
When the manager of the house
Goldin w'as working heard that the
opposition was packing ’em in, he
looked across the street to learn
Rivalling Goldin’s
the .reason.

was appointed a shop steward by
the then-budding United. Automobile Workers union, at that time
:

an

learned a few card tricks during
returned home as
World
Schools and
aspiring Houdinis.
“colleges’’ teaching trickery have
sprung up all over the country. A
do^en magic magazines are marketed through a nationwide chain
more than 100 dealers in
of
magicians’ apparatus.' There arc
many small clubs and societies in
And veteran proevery state.
fes.sionals vie with amateurs for
most magis are
And
dates.
$10
more interested in baffling each
other than they are in polishing
They
their wares for the public.
emphasize magic for magicians.
Because few magicians can afford the fees of a hack, they usually come up with revised gags
Gagwriter
of their own making.
Robert Orben has gone so far as to
caintalize on this lack of originality by publishing a collection of
fillers in which the wielder of the
black stick has only to substitute

Warn

•

D'Alvini closed the .show with a
card stunt in which he distributed

Hall rushed to the hotel where
the meeting, was being held and
worked fast to hold the interest of
When the
workers.
the tired
speaker finally arrived, the magico

single card to 52 different people.

almond-eyed wizard passed
out 24 Gards* and then; having ex-r

The

^

went into
hausted his supply of spectators,
tear in which he ended up
Aware Of his faux pas. paper
hesitated.
letters, “.liAW - AFL”^
.with
the
the magician attempted to cover
printed on a long .strip of gaudy
his blunder by performing another
Smiling
crepe .paper.
orange
Twenty-four throats
“miracle.”
broadly as the la.st letter appeared
rose up in husky howls of “Card
on tile paper. Hall was stampeded
trickl Card trick!”
by the angry onlooker.s. AbandonBackstage. Jack Harley, D’Aling his props, he escaped via a
vini’s manager, whispered to his
freight elevator.
confused charge t|o stall. With an
It wasn’t until the next day that
eye to future bookings and pleashe .learned that not only had he
ing the payees. Harley hotfooted
gone to tlie wrong-hotel, but that
over to McVicker’s theatre and
he had worked his show for the
borrovyed 30 of Bill Foote’s blackhis

clo.sing

clincher,

rival

face minstrels to act as spectators,
after which the card trick was Successfully completed.

CIO

faction

in

the

UAW

crippled

w'as

in Half!”

,

ters

Raymond

Houdini,

as

That

Thurston;

is,

“You

artd

found the moppet’s 50c,
a fast exit and ctiirricd w'ith
a sandbucket full of real half-dollars he. had “found” for the other
40 some members of his >’oung. audience. No mirrors, eitlier.

made

Ham

•

Abrams,

Bcrnie

pilot

of

•

;

.Wa.shington.

Man^

publicize, that neeroit's one' that backfired that makes this tale.
Mandrake was to plug the merits
of an orange during a spot in his
program. In exchange for llie
health hints, the frUit-grower w’as
to
supply
magician,
with
the
oranges to distribute to underto

for children,
Britain, Commerce
aUenlioii is berecent sui’vey,
“Children and the Cinema," in

tivity

But

Tliroughout

says, considerable
ing given to
a

camp.
Walter Gibson, ghost -writer for
his name for “a famous magician’’
the Blackstone magic books, who
to prepare his publicity handouts.
has been writing on magic for
Wiiid Up with Magic Shops
Good magiedotes are rarer than
more than 30 years, tells an amtisa benefit without stage waits. But
There’s an old chestnut in the ing one about Jarrow, a sleight- privileged
over the
cliildren.
here and there is an, amusing story. black, art business that poor magi- Of-handist who w’as playing opposi^- Ghristmas weekend. Came ChristThere was D’Alvini, for instance, cians eventually wind up as pro- tion to illusionist Horace Goldin, mas eve. ihe lanky Aladdin and
fresh from what the posters pro- prietprs of magic shops. One such then at the height of his sawing- the heartier members of his troupe
claimed as “a triumphant world is Roy Hall, a good magic maker, a-woman-in-half fame. The mana- stumbled through the night handtour.” D’Alvini; a magician-juggler, who now stands back of a gimmick gcr of the house w'here Jarrow w\as ing out
free oranges to .small fry,
was booked into Chicago’.s Madison counter in downtown Detroit. In booked begged him to cook up' Abrams made certain that the
Street theatre.
It was a muggy
the lean yesterdays when Hall was something with an
angle wdtli town’s two dailies heard, of his
week in Aligu.st, 1886. Balancing breaking in his act, he worked a .which he could compete with Gol- Samaritan’s deed and even invciglcd one city editor into sending along a photographer to catch
the happy expressions on the kids’
'

'

connection
with
a
.study
on.
juvenile delinquency.
Number of
civic authorities have stated posi-

,

'

'

i

Edinburgh, Scotland, has opened
a theatre for children to which an
adult can be admitted, only if accompanied by a young.stcr,, reports
U. S. Commerce Department. It is
an experiment in helping to solve
the .problem of outside school ac-

drake's show, has a stock store of
\vhite space pullers that

proven
he u.scs
mancor.

.

Edinburgh Theatre Okays
Adults Accomped by Kids

my-slcevesters, notably Milbourne
Ghristopher. Lucille and Eddie
Roberts. Jay Marshall. Loon Mandrake and Russell Sw’ann, have
learned, that it pays off in clipping
bureau bills to leave their turbans
in the dressing room.

,

can’t say that to a kid.”

Zink

the sorcerer.s

effect a somewhat haughty air in
their contacts w'ith the press that
lessen Iheir chances of breaking
the public prints.
actors all.
they live their magic both fore and
aft of the footlights.
A few of
the beardless generation of the up-

.

a

.

for

last week and wonder if it was
One of those you found.”
The
tubby giant W'as about to say that
Most magicians stiil use the anti- tlie 50.C he found was .standard
quated methods of pefsorial pro-, equipment W'ith the miser's dream
motion employed by such late ihas- roLitihe, but, as he explained later,

Lemon

.

an entire deck of pasteboards—a

[

.

Oops—Wrong Union

in the house.

where he

^

sign in size, w^as a poster reading:
Featuring
Sawing
“Jarrow'
a

'

,

,

affiliate.

night Hall received a late
distress call from the chairman of
committhe bill were Chrisi Kitchi, contor-. a union membership drive
the caller
lionist, and P. C. Slvortis,' famed, tee. “Hurry, down, Roy,”
hasn’t
‘‘The .speaker
But the box- pleaded.
banjoist of the day.
this gang’s getoffice wasn’t doing any business. shown up yet and
ting
impatieht.”'
Closing, night only 24 people were

One

ROBERT LUND

Magic continuGS to suffer from
Servicemen who
over-popularity.

AFL

home

ydungsters
scheduled to amuse
the grade-schoolers.
Zink went
through his usual 20 ininutes^
pushed a much-used assortment of
silks and gadgets into the pockets
of his shapeless suit and was about
to bow but when a tiny mi.s.s w'ay-^
laid him w’ith: Mr. Magic, 1 lost 5Qc
a

.

his

By

New

5th Year at the Copacdbanci,

the ..study- that most
in
juvenile delinquehcy has no connection with motion pictures.
One. possible outgrowth of the
survey may be a new', censorship
categbry of pictures suitable for
children.
A liia jor compla int was
tiiat the children were permitted
to see any films offered for adults.
tively

.

i

;

’

they received the fruit,
.scanned both sheets the
next day, but found no mention
of Mandrake.
But the story was
there. Tlie headline read:

faces

a.s

Abrams
,

Orange King
Plays Santa
a photo of the generous dealer of the doublecross ran

And under

a

subhead elaborating:
Fruit

Grower Employs
To
Take Role of Kris

Destitute Actors

K ids
i

Are Best Audience

.

|

Agents excepted, everyone likes
a magician. But the best audience,
according to the acts themselves,
is

composed of

kids.

The young

ones

delight in the w'onderland
that the lowliest of wizards can
conjure up,
Adults, too, lap lip
this fakery, but the enchantment
of magic'' looms larger in the eyes
of a child.
;
:

I

I

A1 Zink is 240 pounds of: kid
magician. “Two pounds less than
a horse,” he boast.s. Zink is a hobO
of the world, having worked his
wonders in hundreds of metropolitan centers and tank towns in his
Iw'o-time trip around the globe.
Boine years ago he journeyed to

and

I

ARTHUR BORAN
SEASON’S GREET! Nq$

Their Stars on Sfnngs

Currently

Direction:

MUSIC CORP. OF AMERICA

'

264

Anniversary

Foriy^fifih

Biller Bros, present BiLer Bros.’

play a considerable segment of its
dates indoors, although the majority will be under canvas. Aggregation is smailler than arid lacks the
polish and pace of the Ririglirig
Bailey extravaBros.i Barnum

&

i

Circus with Boginos, La Blondes,
Andrex, The TriskaSf Belmonte,'
Fiorehz Troupe, Don Francisco,
Helen Haag’s Chimps, Prince KiGor, The Hartzells, The Zellharts,
Tommy & Betty Pariss, The AHvids,
The Wolthings, Jim Marks & Co.,
The Aure'dos, Francine Volante,
Barbette Girls, The. Ericksons; Joe
RosH Orch: Peter Gerry; others;
staged by .Barbette; at 61$t St. Coas
Dec. 27;.,
Artillery Armory, N. Y
admission

]

'

]
'

;

j

,

ganza which hits Gotham’s Madison
Square Garderi for a month every
spring, but its three ripgs provide
an intimacy w'hich the bigger Big
Top layout lacks. All in all, the

I

I

j

She takes her spot in the
Joins All-State Agcy.
box and helps him to a strong
fiinale with her singing. In the inJimmy Curtis has joined the Allterim, Rosenbloom hits the mark State Theatrical
Enterprises cafe
with his illiteracies for heavy reand vaude dept. He’ll work under
turns.

thriller heel-and-toe drops that win
a hefty mitting.
Triska troupe of
three men and a femme clicks with
a sock high wire number that ineludes traversing the strand on a
loudly-sputtering motorcycle that
conks out midway, with good effect;
and a dramatic somersault over
three of the team by one ropedancer. Group’s two-year-old mem-

pug.

Also in the comedy sector. Tom- Charlie Allen,
Hanlon, Jr., registers potently.
Curtis was formerly withMhe A1
This youthful, engaging zany has Rickard
Agency.
.

my

.

.
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a bright line of chatter and several good pieces of business. His
guillotine
bit
with an audience
trimmings, gals and gams, but a the act by the Children’s Society.
volunteer gets laughs and he scores
Belmonte does a neat “slide for handily. He’s assisted by
goodly quantity of solid circus
his sister,
life” down an angled Wire which is who also
acts.
helps achieve the desired
Show caught Wednesday (27) only a few. feet over the stands, results.
eve was hampered by near-empty and later joins the Florenz Troupe
In the novelty sector, Willie,
stands, as the mercury in New ir some fast footwork on a bounc- West & McGinty perform their
ageYork dropped to a record low of ing line. Don Francisco offers a less antics and as usual get top au10 degrees. Kinkers and clowns slick toppling tippler routine on dience response.
Their building
nevertheless warmed things up another wire.
act is one of the vaudeville claswith a program offering some
Others on the bill include: the sics, a masterpiece of timing, and
spectacular displays.
jlaughdaden
in content.
Ericksons, a fine acro-halancing
Bobby “Tables” Davis works the
Small arena puts many of the team; the Zellharts, a duo on swayaerial performers right over the poles;
Helen Haag’s bike-riding deuce with his taps and lifting turn.
a closer he lifts several tables
audience’s heads, bringing gasps chimps; the Yacopis, a fast-moving
w'hen the stunters do a breakaway. teeterboard septet; the Hartzells, by his teeth and taps off stage.
Only one act uses a net, and while serial foursome which does a tricky The muscles in. his molars amaze
the absence Of that safely precau- double-pass somersault; the An- the crovvd.
Since a good part of
his act is devoted to terping, he
tion may add to the impact, it teleks, trapeze pair
whose male should
not have followed the tapseems an unnecessary strain on member holds a
second trapeze turn of Jack
the altitude acros.
& Marilyn Nagle
which swings the gal over the auAndrex does a standout trapeie dience; Prince Ki-Gor and his six (New Acts).
The Shyrettos, two boys and a
turn on a swinging rope with trained jungle cats; Tommy and
girl on bicycles and unicycles, also
Betty Pariss and the Alivios on hit it

Billers

exhibition

has/ less tinsel,

ber, incidentally,

was yanked from

DICK

I

,

:

'

COURT and
SAUNDERS
GENIE

I

New York

City got

its first

win-

ter charity circus of recent years
when the Biller Bros, sawdust and

spangles troupe launched its thi|.'d
season Dec. 26 wdth a three-week
run in the 61st Street Armory under auspices of the Knights of
Pythias. After Jan. 7 it takes to
the road, starting with a seven-day
stint in Providence.
Troupe, which travels via 75
trucks and trailer-tractors rather
than the usual rail caravan, will

.

FERRIS HOTEL
Winnemucca, Nevado
8 Days

As

_

i

'Courtship in Song'

,

•

Placed by

EDDIE SMITH OFFICES

|

'

.

,

!

I

trampolines;

Jim Marks

the

&

,

They show some good
Wolthings and tricks and get a
wrapup mitt.'
comic cyclicts; Songsters Lawrence Brooks
& Vicwell.

!

Co.,
Aurelios, preci.sion

the

hand-to- .toria Sherry similarly hit it well,
hand tumblers; Francine Volante, These are potent individually and
in a breakaway trapeze leap; and in tandem, and provide some exthe usual assortment of ponj drills, jcellent harmonics.
menage horses, genuflecting ele- i Billy Barton, in the closer, is unphants, performing pups, clowns, der New Acts.
Jose.
i

I

i

RUSTY
FIELDS
'The One Man Show''
Now Appearing
with Mae West in

“DIAMOND

LIL”

etc.

Gale Signs Tharpe
Gale agency signed Sister Rosetta Tharpe, the gospel singer.

Choreographer Barbette staged
an effective sei’ial ballet in which
four femmes in pink co.stumes With
billowing Wings are suspended by
their teeth from an “iron jaw”
contraption that swings them in a
wide orbit.
Line of eight aerial
chorines also does some ensemble
work on the high ropes.
Joe Rossi’s 12-piece orch adds
the traditional tent band backgrounding, with vocal solos by
Peter Gerry.

Bril.

House Review
Palace, N. Y.
& Marilyn Nagle, Bobby

Jack

Davis, Shyrettos (2)

,

Tommy Ham

West &. McBrooks & Sherry, Maxie,
Rosenbloom, Bobbie Martyn, Billy
Barton; ** Prehistoric Women’* (EL)
reviewed in this issue.
Ion,

Jr.

(2),

|

Willie,

Ginty,

Booker Danny Friendly has

col-

lected an excellent batch Of talent
which should enable the house to
get a healthy chunk of holiday
trade. 'The bill is well-designed and
routined, has a spirited gait and
even has a degree of name value

with Slapsy Maxie Rosenbloom.

Rosenbloom is on his own this
Week, while his usual partner, Max
Baer,

is

holidays.

visiting his family for the

Rosenbloom

is

working

with Bobbie Martyn, who’s an extremely capable foil for the former

Grant’s Riviera
RESTAURANT AND BAR
158 W. 44

St., New Yorh LU 2-4488
WHERE SHOW BUSINESS MEETS

*

TALENT CONTEST «
MONDAY NIGHTS
Prize:

Piofessional

Ennanemcnl

(Dupllctte Prire* Awarded In the

Cih

et Tie)

,

:

Direction:

AL DVORIN

i

54 West Randolph

St.,

FRanklin 2-4980
j

Chicago

—

—
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'•
j

From

seum.

the thousands of dol-

down

Continued
rnntihurd from page 4
.

be in the presence of efficient
it
not hiswionics.
iciety belles probably got their
jcorts to take them there on a
ire, to compensate tor their not
the days when
lying lived
(ciety found it the^ vogue to^enrtain Sand^w and have finn show
Delmonico s.
s advertised hulk
The pug-uglies of that period
'ought in plenty of shekels for
:awn,

I

ur

nappenea
Leonard helped his

Th^^^

at

|

|

1

!

i

j

,

v.ilr

ii.no

filters

lo

is^iiiram.
|

script writ-

i

r»f

.

flip

RockeUes,

I

to

his:

a

rule,

are the best boxoffice

-

!

i

Dave Kaye
Johnny La ws^

3

Empire (M)

1

{}“{?.n^‘,rR.id
^

%frahy

*

(S)

Elizabeth

i

^

boy”

in _the

Ji

1.

game

W
^

T^ad^Ms.

—

—

1

gloried in being the center

SYDNEY

Tivoli

M & H

;

Filial

m

play Hecney-^fne^A'^^^^^^^
lUn?
Thoirnh inti
t'o

Lre^

I

i

^*******

Lota

Connie Sawyer

Piiarin Tavira

&

^ ?

^ ^

j

Rack

^

Looif^G Eddio's
Eddie DaviiT
Harris

pucatca
ikwfi?
ing a

B

theatrically after
crack that San
calling it the

;

public

^

wisecracked It was the fire
my .eyebrows^ hht it

1

^singed,

®

that

knocked

me

After Jim Corbett completed a
L‘le,

having gone from pugilist to

tor to sportswriter,

Peggy O’Neil
Holden Dcrs

Barnes

he Was

criti-

ed as being one of the poorest
:kers of the succeeding generan’s fighters.
Corbett retorted:
H I know is that if I'm a bum
ht critic, I didn’t go wrong when
>icked Jeffries in the third round
heat me.”
James J. Jeffries

J

I

Leonard*^Conner

1

Val

Murray

.

Olman
Latin

Ore’

F. Aivares

aP?!???®*

saxon

Sisters

W|

Hahdy

Ei“ie Fr^JkiJn
Noble sj^ie ore

w^llen Twins
Havana-Mjcirid

MUa^^ifaymou'****
Mila
Raymon
^

Pupi

Campo orr

Gil

.

Johnson

Genia Mel
Genia*Mei
Wilson Morrelii
Calvin Holt
Ralph Young
Youbg
Ari*^ Waner Ore
AH
'La Ruban Blau
Bibi OsterwaJd

Huih^lhannoi?
Hugh
Shannon
Riffs

studios

or advertising spon-

sors. Melcher will devote his time
to music publishing and personal

.

management. Wyrtn Nathan, who
i*' Century picture department remains as Dorso’s assistant.
Sid Levy will reopen his own officc. Ben Benjamin and Milo Frank
switched to Famous Artists and
.

Giahatp
”'3
NormJn'*pqr?e
Normiin
Paris 3

Julius

Hollywood.
Dprso,
and Marfy Melcher inked papers
under which MCA acquires exelusive agency representation of
12 .Century Artists clients, Doris
Day, Gordon ]\iacRea, Jack Smith*
Frank Dcvol, Ralph Levy, David

film
.

Nirska

Itonrii0

LSy*^A*n?(^lfroV

Austein

young potential' stars whol
are either under term contract tol

Vjwnss

a

Al .Tahns Ore

&

Busketeers

tury’s

Sarah Ann_ McCabe

Ore

Flamingo Hotel
Toni Ardfen

Watson

’

Quartar

Wencc.**

sonny CAUeio

Sid Krofit

as the result of television,
Prior to video, he said, it was possible^ to maintain a small personal
management type of business. No
decision has been made yet inVolvIng other Century clients.
'
- -n a
j
x
c
MCA deal
covers most of Cen-

Richard ^aye?
Raiph Font Ore

DamSP^homa?
Miariiyn

I

'

'

La commedii
jq Hurt
La Mariiniqua
Herkie ^vies

J windhurst ore

Kay Thompson
Jimmy Nelson
Henr/ Busse Ore

cause Of overall ch nges in agency

ilJifmv rfii.

Garland wiison
Larkin 3

Last Frontier Hotol
Phil Spltalny Ore
Nick Stuart Ore
Thundorbird Hotol

^
^
Dprso Said move waS made
be-

|

!

Gentleman Jim.

by
’

t

^ view and
A
Df

*

iPP-

iir,

Louise^

jimmi!®Dm!il!ls

Mons. Choppy
Carlton Hayes Ore
El Rancho Vogas

'

gJrba?a%oik
Eadie

Harold Stern Ore

Garwood Van Ore

Bradley,
James Nielson, poily
Bergen, Jerome Courtland, Neville
Brand, Darren MCGavin and Mara
Lynn. Dorso will act in advisory
capacity for all except Miss Day,
who will be personally managed
by Melcher.

?n|-rit?nnc

Stuart Ross

The Kings

Inn

Lew Wasserman, Dick

BracbaHiUei & Aviva
ei Chico

1

e

cm

riTY
vAij

gjj
g!j?y"^ry'i‘or\
.Bio, .An.ei

Benny Payne
Latin-Aires
Eddie Oliver Ore

Bills

Jerry Cooper
vierra Monkeys

f,,.

Mocambo
Billy Daniels
.

MCA Takes Over

Eugene's Flying
Ballet
Celebrity 8

I

=.

Anita Arcs

Russ Morgan Ore

.

Rob Murray

a.

imkiL“a°fl?m oYthe Uft^Sf
»m
mV iieepe^y,
Heenev® lor
for tne
thi hingiisirtraae,
EhBlisrt^^^

1

Wally Boag
_
Babs Mackinnon
Marquis dc Family
Detroy
Ileana Sazova

irA
NEW TOBK

SeveraRce
'

.

!

(I)

Nesbitt

___

private life an open book, in bold- |
_
||
_
,
-i=== Continued from page 3 5====.'
His flaunUng
flaunting of his !===
^ype.
type
er^rk-i’f-lrytrincf
k..a,v cfLf tho
i
v. _
•n
Lt
subject
will
take
them,
exhlbs who
general to a to severe restrictions: on the Amerworld and public
pomt of nausea, as well as anger, jean film fare
Coming .out of a Chicago courtWhat is feared, according to forhouse, after one of his scrapes, a eign market industryites, is a repeheavy ink^o^ttle was throw^^^^^^^
of the showing in Moscow
conk by an irate official. In of a pic which could be translated
5 pite of public resentment, John- into
propaganda.
anti- American
first of the sensational Moscow exhibition of “Mr. Smith
’‘money” acts for fight champions. Goes to Washington” was ottered
\vhen he played Hattimerstein’s as ah “expose of corruption in
police reserves \yere American politics,” according to
called out to keep women, as “veil repbrts from the Red cente^^. The
as men, from stampeding his dress- thought is that, similarly; certain
jng room. His running; the gaunt- films now In China might be given
afteivthe show, into his waiting a “free translation” for propagan^gs part of the act as da purposes.
Qp®jj
was his standing up in the speedwbR^
U. S? assets were Writg^gj.^ surrounded by his closer “in- ten Off as a loss w'hen the Tied
jjj^g
^ Roman regime took over, Loew’s has conemperor, acknowledging the BC- tinned as owner, in name, of the
claim. It was something to behold, valuable Roxy theatre, Shanghai
surrounded by his women, bask- first-run. Until two years ago,
ing in his feverish glory. In later Loew’s directed operation of the
years it was less than the pro- house from the N. Y. homeottice.
verbial “last mile” for him. It was Red government at that time, took
but a matter Of 500 feet, the story over operation but the American
of his theatrical entrance and exit, company still was given to believe
In 1911 he was the heralded one it was the owner, although there
A third-of-a- was a freeze on eamings. Loew’s
at Hammerstein’s.
century later only 500 feet away, now is uncertain on its status reon 42d Street, was a cheap mu- garding the Shanghai operation.

(2)

Minda Lang
Susan King
Ore
Mel Cole On

Hotel

Cole Debutantes

-

Cabaret

Carter Sis

LAS VEGAS

RomanoiT 3
Les Ritchie
Ronnie Shand

Frank McNamee, Aifc^Bronfmann
continuing in the prexy’s cissy Tre^Sm
under board chairman Paul
Tivoii (i) i
McNutt, is said* to be ready to
a deal is reached which
contribute to the company's i

Myron Cohen

Dick. Stabile
Stabile^Orc
-Ore

Desert

Dargie 4
James Cardwell

Meanwhile,

.

Perry
Leighton Noble Ore
Vine Cardens

Eric thorsen

Romo Vincent
P Stefian Dcrs

Horrie

cartaux

Chordmen (4)
Buddy Rust

.

A

Co

Saary
SSa Tappin

Skating Blvdeare
Jo Barnum
Jack Spoons
Bill

Byrd
Hoctor
Vic and Adio

Maurice Co^’eano

Phiiiip

Mac MacGraw
Reed Williams
Harper Flahertf
Bob Fitzgerald

DiGitanos (2)
Eddie Bergman Ore
Geri Galian Ore
Biltmor* Hotel

AUS
AUSTBAUA

Melbourne

Arnold Shoda
Jerry Mapes
Jack Rafiloer

Sonny Howard

Walter. Niblo
Mills 8c Belita

Post

one did come along and Jack John-

Ambassador

1

Collins

8c

Julia-

LOS ANGELES

La Celeste
I,.?!*?'"

&

Otto Garcia
Hotel Stevens
Skating Ryles

Trude Adams
Lee Morgan

NOTTINGHAM

hackney

Che» Paree
Stan Grover
Paul Gray
Elissa Jane
Moore & Lessy
Richard France
Chez Adorables
Manuelitto Ore
Cee Davidson Ore
Palmer House
Connie Haines
,

Georgie tiobel
Jayne Walton
Billv Chandler Ore
Hotel Bismarck
Norman Martin

1

Empire (M)

Empire

Dulcina

Henry Brandon Ore Tato

Helsings

Laurie Watson
Billy Cotton Bd
Annell 8c Brask

!

’

(S)

&

Ray Hyson

.

Crackpots'
Jack Daly
Evy. & Everto
Eddie Arnold
Olga Varona
Charles Hague
Barclay Sis

Jack Radciifie

on the stage,
welfare.
TVWAAC4AW*
Under
WAA4.AWA the
VlAW Grinieff
XJIAAAAAWAA plan,
|^AOAAy
J
av^rag.^ was bound to produce j-jcNutt could stay if he decided to

X

Palace

Dr Crock

Johnny Alladin Ore
H EdgewaTe* Beach
Xavier Cugat Ore
Abbe Lane

.

Sharkey Bonamo Bd
M Abbott Dcrs
Eddie O’Neal Ore

LEICESTER

& Mundy

while
j

CHICAGO
BlackhaWk
Patsy Abbott
Norma, Lee Doggett
Joel Friend

Romanos

Pep Graham
Ray Ellington 4

Pauline

JfmWdY;*""

|

their “efforts

when working

&

caryii

was even on the receiving end of
numerous congratulatory wires
associates in the trade. Grad-

I

vaudeville,

n^^

?&DSvaters
Paul

j

x,,'”

^

Shorty Mounsey

Lewis Hardcastle
Moroccos
Eddie Williams

1

as p^rexy, Bagnall was mentioned
Maiesty's (i)
lob at a sales meeting in Armand Perren
N. Y. The mention was made by Marion Davies
Miss Pickford and was considered DewSJ & King
official to the extent that Bagnall gerda Bomstad

,

Emil Coleman
Mischa Borr Ore

'

3

wr.loV\r,i aTic
Cycleonians

Hippodrome (M)

,

~

edict

!re

)i4tT®was

MIAMI

Birmingham

_

m

Piizefighters
Prizelighters
usually ^,Pmy,ed
usuglly
Pj^y.®*^
Iiemselves” on the stage, till picres came along.
Though they

tor

-

[

•

Continentals
Fisher dc.RoSs

Denise Darcel

.

-

—

,

.

Stanley Melba. Ore'
Manuel Jiminez Ore

oiympia” (P)
Olympia

RUy tnni

'

.

in,

Rev

Vanguard

Village

Pierre

Hotel

Ryan & McDonald

«

Peter Rubirio

Richard Dyer
Bennett
Clarence Williams 3
Waldorf- Asterie

Johnny Kirby

;

,

Ouo

.

5

Bourbon & Bayne
Tex Fletcher.
Jane Abel

Harold Nagel Ore
Hotel Edison

still

They are usually featured in fullRotfiiall lift
DCl^llClll"UH
length plays that are written about
Uheir more publicized humble starts
Continued from page 30
Jim Jeffries, the “boilermaker,”
the* head of the distrib outfit an
and Fitzsimmons, the “honest
blacksmith.”. Modern scrappers in industry fi.gure who would rate
well
with the producers releasing
lighter divisions have not the
colorful
backgrounds, through UA. plus banks and polumping mostly from school gvm- tential investors in UA product.
Bagnall was said to be the logor amateur contests 1^^^
leal choice on all these bases. Dur"hi profesLn^I ring
he
There have been a few of the
lightweight crop vvho haVe coppcd gained the confidence of the banks
j monev on the stage such as which are interested
the comlaroe^Rors and Tony Canzoneri P“y and the respect of numerous
indie producers.
.
Back in 1947, when Miss Pick-^
ppnilinp QhnwiTinn’g nrf lipnHpd
f°rd
and
Chaplin
were
undecided
“ecuntly by the keen-witted
^ successor to Edward Raftery
Raftei^
Joey Adams, giving Canzonerf a

|

-

^
Chicago
(P)
Skelton
Red skeiton

^

spizzie**canfieid
sv/eethearts of

Bagnall-UA

again,
ily once did I see Corbett really
aw his right back to strike out
earnest, but refrained from hitreAW
ig
AAV*
AK Cl
a brother
UlWtAi^X performer-he
sed to floor Frank Tinney when
found out that Tlnncy wasn't
i-ing him a full count on their
salaries,

chica
CHICAGO

who’ll

takp off vmn' mat’”
v\Ja; of
nf the
fhp growing
prowinff group
ffrmin of steady income, if hot a top one.
view
Adamg ooinod “With me he
Inesses, the fireman boldly re”
to arguments
[)ved his coat.
Corbett grabbed
u-g
^
out of his hand and put
•eman’s coat on himself and
;®niions, uneie nes receiv^^ oom
utted away in a “nance” swish
Of
a guest and entei tamer.
at even made the bewildered
^
•cman laugh.
Till the end of
®iai
aria n gemeni.
oir theatrical run they remained
lends and Corbett never violated
Jack Johnson’s Misbehavior

pposed

^

.•

Carol Lynne
Farrar A Cartei
Sid Krofft

.

.

as

*oi?^the’«rem^^^^^

smoking”

novIiIos'

draw.

v’mi’ii

“no

^vi^_

Versailles

Heiiry Jerome Orr
Hotel New Yorkei
Ray Robbin.s Ore

:

'.tu}^"lm“veUer“Tf ‘vouiTi

e

Jackie Miles
Don Cornell
zab
Fiorian Zabach

Teddy Hale

!

,

trivintf this
lifrti
m giving
thic special
cnppiai officer
nfFippr
iifoim
feeling of power. ^Corbett didnt
en raise his ‘‘pmky" to defend
an
s z.wx.v^x.
o
honor. But he did put on «*.

an

1

1

witnessed his great patience
1
1
^
ckstage.
Carelessly smoking a
eatre fireman came over and be-

imm^bLfed

h (W) 5
Strand
Martin & Florenz
MarUp&'Fioi*

on &

Bobby Sargent
have great champions Meyers & waiker
iferber
Hugh Herbert
still find managers, who’ll
Colstons
more
WASHINGTON
washing'
want to gather the moolah via byGirls
ard,
Capitol (L) 30
P^®^dcts of fame. The tw 6 Maxies
Nicholas Arena.
Ma^ifJf'Bros
Fred Stone, Al.Jolson and a host —Baer and Rosenbloom—are the spizzie Canfield Rev Cy Reeves
Carlton Carp'enter
of prominents have not only been current attractions in what they
Bobby Reynolds
They are now en- peg Leg Bates
WASHINGTON
avid followers of the ring, but fre- call “acting.”
Howard (I) 4
quently went to training quarters gaged in theatres and nite clubs Meyers &^v^iker
T
o
to box with champions and some and consider themselves as chal- Dancing Boys^&
ruHPv Hamner
Rockets
3
Girls
lengers
to
the
top
legit comics.
even have put up presentable exWell, there’s no law against tryhibitionS.
BBITAni
The heavyweights of the ring, ing.

We 11

great reward
dramatically than did Leonon that fatal night, in St.

•

1

shaw

.

PQCIPT*

r.

haye passed
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Girls

Royai'uf af
Louis Jordan
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1

Hoiiace

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lope? Ore

Florence Desmond
Teresa Brewer
Emile Peit.i Ore
Panchito <)rc
Village Barn

Jules Lhnde Ore
Hotel Biltmore
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nSScinf Boys
Dancing

Spotlighters
Hotel Statier

Frank. Carle Ore

Paul Taubman
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Meyers & Walker
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Regis
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Jane Morgan
Milt Shaw Ore
Horace Diaz Ore
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Charlie Stewart
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Winston
BurneU
Alverda
Mary Mon Toy
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Girls

Dick La Salle Oro
Hotel Roosevelt
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Old
Sadie
Jackie
Buster

Virginia (I) 4 Only,
virghufu?^
Spizzie CanSeld
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Sweethearts of
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Good Showmanship
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p-rJmount
Loiiis Prima ore
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to try to act tne part as
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relJlle*johnst?n
West^ & Lessing

Nicholas Matthey

Mark Monte

Gene Courtney
Connie Anderson

Shoaregard Dcrs
s5foa®reg*d^D!

Dancing Boys
Dancihg

Kyle MacDonnell

Sid Marion

Peg Leg Bates
Meyers & Walker

Palace (R) 4

Fields 3
Hotoi Plaia

Hazel Webster
Old Knlck

^'iihyithm^®
Rhythm

sym Ore

Hotel

Park Sheraton
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Downey & ton vllle

Hipp5cS?m(?7|
Hippodrome
(|) 9>10
Spizzie cahfieh
spizzie
CahAeld Rev
Sweethearts of

^

ers,
not only adding material, worried.
Dempsey is respected
but insisting on staging and direct- and proclaimed throughout the
jj^g
joved to “top” world, though not basically for his
stagc presentations.
He himself
the act by a fast ad lib. One come- laughs at his high-octaved voice.
of his I shall never forget. He once said: “What were my pioI was sitting in my usual Monday neer ancestors thinking of when
afternoon critic’s box at the Pal- they wished these pipes on me and
ace theatre, with Leonard starring, all the time willing me their powHe“played” to the box by wink erf ul bodies and two strong fists—
and gesture, After a bit of warm- rPannie Sandow, 1 guess!”
Yet,
up material, he did his brilliant Dempsey is the “theatre” in his
exhibition of boxing, then; stepped every move.
He can stride the
to th® footlights and recited that street as no ether boxer. He can
gooey poem, “I quit the ring oil make a speech as no other fighter,
account of my mother.” He got j excepting Tunney. He hasn’t been
half through when some goof in on the stage long enough to be
the gallery yelled: “Aw, go to hell.” spoiled. He is a modest, shy man
Leonard retorted: “Aw, go there for all that. He actually considerfirst”— and turning to our box, ed the theatre a hardship, as atwinked and cracked: “How’s that tested by his kidding: “The ‘refor ad lib?” The theatre was his hearsals’ before a fight are rnuchj
.

—

Wamen

Irvinig

Ave

Fifth

1

Louise Howard
Erik Rhodes

rTchmoni
RICHMOND

i

!

performer, not just something
unlenanced because of his drawg powers. The handiwork of Bill
ady was faster than Corbett’s
otworki whose public conduct
To pests who
IS above reproach.
Ihered him in cafes, often wantg to fight him right then and
he let his accompanying
ere.
lends do the heave-ho honors.
a nuisance annoyed Corbett, the
cat boxer wouldn’t lift a finger
halt him but he would say' to
“Speaking of sockfriend:
s
Dgy”: and the friend would take
c cue and pin one on the pest’s
in, thus circumventing Corbett
ly embarrassment.
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Little
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Meyers
Walker
Shoaregard Dcrs
Dancing Boys &
Ghis

Dempsey. His high-nasal propound- RS^TayS
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iilding and clean liviDg.
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making personal
flea circus.
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,

rux

,

in the 23d round
too,
shall
pass=^ and
has
of a 25-round championship match.) erased by such superb citizens as
Qne who insisted and did play Joe Louis, Henry Armstrong and
himself on the stage and screen **?ngar Ray” Robinson, who are
was Benny Leonard. He was stage- not only great fighting champions
struck in the best kid tradition; in anybody’s booki but of great
He not only did a ring-act on the personal value in the theatre. For
very much in de- whatever their histrionic offerings,
later years as a monolo- they are also stamped as citizens,
gist, with a letter-perfect gag rou- conscious of civic welfare.
.tine that was made to fit his ring
the Champ

I

ews

to nickels,

appearances in a

^
kayoed Corbett
,
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ay-meier
By H.
By RUDOLF BIXG
{General Managevi Metropolitan Opera Assri.)

For as recent a newcomer to
this country as I, it would, of
course, be rash and inconsiderate
to form an opinion on as complex
a subject
role
the

•
.

E
«
Rudolf D
Binff

full’

year

.

ing

at

activities

their

the
i

jor in opera will, if they are good,
as want to make opera their career.
where
of The question then arises
will they sing? We here at the
Metropolitan are faced time and
time again with a situation where
:

we hear a talented young singer
not as yet ready for the
who
Metropolitan and who needs more

in

is,

the U/S., during which time than anything else five years of
training-^not in a School, but in
an actual theatre. Where do we
suggest to these people they should
go? Frankly, I don’t know,
and
ahees
At this point, the enormous possi-

—

up

literally
talked to
hundreds ^of people on this very
subject, I do have certain ideas
and I gladly offer them for what
they may be worth.

One thing seems

entirely clear
to me and does not allow of any
doubt, and that is that the love
for and the, interest in opera in
these U. S. is very great now, and
Having
is increasing every day;
seen the enthusiastic response with
which the televised opening performance of our “Don Carlo” has
been received, I cannot for one
moment doiibt the fact that Americans are, to s^y the very least,
great potential opera lovers, and
I honestly believe that all you
need to make the U. S. the greatest
operatic nation in the world is to
give them more Opera.

few

salient

.

tape
ings

recordof reac-

Producer

we

tions

will

be

re-

before
Don’t

night production!

first

silly.

Producer tfirmli/)—Now get this.
don’t want to sink a lot of dough
into this show if it’s a stinker.

I

show is
good or not.
The doctor

any

it

-^Listen, can’t

be intelligent?

Everybody — Intelligence

the

veal whether a

says

all

Author— I resent that.
write stinkers.

I

;

'will

work

don’t

Producer—There’s only one

\i/ay

to get that in writing and positively.
That’s through this machine.
Nobody wants to write a stinker,
produce a stinker or act in a
stinker.
;

Comedian—I

wouldn’t go that
far.
There’s always television.
(After a prolonged hassle the
testing group of a dozen playgoers
take their seats. They are linked
up with the machine by electric

for its application on Broadway.
Author (seeing the machine in
place ot r ehearsaU ^What’s that
thing? i Just put a dime in it and
didn’t get any coffee.
'

The

circuits.

first

act

gone

is

through. There is a rush for the
wax tape to read the recording.
Producer (reading the tape
“Yes and no. Show is slow and
An Actor'-rJiggle it a bit.
acting
inadequate. Needs a better
Producer— Easy, boys! I just put
second act. With rewriti j it .might
this machine in. ItTl save us all a
be a Hit. New scenery would imlot of worry.
prove chances tremendously. Even
Author Nothing can save an au- ^'Oklahoma'* didn^t look hot at
first
thor from worry. Besides, I want rehearsal,
Basic idea is very funny.
to worry.
It’s become
a habit. Snappier direction could work wonWhat does it do, give scalp mas- ders. While not a knockout in pressages, distribute aspirin or give tea ent
form neither is it an obvious
leaf readings?
turkey. Courage and vision viight

—

Lady—I saw

a

machine

produce favorable results.”

Where was it?
(The Producer tears up the tape
and attacks the machine with a
Comedian—'Ossining!
Producer—Look, this is a ma- sledgehammer.)

chine

By JAMES

F.

REILLY

automatically

for

—Why
—

Comedian

testing

all

the

vio-

lence?
whether a show is a hit or a flop.
Producer I wanna get rid of
Leading Lady Isn’t there any that
— apparat.us before it
middle ground these days?
advises me to get Lunt Ac FonAuthor—Let me hear more! I tanne!

—

can take

rather than on firsthand Judgment,
and I say it also in full awareness
of the fine work that is being done
by the numerous smaller opera
companies in this Country. I am
thinking, of course, in the first
place, of our own City Center in
N. Y. and of the splendid work of
the San Francisco Opera, of which
1 was recently privileged to hear
I
some excellent performances.
know of the opera companies that
American
operate in dozens of
cities with more or less regular
appearances, and I am greatly impressed with what I hear about
the growing activities of the opera

—

it.

Producer—It’s

a Play-Meter, a
foolproof instrument scientifically
perfected to test any script or show.
start of the war 13 more went by
Author I spend years trying to
the boards.
get my brainchild into production
At the present time there are 30 and it plays to a combination Jukelegitimate theatres in New York box, fortune-telling machine
and
City of which 26 are open as oif battery charger! You
can’t do this
now. It is interesting to note how to me!
the number Of legit houses has
Leading Lady—Nor to me!
dwindled in the past 20 years.
Leading Man -What is the theaIn 1931 there were 68 legitimate
tre coming to?
Where are the
theatres in the city. They started
standards of yesterday. When ! was
disappearing one by one. In 1931
with Frohman I. . • •
the Eltinge and the Republic gave
Producer—This is the greatest
up the ghost. These were followed
in 1932 by the Globe and the Lib- invention in the history of the
stage. It will give you and me the
erty.
In 1933 five theatres bit the
dust, namely, the Sam H. Harris, Verdict at once instead of submitthe Waldorf, which was converted ting us to weeks of hard work and
suspense, to say nothing of money.
into a business building, the Little,
which was acquired by the N. Y. And you can’t expect me to say
nothing of money.
Times, the George

(Exec Director, League of N. Y. Theatres)

Recently there have been frequent complaints that New York
needs legitimate theatres. Qualitatively, that may be so. Quantitatively it is not so. At no time this
season have all the present 30 legitimate theatres been open at one
time. In fact except for a period
of not more than six weeks to two
months in 1944 has there been no
theatre available for an attraction.
Certain plays may have deferred
opening dates or marked time on
departments of numerous colleges the road to obtain a particular theand universities. I am talking, of atre but not a theatre.
course, of such enterprises as the
The growth and decline of the
opera departments of the Juilliard number of legitimate theatres has
School of Music, and the U. of kept pace ^ith economic condiIndiana; Carl Ebert’s group in Los tions. In 1898 when New York City
Angeles, the fine work of Dr. Pop- became Greater New York there
per in California, the New England were only 20 theatres in the down
Opera Co. I only wish I could and midtown area. Of these only
take enough time off to travel two, the Empire and the Savoy
around for a while and see and Cnow a motion picture house on
hear for myself the fine things 34th street) are still standing. This
these young people are doing. In number grew to 68 in 1930. From
fact, I remember reading at least then on the number started to
one critic Who said that Blooming- dwindle. The depression years of
ton’s “Parsifal” was very much 1930-1934 saw 12 theatres leave the
better than the one at the Met- ranks. Between that time and the
ropolitan, and who am I to say
I

|

—

In Fast

M. Cohan,
which was later demolished and
another theatre and office building
built on its site, and the Gaiety.
These were followed in 1934 by
the passing into motion pictures of
the Selwyn, the Times Square and
the Apollo, all side by side on 42d
street.
Iii 1935 there were ho de(Continued on page 268)

Author

Fade

in

1950

By JESSE GROSS
dominant as sumoff - Broadway
groups have been unable to buck
;

Although

mer

—

still

operations,

high costs of production, restricput upon them by trade
unions and especially the heat, in
those spots with inadequate capital to cover the price of air conditioning.
These groups, which
during 1949 seemed to be blossoming into an integral part of New
York’s theatre activity, have again
fallen into a marginal state of
tions

I

]

existence.

—^^Who

Spotlighting the pff-Broadway
decline is the comparatively little
newspaper coverage given the experimental groups this past summer, as compared to 1949. At that
time certain off-Broadway shows
not only drew first or second
Leading Man—-I remember play- string coverage in some N. Y.
ing in Iowa once. I want no part dailies, but were also crowned
of anything that will refresh the with feature coverage in Sunday

invented this, McRube Goldberg, Tony
Farrell, Milton Berle or some rival
producer?
Producer It is the invention of
Dr. Norman C. Meier of the. University of Iowa.

Bride, Tyson,

—

i

;

memory.
Leading Lady

isn’t so?
It

and wax

like that once.

this
reservation that, in
points, I must rely on impressions

Finance and Lack of

cuits

are ya?

'

Despite Broadway Legit Houses Shrinking From
66 in ’31 to 30 in ’50, There’s Never
many
Been a Real Shortage

I

show on for Henry Ford or Einstein

.

Leading

Let’s face the facts: what is now
being supplied to. the American audiences by way of opera is sadly
inadequate. I say this again with

it

PHILLIPS'

during
script readings
too.
The play
is redd or actciety, opera must still shed off the
n. I. Phuups
ed before a
myth that it is something enjoyable only to few, and something group of ten or a dozen people repthat only few can afford.
resenting a cross-sectidh of playgoers, and their reactions to it acTlTie wealth of native talent in
the U. S. is overwhelmingly great, curately. recorded so that a prothe enthusiasm of the audieoces for ducer will know whether to quit or
everything that is alive and mean- shoot the bankroll We canH wait

which television is opening
for opera cannot be overlooked.
It is my opinion that TV is not
only an ideal medium for opera ingful is practically unmatched
but, if handled correctly, will also anywhere, and opera, done well,
offer a great chance to young opera being one Of the most exciting art
composers who are now in the sad forms known to man, I cannot
position where most of their works see how this country can help beare gathering dust in their desks, coming one of the great operatic
because, production costs being nations, of this world and there
what they are, who can venture is a pretty good chance that one
to risk his money on an experi- day it may lead all of them. For
mental opera?
obvious reasons, opera has come
This is a frightfully complex Sub^ to America later than to the
ject and I do not propose in this European countries, but it is not
short article to do more than hint the late fruits that are the worst.
bilities

Y.—and

N,

that

same time also create a problem.
Most of these young artists who ma-

questions. One
a
more consideration, however, I
feel is in order. For opera to become an integral part of American cultural life, opera must be
living theatre rather than Just an
It
exercise of musical talents.
seeihs to me that one of the great
handicaps for bpera to become the
democratic property of all lovers
Of fine things in this country is
the fact that, having so long been
the exclusive domain of high soat

I,

Dr. Norman Cl Meier, of the
Vnivefsity of lOwa, announces the
invention of a Play-Meter, a machine which through electric cir-

I

—Fancy

legit

I

sections.

Though

reviews

Broadway were given some of the experigoing to Iowa for a dramatic critic! mental works put on in 1950, feaAuthor— I never heard of Nor- ture coverage was practically nil.
inan C. Meier. If he wants to get
Another high point of the ’49
in on this let him buy a piece of season that failed to show its head
the show like those others.
in ’50 was the Off-Broadway TheaProducer^The mere fact Dr. tre League. Designed to further
Meier has me paying out money public acceptance of off-Broadway
for his machine so I can find out theatre and to strengthen its posiif I’m dumb or hot is proof of tioii, the league Was formed by five
what a great man he must be. Biit active groups, functioning in an
I’ve just had an alarming thought. experimental vein.
Outfits were
Suppose “angels” ever get hold of the Interplayers, Off-Broadway,
these machines for script readings! Inc., People’s Drama, Studio 7 and
Comedian— Yoii can’t keep an- We Present. Of these, only the
gels out of show business today Intei'players and Studio 7 made
with any machine short of a 20-ton noticeable returns this past sumtank.
mer.
And, the latter only for a
Leading Man—Did they take a short stay, having been forced to
machine’s word for “South Pacific ” close at the Provincetown Play“Kiss Me, Kate,” “Death of
Sales- house because of poor business.
man,” “Mr. Roberts,” “Peep Show” The Interplayers
was the Only unit
or “Guys and Dolls!”
that had a fun of any prominence
Producer^Mike Todd tested the with its production of “The
rehearsals of “Peep Show” with a Beggar’s
Opera” at Carnegie Remachine and it worked beautifully. cital Hall.
I

i

i

do believe that there is a crying need for more opera Companies
that do not Just appear once in a
while, but put on good-sized sea^
sons. Having studied the balance
sheets and the deficit of the MetI

I

I

^

>'-

f

Opera with great care
and even greater distress, nobody
needs to tell me, of course, that
the crux of the problem lies in

^

7

:

I

«

:

ropolitan

I

.

I

j

;

77m

the finances, or rather in their
absence. It is not for me to say
how this problem could be solved,
and it is a truism to state that it
must be solved if opera is to have
a sound future in this country.
While I do not even know whether
I wbuid want to advocate, federal
or state assistance for the various
opera companies, it is no doubt
known in the U. S. that this is the

''"li '.'M
'

Yx

.

Way

in which practically all opera
houses in Europe are being run. I
read a report in the N. Y. Times
some months ago that a fairly
small opera house in Karlsruhe
Germany, had 12 new productions
last season. I dp not propose to
enlarge on this— many an opera
manager in this country must turn
green with envy when he reads

—

Author^

V

^

s

How:?
One of the top achievem'ents of
Producer—Mike threw the ma- the 1949 season, not duplicated in
^chine verdict out and read the book
1950, was the influence exerted by
at Lindy’s imstead.
an experimeijtal group in the production of a Broadway play. The
Author—I’ve got a great play Broadway presentation of Strindhere and I know it.
berg’s “The Father” followed a
Producer*— You know and I know productioii
of the work by Studio 7.
it.
The cast knows it. But how Notices
received by the latter were
does science and the world of enmore favorable than those given
gineering feel?
Ray{the

»•

•

ii<

this.

the college opera is doing
for the furtherance of this art
form is extremely useful and
creditable, but I cannot help feel-

:i«

,

v'

What

I

SEASON'S GREETINGS

I

ANNE JEFFREYS
Star of ''Kiss ME,

KATE,’Vnow

at the Shuhert,

I

New York

Comedian— What

it

make.

You

ain’t

difference does

gonna put

this

Main Stem version with
jmond Massey in the leading

(Continued on page 269)
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By CHARLES O’BRIEN

M

KENNEDY

Sometimes the circumstances contributing to the genesis
of a play make a story almost as interesting as the play

=

is

“Rip Van Winkle” and

its

innumer-

able parents. On May 26, 1828, the
known version of Washington Irv-

immortal story was produced in
Albany (a city afterwards made famous by Bert Lytell). The dramatist
employed the pseudonym of Thomas
Flynn. Although little else is known
of Thomas, Bert has lived to become
Shepherd of The Lambs.
In 1828 a second version bobbed
up in Philadelphia, this time by an
English actor named John Kerr, familiarly called “old man Kerr” (evidently a character actor).
He was
Ke
O’B
B. Kennedy
Chas. u
y brought to the City of Brotherly Love
by F, G. Wemyss for his Chestnut St. Theatre Co. The
play was a big hit and some time after was done in London
Later in Philadelphia,
at the Tottenham Road theatre.
W. Pliapman and James H. Hackett (father of James K.
Hackett) played Rip While J. Jefferson played the charThis Jefferson was either the
acter of Knickerbocker.
Hackett subsefather or the elder brother of Joseph.
quently appeared in another version by W. Gayle Bernard.
Joseph Jefferson now enters our scene as Seth Slough,
ing’s

-

‘
'

-

By

BERNARD SOBEL

-

tavern keeper. While his half-brother, Charles Burke,
played Rip. Burke had revamped the Kerr version to suit
The result was disappointing.
his own ideas.
Here Dmn Boucicault, the master mechanic of dramaturgy; took over and delivered the manuscript which
Joseph Jefferson produced at the Adelphi theatre, London,
One of Bbucicault’s notable contributions was
in 1865.
to have Rip thrown out of his house in the midst of a
furious thunderstorm. William Winter, the leading critic
of the time, claims that Boucicault expropriated the
best of the Burke Version. But Mr. Winter had often felt
the lash of Boucicault 's Celtic tongue and added to this
Winter did not like Edwin Forrest or Walt Whitman.
As time went on Jefferson expanded Boucicault’s play
from three acts to four and made numerous emendations.
Thus the Jefferson version seems to be a composite of

off

thCm.

changing Rip into an Irishman, but to no avail. Mr. Jefwhere it scored a tremendous

ferson took Rip to Belfast
success.

Duinas’ ‘Monte Cristo’
Dumas pere had a stormy career in the

|

theatre and
once fought a duel With a nasty critic. If he were living
today and challenged our Kelcey Allen we knovv where

The Lambs bets would

ride.

In 1848, three years after the publication of his novel,
of Monte Cristo,” Dumas made his own dramaAny frugal Broadway producer will be interested'
to learn that the play had 20 acts, 37 tableaus, 221
scenes, and 51 acting parts. Maybe Monte Cristo himself
was backing the show. The play was in two parts, one
night given to the tribulations of Edmond Dantes and the
other to the vengeance of Monte Cristo. It failed.

“The Count
tization.

When

this production came to London’s Drury Lane
something happened. Perhaps it was patriotism, for there
were many who remembered Napoleon Bonaparte. At
any rate a riot ensued; benches flew through the air and
general pandemonium reigned.
The French actors took
the next boat home and Monte Cristo chalked up another
,

defeat.

English dramatization was by Charles Fechter,
This was produced by Benjamin
Webster and was called the Webster version. It followed
its predecessor into oblivion.
Around 1870 another dramatization came from the pen
of Thomas H. Lacy and was called Lacy’s Acting Edition.
This was later republished by Samuel French as French’s
Acting Edition (late Lacy’s).
Tile initial American attempt was made at the Old
Broadway theatre in 1848, by J. Lester Wallack. It was
described as a “spectacle” and enjoyed a good run of 50
Jhights.
In 1863 Edward Eddy appeared in the title role
at the New Bowery theatre and in 1866 E. L. DaVenport
was the Dantes at Mrs. John Wood’s Olympic theatre.
Meanwhile Fechter had not given up and’ produced at
the Globe, theatre, Boston, the Webster version embellished
by himself and Arthur LeclerCq. Thus the Fechter version
came into being, in 1871 Fechter purchased the 14th
Street theatre, New York, rechristening it the Lyceum.
But some stony-hearted bankers took the theatre away
from him and the Fechter premiere was given at the
Grand Opera House. His last performance on any stage
Was given at the Broadway theatre in 1877.
After Feefiter’s death the fabulous John Stetson came
into possession of; the Fechter version for production at
Booth’s theatre. New York,
James O’Neill had shortly
before appeared in an anonymous dramatization at Hoomy’s theatre, Chicago, with great personal, success and
Stetson contacted Mr. O’Neill.
Unfortunately the. train
east became snowbound and Mr. O’Neill has only a few
rehearsals in the version which was new to himOne
reviewer wrote “ ‘Monte Cristo’ will not run very loug.”
But the stubborn Mr. Stetson called in Fechter’s Widow
to redirect the play.
After that “Monte Cristo” grew
mto an unequivocal success.- It may encourage BroadWay angels to learrt that after Mr.‘ O’Neill purchased all
rights in the Fechter version for $2,000 he toured the
country for 20 years and appeared as Edmond Dantes
George Tyler presented Mr. O’Neill in
first

also played the hero.

her courage and energy, a regrettable omission.

So I’ve taken on myself the responsibility of showing her
as I’ve known her throughout the years, by confirming
certain traits 'that she has already mentioned and revealing
new ones, in the hopes of giving a complete picture of this
extraordinary and inspiring woman.
The first timA that her name came to my attention was
when she played my home town, Lafayette, Indiana. I hung
around the theatre, in those days, and the house manager,
Samuel Pickering, was my friend.
This particular day he was worried about some special
requirements having to do With Miss Burke’s appearance.
“It’s a lot of trouble,” he contained, “putting her dressing
room in proper order, looking after her maid, and all that

,

This paragraph is written in stoical bitterness, but a
true son of Eire has never been known to flinch in the
face of unpalatable facts. Jefferson’s R,ip was a flat failure
iiV Dublin, where he reports that “the attention was slight
and the applause delicate.” How different from the heyday of the Abbey theatre and “The Playboy of the West*
ern World.” Michael Gunn, the Dublin impresario, advised

grandmother.
She is a successful
writer, being the authbr of the best
seller, “With a Feather on My Nose.”
But in this book Miss Burke has
She has
failed to do one thing.
Her
failed to do justice to herself.
siwefe in spirit
ing and self -revealing, but.it sloughs

Bernaid Sobel

,

sort of thing. But this
sells out every time.

much

is

certain: she’s

worth

it.

She

“She’s one of the biggest attractions the road has ever
seen. And when she steps out on the stage, every eye in
the audience follows her from the moment she enters
'

until she exits!”

Some years after, I met Miss Burke
mount Studios, when she was appearing

at the old Parain silent pictures,
and in just about five minutes, she dispelled all my early
impressions of her history.

,‘Tm not English,” she said, “although I did make my
stage debut in London. I’m an American and I started
my theatrical life as a chorus girl.”
And it was as a chorus girl that she scored her first
important hit, singing “My Little Canoe.” Soon after, she
came to America as leading lady for John Drew. This
assignment led to her inclusion in the famous Charles
Frohman repertory company and her subsequent rise to
individual stardom.
While with Frohman she met Florenz Ziegfeld, Jr., at
a

By

t—

“talkies,” particuiarly in a series having to do, with American fanriily life.
She has been a frequent guest on television shows. She was the heroine of
the hit picture, “The Great Ziegf eld,”
She has been a wife, a mother, and a

tiie

The

r

M

BHl
—

Billie

first

who

.

REAL BILLE

Burke has had nine lives. She was a star of
the legitimate stage and a silent motion picture star
more than 25 years ago. She wais a musical comedy queen
in “Annie Dear.” She has been featured on many popular
She scored in the
radio programs.

.

For instance, there

of

r-

i!
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costume ball and married him soon after.
Though a edntinuousiy busy actress, she found time

how to adapt herself to his. freakish
even when doing so meant serving
corn beef and cabbage at a formal dinner and guiding
the guests through their private zoo,
As an artist, Billie Burke is indefatigable, always determined to give a fine performance. I've watched her
re-read a radio script over and over and then, not content
with her own thoroughness, underline every important
phrase.in an effort to insure a perfect performance. Similarly, she rehearses her stage roles to the exhaustion point,
meticulous about dialog, action, properties and dress.
Billie has appeared in plays by many of the most prominent dramatists of the era including Arthur Wing Pinero,
Ivor Novello, Somerset Maugham, Booth Tarkington and
to learn, as his wife,
ideas of hospitality,

Noel Coward.
While playing in Coward’s play “The Marquise,” Miss
Burke noticed that Richard Rodgers, the composer, was

row of the theatre. Almost the same
realized that he was. waving his handkerchief
at her as if trying to call her attention to the other side
of the stage,
;
When she turned in that direction, she was shocked to
discover that the velvet bell rope, next to the mantelpiece,
sitting in the first

moment, she

was on fire.
Thinking quickly, she deliberately pulled a velvet table
cover off a mahogany stand, walked over to the bell rope
and snuffed out the fast-growing flames. Then turning to
her leading man, she said:
“I've told the butler a dozen times to have this Tope
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» l-Mpist?

LAWRENCE LANGNER

(Co-Director,

The Theatre Guild)

Members

of the theatrical profession who desire to preserve their sense of humor in a confusing world, may join
with me in a new philosophy which I haVe invented and
which I term “Leapism.”
Leapist is one who leaps into
the future with his imagination, and
views each event of today both from
its beginning in the present, and its
ending in the future. In this way the
Leapist looks at what is happening in
the world with some perspective, looking backward at it as well as forward.

A

Take yOur newspaper today and read
it as though you were reading it 50
years hence, and note how trivial are

many

of the happenings it records;
and as to that new great war which

everyone has expected, there is always
possibility, as Bernard Shaw once
stated, that no great nation wants to
commit suicide-— so why should two of them want to do
Lawrence Langner

so?

,

a light-hearted pastime as a. Leapist to look back
from the vantage point of the year
A. D. 2000 and to contemplate what might have hap*
pened from 1950 on.
In about the year 1975, Lee Shubert, at the age of 100,
threw all his theatres on the market and caused the
bankruptcy of all the motion picture companies, already
almost ruined by video. After this, the so-called legitimate theatre and motion pictures were replaced entirely
by the video theatre, which produced an unexpected social upheaval in the ranks of that group of society forrherly known as labor.
For so many Well-dressed actors
and beautifully gowned actresses spent so many television hours in the homes of the workers of America,
that they all began to cultivate broad “A’s,” drink afternoon tea and acquire the social manners of the ladies and
gentlemen who appeared in video dramas, most of which
Were English imitations of the plays of Noel Coward.
There was great danger of the entire nation becoming
effete, but fortunately, their children becanie just as
tough as their parents became tender, by spending most
of their spare time watching the video crime plays which
were how a daily accompaniment to adolescent home life.
It is

at the theatre’s history

Shaw

,

O’Neill’s

Commercials

]

New and

exciting styles of play-writing came into existence about the year 1980 led by the new genius Shaw
O'Neill, who was the first man to realize that the video
author not only had to meet the competition of his fellow
authors, but also that of the animated commercials be*
tween the climaxes of each act. It was Shaw O’Neill
who first realized that the effect of a great video tragedy
would be nullified immediately if followed, at the moment of climax, by the picture of a beautiful lady beguiling you into buying a bejewelled wristwatch or a selfacting dishwashing machine. But this competition merely
stimulated Shaw O'Neill and his imitators to greater
heights. They wrote video plays so ennobling, so lofty in
spiritual conception, that the video audiences under their
spell turned a deaf ear to the beguiling ladies with the
bejewelled watches arid swooned in their armchairs during
intermissions.
In the year 1975 the efforts of the Committee of Theatrical Producers to relieve the ticket speculation problem
came to an end, with the bankruptcy of all the theatres
and ticket brokers.
“South Pacific” and “Oklahoma,”

,

which had managed to keep alive by refusing to go on
came to an end in the year 1970, when the music
began to get hackneyed. At one time in the prosperous
'60s, 28 Rodgers & Hammerstein musicals were playing at
one time despite the Attorney General’s efforts to enjoin
them as a monopoly.
In the year 1970 the Theatre Guild was taken over by
Michael Todd and inaugurated its 50th subscription season
with the Theatre Guild “Peep Show of 1970.” This injected new life into that ancient institution and the
subscription membership doubled as the Guild received
its first good notice in 30 years from the dean of American
critics. Brooks Atkinson of the N. Y. Times.
The Leapist wiU never dream of leaping ahead just one
year, for by doing so he might lose the optimism which
makes “Leapism” possible. But as the founder of this
philosophy, I strongly advise you to become a Leapist and
video,

to look at everything backwards. It certainly won’t
nearly as awful as when you look at it forwards.

seem

repaired.”

Remarks of this sort are characteristic and frequent.
She has also a gift for sustained literary expression. When
John Drew died it was she who wrote the moving letter
of condolence. When a public ceremony in the theatre
required a formal speech, she tossed aside all those submitted by professional writers and wrote her own.

No

I

Scatterbrain,

She

}

absolutely the opposite of her famous scatterbrain character, the character that has given her a new
face. She is, basically, an out-and-out realist. She knows
the world and holds up a cynical glass to inspect it at
close range. She knows all sorts of people, particularly
Billie

is,

She knows, also, what
was once Society minus the Cafe. In this restricted
circle, at a time when actresses did riot pass the charmed
circle, she made an important place for herself because
of her charm, humor and shrewd insight into peoples'
actors, playwrights arid journalists.

so sure that his show would go on that he would put a
newspaper in front of his face and go to sleep during a
dress rehearsal.

The Rude Awakening
The rude awakening came with the market crash. The
financial loss and illness came swiftly. After the death of
Ziegfeld came the debacle.
Creditors took oVer what was left of his, shattered theat(

rical empire; arid Billie had the terrifying task of adapting
herself to new financial conditions, assuming the responsibility of debts and supporting herself and Patricia.
Nevertheless, without a whimper, she started out to
earn her living arid simultaneously to learn what were theri
the new professions acting ori the radio, in the talkies, and
On television. All these objectives she attained, impor:

tantly.

Better

still,

hearts.

castirig, Billie

Being the wife of Ziegfeld Was always a game, with the
contestants astonishingly alike. Ziegfeld, was an out-andout individualist and Billie was hiis counterpart, receptive
to the opinion of others, yet largely determined to gO on
her own. Both were extravagant. “Ziggy” travelled in
private cars and paid for the rental of the railroad tr^iqks.
He sailed on the royal suite of the S. S. Majestic. He
doubled salaries in gold. When he saw a picture of two
lion cubs in a rotogravure section of a Sunday newspaper,

force

though she had been called a victim of typehas made this searirig limitation a tour-de-

.

a tremendqus scenic revival
in 1900.
Mr. O’Neill made many improvements in the Fechter
version until finally it was recognized as his own. Incidentally, he won a lawsuit against a film company that
had produced the play on the silent screen, but overlooked the fact that many of the lines and situations were
hot in the original novel,
Fechter’s "version has disappeared entirely. The James O'Neill Working Copy now
Museum of the City of New York, donated
hy Eugene O'Neill, who
had been a young actor in his

1

h 'r’s c^'inpany.

he tracked them down until he had them in his own
private menagerie. When their daughter, Patricia, as a
grew interested in butterflies, he erigaged a specialarrange a collection.
When he wanted a -stafr, he bought him away from another mariager. When he wanted a theatre, William Randolph Hearst built one for him. When he saw a handsome
girl s.wimmer in a motion picture, he uprooted her bodily
and brought her from Tahiti to Broadway. And he was
child,
ist tb

How

of histrionic artistry, managed to create
far this fatuous character is from the real

a new
woman

be learned through meeting hei* and discovering
the breadth of her culture.
Recently, while publicizing her book. Miss Burke toured
the nation. The experience was a gruelling one, necessitating miles arid miles of travel, days and nights, numerous
interviews and signing hundreds of autographs in department stores. But just Ss Miss Burke was about to leave
New York, after a crowded two days in the city, she said:
“I wonder if Schwarz’s will be open early enough, tomorrow morning, for me to go there before my train
can

oilly

leaves.”

:

’

“Schwarz’s,” I repeated, puzzled.
“Yes, the toy shop—F. A. O. Schwarz. I couldn’t possibly
leave here without taking toys home for my little ones.**
And that was the first time I saw Billie in a new role—
a grandmother.

M

m
^

—
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OPERA SiNOERS
-By

An Old B. 0.

also had a secretary, named Gertrude Carrick, She wanted to be a
wTiter and, for lack of anything
else to do, spent all her .time in
'the office w'orking on The Great
finally
She
Novel,
'’ American
evervbody.
All of which finished it and, dutifully, submitted
carefully,
read
it
•results in my it to us, We both
hearing other told her the many things that we
people telL me found wrong with it and why no
all about their one would publish it, and advised
no her to get married and start haylives,. But
one. ever offers ing children, Insteadj She cavalierto sit enthral- ly sent it off to Lippinebtt. Lippinled by my ex-' cott published it with., excellent reperiences and sults^ for a first novel and it has
misadventures, "since been translated into several
No- one ever foreign languages. At about that

most frustrating
ibo
tilings an editor has to do is to
w
lio AvaiU tOy write
people,
to
listen
That. in*
their autobiographies.
nearly
eludes
Oiu>

!

LA.

NOTES FOR AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY
By K.

t^filETY
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When

was announced last
Would make my musical comedy debut for Edwin Lester
on the Coast in “Rose Marie” it
was greeted with different reactions, There were opera fans who

.

KAPLAN

Bv MIKE

Los Angeles.

I

.

1
'

predicted that singing- week after
week, eight times a week, was go-

Despite an occasional transfusion

!

of ea.stern blood. or fresh money,
the legitimate theatre in Los Angeles shows no sign of recovering

]\IUNSEL:

is really no basic difference.
True enough, when you rehearse
an opera, you work with something
which is rigidly defined, while a
Broadway script remains in a con-

there

it

spring that

’

MUSICAL COMEDY

IN

PATRICE

slant state ot.flux until the opening

And even

liight.

become

a hit

show has
revived years

after a

and

is

.

ing to prove fatal to my voice. later changes are still possible.
'Then there were others who main- These alterations can pertain to
from the sleeping sickness WhiclV tained, even after Pinza’s success practically anything— from change
ing the character of a role to fit
has gripped it for a decade. The
in “South Pacific;” that an opera
the personality of the performer,
ailment is. of course, hot necessarily fatal. But when it stretches over singer should stick to opera and to changing the dialog of entire
a long period of time, even the. had no business doing a musical. scenes, or to interpolating new
most doting friends and relatives
'Although I had appeared for a songs or new dances. T certainly
Ken Giniger
begin to give up. hope for the padiscovered this when we did
berelatives
and
friends
point,
bur
even offers to
summer before in Marie.”
the
week
gan to liint that we ought to do tient,
sit.
be
this
to
was
Marietta,”
“Naughty
Now and again, confirmed optiSo, we
living.
a.
Incidehtally, from what I
I owe my first interest in pub- something- for
mists will cite facts and fi.gures to my first experience with ^a long 5500 1 ^ even happens to good old
lishing to Ben Hecht and Charlie regretfully closed down, our pub“theatuh”
is very
the
that
pro\’e
reading
to
set
and
house
lishing
I
IVtacA-rlJkuri neither of whom
run, and I didn’t quite know whait Shakespeare. Biit this just about
But, I had niucl. alive out here on the shores
:.ever met, as far as I know. How- the want ads again.
to make of all the different re- sums up the differenee between
of the Pacific. No one ever analyzes
ever, they were guilty of a motion been a “publisher.”
actions.
Then there were those who {o\- inXncefreahzrtlJra
carefully,
however,
figures
too
the
picture called ‘The Scoundrel,’ in
I went to see both .Knopf and
c!mnedy
opera is' made with a cerwhich. Noel Coward played the part Viking and told them of. lall the for fear of discovering their real came running to me ^vlth advice
They meaning— that a pale imitation of as to the great difference acting' lain inflection in your singing voiceacquired'.
I’d
of a publisher and Julie Haydon experience
legitimate theatre manages to
that of a lovely young poetess. You didnT. quite see it that way. Then the
as it is made on the stage
in opera and on the legitimate
That I met a publisher who was very eke out a precarious existence un- stage. [They talked so fast and fu- with a ce.rtain inflection in your
can guess what happened.
was the .life for me, I thought, interested in my experience. He der circumstances that would make, riously that I began to believe it.
.speaking voice. For in opera we do
what with b(?autiful poetesses and was particularly inlerested in the any Jittle theatre group blush in
not always sing solely without
Somehow, however, it ^eemed to
Because, in a fact that ! had been able to afford shame. A virile professional theparties.
cocktail
“most beautiful toiic.” There are
eight times a week
me
singing
that
atre
would
have
part
no
of
it.
dressing.
him
on
editor
showed
an
whicli
as
sccn.^’„
lit.
He hired me
plenty of times when insinuation
The dismal truth is that in a- shouldn’t luu'in a sound voice. becomes more important tban vqCoward wore no undershirt, I de- the theory that 1 would very shortcided that the first step was not ly invest in the firm after dis- city of 2,000.000 inhabitants, three After all it is noihing unusual for cal production.
singer to sing every day, for.'
to wear an undershirt any more. covering for myself its great po- of the seven houses that operate bn a
I am quite certain that both MarAfter some initial difficulty with tentialities. I took the job on the anything like a regular schedule even when x am not giving a per- garet Webster,
who staged “Don
my mother fl was just past 13 theory that he would. very shortly, have capacities of under 400 each; formance I’ni still practicing and Carlo,” and Garsoh Kanin,
director
voice, .someat the time), I discarded under- decide to keep me on without .in- of the others, not one last year was working daily on my
of “Die Fledermaus,” both for the
shirts and began to plan to be a vesting after discovering, for him- open for more than 27 weeks. .And times for hours on end. Nfaturally,
Met,
finding
are
no
earth-shaking
publisher.
self my great potentialities. It came of the $2,690,000 which the legiti- there is a different tension when
one sings an opera or a coiiocrt difference in the acting techniques.
There was a short delay in my out a draw. I didn’t invest and he mate theatre managed to gross in
Incidentaliy, during the run of
Lo,s Angeles in the 52-week Labor than, when one merely studies, at
progress at this point caused by didn’t keep me.
Day season here, home. But during the run of. “Rose the Kern musical in San Fran-,
the necessity .of finishing high
This time I didn’t have to read Day-to-Labor
Marie” I discovered that the cisco and Los Angeles I received
school and eventually going to the want ads. I had heard all about $501.500 ^or better than 25^r
“South Pacific” “strain” on c voice is quite dif- letters from several people who
college. I didn’t lose track of my the one-year enlistments the .Army came from the
ferent between singing an opera had gone to see the show vvith the
alone.'
goal, however, and, sometime dur- was offering so prospective draftees stand
Staunch supporters of legit here every night and singing a musical firm conviction that an opera singing that period, a friend intro- could get their year over with and
duced me to the late Grenville avoid the draft. That was in May constantly plead the city’s case by eight times a wCek. In the first er must be a ham by necessity,
Vernon, who was editor for Dial of 1941. After I got that year over claiming that Los Angeles is “nbt place, whenever we appear in op- and then wrote to apologize for
Press and dramatic critic for The with, some four and a half years a bad show town— it just gets bad era, it is always a premiere for us, being wrong. I am frankly quite
Commonweal. Vernon took me to later, I resumed my attacks oh the shows.” To a certain extent, this is practically each performance hav- amazed to learn how many people
have completely wrong notions
lunch at The Players,’ pointed out citadel of publishing.
true. But it is equally true that ing a different cast and therefore,
all the celebrities, and mixed the
Help was awfully hard to get good shows get eomparatively little critically speaking, we are highly about opera All 1 can say is they
should go to the opera and concomedy,
In
musical
howexposed.
salad dressing himself at the table right after the war so Prentice- support considering the size of the
with ah extremely skillful hand. Hall hired me. Much to my sur- town and the fact that it is the ever, we settle down to a well- vince themselves. Naturally, there
That last was the most impressive prise I hope not to theirs
things centre of another branch of show balanced run and merely have the are those singers who find it hard
and a sizeable boom in the oil worked out well and I’ve been business. Recent twQjweek stand of thrill of creating a new perfprm- to give a creditable portrayal, but
and vinegar market followed while there ever since.
“Come Back, Little Sheba.” for ance every night for a different then, w'ithout wanting to step on
might say that I
I practiced. This was immediately
Now. I’m a real live publisher example, managed to eke out only audience. Thus, quite aside from anyone’s toes,
‘followed by another boom in that and editor. I find it most disap- $32,000 at the 1,636-seat Biltmore. the amount of singing we have to have seen actors on the stage and
in
the
moviei
musiin
opera
as
compared
to
who
have that same
do
part of the laundry industry which pointing. I have yet to meet a
cal comedy, we have to face much difficulty. The only difference here
—L
in
specializes
restaurant
table- beautiful blonde poetess who looks !
cloths. Even today there are places like Julie Haydon. My doctor says
Study of the figures shows a legit less of a nervous, strain. While I is that these singers keep on singI'm afraid to go back to. But I felt I have to Nvear an undershirt or seat-availability today of 10,800 was doing “Rose Marie” I had ing in opera because of their
was
I
well on my w'ay to becoming ril keep getting those damned seats per day among the houses often the feeling of having an voices, W'hile those in the movies
.or on stage keepi on acting due to
a publisher.
colds. And I’ve never learned to that operate on a quasi-regular ba- exciting vacation.
their looks .or other special qualiMy next step was taken when mix a salad, dressing at the table. sis. During the 1930-35 period,
Characterization
fications which have little to do
Had enough? Well, if you’ve read when Los Angeles had, roughly,*
my college, after four years and
with histrionic ability. Still, we
It was my belief that acting in
a couple of summer sessions, de- This far, you’ve earned the privi- 50% the population it now boasts,
opera and in legitimate theatre don’t condemn everyone connected
cided that they had had enough lege of coming around and telling the ^eat availability totaled 15.000
with
was
fundamentally
a
question
of
movies or the theatre as not
and the better-thaii-a-dozen legit
life story.
of me. A real live writer, Agnes
being able to act. Why then the
So you want to write your auto- houses alight functioned on a fuller characterization.
Rothery, the wife of one of my
(Continued on page 284)
During rehearsals I found that tendency to condemn opera as a
professors, gave me some letters biography
whole?
to people like the Knopfs and
.
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Marshall Best of Viking and I set
off to seek my fortune in New

York as a publisher. The Knopfs
and Best took time out to see me,
but I guess one look was enough.
Besides, it was 1939 and times were

Disappearing Theatre
Cojitiinied

the

hadn’t been there very long before
began to realize that this was
an unusual kind of publishing
house.
They would, publish anything anyone .sent in just so long
as tfie author would pay for the
privilege. This seemed like a wontierfur way to be a publisher so,
afteiv seeing my salary rise dizzily
from $15 to $15 and the n to $18
tribute to my publishing
abilities, I borrowed $1,000 from
tiiy father and went into
busihess

I

Own.

.

The Conservative Kfnd
Ward Smith, whoiTi I had persuaded to embark on this venture
with me because of his e.xtensive

In

of six months in the
printing business, believed in conserving our capital. He came from
a long line of bankers
and investment consuliants. We did this by
not publishing any bbok.s, paid
for
by their authors or otherwise.
The

gave some gopd parties

in

it.

We

945

the

Ambassador

w'cnt

ished to

make way

Annex.

There was no change

for the ’Times
in

the situation in 1946.
1947, however, the Bijou Went into pictui'es.
1948 Showed no conversions, although the Playhouse .did go into
radio for a year but is now restored to legit. 1949 saw the Adelphi, Belasco, the International and
the Mansfield converted to other
purposes.
So far this year, 1950,

fii St
category w'e a\'oided by returning all the: manuscripts, of
that
nature we received with acid com-

did have a fine office wJiich said
“Publishers” on the door and w'e

1

into pictures and the 44th Street
and the Nora Bayes Were demol-

experience

ments on their style and content.
The .second category we didn’t have
enough money to produce. But we

were three,

Civic

•

,

my
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Repertory, the Hippodrome, although this cannot be
strictly classified as a “legitimate”
theatre, and the Manhattan, erstwhile Hammerstein's. In 1937 the
Avon W'ent into radio, the New
Amsterdam into pictures and the
Comedy theatre was razed.
In 1938 the 49th St. and the
Manhattan Opera House disappeared from the scene. 1939 saw the
Earl Carroll converted into a store
and office building. 194() took a
toll of four theatres, Labor Stage
at one time the Princess, the New
Yorker, the Belmont and the Vanderbilt.
1941 and 1942 escaped
without any casualty. In 1943 the
Maxine Elliott and the Guild theatres were no longer legitimate. In
1944 the Longaere and the Ritz
both went into radio.

installed as editor, production manager, advertising manager, publicity director, and chief office boy
in
a
real
publishing house. I

oh

from

fections. In 1936 there

hard, even: outside of publishing.
Finally I answered a newspaper
ad for an editor in a publishing
house and, in almost ho time, was

ALFRED LUNT and LYNN FONTANNE
KNOW MY LOVE’»
SELWYN THEATRE,

“I

Currently

Chicago

only the Hudson has left the ranks
of the legitimate theatres.

The

number

has,

therefore,

dwindled from 68 in 1931 to 30 as
of the present day.

-

1

Wednesday, January

1951

3,

Foriy^fifth

Television vs. Live Concerts
By

Within the last two
Television has unquestionably come of age.
years the number of sets has doubled or tripled and is continuing to
increase by leaps and bounds. The programs have taken a spurt for
the better, even though mostly in the Comedy and variety fields. Recetitly TV has gone so far: as to survive its first strike threat and is
even now battling valiantly against a color controversy engineered by
the FCC. Within another year or two the coaxial cable will become a
transcontinental reality and coast-to-coast programs from either end
(east or west) will warm agencies’ hearts and enrich the pockets of
performers.
Byt in spite of these gigantic strides in TV aiid the undisguised recession in the concert business* I refuse to visualize a permanent trend
All mechanical inventions temporarily affect live
in this relationship.
The EdisOn recording machine, the Marconi radio
entertainment.
talkie,
in their beginnings and initial developments,
wave, the Forrest
affected live entertainment in the same way as a new toy disrupts a
Eventually the child
child’s interest in his .vvell-ordained playroom.
gets adjusted to the new fire engine (or whatever it may be) and finds
among
other
it
his
tOys-^the
for
building
blocks, the electric
a place
rail road, the mechanical soldiers— and his life assumes its regular toy
aspect once more,
The same with television. After a baseball fan has been glued for
months to the fascinating TV screen, he will begin to miss the shouting
crowds.; the popping bottles, the hptdogs, the seventh inning good-fellowship stretch. And the fight fan will miss the sawdust and the painful nudges of his neighbors. And the film fan wiH miss the excitement
And the concert fan- will miss the mingling with
of a theatre lobby;
ticket buyers and “deadheads," the visit to the “green room,” the feel
living
pefsonality
bn the stage in front of him. the annoyance of
of the
llie latecomers crawling across his feet, the exchange of impressions
and drinks during intermission. The novelty vvill wear off and TV will
find its proper level in the scheme of things.
A human being is above all a gregarious animal and one can not
satisfy the urge for gregariousness in the confines of one’s living room,
or a tavern, or a studio, no matter how fascinatirig the screeh.
To me the greatest service TV can render, in years to come, is the
simultaneous projection of a central performance Of theatre, opera,
concert or public, event, to thousands of small theatres throughout the
country, where people can still gather in public places and enjoy the
thrill (gregariously ) at the same time as do Hollywood, New York and
other entertainment centers.
•

|for the

This

snappy

t

dialog

located in the West 30’s.
of these groups broke even
on their weekly operating expenses, with most suffering; losses

Greenwood

helps, too,
w h e n you’re

down and just about out!
As a comedienne I plugged hard
through the years and no one
with any amount Of success or half
a grain of intelligence will tell
it was all glitter. Life and success just aren’t that way cither in
the theatre or out of it. There are

you

when you read the

times

help
ads alone in your room
considering a career with more
financial security and t h c r e are
nights when it’s cold and the only

Wanted

io get warm is to keep moving
so you go out for a walk
only to sec the blurring lights of
the marquees where others are
siarring in hit shows.
.

.

,

When

,

strengthening
the

|

i

'

In fulfilling this mandate ANTA
operates on two closely related
fronts- One involves reawakening
interest in the living theatre so that
more people want to go to the theatre.
The other is the matter of
facilitating more actual theatre production to stimulate, and af the
same time, fill tfie increased de-

Winter production off-Broadway
has
been confined mostly to
periodic productions at various
theatres around town.
Shows are
usually put bn at these spots for
periods ranging from three days
to a few weeks. Various producers
have been using the Cherry Lane
.

mand

By LEO ZABELIN

for theatre.

I’m not very good at statistics
Chicago.
and so I asked the ANTA staff to
With the halfway mark reached
compile them. The record is pub- in the 1950-51 legit season, Chicago
^
fished in a box accompanying this j-j.jjsgl-j.ggQgpg
somewhat quizzi-

as a

I

.

,

:

and

article

I

hope everyone

will

what the remainder of

to

.

read that record ^carefully for it
year will bring. From all inm^ans a great deal more than anyM
ij will be a lean year
thing I can say. Fhat is th^reason jq,.
touring shows, and those that
forthe American. National Theatre are venturing to the Windy city
and Academy and that is what we
including long stays in
are doing for the theatre vve all :„^„j
itinp_ap„

Recital Hall, the Kaufmann auditorium and the Carl Fisher Hall.
The Dramatic Workshop is continuing to offer both old and new
works at the President theatre.
However, the Abbe Practical Workshop, which in 1949 offered some
of the top off-Broadway fare at
the Master theatre, is no longer
operating as it has done in the
past. The school aspect of the pp-.
eration has been discarded.
Now
functioning
as* just
the
Abbe
Workshop, outfit is putting on an
occasional winter tryout at its
summer headquarters in Sriiithtown Branch, L. I.

•

dgeds!

prom what was once tiie second
The record shows that once ^there
show town in the
were 300 touring companies; last Uuntry, Chicago, in most eases, has
season there were only 30.
degenerated into a three and four|

^

made my

curtain call, in
^

first

Washington, D. C,. when that
he nation’s capital, had only

city,
_^one-

week stanza

stop. Outside of a

'

i

•

,

;

One group

rf

that has been operatdo dramatic ing pretty consistently is Originals
Only,
at
its
Greenwich Village
nurture the

Today,- Washington has 1,000,000
residents and .one theatre. The
showcase.
Company, made up of
non-pros, has been actively spot- dreds of cities all over this coum
Uing new works. People’s Drama try,
occasionally introduces a new pla^
What are we doing about this?
at its Eldridge Street outlet.
A I am happy to be able to say-

,loWed’’rreT‘’s?aunch"’
aUn
here, a^^staundi. j^tUaet.on

!

'

hare as well as Broadway casts of
parlin’," and “Miss
Although “Death of a
and “Madwoman of
Chaillot" idid well, thanks to the
Guild mainly, “Detective Story’*

I

Lil’

Liberty."

'

Salesman"

jnew group that bowed recently at plenty.
From the poirit of view of activ
and Delilah, and the Studio-Theatre is the Rooftop
a light b.o. grpsser.
A, just about as old as f
'Repertory
which operated ity.ANTA
Co,,
all
the Brahms
fall started out muefi
n I made my stage debut
lieder. Can’t you just picture me as during the summer of ’49 in Phila- was when
of Mistcr Robcrts ’
has already won .,With,. a rovival
in Washington, iioe
Carmen chasing the bull as I was delphia.
„
^
lecding^off the better receipts win
theatre
people
confidence
of
the
singing the Habanera. Incidentally,
These groups, mainly interested
mLi*
ner.*?.
Map West
WpRt returned
rplnrnprl after
affpr a
?
nors.
Mae
if Mr.
Bing of the Metropolitan in showcasing new plays j\^n.d .per- everywhere in the nation. This is long absence and is cleaning
up
would like this particular innova- formers, haven’t succeeded too because ANTA ’s whole approach to with “Diamond Lil," which
closes
tion I’d be glad to oblige as I could well in developing anjffhing out- the problem is not narrow or conJan. 13 after four-month run. “The
get up in the role in a very short standing in the former category. fined, but is a program of public
Innocents,"
with
Sylvia
Sidney,
had
time. I also studied juggling and However, they have proven a step- relations and services for the ena neat five-week visit, and “Come
every day too! I practiced for hours ping storie in the thesp.ing di- tire theatre and the entire theatre- Back.
Little Sheba," registered for
and hours and hours. Of course the vision.
A number of performers going public.
the Guild for four frames. For the
teacher was a bit impatient with have
off-Broadway
gone from
British Have Similar Pl an
same group Katharine Honburn. in
uie because I couldn’t practice the roles
Broadway productions,
to
The Arts Council in Great Brit- “As You Like It," was SRO for
eight hours each day he said was television and films. Jack Balance
three weeks. The Lnnts came in
necessary to become the complete went from the Interplayers’ 1949 ain is very similar to ANTA in its wiMV a boom with
“I Know My
and operation. 'The dejuggler.
production of “The Silver Tassie" philosophy
Love’'
for five weeks.
I was reconciled to the apparent to a featured role in 20th-Fox*s fined purpose of the Arts Council,
is:
/South Pacific’ Boom
loss of my opportunity 4o emote be- “Panic in the Streets,” and now a and in a way that of ANTA
“To maintain the highest poscause I began to feel that I could part in “Darkness At Noon,’’ new
The bri.ghtest star is “South
sible standards in the arts. The
make people laugh and forget their legiter being produced by the
^Paeific,” Which came in Nov.. 12-.
Council hopes to enlist in this
troubles no matter how they felt Play wright’s Co.
Nothin.g has ever contributed so
policy the cooperation of theabefore they came to the theatre.
much for theatre business as a
While television has taken actors
tre companies Which have beIt helped me too during those long
whole.
With the exception of
from the off-Broadway ranks, a
fore them the same ideals of
hours at Mike's,
Claudia Cassidy, Chicago Tribune,
large number of performers, who
to
service
the.
community;
Now that Fve "had some of the a few years ago would have
the critics gave it rave reviews.
which arc anxious to spread
rewards of tliis diligence and look jumped at the chance to appear
Scats are selling well into April,
the knowledge and appreciaback I’m thankful that I neyer in an experimental ptoductibn, are
wi
th the compa ny pi a n n ing. to stay
tion
that
best
in
the
is
of all
gave in and stopped dancing be- by-passing that route arid making
over a year
theatre, and thus to bring into
cause the constant practice made
video
one
In
for
TV.
The offshoots of legit, ballot and
a direct pitch
being permanent, educated am
it
possible for me never to lose
ODcra, along with such revues as
shot they probably draw more coin
dienccs- dll over the country.”
the feeling for my work. It is this
Borscht Capades” arid Snike Jones
than in a week’s performances off- ANTA. has not presumed to lay
practice which turns just an orBecause' of TV, the down any sort of blueprint for the did well, with Sadler's Wells shatBroadway.
dinary “piece of business’’ where
turnover of actors in off-Broadway develbpmerit of the theatre, but tbring ballet records in two-week
every movement; is merely merisen
sharply, has kept itself flexible to meet the en'-^agement.
has
productions
chanical into a living role which
ifn spite of all the recent activity,
with one group this past summer demands of the times.
the audience can feel. The years
having to employ three different
Through plain hard work and number of houses available for athave shown nie that once yoii stop,
casts before conapleting the run creative imagination, as Well as tractions is at recent high. Only
even if it’s just for a moment
of a show.
filling a great need ANTA, which five theatres are in use, including
you’ll never be able, to regain, the
began as a dream, has become a the giant opera House and the
time lost. You never stop living,
which has “South Pacific.”
Perhaps the
moving, and breathing
arid you live thinking is due to my deep af- -reality.
_ most impor- Shuhert,
.u
u
Great xt
Northern
has
nothing imme^
never stop loving
even for a fcction for the theatre and my de- tant of all the specific accomplish- diate,. and
the Erlanger^ has had
goodwill,
of
new
spirit
ments
the
is
second! It would be like stepping sire to keep improving; but I also
some long vacancy stretches a.s^has
out of a moving river even for a learned about this many years ago engendered among various parts of
the Harris, Studebaker has been
short while
when you get back from the lips of a great showman, the theatre, the new interest re- “srd for television the pa.st year,
in you can never quite catch up. It was worded differently but it Vi ved, ‘new audiences developed.
Local production is at low ebb
all amounted to the same thing. I all for an art which is closes, to the
It can never be the same.
with only the partnership of Frank
You don’t come back; you are heard him talking about what it hearts of almost everyone.
Rothschild
and Morton Ries .activealways there, ready! And that’s takes to be a success in life, and / What is plain to all of us is that ly engaged in the field. In conwhy you can never stop dancing. when I heard him, I thought about although there are fewer theatres junction with Harald Bromley, they
ago,
-than
--- there were years
.
^
...
Through the years, whether I was what he had said and I sat down now
„
brought in Two Blind Mice, with
working in the theatre or I was and wondered. Now I know that the there is ever so much more poten:
Meivyn Douglas, for a successful
out of it. I always kept up my rou- best maxim for anyone who wants tial audience. This is a nation now
Those of sumn^r run, and “The Innocents,**
tines, alw’ays kept using, what 1 to succeed came from the mouth of 150,000.000 persons.
of Max Gordon when he said.. us who have seen what ANTA has with Sylvia Sidney, for a profitable
know,
already done to stimulate the liv- five-week stay.
A great portion of this construc- “Never close the store.'*
roles of Carmen
practically

sang

^

i

!

‘

.

!

'

—

I

I

'.

But

kind, of funny, when
you’ve really got the theatre in
your blood, you can't ever stop
thinking the Oppbrtunlty will come
soon; perhaps tomorrow, or the
next day, and. that is vyhy you’ye
got to keep dancing. And that was
it's

.

.

the way.

it was witll me.
used to go to a place called
‘Mike’s” II was on 43d Strebt between 61h Avenue and Broadway.
For one dollar you could practice
an day long in front of the big
mirrors and on all their parapheiv
.

I

.

which lined the

naiia^

wails. There
W’ere a lot of .kids there just like
nie.
I Used to go there day after
day when 1 didn’t have a job and
practice until perfection, br at
least as near perfection as possible

achieved. Keep the Old routine
going and alive and watch and listen for a new step or gag that was
current and would fit in and make
the routine just a little bit better,
a little bit more Current;
try to
give the same old steps a hew
twist. You know there are only
eight notes in the musical scale.
It s what you do
with them that
counts!

Ava^s

.

I

soon

evei’yone

began to realize that
wanted specialization

—
—

not versatility— so I specialized
ny comedy. Along with this specialization, I guess I temporarily
lost something that every
actress

few

and comedies, majority
j productions seen here in 1950
.have played to just fair and poor
n^ugigals

.

,

third of the population It .has toBut at the time I had the business.
day.
great good fortune, at 5 years of
of the saving graces is the
age, to appear as Prince Charles'
•' growing membershin and enthusi»»
ttrnu
in
Family;^ and there
The Royal^ ^
j
Theatre Guild
j
were three legitimate theatres oP* under
the aeeis of Harriet Watts
While admittedly there have been

'

feet on the mantlepiece.
But despite this seeming loss of

ANTA

theatre.

Periodic Entries

Showcase for new scripts in
recent months, while the Hudson
Guild theatre is also employed to
throw a spotlight on initial productions.
Other places used in
this
Gapacity during the coldweather months iriclude Carnegie

American

Thai
Simply means
to get more people to go to the
Helen Haye.s

Because through

1

j

thpfltrp

,

'

G

o - g r ess
for
the
purpose
exof
panding a nd

running into a few thousand dol-

my

plished.

of u$ can realize our highest
ambitions in the theatre-:— if we are
willing to work.
Ditto With Other In dustries
The idea of a central organization. for the theatre is not as startling an innovation as it seems. Almost every industry dr business has
organization which serves the
indu.stry as a whole, experiments
(Continued on page 273)
all

.

!

Academy)

ing theatre in this country—in four
years and virtually without funds
—are now excited by the realization that all that has been done»
that all that is being done now is
just a mere beginning; hardly a
Prolog to what can be accom*^

was chartered
by
j

;

lars each. Of those groups named,
only the Interplayers and the
Player’s Co, had air-cOnditioned
theatres.
Attempts at off-Broadway production by other groups
also met with disaster.

Le^it Habit

(President, Ainerican National Theatre and

were

tre,

.

sound s like ever being aible to
the grave-dig- roles 1 decided to
ging
see n e, roots of comedy which had been
and
y b u r planted. I resolved that the tree
laughter h a s would become as fully developed
the
hollo w as possible. I branched out into
ring of noth- singing. Took lessons daily. Dbn’t
ing earthly It laugh too loud, but I learned the
Charlotte

there

None

GREENWOOD

h e to put

Public

By HELEN HAYES

offerlnjg.

summer

past

you come right down to it,
the sole and basic trouble with the
eration.
Besides the interplayers
theatre today is that not enough
and Studio 7, there were Q Pro- people go to the theatre. All the
ductions, >at the Hotel Sutton’s
other ills deLittle Theatre; The Player’s Co.,
rive from that,
at the Kaufmann auditorium of the
ANT A (The
Young
Men’s
Hebrew
Assn.;
American Na,Repertory theatre, at the Cherry
tional Theatre
Lane theatre; and the Circle theaand Academy )

when

soliloquy,

Broadway

six outfits of sortie stature in op-

To have something to live by is at least in the beginning dreams of
a big thing.
Each of us needs doing
I lost the chance to
it and each of us has iti It helps
play serious roles. I Ibst them beduring the times, on opening nights cause, as I developed my techthe nique, it became increasingly evijokes sound dent that if I ever tried Ibsen, the
like
Hamlet’s public Would probably expect me
.

Back Into The

of the players in the
off -Broadway version understudied
I

Closeup on Herself Is a Page Out
Of Every Actor’s Training

.

S.
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Forty-fifth

Fund spent $253,000

year

last

Recent Hipi^hts in the N. Y.

that.

And

More

informs

this yearly report

that this aid was given to a
weekly average of 255 people; that
iyou have 24 guests in The Actors’
Fund Home in Englewood, and in
nursing homes and hospitals, 26

me

!

Ballet in U.S. This

Than Last

I

By

I

(Citratpr, N. Y. Piiblic Library's

of the plefisures of working
in tlie New York Public Library's
Theatre Collection is the receipt of
ne\v collections which
liiiportaht

Theatrp Collection)

and extensive holdings

lar

One

the Will Rogers
Memorial. Hospital at Saranac; that
40 people received dental work;
that 253 patients were treated by
the Fund’s physicians and that the
total number of visits were* 626,
and from the Conrad Cantzen Shoe
were purchased 809 pairs of
Fund
...
.
requiiea 13.260
fhpes, and. an ims reauired
separate checks, entirely aside from
Others;

!

i

in the

;

theatre

field.

The radio

:

industry, which

Is

ex-

tensive in its representation in the
will enable us Library’s Theatre Gollection, rebetter to server ceived an important contribution
'

public, from the Ted Bates Agepey. This
wnai America
H-esenis, in part,
parv what
Perhaps it is represents,
redundant to is
point out that hoped that ibther advertising agenour public em- cies will make similar contributions
every and will aid the library in mainbraces
p ro f e ssional taining them financially.
and education Perhaps tins is not the moment
ai theatre perto seek economic support for our
son in the en- great library, but its needs are vast,
tire country? and specifically the problem of
the

^

and

includes,
as well, motion

companies radio and

pjclure.

telc-

.

play scripts,
photographs,
drawings, and letters’ cannot be
overestimaied^ Margaret Pember-

nation

in

this fine dorealization of the

full

am

Ballet Theatre.

likewise. But, in the ovei’all picballet biz is booming, there’s
greater activity than ever, and the
business continues one of the
brightest s i d e s of the entertainment picture.

astounded;

Fund’s Function

,

Company returned

from a triumph ant fourmonth tbui’ of Eux’ope under spprithis fail

sorship

the

of

U. S.

State

Dept,

and the Ainerican National Theatre & Academy. In addition to
major compa- these four extra months of danc-

So many times people of the theatre have said to nxe, “Just what,
There were five
does the Actors’ Fund do,” and I nies playing in the U. S. last seahave tried tQ/tcll them; that The son. This season there are six. The
Fund comes to the aid of any five companies of last year are doaniong us in need swiftly, secret- ing more dancing this season, in
ly, compassionately. And contrary
longer tours or engagements. One
to the general belief,, the Fund has raised its tariff from last year’s
is not only for actors, it is for all
$4,20 to $6r crowding them in just
the people of the theatre theatre the sariic. Another, by. its unconowners, producers, company man- ventional approach, is building a
agers, treasurers, advance agents, new public, to add to the stream

1

i

letter-an.swering, and x'eading room
service for the vast entertainment
industry becomes even more burdensome as its increase in use advances, Anything that can be done
no inattex' how small-r-will provide better service arid gi’eater press agents, wardrobe women. The
office at 1619 Broadway is open;
facilities for its usei'S.
from 9 o’clock in the morning until
5 30, and often later in the evening, and on Sundays it can be
called and will respond, and con-,
trary to What too many people
think, there is no red tape in the
handling of these needy xases. If
^'.'VLTER
somcoiie coniiecled With the theaFund,
President, Actors
of
tre needs a meal, or a room, or
America)
a doctor, or a minor sum in cash,
that service is given immediately,
This is the president of The
and the inquiries as to whether
speaking.
America
of
Fund
Actors’
the man or woman comes within
the
that
time
the .scope of the Fund’s charity is
Yes, the lime is noW;
thereafter
put in motion.
people of the theatre should learn

has a longer U.

ing, troupe

than before,

S. toui’

Jan. 10 in
T r o u p e ndll also
Pli i la del phia
come into N. Y; for a run in the
spring. It also has a “welcome
hoine” one-night stand at the N. Y.
Met Opera House Jan. 9.

—

stai’ting

,

'rhird domestic troupe. Ballet
Russe de Monte Caido, has been on
In quite
a season-long U. S. trek.
In
a few stands it’s been SRO.
of the ballet-goers.
What was im experiment 15 some spots, biz has been off lO/^’r,
years ago, and still a, novelty .10 no worse than the general sUpoff
or even five years ago, is an estab- in biz conditions.
New to America this year, and
lished branch of show biz now.
Sadler’s Wells Ballet of London, making its first U. S. visit, was the
here for a nine-week season a Grand Ballet owned by Marquis
year ago, is currently on a 20-week George de Cuevas, who bought the
It organization
four j-ears ago in
tour of the U. S. this year.
raised its top from last year’s Monte Carlo and has been touring
$4.20 to $6, and .still has been turn- V ith it in Europe since. Troupe’s
Engagements in leading dancers, however, are
ing them away.
most places have been sold out for American citizens tas is the Marmonths prior to the troupe’s ar- quis). The Marquis wanted to Show
rival, with as much returns in uri- off his company to New York and
In brought it here during the fall.
filled mail Orders as accepted,
^especially
its three-week N. Y. stay this fall, Troupe's lead dancers
Now, from the archives. Let me prior to its coast-to-coast tour, the Rosella Hightower, Max'joric Tallrecite some case histories!
Vtroupe grossed a whopping $315,- chief, Andre Eglevsky and George
A player who was definitely on 000. On the whole American tour, Skibine made a fine impression,
the way to stardom met with a se- which finishes the end of January, although its I'epertoire wasn’t .so
rious, almost fatal, accident. He was troupe is likely to gross over $2,- well received. Engagement* at the
able to pay his own way, but even- 000,000. Half of that was in the till Century, N. Y., for four weeks
tually his money was exhairsted and before the lour started.
proved to be expensive for the
The Actors’ Fund has cared for him
The three native U. S. companies IMarquis. who dropped an c.stimated
these many years.
have distinguished themselves in $150,000 on the visit (including
A chorus man was stranded in different ways. The fledgling N. Y, transportation for dancers and
City Ballet Co., only in its third scenery from Europe and back).
a
not
secure
could
Europe and
New Y'ork had a little too much
visa to leave the country because year this winter, attained maturity
with Sadler’s
fall,
he was in debt. The Fund paid his when it was invited to England ballet this
unqualiAVells,
.suminer,
and
was
an
la.st
Los Ballets de Paris. Grand
debt and brought him home.
fied success in its 10-week British Ballet and N. Y. City Ballet Co.
One day a man with his wife
With this under its belt, tripping in right on each other’s
stay.
and child came, late in the afterThey troupe gave an extended soa.son of heels, Les Ballets de Paris, which
noon to the Fund office.
at its N. Y. City Cen- Was a sock attraction, in its first
weeks
three
needed a meal, they had no place
ter headquarters in November, and visit a year ago, when it ran at
to sleep and- immediately they were
will do four more weeks there in tlie Winter
Garden for three
fed and a room -for the night se/February. Troupe started a little months and grossed $401 .000,
cured for them, For some weeks
.slowly busines.s-wisc. due to the didn’t repeat its boxoffice success
the Fund cared for them.
amount of ballet in N. Y. 'this fall, slaying in N. Y. only four
An actress turned over to a heavy
this fall, but ended with a fine weeks. Its repertoire, with new balcrooked investment adviser her
$81,900 gross for its three-week Icts. got sock press notices, howlife savings and lost everything.
run.
ever, and troupe was sent out to
But for The Actors’ Fund she
Troupe, quasi-civic in adminis- the Coast for a Xmas Day openwould undoubtedly have committed
tration and somewliat avant garde ing. Troupe toured U.S. for four
suicide.
repei'toirc and appi*oach. has months last season, but dkln’t
An actor invested some $200,- in
done unconventional things inten- reach the Coast then.
unwisely
be
in a real
,

1— By

.

•

I

in the U. S. is off this yeac,
Ballet Theatre’s Tour
I
from lOCe and up, due mainly to
Another t r o u p e doing more
Korean war, and ballet gi'osses
t
in some cases have been affected, daricing this season than last is
ei'al

the

1

•

:

widow, made

importance of having these records
made available to the general pubv4"are‘persoAdlIyrexhibiting
lic.
»r.nno/>ffnn voifh
this collection in connection with
that of Arthur Hopkins’ recently
received by the library. Mrs. Penir
berton’s own wonderful c.onnection
with the Merchant Seamen’s Canteen and Mr. Pemberton’s association With all of the branches of the
Stagedoor Canteen, are fully re-

expended.

ARTHUR BRONSON

Although the 1949-50 season saw tionally and found a public for it.
a new audience, developed
tile biggest ballet boom in the U. S. It’s
up to that time, thei'c is still moi'e from the non-Bi’oadway p u b 1 i c
drawn to the.. City Center for
ballet in America t h i s 1 1950-5 1
season than last. Business in. gen- dx’ama, opei-a and dance*
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books,

ton, his

at

—

.

.

,

six

But B.O. Siips

. . .

fui*e,

maintaining a reference telephone,

The importance
vision networks.
of Serving them is fully realized by
its staff.
by
and
library
the
The acquisition of the Brock
Pemberton collection of scrap-
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aid to the ill, the aged and the distressed among us. I didn’t know
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Anniversary
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corded.
that, the Actors’ Fund of Amei'ica,
The passing of a great producer- for the first time in its 69 years of
Arthur
director is always sad.
service to them, is now spending
Hopkins was one of the greatest
His connection with more than its income.
of these.
I hear you say, “I didn’t know
Eugene O’Neill, Philip Barry and
playwrights that.” Of. course, you didn’t, for
distinguished
other
was an important one. The mate- the ofi'icers and trustees of the
rial received from his estate is still
only a portion of what is to come. Fund have; been loath to tell you—
Howe\’er. no one can underestimate hoping, striving to make both ends
the importance of Arthur Hopkins’ meet so that we need not tell you,
contribution to the Ainerican the- .We have been proud of the fact
that

atre.

we have never made

a

'

I
j

!

—

;

—

I
'

j

i

'

'

I

j

spe-

I

and cial appeal to you, or to those
Irene Lovvi.sohn to. the development others who love the theatre and its
that
of the theatre ^s we knpw it can- people. AVe have been thankful
Their in air these years, w^e have not
overestimated.
be
not
Neighborhood Playhouse down on needed to do so. We have been
Grand street in New York and the very proud, but “Pride goeth be-^
fine school of the theatre which fore destruction,” and we cannot
they maintain is important to all of afford to be destroyed.
An actor said to me a few days
us who are interested in opening
The docu- ago, “I accidentally picked up a
vistas in our theatre.
we
which
mentation of their work
copy of The Actors’ Fund 68th anhave in our library is significant.
nual report. It should be a best
Actors’ Equity Association turned sellex-' for it is full of magic, roover to the library its scrapbooks mance and practical down-to-earth
and records of the years of 1919- compassion.”
1942 with the wish that the annals
With so many other worthwhile
of labor relations in the theatre be causes these days, it is really magic
preserved always. Any student of that the Fund can exist and functhese problems in the economic as- tion, yet it is a practical and downpects of the industry Will be able to-earth organization that helps so
to find the answer to almost every- many men and women who were
thing that they wish. The fact that once able workers in the theatre,
the council of this organization and who have come to a time when
cho.se the N. Y. Public Library as they are no longer able to work.
a depository is an important one.
And then this actor went on
It is the intention of the library to further and said, “I note that the
serve the whole field of the theatre
locally, nationally and internation-

The contribution

of

.

Alice

-
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1

ally.
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to
sure,
000,
estate development that didn’t pan ]
out. For a long period he vvas un- thing, including his health. For
•able to work, so acute was his almo.st 10 years the PTind supported
mental di.stre.ss. During all that him in a convalescent home,
time The Actors’ Fund cared for!
Could any of the.se misfortunes
him, until his mind cleared and happen to you'? I express the
he went back to the theatre, and fervent hope that none ever will,
;

was

almost

constantly

Playe rs’ Collection

,

A

employed but

i

^

;

,

life.

to
in

In this eoimiry.

all.

of

.

Some

of the great

of the
theatre have passed away while
under the care of The Actors’
Fund, and please bear this in mind,
the Fund is a national institution,
and while the greater number of
the recipients of its benefices are
located in New York City, $16,299
was sent to Galifqrnia la.st. year.
But recently the Fund gave burial
to nine people in .six. days, seven
of them were interred in The
Aetors’
Fund plot at Kcnsico
Cemetery, one other in Delroit and

Con-

stars

sonal

ed

at

to

AppoaTance,” and suspendthe following day
heavy rains, which caused

exten.sive
tinue.

clamage,

plans

con-

to

IMr.s.
Gilcla
Dahlberg, cQ-producer, aiinounced that the theatre
will reopeii Jan. 15, w ith Ai'thur
Lake and his wife Palrieia starring in “Room Service.”
Lalic
and his wife arrived, here from
.

Hollywood

la.st

w'cek.

in
Keys:

C

f

Comedy)^ D

I

,

(

Drama),

(

>,

sufficient income yearly so that
do not. have to dopleto our capital.
•

It

can be done.

'

How

it is to be done
“Billy
Budd’»
Chandler
discussion, by the Cpwle.s,
Anthony Brady Farrell,
of Tru.stces,
and prods.; NoiTi.s IloughtOn, dir.
what we intend to do will be wide“House of Bernarda Alba” D)—
ly publicized. You, must all lake
ANTA-Stewart Chaney, Boris Tuan jlclive part in whatever it is marin, Lily
Turner, prods.; Tumadecided that we do, and in doing rin, dir.
.so you
can. bo. proud of the fact
^“Peer Gyiii” (D)— ANTA-Cheryl
that we ai-c one of the inosi Crawford,
prod.; Lee Strasberg,
e c on om ca y a d m n s e re d c h a r
es dir.
in the world. Over 87^y) of every
“Romeo and Juliet” (D) Dwight
dollar that the Fund receives
Deere Wiman, pi’od.; Peter Glen-.
directly for relief, but 12.7'
for ;VilIc. dir.
administration.
“Royal Family” (D)— N, Y. City
Again, let
repeat— ilie lime Theatre Co., prod,; Richard
Whorf,

is

(D)—

now under
Board

Fund’s

(

.

i

'

clippings

tution was the proper place for the
pre.servation of their .ifea.sured records.
The collection is not only
being niainlained, but is enhanced
by the a.s.sociation with other simi-

under canvas

CO ComcdyyDrama) R Revue
we M i.Musleal), O .(Operetta).

For many years,
of Roy Day,

and pictures were maintained. On
vote of the. board of directors^ The'
Players decided that a public insti-

season

operation

clue

•

]

theatre clubs

program.s,

16-wcek

the Phillippi plantation in suburban Sarasota, Dec. 15, With “Per-

another in Nebraska,
The time is now, lime to aw-ake
to the Fund’s necessity, time to do
everything that eaclr of u.s can do
to further the Fu nd’s endeavor to
make, it po.ssible that we have

under the guidance
portfolios

.

i

of IliG .most treasured collections ()f the library is. that presented by Tlie Players, perhaps the

hallowed of

The Plantation thealre-in-theround, which opened a scheduled

it

any of
.

One

luo.st

in ‘Service’
Sai\asota, Fla.

could happen to you, to me,
us. I know, for twice
well-known manager lost everymy life I have been on the
verge of bankruptcy.

for the balance of his

the death of Rowland Stebexecutors presented his
scrapbooks^ photographs and other
niatorial
relating’ to the distin-

W

With Lake

!

his

gui.shed in-oduction of Marc
nelly's “The Green Pastures.”

Sarasota Tent to Reopen

.

'

On

bins,

I

'

their value.
•

j

•

:

N. T. Alex, also a.ssociated with
the motion picture side of the theatre industry, shortly before his
death pi'esented to us his Vast collection of pressbooks.
These covered the foreign language field as
well as early American films. 6nly
the years will prove, their usefulness, but the library does not doubt
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CORNELIA OTIS SKINNER

me

is

now.

'

dir.
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Tryout

Town
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Forty-fifth

Broadway During

i

BONE

By

emerged, from preparatory cocoons
Haven.
Premiere” into hit prominence following their

271

the Past Year

KOBE MORRISON

quota of significant 1950 was the most extensive in weeks of maneuvering, including
and bizarre developments during memory. It included not only 13 a strike, call by the union, the
The words “World
the New Haven premieres. A random 1950, The year saw economics as- plays and one musical, but a num- issue was settled with the actors
of
front
the
punctuated
have
their deShubert theatre here so often that list of these includes “I Married sume more importance than ever, ber of distinguished actors, direc- winning virtually all
seri- An Angel,” “Leave
It
To Me,” while the ominous international tors and designers. The notable mands. Oh another front, Equity
the management is thinking
of the an“The
Boys
some
From
with
“Dusought
deal
installed
as
Syracuse,”
Enchanted,”
to
ously of having them
situation presaged even greater shows included “The
marquee. Barry Was A Lady,” “Panama
“Daphne Laiire- noyances of summer Stock operaa permanent part of the
difficulties for the future.
Not- “Cocktail Party,”
Which is just another way of stat- Hattie,” “Call Me Mister,” “Make able developments included the ola,”. “Black Chiffon,” “Lady\s Not tion, chiefly involving guest stars,
stands Mine Manhattan,” “Annie Get Your
“Ring Round but after passing a nevy set of rules
for Burning” and
Jng that this particular town
mushrooming of mtisical. show the
Gun” and “Brigadpon.”.
Some of the name it reversed itself in the face, pf proMoon.”
high on the list. Of the country’s
tents and hotel arena theatres,
players were Alec Guinness, Edith tests from the Stock Managers
legitimate break-in spibts.
Trying It Oh The Dog
j
and the British invasion of BroadGeorges Assn;, and the situation remainis'
Robson,
Flora
Evans,
Uniciucly, New Haven is probIt was the year in which the
like “The Fifth Column/’ way.
Shows
Guetary, John Gielgud, Pamela much as before.
record
ably the only legit town on
Shuberts and the United Booking
pointing
the
way
to
important
imClaude
Rex
Harrison,
Brown,
more
Despite a chorus of optimistic
Wl)(*re premieres constitute
pending events, were tried out on j Office were sued by the Govern- Dauphin, Lilli Palmer, Valerie predictions from municipal offir
than half of each, season’s attracv the New Haven “dog.” Plays which ment as a monopoly.
Taylor and Ritchard and Miss El- cials and a few trade figure.s, little.
tiohs.
X
eventually passed on to celluloid
In 1950 the Pulitzer Prize for.
Directors inciuded Peter apparent progress has been made
The 1944-45 season saw 19 try- prominence raised their initial the best play \vent to a musical liott.
Glenvillej Michael Benlhall and tovvard modernizing the New York
of
outs. Of the first 19 attractions
curtains here. Some of these were produced the season before and John Burrell.
A London name City building code relating to theprewere
14
the 1 945-46 season,
“Tomorrow The World,” “Over 21,” adapted from a book that had who joined U. S> designer ranks atre construction. The Quinn Bill,
mieres. Total score for 1946-47 was “Heart of a City’’ (which became previously won
award.
Pulitzer
a
was Oliver Messell.
which has been generally endorsed
Sea40 productions. 24 openings.
the
Technicolor
“Tonight and while the citation for music was
The Department of Justice suit as permitting the building of iipson of 1947-48 brought 16 pre- Every Night,”) and. “I Remember bestowed on a compbser-authorto-date theatres; has still not be1948-49,
UBO,
the
Shows..
and
Shuberts
29
In
the
against
mieres out of
director for an opera presented on
Mama.”
rumored months in advance, was come law, and appears to be no
the season started off with someBroadway,
drama.”
“musical
as
a
like
Tallulah
Bankhead,
in
Stars
finally filed in N. Y. Federal court, nearer passage than ever, Meanthing of a record by scheduling
“Skin Of Our Teeth,” have bene- It was the year in which the N. Y. where it has involved considerable while, the Government’s freeze
eighl (r\outs out of the first nine,
fitted from New Haven’s critical Drama Critics’ Cificle award for
a
with
up
ending
legal skirmishing, including sev- order on non-essential building has
and
attractions
premiere reaction, and it was this the best American play was given eral postponements. It may come made the whole situation academic,
total of: 18 new ones out of 28
to a novelist for her adaptation of
same
brand
of
reaction
that
herto trial during the coming year, at least for the present.
plaved. Season of 1949-50 ushered
alded the rebound of Katharine her oWn novel, and the honors for but seems unlikely to be resolved
Efforts of the Committee of The17 oinbryos from an overall
in
tlie
best
foreign
play
to
an without various appeals to higher atrical Producers to obtain union
went
Hepburn in “The Philadelphia
of 28 shows. The 1950-51 seaAmericanTborn
poet.
StorjK” following the critical dunkconcession for pfe-B road wa y t rycourts and extended delays.
son steppccl off on a normal foot
With economics an increasingly
ing she took in “The Lake,” an
The ticket situation, a peren- outs have thus far largely failed.
by inlroducing eight preems out of
important factor in the commerflop.
earlier
Di'anriatists Guild okayed cerThe
parof
controversy,
time
of
nial
source
played
at
lb attracUons
cial theatre, a significant develticularly in New York, underwent tain provisional and limited cuts,
The country’s top directors and
Avriting.
was
Ppment
the growth of pfoEquity
has refused to follow
The town, has had an impres.sive playwrights, like Elia Kazan and duction under special, .low bud- several developments without ap- but
Among the John Van Druten. have unveiled
pearing any nearer a real splu- suit and the stagehands, musicians,
record for tryouts,
geted conditions. There were 14
more recent ones. some still on their talents with tryouts here, shows produced in New York un- tion. Following the furore of the managers and pressagents, and
Murtagh inve.stigation, a Mayor’s others have not been approached.
deck after enjoying metropolitan notable examples being, respective- der such
circumstances, compared committee vvas formed and ultiThe year saw a contimiatioh of
success, for lengthy periods, are ly, “All My Sons” and the longto seven in 1949 and three in 1948.
mately worked out a ticket code the ti’end toward higher boxoffice
“Mislcr Hoberts.” “Happy Time,” running “Voice of the Turtle.”
Two of the plays thus presented which was incorporated into the prices for musicals, but no further
...
“AtTnivs of State,” “Born YesterCredit for the early estaolisnsufficient popular draw N. Y. C. Department of Licenses attempts to boost the weekend
day.” “Streetcar Named Desire,” ment of New Haven as one of the
to be transierred to Broadway for r,egulations.
But there weie ob- .scale for straight plays. The adBell. Book and Candle,” “Call Me stage’s
tryout Commercial runs,
important
most
thus apparently vious loopholes in the new setup mission for tune shows, for some
IMadam;’ and “South Pacific.” And. towns during the last three and a
demonstrating the practical value and no perceptible improvement years standard at; $6 (including
of course, there was “Oklahoma,” half decades goes to the Shuberts
of the low-budget origin.
They resulted.
trade tax), now varies from ,$6 to $6.60
to
According
wlvich had its baptism, here under who, along about 1915, opened the
were “Devil’s Disciple” and the
and $7,20. But straight
in
its original title of “Away We Go.”
Sam S. Shubert theatre as a current “Twentieth Century,” both sources, scalping is just as wide- recent months have allplays
had a
spread and flagrant as ever, but
With such an impressive record memorial, to the late showman.
revivals.
city officials are obviously wary straight $4.80 top, instead of chargfor tryouts, it’s obvious that the
The theatre has had its ups and
Outfits active in this move to of again becoming embroiled in the ing that price for Monday-Thurstown must have something that downs since then, under tenancy
combat rising costs were The situation.
day nights and $6 for Fridays and
dnuvs producers.
of the Shuberts for a quarter of a N. Y. City
Theatre Co., Arena
Meanwhile, however, a new de- Saturdays.
century until a new team took Theatre, Festival Theatre, Theatre velopment has entered the ticket
Sta.gc-Conscious Town
A new development during the
over in 1941. During depression Venture and ANTA Play Series, picture in New York. That is the year was the entry of the networks
Analyzed briefly, the situation years, the theatre passed through
Of these, the most promising ap- rapid growth of the Show-of- as 'financiers of Broad wav shons.
boils down to something like this:
various, foreclosures and resorted pear to be the ANTA Play Series,
the
Month Club and various With NBC putting up $220,000 for
probably no other stageThere
to every means possible— even a which
the
American National smaller subscription organizations. (he click “Call Me Madam,” inconscious city that offers such a
fling at burlesque and various cut- Theatre & Academy is presenting
Coupled with, the huge increase dications are that other, such deals
widely varied barometer in such
rate shows— to keep the ball rollFor in- ing during the lean years. In 1936 at its recently-acquired ANTA jn advance mail ordcc buying. will follow, with several incoming
a concentrated district.
Playhouse, and the N. Y. City that has complicated the tradi- shows already being in line for at
stance. when a show opens in New
an attempt was made by the WPA Theatre Co., which has had un- tional ticket distribution setup least partial network and record
Ilaven. its sponsors can get, at oiie
to take over the house, but nothing precented success with its own
and affected the brokers. Since the company backing.
and the same time, the reaction came
of the gesture. Somehow, the
Anthony Brady Farrell, after a
from the common or garden variety place kept going until things took productions under the supervision wholesale spread of any system of
of Maurice Evans and George putting
the spectacular but unpromising start
in
tickets
directly
of city dweller playgoer; the same
a slight turn for the better in Schaefer.
as
a producer, theatre own^r and
Arena
Theatre
has
yet
hands of the public obviously
from numerous suburban centres
the season of 1939-40.
to come up vvith a hit, but has tends to undercut the distribution angel, indicated during 1950 that
and other cities throughout ConnEven under the C|Urtailed stage managed to keep going and has of “ice,” the situation is loaded he’s becoming a stable force
ecticut from which the Shubert
in legit, with profitable in/cstmonls
vvith controversial .possibililie.s. ..
draws business; the collegiate re- activities of that peripd, the town interesting plans for the future.
In a somewhat different cateprominence as a
its
maintained
The League of N, Y. theatres, in numerous shows of other mansponse from the faculty and stuagements, two pending co-p’’ocliicor
gory, blit also holding promise, is in which the election of composer
dent body of one of the country’s tryout town. Of a slim schedule of
season, more the Brattle Theatre, at Cambridge, producer Arthur Schwartz as pres- deals and at least a modoralely
Icadijig universities (also the techr 20 attractions for 'that
mu:.,.
—
-...j
«
Mass
This
vital
organization,
breakwere
outident and a new board of governors strong theatre tenant in “Bless You
nical reaction from Yale Drama than half of them (11)
growth of the Harvard Veterans has brought about a more pro- All.”
School
personnel); and, as an ins of new shows.
August, 1941, brought about a Theatre, has produced a number gressive and vigorous administraThe Grind Try
added asset, the reaction of playgoers
v\'ho,
Gotham’s change in operation of the Shu- of excellent classic revivals and tion, has been trying to deal with
due
to
An attempt to present legi( stows
proximity, frequently run down 'to bert. At the time, it was the policy provocative new plays, including the ticket snarl, with the coopera- on a grind basis
in film theatres on
New York for their entertainment to renew the lease on an annual Edmund Wilson’s “Little Blue tion of th^ Committee of Theatri- west 42d street, N. Y., proved only
with Hume Cronyn and cal Producers. Acting through the
and thus are “hep”.to what Broad- basis and when the Shuberts spent
a
passing
stunt.
But several lowtoo much time dickering, Maurice Jessica Tandy (Mrs. Cronyn) co- Ticket Code Authority, in which
way may or niay. not like.
budget touring productions indiAnother factor, at least from a Bailey and Morris Nunes headed starred, which the Theatre Guild the League is partnered with Actors cated possibilities for road developtechnical angle, is the excellence a group that put in a satisfactory has acquired for Broadway pres- Equity and brokers, a move is undirection, and the
The group joined with derway to revise the old setup of
bid and plucked the house right entation,
of the Shubert stage crew here
Theatre Guild, with the coopera-,
a seasoned staff that knows how out from under the Shuberts, Who the Guild in producing the recent “mutual” control -of tickets, but
revival on Broadway, this is being fought by Lee Shu- tion of the CTP, also took steps to
to iron the bugs out of a new had tenanted the property 26 years. “Relapse”
with Cyril Ritchard and Madge bert, League vicepresident and expand the road by adding bonus
production.
The new operators knew prac- Elliott
(Mrs. Ritchard) as stars. dominant figure in theatre opera- shows to its regular subscription
This th ng of spawning theatrical tically nothing about the handling
list.
hits is by ho means a recent char- of legitimate show business. But And because of its exceptionally tion in New York and on the road.
Washington was reopened as a
The year saw a bitter struggle
acteristic of the town. New Haven they hired Leonard Sang as man- economical producing facilities it
touring stand during 1950. with the
Was always a favorite hopping-off ager and the house immediately is being sought by other Broad- between producers, represented by indie Gayety replacing the jimspot for stars like A1 Jolson. More started its upward climb. Thanks way managements for tryout deals. the League, and Equity over a new (Tow. National, but the
collapse of
The foreign invasion during basic production contract. After
than
one “Sinbad” kept local to Sang, and his present successor
a scheduled third season lour by
ticket-buyers glued to ..their seats Ben Segal, that climb has been
the' Margaret Webster troirpi ended
in the wee small hpurSi when Jol- steady since 1941 and has resulted
a project that
seemed to offer
soh openings were standard fare iri many new production^ unfurling
promisirig prospects.
at the peak of his stage career. their banners here first.
Indicated hits. oh Broadway durFred Slone broke in more than one
ing the year were “Member of the
hit on the local boards and when
1949
1948
1950 Wedding,” “Cocktail Party.” Haphe staged his comeback after the Handlesman Quits As
Time,” “Affairs of State,”
py
67
72
74
Number of productions
airplane
accident
almost'
that
“Black Chiffon,” “Seastn in the
36
43
45
eliminated him, he picked New
Pitt Opera Biz Manager Number of straight plays ... ,
Sun,” “Lady’s Not for Burning,”
12
16
.
18
Number of musicals
Haven for the big event. Inciden“Country Girl” and “Bell, Book
Pittsburgh.
7*'=
5
;
8
Number of revivals
tally,
daughter Paula made her |
I4v and Candle,” all straight play.s;
7.
Sam Handlesman; business man- Number of rniscellancous shows
3
stage debut here.
IZt “The Consul,” “Peep Show.” “Call
8
10
....
New Haven footlights have im ager of the Civic Light Opera Number of adaptations
Me Madam” and “Guys and Dolls;”
13
6
7
^ubated a fair share of Pulitzer A.ssn, for the last two years, Number of importations
musicals, and “Devil’s Disciple,” le14
12,
14
Prize winners in such plays as! turned in his resignation over the Indicated hits at year-end
vival.
$28,211,500 $28,321,200
..
36.000
"The, Time Of Your Life, ’’“Skin weekend. It’s believed that recent Total gross for all shows
Among the players scoring indi$21,75.5.100
30,000 $21,051,206
/.
Of Our Teeth” and “Streetcar Government restrictions agaimst Total gross (toad)
vidual cUck.s were Shirley Booth*
1.191
1.118
1.261
Named Desire.” British imports; any theatre building, which in- Total weeks’ playing time
Blackmer. Ethel Waters,
Sidney
1,043
1.000
1.230
like “Blithe Spirit” and “Edward, definitely postponed the start of Total weeks’ playing time (road)
Julie Harris. Louis Calhern, Paul
$5,800,000
$4,300,000
00,000
My Son.” which clicked, in their J the summer opera company’s own Total invested in production
Kelly, Uta Hagen, Jessica Tandy,
native London, got their first Amer- $1,000,000 amphitheatre, brought
Geleste Holm, Jean Arthur; Boris
* Includes “Devil’s Disciple,” vvhich is. also included amopg “miscellean reaction from New Haven about Handlesman’s decision to deGreenwood,
Charlotte
Karloff,
plans call laneous shows,” as it was taken over for commercial presentation after
playgoers.
Shakespeare
revivals part, although present
Bettis,
Valerie
flthel
Merrnan,
outdoor
of
Center.
continuation
City
like
for
revived
at
the
the
being
the
Helen
Hayes-Maurice
Katharine Hepburn, Patricia NeMiscellaneous Shows include City Center productions (but excludi
Evan.s “Twelfth Night”; Bernard shows in 1951 at the old site, the
way, Rex Harrison, Lilli Palmer,
vSnaw’s “i^vgmalion” and “Man and Pitt Stadium.
ing return engagements there of touring companies) and such presen- Cyril
John Gielgud,
Ritchard,
Theatre and
bupermnn”: and Ferenc IViolnar’s
Handle.sman is returning to New tations as the ANTA Flay Series. Arena Theatre, Festival
Pamela Brown, Maurice Evans,
The Thing,” celebrated York where he’s contemplating Theatre Venture (Bleecker Street Piayhou.se).
King, Edith Evans, Alec
stories there Dennis
Uieir reincarnation across Shubert going in with a group trying to
$ Adaptations include’ dramat’/ei’e-^s oi novels or .short
Guinness. Valerie Taylor, Flori
(si.x in 1950',
loodighf.-..
promote a circuit of thoalres-in- were seven in 1950) and nuiS'C'd VJ’.’r'ens of straight plays
(Continued on page 272)
-N n m e r o u s
but excludes translations of plays’ from the* foreign.
musicals have Ihc-round across the couiUi'y;
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understand these objections, for
examples in other world cities have'
shown me that a big theatre can
stand very well by itself in a park.
After all—isn’t Central Park already the home of the Zoo and
KETTERINGhow about The Tayem on the
By LILY PONS
Green? The spirit of pioneering
Grand Opera Co^, and I found my
Pittsburgh.
to. the
has always been one of the great
This is the tale of two cities, home town glad to import its opera
Some time ago I sang in a town Canegie Hall mean more
foreigner than the name characteristics of this country. "Why the two cities I seem to know of lesser fashion. For some time
average
mi.
The auditorium
In: west Virginia.
kill it oyer such a relatiyely small
best: of Chicago, my homeland; the Symphony had been without a
for the concert was a reconverted
gome time ago there was a move- issue? Why be afi’aid that if per- of Pittsburgh, my adopted home; permanent director. There was
sports arena. To give the hall an ment in progress to h^ve a rieW mission is granted for building a
.S' i n c e :my not even art intimation that there
atmosphere of jyj:g^j,Qpoii^3jj Opera House (the theatre in Central Park that pert r a n s — would ever be a Chicago Ballet or
a concert au- yenerable building bn 39th street mission to build a commercial skyI a place to house it.
plarttation
ditorium one jg indeed most indequate today, scraper must necessarily follow?
have come to
No longer were there producers
end of It
I still haven’t given up hope that
what with stbrage facilities, stage
so
realize
of any kind, or writers, or coma
by
raised
equipment and dressing room con- one day such a dream might be
things
many
posers. No longer were there any
^bd
platform
as I have not
jp Central Park. accomplished-^just
*v*'“r**'-“
that were motion pictures produced except a
the, walls had
every viewpoint it seemed given up hope that such cities as
only suspect
few for commercial purpioses. Even
b e e n draped
ideal solution— not only from Los Angeles will eventually haye
ed ere this, the soap operas of radio had moved
hy,
^^7 the standpoint of beauty, but also a real opera house, comparable to
^
that
things
away. There was no talk of teley
tude of vmvet from the more practical viewpoint the W'ondorful opera building in
frighten
m e vision production.

A

Plea for Better U. S. Stage

A TALE OF TWO

—

CfTIES

By RALPH

.

.

i

j
'

j

I

_

—

,

!

,

'

;

^

'

De^
w 1n

:

hangiTigs.

San, Francisco. I know that there
now as I look
are many people in this country
back through
who have the means to help realize
the years. PerRalph Kettering
^
^
All it needs is
these projects.
Lily Pons.
haps there is
the hall had
Too many maintained that Once the good-will of some persons in an explanation.
indeed an air of festivity about it you erected __
great deal of
__ Administration, a.
ah Opera House in the
„ „
first I took to the road
When
But from past experience^ I knew
Park you would have to enthusiasm, organization and peo- ahead of the Mort Singer musicals
that singing amid velvet hangings
that pie who are willing to give their back in 1908 I came to Pittsburgh..
ot
bale
a
singing
in
was just like
^0^1^ l^gg j^g char- time and energy to get these proj- I found the people warin and
I voiced my objection to
gj,|.g
cotton.
J
friendly, not so very different from
the local concert manager, but the
those of my home town. And as
great
gentleman apparently had.
I traipsed about the country I
persuasive power, and assuring me
found myself comparing. Pittsthat the drapings had been chenaiburgh more and more with San
cally treated, convinced me that I
Francisco, It was as colorful, had
should try my first group Of songs
Charlotte GreenwOpd, femme lead of “Out of This World,” is listed a love of theatre, fine eating
embowered in the velvet curtains.
places, and it had hills. The better
After five notes I knew that the in the Playbill as “starring” in the show and her name is in equal-size
49ers had moved to San Francisco’s
“chemical” used on these drapes ^ypg with composer Cole Porter and the title. However, her name appeaks and the better Pittsburghers
had existed merely in the mana- pears below the show title, so the billing is not technically star, but had done the same. Looking down
ger’s imagination and once r Came
.
upon each city from its high
featured.
Reason
for
the
situation
is
Porter’s
contract
presumably
that
off-stage after the first group I inplaces you found the same bright
sisted that the hangings be rung specifies that he gets sole iisting above the title. Others featured in the
lights, barropms, night places and
up. WhenT stepped onto the stage sj-jQ^^r j^ type approximately half the size of Porter’s and Miss GrecnBut. there seemed
tourist traps.
^
inm 'food’s name and the title, include William Eythe, Priscilla Gillette, something more about Pittsburgh,
Exactly what it Was you could not
bled and. dominated by a huge sign. William Redfield and David Burns, but the latter s name appears below
those of Barbara Ashley, Janet Collins, George Jongeyans and Ray say. Now, I know.
reading “to the lavoratOries.”
It was when I settled down to
This was only one of many sim- Harrison, all. in smaller type, however,
spend the rest of my life in Chiilar instances which made it quite
Only author billing goes to Dwight Taylor and Reginald Lawrence, cago I could look about ine and
clear to me^that as far
who wrote the first version, based on the Amphitryon legend. Authors find things theatrical and of great
^
Harry
Singer,
Mort
promise.
''^uo reportedly worked on the book later, but get no program credit,
ed we are indeed very far behind
Askin, Fred Hamlin, Bert Whitthe times. True enough, there are include Betty Comden and Adolph Green, co-authors Saint Subber and
ney, Will Block, Le Compte &
some wonderful auditoriums with Lemuel Ayers, and F. Hugh Herbert, the latter having been brought in Flesher and several others were
marvelous backstage faciUtie^ in
tryout by George Abbott, who assumed the directorial as- producing one or two musicals a
signment at the same time, also without billing. Agnes de Mille, the piece each season and touring
t.Ti.
V *uChicagoans like
original stager, gets program credit in the same size type as co-authors dozens written by
the backstage facilities at the Met
Will Hough, Frank Adams, Joe
Opera, or the stage itself, and com- Taylor and Lawrence.
Howard, Raymond Hubbell, Frank
pare them with .those of the averBaum, Paul Tietjens, Ben Jerome,
age opera house in Europe, my
Leon Ward, a veteran stock actor in Pittsburgh since the early days Harold Atteridge, Raymond Peck,
heart begins to ache. Almost every
there of the old George Sharp Co. at the Pitt theatre, occasionally Frank Pixley and Gustave Luders.
small theatre in Europe has a reEach producer owned or leased his
turns up these days in a show at the Pittsburgh Playhouse. He’s been
those
mention
to
not
stage,
volving
own producing house, had local
whiqh are blessed with the addi- in three or four in as many seasons, but only takes parts that call for studios and artists provide scenery,
tional advantages of an elevator a powder at the end of the second act. Ward is in the current Playhouse
local designers provide costumes
The dressing rooms are
stage.
comedy, “The Charm Kid,” which was done at Qlney, Md., two summers and boots, local artisans of all theequipped with bathrooms and amatrical trades impart their time
ple space in which to dress and ago as “Charm,” and once again in a role which expires at the end of and knowledge to the productions,
All in all, the backstage fa^ stanza two. It’s now been revealed why. He can’t take a fulMength
rest.
they
hired
actors,
and
local
cilities have an air of. festivity assignment because he has to be out of the theatre and on the job every
singers and dancers. There were
about them which do a great deal night at 11 at Gammon’s restaurant in East Liberty, where he’s the also a dozen producers of dramas
to persuade the artist inta the prop- night cashier. So only on his night off; which is Monday, does the actor and a hundred who produced meloeven get to take a curtain call.
er mood for the performance.
dramas, all too numerous to menI, for one, believe that ^getting
tion. Chicago built a great auimportant
an
plays
mood”
the
into
Atlhough “Affairs of State” is a consistent sellout, its boxoffice ditorium to house its own grand
How
part at every performance.
opera
and an Orchestra Hall for
statements for the next few weeks will show one unsold seat at every
can an artist concentrate on singpcrformahce. Explanation is that ordering tickets for an extra, row of its great symphony. Louis Eckstein
seats being added to the front of the orchestra this weekend, 14 loca- founded Ravinia Park as a monuthe Vienna Woods” if he is surtions were specified, instead of the correct number, 13.
Because of ment to his love of good music,
rounded by things which remind
Department regulations having to do with admissions taxes, and Chicago held promise of being
him of the slums of Capetown if Revenue
tickets may not be destroyed, so the unused one must be turned in and an abiding place for good theatre
he is afraid of sitting down for fear
for all time.
reported on the b.o. statement for each performance.
of dirtying his attire or hesitates
Col. William Selig, George K.
Addition of the extra row will increase the capacity of the Music
to wash his hands because the faSpoor and G. M, Anderson opened
cilities suggest dirt rather than Box, N. Y., by $52 at evening shows and $39 at matinees, boosting the
motion
picture studios, and if you
week’s potential take to $26,874, excluding standees.
cleanliness.
ask Charlie Chaplin, Gloria SwanBelieve me, I am not writing
son and some other film stars of
this to criticize the people who are
today where they first had their
responsible for these conditions,
opportunity for careers they must
how
realize
only
too
well
for I
tell you it was in Chicago.
helpless they are, and that they,
Qf

aCcessability.
gpj.
Voices raised in protest to
project Were so numerous and
strong that nothing ever came Of

1

potted

palms

^

traffic

independent legit theatre., left?
it been necessary to turn
our stage theatres into continuous picture houses or lease

,

them

:

.

j

.

.

.

.

1

100%. There was money to build
a theatre and to purchase tickets

1

—

felt it important to be there. Gabriel Rubin,
the local syndicate
that furnished the money to save
the theatre in Pittsburgh, was
smiling, his task well done.
The
women’s clubs, etc., and all organized activities lent their weight
and power with a civic pride that
was astounding.
Well, that is my tale of two

who headed

.

Perhaps some day I shall
return to my home town when it
has had_ a change of heart and
spirit.
I hope it happens before
the theatre has one of its sleeping
periods once again.
cities.

coming

call

of the
the
e d
of civic
good as

stood On Madison street ak
they tore down the old Hay market
last spring, and again a.s they razed
the La Salle, just as I had been
standing on the curb watching the
impact of the .wreckers on my own
Illinois, on the Cort, Powers, the
Princess. As I looked about me I
saw only a passing curiosity.
As the worknien tossed old pictures, programs and dressing room
ornaments in the alley of the Ashland Block and the Olympic theatre became a rubble, 1 saw the
door of dressing room “8”, on
which it became a tradition for
stars to inscribe their autographs
over the years.

SEASON’S GREETINGS

And should be momuments to the
importance of that city. It might

BILLY REDFIELD
In

"OUT OF THIS WORLD" at
Century Theatre, New York

the

were baskets
and speeches.

The governor and mayor

Low-Budget Prod.
Continued from page 271

I

millions on the cultural aspects of
An opera house, theatre or concert hair should be the prize posaession of any city in the world.

surprise many people to know that
the names Metropolitan Opera or

to support it. There
of flowers, telegramis

Then, about 1920, something
happened. What it was is anyone’s guess. As producers died
there were no replacements.
As
authors and composers died or
moved away there were no replacements. As theatres gave up
their ghosts there were no replacements. Perhaps it was the nioye

radio, or just the death
pride;. Your guess is as
niine.

|

Not a vacant seat anywhere. The
Playgoers of Pittsburgh functioned

I

it.

Old Employees Back

In keeping With tradition, all
the old employees of the old Nixon
found themselves jobs in the new
Nixon.
Old John Tuck, who had
opened carriage doors of Pittsburgh playgoers for years was
limousine
again
opening their
doors.
The Brannigan boys, John
and Bob, were in charge of the
stage crew. Charlie Marsh fondled
his fiddle as orchestra leader. Leo
Carlin was in the boxoffice. Mine
was the only new face to be seen.

.

thingamabob

All

I

|

to the movies, the

I came to Pittsburgh.
don’t get me wrong— Move
Chicago (with apologies to Sid
It has been niy home
Skolsky).
and has been good to me through
the years.
But what a difference I found in
Pittsburgh and its people, I simply must tell you my tale in as
few words as possible. When confronted with the razing of the old
Nixon theatre and the probability
of the city finding itself without
stage plays, what happened? The
people were up in arms. The Playgoers of Pittsburgh, non-profit organization, was formed. Mementos
were saved from the old Nixon,
old and invaluable programs given
prominent places in the museums
and libraries, paintings of all the
great stars of that golden era of
the theatre saved to posterity, and
a quick gathering of monied men
On Labor
to build a new Nixoii.
Day; 1950, less than six months
from the time the first sledge hammer and steam shovel attacked the
old Nixon, the new one was opened.
.

,

j

new

syndicate?

.

1

rttany of the wardestroyed theatres in Europe being rebuilt at tremendous costs, I
cannot help thinking that many of
them are indirectly being reconstructed with American money,
through the Marshall Plan.
It
seems to me that if we are so able
to help others we should also find
a way to help ourselves.
In speaking of appropriations for
theatre and concert hall constructions, 1 am not discussing Government-subsidized theatre and opera.
That is definitely Something else
again. But since we are spending
billions
on making America a
model country 1 cannot comprehend why we couldn’t spend a few

New York

Then
Now,

,

Reverse Marshall Plan?

a

had the spoken; play been reduced to hearings in only six theatres and one occasional opera
house? Why was there no: builds
ing of any new theatres of any
kind for any purpose?

I

But watching

to

Why

;

I

Why

all

,

probably more so than any one
else, would want to be in charge
of a beautiful auditorium, a perfectly equipped stage and commodious dressing rooms.

happened to my
were there no

this

Why had

:

;

.

had

home town?

|

,

_

Why

'

'

i

Robson, Gloria SWanson, Jose Ferrer, Judith Anderson and Frednc
77v
I

Authors who scored during the
year included Carson McCullers
(“Weddmg’'), T. S. Eliot, (“Cocktail”),
Sam Taylor (^‘‘Happy”),
Gian-Carlo. Menotti
(“Consul”),
Frank Loesser in collaboration
with Jo Swerling-Abe Burrows
(“Guys”), William Inge (“Come
Louis
Back,
Little.
Sheba”),
Wolcott
Verneuil
(Affairs”),
Gibbs (“Season”), Christopher Fry
(
“Lady’s” )
and Clifford Odets
(“Country”), Directdrial hits included Harold Clurman (“Wedding”), Daniel Mann (“Sheba”)*
“I wonder who dem guys were?”, Hume Cronyn
(“Hilda Crane •')!
a
workman asked over my Odets (“Country”), Menotti “Conshoulder, and I could have cried.
sul”), and George S. Kaufman
Long since had gone the Chicago (“Guys’’).

.
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300 touring companies and
400 resident stock companies operated around the country
Population of the United States, 150,000,000,
30 legitimate theatres in New York
25 Broadway, shows on tour
12 professional resident companies.
10 professional “off the beaten track’’ touring companies.

,

273

Plays on Broadway
People

All Eiioiiiy of the
sticks by the doctor, and Anna
Lars
as the doctor’s militant
presentation of drama Minot
techniques, conducts re- m threeNordenson
acts by Henrik Ibsen, adapted daughter.
Fred Stewart, as a
search into various problems, and by Arthur Miller. Stars .Fredric March.
wavering small businessman; Lou
carries on a program of public re- Florence Eldridge; features Morris Carnovsky. Art Smith, Martin Brooks, Ralph Gilbert, in a brief bit as a drunk;
lations to make and keep friends Dunn. StOj^ed by Robert Lewis. Sets and
and Michael Strong, as a cynical
Aline
for everyone in the industry. There costumes.
Bernstein:
lightin?,
Charles Elsoii. At Broadhurst, N. Y„ Dec. reporter, are also good.
is the American Meat Institute, the
28, 50: $4,8Q top;
Robert Lewis has directed the
Fishery Coundil, the Association Morten Kiii ..... ............ Art Smith show with skill, for fine pacing
.... Michael Strong
of American Railroads, the United ftWing;
and
punch, but with occasional exMrs, Stockmann
Florence EldridgC
States Brewers Foundation, and in Peter Stockmann
Aline
Morris. Carnovsky cess of strident shoutings.
Hoystad
............... .Martin Brooks Bernstein's sets and costumes, and
the theatre—ANTA.
Dr. Stockmann ............ FredHc March
highly
Charles
Elson’s
lighting,
are
All of us at ANTA are deeply Morten
Ralph Robertson
The play may be a
••••••••... Richard Trask commendable.
grateful to the people of the the^
Captain Horstcr ..... ..... Ralph Dunn little one-sided and stacked, but
atre for the wonderful way in ^^tra ....
.... Anna Minot
it’s far from dated,
and in this
Aslaksen
.Fred Stewart
which they have given cooperation
Lbii Gilbert modern version is up to the itiinr
and support to ANTA. The whole- The Drunk
ute, meaty, dramatic and strong.
heatted response to such special
Henrik
Brom
Ibsen’s
70 - year - old
projects as the yearly ANTA Al- polemic, “An Enemy
of the Peobum, the Record Album of Stars, ple,’’ has been given a forceful,
I'siptain BrasslMinii«l’s
the ANTA Theatre Ball and so on, modern dress in the adaptation
ConversiaBi
is an indication of hpw they feel
which Arthur Miller has made
N. 'V, City Theatre Co. (Maurice Evans,
about ANTA. And speaking of the from a literal translation of the artipJic supervisor) presentation of comedy
Album, and the Ball, these are Norwegian original, prepared for in three acts by George Bernard Shaw,Sl-. r.s Edna Best,. John; Archer; features
more than
highiights of the him by producer Lars
in

2,303 legitimate theatres in the United States of which
66 legitimate theatres were in New York

,
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Continued from page 269

1908:, Population pf thp United States, 91,000,000.
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ANTA’s Job

1949-50:

.

new

.

.

•

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . .

,

.

.

. . .

.

,
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Chartered by Congress to “extend the living theatre,’’ ANTA’s
job is nationwide and twofold;
to reclaim audiences for the living theatre,
to create

more

theatre,

Reclaiming the Audieiicea;
NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS (such as Association

of Univerclubs, Chambers of Commerce,
etc.) with hundreds of thousands of members, are serviced with
Their interest
full length programs on theatre study and activity.
is aroused to the point where they in turn cooperate in
of touring companies such as “Death of a Salessity

Women, Junior League, Rotary

LOCAL

promotion

'man.’’-

.

OUT OF TOWN DRAMA EDITORS, REPORTERS and CRITICS;
A Press Room at the ANTA Playhouse, including office and clerical

provided for those who report on theatre to po-

facilities is

.

.

.

;

. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Nordenson.

just

Clement,

Noel Leslie,

Martin,

lart

.

social

.

.

...

'

SPEAKERS BUREAU:

Servicing groups Who are interested in
theatre; over 300 dates filled during past 12 months in every state.
GUES'T ARTISTS: appearing with local groups focusses interest
and attention on “living theatre,’’ and increases desire for profes-

:

^

.'

.

j

,

.

;

.

I

sional

theatre,

'

.

ANTA ALBUM:
season but

Annual gala performance highlights New York
more importantly creates nationwide enthusiasm for

theatre.

.

.

scenes from great plays.
all over the country.

“SHOWTIME,

U.S.A.”:

Sold

.

...

ANTA RECORD ALBUM OF STARS:

presents great actors in
to individuals, schools, libraries

.

.

.

.

.

!

Weekly over ABC, ANTA’s

TV program

offers “teaser’' scenes from Broadway plays, results in increased
bpxoffice, as in the case of “Hilda Crane.’’

ANTA THEATRE BALL: Also in national spotlight, ball will
take place Jan. 15, 1951, when theatre vnrkers, community national
and social leaders will launch ANTA Fund Campaign.
INTERNATIONAL THEATRE MONTH:

1951) to be
and ANTA. 'Theatre groups
sponsored for second year by
will be urged to focus attention of their audience on the goals of
peace and freedom through producing plays geared tovyard international good will.

(March,

UNESCO

—

;

I

.

i

;

•

I

Recreating More Theatre
NEW THEATRE COMPANIES: Guidance and assistance given to
those organizing new companies, resident or touring.
NEW PLAYWRIGHTS: New scripts and writers of promise are
brought to the attention of producers, iboth in New York and
around the country. Over 500 scripts analyzed last year and distributed to nearly 400 theatres in the United States and foreign
.

.

countries.
PERSONNEL: Actors, directors, technicians arid designers, business managers, publicity people: Files maintained for
filling specific openings at theatres throughout the country, thus
contributing to more efficiently operated theatres and developing

THEATRE

I

'

'

•

:

'

theatre workers of wider experience.

NEW INVES-rORS: Encouraged.
NEW PRODUCERS: The producer

being the individual who
brings together all the divergent elements and talents that go into
the creation of a production. ANTA works to train young theatre
people in this field.
NATIONAL THEATRE ASSEMBLY, Jan. 2-4, 1951: Bringing
together theatre workers from the entire country to try to embark
upon joint action for the living theatre to more adequately, serve
the American public.
SALES PROMOTION: One specific instance; last March oyer
400 groups and clubs in metropolitan area contacted With specific
Packinformation on group 'sales for 17 Broadway attractions,
age Publicity Service developed under ANTA sponsorship is available in publicizing productions at theatres all over the country.
REOPENING FORMER OUTLETS for touring shows and adding new cities and towns to touring routes.
BUSINESS INFORMATION: Assembling practical information
on guarantee bookings, analyzing successful sales promotion pat^
terns.
This information available upon request.
TECHNICAL ADVICE: given on construction of new theatres
and remodeling old ones, to prevent or correct conditions which
reduce cfficiehcy of theatres and make them impractical for cerr
tain types of opeTation, siich as booking in road shows, etc.
THE ACADEMY; To be established as post-graduate academy
to offer advanced training to promising theatre workers.
SERVICE BUREAU: Services of all kinds available rt any time
to professional, community and educational theatres upon request.
INTErtNATIONAL ACTIVITY INCREASED: Facilitating exchange of companies between United States and other countries.
Acting as United States Center of International Theatre Institute
(formed by UNESCO):
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Town

Noon

;

three acts by Sidney Kingsley based on
Stars
the novel by Arthur Koestlcr.
Claude Rains; features Walter J. Palance,
Kim Hunter. Staged by Kingsley., Settings
costumes,
and lighting by Frederick Fox:
Ken Barr; associate producer. May Kirshner. At the Forrest, Philaidclphia, Dec. 26,

'50;

.

402
302

mi.ssionary.

shrewd

self centered,
doctor’s
Florence Eldridge
father-in-law;
(Mrs. March) as the doctor’s loyal
mate; Martin Brooks, as a devious
newspaper editor; Ralph Dunn, as
a. gallant sea captain who alone
-

$3.90 top.

Rubashov
Guard
202

;

turned in by Art Smith, as the

Claude Rains
.Robert Keith, Jr.
.Philip Coolidge
Richard Seff
Allan Rich

;

,

Morton DaCosta’s staging rightly
on Miss
concentrates attention
Best’s brilliant playing and the
Ben Edwards settings and Enieline
helpful
add
costumes
Roche
Hobe,
touches.

..

.

Luba .................

i

.^.

background

Kim Hunter

Walter

Gletkih

J.

Palance

can

Adams MacDonald

is

something only time

tell.

merits of the
the values and
Soviet’s totalitarian creed, there is

not likely to be any argument or
Herbert Ratner
Richard
the play.
In
Sarah Grable thur KOestlcr’s bestseller dealing controversy about
Young Girl
oth'::;!*
words, audiences, over here,
intrials
Hayes
.'.Johnson
with the famous “purge’2nd Storm Trooper
Alexander Sepurby stituted by the Soviet Union in the will accept Kingsley’s thbsisi symIvanoR
Bogrov ................. Norman Roland
pi.thize
totally
with
Rubashov
Archibald Benson late ’30s created widespread attenHrutsch
Daniel Polls tion. At that time, with Hitler’s and feel bitterly on the subject of
......... ...
Albert
Will KUluva star in the ascendancy in Western the “Iron Curtain” methods and
Luigi
Henry Beckman
Pablo
brutality of Gletkin and others of
Geoffrey Barr Europe, there was much general
Andre
Barkeeper ... .... .......... Tony Ancona interest and considerable accept- Riibashov’s persecutors.
Nettleton
Lois
In other words, “D.''rkness at
Secretary ..... ..i
ance of the Soviet cause, principles
Maurice Gosfield
.........
President
and ideology. It came as a shock Noon” has now become a historical
...... Robert Crozier
Procuratcur
to many people to read in the drama— every bit as much so as
newspapers (in garbled and ab- the same author’s (Kinglcy’s) “The
The stature of Sidney Kingsley breviated form) of the trial of Patriots,” even though settihg and
as playwright, and reputation of the many of the former leaders of the ch'H'acters are totally different.
With the controversial aspects
Playwrights Go. as producers are Revolution, their conviction and
now missing, it’s evident that the
certain to be enhanced by “Dark- eventual execution.
play’s
chances must largely deness at Noon,” while Claude Rains,
Koestler’s protagonist, Rubashov,
making his return to the speaking was associated by many who had pend oil the acting and the physi.stage after 16 years in Hollywood, studied the situation with various cal pioductiori and, on both these
will surely win new laurels for his of the prisoners who came b()fore counts, Kingsley: is mo.sl fortunate.
performance in the difficult lead- the bar in those famous (or infa- To match his fine writing (which
ing role.
mous) trials. His change of heart, ran.ge.s from grim realism io occaWhether this will all add up to a during the dreary days Of his im- sional flashes of the poatici and
“three his vivid characterization.s, designhis
before
commercial success is something prisonment
“Darkness at Noon” hearings” came ’up, was condemned er Frederick Fox and the Playelse again,
wri.ghts Co. have combined to give
still
who
bobk
the
will certainly attract and interest by readers of
“Darkriess at Noon” pictorial feastudents of tile drama, and be re- adhered to Communist theories,
The
that are outstanding.
tures
ceived with close attention and and there Was a marked difference
set, with the frequent
three-layer
which
book
the
about
of
opinion
high respect. However, just how
use of scrims to switch the action
large a percentage of regular thea- didn’t hurt its sales. Now, in view
present the “flashbacks” into
tregoers will accept the grim, un- of the world situation, and our and
(Continued on page 286)
about
heart
of
change
definite
own
and
the
story
relieved gloom of
l.st

Storm Trooper
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decade has elapsed since Ar-
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All of ANTA’s Services and Projects are geared toward winning
friends for tlm theatre. This is public relations on a very high
level and is carried on continually and intentiyely as an integral;
part of ANTA’s purpose.

the THEATRE’S PLACE IN OUR CULTURAL HERITAGE

is

ANTA’s job

to

recognized by the Charter granted to ANTA. It is
serve the theatre in serving the American people.

,

.

'

'

.

.

.
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130 Ballet Stories

Comprise

New Tome

dancers, students, editors and balletomanes in general.
Book contains stories of about
130 ballets—their history descrip,

To
PPern,

its

li.st

or

concertos,

Victor books on
overtures;

tion

of

their

choreography

and

their
first performances,
stars, etc. There are also 200 pix
of dancers and scenes from ballets,

music,

etc.;

Simon ^ Schuster has now added
“The Victor Book of Ballets.” and quotes from music scores. A
ballet
Edited by Robert Lawrence, for-, brief but meaty history of
in
precedes the material,
mer N, Y. Herald Trib music critic withgeneral
discography of Vitcor. recordand now conductor of the PhdenLx ings bn the music at the back.
interesting ami imporReadable,
(Ariz.) Symphony, book is
a handsome, 500-pa,ge tome that covers tant,' the book is most timely in
the current U. S. ballet upsurge.
3 wide field, arid is
Bron.
a must for

•

.

Cl '.:y

season here Play has great pertinency to mod- Bruce Gordon. Staged by Morton DaCosta; scenery and lighting. Ben Edin New York.
People all across ^ern-day problems and mores, and wards;
costume director. Emeline Roche:
the country read about them and in Miller’s vigorous dialog, punches cwcutive producer. George Schaefer. At
A CiLy Center, N. Y.,. Dec. 27. '50: $3 top.
the excitement and glamOur of the across its rnessage powerfully.
stirring performance by Fredric Rankin
Noel Leslie
theatre is sparked again for them.
Drinkwater .......
.....
Ian Rlai-tin
March in the leading role gives Hr.s.s'.’.n
\ k'dt Wilcover
Also, the months and months of the play stature, to make it
an ex- First Krooboy ............ Alfred Ruscio
hard work which have gone into citing evening in the theatre.
Second Krooboy
Paul Steiner
Sir Howard
Clement
preparations for the National The^
The Ibsen classic, set in a small Lady CicelyHallaiii ........ ClayEdna
Best
atre Assembly in New York, Jan. Norwegian town of the
"Muloy
Alan Cahh
1880’s, has
Marr.o
2-4, on the part of theatre people obvious application
Robert Carricart
anytime^ any- rr;t'-sl)ound
John' Archer
everywhere, show that ANTA is where—-especially now. Aware of Redbook .....
Hiiglv (ireen
being recognized as a mechanism this, adapter Miller has filled his Johnson
Chris Gampel
through which ideas and plans script with local allusions, present- First Brassbbund Man Robert' Van Hootoh
Scoon;! Brassbotind Man
.lack Horn
from everywhere can be channelled day colloquialisms and the slant Third Brassbound Man
Walt Witcover
Wcrtcloli Whitten
into reality.
There Orm-n
If we at ANTA felt of his political thinking.
Sldi^
El
Assif
............
Bri'ce Gordon
that we had some sort of divine are obvious cliches and pat politi- C'‘.di of KintafiDouglas M. .i. Chandler
But there is also a BUio.;ackct ..........
right to lay down blueprints and cal phrases.
Dean Whitmore
Capv. Hamlin Kearney
wealth
of
trenchant
Loring Smith
dialog
and
plans for theatre, never, never
would a national assembly have pithy remark to lend the play meat
y/ith Edna Best giving a Captiand
bite.
It’s
difficult
to
say
been called, where everyone can
where IbSen leaves off and Miller vating performance aS co-star,
present his ideas for the best and
Brassbound’s
Converbegins, but the essential thesis has “Captaiii
fullest use to be made of the char- power
and vitality, and combined sion” is an engaging opener for
ter which Congress has granted to with Miller’s present-day
[the
Y.
City
Theatre’s
second
N.
format
ANTA
thereby honoring our and some fine performances, the annual holiday season under Maurice
Evans’ supervision. Although
whole profession.
production has sweep and punch.
the play is obviously
ShaWt
Still
another very heartening
The play is the story of a small- it has enough Of the minor
old master’s
sign is the fact that drama critics town doctor, a city official, who
inimitable humor to provide click
are now coming to see their place finds that the waters from the cn
tortainment,
particularly
with
in the over-all theatre picture. spring that makes the town a Miss Best
as Lady Cicely, the role
They are coming to see that they health resort and tourist draw, are written for Ellen Terry. Because
His powerful brother, of the large cast required,
too are an integral part of the the- polluted.
the
aitre,
and they are beginning to who in addition to being town show is a questionable prospect
rhayor
is also head of the private
take the responsibility, that goes
for transfer to Broadway under
running
syndicate
the
health commercial sponsorship,
along with it.
but it’s a
springs, is determined that the natural
for pop-price presentation
I think all of us in the theatre doctor doesn’t go through with his
are beginning to feel the surge of plan to publicize his findings. The at the City Center.
“Brassbound,’’ last played here
strength and hope that comes with mayor wages a successful camIn too many paign to discredit his crusading in 1916 by Grace George, offers
a real renaissance.
an
opportunity and a test for a
places now the living theatre is re- brother, turning the town against
membered only by a darkened deso- him and his family, and appar- femme star, since the play hinges
on
her
performance and personallate theatre.
But not for long. ently destroying his career! Doc- ity.
The pairt of Lady Cicely, a
Here in New York one theatre tor doesn’t give up the fight, with sort of Shavian satire of the aubuilding has been reclaimed, and the closing curtain finding him as thor’s own Candida, is not only
under the stimulus of ANTA, oth- determined as ever to carry on the the most diverting character in
battle to be permitted to speak’
ers will be all over the country.
the comedy, but activates the enand disseminate the truth.
This is just the beginning. We’re
Play is thus a powerful indict- tire story. Miss Best is enchantall very pleased and proud and
ment of the forces of greed in en- in.g in the role, dominating the
thankful, and looking forward to a trenched authority, and a dramatic performance and providing pracI
firmly be- plea for freedom of speech.
wonderful future.
Oc- tically a “must’’ demonstration of
lieve that in the theatre, at any casionally it is too high-pitched cleft comedy playing. In the stooge
rate, the “good old days” are giv- and m^odramatic, but its overall title part, John Archer is admiring way to the “good new days”
effect is genuine and searching, ably masculine, and provides a
March dominates the stage at all skillful foil for Miss Best in the
times as the somewhat simple- finale scene. Clay Clement gives
minded but uncorruptible medico, a sincere and properly pompous
zealously and eloquently deter- portrayal of the British jurist;
Play Out of
mined to resist corruption and Loring Smith takes the easy
method of broad playing to get
civic sloth, no matter whom it
In particularly strong sup- laughs as the American naval ofhurts.
Darkness af
a disarmingly
port is Morris Garnovsky, as the ficer, Ian Martin is
corrupt seagoing adventurer, and
Philadelphia. Dec. 26.
autocratic, greedy mayor.
drama
in
production
of
Co.
Playwrights
Other fine performances are Noel Leslie is a believable medical

and

theatrical

.

around the country.

tehtial audiences
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HAYWARD PRODUCTIONS

ETHEL MERMAN

HENRY FONDA

JOHN FORSYTHE

in

in

in

“MISTER ROBERTS”

“MISTER ROBERTS”

By THOMAS HEGGEN
and JOSHUA LOGAN

By THOMAS HEGGEN
and JOSHUA LOGAN

“CALL

ME MADAM”

Music by IRVING BERLIN

HOWARD

Book by
LINDSAY and RUSSEL

Staged by
Dances by

CROUSE
GEORGE ABBOTT
JEROME ROBBINS

Staged by

JOSHUA LOGAN

Staged by

New

TOD ANDREWS Assumes

Association with

Leading

Role on January 29th

York City
In

JOSHUA LOGAN

Tour Begins January 6

West Coast
Begins January 22nd
Tour* to

IMPERIAL THEATRE

1951

RICHARD RODGERS, OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN,

II,

JOSHUA LOGAN

and

“SOUTH PACIFIC”
FRED

RICHARD W.

KRAKEUR

F.

FINKLEHOFFE

aad

Present

CELESTE HOLM
in

the

Comedy Smash

‘AFFAIRS OF STATE’
By Louis Yerneuil
with
Reginald Owen, Barbara O'Neil and Shepperd Strudwick

MUSIC BOX, New

York,

NOW

Opening January 26
at Santa Barbara, Calif.

EDDIE

ISA

BRACKEN

MIRANDA

DON
-

DeFORE

'^MIKE MacCAULEY''
A New

Play

by Mr. Finklehoffe and Leo Lieberman

New

A

York

in

October

Musical Version of

Joseph Fields and Jerome Chodorov's

"MY
1697

EVERY

Comedy

Hit

SISTER EILEEN"

BROADWAY

NEW YORK

GOOD WISH FROM

ALEX COHEN
Presenting

Production Associate

(With Robert Joseph)

LOUIS CALHERN

BULOVA WATCH COMPANY

in

630

"KING LEAR"
National Theatre,

New

Public Relations Director

York

Fifth

New

Avenue

York City

A

"MAKE A

WISH^"

Rigby^Styne Production
Reh earsals January 22

Star Endorsement Co.
451 North LaCienega
Hollywood, California

CITY

Anthony Brady

Farrell

JOHN Wl LOBE RG
By arrangement with Alec Rea and

E. P. Clift

presents

FLORA ROBSON
“BLACK CHIFFON”
in

BY LESLEY

STORM

CURRENT

•

DIRECTED BY CHARLES HICKSAAAN

NEW YORK

DRA/AATiC

SMASH

HIT

NOW PLAYING AT THE 48th STREET THEATRE

MARK

“BLACK CHIFFON”
MOTION

PICTURE

TO

HELLINGER THEATRE
"BLESS YOU ALL"

PRODUCED BY

BE

SOL LESSER and JOHN WILDBERG
•
General

New York
Manager. ...

Company Manager.

.

...
.

.

General Press Representative
Asst, to Mr. Wildberg
Production Asst

BOOTH THEATRE

Staff

,

.

.

.

.

.Nick Holde

Michael Goldreyer
.... .Harry Davies
William F. Bennett
.

.

.

OPENING JAN/ 18
I

EDDIE

Addie Lehrman

ANNA LUCASTA
Cable Address:

SHOWIlD,

LONDON

17-18 Dover Street,

Regent 6684

DOWLING
IN

/

AVAILABLE FOR TOURING DATES

"ANGEL

ORIGINAL PRODUCTION AND
BROADWAY CAST
WRITE MICHAEL GOLDREYER
48th STREET THEATRE,
Circle

New York,

5-4394

N.Y,

with

IN THE

PAWNSHOP"

JOAN McCracken

Wednesday, January

3,

NEW YORK
BROOKS

1951

TIMES:

J^S^tETY

Forty^fifih

'

the

world of the gods

OBVIOUSLY
ATKINSON
CHARLOTTE GREENWOOD has
IS

CELESTIAL''
come back

to

New York

atter

DAILY MIRROR:

twenty-three years in other parts of the country to play a humorously

As

ungod-like Juno;

in the old days, she throws her

she plunges into a song.

And

grotesque crouch.

She moves around the stage in a

moment

once, in the happiest

first

World War, and delights

New

ROBERT COLEMAN

head back when

CHArLOTTE GREEN-

“They have brought the inimitable

sort of

WOOD back to the stage

of the show,

she swings those long legs in a cartwheel-motion that delighted

Yorkers after the

277

Anniversary

absenti since 1927.

New

from which she has been too long
Looking almost as young as she did in

*So Long, Letty* the tail comedienne is quite wonderfuL:

Yorkers of today.

She brought down the

house.’*

Charlotte

\

WORLD-TELEGRAM:
WILLIAM HAWKINS

S

•

"GHARLOHE GREENWOOD

\

**The

own

last night, just for

and dance.

let

her stick to her

She got a deafening

heaving into

This

sight.

is

her

musical in 23 years, and not an angle or a muscle of

first

her seems changed.
into her
I

STARRED ti

makers of the show have wisely
trusty style in song

hand

»

IS

In the end,

when she

flung herself

famous eccentric dancing, the audience

all

but

tore the place down.**
x'

\*

i-s

y '>
•>

<1

'

c

NEW YORK
RICHARD WATTS,

POST:
JR.

"FIRST RATE

ENTERTAINMENT"
I

^THARLOTTE GREENWOOD,
sical
V

'

comedy

best oldtime

returning to the local mustage for the first time since l9|27, is in her

form

as JUNO.**

in
Reprinted from

December

VOGUE

Copyright 1950

The Cohde Nast
Publications Inc.

miER'S
‘WwWORUI"

COIE
JOURNAL-AMERICAN:

"THE

SHOW

IS

A

//

HIT'

JOHN McClain

GREENWOOD,

'

whose

^’There is a gartgling and engaging lady named CHARLOTTE
arms hang to her ankles.
legs apparently emerge from her shoulder blades and whose
'‘Nobody’s Chasing
called
something
did
"and
out
got
Arid when MISS

GREENWOOD

Me,” winding up with the incredible
roof

Came

off

kicks,

and of course the balcony buckled and the

Saiiit

Subber's

Musical

dhd temuel Ayers'

SMASH

Now

WORLD-TELEGRAM:
WARD MOREHOUSE
“It brings

kicking

HIT

the theatre.”

arm-waving, highback one of the theatres great clowns* the long-legged,

CHARLOTTE GREENWOOD.**

at the

CENTURY THEATRE
New

York

Anniversary

Forty-fifth
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E

E

JOHN

G.

.

W^dneadayt January

89

1951

\'

WILSON

H. Y.

r

Productions

10 Rockefeller Plaza,

Shaftesbury Avetiue, London

1

Guild— Tennertf

JOHN GIELGUD

LOUIS A. LGTITp,

Pres.

h

’

Producer with The Theatre

Wl

Prod. Ltd.

— PAMELA BROWN

"THE LADY'S NOT FOR BURNING"
.

Royale Theatre,

New

York

CORONET THEATRE

Producer with The Theatre Guild

— LYNN

ALFRED LUNT
"I

KNOW MY

FONTANNE

LOVE"

Touring

FULTON THEATRE

Director of

"KISS ME. KATE"
Sam S. Shubert Theatre, New York
and Touring Company

MOROSCO THEATRE

Director of

"GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES"
ZIegfeld Theatre,

New

York

Director of

"BLESS
Mark

46TH STREET THEATRE

YOU ALL"

Hellitiger Theatre,

New

Director of

"MAKE A WISH"
In

Rehearsal

GILBERT MILLER
NEW

YORK:

9 Rockefeller Piara

LONDON:
James Theatre
King Street, Si W.l
Sf.

Wednesday, January 3 , 1951

I

Forty*fifth
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The Createst Ovafion in 25 Years!”
•V’

co«>«
"eil
•V’

Lil-

Spc'^*

J4st isrows
fivaxi'e

ne

‘4^’*

t.vi”

a
uusur

Convention

Diamond

(Sth

trade

Lil” to

hew

Is

pulling
records.

58VT«de*
l.SS'*’

..Dia«“»"*
,$4;

•j;)

^Jm
Lil"

•Diamond

goes

zooming

\
.v'jc':'

; v\tv

,

,

;^^aniond Liv» r>T ,
Biacki
1 orpri^
Continues

'Vk) ($4.
^
.•s

.sV

LiV,

fi/.

SVPf.ocW®*
»*veV.
CO'-®

’

^,35«fW"

///

3

,

3
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DWIGHT DEERE

&

COMPANY

JULES MUNSHIN

MARY McCARTY
PEARL BAILEY

bless
HOVI ALL

A'"'’,

PWIGHT DEERE WlMAN
FORREST C. HARING
J. H. DEL BONDIO
LINA ABARBAN ELL

A New Musical

VALERIE BETTIS
plus

A

SWARM OF SULTRY SYLPHS

MARK HELLINGER THEA.
B’way &

51 St.

•

'![

Mats. Wed. & Sat.

“A vastly enjoyable song- and -dance antic
put on with humorous perfection.”
- BROOKS ATKINSON, Times
^

s

CAROL
CHANNING
In

The Smash Musical

Hit!

GEORGE ABBOTT

GENTLEMEN
PREFER
BLONDES
ZIEGFELD THEA., 54 $1 & 6 Ave.
Mats. Wednesday and Saturday

Season's

A

3,

1951

Wednesday, January

8,

1951

Forty-fifth

p^f^IETY

Anniversary
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of

BOTH'-NOW ON TOUR-UNITED STATES-

VARIETY

-CANADA

F^rty-fifth

282

p^KIETY

Wednesday, January

Anniversary

3, 19*51

“^Mdsoh
to

BROOKS ATKINSON/Times:
“IT IS A VIVID FRAGMENT OF THE

LIVING

Anyone who loves arl ought to
TRUTH
be humbly grateful for such acting and direc*
.

.

.

tion. Like Mrs. McCullers’ character portrai-

ture,

they are

MASTERLY PIECES OF WORK/’

JOHN MASON BROWN, Sat. Review of Lit.:
“NO ORDINARY PLAY. Aside from the
magical performances, IT HAS MAGIC OF
ITS OWN*. The script shines with
unmistakable luster.“

®EST DEBUT

Roh^Tt

®onaioson

award to

®WN00N 0£

tVttoE

JULIE
best

pV-M
r

Setunss.

Ccsturv^^

i

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY

FILLED
(Please State Alternate Dates)

COSTUME CO

$4.80, 4.20, 3.60, 3.00, 2.40, 1.80, 1.20. Matss Wed. &
Sat.: $3.60, 3.00, 2.40, 1.80, 1.20. Tax Included. Please enclose
stamped, self-addressed envelope with check or money order.

Eves.:

EMPIRE THEATRE, Broadway & 40th

1 I

SO AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS

Street

NEW YORK

PETER

COOKSON

CITY

BEATRICE STRAIGHT

—
Forty^fifth
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Anniversary

3,

1951

ARTHUR M, WIRTZ

SOl^JA HENIE and

Present the

World’s Greutest

s
<^‘1951

I

HOLLYWOOD ICE REVUE
Noyv on Tour
Appeariiig at >ini9ispii Square Coarilen Beginiiiii^ Jaiiiiary 19

Prodiieed hy

SON ART PRORUCTIONS

AKTiirR M. WIRT/
Profliielion Director, Wiiliaiii H. RrilKG
Slaved by CATHEUIXE LITTLEFIELD
Manager, LLDOLF KASSERAIM
Exeeiilive Director,

and indica- the last decade have managed to quality of touring comp anies imbe worse make an impact on Broadway, proved. Critical appraisal sharpened
and the public's confidence re“Meet the People,” “Song of Nornext year.
won.
Actually, however, it has been way,” and “Lend an Ear.” Others
Meantime, the oldtimers say
getting worse— imperceptibly, per- despite the optimistic civic pride those directly concerned with legit
reviewers
lagged
haps—from year to year. Not only of
Who
them in Los Angeles must face up to the
hit”
either
died
here $3.60 question “Do we really want
are there less theatres operating, “smash
to rebuild this as a legit town, or
with fewer productions, but the quickly or made the cross-country
do we surrender the nation’s third
quality of locally originated produc- Pullman trip to New York to die largest city to the puerile producers
tions appears to be sinking, The on Broadway and ride the rods and dilettante dramatist": who intheatre-going public has been treat- back to the Coast in despair. Last hibit (sic) it?”
ed to so much mediocrity that per- year it was “Blackouts.” The year
formances which would occasion, before,
“Magdalena.”
The list College
Legiters Combine
at best, polite applause in any
alert legit town are greeted here stretches back into obscurity.
In
Production Unit
There is one faint ray of hope.
with huzzas. Additionally, despite
the great talent pool here and the It is based in part on current world
Number of college legit groups
fact that production costs are con- conditions, with the indicaied en- have combined to form the Na*^
siderably lower thari those in the tertainment upsurge, and in part
tional Intercollegiate Musical Comeast, the number of tryout produc- on the nucleus of professional proedy Assn. Nucleus of the new ortions diminishes steadily.
ducers quartered here.
Legit theatre veterans feel that ganization was formed by some
Only the Pasadena Community
Playhouse, which has built and the patient can be cured here. But, 40 delegate.s of colleges and unimaintained a steady legit audience they contend, it means hard work versities
at
meeting
recently
over a period of years, clings to any by all concerned. They point out Cornell U.
sort of a quota of new productions. that the town has a primary populaPurpose of the organization is to
production
organizations tion
of 2,000.000— and that it
Other
around town content them.selves should be possible to find enough exchange production and promowith established plays, occasionally people interested in “round actors” tion information,; costumes and
venturing to present a “West Coast in this citadel of the “one dimen- sets,
music and scripts. NIMCA
Premiere." 'The numbei of new sional” thespian to make live theaalso hopes to dp large-scale purshows tried out here annually, in- tre pay here.
chasing on behalf of member or^
cluding the Pasadena efforts, is now
Oldtimers, who can recall legit's ganizations to cut productioh costs.
less than 10 a year,
heyday in Los Angeles, maintkih Also being planned is a suriimer
As further. proof of the deterior- that good times can come again, stock unit which will use talent
ating quality of locally-briginated only if “racket Iheatres” are elim- and material, from the members
productiohs, only three shows in inated, production levels raised, exclusively.

than
t

tions

LA.
i

^Cuntinued from page 268

schedule. Additionally, the heyday
of legit in Los Angeles coincided

basis and boasted

no professional

talent whatsoever,

None

of the re-

with a period of national depres- views mentioned the fact that the
show was not a professional offersion.
One of the basic reasons for the ing.
An association of the honest, pror
decline of legit here appears to be
the growth oi what might be term- fessional producers in town— and
ed the“racket theaLre.” A number there are some has long been sugof small legitr-Vhouses” have sprung gested as one method of strengthup in various sections of the town, ening the real legitimate theatre
some seating as few as 80 persons, and driving out racketeers. How
to operate constantly on the “show- ever, such an effort has been stifled
case” principal. Productions and by the cupidity of some of the peotalent are amateurish—hut are pur- ple involved. One producer recentveyed at a $2.40 or $3.60 scale. A ly wanted to know if such an assofew experiences with this type of ciation would make available to its
theatre and the potential legit fan members the mailing lists of other
is immediately soured on any legit- members. Still another expressed
imate theatre production in Los the pious hope that such a group
might be able to restore the old
Angeles.
The “racket thealres” (authori- system under which the local Equitatively estimated to be in the ty office closed its eyes to the fact
neighborhood of 75) gain added that regular professional producstature and strength through the tions were operating under little
Ipcal newspaper habit of reviewing theatre contracts. This was on the
any production for which a speci- theory that a theatre housing only
fied amount of advertising has been 300 people was obviously a “little
/
purchased. As a result, one recent theatre.”
“world premiere” was dignified
Even the most confirmed legit opwith reviews as lengthy as those timists in town admit that theatre
given “Death of a Salesman” in here: is at least in a state of “susthe local journals, though the pro- pended animation”— that it isn’t
duction frankly was on an amateur good, but at least it isn’t any worse

was

last year,

are that

it

—

v'on’t,

.

—

:

it

j
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“Angel in the Pawnsl\op" flry1 -1 3
R o i o w; eel
0 u t ---H a r r is : C hi
in VARiETY, No\^ Si .'50',
)

>

(

.

—

“Apple of His Eye"
(TrO);
Wash,
Shubert..

’

,

f retl
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froin

s Ga re c r

modern

is

a

m as

I

iighting

on

stagecraft,

effects

BROADWAY

:

“As You Like
Francisco

San

It“---Cui'ran,

(1-13'.

,

“Blossom Time“-^Opera House,
And..
Worcester.
j^stbn —

i

Shubert, Phila. (8-13

(7);

— Lyceum.

“Brigadoon"
apolis

KRNT

(1-7);

MinneDes

theatre,.

CELESTE HOLM

.

Ill

Moines (8); And.. St. Joseph, Mo.
Forum, Wichita (11-12'; Or(9);
pheuni, Kansas City (13).
“Coiiie Back, Little Sheba"
magnificent performance one of
And., St. Paul (1-2); Davidson,
Milwaukee (3-6); Erlanger. Buflalo the most impressive seen here in
many seasons. By superb under(8-10); And., Rochester (12-13).
“Consul" ^Shubert, Phila, (1-6) playing, sparked and highlighted
(closing).
by occasional outbursts of emo“Darkness at Noon" (trsout'
tionalism, Rains creates a terrific,
Forrest, Phila. (1-6' (Reviewed in ever-mounting effect.
Variety this weekh
And, although its really his
“Death of a Salesman"—^ Coloshow as far as acting, he has a
1-6
nial, Boston
Court Square,
.

—

“Affairs of State"

—

Written and Directed by

LOUIS VERNEUIL

—

—

YVONNE ADAIR

(12-13),

“Diamond Lil"-^Biackstone.
Blackstone, Chi.

—Locust
“I

Street, Phila.

Know My Love"

“Innocents"
(1-13).

— Plymouth,
Chief,

(3-9);

Maurice
Phila.

family.

husband, Harold,

a busy

life

worth

who

But most of
cheers her on

all to

Schwartz

(10';

—

Detroit

(1-6';

Hartman,

1

.

— Convention

Neb.

(1-2);

Music

“Rose

nati
f

LEGIT PLAYER
"STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE"

"ANTHONY AND CLEOPATRA"

—NOW

IN U. S.

NAVY

Hall,
Hall,

—

— Shubert,

!

Chi.

.

Named
(1-6);

Desire"

SHOWS

“Where’s Gharlcy?"
Boston (1-13),

—

ICE

Cincin-

Co.x,

(6-13).

FOR

Shubert,

Best Wishes for a
Happier New Year!

STATE FAIRS

AUTHORS' REPRESENTATIVE
522. Fifth Ave., New. York .18

Playwrights fntroduired:

.

PHILIP YDR DAN
B. SHIFFRIN

A,

ROBERT E. McENRbE
KURT UNKELBACH
McEVOY PATTERSON
WALT ANDERSON
BARUCH LUMET
MILDRED SUMMIT

HOLIDAY ON ICE SHOWS
Will mcike available

Cocoanut Grove
Los Angeles

one of

.

its

three great ice spec-

August and Septem-

I

ndoors or outdoors,

we

fu r nish the ice a nd the

Write or Wire for Details to

Hotel

Inc.

tacles for Fair dates next July,
ber.

ASHTON STANLEY
Ambassador

!

BARNET BIRO

son for the first time, in the airconditioned Fair Park Auditorium.
Previously the operettas were presented in the outdoor Fair Park
Casino.

langer. Chi. (1-13).

“Streetcar
Hanna, Cleve.

York Strand Theatre

will

Starlight Operettas of

Texas State Fair in, Dallas
be presented iridoors this sea-

(3-6); Stuart. Lincoln,
Aud., St. Paul (11-13'.
Tattoo" (trvout)
Er-

“South Pacific"

New

Production

(8-9);

(1-13).

HARRY MAYER

F. Finklehoffe

Kansas City

living.

London Palladiurh

the

,

Columbus (8-13
“Oklahoma"

and makes

VAL PARNELL

The 1951

Walnut,

Roberts" (John Forsythe)—Erie, Schenectady (10-13).
“Mister Robert" (Tod Andrews)

her

and Thanks to-”

Fred

.

(12-13'.

“Mister

her helping

.

Darkness: at Noon.'- is sweeping,
drama which may be too
strong meat for many, but will undoubtedly
be
enlhusiastically
cheered (as it was here at the
opening) by others.
Waters.
relentless

Boston

Pueblo

Lake City

Hutchinson, Kan.

and

ing.

(1-6).

—^Shubert,

Richard W. Krakeur

rather than betray him, outstand-

(1-13';

-L Selvvyn,

—

Capitol, Salt

SHOW BUSINESS
Friends,

(tryout)

.

Denver

evil

Hunter who is
and appealing

“Kiss Me, Kate"
State Fair
Aud., Dallas (1); Tabor Grand,

WORLD OF
to

—Wincheli.

<4

Chi.: (1-13).

the entire

Gletkin.,
and Kim
iTarticuiarly vibrant
as Rubashoy’s faithful mistress who goes to her death
sadistic,

(8-13).

“Four Twelves Are 48"

i

gratitude

Chi.

American, St. Louis (7-13'.
D’Oyly Carte— Cass. Detroit (1-

(1-6);

"y.A.P.ing" Her Thanks To

expressing

click of straight

fine cast in support, with Alexander Scourby, as an old friend of
Rubasiiov back: in the Bolshevik
days, Walter J. Palance as the

Springfield, Mass. (8-10); Bushnell
Aud,, Hartford (11); Metropolitah,

6);

is

• I

;

'

PATTERSON

and

"Top quick

(

Providence

(s

Fi Finklehoffe

e r \)\ c c e

and the
amazing,
are
Through their magic, one watches
the condeinned man walk froin his
eell to a part of the stage and become, immediately, an actor in a
scciie_PiiL.qLh s_pasL_ and .unu sual
as it may seem, there is nothing
incpngi’uous in his actions.
Although the mechanical- features are all-important, they would
be futile if it were not for Rains’
of

Gaycty,
Detroit

i:8-i3n.

Mass.

.[rontimied

;.M

R u b a sli 0 V

(

>

GEO. d: TYSON

HOLIDAY ON ICE SHOWS,

Supporting Peggy Lee
at

BARBARA

the

Cocoanut Grove

"BARBARA PERRY, one
the finest ballet-tap
ers in the business."

^Los

of
perform-

Aitgeies "Mirror."

SAMUEL FRENCH
SINCE

1775 Broadway,

New York

Inc.

19, N. Y.

1830

Play, Brokers

and

Authors' Representatives
2S West 45th Street, New York
r423 Sunset Blvd,. Hollywood 44 Cat

Give dates of your Fair seating capacity,
fast year's attend^
ance and state whether indoors or outdoors.
,
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S.KUROK

1

,4.''

'

t'."'
A

In the

-

’

^

^

^

last ilni ty-fivc

years the label “S.

Hurok

presents/*

has been a j^uarantee ok the>highcst standards in music,

and Jjallet. In the >|eason 1951-52 he brings to
Amerieah sc ene such stellar attractions as the Sad-

tlu atre

the
ler’s

Wells Theatre Ballet and

Hindu

Ballet

who

Uday Shankar and

with an enlarged company after a seasoi/s absence.
artists listed

dition of

on

his

,

arc returning for a coast-to-coast toUr

this

page follow

the great.

The

Hurok

tra-

Pavlova, Chaliapin, hsadbra Duncan, Schu-

mann-Heink, Russian

Ballet, Cennan and Russian Grand
Opera, Tetrazzini and balf-a^hundred more who,sc names

now

Hurok established a principle:
and audiences will demand more No
'sea.son is coinplete in any city tod ay without the appearance of one or more of S. Hurok’s celebrated atti^fion^'
Local managers everywhere Tnbw through rich experiare

immortal. S

Provide the

best,

ence that they can choose with: confidcmce from the
of America’s foremost iplpre^arib,

are indispensable for ^hc

sut'ce,ss

and that
of their

list

the.se artists

series;

Watch

youi newspapers for their peilformance dates in your city

rniMi

SWM’5 ““‘S

nam

BALUJ

re,

faU'Cf

>^A5T.T0.C0AST tour

For eomplefe iniormafion

communicate with:

-

and her COMPANt

HUROK ATTRACTIONS, Inc. and HUROK ARTISTS, Inc.
711

Fi«h Ave.,

Booking Direction: Notional Concert

N. Y. C. 22

and Artists Gorp.

•

•!-NNV.

»>

'

^

.•/A

/

A

>

singing, “This is what’ll become of
Sooner than you think.”

you.

WILLIAM ORNSTEEN -

-. Ry

-=

what happens and shiny, and talk to them, try to
to Me, a guy who wants to keep coax them to understand.
“Nertz, you're a pain in the left
the literary light burning. He wants
This ear.
to keep his byline in print.
Why do you have to stare
way.
Me in the face with those myriad
The month has almost dribbled eyes? First it's one line, the ceninto nothingness, and I haven't tre letters. Then the top, and soon
This

is

a story of

the wrist lowers to the long black
slab. Cripes. What does that slab

Soon I'm going to
poured yet.
get UP fterve to heist the portable
I'm going to
out of the closet.
slither a thin clean white sheet of
paper into the; machine for my
prelude. I’ll joggle the keys, nice

A

mortuary. And
remind you of?
those myriad eyes once were human beings but now stare blankly

You

at you.

hear a silent chorus

Prize Stories and

Short Stories.

:

I

go to the park and stretch on

a longj dark green bench.

Let’s

There’s the birds and
Then there’s the

see now.

the bees. Trite.
story Ernestine

was

telling

me.

You know, about

the old lady

who

Went to radio shows because She
imagined every principal was reCould make a yarn
lated to her.
if the weaving were handled right.
But that takes a lot of time and

Time
I

American Best
wanted to
i
pay the
.

.

Now

for the slicks, Geez, they want plot
and plenty of it. Plot did I say?
Ouch! Martha Foley, my mentor,
will kill me if I ever mention the
word in her presence. It’s synonomous with poison to her. So that’s
thatv if ,I want to live in the
.’’

halo.

.

.

Is Flee tin g

Suddenly, a bolt has' struck; a
pall of darkness sweeps over me.
and let the soup wall dissolve into
'There is a tumult. The noise dims*
a cloudy, milky curtain, the likes
and a man in blue crowds me.
of which will fizz into thin air? I
“Officer, I didn’t mean any harm,’*
v/ill be free of blackness and whiteI am pleading.“I just conked Mes
ness, and then my cells will be on
to put the temporary misery out
the alert for the pushbutton. But
of his mind.”
there is no pushbutton.
Everything is hell on earth. You’ve seen “What do you do for a living?’*
you’ve been through it with the man in blue pierces the skein.
it,
“Write.”
me. What Shall I do?

What

else can I

“You wenna be

do but

;

sit

here

“Hmmm.”

a writer?” I asks

Me

doesn’t know how lucky he is
out of his misery. I? I gotta think
about tomorrow, and a couple new
tricks to lick that Phobia for the
Portable.

Me.

“You know

|

Me

asks

anything

better?”

I.

I

fleeting;

“Tell you what. You don’t want
a bouquet of ulcers, do you? You
don’t want a neat dumpling of
sclerosis waiting for you and the
drab, desultory decadence.
Quite alliterative, those last three check to come ,in for something
words, but not conducive to any sent out? You don’t want to lose
burning embers of desire.
Sup- what little sanity you got left?”

while I’m trying to activate creative cells, pierce the cobwebs, spark
the germ that will give life to a

Fred F. Finklehoffe
i

,

REHEARSAL

I

“No, to all of them!”
pose I think up a phrase, something like, “He would gather all
“Okay. Tell you what. You just
the emotions spent over the years take yoiir machine down to the
and pack themi into a uniform.” hock shop and cache whatever is
Sounds like it has possibilities. offered. 'There’s the place where
But no. No sooner do I think it those moribund keys will find playhas a chance, when I say to Me: mates.
You know what I mean.
“Who am I going to put into uni- There are so many items never
form?” See what I mear ?
called for, they die on the shelf,
Maybe I ought to go home again It’s the nearest thing to a mortuary
and try making up to Mr. Portable I know of. Your portable will be
again.
To blazes with walking. happy there.”
That’s good for a constitutional, or
“Think so?”
Easter Sunday.
Remember ''Lost Weekend’
In a few minutes I’m back with ]
f
my decorative friends, the only
“Sure. And you know what?
things I own body and soul (excluding what drapes the flaccid Remember ‘The Lost Weekend’?
flesh), and these friends are non- Well, you* can thank your lucky
demanding, receptive at all hours. gizzard you were no booze hound
He hocked his
If only Mr. Portable could fall in like Ray Milland.
line!
You, at
I shudder to think of those machine to buy a bottle.
blind, open eyes staring at me. least, are returning it to the dead,
Maybe they’re not dead men after so you can remain man among
all.
Could they be ]would-be au- men.’’
thors gone sightless after bending
“But I wanted to be a writer,
over the tiers of letters linked by to create, to crochet an esoteric
a common denominator yelling: yarn that would find its home in
WRITE! WRITE SOMETHING Atlantic Monthly, Harper’s, or To- I'

A New

Play

|

“MIKE MacGAULEY”

j

directed by

j

if DIRECTOR

i

if CHOREOGRAPHER
if WRITER

if COMPOSER

EDDIE CANTOR

FRED ALLEN
DANNY THOMAS
ED WYNN

Fred F. Finklehoffe

Richard

W. Krakeur

Fred F. Finklehoffe
Production

j

j

EVEN

IF IT HURTS!

morrow.

I

wanteci to etch, to fash-

I’m more frightened now than I ion word pictures that would lead
was an hour ago. I have yanked off such anthologies as O, Henry’s

'

,

BILLY ROSE’S
DIAMOND HORSESHOE

I

"BEAUTY IN A FLAT"

Choreography & Special Material

for

LISA KIRK

1

KATE MDRTAH
t

i

t

I

k

m

I

-k

BARNUM & BAILEY CIRCUS
{3rd
A’

r\

-

•

•

A

•

•

r\
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*41
r\
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Year— 1951)
'

4
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’

i

^

k

^
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i
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WOLCOTT GIBBS
BURGESS MEREOITH^

A New Comedy by

CECIL B. DE MILLE’S
GREAT EPIC
•^GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH"
PARAMOUNT PICTURES

ANTHONY ROSS

‘

KING CALDER

Serr/ng

’

a lighlmg by BORIS

PAULA LAURENCE
ARONSON

/

Thanks -To

HUGH MARTIN

for His Kind Offer to

Choreograph & Stage His
Thanks -To

New

Musical

HARRY KALCHEIM

Aultfont

DlrMHen:

JACK VAUGHAN

WMs MORRIS AGENCY

.

“Aiming for the Literate Three
They

aint going to get me much.
to please the erudite.

aim

ever get going? Time
“No, but you might read, for
and I'm getting nowhere.
Okay, I> will desert Poe consolation, Tess Schlesinger's *A
Park. WeTl go for a walk. Ambu- Day in the Life of A Writer’.”
“Is that solace fdr a disturbed
Fancy is the word for Walk.
late.
mind or life preserving for a sinkSo what?
soul?”
ing
Trudge; trudge, trudge. All the
Can’t

is

DKK
BARSTOW

I

to make money, to
landlord his due.

wanted

‘

patience; I haven't got either.

OHl

out the machine again and those

vacuous eyes with funny designs
wobbling in the center are now
ganging up on me. They’re dancing all kinds of gyrations and coming closer, closer, and before I
know it they’ll be at me.

long can this go on? The
month has almost caught up with
the landlord, the guy who wants
his come-hell, highwater, etc. What
Get a job?
Boom! There they go. All at
is\ there left to do?
Perish the thought! Take a breath once. They’ve thrown up a black
screen before my optics, and all
of free air in Poe Park.
has gone blank. A blank should
That's an idea. Poe and the cot- be white, but this is something
tage where he etched “The Raven” special— a black wall made out of
are two shakes of my derriere. alphabet soup. A nice thick wall
Maybe it’ll supply some inspiration. of alphabet soup. Ugh!

How

Phobia of the Portable
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Grace Valentine • Charles Thompson • Doreen Lang • Dick Ewell
Joan Diener • ©aorge Ives • Jatk Weston • Eugene Steiner
Kathy Chapman • Stanley Martin • Charles Durand • Ruth Hermanson
Maggie Gould •Joseph Allen, Jr. • Walter Matthau • Rosemary Sheer
Generaf Monoger: Nick Holdft
Production Assistant: .Gertrude Appl*

Press Represenfaftves:
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Shipstads and Johnson

LMkJ-ii
NOW ON

\ H

20 CITIES
Sepf. 7>Oct.

Oct

1

5-Nov. 5

/

1

Noy. 6 .N 0 V. 12

FROM COAST-TO-COAST

Pan Pacific, Los Angeles
7600 Beverly Blvd.

Feb. 13-Feb. 25

Boston Garden, Boston
North Station

The Arena, Chicago

Feb. 26-Mar. 4

R, i/Aud.,

Mar. 6 -Mar. 11

Memorial Aud., BuffolO
c/o Buffalo Hockey Club

Mar. 12-Mar. 19

The Gardens, Pittsburgh
1 1D North Craig Street

400 East

L

TOUR

Erie Street

Ak-Sar-Ben Coliseum

Omaho

'

JS

Nov. 14rNoy. 23

Cincinnati

2250 Seymour Avenue

Providence
1111 North Main Street

\

New Haven
Grove Street at Orange

Nov. 25^Dec. 3

The Arena,

Mar. 26 - Mar. 26

Vyashington, D. C.
1146 Third Street N.

Dec. 5-Dec, 1?

Sports Arena
Hershey, Pennsylvania

Mar> 28-Apr. 3

Milwaukee

Dec. 20-Dec. 24

Christmas Vacation

Apr. 5-Apr. 22

Dec. 25- Jon. 16

The Arena, Philadelphia
45th and Market Streets

The Arena, Minneapblis
2900 Dupont Avenue, So.

Apr. 23-May 22

Vocation

The Arena, Cleveland

May 23-June

Civic Ice Arena, Seattle
4th N. and Mercer Street

Jon.

1

8-Jdn..

28

41 0

3

3700 Euclid Avenue

'V
Jon. 29.Feb. 2

Maple Leaf Gardens, Toronto
The Forum, Montreal
2313 St. Catharine

St.

W.

Kilbourn

Avenue

June 4- June 17

Portland Ice Arena, Portland
N. W. 20th and Marshall

Opens June 20

Vyinterland. Son Francisco
Post and Steiner Streets

60 Carlton
Feb. 4-Feb. 11

W.

E.
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3,

been since 1949 veepee in charge
media with supervision of agen-

of

cy’s radio and television
Prior to that he had

programs.

been with
Lee G. Duncan Advertising
Agency of Chicago.
Survived by wife and two sons,

the

GERTRUDE ELLIOTT

The following are the comparative figures based on Variety's
boxoffice estimates for last week (the dlst week of the season)
and the corresponding week of last season:

ed tax attorney for Loew’s, Inc.,
died in Hackensack, N. J., Dec.
25. A partner in former law firm

Mrs. Freda Beck, 52, wife of
Morton Beck, steward of the New
York Variety Club tent, died in
of
Gardiner
White
in
New
York
&
Forbes-Hobertson^
New York Dec. 23. Survived by
home in Kent, JEngland, Dec. 24 ney for RKO Theatres in N. Y. husband, son and daughter-in-law.
She had a long career as an. actress he left to become a specialist in
prior to her marriage as Gertrude tax and real estate law. He was
Elliott, achieving success both, in real estate manager and tax attorney for RKO Theatres in N. Y.,
the U. S. and England.
Renee H. Schine to Lester
before joining Loew’s. White made
Grown, New York, Dec. 28. Bride
Two of Miss Elliott’s most noted his home in Rutherford,
N. J.
is a daughter of J. Myer Schine,
roles were Cleopatra in roftrtyp
Survived by wife and a daugh- head of the Schine Circuit; he’s a
Bernard Shaw's ‘‘Caesar and Cleoson of Col. Henry Crown, Ghicago
patra,” and Maisie in “The Light ter.
industrialist and board member of
She also acted
That Failed.”
Columbia Pictures.
Ophelia when her "husband played
TOBY GRUEN
in “Hamlet.”
Toby Gruen, National Screen
Her initial appearance was in Service vice-president, died at his
“A Woman of No importance” in home in New York Dec. 27.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Carfa,
He was one of the founders of son,
1894. Her first N. Y". role was in
Pittsburgh, Dec. 24. Father’s
“London Assurance” in the same NSS.
a professor at Garnegie Tech DraSeveral years ago, ill health
year.
She began her London
ma School.
career in 1899 in. “The Cowbody necessitated his semi- retirement.
Mr. and Mrs. John Macioce, son,
and the Lady.” Her maiTiage tp He remained active, however, in
Sir
jOhnston
Forbes-Robertson the formation of National Screen’s Pittsburgh, Dec. 26. Father mantook place in 1900 three months administration policies, and func- ages WB’s Kenyon Theatre.
Mi\ and Mrs. John Gibbs, son>
after they had started on tour with tioned as veepee and member of
“Hamlet.” The couple made their the Board of Directors until his Pittsburgh, Dec. 27. Father’s announcer at KQV.
first. American tour in 1903.
death.
Survived by wife, and son and
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Powell, son,
The second U. S. tour of the
Mother is
daughter.
Hollywood, Dec. 24.
couple started inNlOOS^ The world
June Allyson» of the films. Father
preem of “Caesar and Gleopatra’’
LESLIE H. BRADSHAW
is an actor.
was given in N. Y. at the New
Leslie Havergal Bradshaw', foiv.!
Amsterdam theatre with the acMr. and Mrs. Fred Briskin,
Broadway producer, died daughter, Hollywood, Dec. 25.
tress arid her husband starred. The mer
two played it in repertoire on their suddenly Dec. 28, w'hile attending Father is an assistant director at
farewell tour.
a private dinner party. As presi- Columbia.
Mr. and Mrs, Irving B. Kahn,
She also played in “Passing of dent of Bradshaw Productions,
he produced “Chivalry” in daughteri New York, Dec. 27.
the Third Floor Back” before it Inc
came to the U. S. She. Was the 1925, “Interference’* in 1927, and Father is 20th-Fox television mansister of the late Maxine Elliott, “The Patriarch” in 1929. Prior to ager; mother is former homeoffice
that he had been a nevyspaperman. TV department staffer.
the actress.
|

Lady Forbes-Robertson,

ow

of

the

actor,

76, wid-

Johnston
at
her
died
Sir

.

This
Season
27
620

BROADWAY

Last

Season

Number of shows current
26
Total weeks played so far by all shows.
585
Total gross for, all current shoWs last week
$786;400
$810, 500
.$14,616,200 $14,909,500
Total season’s gross so far by all shows.
Number of new productions so far.
A2
25
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BIRTHS

.

.

Business on Broadway hit its annUal peak last week. As always,
holiday playgoers pushed attendance to the maximuni as, vacationsought amusement.
ing, crowds
“South Pacific” played its extraprice New Year’s Eye performance
Saturday night (?0), but all other
shows scheduled it Sunday night
(31) in which case the receipts apply to this week’s grosses.
That tended to limit the total for
the Christmas-New Year week and,

.

‘

;

;

i

thebretically, will offset
the sharp reaction for the current
post-New Year stanza.

j

I

!

'

Survived by

by three daughters,
one being Mrs. Diana Sheehan,
wife of Vincent Sheehan, the
Survived,

.

:

JACK WALTON
.

Jack Walton,,

musician and
in Philadelphia

45,

bandleader, died
Dec. 23 from a heart condition.

\Walton was a violinist and had
his own orchestra for years and
also fronted for a number of other
leaders. Since 1949.
.

neenr.i'.foH

wm+v,

booking agency, Pittsburgh,
music department.

filing the

‘

Not
for
Burning,’*
‘‘Lady’s
Royale (8th wk) (C-$4.80; 1,035;
About $26,000 (previous
$27,100).
week, $24,700).

“Member

Alvin (145th
$3^4,276).
CCD-$4.80;
1,360;
(previous
week,
$20,000
Saturday
night
(6).
closes
$10,500);
This
World,”
Century
of
“Mister Roberts,”

About

“Out

total gross for all 27
last week was $786,400,
The
or 85.2 Cp of capacity.
previous week’s total for 22

(2d wk)
First full

Following

'

is

‘Second’ lOG,

Hub

.

•

*

I

‘Tardon Our French,’’ Broadway
wk) (R-$6; 1,900; $55,800).

(13th

About

YVONNE EVELYN HUGHES
Mrs. John McDonald, 50, known
on the stage as Yvonne Evelyn
Hughes, was found strangled to

(

of

Arnold

Auerbach,

wk)

(3,000; $2.40).

Okay

C

“Peter Pan,”

sketch-writer of “Bless You All”
“Death of a Salesman” (Colonial)
(Hellinger, N. Y.), died in NeW' (4th wk) (1,500; $3.60). Built slightly over last week, but not too
York Dec. 22.
A former “Ziegfeld Follies” girl,
strong at $16,000.
she once was the wife of Gordon,
JOHN H. NORTH
“second Threshold” (Plymouth)
Godowsky, son of Leopold GpdowJohn H; North, 54, died of a (2d wk) (1,200; $3.60). Final week
sky, pianist and composer.
heart attack Dec. 27 at his home wound with about $10,000.
in Evanston, '111.
With Aubrey,
“Where’s Charley?” (Shubert)
FAY H. WHITE
Moore & Wallace, Inc , Chicago ad- (1st wk) (1,750; $4.80). Practically
Fay H. White, 77, recently retir- vertising agency, since 1924, he had a sellout, with solid $40,000.

Week

Majestic (89th
Over
$53,600).
$54,200 (previous week laid off).
“South.

“Affairs of State,” Music Box
(15th wk) (C-$4.80; 1,012; $26,484).
$26,800 (previous week,
$26,300).
“Bell, Book and Candle,” Barrymore (7th wk) (C-$4.80; 1,066; $28,000). About $28,500 (previous week,
$27,700).
“Black Chiffon,” 48th Street
(11th wk) (D-$4.80; 925; $22,165).
Around $14,000 (previous week,
$11,000); closing Jan. 13.
“Bless You All,” Hellinger (3d
wk)
(R-$7.20;
1,543;
$55,000).
Around $50,000 (previous week,
$48,700).

I

“Call

I

Me

(12th

wk)

847).

More

!

Madam,”

Imperial

(M-$7.20; 1,400; $51,than $52,500 (previous

week, $52,500).
.

“Cocktail

Party,”

Miller

(50th

wk) (C-$4,80; 940; $21,600). Nearly
$14,500 (pi'evious week, $6,500).
“Country Girl,” Lyceum (8th
wk) (D-$4.80; 995; $22,845). About
$21,700 (previous week, $20,600),
“Enemy of the People,” Broadhurst (1st wk) (D-$4.80; 1,160;
$32,000).
Opened Thursday night

BURLdCK

“Twentieth

Herald Tribune; Coleman, Mirror;
McClain, Journal-American) and
one no-opihion (Hawkins, WorldTelegram & Siin); first seven perforrhances grossed .about $ 20 000
,

including

views..

KUGEL
LON RAMSDELL
HARRY REILLY

LEE
.

for

three,

pre-

-.

“Gentlemen
I

Blondes,”

I

I

•

,

GEORGE SUTTON
LODEWioK VROOM
MARK WlLSpN

i

I

I

I

I

OF THEATRICAL PRESS AGENTS AND MANAGERS

!

;

i

$10,600);

week,

(previous

$6,800

$4,300).

“Captain Brassbound’s Conversion,” City Center (1st wk) (C-$3;

Opened Wednes$32,000).
(27) to unanimously enthusiastic notices; first seven performances grossed $25,000, including $2,500 for a preview.

3,025;

day night

Opening
“Second Threshold,” MoroSca (D$4.80; 914; $24,300). Play by the
late Philip Barry, revised by Robert E. Sherwood, starring Glive
Brook, presented by Alfred de
was
Liagre,
Jr.;
production
financed at $50,000, plus $10,000
cost about $30,000 (excluding approxmiately $10,000 tryout loss and $10,000 bonds) and
will break even at around $12,000;
opened last! night (Tues.);,

overcall,

Future Schedule \
Alba,”
“House' of
Bernarda
ANTA Playhouse, Jan. 7 (rehears*
•

ing).

“Royal

Fantily;”

City!

Center,

Jah. 10 (rehearsing).

“Darkness

at Noon,” Alvin,
of Jah. 13 (trying out).

,

ified theatre,
ing out),

week

week

uhspecr*
of Jan. 15 (try^

‘‘Ahgel in the Pawnshop,” Bodth^
Jan. 18 (trying out).
Dolls,” 46th Street
“Richard II,” City Center, Jan.
(6th wk). (M-$6.60: 1,319; $43,900).
Got the limit again, but party com“Green Bay. Tree^” Golden,
missions held the gro.ss at- $43,700'
Feb. ii
(previous week, $42,200).
“Billy Budd,” Biltmore, Feb. 5
“Happy Time,” Plymouth (49th
(rchcar$ing).
wk)
(C-$4.80;
1,063;
$29,019).
About $28,000 (previous week,
Playhouse,
“Mary Rose,”

ANTA

Feb. 25*

“Hilda Crane,” Coronet (9th wk)
(D-$4.80;

i

500;

“Guys and

,$18,500).
;

924;
first

Arena

Man,”

the

(C-$3;

‘‘Four TweW^^

Prefer

Zi egf.eld (56th wk). ( M-$6
1 ,628
$48,244). Almost $27,000 (previous
week, $33,700).
;

i

,

$7,000

,

and

wk)

About

.

HERBERT FARRAR

ANTA

Century,”

stock

“Arms
(llth

(28) to four favorable, notices (Atkinson,! Times; Chapman, News;
Walts, Post), three pans (Barnes,

EDELHEIT

1,659;

Playhouse Cist wk) (G-$3;
Nine-performance
$22,730).
week, $19,000.

Topped

iBemotiam

Pacific,”

wk) (M-$6;

tax,

i

MAX

(36th wk)

.

includes 20% a7nusement tax, hut
grosses are net: i.e., exclusive of

:

'

James

•

death in a N. Y. hotel room, Dec.

E.

St.

Over
(M-$4.80:
$34,500).
1,571;
$32,500 (previous week, $21,600).
“Ring Round the Moon,” Beck

(

,

$24,-

000 for this warhorse.

26;..

WILLIAM

week),

(previous

;

Comedy), D ( Drama), (6th wk) (C-$4.80; 1,214; $28,000).!
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), About $20,000 (previous week,
M (Musical ) O ( Opera )
$18,200).
Other parenthetic figures refer,
“Season in the Sun,” Cort (14th
respectively, to top price, number wk) (C-$4.80; 1,056; $25,000). About
of seats and capacity gross. Price $24,600 (previous week, $21,500).
Keys:

Estimates for Last week
“Blossom Time” (Opera House)
(1st

Father

Estimates for Last

1 ).

$35;000

$20,000).

i

World War, he was a producer
With USO-Gamp Shows,.
Survived by three brothers.

laid

probably folds Saturday (6).
“Peep Show,” Winter Garden
(26th wk) (R-$7.20; 1,519; $55,677).

off);

’

last

$49,000).

.

Under $28,000 (previous week

'

I

1,645;

preview).

due

recover next week and is expected to maintain a healthy pace
Birthday,
through
Washington’s
when the spring tap|ering off will
probably start*
“Hilda Crane” closed last Sunday night;' “Mister Roberts” and
probably “Pardon Our French”
bow. out next Saturday (6) and
“Black Ghiffon” folds Jan. 13.
to

Boston.
“Where’s Gharley ?” was the big
noise last week, with nifty advance
sales reported, too.
“Death of
and also had been connected with Salesman,” in fourth week at
han- -f’^bchon & Maico
Maron in production Coiouial, slipped. “The Innocents”
of their vaude units. During the bowed into the Plymouth Monday

In addition to his songwriting,
for a time he had been musical director for the Paramount theatre,.
Y., aud scveral Coast theatres

week’s

current

the

(M46;

week got all the house
hold $49,700 (previous week,
performances grossed
five
$33,500, including $6,400 for one

will
first

shows was $495,000, or 70%.
traditional slump, business

Em*

!

wk)

shows

Ben Black, 60, bandleader and
composer, died in Sah Francisco
Dec. 26. He had composed more
than 25 popsongs, probably the
best known being “Moonlight and
Roses.” He had also headed his
Own recording orchestra for a number of years.

of the Wedding,”!

wk) (D-$4.80; 1,082;
(51st
About $19,000 (previous
$24,196).
week, $9,400).
pire

The

wife..

BEN BLACK

writer.

least

at

,

$25,500, plus three perview's the
previous week for $5,200.
“Kiss' Me, Kate,” Shubert. (103d
wk) (M-$6; 1,361; $40,857). Almost
$38,900 (previous week, $22,800).

(

i

1,027;

$26,800).

About

$16,000 for nine performances, ineluding New Year’s Eve (previous
week,
$10,500);
closed
Sunday
night 31) after 70 peffofmances, at
a loss of ground $ 60 000
“King Lear,” National (1st Wk)

.(D-$4.80;

,

1,172;

.

$29,534.

“Romeo and
theatre,
ing).:

week

Juliet,” unspecified
March 5 (rehears^

of

•

Theatre '51 is presenting “The
Willow Tree,” a murder melddrama by A. D. Shiffrin, for a
three-week run in Dallas. Engage-

About ment started Monday

(8).

.
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CHAUTAUQUA’S BIG COMEBACK
Miami Beach

liCM WIS

Niteries Looking For

!m

Spenders; Durante’s $60,000 Gross
By

LARY SOLLOWAY

By MIKE

Miami Beach,

The

Jan. 9.
plush, lush days of the lavish

Campbell Back as Plugger
In Music Firm He Founded

spenders around niteries in this resort are gone, judging from results
London, Jan. 9.
of the past holiday season and curJimmy Campbell is back workrent indications. This despite the ing as a songplugger at Campbellfact that the plethora of cafes op- Connelly, the firm he founded with
erating are offering shows as good Reg Connelly. Connelly eventually
in name values and/or entertain- bought out -Campbell.
ment-wise as at any time in this
Latter, after abortive interests
area’s history. Added competish of which took him to New York,
hotel cafes is affecting biz, as well Hollywood and Australia, is back
as high tariff factors, with the op- jin London in his first business
erators insisting they can’t get acts music. Campbell also has quite a
down for small coin, thanks to few songs to his writing credit,
video demands in New York, and many in collaboration with Conthus must keep those minimums up. nelly.
Potent illustration would be the
four-day run of Jimmy Durante at
Copa City (to which he returns,
incidentally, for a 10-day date in
in Filins
late February). The Schnoz, .who
hit the big spot on New Year’s
weekend, grossed over $60,000,
thanks to the opening-night dinner
and beverage minimum charges
($10 and $5) and the holiday eve
charges of $15 to $25 per person.
Set to hold over for the fifth day,
1

!

I

1

i

I

I

i

Violence

Hits Feinine B.O.,

Wald-Krasna Find

reservations were so scanty it was
decided to bring in a sub for less
money (Phil Foster). Withal, the
Xmas week was an in-and-outer for

Hollywood, Jan. 9.
A 15% decline in feminine attendance in picture theatres during
(Continued on page 55)
the last six years is reported in a
survey just completed by producers
Jerry Wald and Norman Krasna.
House Probers Giving
They claim to have polled 3,000 exhibitors in 48 states. Oddly enough,
Show People Chance To
not one of the replies cited television as a reason for the dropoff
Clear Selves of Red Tag of femme patronage. Chief reasons
for the decline were “too many
Washington, Jan. 9.
The House Un-American Activi- westerns and murder mysteries,”
ties Committee will welcome a re- “not enough handkerchief stuff”
quest by anyone in show business and “too many gangster, tough
who wants to clear his name of guy plots.”
charges of Communist connections.
Despite the 15% drop, women
Rep. Francis E. Walter, a loading still comprise a larger portion of
member of the Un-American Activ- the average audience than men,
ities
Committee, said yesterday but the margin has narrowed to a
(Mon.).
current 52% compared to 60% four
“We’ll be glad to give any such years ago and 67% in 1944, accordindividual his day in open court,” ing to the Wald-Krasna study,
emphasized the Pennsylvania DemMusicals draw the most patrons,
ocrat.
“There
considerable with comedies in second place and
is
study being given to reopening the domestic comedy and drama in the
Hollywood investigations and I be- third spot. Action and fantasy fell
lieve that this would be the best
((Continued on page 56)
!

way

to begin.”
It vvas Walter.,

one of the topranking members of Congress, who
arranged for the hearing requested
by pianist Hazel Scott to prove she
vvas no follower of the Communist

Bridgeport No Like Those
Snide B’way Cracks at It
Bridgeport, Jan.

9.

$1,150,000 Profit

Investment as B’way Tronpe Leaves

SFIILS

“Mister Roberts,” which closed
Saturday night (.6) after 1,157 performances at the Alvin, N. Y., has
thus far (with its two U. S. companies) earned a profit of about
Washington, Jan. 9.
$1,150,000 on its $100,000 investGlen H. Taylor, whose term as ment.
Included in the total is
U. S. Senator from Idaho expired $1,050,000 in distributed
profits,
on Jan. 3, has no plans at this about $45,000 in bonds, approxitime to return to show business, mately $35,000 of
undistributed
he told Variety. Earlier reports profits and $20,000 cash
reserve.
were that Taylor was exploring In its nearly three years (it
opened

KAPLAN

Ex-Sen. Taylor Sez He
Has No Show Biz Plans

Hollywood, Jan. 9.
Virtually extinct for almost two
decades, the Chautauqua Circuit is
naaking a comeback and reaping
a harvest among a generation that
never heard the name. The automobile has replaced the horse-andwagon, and the speeches are generously sprinkled with references
to things that Henry Ward Beecher
never heard of-jbut the lure of the

—

the

of a touring tent
featuring musicals
offered in the straw-

Feb.

strong in the land.
hat “music tents.”
The year 1950 saw the Bible-andTaylor did not close the door,
classic circuit bounce out of the however, to the possibility of his
moth-eaten history books to become taking another turn in show biz.

way

Lyceum

bureau

is

once

possibility

show troupe
more such as those
I

.

i

money-making actuality again;
1951 is expected to see it top the
heights of the 192.0’s, when the
lecture circuit had an estimated
5,000,000 customers who forked
over good, hard cash to see five
peregrinating platform personalia

ties

every year.

In the days when James Redpath’s Boston Lyceum Bureau set
the standard for platform presentations, education was the keynote
of the programming. Show business personalities, such as singers
and Swiss Bell Ringers, were included only rarely to give an
added fillip to the annual schedule.
Today, ttieatre names dominate the
programs, and culture in scores of
cities and towns throughout the
country has been given -added

taxes within a
the legislative
Congress, said
vote “a major
meet the cost

affiliation,” said Walter. “I can assure Hollywood that o-ur committee will provide a fair opportunity
to

anyone requesting it.”
Meantime, (he committee holds

i^mrc than 23 alleged Communist
^embership cards of HoPywood
figures and is deciding whether to
subpoena them for hearings.

piece

said,

Times Sunday magby Gilbert Millstein

“What

in

Broad-

history.

Until the

recent withdraw'al of

Henry Fonda as star, the Broadway edition of the show was main-

To Be ‘Kjimied’ To
GIs Around Globe

slumped and producer Leland Hayward decided to send the show on

the road.
A simplified physical
production, which can be more
quickly set up and taken down for
split-week and one-night stands,
has been worked out by designer

—

COMPO

Mr. Truman,

is

to

increase in taxes to
of the defense ef-

YOU

fort.”

These taxes are expected to include upped excises and may rehigher levies in the admis-

sult in

sions field.

(NO ONE BUT YOU)

Claudia Pinza’s Vauder

Claudia Pinza, daughter of the
MetroDolitan baritone and former
lead in “South Pacific,” Ezio Pinza,
Broadway man is
everything outside of Broadway i.s will make her N. Y, vaude debut at
the Palace theatre, N. Y., Feb. 1.
Bridgeport.”
Miss Pinza Ijgs previously apLocal Chamber of Commerce and
the Bridgeport Herald have taken peared at the Met, N. Y,, where
she
sang the role of Micaela in
of
the lead to hnlt being the butt
such cracks, Hearst columnist Ar- “Carmen,” and appeared with her
thur “Bugs” Baer’s w'heezc, “After father in “Faust” at the San Franyou leave New York, everything is cisco opera. She’s also done a few
video dates.
Bridgeport,” rankles the worst.
azine

which

had the 12th-longest run

short time. One of
jobs facing this 82d

town

line in a N. Y.

the Thomas HegLogan comedy-drama

1948),

(Continued on page 63)
American GIs throughout the
world will get a new type of entertainment this year kinescopes
of the top-budgeted and top-rated Top Execs Being ‘Cast’
television shows, which can easily
be screened on the standard *16m
For Last-Ditch Pitch
projectors' at most Army camps.
Idea was proposed originally by
Leland Hayward to RCA prez
To Preserve
impetus through importation of Frank M.
Folsom and veepee
Whether or not the film industry
Broadway and Hollywood glamor Manie Sacks. Two RCA
execs imwill have a unified body to act for
names.
“mediately okayed the proposal for
it in public relations will undoubtLeading the list of lecture lures all NBC shows and are now
mak- edly
be decided this week. Session
at the moment is Charles Laugh- ing a concerted
pitch to other
(Continued on page 16)
video networks in the hopes of of the exec board of the Council
of
Motion
Picture Organizations
making it an all-industry venture.
(Hayward, as producer of the cur- slated for tomorrow (Thursday)
rent Broadway musical, “Call Me and Friday in New York is reHint Upped B.O. Taxes In
Madam,” is associated with Folsom garded as crucial.
COMPO, conceived a year and a
Sacks in that RCA is the prinTruman Congress Talk and
half ago as an all-industry project
cipal backer of the show.)
Washington, Jan. 9.
For the servicemen's circuit, the for public relations and boxoffice
President Truman’s “State of the broadcasters would clip all com- promotion, may well cease to exist
Union Message to Congress” yes- mercials from the kines, so that if a formula can’t be hammered out
terday (Mon.) confirmed reports they would represent strictly en- this week that will meet demands
that he intends to ask stiff new
( Continued on page 53)
(Continued on page 15)

Once again Bridgeport’s civic
More recently Edward G.
The President promised to detail
Robinson came to Washington, laid pride has been injured by a show tax recommendations in his budget
biz
remark and once again the message.
facts before the committee, and
is launching a counterattack.
Latest affront to civic pride is a

m,

gen-Joshua

taining a profitable pace and was
figured likely to continue through
the balance of the current season.
However,’ business subsequently

Top TV Shows

line.

was given a clean bill of health.
“Both Miss Scott and Edward G.
Robinson told me they felt the
committee should open the door to
3ny person who felt he was
wronged by charges of Communist

on lOOG ‘Roberts’

frightens a
Brid.geport;

RCA

VICTOR RECORD
#20-4020

#47-4020

.

;

—

j

Wednesday, January io; 1951

'.LANV'

—

—
Honywood,

Jan.

BROADWAY

9.

1950 turned up a raft
of hopefuls. Greater, number still
must prove themselves after promising bo is, but studios are confi-

Films

in

.

dcnt that of
ready d i s p
.

Nation’s

Washington, Jan.

w

several

others, like Debbie Beyriolds, Sally
FoiTest and Mala .powers started
from scratch. Search \fo-r new faces
led .studios into all ''Quarters, and
to create new interest in screen
personalities producers cast unknows in important roles, hoping
tlint they’d emerge as winners.
Howard Keel, of N. Y. stage,
drew top male role opposite Betty

Huttdn

his first
chore, following this with
Love Song,’’ “Three Guys

for

t7).

compares with the $998,079,-

000

take

.

prior,
1939.

I

in

the

To

“Pagan

sive

his

in

first

Circus, Havana,

Sr.-

Cuba

Represented by

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.

one of the big annual affairs to
President held this year.
The White House Correspondents, White House News Photographers Assn, and the Gridiron
picture, LeMay- ciub have all cancelled out be-

Jr.-

Lons Pants On

!

now planning

IS

i

|
i

a Second

film to star Dexter.
Sally Forrest, discovered by Ida
on page 53)
t Continued

German Commies

East

WR
ffU

mil
Jdll

is

II. with President Roosevelt
attending and assuring all and sundry that the evenings of entertainment with the newsmen were some
of the best relaxation he got dur^
mg the war. New crop of cancellations was not at the request
of Mi\ Truman.
ftadio Correspondents Assn, ran
parties for the President
federal brass during the
and their big annual dinhave been a feature of the
winter season here for almost a
decade.
The four national networks pick
up the tab with one of them servThis year,
ing as “coordinator.”
ABC is handling the details and

m

Small

the bowout

in,

B

r“111fifai11211

^

Edwards,

is

The two Pathe Geremployees, Siegfried Rogge
and Heinz Tothterman, were sentenced to four years and thYee
years imprisonment, respectively,
The two photographers disappeared last .July while driving from
Berlin to Hamburg in a company
Ford sedan. After many notes from
U. S. officials, the Russians finally
admitted that they had been arrested and accused of dealing in
That was in
“illegal activities.”
warmongers.

man

situations, it apparently has heeii
missing one of the most significant
trends of all—the invasion of the

|

i

1

j

general chairman

,

|

webs
(heir’s

i

W

ill

are shooting for
extra
special
since
be the only dinner this
*

!

First of the cancellations, more
than a month back, came from the
Gncliron Club, which called off its
on the. ground that
special brand of entertainment

I

j

!

9.

i

j

list of big name talent be3 ssembled is not yet completed,

;

LOWE

While the film industry has been
pointing vvith pride at and viewing
with alarm a wide variety of global

The
;

A.

Washington, Jan.

of the dinner committee,

m
\^arners-Pathe newscameraTwo 117
men were sent to jail last week on
a charge of wo^ng for Amerman

HERMAN

By

War

.

total unknown to^create a characterization, cast^ Tony Dexter
title role of ValenUno, which Co;^mbia will distribute this yeai^

fact

that these organizations held nearly all of their affairs during World

-

initial acting in Hughes’ “Vendetta,” just released. Producer Edward
Small, evidenciug .his faith^in a

cifna^

inteinationa

the

Odd

*

\

world’s motion, picture entertainment market by the 16m theatre.
Although the climb has been
striking throughout the postwar
era, 1950 will probably go down as
the year in which 16m began to
.
grow into long pantS:
There are nations whose. 35m
theatres fear the 16m encroachment the way American exhibitors
fear television. In some (lo.untries,
trade regulations have been set up
to bar 16m commercial entertainment within a certain number of
miles of any 35m theatre. In other
countries, no features may be soM
for 16m theatrical screening until
at least a year after the 35m theatres have had it. In a number of
places, studios have sprung up to
produce pictures exclusively for
the 16m market.
One interesting recent development is the two-way theatre; it has

(Continued on page

^
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— roasting the President, and other

:

Government biggies—would be
!

in-

appropriate at this time,
Last week the White House Correspondents Assn, cancelled its af-.

Winter Riviera Season
Off to

which had been slated for
March 3 and the Photographers

f^iir

Allgust.

In December, the German commies passed a law to the effect that Assn, followed with a similar
any German who works for Ameri- blackout. Although it was not so
cans is guilty of committing a explained, some difficulty in obtop talent is believed to
“Crime against democracy” and liable for prosecution in East German have been a factor. The TV Aucourts.
Rogge and Tothterman thority edict against benefits is ber
Photograwere charged with committing a lieved to have hurt.
“crime against democracy by work phers ?ilso were troubled by a
ing for an American newsreel coni fight inside the organization bepariy,” This was only one week tween the newsreelers and the
Latter pushed out
after the new laW had been passed: still lensers.
During the trial, a statement was the reelers and took over the dinissued by the judge that Warner’s ner arrangements this year, but
Berlin chief, Bill McClure, should lacked the connections to get the
be standing in front of the court Hollywood cooperation which the
newsreel men Were able, to obtain.
for sentencing also,
'

.

1

I

i

:

i

;

OK

Start Despite

Shaky Int’l Situation
MARGARET GARDNER

By

.

>

Cannes, Jan. 9.
While Pans and other parts of
France are suffering one of the
coldest of winters, it’s warm on the
Riviera and a successful winter
season has been launched.
Francois Andre has returned to his
headquarters in Garines, after a
bullish summer Season in Deauville, and as owner of the Cannes
Winter Casino, which also has a
fine theatre and concert hall, has
.

.

'

1 / 10

Worm

during the winter.
The Carlton has reopened to
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New

York

bet a lot of

New

Yorkers never heard of this

little

park.

too close to them. When a New Yorker goes putta town he
You
sees everything, but you can’t see scenery in the subway.
knovv there’s a lot of actors come to this little park.
-Y^eh, I thought I kinda pegged a couple of pros:— TO-1 TV guys
.

19. N. Y.
i

ancc.

—

pu

Ad

here, thus breaking a 43-year precedent. Headlining neckliner will
be awarded the club’s annual
award as the “Outstanding Radio
Baltimore, Jan. 9.
Faye EmervSon will grace the dias Television Personality of 1950.”
at the annual .stag banquet of the
Previous’ winners were K( uny
Ballimorc Advertising Club, .set Delmar, Milton Berle, Abe Burr
for Feb. 3, at the Emerson hbtel rows among others*

Balto

“

Ont
Conodo ond Foreign—$1 Additionol per Ycor

PjSkIETY

9;

Britain’s theatre marquees and
thousands of illuminated adyertising signs again were blacked out
yesterday f Mon.) to help conserve
the natioh's fast* dwindling fuel
supply.
Switches
were
pulled
following the ukase handed down
last week by the Ministry of Fuel
and Power.
Ministry’s ban %n the u.se of
power for non-essential purposes
applies to all adverti.sing and di.s*
play lighting. Piccadilly Circus last
night took on a wartime appear-

Street
t

Headache

.

its

and two or
(Continued on page 63)

established

One Year
for

to

going over.
—That’s tough.
Yeh, and nobody knows what ever became of the 200,000 bucks.
There was a great spot for the actors that didn’t have free lunch
or liquor, but it sure. Came in handy for us layoffs in the summer.
That was the Automat. A great story goes with it. An old friend
of mine, the late Felix Isman, a faibulous character and maybe the.
greatest real estate operator in America, who had plenty of dough
invested in show biz, he was a backer of William Morris and. many
a Broadway show, and the reason I mention him Is because he was
the guy that sold the Globe theatre? to Charlie Dillingham and he
took an option on the lot next door and talked Horn & Hardart
from Philly to open up the Aiitomat which became one of the bigge.st money making restaurants in the country.
This gUy Felix
Isman once bought the old U. S. Mint building in Pliiladelphia,
and he took the gold off the roof, which settled there, from the
smelters for over 50 years, and got 1,000. times his investment back,
Jr. -^Why didnT the Government think of that?
Sr. —Listen, kid, governmChts never think of anything.
It’s people
think of things.
Anyway what T want to tell you is about the
summers years ago when us layoffs would go into the automat, get
a tall glass, fill it with ice, squeeze a lemon in it,, put some sugar
in.
Those were the days they had all those things, on the counter
you could help yourself lb. It really was for people that wanted
iced tea. Well, we sipped lemonade, for free.
Jr. —Gee, we young guys today don’t get nothing for free.
Sr..—What are
kicking about, kid? Here we are sittin’ in the park,
and there is no breathing meter bn our nbStrils, and don’t forget
kid, in the old days our salaries were so small we had to have free
lunch so we could live!

Jr.
Sr.

Some good plays have been
booked into the theatre, including
“Miss Mai bel,” with Ludmilla Pitoeff
which played two seasons in
Paris.
Concept / artists headed by
Jacques Thibault will be heard all

grarhs:

'

..

handy

-Well, this, is a great, spot to kinda dust your brain. I like this
time of year, not loo vvarm, not too cold; it kirida gives you a
promise of nice things to come. The flowers are just peeking out,
the grass, is getting that healthy look and the trees look happy in
1 heir new clothes.
Jr. -Hey, you ain’t going poetic on me, are you Senior?
Sr. -No, you know on days like this I kinda think of the old days when
a biinch of us Would gather on the Palace Grill—that’s what vve
used to call the subway grating in front of the Palace theaU^-^
and we would go and get a beer betwe#»n lies we were telling each
other to kinda break up the monotony. There were great spots
for those things in those days.
Jr.-^I heard a lot about those saloons with the free lunch. Was that
really
1
on the level?
Sr.— Listen, kid, there was a couple of dozen places that you could have
a meal with a 5c glass of beer. Of course, some were better than
Like the,
others, but some of ’em sure stand out in my mind.
Gayety Cafe, on the southwest corner of 46th street and Broadway.
His bartender
It was owned by a grand guy called Frank Gerahty.
was a guy called Billy LaHiff (Nancy Carroll’s uncle). Funny thing,
Billy LaHiff later owned the famous tavern on West 48th street,
and his old boss, Gerahty, worked for him Until his death. That
old Gayety specialized in welsh rarebit on a hunk of toast. The
great thing about it was that they kept fresh, not stringy or like
a rubber boot, and hundreds of guys would, try to get the recipe
but I never met one who did.
Jr.- -They’d give ’em to you free?
When Billy
Sr. -Yeh, and get sore if you didn’t eat enough of ’em.
LaHiff opened the tavern that became the meeting place for every
great celeb \yho got into town, like they do now at A1 Schacht’s,
Toots Shor, Lindy’s and Stage Delicatessen. Jack Dempsey. Keaims,
Runyon* Bugs Baer, Ring Lardner, Gene Fowler, Paul Whiteman
and hundreds of others would gather there. And what laughs,
what fun, what an education!
Jr.- -Well I only know those guys by their names, but I sure would like
to have met ’em after all the great things I’ve read about ’em.
Sr. -Well, I don’t have to tell you much about those guys.
They all
left a record, a grand record.
Jr.- -Tell me more about those free Jimeh places.
Sr. -Every bar had free lunch.
Some were better than others, of
course.
The Astor hotel and the Hoffman House had high class
stuff like dabs of caviar on crackers; only the bigtime guys would
hit those places* but guys like me would hit the “solid” spots, where
the bartender was your pal, and would turn his head when he
knew you were filling up because you were hungry. I mean spots
like Dowling*s, which was on the southwest corner of 43rd street
and Broadway, a great old Irishman who put up a meal for 20c,
By that I mean 20c went for four beers and the free lunch was
practically a six-course dinner. There must have been terrif profits
in the old saloon biz.
Dowling sold out his place ''for $200,000
and took the money with him on the boat taking him back to the
old country where he was gonna settle down as a country gentleman, like he dreamed about for years. Well, he died on the boat

ihstigated a series of pppulair pro-

,

Snbseription Order

this is so

is

studying their parts.

'

tion.

few hours, and

Sr,-

'

.

a

Sr.- -It’s

'

Sundowners,’’!
sebred to greater degree in his
producers’ “High
second, same
Lonesome;’’ He next will be
glimpsed in their “Quebec,” still
to be released.
Domergue, kept under
Faith
wraps by Howard Hughes for
neaiTy seven years, was first seen
by public in RKO’s “Where Danger Lives,” although she did her

of the Americas.

Funny I’ye passed here many a time and
nice ’at that.
I figured it was just flop guys and dames
sits here;
on the pickup.
-Boy, you are so wrong. Why some of. the finest people in the city
spend a few hours here every day. They get out of the library
and kinda let the stuff they read swim around in fresh air,
-This

Jr.T -I’ll

'

“The

Avenue

;

Ringling Bros., BarnurP and Bailey

Named

Tcmpleton’s

cir-

wondered who

be the only

slated for Feb. 3, will

.

Jr.-

Currently Held Over
Fil’ili Wot'k

Washington, J«an. 9i
Dinner of the Radio Corresppndehts Assn, to President Truman,

Named

to

Lane.'-

THE INIMITABLE

Truman

Pres.

Park, 42nd street and

from Broadway for

WILL MAHONEY

Only One to Give Dinner

screen

Vh*e" Mert,^’” for his
production.
launching, then followed by
p aying his original stage jole in
Desire,’
A Streetcar
C’iarles Feldman Warnsrs’ production., oppo.site Vivien Eeigh.
John Barrymore, Jr.* was impres-

amusements

Census of Business made in

D. G. Radio Scribes Group

and
now/ “Showboat.’’
hlike’’
Brando starred in Stanley Kramer’s
fi'm

for

o’ cat

being weaned on the borscht

of walking me here to Bryant Park?
Sr.—^W ell, on a nice day like this I like to/kinda sit around surrounded
by grass and trees and sky. This is a nice spot^
Jr.-Yes, but I never figured a feller like you was a grass-and-tree giiy.
Sr.^I am up to a certain point. The first time 1 saw grass was when
It was the time my Uncle Louis was buried.
I
I was about TO.
wouldn’twanna live next to a hayloft, but I do like to get away

c
a
Sunday

.

announced

total,

-

is just^

.

Jr.— What’s the idea

.

The

Get

“Annie

Metro’s

in

Your Gun’’

PLACE^Bfyaht

^
,

.

TIME—Now.

674,997.000 in 1948,. according to
the U. S Census of Business taken

'

wiih
with
Some came from the
lame already behind theni, such as
udy Holliday;
]\larlon Brando and
„ta(yp
stage,

—

BROADWAY

9.

—

SR.r-A guy who ha$ played everything from one

the Palace.
JR. A kid who
suit and small niteclubs.

Gross

The nation’s commercial amusement establishments grossed $2,

'

1 a y e d
achieve stardom.
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By JOE LAURIE, JR.—
CAST

Goes

Gliib Citation

to

Faye Emerson
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nCTURES

Wednesday, January 10, 19S1

GOVT.
triple-dam-4
MUlti-milUon^^
age antitrust suit against the major film companies and the Loew’s

and

RKO

New York

circuits in

is

being prepped by the SkouraS Theatres chain. Principal charge will
be that the circuit has suffered
financially by being unable to get
product to give it an- even break
with the two major chains in the
metropolitan area.
Paradoxical angle of the pending
suit is that one of the defendants
will be 20th-Fox. George Skouras,
who heads the 72-theatre web,
which operates houses in the New
York-New Jersey territory, is a
brother of Spyros Skouras, 20th
prexy, and Charles Skouras, Chief
of 20th’s National Theatres subsid.
Spyros and Charles Skouras -are
belifeved to have an interest directly or indirectly in the circuit.
Charles testified in a deposition in
California last week that he and
his two brUthers have pooled their
incomes since 1914.
Attitude of Spyros and Charles
Skouras toward the impending action is undisclosed, but it is known
that George is determined to go
through with it, He has long battled for a better break on runs and
clearances in his houses in opposition to the Loew’s and RKO cirHe feels that the secondary
cuits.
position forced on his theatres has
cost him considerable coin arid he
has the same right to attempt to
Tecover it as have dozens of other
exhibs in hundreds of antitrust
suits against the majors in recent
years.

Suit has been in the wind for
time. Iri that respect, and in
many other instances, it is similar
action which ^^ed Schwartz’s
the
to

some

Century circuit has had under com
sideration for a

number

:

of years,

Century action, with a bid for a
better break for some of its houses,
(Continued on page 56)

smi HOPE FOR MEET OF
Meeting of top film industry exfrom both coasts to talk out
the many problems currently conecs

fronting the business

may

still

be

held. Subject came up for discussion again yesterday (Tues.) at the
Motion Picture Assn, of America

board meet, where the major compnnv execs decided to shoot for a
mid-February date for the discussions,

original plan, which
a number of
execs decided they had too .little to
talk about to warrant the trip to
Phoenix, proposed site of the meet,
the new proposal would have leaders of production, distribution and
exhibition participate.
New site

As with the

fell

Dept, of Justice has started an
investigation of the board of directors of the new RKQ Theatres Co.
Pl\ilip Marcus, of the Dept, of

through when

HdnOlUlu, Jan. 9.
Joseph M. Schenck, who has been Justice, acknowledged in Washinghere for- the past six weeks, sails ton yesterday (Tuesday) that the
for home tomorrow ( Wedriesday ). Department was acting on comHe’ll be accompanied by Metro plaints that terms of the RKO
divorcement decree were not beexec Edward Marinix,
ing adhered to, since the new
20th-Fox production boss has board consisted predominantly of
been recuperating here from a seri- Howard Hughes appointees.
ous illness. His health is reported
Marcus said that the investigaconsiderably improved,
tion might be complete in about
Dr. Harry Martin, here with him two weeks. He also said that he
for a spell, has since gone to intended to enter a motion before
antitrust
special
statutory
Rochester^ Minn., for medical ob- the
servation.
His wife, columnist court in New York later this month
Hughes’
Louella O. Parsons, has joined him. asking that trustee for
theatre company stock be forced
Scherick’s other Visitor, Irving Berto sell it.
Marcus refused to say
lin, has since left for Hollywood. >
what time limitation on the sale
|

f

would be sought.
Depti of Justice attorney likewise refused to name the complainant regarding the new theatres directorate. It was learned in
N. Y,, however, that' the monority
stpdkholders
headed by
group
David J. Greene, stock exchange

member and
had

held
Marcus.

m

stability and cooperation among
labor, Industry and Government In
-

the growing

rearmament program.

Wallis Traveling
Hal Wallis

is

obviously plan-

productipn-distributipii
organization is believed in trade circles to
have been a major factor in the
breakup Dec. 31 of their personal

nirigbn going somewhere, but
the locale appears uncertain.

He registered the followirig
titles with the Motion Picture
Assn. of America registration
bureau last week:
o n t e r e y,” “Nogales,”
“Waco,” ‘‘Abilene,” “Amarillo,”

income-pooling
agreement
by
Charles, Spyrps and George Skouras.
,

Charles Skpuras admitted that
the pooling arrangement had bieen
in force since the beginning of the

“M

“Juarez,” “Houston,” ‘‘Pecos
River,” ^‘Tia Juana” and “GaK
vestbn.”

brothers’ show biz careers in 1914^
That such a setup existed had long
been rumored in the tra
and was
said to have been known to the Internal Revenue Dept., but was
spread officially on the record last
week in Samuel Goldwyn’s $6,750 ,000 antitrust suit against NT's Fox
West Coast and other chains.
The admission from Charles
Skouras was in a deposition. It was
elicited only after a court order
had been procured by Joseph L.
Aliotp,
Goldwyn attorney, from
Federal district cour. judge Edward P, Murphy. Skouras, on the
Arthur Rank’s controversial advice of his lawyers, had previousJ.
“Oliver Twist”; film is to be given ly refused to answer, claiming the
another chance at receiving a Pro- matter was irrelevant and iriimaduction Code seal. Motion Picture terial in the present action.
.

Greene group, meantime, has
been active on a number of other Assn,
fronts. It represents the second voted

Negotiations are now in progress
for revision of Dore Schary’s contract as Metro’s v.p. in charge of
production. Schary is seeking option warrants on a block of Loew’s
(Metro parent company ) stock. No
other change in compensation or
duties is contemplated in the sevenyear pact which Schary inked in
July, 1948.
Aim of the warrants that Schary
is asking is to permit him to profit
by an .appreciation that occurs in
the value of Loew’s shares. Such
options have become particularly
valuable since changes were made
in the Internal Revenue Act of 1950

America’s directorate
of
at a regular board meet iri
largest stock holdings in
next New York yesterday (Tues.) to have
to Hughes. The syndicate has been the picture, on which a seal has
approached by Noah Dietrich, chief been denied until now because of
aide to Hughes, with a plan for a its alleged anti-Semitic implications, returned to Production Code
stock swap.

RKO

i

:

Scheme

calls for a

(Continued

group to turn chief Joseph

bn page

16)

ercisable for a specified number of
shares within a specified period of
years. Price at which they can buy
the stock is ordinarily one-eighth
or one-quarter of a point higher
(Contiriiied

on page

16)

SCHARY HUDDLES WITH
SCHENCK AND RODGERS

Breen

view the film again
determine whether any dele-

Preliminaries

May Have

To Be Worked Out Prior
To Loew’s-Govt. Dickers

is

tp

tions are possible that would eliminate the objectionable overtones.
He’s to advise the
A board ol
any action he takes, with the board

MPA

then to decide whether it should
grant the seal.
William C. MacMillen, prez of Eagle Lion Classics,
which is distributing “Twist” domestically for Rank, said he would
send the print to Breen on the
Coast later yesterday afternoon.
(Claims that “T.wist” has aritiSeriiitic connotations are based on
(Continued on page 20)

Hughes Tool Expands
Hughes Tool Co., headed by producer and RKO topper Howard
Hughes, plans expansion of its
Houston plant by about 25% to
manufacture artillery for tanks.
Cost of expansion will run into

week, trade in nearly all key cities making great showings this week,
shap. as standout newcomers, but
is down sharply in current session.
Snowstorms, severe cold and rain other new entries do not shape up
so

Women” (EL)

well.

biz
itLelf to

round,

this

circus

“Harvey” (U) and “Mr. Music” for Marriage”
(Par), which have been fighting week at N. Y.
it

out for

first laurels

for thr^e

weeks running, again are neck-nneck for No. 1 position this stanza.
“Harvey,” with some 16 playdates,
is finishing on top, with uniformly
nice to smash totals. It is leader
in two keys, and is making its
strong showing despite a holdover
Florida resort purely for a vacation Status in numerous spots. “MusiC”
and to shake off the flu, which had is a close second, although some
him intermittently bedded for the showings were rated only good arid
past few months. He said he had
not only lost all trace of the virus,
“Pagan Love Bolig”: (M-G) took
but that the back trouble with over third'^rplaee, “yhile “Dallas”
which he was bothered last year (WB). wound up in fourth. Fifth
had also completely disappeared. money went, to “Branded,” another
He’ll be here until the end of the from Par stables. “King Solomon’s
long the champ,
Mines” ( M-G
month.
Program for 1951 will entail was sixth. ‘Tor Heaven’s Sake”
20th ) which previously had been
about 45 pix, as against the 42
lensed last year, Schary stated. doing better, dropped down to sev-i
Budgets Will be about the same, enth slot.
“Never a Dull Mornent” RKO)
with no ceilings, each one being
(U)
tailored according to needs of the and “Women on the Run”
rounded out the Big Nine list.
script.
As for further comparatively low- “Vendetta” (RKQ), “Great Man(Col)
and “Watch the
budget experimental pix along the hunt”
(M-G) were runner-up
line of last year’s “Next Voice Birdie”
You Hear,’* Schary said he has sev* films in that order.
“Born Yesterday” (Col) and
eral scripts In work.
) ,

(

,

(

too

new,

is

Harmon originally went to his
home in Mississippi to rest and was
due back in mid-December. His
stomach kicked up so badly, however,

that he was forced

sanatorium

M^G

) ,

Capitol,

hot rated

is

Chi and slim in
Par ) also
“Goldbergs”
only passable in Frisco and
(

,

dull in Philly,

“Man Who

Himself”

Cheated

fair in Detroit,
shapes
(20th),
“Mudlark”
bright in Cleveland.
(20th) is down corisiderably from
opening week in its third N. Y.
frame.

^Fuller Brush Girl” ((^iJol) looks
trim in Philly arid good in Minne“Dial 1119’' (M-G) ^ neat
apolis.
in Minneapblis.

“Jackpot”

(

Washington,

is

2()th

husky

),

pacing

“Highway 301’^ (WB)

is

in

that key.
great in

Seattle, but mild in Pitt.

Pleaise a Lady” (M-G) is
in Montreal. “Three Husbands” (UA) looms fine in Chi.

“To
smash

^Kansas Raiders”

(XJ)

is

fast

in

6.311 Yucca Street
Washington 4
129? National Press Building

Chicago

“Harriet Craig” (Col) shapes
“Flying Missile”
flabby in Pitt.
(Col) continues bn the slim side.
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into

Miami, where doc-

in

tors are insisting that he remain
indefinitely. They 1 ave told him
he won’t return to work until the
end of March, at the earliest.

“Grounds
due in this

bally.

(

lending

pic

strongly in

Philly^

about two months.

However, “Prehistoric
accounted for some

also

nice

Francis Harmon, v.p. of the Motion Picture Assn, of America, will
continue to be absent from his
chores for another three months
at least. He is recuperating in Miami from a serious stomach ailment
that already has had him away
from his desk in New York for

FOUNDED BV SIME SILVERMAN

Post^Holiday Slump; ^Harvey’ New Champ^
^Music’ in 2d; ^Song/ ^Dallas’ Next Best
(20th),
Following smash biz New Year’s “Halls of Montezuma”

cities,

Harmon

Published Weekly by VARIETY, Inc
Harold Erichs. President
154 West 46tb St: New York 19 N V
Holly wo6d 28

in

are taking a bite in several
but the plethora Of holdovers and the natural post-holiday
dip are hurting the worst.

Ailing

Trade Mark Registered

millions of dollars.

National Boxoffice Survey
Keys

After revealing that the pooling
(Continued on pag j 22)

Breen for re-exam-

I.

ination.
to

Washington, Jan. '9.
Although Loew’s has agreed to
anti-trust decree with
negotiate
an
permitting profits made on stock
transactions of this type to be com- the Government, the actual dickering
may not bon^n^cnoe for the
puted as capital gains for income
next two or three weeks, it was
tax purposes.
David L. Tannenbaum, Schary’s disclosed today (Tues.). One Jusattorney. Was in New York most pf tice Dept, spokesman pointed out
last week, negotiating the contract that there might be some prelimichange .with Leopold * Friedman, naries before the two sides sit down
v.p.
and secretary of Loew’s. to work out a divorcement deal.
Meantime, the antitrust division
Schary is vacationing at Boca
is getting ready to resume talks
Raton, Fla.
with
20th-Fpx which have come a
It is understood that there is
considerable distance toward suclittle if any opposition to Schary’s
cess.
However, no meetings are
request for the stock options. Options normally gjven execs are ex- slated for this week.

has not been determined, nor is
Boca Haton, Fla., Jan. 9.
there any specific agenda set, but
it’s expected the meetirig-place will
Dpre Schary, Metro’s v.p. in
be probably a western city (but not charge of production, who is vacaLos Angeles.)
tioning here, huddled over the
Following
MPA A board weekend with prexy Nicholas M.
the
meet, foreign managers of the Schjnck and sales chief William F.
major companies met yesterday to Rodgers. Schenck flew South for
discuss new restrictions pending the sessions and Rodgers has been
against American films in Aus- vacationirig in Miami Beach.
tralia,
They sought to determine
Schary said the talks were purely
what constitutes an Anierican pic bri the future production prograrii
Down Under, in order to figure and general studio matters.
what their remittances should be.
Schary declared he is at this lush

Washington, Jan. 9.
Eric Johnston, prez of Motion
Picture Assn, of America, and
Charles E. Wilson, Director of Defense Mobilization, reported to
Presiderit Trunaan Friday (5) bn a
Secret conferencebf top labor and
industrial execs held in New York
a couple of days before.
Johnston,
who arranged the
meeting, said it Would be followed
by others for the purpose of work^
ing out ways to achieve economic

inyestrrient adviser,
‘^‘discussions”
with

San Francisco, Jan. 9.
Impending divorcement of National Theatres from the 2()th-Fpx

$20 Foreign

28
50
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Last Month’* B.O. Champ*
1.

2.
3.
4.

For 2d Strait Month; let’s Dance’ 2d

5.

6.

National boxoffice winners last ^
month included many of. the topi
Bautzer Huddle
pictures of November, according to Grant,
reports from Variety correspondTeaming
East-West
ents in 24 representative key cities,
FilnV attorneys Arnold Grant and
In many ways the principal favorGreg Bautzer are understood hud*
ites at the wickets represented a
dling in New York this week on an
virtual retake of the November
east-west legal partnership. Grant’s
sweepstakes. As in that month,
law firm in New York and Bautzer’s
Solomon's Mines” IM-G)
‘‘hling
cOp first !*" Hollywood would be welded into
ease

7.

8.
9.

On

swept through"

'

10.

,

^

I

for him there for the past six
rnonths, and the partnership would
an extension of that arrangenient.
Gordon Youhgman, former
as much monev. Same was
general counsel, joined Bautwhich
Story
“\Vesf Point.
a couple weeks ago.
not far^ behind
thh'd.
fiiiished
bautzer returns to the Coast tbNoj
“Dance.” LaUer v^'is sixth
.(Thursday) after a D.C.
vember vvhile“Slpry was ninth ^.g^opoff’ in re his Navy service. He
that month.
was a wartime Naval flyer.
I

i

;

RKQ

i

;

-

m

j

Willv Love” (M-G)
fourth money, almost even
“Story.” “Jackpot” (20th),
Which was eighth the month before,
never did show as much strength
as expected but managed to edge

“Two Weeks

took
with

2

.

Italo

Film Execs Seen

j

.

Up

to fifth slot last

month.

As

“All About Eve” (20th), in.second
position in November, continued
strong to take sixth place, in December. “Amei'ican Guerilla,” also
from the 20tli-Fox stables, was seventh, while “Breakthroiigh” captured eighth position. “Guerrilla”
was fourth, and “Breakthrough”
fifth in the previous month.
“Harriet Craig” (Gbl), while a bit
disappointing for a Joan Crawford
starrer, managed to wind up ninth.
“Joan of Arc” (RKO), out on popscale dates; rounded' out the Big
10 list,
Indicative Of bow desultory film
theatre biz was last month is the
large number of runnerup pix for
December, few of which did consistently big trade. One big exception was “Trio” (Par), which was
sock in the few spots where played,
but the overall total was not large,
since it went into arty houses for

classification

9..

i

Two Italian film execs, Dr. Genato Gualinp and Dr. Pietro Bullio,

1

current fiscal vear by releasing at
whose entrance to the U. S. has the same thue figures for the first
been blocked under provisions of 12 weeks ended Nov. 23, 1950,
the McCarran act, are expected to showing
^1 994 954
of

,

.

,

.

'

ica.

MPAA'

!

'

;

;

;

;

j

weiit

to

Tllus^ the net was
up $1,109,693 for the year and
$342,305 for the new first quarter,

bat

are the first to affect pix reps.
Dr. Gualino, veepee of

Lux

theatres,
rentals and M-G-M Records
fell from $170.542;i20 in 1949 to
While fhe
$167,913,312 for 1950.
company^ does not break down the
i-evcnue" figures, they reflect the
boxoffice slump suffered durin*'
the la.st year.
But Loew’s more
than compensated for the decline
by its two biggest plus items. Revenue from its radio transcription
service, labeled M-G-M Radio Attractions, plus that from
its 50, OOO-watt radio station in New
York, totaled $5,908,215 in 1950, as
compared with $4,369,744 in 1949
As for Us operating expenses,
the company listed $46,364,052 for
1950, as compared with $60,807,342
for the previous "year. Loew’s also

!

]

•

:

I

Films of Rome, bn whose lot “Bitter Rice” was made, was refused
entry because, while at college, be
automaticaUy became a memberof
a student group which has been
Dr. Bullio,
branded a.s Fascist.
pfexy of Scalera Films, had to ..join

'

|

i

was “Kan-

j

[

regime in order to earn

a

law

•,

started out the final week in De- them.
Seek to Clear Actress
cember, showed marked strength,
Another case currently in
aided by Xmas week trade, they

compared with
Payment of
salaries to corporate execs and
stages of being cleared by
stars remained approximately the
is that ot Anna Marie Persame for the fwo years. Financial
young Roman featured play- statement listed general
and ad506 for

initial

playdates to make
showings. In this
showing the biggest money totals
as well as the most strength were

angeli,
er in Metro’s “Terese.” Miss Perangeii, whom studio is trying to get

MPAA

representative
category and

,

'

i

excellently on two opening dates.
“Born Ye.sterday” (Col), which
started at N. Y. Victoria on Dec.
26, landed a smash opening session, total being near the house’s
alltime high. “Vendetta” (RKO)
also did well opening week in N. Y.

MPAA

•‘Mudlark” (20th), which opened
Strongly in N, Y.» slippecl sharply
in second round,
‘^Branded” (Par) was strong On
playdate. “Cyrano” (UA)
great promise bn basis of

its initial

showed
first few

.

dates, although in smaller
houses, and in N. Y. playing two-aday. “Kim” (M-Cr) loomed big oh
basis Of showing.s in two key cities.
•‘Magnificent Yankee,” also from
Metro, was great on L.A. teeoff.

a.s

1949.

ministrative expenses for 1950 at
$2,620,600 for 1950, as against $2,here along with her mother and
611,489 for the preceding year.
twin sister, for a tubthumping tour
While ho breakdown on film proand additional screen tests, was a duction
costs were listed, the commember of a Fascist youth group pany reflected
its
recently-instiat the age of 8.
Membership in tuted increase in
the number of
v
lo,
,
those days was compulsory.
Assets listed fiims
Loonhoic which is exoeked to
at $30,396,935 for
Si'"
the A\ay
wai^^ loi
ti^ti
ease
cnese
oeoDle asj
ea^e ine
esi people,
iQ^^
o«oinc+ $28,020,728
<too oon rroo
as against
195(),
for
well as others in the same interna1949. Films completed and not retional boat, is the famed 9th pro
leased totaled $19.799,979,. as comviso of the 1917 Immigration Act,
pared with $18,315,779 for the prewhich enables the attorney general
ceding year, while those currently
to admit on temporary permits visiin release, less the standard amortors who have been labelled “inadtization,
totaled
$24,378,707 for
missible.”
The way tlu’ough this
1950, as against $23,462,886 for the
proviso is paved with a tangle of
previous year.
red tape and a series of compliNet for 1950 includes $808,020
cated steps.
reps, anticiprofit, after taxes realized from
pating more cases of the same type,
the sale of capital assets! Net of
look upon this trio of cases as trail$6,744,761 for 1949 included earnblazers.
ings of $525,855 not previously
Feeling here is that congressiohaccTued of an allied corporation
al foes of the McCarran act are de-

(U),

•‘Pagan Love Song” (M-G), “Dallas”
(WB), “Frenchie” dJ) and “For
Heaven’s Sake” (20th). Initial engagements hint that the firsL four
have the strongest boxoffice potential. “Heaven,” oddly enough, was
not uniformly smash, despite Clifton Webb’s draw. “Frenchie” did

1950,

$5,425,699 for

the

were not included .in the December
because they didn’t have enough

list

,

now wholly owned

uriidentito reduction
of prior years’ depreciation on certain properties to conform to rates
fixed by the Internal Revenue Bureau.,
Loew’s share of net income of
partly owned subsidiaries not distributed as dividends to the par-

lighted with the strtest letter-ofr
law inleipretatioh, verging on the
absurd in soine eases, which the
Justice Dept, has applied to its apPlication, They feel this will show

i

up weaknesses and

!

1

.

j

I

;

.

current downtown policy. A sj stem
have to be worked out, the
whereby among its four
^^Oiises the circuit would have to
release a given number of films
13-week period to the neigh-

’

i

fied)

injustices*

Scuttlebut here is that State
“Watch Birdie” (M-G) was a bit
disappointirig on first dates, but Dept, will soon ask Justice Dept.
mamiWd to do stout and nice trade ifor a special ruling on cases of]
clem--cut hardship such as these of
111 some spots.
“Mad Wednesday” (RKO) Jiad the Italian film folk,
some fairly good weeks via additional datings. “Soiithside 1-1000”
John Ford Rejoins
(Mono), just starting out, nianaged
several worthwhile scissions. “Never
Hollywood, Jah. 9.
bull Monionl” (RKO), which finJohn Ford is postpohing the
ished sixth one week, was in a like start of “The Quiet Man” to rejoin
category.
Navy as a captain, He is. on
itl
“Rio Grande!’ (Rep), third in No- ,his way to Korea to film naval
vember, was a runnerup one ses- action there,
sion and continued to show real
During World War II Ford made
stamina. “Woman On Run” (RKO) ,a series of pictufes which \vere
was in a similar situation, being adopted officially by the Navy,
sixth one stanza. “Milkman” (U) While he is away, preparations for
did some sizable biz where Jimmy “The Quiet Man” will be carried
Durante, comedy star of pic* was on by his Argosy partner, Merian
given big ballyhoo.
IG. (!Iooper*
]

(blit

and $460,460 due

in live telecasting, film studios felt
the plays could not be presented
frequently enough to impair the
value of pic exhibition rights
..
,
.
..
Among
its two Loop theu*as not realized at the time that
is currently setting loose .technical problems would prevent
every 13 weeks.
live telecasts on a national netB&K had originally asked that work, as was the case in radio.
Kine.scoping
the court lift the two-week limit
changed the situation,
A second arugment in favot of
on pix playing its Loop houses, that
the' right of an author to grant
it be granted at least three weeks’
clearance tinae, and the right to kinescope rights as part of the live
double up on films released by dis- television grj^t is that this is imtrib defendants in the original 1947 plied in motion picture contracts,
decree. To this, Igoe charged that Colton pointed out. As a matter
the ,circuit was merely attempting of contract construction, provisions
to retry the initial case. “There is frequently are implied in agreenothing wrong or illegal Ayith urt- ments.
Until there is a court determinalimited runs and clearance time per
se,” Igoe said, pointing out, how- tion of the issue, Colton contendever, that they become evils when ed, ah, author cannot safely grant
kinescope rights as part of the
used for ah unlawful end.
Tom McConnell, Jackson Park grant of live television rights.
attorney, said that a system similar What he can do, without incurring
to RKO’s would be perfectly agree- risk, is only to relinquish, or quitwhatever kinescope rights
able to the plaintiffs, should B&K
Colton asserted that
wish to adopt it. A1 Teton, circuit
acquiring such a quitclaim,
counsel, denied that such a reacquiring only the live tele.coui'se had cver been opened to
(Continued on page 56)
B&K.

I

,

.

.

j

1949.
at

Navy

,

compared with $725,581 in
Current and working as.sets
Aug. 31, 1950, totaled $114.1 61,876, compared with $116,299,820
in 1950,

for the previous

seal year, while
current liabilities totaled $24,967,018, compared with $22,965,982.
fi.

!

Stillman Shelves ^Sky*

.

Hollwood, Jan. 9,
conditions caused Robert
Stillman to shelve “fsland in the
Sky,” originally slated as his third
independent production.
Ricture would have required cooperation by the U. S. Air Force,
which 1.5 not available at this time.

War
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N. Y. to L. A.

Anne

Art Arthur
Robert Benjamin

Mai Boyd

Francis

Jo Brooks
Caroline Burke
Joe Carlton

Bert Friedlob

George Gla.ss
Jack Hylton
Arnold Jacobs
Henry Jones
Joseph Justman
Sam Katz

Marge & Gower Champion
Dane Clark
Hume CrOnyn

Armand Deqtsch
joanne Dru
Maurice Evans
Charles Feldman
Frank Fontaine
Samuel Goidwyn

Stanley Kramer
Abe Lastfogel

Herman Levin
Monica Lewis
Lenore Lonergan

Diana Herbert

Robert Rossen
Spyros Skouras
Carleton Smith
Bill Watters
Nat Wolff

Sam

John Hodiak
A1 Horwits

John Ireland

Zagori

N. Y. to Europe
Alfred W. Crown
Marquis de Cuevas
Louis Dreyfus

Jules Levey
Alexander Paal

Perce Pearce
Nathan Wachsbcrgcr
Larry Watkin

to N* Y.

Art Buchwald
Charles Carpenter
Maurice Winiiick

Joe Kaufman
Arthur Kriin
Charles Lederer
Aleen Leslie

Edwin Lester
Loii Levy

:

Hanya Holm
Fred Leahy
Yvette Lebon

Europe

A. to N. Y.

Ellis Arnall

Greg Bautzer
Edna Best
Maurice Duke

'

I

Expense Issue
Because of the expense involved

jiu’ist said,

,

a similar group under the Mussolini

i

:

WMGM,

;

“Harvey”

;

.,

.

'

Loews revenue from

film

i

Moment” (RKO), “I’ll Get By” degree.
Both men’s companies have
(20th), “Two Flags West” {20th)
American affiliates and applied for i,qmm;d''Tts7)aym;nt orffim'rent"
and “Highway 301” (WB).
While several new pictures, which the visa in Older to consult "hh j gj,.
^3 254 ,-

(Par),

I

32c per tihare.

with State
Dept,
and immigration officials
when the men. members of the assbeiation’s foreign advisory board,
were refused visitors’ visas under
the strict interpretation of the con
troversial law. Though there have
becn cases of musicians barred by
far-fetched effects of the act, these

sas Raiders” (U), clicking sufficiently to rack up more than $125, OCiO
in just the biggest keys. Other runnerup films were “Never a Dull

“Mr. Music”

:

'

•

nf i*
luOtlOIl

|

J

.'

,

influence ownership of tele
gh ts to plays sold for pix.
Question of whether an author

,

^

get the green light for a visit here equivalent to 39c per sHare,
any day now, thanks to elTorts of .against $1,652,640 for the correthe Motion Picture Assn, ol Amer" sponding period la^t year equal to

-

’

ri

‘

'

j

ly

can grant kirieseppe rights along
with his grant of live television
rights is one of the headaches facLOSCS
ing all parties involved.
CoUon
said there was a sharp difTerence
To Temper Decree
of opinion among lawyers on this
Picture companies take po(\C
Ul JdCKSOn 1 2irK sition that an author cannot grant
kinescope rights since the comChicago, Jan. 9.
pahies own all motion picture teleBalaban & Katz’s drawn-out legal WsiOrT rights?* ciaim J s%Vs7dV Co^
crusade to temper the Jackson ton said, on principle that a kinePark decree was lost last week in -^cope is a film recording of a live
and is, therefore, part of
Chi federal court. In an oral deciteleyision
P\ctm-e
nixirig the cncuits
circuit’s petition,
Delition
nghts owned exclusively by them.
^ Igoe questioned how
Ji)dge Michael
Arguments on behalf of the auhave respect for me thors’ position,
point to
Wep he to up- the creation of kinescope netv
ciicuit s motion. As a le- uoiks, a development not contenithe jurist suggest- piated when many Of the eaiM^
H&K work out a^quota systein contracts were drawn _np. F.im
Hoop, similar to the current companies did not object to he
author holding on to the live video
setup,
“sed after the expn-aIgoe’s alternative is a long way
fi'oiw B&K’s demands, but never- tion of the restricted period, Coll^heless an improvement over its ton said.

a |r

i

'

the most part.
A surprise entry to get into the

runnerup

the
Washington, Jan.

court decisions or otherwise.
The Screen Writers Guild is currently in a dispute with the studios on a demand for Separation of
screen and TV rights, Settlement
of that situation_ Would undoubted-

—

j

Loexy’s, Inc., for the last fiscal
year.
In an annual report issued
this week, the company disclosed
a net of $7;854.454 for the year
ending Aug;’ 31, 1950, ebdivalent to
$1.53 per share, as compared with
$6,744,761 for tlie previous year,
wiiicb equalled SI. 31 per share.
eompany indicated that, it is
continuing its profitmaking for the

--

Absence of a court determination with respect to the television
rights of a play, which has been
sold for motion pictures is stymying clarification of the problem,
Edward E. Colton, theatrical attorney and motion picture negotiator
for the Authors League, said last
week.
Writing in the Authors

League News* Colton expressed
hope that In the near future the
problems would be cleared up by

'

were the chief factors behind the
boom, in earnings racked up by

——

i:.:'
.

;

!

•

;

-

.

'

^

Hoosier Hotshots Set
For Vidpix at Mono.

“Breakthrough” (WB).
“Harriet Craig” (Col>.
“Joan of Arc” (RKO).

FOR METRO

work

I

•

” Jackpot” fZOth);
“All About Eve” (20th).
“Amer. Guerrilla” (20th).

26 half-hour vidpix at Monogram,
starting Jan. 26, with Bill Broidy
Productions distributing. Broidy,
preky,
brother of MonogTam’s
Steve Broidy, is financing the
$182^000 progrfirn, which James
JDoolittle will produce.
Anita Gordon, regular singer on
country combo’s airshow, will be
Hotshots were On live
in cast.
video for Ontra Cafeterias at $1,250 weekly and ducked out for
LTpsurge of over $1,500,000 in its eastern personals at $3,500 weekradio transcription service and ii. ly.
Restaurant chain hasn’t recut of over '$4,000,000 in its the- placed them.
-A
atre and office operating expenses

maintained an office on
Coast until about a year ago.
gautzer’s office has br^n handling

i

'

$1,854,

Gr^^

I

'

Hollywood, Jan. 8.
Hoosier Hotshots are set to makb

to

th

D c
place
v
Despite the sharp downbeat boxoffice-wise, ‘‘Solomon zoomed to ^
$760,000 total gross. This compaies
with $895,000 in November. Second
Par),
place went to “Let s Dance
aithough racking up only apout half

^'Solomon’s Mines” (M-G),
“Let'S Dance’’ (Par).
“West Point Story” (WB).
“2 Weeks With Love”
(M-G),

John

Liiiid

Jeanette MacDonald
Sarah Marshall
Louis B. Mayer

Hugh Owen
Gene, Raymond
David E. Rose
Roy Rowland
Dorothy Schiff^
Martha Scott
Eddie Sherman

Howard

Strickling

William Warfield
Jane Wyatt
Max Weinberg

;

', ,;
,

.

WedtiMday, XaimaiT lO,

.

Few. major hurdles remain in
current negotiations by Stanley

Sam

and

Kramer

.Katz

for

United Artists situation confor
tiriued in the air this week despite
Hollywood proa session last Saturday (6) in Hollj'duction abroad. While the War rttw’ood between reps of
owners
uation will be the final determiand the Arthur Krim-Robeft Bennant,
developing
uncertainties
jamin-Waiter Heiler Co. group.
throughput the world have already
Los Angeles, Jan. 9.
Latter syndicate is mildly interests
made prospects highly unlikely for
Bank of America filed an invol- ed in a deal if negotiators for ownriiatching for many years to come
bankruptcy ers Chartes Chaplin and Mary
in
petition
untary
the peak of overseas production of
against Walter Wanger, declaring Pickford can prove they can de1950.
the film producer owes the bank liver control, but little is expected
More than 30 feature-length, $178,476.
to come of the talk.
films were lensed abroad in the
Wanger explained: “It is the reJacques Grinieffi film financier
last 12 months by the majors and
of one of those complicated and exporter, who has been tryinjj
independent filmmakers..
Either sult
My
attorto put together a deal for tiding
all or part of these were turned business arrangements.
over its present hump is also
out in some 14 countries scattered neys will file an answer.’’ Case was
assigned to Benno Brink, referee apparently coming to nought in his
all over the globe.
:

Downbeat appears

re-

by Columare
Katz
York huddling

Kramer

certain

.1951 in quantity of

lease of their product
bia.

UA

and

currently in New
Hollywood, Jan. 9.
with Col sales chief Abe .Montague
Metro handed a new long-term
and v.p, Abe Schneider.
producer contract to Jack CumIt is understood likely that the
deal M'iU go through; with a com- mings, who had been mulling the
promise probably worked out on idea Of organizing an indie unit
some of the distribution aspects. with Roy Rowland at the expiration
Aside from that theres a tremend- of his old ticket.
Simultaneous with the new pact,
ous mass of detail to be solved before an actual contract can be Cummings drew producer responsibilities
on “Give Every Girl a
drawn and inked.
Deal calls for three to'^'six pix Break,’’ a new yarn by Vera Casprofits
On his program are
Others
splitting
pary.
Col
yearly^ with
Much of the foreign shooting was
With Kramer and Katz after taking “Texas Carnival,’’ “Montes the done with the express purpose of
out a 25®f) distribution fee. Pat- Matador’’ and “Lovely tp Look At.’’ majking a Useful conversion of what
tern would be the same as CoVs
otherwise would be idle frozen rearrangements with Sidney Buchmittances. But in 1951 this incen-

man. Louis de Rochemont and Ed-

Bankm’S Trust,
N. Y., puts up first money and Col
provides second money and guarKramer visited Alex
antees*
their

cases,

Ardrey, exec v.p. of Bankers, last
time he was in New York, but the
bank has riot actually been apKramer
proached for financings
has dealt before, with Bank of
America in Los Angeles and 4t is
believed that institution will probably get first crack at the business.
Kramer and Col prexy Harry
Cohn have reportedly worked out
policy on produefion control during recent weeks’ talks on the
Kramer will continue to
Coast.
have full control on all pix as long
as budgets remain below approximately $900,000. Any outlay above
that would be subject to Col ap"

proval.

Agreement was

also reached

on

the Coast that Kramer organization would operate on the Col lot.

That

will

push

co.sts

up somewhat,

since overhead wdll be considerably higher than the 11% basis on
which the Unit has operated as ah

By

Stockholders

Kramer, as did

all

other United
had full ap-

producers,
of
exhibition
contracts
there. Supervision of his sales has
been exercised by George J.
Schaefer. Latter’s position under
the hew Col deal has not been
clarified^ although he’d still continue to handle residual playoff on
the four previous Kramer pix.
Producer said yesterday (Tuesday! that he had no intention of
giving up the plan under which he
originally made his partnership
deal with Katz last summer. That
calls for production of up to 20
pix yearly.
He said he's working
toward that goal, which might take
four or five years to achieve. Katz
was to provide partial financing
for the program.

Artists

proval

,

‘Wench’

other producers have now discovered more convenient means of
extracting iced earnings.

Although business in key cities
critical international
is the prime
factor in picked up New Year’s week, per
Meeting of Warner Bros, stock- keeping Hollywood's future pro- usual, many of the larger commuholders for ratification of the gram within the confines of its nities showed trade to be lagging
major’s divorcement consent de- own studios. Some projects, which considerably behind the correcree with the Government has previously were to have been done sponding week a year ago. Present
been set for Feb. 20 in Delaware. abroad, have been temporarily week at film theatres, of course, is
Among these is an generally down sharply from the
Overwhelming affirmative vote is abandoned.
African locationer that Columbia session which took In New Year’s
anticipated.
producer S|. Sylvan Eve and Jan. 1.
assigned
had
WB
chain
Split of the
theatre
Company cancetlled the
Check of reports from Variety
from production-distribution must Simon.
world
conditions im- correspondents in some 25 key cituntil
be effected within 27 months from venture
also
Twentieth-Fox
has
prove.
ies reveals that the sharpest losses
last Thursday (4), when the settlein most instances were suffered in
ment pact was formally entered at called off “The Desert Fox.” Originally to have been a North Afrikey spots having many TV sets
a hearing in the U. S. statutory
can locationer, it will now roll at
with which to compete, pointing up
court in N. Y.
the studio.
opposicourt
session.
Govthe
Also at
Carrying off top honors in 1950 television is very strong
ernment attorney Philip Marcus global filmmaking was 20th, with tion to be contended with even on
such ordinarily smash weeks at the
confirmed that Loew’s, heretofore
(Continued on page 20)
theatre boxoffice. Grosses nationthe only holdout from the trust
ally were off 10-30% on the week,
suit settlement arena, finally has

He

said he
expects the firm w'ill /begin negotiations shortly.
Marcus also advised the court that 20th-Fox is
well underway with its peace discussions.
Noting that the end of the 12year-Pld suit at last is in view,
Judge Augustus N. Hand, senior of
the three jurists on the bench,
commented on the calibre of the
legal talent involved in the litigation. He said the court recognized
and appreciated that all the lawyers who appeared before him had
difficult . job
complex
a
and
through the years, and they performed in commendable fashion.
Motion to Intervene
Justice.

.

In order to bolster product for
French sub.sidiaix Selznick ReJeasing Organization has acquired
its

‘Gigi,’

will
virtually
be.
removed
since a large slice of U. .S. film
cornpanies' blocked
funds were
melted last year by location lensing.
Moreover, the majors, and

decided to talk a truce with the

Goldwyn

in N.Y.

V-.

,

as against the
ago,

He’s continuing to

making

little

progress,

try,

as far

but
as

figured that McNutt’s action is a
legal maneuver for some sort of
showdown so that he’ll be in position to take further steps in regard
to the company.
He holds options
giving him operating control, but
has been unable to fulfill certain

same period

tele

'

:

sets.

buyers.

Meeting on the Coast on Saturday w^as held at the instance and
the home of producer Sam

at

Spiegel.
He has at various times
tried to get together people who
might be able to get
out of its
present hole.
It is losing almost
$30,000 a week and has no new
product coming up.
At the session were Krim, Benjamin, Milton Gordon, v.p* of

UA

a year

-

Broadway

$120,000
ran
about
behind the $851,000 total for New
Samuel Goldwyn arrived in New Year’s week a year ago. While the
York over the weekend to huddle Music Hall came about the nearest
with several top name writers on to equalling the high figures of last
possibility of inking one of them year, the $171,000 done by “Kim’’
to do the screenplay of “Hans and annual Xmas stageshow conChristian Andersen.’’ Producer ex- trasted with $177,000 done on the
pects to send the pic, which he is 1949-50 week, which, Incidentally,
budgeting at between $3,000,000 was an all-time high for the Hall.
In several key communities not
and $4,000,000, before the cameras
yet strongly hurt by TV, the totals
next fall.
While east he is also seeking an were not far behind comparable
inr.portant name scripter to screen- week a year ago. This was true of
play a pic he is planning as a sort Omaha and to some extent Kansas
San Francisco was down
of sequel to his tremendously suc- City.
cessful Best Years of Our Lives.“ somewhat but not as sharply as
such
keys
as Providence, Chicago
A treatment has ah'eady been com"pleted by Edward Newhouse, based and Boston, all. big cities having
on a ^series of four stories about keen TV competition.
In the case of the really outhis home town. Edgefton, N. .Y.,
Afhich he wrote for the New Yorker standing films such as “Harvey,”
“Mr. Music," “Dallas," “For Heavmag.
Newhouse’s treatment tells of the en’s Sake" and “Pagan Love Song,"
effect on the lives Of various peo- there was little differential beple and their families when they tween this year and the 1949-50
The lesser pictures, often
are called back to service by the week.
current crisis. “Best Years" told of had tough sledding even when all
their difficulties in adjusting to circumstances were favorabl e. For
civilian life when they returned instance, in N. Y. straight films
from World Wm’ II. Dama Andrews had; a tough time for the most part,
and Farley Granger Will be starred. with such exceptions as “Harvev,’’
“Born Yesterday" and 'Mudlai^."
Andrews also starred in “Years."

and management commitments and Pickford - Chaplin attorneys
have been negotiating
around him with other potential

financial

Outstanding example of such
TV competition was provided
by New York City, with nearly
2,000,000
first-runs

Heller &: Co.; Loyd Wright, counsel for Chaplin; and Clinton La
Tourette, counsel for Miss Pickford.
Krim and Benjamin are
members of the law firm which
reps
Heller,
Chicago
financial
house. Heller has made loans to

numerous

indie

•

,

•

;

!

!

producers

and

Krim and Benjamin also rep a
number of other people who have
made film investments.
It is understood that Krim and
Benjamin, who were on the Coast
for other reasons, were called in
by Spiegel. They had previously
talked a deal very tentatively.
Their feeling is still understood to
be that there’s very slim likelihood
of any arrangement being made
until

‘

Miss Pickford and Chaplin ac-

tually

giving

their

counsel

full

power of attorney to make a deal.
Benjamin returned' to New York
yesterday (Tuesday).
He refused
to comment on the meeting. Krim
returns today (Wednesday).
:

.

“The Joyful Pilgrims’’ (“Les Joyr
banning Joseph
Burstyn’s omnibus feature, “Ways eux Pelerins’’) for world-wide disof Love,’’ the National Legion of tribution. Pirture, now in work at
Goldwyn also has a treatment on
Decency last week put two Other the Buttes Chaumont
studios, the “Andersen" pic. It will be: in
Technicolor and include two balforeign imports into its “conin April
lets featuring Moira Shearer o^ the
demned’’ category. “Gigi,’’ French- Paris, win be completed
made feature distributed by Spal- and IS being financed partly by Sadler’s Wells company. Danny
No
release
frozen
francs.
SRO’s
ter
Kaye will be staiTed. It will be the
International
was
Pictures,
is set
said to “condone and glorify im- arrangement for the U. S.
most expensive pic made by Goldwyn in a number of years.
niorality and is offensive to re- yet.
David O. Selznick]s French comligion.’’ Group voiced a similar ob“The market is there to get the
jection to Spalter’s French film, pany handles Selznick's own pro- money out of a good film." productions and other independent ducer declared. “The question 4s
“The Wench.’’
Legion placed four pictures in product. Headed jointly by John riot how much you spend on a film,
its Glass. “B”
(Morally Objection-, McNab and Rene La Fuite, the or- but how good a story you start
able in Part for AH) bracket. Met- ganization is an outgrowth of Con- With. Now more than ever the inro’s “Grounds for Divorce,’’ “re- stellation Films, which was com- dustry should not be pulling in its
flects the acceptability of divorce.’’ posed of French and Moroccan in- horns, but should be concentrating
British-made: “Here Gome the Hug- terests.
on getting the best possible stories
getts,’’
a (Pentagon release, conSelznick intends to make other and then spending whatever is nectains “suggestive costuming and deals for joint production.
Asso- essary to film them. Above all, prodialog.’’
“Prehistoric
Women’’ ciated with him in “Pilgrims’’ is ducers shouldn’t give in t6 the
(ELC)
of exhibitors for more
has
“suggestive
lines, Union Ginemategraphique, Lyon- demand
situations and costuming.’’ ELC’s naise.
wind up making
Picture stars Aime Barelli product and
JRogue River’’ was rapped for a and his orchestra, Fred Pasquali quif'kics that will break both prosuicide ill its plot solution.’’
ducer and exhibitor alike."
is directing.
froiri

efforts.

can be learned;
In the meantime, board chairinan Paul V. McNutt has called a
stockholders meeting in New York
for next Wednesday (17).
Since
Miss Pickford and Chaplin are the
only shareholders^ insiders w^re
scratching their heads this Week in
an effort to figure McNutt’s reason
for calling the session.
The stockholders can appear
either in person or by proxy. It’s

Topping the economic reasons,

To Aid French Subsid

Nixes

bankruptcy.

situation

Only unexpected matter which
cropped up at the brief hearing
last Thursday was "a motion to inKramer and Katz were accom- tervene. presented by Sutphen
panied east by v.p. George Glass Estates as owner of the land pn
and attorney arid stockholder Sam which the N. Y. Strand theatre
Zagon. Kramer and Glass expect
(Continued on page 20)
to return to the Coast this Week.
Zagon may stay a few days longer
and Katz possibly will remain in SRO Gets Tilgrims’
New York for several weeks.

Aside

in

however, the

Department of

Indie.

UA

tive

ward Smalt,
In

SUP ABROAD

'

mount .on giving the picture a; new.
F eeler openings in Philadelphia and San Francisco were good,
but failed to measure up to expec-

tations.
The sales department has
called off further dates while a
new tag is being mulled.

“Molly” or “The Story of Molly’'
being considered as possible
titles.
Even before picture was
released. Par execs were ebnsideririg a new name, despite the successful run of the radio and TV
shows with the same name and

in

are

foreign managerial posts for American film companies during the last
20 years, hopped to Tokyo yesterday (Tuesday) to become as.sistant
general manager of Motion Picture
Export Assn, in Jap^an.
Davis spent several years in Asia
for Universal and for 14 years was

characters.

It iwas

feared that the

Jewish connotation of the title
might hurt the Chances of what
otherwise was consi defed an entertaining picture, and the test shots
apparently bore out the theory.
Failure of an important radio
property to click with the same
vigor on the screen as on the air
has happened before. The excep-

RKO

manager for Republic and
in Central and South American
countries.
In announcing appointment. Irving Maas, vicepresident of MPEA,
said Davis would fortify the executive staff in aiitlcipation of an expanded volume of business and releases expected to surpass the rec-

ord volume of 1950.

’

test

title.

As MPEA Exec Aide
‘

To

Title
engagements on “The
Goldbergs’’ have decided Para-

Two

to

Harry Davis, who has been

Test Dates Cue Par

-

tion
*

is

the *‘Irma" series, also a

Paramount property.

’

•
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PICTimES
RKO

Three-Day Di?. Mgrs,

Mert Set

Cliicago, Jan. 9.

home boxnew releases, Zenith
Phonevisioh system may

Besides supplying a
office

for

claims

its

open up

a big

new market

Phonevision’s Pix Sked
Phoneyision pix for Jan. 1-6:
“A p r i 1 Showers” (WB-’48),
“Welcome Stranger” (Par.-’47),
i'Homeconiing’’ (Metro - ’48),
“Lost Honeynnpon” (EL - ’47),
“Unsuspected” (WB-’47), “Silver River” (WB-’48), “Dear

for sub-

sequent-run and standard films.
Figures released to Variety last
week, based on Initial reports filed
by subscribers to the premiere pic
offered to the 300 Chi families
taking part in the 90-day test of
the pay-as-you-watch video system, tend to support the contention by Zenith prexy Eugene F.
McDonald, Jr„ that the gadget can
tap the so-called “lost” nnption picture audience.

Walk

“I

Ruth” (Par. - ’47),
Alone” (Par.T’47).

Three-day meeting of division
managers of the new RKO Theatres
eprp. opens here next Monday
(15). Sessions will be the first held
under the hew corporate setup,
Division chiefs scheduled to attend are Jerome Shinbach, Chicago
and midwest; Jay Golden, T-os Angeles, San Francisco and Denver;
Joseph Alexander, Ohio; Harry
Weiss, Minnesota and Iowa; BenjaNew England;
min Domingo,
Hardie Meakin, Washington, D. C.;
H. Russell Emde, upstate New
York, and Edward Sniderman, New

Pix. for Jan, 7-13: “Song of
(Metro-’47), “Voice of

the Turtle” (WB - ’47), “Enr
chanted Cottage” (RKO - ’45),
“10th Avenue Angel” (Metro-

Of the 80% of the subscribers
reported on their reactions to

’48),

the initial Phonevision pix^WB’s
“April Showers”— 75% stated they
had not seen the film during its
McDonald,
Tegular: theatre run.
quick to grasp the ramifications of
the
touting
these figures, is. now
home boxoffice device as the producers’ answer to the problem of
how to reach. the“65,000,000 persons who seldom, or never go to
ihotion picture theatres.”
It’s with a further sampling of
this supplemental re-run audience

My S w e e t”

(RKO-’44), “Golden Earrings”
.(Par.-’47), “Song of the Thin

.

Man”

(Metro-’47),

Pix for Jan. 14-20:

“Bride

Goes Wild” (MetrO-’48), “Man
From Texas” (EL-’48), “Winter
Meeting” (WB - ’48), “Where

T he r

e

’

s

Life”

(Par.

- ’47),

“Hunchback of Notre Dame”
(RkO-’39), “Romance On High
Seas” (WB-’48), “I
Mama” (RKO-’48).

Remember

,

in mind that Zenith^ is slotting sevclassics
film
older-vintage
eral
during the course of the trial run.
”
Notre
of
“Hunchback
One such,
Dame’’ (RKO, ’39) is slated for
three daily shoWings starting Jan.

life or Death’

18.

All Fix at Least a Year Old
All pix obtained by McDonald
for the Chi FCC-approved^ experiment are at least a year old and
have been well played. If further
subscriber reports bear out the initial indication that the public is
willing to order pix sent into
their homes which they failed to
see at the theatres, McDonald expects to have another strong selling point in pitching his favorite
brainchild to the film companies,
Now that the Phonevision test is

“Murder,

Dembow,
In

Jr.,

Sues for

Reade

%

Major film companies which
have provided product for the current Phonevision tests in Chicago
are waiting for more specific information on results of the experibefore deciding whether the
system will pay off. According to
one major company exec, there are
still too many questions left unanswered, aifter only a week’s, trial
run in Chi, to determine how eebnoniically feasible Zenith Radio’s
“pay-as^you-see” system is.

Stock Sale ment

Sam Dembow,

producers’
Jr.,
representative, filed a $50,000 suit
in N. Y. Federal court yesterday
CTues.) against Walter Reade, Sr.,

Walter Reade, Jr., Gertrucie Reade
and Long Park, Ihc. Action asks
Jersey;$50,000 as compensation for servIn a roundup by Variety of thb
Representing Metropolitan New ices, allegedly rendered in arrangvarious film companies Involved,
York area will be Michael Edel- ing for sale of 250 shares of com?
indicated that the most imthey
BrunsTrenton-New,
stein, Sigurd Wexo, Charles Oel- mon stock of
wick Theatre Corp., owned by the portant answers being sought are:
reich and John Hearns,
How representative the 300
(1)
Reade-controlled Long Park.
Dembow, according to the coni- families selected by Zenith for the
test
are; (2) whether these families
by
hired
was
he
claims
plaint,
22 Doug Fairbanks, Sr,
Reade, Sr., to effect the stock sale are “old” Video viewers or whether
RKO Theatres, Inc., for they are new to the medium, in
to
$1,000,000 cash and $250,000 in 10 which case TV’s novelty factor
annual payments. Under an Au- must be taken Into consideration;
gust, 1949 deal, plaintiff asserts (3) if it’s possible, as some reports
Most for Theatre
that he was to receive 5% of the eitianating from Chi have indicated,
Hollyxvood, Jan. 9,
$1,000,000. He Charges that through that even the TV homes in Chi
pur- without the Zenith device can enTwenty-two silent pictures of the his efforts RKO agreed to
shares in October, 1949, joy the first-rUh pictures being
late Douglas Fairbanks, Sr., have chase the
sell. transihitted via Phonevision, and
to
refused
been acquired by Sol LesSer, in as- but the defendants
In seeking $50,000 damages from (4) how many people are viewing
sociation with Douglas Fairbanks,
time in each Phonevision
Sr., Dembow charges that at a
Jr„ under a deal cohcluded yester- Reader
warranty of the home. “In any case,” one exec
day (Tues.). Also associated in the he relied on the
power
had
the
averred,
he
“you Can be certain that
that
Reade
project are Irving Lesser and Sey- elder
to employ him on Long Park’$ be- results from the final 30 days of
mour Poe.
The producers* rep also the test will be much more indicahalf.
Lesser and Fairbanks, Jr.,, will claims that if Reade, Sr„ lacked tive than the first 30 days.”
buy the rights to the films from the authority to make the deal, then
Zenith prez E. F. McDonald, Jr.,
remaining heirs of the senior Fair^ the Oourt should order the other sO far has failed to provide answers
banks. They include Sylvia Fair- defendants to pay him his 5% com- to these questions, the film execs
banks Cable and the daughters of mission.
declared. As a result. Paramount,
Robert Fairbanks,
for one, took steps this week to

Love”

who

f

’

,

Lesser’s plan

is

to re-edit the pix

obtain the desired information by
retaining indie research analyst Al
Sindlinger to observe and analyze
P'honevisiQn stands as a life or marily for theatre distribution,, al
the audience and public reaction to
may
ones
minor
theatres
of
film
though
the
to
some
threat
death
the Phonevision tests. Sindlinger,
throughout the .country in that Only ‘be sold for TV. It apf ears unlikely
who has had coqsiderable experione or the other will be able to that all of the 22 features Will be
ence in the film biz, was one of the
however.
exhibireleased,
film
re-edited and
survive as a method of
founding partners of Audience ReMuseum of Modern Art in New
tioh> That’s the challenge thrown
search, Inc., and more recently has
at film producers by Fred Schwartz, York has the pictures, from which
been studying radio and TV audiprez of Century Circuit, one of the dupe negatives will have to be obence trends via his patented Radox
the
linein
in
the
Among
the
pix
chains
tained.
theatre
largest indie
device. It’s the hope of Par that
Mark
“The
statement
Hood,”
his
are
“Robin
based
up
Schwartz
east.
finally, off the ground, /McDonald
Foreign film field continues to he can correlate this information
has resumed his wooing of Univer- on reports of the success of the of Zorro,” “The Black Pirate” and
with whatever he comes up with
perk in the New York metropolitan
sal and 20th-Fox in an attempt to Phonevision experiments currently “Three Musketeers.”
on Phonevision to work out the rearea. Witli the new year barely
Chiin
Zenith
by
conducted
being
He
get them to supply product.
quired answers.
started, two new distribution outhas lined up pix released by War- cago.
Several of the major company
fits have begun operations and a
Circuit Chief expressed convicners,
Metro, Paramount, Eagle
formerly screening Span- execs questioned, meanwhile, intitheatre
producers
the
Lion and RKO, an<3 is hopeful of tion, however, that
mated they have little faith In the
ish-language pictures exclusively
success of Phonevision.
getting the two holdouts to coop- and distributors eventually must
Nation’s
has changed to an art policy. Three
erate so the test can be conducted realize that their livelihood decurrent war effort. With the resultfresh imports are also scheduled to
pends on theatres. ‘T don’t think
ant necessary shortages of vital maon the broadest possible base.
Lowell V. Calvert, vet ..ran sales preem within the next two weeks.
The Chi Phorievision debut, post- Phonevision has a chance,*’ he sa!id, exec, has joined Howard Hughes
Pacemaker Pictures, Inc., was terials, may make Phonevision only
poned three times because of diffi- “because the producers will realize Productions as representative in formed last Week by Max A. Gold- an “academic problem,” one spokesculty in securing adequate films, that they cannot control its audi- the east. He’ll serve as sales liaison
man said. He explained that, if
berg, William Goldberg and Irwin
was marked by a big flurry in ence. As many as 200 people will with RKO which, of course, handles
there is to be a cutback in producA. Lesser after the trio disposed of
film
first-run
a
watch
able
to
be
the local press. Besides generous
tion of home TV receivers this
Hughes’, pix,
their lease on the Little Carnegie,
news column coverage in the four for the $1 Phonevision charge.”
Calyert
years
number
of
For a
Jean Goldwurm and year, then Phoneyision might not
Schwartz pointed out that such a has been acting as distribution rep N. Y., to
stand
a chance of getting started.
15)
( Continued -on page
Schwartz, pacemaker’s first
situation could not occur in thea- for variohs indie producers. Switch- George
Another exec, noting that the Fedacquisition is “Happiest Days of
tres, where the audience is con- ing
eral Communications Commission
to Hrii hes meant Calvert’s Your Life,”
a British-made picture
trolled in that each patron must dropping the Sam Bischoff account.
’49 PIX
19 EL’S
the Little Carnegie has consistently banned the libuy a ticket at the boxoffice before Bischoff, in turn, is understood to which played
censing of radio programs for a
last September.
entering the house.
have closed a repping deal with
Frank Launder-Sidney Gilliat [fee, declared it’s hardly likely the
CHI
Gentdry prez also charged Phone- Arthur W. Kelly, former executive
will reverse itself by okaying
production, “Days” was previously
vision with being technically im- vice-president of United Artists, to
Chicago, Jan. 9.
in the U. S. by Sir Alex- ^^ojjevision. ‘Congress didn’t set
distributed
sysLast week’s announcement by possible to control. Under its
Bischoff is igJ5'^g“'5:Qrd*aVLondon Films. Pacethe FCC for any purpose such
handle, his residuals.
rr\
WGN-TV that it has gained video tern of providing an unscrambling now a producer at RKO.
Kelly
that,” he said
.g
negotiating for sevrights to 19 Eagle Lion picts which device for subscribers to receive also
So
Small
and
far as could be learned, 20thEdward
reps
eral other pix at the moment, but
were released to theatres as late as the Phonevision images, he said, Charles Chaplin.
Max Goldberg declined to state Fox and Universal have still rewill
electrician
any
almost
amateur
1949 reportedly came as a surprise
Meanwhile, another former UA what films are involved in the fused to. furnish any of their product for the test, so that McDonald
to local EL branch manager Harry be able to unscramble the signal. exec entering the scene is Harry pending deals.
Goldman, who said he is currently Results of the test so far in Chi- Schroeder. He was foreign sales
Meanwhile, CJoldwurm and still has only 75 features for the
UA under Kelly. Schwartz, who took over the Car- 90-day experiment. It’s believed,
trying to book all of the product. cago, he said, actually don’t repre- manager
at
Quickly moved by the action was sent a test. “The experiment proyes Schroeder is now rejoining Kelly negie as of Jan. 1, have refurbished however, that he may attempt to
Allied Theatres of Illinois, which
in the indie, sales field.
.®^9^0sive rights to sports
the house and will open with a
promptly entered all the film titles tern and like it, he declared, but
^^Sit shows, etc., to round
French import, “Face to the Wind,”
prove
that
it s economically
his
on its bi-monthly report to local
9^^
schedule. None of the mabeing
(14).
is
hariMonday
“Wind”
exhibs. Bulletin lists all films which
Denies Okaying
incidentally, is charging Zedled by Broadway legit producer
different reactioir _to
have appeared on video over local
.
Killihg Pig William R. KatzeU, this marking his
Korean
stations, with the understanding Phonevision was voiced by RKO
run of >P®
the ®^PGriment.
extieriment^
first venture into the foreign film
XVashington, Jan. 9.
that owners do hot buy listed films Theatres prez Sol A. Schwartz. He
distribution field. Picture was origisaid
he
is certain that the American
Dept,
of
Defense
yesterday
U;S.
Spot check of theatreowners renally titled “Flus des .Vacances
Schenectady Theatre
sulted in a threatened boycott of public will not want to stay home (Tues.) denied specifically that it Pour le BOn DieU.”
the EL films. No local exhibs /are every night regardless: of how good had granted its seal of approval to
Belmont theatre, N. Y., of the
Sues Fabian, Distribs
entertainment
available
the
is. As
Lippert Productions’ “Steel Helreportedly playing pix once they’ve
a result, he said, if and When the, met,” film about the Korean War Ansell circuit, which has specialAlbany, Jah. 9.
hit the video circuit here,
ized
in
Spanish-language
pix,
closed
Fast
Tlieatres,
Inc.
(Fabian)
WGN, which purchased the pack- time comes When Phonevision has which shows for the first time an several Weeks ago for alterations. and
nine
to first-run product, it Will American soldier killing a North
access
distributors
were named
age from Flamingo Films, a teevee
It reopens around Feb. 1 with a
defendants
break:
down
into
simple
conipetiin
an
antitrust
action
Korean prisoner of war.
distrib, will sked the product about
fifst-run art policy. Its first film filed yesterday
(Mon.) by Colony
never saw has not been picked as
spokesmen said^^^^^^^^^^
Feb. 1. Bundle includes ‘-Out of
...
yet.
Theatre,
theni.selves whether the
- program
Schenectady, in U. S,
more than a rough cut of the film
the Blue,” “Love From a Stronger,”
Meanwhile, “Christina,” a Ger- District Court,
them at home is better than for review purposes, and that they
Utica.
“Repeat Performance,” “Red Stalman-made feature, moves into the
Attorhey
outside,.
Leonard
Rosenthal
cleared it only insofar as to grant Stanley, N, Y,, Saturday (13)
lion,” “Bury Me Dead,” “On This
c
with
said the Colony “Seeks to enjoin
RKO s Schwartz, kidding on the permission for the Signal Corps to
Corner,” “Behind Locked Doors,”
Central Cinema distributing. Irvin permanently
square, admitted, though, “that
the illegal monopoly
“Assigned to Danger,” “Adventures
furnish footage for background Shapiro’s Films International
of in Schenectady
we’ll really, have to begin worrying
and control of all
of Casanova, ’’“The Cobra Strikes,’!
scenes,. !;:
America has hooked its
if they ever start to show a ‘King
Army spokesmen are reportedly German dialog pic, ‘The LasTuiS:!
and eight Eddie Dean westerns.
Solomon’s Mines’ on Phonevision.” especially incensed with reports
b^^permitted'* fo*'' play first-run
Sion,” into the Little Ginemet,
product. Fabian operates two firstthat the film obtained a Production N. Y., starting Jan. 24.
L. A.’s Free Showing
run and three subsequent-runs in
Interstate’s
Code seal’on^y on claims that it had
Hollywood, Jen. 9.
Schenectady, John Gardner Owns
been granted the Dept, of Defense
Dallas, Jan. 9.
Los Angeles televiewers are geL
R.I. Goy. Invites Exhibs Colony.
Commercial trailers are return- okay. Army considers the film in
ting free at least one film Chicago
Providence, Jah. 9.
phonevision subscribers are payin,g ing to the Interstate theatre cir- its present version unauthentic,
Paul Stehman Named
Gov. Elect Dennis J. Roberts of
for.
“Lost Honeymoon,” Phonevi- cuit after an absence of nearly four pointing out that a GI murdering
Rhode
Island
has invited all exhibs
be
Piedmont, Mo., Jan. 9.
enemy
war
an
prisoner
would
years.
Circuit ran four advertissioned last week and slated for
Paul Stehman, owner of the
beaming again this week to subr ing blurb: in each of its theatres subject to the same penalties as an in the state to i. get-acquainted
meeting at the Narragansett hotel, Lyric theatre, Winche.ster, 111., has
scribers only, will be bei.med free until early 1947, when the practice enemy soldier killing an American
been named secret*’ .^-treasurer of
was abandoned. Now it come.: back POW. It’s been learned that the Providence, on Thursday (11).
over KTLA next Week.
Among subjects up for discus.sion Mid-Central Allied Independent
with
Army
refused
cooperate
to
on
a
smaller
New
scale.
system
It’s
part of package of Eagle
Lion pix sold to KTLA, which in calls for One commercial duringj Linport on the preem ceremonies will be the March of* Dimes, of Theatre Owners, inc.

and add commentary and music.
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each showing in nabe houses but for “Helmet” this week in Los An;

cago.

“

[not in class. theatres.

)geles.

which Gov. Roberts is honorary'
Stehman wyi fill tVbe unexpired
ehairman in the state.
term of Hugh M. Graham, resigned.
i
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in 1st
Boycott on *‘The Miracle” called
for by Cardinal Spellman and the
resultant picket line by Catholic
War Veterans failed to dent
grosses being amassed by the
poberto Rossellini-Anna Magnanl
film at the Paris theatre, N. Y.
House totted up a greater number
of admissions this Monday (8) than
it had the previous Monday, which,
was the New Year’s pay holiday.
Gross for the week tallied aU
most $18,500. That compared with
the previous (third) week’s approxDifference was
imately $10,000.
accounted for by the fact that “The
Miracle,” 41-minuter, was off the
bill for half the third week as a
result of the ban by City License
Commissioner Edward T. McCaf^*
He charged the fllm was
frey.
“blasphemous” and offensive to a
large

Benjamin, Klim Back
In N.Y. After Pic O.O.
-

to

New York yester-

day (Tuesday) after spending the
weekend on the Coast. They went
out to see a rough cut of the new
John Garfield starrer, “He Ran All
the Way,” produced by Roberts
Productions.

Benjamin and Krim represent a
syndicate which financed the pic.
They are members of the law firm
of Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin &
Krim, and Benjamin is prez of the
J. Arthur Rank Organization In
the U. S.
’

number

of people.
distributor of
of Love,” three-part

Monday (8> at which he handed to
newsmen photostats of documents

The message also stated
picture,
that the Centro Cattolico Cinematografico, the agency for Catholic
action in Rome, which reviews and
classifies films on the basis of their
(Continued on page 18)

UEVE. STAGEHANDS
VOTE PAY COT

NK

Cleveland, Jan. 9.
stagehands voted to
cut proposed by
the Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors’ Assn., representing nearly
100 theatres here.
Association also recently asked
the AFL filmi projectionists to
take a similar voluntary salary cut,
to help nabe houses hit by slumping receipts attributed mainly to
Although
television competition.

Local

reject a

AFL

25% pay

.

machine operators’ local officials
would not make any comment, it Is
expected they will follow stagehands in balking at the request.
About 250 projectionists and 26
grippers are now employed on
Cleveland suburban circuits, which
have chopped around 20 houses
down to a playing time of three
days per week.
Approximately
seven houses closed in the last
,

year.

Majority of those theatres hit
hardest. Union chiefs point out defensively, are old rundown 600 or
700-seaters
located
in
sections
blighted by industrialization or
changed Social conditions.
Two east side areas, which were
big theatrical money-makers up to
a do^en years ago, have been steadily slipping ever since they were
turned into rooming-house belts
inhabited by floating southern war
^

workers.

Owners

:

of most ancient smallshuttered here have replaced them with de luxe, ultramodern houses built in highercalibre suburbs 15 to 20 miles from
downtown Playhouse Square. BoxofTccs in these sections of homeowners, according to a quick check
of three major nabe circuits, is off
about 15Cb of average this season.
scaters

Hollywood, Jan. 9.
Although war films counted for
heavy grosses during the past year,
few of them are on current studio

W-K^« 345-Page Pact
Hollywopd, Jan. 9.,
Jerry Wald and Norman
Krasna won’t have to go far
afield for scripts.
They can

diction of several qualified observers who point out, however,
that the progress can be stopped
bold if a long and protracted war
eventuates. Such a condition would
freeze necessary metals and supprocessing
plies
required
for

agendas.
Trend evident in the
68 pix going before the cameras in
the first six weeks of ;i951 Is definitely toward escapism.
Fully three-fourths of the scripts
earmarked for lensing up to Feb.
15 are in the light genre. They include musicals, comedies, comedies - with - songs, swashbucklers,
westerns,
mysteries and
actor,
horror arid pseudo-scientific yarns
about those men from Mars.
Only 19 of the 68 are dramas,
and only a handful of those could
be classed as four-handkerchief
items.
A few war themes are included among them.
General
Hollywood opinion apparently is,
however;, that there is a sufficient
number of battle pix either in
early days of release, in the can
or already before the cameras.
There were eight war pix among

shoot their new
Contract with RKO. It runs a
record 345 pages.
Pact for the indie unit is
now near the inking stage. Its
tremendous length resulted
from sorting out the various
equities in 60 films which
practically

equipment, and would also restrict
manufacture of color rawstocks.
Both the manufacturers and producers have been willing and
anxious to increase the number of

they’ll

RKO

makCT— and own^with

financing in the next five

years.

tinted features, especially since the
end of the war. They are In accord
with the resolution of the Theatre
Owners of America convention .demanding entire conversion to color,
but feel that the exhibs are not

First is the availability of a
sufficient amount of color raw
stock, both negative and positive,
from the manufacturers. (Greatly
enlarged processing laboratories,
(Continued on page 16)

York.
Burstyn held a press conference

—

WALT GREENE

conversant with the numerous
problems involved for such a program.

feature of which “The Miracle” is
one portion, on the other hand was
in an all-out slugging match with,
the Catholic hierarchy in New

purporting to show that the film—
indirectly, at least had not been
disapproved by the Vatican or the
Doculocar heirarchy in Rome.
didn’t
show that the
ments
Church’s general headquarters had
ever given its stamp of approval
to the Rossellini film; but at least
by lack of action hadn’t nixed it.
Counter-Reply
This was a counter-reply to a
denial by an exec of the Legion of
Decency of a previous statement
by Burstyn that the film had at
least the tacit okay of the Vatican.
The Rev. Thomas F. Little, assistant exec secretary of the L. of D.,
declared last Friday (5): “In a
message received from Rome,
Monsignor A. Galletto, secretary
of the Pontifical Film Commission,
most emphatically condemned the

By

Hollywood, Jan. 9.
Motion picture production will

be entirely converted to color in
Robert S. Benjamin and Arthur about five years. This is the pre-

Krlm returned

Joseph Bursty h,

“The Ways

6 Wks. of ’51

By MIKE CONNOLLY

Possibility of a wage freeze looms
as a major topic for discussion at

forthcoming midwinter executive
board meeting of International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em-

Hollywood, Jan. 9.
Jerry Wald and Norman Krasna,

RKO

On Basis of TV Kine; Plan

the

company hy next August. Their

Pilot,”

“Strike a Match,” goes
into production at the end of next

“Up

Front,”

initialer,

ployees.

They

top-gros$ers,

were

paced by “Battleground,” “Sands
of Iwo Jima” and “12 O’clock
High.” Despite this success, there
is felt to be a sufficiency currently
With all the following in or close to
release: “Red Badge of Courage,”
“Operation Pacific,” “The Steel
Helmet,” “Go for Broke,” “Jet

in response to a call from Ned E.
Depinet last week, promised the
prexy that they will start
delivering one picture a month to

Wald-Krasna Sign Peters

Sessions are slated to
open Feb. 5 in Tucson, Ariz., and
Another. Durbin Buildup
will continue until all business has
Roberta Peters, 20 -year -old
been completed.
soprano who had a
Although agenda has not been Bronx-born
sock debut at the Metropolitan
set, spokesman said any problem
Opera this season when she
dealing with a wage freeze was
stepped into one of the three “Don
sure to come up, indicating subject
Giovanni” leads, as Zerlina, on less
was due for overall study.
than a day’s notice, has been
Meanwhile, Richard Walsh, inter- pacted to a seven-year contract by
national president, has issued a de- Jerry Wald and Norman Krasha.
nial of reports that projectionists’ Pacting, it’s reported, was done
locals around the country were sat- on basis of a kine recording of the
isfied with present scales and not Ed Sullivan TV show, which the
likely
make hew demands. producers saw. Singer, who had
to
Walsh, in a prepared statement never been on a stage before her
yesterday (Tues.), asserted that he Met debut, will do a Krasna origiwas misquoted; that the point he nal, “Debut,” this summer in
wanted to make, when queried, was Technicolor. Producers see in her
that no drive for wage Increases another potential Deanna Durbin,
was being made by the general and will give her similar handling
office of the lA, because each local and development.
has the right to negotiate its own
Miss Peters isn’t set- to go to
contracts.
the Coast till May, after the Met
Where agreements have expired N. Y. sea^n and spring tour. Her
this fall and winter, Walsh said, de- fllm pact states that her pix are
mands for Incre^ises have been the to be shot around her Met and
rule rather than the exception. But, concert recital schedules, presumhe added, there has been no con- ably during summers and autumns
certed drive by the general office only. She’s not due to go to Hollyor group of locals, as “that is not wood Feb. 1 for screen tests, as
our system.”
Sol Hurok,
reported elsewhere.
Another highlight of the mid- who discovered Miss Peters a year
winter huddles is expected to be ago in her teacher’s studio, and
lATSE’s stand in regard to the handles her for all opera and conTaft-Hartley law, in view of last No- cert dates, also reps the singer for
vember’s elections. At the lA con- pix. Wald-Krasna got her after
vention in Detroit last summer, spirited bidding by a half-dozen
Walsh told delegates the lA would companies,
work for repeal of all anti-labor
legislation.
At the same time,
he warned ^against violations that
would make members vulnerable to
penalties.
Walsh is scheduled to
bring the board up io date on TaftHartley effects.
Technicolor films in release,
about to be released or in production stages at the end of 1950
Protests Burstyn
showed a considerable improver
over the status of such picment
of ‘Miracle’ Title tures at the close of 1949. Figures
to
protested
week
Warners this
compiled by Technicolor Motion
indie distrib Joseph Burstyn and Picture Corp. disclosed that some
the Paris theatre, N. Y. over theif 32 Techni features were in release
use of the title of “The Miracle” last month as compared to only
as a tag for the Roberto Rossellini 20 in December, 1949.
featurette now at the Paris, The
Pix scheduled for distribution
major, which owns film rights to also added up to a hefty increase.
the Max Reinhardt play, “The Year’s end revealed the company
Miracle,” claims Burstyn’s appro- had 48 features ready fbr screenpriation of the label is damaging ing as against 34 for the comparato the Reinhardt work since it’s ble date in 1949.
Listed in procontemplating early use of the duction last month were 15. films,
stage property.
one
British pic. Tally is
ihcluding
Burstyn, on the other hand, about the same as December, ’49,
maintains that he's checked with wheii 16 were before the Techni
the U. S. Copyright Bureau and cameras.
Particularly striking is the ple“my attorneys tell me I have a
perfect right to use the title.” Now thora of pix slated for Technicolor
part of the omnibus feature “Ways treatment. Producers have indiof Love,” the Rossellini film was cated that 40 films will be so hanoriginally titled “Amore” and “The dled in 1951. Figure includes 15
Human Volce.’V When the distrib British features. At the Windup of
spliced the pic into “Love” he re- 1949 a mere 20 were in preparation
for technicolor.
titled it as “The Miracle.”

1950’s

1-a-Month by Aug.

“A Yank

in

Korea,” “Korean Patrol,” “Soldiers Three,” “Fighting U. S. Coast
week.
Guards,”
“Wings
Across
the
The W-K unit will provide a Pacific,” “Outpost in He.ll,” “Flyneeded fillip to the RKO release ing Leathernecks” and
“Halls of
program, which has been suffer- Montezuma.”
ing from lack of product recently.
Metro’s tune-and-titter entries,
Thus Depinet’s call to the pair and with emphasis on Technicolor, intheir promise to have pix coming clude “Texas
Carnival,” with Esoff the line at the one-every-30-days ther
Williams, Red Skelton, Howrate within eight months.
v
ard Keel and Ann Miller, with
The contract of their indie unit Jack Cummings producing (his last
with RKO, which has been in for Metro) and
Chuck Walters dinegotiation for many months, is recting; “Belle
of New York,”
now close to inking. As a pre- Fred Astaire and Vera-Ellen; with
Arliminary to it they obligated them- thur Freed,
producer; Stanley Doselves to controlling stockholder nen, director;
plus a comedy-withHoward Hughes to supervise com- music, “Strictly Dishonorable,’*
pletion and polishing of. 16 pix Ezio
Pinza-Janet Leigh starrer to
that were in work at RKO Or in be
produced and directed by Northe can. Job has now been com- man Panama
and Melvin Frank,
pleted. Number of the pix had and
“The Strip,” with Mickey Roobeen left dangling when produc- ney and Sally Forest;
Joe Pastertion exec Sid Rogell left the lot.
nak, producer, and Leslie KOrdos,
Under
unit’s pact, Bankers
the
Trust, N. Y., and the Mellon Bank,
Pittsburgh, will advance first-money financing for the five-year program of 60 pix. This will be a revolving fund involving a total of
$30,000,000 in loans, although only
a relatively small part of that
amount will be outstanding at any
one time. Second-money, totalling
about $20,000,000, will be advanced

.

director.

Metro’s *Scaramouche*
In

addition,

studio

will

start

“Sca^amouche,”
costun\e
drama
with Ava Gardner, Stewart Granger and Ricardo Montalban; Carey
Wilson, producer; George Sidney,
(Continued on page 18)

JOSSEY SELLS INTEREST

by RKO.

Disclosed during the week was
the fact that* Wald and Krasna
IN
had organized a syndicate in an
Hollywood, -Jan. 9.
effort to buy control of the RKO
J. S. “Jack” Jossey, Cleveland
production - distribution
Company
from Hughes. They offered $5 per exhibitor and co-founder of Hallshare for Hughes’ 929,000 shares, mark Productions, sold' his half inor almost $5,000,000, but Hughes terest in the firm to prexy Kroger
it
was disclosed today
refu.sed to sell. Wald and Krasna Babb,
Amount involved in the
arc still hopeful that the deal may (Tues,).
transaction
was
not revealed. Acstill be revived.
W-K are close to consummating tual signing of thc: papers took
place in Cleveland Dec. 30 after
(Continued bn page 16)
six months’ preparation.
Jossey, the money man in launching Hallmark (nee Hygienic ProPulton, Pitt,
ductions), will remain with the or-

HALLMARK TO EARB

,

TECHMCOLOR KELEASES
SHOW SHARP INCREASE

WB

To Use TV
As Adjunct to Pix

Use

ganization as financial advisor.

He

Pittsburgh, Jan. 9.
said failing health prompted him
Fulton, Shea - owned first - run to dispose of his slice.
Babb alspot, is first Golden Triangle the- ready has named Gilbert Wilkin,
atre to announce it will use TV as a certified public accountant and
an adjunct of its programs. John veteran businessman, as the com-

.

Walsh, manager of house, said en- pany’s new comptroller.
gineers would arrive in couple of
Iii buying out Jossey, Babb now
days to begin installing $25,000 has complete ownership of Hallworth of equipment for a full size mark. This Includes the company’s
18 by 16-fbot television screen.
distribution contracts, star conFulton will set up. equipment for tracts,
equipment,
real
estateV
photographing images on film and story properties, copyrights, pubshowing it almost immediately lishing and recording husihesses, a
afterwards on theatre screen. No its 15 subsidiary corporations and |
"
definite
program policies have its worldwide distribution organibeen set yet but Walsh expects to zation.
Meanwhile, Hallmark has put
show, in addition to Fulton’s regu^
lar film fare,
special sporting “Secrets of Beauty” before the
events as well as a number of big- cameras at the Motion Picture
.

'

time

teevee

shows

which

don’t Centre studios following completion of its “One Too Many.” Latter
pic stars Ruth Warrick, Richard
Travis and Ginger Prince.

come through town’s single station, WDTV, DuMont-owned Chani

nei 3.

I

-

]

«VAIIIITY'r

INTERNATIONAL

10

Govt Fib

Vienna^ Dec. 29.

With the entire capital of the
Salzburg Music Olympics ($45,000)
spent to date, an investigation was

By HERBERT WILCOX

New Prod. Formula

For

to Britain, Hollywood’s choicLondon, Jan. 9.
est producers, directors, stars, techA new formula for Anglo-Amerto
nicians, are crossing the Atlantic
ican co-production was inaugurated
make “British” pictures. I am
here yesterday (Mon.) when lensfor that. Throughout a lifetime in ing started on “Cloudburst,” an
show business I’ve preached and Exclusive undertaking with AlexAnglo-American good"
practiced
ander Paal’s Holly wood Exclusives.
I believe that to
neighborliness.
Under a deal negotiated by James
business.
the
of
salvation
be the
Carreras, Executive’s topper, on
the
pictures
those
But,. ..let
his recent Hollywood visit, the
American companies plan to make Yank investment calls only for use
in Britain be indigenous to Britain. of a Hollywood star in return for
In other words, let them reflect Western Hemisphere rights/
Britain itself and not be pale and
Paal
has
For ^'Cloudburst,”
pallid reflections of Hollywood’s loaned Robert Preston and his salhallmark.'
ary and 'living expenses while in.
Heaven alone knows we have an London represents the sum total
Exclusive in
abundance of crusty, cantankei'ous, of his investment.
the Britain, apart from having
on
characters
suspicious
fringes of the business this side, rights, will also have 25% of the
When Eric Johnston negotiated his Western Hemisphere profits. Disthe tribution in U. S. wdll be through
fii-st Monetary Agreement with
Similar co-producBritish government, thereby' end- Eagle .Lion.
ing the deadlock which exhibitors tion deals have been pacted by
afflicting
was
believed
least
Carreras 'with Sol Lesser and Roy
at
their trade with creeping paralysis, Lippej-r,
.
but which I always felt was hitting
Hollywood just as hard as us, the
the
for
to
come
was
arrangement
utilization of unremittable sterling
Immediately,
in production here.
suspicions
ivoi'y-towered
those
.

.

.

.

•

UK

j

|

j
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|

boys affected to unepyer a sinister
American conspiracy to bludgeon
Britain’s production out of existThey rushed off to. Harold.
ence.
Wilson at the Board of Trade with
their piccolo-piped allegations that
he had sold the pass; that he had
surrendered Britain’s studios to

Glasgow, Jan.

2.

Latest move of British film producers is described here by Sir
Alexander King, past prexy of the
the Americans who ^would take cinematograph Exhibitors Assn, of
very good care to see that the pic- ^
Britain
^
^
of
^
tures they made there Just stank ..^omned impertinence."
to high Heaven. And what did Mr.
He made this reference in a fightWilson propose now for the salvation of British production and; ing spech before Scot exhibs in a
that far-famed way of British life meeting of the CEA here. He was
and all the rest of it, not to speak referring to the producers’ suggescontribution tion that exhibs should adjust
substantial
the
of
which Britain has made to film pro- prices so as to give another farthing
per seat to the producers.
duction?
i

.

:

i

j

:

,

It would mean, said Sir Alexa’iPiccolo Players At It Again
With the recently reduced quota der, another $4,500,000 dollars out
of
boxbffice without any benefit to
and the renewal of proposals for
American production this side, the the British exhibitor. He said: “I,

one, will never agree to an expiccolo players are at it again with for
of the Eady Plan whereby
their, plaint. No one, I feel, takes tension
them very seriously. But I’m won- the producers get something and
nothing.”
we
get
dering, nevertheless, whether susOther exhibs declared they were
picions, resentment, fears, aren’t
current on the American side of the being victimized in order to subAtlantic also? And whether Amer- sidize British production. One anican producers aren’t getting off on gry exhib said: “We have to pay
the wrong foot with the productions more for British films than Amerithey plan over here.
can. Yet there is no guarantee that
I claim to know something about British pictures will be boxoffice.
the art and craft of “selling the I have bad a recent run of British
picture.”
I’m well aware of the pictures and, believe me, if you
difficulty of convincing the earnest are going to increase the levy to
burgesses of Logan, Iowa, Potts- make any more of that type, then
yille, Pa., and points west that a heaven help us!”
Sir Alex pleaded that the Film
picture has merit which doesn’t
carry a Hollywood name and which Quota Act be put on a proper basis.
doesn’t fall in with the Hollywood He suggested a 30% quota of Britpattern. But that I believe is just ish pix for a cinema showing one
plumb lazy unintelligent salesman- film per week a 15% for twiceDarryl Zanuck has lately weekly changes and 10% for threeship.
been making great play with the a-week change spots. Other exhibs
necessity of “widening the motion here want Scotland to be excluded,
picture’s horizon.”
And each and like northern Ireland, from the
everyone of us agrees with him. Film Quota Act.
The greatest peril threatening our
business is this current “falling
for the formula.” By the same
•AlINffi,’ ‘dNDY’
token, the indolent, easy-going, un^

PACE

stereotyped, s^les
ccutive-4s its biggest cUrse.
intelligent,

ex-

AUSSIE

Since the money came from pubfunds raised by state and community taxes, police will look into
the matter.

9.

New Year’s vacation period
The DeMilles, Zukors, the Warners, and all the rest of them had brought ah upsurge in biz at Austhe spice of restless adventure si- film theatres, The
three standabout them in the bid days. They
knew that in show business you out pix were “Cinderella” (RKO),

British Censorship

stand

manna
your

to
lap.

Which

,

and expect the playing six shows daily; “AnniC
from Heaven into Get
Yohr Gun-’
( M-G )
and
Cheapei By the Dozen” (20th),

still

fall

^

as

I

see

it,

is

the pitfall

each doing five^a-day Other top
pictures include “Fancy Pants”
(Far), “City Lights” (UA), “Our
Very Own” (RKO), “Where Sidewalk Ends” (20th),' “Comanche
Territory”
(U.)
and “Happiest
Days” (Korda).
“Annie,” playing in eight of
Metro’s nine firstrun AuSsie show.

in the way of many producers seeking to make pictures in Britain.
,

My

country has something to of-

fer and something of which to be
proud.
British film makers are
disposed to resent the implied suggestion that, no w that the American Occupation is an accomplished thing, Britain is just a branch
office of Hollywood, or at the best cases, registered a new high for
a single week’s biz. At the Minerva
an outpost of its empire.
In all friendship and respect 1 here it broke the record three
weeks.
Lone house
urge American producers to heed successive
those feelings. Let them make where it did not hang up a hew
their British-made pictures instinc- record was the St. James in Meltively reflect Britain, the British bourne, but there it was some

160% above normal.

tempo, Britain’s present mood
Which believe
me—is no bad
thing.
Let them make their Brit-

—

Besides “Cinderella” and “Annie,” the big grossers. in Melbourne
1

ish^-made
Britain.

pictures

indigenous

to

were “Fooiisli Heart” RKO) and
“Cure For Love” (Korda),
(

will

will draw around 50,000 peomeaning there will be thousands of empty seats in the film

houses on those free nights.
Exhibs forces are forming to
fight the ABC on its free show
move, with exhibs pointing out
that it is a cinch the local commercial radio stations in this zone
will also break into the free field.
Expected that exhibitor toppers
will approach the government (especially since the ABC is backed
by that political group) on a plea
Their main
to nix the free idea.
blast will be that the gratis shows

According to Sendr Apold, in the
future the Credit Bank is to handle the returns on each picture to
make certain that any profits, or a
substantial share of any profits,'
should be reinvested in; the industry itself, and thus possibly make
certain of constantly increasing

improvement in-quality. Moreover,
the government intends taking, a
more careful hand in the selection
Buenos Aires, Jan, 2.
Argentina’s major picture com- of story material, With the primary
objective
of putting on the screen
pany, Argentiha Sono Film, has
just outlined its production pro- only product which shpws a true
gram for next year, which apart picture of Argentinei life, at the
from 14 productions, includes the same time making films interesting
distribution of three pix—one in enough to go well in foreign marEnglish, one in Spanish and an- kets.
other in German.
Script writers and directors orThe English picture is “Native dered to Apola’s pep-talks were
Son,” which was made ini the Sono urged to keep away from adapting
Film studios last year, with author foreign story material, and use the
Richard Wright playing the lead, country’s intellectuals to secure

many empty seats in film together with U; S. film actress
houses that the government will Jean WMlace.
French director
lose plenty of admission tax revePierre Chenal directed this. The,
nue, presently running into milSpanish film was rolled in Mexico
lions.
with Luis Cesar Amadori directing.
Zully Moreno and Arlaro de Cordova were teamed up again in it.
Sono Film also has the post-war
ri
German picture, “Above Us the
Sky.”
Mexico Indies Brings
Early in January Estudios San
Miguel will release “My Life for
Full Probe of Pic Biz YouiflS” of its 1950 crop at Gran
Cine Opera. This was directed by
Mexico City, Jan. 2.
Roberto GavalTold by top independent produ- Mexican director
don and stars the Italian actress
cers that a trust rules 80% of the
Grammatica.
Emma
cinemas in Mexico and that such a
In the future all Argentine picsituation makes it so tough for intures exported to foreign markets
die exhibs that some 600 of them
will have to register with, the Cenwill quit if the government doesn’t
tral Bank and obtain export pertake drastic action, Adolfo Ruiz
mits so it can check on all foreign'
Cortines, secretary of the interior,
earnings and make sure that part
said his department, acting on orof coin goes into the national treasders of President Miguel Aleman,
The Industrial Credit Bank
ury.
is probing the whole Mexican pic
also has amended regulations cov-

spell so

industry.

He added

nopoly

found,

is

it

that

will be

if

a

mo-

Secretary was interviewed by an
indie producers’ delegation, includTorres,
Contreras
Miguel
ing

Mauricio de la Serna, Alfonso
Sanchez Tello and Juan Bustlllo
Oro. Talk was attended by J. Jesus
Castillo Lopez, chief of the governdepartcinematographic
ment’s
ment.

Current London Shows

Productions,

will

Any Gent,” Strand
“Worm’s View,” Comedy

(25).
(17.)
(41).
(30).
(19).

St. Jas. (12).

planes

out

to

huddle with Ed Small and

.

(43).

'

Alfred Polgar’s German adaptation which scored in Germany and
Austria.
Originally scheduled for

New

two weeks, the play was taken off
without notice after 10 days. Only
U. S. hit in recent years which did
equally as badly here was John
van Druten’s “Voice of the Turtle”

Sam

three years ago.

Another American play that did
not click here was Eugene O'NeiU’s

“The Iceman Cometh.” The Gerversion
Eismann
“Der
Kommt,” translated by Marianne
Wentzel, had its preem early this
month at the Schauspielhaus.

man

'

(194).

Wyndh’m

First Swiss production of Mary
Chase’s “Harvey” at Casino Aussersihl here did poor business, despite the starring role being done
by Swiss comedian Alfred Rasser.
Play was given under the German

,

(11).
(18).

(30)

Seven,”
“Top of Ladder,”

IN ZURICH

Despite excellent performances,
AVeltner to Latin America
Kurt Horwitz,
Horwitz. Erwin
.
George Weltner, Paramount for- topped by
eign department chief, hops off'
leading
roles, businext Week for Havana and Rio uc
de ^ess fell
ii*'
off sharply after d cu*
JaneirO
Pacity house opening night.
“IceV
1

CLOSED LAST WEEK
at

DAYS

OEY

Zurich, Dec. 27.

tion deal for lensing in Britain.

(10).

“Ace of Clubs,” Cambridge

10

American outlet.
After two weeks in New York,
Cohen plans to spend a fortnight
on the Coast, Where he hopes to tie
up an Anglo-American film produc-

(4).

“Home

‘HARVEY’ LASTS

Bischoff and other producers whom
his company represents. He is also
taking over six British productions
for which he hopes to find an

Is Sylvia,” Criterion

“Will

Press Secretary’s meeting. As a
consequence the Exhibitors Assn,
sent a wire to Apold early in this
week, pointing out this omission
and suggesting that the exhibitors
are the most suitable people to help
the government in an analysis of
what’s wrong with the industry.
The exhibitors are anxious to gain
the government’s ear to underline
the fact that the motion pictures
are losing ground as entertainment
in Argentina because of the poor
product available, whereas other
branches of entertainment are enjoying a terrific boom.
In the first 11 months this year
the industry turned out about 54
Argentine-made pictures, but few
exhibs can point to many of these
as outstanding boxoffice films.

Y’ork Jan. 20 in search of new indie
product for British distribution. He

“Little Hut,” Lyric (20.

“Who

to

capital.

exhibitors
attend the

title “Mein Freund Harvey” (My
Nat Cohen, cd-director with Stu- Friend Harvey), the Swiss dialect
Levy
art
in Anglo Amalgamated version by Rasser being based on

9.

”Aecolade,” Ahhvych (18).
“Blue for Boy/^ His Majesty’s (6).
“Capt. Carvallo,” Garri qk (22).
“Carousel,” Drury Lane (31).
“Cocktail Party,” New (36).
“Dear Miss Phoebe,” Ph’nix (13).
“Dish Rail Av^ay,” Vaude (28).
“Follies Bergere,” Hipp (66).
“His Excelleucy,” Piccadilly (33).
“Holly and ivy,’* Duchess (35).
“Home & Beauty,” Wyndh’m (15).
“King Rhapsody,’* Palace (68).
“Knight’s Madn'ss,” Vic. Pal. (43).

“Mister Roberts,” Coliseum
^'Reluctant Heroes,’^ W’teh’H
“Ring Round Moon,” ClFbe
“Seagulls Sorrento,” Apollo
“2d Tanqueray,” Haymark’t
“Take It From Us,” Adelphi
“To Dorothy,” Savoy (7).

were not invited

to N.Y. for New Pix
London, Jan. 9.

Cohen

figures show wee^s of run )

“Lace on Petticoat,” Ambass.

annum of their invested
By some oversight,

no

constitution guarantees free trade, for all, including
exhibitors.

London, Jan.

higher quality story material.
The Industrial Credit Bank has
decreed that studios which still ow'e
the bank any part of the loans* advanced may not pay out either cash
or stock dividends above 8% per

ering loans to film producers, and
film studios will be able to pay
dividends in excess of 8% until
the loans by the bank have been
paid off. The Industrial Bank is
also drafting regulations to make
certain that a large portion of
profits on each picture are reinvested in the pic industry.
Cinematografica Interamericana
will distribute 179 Mexican productions and 56 Argentines in Peru
Interamericana distribthis year.
utes for Argentina Sono Film,
Emelco and San Miguel.

smashed.

The Mexican

(

strict-

their countries.

shows
ple,

be regimented far more

ly to insure that all the benefits
they have been granted yield higher profits to the national treasury.
Apold pointed out that, although
the National Industrial Credit Bank
has been Subsidizing the producers
with loans of 60 to 70% of production costs, not even the Argentine
patrons therhselves are satisfied
with the material turned out. Also,
that as for foreign markets, it was
understandable how reluctant distribs were to handle sue A fare in

here throughout the year. It would
use top air talent garnered mostly
from vaiide and legit circles, headed by Bob Dyer, Aussie’s highest
paid radio artist.
Prediction is that the gratis

:

don’t

Buenos Aires, Jan. 2.
Argentina’s self-conscious film
industry has been bluntly put on
the carpet by Raul Alejandro
Apold, unddr-secretary for press In
the Peron Cabinet.. At two conferences the producers were told
how big a disappointment they had
been to the gdvernment, which has
gone all out to help them. They
were Informed that in future they

London, Jan. 2.
Introduction of the new “X” censorship category, forecast recently
by the Home Office, took effect
from the start of the new year.
The existing “H” for horrific certificate will be dropped.
New censorship grading automatically bars
children under 16 from picture theatres.
Understood the “X” category will be used on a wider scale
than the previous “horrific” rating
and will apply to pix which are
“adult in treatment.” “Snake Pit”
is ah example of the type of Hollywood production that would probSydney, Jan. 2.
an “X” grading.
First exhibitor squawks of the ably qualify for
The existing “A” "and “U” gradnew year is against the Australian
universal exhiing
for
adult
and
(nonComniission
Broadcasting
commercial and partly government bition continues; Children are not
controlled) via its decision to stage barred from “A” Pix if accompafree vaude shows in Central Park nied by parents or guardians.

PK BIZ BOOH
Sydney, Jan.

Restless Adventure

New

permen.

vvill

•

Craeb Down On

lic

in

.

(lief

Aii Producers; Wants B.O. Pburb

ordered by the Austrian Minister
of Finance. Reported that the only
progress made in two years was a
handsome booklet sent to newspa-

London, Jan. 9.
Under the crack of our govern*
ment’s whip, but motivated, I aw
well aware, by the utmost good-

LONDON OFPICi

• SL Martin's Flact« Trafaltar- tquarn

I

4-

*

i

closes Dec; 29 with only six
The original length

i^P®^*^®^*^ances.

^ swing around to of five hours, incidentally, was cut
Australia, Malaya and Europe.
down here to three hours.
j

.

,

'VARtiTY'S'
•

tt,

.

LONDON OFPICi

INTERNATIONAL

Martin's Pfaca* Trafafgar Squara

No Throwing Laff

Stones

At ‘Stone of Scone’—BBC

London, Jan. 9. 4
The failure of the 1948 Quota
Act to serve as an inducement for French
production of an increasing
tlie
nuiuber of British films is to be
emphasized- in a memorandum to
be sent to the Board of Trade next
week by the British Film ProducThe BFPA memo folers Assn.
lows a request from the BOT to
trade associations requesting
all
observations on the Films Act’s operation, and to make proposals for

Tilt for

50^

TV

Fix

Paris, Jan>

Union

has

9.

instructed

to insist upon a 50% hike
in salaries if pictures in which they
appear are televised.
Organization’s ukase followed charges that

members

tional feeling

and

jubilation,

come-

dians are echoing the public's
laughter with gags and Lkits.

and

serted providing for the quota to,,
be fixed by Parliarnent six months
Initial
of
introduction.
ahead
quota of 45% in 1948 was sliced
by 5% the following year. For the
cu rrent quota year which began
last October, it was cut to 30%.
Producers Would Change, Policy
The BFPA and other organizations interested in production feel
that this is not proving an inducement to production. On the contrary, events have proved that it
is a discouragement and each lowering of the quota' is followed by
a consequential curtailment of stuOnce on the downdio activity.
grade, it appears here to be difficult to start the uphill climb
'

Film Producers

Meet on ASCAP Fees
London, Jan.

Sydney, Jan.

2.

Indications Down Under presently point to an upbeat in both
percentage and fiat rentals for the
eight major U. S. distributors operating .here following governmental greenlight given to exhibs
to increase their admission rates.
Boost was given because of high
operational costs following in the
wake of payroll boosts for all major and minor staff.

20.

film producers have introduced a resolution to the general assembly; of top German film
industry association, Spitzenorganization der Filmwirtschaft ( SPIO )
demanding federal legislature to
cut foreign imports and to establish an injports quota,
However,
without taking action, SPIO referred the matter to a Special market reflation committee for consideration. Action came during the

SPIO general assembly meeting

MPAA

they will be joined by the tech- reapprochment.
Trade circles believe that the
who are advocating a maximum penalty of $2,800 for a quota meeting will probably facilitate the
default and for the loss of license conclusion of an agreement for the
The pres- 1950-51 American film imports on
after two convictions.
ent penalty clause provides for a the basis of a principle for free
maximum fine of $280 and loss of imports and possibly a limited
screen quota for the protection of
license after, three convictions.
local product.
The resolution claimed that German film production, similar to that
IN
of other European countries, is permanently endangered by excessive
It also
imports of world films.
stated that a cut in imports is
Tel Aviv, Dec. 27.
therefore an economic necessity,
American
Kenneth
Spencer,
can not be achieved
Negro singer, was attacked by mu- which, ii that
through the present voluntary
sic crix for singing German songs
basis, must be dealt with by fast
This
before audiences in Israel.
action.
was in the face of an enthusiastic legislative
The
reception from the pyblic.
director of music department of Agree on
to Split
the Ministry of Education, demanded intervention in favor of Spencer
London, Jan. 9.
stating that it was his opinion that
German songs Could be heard even
A formula has been worked out
in Israel.
for splitting up the anticipated
Until a decision is reached, Spen
$4,000,000 which will accrue to
cer is not singing in German, with British production under the Eady
Hebrew and Yiddish songs now in fund tax subsidy scheme. Differhis repertoire.
ences of opinion have now been
ironed out between the British
Film Producers Assn. and the
Assn, of Specialized Film Producers, and final version will be
submitted for confirmation at a
meeting of production fund board,
Jan. 16.
London, Jan. 2.
Basis for allocation of the fund’s
Trading profits for Granada Theatres, the indie circuit controlled proceeds will be the proven boxoffice
value of pictures screened
by Sidney and Cecil Bernstein,
dropped $56,000 to $596,400. Re- during the year. The distributors
sults for the year ended last Sept. gross will be taken as the quotient
30 show that Subsidiary companies without any deductions for overIn the
returned no profit as against $70,- heads, advertising, etc.
case of first and second feature
000 in the previous year.
The net profit of the entire British pix, the amount to be regroup reached $187,000 compared turned will be calculated on the
with $235,000 for the previous actual gross. In regard to shorts
year, while the parent company and documentaries, the distribufinished the year with a net of tor’s gross will be multiplied two
and a half times. It is felt that
$165,000, a drop of only $5,000.
Dividend on the ordinary shares, this method ijS ah equitable one
all privately held, has been fixed since majority of shorts receive
at 5^'h as against 7%.
comparatively small' rentals.

meeting

is

9.

being held in Lon- week.-’'.''

between the
.“Samson and Delilah,’’ playing
British Film Producers Assn, and day-date at Paramount’s two firstthe Perfprmiijg Rights Society to runs, the Plaza and Carlton, hit a
consider questions affecting British smash $12,600 and $11,200 respecfilm pfoducers arising from the tively in second weeks,
“Cinderrecent American Society of Com- ella’’ in its second round at Prince
posers, Authors and Publishers of Wales was powerful $12,600.
consent decree.
“King Solomon’s Mines’’ with
The confab is being held to de- stageshow was a socko $25,500 in
termine responsibility for payment its third Empire stanza.
“All
of performing fees When British About Eve’’ continues to capacity
today

(Tues.)

films are shown in America,
lil
Britain normal procedure is that
the PRS fees are paid by the exhibitor, but the
decree appears to put the responsibility on

Gaumoht in third frame. “Flame
at the Warner
clicked at better than $11,000 ini
its first Six days.
On disappointing side is “Harvey,’’ which is
down to $6;2()0 in its second Odeon
at

and the Arrow’’

ASCAP

the producer.

week,

IROUBLE
OVER GERIUN SONGS

'

How

Money From Eady Fund

^

^

,

“Into the Blue,’’ also hew, looks
very mild $5,500, new Britisher not
catching on.

Estimates for Last Week
Carlton (Par) (1,128; 65-$1.60)-^

pix has not yet

S.

been decided upon by the majors,
but it soon will be boosted rather

on the contention that extra coin Canberra have been taking heavy
obtained via increased admissions shots at Aussie pic leaders on
is absorbed by high operational charges that they are working uncosts. They are expected to claim derground to retard the launching

“King Solomon’s Mines’’ (M-G)
and stageshpw (3d wk). One of
biggest bills at this house in
months; powerful $25,500 for this
stanza. Holds on.

.

that this leaves no. extra coin to

of video in Aussie.

Allegations are

that film toppers have secret bluepay to distribs.
Reported that some distribs are prints all set to keep TV. a Way

holding off signaturing new contracts until a formula is finally
worked out to bring added rental
coin this year.
Some Aussie eXhibs have a socalled imwritten law whereby they
refuse to pay over 40% rental.
However, Metro found plenty of
takers for “Gone With Wind”

from the Aussie public for
time.

The

politico .^blasts

both exhibs and

Gaumont (CMA) (1,500; 45-$1.60)
—“All About Eve’’ (20th) (3d wk).
Continues to draw great crowds

a long

covei

with capacity on most nights. This
round near $11,500. Stays at least

'

distribs.

•

Spokesmen for the picture indus- another two weeks.

try .state that the allegations are
just politico pixes, mainly made to
cover up the politicians own mulling of the video problem, and to
steer the public away from the true
when that hit was offered at far position failure of politicos to get
*
TV
underway here in 1951.
above this 40% figure.
Exhibs
also made deals with
above
Film toppers like Norman B.
the 50% figure for “Show White.’’ Rydge, of Greater Union Theatres,
arid Ernest Turnbull, of the Hoyts’
overseas
loop, following recent
looksees, have already made plans
British Disk Jockeys
in advance for the intro of TV in
certain ace houses when the time
Put
Carpet
is ripe. Many industry leaders can’t
see video operating here fully for
five years.

Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)
45-$1.60)—“Into the Blue**
(BL).
Only mild $5,500 for this

(1;753;

,

new British pic.
London Pavilion (UA)

—

by BBC

on

London, Jan.

9.

Disk jockeys have been rapped
over the knuckles by the British
Broadcasting Gorp. for breaking
the rule which forbids the plugging of disks other than those® already on the market or slated for
early release. In recent weeks at
least three of the jockeys have
jumped the gun and boosted records of which only advance copies
were available in the country.
One of the jockeys. Jack Jackson,
made Nellie Lutcher, formerly an
unknown artist here, into an overnight celebrity after one playing of
“Hurry On Down.’’ Richard Attenborough did the same for Rose
Murphy, and Sam Costa put Mel
Blanc’s “I Taut J Taw A Puddy
Tat” into the hit parade category.
Now the BBC is demanding full

compliance with the rule so they
can avoid charges of pro-American
bias in plugging songs weeks ahead
of release, and also t|) prevent dealers being inundated with orders
for disks they cannot supply.

RANK HOSTS EXHIBS IN
ROUNDTABLE SETUP
London, Jan.
J.

Arthur Rank

is

9.

hosting exhibs

of London and home counties at
a luncheon next Tuesday (16).

Not up to expectations, second week being moderate $6,200.
Stays another week.
Odeon, Marble Arch (2,200; 45$1.60)—“I Shall Return” (20th).
The first tele bow in will be un- Crix didn’t help this, third .week
der governmental control via the slipping to moderate $4,000. “Bora
Australian Broadcasting Commis- to Be Bad” (RKO) and “Where
The Robert Menzies Lib- Danger Lives” (RKO) starts Jan. 4.
sion.
Plaza (Par) (1,902; 65-$1.60)—
eral government, through a special
TV board, has not yet accepted “Samson and Delilah” (Par) (2d
wk).
Larger capacity than Carlplant.
It’s
video
for
tender
any
understood that only two experi- ton means bigger take here with
second
round wow $12,800. Stays
mental stations will be set up as a
kickoff, and commercial operators on.
Prince of Wales (Moss Em'p.) (1,don’t fit into the picture as yet.

Collaborationistic

wk).

200; 45-$l. 60)—“Cinderella” (RKO)
(2d wk). This Disney picture proving strong holiday offering. With

Onus

resounding $12,500 for initial holdover week at this comparatively
small theatre. Stays on indef;
V Rialto
(LEP) (592; 45-$1.25)—
“City Lights” (UA) (reissue) (10th

Threatens to Snafu Rossi
Tel-Aviv, Dec. 27.
All concerts slated for Tino
Rossi had to be postponed for 10
days because he was not permitted
to enter the country. WhOn Rossi
applied for visa With the Israel legation in France he was given one,
but because of an oversight the
usual confirmation was not obtained from the Immigratiou Department iii Jerusalem.
In view of .Rossi’s collaboration
with the Germahs during the occupation of France his visa later
was cancelled. However, the Israel
censorship board finally permitted
Rossi to enter Israel and appear
as arranged.
Rossi’s first performance at the
'

Wk).

(

AUSSIE AFTER 11 YRS.

I

ably will

be so

here
Rank now plans to were unanimously nominated
the best American act to play a
make an annual tour of the distri- as
vaudeville date' in Scotland during
bution

centers

and hold round-

'

1950.

Show scribes of three dailies
named the pair as the most popular
Transatlantic act to top variety
shows at the Glasgow Empire,
Scotland's No, 1 music-hall.

move

in as director.

Lux

began over 2 UW, Sydney,
then switched to 2 GB, Sydney,
both ace commercials.
Understood that one of the
major reasons for the fadeout is
the difficulty experienced in securing suitable plays from the U.S;
because of dollar restrietions and
the lack of interest by Yank playwrights in the Down Under marLux, over many months, got
ket.
by oh air adaptations of screen
first

successful that

table huddles with theatre operators in each area. It is said exhibs
down at these
their hair
let
behind-closed-doors, off-the-record
sessions.

Sydney, Dec. 26.
After a consecutive run of
years, oh Sabbath airing, the Lux
Radio Theatre (Lever Bros.) quits
the Aussie field early in 1951. A
new show is now being set to replace this Oldtimer. Harry Dearth,
who directed the Lux show, prob-

H

:

to

a big draw at $4,200.

Warner (WB) (1,735; 45-$1.60)—
“Flame and Arrow” WB). Also
drawing holiday crowds and big
lines. Strong $11,300 and holds at
least two more weeks.

Arinon theatre, Haifa, was interwho
Communists
rupted
by
pumped tear gas through a ventir

lator Performance was interrupted
will be patterned on for about 30 minutes but resumed
those which he held during his re- ,with police on guard,
cent swing around exchange cenBritish
the
provinces,
in
ters
Scots Pick Parks-Garrett
where he met many Of his cusGlasgow, Jan. 2.'
tomers for the first time.
Larry Parks and Betty Garreett
reported

Still

Continues on.

Luncheon

Meetings were

(1,217; 45-

$1.60)— “Transcontinental Express”
(Rep)
and “Jungle Stampede’*
(Rep). Did surprisingly well opening stanza at $5,200.
“So Young,
So Bad” (UA) opens Jan. 5.
Odeon, Leicester Sq. (CMA) (2,200; 45-$1.60)— “Harvey” (U) (2d

RKO

nicians

SPENCER

Sock IF/^G, 3d

“Samsoh and Delilah’’ (Par) (2d
wk).
Doing standout- biz and attracting long lines.
This round
steeply.
Sydney, Jan. 2.
finishing at over $11,200, huge for
It is expected that the
Politicians attached to the Ben spot, Stays on indef.
majority of Aussie exhibs will protest strongly against upped rentals Chifley Opposition government in
Empire (M-G) (3,099; 50-$1.60)—
centage for U.

Hamburg, Dec.

German

Great

London, Jan. 2,
exception, the hew
holiday pix did spekb business la^st
week; In many cases the totals for
six days (West End theatres were
closed on Christmas Day) were
wen above the average for a full

Understood the increased per^

here.
Special committee has the
again.
who have task of reaching an agreement beproducers,
British
been cutting tlfeir schedules to fit tween the producers’ interests and
the quota, are now claiming that demands of the Motion Picture
of America companies for
a more stable policy is necessary Assn,
free imports.
if the production side of the inThis committee announced that
dustry is to continue healthy. They
are therefore urging the BOT to another meeting will be held in
conjunction
with the next SPIO
revertadopt, without necessarily
ing to pre-arranged schedules, general assembly confab in Berlin.
circles believe that
trade
some alternative form of deter- However,
an approchment toward the Amermining the quota.
They are also advocating more ican viewpoint had been reached
Marc
rigid penalties for default and a during these negotiations.
rep for Germore stringent policy for dealing M. Spiegel,
attend
was
requested
as
many,
to
have
with reliefs, which they feel,
been overly generous during the guest consultant, another indicaIn this tion that intentions Were aimed .at
last two or three years.

,

Brit.

A

Apart from detailed comments,
BFPA’s review of the 1948 Act

Wow

one

don

the

in its place a clause in-

in 3d, *£¥6’

.

introduced later.

Indeterminate lii U. S.
Fixed wage scales for TV films
will cover three basic heads. The have not as yet been set by perfirst will underline the justifica- formers’ associations in the U. S„
tion for protective legislation, the pending determination as to What
comment on the union has jurisdiction in the field.
will
second
method of fixing and enforcing the Both the Screen Actors Guild and
Authority have
quota while the third will deal with the ^ Television
the functions of the Films Council. staked claims to the video territory.
The first two quota Acts of 1928 Question is now before the Nationand 1938 c o n t a i n e d schedules al Labor Relations Board for adplanned 10 years ahead for exhibi- judication.
tor and renter quotas. On the sugr
gestion of the BFPA and other
organizations, the fixed schedules
were dropped from the 1948 meas-

‘Samson’

2d, ‘Soiomon’-Stage

British Broadcasting
Corp. has placed a ban on all radio
j pkes about the stone.
In Scotland, where the stone’s
theft has caused an upsurge of na-

cheap shorts are made here for
amending legislation which may be American release via TV.

ure,

24G for

Scotland.
But the

Wage

Actors

bndon Fdm Biz

Edinburgh, Jan. 2.
Theft of Scotland's ancient Stone
of Destiny from London’s Westminster Abbey has produced a crop
of gags among stage com. dians in

Actors Ask

11

I

plays and a

few British

plays.
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Continued from page 1
Telecasting of clips from “Born Yesterday” on the Kate Smith video
show recently was applauded in letters to top execs of other companies for representation of all of its 10
hy Ohio exhib leader Pete Wood. In a letter to Abe Montague, Colum- constituent groups.
Theatre Owners of America is
bia's vice president, Wood, secretary of Independent Theatre Owners of
the principal hurdle because of its,
Ohio, declared that every major film company should plug its product
request that each of its 28 local
in a simiiar manner *‘so that we can obtain the advantage of this ever^ organizations
he allowed to elect
increasing TV audience.^’
members to the exec board! Allied
Wood’s letter to Montague of which copies went to other cornpariies, States^ Assn., the other principal
brought a reply from Ned Depinet, RKO president. He informed Wood national exhib group, is pretty
that his company intended to make judicious use of video for the much opposed "to the TOA plan,
promotion Of its pictures at every opportuhity. He pointed out that but hasn’t shut the door completeRKO did an advahce ballyhoo for Walt Disiley’s ’‘Alice in Wonderland” ly. That a compromise can be
reached is the prime hope for suron TV Christmas afternoon.

the intelligentsia wants better films, Council of Motion Picture
Organizations’ exec veepee, Arthur Mayer; declared in New York Friday
<5 ), it must support meritable product by turning but at the boXoffice.
Addressing the Women’s City Club, he pointed out that a number of
pictures have been financial flops for their producers although their

had won

critical plaudits.

Hollywood will make mature

COMPO

films,

the topper added, if receipts at the wicket warrant it.
Authorrcritic Gilbert Seldes, who took part in the same discussion,
asserted that ‘’bad” pictures are responsible for driving adult audir
ences away from theatres. The reason why inferior product continues
to be made by studios, he said, is because the more literate members
of society' fail to object to poor pictures other than merely staying

away

There is nothing to indicate that
Government will place film

the

r^wstbek on an allocation basis, it’s
revealed by William German, pi'es-

Lubin Quits CRI
•

•

.

•

n

.

Dr. Isador Lubin resigned this
as prez of Confidential Reports, Inc, to join the Government
on an unrevealed assignment. His
successor at GRI has not yet been
named, but It’s. presumed that jack
actual operating heac of the
checking agency, wiU continue in
that capacity.
Dr. Lubin, whose resignation, be-

ident of J* E. Brulatour, Inc., Eastfilm distributor. He warned,
the
Governnient
that
could aisk for a fr feeze on a monotice,
necessary,
if
ment’s
Although the’ National Production Authority has asked the film
vival of COMPO,
^qj. ^ata on the amount
Should TOA's scheme fail of acof rawstock used In the last two
ceptance, it might well pull out
years, the request is regarded as
It has never formally ratified its corties
effective in mid-February, being
Nathan
strictly
routine.
membership in
for this served as economic adviser to the
Gblden; motion picture and equips
year. There’s a possibility that the U. .S. delegation at the recent
ment
chief for the NP A, who askecl
organization would go on without united Nations general assenibly
TOA, but that’s not thought tOo sessions, with the rank of mmister. for the survey, stated requesl
should be no cause for alarm. He
likely.
It would break the com- He is also a U. S. representative
said he mehely was seeking informon front and deprive
of on the
Economic and Social nation,
a prime source of revenue.
Council.
“This doesn’t mean rationing or
prexy Ned E/ Depinet,
allocation of rawstock,” Golden
fully cognizant of the crucial na“I am merely gathering insaid,
ture of this week’s meetings at the
formation which would be useful
Hofei Astor, has invited a number No. Central Allied Group
if and when it should be needed.
of company presidents and other
Naturally, if the military should
important film people to attend.
This
In
need a great deal more film, some
He wants as wide a representation
civilian cutback would become necof the industry as possible to fully
‘Fairer’ Sales Plan essary; but the military has not
Push
understand the problems faced.
even given us any estimates of
Minneapolis, Jan, 9.
Allied prez Trueman Rembusch
what it is going to need in the comwill not be present for the opening
#A special North Central Allied ing months.”
sessions, at least. He had a pre- committee is in New York this
Meanwhile, representatives Of
vious engagement at an Allied re- week to try to induce distributor
botT m^br^nd iJld^ntot^com^
gional meet, but the political im- sales heads to agree to a new NCA
og
^
held^ a session to
plications of his absence are be- revolutionary sales plan designed
‘“ra^toek ' wltr Joyce
lieved to go beyond that^
It !s to reduce rentals and claimed to
Q.Hara, of the Motion Picture
thought that he wasn’t anxious to provide a fairfer and more uniform
Assn, of America, and another is
be bn hand unless his opposite method of buying pictures.
slated for next week. Representanumber from TOA, Sam Pinartski,
The plam calls for a sliding
the laboratories 'are exwould also be present and. with
from 15 to TO/fc, pg^ted to attend the future huddles,
full authority to vote.
after deducting house overhead
Consumption of rawstock in 1950

If

quality

15

week

man

however,

,

I

i

!

.

COMPO

UN

i

COMPO

physically.

*

Week To

Internatipnal Film Associates, distributors of the French import,
“L’Aflaire,” has strenuously protested the New York Film Critics’
interpretation of what constitutes a foreign film feature. In a letter to
N. Y. Times’ reviewers, Bosley Crowther, Tom Pryor and Abe Weiler,
IFA criticized the selection of Joseph Burstyn’s omnibus entry, ‘‘Ways
of Love/’ as the“best foreign language picture” of 1950. IFA charged,
among other thiiigs, that it’s unfair to classify a trilogy of foreign featurettes as a full-length feature and thus make it eligible for award
consideration. ‘‘Ways of Love,” incidentallyi was voted the ‘‘best” import after six ballots were cast. “L’Affaire” drew one or more votes

on four

j

.

|

ballots.

|

Amusements

Division of the National Conference of Christians and
Jews, in trying to raisd funds, will hold a dinner Jan, 25 at the Hotel
Waldorf-Astoria, N. Yi, in honor of Paul Reynaud, chairman of the
executive committee of the Council of Europe and former Premier of
France. Instead of selling tickets for a luncheon and then soliciting
contributions, it’s planned to sell subscriptions for the dinner. Each
subscription of $50 will entitle the donor to one ticket ior, the affair.
Entire gift, of course, is tax exempt. No funds will be solicited at the
dinner.

'

j

Pinanski is expected and it is based on $12 Per seat. _It wouM
understood that contrary to his give distributors from 15 to 20%
.

stand at the last

COMPO

session

November he will vote. Ted
Gamble and exec director Gael
Sullivan will also be on hand for
Acme of frankness was probably reached by an Ohio theatre mam TOA. Gamble heads a committee
ager recently when he ran a large display ad in the Lancaster Eagle- which has been trying to work out
in

Gazette apologizing for the coldness of his house. In an open letter to ai plan to keep the organization in
COMPO.
the public. Lyric theatre manager William C: Gillam pointed out that
Allied, in the absence of Remthe heating and ventilating system had been thoroughly overhauled
and ‘‘utmost comfort is now guaranteed.’’ Gillam’s action was in keep- busch, will be repped by board
chairman
and counsel Abrarh F.
ing with a policy set by the Jamestown Amus. Co. (Shea circuit),
owners of the Lyric, that no stone be unturned to build goodwill and Myers and by Wilbur.Snaper, prez
of the New Jersey unit.
public relations. Response to the ad was said to be exceptionally good.
Pacific coast groups may have
slack representation at the sesSlanley Kramer’s “Cyrano de Bergerac” last week became the third sions. H, V. (Rotus) Harvey, delefilm in motion picture history to win a New York City Board of Edu- gate of the Pacific Coast Concation endorsement.
Following the board’s approval^ the Kramer ference of Independent Theatre
organization and the Bijou, N. Y., where the picture is playing, made Owners, wired yesterday (Tuesspecial school discount rates available to students for matinee per- day) that he wouldn’t be able to
formances. Previously only J. Arthur Rank’s “Hamlet” and “Henry V” be on hand. Exec veepee Arthur
were okayed by New York’s education authorities. Endorsement of a L. Mayer wired baclr a request
picture permits students to be excused from classes to attend wedkdaiy that he make a special effort beperformances.
cause of the importance of the
meeting.
^Motion Picture Industry CounUnpublished photographs from the private collection of Robert
Flaherty, as well as a wealth of ‘memorabilia of the film director and cil will have only one ' delegate
instead
of two.
Art Arthur, its
explorer, are being compiled by Richard Griffith jin “The World of
Robert Flaherty,” Duel!, Sloan & Pearce will publish next fall. exec secretary, wdll represent the
Assistant to the director of the Museum of Modern Art Film Library, Coast group. Roy Brewer, HollyN. Y,, Griffith is culling his material from Flaherty’s Arctic diaries, wood head of the American Federation of Labor affiliated unions
family letters and sundry Other sources.
and
an
MPIC delegate to
COMPO, will not attend. /
U. of California at Los Angeles has set up an educational film sales
department on its campus to release product turned out by the institution’s motion picture division. New department will functio'n as one or N.Y. Critics to Distrib
the divisions of University Extension, which for years has maintained a
1950 Awards Jan. 28
film loan library.
Most of UCLA’s current campus-produced pix deal
New York Film Critics will disAvith stage techniques such as “One Way to Build a Flat,” “Four Ways
tribute prizes to winners of their
to Diama.” etc.
195() awards on the stage of the
Radio City Music Hall during the
evening of Jan. 28. Howard BarneS,
critics’ prez and reviewer for the
Herald Tribune, will preside at the
ceremonies, assisted by Bosley
Continued from page 6
Crowther of the Times.
In the course of the event, the
dailies, the .sheets’ teevee editors because of the novelty factor. But
gave considerable space to the re- McDonald
anticipates
subscrip- critics expect to* run off some special
film excerpt.s from prize-vvinsecduring
the
ception quality of the Phonevision tions will fall off
offerings.
ond month, with the third month ning pictures, as was done in 1948,
the
award presentations
of the test being ‘The most sighi- when
Chi Exhibs Beg Off Comment
were also made at the Hall. Folficant/’
\yilh this heavy hewspapei’ atDuring the first two weeks Of lowing distribution of the laurels,
tenlipn attendant to the teeoff,
the crix and their guests ^^lll attlie pix are offered
C hi exii bs were generally reluc- the experiment m.
Next week the tend a pcirty. elsewhere in the Hall.
at 4, 7 and 9. p
tant. to publicly air their reacBette Davis, 20th-Fox producafternoon showing will be moved
tions..
They begged off comment,
to 2 p.m. Films play three con- tion chief Darryl F. Zanuck. direcclaiming tliey don’t want, to add Up
tor Joseph
F.
Mankiewicz and
first day in the
secutive days
to the publicity.
Needless to say,
afternoon, second day in the early (jlregory Peek alrcadj' have indihoweveiA Windy City theatfemen
cated
they
will
appear for the
showlate
evening, third day the
are closely watching: the liyingceremonies, Frertch difeetor-writer
ing.
room bbxoffice system.
Using the reports filed by sub- Marcel Pagnol and Roberto RosselTechnically, the test made a; scribers, McDonald is keeping close lini were also invited.'V However.
sntooth takeolTi
Not all of the tab on the number of persons Pagnol has declined since he has
prints are Virginal but they are of viewing the film in each home, and a “morbid fear of oceans” and
Consiclerabiy better quality and of how they rale the picture.
Sub- Rossellini has no U. S. visa.
later vintage than most of the old scribers are also asked if they prereels seen on regular teevee chan- fer
“home to theatre showing.”
J. Jf, Jofdari
nels.
(WGN-TV’s recent purchase
The 300 test families were seof 19 Eagle Lion films released in,
James J. Jordan, top-echelon
lected mechanically with Interna1949, ’48 and ’47, which go on the tional
Business Machines equip- member of the sales staff at Unieir next month, may show some inment from some 51,000 applicants versal, has been promoted to circuit
teresting
comparisons),
Besides by the U. of Chicago’s National sales chief, under domestic distrithe general
bution topper Charles J, Feldman.
superiority of the Opinion Research Center.
Pnnfs, their soundtracks also, are
Associated with U for 25 years,
Actual cost of the test to ZenH'osh and clear.
ith is above $600,000, which figure, Jordan had been assistant to WilH’.s e.Npected the January orders McDonald points out, does not covr liam A. Scully, Feldman’s predecesfor the three Phoheyision films of- er the more than 19 years experi- sor. Circuit sales post has been
fered daily will be unusually high mentation with Phoneyisioii.
newly created.
'

Phonevision’s 'New Audience’

!

i

'

.

.

U

i

Ups

the estimated 2,000,000,oqo feet used in 1949 by a wide
to lab officials.
according
2c
25 to 40% and higher.
Distributors are using more prints
Bennie Berger, NCA president, per picture than ever before, due
asserts the new ^ates plan worked to faster liquidation of product.
out by a committee appointed by
the body’s directors would afford
needed relief to hard-pressed exj

,

the present

^

DE BRA ON 3-WEEK TREK

and would benefit disand exhibitors alike by
providing an incentive .for show-

hibitors
tributors

TO HYPO nUI INTEREST

manship.

NCA

is

Arthur DeBra, community reladirector of Motion Picture
Assn, of America, is on a threeweek, jaunt to hypo interest in

paying the committee’s

tions

expenses for the trip to New York
and a week’s stay there. The committee comprises S. D, Kane, NCA
executive counsel^ E. L. Peaslee,

Ted Mann and Henry Green.
last-named

three

are

The

exhibitors

some of the top pictures going
into release. DeBra will fill speaking engagements in Dallas, Oklahoma City, St. Louis* Louisville,
Memphis^ Atlanta and Charlotte.
At all points, DeBra has ari-anged special screenings of 20thclimb the Highest
“I'd
^bich he will offer as
typical of outstanding pictures for

and NCA. officers and directors.
The committee^ hasV- appoint
ments with Robert Mochrie, R.KO,
and Dave Seldman, U-I, Wednesday (10) and Andy Smith, 20thFox; Al Schwalberg, Paramount,
M-G-M, ^95^ DeBra singled out “MouhReagan,
Charles
and
Thursday (11).
tain” on the premise that “it pro•

V.

I

[

,

j

I

i

Jersey Allied’s Meeting
of New
Jersey will gear itself for the coming legislative session at a meeting

Allied Theatre

in

Owners

Trenton next Monday

(15).
j

Possible adverse bills are to be
discussed and a committee appoint
ed to keep an eye on legislative
matters.

Fidelity to

Support

be sought

will

among

!

!

1

Make 10

educational, religious and cultural
leaders, Better Films Councils and
local representatives of national
organizations which participate in
the previewing program.
Associated with DeBra in the
promotional
are
Duke
project
Hickey, former
field repre^

MPAA

For ELC Release

and Mrs. Jes.se, M. Bader,
motion picture chairman of the
United Council of Church Women,
They will cover an additional 23
sentative,

Hollywood, Jan. 9.
Fidelity Pictures closed a deal
to produce a total of 10 feature.s
for Eagle Lion Classics release
during the next 18 months. Indie
company recently completed an exparision program, one phase of

vides an unusual opportunity to
further the motion picture industry’s friendly relations with members of the Protestant church as
well as with other community and
opinion-making groups.”

cities for the
'

same purpose,

—

:

which was the acquisition of stock
by Joseph H. Seidelman, former
veepee of Uniyersal-International.
Among the properties lined up

Speaks in ’roronto
^

Toronto, Jan.

•

9.

Marjorie Dawson, national direc.

MPAA’s

Children’s Film
was th^* guest speaker
here yesterday
(Monday
at
a
tuncheon before the Canadian Disfo- early productioh are“My Fine
Feathered Friend,” “The Reluctanl tributors As,sn. and the Canadian
Bride” and “The Gentleman from Pi’essi Mrs. Dawson outlinecl latest
developments in the American
Chicago.”
.Childteh’s Film Library, model for
the Canadian CFL project.
tor of the

.

.

,

)

^

i

I

“

•-

,

Pix Pipiieers’ Board
All 21

nominees to the hoard

of

7

the Motion Picture Pioneers were
unanimously elected following a

vote in

New York

cording to Harry

Saturday
J.

(6>,

Pittsburgh, Jan. 9.
of the downtov/n first-runs
quietly raising their
prices in the last couple of weeks,
upping the scale a nickel, from
45-80c to 50-85C. Fulton, the Shea

Most

have

directors are Jack Aiicoate,

been

Barney Balaban, Steve Broidy, Jack
Cohn, Sam Dembow; Jr., Ned E, and Harris were the
Depinet,

James

Gus

Eyssell,

Si

Up

ac-

Takiff, secre-

tary of the organization,

New

Pitt First-Runs

F abian, admissions

R. Grainger, Abel
William J. Heineman, John J.
O’Connor, Robert J. O’Dorinell.
Martin Quigley, Sam Rinzler, Heiv
man Robbins, Gradwell Scars, Spyros P. Skouras, Albert Warner and
Joseph Vogel,

first to

hike

right before Christmas

and the two WB sites, Stanley and
Warner, followed suit a week later.
So far the two Loe w key spots
in the Golden Triangle, Penn and

Green,

I

Rilz, ar( maintaining the old scale
but may fall into line with the
others shortly.

^

I
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likelihood of Hughes selling. Coast
attorney Greg Bautzer is involved
in the try with Warner.
At the same time there is still
another Wall street group trying to
Continued from page 7
Continued from page 1
buy the shares. It is represented
with increased amount of equip- as bonanzas, only to fade away
house
investment
clergy
important
of
series
the
a
by
starting
his
is
ton
up
wound
ton who has just
Kinema*
It is understood ment and technicians, are required. when the coin ran out.
of Blair-Rollins.
second cross-country Bible-reading classes around the country.
“We have only scratched the sur- its efforts are not for its own ac- And production costs range up to color, back nearly 40 years ago,
trek during which he played to
with was the first practical method inmonotone,
than
greater
25%
undisclosed
points
an
for
He
but
count,
says.
Gregory
better than 225,000 people. But face,”
prints about three times greater troduced, but it required a special
Laughton is far from alone in the out that 38,000,000 people are in - client. It wants to buy Hughes than black-and-white type.
and cumbersome projector that
and they con- theatrCfStock for $B a share,
field. Cornelia Otis Skinner, long alone in this country,
At the present time, and for the raced film through at a speed of
with the completion of divorceone of the few femme theatre stitute a greater market for his
120 feet a minute, Exhibs refused
q£ theatres and picture com- coming year, Technicolor is geared
names seen in small towns, where commercial culture than the runto stand cost of special projectors
she appeared for local clubs and of-the-mill citizen who niade up^pany as of Jan. 2, theatre company to capacity of about 75 features in without sufficient supply of film,
Circuit.
turned $10,000,000 over to the pic- addition to its cartoons and shorts.
promoters, still is going strong. So the original Chautauqua
Other millions of potential patrons ture firm, plus a small residual Added buildings and equipment and it was only used in a limited
is Eva LeGallienne, who charms
number of theatres, mostly vaude
groups.
social
and
church
in
clubs
are
afternoon
which was in the account of the are planned to eventually increase
the Wednesday
Moreover, Gregory feels that the parent RKO company at year’s end. that output to double or more dur- houses.
with scenes from famous plays.!
rpj^jg
are
plan
Next color was by Pathe, which
his
But
accordance with the ing the next several years.
Elsa Lanchester has already inked educational aspects of
Ghe of p[an of reorganization filed with war conditions would stymie those had prints hand-colored in France.
a deal to toiir the towns this year, only now being realized.
Cost of tinting at 10c per foot soon
court and approved by the Pl^^us
holding the culture banner for the his plans for 1951 is a “lui verwith Laughs stockholders.
Eastmas Kodak recently intro- made the plan unprofitable. Then
distaff side. Top male names set sion of “King Lear”—
and
ex-,
came
a series of inventions which
parts
all
the
playing
for individual tours include Brian tom
company immediately duced its new complementary-type required
picture
a revolving color wheel
Aherne and Hume Cronyn, de- plaining each character. It "'hujd
$8 500 000 to oav off loans to color negative and positive, and in front
of the projector lens when
finitely set, with Jose Ferrer map- be for educational purposes
jg^^kers Trust N. Y. Security-First the negative is now being used by
film
was booked. None of
a color
ping a series of talks and Richard and, if successful, would be
j^ational L. A. and' First National producers whereby Cinecolor and
Laboratories make them got beyond the experimental
Carlson mulling an offer to chat lowed by other, similar films.
g£ Boston. Plan is to arrange Consolidated
Question now is whether
The question
1
.oonaT'Qfinno
anH
tllpn
then faliripatp stage, as it was found impossible
about his African experiences.
-Parations and
J
^
to have operators adjust the wheel
Laughton wiU have sufficient ti.e
intermediate
until
But^
been Points.
$3,000,000 Gross
have
f
11
role
His
for all these endeavors.
Aimc necessary
npppssprv between
hptwppn the origi
onei— properly for shqwings.
films
Conservative estimates are that as a Lyceum lecturer has brought made as yet.
Prizma then came aliTng with a
nal negative and print are pershow business names will gross him more popularity than ever, and
fected by EK, the major companies two-color method, using doublewell over $3,000,000 this year, and studios are beginning to wave film
coated stock for the color prints.
laboratories
.1
own
with
their
the possibility remains that lhat contracts at him once again. The
Columbia, Paramount, Metro, 20th- But it encountered difficulties when
figure can easily be doubled il
unable
Fox and Warners will continue to too much film was spoiled in the
other entertainment personalties
Continued from page
make a single appearance with- iS
do business with Technicolor and laboratory in attempts to turn out
beconle interested_in the ^Ghauasked to recreate at least
shorts.
At times, the wastage hit
1,
Cinecolor.
the market quotation on +the
The $3,000,000
tauqua circuit.
"Mutiny on the
as high as 75%, which finally put
Economy
warrants are issued. Stock'
representing an audience gountv” has heightened Metro’s
figure
the company in financial straits for
"t about 16.
isj
of at least 1 000,000 persons
When a complete line of color eventual foldup.
iXest in maMng rsequel calMd
based solely on the dates already
While reps of neither Loew’s films required for various steps
Australia,” with Laugh-;
Technicolor 30 Years Ago
better-known
the
arranged by
of course, once again playing nor Schary would disclose the num- from shooting through to processlecture bureaus and by Paul Greggg^ captain her of shares which the production ing of tint prints become available,
Technicolor then followed about
ory, who is making a determined
chief
is
demanding'
or
other
dethe above named majors will in- 30 years ago, with Dr. Herbert Kalbocame governor-general of
effort to become the Redpath of Australia.
tails of the negotiations, it is as- stall necessary lab equipment and mus using expert engineering techhis era.
After that, maybe some studio sumed that the normal pattern will (gradually convert over to all color niques to develop the process. It
It was Gregory who did much
'output.
But in these days of started as a two-tint method, but
would be interested in “The Chau- he followed.
to develop the present talkfest tauqua Story”?
(economy in the studios, coin will company research developed the
Profits Now Capital Gains
trend, by interesting Laughton in
too far in advance present three-strip cameras for inspent
he
Until the change in the Revenue
the possibilities.
program unless immediate troduction of the three-color sysact last year, the profit that an
Curiously, the newest showbiz
tem in 1934. In using three sepexec made representing the dif- results can be secured.
directly
is
television
medium
ference between what he paid for
Ansco Color currently has its arate strips of negative in the
responsible for this revival of the
stock that he bought with options reversible-typfe color negative and camera, which hasjilters and prism,
Continued from page 3
Chautauqua atmosphere. Gregory,
and their market value at the positive available for producers in Technicolor finally became the first
formerly with Music Corp. of over to Hughes all the shares in time the options were
limited quantity, and several pic- practical color process for the inexercised
...... he
..v
America, got the idea when
the new RKO picture company ^as construed by the Government tures have been turned out by dustry.
spotted pughton one night on Ed which it gof as result of divorce- as regular
reeular income if the warrants his method during the past two
It was long recognized by reSullivan s video show. A descend- ment Jan. 2. In turn, Hughes would were issued
Irving
Allen’s searchers of the manufacturers
including
as a form of compen- 3 ears,
ant of Chautauqua stalwart Wil- turn over to it all of his shares in sation.
Now
the profits are con- “Man on the Eiffel Tower,” and that widespread color for motion
liam Jennings Bryant and student the new theatre company, giving it strued as capital gains and the tax “New Mexico.” Ansco is also depictures could only be achieved
of the life of Charles Dickens, an- control of that outfit.
ls not payable until the shares areiveloping
the complementary-type through embodiment of the colors
other platform profiteer Gregory
Hughes is understood however, “tTalir'soTd and coin received. materials similar to the product directly into the negative and posidetected in Laughton that Chau- to have put stiff financial terms on Difference between regular income 'of EK.
tive materials. Progress along this
tauqua spark. Convincing Laugh- the deal. As a result, Greene and .
nmfitc:
tn
n ^
marketing its new line was advanced when Eastman
ton^owever, was quite a problem. his associates are believed inclined S300 000 oi better^^^^^
fnd thP color positive tor release print^s, Kodak introduced 16m Kodachrome
Eventually, the actor agreed' to to nix it, although they haven’t acgams levj is veiy con- and this stock is being used by for amateur use in the mid-’30s.
A program of Bible- tually done so as yet. In any case, ^^heraole.
test dates.
.Consolidated for making prints, Problems in manufacture and speand-classics reading was worked the group feels it may eventually
That’s the reason Schary is so This lab, which originally perfected cial processing made' it unsuitable
out and Laughton took to the road Set control without the stock swap.
two-tint Trucolor method which in 35m size for the exacting requireGreene group has also been in anxious for the new deal. He re- 'the
The “act” was!
with trepidation
’’
with Dietrich on the portedly feels that so much of his has been used entirely by Republic, ments of theatrical film production,
an
but experiences in the amateur
IR dflfpc wprp ‘Stretched to 52 In possibility of having a directo^r on normal income is going out in taxes is switching to three-color, utiliztheatres board. It is under- that he’ll have little left to show ing the EK complementary nega- field and use by the armed serv‘sevenl tnwnc; all available seats
ices
during the war, stepped up the
tive
for shooting, and the DuPont
were qhIH innp in advance and a stood that Dietrich may have ac- for his work at the end of his sevencolor* positive. Both Coast plants uniformity and quality of the maarrange. pent allows him to set a are being geared to handle about terial to the- point where it now
scneauiea.
that it would be in a freer position nest-egg aside.
20 features during the coming can be used by the studios under
Gregory, who by this time had to fight
_ii
p
fipht Hughes
Hnanec for
fnr cnntml
nr take
control or
conditions. But EK pressed
A variation of this same thinking year—all for Republic until pro- certain
to go into business for other action were it not repreleft
development of the complementary
is the Jerry Wald-Norman Krasna uuction can be stepped up to servhimself, had little difficulty lining sented on the board,
type of color materials, believing
deal at- RKO. Tannenbaum is also ice other con^panies.
second tour. Having worked
any case, the Greene group Is attorney for them.
Cinecolor recently installed new that they were more suitable for
Under their
with school and club bookings beinclined ,to take any action arrangement with
Howard Hughes equipment for its tri-color method, studio requirements.
fore, he knew what to avoid. Con- pending the completion of the D. of
But the manufacturers have their
they’ll make 60 pix in five years as and anticipates to process around
sequently, his contrac^ for Laugh- j investigation.
Directorate con- independents.
While their earn- 50 pictures during 1951. In utiliz- problems on making the color
t^n won friends for the idea_eyen
Maurice H. Bent, a member ings for the amount Of work they iixg the EK complementary nega- stocks. Because of added manufacbefore the date was played. Prices
Wall street firm of Merrill do will hinge on success of their tive, it makes color separations turing steps required, output is rewere cued strictly to the site s
^
films and may prove relatively low, and prints on regulation black-and- duced as much as one-third in comearning capacity, and in every case
which Hughes has been 'asso- at the end of the five years they’ll white positive stock.
parison to black-and-white. It will
Gregory guaranteed there would elated in a number of deals; James
if rp
even ix
Technicolor, which pioneered in take some time to add facilities in
spousui
me sponsor
to the
be
pe no loss ro
rirnwn V T* nf TVTAllnn Matinnal own all the pictures. The residual
the
factories to turn out the more*
highly-valu- the three-color field 16 years ago,
Laughton’s slice had to be reduced ^ank, PUtsbSrgh,
has Toni able capital assets.
also starts with monotone print than two billion feet of negative
drastically.
handled Hughes’ banking biz; J. P,
film.
Combining exacting tech- and positive required if all of the
Two Tours This Week
Dreibelbis, v.p. of Bankers Trust,
in both engineering and total is to be in color form.
finances
RiCO;
Sol
A, Wpcfprn
Laughton’s return to Hollywood which
YVCMcrii Pji
rd. i\illCU lU
chemistry, the Technicolor method
Schwartz,
prez
of
Theatres,
has cued rehearsals for Gregory’s
Elect Officers, Board requires many separate operations
newest venture, two seven-tweek and Ben-Fleming Sessel, v.p. of the
'on a print between raw stock and
Pittsburgh, Jan. 9’
tours this year for “Don Juan 'In Irving Trust Co., N. Y., the trustees
Complexity of the
Charles for Hughes’ theatre shares.
New set of officers and board completion.
Laughton,
with
Hell,”
Continued from page 7
What has the Greene syndicate members will be up for election process can be realized when it is
Boyer, Sir Cedric Hardwicke and
pointed
out
that nearly half of
Greg- particularly miffed is that the an- when Allied Motion Picture TheaAgnes Moorehead starred
the laboratory technicians in Holly- a deal with Judy Garland to star,
“philosophical nual stockholders’ meetings of both tre Owners of Western Pennsyl
it
a
calls
ory
wood are employed in the plant, in “Stars and Stripes,” the USO
charade.” Actually, it’s a lengthy the picture and theatre companies vania holds its annual convention to number in
excess of 700.
story in which the late A1 Jolson
and almo.'it-never-performed part have been so shuffled for 1951 in Ihere Jan. 17-18. Nominees for the
Two Methods to Get Prints
of G. B. Shaw's “Man and Super - the bylaws setup by Hughes that top spots are Fred A. Beedle,
was originally skedded for the
they won’t even have_a chance to president; Fred Hasley, vicepresiman.”
There are two methods to secure leading role. Holding up the deal
make
proxy
fight
until
^
the new dent, and Norman Mervis, treasGroup, billed as the First Drama
color prints.
One is the system is Hughes’ insistence that Miss
Quartet. .starts its tour Feb. 1 in directors have been in the saddle urer.
Other nominations can be whereby the color
factors are in Garland’s agent, Abe Lastfogel,
Greene group made by members up to the time
Between-town for a full year.
Cal.
Stockton,
the base stock—either negative or Vniliam Morris office topper, give
jumps will be made in a private claims to be able to get enough of voting.
positive
and the other where col- him options on further pix.
Pullman.
No props are needed, shareholders together to outvote
Nominees for the new board are ors are built up on the
raw print
Wald and Krasna expect to go
since each of the characters dis- Hughes’ 929,000 shares.
Morris Finkel, Charles Blatt, Bar- stock. Former allows for
lessened east in March to shoot sequences
Instead of the board meeting be- nard Buchhv.it, Lee Conrad, WilInitial!
courses before a lectern.
laboratory operations and manpow- by various name entertainers who
ing
held
as
usual
in
the spring, first liam Fox, Joseph Gelman, Theotour, covering 30 cities, is already
er,
although much greater than went overseas for USO during the
a sellout, and the second trek, one this year is not slated until the dore
Grance,
Frank Panoplis, black-and-white procedure,
while war. These, plus a severt-minute
slated for October, is partially .sold first Thursday in December for the Harry Rachielle, Edgar Shaffer,
the second requires a greater num- tribute to Jolson, will be included
theatre company.
Thereafter, it William Wheat and Ray Woodard.
out.
ber of laboratory steps and work- in “Stars and Stripes.”
After the drama quartet stints, will be held the thi. Wednesday in Fred Herrington is expected to' be
^
ers.
Gregory will send Mi.ss Moorehead May. Initial pic company annual renamed as secretarv
W-K have 12 scripts now ready
But the cost factors, at the pres- for iShooUhg. “Strike a Match,”
out on a solo tour.
Bookings of meeting will be first Wednesday in
ent time, seem to average up. Price the first, will be directed by Mark
Brian Aherne and Hume Cronyn December and thereafter the first
i/i
zr
kt
m.
of color .film is greater and is sad- Robson and stars Glenn Ford, it
.” will all
Ivarloit aS INarrator
Wednesday in June.
for “Evenings With
^ 15% Go\^ernment excise will have New York backgrounds
There was also activity on Other
follow the Laughton pattern.
William L. Snyder, who holds
basic cost up at least for which a unit is being sent east.
J. Arthur Warner, Wall- U. S. distribution rights to “The
Reaction to the Laughton tours fronts.
per
foot.
This increase tends
streeter
with
picture
includes
already
such things as
interests who Emperor’s
CzechNightingale,”
Wald-Krasna shelved “Middle of
level off extra costs for prints
hearty endorsement from churches, went to the Coast in December in made feature cartoon, this week
Night,” slated as second film., as
As a re.sult, Laughton will make a an effort to make a deal for either inked Boris Karloff as narrator when black-and-white material is result of RKO loanout to 20th of
series of records called “How to the picture or theatre stock, is for the film.
Phyllis McGinley. ^sed as base.
Jane Greer, slated as femme lead.
Read the Bible,” and church cir- again heading a group making .a New Yorlter mag staffer, previously
The history of color motion pic- W-K 'noUfied "mTss”^ reer
It held meetings with a had written the commentary. Color tures down through the years
cles already have placed orders for pitch.
is
wind up “Friendly Island” stmt
274,000 albums— which won’t even Hughes rep last week and, is slated picture was done by Czech pup- studded with huge losses for en- by April while replacing th
the susbe pressed until late this year or for another this w’eek. It is be- peteer Jiri Trnka, and achieves the thusiastic backers and inve.stors. 'pended
pended June Haver, decided
to
decid
At- A Air
T
ii-,T
.
J u
,aai
A
a
A A
AMany new inventions
early in 1952. In addition, Laugh- lieved, however, that there is little effect of a pantomime set to music. |Many
were hailed hold “Night”
”Night” until then
then.

Chautauqua’s Comeback

All

Pix In Color In 5 Yrs.
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High on the Warner Bros,
list

is

of stars-on-the-rise

Steve Cochran.

now

He

is

being starred with

Gary Cooper and

Ruth Roman
in color

in

"DALLAS

by Technicolor
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sioner announced that he will appeal the ruling of Judge Steuer.

Long Pants for 16m

He said he would be remiss in his
duty if he failed to stop any “attack” on the religious beliefs of
New Yorkers.

I

i

Continued from page

both 16m. and 35m equipment and
can show both sizes of pictures interchangeably. Inability to pay the
tariff

place

on new 35m equipment
worn-out

fetors

3

theatres, plus 700 nonThe 16m theatre is just getting started in Brazil. according to U. S. Government

Justice Steuer’s Opinion
court jurist’s
opinion in the case was at the

manent 16m

>

commercial

to re-

and

_

.

“XThr^more ZLToOO
with no film' theatJes at all.
i
ono
In Colombia, from 150 to 200
1 m theatres are operating.

LUC cheaper
uu the
switch “to
lo MMicii
niDiiois
Sors“‘to
16m size. The argest 16m giowth
however, has been in the small
rural communit^ which could never
allord a 35m theatre. Such locales
have also fostered the spread ot
the portable or one-night stand
theatres, some of which travel reg-

PORTLAND, ORE.

New York supreme

outlets.

state,"

‘Branded’

(Continued from page 8 )
annlauded Tougher They Come” (Col), also
Last
Oriental.
Great $13,500.
m®ay not bl amiss to week, “Heaven’s Sake” (20th) and
asserted Judge Steuer In “Dark City” (Par). $8,500.

Warm

$14,000

In Buff; ‘Heaven’ $8,500,

‘Harvey’ Stout 8G, 2d

Paramount (Evergreen) (3,400;
coucluding his opinion, that the,
Buffalo, Jan. 9.
Boxoffice totals are dipping here
Licenses is not! 50-90)— “Dallas” (WB) and “Counz.
(Col).
Yard”
Scotland
Meets
terspy
nffrnntt!
nrntppfor fmm
of a'this round.
“Grounds for Mar^central America has about 250 jarge*^ portion of our citizens or Big $16,000. Last week. “Breakp riage” is fair, “Branded” is
through” (WB) and “Rookie Fire- just okay while “For Heaven’s
pe,.|„anent 16m theatres, plus an- even of all of them."
man” (Col), $11,000.
However,
Sake” looks modest.
30 mobile units traveling
United Artists (Parker) (890; 50- “Two Weeks With Love” is catchthrough the backwoods villages.
Lean
90)
(M-G).
“Miniver
Story”
ing on with fancy week at Century
other narrow-guage theatres
Last week, “Two Weeks and second round of “Harvey” is
$7,000;
iilar circuits.
are located in the West Indies.
Love”
(M-G), $14,000.
With
holding up well at Lafayette after
the
in
Insofar as 16m growth
spread is also notable in
big initial week.
Continued from page 7
slicks is concerned, it is a good
Japan, for instance, has over
Estimates for This Week
thing for studios, because it opens 2 200 35m entertainment theatres, director; “The Law and Lady LovBuffalo (Loew’s) (3,500; 40-70)—
entirely new markets and provides
‘Birdie’ Bright $24,000,
^ 200 16m erly,” Greer Garson-Michael Wild“Grounds for Marriage” (M-G) and
new income.
projectors, mainly to schools, asso- jing comedy; Edwin Knopf, producFair
“Call of Klondike” (Mono).
Thc overall 16m growth is un- ciations, etc., and these occasion- er-director; and three not-too-heavy
Frisco, ‘Goldbergs’ 14G $13,000. Last week, “Pagan Love
even, heavy in one country and ally show entertainment pix. Cey- dramas: “The People vs. O’Hara,”,
Song” (M-G), neat $17,500.
Francisco, Jan. 9.
San
William
Tracy';
Spencer
almost nil in the bordering coun- Ion has shackled the growth of 16m with
Not since the last world war has
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-75)
try,
However, it has been substan- by a ruling that no such theatre Wright, producer; John Sturges, Market street bristled with so “Branded” (Par). Okay $14,000 or
with many military uniforms, and imTrain,”
on
a
tial in every continent.
may operate within five miles of a director; “Man
less. Last week, “Mr. Music” (Par)
Dick Powell;' Richard Goldstone, pact is being reflected by perky (2d wk), $^,000 in 4 days.
Here is .some idea of what is 35m theatre.
In India, the distance is three producer, Anthony Mann, director; biz here.
Standout is Warfield
going on.
Center (Par) (2,100; 40-75) •—
with “Watch Birdie” which is hit- “For Heaven’s Sake” (20th). ModMOvSt striking example in Europe miles from a 35m theatre and, in and “The Bradley Mason Story,”
mi.
Goldbergs”
ting smash total. “The
is Italy, where there are already addition, building resUictions on
Last week, “Dallas”
est $8,500.
have; sen, producer, Richard Thorpe, di- at Paramount shapes; fairly good. (WB) (2d wk), $6,000 in 6 days.
over 1,000 16m commercial the- new
theatre
construction
Others are mainly holdover after
a( res, with the Directorate General
Nevertheless, rector.
been a deterrent.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
Paramount will throw out the socko initial weeks scored by “Har- “Harvey” (U) and ‘‘Revenue
for Entertainment trying to get 16m is beginning to catch on there,
as well
Sake”
very,”
“For
Heaven’s
more equipment into the smaller.
The Philippines have upwards of laugh-line with “My Favorite Spy,” as a stout session done bv “Ven- Agent” (Col) (2d wk). Holding at
remote villages. The number con- 250 16m theatres, plus another 50 with Bob Hope 'ind Hedy Lamarr; j detta.”
“Harvey” is continuing good $8,000 or near. Last week, big
trasls with 6,500 35m theatres.
Filipino film, Paul Jones, producer, Norman Z." strongly in second Orpheum stanza, $13,700.
In portable theatres.
addition, there are about 300 mo- producers
making pictures McLeod, director; “Rhubarb,” with
are
Century (20th) Cent.) (3,000; 40Estimates for This Week
bile 16m units, to say nothing of especially for the rural trade in the Ray Milland and Jan Sterling; Wil70)
“Two Weeks With Love’*
(2,850; GO(RKO)
Gate
Golden
Perlberg
and
George
Seaton,
thc non-commercial projectors in native Tagalog dialog.
and ^‘Experiment Alcatraz”
(M-G)
Thailand
and (RKO). Fancy $14,000 or better.
(RKO)
“Vendetta”
SS)
schools, parish houses, etc., many has five studios producing I 6 m co-producers; Arthur Luhin, direc(Lip)
Soldiers”
Wooden
“March
“Where Danger Lives’*
and “Clarence,” with Alan
^cr;
of which play entertainment films, pictures.
Down to good Last week,
(reissue) (2d wk).
(Mono),
Films in 16m have a footing in Young; Robert Welch, producer; $7,500 in 4 days. Last week, hefty ^RKO) and “Blues Busters”
France’s 1,250 HiPs
$13,200.
Richard Wallace, director.
France, which has fewer than Africa with the prospects good for
$19,000.
^
u
Same studio, Cecil B. DeMille
6 000 35 m theatres
already has ^ substantial, growth in that con65-90)—
(4.651;
(FWC)
Fox
will roll “The Greatest Show on “Heaven’s Sakes” (20th) (2d wk).
L250 halls and theatres screening tincnt.
Earth,” with Betty Hutton, James Off to $6,000 in 4 days. Last week, ‘Dallas’ Torrid $23,000,
16m films full
full time
Hmp or
nr part
narf time,
fimn
IGm
Stewart, Dorothy Lamour, Charlton big $25,000.
plus hundreds of mobile units
Heston,
Pierre Cresson and Lyle
travelling from village to village.
Warfield.. (Loew’s) (2.656; 60-85)
Denver; ‘Music’ 12G, 2d
Bettger; William Wyler will pro- —“Watch, Birdie” (M-G).. Great
‘Miracle’
Belgium is a country which has
Denver, Jan. 9.
duce and direct “Detective Story,” $24,000. Last week, “Pagan Love
seen quite a few of its poorer exContinued from page 7
“Dallas” is copping top money
with Kirk Douglas; Everett Riskin Song” (M-G) (2d wk), $12,000.
hibitors switch from 35 to 16m
this session playing in two houses.
Paramount (Par) (2.646: 60-85)
equipment because the latter made moral qualities for all Of Italy, has will produce and Charles Vidor
Both “King Solomon’s Mines,” at
direct Alan Ladd in “The Rage of “Goldbergs” (Par) and “The Councheaper replacements.
The 16m also condemned the picture.”
Broadway, and “Mr. Music,” at
the
Vulture
and
Pine-Thomas,
Fairly good
try Parson” (Indie).
Burstyn said he had been holdtheatre is on the upbeat in tiny
are strong enough in
Denham,
Last week. “Branded’.’ third weeks to win additional time.
ing up release of his documents with Lewis R. Foster directing, will $14,000.
Luxembourg.
“Crosswinds,”
(Par) and “Country Fair” (Mono) However, “Music” may not hold
John
PayneProduce
from
advice
Rome
the
of
counon
On the other hand, one finds
( 2 d wk),
Reagan topliner.
$ 12 000
again because Denham is backed
almost no commercial 16m theatres .sel until Judge Aron Steuer ren- Ronald
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)
RKO, off to the races with Wald
up on film. /‘Prehistoric Women”
in .such
nations as Spain and dered his decision on McCaffrey’s
“Mr. Music” (Par) (3d wk). Trim shapes smash at Rialto.
license
threat
revoke
the
Paris
guiding
to
Krasna
some
its
of
top
Sweden.
Last week, $13,000.
$8,000.
if the film was played.
Decision
product,
will
gun
the
“Let’s
See
Estimates for This Week
Canada has ah estimated 9,000
(No. Coast) (2,478; 55Aladdin (Fox) (1,400 40-80)—
16m projectors used for visual edu- was banded down Friday denying Girls,” Dinah Shore starrer to be 85)Orpheum
Strong
wk).
(U)
(2d
“Harvey”
by
Rubin;
Stanley
“Breakthrough” (WB) and “Bandit
cation purposes.
Occasionally the censorship powers of the License produced
Last week, smash $20,-^ Queen” (Lip)
>mm>ssioner, and Burstyn said' “Strike a Match”; Harriet Parsons, $12,000.
(3d wk). Fair $2,000.
halls and schools rent entertain000
Last week, $2,500.
inent features. In addition, as far Monday was hm first opportunity producer; Mark Robson, director;
(1,Coast)
(No.
Artists
United
the documents.
“The Middle of the Night,” with
Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,500; 40hack as 1948, the country had 331 fo
fhey consisted of ( 1 ) an official, Jane Greer; Stanley Rubin, produc- 207; 55-85)— “Frenchie” (U) (2d 80)
“King Solomon’s Mines”
16m entertainment theatres which
wk). Off to $5,500 after fine $11,signed
by
the
President
statement
Beck,
“The
er;
George
director;
Re(M-G)
Fine $11,000.
wk).
(3d
reported a paid attendance of
000 last week.
Holds again. Last week, big $14,2.168,000 persons that year. There of the Council of Ministers stating turn of Zorro,” to be produced by
(370; 85-$l)
(A-R)
Stagedoor
000
Starr;
“High Frontier,”
are also a couple of hundred port- “The Miracle” was approved by Irving
“Last Holiday” (Indie). Big $4,500.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 40-80)
able units showing entertainment the Italian government for regu- Robert Sparks, producer; H. C. Pot- Last week, “Fantasia” (RKO) (relar theatrical showing; (2) an affi- ter, director, and “Girl Gangs,”
“Mr. Music” (Par) (3d wk). Nice
films.
The growth would be still
issue) (2d wk), oke $2,900,
of the Sam Bischoff, producer, s
$12,000.
Last week, big $15,000
more rapid, except for a trade reg- davit from the director
Clay (Rosener) (400; 65-85)
T
^ the
and
better than first.
Wald'Krasna entries at RKO are “Bitter Rice” (Indie) (3d wk). Sock
ulation providing that no 16m enpic had been shown there in 1948 “The Harder They Fall,” Raoul
Denver
(Fox) (2,525; 40-80)—
tertainment films may be shown
$3,200. Last week, $4, 000.
and tliat “in accordance with regu- Walsh, director; “The Blue Veil,”
“Dallas”
(WB)
“Harding.
and
within 10 miles of a standard mo
(Rosener)
(400; 65-85)
Larkin
lations of the exhibition, in the Curtis Bernhardt, director;
and “Bitter Rice” (Indie) (3d wk). Counterspy” (Col), day-date with
tion picture theatre.
Esquire. Big $19,000. Last week,
case the film would have been in “Girls Wanted,’ with Marc Daniels
Smash $3,200. Last week, $4,200. “Heaven’s Sake” (20th) and “SavAustralia, with 147 commercial
‘(fiy
wa^ blasphemous, it would as associate producer.
^
f
Xage Horde” (Rep), good $13,000.
have been rejected by the Festival
Twentieth-Fox
lists
its
starters
as
po
be equipment in the brush, committee, and ( 3 ) a sworn stateEsquire (Fox) (742; 40-80) “Dalmusical, outdoor drama, drama, ‘Lady’ Smash $19,000 In
IS seeing a steady growth of the
ment from the president of the Na- historical adventure (pirate) and
las” (WB) and “Harding Countersub-standard gauge industry. The
tional Assn, of the Motion Picture comedy, in this order:
14G spy” (Col), also Denver. Sock
Mont’l; ‘Flags’
regular theatre owners have ex$4,000. Last week, “Heaven’s Sake”
Industry (of Italy) affirming that
“Friendly Island,” with June HaMontreal, Jan.^9.
pressed considerable worry, feeling "The
(20th) and “Savage Horde” (Rep),
Miracle” had been approved ver, Gloria DeHayen, Mitzi Gay nor
With three holdovers in deluxers good
that they see the handwriting on
$2,500.
by all proper authorities and that
tlie wall.
So the distributors fol- Ibis approval had never been with- and Dan Dailey; Fred Kohlmar, returns continue to hold big after
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 40-80)—
,
...
z^
producer; Edmund Goulding, direc- ,a smash first stanza last week. Two
low ,,
the practice
of selling no 16m drawn.
“Pagan
Love Song” (M-G) and
tor; “The Secret of Convict Lake,” new entries, “To Please A Lady,”
prints until the feature is at least
Burstyn Sounds Off
Frank Rosenberg, producer; Mich- at Capitol, and “Two Flags West,” “Experiment Alcatraz” (RKO) (3d
ft vcflr old
wk).
Down to $9,500. Last week,
Declaring that he didn’t wantiaei.
xne House
xiuu&c at Princess, both are doing well.
uucciui; “The
ael vjroiuun,
Gordon, director;
Tn iQdQ
7 £koio«ci
oke $ 12 000
argument with the jon the Square,” with Tyrone Pow- “Mr. Music” is best holdover with
now fewer thin 96 iRm
Rime
session
at
Palace.
big
second
Paramount
(Fox) (2,200; 40-80)
Cardinal, Burstyn was nevertheless er, Sol Siegel, producer; Roy Baker,
rvin commercial
zv.,
for
exhibition.
There
Estimates for This Week
,•«
—“So Young, So Bad” (UA) “Great
uic comiTi 0 ii.LS on xiio director;
iri
ins
“Anne of the Indies,”
^
4
aie
71 licensed 16m theatres,
34-60)—
Palace
(C.T.)
Jewel
plus
(2,625;
Robbery”
(WB) (2d wk).
ur.
George Jessel, producer; and “The “Mr. Music” (Par) (2d wk). Hold- Poor
$5,000. Last week, $6,000.
‘=’a‘'ed. “has'the right to impose on Doctor's Diary,” Joseph L. Mankiealf/e‘caufDment’‘M^h°'^* 'k'*’
ing at $13,000 following socko
Rialto
40-80)— “Pre(Fox)
(878;
of
Ml
us what to see and what not wicz, director.
r K
opening at $19,000.
historic Women” (EL) and “Two
impression that
WB's Tune Films
Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 34-60)— Lost Worlds” (EL). Smash
At nipsont
$6,000.
Legion is trying to establish itWarners, loaded with tinted tune- “To Please a Lady” (M-G). Smash
tiLa
Last
week,
every1-1000
“Southside
35
censor for the films, is ready to go on “Painting $19,000.
Last week, “Heaven’s (Mono)
Ihmv iJ
and “Spook Busters”
City
of.
Sunshine,”
York."
with
with
New
the
Clouds
Sake” (20th), okay $16,000.
in® Sn fa
I® a'
(Mono), $3,000.
References were to the Cardh Virginia Mayo, Dennis Morgah and
Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60)—
a.-,"nnr^n, nfnso' .Jn
Vogue (Pike)
60-80)—
(600;
"e’ s instructions, read at every Gene Nelson; Williams Jacobs, pro- “Two Flags West”
20 th). Hefty
Infai nf^i^rroon®®
‘^Walls of Malapaga” (Indie). Fair
"’«ss in St. Patrick’s Cathedral ducer; David Butler, director, and $14,000, Last week, “Petty Gix'l”
•Sn V
ninVmL
t®’
$1,800.
Last
week, “Run for
Sunday l7). that “all right-thinking “On Moonlight Bay,” with Doris (Col), $11,000.
Money” (U), good $2,500.
nearly 300 clubs, hotels, cafes, etc.
Loew’s (C.T.) (2,855; 40-65)—
Slizcns’’ io
in an
o Day and Gordon MacRae, William
“Pagan
Love
Song”
(M-G)
(2d
wk).
change Federal and state censor- Jacobs, producers, Roy Del Ruth,
Thic r r^/vo
^ '^bip laws “so as to make it impos- director. Others are “Fort Worth,” Good $15,000 after snlbsh fir.st
iiniiu noi.
^
•‘^*ble for anyone to profit financially
Randolph Scott-David Brian-Helena week at $24,000.
Imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 34-60)
planta- by blasphemy, immorality and sac- Carter-Phyllis Thaxter oater; An(Continued from page 8)
tion*? etc., which show
lions,
“Frenchie” (U) and “Snow Dog”
16m enter- j-iiegc.”
thony Veillor, producer; Ed Marin,
“Branded” (Par) and “Al
tainment and educational pictures
(U) (2d wk). Fair $6,000 following 85)
Picket line was established in director; and “Tomorrow Is Anlantic
City Honeymoon” (Indie
on a non-commercial basis.
terrific $13,000 opening week.
front of the theatre Sunday after- other Day,” prison drama with
Mild $14,000. Last week. “Mr. Mu
Ti-m lAivi
u
„
‘.tie has had one of
noon. William
vviiuaiii H.
xa. w
O’Neill,
ixeiii, nrsi
first Vice
vice [Ruth Roman and Steve Cochran;
sic”
and “Chain Gang
(Rar)
spui'ts commander of the veterans’ group, Henry
Lenore Lonergan’s Pic
(Col) (2d wk), $12,000 In 5 days,
Blanke, producer; Felix
in
®°"’- “Md it would be .set up difily at Feist, director.
Broadway
legit
actress
T onore
Orpheum
(Loew)
(3,000; 40-85)p M
rl;
“"’P^ved 6 p. m. Picket signs read: “This
Universal-International, likewise Lonergan has been inked to a one- “Pagan Love Song” (M-G) an
Will, 2 0B 7*a?m tlieatics. Of
course, picture is an insult to every decent on a blithesome kick, has these in pic deal by Columbia. She goes to “Counterspy Scotland Yard” (Col
in
^ most countries, woman and her mother” and “This the
hopper: “The Real McCoy,” the Coast over this weekend to ap- (2d wk). Good $14,000 after tal
fi,z»
averaging picture is blasphemous.”
$21,000 for first.
with Abbott and Costello and Doro- pear in “Lady Says No.”
ni.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)Ci’owds
at the theatre appeared thy Shay; Howard Christie, producMiss Lonergan recently completf'nmiah
“Dallas” (WB) and “Father’s Wll
sticks and small to pay little attention to the lizie,
work
In
Lament
director;
ed
“Whistle
er;
Charles
“Caat
Eaton’s
npifyjfhm-inn
ghboibood situations.
Game”
(Mono) (2d wk). Neat $10
althougli the house had one offer sey Jo.ies,” with Donald O’Connor Falls” for Louis de Rochemont. It
000 after $16,500 for first.
will also be distributed by ColumState (Loew) (3,500; 40-85) bia. She was in “Alive and Kicking”
“Pagan Love Song” (M-G) an
on Broadway last season and was “Counterspy
Scotland Yard” (Co'
... V...-V
tiiv.
jx! w
vv iiu ijuiiuii,
])reviously
seen
in
teenage
roles
fT.
f2d wk). Nice $8,000, after nic
country. Today
there are 466 perMeantime, the License Commis* diicer; “The Golden Horde,” with in “Dear Ruth” ahd other shows.
$11,000 for first.
j
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BEDTIME K® BONZO

starring

RONUD REtGAN •

»» WALTER SLEEAK

•

LESSE WHITE

Introducina
Screenplay.by

VAL BURTON and LOU BRESLOW

•

Directed by

FREDERICK de CORDOVA

A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL PICTURE'

DIANA IVNN

i^A»

*

Produced by MICHEL KRAIKE

cuncsuay^ Jdiniflry lO^ IvSl

MURDER- NOT
LURKS

LOVE...
IN HER EYES!

B^V

^•'<r

..'yifft

^

cxrtlssER

\

_
V

Y< \

.tornng

JUnRHI

sAv'

WEISSMULLER

S

m-

?S:>

K

!'^-

'•iN.

'm

JOYCE SHEFFIELD
•

wtth

flbUUfini.1
ACQUANETTA
in ’

Aitoclot* Productr ond OIrvctor

Produced by
SOI lESSES

KUKT

NEUMANN

Orginol Story or)d Scroon Ploy by CARROLL YOUNO
Bottd Upon tho Choroctori Crootod by EDGAR RICE BURROUGHS

Vv

,

'Vwsjl''

JOHNNY

WEISSMULLER

BRENDA

JOHNNY

JOYCE SHEFFIELD
With

HENRY STEPHENSON • MADAME MARIA OUSPENSKAYA
BARTON MacUNE • DON DOUGLAS
Producod by

SOL LESSER

Aftocioto Prodycor and Diroctor KURT NEUMANN
Scroon Ploy by Hant Jacoby ond Marjorio L. PFaotzor
Boted Upon tho Charoctort Crodtod by EDGAR RICE BURROUGHS

fT/iest

motion pictures available

individual!/ or as a combination)
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PICTIJRES
RKO

branch manager and

city^s

salesman, back on job after siege
with flu.
^
Charles McCarthy, former filnj
transfer company ow^er, joined
Continued from page S
Paramount sales staff, replacing
Harry Chapman, deceased.
arrangement has existed practically that he had been Injured by any
Ben Marcus, Wisconsin circuit since the arrival of the thre^ broth- Skouras operation.
Virginia and Orpheum in Cham- owner, in from Milwaukee to book ers as immigrants from Greece,
Considerable
questioning
of
paign shared second prize in out- for his Lacrosse, Wis., theatres.
Skouras said the agreement was Skouras by Alioto concerned th«
Bert Kiilick, of Bell Pictures, off of-town group,
Activities Committee, head- discontinued as. Of the end of 1950. proposed deal, in 1947,
War
'involving
for the Coast to set bookings on
Accounting and administrative ed by Harry B. French, ParaShow” and “Seven .functions of Eagle. Lion Classics mount circuit prexy, has^500 of Legal and paper work to that end Milton Reynolds, ballpoint manu*
\‘Irish
his
in
are
process,
he
stated.
now
facturer,
and
Lippert,
Robert
cir*
Journeys.”
branches at Memphis, Oklahoma territoiy’s exhibitors signed up deMaurice N. Wolf, Metro exhibi- City and Portland being moved to spite North Central Allied oppoWhile reasons for the bustup cult operator, who had. endeavored
the
was
among
buy
Naify
(Golden
the
State and
to
tor relations staffer,
adjacent branches this month.
sition.
v given by Skouras were somewhat
T8cD, Jr.) circuit. Alioto contended
speakers yesterday tTues.) at the
Following a two-day sales meet
Local RKO theatres, Orpheum different, industry vets surmised In his querying that Skouras
meeting of the Advertising Club in San Francisco, Eppublic sales
had
was
preliminary
to
move
the
sa
that
Wolf devotes chief James R. Grainger left for and Pan, boosted children’s admisin Trenton, N. J.
from 12 to 20c, following Go- divorcement.: They saw an effort used his influence to swing the
much of his time to guest speaking Cliicago where he presides at an- sion
from
deal
away
Reynolds
and
Lijim^t- other rtwo-day conclave Jan. 13-14. pher lead. It previously had elim- by the three brothers to stay on pert and blocked the deal so that
at exhib, civic and other
different sides of the productioninated reduced teen agers’ price.
Ings throughput ihe
Due back in N. Y. Jail. 15.
Joseph M. Schenck Could buy into
First twin City' neighborhood distribution-exhibition fence. Spyhalf of M-G and general industry
g^ward G. Chumley, Paramount
ros is how prexy of 20th-Fox, the Naify operation, which conbecause
shutter
to
slated
houses
relations
salesman in Charlotte, N. C.,
sub- sists of approximately 100 houses.
Arnold Ja^bs,
named branch manager in Jackson- of poor business are W. R. Frank Charles heads its exhibition
indicated his intention to
La SMle and Lyndale sid, National Theatres, and George Alioto
manager for Discina International
Fla.: succeeds the late Clyde circuit’s
examine SchCnck concerning the
here. Former already has shut up is prez of United Artists Theatres
Films, planed to Coast to set up coodson,
transaction.
In this questioning
shop and latter is scheduled to Circuit and has other exhibition im Alioto
L.A. and San Francisco preems
emphasize the
tried to
French import,
quit Jan. 14. Other 19 theatres of terests.
company’s
for
broad
impact
of Skouras influence
chain in territory, including seven
,
*‘Manon,”
of Warner Bros.’ di- and his alleged power to prevent
In
the
case
named
Phil Williams, recently
Kirby named manager of Minneapolis and St. Paul neighbor- vorcement, Dept, of Justice has in- men over whom he had no control
hood and suburban houses, will
theatrical sales manager for March
Ervay theatre here,
sisted on all three brothers re- from getting into -the business.
of Time, in Cleveland ,^nd Detroit
Clyde Allen made ni a n a g e r of continue to operate.
maining on the same side of the
20th-Fox
Bad Feeling?
this week huddling
1,500-seat Ridglea
(ParaMinnesota
Amus.
Co.
fence.
They have chosen producWilliams forAt one point Alioto asked
branch manager.
pt. Worth, opened by Interstate, mount theatre circuit) substantially
will
divest
and
Skouras whether any “had feelmerly was on Fortune mag s a 1 e s
Galvan shuttered his Regis increased newspaper, radio and tel- tion-distribution
That has pro- ing” today existed between Lipstaff but before that headed MOT in San Antonio; will turn it into evision advertising appropriations their theatre stock.
of
the
pert
and himself because of the
Skourases
the
to
clue
vided
a
ad-publicity staff.
auto repair shop.
for 1951.
Selig G. Seligman named to sucMrs. J. G. Spurlock named manReno Wilk laying out campaign D, of J. attitude—if they haven’t, transaction, which involved the
veepee
new
State
(now Esquire) theatre in
as
Keegan
substanmore
Jack
ceed
ager of the New theatre at Joa- for reissue of “The Devil and already received a
and general manager of Northio quin.
Daniel Webster” of which localite tial indication in present negotia- Fresno, Cal.* when; Lippert “took
United
of
the
deal”
away from him. Skouras
Theatres Corp., subsid
Bill J, Jones named manager of W. R. Frank, the producer, now tions toward divorcement in Washsaid that no such ill feeling exParamount Theatres, operating in gj^-y^ay Drive-In at Bryan, He was owns domestic and, foreign rights, ington.
isted, in fact that he had breakOhio and Kentucky.
manager pf the Avalon, Houston, having purchased RKO’s interest.
It is believed that each of the fasted
with Lippert that very
was assistant to Edward L. Hyman, j|)pth operated by Farr Amus. Co.
Skpurases would Uke to retain his morning. However, Skouras india UPT veepee
buildcurrent
For second time*
be
would
position.
That
present
Paracated that he objected to Lippert’s
Robert Weitman, United
ing ban halted plans for the conimpossible under an complaining on occasion to Washmount Theatres veepee, to Jackson, struction of a new downtown house
Mike Manos bought out Penn- manifestly
Tenn., over the weekend to attend at Waco. Theatre was first planned state Amus. Co.’s two theatres in anti-trust consent decree if their ington authorities concerning him,
opening Of Paramount of the Te- by Interstate-United Paramount in Uniontown, Pa., the Penn and private incomes were going into which he did not consider “very
nice.”
narken circuit there today (Wed.). 1945 but permit was denied. After State, for a reported ^1,250,000. one pot.
Alioto filed a mhtion yesterday
Jerry Pickman, assistant to Para- Paramount and Interstate dis- This gives Manos a monopoly
In describing the income pool,
tWOon
Youngstein,
mount’s Max
solved their partnership. Interstate there since he owns the town’s, Charles Skouras said that he, the (Monday) to be heard by' Chief
week tour of southern and mid- decided to build the house only to other first-run, the Manos; brings oldest of the three brothers, was Federal Judge Michael J. Roche
to set a definite date for the jury
west exchanges.
have current ban put crimp in his circuit up to 23 units.
the first to migrate to the U. S., trial, which may he in May. Alioto
Awards have been made in the plans.
Arthur Stern, of the Stern and that Spyros and George fol- also filed a notice to take the deRKO Theatres’ “Boost Your BusiFt. Worth’s first deluxe nabe, the
family which operates a chain of lowed soOn after. As the eldest of position of Spyros Skouras in
ness” drive and $3,750 in cash Tivoli, reopened after being closed
ozoners under name of Associated the three, Charles declared he as- N. Y. Feb. 26. '
prizes have been mailed to win- for remodeling.
Drive-In Theatres, 'inducted Into sumed the family responsibility
Friday’s deposition session comners. First prize winners for “best
L. S. Arnold named manager of
and helped the younger brothers. pleted the examination of Charles
combined ratio of profit-gross-at- Josephine theatre in San Antonio. Army.
Mervis Bros, drqpped lease on
P. Skouras for the present hut the
tendance of 1950 against same
Family Tradition
Bill Anderson, booker at 20thprexy and his attorneys
period of 1949 were Rocque Casa- Fox exchange here entered the Elliott theatre and is being ‘taken
“I loved my brothers,” he gave FWC
over by Don Trepiqone, who also as the reason for the creation of agreed to submit to any further
massine of the RKO Regent in New Marines.
York City; and A. H. ’Talbot, manJack Adams and Frank Lucchese owns the Sky on the Northside. the pool. “It was family tradition questioning which Goldwyn might
ager of the RKO Iowa, Cedar obtained the Cactus theatre in Mervises had operated the Elliott for us to think about each other. request, on two weeks* notice. AlSecond prizes in Austin. House renamed the Carver. for 17 years.
to be completed is querying of
Rapids, Iowa.
We inherited that from our par- so
John Bertero and Ed Zabel, which
same category went to Manager
With Dave Smith’s resignation as ents.”
Franklin,
will
RKO
take place in Los Angeles
John J. Tompson,
manager of Warners’ Regent in
He insisted that the pooling rater in the month.
the Bronx. Managers Grant A.
East Liberty, AI Skigan, of Squirbeen
had
long
which
Martin and Marshall Addis of RKO
Another showbiz landmark here rel Hill, was promoted to the post; agreement,
The Tivoli, Harvey Brady switches from the known in the trade and to the Inwill soon be gone.
ternal Revenue Bureau, had nothbuilt nearly 50 years ago when Model into Skigan’s old berth.
OUTDOOR
John Zomnir has left Eagle Lion ing to do with monopoly. DisconSouth Omaha was an independent
RfFRISHMENT
come
West
to
Glassies
on
Coast
tinuance of the pool, he also said,
city, is being remodeled into a
SERVKI
department store for the Hested back to Pittsburgh as Monogram follows an uhderstanding reached
SromCMut
Last operated five years sal^s chief under Abe Weiner, jy the brothers approximately a
chain.
toCecut
ago by the Epstein Bros., the house branch manager.
year and a half ago, when Skouras
[ov«r
C—tuty
Herman Lorence’s 18th Street had consulted the Government,
played burlesque years ago. Vaudeville and stage shows also went into theatre in Erie now. being operated which had indicated that dissolu- SPORTSERVICE CORP
the theatre.
When biz started to by Nick D’Aurora,’ who also, owns tion of the poOl would be an advis- sponrsfsv'ci Bi?:
slip, it was turned into a film the Lyric there.
able step.
Phil Brozier plans to retire f^om
house, being most recently used
Skouras gav^ as another reason
exhibition because of ill health;
for foreign pix.
The Roseland, other South offering his Avella theatre for for its dissolution the fact that
each of the brothers now had a
Omaha theatre, closed a couple sale.
Joe Rieger, assistant at WB’s family of his own and that the variof weeks, has now been offered
in
Harris
theatre
Tarentum,
proous interests of the three brothers
for Sale.
It lost money for the
to
manager of circuit’s no' longer required the mutually
last two or three years or since moted
Ralph Blank’s 1,200-seat Chief was Washington, Pa., houSe and his protective pool arrangement. Also
sister, Beverly Rieger, is replacing believed to have had an Influence
built down the street.
Omaha going into new year with him in Tarentumi
In the dissolution is the GovernDave Smith, who recently quit ment’s drive to split big business
four fewer theatres (all nabes) than
in Wilkinsburg, appointed
in 1950.
AliNUO
interests in the motion picture
manager of Shadyside theatre. He
ottk
field, as exemplified by the antisucceeds Alex Blair, resigned.
trust divorcement suits.
C. C. Kellenberg, 20th-Fox sales
1^
The Skouras pool as set up curChicago police censor viewed 94 manager under Al Levy, exchange
pix last week, rejecting one Ital- head, is general chairman for pres- rently includes George P. Skouian pic and slugging five imports entation of American Legion musi- ras, head of Skouras Theatres and
for adults only.
cal, “Red, White ahd Blue,” which United
Theatre Circuit
Artists
After 26 years with Balaban & comes to Syria Mosque Feb. 26. (neither of which is a defendant in
Katz, Harry Potter resigned from Kellenberg is past district and the suit), who receive 25% of
managerial post at Roosevelt.
county commander of the Legion. the pooled income, with Charles P.
City tax collector’s report "for
4 ENGINE DOUGLAS DC-4S
Skouras and Spyros Skouras each
December puts over-all amusement
Direct from La Guardia and Newark
receiving 37V$I% portions.
tax intake at $164,000 as compared
NON STOP
On Stand 5 Hours
with $181,000 for same period in
Frank Ackley, manager of the
Alioto, attorney for Goldwyn,
1949. Theatres tax only in Decem- Carman theatre for 23 years, reber dropped from $127,000 in 1949 signed with the dropping of vari- had Skouras on the deposition
griddle Friday (5) for almost five
to $103,000 for this year. This is ety shows there,
$39.00
HUGHES'
CHICAGO $24
sturdier than drab $97,000 taken
Leonard Hettelson closed His consecutive hours. In addition to
Ourtb $35
in during last November.
Penn theatre, and Charley Stiefel probing into every facet of preshanded the Empress back to the ent-day FWC and Skouras. operalandlord.
tions, Alioto also delvec^nto the
John Fried, who leased the AdelReturn
1 STOP
1 Way
Fanchon & Marco adopted a 50c phia temporarily, returned that past years and asked numerous
pointed questions as to whether
one-price policy at all times for its house to the Felt Bros.
Skouras had ever entered into
theatre, a 1,600-seat deTwo Melvin Fox theatres the agreement with other majors in
NORTH AMERICAN Baldwin
luxer in Baldwin Hilis district. Beverlee, in Beverly, N. J., and
theatre circuit operations to stay
Price includes tax and admits chil- the Embassy, in
Swedesbpro, N. J.
AIRLINES
dren free if accompanied by a —sold at auction, to be used for out of certain areas in return for
Fre* Ticket PerR. Irr. Flights, plus tax
top rights in other parts of the
parent. Theatre Was built as a day- other than
theatre purposes.
-^RADIO CITY MUSIC HAI
BRyanf 9-6492
country;
Skouras
date, first-run, but inability to obdenied
this
Princess theatte (Warners) abanRocktfalUr C«nt$r
$03 51b Av«. (Ent. 42nd Si.) Suit* lOU
tain
first-run
product
caused doned foreigri and art film’ policy vigorously.
RUDYARD '66|C||y|f9
BRONX
BROOKLYN
change of policy.
Alioto hammered along the legal
KiPLING^S
for
third
iillvl
time;
now“'
Operating
^on
LU 4-0607
UL 5-3888
David O. Selznick preparing a last-run Market Si. basis.
line of endeavoring to prove that
RROL FLYNN • DIAN STOCklLt
2488 Gr. Cencourta
HotU St. Geonc
national reissue of “Adventures of
the Skouras operation, consisting
Cotar by TRCHNICOLOR
Clark Street
(FordhamRd) Rm 32R
Tom Sawyer” for Easter.
A Metro-Cpldwyn-Mayer Plctur* T
of National Theatres and all suhTRAVEL, agents .RECOGNIZED
and THE MUSIC HALL'S GREAT X
sidiary units such as Fox West
ST.
CHRISTMAS STAGE SHOW I
Fox-Intermountain,
FoxPaul E. Stehman, owner of Lyric, Coast,
Theatre big screen TV made its Winchester, 111,, elected secretary- MidWest, the Evergreen circuit
local debut when the Paramount treasurer of Mid Central Allied (Oregon and Washingtdn) and Foxrdprpspntotiv*
of commorcioi
Poris
circuit’s Radio City hooked up for Independent Theatre Owners, Inc., Wisconsin, was a monopoly per se.
film producor dvailoblo for disigri'
President Truman’s State of Union to fill the. Unexpired term of High The Skouras battery of legal talent,
monts, through New York bffjco, to ro>
address before Congress.
M. Graham, owner of Webster, St. which included John Bertero,- Arport, eontaict, make orrangementt and
thur B. Dunne, Theodore Roche,
S. D. Kane, North Central Al- Louis, resigned.
execute projects in film pnd allied
lied executive counsel, reelected
Betty Wendt, business agent, of Jr., Fred Pride and Ed Keil, concity attorney of Golden Valley, Film Exchange Employees Union tended that in spite of seven days
fields.
Cl 6-9670 or write Box 68Q,
Minneapolis suburb, for 13th term. here, elected again to that post at of deposition testimony, Goldwyn
Variety, 154 W. 46th St., N Y. G.
Fay Dressell and Don Conley, annual meeting.
has failed to show in any manner
IOAOWAV Al 4H,
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RADIO ROLLS BACK INTO HIGH
While NBC. In a somewhat cryptic pronouncement, revealed
week that the meeting scheduled for this week with the affiliates to consider a cut In the AM rate structure would *'not be
held/' It's how considered to be a dead iSsiie, with a recognition
among the web hierarchy that the whole thing was a mistake.
In some quarters it's reported that the execs who masterminded
the plan to engineer the rate cut are currently in the doghouse
for what many, believe to be “the ihpst ill-timed blunder in radio
last

history."

.

However, within the trade and particularly among some of the
NBC affiliate boys (whose violent protestations oyer the proposed
fate cut brought about the network's change of heart), the feeling
prevails that the damage has already been done; that the repercussions will be felt, since the NBC published “findings" on the
state of radio can be used as ammuhitlon when and if the advertisers and agencies decide to gang up.
Fact that NBC in the past week negotiated a flock of major
radio sales which are viewed as only the start of a revitalized sales

AM

era in

as

TV

production curbs and newsprint shortages beis considered to be the clincher in the ar-

come more pronounced,
gument that NBC erred

in

its

ways and moved too

hastily.

To Get a Rating?
By GjEOItGE ROSEN
The

long-anticipated radio resurgence rolled into high last weak.
sooner had the network sales
boys opened offices for the hew
S
year than the deluge began. By
Monday (8), more than a dozen
An. increase of 15% in 1950 billprogram-time sales had been con- ings over '49 is reported by WWRL,
summated in a deluge of activity New York, with manager Edith
reminiscent of World War II days Dick predicting a favorable year iii
when well-heeled cliehts had loits 1951 for foreign language outlets.
of excess profits coin to play around
Indie, which airs iii 11 foreign
with.
languages and also beams to the
Even Arturo Toscanini and the Negro market, got its biggest comNBC Symphony has been sold, a mercial boost via Spanish prostate of affairs in the realm of grams, which now occupy 34 Vi
Institutional advertising that hasn’t hours weekly.
In '50 the outlet
existed in several years. NBC in added 8Vi additional hours of
almost one fell swoop also prac- Negro-slanted shows, bringing that
tically sold out Sunday afternoon. segment of programming to 22 Vi
Ironically, it all followed on the flours weekly. French was expandheels of the NBC abortive over- ed from 30 minutes weekly to one

No

AM

rates. NBC
tures to slash its
is now willing to forget all about it.

The parade

of sponsors into news-fprograms in the wake of the Korean war crisis has hit an accelerat- Blue Talk,
Faces, Pink
ed pace since the first of the year,
with a flock of^contracts signed by
Slips in Chi Via
the networks,
Chicago, Jaii. 9.
Campana, Which has just canBlast of blue language which
celled out on Its Sunday morning
during the
leaked out on
“Solitaire Time" show on NBC, has
Broadcast of the Rose Bowl
decided instead to pick up the tab .CBS
in a flock
resulted
game
on the Saturday morning five-min- football
of red faces among station execs
ute newscast (11 to 11:05) on CBS,
pink slips last week for six of
with Bill Shadel as the gabber. and
the Chi CBS flagship’s staffers. The
That's the news session currently
string
of profanity hit the air dursponsored by Seeman Bros., but
station break as two
ing a
latter is moving into the ABC video
announcers argued into a live mike
picture instead.
over Who was to take the cue.
Sterling, the drug outfit, is also
After airing a series of apologies
vannews
the
aboard
climbing
for the incident, station fired the
guard, with sponsorship of the 3
three announcers and three engito 3:15 Sunday afternoon period
neers on duty when the blue bloop
on CBS. ^Similarly, Norwich is buywas made. Trio of engineers was
ing a Sunday afternoon Bob Trout
bounced for failing to properly
news segment on NBC, moving into
monitor the station break.
the 5:25 to 5:30 period, sandwiched
^

Red

Rose Bowl

WBBM

WBBM

between the new Pepsi-Cola show
and the Cary Grant “Mr. Blandings" airer. Norwich is also buying
a Don Hollenbeck TV Sunday night

Webs Scored By

show, 11 to 11:15, effective next

Sunday

(1^).

Babbitt Co., makers of Bab-0,
which just cancelled out on two
long-running daytime serials on
NBC and CBS, has decided instead
to pour a considerable volume of
the coin Into Mutual hews programs.
In addition, Doiibleday is picking
up the tab for the Edwin C. Hill

commentary

news

on

11:15 to 11:30 p.m„ via

Protestants

(b

Criticism that radio and television networks are not devoting
prime listening time to religious
broadcasts Is leveled in a report

Sundays,

NBC.

being released today (Wed.) by the
Protestant Radio Commission,
Study of PRC’s first calendar year
reveals it produced and arranged
and TV shows.
for 2,128
PRC director Rev. Everett C.
barker said, “During 1950, only
one sustaining Protestant radio or
television series was scheduled by
The
a network in Class A time.
moving into problem is especially acute in live

AM

The U.

S.

Army

is

sponsorship in a big way, TV programming. Only fwo netplunking down $150,000 for its ini- works have regular sustaining protial entry cin CBS in a bid to stim- grams and these are aired by only
In a few stations. It is fruitless to
ulate Interest in recruitment.
addition, it has contracted fqf spots
(Continued on page 42)
in NBC's “Operation Tandem." It's
radio

anticipated that in coming months
the Arniy will channel considerable coin into the medium as its Gulf Seen Bowing Out,
recruiting drive is stepped up.
As a starter, the Army is buying
Time Positively,
the Wednesday night Hal Peary
show on two occasions during FebVersion
'People'
ruary,
Starting the first week in
Rublcam,
Although Young
March, it will pick up the tab for
says nothfive broadcasts of the Thursday agency on the account,
negotiations
yet,
as
ing
official
Is
night “Line Up" show on CBS.
have been going on for Gulf to
Aripy is paying full rates, both
bow out of sponsorship of the radio
for time and talent. During World
version of "We, the People" oh
War II it generally managed to get NBC and pick up, the tab for “Counthe shows on a cuffo basis in return
terspy” on, ABO.
for purchase of the time.
“People" has been probably the
Ralph Flanagan band has also
radio
been inked to do series of half-hour “most cancelled show" in

TMs
On

AM
&

cancellation
of
threats
option
commencing Jan. 22 from Los An- coming up at each 13-Week
However,
geles.
Band opens four-weeker at time for many years. said to be
this time the threat is
Palladium following night,
Flanagan reportedly will get $2,- the mccoy.
Switch would have hO bearing on
500 per program supplying all talent, but with stipulation all broad- Gulf’s sponsorship of the video vercasts be
not transcribed, and sion of “People" on NBC-TV, the

ABC

programs for

Army

annals,

recruiting,

live,

fts

many

Army

as possible emanate
cainps and hospitals.

from

.

I

client being
its results.

more than happy with

hour.

‘Kane’ Stymied

week

(see separate story).
CBS grabbed off a $1,000,000 in
business from Colgate through sale
of its 3:15 to 3:30 cross-the-board
afternoon strip for a daytime Serial.

.

teresting questions to the trade. If
the CBS jubilation ran high last
it was because the latest ^
Nielsens show Jack Benny in complete control of the 7 to 7:30 p m.
stretch as No. 2 man in the Nielsen
Parade (topped only by “Lux Radio
Theatre"), with “Big Show" running a poor second.
For that matter, it's strictly a
runnerup status for the high-budgeted NBQ variety-comedy stanza
through the entire 90 minutes (6 to
7:30), with even the, low-budgeted
Joey Adams “Rate Yoiir Mate" in
the 6 to 6:30 bracket out-rating
“Big Show"' by a score of 6.4 to
5.0.
The CBS vs. NBC variance

week,

even more pronounced
during the 6:30 to 7 stretch, when
Columbia’s “Our Miss Brooks" hit
a 13.5 as against “Big Show’s" 6:8.
From 7 to 7:30 Benny cops the
audience laurels with 20,3 as
against a 5.8 for the NBC time pe-

becomes

NBC symph

spOhsor since
General Motors bowed out several
years ago is Squibb, which was a
heavy radio ;spender back in World
War II days, but which has been
missing from the airlanes in recent
years. Squibb is scheduled to pick
up the symph tab when Toscy returns to the podium Jan. 27, but
papers are not being finalized until
the web has the maestro’s okay on
deal. NetWork
sponsorship
the
execs don’t expect any difficulties
Unusual arrangement whereby
from that quarter, but in view of
the Toscy-NBC sensitivities over U. S. Tobacco company, sponsors
the past few months the web is of the “Martin Kane" radio and
TV show. Was to have launched a
taking no chances.
simultaneous spread of the radio
NBC Leading Pack
version over both the Mutual and
Within two weeks after disposing NBC networks, effective next Sunof its Sunday afternoon 5:30 to 6 day (14), ran into a last-minute
period to TWA for sponsorship of snag this week, with result that the
the new Cary Grant radio package, NBC deal was suddenly called off,
“Mr. Blandings," NBC last week AM edition of “Kane," as result,
wrapped ub an additional sale for stays as a lone Mutual entry in its
the preceding time period, with Sunday afternoon spot, at least unPepsi-Cola buying the 5 to 5:25 til the present contract expires
segment for its new musical show next June.
which will originate in Army
U. S. Tobacco and the Kudner
camps.
agency, which had whipped up the
Sale to Pepsi was negotiated via unique
deal,
whereby “Kane"
the Blow agency. It preems the would penetrate approximately 170
first Sunday in March. This is the
markets on two stations simultaneprogram that will mark the Phil ously, apparently didn’t reckon on
Regan identification with Pepsi (in William Gargan, the show’s star,
an attempted l}uildup to correspond who kicked up a fuss’ over the arwith the Morton Downey trademark rangement. NBC, it’s understood,
on Coca-Cola programming). Bands had agreed to picking up the show
for the show will be booked on an out-of-pocket station-time
through Gener|il Artists Corp.
deal which would only cost U. S.
Virtually all the networks con- Tobacco
the station time tab and
summated sponsorship deals for no additional talent hike for the
news programs during the past additional ride, with NBC foregoFirst

The hew Nielsen ratings oh the
Sunday evening “Big Show" oa
NBC, just released, pose some In-

On

ing any of the take. Gargan said
no dice, since to all intents he’d be
doing two shows for the price of
one.

riod.

Question intriguing the

ttrade is:

Why, assuming the Nielsens are the
answer to cross-country likes and
dislikes, has “Rig Show" been unable to move into the bigtime rating sweepstakes, considering the
lavish coin, energy and talents expended on the production?

That the Tallulah Bankheademceed production, which enlists
the

practically

whole

NBC’s top radio and

TV

roster

of

talent,

has

single-handedly
enmedium with a "biglong overdue; that it has
practically brought about a revitalization of radio programming when
most needed; that it has brought a
consistent qualitative level to com-‘
edy scripting, *that it has given pro-

practically

dowed the

AM

ness"

gram veepee Bud Barry a newfound stature-—these are points
conceded by many in the trade.
But the fact remains that, perhaps outside of New York and a
few other cosmopolitan centers, the
(Continued on page 38)

Everybody

Now

A Veepee at NBC
The

NBC

board of directors at
meeting of the year last
U. S. Tobacco ^wanted to move Friday (5) handed out veepee chevNBC’s “Operation Tandem"—
the show from Mutual to the same rons to three more exec.s, bringing
spot/ sponsorship of flve-nlghts-aSunday
time period on NBC, but practically every ranking employee
week programming even benefound it was committed to the into the v.p. fold. L test to get
fited from the new sales activity,
MBS contract until June, which re- the accolade are George^Frey, of
with Liggett & Myers, Buick and
its

first

sulted hi the negotiations for the

TV

sales;

two-network pickup.

installed head of
sales as successor to Harry Kopf, and Fred
Wile, No. 1 aide to Sylvester L.
(Pat) Weaver in 'TV programming.

—

Army
"

the U. S.

ticipation.

contracting for par-

Benefit and Health
Accident Assn, bought the 2:30 to
2:45 Sunday afternoon time on
NBC for sponsorship of Bob Considine’s “On the pne." The netStation
by Kids;
work also sold its Sunday afternoon
1:30 to 2 period to the Trucking
let Off With Warning
Assn, for sponsorship of the “American Forum of the Air."
Marysville, O., Jan. 9.
Evidence of the radio resurgence
The FCC has shut down WKRG,
came just as the networks were this city’s only radio station, Which
releasing their annual billings for had been operated for some months
1950, showing all but CBS in a by a couple of high^ school boys
sharp decline compared with '49. and three young men in their 20’s.
The boys, who operated their station with a surplus Army transmitter which gained them a range of
up to 10 miles, didn’t have a license.
Last week an FCC agent strode
Impressed with the success of into the second floor "stidio" of
teaming Donald O ’Connor with WKRG, seized the mike and told
Jimmy Durante on the latter’s fir$t the proprietors and the radio audivideo show, NBC is dickering with ence at the same time, "This is
the two for a new radio seriejs. the FCC and this station is off the
Web envisages^ O’Connor foiling air."
a
The boys had made
for the comic, same as Garry
Moore did in Durante’s previous commercial station by selling time
to merchants here. The FCC agent
show.
It would.be Durante’s first radio warned the boys that the penalty
show since exiting the Camel se- for their offense can be $10,000
O’Connor, incidentally, co- fine or two years in prison, or both.
ries.
starred with Durante in Universal Because of their youth he said they
wouldn’t be prosecuted.
Pictures’ “Milkman."

The ^Mutual

Run

John K. Herbert, newly-

AM

months back, when

Sortie

NBC

was

solidifying its revamped adminisfrative structure, there were
reports that everyone but a few
would be stripped of their veepee

However, the opposite has
with the chevrons being
bestowed right down the line to
embrace Charles (Bid) Barry,
head of AM programming; Weaver
as TV head; Jim Gaines as head of
o.&o. operations; Ed Madden, head
stripes..

applied,

of

TV

sales operation,

Norton, administrative

and

victor.

v.p.

‘

.

WKRG

AM

CBS

Still

Undecided

On Hdler Successor
CBS

is .still

undecided on a suc-

cessor to Robert P. Heller as dl-;,
radio in New York,
rector of
headquarters. Heller has resigned
to head up creative programming
for the Louis G. Cowan organization under a deal whereby he’ll
share in an equity on the AM-TV

AM

shows he creates.
Heller checked out last weekend
and starts with Cowan Jan. 15.

I

,
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RTDG ParaDels ALA

Stand on

CBS

Activity by unions against CBS’-f
loyalty questionnaire picked up last
week as (D the Authors League of
America mulled a solution to prob-

ILGWU Takes

!

lems posed by the

the

and

quiz;

Dewey Book

.(2)

Directors

Radio-Television

Guild got assurances that the web
will take no action regarding directors who sign or withhold their

cbm^

RTDG

that jii
labeled the quiz
which the
^qmproper/^ Writers and directors
action

parallels

ALA

WOR Grabs Threesome
New
grams

.

j"®

;

g

;

'

point-

by

.

HARRY SALTER
MUSICAL DIRECTOR

and secretary Erik BarnouWi
“Mediation
Alexander- s
L.
A.
revealed Ream was to meet with
Board,” marking the return Of that
ALA representatiyes last week. 13-year-old
air after
the
to
stanza
Inasmuch as ALA had criticized the

Stop the Musio—*ABC

fiey

Agency
six-month absence.
Atherton of Los Angeles.
a

CBS

questionnaire as '-not posiconsidered likely that one
of the bases for the CBS talks with
ALA and its Radio AVriters Guild
affiliate will be formulation of a

tive,’

*

it’s

WGR

“positive” oath.

ALA

statefrom the
a positive affirmation of
loyalty that some members; seek
withdrawal of the questionnaire
(which asks CBS staffers to list
their past and present ties with
It’s

inferred

-

;

.

FM’er Set In

As

‘Voice

of Religion’

Louisville, jan.

FM

station

WGRC,

local

dubbed

,

WBGX,
Mutual

9.;

affiliate

outlet, is

of

now

‘'Voice of Religion,”

and other merchandising aids.
and will in the future be proBorden’s has launched a. show
with
a
church-going
organizations termed subversive by with Allyn Edwards, (who also will grammed
audience format. Some 30 Louisthe U. S. attorney general) and continue his stints for WNEW,
ville churches are now represented
substitution in its place of a simple N. Y.) on WOR, cross-the-board at
on the WBOX schedule. All the
“positive” declaration of loyalty.
9:15 a.m:
time on the FM’er will^be placed
If such an path is drafted after
On the market for churches, at a
CES-ALA confabs, the questioh
which has been figured to
rate
would arise whether it would be accover
cost of operation, taxes and
ceptable to both parties.
Some
|
'

Colgate Fills In

scripters consider such an oath as
acceptance of the premise that special proof of loyalty is demanded

amortization over a period of years
of the cost of building the station.
Station figures this item around
$90,000,
Plan prorates 30% of the $90,000 among churches participating
regularly in the program.
When
sponsored airings reach 50 hours a
week, 50% of the revenue will go
to the participating churches.

of broadcast employees. Their attitude is that an oath isn’t required
because webs screen all copy, giving them opportunity to scissor
Reflecting the upbeat in AM
any deemed subversive.
sales, CBS last week snared a sponAnswering the ALA critique of
for the 15, minutes of cross-thethe CBS move, Ream reiterated the
Bert Harmon is taking over proweb position that President Tru- board afternoon time left open by
man's declaration of a national the cancellation of “Nona From gramming duties of the FM station, and Rev. John W. Meloy,
emergency requires broadcasters to Nowhere” by Babbitt Co.
executive secretary of the Louis(Continued on page 42)
New client is Colgate, which is ville Council of Churches, will rep^
moving into the 3 15 to 3 30 pe- resent the churches in the deal.
riod with a serialization of the All programs, however, will not be
!

i

i

i

:

i

Copa Lounge Sets

Art Green, Columnists
,

As New Gab

:

of a religious nature*-

“Ring’s Row” novel. Deal represents an approximate $1,000,000 in
gross time sales for the web. on an
annual basis if the client decided

Fblicy will

be based on eliminating any programs or commercial messages
which might offend any member of
a religious family.
Louisville Council of Churches^

Policy ]

producer of “This Is Your
Show will dramatize great
moments of American history as
FBI.”

seen through the eyes of ordinary
citizens, telling, for example, the
story of Valley Forge in terms of
the soldiers who fought with Washington in that bitter winter.
Emphasis will be on giving the
stanza authenticity, with a prominent historian to check on the
on music, speech and even sound ef-

officers

WKOK,

WOR

NLRB

fects used.

Typical Citizens

ABC

I

Holloway, scripter of “Mr. Presideiit,” “‘First Hundred Years” and
other shows.
Miss Holloway is
prepping “American Sketchbook,”
which will deal with the lives and
'

votes.

of
celebrated
American
writers, statesmen, explorers, etc.;

works

Cleveland, Jao. 9.
In a stinging lash at the Lorain
(O.) Journal, Federal Judge Emerich B. Freed filed a final judgment
(5) prohibiting the paper from discriminating against advertisers
who use WEOL, a competing

media of nearby Elyria. Attorney
for the paper, Parker Fulton, has
filed an appeal with the Supreme
Court on the grounds conviction
violated Constitutional guarantee
of freedom of press and protection
against search and seizure.
Journal asked stay of execution
pending Supreme Court ruling, but
Judge Freed refused to stay the
main part of the judgment, although permitting the paper to delay compliance w’ith orders to print
terms of judgment weekly for 20
weeks.
In his verdict. Judge Freed
ruled the paper guilty of antitrust violations by refusing to accept the advertising of merchants
who jidvertise either oh WEOL or
a competing weekly paper. Thus,
sqid the judge, the Journal engaged in an attempt to monopolize
tr^de and commerce in violation
oL interstate commerce laws since

)

FCC Chairman Coy assured the
idea while dickering with several
Commenting on the proposed
yesterday
disk jockeys. Green will be per- broadcasting industry
Electromagnetic Radiation Control
manerit fixture as long as the club (Mon.) it would have adequate Act, recommended
by the Defense
remains open.
facilities to operate
during the Dept, to empower the President to
national emergency. At a confer- shut down radio or TV stations in
the event of enemy attack, Coy
ence with the Broadcast Advisory
said the legislation is merely an
Council, recently formed at the re- extension, of authority now pro<iuest of the White House to serve vided in the Communications Act.
BLVD.
In addition to their meeting
the Government bn defense needs,
Hollywood, Jan* 9;
Coy said that radio faces two with Coy, in which five other comAfter 25 years of broadcasting
missioners participated, the counfrom Warner’s Sunset Studio, Bur- major problems; (1) program con- cil met with officials of the Civil
bank, KFWB is moving back to tent,
arising
from
emergency Defense Administration and the
Hollywood boulevard. New. loca- problems, and (2) control of radio Defense Dept, Governor Millard
tion, only a few hundied yards frequencies.
Caldwell, Civil Defense Adminisfrom where the station originated
Coy told the Council the Com- trator, assured the council that
in the Warner Theatre building, mission cannot act in the area of CDA will gladly use the services
covers ^,Q0O square feet, and Harry programming and that what the offered by the broadcast media,
Maizlish, owner-manager of the sta- stations put on the ait involves the degree of utilisation to be detion/said the move to the four stu- questions concerning Other Gov- termined by the generosity of the
dio-and-office setup will be made ernment agencies. He also empha- broadcasters..^
in late February or early March.
sized that the FCC cannot control
Gen. F. L. Ankenbrandt, direcOne of the oldest stations in the the flow of critical materials, but tor of Communications of the Air
west, and credited with pioneering that it will advise with the NaForces, told the council the electrobigtime programs, KFWB (which tional Production Authority as to magnetic
legislation wais designed
retains .its call letters despite the allocations of materials on necesas a security measure to protect
ownership switch from Warner Sary communications heeds.
the nation against possible use of
Bros, to; Maizlish ) developed many
As to control of frequencies,, radiation as homing devices for
of radio’s biggest names, including Coy said the Commission has been
enemy air craft or guided missiles.
Paul Whiteman, Bing Crosby and working with the Civilian Defense Heading the council delegation
Boswell Sisters. Maizlish, who be- Administration and the Dept, of was National Assn, of Broadcasters
came manager 14 years ago, said Defense to insure adequate broad- prexy Justin Miller, Its chairman.
the switch is being made because cast facilities to keep the public Representatives
of radio and TV
of availability of the location, to informed at all times. In this connetworks, stations, the manufactie in with the slogan “In the Heart nection,
he urged that broad- turing industry and educational
of Hollywood.”
casters provide maximum security broadcastets accompanied him*

AFTER 25 YEARS

program topper Leonard

Reeg said that the chain is also to
audition two airers created by Jean

„
That gives Colgate two Mondayhas set up a committee to handle
Miami Beach, Jan. 9.
through-Friday daytime shows on
Newest idea in midnight gab- CBS, bankroller also picking up details of the projept. Churches
shows will be spotted from Copa the tab for the “Strike It Rich’* participating will set up their own
Committees to handle financial anCity’s Lounge via indie WMIE on quiz show,
gles of the program, actual proJan. 28 when Art Green takes over
“Nona”
occupied
the 3 to 3; 15 gramming and publicity.
These
the mike with co-stars (on two-week
period,
with
“Hilltop
House”
mov
committees
will work with WBOX
basis) including some of the newsing into the time from its former on an overall program.
No
compaper fraternity’s top columnists.
First co-gabber with Green will 3:15 to 3:30./ It’s the latter seg- mercials for alcohol, tobacco or
ment
that
Colgate
taken
similar
has
over.
products will be carried.
be N. Y. He^d Tribune’s Hy
Gardner, to b^’followed by Nick
WEOL is heard in several states.
Kenny (N. Y. Mirror radio scriveIn an injunction accompanying
ner); Irv (Kup) Kupcinet (Chicago
his findings, the jurist ordered the
Sun-Times); Frank Farrell (N. Y.
Journal
to accept the proper adWorld-Telegram): Danton Walker
vertising of all customers without
(N. Y. Daily New. and Ted Husing
regard
of
their using competing
(WMGM, N. Y.).
advertising media. He instructed
Ops Ned Schuyler and Murray
the paper to. publish his findings
Weinger, seeking a replacement for
once a week for 25 weeks as a
Barry Gray, who kept the room
Washington, Jan. 9.
for studio and transmitter loca(Continued on page 38)
filled for two seasons, hit upon the
tions.
-

ABC

vine,

bought time
Sunbury, announcing that
after they left the air they’d answer
questions on telephones in the station’s studios.
Appeal brought a
flood of calls and union feels the
program was instrumentrl in helping it win the election.
As a result, ILGWU Is planning
to use the same technique in other
local

Philip Morris, for its Bond Street
tobacco, will back “The Lonesome
across-the-board. In
Gal” on
sho\v, tobacco
addition to the
outfit is picking up the tab for the
transcriber on a number of stations in the East, via. Blow agency,
and will use heavy pOint-o£-sale

.

ment on

Louisville

is

Next week in Hollywood

will audition “This Is Our Heritage’’ in assbcihtion with Jerry De-

grani for use in its organizational
drives which reprises the marathon
technique thei Governor used in
the November electioii campaign.
Plan was developed in the drive
to unionize the Sunbury, Pa., plant
of the Nite Kraft Corp., where a
National Labor Relations Board
In the
election was being held.
last week be'fbre the poll ILGWU

Mutual’s Gotham key. Bankrollers include Philip Morris,. Bpr-

WOR,

mitting then statments.
,
Reply biv CBS exec veepee Jo-

to expound this nation’s historical
traditions.

Ladies Garment
Workers Union is taking a leaf for
its radio book from N. Y. Gov.
Thprhas E. Dewey. Union, which
sponsors WFDR (FM) in Gotham,
has prepared a model radio pro-

’r

pf biz sighed

for Use In

Labor Drives Via Radio

t"°Th
t ron
their station
in addition to
is

Leaf From

International

upsurge of national spot ad-

breaks and participations

Radio is due for more Americanism orientation if an approach
being tried by ABC clicks.
The
web feels that with the international situation developing as it is,
there should be a new emphasis on
Americanism, and it’s gearing several new entertainment programs

Hadacol’s

lOOG Coast

and “The Townspeople,’* dramatizing the lives of citizens in a typical
town. In the latter series Hollywood actors would be used.
Also being auditioned is Maurice.^
Murray’s “And Then I Prayed,”'
a drama with inspirational music
which would recapture those times
when famous Americans called for
divine help in their crises. It would
originate in Chicago.
Web may also bring back its
“Washington Story” series and is
planning to augment its “This Week
Around the World,” which features global pickups Sundays at 3
On the news front it is also
p. m.
looking for new commentators and
may give additional time to Paul
Harvey, Chi gabber now airing tot
v
Burton-Dixie mattresses.
Reeg indicated that AB(b’s current shows mby also be given more
of an Americanism slant. However,
the plan is in the nature of a pulsetaking to test audience reaction to
the approach.

Bogarts Inked for 12G

S«t for 52 Half-Hours
Humphrey and Lauren (Bacall)
Bogart have been inked for a highbudget ($12,000 weekly) transcriber, “Bold Venture,” ^by Frederic W,
Ziv Co.
The Bogaris, who will
work on a fee-plus-royalties basis,*
are expected to get around $5,000
a week during the first year*
,

4

.
•
,

Contract, negotiated by Ziv topper John L. Sinn with Coast agent
Sam Jaffe, is for 52 half-hour $tanzas, with options for an additional
four years. Pic stars turned down a
CBS network Offer and took the Ziv
deal because the waxer won’t interfere with Bogart’s activities for
Warner Bros, and his Santana Productions, Miss Bacall's stints for
20th-Fox, or with their Vacation

Hollywood, Jan. 9.
Hadacol (mineral vitamin) is
Scripts at $1 ,000 per are by Dave
breaking into the Coast market
Heiii^
with a half hour radio show Jan. 12 Friedkin and Morit Fine,
Hayward
will direct the opencosting $50,000 for time and talent.
It airs live over ABCJ, Mutual and ener, which will be recorded in
Liberty and platters will roll on Zlv's Hollywood studios and reBogaxt will play
iridie stations.
In *he array of tal- leased March 26.
ent are Judy Garland, Groucho Slate Shannon, a Havana character
Marx, Vic Damone, Minnie Pearl who works with the police, while
Miss Bacall will play his high-voltand Carmen Dragon’s orchest
age partner, Sailor Duval.
of 22.
Ziy’s 100-man sales force is exSpot time is being bought in
wholesale lots on neighboring sta- pected to sign 300 outlets for the
tiohs and budget for the year is show by the kickoff date.
$100,000.
State Senator Dudley
Le Blan 2 of Louisana, owner of the
Hadacol company, is in Hollywood
Sambrook Mgr.
to set off the southern Califorhia
Recorded
Program Sales
campaign.
A* B* Sanibrook has been upped

!

^

.

;

,

I

l

manager of RCA Recorded Pro-,
gram Services salco, vice Donald

to

1

•

Crosby Salute for
The BBC has asked for

;

'

^C

AM

J. Mercer, who become:
staa tape tion relations contact for NBC.
recording of “Salute to Bing CrosBefore Sambrook joined RCA as
by” program, aired last night field sales
manager for its Thesau(Tues.) by CBS.
Network is com- rus he was With Frederic W. Ziv
plying with request and show will C6.*s
sales headquarters In Cincinbe heard in England at a later date. nati. Mercer
had been with RCA
Crosby salute will be aired by 'Thesaurus
and Syndicated Pro-

BBC

on

its light

program

series.

grams since 1941,

j

RABID
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RIPIEY

CBS
Washington, Jan. 9. -f
Di^ew Pearson and Robert Allen,
dral argument on the
requesting
in
Cavalcade
Fee’s proposed decision to renew
WMGM, N. Y.* will launch a
the license of WBAL in Baltimore,
claimed yesterday (Mon.) the Gom- weekly hpur-long “American Jew^
missiom lacked grounds for pro- ish Cavalcade of Stats” series SunFeatured bh
posing to deny their application day (14) at i p.m.
the preem will be Molly, Picon,
to take over the Hearst 50kw facili'
Oysher, Michel Rosenberg,
Moishe
:tieSv
V
the Barry Sisters, Jan Bart and the
Simultaneousiy, Hearst Radio,
Joel Herron orch,
licensee
of WBAL, found fault
Inc.,
Milton B. Kaye will direct and
with various findings in the deciHarry Qlesket will
co-produce.
sion, Including a conclusion that
script
the station’s programming for a
number of years was excessively
commercial.

WMGM’s

'

^

Pearson and Allen, in a petition
through their counsel; Cohn
and Marks, took exception in 26

filed

:

.

instances to findings in the pro-

They contended
four-member majority

posed decision/

the
opinion ignored a provision of the
Communications Act in preferring
an existing station over a new ap-

that

plication.

“The

4-

In the face of the general downbeat attitude toward radio in 1950
in the wake of the TY ascendanpy,
CBS has come up with the Ripley
of the Year, closing out the past
year with an all-time record high
in gross time salesj The network
topped $71,000,000 in billings for
the first time since the wpb’s inception, chalking up a 12.2% increase in business dVer the previous year.
The closest CBS ever Came to
hitting the $70,000,000 mark was
back in 1944, when it grossed $66,700,000 in time sales. NBC’s high
mark was reached in 1948, when
estimated billings hit $69,006,000.
The new CBS record accounts for
the web’s unhappiness over the
gestures initiated by NBC to effect
a reduction in its rate structure
Columbia recognizing that such a
move, if followed through, would
leave CBS with no alternative but
to

legislative history,”

they declared, “proves conclusively
that Congress intended to vest no
proprietary rights in licensees.”
The columnists also asserted that
they are entitled to thef acilities on grounds that their ownership would mean greater diversification of control since they
have fewer broadcast interests and
different backgrounds.
They further criticized the decision for giving preference to an
established Service over a meritori-

WBAL

Washington, Jan. 9.
NAB’s general manager, William
B. Ryan, will soon shift to New
York to become prexy of the newlyrevised Broadcast Advertising Bu-

NBC

whereby the showman
network as a consultant
and television. Huddles
had been going on the past couple
of weeks between Rose^ NBC prexy
Joseph H. McConnell and Sonny

Joins the
in radio

to

the

CBS

NAB members will be eligible
BAB services by designating
30% of their NAB dues be

Change was

Includes Par

effected in view of

the show’s going out on a syndi-

Hope Enterprises

for $!,Since Par’s contract with
the comedian is also nioninally
with Hope Enterprises, that makes
of
560,000.

and RCA-NBC
Hope’s organizaUon.

par

partners

its

Crosby.

ture,

wrapped

Morris is realigning its
daytime radio schedule which for
the past year has been exclusively
on ABC. Starting Feb. 5, ciggie
outfit is trimming the Johnny Olsen
cross-the-rboard stanza from 25 to
15 minutes, although keeping, the
Philip

PM

I

(

on CBS. Like its predecessor, Godfrey cross-the-board morning
the Arnaz show will be a sustainer, shows alone add up to something
at least at the start.
like $9,600,000 in network billings.
In the past when Godfrey vacationbd, the wpb usually called on
Robert Q. Lewis to sub, but the
slot

now loaded down with his
radio and TV daytime and
nighttime sh Ws.
In addition to the marathon
morning programming, Gc frey has
the Monday night Lipton Tea “Talent Scouts” shows on both radio
and television, plus the Wednesday
night “Godfrey and His Friends’*
latter is

own
.

full

Radio provides

38% more

hour

TV

stanza.

people

&

Pulse, Inc. for Free

Peters.

AM’s predominance is even more
marked outside of cities, the study

light in

CBS Edict

.

of 3,000 families in seven markets

revealed.

were equally

Families

Radio

Guild, union of white
collarites, has not yet replied to
the CBS memo informing it that
its present contract will riot be
renewed after the Jan. 31 expiration date, until a National Labor
Relations Board election is held.

divided in each market between
the “city” and “outside” (25-40
miles beyond city limits). In the
news ratings About 650 staffers in Columbia’s
areas,
“outside”
ranged from 19% to 28% higher Gotham headquarters are involved,
than ratings inside the cities.
the web’s largest single bargainResults of the project, which ing unit.
F&P have published in a 20-page
RG, Which won an election last
booklet, show news program rat- January, is sitting tight for the
as
ings in TV homes to be 73%
in
present.
It figures
it’s
a
high as in non-TV homes in the stronger position,
the
due- to
same “mature” television markets. merger of its United Office and
Interesting variations were discov- Professional Workers parent with
ered in the location of radios in other groups into the Distributing,
which thie two groups hear
Processing and Office Workers,
news. TV owners listened to
J.with a membership of around 40kitchen 45,000 in New York.
in
the
chiefly
news
re^
(41.6%), followed by living room cently signed a joint contract with
(34.2), bedroom (18,6) and dining six deipartment stores in the city.

DPOW

Of

Seattle

Symph

B'casts

room

(5.6).

chiefly

in

Non-TV owners

living

rooms

listen

(65.0%),

by kitchen (20.3), bedroom (10.9) and dining room (3.8). Toffenetti to Stick
Study found a 50% sales infollowed

crease

among news

listeners.

By

Pots

To

V Pans as FCC

matching listeners and non-listeners to AM news, it measured purOkays Sale of
chases due to news sponsorship.
Chicago, Jan. 9.
Compared with 19.7% of the nonDario L. Toffenetti, Chi and N. Y.
buying the advertised
listeners
restaurant
owner
whose career the
brand, 29.6% of the listeners bought
This represents more past two years as part-owner and
this brand.
angel for WMOR, indie FMer, has
than a 50% increase.
NeWs holds and builds audi- been running a series of crises is
bowing out of the radio picture.
Some
37%
found.
study
ences, the
of the listeners to the evening pro- The FCC last week okayed transfer
gram came from other stations or of the station froiri Toff enette and
turned on their sets for the newSi 21 other stockholders to attorney
emergency committee.
In the noon program, 28% of the Nathaniel Ruvell for $4,918.
“From now on I’m sticking to
Entire session was dubbed “Start listeners went to other stations or
by
considered
is
and
the restaurant business—something
the Music”
turned sets off after the news.
i understand,”' Toffenette said in
local radio people to be biggest
commenting on the transfer,
single public relations success to
Restaurant op bought stock In
hit this town for some time. Garthe station when it Was formed by
nering not only the doiigh to com
a group of veterans in March, 1949.
tinue the symphony season, it
In February of last year he realso directed interest to the orsigned as chairman of the board
chestra and its place in the city’s
Cleveland, Jan. 9.
life arid also grabbing kudos for
United Broadcasting Co. will for- and cut all connections with the
top civic job done by Bobrow and mally dedicate its $1,000,000 ra- station after a dispute over its
news handling policies. A month
Davis.
dio center, housing the studios of
Talk around town is that idea WHK,
5 later restaurateur feturried to the
ceremonies, Feb.
in
resigto
year
next
may be used again
through 10. Entire project, cover- board of directors With the
hypo interest in the symphony, ing over 105^006 square feet, in- nation of the board members with
with probability that all stations cludes seven studios and a rnaster Whom he had tiffed.
At that time Art Linick, vet Chi
will cooperate on producing and control room that eliminates three
as genbroadcasting 'the proceedings.
Master control radio exec, was installed
control consoles.
eral ntanager, a post he retains unwill function as both the iriairi conownership.
der the new
trol room and studio control;
is no w located in the T erKingsbiiry’s D.C.
minal Tower. The new site is at
Cincinnati, Jan 9.
500 Euclid avenue.
Detroit, Jan. 9.
Gil Kingsbury, Grdsley’s correPlans for opening week, as ariWWJ-'TV’s “Traffic Court” prospondent in Washingtori, D. C., riounced by H. K. Carpenter, vice
“Manhunt” crime
of
series
WWJ’s
a
inaugurated
gram
inand
this week
president and general manager,
Tues. and Thurs. evening 15-min- clude dedication by Mayor Thomas show were awarded outstandirig
programs, titled Burke, ;Gov. Frank Lausche, FCC achievement awards by the Detroit
interview
ute
“Washington Speaks,” on
Chairman Wayne Coy, and Colonel/ Police Department.
Deputy Police Supt. Kerinedy
here arid WINS, N. Y.
Rpbert R. McCormick, whose “Chiscrolls to
Programs originate in Crosley’s cago Theatre of the Air” program Lawrence presented the
ardman Park will originate from the Mutual out- Jim Eberle, public affairs manager
new studios In
WWJ-FM.
and
WWJ-’TV,
WWJ,
of
let here*
Hotel.

WMOR

WHK HOOPIA TO OPEN

,

12 noon period. To compenCrosby, Incidentally, re- same
is picking up the tab for
portedly oWns 5% of Hope Enter- sate,
11-11:15 a:m. portion of '‘Modprises, although Hope has ho share the
Walter Kiernan
of the Groaner’s business interests. ern Romances.”
How long the NBC-Hope deal 8:55-9 a.m. news strip stays pdt.
Moves made by Cecil & Pfesbrey
funs has not been revealed. Comedian has been aired Via NBC since aigency are predicated On the thehe entered radio in September, ory that women listeners today
1938, and is now sponsored by want complete-in-one-episode stoChesterfield cigarets.
On NBC- ries, such as “Romances,” rather
TV. he does a show once every than soapers, and that these stand
eight Weeks as part of the web’s up Well against TV competition;
Sunday night “Comedy Hour,” un- Format of the Olsen stanza may
der sponsorship of Frigidaire*
also be due for a revise.
partners.

and TV stanzas represents a
major network undertakihg in it-

,

(2!BS

capital gains deal with Bing
CBS, as part of that venbought a 25% share of Crosby
Enterprises, which iS also owned
partially, by Par.
Thus, in that
case. Par and CBS became nominal

•up

AM

^

in

Similar deal was consummated

two years ago when

•

“Make Believe ToWn,” currently self.
It’s no fooling proposition
occupying that Sunday afternoon where CBS is concerned, for the

,

NBC’s new longterm, exclusive cated basis, with cut-ins for local
contract with Bop Hope makes announcers. Latest Pulse gives Mrs,
RCA the web’s parent company, a Roosevelt a 3.3, tying with the
virtual partner of Paramount Pic- Dorothy & Dick team for topdog
tures,
Pact calls for itCA to buy position among N; Y. gabbers.

25%

will probably be the forerunner of
a projected television shbW for the
Latin entertainer.
Radio
program will replace

AM
AM

Seattle.f Jan. 9.
the moveover of Rose’s TV show,
BAB was separated from its
Seattle Symphony will complete
sponsored by Hudson Motors, from
(Continued on page 38)
its 1950-51 season due to the efABC to NBC. Switchover has been
forts of two local freelance disk
in discussion for some time.
jockeys. Norm Bobrow and Hal
In addition to Rose, Milton Berle
Davis, who put on a 24-hour show
has also been negotiating with the
IN
oh KRSC, local indie station, and
Web with a view toward moving
garnered $14,500 in donations and
into the NBC production phase of
pledges to assure the presentation
the operation. This -would be exof symph’s
Elliott Roosevelt is stepping out of five concerts, balance
clusive of his Tuesday night “Texas announcer and product pluggef season.
aco Star Theatre” stint.
Concert of Dec. 11 had been
on Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt’s crossthe-board daytime show on WNBC, called off due to lack of funds, and
N. Y., with Ben Grauer getting marathon disk show was dreamed
the announcer nod effective tomor- Up by Bobrow and Davis to com$1,500,000
row (Thurs.). However, Elliott will plete necessary fund of $30,000 to
be integrated into the daily inter- continue the season. Total of $16,Deal With
506 had been raised by a citizen’s
viewing segments.

Bob Hope

a high-level advisory capacity, and
it-s reported he’s checking off the
his multiplicity
of shows starting Jan. 15 for several weekS; 'The news sent the CBS
programmihg department into a
veritable tailspin, since the task pi
filling in on the flock of Godfrey

with their news than newspapers,
AM
NBC, for example, with its esti- and AM has a four-to-one lead over
mated $61,200,000 gross time sales TV as a news source, according to
for 1950, was 3.8% under the ’49 a special survey made by The

plan,
for
that

NBC-RCA's

Arthur Godfrey is headed for a
temporary hitch in the Na^W iii

new CBS CBS network and

“blue

eventually on the basis of $1,000,OOO subscription by members. Under terms of the organizational

ANNOUNCER
GRAUER
SPOT ON HRS. FDR SHOW

off a

radio series from 3:30 to 4 p.m.
Sundays starting Jan. 24. Show,
which is to originate in Hollywood,

however, the other
showed
networks
year-end tabulation

•

MCA veepee.
diverted to BAB. Members not deOne of the initial effects of the siring BAB services will receive a
new relationship is expected to be 30% reduction in NAB dues,

Werblin,

Desi Arnaz tees

do likewise.

In contrast
skies” picture,
major
three
minus signs on
billings.
of

reau, Inc., at a salary of $36,000 a
He has been granted leave
year.
of absence from NAB to organize figure. ABC encountered the bigthe new radio sales promotion cor- gest dip, its $35,125,000 for ’50 representing a 16.1% nosedive when
poration,
amount of
assignmbeht was an- contrasted with the
Ryan’s
in ’49. Mutual
nounced here last week by Robert radio business it did
year,
previous
under the
D, Swezey of WDSU, New Orleans, was 9.5%
(Continued on page -36)
in gross time sales.
on behalf of the NAB committee to with $16,320,000
GB3 achieved its new high in the
reorganize BAB. Swezey expressed^
confidence the new organization face of wide-open sustaining gaps
Howwill get into operation by April 1. in the nighttime schedule.
the Web encountered Unusual
With Ryan’s appointment, it was ever,
its morning and aftwith
success
announced that steps have been
ernoon rosters, the multiple spontaken to establish a board of direcsorship of the cross-the-board Artors for BAB/ Inc,, and measures
morning roster alone
additional thur Godfrey
obtain
to
instituted
something like
for
accounting
funds for the organization. BAB,
Billy Rose has negotiated a deal Inc., Swezey said, will be financed $9,000,000,

with

25

WHK

.
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W
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.
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Windy

City

WJZ-m Rate Hkt

Nominated as Nation s

WJZ-TV, New York kfey for
ABC-TV, hikes its rates on Feb. I

A

hour. Move
to $3,X00 for a Class
is in line with •recent hikes by

TV Centre; Home of'

WCBS-TV and WNBT.

WABD has just tilted
hourly rate to $2,200.

By IRV KUPCINET
Chicago, Jan.

One-minute
9.

Ti

^

WJZ-TV

Brass

will

DuMont’s
its

basic

announcements on
be $650, 20-second

civic
That Forte
In the true traditions of
spots $560 and eight second spots
pride and virtue, we hereby _are Editor/ variety:
$350.
distincthe
many
you
Chicago
to
write
for
to
Meant
claiming
centre
the hopes that'maybe this
tion of being the television
corrected,
This is a sort of
be
covtid
of the nation.

•‘Television, Confidential,” and we
on
feel as qualified to turn expert
the subject as were the authors of

a certain “confidential” book.
Calling Chicago the television
centre of the nation must come
New
loyal
to all
a shock
as
Yorkers, for it’s in Manhattan that
exall those lavish $50, 000-and-up
All the
travaganzas originate.
from
path
a
comedians are beating
Hollywood to New York for their
TV-tcehee engagements. So what’s
with this/Ghicago stuff?
Lest we sound top much like a
of
local yokel or the prattlings
Pravda elaiming another Soviet
explain:
invehtiori, we hasten to
There are more important telebeing conexperiments
vision
ducted in Chicago than anywhere
are exThese
else in the country.
perimehts that may well shape the

j
:

.

for the tap dancers; sing-

i

and ballets have it. as bad,
whether it is on the Ed Sullivan’s
Further evidence that TV
program or the Milton Berle prowar casualty lists apgram, or others. They seem to use post its own
this week, with the decision
peared
brass to get even With the enterof at least one sponsor, Gibson
tainers.
cancel a projected
This is a complaint that I have Refrigerators, to
CBS. Webs
had from many of my friends who weekly video show on
keeping their fingers
listen to TV, and. I thought I would are already
on other sponsors who
let you know to see if something crossed
consumer
durable
manufacture
could be done about it.
goods and for whom allocation of
Harry j. Levine,
materials might drastically trim

gj.g

'

;

i

.

.

.

tVhen a tap dance team does its
it necessary for the brass to
drown out the taps? I am not only

,

.

1

.
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^
Congress
vision

Washingtoii, Jan.

,

lost

dispute*

no time

9.

last week In Jumping into the color telesooner had the 82d Congress got started
when Rep. James I; Dolllver (R-Iowa), a member

No

Wednesday (3)
of the House Committee on

Interstate Commerce, called for an
investigation of the controversy.
In a letter to Committee Chairman RobeH Crosser (D-Ohio),
Dolllver said; “There is presently a gveat deal of misunderstanding and confusion in the public mind concerning color television,
The industry and the public generally Would benefit from
.
.
.
such (Congressional) hearings.”
Whether Dolliver’s request Will get far, lii view of the heavy
schedule of work before the committee and important legislation
before the House, is considered doubtful.
Meanwhile it was expected that RCA would move Within the
next two weeks to appeal to the Supreme Court the decision of a
three-judge Federal court in Chicago upholding the FCC ruling
favoring CBS color. FCC officials were confident 'the Supreme
Court would dispose pf the case at its spring term. Under the
Chicago decision, the temporary restraining order blocking, commercial color broadcasting continues until April 1 or imTil the

Supreme Court removes the

BBC

stay,

Spend $7,000,0% for

to

TV

their output.

Networks, however, are not too;
worried about the situation. They
are convinced that, just as happened during the last yzar, the re-

.

London, Jan. 2.
picture of British TV development within the next three
years is given in a. year-end financial survey published by the British Broadcasting Gorp. Expansion
program provides for two hew
transmitting stations this year and
three next, and a posfiible growth
in number of receivers from the
current 555,000 to 1,575,000 by
April, 1953.
Survey shows a comparable jump in expenditure for
this expansion.
Last year’s figure
of aipproximately $5,600,000 is to
be stepped up in 1951 to around
Figures for 1947-48
$7,000,000:

A

Twin

City

cently-passed excess profits tax oh
Minneapolis, Jan. 9;
corporations will spur many big
in rapid, order,
medium.
The two Twin City TV stations,
industrial firms to funhel soine of
drc'
KSTP
and
WTCN,
how find the detheir profits into radio and TV.
i.)
E X c l u s i v e theatre - teleSuch bankrollers are expected to mand for TV time exceeds the supvision, pioneered by that old TV
ply, according to Joe Cook and F.
take the plAce of those -who bow
John Balaban, majorpioneer,
Van Konynehburg, KSTP-TV and
out of the sponsorship picture, pardomo of the B. & K, Theatre Cdrp.;
TV. It’s recalled that WTC-TV executives. This demand
(2) Phone vision, under the direcDissatisfaction pf Coast viewers ticularly in
last war a number of has grown by leaps and bounds the
tion of Comdr. Gene McDonald with kinescoped shows, and their during the
who Were channel- past year, and TV now is on the
of Zenith Radio (and with an assist inability to snare ratings, was pin- manufacturers
air virtually as many hours as
their total output to military
to the Hollywood Studios which pointed. anew last Week when Kraft ing
continued to spend heavily radio, they point out.
work,
kine
the
L.
A.
out
on
42)
page
cancelled
(Continued on
“Our TV programming is solid
advertising in orpickup of its NBC “Kraft Televi- in institutional
“This is a detheir names before the now,” says (jook.
sion Theatre.” Instead, Kraft has der. to keep
cided
contrast to the situation as were about $2,000,000.
moved over to KECA-TV, tl e ABC public.
early
12
months
ago, a year
as
First of the two new stations
Pro^am, which was scheduled
outlet in L. A.^ where it is buying
after we started 'TV operations.”
this year will, be that at Holme
for Saturday night CBS airing from
the “Ruggles Family” jive. show.
was
a
Moss
Jan.
near Manchester which is due
starting
20,
to
7:45,
7:30
General attitude of L. A. viewto start operations in the summer*
package titled the
ers for some time lias been: “keep World Video
ChrisThis
will serve a population of 11,Mady
the kihes out of here; we don’t ‘‘Laura Gibson Show.”
000,000.. By the end of 1951, the
want ’em,” a situation which has tians was to have starred. Canceldecision
first Scottish transmitter will be
recent
the
follows
lation
posed a problem for national sponfunctioning,
catering to about 3,7.000.
Hpllyw'ood, Jan. 9.
Few of the top N. Y.-origl- of the local Chevrolet dealers’ assors.
With the
500.000.
existing
After several months of “test- nating shows reaching the Coast sociation in N/Y. to drop its schedstations
in
Madison
London
and Birmingfrom
pickups
of
tele
ing,” KNBH, the NBC-owned
via kine show up among the tpp ule
ham, these four units will give covN. Y. Daily
station, has finally decided that the ratings, regardless of their merit, Square Garden over the
erage for more than 32,000,000, it is
morning hours in this elime are and the opposition stations have News’ WPIX.
estimated,
have
The cancellation symptoms
not conducive to mass listening or been getting the best of it with lowThe 1952 development program
Plymradio.
Both
in
been
felt
also
work
budgeted films and live quiz shows.
added revenue. ‘Tt just didn’t
includes three new stations, one in
outh and Chrysler, which pacted
out,” admit the headmen, so the
Wales, another at Newcastle and a
Washington, Jan. 9.
for a series of one-shots, on CBS
entire ayem lineup is beiqg shifted
Television receiver production third in Southampton. These will
sustainers to. ballyhoo their 1951
Lester’s
to the early p.m. hours.
give
during
1950
easily
a combined service to another
passed
the
bow
out
tried
to
reportedly
models,
9
Station has been signitig in at
000.
of their contracts, CBS^ however, 7,000,000 figure and may have
aim. with Morning Matinee and
reached
the
mark,
Prepared
statistics
acshows the
7,500,000
refused to give in and the programs
running until 12:30. That left a
number
to
preliminary
cording
estimates
of TV licenses is expected
schedule.
on
will be sponsored
•‘dark island” until 4 p.m., when
If Click
available
to
made
here
week
reach
600,000
last
by
next
April
and to
on
Kate Smith’s strip came through
the Radio-Television Manufacturers pass 1,000,000 about 12 months
Jerry Lester and his “Broadway
kine. Advertisers, slow In respondAssn.
later.
When
was
rethe
service
Share
ing to the morning schedule, sug- Open House” crew will be earn- It’s Share and
RTMA estimates for the first four sumed in 1946, there were only
gested the change, as did the sur- ing almost as much on their hourweeks of December (a five-week 1,300 license holders*
Alike on Cable Despite
veys. Starting Jan. 15 the station
long one-shot bn NBC-TV’s “Colproduction month beginning Nov.
comes on the air at 12:30 for a contotaled 773,000 sets. Added to
25)
night
tinuous run until the midnight gate Comedy Hour” Sunday
ABC’s
the
6,529,000 set turnout for the
(14) as they do on their three hoursignoff.
Despite ABC’s having placed the first 11 months of the year, this
long “Open House’’ shows each first order for a coast-to-coast tele- brings 1950 output to 7,302,000
week. Colgate stanza is to carry the vision hookup with American Tele- units, with still one week (Dec.
same $50,000 budget that is used phone & Telegraph, the web can 23-30) to be heard from.
Even allowing for a poor last
gain neither exclusive use of whatfor Eddie Cantor and other shows
CHI In the series. As guest talent, ever facilities are available nor can week in 1950 because of the Christmas holiday, the
figures init speed up completion of the link.
If, as Walter Winchell has inChicago, Jan. 9.
ester will have Burr Tillstrom and AT&T spokesmen said this week dicate that December production
CBS is bringing its color teevee his “Kukla, Fran and Ollie” cast that ABC was the only network broke all records in the television tiniated in his syndicated N. Y*
ihow to the Windy City tomorrow
far industry. It was expected that thd Mirror column, he intends to emand Fred Allen, but othe’-'wise will that has placed an order so
brace video next fall for his Hud(10) with the first publicc demonbut pointed out that, under the month’s Output exceeded 900,000
stration set for 5:10 to 5:40 p.m. use their regular “Open House” sharing
currently sets. The highest previous output nut sponsor, he and the ABC netarrangements
Starting Thursday Ul) four show- crew,
Dagmar, Dave being established by the webs was recorded in September, which work may have to resolve the Sunincluding
day night at 9 airing time.
ings will be held daily except Sun- Streeti the Mello-Larks, Ray Ma- themselves, ABC will receive only reached 817,000 sets.
Obviously
and his client
days during the Chi run which will
facilities.
Apparently cutbacks in critical
lone, Wayne Howell and Milton its share of the
be of indefinite length.
Telephone company is currently materials have had little, if any, would insist on a major TV netWeb is putting much stress on DeLugg and his orch.
completing the coast-to-coast hook- effect as yet bn TV set production. work spread to correspond with
the fact that its color can be fed
Hal Friedman, producer of the up by installing radio relay links During the first three Weeks of the wide coverage given his
broadcast. But with present cable
proover the coaxial cable. Saime
“Open House” series, will handle from Omaha to San Francisco,
(Continued on page 41)
allocations, the Fred Waring video
grams as those being shown in the Colgate show under the overall which are expected to be comshow on CBS, and Philco on NBC,
the N. Y, demonstration will be supervision of Sam Fuller. Fried- pleted by the end of the year.
both occupying the 9 to 10 slots,
fed to the Chi display via the cable. man plans to utilize the same infor- Links are being installed primarly
have a virtual monopoly on the
Exhibit will be held in the Wrig- mal format that has featured as a means to extend telephone Gertrude Lawrence Set
cable,
leg building, home of WBBM, Chi
(jpen House” and has ruled out service and, at least from the start,
For Prudentisd Repeat A TV show would also entail
CBS radio station.
anj^ of the big ballet production will provide TV with only one
numbers such as have been spot- channel in each direction. Frisco
Gertrude Lawrence, who pre- Winchell passing up his per.erinial
lighted in other Colgate shows. In is already, connected with L. A. via emed the “Prudential Family Play- winter hibernating in Florida, unaddition, he has insisted that the coaxial cable, so that extension of house” bn CBS-TV as star of S. N. less he chose to ffy up to N. Y. for
Cincy
program he staged in NBC’s, studio the facilities from Omaha to Behrman’s ‘Biography,” is slated the weekly stint. While execs at
6-B in Radio City, N. Y.> from Frisco will permit shows staged in for her second appearance on the Kenyon & Eckhardt (agency on the
Skel SKced b; idles where “Open' House” originates, N. Y. to be seen live in L. A., ^nd series next Tuesday
night (16), Hudnut account) say they haven’t
rather than in ohe of the weh’s vice versa.
Cincinnati, Jan. 9.
when she recreates her original been apprised of any overtures toTelecasts of the Cincy Reds’ spacious theatres. If Colgate and
role in ah adaptation bf Samson ward telecasting the IVW stanza,
home games, which covei'ed the full NBC toppers like the show, inciRaphaelson’s ‘‘Skylark.” ^ Donald it’s understood the columnist-comhome Schedule la.st year, will be cut dentally, there’s a good chance that Ducovhy Leaving
Cook will cobtar, playing the role mehtatpr and the boss man of the
to 26 weekday games in 1951. in it will get spotted permanently on
he had in the prigrnal Broadway Hudnut enterprise have been huddling In Miami Beach/
ordering the video slicing of Sun- Colgate’s rotating series.
For Rockhill Exec Post production. Play, incidentally, was
day, holiday and night games. War
aired last year on the “Ford TheAllan Ducovny is checking off atre” via CBS.
reh C. Giles, club president, perHIKES RATES
mitted continuation of
Stan Scottland to
airings
the Kenyon & Eckhardt payroll as
For the following show (Jan. 30),
Dayton, Jan. 9,
of all games at Crosley Field.
Stan Scottland, formerly of the executive producer of the Peter the Prudential series will stage its
Based on the addition of 50,000
Exclusive sponsorship of radio
version of Owen Davis’ Pulitzer viewers in the last six months,
Video coverage is under contract to M“lgenc?!‘ has
prizewinner, “Icebound.” Series is WtiW-D, Dayton teievision station,
joining Rockhill Productions produced by Donald Davis,
the Midland Advertising Agency Corp. of America tele dept. He’ll
son of on Jan. 1 announced an actossfor the tagger, Burger Brewery work on guest bookings under as executive producer.
the playwright.
With Prudential the-board hike in time, rates.
Waite Hoyt dpes the miking.
Johnny Greenhut.
Rate was raised 'from $375 to
No successor has been named to snaring rights to “Icebound,” the
Giles went along with TV since
Scottland Succeeds Roger Car“Pulitzer Prize Playhouse,” aired $500 per basic hour for ‘‘Double
io
Danny Dare is
being
its inception here.
Last season the lin who resigned that office sevFriday nights via ABC, is expected A” time (7 to 10:30 p.m.) and other
club lost money for the first time era! weeks ago to join Robert Max- brought in to produce the Hayes- to buy some other Davis work for corresponding raises were put in
since 1944,
well Associates.
Healy show*
staging at a later date.
effect*
destinies
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Click scored by Lilli Palmer In her TV debut last week for
Pond's Angel Cream', with many seeing her the hottest femme
potential for video since Faye Emerson, found NBG doing a “what
happened to us?" double-take. It was NBC that made the original
kine, which had been kicking around the agencies for some time.
Howeverr NBC neglected to put it on sustaining and when hnally
J. Walter Thompson grabbed it on behalf of its Pond’s client and
put it on WCBS-TV, in New York, NBG was left out' in, the cold.
Immediately after the debut program was over. Pond’s began
negotiations for sale of the show via kine in additional markets,
including Chicago and Philadelphia. (Slotting of the show at 6:45
to 7 p.m. forestalls a live network pickup since it is in option time.)
Pond’s asked CBS to make a kine of the first show, but the web
refused, reportedly because of the network’s aversion to putting too
much stress in kine programming. As result, Paramount was
called in to do the job.
'

Three of the top

outfits in radio-

TV

joined forces this week to set
up United Television Programs,
designed to provide video package
producers with complete sales and
distribution coverage on all levels
of program selling,
spots through local

from national
and network

Three firms Involved
programs.
are the Petry company, radio and
TV station reps; Standard Radio
Transcription Services, which now
and TV
services more than 600
stations,
and Century Artists,
talent and package agency.
Under UTP plans, Petry is to
serve as exclusive sales, agency for
all shows handled by the firm in
the national spot field, Standard
,

AM

will represent them for sales to
local stations and sponsors, and
Century will work in the national
network business. Jerry King of
Standard is prexy of UTP, with
Dick Dorso of Century as exec
veepee and Milton Blink of Standard as secretary-treasurer. Outfit
will headquarter in Chicago, N. Y.
and L. A* but will also operate
from offices in Detroit, St. Louis,
Atlanta, San Francisco and Oklahoma City,
According to King, the need for
a firm such as UTP has long been
felt in the
industry* Package
.

TV

producers, he said, have beenoin-

(Continued on page 41)

Spike Jones’ IDG

Colgate

lY Bow

-f

How

Hooper Rates ’Em

( N.. Y, Rating for December)
Milton Berle ....
55.6
Godfrey Talent Scouts
39,3

‘

.

.

.

.

.

^

.

-

.

Town. ...
Man Against Crime ....
'Toast of the

;

..

. . .

Fireside Theatre.

,

.

.

. .

...

.

Sid Caesar-Imogene Coca

Mama
Studio

. . .

One

.

.

.

.

.........

Lux Video Theatre .....
Big Town
i .
Goldbergs
.

This Is

Show

Business..

Burns and Allen ........
Ford Theatre ...... .
Lights Out ..............
.

35.1
34.5
34.0
31.4
28.6
28.6
28.3
28.1
27.0
26.5
25.9
25.3
25.2

E
Weintraub agency, which pioneered in late evening television
with its “Broadway Open House”
on NBC, is mapping out a new unexplored area of network video
time.
Agency has purchased a
two-hour Saturday morning block
on ABC-TV, from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.,
for

four

whom

of

its

clients,

bankroll

will

a

TEA’S ‘Gount

* .

.

each of
half-hour

segment of the block. Total time
and talent outlay for the four
shows, which preem Jan, 20, represents over $3,500,000 per year.
Programs include a series of
romantic dramas based on Faith
Baldwin stories, with the authoress
serving as narrator, which will occupy the 11 to 11:30 slot. This
show, packaged by Jack Barry and
Dan Enright, will be sponsored by
Maidenform Bras. Weintraub has
not yet decided on a show for the
11:30 to. noon segment but has a
client under wraps for that halfhour, which it will identify as soon
as the program is selected. From
noon to 12:30, Bab-O is to bankroll a series of dramatic programs
starring Peggy Ann Gflrner.
For
the 12:30 to 1 p.m. slot, the agency
is
moving its “I Cover Times
Square” down from the. Thursday
night at 10:30 time on ABC. Air

second

floor

in

the Times -Star

building.
WKRC-TV spread to
2,000 square feet is expected to be

made next month.
Latest tab on set inst. nations in
Cincy area placed total at 223,000,
from 70,000 sets at outset of

a jiimp
1950.

(

.

,

Wick continues as sponsor of the
show.
Agency’s decision to move into
Saturday morning is based on the
same four reasons that prompted
its opening of the 11 to midnight
slot on NBC with Anchor Hocking’s
“Open House”: audience

—

—

DuPont’s lOOG For

4 ‘Cavalcade’ Pix

ability .to

switch his format, the

which the department has already
forwarded to the motion picture

Schwiniiner Envisions

industry.

40-Station

shot here and in New York. Each
will carry a budget of around
$20,000, with an added up-to $5,000
for the commercials. Jack Chertok
has the order here and Screen
Gems, Columbia Pictures subsidiary, turns out the footage in the
east.

Mai» interest of DuPont, in addition to the TV entry, is the cost
factor and secondary uses of the
u$ed to manufacture rawstock are
•films in schools. Cavalcade, long
also used in several war-essential
one of the* dramatic stalwarts of
products, it’s anticipated that any
radio, draws its story material from
extension of the present fighting
early Americana and highlights
in Korea must inevitably lead tb
personalities identified with historir
a cutback in the amount available
cal incidents such as Anna Zenger,
to films and TV. Representatives
wife of the printer who made the
(Continued on page 41)
first successful fight for freedom
of the press, and Clara Mass, an
obscure nurse who rose to heroic
Since

try.

the

same chemicals

ED SULLIVAN INKS NEW

DAYTIME

contests targeted at the national
Colgate this week took its first finals scheduled for the last week
dip into daytime television, sign- in August or first week in Septeming with NBC to bankroll “Hawkins ber in Chicago. Already signed up
Falls’’ Mondays, Wednesdays and as repeaters are WGN-TV, Chicago;
February. WAAiyt-TV, ^Baltimore; KDYL-TV,
in
starting
Fridays,
Show, which is to be aired from Salt Lake City; and WAFM-TV
3 to 3:15 p.m,, is half of the re- Birmingham.
Price of the fraii:
placement set so far by the web chise is proportioned to station’s
for the Ransom Sherman program, rate card.
which was dropped from the 3 to
National winner will be given a
3:30 p;m. cross^the-board slot.
yearns contract with a minimum
Colgate this week pacted for the guarantee of $5,000; a trip to Eusame time segment on a cross-the- rope and a new automobile, among
board basis on CBS radio (see sep- other awards.
arate story in the Radio section)
While that means the sponsor will
actually be competing with itself,
Phonevision
it also underlines its faith in both
News about the Phonevision
daytime radio and TV. “Hawkins
test ciirrently being conducted
Falls,” incidentally, is one of three
by Zenith R a d i o in Chicago
projected daytime serials which
in the Film section.
NBC is iiow trying to peddle.

'

While no definite figures are
available, it’s estimated that the
entire video industry now uses
about 100,000,000 feet of rawstock
per year. This represents about
one-fourth of the total footage developed yearly by the film indus-

On

VIDEO WITH

.

on educational video
rpsume Monday 15 )
is being made under the

Survey

Shortage Seen

Format Hassle

COLMTE

Cincinnati, Jan. 9*
Grosley’s WLW-T is reported
to have joined TV’s charmed circle
of winning bperatiohs.
ScrippsHoward’s WCPO-TV was credited
as Cincy ’s first video station to
reach that goal. Third station here,
WKRC-TV, making rapid stndes' to
get beyond the red line, is increasing studio space by taking over a

whiflt

I

.

TV Makes Good

FCCjieafings

direction of Dr. Dallas Smy the, research professor of communications
at the University of Illinois, former
chief economist for the FCC and
now director of studies for the
NAEB. Dr. Sniy the and his staff
are monitoring all seven tele stations in the New York City area,
using seven sets and a spare in a
suite at the Waldorf-Astoria hotel
from 9:15 a, m. until signoff time.
Survey started Thursday (4) and
will cover a seven-day span.
Purpose of the project is to garner ammunition for the Joint Committee on Educational Television
appearance at the FCC hearings.
The educators, taking a longterm
view, are 'seeking to Impress the
Commission with the need to allocate segments of the video spectrum for university, school and
civic educational needs.
The found-the-clock monitoring
Threatened shortage of film raw- of all channels in the nation’s TV
stock because of the nation’s war capital will attempt to show just

Fieup
Broadcast out of Chicago will contention of the NBC production
feature the entire Jones troupe and boys being that any departure from
’51
’Miss U.S. Television’
if NBC-TV wants to add other acts,
the present formula would disturb
it must pay for them.
Contract was the framework of the two-and-aChicago, Jan. 9.
inked over the weekend at Palm half-hour “Saturday Night Revue”
Walter Schwimmer, Chi radioSprings by Jones, his partner-man- concept.
TV packager who is setting out to
ager Ralph Wonders and Fred Wile,
Fact, too, that Milton Berle, an do for video what the chamber of
Jr., wjho was sent from N. Y. by
NBC
personality, has been compet- commerce did for Atlantic City, is
the web’s TV chibf, Pat Weaver. ing
against “Saturday Night Re- pitching his 1951 “Miss U. S. TeleNet has been waving offers at Jones vue” by guesting on both the Keii vision” contest to stations around
for three months.
Murray and Frank Sinatra CBS the country. Beauty and talent
Show will mark the zany bato- shows is reported not to have rest- hunt slated to tee off in a few
neer’s live video debut. He spent ed too well with the Campbell weeks for a six-month run is an
$34,000 making two half-hour vid- sponsorship boys.
expahsipn of last year’s contest
pix here last June but has steadwhich fan on ^3 tele stations and
fastly refused to beam them um
wound up with a DuMont Network
sponsored. One of the reasons for
telecast of the finals.
INTO
accepting the one-shot Was to help
Schwimmer hopes to line up at
renew the interest of eastern spom
l^ast 40 stations to conduct weekly
‘HAWKINS’

Cincy

In’

Washington; Jan. 9.
Television Broadcasters Assn,
today (TueS.) asked the FCC
for permission to participate in
hearings, which begin Jan. 22,
on reserving TV channels for
educatioh.
TBA petition said the telecasters want to testify on the
educators* proposals for timesharing between commercial
stations and educational institutions and for. allocation of
specific VHF channels for educational video.

Exit Heightens

11.

sors in vidfilms.

Me

First exhaustive study of television program content is being
wrapped up t-oday (Wed.) by the
NaUonal ASsn. of Educational
Broadcasters in preparation for the

production is expected to hit tele- how much educational material is
vision where it hurts the most
now being beamed. The educators
in the industry’s all-important net- feel that while the networks have
working facilities. Both bbcause of frequently labeled programs as
the still-limited relay facilities for public services, for example tagavailability, freedom from compe- live video shows and the pre- ging one “Rural Serenade” to make
of single-station 'TV it look like an airer beamed to help
tition, the chance to nail down po- ponderance
tentially valuable time franchises markets, the four webs have been farmers, these are actually run-ofand a lower rate card. ABC, like forced to rely on kinescope re- the-mill shows with merely a little
the other webs, has Classified its cording for a good percentage of service window-dressing. Monitors
Saturday time prior to 2 p.m. as their network shows. Cutback in will note when supposedly public
Class C, which means that it costs the amount of raw stock available service shows don’t live up to their
and names.
half of the cream evening time. would thus force the webs
•
to trim their
Weintraub’s four clients, conse- their sponsors
Additionally, the checkers are
^
kine
output
drastically.
quently, will be paying only 50c
equipped With stop-watches to clock
To date, the cutback is only a the length and number of commerbn the dollar for their shows.
Campbell Soup cancellation of
Before the agency preemed its threat looming for the future. To
(Continued on page 41)
its participation in the Jack Carter
“Open House” / show, the webs be prepared for any eventuality,
segments of the “Saturday Night were
reportedly convinced there however, film department execs of
Revue” on NBC is reiportedly bring- would
be little audience after 11 the four webs are planning several
ing to a head a conflict situation
p.m. during the week.
Program, meetings together this week to
attending the format of^he Carter
however, has climbed steadily in talk over the situation. Each netstanza.
the ratings and, on certain nights, work has been asked to prepare
Bowout of the soup company is has topped all other network
pro- a list of the number of feet of
said to stem from its unhappiness
grams. Weintraub is convinced its raw stock used and an estimate
with the show in competing with new Saturday
block will set the on how much they’ll need for the
the opposition Ken Murray stanza same pattern. Agency
ex^s point- current year. They hope to be preon CBS-TV. Campbell, instead, is ed to the success of the CBS radio pared, consequently, for the exHollywood, Jan. 9.
buying a half-hour of Friday night shows in the same block, which pected inquiry from the Dept, of
DuPont is eyeing television for
time on NBC to install a new
Commerce’s film division as to “Cavalcade of America” and has
(Continued on page 42)
Henry Morgan show packaged by
their needs, similar to the inquiry ordered four'
“pilot” films to be
,

Herb Moss, Will Glickman and
Hollywood, Jan. 9.
.Joe Stein.
Spike Jones will get $40,000 for
Carter
reportedly
been
has
supplying a full hour show on miffed for some time over his in-

NBC’s Colgate Comedy Hour Feb.

.

heights during the yellow fever
epidemic while the Panama Canal
was being built. These two stories,
Ed Sullivan this week inked a now being translated to TV by
new five-year contract* with CBS John Driscoll, story editor of Cavalas star and co-producer of ‘‘Toast cade, will be on the Chertok test
of the Town,” which guarantees film to roll at the ROach studio.
Chertok has beeh making comhim a minimum take of $75,000
annually on a 50-Week per year mercials for DuPont for the past
four
years and recently completed
basis.
New pact, effective last Sept. 24 a dpeumentary on The Duponts at
when negotiations were started,, a cost of $250,000.
was handled for Sullivan by Sonny Werblin, Music Corp, of AmerDoug Edwards Expands
ica veepee, It replaces the columnCBS-TV newscaster Doug EdContract,
ist-emcee’s
previous
which was also for five years but wards, who now does a 15-minute
which gave the network the op- show for pldsihobije cross-the-jj
portunity to cancel out at the end board, will add Saturday to hisfl
schedule this week (13), when he^
of any 13-week cycle.
Mario Lewis is co-producer of preems another news program in
“Toast” with Sullivan. Latter, in- the 7:45 to 8 p. m. slot.
CBS to date has not found a
cidentally, does not plan to produce any other programs for CBS sponsor for the weekly series, so

5-YEAR

’

^

1

video.

TDASr PACT

it

will take the

.ir

as a sustainer.
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TELEVISION REVIEWS

FASHION MAGIC

LIVE LIKE A MILMONAIRE

With Ilka Chase, entoec; Marcel
yertes» Roger J)ann/ Norman

With Jack McCoy, John Nelson,
others

prodncers: Masterson,
Nelson
Alternate
Mins.;
30
9:30 p.m,

Jensen

i

Reddy &
^
Fridays,

•

Producer: Robert Mayberry
Director: Alexander Leftwich
30 Mins.; Mon.-Fri.» 3:30 p.m.

PLAYTEX GIRDLES

at this point montage in which the slanders^
of the chief difficulties that of states rights, and
of seces- against Mrs, Jackson w’ere detailed
seems to be experiencing in in U. S. history the right
was unconvincingw
significance.
sion seems of minor
A.,
iKnoXt /Reeves)
its vveekly “Showtime, U. S.
ProWhile the staging was highly
After buying' this half-hour on on ABG-TV is lack ^of^ Ume.^
GBS-TV^s “Danger,” which has
JoO competent, little real emotion was
CBS video, General Mills spent gramas scope and ambition
or^satijfac- aroused.
Idea of having DaVis’ consistently .rated as one of the
several weeks trying to find the^ great to be contained
mystery meller series oil
half-hour
three
womthrough
better
life unfolded
right show for the spot. It finally torily executed in the
Pvictmp
daugh- video, scored again lart Tuesday
came up with a TV version; .Of Segment it now occupies. Existing en—his two wives and his fit
con- night (2) with its presentation of
•Live Like a Millionaire,’- which format of 15 minutes for" a couple ter—-was forced, although it
“Charles
Dickson Carr’s
daytime of variety acts and the other 15 ryeniently into the program’s three- John
is aired cross-the-bpard
Workon NBC radio. But, Whether the for a playlet plus commercials act format. Cast did as well as Markham, Antique Dealer,’* tightlyexcellent,
be
Baragrey
John
from
to
must
an
ing
could be expected.
means that one portion
choice Was a wise one remains
Sheldon
penned
by
Southproperly
script
the
as
reminisconvincing
fairly
be
was
woyen
is
to
is
basically
other
the
if
Show
hurt
bi seen.
ern leader, with Lesley Woods Reynoids, ,a cast of only three playcent of Arthur Godfrey’s ‘’Talent treated.
.
v «
,
This Was evident last Sunday neatly playing his second w'ife and ers sustained maximum" interest
Scouts” but has neither a Godfrey
nor the professional tilent he gets (7). Show had three acts and a E. G. Marshall doing the stormy, with their tale of a man wdio ComAs a result, it Will scene from “Ring Round the extremist hew'spaper editor. Ellen- mitted murder and got "away with
to carry it.
undoubtedly have tough sledding Moon.” currently bn Broadway, In epbb Hill was the first Mrs. Davis. it.'
At first glance, Reynolds’, use pf
this case, the playlet was accorded
Script, Which included ah overin this cream evening time slot.
Switch on the show has the actf good treatment, but the time dose of high-flown language that a narrator to furnish the O. Henry
ending, instead of attempting to
twist the denouehierit into the

GENERAL MILLS

One

CBS-TV, from New York
(Foote, Cone & Belding )

ANTA

CBS-TV, from N, Y.

,

“Fashion Magic,” a new halfhour afternoon airer which preemed oyer CBS-TV last Week, is
another one of those celebrity
guest participation shows now so

j

:

familiar to viewers. As emcee of
the layout. Ilka Chase strives
mightily with her chariiri and wit
to Weld the program’s ingredients
into art entertaining whole. Efforts
on Friday’s (5) stanza didn’t

j

t

j

;

succeed...

j

Chiefly
responsible
for
the
show’s ineffectiveness is.The plethora of plugs for the sponsor’s Playtex Girdles. The femme public
conceivably is interested in ways
of slimming its figure. But when the
commercial is inserted at every
possible opportunity, audience interert is bound to dwindle.
Miss Chase’s guests for the
Friday sertion
portrait
painter Marcel Vertes, actor Roger

!

:

'

:

.

.

!

•

-

|

bctioii,

of watching these “Cute
kids ‘ithey ranged in age on the
preem from 3 to abput 11) being
interviewed in an extremely sac-

wearv

;

1

charine fashion by moderator Jack

McCoy.. Program utilizes the oKj
nieter to select
st. ndard applause
the winning act. This automatically,
home ^^uience
the
eliminiites

from the judging, vvhich
ing to help the show get

isn

t

the famous
guitarist, made his video debut,
number,
melodic
and
pitying a soft
number showed to some extent
his virtuosity, but certainly wasn’t
a showcase for his overall mastery
p£ ^he instrument. He was on for
pgj.haps two or three minutes,
ga^-ah Vaughan: caine on for one
j^^u^her, **! Love the Guy,” which
ghe delivered in okay fashipn. And
Henriy Youngman, despite the fact
^hat the shortness of his stint percuttihg some of his poorer
was only moderately
uiaterial,

Andres

,

i

i

;

^go^

i

a rating

either.

!

Segovia,

„
While producers of the Program
Reddy
(it’s packaged by Masterson,
and Nelson) inade an obvious atTV,
for
acts
/
visual
get
tempt to
hot even the winner shov ed much
show, did much better, with the
boisterous,
and
which starred
portion,
talent. McCoy, tall
carbpned the standard audience
Patterson, Oscar Karlweis
participation announcer pn
and Stella Andrew, from the cast
Christopher Foy play. Scene
He and John Nelson, one of the
^^mon- jjjioWed ICaiiwbis, as a millionaire,
triumviratCv
packaging
slrated the General Mills^ baking
Miss Andrew, a
to pgy
.

:

•

i

\

!

I

!

1

preparations in a studio kitchen.

dancer, for attending a ball
^ society woman. The
did it out of love for

;

a pie crust comes at first
^
shocks but it undoubtedly serves
the sponsor’s purpose in ucmonstrating how easy the prepawions
Stal,
are to mix..

man whom Kaiivveis’ daughter
joyes. refuses to accept any money
And the humor lies in the
£oj. jt
(discomfiture of Karlweis as he
finds there is something his money
can’t buy.

:

:

.

PRUDENCE PENNY SHOW
McCann,

.!

.

1

Bob

program

First

struggled

against

tv

Hearst
is

economics

offered

i

!

j

[

,

!

j

)

WRGB

i

.

j

I

i

1

[

|

Mohawk-

Openei
on 'opener
vocally,
Burr
Mrs.
Video-inexperienced
handled most of the plugging, with
persistent,

.

from Coyle.

Program

'

i.

.i;

1

,

.

products.^

............

I

’

name,
house
demonstrator in
for

;

i

'

legular.
a
,
Telecasts, which enjoy the beneof newspaper support, not only
spotlight the next days pages, but
also advertise a variety of

assist

Dee.

j

flt

an

i

good Producer* VillianTRav
Waring’s arrangW
Director: Larry Aueicbach
that a comedy program can
Waring also mixed in some
'turn
serious
and
away
with it. 15 Mins.; Wed., and Fri., 10:30 p.m.
get
straight entertainment numbers to
BENSON-RIXON
if the venture is handled right.
Scene was well handled by Miss P^^vent the show from becoming Murray devoted the entire Second WNBQ, Chicago
tone
Jhe
and
two
(Epstein)
Andrew ^nd Karlweis, and Miss
half of his show to presenting a
After kicking u^ a lot of dust
Patterson appeared perfunctorily themes made foiv^^a good hour s group of celebs whom he had
with
his
aggressive,
sometimes
at the beginning of the sketch as
the
fields
best in their
Wilson, Stuart Churchill, Keith chosen as
overly-petulant
sports
reporting
the millionaire’s daughter.
Textor, Dai.sy Bernier and other during the preceding y ear and, since his arrival last spring at
featured members of the Penn- delivering capably a fine script WNBQ, Tom Diiggan has settled
written
Jean
Holloway,
by
he
Ed Sullivan invested Sunday’s sylvanians turned in some stand
^ hardhitting, smoother
made the segment good entertain(7) .session with a batch of talent out work,' backed by the usually
[sports commentator. Much of his
new to video and the results were good production mountings fur- ment.
For most of the celebs it was a audience, probably still is made up
generally excellent. There were top nished the show by Waring and
those who watc! him just to see
performance values especially in producer - director Bob Banner, walk-on, with Muroiay asking them the limbs break under him, but
few short questions. Dr. Ralph
a
Jams Melton’s stints and a couple Those General Electric conimerBuncHe, Nobel prize winner, hovV:-j^® s usually interesting if occasionof highly entertaining sessions with cials. Integrated into, the show by
_
_i»
.1
_
ever,hitpaydirtwithhisobser- ally cantankerous,
regular cast members,
continue as
a pair of novelty acts
Duggan’s latest venture
for
vation that a third World War is
One of the new combinations, some of the best on TV.
not inevitable. N. Y. Mayor Vin- Benson-Rixon continues in the
Brani & Valenti, impressed as good
cent R. Impel litteri read a citation .same needling pattern, with the
timber for cafes and theatres.
“This Is Show Business’* glib- from the Hollywood Chamber of gabber willing to lift the blanket
They’re a spirited tap team with
some of the le.ss desirable aswitted panelists, notably Abe Bur- Commerce pamirtg Murray as their
a savvy for satire. Their turn was
On
Other pects of the sporting scene.
rows and George S. Kaufman (with “ambasSaddY” to N. Y.
show
watched,
Duggan added
selections
inClif. “man-of-the-year”
ipr
fo? luii lengin engagemems,^ oiu
Fadiman)
remain- the basic cluded Navy football coach ed- another chapter to his campaign
their sampler indicated a good apdie
Erdlatz;
channel
svyimmer to get to the bottom of the Complause potential for other type
Florence Chadwick, heavyweight niLssioner Happy Chandler heaveonstrated an?w last
brief tap
bookings. Th^^^
despUA
thf
Mt-ahd-m
Is boxing champ Ezzard Charles and ho by the major league owners.
turn and a pair of impressions, one
has been working on
N. Y. Yankees’ shortstop Phil Riz- Gabber
sh^o*v^%id off ®wUh
of zuto. Murray al.so selected Milton Chandler’s statement thrt he has
Ol
Ipnallty.
o -iSnamv
Ihilarinus harhs and nnihs
Berle as TV’s “man-of-the-year,” enough information on two baseAnother of the new items was a
but Berle had already left for his ball owners to expel them from
dog act labeled Excess Baggage, a
On this segment he
Florida Vacation and so failed to the majors.

TV shw

j

tor of TimesAUnion women’s fea“Prudence Penny” is
tiires pages.

is

Ha
30

Gilb.

j

!

.

home

of

maximum

I

vicwable show for housewives.
appealing to men was evidenced Eileen Burr, who recently
block
a twicc-weekly
dohuted on
..
..
over an Albanv radio outlet, is edi-

Emma McCann

work” by Harry^Simeone/ one

But whether

coverage can be attained, depends
upon how soon more subtle and
tasteful commercials are developed.

^

senes
handicaps of

new

Little

standard

I

audience.

I-

1

j

smoothen into a

but if slTouid

istered welL
Vievvers were also given a peek
at w'hat presumably will be tomor-^
rovv’s fashions in a five-minute film
which outlined creations of three
top Gallic designer^
Wijth a formak that throws the
spotlight on trends in styles, the
show has a potential afternoon

•.

•

and uncertainroughness
^

fluffing,

while Jensen’s prestidigitation reg-

!

1

WRGB-TV, Schenectady
in

Dann, from “The Happy Time,”
and magician Nofman Jensen.
Vertes brought along samples of
his work, Danri fetchingly warbled
some French-ianguage
songs
against a Parisian cafe background,

:

j

jerry Coyle, guests
Stone. ^
3-V Miris.*^ Thurs.; 1:45^ p.m.

were

j

With Eileen Burr, Enima
D'rrctor:

;

’

the

,

way

Wnse

j

:

Sceing the males pull a batch^of ^
cookies out of the oven or mix ^^ocer,

easy

.

'

j

!the

,

.

,

looked like

But the original yarn and
were so deftly con-

adaptation

for the Confederate point of view, trived that the technique, especially
particularly in its portrayal of the with the close-up given the actorNegro house salve. The result was narrator, achieved full impact.
Shiall cart, under the fine direction
a weak piece.
of Ted Post, was standout, With
Jerome Thor especially registering
)Fred Waring and his crew paid :in the dual role of the murderer
a handsome tribute to the Ameri- and, his victim.
Richard Fraser
can “w'Orkingman” on his CBS-TV and Marianne Stewart gave him top
show Sunday night (14) as his con- support as the young cPUple caught
tribution to the nation’s impend- in the blackmail skein perpetrated
Despite the em- by the murdered man, Other proing w'ar effort.
Patriotism and the call duction mountings lined up by
to duty, there wes no. unnecessary Charles W. Russell were good.
the^ production
Richard Stark did his usual
.,
should haye elicited favorable re- good job On the Amm-i-dent plugs.
both Trom the viewihg ^pub- Those cpmmercials, incidehtally,
Government. Waung^s arouse both gPod and bad reactions
entire clmrus and cast ^f solmsts among view^ers. They Serve as weltook part in. the ^lengthy produc- come breathers in the often gription number, played against a well- ping stories but too often they also
^^esigned factory setting, ^medley- break too much into .the mood of
*ng such tunes as “Whistle While the show.
You Work,” “Rosie, the Riveter,’
“River or Smoke,” etc. There was
Cavalcade of 1950 presented by
also a fine aiTangement of “Piece-

i

;

out.,

Its $olution, genstiir generates.
erally> was to generate sympathy

.

1

j

:

Xn

i

TsueSn

I

^

,

;

;

l.jivari-and-woman teani which made
a fine impression with some delightful novelty stuff.
The duo
handle the pooches well, there’s a
good deal of humor In the canine

i

recid
a telegram he’d
received
half of the program was from Fred Saigh, owner of the St.
marked by a sock production num- Louis Cardinals, who replied that
her spotlighting Ilona Massey and the only tangle with the law he
TiT eQrast%rthe“‘heavv- dancers Mary Raye and Naldi in lhad had were some minor traffic
exand
show
unAn
antics,,
hounds
the
subject.
the
on
daily
in the
.
a Viennese waltz routine;
Work- violations.
material that bogged
v
Change with winner of a recipe usual intelligence.
ing against a beautifully-designed
Interview session was devoted to
Name value was contained In d(,^n on the Frank *^natra TV set, the talent
contest (fruited cake) was followed
scored in all Je- Andy Pafko, Chi Cubs outfielder.
bv two attractive layouts of meals Melton, the former MetOpera tenor, ^
Way the cameras Duggan maintained his gadfly
comedv ^rtLaimes
a?Lnd partments.
^
ahd Mrs. McCann’s demonstration who was in fine voice, Melton, in Sumlav’s
moved directly into the action I reputation by frankly asking the
^
of preparation of twO dishes. After the forepart of the program, eshelped achieve a good sense of irt- ball player about jealousy on the
jg
it couldn’t
an interview with wife of Albany sayed a highly dramatic version of
timac5^ Darla Hood and the En- teani and how much .of a salary
and their fine- “Ghost Riders in the Sky’’: with A
officer
police
chanters, Tony Labriola and others raise he expects next year,
^
^
looking 10-year-oId triplets (two western-garbed choral background.
among MuiTay’s regular cast
Plugs for Bensbn-Rixon clothes
of them supplemented it with a tap He returned later to burlesque an
turned in their usual capable
handled by Duggan In surABC-TV’s “Pulitzer Prize Play- work and Yah Heflin also appeared were
dance). Mrs. Burr and Coyle did a aria from “Don Giovanni” and did
prisingly good fashion.
The guy
tea-drinking bit that actually was ‘‘M’Appari.” Results were gratify- hou.se” .clipped into American his- for a surprise Avalk-on,
probably will be around for a long
tory Friday 5) for a good, if somea plug for Salada. Triplets’ part ingA^
time and build up an increasingly
The George Shearing quintet what uneven, dramatic vehicle. It
was marred by failure of the boys
Dave.
First George Burns and Gracie -^^^^Tollo'Ving.
to remember their linesf, girl ad kiibcked off a musical session. Al- Was “Portrait of a President,” Matthough
this type Of entertainmerit quis James’ biog of Andrew Jack- Alien show since the comedy team
libbed.
PRESENTS
Mrs. Burr’s .brief talk with recipe doesn’t represent tele at its best, son, adapted by R. N. Brand and returned to the Coast \N'as aired via FOURTH
kinescope last Thursday night (4);! With LI; Robert MackaU, Mildred
CO -iper .and Mrs. McCann’s kitchen there was good dressihg to this Don Ettlinger.
Teleplay covered a short span by CBS-TV, While the reception
Cook, Diana Hart; Fourth Army
hoV^’-to-do it registered surest: Mrs. part of the/ show by virtue of givBand, others
IMcCann. to be a weekly guest, is ing .Shearing an award. Musically, of Old Hickory’s life, chiefly his quality cerUinly could not comnicely it
lacked the excitement that election campaign and his deter- pare favorably With that of the Proiducer-director: Bill Robb
mature.
pliotogeriically
miried fight against the United first six $ h 0 w s transmitted live 30 Min.* Fri., S p.m.
dre.ssed and articuiate. (jbjde is a j Shearing’s in-person work ha.s.
Harbers & Dale did a good bit States Bank and its strangle-hold from N. Y., the program retained Sustaining
rather solid man, although not yet
He pressed of ballroomolpgy, and the Sher- on the. young nation’s finances. The most of the charm and zany hu- KEYL, San Antoiiljo
ai home in new field.
ndncltalance too far. Camera work woods pleased in the aero dept A conflict between the diehard bank mor that Burns and Allen offered
San Antonio, being a hub of the
sometimes lacked sharpness. Pick- j gal from Bo.ston, Ruth Casey, was prexy (representing the monied in- video during their stay in the east. Army and Air Force, is a source
un of women’s voices, when not vocally okay on “Black Magic,” but terests) and Jackson (standing Slightly fuzzy kine: quality, as a re- of good talent. The Fourth Army,
In Avilh headquarters here, has set
on lens, faded fidelity. Red Cross overuse of her hands detracted firmly for the people;- aftd particu- sult c 0 uld be overlooked.
Gfcy Ladies will be featured on from overall impression,
larly the West, in their desire for fact, once the initial dissatisfaction this weekly opus which combines
—
second telecast.
Jcico.
easier credit) made an enlighten- with thtf reception Avas overcome, guest ciyilian talent, army band
and talent, arid a motion picture
Venture by vpiiilco Television *dg^ excursion into America’s past. the kine was not even noticeable.
Comedy team, with Ralph LcA^y, showing latest combat flashes or
Walter Hampden socked over the
Playhouse’’ Sunday (7) into Civil
s Philco Post
their producer - director,
main- developments or some phase d£
devoted
characterization of the
War
history
resulted
a
basically
in
Philadelphia, Jan. 9.
[People’s President and Fay Bainter tained the exact production mdunt- army activity. There are also sevJohn Adams KuneaU has been '.dull show. ..Vehicle,n an i original
x
registered .solidly as his wdfe, who ings and forinat in the trek to eral brief trailers for enlistment.
named director of public relations Ifam^icLdall^Clarke ^^^^^^^^
Hollywood that they had origiLt.
Robert Mackall, of the
biog was made the target of a vicious
for Phijeo Corp, and its subsidi.
campaign led by nally in Ni Y; Burns continued to Fourth Army Public Relations
‘'itory
ol mud-slinging
He Avas also named to the
Aiies.
Confederate president, W'hich Henry Clay arid Nicholas Biddle, get yocks with his “Greek chorus” Office, is m.c, of the show and
firm s management opt rations com* jjpanned three decades, was dif- head of the bank.
George Ma- narration from the right side of keeps the program tied together
the set and then moved directly and
mittee.
fuse.
moving along. Chief Warrant
Issues, for the most part, Cready turned in a fine job as the
into the action. While the script
Kuneau was formerly a v.p. of were fuzzed over and consequently latter.
Officer Dawson McElwee directs
points
at
several
overplayed
a
parfor
the
Stanza built interest niiTely,
the Fogrth Army Band in several
J. M^alter Thompson, ah
it never quite emerged what the!
gag that might have been ^ood if popular
dance times and plays the
last 10 years served as an account [lesson of Davis’ story is. The Only ticularly in the scenes of the bat(Continued on page 40)
However, the
background music for the vocMists.
cxec with that company^
1 political question covered was that tie over the bank.

opened, haltingly, via a discussion^
hetween the pair on budgeting,
Cameras picked up three femmes’
ansvv-ers iwUh photographs) given

show.
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Wednesday, January 10, 1951

RADIO REVIEWS
OF THE

T li'N’Gfl

lEKA CHASE SHOW

^50s

VICTOR BORGE
Prod.-Dir.; Bill Bems

.

p.m.
H. Murrow, David 30 Mins.; Mon.-Wed.-Fri., Z
’^^hoenbrun, B II cSli, How- Writer: Miss Chase
Dlreetor: Bob Greiner
a?d K Smith Charles CoIIingS:
^staminc
wood, Richard C. Hottelet,
pimer, Winston Bnr(^tt,_
"^^^^-gyVjhoj.ess Ilka Chase,
LeSueur,
who’s ho stranger to radio or TV,
Collyer, ^noun
_
weiis turned disk iockey last week via
HerLlftour^thriceRobert B»- Wjl" N^Y
*‘"rwch'
weekly show-at least on the basis
rrv)
diet (TV)
^FrMay’s:(5)program-:istjy^^
(TV)
Hewitt
Di^rcUT Don
.....
n m (AM)
«» Ml"!’ SSn" m) 1’30
nostalgic.
?'.ln
(TV S’Sf.v
nersonirand
and nostalgic.
(TV)
topical, personal
fi^mns,: hlon-' a,:

WUh^EdwSd

rM

’

comparatively difficult assignment
with a five-minute thrice weekly
show, which requim that he make
his mark as a comm and at the

Kvl

S?

’

Wp.m.

’

(Kenyon
(j^enyon & Eckhart)
Borge has taken on a

Victor

’

for ‘a splnsorto gerhis'^mone-s
worth during that time, Borge has

!

^nisS

aTihere’s
and surprisingly,
introduce" a httle time to lose,
cued to introduce
cleverly ^nupd^to^
and CBS-TV, from N. r.
is
dplivers a healthv auota of
he deiiyers
(CampbellEwald).
platter Which. suitably hlends with
AlVQfl
T'nPrG S
ct
A'U ^
r\r» tri
or
picking
chitchatj^^
dealers
the
With Chevrolet
Borge is competent both as a huhour- k highbrow tone
an^hourusing
and aa- pianist.
piamst. _ He’s using
mori,t
moristjnd
tab, CBS aired an
tip
up the tab.
31Zig report Sunday, ^®.

CHEVROLET
CBS

.

-

‘

^

•

A

1

Ji

.

'

•

.

-

^o i s
the vyorld situation, with
top newsmen taking piart. It was
repeated with minor variations,
diiA fn the inclusion of film clips
^

and

other

'tnafprifli
mat

visual

‘

sketchy

I

’

Both
following day.
for a sober analysis
of the international scene ffom
it.
> 1,0 mri/i.ppntnrv
the viewpoint of the n
with the web’s coiTespondents attempting to answer the question of

i

;

,

,

.

per clubs as well as video, in order
to meet the requirements of his
During his brief turn, he
show.

I

The faithful tiiay have
somewhat shocked to^

i

!

favorite in a role _ of ^ sneiiac
^ fe\v comspihner. However, after the initial mercials in a manner that was as
wave of surprise wore away, m^any jamusing as his chatter and pianisdialers no doubt agreed that here ^^cs.
was a welcome addition to the
Borge makes every minute count
ranks of the; afternoon, disk jocks,
this transcribed airer without
On Friday’s session, to cite aii punching. He showed a graceful detechnique,
livery,
a knack of extractin.g humor
example of Miss Chase’s
pj.ggg^gd a “souped-up” ar- from the instrument and an easy
an entertaining
Have No demeanor.
It’s
rangement of “Yes,
Bananas” with a brief dissertation session that could easily be a late
about Bushman, the Gorilla, and afternoon landmark on Mutual.
Jose,
discourse
affinity for fruit.
BBC’s televising of a spook j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
^
^ ^
^v
t
prompted a waxing of Vaughn
i

i

l

[

heading.

is

We

1

be

to
tended ro
lenaea^

i

i

probing,

la-

who have been

fol"

rather than

miliar to those

;

i

GBS-TV the
shows made

where the world
Thp material
rtiptprifll
The

her .following,
[

i

A

i

I

lowing current developments, and Monroe’s “Use Your Imagination.” I
Do JJ a rnllnur line
IVdUIO rUIlOW^Upb
the interviews with politicos and
also preemed last t
diplomats were hn the ley^^^^^
of “Fashion Magic,” . .
t » e »»» » »
»
» » ^
broad generalization. ^^Neyerthe^ g
less, it added up to a good briefing ^ggjjiy
Gilb.
James Fleming, editor of NBC’s
sumniarr
on the conflict today.
“Voices and Events” airer, pieced
ized by Ed Murrow, who chaired
together
standout documentary
the roundtable discussion the CBb kOD HENDRICKSON SHOW
digest of 1950’s news highlights
reporters found the west s_ forces with jimmy Carroll
New Year’s Day in a 60-miimte
60-mimite
unprepared and^on the defensive, js Mins^; Tues.-Thurs., 2 p.m.
program, twice the regular running
They were divided on the^ iinmi- WISE POTATO CHIPS
series,
time of this weekly news series.
nence of war, but agreed that in
from New York
Show was a comprehensive,
comprehehsive, balbalthere IS no prospect or posHendrickson show is a new anced and dramatic summarization
sibility of honorable comprom^e
_ minute, twice - weekly, tran- of a critical year in world history,
with the forces of aggressive Com- scribed airer whipped up by Lynn- One of the standout features of
inimism.
Ficldhouse, a Wilkes-Barre pack- this show, and a consistent asset
The correspondents, who were age outfit. Kingpin of the program of the series, was the objective
global
their
from
Gotham
Hendrickson, who exudes a comments by Fleming, H. V. Kalflown to
is
listening posts and who had coy- homey philosophy in chatting about tenborn, W. W. Chaplin and George
To avoid Hicks who unobtrusively served to
ered a total of 70,000 miles in their commonplace subjects.
work last year, were David Schoen- a steady flow of conversation, vo- link the, year’s events together,
brun, Bill Costello, Howard K.. calist Jimmy Carroll is sandwiched
The past year’s events were re—
Smith, Charles Collingwood, iWch- in for a couple tunes.
counted in chronological order via
„
2ird C. Hottelet, Ned Calmer, vvinFor Thursday s (4) stanza. Hen— tViA iicc of taned clit><?
Oocning
ston Burdett, Larry LeSueur and dricksoh waxed warm over letter
the furor created by Sen.
Eric Sevaijid. In addition to pr^ writing.
He recalled a missive Joseph McCarthy’s accusations of
senting their o\^
from composer _Felix Mendelsohn Communist infiltration in the U. S.
lorou^lit pBCK tBp6(i &ncl nlni€Q inson6Str6Ss J6nny Liiid .wnicn Oov^rnmGiit the Droffram orcsGiitterviews with Spanish XJen, Franco., supposedly inspired her to conthe charges^ a^^^
Gen. Omar Bradley, Sec. of State tiilue her career.
swers, mainly via Owen Lattimore’s
Dean Acheson, Allied High Com—
Hendrickson has an easy, leisure— tcstiirinnv before the Senate in—
missioner for Germany John J. ly style that will probably appeal vestigating committee
McCarthy
McCloy and other political figures more to mature housewives than came out badly in this jUXtaposiIn tion^and even Kaltenborn momen—
in the anti-Communist camp,
to the younger homemakers.
Surveying the Orient. CBS Far light of his sponsor, Wi^s 3 Potato
East chief Costello said that the Chips, Hendrickson s cracker-barrel tu^e to denounce the Senator as
Communists had resorted to force demeanor is probably cultivated irresponsible.
Indo-China. to gain the attention of tho^
He added that We have given 35 listeners. , He fls® tried to was the conflict in Korea which
Asia no reason to fight, because humanize the bankroller as “that was covered from the verbal ex[

.

,

•

•,

.

1

•

;

_

,

j

^

S

^nc6 between democracy and Com- age after package
*—
munism. None of them has ever
had any economic privileges or perctap
liberties.”
fional
DuimL ixuci

On

_

the Continental

posed the dilemma that ’’rearma-

thfLonomies"‘b“k
more
creL
L^Tte^’Sfo'rf
ern
®

^T

EutodI thSi

ifto'^a

Mon.-tIirii-Sat.;

10:30
J

Tafe “I CUT-RATE FURNITURE CO.

Contains
contai^

Bennett’s disk Jockey
Bill
s
30 ckey show,
Bj«:?®P"?adisk,
its “Evening Star” identifica-

.
with

in

contest, has
- through - clues
been such a steady telephone and

tion

V

the most interesting
portion of the airer, and that on
there
was the sharpest diwhich
vision of opinion, was the rundown
by the Columbia legmen on the
the near fuoutlook for war
ture. Unfortunately, on the video
rnen were
the
version, only ^ur of
able to get their views in under
the wire.
the
Tele
permitting
edition,
viewers to study the faces of men
generally known to them only by
voice, added a new dimension.
Film used, however, was on the

Perhaps

m

.JJ

Mins.;

80

Gilb.

puller that a sponsor

jn^il

came

picture. Guessing phase,
runs for a half-hour, is
climaxed bv a listener’s selection
q£
to determine the split
^110

^hich

Bennetr^^

of pr^es

,

codated with an Oneonta station
handles the gimmick cleverly.
He also turns in a good deejay
job, despite some tendency to raise
voice too loud and’ to throw away
delivery. He has included an imaginary phone conversation with

Soviet and American delegates to
The rethe actual battleground.
portage from the front comprised
the best portions of tne
tne
the snow.
show. FarParticularly effective was a sequence
in which a Korean man was being
interrogated on his loyalty to the
south.
The man was heard singmg Onward Christian Soldier” in
proof of his loyalty. Also heard
were machine-gun fire and the spdonic comments of American fightmg men. For relief, the program
included a clip of the late A1 Jpl-^^^on delivering a chorus of “April
Showers’’ tO' the troops in Korea,
The documentary also cleverly

summed up^the
He

last

election bat-

short comments from the
leading candidate^ and presented
via

a “debate”

Bill Evans; Bill Edmonson, With Robert iValdrop, narrators
CapL and Mrs. Billy Bryant,
announcer; Spencer Odom, acHester Sondergard, Duke Lidcompanist
Charles
yard, George Roberts, Sherry
Producer-director: Dick
and Christy Speeth; John Price*
Writer: Mulfprd Lee
Mark Fallenberg, Jesse Holman*
30 Mins., Sum., 2:30 p.m.
Dick
Co-op.
Johnston, Malcos Kelly*
Bill Paterson; Tom Field anABC, from N. Y.
nouncer
The Southernaires, vet radio
Producer - Director:
Stuart
Buvocal unit, has regrouped and
chanan
widened its repertory to include Writer: Frank Seidell
Unit has a 15 Mins: Mon.-Wed. Fri. 6:30 p.m,
current pop songs.
half-hour segment on Sundays, tab OHIO BELL TELEPHONE CO.
WTAM, Cleveland
for which is picked up on a local
(McCann^Erickson)
by participating stations.
basis
To a record already studded with
Format oi the stint is simple-r-the bright gems, the “Ohio Story” hag
group sings tunes ranging from added a new and even brighter
spirituals through standards pops chapter with the performance
of
to current hits, with commentaries “Old
Man River’s Child,” the Story
by Bill Evans, a member 6f the of Captain Billy Bryant, famed
g:roup. /
show boat entrepreneur. Selection
unit handles its numbers effec- of this spiel for the opening day
especially the spirituals. of the new year was Janus-like; a
tively,
enough throwback to the golden era of
there’s
not
However,
variety of sound and voice to main- yesterday, and a harbinger of
over a more fine dramatizations by the
effectiveness
tain maximum
half-hour period. Group might be cast of the 'Ohio Story.”
better off concentrating its efforts
In the recorded performance (1)
on a 15-minute segment, emphasiz- which told of the Bryant era of
ing the spirituals.
showboat history, both Capt. and
Evans does nicely with his in- Mrs. Bryant made a personal
troductions, and Bill Edmonson is appearance, Mrs. Bryant at the
okay in the announcing spot. piano and the Captaih retelling in
Spencer Odom’s piano and organ his own captivating style of hig
accompaniment is good. The Sun- introducing Hamlet on the Show
day message is a regular feature Boat circuit.
of the show, but it might be deThe Hamlet of Captain Billy’s
livered with more sincerity in the
day was played in long pink underfuture.
Chan.
wear, tights being unknown along
the Ohio River. As the Captain
relived, momentarily, the glories
JAZZ SAGA
With Rudi Blesh; Guy Wallace, an- and problems of the river era, the
fullness
and warmth that once Was
nouncer
Show Boat fame throbbed anew
ProduccF: Lou Frankel
throughout the stanza.
Director: Wallace
In bringing the Bryants into the
Writer: Blesh
script, the Ohio Story again illus30 Mins.; Sat., 9:30 p.m.
*
trated the fine and professional
Sustaining
touch to which it will go for auWFDR (FM), New York
In “Jazz Saga” WFDR has a thority and realism; an effort that
richly rewarded periodically
solid stanza appealing to aficion- is
ados of the best iii syncopated with the show’s selection as outmusic and to longhairs broad- standing In its class.
minded enough to be interested in
The cast, headed by Robert Walcontemporary trends.
A serious, drop, turned in its customary exliterate :'approach to the subject is cellent performance. Stu Buchantaken by Rudi Blesh, who wrote an’s production-direction, Frank
“Shining Trumpets/* co-authored Seidell’s Writing, the music under
“They All Played Ragtime,” and Earl Rohlf, sound effects by John
once emceed a jazz airer on Mu- Shurtleff, and Tom Field, announctual.
He’s well equipped for the er, proved again that as a team
stint and relates America’s popu- their collective performance makes
lar music to its social bases, find- the
Ohio Story network from
ing in the blues a protest against
an achievement justly deinjustice and in the freedom of serving five-star billing.
Mark.
popular rhythms to political freedom. Blesh’s views are delivered
without pomposity and in a re- DESIGN FOR LIVING
With Rabbi William Rosenblum*
laxed manner.
Temple Israel Choir
Show opened with a sock record-

With

5 Mins.; Mon., Wed.,’ FrJ., 5:55 p.m,

iSV?
nrr CO,
ro”'“
KELLOGG
MBS, from New York

Lam

between Pres. Truman

'

.

WTAM

late Jelly Roll. Morton
for the Library of Congress
over a decade ago in which he
described, with pianistic illustrations. how the old New Orleans
quadrille was developed into his
“Tiger Rag.” Also offered were the

ing

t|ie

made

late Bessie Smith’s “In. the

House

Blues,” the New Orleans Wanderers* “Perdido St. Blues,” Wally Rose’s version of Scott Joplin’s
“Ealsy Winners” and the Conrad
Janis tailgate combo’s “Kansas
City Stomps.”
Disks (many of
them classics and some Cn Blesh’s
own Circle label) were authentic.
As indicated by the preem Saturday (6), Blesh leans heavily
toward the New Orleans and Dixieland styles. Broadening the 'airer’s
scope to include other idioms and
influences in jazz would give the
series more appeal without lowering its standards.
Bril

i A _

•

nOpS.

:

J

1

.

Writer: David Wise
Producer-Director: Jack Grogan
30 Mins,; Sundays, 7 p.m.
Sustaining
WNEW, N. Y.
This new religiose Series, which
teed off Sunday (7) in the 7 p.m.
slot on WNEW. N. Y., shapes upl
as pleasant early Sabbath evening
fare that should garner a fair share
of dialers.

Series, tagged “Design
For Living,” offered as a public
servicer in cooperaition with the
Union of American Hebrew Congregations, "had
Rabbi William
Rosenblum, of N. Y.’s Temple Israel, sparking the initial stanza.
He emphasized the contribution of
the Jewish people to world culture
and via his treatise culled from
the biblical book of David projected an earthy philosophy that
held attention, accentuating that it
was the boy David’s tenacious faith
in the Creator that made him the
victor in the tussle with Goliath.
Boston Betsy King, 10-year old His smooth, seemingly off-the-cuff
daughter of Gene King,
remarks was neatly handled to inprogram director, and disk: jockey terest all segments of dialers, yet
on her own Sunday a.m. moppet got over his religious impact per-

—

WCOP

and S^. Taft via placing their
campaign statements side by side. show, was chosen pin-up girl by
From the world scene, there were pupils of Oak Hill Elementary
^Hps of speeches by Winston School in Newton, recently. Youngand Mme. Chiang Kai ster made personal appearance be4a’’-~she is in tfie radm
plus interviews with Ber- fore group of cub scouts and their
fi-pni various cities, and other bits Shek
ftatic side.
of mild comedy. The plugging for trand Russell and Albert Einatein parents at the school where she
i.__'
ji
_ .A
_
iiti the
Tno* light
Ircfnf side,
ciVIa
ti/ifnniif dis/lie.
On
without
presented her disk show for the
Bud Cbllyer handled the Chev- furniture epneern, during its seg^
(Continued on plage 42)
kids.
rolet commercials smoothly. Bril. ment, is rather insistent. Jaco.
J

I

OLD MAN RIVER'S CHILD

THE SOUTHERNAIRES

fectly.

Spacing the treatise were earappealing hymns by the Israel
choir on the 2jd Psalm and other
religioso
Chants.
David Wise’S
script was tightly woven and production by Jack Grogan was admirably paced.
Edba.
:

V
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Gypsy Rose Lee, Ted Mack

Head TV Auction For

Kfan’s

March

of

Dimes

Philadelphia, Jan,

9,

Post

Chicago, Jan. 9.
Fred Kilian, Chi. ABC TV pro-

grammed
Philly

CM TV

chief,

FM Is ‘Dying Art’

was named prexy

of the Chi Television Council last

week.

He succeeds I. E. (Chick) ShowGypsy Rose Lee and Ted Mack
erman who resigned his Chi NBC
head the list of radio and tele- veepee post
to join the N. Y. office
vision headliners at Town Hall, of Free and Petei's, station rep
Monday (15) when WFIL-TV pre- firm» as teevee sales topper.

Washington, Jan. 9.
its second annual TV auction
FCG general counsel Benedict sents
and show for the benefit of the
(Tues.)
charged March of Dimes.
Gottone today
Hugh Fulton, counsel for G. A.
Both will take part in a pre-tele-^^
Richards, >vith conducting a “smear cast stage show; tvhich begins at
campaign.’' In a petition opposing 8 p.m. The auction goes on the air
Fulton’s request for -a decision at 9;30 and WFIL-TV has cancelled
based on the programming of the all commercial conimitments from
Richards stations (KMPC, Los An- that hour on. Miss Lee will conduct
geles, WJR, Detroit, and WGAR,
her regular AB(i) radio program,

Cleveland) since the FGC investigation was ordered on “news-slanting” charges, Cottorie said Richards’ counsel is attempting to develop a “climate of misinformed
public opinion through wiiich it is
hoped the issues may be sidetracked.”
Gottone charged Fulton’s allega^
tions in various briefs filed with
the FGG are “part of the pattern
to use every Conceivable tactic for
the making of personal attacks on
dilTerent personalities, including
the Commission, members of its
staff and witnesses called by the
Commission, The record will lay
bare the complete details of the
:

“What Makes Ypu

Tick,” for the
Hall audience. The half-hour
will
be recorded and
broadcast by the net and WFIL,
Saturday, Jan. 20.

Town

segment

FM

Chicago, Jan. 9.
radio was called a “dying

art” last

‘SINGIT AGAIN’ JAN. 27
Cough Drops has notithat it is dropping its
10:15 to 10:30 p.m. segment of the
Saturday night “Sing It Agairi” simulcast after the Jan. 27 show.
Sponsor is bowing c ut of both radio
and TV, and CBS to date has-not
lined up a successor.
Luden’s decision to exit the
show, accordirTg to CBS, was anLiiden’s

fied

CBS

week by Admiral Corp.

prexy Ross D. Siragusa. Addressing firm's national sale- convention
at

dio

which Admiral’s new line of raand TV sets were unveiled,

company topper urged the FCC to
turn over the FM band to teevee.
By making the FM frequencies
available to video and by immediately ending the freeze oh ViHF

new stati..ns could be
added with no overlapping* probProctv;:- & GambleT already the
lems Stragusa told the Admiral
dealer.s and distribs.
heaviest spender in network teleticipated. Cough-drop outfit annm
He also announced the company
vision, took another plunge this
budgets
its
advertising
on
coin
ally
week by buying the 2 to 2 15 p.m. a seasonal basis and. with the sore plans to hold, the line on prices
Introfor the 1951 TV models.
cross-the-board segment bn CBS- throat season almost oyer, is ex- duced were 35 new styles, ranging
TV’s “Garry Moore Show.” Web pected to sit out furthei expansipn from a 14 to a 21-inch screen. The
into radio and TV until next year
at the same time
pacted with
L4 and 16-inch tube models will
The
retail at last year’s prices.
Quaker Oats for the 2:15 to 2:30
17 and 21-inch sets were introportion on Tuesdajb and Thurs- DeMott Exits CBS For
duced for the first time in the 1951
days.
With Cavalier cigax'ets preline.
viously having been inked for that
Production
Esty
Admiral chief said his plant has
Slot on Mondays, Wednesdays and
John DeMott, chief of CBS-TV’.V enough material and manpower to
Fridays, CBS is how sold out on
nearly full capacity durxnaintai^.
special effects department: resigned
the second half of the show, which
this vveek to join the Esty agency ing the first three months of this
IS aired daily from 1:30 to 2;30
Company is turning out
as productioh supervisor On both year.
p.m.
He’s 5,0Q0 tele sets daily at the pi:escnt
live and film commercials.
CBS’ success to, date in selling to be succeeded at CBS by his as time and expects to maintain the
"
the program is believed to offer sistant, Charles Jilnicki.
pace through March.
At a concurrent meeting here of
further proof that, with advertisers
DeMott, who gained miicl. of his
distribs prexy William BaldPhilco
still eager to rush into T V, the .first
special effects knowledge with Par
web to offer a good show in a still- amount Pictures dn Hollywood, is erston predicted “ia gradual taperopen time slot will have little credited with innovating a number ing-off of civilian business and a
trouble in the all-important prob- of techniques for TV, including use substantial increase in production
lem of clearing affiliatL station of rear-screen pirojection. He first for the government” during this
time.
P&G, for example, signed entered show biz, incidentally, as year. He stated Philco had foreto bankroll the show in 61 sepa- one of the original cast of Hal seen the raw materials shortage
rate market areas, which repre- Roach’s “Our Gang” comedy series, and had launched a conservatipn
program so the company has
sents the total number available /o back in the silent .film days.
enough copper, cobalt, nickel an'
TV at ’this time. NBC, which
aluminum to keep the plants workopened up the late afternoon time
Philadelphia-^Radio Representawith its “Kate Smith Show” from tives, Inc., of New York, has been On civilian production until defense
4 to 5 p.iri., has already achieved a named new natioilal sales rep for orders take over.
Balderston reported that Philco’s
sellout; and the same web’s 11 p.m. WIBG, Edward D. Cleary, general
“Broadway Open manager of the station, announced. record:^bre£king 1950 sales totaled
to
midnight
House” is currently being aired in The appointment was effective $335,000,000,^ Greatest increase was
in tele set production and sales
Jan. 1.
most video markets.
channels, 100

;

’

,

M^

array of variety acts and will introduce other
entertainers from his new “Family
H6ur^‘ show, which WFIL broadcasts locally on Sunday evenings.

Tom Moorehead, WFIL sports director, will serve as auctioneer, as
he did last year when nearly $10,000 was raised by the TV auction.
Virtually every personality in local
broadcasting and celebrities from
the theatres and night clubs will
act as guest auctioneers,

campaign of smear and defamation
indulged in by applicants’ counsel.”
FCG lawyer said Fulton’s tech- Jackie Heller About Set
niques have included unfounded
For Pitt Little Revue
accusations of improper conduct
Pittsburgh, Jan. 9.
against members of the CommisJackie Heller, nitery and cafe
sion staff and personal attacks in
the guise of legitimate argument. singer who also owns and operates
He argued Fulton used the FCC’s the Carousel here with two brothprocedures “as vehicles for the ers, Sol and Bill, is all but signed
launching of attacks which may and delivered for a three-times
find credence by virtue of constant weekly, quarter-hour afternoon TV
repetition and the sheer magnitude show bn WDTV.
of the untruth' disseminated.”
In
Just a few details remain to be
another petitiqn he urged the FGC ironed out before he okays a deal
to deny Fulton’s* request for oral with Super Sparkle Markets to
argument before the full Commis- telecast his own little revue Monsion prior to the examiner’s deci- days, Wednesdays and Fridays at
sion.

SI

3:15.

^

TV

TV

For

TV

and

stations

advertisers, here

beauty and talent, an idea so potent that

champion

1731

THE PLAN FOR
in

every television market

is to

prize fights

stage a half-hour

in the country.

Each

it

an absolute natural

—a

television

show that combines

puts this show in a class with important football games,

TV

and other big sports events, as a natural mass audience

show once

station will

is

a

conduct

week

its

own

awards

lavish

The grand

for the

weekly winners and

winner, “Miss U.

S.

attraction.

a bonanza for each city

finalist

Television" for 1951 will reap a harves
t

local preliminaries,

which

will

cover a span of thirteen

These preliminaries will be conducted according
which we

will supply. Stations will

possess talent and beauty,
contest.

Film opening,

essential will

local finals will

city in the

he run

Grand

Los Angeles TV,

etc.

where and how
to

to find girls

who

conduct each weekly

cards, application blanks, and every aid

FINALS — On the last week of the contest, the

off to

Finals

told

weeks.

methods and procedures

how to audition them, how

title slides,

be supplied.

be

to

to twenty-six

determine the

local girl

— Miss New York

— one

girl

from each

who

TV, Miss

city will

will represent

Detroit

be brought

her

TV, Miss
to

Chicago

enough

for a queen's

ransom — 2

ways by Air-France,
diamond watch,

a

a lucrative

glittering

one year’s performance contract, a

that

continuous publicity and promotion

means

to station

in

We

ll

deliver a flood of

botl

$2,501

a 1951 automobile

money
your

can’t

city,

buy

week

— the

after

assurance

week. You

to

be

in there pitching for

news breaks, human

you

o

knov

and sponsor. Yes, you can count on our

pow'ered public relations organization
time.

two, flown

POWERFUL PU BLICITY-Th(

gifts.

program gives you a plus value

that

in Paris for

complete wardrobe, including a fur coat,

and many other opulent

what

weeks

hi^l

all

interest stories am
V

and from

this group, ‘^Miss

U.

S. Television*' for 1951 will

This selection will be made on a national coast-to-coast

be determined.

telecast, a gala

event

attractive pictures

like to print

week

— the

after

kind local newspaper and

week. The winner

TV

editors want

an<

'

of each city final will

be brougb'
^

that should attract a big, big

IN
of

viewing audience.

AWARDS —The winners

OVER $150,000

in 1951 will receive the

awards ever assembled for any beauty and

most fabulous array

talent contest.

There

will

be

Ghicagp

to

compete

affiliation will
all this

in the national contest.

Her face, name and home

be publicized coast-to-coast. All

plus value will be yours

this local

— without extra cost.

and national

\

statioi

publicity
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Television”

0(1950

Edythe Adams-Miss new york
The 1950 contest was a

— preliminaries

thrilling

tv

success

New York,
KTSL Los Angeles, WGN-TV Chicago, WDSU-TV New Orleans,
WAAM Baltimore, WJW-TV Detroit, WCPO-TV Cincinnati,
KSTP-TV St. Paul-Minneapolis, WXEL Cleveland,
KDYL-TV Salt Lake City, WAFM-TV Birmingham*,
WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va,, KPRC-TV Houston.
by WPIX

telecast

National finals at the Chicago Fair on the Lake Front
^
''<Jl^'

w^\

September

..:.y.

.......

3,

Day. (Set
'

.

1950 which was designated as “Miss U.

^

J-

telecast over the

T'
*

DuMont Network.

Al Capp,

Finals

Mike Todd,

and Walter Schwimmer were judges.

\
f^.UJ
=•<

.

S. Television’*

a new attendance record at the Fair. ) Grand

ARE YOU A PROSPECT FOR THE "MISS U. S.
TELEVISION” CONTEST? As a statipn, you can buy the franchise
for

your market. This gives you the 1951

how,

we

furnish

the prizes,

all

rights,

we back you

we

furnish the format and

you can sponsor “Miss U.

cities,

twenty-five

cities.

already been spoken

This franchise has
^

for.

just

4

That

is,

Or you

S. Television** in

you

if

act

We

with big-time public relations.

enter your winner in the national finals that will be nationally telecast.
advertiser,

know-

quickly

one

—a

city,

three

number

As

cities,

ten

have

of cities

can exclusively sponsor the national grand

an

finals.

been made available.

I

WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE! We*ll be glad to send you

all

information, costs, and our

additional

handsome

<4-'-

<

presentation piece at no obligation,

^

<

\

\

^

«
'

1.

>

'/

'

,

you

will let us

if

hear from you quickly.

»

'

\

WALTEN SCHWIMMER PRODUCTIONS,
(Radio Features,

75

E.

WACKER

DR^,

INC.

Inc.)

CHICAGO

1

Phone FR onklin 2-4392

If I

Duplicate Prizes

Awarded

in

Case of Tie
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two years
“Kenji Conies Home,” first of
.
the Protestant Film Commission’s
series of 13 half-hour pix, will be

he^s asking $250,000 for

Tele Oiatter

Inside Stiiff-RaiGo

.

.

KTTV

with
determining
response
audience
seentire
will
use
whether station
Heard
agency, signed on as a TV-promo- ries produced by Paul F,
York
Robert Lippert fias earmarked
Rex Marshall
writer
tion
Norman Frank, former exec pro- signed to handle the Bond Clothes $5,000 for television saturation
Thursday (11) for his film
plugging
Rubicam,
took
Young
&
“Hands
for
commercials
DuMont’s
on
ducer
“The Steel Helmet” W'hich debuts
over production reins on CBS-TV's of Mystery” and for the Monarch
Series of
theatres
local
five
at
Family” (Morton Wines plugs on WPIX’s Sunday
*'Star
of the
Susan Adams pix never before seen on local vid
He replaces night news show
Downey) Dec. 29.
launched
be
will
Sam Smith tees off a new show Feb. 1 on eoutlets Jan, 27 under the titleover
Newt Stammer
of
Shoe Co. has bought ABC-TV’s DuMont from 2 to 2:15 p.m. Thurs- KNBH
Movies”
“Half-Pint Party” Wednesdays and days titled “Universal Homemak- “First Run
Fridays from 4:45 to 5 p.m., start- ing.” with Universal Appliances
Eddie Cantor, one
Agency is Dancer, sponsoring
ing Feb. 14.
Chicago
Writers of the rotating comics on NBC’s
Fitzgerald & Sample
night
“Comedy Hour,”
for Televi.sion. claimed to be the Sunday
Clair Heider upped to director
first literary agency .specializing in guesting tonight (Wed.) on the Ed
the same w’eb, of TV program operations at ABC,
T\'. has lined up video rights to Wynn show' on
with Georgia Gibbs ... replacing Lois Proctor who has
t];e works of Joseph Conrad, Doro- along
thy Canfield Fisher, O. Henry, Arnold Michaelis elected prez of ankled the web
Sears Roebuck
Damon Runyon, Mary Roberts World Video, with Richard Lewine has picked up Thursday segment
Rinehart, P. G. Wodehouse, Earl succeeding him a.s- exec producer,

New

beamed by

Sunday

I
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Donald Buka signed for a role on
NBC’s “Lights Out” next Monday
night. (15)
Dance team of
Nelle
Fisher
and Jerry Ross
scheduled to return to NBC’s
“Your Show of Shows’’ Jan. 28,
upon completion of their current
.

of

Norman

on
!

.

j

Ross’ new' morning show
WGN-TV director

WNBQ

.

.

tioned the FCC to set aside 209o
of future video channel allocations
educational uses... Pic star
for
Leo Carillo guesting on ABC’s

Alan J. Neuman, stint at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria’s
was a last-minute replacement as Wedgwood Room
Perry LafMcNeill TV Club” tonight
d'rcctor on the NBC opera, ‘‘Han-J ferty, who has produced the Kay “Don
(Wed.). .Slowing down under docscl and Gretel,” aired Christmas Kyser show' for NBC, named
as tor’s orders, Chi NBC director Bill
D y. Charles Polachek, director producer-director of the new' Vic- Hobin is bowing out of the Thursof the series, underwent an ap- toy Borge show', preeming
Feb. 3 day night Wayne King telecast but
P''ndectomy prior to the show
on the same web
WABD, DuTreva Frazee pacted for a role on Mont’s N. Y. flagship, upping its remains on the “Garroway At
KBC's "Kraft TV Theatre” tonight Class A rates to $2,200 per hour, Large” Sunday night stint. Dave
Brown takes over the King show
(Wednesday).
effective Feb. 1
Sterling Drug with
Lynwood King replacing
Scripter Ben Radin sold his fifth renewing Dennis James’ “Okay
Brow'n on the afternoon Ransom
or'ginal half-hour script this week! Mother” for third successive year
WBKB has pactSherman show’
in as many months, when produc- on the DuMont w'eb.
ed singer Kyle Kimbrough as a
ers of NBC-TV’s “Clock” slated
Larry Stewart, last seen on regular on the cross-the-board
bis “Accident in
Canigou” for Broadway in “Finian’s Rainbow',” “Let’s Have Fun” airer for GoldFebruary presentation. Scripter is and “Lend An Ear,” starts his own blatt’s. Jack Meyers and Bud Elrepped by Larney Goodkind, ex- TV show’ on WPIX Saturday after- lingwood, WGN-TV staffers now in
ecstern story chief of Universal noon, Jan. 27. His wife, Gladys,
the Army Signal Corps, back in
Pictures
NBC video press chief W'ill be featured.
town on a holiday leave. .Nathan
AMan Kalmus lecturing a Columbia
Goldblatt Society for Cancer ReUniv. journalism class tomorrow'
search is holding annual dinner
(Thurs.) on “Public Relations and
Hollywood
Sunday (14) to raise $35,000 for_a
TV”
Sammy Petrillo, recent
Richard Carlson plans to take color teevee circuit to bo used for
gr.est on the Milton Berje and his family to Kenya, East Africa
teaching in the operating room of
Dean Martin Jerry Lewis TV in May to tee off his deal with J. the Goldblatt Memorial hospital at
sliows. currently lining up his own Arthur Rank and Fred Packard for
the U of Chicago. .Carl Russell,
teenage
variety
program
a series of 26 half-hour films for WBKB film director, is answering
Charles G. Scully named director video and theatre use. Rank, who the Army call. He’ll be replaced at
of emergency defense activities for W’ill finance the project, will own Balaban & Katz station by George
Newark’s WAAT and WATV
.! eastern
hemisphere rights with Rice .Frankie Armentrout exits
John Hurlbut, former promotion Carhson and Packard owning rights continuity editor slot at Foote,
manager of WSYR and WSYR-TV, in the western hemisphere
Cone & Belding to take over as
Syracu.se, joined NBC as audience Toby Anguish has had no nibbles scripter Charlie Andrews’ assistant
promotion chief, w'hile John Por- on his package of 19 Monogram on the Dave Garroway show on
ter, 'formerly with the Buchanan features and 32 w'esterns for which NBC.
T\' director
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Bowout; Stick to Radio

.

in

within a short time,

number

six
.i-

to 25, R. C. Cris-

Cowan
prises,

Hollywood, Jan, 9.
Enter-

& Whitmore

under public and newspaper

criticism in recent weeks for pitchdeals on television, have aban-

men

doped video campaigns and w’ill
concentrate exclusively on radio
henceforth.
In announcing cutback, Ralph
Whitmore reported firm was spending $150,000 monthly on radio and
Co., Sports- television two months ago, but said
and Maple video failed to bring returns. Firm

KLAC-TV, KFI-TV and
used
four-minViceroy cigarets, through Ted KECA-TV for series of
plugging various
commercials
Bates agency, renewed for 52 ute
dollar.
one
sold
at
each
gadgets,
weeks, from Jan. 1, in St. Louis,
Complaints have been mounting
according to Crisler.
recently from dissatisfied patrons
who sought their money back as
Cleveland Ken Ward, WTAM- guaranteed In pitch and, in some
WNBK singer, has taken over the cases, from patrons who failed
Central National Bank’s cross-the- even to receive merchandise in
Monday-thru- first place.
10-minute
board
Friday “Around the House” teleHe revision show over WNBK.
Louisville ^New addition to the
Farm
places Jim Chapman,
Director, who w'ill devote fulltime WAVE announcing staff is Bill DeWitt, native of Indianapolis.
to his morning radio program.

WTAM

j

;

j

j

i

creasing

expects to

/

i

|

Whitmore

—

.

j

.

.

&

Dealers, Ford Motor
Products, Rum
cigarets and Stag Brewing Co., and

.

,

cities

Inc.,

agreements

man

!

.

.

Cue Cowan

9.

announced.
For its FM-station feeds to buses
and streetcars, TR added eight national accounts as taggers: Whitehall Pharmacal Co., Botany LoLaboratories for
tions, Grove
Bromo-Quinine, Northwest Ford

|

.

Ride

ley, president,

j

.

FM

Cincinnati, Jan.

‘

.

Video Pitchmen Squawks

Transit Radio Looks Set

.

.

.

Station is planning to celebrate the birthday of its other femme
gabber, Barbara Welles (Helen Hall Knoedler) week of Feb. 5, during
which She’ll originate from the New Amsterdam and Longacre theatres
with a live audience.

.

j

.

!

.

Chalmers Marquis slated to wed
Carolyn Gavron next month...
The City Club of Chicago has peti-

WOR

Young.

|

Diggers
and
Gouverneur
Morris. Most of the stoi'ies are to
be used for the agency’s projected
package. ‘‘Great American Authors”
Jose di Donato, formerly director of national TV operations for the Petry Co., has joined
the Robert W. Orr agency as radio-

queen-size coffee klatsch, but conflicting broadcast schedules prevented
Gals will discuss w’omen in national emergency.
Lineup will include WJZ's Mary Margaret McBride on Monday (22);
WNBC-s Eleanor Roosevelt, Tuesday; 'WCBS’ Margaret Arlen, Wednesday; WJZ’s Nancy Craig, Thursday, and WQXR’s Alma Dettingef, Friday. Miss McBi'ide, incidentally, several years ago was Martha Deane,
house name, preceding the present Miss Deane, Marion
which is a

**

I

.

Some of New' York’s top w-omen’s commentators will show there’s no
among them when they guest on WOR’s (N. Y.) Martha Deane
show the week of Jan. 22. Idea was to have them all gather for a

rivalry

that.

.

Derr

Although Donald Buka is a Pittsburgher, his home town for some
time has been hearing about him only by remote control, more or less.
Last week, however, they got a chance to get a real load of Buka in
the space of a few short days. He was on the Harris screen in “Between Midnight and Dawn,” on the DuMont TV program, “Hands of
Mystery” and the NBC “Eternal Light’^ radio show, Buka got his start
when, as a freshman in the Carnegie Tech Drama School at Pittsburgh,
he auditioned at Nixon theatre for Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne a
dozen years ago and they promptly took him on the road with them.

(14)

1

—

HARRY SOSNIR
Musical Direction

for-

WNBT
Jack Carter Show

WNBT
ions
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proper to compare these records
metbodvOf evaluating the reof the appllcatits. Wtifere fthe applicant has
no past operating record, he has
Continued front pa'iTe Zi
nothing to compare with the past
ous bul unproven one. Such a “ra- ception, among other things, to the operating record of the other.
tionale," they asserted, Is “directly dissenting opinions of Chairman
The petition said that no excepcontrary" to a previous Commission Wayne Coy and Comr. Edward tion W'as being taken to the majordecision involving the identical Webster. These opinions, they as- ity opinion but that in the event
problem. In addition, the majority serted, “fall into the legal and logi- oral argument should be g:ranted
findings were excepted to for igiiox'- cal error of attempting to make it desired to participate.
ing Pearson’s knowledge of Mary- comparisons between the past perland farming, his intention to de- formance of Hearst and the provote one-fourth of his time to the posed future performance of PubHouston Jack Healey has been
station and Allen’s commitment to lie Service Radio Corp. (Pearson named new commercial manager
devote all his time to the operation. and Allen). In a case where two here for KNUZ, an an announceHearst’s petition, filed by Demp- competing applicants each have, a ment made by Max H. Jacobs, prez
sey & Koplovitz, counsel, took ex- past operating record, it may be of the outlet.
Ikgg. a

Pearsan^len

television dramatic show for
New
presentation to clients at only a fraction of the cost of klnescoping was
unveiled this week by the C. J. LaRoche agency. Method involves a
tape recordei*, a Leica camera and a 16m film camera. Sound track i$
cut on the tape by actors reading lines from a script, with the actors
after a brief rehearsal, then going through the motions as the tape is
played back. Leica is set for closeups and the 16in camera, set on stop
motion, is used to film essential actions and highlights.
Films are then processed and edited. Leica shots are reduced to 16m
size, with positive prints made and inserted by a special process. When
completed, the film is projected on a Dunning Animatic projector,
which is said to be able accurately to change a 16m frame at 1/2, 000th
of a second and can be synchronized with the tape recorder. Effect is
that of seeing and hearing a semi-animated motion picture, in which
the characters are people rather than cartoons. Totarcost is about onetwelfth of that of a kine, according to La Roche.

method of filming segments of a

‘

1

—

!

i

j

I

;

New York Journal- American

24“
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By jfACK O’BRIAN
s 1950 neats its end it behooves

A

this pillar to

havt

its opinion,

which television
recorded on
shows, personalities, craftsmen of
all sorts, strike us as the best in
their assorted spheres.
Without further delay,

}

then,

nominate Jimmy Durante for
“King ot Television."
The great Jimmy brought to
TV a distinction It couldn’t ac-

j

title,

!

in .% coaxial mile of
is clearly nose and
shoulders above his fellow bufKo greatef comic exists*
foons.
in our book anywhere, and his
magnificent triumph in TV is
Justification of the unbending
confidence we all voiced bpfore he
made the hop.

He

Queen of
a poser.

Television?

Now

AM

that’s

Is

City operations

-

.

the greatest
of her time,,

but also a

New York

TV

cr»

Ho un^
k\ti^

partment of W-D office
With
.
end of football season. Slim
Bryant and the Wildcats of KDKA
have
resumed
their
Saturday
afternoon
NBC network spot.
Their time has been changed,
however, to from 2:30 to 3
Fred E. (Fritz) Baxter has resigned
as veepee, general manager and
.

.

.

Barrie

entire

—

wasn’t on TV as a regular performer although she did several
guest shots. Not enough, though,
to put her in contention.
There’s Imogene Coca, an adept
comedienne, not quite on the

Wendy

its

^

EATRJCE LKIJE.

tallest level,

moving

is

Pittsburgn
Walter Sickles,
veteran radio man who was last
with the Walker-Downing agency,
has joined the staff of WORZ in
Orlando, Fla.
Bob Stevens and
Charlie Urquhart are now co-directors of radio and television de-

Faye's an attractive, personable,
bright performer. She has the insnuggles
that
appeal
timate
alongside living room' 'fans and
she knows the value of chatting
over . declaiming. That’s a great
point In her fa vor.

comic

use of the visiting guests during their stays in N. Y., but tries to line
up as many stints for them as possible to preclude their guesting on
any rival network shows.

Tele-Tone Radio Corp.

Faye Xmerson?. Possibly, on the
skimpy grounds of glamour.

female

CBS this week continued its block booking policy for guest talent
by inking Leo Durocher and Laraine Day (Mrs. Durocher) for spots on
at least two television shows ^the Frank Sinatra program Jan. 20 and
the Ken Murray program Jan. 27.
Web, under its block booking system, does not always gain exclusive

to Elizabeth, N. J., to provide more space for beltline production of
and
sets and electronic equipment for defense.
^
Move was also made for decentralization from the crowded metropolitan N. Y. target area.

simple,

B

Jurisdictional battle may. be brewing on the Coast as a result of the
transfer of KTSL’s license from Don Lee to CBS. All KTSL employes
had been members of IBEW. CBS uses lATSE crews. In taking over
KTSL, CBS released eight stagehands, subsequently retaining one in
television and offering radio jobs to two others. As a result, CBS now
has IB cardholders in a couple of studios and lA members in another.
Neither union has a contract but IB feels it is. entitled to jurisdiction since it was in the KTSL building in the first place and I A claims
priority on the grounds that stagehands working CBS television before
the purchase of KTSL always were lA members.

Douglas Leigh’s Flamingo frozen orange juice and his new grape
juice started their first video advertising this week in New York, Philadelphia and Atlanta. Leigh is using a one-minute cartoon by Otto
Messmer, creator of Felix the Cat, on WJZ-TV and WOR-TV, N. Y.,
WFILrTV, Philly, and WAGA-TV, Atlanta.
Radio spot campaign started last year will be expanded.

cowUah

Berles.

For the first time a Wall Street group, Kagran Gorp., has entered
the field of subsidiary rights for video properties. Group has acquired
the rights to Howdy Doody, NBC-TV puppet, and the other characters
on the Bob Smith airer, including Clarabell, Dilly Dally, Mr. Bluster
and Flub-a-dub.
Outfit has signed a contract with NBC giving the web TV rights to
Howdy Doody on a long-term basis, and has signed Martin Stone as
general manager. Stone will continue to handle' all Howdy Doody licensing operations and script supervision for the shpw, and will also
develop other radio and* TV programs for Kagran. However, he will
keep his Gabby Hayes activities a? his personal package.
Kagran will employ Edward Kean as head of programming and Mrs.
Leila Hadley, formerly with A1 Capp Associates, as promotion-publicity
Miss Dana Campbell, ex-Henri, Hurst & McDonald agency,
topper.
joins the Kagran writing staff.

—

let’s

the

Stuff—Television

Inside

*

u’

.

HAL

HAKBERS and DALE

.

SECOND WEEK

treasurer of the W. Earl Bothvvell
Agency.
He’s married to Jeanie
Baxter, radio singer
Juice Industries Division of Clinton Foods
has bought KDKA’s Jack Swift
and the News Tuesdays and Thursdays at 7 a.m. and Saturdays at
8:30 a.m. “Contract runs for 39
weeks
Don Bell is a newcomer
to the
announcing staff.
He’s from WEIR in WeirtonSteubenville.
*
.

possibility.

a gay chat-

terbox and you could rattle off
a powder-roomful of stylish
lassies named McNeills, Kilgallen,
McEIhone. Pritchett, Chandler,
and some of the more decorous
afternoon set such as Kalhi
Norris, Sydney Smith, Margaret
Arlen, Ilka Chase, Barbara Welles.

.

.

.

GEORGIA

COPACABANA
New York

.

City

Thank You ED SULLIVAN

“Toast of the Town”
January 7

.

WCAE

Pegeeh Fitzgerald, Maggie Johnstori.

You can’t rule off Kate Smithy
new as her program is.

But

after
considering the field, our favorite

TV

filly is;

Arlene Francis.
Arlene is our cnoice as Queen
of TV because she is Intelligent,
bright, handsome, never offends
the .persons she interviews, is personable, exqpisifejy go\yned, as
are most of the glitter gals in the
medium, courtesy the highly TVconscious coutouriers.
Exclusive Mgt.

MARTIN GOODMAN, 65 W. 54lh

Street,

Bob B. Evans as.

.

“The Thing!!!"
^

I

'

Unusual Singer of unusual original toHrIcal and dynamic
straight numbors. Doft M.C. or Gag Comic;
Suitablo for

TV

— Vaudeville —

BOB
New

York

Clubs.

B.

113 West 57th Street

Can Write—Direct—Produce.

EVANS
CIRCLE 6-9861
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RADIO

S8

New

Congress Already

(lets

Role of Radio (In TV Era)
For Home Town America

't

Cdittinufeil; from page

i

29

cameras a display of $1,000,000 in
$10

bills,

Damita

Jo, Jackie

%

Coogan

By

and the enactment and explanation
of a film fight.

Washington, Jan. 9.
Legislation which would place
radio networks under the same
licensing and control by the Fed-

UniversaFs

are

Setup

individual

named general manager

of

ever,

bill

tions operated by Universal Broadcasting Co. a^ result of merger
|

,

i

j

j
i

:

Bill

Ryan

;

tainment.
2. By Rep. Christian Herter, of
Massachusetts, to have the old
Belasco theatre here turned over
to the American National Theatre
& Academy for operation as a legit
house. Its use would also be permitted for operas, ballets, concerts,
recitals and other live entertain-

Continued. from page 25

Ni^B parent by action of the

NAB

June, following a
committee report recommending
the move. The plan calls for complete separation from NAB in
1952.
hundr d
April,
Several
broadcasters have signified their
support of the new BAB, whose
purpose is to promote the superior

directors

last

ment.

values of radio as am advertising
By Rep. Daniel A. Reed, of and sales promotion medium.
York, to exempt commercial
As head of BAB, Iric., Ryan will
photographic apparatus and raw
charge of ^carrying out BAB
3.

New

jiave
policies and immediately launching organizational plans for enlarging the present bureau to meet demands for wider promotion of radio
as an ad medium.
Hugh M. P.
eral
admissions to agricultural
Higgins, director of the bureau,
fairs from the 20% admissions tax.
and his assistants will be retained
5. By Rep. Emanuel Celler, of
New York, authorizing the Federal by Ryan.
Justin Miller,
prexy, said
Security Administrator to bring
theatre productions by colleges and he agreed to a leave of absence for
Ryan
with
understanding'
that
the
universities to Washington.
6. By Rep. Adam C. Powell, of his withdrawal from fulltime

from federal excise taxes.
would
exempt
cameras,
lenses, 35m motion picture film,
etc., from the levy.
4. By Rep. Reed to exempt gen-

film

This

»

NAN

NAB

New

York, to prevent color or racial discrimination at any public
entertainment or amusement In

Washington.

—

Lampasas, Tex. ^KHIT is back
on the air here after a shutdown
of about six months, after arrange-

management would not adversely
affect the future of the assocdhtion.
Miller said that Ryan will continue
to perform “supervisory services”
for the present in managing NAB,
although most of his time will be
devoted to
in New York.
Ryan's new duties as
prexy

BAB

BAB

ments by T. A. Newman, Texas begin Feb. 1.
City, principal stockholder of the
outlet.
Harold Bakke, formerly
Detroit ^Mary Morgan, fashion
with KNOY^, Austin, has beeq and beauty editor of CKLW, has
named manager of KHIT, which been elected ‘president of the Deoperates with 250 watts on 1,490 troit Fashion Group, local affiliate
kilocycles.
of the New York Fashion Group.

—

AM

—

initialer.

;

NAB's

i

it’s

in sales),

|

;

now

AM

Universal.
the Connell, president of
Spencer also has worked for staCommunications Act are also' protions in Dayton, Springfield and
vided in the Sheppard bill.
Toledo.
Other legislation introduced in
Robert McConnell is veepee of
the new Congress which affects Universal.
business;
entertainment
the
1. By Rep. Angier L. Goodwin, of
Mas.sachusetts, to exempt members
of the armed forces from the 20^
admissions tax when they are admitted free to a commercial enter-

I

Mutual Broadcasting System)

facing the most realistic scrvrtiny in the history
of the industry. Questions now being asked indicate that sponsors and
their agencies are trying, as never before, to measure this medium
strictly on its per-dollar performance^ .stripped of all the stardust
and tinsel. To me, this seems to be the only sensible measure of any
advertising medium. And since here at Mutual over the past year and
a half we have devoted considerable thought and digging and study to
these same questions, I believe that ,the answers as we see them are
about the best contribution I can make to Variety*
The first set of answers didn’t take much digging; they lie right on
the surface of the regular Nielsen Reports. So when folks ask just
network audiences, we have some
how deeply TV is cutting into
rather surprising figures-r-surprising for them, and a little surprising
listening is actually increasing
because they show that
to us too
is

—

,

Number of
re-broadcasts.
tional technical changes in

(President,

Network radio

.

sta-

approved by FCC.
Setup takes in WISH, Indianapolis; WHBU, Anderson, and WHOT,
affiliated
South Bend. Appointment of Wilweb programs, providing the spon- liam H. Spencer, former manager
Bor approved. Bill would make it
of WHOT, as manager of WISH
unlawful for a network to bar such
by C. Bruce Mcaddi- was announced

would also
individual, nonstations to re-brOadcast

The Sheppard
open the way for

relies en-

merely a series of events
with no thread to tie it together
completely entertaining
a
into
show.
,
,
„
Art Baker works hard all the
way through, plugging the sponsor,
Skippy Peanut Butter, reading
the request letters, chatting with
guests and getting into acts, but
it’s not enough.
In order to give the show any
degree of pace and tempo, stunts
will have to be speeded up with
much of the intro chatter deleted. on this network!
Vocal guests appearing, such as
As I write this I have before me the figures for the first eight months
Damita Jo, must have stronger of 1950. During those months (while TV was enjoying its fastest rise
backing than chirp received eii this
Nielsen computed a 7% increase, or some 316,000,000 more

9.

Robert B. McConnell has been

broadcast stations, has been introduced in the
R. Sheppard,
Harry
House by Rep.
of California.
as

New

Indianapolis, Jan.

eral Communications Commission

Program

tirely on . the appeal of requests
fulfilled by packagers Oxaract and
Steffrier for its pull. At best, how-

FRANK WHITE

i

family-hours of listening to Mutual day and night, coast to coast.
Sponsor ran through three comThat’s one of the less surprising findings, in view of Mutual’s singular
mercials inserting only one hefty
grip on Home Town America where television is still beyond the horiplug midway ‘in the show. Camera
Surprising to the point of being startling, however, are the figures
director Bob Breckner gave pro- zon.
for TV’s own bailiwick. In the 16 biggest cities, evening only, Nielsen
Free,
gram adequate lensing.
reports a gain of over 3,000,000 family-hours of Mutual listening, this
year over last.
TEEN AGE BARN
So with consistently more radio receivers tuned our way than there
With Pezzula Sisters, Lona Jones,
Thomson,
were a year, ago, we can take the next question in stride; What's hapLouis Palmer, Bennett
pening to actual homes-per-dollar values in network radio?
others
Producer: Tommy Sternfeld
Over the latest six-month span comparable with 1949, the Nielsen
Director: Bob Stone
Index shows an increase of 5% in homes-per-dollar for all pnee-s^eek
DUMONT DEALERS
commercial programs on Mutual. Here in the sector that matter^ most
WRGB-TV, Schenectady
to the client's. pocketbook, the figures clearly indicate a steadily better
(George R. Nelson)
performance by an AM network.
a
changes,
personnel
Several
The next question we get is the inevitable; “How come?” How can
switch in setting and improvewe explain these trend-contrary gains In total audiences and ears-perments in presentation mark “Teen
Age Barn” under new sponsorship. dollar?
Standard research seems to provide no ready answer. In fact no one
Show has enjoyed the longest run
Our coverage pattern surely
of any weekly commercial origina- answer appears to be wholly adequate.
about two years. helps, with 325 stations out where other radio networks and television
tion on WRGB
Tommy Stenfeld, Albany dancing just can’t compete. But what also helps is our clients’ good use of
teacher and former hoofer, is scout program types which differ from the mainstays on TV. And experiand producer. Eighteen youngsters ence also indicates that one of the most effective of all Mutual “difappeared on last block viewed. The ferences” is the everlasting community-level efforts of our local afsame cast is not used each week, filiates on hundreds of Main streets.
the Pezzula Sisters
although
More and more advertisers are disedVering on Mutual the effective(emcees), and certain others teleness of time and talent planned at a modest price. Underscore that
around.
year
cast the
word
“planned.” We’ve always peen the least costly of networks, but
“Barn” reveals a sizable porit takes both care and ingenuity to plan payoff advertising today in
tion of talent, some of which is
more promising and polished than any medium. And such plans do seem to pay off here. Some, in fact,
the rest. None of the youngsters pay off so well that the sponsor has been able to hold his radio audiprafcably has reached his or her ence and still save enough to finance a substantial TV campaign too.
peak; immaturity and sometime
Another factor we have seen better utilized this past year is flexiawkwardness are evident. Lona bility in station selection. It may seem obvious that an advertiser,
schoolgirl,
Troy
Jones, 17-year-old
with nearly twice as many stations to choose from as any other netis one of the best balladists work- work offers, would make the
most of flexibility. But here again, indiing in local television. Louis Pal- vidual care in matching marketing problems with
advertising coverage
mer, Mechanicsville boy, is a enables the intelligent sponsor to use radio for its new,
double-barskilled classical and jazz pianist. reled benefit
basic selling in non-TV areas, and follow-through sellBennett;. Thomson is a fine imper- ing in TV centers.
The Pezzulas and Will
sonator'
In short, all the evidence available today ^from researchers and
Sherman handled t,he emcee as- from sponsors alike
confirms my fundamental belief in network radio.
signment smoothly.
Industry
still needs effective mass-selling voices... and as long as we
Bill Phillips, of WABY, takes
make it our business to serve that need well, network radio will have
care of the commercials, with cast
a thriving future.
assists. Sternfeld is on at the end.
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Continued from page 24
its subscribers that it has
been found guilty as charged by
the Department of Justice and he
also ordered the Journal to give

notice to

.

Belated

ANNIVERSARY GREETINGS

to

USMeTy

written notice of his findings to
each employe of the paper. He
instructed the paper to keep all its
records open during business hours
for inspection by Justice Department agents and all officials of the
paper are to make themselves
available for interviews with department representatives at their
reasonable convenience.

The

ruling,

which becomes

fective Jan. 20, does not prohibit

the paper or its Owners from buying control of competitors, but in
other respects it closely follows
recommendations of the Justice

THE

Department.

JOE FRANKLIN

'Big Show'

JANUARY 11-17
SEVILLK ART THEATRE
MONTREAL
Dir.;

Monday

thru Friddy^12

Monday
1

Noon

to

thru Friday, 11:1$ to

12:30—WJZ-TV

Midnight—WJZ

'

Also

JOE FRANKLIN PRODUCTIONS, INC.
220 W. 42ndl Street, New York City
Wl 7-4755

failed to make any appreciable dent in the Nielsens.
Some are inclined to view it as
the clincher to the argument that
the days of variety-formatted shows
are over and that either gimmick

or personality shows are what
count today. Whatever the answer,
it's got a lot of hep guys confused.
Sales-wise,
peddling of “Big
Show” for commercial sponsorship
hasn’t been easy. Until this week
it was down to two spot buyers as
part of the web’s “Operation Tandem,” but within the past few days

the U. S. Army, Buick and Liggett
& Myers contracted for participa-

Music Corp. of America

LEARN COMEDY TECHNIQUES
tor Tolovhion and Radio

Continued from page 23 ssa
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“Comedy Center of Iho
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Full
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Houston John J. Tenge, Jr., has
been made promotion manager
here for KXYZ. He was formerly
with D’Arcy Co., St. Louis.

pert. Assist top executive only; supervise small personnel/ work independently.
Unsurpassed qualifications en-

fartainment
tising

field/ also suitable

agency

TV

adver-

package department.

Light steno, $75.00. Write box
Variety/ 154 West 4«th Street,
York 19/ N. V,
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Autry taped six Wrigley shows so he won’t have to worry about radio
on his 40-day tour of one-niters, ,. .After seVen years as “Meet the
Missus” CBS is adding varieties to the title because of the format
change under the emceeing of Harry Koplan. ..Also added to Tonf
fix Irks Michigan
Harmon^s Sports Edition is Silver to tie in with the battery sponsor
...'Benton Paschall, v.p. of Liberty network, signed up three more
affiliates for a Coast total of 46.
.Producdt Dick Diggs took ABC
engineer Dick Wilson to Chicago for the Louella Parsons show so she
Detroit, Jan. 9.
Tho U. of Michigan is unhappy
wouldn’t have to make the long trip to the Coast because of her con
slant attendance at her husband’s side at the Mayo clinic in Rochester, again because of television. This
Minn.
Joe Donahue, now a broadcast consultant, was named na*^ time, Michigan, charter-signer of
tional radio and TV coordinator of the Bishops* Fund Appeal, which the Big Ten edict banning vidrio,
starts a drive next month for $5,000,000 to aid war relief agencies of is singing the blues in connection
the Catholic church.
Helen WoHoce moved over from Muzak to head with telecasting of films of its 14-0
up sales and service for Universal Recorders.
Bob Ballin is being Rose Bowl victory over California.
partied all over town before he leaves for N. Y. to take up his new
CBS, which had exclusive rights
berth with J. Walter Thompson.
.Vick Knight lost the Kaye-HalbCrt for the game, outsmarted the Big
TV set account to Calkins Holden, McCUnton, Carlock Smith
Ten tfnd Pacific Coast Conference
It’s still a tossup among \Varwick
Legler, Calkins
Holden, etc., officials on a clause concerning the
and Emih-Wasey as to which agency lands Eastside beer’s $1,300,000 televising of the pix of the game.
annual billing. Account has, been with Lockwood-Shackleford for years CBS has exclusive rights to
the
j.but Eastside is now Pabst-owned.
films for 30 days following the

'Bum Deaf on Rose Bowl

From

the Production

Cenbes
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game. That means showings on only

CHICAGO

IN

,

.

CBS

.

stations.

Fritz Crisler, Michigan's athletic
cross-the board NBC “Dial Dave Garroway” spread
director, was extremely unhappy
to the 10:45 to 11 a.m. CCT) period and adds 20 statioris next Monday
when
he learned of the 30-day
(15)
Wil^n C. Swigart has been promoted to veepee in charge of
clause. “We certainly made a bum
radio-TV production at the A. C. Nielsen research company.
news editor Julian Bentley adds a fourth newscast to his daily schedule deal when we agreed to that,” he
Don Cole, formerly a partner with Shep Chartoc in the packa^irig said, Crisler revealed he already
had received an attractive offer
field, has joined the NBC Chi riet work ad-promotion department.
from a major sponsor for an early
John Pavis exits
publicity-promotion department to join Chi
showing of the Rose Bowl pix on
ABC publicity staff
Billy Leach,
vocalist, preemed a crossTV in the Detroit area. Now he
the-board briefie at 10:20 to 10:30 p.m..
.Bex Maupin, Chi ABC mucan
neither agree to the showing
sical director, is celebratirig his 29th year in radio ... NBC farm commentator Everett Mitchell treks to Minneapolis today (Wed.) to speak nor receive any revenue from the
telecast of the game films for
to Minnesota Retail Farm Implement Dealers Assn.
a
James Stirtori,
monthv
ABC Chi sales manager, on a busiriess jaunt to Minneapolis
NBC’s
Crisler,
remarked, however, that
[Quiz Kids have launched their sixth annual best teacher contest.
Michigan - California
Benson
Rixon is bankrolling John Harrington’s 6:55 to 7 a. m. news- the
game
least on
starting Jan. 15
sports service manager Jack marked the end of an exclusive
three-year radio-televisien contract
Brickhouse guest editor of Sport magazine’s January “Sports Quiz”
Mike Wallace and Buff Cobb, husband and wife conductors of WMAQ’s among the Big Ten, the Pacific
“Chez Show,” off on a two-week vacation in Arizona
.SheU Oil re- Coast Conference and CBS. The
newed John Holtman’s (
quarter-hour daily newscast for another network paid $100,000 for each of
year....
singer Tony Fontaine plugging his latest four Mercury the first two years of the agreement
releases ... Milt Newton of the traff ic department am^ Robert Cline and $150,000 for the final season,
arid Lloyd Knight, sound technicians, join the
15-year club.
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radio correspondent Wes MePheron, sporting new rank
of It. colonel plus Air Force medal of honor, returned to coverage of
the war in Korea after 10 weeks of duty at the Pentagon .... Ruth
Hollywood, Jan. 9.
Crane’s “Modem Womari on Television” (WMAL-ABC) program reCBS .has transferred Wilbur Edsuited in reunion of two long-lost brothers when one, a rep', to the wards,
assistant manager of WEEI,
Moral Rearmament Conference from British West Indies, appeared on Boston, to
Hollywood to become
her program and was recognized by his D. C. brother.
.Secretary of director of
Commerce Charles Sawyer was guest on preem of CJBS-TV’s new series, cific network and Cjlumbia Paoperations under
“The Facts We Face,” moderated by web’s Washington correspondent Merle Jones.
Recently acquired
Walter Cronkite, with staffers Griffing Bancroft and Bill Downs as- television
station KTSL from Don
sisting .... Frank Slingland, TV producer for WNBW-NBC, ordered to Lee
will be nianaged by Jones,
report to active duty with his National Guard unit Feb. 1.... Arthur who’ll
also continue to function as
“Dutch” Bergman, WNBW’s sports director, appointed sports chairman top man for
Columbia’s coast op.Bernie Understein, ex of the Wash- eration.
for local March Of Dimes drive.
ington Daily News, has been named sales rep for WTOP-TV (CBS),
Charles
Glett,
who served as veereplacing William Treynor, who left to go with NAB.
pee in charge of KTSL and the

——

.

Loretta Young’s guesting on “Lux Radio Theatre” Jan. 15 is her 24th,
topping all others in the four-figure bracket.
CBS gave Bob Hopkins
three-year contract for radio and TV, which clinches his job as Steve
Allen’s successor on the
midnight shellac shif t
Bob Garred
turning out advance trailers by the stack for March of Dimes’ upcom.It was Glenn Wheaton, top writer of documentary mesing drive.
sages, who suggested that Gen. Ike Eisenhower pick a wounded GI as
his replacement to marshal the Tournament of Roses parade v
.Gene

am proud

WASHINGTON

Army combat

.

1

.

Antonio—Bill

San

KNX

.

.

—

Don Lee television activities, has
been retained by Jones to assist
him in furthering expansion of the
station.
KTTV, for the past two

Shomette,

director Of WOAI,
has resigned his post to join the
staff of the Clear Channel Broadcasting Service in Washington. He

Tele Followup

Farm and 'Ranch

Continued

fro.

page 28

years the CBS affiliate here, will
continue to carry the net’s shows
being replaced by Bill McRey- used once, Miss Allen, Bea Bena- until
expiration of time contracts.
daret,
Hal
March
and
Bill GoodHyman on
nolds on
and by
win drew their full share of
TV airings.
is

AM

to say that in 1950

laughs. The show is ^till a prime
example of how best to transfer a
top radio show into TV.
Carnation Milk commercials, as
usual, were integrated into the
script.
Sponsor seemed to be getting more plugs than usual, though,
which might militate against the

had

I

46

aeveiopmg me
and “Man Against Crime” television
ing programs.
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&

&

.

.

.

.

.
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vacationing in Phoenix ;.. .Don McLaughlin

.Ivor Francis, Margery
and Ann Loring added to “Our Gal Sunday”
Maude. Ann Burr and Richard Janaver new to “Stella Dallas”....
Richard Newton to “Just Plain Bill”
.Harry Believer, Toni Damay,
Bryan Raeburn, Sidney Smith, Doris Dalton, Stuart Macintosh and
Lois Holmes into “Front Page Farrell”
Jack Lloyd is returning to
N. Y. Saturday (13) following a two-week Florida vacation. He’s been
on the Coast since August on a number of acting and directing assignments. He resigned two weeks ago as producer-director for the
Progressive Broadcasting System* Lloyd will continue with his acting
and freelance directing assignments in N. Y,
Richard Hart, actor who died last week, will be heard on “M-G-M
Theatre of the Air” Friday (12) in a transcriber, “Faithful In My
Fashion.”
Show was waxed a month ago .... Robert A. White and
Richard B. Gordon new ABC account execs
.WOR’s Ted Streibert to
speak to Ad Club’s advertising arid selling course tomorrow (Thurs.)
eve
..Actor Steve Mitchell now a Navy seaman.
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,

.
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.

.

.

;
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.

.

.
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^Londoh;-'
Irving Mansfield back after two weeks in Miaimi sun.. .Dave Alber
dispatched Gene Shefrin to Coast Sunday to tub-thump fOr Ziv’s new
Bogari-Bacall waxer. ;,Ked Barber’s return to Gotham delayed by the
critical condition of his .mother-in-law, injured in a motor accident. ...
Hempstead’s WHLI kudosed with a B’nai B'rith anti-prejudice citation
Stuart MacHarrie, formerly with the New York office of WLW, has
.Nick KeCsely, AM-TV yeepee
joined Everett-McKinney station reps.
of iennen & Mitchell; spending several weeks on the Coast on biz.
in
town after two weeks in South
A. H. Flaten, CBS account exec, back
The Hal (MBS Press) Golds have tagged their fourth Paula
Dakota
Marilyn,
Carl Eastman has joined. Benton & Bowles to direct “Rosemary”
and “Perry Mason,” vice Ralph Butler, promoted to a TV supervisory
Mel Goodman new casting director for Comptoh agency, sucpost
.WHLI airing weekly reports by Long
ceeding Vera Larkin, resigned
Island state legislators. .. .A. S. Barnes to publish “Time Out for
ABC
sportscaster Jbcko Maxwell
Sports.” second book by
observing National Opera Day Saturday (13). ..N. Y. Philharmonic
and conductor Dimitri Mitropoulos, with co-operatioh of CBS, Columbia Records and Local 802i AFM, has made a recording gratis of Ravel’s
“Mother Goose” Suite, with the transcription being sent to 2,500 U. S.
stations for broadcast .in Connection with the March Of Dimes appeal
.John Royal to Mexico for a two-week vacation.
WiViGM sports commentator Marty Glickman yoted outstanding athr
lete for the past 25 years of James Madison High School, Brooklyn
Singer Pat Terry slated to guest on CBS’ “Meet Frank Sinatra” Sunday (14)
J. Ward (Jack) Mitchell now heading up ABC script and
.

.

'

.

Patsy Campbell back with CBS’ “Second Mrs!. Burton” after an emergency appendectomy ... Actor Ronald Long played lead in his own
John E. Gibbs inking AM-TV
script on “Ave Maria Hour” last week.
dates for Nils Astherii Signe Hasso and Helmut Dantine .... Susan
Douglas to star in WMGM’s “Crime Does Not Pay” jan. 17. ...Maj.
Gen. Floyd Parks, info chief of the Army, will gab on the radio-tele
role in the emergency and Officers repping the various service branches
will lead a briefing session on Korea at the Radio Execs Club lunch at
Stephen Fry, formerly with BBC in
the Waldorf tomorrow (Thurs.).
New York and subsequently in Hollywood, is now operating the Master
Builders House hotel, Buckler’s Hard, Hampshire, about 90 miles from
.

As

.

effectiveness of that technique?

Peter Lind Hayes and Mary
Healy, judging from their NBC
video show last Thursday night (4),
still have not found the right for-

.^9

in

m
rise

m

Courtesy of M-G-M
appearing with

Now

mat for their talents on TV. Husband and wife team was so loaded
down with a woefully weak script
that only seldom could they spark
the program into anything resembling entertainment. And that idea
of having Miss Healy break into
song with no provocation, or of
Hayes delivering some of his nitery
comedy material in the show’s
young married couple format, did
not pay off at all.
Script resorted to every cliche
in the books, includirig even a form
of custard pie throwing, in its attempt to draw laughs. That type of
humor, at best, needs the combined
reaction of a large audience and.
with Hayes' Insistence that there is
no need for a studio audience on
peir_^^show, it could hardly have
forced many viewers to crack
a
smile. Butch Cavell, who’s, shown
good thesping talents in other TV
shows, emerged in this one as the
worst kind of precocious brat, and
Florence Duflap. as his mother,
failed to maintain whatever
pace
was set by the rest of the cast.
And, fot* the weakest attempt to
integrate a commercial into
the

DONALD O'CONNOR

Is “THE
(Unlyersel-Internatlonal)

MILKMAN”

ManiiieniMt:

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

630 NINTH AVE.
(Film

f

Center Bldg.)

Apprtf X. 1,700 tq.

ft.

’

.

as one
s
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script, ,the

program has no competWith Miss Dunlap supposed
working in the kitchen, the
announcer simply walked up to the

itors,

to be

window

^Sponsored ten

weekly over

(10)

times weekly over

KTLA-TV

.

, .

and recording

CBS

radio

.

.

.

twice

to deliver his spiel to her
about the wonders of Borden’s
In-

stant Coffee.

for Coral.
Charlotte.

.

^utchfield,
here,

N. C.— Charles H.
general manager of

was

unanimously

j
elected
prexy of the Charlotte Better Business Bureau.
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more

to come will have on future
production is th¥> big question,
facing the industry. Already there
is talk that 19filvOutput wilt not
exceed 3,000,000 sets, which was apContinued f com page 27
proximately the industry turnout in
cjals, how long stations are on (and industry for program deficiencies, 1949.
but
to
show
the
extent
multiple
the
spotting
of
unof
air,
the
However, it is thought in some
off)
filled need.’*
quarters that such expectations are
plugs and other material of a qualiNAEB made a forceful presenr unduly pessimistic
(although they
Files of the press, tation of
tative nature.
its views at the first part
help sell sets). Even if production
including The New York Times, of
the
Commission’s hearings, were curtailed by half, it’s pointed
Herald Tribune and Variety, are which ran for two weeks in No- out, the industry would still be opvember and December.
erating at the rate of 5,000,000 sets
being culled to provide the FGC
a year. It’s further noted that inwith critical comment on the shows
dustry
estimates of automobile procovered.
duction for 1951 have been revised,
Room 2233 of the Waldorf preRetry,
substantially upward recently, indisents an unusual scene with seven
cating that the expected impact of
Continued from page 27
sets in continuous operation and its
military requirements on civilian
liionitors wearing headsets to avoid able to find an experienced distrib
supplies will coniie later than was
Interference with each other. The firm that would insure them the
thought.
staff was recruited by Sniythe from right profit on their shows,
while
A more realistic forecast of 1951
a "cosmopolitan group,” including stations and sponsors have been TV output
puts the figure at 5,000,radioites and their wives, actors,' compelled to buy shows from
“an 000 sets, with possibilities the total
actresses, dancers and writers, in almost
limitless
and constantly will be greater.
both broadcasting and the theatre. shifting variety of sources,” which
While the evaluation won’t be re- have made them subject to delivleased until the project is com- ery failures and prices ranging
pleted, many of the monitoring both upwards and
downwards.
Film
staff revealed that they “can’t stand
King declared that UTP will
Continued from page 27
more than an hour of it at a
spur an increase in production of
time.”^
films for video, since producers of Eastman and duPont declared
Seymour Siegel, head of WNYC, can now be assured of
a market this; week, however, that the GovN. Y.> and president of NAEB, told for their product and a profit. He ernment has issued no such order
Variety that the study, which also predicted his firm
would en- yet.
NAEB is financing, is designed to courage banking investment in TV
Importance of film to the TV
showr rthe ultimate need for TV filrh
productibn, “now that a def- webs is seen in the fact that all
channels by schools and other pubprograms
originating in N, Y. or
inite return is assured.’'
lic institutions.
Chicago must be transmitted on
"NAEB is not made up of "starryfilm on all stations west of Omaha,
eyed intellectuals or impractical
which is now the westernmost end
idealists,” Siegel said.
“We feel
'50
of the relay facilities. In addition,
it is unreasonable to expect comwith the FCC-imposed freeze on
Continued from page 26
mercial television, with its Weekly
new station construction, the inpayrolls to meet, to devote as much December, factories' turned out dustry will undoubtedly be retime to educational broadcasts and over 200,000 sets a week. In the stricted to its present total of 65
adult, literate programs as the peo- fourth week, the output
was down market areas for several years.
ple need for a developed reason
Forty-two of these 65 markets have
to 170,000 sets, which was still up
and judgment. We don’t want to to the average of the heavy fall only one station. With four neteliminate commercial TV, but want production.
works competing for time on those
single-station markets, even where
to make facilities available for eduIt's reported, however, That some
cation.
The commercial boys are major producers have already gone they are interconnected, the webs
doing a fine job in their field.
on a short week and that, as a must depend to a large extent on
“We don't feel there will be a result, production has begun to kinescoping to get their shows
mass -audience for cultural broads taper off. Last week, the National transmitted.
casts as there is for entertainment Production Authority took steps to
Detroit
Three promotions at
shows. But we do stress that one- allocate distribution of barium carthird of the nation is not getting bonate, an essential material for WJR were announced by Worth
Kramer,
ve^ee
arid general rtianthe adult cultural service it needs. the making of vacuum tubes. Preof the Goodwill Station. Ron
We want video channels as the viously, orders were issued restrict- ager
Ganible was named special events
tools to do a job that commercial ing the use of cobalt, nickel, copper
director. Dale McIntyre took over
TV cannot dOi”
and other metals which are im- the post of educational director,
Dr. Smythe declared that “our portant in making TV sets.
and Charley Park was named chief
What effect these orders and announcer.
overall attitude is not to attack the

TV

Educators
—

Monitoring

TV

^

Century

SS

•

Rawstock

'

:

TV Output

.

•

—

Pittsburgh—- John Stewart has fourth woman in the St. Louis area
WISR in Butler, Pa„ and Pack- to cop a $250 “Dr. Christian”
author contest award and her
aged Programs, Inc., TV producing
prize-winning drairia “Danny Boy
outfit here, to join announcer’s Demon” is skedded for airing over
staff at KDKA ... Warren Daria, KMOX, local CBS outley Wednes’

’

left

WCAE

of
staff, who acted in Playhouse’s last shoWi ‘'At War With
the Army,” will be stage, manager
for community theatre’s next production,
“Detective Story”. . . .
Chet Clark, ex-WWSW salesman
who recently left iridie station to
become a securities peddler, has
been recalled to active service and
is now a captain stationed at Langley Air Force base in Hampton,
Va.
Evelyn GillOlly, of
staff, and Warren F. Koenig, a petroleum engineer with a local gas
.

.

.

WCAE

.

day

—

formed a company. Western Communications, Ltd,, for the purpose
of buying the assets of GKRM, Regina.
is
Station
owned and
operated by Trans-Canada Comrtiunicatioris.

HAVEN
ClUB GAY
DETROIT

.

Kay

nipeg.

their
Balfe,
of

.

.

,

start.

New series will cut the Robert
Baldwin^ Fremont, Neb., is vice- Q. Lewis daytimer, which had been
president; Emory H. Dahlgard, aired originally from 2:30 to 3:30
Omaha, secretary-treasurer. Com- cross-the-board, to a half-hour on
pany operates KBON and KBON- those two days. Slotting of the
FM in Omaha and KOLN in Lin- Procter & Gamble soap opera,
coln,
“First 100 years,” from 2:30 to 2^5
p. m. cross-the-board, had alre^y
St.

Louis—G. Marie

Kirkwood,

Here’s what Variety says

,

SHOW

i

“A first-rate comic in any reviewer's
book . , molds his variety show into a
f ast-moving half-hour of entertainment . ... has made an enviable
record."
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John K. Morrison, Omaha, is
chairman of the board; Arthur
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New Orleans irving “Pinky”
Vidacovich, writer and musical diQ. IN
rector of the
Dawribusters,
daily early morning music and
After several weeks spent in trycomedy stanza, has been granted ing to find a suitable
daytime video
six months* leave of absence by
Howard Somerville, station mgr., spot, for “Bride and Groom,” CBS
to join the Horace Heidt crew as has decided to air the show Tuesa writer.
days and Thursdays from 3:15 to
Omaha Paul R. Fry, last Thurs- 3:30 p. m., starting Jan. 24. Hudday (4) was elected president of son Paper Napkins will sponsor on
He Thursdays, with the Tuesday show
the Inland Broadcasting Co.
had been general manager and
going as a sustairier, at least at the
veepee.

“Showmanship of the highest quality
.... he sings in various dialects . . .
mimics « • • • ad-libs glibly and wittily.’^

TV Show

company

announced

.

.

.

Here’s what Variety says

about Kannon’s

a

Des Moines—Mrs. Marie Manning has been named successor to
Jeanette
Cottingham, assistant proWPIT staff, now calling himself by
his real first name, Kiernam be- motion and publicity manager of
cause all of his mail’s invariably KRNT. Mrs. Manning was formerly associated with
televiaddressed to “Miss” Kay Balfe
TV debut of Sho-Biz-Quiz, Bob sion, Omaha, and before that was
Post
package featuring Carole with the sales office of the ABC
Mansfield and town’s three drama network in New York City. Miss
critics,
Harold V. Cohen, Karl Cottingham is succeeding Mary
Krug and Kap Monahan, has been Little as publicity director of the
postponed until Jan. 14. It’ll be KRNT Radio Theatre.
sponsored by DeSoto Dealers of
Allegheny County.

company, have
engagement

about his night club aett
,t

Ltd.,

with the Sifton newspaper
Company also owns and
operates radio station CKRC, Winsociated

interests.

St.

Brase, 24, of nittked 15 minutes
is the Lewis show.

daily

off

Louis County,

J

0

nvorr

.

Regina, Sask. Group of Regina
business and professional men have

b

«ADUNER for

(10).

the

—

^

!
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RADIO-TBLEVISIOIV

4S

Brown

P^k;! HpmineD,

Oli

.<1

As TV Center

Radio Follow-up Cotaiment

<3

Continued from page 30
Cleveland, Jan. 9.
Two well-known radio figures are torting the underlying sombre Happy Felton’s “Talk Back” via
the exhibitors, Phonevision could
resigning from WTAM. Pearl Hum- note, the program presented inter- ABC (4). The Variety mugg and
undo.
viewed bits with Paul Lukas, Vin- author of the current book on such
mell, NBC’s only lady auditor, and
9,000,approximately
are
There
ton Freedley, John O’Hara on saucers said he had received re000 TV sets in America, which, at divisional auditor and personnel Hemingway, and George Bernard ports from all corners of the
for 16 years, is Shaw on himself, among other per- earth about the phenomenon. He
$1 a look, give Phonevision a director at
She plans to sonality clips. Arturo Toscanini described them as saucer-shaped
gross even dis- resigning Jan. i9.
sizable enough
was also heard leading his symph space ships traveling; at a speed in
counting the large number of busi- do pubUc accounting for herself.
ness phones, no coaxial cable, etc.
Resigning Jan. 27 will be Wal- orch on “Dixie,” which he played excess of 282,000 miles per second
This won’t hurt the producing end berg Brown,
AM’s musical di- down south on his 1950 concert 400 or 500 miles outside our earth.
“They probably come from the
of the motion picture industry,. but i:ector for the past five years. He tour.
Although the range of the show planet Venus “ Scully added. “How
it means further competition for will become vp and general manclips
the
extraordinary
and
was
they come to this earth, how they
the exhibitors. The theatre owners ager for W-DOK.
Before joining
rarely ran over 30 seconds apiece, get back and how they could surargue, with considerable merit, that WTAM, Brown was musical direcmoved with vive are stumpers. They might
documentary
the
homes will become film houses. A tor for
for 12 years.
smooth continuity. Midway, Trav- give us the answer to the horrible
set may inperson owning a
elers Insurance Co., bankrollers of bottleneck of civilization.”
invite To, 20, 30 people in to see
this special show, presented a fiyeFelton asked listeners to send
a movie, which costs him only his
minute commercial which was par- reports of flying saucers they had
one sinioleon. Thus, films. In effect,
tially tied into the documentary. personally seen.
Loyalty
Gordon Auchinmay be seen for as little as 3c or
Fleming and his associate. Bur- losS produced the show.
Continued from pa.xe 24
4c per person. No theatre can comroughs H. Prince, take credit for
pete with this price, which opens take action on the loyalty question. the editing chores with production
by the NBC news and special
an unfair competition legal tangle.
He told the ALA that CBS em- events staff under Joe Meyers,
Again, remember, it’s happening

Continued from page 26

enthusiascooperating
so
and,
relaxed and already(3) The,
named “Chicago style/' of television program, best exemplified
by Dave (At Large) Garrovvay.
Allow me to bend your ear about

are

’

tically!),

exclusive theatre - television

“Exclusive”

is

WTAM

first.

an important word

WT

the program to be televised in the theatre is, NOT ex-'
elusive, then it loses its boxoffice
magnetism. As a ready-made example, the World Series of two
years ago was not a theatre exclusive. It was televised generally;
In addition, it was piped into theaThe result was that it was
tres.
something less than a sensation in
picture
houses.
the
there.

If

TV

‘Electrifying’

of theatre-television
the
World
that
is
weekly college and pro

—

Series,
football games, the top racehorse
classics, big league baseball, championship fights and the 500-mile

may

all

at a neat

profit for both the exhibitor and
the promoter. And more, theatretelevision can be so handled that
the boxoffice at the event will not

be

i

I

a subject that may reshape the entire film industry.
may do for
theatre-television
What

But

it

is

last

with
use made of it.” He said the replies
joyed such tremendous success
would be kept confidential, unless
with his relaxed style that a numAvere required by governmentthey
ber of New York stars, including
bodies. Some CBS staffers feel
Fred Allen, have traipsed out here al
if the questionnaires were subpoefor a look-see.
naed by Congressional committees
One complaint against' some of they might be used “unfairly” and
the big New York shows is that “damagingly.”
they leave the viewer breathless.
On the point that the quiz forms
The pressure of the show travels do not have to be notarized, Ream
the
into
tube
the
right through
observed that “untruthful answers
home.
will be of no benefit—but the conChicagoans are more relaxed. trary-^to the person who indulges
The pace of life diminishes as it in them.” He declared that “emtravels from Broadway to BouT ployment will not depend on an
Mich. And apparently we like our individual’s politics,” but on his
TV shows along the same lines.
loyalty. He added that he is “availRemember, again it’s a Chicago able to discU.ss with any employee
exclusive— and not necessarily too any questions which he may have.
Also in cases where 1 may have
confidential!
questions I intend to seek discussion with the employee com
Cleveland— Bob Godley, mod- cerned.”
erator of Press Club Presents, and
Replying to the ALA’s point that
Bruce Charles, announcer, WHK, no note was made of the time,
station; factor and an individual’s changare
both leaving the
Charles to take a position with the ing his opinions, Ream said memMarines, Godley to become affili- bership in a listed group in the
ated with N.W. Ayer, in New York.
’30’s or during the war was “vastly
Jane Pulliam has resigned as
different than membership in more
publicity director of WSRS.
recent years.” He said room had
been left for staffers to include
as much evidence as desired as to
“active loyalty” and “there Is some

I

j

WE GO

AGAIN!

Paul

^

Ted

Long,

Alice

Clements,

Sonny

Auchincloss,

Bob Smith, Jimmy

Campana, CBS, CBS-TV,

NBC

Rule, Car-

and

wonderful camerarnen, electricians, grips

all

you

and

stu-

is

held.

stations.”

Besides proddlns the industry.
Rev.
Parker added that “the
churches have not yet shown a
serious willingness to proyide necessary resources for TV. The entire budget of the FRC would not
sustain one of the commercial religious TV programs for more than

.

i

AM

TV

Irving Berlin’s “An>i;hing

ASSISTANT

You Can

Do.” Allen and Miss Hoffa, working with some good lines contributed by scripter Goodman Ace and
his

staff,

added

to

the

furi'

Uhutuol opportunity for man at attitl.
ont in small tuccottful organixation
producing film commorciolt. Film bockground and working knowlodgo of
film procottot highly dotirobU.

and

Thomas scored with

his comedy
roundup of western tunes. Vocalist Fran Warren did a fine job on
her solo tune and also evidenced
the makings of a female Dennis
Day character with her dialog.
Meredith Willson and his orch and
choir .contributed their usual topquality work.

Mutt hovo groat capacity for dotoil
and willingnott to work hard, with
otturanco of rapid advoncomont. Stoto
ago,

marital

ttotut,

full

Frank Scully spoke provocatively
about flying saucers, in a recorded
answer to a 'woman’s question on

;

Box V.1004, Varioty. 154 W. 46th

Now

York 19.

i

have snared average ratings of 10
or 11. And, In addition, the CBS
shows have proved that there Is a
sizable male audience available
around rioontime Saturdays.
Both the CBS radio shows and
“Open House,” in addition, have
become so solidly entrenched in
their positions by virtue of their
being the first that they have been
able to withstand all competition.

dio crew members.

Weiritraub, consequently, is confident its move into the ABC groove
will pay off in the same way.
To
date, the TV nets and most local
stations have aired kid shows at
that time, such as CBS’ “Big Top,”
now carried from noon to 1 p.m*
Probably of equal importance is
the chance to get availabilities on
local ABC affiliates by being the
first to bring in a sponsored show.
While the webs are currently in a
hot competitive fight to get their
big evening shows into the singlestatlori
and two-station market
areas, Weintraub has been able to
clear as many as 61 markets for
one of the half-hours, which represents the total markets available
for TV today.

“REFRESHMENT TIMf
“STAR OF THE FAMILY”
“SOIITAIRE TIME”

WeVe
co

proud of the successful

m pu ny we

royal desserts
STOKELY FOODS
SWANSDOWN CAKE MIX
PACKARD MOTORS
BIRD’S EYE FOODS
BON AMI

-

WJBK

keep on
BROMO

SELTZER

CARTER'S LIVER PILLS

COLOATE DENTAL CREAM
PALMOLIVI SOAP
FEENAMINT
HILL’S CASCAR A QUlNlNl

follow theso leaders and boost your ealesl
WJBK-TV,

NEWT STAMMER

Dallas— ‘Laugh With the Ladies”
audience participation show which
has completed a year’s run on
WFAA has also debuted as a TV
show and will be heard each Sunday afternoon here on WFAA-TV.
Dan Valentine repeats his role as
m.c. on the telecasts which Will
J. 4
”
run a half-hour.

and Dumont

1

I

,

—

—

a

CBS

affiliate

WJBK-AM>TV-DETROIT

.

j

Producer and' Director

oxporianco

and minimum salary roqulromont fo
ttart.

Continued from page 27

men Mastren, The Coca-Cola Company, Nash-Kelvinator,

at

has

Morning TV

Werblin, Dick Rubin, Johnny Greenhut, John Wray,

Gordon

collarites

quarters,

Board election

MORTON DOWNEY, BOB HOUSTON,

Louis,

CBS Gotham

headnot taken a stand
on the quiz. RG reportedly feels
that taking a position at this time
would generate controversy dt
verting members from getting a
new contract. Present RG pact expires Jan, 31, after which date
CBS has said it will not renew
until a National Labor Belations

I

Thanks to

two. Idea, while it provided some
mirthful
seldom
entertainment,
lived up to Its advance promise,
With the barbs tossed back and
forth by the two femmes sounding
like all the other “insults” that
Tallu has taken and received since
the program was first launched.

With Danny Thomas, Edward G.
Robinson and Fred Allen and Portland Hoffa also guesting on Sunday’s show, the hour-and-a-half six months.”
passed easily but never struck real
Report by PRC chairman Dr.
paydirt.
Paul C. Payne revealed the group
With all the yock lines being had produced 601 network AM
blurted, one of the better parts of shows, 158 network TV shows, 232
the. show,
surprisingly,
was a local AM shows and 32 local TV
straight dramatic sketch starring show's. In addition, it arranged
for
Robinson. Neatly adapted bj'’ staff 380 network AM
shows, 51 network
writer Frank Wilson from a story
TV
shows and 734 local
shows.
by Cornell Woolrich, the short bit
It produced 36 transcriptions and
gave Robinson and his supporting
players a chance to demonstrate four vidpix.
PRC announced it had stepped
pure radio thesping and the skit,
as a result, was grippingly good. up training for religious leaders
Robinson subsequentli' drew laughs responsible for AM and TV in
with his plaint about the troubles their communities, with 142 leadfaced by a filmland gangster arid ers being trained in week-long
teamed with Allen for a funny W'orkshops.
parody on Dorothy Parker’s famed
monolog about “The Waltz,”
Miss Bankhead socked across a
straight rendition of the monolog
for one of the best solo stints she
has done on the show. Miss Dietrich, displaying her sultry, sexy
basis to hope that the question- voice to good advantage, registered
naire may inspire affirmative ac- with the comedy and her “Falling
in Love Again” song, and then
tion in this direction.”
Radio Guild, union of white teamed with Tallu for a parody on

1951

HERE

Continued from page 23
Marlene Dietrich joined TalluBankhead on NBC’s “Big spend large sums to produce soShow” Sunday night (7) for what
was touted as a real hair-pulling, called network programs whicli
no-hblds-barred fracas between the will be seen on billy two or three
lah

,

in.iured.

Phonevision is a highly controve^ial subject as of this writing.

.

Chicago.,

Our

The tremendous success of this
experiment leads to the observation that the horizons have been
widened for theatre ow'ners; a
whole new field has been opened.

auto classic at Indianapolis

:

ployees’ “rights under law will in
experiment consists of no way be disturbed” and “there
doing it just the opposite Way New is no Intention that the reputation
York doe.s it: That’s the “Chicago of any loyal American will be damstyle” of free and easy on the draw,
by The questionnaire or any
no pressure. Garroway has en- aged
in

post.

be brought into the fold

WGAR

Oath

But Big 10 football games this
past fall were exclusiye theatretelevision features at the StateLake in the Loop and the Tivoli
on the South Side, This was more
or less an experimental test conducted by Balaban. in cooperation
with the Big 10 powers-that-be.
The results were erectrlfying— at
least for the last two games, after
the customers learned what the
medium was. The line of eager
customers turned away w'ould have
stretched from goal post to goal

/By means
exclusive,

.•V

NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS:
Represented
. . i

NEW YORK

22.

Nationally

by

438

MADISON AVENUE

ELDORADO
THE

KATZ

5-2455

AGENCY.

INC.
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.
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COLLEGE DATES
James

C.

Petrillo,

American 4-

of Musicians prexy,
will meet with execs of. New York
tocal 802 this week to draw up
final strategy in the union’s negotiations with the radio and television networks for a new pact.
With the current pact expiring
at the end of this month, network
officials have received notice of
the start of bargaining sessions
Friday(l2).;
Although some details remain to
be worked out, the AFM demands
are already broadly formulated for

An upswing in the number and
payoff of college dance dates is
providing a solid backbone for onenighter business all over the country*
Colleges have inaugurated
the Weekend date, under which a
band plays two dances over a weekend instead of a one-nighter, and
the resultant increase in the number of available dates has also
Caused the price for a name band

Federation

Les Brdwn Shifts To.
Coral

From Columbia

Les Brown’s orch is moving opt
of Columbia Records to Coral
Records under a pact inked last
week. Brown’s current deal with
Columbia runs out Feb. 1, when
he’ll be cutting for the Deccai
to

The disk industry was thrown
week

into a whirl of confusion this

Laine suiting To

Cot From Mercury
Frankie Laine, Mercury’s top
male vocalist, Will switch to Columbia Records when his current conColumtract expires next month.
bia had been making overtures to
Laine for the past Six months.
In joining Columbia, Laine teams
again with Mitch Milleri diskery ’s
artists’ and repertory chief who
formerly held that spot at Mercury.
At the latter company, they developed one of Laine’s standout hits,
”Mule Train.”

rise.

subsid.

As a result, some of the top
orchs have found that one weekend date (two dances) will cover
their nut for the week, and any
midweek one-nighters are gravy.
In addition, tho weekend date cuts
outbidding Columbia.
down travelling expenses, as does
Coral, meantime, inked another the fact that the band can lay off
Columbia Records artist, singer a couple of nights per week. PsyHerb Jeffries, to an exclusive pact. chologically and artistically, the
college cushion eases the gruCling
strain of a string of one-nighters.
Expenses for a good-sized trav-

Brown will be the top name
consideration by network execs. band Waxing under the Coral banagenda will ner. Diskery, which" has been
Top point on the
be an attempt to abolish the use building its artist roster for the
shows on past year, obtained Brown after
jockey
of disks and disk

AFM

networks and major local staUnion offitions up to midnight.
cials are particularly anxious to
all

establish this principle in video
and. in order to gain this point for
the TV medium, may partially yield
on its demands in radio.

RCA in Reshuffle

Petrillo is also reportedly aiming to crack down on thQ> disk
jockey practice of using guest artparticularly bandleaders, as
ists,
fronts” for their platter
“live
If Petrillo fails to work
shows.
a ban into the network pacts, it’s
understood that he may issue a
ukase to bandleaders which will
bar them from appearing on disk
jockey shows.

Another key

AFM

demand

.

is

Fred Ahlert,

ASCAP

Camarata had been doan experimental basis
from the time he joined the firms,
but now will have the job on a permanent basis.
Procedure to be followed in

ploitation.
ing this on

standard exploitation will have
Ahlert setting new records, getting
TV and radio plugs and contacting
disk jockeys. Once a standard gets

up enough steam to make

’50

shifts, which went
last week, is the ap-

Survey oj retail sheet music
based on reports obtained,
from leading stores in 12 cities
and showing comparative sales
rating for this and last week.

joins

Kaye

as

Barbara Ben-

into Col’s prexy post,
as starting date.

2.

Paul Weston,

|

:

!

,

o

Clay

Dumont

u

'

in the old writercontract,
amended in
1947, which gave cleffers the alternative of accepting either a flat
$25 for folio publication of their
songs or 50% of the revenues derived by the pub from that source.

publisher

Santly-Joy had been paying the
flat $25 fee, but Traubner discovered that the other method meant

Co.

more money for the

-

Music

v>

p

T

Bros.
Bros.

M.

0

Vi

Bros.

T

C

Sherman

Fischer

A

Pearson’s

Charies

Schmidt

Morse

C

Vollw'ein

'

L

Neisner

.••OJ

W©©k

>3

MDS
Grinnell

EndillC r

N.

Carl

(0
(0
CO

Indianapolis,

Philadelphia,

1
1
1

1

‘‘Tennessee Waltz” (Acuff-R)
“My Heart Cries for You” (Massey)
“Harbor Lights” (Chappell)
•

2A

8

2B

4

3

“The Thing” (Hollis)
6
"
“Nevertheless” (Crawford)
6
5 “Bushel and a Peck” (Morris)

4
5

6

«

«

7

11

8

2
10
3
13

1

9A

1

9B
10
11
12
13

.

.

•

.

•

7

1

'•

•. •

•

.

«

“Rudolph Reindeer”

(St.
.

........

1

1

/

9

5

6

6

2

1

2
4
3
7
5
6

4

3

2

•

3

‘3 M 10

.•

«

•

«

«

«

•

•

«.

4

•

0-

•

0

• 'k

“Marshmallow World” (Shapiro-B)
“Lucky Me” (Santly-J)
.

3

1

4

2

5
6

•

7

6

*

•

2-',

•

•

4

.

7

•

10
6
9

:

Pittsburgh,

i

6
2

k

2

•

•

;

i

10

*

«-

6

3

•

b

5

4

•'

8

5
3

•

1

2

1

116

2

1

4

72

4

6

72
67

3

5
8

7

10

3

4

3
’

.

2

0,0

•

•

•

4

•

.

•

•

7
10

>

•

•

'

•

•

0

0

gr

•

0

8

0

0

•

t

•

•

0 •

$

•

•

•

•

«

• 4

9

0

*

•

•

•

•

f •

*

4
•

0

5

•

7

0

4
8

1

•

5

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

*

•

•

•

9

*

8

•

0

•

•

.

•

•.

.»•

8
5
6

«

6

h.

•

*

0 0

•

•

-0

k

•

0

8

p

•

0

61

60
32
30
26
20
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f

'

•

»

7

9

p

•

'•

0

p

•

i

•

'•

•

•

0

•

»

•

0
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•

7

4

*'

4

_

2

0

10

7

•.

5
0

0
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cleffers.

While the pubs have no objecto anyone examining their
books in behalf of the writers, they
are burning over the charges' of
tion

chiseling being made against them
in some cleffer circles. Pub execs
point out that in the Santly-Joy
instance, the coin in question arose
out of an honest difference in interpretation.

__S

1

7“

Nich).

“All My Love”
^Frosty the Snowman” (Hill-R)
“Petite Waltz” (Duchess)
“Orange Colored Sky” (Frank)
(Mills)

2

i

5
3

Rochester,

M

Sain

1

8

.

.

•

*

•

My

Love” (Miller)
“Thinkingdf You” (Remick).

“Be

Los

1

Minneapolis,

ir

Boston.

New

and Publisher

0

U

Francisco,

Detroit,

Title

P

>>
.p«

H.

York.

Chicago.

This Last
wk. wk.

.

*

’

stemmed from an

ambiguous clause

O

Preeman

,

National

who moved over
last summer

FUGUES PDBUSHERS

•

sales,

to
Kaye has added

orch under the monicker of

1

COAST AUDITOR SERVICE

i

Jan. 6

'-•‘oria,

n

i

Kaye Buys Into Eatery,

t^jrl

Feb.

disputed amount

Angeles,

son,

moving

field along with Weston.
Details of Link’s projected tieup
3. The likelihood of Alan Livwith BMI are still under wraps
talks
ingston, head of Capitol’s children’!
while Link continues to hold
with top execs of the performing division, moving over to RCA Victor.
It’s
understood that Manie
rights society.
(Continued on page 56)
Link was recently working out
Michael
of
office
York
of the New
Music, a BMI affiliate. There’s a
possibility that if Link’s deal with
BMI doesn’t work out, he may
take over the professional manager’s post at the Michael pubbery, founded by Michael Grace,
Recent $6,000 settlement by
scion of the Grace Line family. Santly-Joy
Music Co. for claims
Jerry Johnstone exited that spot covering writers’
royalties for lyric
several months ago and the va- mag sales
has brought to light a
cancy has not yet been filled. Link, new irritant operating
against all
at present, is operating from Gen- of the major
publishers.
Source
eral Artists Corp. offices in N. Y. of the pub
headaches is Ed Traubner, a Coast agent who has been
London Records expanded its selling a publisher auditing service
artists roster with inking of the to cleffers.
folk
instrumental
In Santly-Joy’s .case, which is
Haystackers,
group; Jerri Southern, Chicago expected to be the first of a series,
songstress, and Vinnie DeCampo, the sum involved only had a nuisvocalist.
ance value since the $6,000 covered a flock of writers’ royalties
stretching over many years.
The

Homeyer

Working with the Phil Spitalny All-

with

portedly being vacated by ConkWeston’s exit from Columbia
was definitely established last week
as
but his destination was uncertain

BETAIL SHEET BEST SELLEBS

;

a po tential hit again, fullscale exploitation will be handled by the professional staff of the firm froni whose
Catalog it comes.

®hd he may do his Sunday network show from the room.
Haye, meantime, has added a
new femme vocalist to His organization. Songstress, who has been

chief,

ling.

to

VOCALISTS-GALLUP

Hinah Shore and Bing

it

Samrriy
to his
multiple enterprises with a buy-in
of a substantial Interest in a Miami
Beach eatery, Jack Sabel’s Steak
House, lyith Kaye’s participation,
restaurant is being transformed into a terp spot finder the name of
the Sunset Room. Kaye’s orch
opens there Jan; 19 for eight weeks

.

.

pointment

AHURT, JR.
ON STANDARD BALLY

1 Edward R. Wallerstein stepping out of the presidency of Columbia Records with^jim Conkling,
Capitol’s
artists
and repertory

as Coast recording head, switching
back to Capitol to fill the spot re-

DINAH, BING TOPS AS

the

effect

heavals:

from Capitol to Col

rosby
of Robert A. Seidel, are the nation’s top-ranking vocalVictor v.p. over distribution, to a ists in the femme and male divinewly-created post of v.p. and spe- sions, according to results Of a
cial assistant to Buck.
Seidel’s year-end survey conducted by Dr.
former duties have been spread George Gallup’s American Instiamong Harold M. Winters, as new tute of Public Opinion.
director of consumer products;
In the femme division. Miss
H. V. Somerville, as director of Shore topped list that included
technical products, and Charles M. both pop and longhair artists in
Odorizzi, Victor operating c.p., who the following order: Jeanette Mactakes over administration of the Dohld, Kate Smith, Jo Stafford,
company’s regional offices. In the Doris Day, Lily Pons, Marian Anad department, Ralston H.. Coffin derson, Judy Garland, Margaret
has been named director of con- Whiting and Rise Stevens’ In the
sumer productions advertising and male vocalist category, the top 10,
Julius Haber takes over in the with Crosby in the lead, included
technical
products ad division, Perry Como, Dennis Day, Nelson
both operating under the super- Eddy, Frank Sinatra, Vaughn Monvision of Joseph B. Elliott, overall roe, Ezio Pinza, Tony Martin, Gene
consumer products v.p.
Autry and Billy Eckstine.
into

BIG 3 SETS

Jr., son of the forpresident and. a contactman at Miller Music, last week
was placed in charge of standard
exploitation for the Big Three Publishing
Ahlert will
companies.
concentrate all his activities on promoting standards in the Robbins,
Feist and Miller catalogs.
Big Three general manager Abe
Olman also put Kelly Camarata in
charge of all road disk jockey ex-

up

paid

no

consultative .capacity.

.

,

vision.

proposal.

mer

was

While

Harry Link, who exited jan. 1
$ 2 000
In contrast now, top bands are general professional manager for until the reports of Conkling’s shift
being paid as much as $3,000 a Leo Feist Music, one of the Big began circulating. Weston’s pullout
night
by some colleges.
Les Three publishing group, is report- from Columbia raises the additional
question of the status of Jo StafBrown recently received $7,500 for
nearing a deal with Broadcast ford, who moved from
a weekend college date—that’s edly
Capitol, to
Music, Inc.i under which he will Columbia a few months after West(Continued on page 56)
join BMI in an administrative post. on did and who may reverse her

general manager of the Victor di-

Among

band

a

Victor.

spokesman for any of the companies could be pinned down to
definite statements, the following
shifts were seen as the likeliest results to emerge from the conflicting
reports
of
adniinistrative
up-

understood that Wallerstein
will continue with Columbia in a

band run to a minimum of
about $3,500 per week on onenighter tours—and this excludes
any payment to the bandleader.
Last spring, name bands were averaging about $1,500 on college
dates, with a few exceptional cases
where

RCA

extent,

It’s

elling

Gearing for war economy production, RCA Victor has reshuffled
duties of several top execs and has
established a mobilization planning
department to coordinate the conipany’s activities with the requirements of the national emergency.
Reassignment of Victor’s echelon
responsibilities was executed by
Walter A. Buck, vice-prexy and

expected to be the maintenance of
employment quotas in each outlet
plus an allocation Of part Of each
program budget to the use of music.
Although the question of
wage scales has grown in importance in the last several months
clue to the; rise in the cost of living, the union’s paramount concern
remains the safeguarding of employment opportunities for musicians. Along with other demands,
A FM’s negotiations in other fields
indicated that the establishment of
a musicians’ welfare fund, to be
aid for by the radio and TV outIets, will be another major union

.

with persistent reports of top-level
changes involving Columbia and
Capitol Records, and, to a lesser

3
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-

'

-

.
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•

11

•

•

10

•
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•
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Coral

Names Morgan

Coral Records has named Robert
Morgan, former Decca branch man
ager,_ as head of its midwesterr
division, with headquarters in Chicago.

Morgan

fills

the spot vacated

Noverpber by Joel Cooper, who
became Coral’s distributor in the
last

Chi area.
In the
outlet,

New York

Douglas

-

area. Coral’s
Distributors, has

with the Bruce dLscompany, which handles other
New firm will also handle
Coral’s distribution in the Niagara
Falls area, where the Niagara Midland Co. formerly was the distrib.
consolidated
rib

J^bels.

.

.

,

;

.

.

.
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Tcitfneaday, lanuaiy t’O^ feiSl

Top* of the Tops
Jletalf lilsk Best Seller
.rj>.

lluni-up big counter sales, Spike Jones’, takeoff
^?‘S 3iso broug]it on a small storm of
waxing.
- _,>?A?^iiz”
:V :enifej
protest in "Chicago, botli from deejays and radio listeners, over the
the
platter.
Protest stems from the ancient
of
questionable taste”
haggle over whether takeoff Yiddish accents are corrosive to touchy
religious relations.
has reportedly received vehement letters from listeners,
while two local jocks claim they’d rather shelve it Ih an risk alienating
the more restricted-thinking listeners.
\
Filter has Vocal group warbling standard words in comid-Yiddish
and
noises.
Jones
hotn-blowing
usual
accent, amidst
Ghi record retailer^ meanwhile, report the Jones “Waltz-’ version
js running equal in s/les to Mercury’s top^sellirtg Patti Page. ver.sion.
Hudson-Ross repoilts the platter’s launching as being more spectacular
in its first three days of release than initial sales rung up by ‘‘Good^
night Irene” and Merc’s “ Waltz” etching.
Protests against Jones’ version of the number were also received in
several
foreign-language
stations
have banned it from
York
a‘nd'
New
the air. Victor toppers were surprised by the extent of the irritation
in view of the fact that Jones did a similar Yiddish parody on“Ghost
the^Sky’’ with no Teactipn, It’s understood that Jones conRide^
suited Jack Benny on whether his parody was objectionable before
Increased racial and religious sensitivities are
cutting the number.
indicated by the fact that Jones received protests from "several Chinese
following
release of. his “Chinese iVIule Train.”
organizations

“Tennessee Waltz”
Sheet Besi Seller

1

Aetall'

CC

“Tennessee Waltz”

’

'in

^Mbst Requested” Disk

WCFL

Nat “King” Cole; “Jet”-“Magic Small Town Glrl”-“I Still Feel The
Tree” (Capitol). Top side could be Same About You” (Decca). ElH
Cole’s smash sequel to last year’s Fithgerald and the Ink Spots blend
“Mona Lisa,” In the current mili- on a sock coupling, “Small Town

I

'

;

v

a

..

r
!

j

I

j

I

j

i

;

!.

j

—— —

highly placed exeeiUives of the American Society of Composers Authors and Publishers had. ye^ red faces, at their Christmas
party at the Ho^l Waldorf- Astotia recently, and blushes weren’t due
to a case of season’s spirits.
Seems when the party started, the first
number the band played was“Tennessee Waltz,” which is published by
The ASCAP toppers
Acuff-Rose, a Broadcast Music, ^nc
affiliate.
thereupon turned colors, then warned the band to play only ASCAP
tunes, and the orchestra, just to be sure, played only showtunes from
that point on.

l

'

powerful pop entry.

.

|

Patti Page’s recording of “Tennessee Waltz” seems a sure bet to hit
the 2,000,000 mark in sales. Disk, which leads all other versions in
sales, has sold close to 1,700,000 already, and is currently selling at the
rate of about 100,000 per week. Mercury has five plants turning out
the recoTd, and is still using the plant facilities of M-G-M Records.

some

3.

4.

5.
6.
7,-

of

pic.

9.

lo;

AFM

i

j

TENNESSEE WALTZ (6) (Acuff-R)
,MY HEART CRIES FOR YOU (2) (Massey)
THE thing (6) (Hollis)
HARBOR LIGHTS (11) (Chappell)
NEVERTHELESS (9) (Chappell)
;

.

MY LOVE (17)
THINKING OF YOU
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Guy
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(Mills)
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also,
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.
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Dean
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Mary Mayo

.

•

•
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Perry

Frankie

,

Guy Lombardo
.
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number
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of

Ames

Bros.

Mills

Bros

.

.

.

•

•

•

•

.

4

4

4

Mercury
Decca
.

.

1

ee e e

f » « « t « « #

Victor

.

Decca
;

Capitol
.

.

Coral

Decca

,

Victor

weeks song has been in the Top

Sis.

iO.l

t » t

.

.

and
bal-

Vou-^No One But You,”
.

.

.

Duchess Music and .Poor International were awarded a judgrhent
of $9.74.20 this week by N. Y. Federal Judge William Bohdy in their

j

I

.

Perry CoDio-Fontane

.

es»-Peer Judginent

i

.

Tony MtiHir
«

.Coral

.

... .Victor

Mario Lanza
Gord. JenkinsrWeavers
Dean Martin

•. 4;.

.

.

...

TjOvc” (Capitol
Spitalny's All-Girl ovch

.Capitol

;

Laint-

Lit-

.

®

'

.

.

.

effectively (Victor)

MerdWy

Como

More

the Dave
Didn’t Know
(Fantasy)
,

Eddie Fisher combine on a big

Coral

.

.

j
‘‘v •*••••/ [Louis Pnnjfl
Eddy Howard
.

•

.

.

i

King Cole-Etah Kenton. Capitol

Ames Bros.
Kay Sidrr-Tenn. Ernie
Ames Bros. ........ T,

“I

,

Theta Chi” ((Columbia)
Teresa Brewer and Snooky
Lanson team up nicely: on “A
A f^iss” (London) ... Ray
Anthony delivers fine dance music

Victor

.

,

.

in

.

.

.

tle Girl of

Phil
.

.

.

4
....

(London)
jazz patterns by

You Love Me” and “My Dear

Capitol

.

.

Capitol
Sammy Kaye’s orch
has two good sides in “Tell Me

«

.

.

,

•

MartV'’.

,

What 'Time It Was”
Dean Martin has a good side in
_Y6u and Your Beautiful Eyes” for

.

'•

.

Brubeck Trio

.

.

Vaughn Monroe

IFigures in parentheses indicate

f • « e-t

.

.

.

:

.

'

.Victor
:

i

111

.

night” and“The Night Is Young,”
rate, spins
Smooth dance ver^ “Music By The ASeels"' bv
Jerry Gray’s orch for DeccaV^mmy Trayhor
iraynor vocalling
Eve
Young is excellent on “Would I
1-2
solid

(i roiip

...

PA'I’RICIA (BVC)

I

M-G-M

.

,

Ralph Flanagan.
Victor
qyqs
Decca
Patti Page:
..Mercury
Don Cherry
Decca
Eddie Fisher
Victor
Mag WhitingJim Wakehj Capitol
Betty HuttoP Perry Como Victor
Guy _Mitchell-H. Milter Columbia
.

j

.

tHIRSTS FOB VOIIB KISSES (Mutual)
LA VIE EN ROSE (13) (Harms)

i
j
”

.Columbia

.

.

.

\
,

(Shapiro-B)

.

.

'^Victor

.

$ammy Kaye

....

.

CRemick)

of Jan. 6

Mercury»
Page
Mitchell-M. Miller Columbia

Phil Harris

.

IF (Shapiro-B)

,

“A Penny A Kiss” and
Back The Thrill” for Capitol
Vic Damone’s W’ork on a
couple of oldies, “Just For To-

does well on

j

.

(6)

Patti

.•

•

A BUSHEL AND A PEpK (1) (Morris)
THE roving KIND (I) (Hollis) V.
I’LL AwVAYS love you (7) (Famous)

BE MY LOVE (Miller)
SO LONG (Folk Ways)

reaictivating Tri*
Boro Music, his owm firm* which
will handle a new novelty, “Who
Kicked the Light Plug Out of the

Socket.”

.

.

.

AjLL

•

.

.

Nat Freyer, Remick Music contactman, has exited the pubbery
to assume personal management of
vocalist Johnny Parker and bandleader Eddie Stone, both of whom
W'ork for Capitol Records.

wards for

Ella Fitzgerald-liik Spots: “Little

Week

.

FREYER’S MGT. SETUP

.

.

on

ORANGE colored SKY (9) (Frank)
CAN ANYONE EXPLAIN (16) (Valando)
I’LL NEVER BE FREE (13) (Valando)
OH BABE (Alamo) ....
TO THINK YOU’VE CHOSEN ME (Laurel)
YOU’RE JUST IN LOVE (Berlin)
DREAM A LITTLE DREAM (Words & Music)
GET OUT THOSE OLD RECORDS (BVC)

each half-hour.

.

Bririg

MARSHMALLOW WORLD

,

.

.

.

strongly ^vifh^^h^s tenor warbling
The Sunrise Serenaders a vocal
unit comprised of band’ sidemen,
handle tlieir choral assignments
competently.
Herm.

Second

i'

is

,

Pay Up

Milwaukee, J^n. 9.
Weekly
paychecks
for
Milwaukee tooters jumped to $123 last
week, marking the t’ rd time in 90
days that the beer-town AFM has.
uppCd class “A” rates.
Scale, long at the $90 mark,
jumped to $105 last December.
Current increase is $1 per session
per man, wdth $1.25 overtime for

Freye'r

^

daughter,
exited the band following her marriage. Miss House has big potentialities.
A looker and equipped
with excellent pipes, she scores
with her sincere, unaffected vocal

Again, to $123

:

^ Miss
Marjorie Hughes, who
j.

.

Ames

.

niece.

,

Wonders

of the World"
Stuart Foster vocalling (Victor)
.
Bros, new side, “Loving Is
a good impression w'ith his initial Believing,” rates spins (Coral)
sides for Columbia.
He delivers Mindy Carson delivers well on
“Dear” with a smooth baritone and “When You Return” (Victor) .
.
a solid beat.
Flip is a dramatic Harry West orch, a new outfit,
showcase for Butler, who carries off shows big promise in their first
the assignment effectively. Skippy ^des, “Driving Home” and “Love
Dreams” for Dorset Records. TemMartin orch backs up.
pos are patterned strictly for dancSpike
Jones
City
Slickers:
.
Fontane Sisters perform
“Tennessee Waltz”-“I Haven’t Been ing ,
Home For Three Whole Nights” well on a cute number, “Bounev
Bouncy
Bally”
(Victor) . .
(Victor), Spike Jones can be a devPaul
astating satirist of pop material, Seers and Johnny Ifaymer have an
okay
cut
of “Get Out Those Old
but his takeoff on “Tennessee
Waltz,” with Sara Berner vocalling, Records” (M-G-M)
Bernie
has to be marked down as a lapse Mann’s orch flashes a bright style
Tpast 'To Happiness” and
of good taste. This is a type of
When You’re Smiling” (Tower)
caricature that may get a few
laughs, but will cause far more Mitch Miller’s orch and chorus
fashioned a sparkling side in
irritation. It’s only slightly less ofThe Winter Waltz” (Columbia)
fensive than Mickey Katz’ version
More
cute novelties by Jerry Lester
of “Cry of the Wild Goose” for
Capitol.
On the Victor reverse, in “The Beanbag Song” and “Your
Jones indulges in some of his Sister Knocks Me Out” (Coral)
.
standard highjinks, Dick Morgan Another fine version of “Once
There Lived Fool” by Tommy Edplaying the drunk.

.

8-

^

M’w*kee

j

Carle’s

„

t^KIETY

the country’s leading
jocks in its sequences.
Duke spent the past two months
In the east lining up deejays for

the

!‘

Coleman.

.

.

in ‘‘Seven

.

Joan House and Roger

in

calists

“Lovesick

.

-

forerunner to negotiations with radio stations, Coast AFM.,
Local 47 has tilted prevallihg nitery^scales 20'?S, effective Jan. 22. Hike
was pegged to the increased cost of living since the last upscaling in
1946. Blanket boost makes the A spot minimum $120 pei* sideman per
six-day week. Tooters in C spots, the smallest cocktaileries, will get
$72 weekly. Leaders always get an additional 50“o above scale.

On

Mary Martin and her son, Larry,
have cut a snappy duet of “Get
Old Records,” being
.H*-/ Those
slightly less successful with the reverse “You’re Just in Love” (Columbia)
Hugo Winterhalter’s
^
orch and chorus have a fine side

Blues,” she gives out in great gutbUcket style, Jack Pleis orch backing up.
Ben Hoiiier batons the
“Fool” deck.
Champ Butler: “Dear! Dear!
Dear!”-“Dry
Land”
(Columbia).
Butler, young Coast vocalist, makes

v

a

Platter Pointers

attack. Her moving interpretation
of “Fool” lifts this item out of the
blues and rhythm field into a

the ®ba‘nd aAd'tlie^raalns^^^^
style is^Carle’s deft keyboard fingering, which is frequently shovVcased In solo turns against rhythm

background.
Band’s library is predominantly
fitted with current and standard
ballads. Occasional rhythm items
are thrown in for a change of pace,
buV the tempos remain smoothly
for the two-steppers no
Among the jukebox bestsellers listed by Variety is Mario Lanza’s polished
matter w^hat type of number is
Victor recording of “Be My Love.” Unusual situation here is the fact played. Brass
and reed sections are
that the record is a Victor Red Seal disk, which sells at $1, rather than neatly blended to
carry the melodic
the customary 79c (now 89c) disk. Despite the added cost and the fact line through simple and relaixed
that the song is sung by an opera singer, the record has had a potent arrangements. Carle adds an intisale to jukebox operators, and the plays it has received have induced mate touch, and showmanship valother recording companies to record the song. Tune is from Metro’s ues, by delivering piano choruses
*‘Toast of New Orleans,” which stars Lanza, and is published by Miller on tunes requested from the floor.
Music.
Band also features two "fine vo-

1.

Guy Lombardo Orch: “Velvet
Lips”-“The Chicken Song” (Decca).
Another sock commercial coupling
by Lombardo’s organization. “Velvet Lips” is a boxoffice ballad
smartly packaged by the orch w itli
Kenny Gardner smoothly vocallihg.
Reverse is a cute novelty with
^me double entendre lyrics
Gardner again handling the vocal!

j

Some

Disk jockeys will now be glamorized via the motion picture treatment. Maurice Duke, Hollywood
producer undei’ contract to Allied
Artists, returned to the Coast yesterday (Tues.)rfrom New York to
prepare for production of “Disk
Jockey,” a musical which wiil iise

Jari Garber Orch: “Jf’vCaslles
the Sand” (Capitol). “If,”
a
strong ballad entry, gets a fine
dance treatment by Garber in liis
sweet, soft-tempoed reedy style
Ink Spots also have an excellent
version of “If” for Decca.
Roy
Cordell handles the vocal effectively. Reverse is also patterned
for easy listening.
Iri

j

The Quinn-Gray swap may prove unfeasible because of the variance
in sponsors, rates, commitments and styles.
Incidentally, Gi-ay is on
seven nights weekly (not twice, as erratunied).

gets a

ground. Flipover is a cute number
with some catchy rhythm patterns
but the lyric is w^eak. Henri Rene
batons orch and chorus backgrounds.

Current Statler booking is
ifor eight, weeks, the longest stay
Carle has made at this spot since
opening here seven; years ago,
Carle remains an exponent of
clean
and
highly
commercial
rhythms whicli are slanted at pleasihg the customer-hoofers oh the
his pipes and gets the most out of
floor. -That's his crew’s exclusive the number.
Bottom deck is ah
target and probably explains why okay ballad W'hich Fisher trims to
Carle has been one of few dance- his style. Hugo Winterhalter’s orch
band maestros in the business who and chorus furnish fine backing.
has proved to be a consistent draw
Anita p’Day: “Once There Lived
S{:rh''the‘vicdss“tudes‘ornUS A Fool”-“Lovesick Blues” (London). Since returnihg on wax unst.vlings during tlie past decade.
der the London banner, Miss O’Day
''
is showing the same talent that
gregatlon of^’five reeds’‘sl(fErafs made her one of the standout band
vocalists
some years back. She has
fSd four rhythm® Is mSrked bfuic
gpiod beat underlying the soft, tin- a distinctive style and a fine blues
I

MAUtlCE DUKE TO DO
PIC ON DISK JOCKEYS

sincerity
with choral
backing by the Ken Darby Singers,
Lyn Murray orch and choir, with
Ruth Martin soloing, have also
etched a fine version for Choral.
On the Decca reverse, Crosby gives
a relaxed rendition of the Carrie
Jacobs Bond standard.
Eddie Fisher: “Bring Back The
Thrill”-“If It Hadn’t Been for You”
(Victor). Fisher figures to get attention with“Thrill,” a big ballad
with good chances. Fisher dishes
it out with schmaltz dripping from

propriate

,
^
stand
prior to thieadmg its
to its Coast bailivvick via
bne-riiter .$wing through “he
,

way back

j

south.

The Barry Gray-Lou Quinn Monday night swapping is. just a gleam in
the eyes of both disk jockeys. Gray (WMCA, N. Y.) AVhp is really more
of a commentator than a deejay, (he only plays three or four platters
nightly, but because of the selectivity, incidehtally, that’s regarded as
a very good plugf. probably, enjoys the top rating among the metropolitan N.Y. post-midnight chatterers. He is lavish with praise and plugs
for almost all of his contemporaries; in the case of Quinn, he might
almost be suspect of logrolling. However, his contemporaries seem
sppnspr-restricted, or for other reasons disinclined to noblesse oblige
back at Gray, About the only frown from Gray is Jack Eigen (WMGM);
otherwise he is almost ecstatic about “Big Joe” (Rosenfeld) on WHOM,
as he is for Quinn (WVNJb Nor does he slight Bea Kalmus (WMGM,
preceding .Eigen) <^^Art ^oM WNEW's^'midnigh^
most forthright .piattei-turner, and Fred Robbins /‘Robbins’ Nest,"

“Same About You”

jukes.

;

j

m

As

Girl,
a new pop, is beautifully
done with tenor Bill Kenny alternating solo choruses wdth
Fitzgerald.
Solid for jocks and

taristic context, however, “Jet” is
a misleading title. It’s a romantic
item on a beguine tempo which
Cole handles effectively in a neacwhispering style. Orch and choral

background lend commercial sup- big lift via this rhythmic cut, the
two soloists teaming up neatly.
port, Flipover is a bit too wordy.
FRANKIE CARLE ORCH (15)
Bing Crosby: “May The Good
Dinah Shore: “Wait For Me”With JOan House, Roger Coleman, Lord Bless and Keep You ”-A Per- “Down^ In. Nashville,
Tennessee”
Sunrise Serehaders
fect Day” (DeccS). Signoff th^lme (Victor). Miss Shore
has a coupling
Cafe Roiige, Hotel Statler, N. Y.
of the NBC’s “The Big Show,” 2?"
on this disk. “Wait
One of the solid staples in the “Bless You” is garnering lots of For Me is a pleasing ballad, atv'ax in the coiitiiming religioso tractively, vocalled
by Miss
band market Frankie Carle’s crew trend.
Crosby delivers it with ap- agaihts a Hawaiian string Shore
backhas returned to this room for its

[

^

HERM SCHOENFELD.

By

“Tennessee Waltz”
Seiler on Coin Machines
“Tennessee Waltz”
“Best British Seller
“Rudolph the Reindeer”

I

infringement actions against the
Pine Hill Country Club, a New

York summer resdrt. Judgment
was made by default, since, thi
resort, did not. contest the actions.
Duchess was a warddB $250 for
use without consent of rits “Wedding Samba.” Peer got $500 for
the resort’s unlawful use of “El

Cumbanchero” and “Tres Palabras,” Remainder of the judgment
Was for lawyers’ fees and costs.
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Peatman Amual

,

of S(Nig Hits

The 35 song hits with the largest radio audiences are listed below’ Ih ordoi^ of ‘thO total [ACt
received in the ACI Surveys during 1950. (Songs in stage or film productions are indicated. Songs currently active are marked with an asterisk. Songs whose activity began on the ACi surveys during the fall
of 1949 are noted by the 1949 date.)

Share Hike
9.

remaining silent during
over his new
llie flurry of protests
five-day week policy for Local 10
Federation
of
iiiembers, American
Musicians chieftoin James Petrillo
After

of

Rsnk
•

•••

i:-

finally

2
3

last

4

came out of the background
week to issue a statement to

“We’re not im;
til e Chicago press.
terestedr’ he said, “in making rich
men richer, but in eyeryone getting a fair share of the loM^^
For Petrillo the attempted re-

5
6
7

8
9
10

assiiring Svords to the local citizen-

11

ry have become necessary, in view
of the still disjointed state of Chi
music circles and the Cafe Owners

Assn’s, threat
after Jam 15.

to

fire

12
13
14

musicians

15

Public sentimeht, here

16
17
18
19

seem-

is

ingly much against the new edict,
Avh ich calls for less-work and more
pay for tboters, with Petrillo's
statement to the papers chalked
up as an attempt, to regain public

20

^21
22
23

sympathy,
‘:Many don’t like cutting down
to a five-day week, which has been
laid down by the local executive
board, but they will realize that
best thing over the long
is the
lAdl," he said. “When We take in
members, we’ve got to do
of
lot
a
our best to see that they get jobs,”
he said, citing the increase in
Local 10 membership from 4,000
to 1 4,000 over the past 10 years.
COA, meahwhile, has protested
to

Weeks O
ACI Sun

Total

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

'

35

ACI Poiiits
29,597
22,226
22,141
22,057
20,931
20,654
20,277
19,035
18,038
18,032
16,620
16,570
15,694
15,590
15,119
15,055
15,013
14,800
13,936
13,931
13,834
13,761
13,487
13,400
13,214
13il62
i2,887
11,732
11,715
11,607
11,590
11,346
11,112
10,761
10,631

Production

Title

Foolish Heart
(My Foolish Heart)
IJoop— JDee—^Do
••...» >
... ». * • • * »
*I Don’t Care If the Sun Don’t Shine . .
. « . , . ,

21
28
25
20

Fair
Third Man Th^bae

.

,

.

.

•

.

.

Bewitched

Knew

Mona

.

...
;

.

....

,

.

.

,

.

.

.

...

!

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

; .

.

Famous

......

Mills

, . , . . . .

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

>

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

,

. .

,

,

.

.

^

,

.

.

. ,

.

.

,

.

,

, , .

.

.

.

.

.

...

.

.

; ;
.

.

,

.

.

...
... .

.

.

.

.

.

. . . . , ,
.

•

...

.....

... ....

Laurel
Acuff-Rose
Morris

.

...

.

.

.
• . .

. . .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Old Piano Roll Blues ....
^Thinking Of You

24

Sentimental

15
25

’•‘Goodnight Irene
Daddy’s Little Girl
... ...
...
,
... .
A Dream Is a Wish Your Heart Makes (Cinderella) ...
’^‘Ilarbor' Lights
.
.... .a.* •
«-.
f ....
Count Every Star ...... . ..... .... *
.
’•‘Sometime
....
, .... .... , .
. ....

Me

,

.

17

23
25
19

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

•

.

.

.

.

.

20

.

...

. , . . ,

.

.

.

.

....

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

21

I

.

There’s

13
12
14

’•'A
’•'A

... ....

.

.

«

.i

•

•

.

.'.’i

.-.r'. •

.>

.

.

,

.

.

No Tomorrow

.

. •

»

* .

•

«

•

.

.*

.

••

•

•

>

* • .«

. «

^ . . • •

• •

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

d

.

Supreme

......
.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

-

.

;

•

.

.

.

.

•

•

•

.

. .

.

.

.

!

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

problem of slanting pop numbers, which are etched
in Britain, more towards the Amerr
lean mm'ket. That problem came
up recently when Harry Sarton,
British Decca’s a&r chief, ^visited
the U. S. for talks With Delaney.
will diiscuss the

Sha pi ro-B,
..^)xf oi

...

Paxton
Shapiro-B
...
v
Morris
(Guys and Dolls)
....Disney
(Cinderella)
Robbins
...

.......
.

,

.

.

... .... .....

. .

Marshmallow World
Bushel and a Peck
,

.

setup.

Kruse and Delaney, meantiriie,
planed to London over the weekend i7) for confabs Avith Lewis,
who is head of London’s parent
company, British DeCca. It’s understood that Kruse and Delahey

Witmark

.

...

new London

virate in the

Knickerbocker
Spencer
Beacon
Disney
Chappell
Paxton

.

,

.

.

.

Bibbidi Bobbidi Boo
Old Master Painter

11

.

,

.

.....

• . «

.

*

20
16

.

.

.

.

Love the Guy
Candy* and Cake
I Wanna Be Loved
*

.

.

•

,

.

.

and finance. Kruse, Delaney
and Hartstone will act as a trium-

.

.

.

tiori

.

19

23

has Lee Hartstone, who has been
handling administration, produc-

VYciss

,

Morris
(1949)
... ...
Chappell
(Three Little Words)
:.. Leeds
^
(Three Little Words) .... Remick

’i’Nevertheless

who began

a wide reshuffle in London’s pop division
with his shiftover from Coral Records five months ago, has been
promoted to a viceptesidency as

Delaney,

..... Berlin

........
.

;

Cromwell

.

R.'

artists-^and-repertOry jobs for the
diskery, will concentrate on the
a&r chores.

Words^Music

.

E.

fall,

Columbia Records division manr
ager in Cincinnati, With the appointment of Kruse, Joe Delaney,
who handled bpth the sales arid.

Kfarnis

^ .

.

Song
Dear Hearts and Gentle People

Sarti s

16
19

IM-oriis

•

•

.

Dearie
Chattanopgie Shoe Shine Boy
Enjoy Yourself
...

^

.

(The Thirdl Man)
.... Chappell
(Capt. Carey, USA) . ; . Famous

Music Music Music
,
Play a Simple Melody

17

, .

.

.

.......

.

Lisa

.

.

Santly- Joy

.

...... .................... Chappell
You Were Coming. .... ...
.... Robert
.

.

If I
It Isn’t

23

.

.

<

•

.

V iCRose
*Ail My Love

.

.

.

^-La

20

.

•

Lewis, Londoii
prexy, has given the post of exec
vice-prexy over sales to Harry
Kruse, former sales manager of
Decca Records and more recently

Publisher

My

28
24
30
35
23
25
21

26
22

Winding up the reorganization
London Records! which began

last

Song

45

195^

1950,

Chicago, Jan.

.
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‘Fair

..

.

.

.

Economic Stabilizer Alan Valand Wage Stabilizer Cyrus

entine
S.

Ching.

TOFORMOWNCO.
HERMAN, BENEKE SET
iSY M-G-H RECORDS

(The 35 standards

two-year contracts.
Herman recently left- Capitol and
Beneke secured his release from
RCA Victor. Herman has already
iieke

2
3

4

cut his first eight sides for M-G-M,
four of them on the Coast with
Billy Eckstine last week and four
more in New York yesterday

^

(Tues.).

Harry Meyerson, M-G-M’s artist
and repertoire chief, plans to record Herman with some of his old
aiTangements, and use Herman voThe
cally on commercial tunes.
bandleader ducted with Eckstine,
diskery’s bestselling vocalist,,
on some of the sides cut last week.
Meyerson will also give Beneke'top
commercial tunes to record.

the

asked for his
from Victor because he

.

20^

release
felt

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

21
22
23

he

wasn’t getting a fair deal on choice
of songs.

24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Garlton Back in N. Y.
After Coast Huddles
Joe Carlton, Mex’cury Records
eastern sales veepee and artistsrepertoire chief, has returned to
N. Y. from a five-day visit to the
Coast, his first since joining the
Carlton
company last spring.
huddled with Harry Geller, Mercury’s Coast a & r rep, and also
recorded four sides by Vic Damone,
who cuiTently is working on a
Metro picture.

Number Of
Weeks On
ACI Survey

Total
Points
9,967
4,563
4,486
4,412
3,976
3,410
3,305
3,230
3,084
3,026
3,024
2,948
2,939
2,881
2,800
2,744
2,706
2,622
2,371
2,350
2,244
2,167
2,103
1,978
1,921

ACI

1

ol*chs to

Beneke

w'ith

ACI

M-C-M Records last week signed
the Woody Herman and Tex Be- Rank

32
33
34
35

ACI

order of the. total

ip

Publisher

'

..

.

11
15
5

Blue Skies .....
White Christmas ......
Three Little Words
All the Things You Are
Blue Moon ...........

14
15
13
7
13

•

.

Winter Wonderland
Begin the Beguine
...
Lover
Easter Parade

4

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

5
13
12
13
9
9
8
8
8
4
8
9
9

.

«

»

•

f

•

•

*

•

•

Chappell
Robbins

BVG
Harms
Famous

.

.

Berlin

.

Twelfth Street Rag
Santa Claus Is Cornin’ to
Just One of Those Things
Star Dust

11

«

•

^

.

.

Shapiro-B

.

Town ................

Mills

.

•[

Some Enchanted Evening
September Song
..........
What Is This Thing Called Love ...
Take Me Out To the Ballgame.
.

.

.

.

.

Crawfprd

.

Chappell

Advanced

Ain’t She Sweet
S\yeet Sue ......
Lullabye of Broadway
On the Sunnyside of the Street

5

Shapiro-B

Witmark

.....Shapiro-B
Chappell
A Wonderful Guy
Smoke Gets In Your Eyes .................... T. B. Harms
Chappell
Summertime
Harms
Somebody Loves Me

6
7
5
3
7

Publisher
Writers
.Mills
...
.Durant-Contet-Parrish
Chappell
R* Rodgers-L. Hart
D. Livingst^n-A: Hoffman .......... Disney
Valando
i^.
.
B. Benjamin-G,. We^s
Acuff-R
...
. ...
H. Stone-J. Stapp
... Paxton
....
B. Coquatrix-S. Gallop .
Beacon
B. Burke-H. Gerlach ... . ....
r^^rris
... .... ...
B. Hilliard-S; Fain
Shapiro-B
K. Gannon-M, Wayne .... ..... ,

• § .

...

'»

.

.

<

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

published

by

Don’t Shine” was written early
year and was a moderate hit.
O’Flynn also charges the defendants continued to infringe after

RCA’s Yocalist Parade'

,

.

.

,

.

*

.

•

.

.

.

.

•

•

•

.

.

.

t'

#

•

•

f

9

9 4

•

9' '9

9

•

•

v*

*

*

’

*

‘

.

.

.

.

...

.

.

.

'

9

XX
* •

f

«

.

Morns

•

•••!•••

.

ASCAP Mindy

.

’

.

Dunn

’

“

•
*

with eastern regional riianagers to discuss probletiVs and prospects for the coming
(3)

A:

: :

: :

.

.......
Lisa .....
Music, Music, Music .... . . .....

Mona

Trio of toppers have, already held
in Dallas and Atlanta.

meetings

.

.

I: mm^-^^'tarshauec
David-Loi^uy-Piaf
Livi^$tpn

: : : :

• • •

'

J

•

:

.>v.
’

’ * *

“

»m

.

.

.

.

.

'

* ' *"’

'

’

’

*

•

.

... ...

.

. .

•

v

•

.

•

_.

. .

Carson bn DeSylva, Hen-

on Walter Donaldson tun e.s; Lisa

"

aIp ap Kirk on Jimniy McHugh numbers;
Tony

.

on songs

.

'

B. ^lith-H. Gillespie

*

featiii’ed

)iii-

.

’

be

..ASCAP derson & Brown tunes; Peify
.ASCAP Como singing Billy Rose numbers;
Don Gomell on Sammy j^in n u
............. ascap
bers; Dennis Day
bn Sigmun d
...... ..-ascap
Romberg numbers; Eddie Fisher

ASCAP
Robbiiks
. . .
.v;'. , .
..... ......... .a&J-ai,
.Cy Robert ... .................... ceed.s
•v* *• • ‘Bobbins ... .... ...... .ASCAP
I?
ASCAP
.....
... W^ eiss
•
• .« • . .
J* Elliot-L. Quadling
doYYi’c Soficf
ASCAP
Cassin
...
!^brehead-J.
... Knickerbocker
•
....•? *
Sentimental Me
ASCAt
BerJin
.«#**••»......•» Irving Berlin
M^elodv
.BMI
Acuff-R
. .......
B. Stewart-Pee Wee King
! ... . . . . ..... » * • •
Tennessee Waltz
.ASCAP
Paxton
...
...
.
.......
,
.....
..
Hoffman-Carr-Corday
Tomorrow . . ..... . . . . • •
.

.

.

.

Old Master Painter
Y,. tomorrow
for Cleveland and Chicago meet- Old Piano Roll Blues
Lady of Fatima
Our
ings, after which they return to the
(Thurs.)

: ;

:

e; Rose

.Year.,;

‘

.

“Dance

its

is

.ASCAP as singles under a special promo.ASCAP tion push and then will be packBMI
aged iri sets of three disks apiece
.BMI
in both 78 and 45 rpm form.
ASCAP
Lineup for the series includes
.ASCAP

Chappell

.

will

Victor

single composer.
Disks in
the scries will be initially issued

.BMI

.

v

V A

RCA

whom
ASCAP by a

...

.

.

.

f

.

..

ASCAP

.

•

after

of last
issuing a“ Vocalists Parade” series next month.
Series will comprise nine of the
company's top ydcalists, each of

year,

ASCAP

.

.

'

Patterned

Bands on Parade” albums

..BMI

.

.

.

homeoffice.

was

Inc.,

last

:;ASCAP

.

,

.

.

•

.

.

.

•

.

,

They leave N.

”

and in 1940 the copyright reverted to the writers. “Sun

.ASGAP

.

.

.

Lloyd

“Homin’

Listed helow are the sales, leaders in the sheet mn sic field during 1950, based on the weekly tabulation
of sheet music best-sellers reported to Variety by loading music jobbers and retail outlets.

Latter, Bibbidi Bobbidi Bdo
ductor Alfred Newrnan.
.
who recently cut two semi-classical Can Anyone Explain
I.Ps, will conduct his first session Chattandogie Shoe .Shine Boy . . .
»
*
.....
...
Count Every Star
on pop tunes shortly.
...
....... .
Daddy’s Little Giri
Dear Hearts, Gentle People ..... .
.... ^ , .
Dreamer’s Holiday
S, Nelsdn-J. Rollins
. . * ........... . .
Frdsty Snowman
‘
..;•••«-•<*
Irene
,
.
Goodnight
are
'Cop brass of Capitol Records
J- J^nnedy-IR Williams
. . . . . . . ... . . .
. .
Currently in New York on one leg Harbor Lights
... ........... .....M' 1^^
of a series of regionaF sales ineet- Hoop-Dee-Doo
Ci
ings;
President Glenn WalUchs, i Can Dream, CariTI. ...
‘,!n
sales, veepee Floyd Bittaker and

director

Famous Music

being given notice jby his attorneys.

Song
w ho sighed With Mercury a couple
of months ago but who lias not All My Love
recorded, and conferred with con- Bewitched

promotion

against

profits.

T. B. Ilarriis
T. B. Harms

..V

suit

Harms,

Harms

Hallelujah
OF Mari River
Make Believe

Tune

and cleffer Mack David, charging
their “I Don’t Care If the Sun
Don’t Shine” infringed on “Early
in the Mornin’ When I Say Goodnight,’’ which he Wrote in 1932
with Freddy Martin. Action filed
in N. Y. Federal court, asks an
injunction
and
accounting
of

Harms
Broadway
Handy

St. Louis Blues
This Can’t Be Love

8
8
4
9

Inffinged on 1932

Retail Sheet Best Sellers of 1

Carlton also set up recording
sessions for singer Billy Daniels,

met Monday

Charges ‘Sun Don’t Shine’
week
ment

Chappell
. .

.

firm,

Songwriter Charles O’Flynn this
filed a copyright infringe-

Harms

.

Disriey

Feist

Harms

Daneing In the Dark
Ilarriis
You Anything But Love, Baby.... Mills

1 Can’t Give
’S Wonderful

the

Spiria’s new firm will be called
Spinlan Music and is being set up
with outside backing. Initial song
which Spina’s pubbery will plug
is “What Did I Do,’’ written by Little Jack Little, Joe Candullo. and
Ed Snyder. Tune was acquired by
Spinlan after RCA Victor cut the
tune with the Fontane Sisters.

Harms

•

of

comes east from Hollywood next
week to fill the New York spot.

Berlin
Berlin

•

•

•

vice-prexy

Feist

‘

•

<

manager of Walt Disney Music’s
the
easterri office, is exiting the company to set up his own pubbery.
Spina is staying on at the Disney
office, however, until Fred Raphael,

Harms

•

.

11

points in

surveys during 1950)

Song Title
Tea For Tw'o
Toot Toot Tootsie Goodbye

32

1,831
1,798
1,784
1,782
1,710
1,707
1,689
1,664
1,530
1,510

31

Jack Spina, general professional

(Peatman Annual Survey)
the largest radio audiences are listed below

,

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

Martin

on

Arthur

Freed

tunes;' Dinah Shore on Gus Kahn
songs, arid Fran Wairen on Harold
Arlen tunes. Full series, currently being cut, will be packaged for
the market by the end of Febrii ary,

.

•

.

.

.

<

Singer Doubles As Cop
San Antonio, Jan.

•

•.,<

>

.

•

.

.*

9.

Del Dunbar, cowboy band singer There’s No
heard on KABO here, has been Thinking of You
‘•ppointed a county traffic officer. Third Man Theme

.

,

.

.

.

•* ..

. . *

•

•

* *

?

•

•

.

• •

.

.

• • • • • * • * * * » • • *

.

.

Ruby-B. Kalmar ................ Bemick
Chappell
... *
Anton Karas
•

.

•

•

*

.

.

.

.

ASCAP
ASCAP

;

;

Reggie Childs orch returned to

Texas Rdoin of the Keyston hotel,
F orth
ortb, fo)^ a retui n engage—

j

,

ment.

1

;
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London, Jan.
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V
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.

Petite Waltz

.

Herb

co-manager

Hendler,:

of

.

.

;

.

.

I

,

.

.

.

.

i

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

.

.

Ray Anthony band

,

Casa Loma,
;

.

.

MdSIC. C0RR,0RAT10Nr'.

First

*

[

.

.

.

.

MoeGale Adds 2

Songs, has been narned Coast rep
Bandleader Lucky Millinder and
Unusual switch vet contactman Mike Gould have
Of Sigma Music.
in the appointment is the fact that joined Moe Gale’s new BMI puhMac Wolfson, who got his start in iishing house, Sheldon Music, Milthe publishing business less than linder has disbanded and wilt act
two- years ago as a contactrnan at as a “music man” in New York unKnickerbocker under Bi Oughton, is der general manager Ivan Mogull,
contacting record companies, arthead of Sigma.
Broughton was general manager ists and disk jockeys.
Gould will act as Coast rep. He
of Knickerbocker until about a
year ago, when management of the was fornierly Coast contactman for
Bob
Milby
over
firm was taken
Bourne Music.
ler (not the ..contactman’s union

;

,

.

and Broughton,
Ames Bros first
Me.” now
“Sentimenfal
Coral
have as their plug korig “Loving
Pittsburgh
Is Believing,” also recorded by the
Kenton opens four-day Ames Bros, and written by Jim
Stan
and Jimmy Cassin, the
Morehead
stand at Vogue Terrace tomorrow
(Wed) ,
Eddie Koch Off for Hol- writers of “Sentimental Me.”
lywood to join Dick Stabile and do
arrangements for the tunes on the
Lewis Music, N, Y. pubbery,
next Dean Martin- Jerry Lewis piq- rformed a subsid, Shealy Music,
Continued ori page 49)
Broadcast Music, Inc. affiliate.
Wolfson
chief )[
who started the

’

hit,

.

,

^

j

(

to

.

.

.

.

.

.

Week

Survey

of Dec. 29, 1950-Jan; 4, 1951

The fop 30 songs of the week (viore in case of ties) based on
the copyrighted Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular
Music Broadcast over Radio Networks: Published by the Office of
Research, Inc., Dr. John G.. Peatman, Director. Alphabetically
,

THE WINTER SENSATION

Bushel and a Peck^’'=“Guys and Dolls” ....

...

.

Morris
Shapiro-B

.

Marshmallow World
... ...........
All My Love
......;
.... ... ......
And You’ll Be Home
Best Thing For Yqu— ’'•“Call Me Madam”.
......
Can’t Seem To Laugh Anymore. ..................
Get Out Those' Old Records
Goodnight Irene
Harbor Lights
... ...
...
.

.

.

.

,

.

.

!

;

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

Mills

Burke-VH

.

BVC

Hullabaloo
I Don’t Mind Being All Alone
.

.

.

.

Mills
Mills

,

.

If i Were a Bell— ’'“‘Guys and Dolls”.
If You’ve Got the Money I’ve Got the

.

MILLS MUSIC. IHC.
1619 Broadway

Time
Peer
“Friend Irma Goes West”. Famous
Get By— t“ril Get By”
.Bourne
It’s a Lovely Day Today-5!^*“Call Me Madam”
.Berlin
Never Been In Love Before—'’"“Call Me Madam”.
Morris
La Vie En Rose
Harms
..
Life Is So Peculiar— t“Mr. Music”
... ...
Burke-VH
Lucky Lucky Lucky Me .......
Santly
My Heart Criest Fop. You
Massey
Nevertheless— “Three Little Words” ............. Chappell
Night Is Young and YouTe So Beautiful ......... .W &; M
Petite Waltz
.Duchess
Somewhere Somehow Someday
Duchess
Tennessee Waltz
.*.
......
Acuff-R
Thef Thing
...
.....
......... .Hollis
Thinking Of You
“Three Little Words” ...
iRemick
To Think You've Chosen Me
......... Valando
Use Your Irtiagination ... ..... ....
.......... Chappell
Where Do I Go From You
......
Paxton
I’llAlways Love You

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

SHAKESNARl

‘THE PLAY’S THE THING”

.

.

.

PLAY

.

THE

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

;

.

,

,

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

!

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . . .

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

;

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

1
.

...

.

.

.Berlin

.

listed.
:.

...

...

.

.

Be My Love-^1‘'Toast bf'New Orleans”.
Bonaparte’s Retreat
...
Frosty the Snow Man
Happy New Year Darling

SINGS

:

.

.

,

;

APOLOGIZE’
u

Wanna Ring Around My

>1

MGM

10096 78 RPMi
K10896 45 RPM

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

...

. .

...

.

.

. .

U

.

.

.

.

,

.

. ,

.

.

.

.

Criterion
Miller

.

.

. .

.... .........
.

.

.

.

.

,

.

Aciiff-R

^

.

Hill

.

.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

.

.

.

.

^
;

1^ a t

nc

1

a

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

*

.

*

-

.

.

.

.

‘^Yelvet Liips

.

Wiivter Waltz

You Lovb

.

;

.

.

•

.

.

.

*

it

*

...

Me— t“The

.

,

.

.

*

•

^

^

.

,

,

,

^

^

.

...

.

.

.

. , . . .

... ........

.

.

^

.

.

r

.

.

,

.

.

. . , .

li

.

.

. , ,

...

. . . , . .

..'i .

.

.

•

.

.

.i.. .....

West Point Story”

.

..

Stamford, .Conn.

Tel.

PI.,

3-3365.

LYRICIST
(Wrote

Book

and

Lyrics

Broadway

COLLABORATE POPULAR SONGS
Box V-12 Variety; 154 W. 46tli St.
New York 19. N. yr

c*.

hbms
Simon
Ring's
Contains

"Comedy Song
1600

of

the world'*

COMEDY SONG

^
.

Musical)

SEEKS COMPOSER.

.IRo

.Republic
Uife

. , .

.

* . . .

.

FRANK McMahon, 176 Greyrock

.

.**.

Se a ^)f the Aloon
Teardrops From My Eyes ,
Time Out For Tears
Tonight Be Tender To Me
•'

* * • .

'hav* written a patriotic song colled

.

.

.

. . . ,

•

ATTENTION
I

“You Are My United State*"; would
like to contact some one who would
help me put some before the public.

& Range

•

.

W

.

,

.

HOLLIS MUSIC, INC.
52nd St. N. Y, C.

. .....
St. Nicholas
..... ... Beacon

.

.

10903 78 RPM
KW903 45 RPM

v

Miisic Biy the Angels
.

MGM

.

... ... .....
...
.Knick’b’cker
V
........ Leeds
Nobody’s Chasing Me— *“Out of This World”.
Chappell
Oh- Babe
... ... .........
.Alamo
Once You Find Your Guy 1 ..............
Harms
Clrange Colored Sky •«•...
« *.,.»*•«*
.Frank

Longing

‘IF

n

.

.
.....
Rosie;s Finger ,
;

“I

,

.

.

I

u

.

29

.

The remdining 20 songs of the lueek (more in case of ties),
based on the copyright Audience Coverage Index Purvey of Popik
lar Music Broadcast over Radio Networks. Published by the Office^
of Research, Inc., Dr: John G. Peatman, Director. Alphabetically
Aiituthn heaves

Hear PHIL HARRIS on RCA Victor

.

.

.

Love— ’"“Call Me Madam”

You’re Just In

.

.

-i-

.

AcUd

.

.

.

York 19

I

I’ll

.

New

•

..... .Morris

.

.

.

.

HULLABALOO

Spencer
Chappell

. .

.

,

.

!

Dreyer

.

.

Top Noisemdker

1951's

Berlin

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

I

SLEIGH
RIDE

listed.

A
A

I

the

to

on Coast

:

.

reaction

tangible

newly-won pay hike in cafes and
rooms by members of the
American Federation of Musicians

liOtel

for

.

i

But Latin 4 Grajbs Time

professiQU.fil,

Louis, Jan. 16 for

days
King Cole Trio pacted
Don Carlos Casino, Winnipeg.
Feb, 2 for one week
Paramount
Music grabbed publishing rights to
“Where the Red, Red Roses Grow,”
purportedly on strength of new Lorry Raine waxing
Myron Wallace

six
i

St.

Cox
.Magna

.

Jan. 31, indefinitely.

.

AM

shots

I

Williamson

-

Jimmy Palmer

.

I

Pic

.

.

,

•

leans. Jan. 11 for one* month
.
to Melody Mill, Chi,

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

date at Grand theatre, Evansville,
Ind., until Feb. 8,
He goes in for
five days
Eddy Howard signed
[for St. Francis hotel. San. Francisco, Jan 30, for six wekks.
Howard
cut four sides last week for Mercury
Stuart Rambler,, who
penned “It’s No Secret,” due in
from Coast this week for
guest

.

Connelly

.

I

.

Loved You

...... .Unit
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

,

,

.

.

.

;

-

..

-

.

,

.

“Chez Show,” took Off for Arizona
vacation last week, Tommy BartFran Allison, Jose Ferrer,
lett,
Cliff Norton, Danny O’NeilL Archie
Levington, Chet Rbble and Studs
Terkel are among those set to
alternate during respite
Bernie
Cummins to Balinese Room, Galveston, Jan. 12 for one month ,
Jimmy Featherstone set for Lake
Club, Springfield; Jan; 8
Stan
Kenton Will one-shot at Parkway
ballroom here Jan. 21
Johnny
Long to Roosevelt hotel, New Orr

1

.

.

N’Yawker Nix of Remotes,

Haydn Broughton, onetime genand Buff Cobb, whp guide WMAQ’s eral manager of Knickerbocker

:

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

,

.

.

We’ll Keep a Welcome
On'ce in a. While. ...

,

.

.

,

Flying Saucers
Ashes- of Roses
Silver Dollar
If I

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

Duchess

...

,

,

;

=

.

.

.

'

.

.

,

.

.

.;

-MIllTR

.

Maurice
Autumn Leaves
Unit
I Only Saw Him Once

!

-“till II r>r n"

.

.

.

Ralph Flanagan, planed into town.
thored by Oscar Kramer.
in advance of orch’s Jan. 23 bow
Anahid Ajemian, wife of Column at the Palladium on a 50-50
split
bia Recoi'ds International
chief
Eddy
for the four-week stand
George Avakian, gave, a violin Howard, current at the Chase, St.
(7)
Carnegie
recital Sunday
at
Louis, takes over the podium at
Hall
Jack Bregnian back from the St. Francis hotel, San Franditto
Murray ciscO, Jan. 30.
Florida
vacatipn.
Eddie Gomez
Paramount Music profes- crew teed off Hollywood RooseLiithi
sioiiar manager;
Mark Schreck,. velt’s new policy of Saturday afterSouthern Music ekec, back from noon dansants
Louis Armstrong
Bermuda and Cuba
Irving
,
due back in town next week to
Fields trio opened an .extended
pre-record tunes for the Metro
engagement at. the Saxony, hotel, film, “The Strip,” in which he’s
Miami Beach, last week
, Bernie
spotted with his cOnibo.
Mann’s newly formed prch opens
Hotel
at
.Roosevelt, Feb. 19 with
the Three Suns
Savoy Records
Chicaga
inked. Dorsey Sisters, vocal group
Walt Disney Music darkened its
Pinky Herman nartied exploitation. head for Abbey. Records in Chi Office last week, ousting midSpike
N. Y,
Nat “King” Cole trio west rep Paul Salvatori
into Palomar theatre, Seattle, Jan. Jones unit set for Civic Opera
22 tor one week
chirp Jen
Peggy Lee House date Feb. 18
and Have Barbour booked into Southern into Capitol Lounge here.
She etched four sides last week for
London
Al Morgan, currently
at Chez Paree, forced to postpone
.

.

.

Leeds
Have I Told You
.Box & Cox
Biack^jrd
.Sun
in Ehglish-^arden.
.Mauriee
All My Love.

Hollywood

.

I

.

Second 12

.

.

,

Ethel Smith opens a week’s stand
today (Wed) at the Olympia, Miironical
Mills
ami
note:
Music’s last printing order for 1950
Was for “Where Is Peace,” au-

.

.

.

.;

.

.

.

.

802 Hikes Bring

Local 802 came last week when the
Hotel N e w Y orkter dropped its
CBS remote broadcasts from the
Terrace Room.
Hotel’s management claimed tha
Hotel’s management claimed that
the increased musicians’ payroll
boosted its operating costs to the
point where it could no longer foot
for the remotes’ line
the
bill
Hal Dickinson and Allen Copeland„
As soon as the New
Charges.
two members of the Modernaires,
Yorker, which has Ray Robbins’
vocal group;
orch, decided to cancel the remote,
picked up by the Latiii
it was
Quarter, which has the. Art Waner
Haydn Broughton to Rep
Waner now has two remote
orch.
broadcasts; the other over WOR.

.

.

i

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

I

.

.

.

tomorrow

.

riiahager of
Bourne, Inc. Gately was professional manager of ABC, and now
occupies the post vaca'ted a couple,
of months ago by Lee Finburgh,
who resigned to form his own firm.
ABC will now be handled directly by Larry Spier, who was general professional manager of both
firms and took charge of Bourne
Music while, Ahe managership was
Gately will have as his
vacant.
plug tune in Bourne “A
first
Friend of Johnny’s,” written by

of

post

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Local

Saul Bourne hak moved Bud
Gately from his ABC Music to the

.

Goodnight Irene ...... Leeds
... ... ... .Leeds
The Thing
.Connelly
Ferry Boat Inn.
Xmas iti Killarney. Connelly
Sterling
Sains Song
Morris
Orange Colored Sky
Reine
...
Xmas Wish.
New World
Mona Lisa
Arcadia
Sleigh Ride

.

AS

BOURNE PRO MGR.

3.

Chappell
Heindeer
I tIi w a Putty "Tat. .Connelly
'Beloved Be Faithful Pickwick

*)"K"?Ru4>lph

.Capitol theatre, Washihgton, Feb.
Nellie L]Ulcher into 'tiffany
22
Jack MiXis, head of Milis Music., Room, liOs Angeles,; for three
Charlie
and Goiripatiy 'general manager weeks staftihg Jan; 21
Spivak opens at Trianon ballroomr
Mack Stark leave
into
goes
23
Jan.
and
three-day
Chicago,
.the
(Thurs.)’ to. attend
Anita
Midwestern Musie Educators Con'- Meadowbrook Feb. lo
vocalist,
Records
•fcrence at Ann Arbor, Mich., which O’Day, London
Charles H. Han- booked into Copacabana, Pittsstarts Jan; 12
son Music took Have Franklin’s burglii Jan. 15 for two weeks
last week Anne Shelton, British DeCca voCal-*
Church”
“My Home Is a
for'puhlication. It‘s the firm’s first ist, will visit the U. .S. in March
organist for sik months.
semi-religious tune
.

amir SET

BUD

Best British Sheet Sellers

10, 1951

Gale
.Witmark

classified

as to type, date,

best

known

TITLES
publisher, et(.

Indispensable to the Profession
Sent Postpaid $R.OO

t Fitmusical.

* Legit musical.

RING'S

16S4 Cherpke*

Hollywood 2 lr

Calif.

...

.

.

.

.
.
.
.
,
.
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BETAIL DISK BEST SELLEBS
^

TVRIETY^-'-^
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!?

O

t-H

Survey of retail disk best
sellers, based on reports 6b

««

tained frorn leading stores in
12 cities and shpmng comparative sales rating for this
and last week.

.4^

M

(0

0$

.PS

Q

I

I
W
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m

presenting
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“My Heart Cries for You”—39067 ‘
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“Bushel and a Peck”—20-3930
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His Latest Release!
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AL MORGAN
13E
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(Victor)

“Harbor Lights'— 1190

EDDY HOWARD
13D

SIS. (Vic)

Ride”— 10-1484...

RAY ANTHONY
.
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Love”—20-3945 A

“You're Just in
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Price 85Ca (plus tax)

CARMEN

MVAUARO

Disk Best Sellers by Companies

DECCA

(Based on Points Earned)

Victor

.

....

,

Mercury
Columbia

Points

Records

Label
.

23791
*9-23791

No. of

No. of
9
2

Records

Label

238

Capitol

123

Decca

Pointfr

69
39

5
3

London

CHOPIN'S POLONAISE

WARSAW CONCERTO

DECCA

7

40148

ENLLORO—Two

*lndl€otat 45

FIVE

TOP

PACIFIC

CALL

LimE
WORDS

ME MADAM GUYS AND DOLLS VOICI OF XTABY

THREE

Broodway Cast
Broadway Cost

Ethel

ALBUMS

Merman

Decca

DL-5304

ML4180

Decca

Ymo Sumat

M-G-M

Capitol

9-203

1VI-G-M53

E516

CG244

bLP-8036

Old Shay

also playing piano for the

On the Upbeat
Continued froni page 48

Coachmen on the across-the-board
TV show of Pat Burke and Sylvia
Greg PhilRhodes on WDTV .

I

,

formerly of Baron Elliott
now with 3,715th Training
Squadron at San Antonio
Jimmy Tuccf is new trombonist
with 'Tommy Carlyn orch, succeedBilly Catizonc,
ing A1 Griffith .
violinist who had his own daneebahd and lafer smaller combo, was
in the Nixon theatre pit for the engagement here of the D’Oyly Carte
lips,

band,

ture . . . The Air Force has tapped
Eddie D'Alfonso, Tommy Carlyn's
pianist, and, Dick Bertani is replacing him , . Horseshoe Bar now has
music on both floors, Elcctroncs
and Molly Papile alternating on the
second and. Charlotte Moser and
Freddie Castle dittoing on;first .

,

.

.

.

Tommy

.

TUNE ZOOM!

BLUES WITH

SONNY

A

BEAT

KENDIS, INC., Music Publishers
177B Broadway, New York 19

FOR SWEETHEARTS ONLY
78 RPM ALBUM A-754
45 RPM ALBUM 9-44

LONG PLAY

Co.--

Kansas City
Mel Torme set for fortnight in
El Casbah of the Hotel Bellervive
beginning Jan. 26; he follows Fishr
Jon
er & Marks due in Jan. 12
& Sondra Steele move into Monte.

DL 5199

The Songs of RICHARD RODGBRS

and OSCAR HAMMER5TEIN
^78

.

I

45

RPM ALBUM
RPM ALBUM

II

A-721
9-16

LONG Hay DL 5032
DANCING IN THE DARK
78 RPM ALBUM A-602
45 RPM ALBUM 9-26
LONG-PLAY DL 5007
Long Play Prices ifHlud* Federal Ixcise Tax buf no Sfata ar
78 RPM prices do nbf <lnclUde Federal, state, or local taxes.

local taxet.

.

New Orleans, after date
Palmer House, Chi
.
Max
Cooper’s Nonchalants set for BarHotels
following
Goodman
ney
their date here at the Famous Restaurant; they open at the Santa
Rita hotel, Tucson, Jan* 9, and
later will move to the Chapman
Johnny Duke orch
Park, L. A.
out of the Drum Room, President
hotel, and into Washington Youree,
Shreveport, opening Jan. 22 , ^
leon hotel,
in

THAT’LL DO IT EVERY TIME

.

.

.

THIS

,

.

Noll’s Dixieland jazz band
replaced Whitcy Scharbo outfit at
Johnny Brown’s club in East Liberty . . Frank Jarema, who has the
danceband at the Majestic Gardens,

WATCH

Parts

Varslon

Single Records 85c. each (plus tox)
40000 Series S/ng/e Records $1.00 each (plus taxi

Hollywood Cast

DA-825

RPM

.

.

.

.

,

,

America's Fastest
^Selling' Records!

UBIETY

VAIJDE^TIXB

A. C. Hotelmen Spending
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AGVA Takes Over Biller Bros. Circus

$]1

To Hypo Lagging Convention

Until Acts

New York

Biz

Eddie Hcywood tapped for Cafe

Are Paid Off for N.Y. Date

Downtown, N, Y., Feb.
The American Guild of Variety its obligations were met. Circus
s.hediiled to begin this Friday Society
Gali Gali into El Rancho Artists, last week, found itself the was playing under the auspices of
Film shots for the television
( 12 )
Jan. 10 and temporary owner of
Vegas.
Las
Vegas,
circus. Union the Knights of Pythias and was
broadcasts, to be aired fron. CBS,
with the Riverside, Reno, now holds title and all assets of slated for a two-week run. K. of P,
stations in New follows
NBC and
24.
Jan.
the Biller Bros, Circus, which fold- will refund ticket holders on pur.,^1
in Philadelphia,
York and
Evelyn Knight into Brown Palace ed its New York stand, Jan. 2, 'after chases made through their organiwill show such attractions as sunhotel, Denver, Jan, 12 for nine failing to pay off the performers. zation, while Hy Sturmack,
who
ice
rides,
bathing, roller chair
Guy Mitchell set for Boudays
hockey, skating, golfing and horse- levard Club. Elmhurst, L. I., Jan. Show had been playing the Coast with George I. Cohen owns the
back riding, with the song. “On 19 to 21. then to the Copa Club, Artillery Armory, N. Y., for a week show, will make refunds on tickets
when union stepped in after, .per- purchased at the boxoffice.
the Boardwalk in Atlantic City” as Pittsburgh, Jan. 22,
formers
complained
that
they
Meanwhile, show is booked to
the heme.
hadn’t been paid.
The radio phase of the campaign
play Providence this week under
Chicago
Circus owners immediately as- auspices of the Knights of Columwill be conducted on the “husbandCuban Village is feting Billy signed the union all its assets until bus. Latter organization has adand-wife” programs on CBS NBC
vanced
and ABC in New York, including Carr, comic, for 30 years of emcee$2,000 for transConsolo and
portation and is posting a bond to
“Tex and Jinx,” “The Fitzgeralds” ing in Chicago
Houston.
hotel,
Rice
into
Melba
guarantee salaries. Profit of the
and “Dorothy and Dick.” This
Hotel, N. Y.,
Peggy Carroll joined
phase will be directed at women Jan. 26
Providence run will be used to pay
Marshall
the Ray Lyte office
Trying Acts Again salaries of performers who worked
listeners.
for the Chez Paree
Raleigh Room of the Warwick in New York, and show will then
As an inducement for quick ac- and Noonan set
Jan. 16 with Sonny Howard inked hotel,
N. Y., switches from a be returned to the original owners.
tion, television viewers w'ill be inKathy Cole into
for Feb. 2
straight
musical policy to a single
vited to call a certain telephone
Anthony, Allyn
Helsings Jan 17
numbet in New York through and Hodges and John and Rene act format. Cass Franklin & Monwhich they will be contacted with Arnaut have been added to the ica Moore start the new policy toAtlantic City without chai’ge to Patti Page show at the Chicago, morrow (Thurs,). A trio will continue for terping.
make hotel reservations.
Jan. 18.
Room during past seasons had
They have rejected any “packoccasionally played acts.
age” plan to bring visitors here.
They have also nixed low’er off sea- N.Y. Cafes Plan
Explaining this they
son* rates.
and VICKIE
Emile
Critical
have said that they never done this
“DOUBLE-TALK”
Overhead
Offset
Hikes
to
Emile
in
critical
Boreo
is
condiprecebefore, and it would set a
Featuring
New York bonifaces are quietly tion following a heart attack.
dent W'hich might be harmful in
planning a hike in prices because Boreo, who was admitted a couple
later years.
EDDIE-ECHO
of
weeks
the
Home
ago to
for Old
How convention business has fall- of increasingly heavier overhead.
en off the past few years is show-n However, according to current Israel, N. Y.j is in the Institution’s
LOTUS CLUB
in statistics which have been re- plans, menu tariffs will be un- infirmary.
Wa«h., D. C.
Boreo has been ailing for some
leased by the local convention bu- changed. but there’ll be higher
reau. In 1949 272 conventions were minimums. It’s pointed out that time. The entertainer suiTered his
Maaoger: Matty Roten
booked; in 1950 259 conventions N. Y. is one of. tlie few towns first heart attack a couple of years
w’ere booked, and so far in 1951 which doesn’t have an admission ago, and hasn’t worked since.
approximately 190 are scheduled. charge in night clubs, and it’s felt
Major Ones slated are the Ameri- that patronage can still get good
can Medical Assn., Lions Interna- value even with upped minimums.
It’s also pointed out that minitional and Rotary International.
miims in N, Y. state can be applied to both food and liquor. This
Granoff Doubling as Flack, ruling by the State Liquor Auwhich was handed down a
for Click, Philly thority
couple of years ago, constituted
Bud Granoff, head of the pub- a price-cut for some cafes where
applied to beverages
licity office started by the late minimums
1.

Atlantic City, Jan.

9.

.

to boost winter biz, badly
depleted this year by a drop in
amusement,
resort
conventions,
hotel and other businessmen and
the city’s promotion and advertise
ing bureau are spending more than
$100,000 stressing the city’s winter
attractions through ads in newspapers and spots on metropolitan
television and radio 'stations.

Aimin^

.

WOR

WPTX

.

The newspaper ads, to be paid
for by business interests here,
started in New York, Philadelphia,
and Baltimore newspapers the

AGVA

.

New

of the

.

’

first

Year. They are
scheduled to run four days a week
which will
campaign,
during the
continue until March.
The city will contribute from
its advertising budget the cost of
radio and television broadcasts.

week

.

.

.

Warwick

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

’

—

—

ROY DOUGLAS

Minimum

Boreo

:

,

i

JIMMIE HUSSON

!

"Mr. Everybody"

HELD OYER

.

.

.

j
'

AGAIN

!

LOBBY CAFE
Juarei, Mexico

PALACE, Rockford

Next:

1

COMEDY MATERIAL
for All Branches of Theatricals

I

George Evans, has been named
booker and exploitation head of

.

;

thru 35

(Sold In

SPECIAL- FIRST

HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
•reissue), $2.00

i

GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $250, Worth over a thousand.

NO

200

C.O.D.'S

PAULA SMITH
W. 54 St.. New York 1 9

Dept. V

Circle 7-1130

I

'

men

generally believe that
unwise to increase
menu prices under current conditions because it might create adverse criticism. However, they feel
a slight tilt in the minimum spending could be .put over without ea-

Cafe

it

lumbo’s ownership after he had
been out of the spot for some
months.
Nicky Blair, former N. Y. cafe

@ $1.00 each
•
Sequence Only)
13 FILES FOR $10
ALL 35 FILES FOR ONLY $25
• 3 Bks. PARODIES, per book $10 •
$25 •
• MINSTREL BUDGET
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., ea. bk $25 •
1

only.

the Click. Philadelphia. Nitery recently passed back to Frank Pa-

FUN-MA5TER

CLASON'S
THE ORIGINAl SHOW BIZ GAG HIP
• No$.

ROSS HARVEY

Booker

Jon. 19, 20, 21

operator, who had been interested
in the cafe is also out of the operation and is back in New York setHe may
ting a spot of his own.
rename Leslie House, on West 56th
St., N. Y., as the Blair House.

Spot has booked Frankie Laine
Jan. 16, and Frank Sinatra for two
days starting Jan. 25.

would

gendering any

AI^ 1

'

tion.

However, proposed
be. under $5.

tilt is

ex-

pected to

report,
Bergen, they

J, *ow

ill-feeling.

Nitery minimums, generally, are
Weekend, holiday
fairly elastic.
and opening night scales are
higher than Weekdays. Minimums
are also tilted, in some cases, when
the cafe has a high-priced attrac-
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and
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APPEARANCES

ED SULLIVAN "TOAST OF THE

TOWN" TV SHOW

Currently;

LESTER'

SHOREHAM HOTEL

Thurs.,'‘ ( Jan., 11)

Washington^ D.

JACK HALEY TV SHOW

C.

Opening

Just Concluded 3

WEEKS

WALDORF-ASTORIA HOTEL
N. Y. C. March

Opening Feb.

1

Managemont:

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

CAPITOL WASH.,

D. C.

Thonkt. to
Direction:

MARK

1st

MERRIEL ABBOTT
I

LEDDY-LEON

J.

NEWMAN
J
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VAUDEVILLE
Eddie Cantor’s Cuffo Shows,

RY.Bistro Ops More CertainThan Ever

On

They Gotta Have Tlaines’ to Lure ‘Em
New York

nitery

owners have get attractions that some

of

the

;

come to the conclusion that the only other spots are able to buy.
The nitery owners without heavy
vay to beat bad times is with better
shows and name attractions. This boxoffice magnets are in a comBetime of year, ordinarily an off-sea- paratively difficult position.
son in cafe going, is proving the
most prosperous for several N, Y.
cafes. Spots that had been deep in
rod ink during the pre-Christmas
season are currently making up
some of their earlier losses.

cause of the scarcity of top-flight
names, they feel that if they’re unable to get an established lure, it’s
best to keep down expenses by offering a modestly budgeted .show.

,

|
•

The

talent

that

j

demands $2,500

j

example is seen at isn’t drawing enough to justify that
coin. The draws are getting salary
Dario’s Martinique, which prior to
checks from $7,500 up, and unless
the advent of Ben Blue, had had there’s
capacity, it’s best not to
Currently, the';
nine bad weeks.
more customers gamble with expensive talent.

The

Eddie Cantor is doing a series
of shows in Veterans Administration and Army hospitals. Comic is
paying his own expenses on the
tour in addition to contributing his
services.
Cantor has already played hospitals at Castle Point, N. Y.; Mitchell Field, N. Y., and Kingsbridge
hospital, Bronx.
On his itinerary
are
Ft.
Monmouth,
tomorrow
(Thurs.); Ft. Dix, N. J., Friday;
Valley Forge hospital, Phoenixville,
Pa., Sunday, and Ft. Jay, Governor’s Island, N. Y., Tuesday (16).

best

playing to
necessary to meet the nut.
Another case in point is the Copacabana with Danny Thomas as
the lure. The pre-holiday business
had been dismal, but with Thomas’
preem spot is hitting near-maxi-

cafe

is

is

j

Some

are

trying

production,

I

mum

The Blue Angel
grosses.
with Pearl Bailey doubling from
the legiter, “Bless You All,” is similarly using the velvet rope.

On

other

the

hand,

the

Ver-

WINNICK DUE IN

N.Y.

ON PROWL FOR ACTS

which had Edith Piaf before
London, Jan. 9.
the holidays and which had been
Maurice Winnick, band leader
playing to capacity at a time when and impresario, planes out Friday
other cafes were worried about (12) for a month’s stay in New
business, has dropped off somewhat York. He may also go to the Coast
following the end of the chan- for a brief visit. Winnick is seek-

sailles,

teuse’s run.

ing artists for the cabaret at Ciro’s

and other London night spots as
Most Cafes Spotty
Most Broadway spots, with the name attractions during the forthHe
exception of the Latin Quarter, are coming Festival of Britain.
suffering from the lull which gen- will also be on the prowl for names

for British vaudeville.
erally hits at this time of year.
Winnick, who relinquished his
These spots haven’t been abfe to
position as musical maestro at
Ciro’s recently, has

Lastfogel

Back on Coast

many command

performances at Windsor
and Buckingham Palace

Castle
to

his

Abe Lastfogel, William Morris credit. The “20 Questions’’ proAgency general manager, planed gram, top rated radio feature, is
back to Hollywood Friday (5) under his aegis.,
after attending the Danny Thomas
preem at the Copacabana, N. Y.,

the previous evening.

Proser Mulling

or

bands with some name value, but
they’ve come to the conclusion that
it’s a business of attractions and if
those aren’t available, then it’s best
to keep the nut as low as, possible.

EAND-RANCH NITEEY

2 N.Y. Nitery Deals
Monte Proser

open an eastside N. Y. supper club around Feb,
15.
According to Proser, spot will
operate on an Intime policy with.
will

of

Operators of

Bandleader Benny Resh
Takes Over Detroit Nitery

PUT CAFE

SLUMP
COES TALENT CUTS

JOHNSON

ORIN BORSTEN

COBINA WRIGHT
and

0^

BIZ

Diamond Horseshoe,

as a television studio. It would be
the first cafe leased for that purpose.

News came as a surprise to eminasmuch as Rose had
preemed a new show Christmas
day. Retrenchment was evident in
ployees

the new display since Rose, understandably, wanted to keep operation costs at a minimum during the
off-season.
It was felt that the
showman would keep the spot open
until a later date, since it was likely
that wartime economy would spurt
nitery business.
Though he had a large show.
Rose rarely used expensive names,
believing that good acts and unusual
staging
would create a
natural draw.
Hiked Rental Sliced Take

The current

lease,

expiring in

September, was signed nearly
years ago,

five

when

at the height of
cafe prosperity, owners of the
Paramount hotel, where the cafe is
located, upped the Horseshoe’s rent

from $18,000 under terms of the
lease which he signed in 1938, to
around $55,000. It was at first beit.
skids under shows altogether, sev- lieved that Rose’s announcement
Major’s restaurant, eral of them scattered around have of shuttering would put him in bet-

N. Y., are also interested in taking cut down on budgets considerably, ter position to bargain for lower
over the Paradise. If this deal goes several places that used to have terms under a new lease, but apthrough, operators plan a television a minimum of three and four acts parently this isn’t the case since
policy with video sets placed stra- now playing two and in some cases he’s already posted closing notices
tegically around the room.
just one.
(Continued on page 52)

m

Thank you lodits and gentlemen of the press
for your many kind words • • •

ERSKINE

who has operated

the
N. Y., since
inception
its
in 1938, is planning
to close the spot Jan. 20. Rose, who
has been told to take it easier by
Detroit, Jan. 9.
his medico, had been considering
Bandleader Benny Resh', his the step for some time because of
wife, Ethel, and son-in-law, Mor- the offish N. Y. cafe business for
ton Miller, have purchased Club the past few months.
Formerly
509, downtown nitery, from Ernest a terrific moneymaker, the HorseStein, who operated spot for 20 shoe has been showing losses in
years.
Resh will continue to lead recent months. Rose felt that as
his orch at spot as he has done for long as he didn’t have to add too
four years.
much to the opferation, he would
Before going to the 509, Resh maintain the cafe until times got
was orch leader at the Bowery for better. However, a change of mind
eight years.
He will do his own during the past week had Rose tell
booking. He formerly owned nite- his help that he was shuttering.
ries in Tampa and Palm Beach,
There’s a possibilty that the
cafe will be taken over by NBC
Billy Rose,

ill

LOUELLA PARSONS
HEDDA HOPPER

SBG-TV?

After 12 Years: Spot to

Pittsburgh, Jan. 9.
Continental acts. Site of the new
Post-holiday cafe slump has recafe, to be called La Vie En'Rose,
sulted in two rooms here dropping
will be the former Roger Stearns’
floor shows for an indefinite period,
123 Club, which also operated as
with others slated to follow. Not
the Monte Carlo.
Jean Lessyeux only did Bill Green’s, one of town’s
will do the decor.
top road places, eliminate enterProser stated that once he gets tainment but it’s also closing down
this cafe under way, he’ll start entirely four nights a week, rework on the Paradise, defunct opening only on Fridays and SaturBroadway nitery.
He hopes to days and then just with a band for
open the latter sometime in March. dancing.
Lounge
at
Cocktail
For this operation, Proser plans a Green’s stays open, however, with
theatre-in-the-round
format with a small combo or an organist playcondensed versions of musicals. He ing in the bar.
claims to have lined up “WonderAnkara, down Route 51, a short
bar” and “Billion Dollar Baby” as distance from Green’s, has likewise
his first two productions.
dumped floor bills and originally
If both operations get under way, intended to have a band just on
it will be the second time within Saturdays. However, Charlie Jamal,
the past 10 years that he’s had two who owns and operates room, deN. Y. niteries.
He operated the cided to keep an orch regularly, at
Beachcomber on Broadway simulta- least for a while, because of numneous with the Copacabana. He’s ber of parties and banquets booked
still connected with the Copa, al- during January.
While no other spot has put the
though he’s been inactive in the

management

Houston, Jan. 9.
departure from New York, atSally
Rand and bandleader
tended the memorial services for Harry Ranch have leased the
Johnny Hyde, the late Morris Southern Dinner Club, long one of
agency veepee, who died on the Houston’s popular downtown niteries.
Coast Dec. 18.
Lastfogel, on the day before his

Rose Folding N.Y. Diamond Horseshoe

Vets Hospital Circuit

j

than
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HARRISON CARROLL
JAMES COPP
VIRGINIA McPherson
WYLIE WILLIAMS
GLENN ROSE

EDDIE BERGMAN and your great
Cocoanut Grove Orchestra#

THANK YOU;

THANK YOU-iASHTON STANLEY,
Manager

AL HERMAN

*W

mi

m

the .Ambassador
Angeles, for a won-

Los

derful

engagement;

LYLE FRY,

Assistant

Manager;

"ONY CABOT and
DAVE MICHLIN,
Entertainment Directors.
Plaza.

m

of

Hotel,

Management: WILLARD ALEXANDER. INC., 30 Rockefeller
Att.:

m

New

York

m

VAIJDEVILIJB
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Grade Agcy.

Now Has

AGVA

Coast

Halts

(Niio Gov.

Would

Parisian Unit Until
:

^
'

London. Jan. 9.
Grade agency has
Backers Post Bond
increased its booking time with ieHollywood, Jan. 9.
cent absorption of Montague Lydns
The local office of the American
agency. Firm .low books nine full Guild of Variety Artists has wired
w'eeks, in addition to a series of
union headquarters in N. V., recspot shows on the Granada circuit.
ommending that it stop a proposed
Full weeks comprise the Winter
production, “Le Cirque Medrano”
Garden, Morecambe; Opera Hbuse, from Opening in Paris late this'
Belfast; Theatre Royal, Dublin; Ritz
month.
Cinema, Birkenhead; Hippodrome,
Irving
the local
Mazzei,
of
Lewisham; Empire, Croydon; Hip- AGVA office, avers that promoter
podrome, Dpdley; Embassy, Peter- of production,
the Hollywood Theborough, and Plaza, West Broriu
atrical Agency, has refused to post

Lew &

Leslie

^re increasingly a-day vaudeville policy at one of its
lodkihg for angles to bring in reve- 3,000-seat houses with AGVA lakAlthough this has been the ing over the operation and the
nue;
case for years, difference this time Brandts getting only a management
is that they’ll even drop -11ms in fee until it’s proven that the policy
favor of policies that wiU bring in can work out. Then the circuit will
a prpAt and enable them to main- take over. However, AGVA is turning down the proposition as it
tain the house.
Thinking along these lines is doesn’t want to go into the theatre
seen by the fact that Eddie Cantor business, but is working upon an
has been signed for two evehings, alternative plan in an effort to w'icli.l.:at KKO Keith’s theatre, White point out. that. tw6-a-da>i can be a
Plains, N. Y., Feb. 8 and 9 to do profitable proposition, and thus af^
c nploy/fl
ills two-hour concert routine on his ford its mcmbcrsliip more
fpr
41 years in show business, House menti
evening
w'ill drop films for tha.
The. Brandts, in the past, have
Montreal
and sell reserved seats at prices periodically had legit and vaude
from- $1.20 to $3.60. He'll do one policies in several of its houses.
Sheraton Hotel Chain
show.nightly. Theatre will operate The Flatbush, Brooklyn, and the
its usual double feature bill until; Windsor. Bronx, have long been imMontreaL Jan. 9,
onesubway
legit
his
does
in
the
Cantor
stands
before
portant
shortly
Unless satisfactory terms can be
circuit. During the legit runs, films arranged
man show.
within the next two
This booking is on an experi- are out completely. These houses weeks, the present contract bemental basis. If successful Cantor have also played vaudeville pe- tween the Musician’s Union in
will e booked bn other RKO situa- riodically.
Montreal and the Sheraton Hotel
tions and chain will seek similar
Should the Brandts come up Corp. will be cancelied Jan. 20.
personalities for dates in this house with a tw'o-a-day operation again,
Ruling stems originally from
and elsewhere.
Toronto when the union blacklistit’s expected that other Louses, esAnother example of circuit think- pecially in the nabes, wfill follow ed all Sheraton hotels itv Canada.
ing is seen in the fact that, the suit/
^ One of the chain’.s big ho.stels, the
Brandt chain has proposed to the
Video’s competition has hit film King Edward, refused to rehire
American Guild of Variety Artists houses, particularly the subsequent the Norman Harris band with
The
that the union underwrite’ a two- runs, and operators find they must mbue than 11 men in it.
seek means to augment the w'aning Toronto union has a minimum rulinciing
all
orch
sizes
(which,
for
get
to
problem
is
b.o.
The major
FOSTER AGENCY.
enough revenue to keep houses dentally, does not apply in MontPrestntt
open, and if they must go outside real). and it insisted on the hotel
the field of films, they’ll do it as a taking a band of 14. --'In the resulting
deadlock, and with Royal
means of self-preservation.
York hotel accepting the minimum
rule, the union had no recourse
but to slap the blacklist on all
Sheraton hotels in Canada.
If no agreement is reached before the above date, the Max
Charmitov orch (8) and singer
Columbus. Jan. 9.
Norma Hutton, plus the Hal White
For the second time in a little trio currently playing in the Mount
Royal’s
swank Normandie Room,
swept
the
more than two years fire
At Present
Grandview Inn, swank supper club will be out, and no music, live or

FUrh

houses
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;
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LONDON.

Columbus, O., Jan. 9.
Gov. Frank J. Lausche is plan*
nlng to ask the current Ohio legist
lature, now in session, to pass a
measure to help eliminate gambling
is sold.

He

gave warning that the state
would continue to harass any swank
nightclubs where gambling Is permitted.

This warning came on the heels
of a decision by Franklin County
Coririmon Pleas Judge Joseph M.\

a bond covering one Week’s salaries
for troupe. This is common
practice.
Total of $6,000 Was demanded pf the promoting agency,
Matty King, vet vaude hoofer;
Johnny Romero and Fluff Carlton
are three members of “CirqOe”
cast recruited here.
Tliey already
have trained to N. Y., and plan to
sail for continent loriiorrow aboardl
Mazzei has recomS. S. Liberte.

AGVA

Clifford, at Columbus, holding invalid an order to State Fire Marshall Harry ' J, Callan, closing the
Jungle Inn, Trumbull County gam^
blirig resort, as a fire hazard. The
order, said Judge Clifford, “was

unreasonable, unnecessary and inHe said that the defects in
the buildings could be corrected

valid.’’

AGVA

inended

where liquor

in places

also

national bosses
Id
that these performers be dissuaded
from going.
Peg-Leg Bates, another proposed
member of “Cirque” lineup^ is to
fly
(17)
from
next Wednesday
Gotham. Mazzei asks that he be
stopped. Two others, James Risk

'

repaired,

arid

Callan issued the razing order
Aug. 18. 1949, as part of a campaign
by Gov. Lausche to closer riot only
the Jungle Inn, but three other
bigtime resorts—the Mounds and
Pettibone clubs near Cleveland,
and the Colony-Continental Club

and Diane Robinson, have been directly notified by local AGVA office
of plan to tag “Cirque” Unfair,
Mazzei last night said he locally
had stopped proposed prodiictiori
from recruiting flock of chorines
here on promises of $50 Weekly
salaries because figure was beneath

at Chesapeake.

er»

CflP

scale.

:

Vacationing

Miami,

in

Fla.

here Wednesday (3). Damage is estimated at .$250,0.00.
Following a major blaze in Oct,

1948, the inn was practically rethe
built.
This fire destroyed
Oponing Sovoy Hotel
Forest Room cocktail lounge arid
American Representative MILES INGALLS dining room and damaged the banquet rooiri and some of the kitchen. Mike Flesch, owner, said he
hoped to have the place partially
open soon and will begin rebuildRESTAURANT AND BAR
ing immediately.
58 W. 44 St.. Now York LU 2-4488
Spot has been the showcase for
WHERE SHOWBUSINESS MEETS
most of the Dixieland and avant
garde jazz that has been brought j
«
to Columbus in the past two years.
Bobby Hackett, Red Norvo, Joe
Bushkin, Peanuts Hucko, Joe SulliPrize:
Professional ingasemont
van and Johnny Windhurst, booked
(nupileafe Prizes Awarded In the Case tf Tie)
by William Culter, jazz aficionado,
all played there.
Returning Fq London, Moy, 195V

Grant’s Riviera

canned, will be used anywhere in
the hotel.
As the Mount Royal
does a big convention biz, ban will
affect musicians who get extra coih
for entertaining at these particular functions.
American Guild of
Variety Artists will also fall in line

with the musicians.

USO, ASAF Meet To
Discuss Possible Merger

:

i

1

;

I

TALENT CONTEST^
MONDAY NIGHTS

'

i

I

f

Representatives of the welfare
agencies comprising USO arid the
Associated Services for the Armed
Forces met yesterday (Tues.) at the
Waldorf-Astoria hotel, N. Y., for
purposes of discussing a merger of.
both organizations. No. agreement
had been reached.
James Sauter, president of USOCamp Shows, represented that
group.

;

Saranac take
By Happy Benway

NOTICE TO ALL AGVA MEMBERS
Delegates to the Annual Convention to.be held in Los Angeles on
June 7, 8, 9 and 10, 1951, will be nominated at the membership
meetings to be held in each Branch on March 14, 1951. Be sure to
attend the meeting of the Branch in whose area you will be work-

on that date. Maintain AGVX as a democratic organization
by exercising your right to vote.

ing

Nominations may also be made by petition signed by at lea.st
twenty (20) members in good standing filed with the National
prior to April .2, 3 9,VI. Petition forms will be available at
every Branch Office.
For

piirpostt of

determining rhe voting sfrongrh

ond the number of delegatet to which each Irdnch
Area Ii entitled, memberi mdy transfer to any Branch
they

—

may choose

.such transfers to

tional Office not later then

be

filed with

Jon. 31, 1951.

,

^

Saranac Lake, N.

Y., Jan. 9.

Never ' in history of the Will
Rogers hospital has there been a
Christmas party comparable with
that tendered the ailing gang this
year.
Variety Clubs staff spared
nothing in making it a gala event,
with all patients gifted. Among
those contributing toward making
it
a success were: Amazing Mr.
Ballantine,
Harry Martin, Dr,
George E. Wilson, medical superintendent of the hospital, and
Charles “Chick” Lewis.
Martin
cniceed a' show that included Don
Wright, Bob Coffey, Jeff Clark,
Kitty Bernard (Stapleton Sisters),
,

who

are

ing for

new

the

interest In

Thank You ED SULLIVAN
;

;

;

“Toast of the Town”
January 7

!

BURLESK ACTS

the steadier cafe operations. Since
1938 the spot has had only 12
shows, It was the setting of a 20th-

Wanted

Fox

De Castro Theatrical Agency

which also brought Rose
a sizable- sum. Rose has had virtually the same staff since he
opened the spot. The cafe’s manager, Arthur Barkow, has been
with Rose since 1929.
Closing will most likely put an
end to 'Rose’s cafe career. He’s
been bonifacing since 1922, and
was previously associated with the
Backstage, Fifth Ave. Club, Casino
De Paree, Billy Rose’s Music Hall,
Casa Manana as well as niteries

STRIP DANCERS

film

for Florida, Cuba, So.

Amorlea

1370 Washington Avo.

Miami Boach,

Fla.

.

Whan

in

Botfon stop at

HOTEL HUNTINGTON

!

307

i

(5

HUNTINGTON AVENUI

minutes from hoart of Thoatre dist.)
60 Rooms all with Privato Bath
Single Room’s from $3.00 dally#
$17.50 waelcly
Inquirios Invitad

at various fairs.

For the Best in Singing^

OeMERS

THE DAY

“THAT FABULOUS FOURSOME’*
'

_

>

Thank you—

Danny

Friendly, Dave Sines and Don Albert
for a Most VVonderful Week at the

Day Dreamers stand out
one of the top singing acts
• e the audience payed off
with a hefty mitt/'
;

Currently

ARTim

and HOWARD
KATE SMITH'S

TV. N. Y.

SHOW

TV

CREATIVE

COMEDY

Of ^'Comedy Routines and
Burlesque" writes to order, for your
use,

surefire

Comedy

A.
''

•12

GUY

'RltlNf'-

Liberty Street

Lipsitz

Supper Club, Detroit

The Pastime Ciub, De$ Moines, Jan. 19 th
Pertonol RdprttantafiVt:

Acts.

Hdnqgem«nt:

and

YISK

EMBASSY CLUB,

Y.

DODD

AMERICA'S NEWEST DANCE STYLISTS
Currently 2ND WEEK

ENTERPRISES ..Troy, N.

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

DODSON

Sample Act and Particulars FREE.

SENTINEL and TELE-TRONICS

—Bill Smith, Billboard.

HARRY W. LAWRENCE

The Author
exclusive

.

Opening^

JAN

FATRICE

.

—

Ted
National Office

ABC NETWORK

flew York City

RKO PALACE - New Verk

you did not receive your printed notice which explains the
in detail, please secure one from the nearest
Branch Office.

TV for

have a
business.

still

show

Horseshoe was regarded as one of

If

dti

SECOND WEEK

the

of

111.

nominating procedure

Currently

closing

Horseshoe, Rose will
sizable

!

He’s the owner of the Ziegfeld theatre’! N. Y,, has a video show on
ABC sponsored by Hudson, and
signed last week as a consultant for
NBC television. Recently, Rose
gave up his syndicated column,
“Pitching Horseshoes,” on advice
of his physicians. He’s set to take
a vacation in Cuba starting Friday
(12) for a few weeks.
During its tenure the Diamond

•

AL TRACE Orchestra

I

situations.

Even with

Transfer

New York

HAKBERS and DALE

SI
*

Na-

forms dre pbtdinable at every Branch Office.

AMERICAN GUILD OF VARIETY

from page

Contiiiiied

and the performers are now look-

arid others.

Write to those

GEORGIA

HAL

Rose

Billy

r.r,.n.l

OBOROB

Philadelphia

A. LliftY,

ItM.erM.w.y, N.w,Y.rk

)

,
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Roxy? N. Y*

-

Al Bernie, Pick ^ Dot Remy,
H.
Maxwell,
Leopold
(28
Spitalny Choral Ensemble
Shaw,
Foster
Gae
Hollace
<iinth
(24), Paul
Roxijettes & Escorts
/[sh House Orch; “Halls of Monreviewed
(20th),
in.
tezuma^*
Variety Hcc. 13, ’50.
flobert

.

new

Roxy’s
one, both

bill

is

an excellent

i

from the viewpoints of
and overall produc-

individual acts

The production,

especially,
sets, lighting,

tion.

P^mEfr

stunning one:
and routine is cleverly concostumes and staging are breathThe ice show has been ceived. ’Payees liked it.
taking.
Overture, a reprise of the year’s
this
with
bill,
more
in
dropped
emphasis on choral and line work, musical hits; with chantoosey Kay
de Witt carrying the solos, gives
but the result l.s a. fine show that
final touch to a hep show.
should attract all types of audiis

a

is

.

Earle, Philly

vividly
and
Philadelphia, Jan. 6.
standing in a sort of White basin
Ted Mack's Amateur Hour Tourset in midstage and bathed in ;
ing
Unit
NO.
1, with Danny DrayHollace Shaw, a
colored lights.
son, Wee Willie Smith, Ray Austin,
goodlOoking soprano, solos taste-

costumed

Smoothly routined and presented
at a fast-moving clip, Ted Mack’s
Amateur Hour Touring Unit No. 1
shapes up as a worthy successor to
the legion of Major Bowes troupes

which have preceded it on the
An understudy for the late

road.

Major and the man who replaced
him on the network. Mack has used
much the same format and technique for his vaude package show,
apparently put together by former
Bowes staffers. The unit has been
assembled, from prize-winners on
Mack’s AM and TV programs, and
it is neatly introed by Danny Drayson, an amateur hour alumnus who
is now an emcee on the pro cir-

Gal’s splits are solid,
jmd male’s somersaults with roller
skates in hands get a strong reception.

tine scores.

Harpist Robert Maxwell clicks
with a couple of classical pieces,
Set^
sot in part to swing tempo.
ting for this turn is also spectacular. with Maxwell ^sitting in the
White basin, surrounded by 20-odd
Lightbeautifully gowned girls.
ing In this sequence is especially
For the closing production
fine.
bit, members of the chorus and

on the screen.

When

song, title of
“Halls of Montezuma,” flashes on
the screen and the show is over.
Paul
It’s a neat transition trick.
Ash house orch does its usual fine
Chan.
showbacking.
job of
their

C'apitol,

Wash*

Washington, Jan.
*

!

!

!

i

from the start. Go on to “I Wanna
Be Loved By You.” with gal
supplying the boop-bpop bedoop
touches, while her gangling partner adds comedy and background.
Gal takes over in “I Love the Guy.”

i

!

)

;

I

I

j

'

i

;

;

brass,

the

a

.session

i

brisk number to pave the way for orch backgrounds neatly.
He’s reMeStay.
terper Saxey Williams.
viewed under New Acts as is the
Ming Sing Troupe of acrobats.
Getz returns: later to toot an okay
novelty, “Sian’s Mood.” on the
tenor sax for fair returns.
Continued from page 2
assi.sted
by
Fletcher,
Dusty
George Wiltshire and Sybil Lewis, Lupirto and introduced by her in
hold down the house comedy .slot. ?‘Not Wanted,” is regarded by
'

.

Ballo

Baltimore, Jan.

,

I

,

llippoilriiiiio,

)

i

<

the extra television build-up'
stage amateurs have been absent for a time and perhaps are
about due again. House was virtufull at the Saturday night
«1'.V
soow caught.
Qagh.

C'ouple make a fast entrance
with a novelty time, and get payees

(

) ,

mg

'

7.

The Chords
displaying power in her pipes "(2
McFarland Sc Brown, Store
which belie her size. Then Car Evans, Jo Lombardi House Orch
penter gives his version of “Where
12 )
-‘Emergency
Wedding’*
Their ‘’stick-up” bit and “patern- Metro as a find and was .co-staired
J)id You Get that Girl,” again
(Col),
ity” routine net only a ,so-so replacing the accent on novelty and
with Red Skelton in. “Excuse My
Glib.
personality. Duet again in“Won-|
Nicely variegated layout has Jo sponse.
Du.st.” Mala Powers, another Luderful You” and come back with Lombardi and house orch on stage
pinb find, first appeared in femme
an old novelty tune, “Row, Row, to back up well routined quintet
CJiieiijSo.riii
producer’s “Outrage.” at HKO.
Row.'
Team gives impression of of entries climaxed by Patti Page
Chicago, Jan. 5.
then co-starred with Jose FeiTcr In
wlvolesomeness and iinstudied nat- which draws instant recognition on
Red Skelton, Lane Bros.; Nancy Stanley Kramer's “Cyrano; do Berural ne.ss that puts them right oh chirp's entrance and a solid send- Donovan, Peggy Ryan Si Ray Mcgerac.” Debbie Reynolds, who got
top.
Effect of gaucheness they off for the windup. It’s reflecting Donald. Louis Basil Orch; “Three
away to highly promising start in
give at times only serves to accent itself at the b.o. as well,
Husbands'* (UA).
Metro’s “Two Week-s With Love,”
appeal. What terping they do is'
Three Dees open with okay aero
effective, but not up tp level of .stuff on a bar, after whiqh the
Red Skelton, film comic, who is is now to star with Gene Kelly in
1 heir singing.
Chords, duo of impressionists, give making this hi.s .second stop in her next production.
Although seen in several minor
Cy Reeves clicks .with his dead- out with instrumental takeoffs for string of per.sonal appearances, is
pan comedy routine. Comic keeps a solid sesh, McFarland and Brown working under three handicaps. foies, Nancy Davis came to the fore
ni sad faced, Brooklyn character -get laughs with panto followed by Physically,
he had a b$d ‘Cold, in |ik)fe.VtSehajw'’s
*
.*/*'
Heitr
As Jaihbs^Vhit
throughout, and response buiids Steve Evans in an interlude of which hampers much of his de- Voii
You’ Hedr
as he goes along. Special gimmick funny bits highlighted by the w.k. livery and is probably the reason hiore’s expectihg spoq.'^b.
Paula
^
are his Brobklynesque parodies on /Polish drunk skit which draws he has eliminated his sock piece of Raymond
drew attentibri for her
tlie better known Stephen Foster maximum response.
gin-drinking
bit. work
the
'business,
in
of
Metro’s “Duche.ss
tunes, as well as on. “Ole Man
Miss Page’s disking has built Secondly, he works between each Idaho,” “(Crisis” and “Gi^und.s for
RU er.” Gets plenty of laughs and her into a potent draw and every act, also emceeing, but it doesn’t MaiTiage,” but still must find the
Walks off to fine returns,
number was avidly received bn give, liis own stint time to build. role which definitely will set her
Sleeper of show turn.s out to be show caught. She was a gobd style He come.s on cold, wltlioui fanfare
soaring.
the 7 Mar-Vels* who turn their with a vocal and had no trouble or buildup, and has to work upJudy Holliday, who created top
His last
vurtain raising .stint into a show- in getting the nio.st out of good hill from there on in.
barbs
at the Presi- femme role in Broadway producrtopping click. This is one of most arrangements of “Back in Your handicap is his
dazzling aero acts ever seen here. Own Backyard.” “All My Love;
dent, some of which brtng laugh- tion of “Born Yesterday .” came to
films in “Adam’s Rib.” evincing a
jleam of four men and three gals “Sundown” and ‘‘Tennessee ter. and .some are unfunny.
She
do some hair-raising stunts of Waltz.”
Skelton has a keen observation fine flair for high comedy.
Burm.
on human quirks and his opening starred in Columbia’s “Boi‘h Veshounding from teeter boards in all'
Biz okay.
Patti Page^ 3 Decs,
)

(

;

'

;

largely the oldies of the

who
“I’m

j

i

’20’s

an unusual

;

I

is

is

I

I

flaming

Nancy Donovan

treat, a straight lyric soprano,
starts off with a comedy tune,

;

j

of act

they go through some fancy rope
skipping, with one prone and the
other balancing on his legs-.

,

I

‘

and in line for a scholarship, is a
violinist of merit. Henry Nordeoi
mandolirtist
recruited from Tuesallbrightest
is
Capitol, lineup
around bill seen here in months. day (2) night’s program, displays
considerable
skill.
Show’s pace is fast, and general
Most solid applause vvent to Wee
level is top drawer throughout.
Headliners Carleton Carpenter Willie Smith, a tapdancer in the
and Debbie Reynolds do a hep job “Bo jangles” tradition of terping,
of living up to the intensive job and said to be a protege of Bill
of tub thumping which preceded Robinson. Smith also adds some
them here. Metro has a couple of startling leaps and splits to his
winners in this appealing team of heel-and-toe work. Another peryoungsters. It’s a loss to vaude former who rocked the house was
that their current two city tour Jerry Ziering, an okay trumpeter
(D. C. and New York) is solely part who scored with his soloing of
Pair “Dark Eyes.” Dolores DePuglia, a
of the build-up for films.
complement each other handsbme- chirper in the semi-classic school.
ly, both in contrast between the does nicely with “Giannina Mia.”
outsized Carpenter and the dimin- Carol Bi’ickley was an okay closing
utive Miss Reynolds, as well as in act with a song routine worked
voice and manner. They impress around some clever impersonations
as the tvpical Joe College and his of barnyard animals. Mack’s show
gal of the ’20’s
brought up to should have all the pull and excitedatc. As a matter of fact, material ment of. the Bowes units, includ:

[

'

Lone Song'* (M-G),

—

i

:

brash puppet “Skinny,’* to hand
out “Comic” insults to the stubholders.,
Phil Robinowitz, three
times winner on the Mack program

5.

Carleton Carpenter .Sc Debbte
Reynolds, Cy Reeves, Mar-Vels
-Pagan
(2);
(7), Martin Bros.

femme

I

Like the air audiences, the Earle
customers seem very responsive to
the stage hopefuls and the reception is fine right down the line.
The Porcaro Family, two girls and
a boy, offer hand-balancing and
good enough acrobatics in the
opening slot. Celia Recupero, in
the No. 2. slot, steps up things with
her assured mugging and forceful
delivery of “If I Knew You Were
Coining” and “The ’Thing.” Ray
Austin, a former theatre usher
from upstate, gets, laughs with
his ventriloquy turn, using his

they finish
the picture,

doll all "bver the stage, taking
pratt falls, falling in thQ Bit; all
pulling for laughs: .^ith the1aid;of
a soft hat he depicts his radio
characters with junior getting the
biggest hand. For closer he re-!
prises his morning
satire
with the girdle tussling gamering
the biggest jmeks.
Lane Bros, are an excellent opener with their acfo work.
Duo’s
strongest hand is received when

I

cuits.

Marine uniforms in
line appear
front of an American flag flashed

players in Hollywood.
Tony Ciirtis, 'at Universal-International, is considered one of that
fetudlq’fi ijrightest homes. He 'starred
in> ‘^a’her* Pfiqqq
’Thief'.for his first rtfeliar'role. -PrevibiislY.
he appeared in “City Across the
River;” Piper Laurie; starlet Who
debuted in Urs“Lpuisa,” costarred with Curtis in“Thief,’'
preceding this Opposite Donald
O’Connor in “The Milkman.”*'
Debra Paget, who will be recalled for her performance as
James Stewart’s Indian wife in
20th-Fox’s ‘•Broken Arrow,” was
rewarded by studio with star role
in “Bird of Paradise.”
Mitzi Gerber, now Mitzi Gaynor, scored in

in his system pounding a

\

.

ill

mayhem

and terday.” Press preview has mad*
her one of the most talked-pf new

is rib-

•

Phil Robinowitz, Dolores De Puglia, Jerry Ziering, Celia Recupero,
Porcaro Family, Henry Norden,
Carol Brickley, House Orch. (16);
'*When You're Smiling** (Col),

The
with the ensemble.
Escorts parade in full-dress military uniform and then join the
Roxyettes in some fine precision
Dancing is
set to Scotch music.
very well choreographed, and the
line’s execution is smart and sUre.
Comic A1 Bernie comes in with
some bid material and some new,
Gags
but registers With both.
cover the gamut from psychiatry
to family life, and he clicks best
Dick & Dot
with the latter.
Remy’^^ comic aero and adagio rou-

iully

motion picture palace help
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“My Blue Heaven,” then was
Just a Little Girl from Little handed
star part in“Take Care of
Rock,” but her voice is heard to
My Little Girl.” Walter (Jack)
better advantage oh “September
Song.” She finished with a rau- Palance attracted attention for
cous version of “It’s the Same Old ‘’Panic in the Streets,” follbwed
Shillalah.”
Peggy Ryan and Ray by “Halls of Montezuma,” both for
McDonald have pblished their 20th.
Charlton Heston was brbugTit to
terp routine with imitations of famous hoofers in challenge fashion screen by Hal Wallis in “bark
registering neatly. Youthfulness of City,” and UI imported J. Scott
Clark, George Johnstone (2) and the pair plus zany actions of the Smart, star of radio’s ”The Fat
the James Denas Trio—are in the gal also’ add to good reception. Man” series, from New York to tee
Basil orch does the backing off a film series of whodunits
New Act column. Of the remainder Louis
Zabe.
based on same program. UI also
Zelda Santley is ah old timer who in brisk style.
enticed Josephine Hull west for
made headway under the Keith
Casino, Toronto
Albee regime, West';& Lexipg are
“Harvey,” to enact same role she
Toronto, Jan. 51
veteran two-man comedy team and
created in the play.
Alex Nicol
Delta Rhythm Boys (5), Trudi snagged term pact at UI as result
Al Gordon and Wells & The Four
Fays are standard turns who fre- Richards^ Slate Bros. & Terry Lane, of his first screen appearance in
Carol Sc Chafni, Bob Goodman, “The Sleeping City.”
quently hit the plushier circuits.
In the ancient-vintage dept. Miss 'Jim Wong Troupe
Archie
(4),
Carla Balenda is still unseen by
Santley does little more than sug- Stone House Orch; “Lore Happy** the public, but already has played
gest her former ability to mow '(UA).
femme leads in four RKO films, aU
down audiences. While her material
On all-round talent and pace, unreleased. Patrice Wymore paired
is in a modern idiom, her delivery
Flynn in Warners
Errol
doesn’t make the impact that would current Casino bill is potent fare. with
indicate complete audience accept- Chief lure is the Delta Rhythm “Rocky Mountain,” and Barbara
co-starred
Payton
with James CagBoys, with Trudio Richards getting
ance.
Slate Bros., with ney in “Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye,’*
West & Lexing are an oldie equal billing.
inking contract wuth Cagney Procomedy and straight man combo, Terry Lane, are holdovers.
whose gab at the start doesn’t hit
Delta Boys score with such dis- ductions as a. result.
too hard, but once they go into clicks as “Gypsy in My SbuL” “Got
Frank Lovejoy; after an imprestheir song, work, generate enough You
Under My Skin,” “Lover sive first appearance in Kramer’s
interest to walk off to healthy .Come Back,” “Bewitched” and a “Home of the Brave,” starred in
applause.
travesty on the “Rigoletto” quartet. Robert Stillman’s first solo producAr Gordon has a top dog turn With the neat piano backgrounding
tion, “The Sound of Fury,” and cdwith recalcitrant mutts who rare- 'of Rene De Knight, the lads garner starred with Joan Crawlord in Warly obey instructions. He’s expert top audience response and had to
ners’ “Goodbye, My Fancy.” Also
in handling the hounds and point- begoff when caught.
at Warners, Gene Nelson scored
ing up the comedic highlights of
Bill gets off to a brisk start with with his dancing in “Tea for Two.’*
the act. Gordon has strongest act
house band on stage in a cokirful
Jan Sterling drew star billing in
of the bill.
setting and Jim Wong troupe open- Billy Wilder’s “Ace in the Hole” at
Wells & The Four Fays punch out
ing with agile risley work and Paramount, after a few minor
their aero and tumbling work to
iheadstands at top tempo to big re- roles. Polly Bergen screen-bowed
provide a solid closer. This novelty
Carol Sc Charni, person- in “At War With the Army,”
turn has sufficient zip and bounce ception.
with
able youngsters in evening clothes,
to win a huge mitt.
Jose.
Martin and Lewis, and followed
follow in harmonica duets; with a
with
that
lead
in
Nat
Holt’s
“Ford
lusty “Spanish Fantasy” medley
Apollo«» X. Y.
scoring, and then a begoff finale Savage.” Barbara Rush is another
Ella Fitzgerald, Errol Garner in which the lad plays trumpet Paramount contractee of consider( 3
Stan Getz Orch
11
Saxey with girl partneT on the bass viol. able promise. She played opposite
Plenty
of
admiring
Williams, Ming ,Sing Troupe
whistles Charles Boyer in Dauglas Sirk’s
5
Dusty Fletcher & Co. (3); “Red from the juves for Trudi Richards,, production, “The First Legion’ for
lusty redhead in a strapless white her initial film work, thereafter
Desert'* (SG).
gown, whose throaty delivery of shared lop spot with John BarryElla Fitzgerald's fine warbling [“Thinking of You”
quiets
’em. more, Jr., in “Quebec.” She’s also
and Errol Garner’s neat pianistics With the mannerisms of a j^ounger in Paramount’s “The Goldbergs.’*
dominate the Apollo's current bill. Mae West, Miss Richards has no Lalo Rios, Mexican actor, bowed in
Spotted in the closing groove, the difficulty in getting her “Triie to Pine-Thomas’ “The Lawless.”
hefty songstress again emphasizes You” across and then, for a switch
Miroslava, European actress, enher vocal ability with sock inter- in tempo, finishes with “Tennessee tered pictures
as feihme lead in
pretations of “Marshmallow Sky,” Waltz” and “Skating Waltz” to
Columbia’s
“The Brave Bulls ” Rex
“Mule
Train”
“Peridido” ;wham reception.
and
Comedy highlight is the zany .Allen launched his cowboy career
among others. It’s .solid stuff which
antics of the Slate Bros,, held over at Republic 'with “Arizona Covvgets well-earned applause,
,
Accompanied by bass and drums. [for their Rita Hayworth and Ali boy.” David Wayne did neat light
Garner shows an excellent tech- :Khan routine, their ballplayer and comedy job in “Adam’s Rib” at
nique in fingering the ivories. His umpire bit in pantomime, their Metro, establishing himself on the
then
entered
arrangements of such tunes as ;ieat soft-shoe dancing and loose- .screen,
dramatic
“Body and Soul” and “This Can’t legged, easy Charleston. The boys realm as star of Seymour NebenBe Love” are clever and original. also get a neat assist from the vel- jzal’s production of “M.” Peter
Bell-like tone of his treble is par- vet-voiced Terry Lane, who should Graves did a telling job w ith his
ticularly effective. Offs to strong shortly have a single act of her first Vole in Ventura Productions*
own. To round out the entire en- “Rogue River.” Vaughan Monroe
applause.
Stan Getz's crew, comprising joyable proceedings. Bob Goodman entered western films v\’ith star role
three rhythm, four reed and four acts as m.c. in his usual commend- in Republic’s “Singing
Guns.”
able .style, 'Archie Stone house
with
opens

on a

Scotch motif, with the choral ensthnble

bit about theatregoing types

other theatres successfully.
The
house has demonstrated the durability of the vaudfilmer as an entertainment medium despite the
obstacles of low budgets, small
seating capacity and a tough audience comprising oldtimers who
remember the Palace in its heyday.
In all; Sol Schwartz, Bill Howard,
Danny Friendly and staged Dave
Bines have proved a successful
combination in masterminding this
house.
The current display indicates the
difficulty in procuring sufficient
turns to supply the needs Of this
theatre. The first four turns on this
session—The Latinos (2), Chet

Lowe,

criccs,

Key production number

HOUSE REVIEWS

kinds of combos. There’s a bell
Palace, N*. Y*
ringing climax, in which one of
Latinos (2), Chet Clailf', GkOMC.
the girls does a two-and-a-half
J
ohnstone
(2), James Dengs Trio,
somersault from, a high board on
to the teeter bbard| and thence Al Gordon, Zelda Santl^il,JJWfist
Don
on to a chair perched high on Sc Lexing, Wells Sc 4
partner’s shoulders. Act rates the Albert House Orch; '*The Killer
that
Stalked
New
York'*
re*
(Col)
cheers it gets.
Martin Bros, round out bill with viewed in Variety Dec. 6, ’50,
a marionette act that combines
The Palace goes into the New
with the wire manip^9™?
Year with a comparatively good
display. This ancient Vauder in ^ts
the small figures in the large
reincarnatioh as a stageshow stand
house, illusion of pint size humans
has showcased a myriad of new
is
sustained.
Technique is top turns, many of which have played
drawer

.

;

_

Two

top personalities

known

to

millions, one through radio and
television, the other through grand
opera and Broadway stage, also

came to the .screen. Gertrude Berg
made her first aDpeararice in Paramount’s “The GoldbeVgs.”
Ezio
Pinza, who some years ago did brief
job in “Carnegie Hall,” teed off his
Metro contract ;as star of “Mr. ImperiUm:” The public has not had
the opportunity as yet, to voice,
judgment bn either per.soriiiiity.
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Film recordings bf
NBC’s Wedne.sday and Sunday
night shows aipne will provide the
GIs with some of the" top cbme-

tertalnment.

•;

dians in the bu.siness. including
such personalities as Eddie Cantor,

Jimmy Durante, Ed Wynn, Danny
Thomas, Bob Hope, Dean Martin
and Jerry Lewffk and their supporting casts. while the Gis could see
Jack Benny, Frank Sinatra. Ken
-

Murray and others via CBS kines.
Show.s would either be spliced
together to provide an hour or an
continuous enhour-and-a-lialFs
tertainment, or could be run separately in conjunction with regular
theatrical films, which have tong
been furnislied the armed forces
by the film Industry.
'
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tumes, Billy Livingston: $3 mi7ii($4.50 Sat. and holidays).

5°™?
2-for-l ratio it's pretty
I® goodjnit^ on a flagwaver
foliowing the socko four
(^amera cues that inhibit his demonths that Edith Piaf enjoyed “Broadway” based; on Tenement livery and audiences that laugh in
Symphony
idea.
the wrong places -these are items
here
«
*
^ j
that Danny Thomas won’t have to
m
It’s to the credit of the Misses
‘
“
himself with for the next
Fiorlnee DesnSnd and® TerlsI bro"ke fn’Sf Larrf^Pofter^
Brewer that they’re doing the com- wood, and have been going good couple of weeks, during, his hiatus
from television. An hiatus from
In fact, ever
petent jobs evidenced.
since.
Eddy is a paraplegic/’
they re a pair who didn t fear to ^vorks from wheel chair, but grabs TV for Thomas turns put to be
nothing more, of course, than a
tread in the Gallic gal s spot;
g,^gy
gyj^pg^^j^y
at the GopacaV two-week booking
more Potent
there were sevciai
several iiiyic
incre
PV'-cm
_ anv cafe
ration for miming tal^
actions to “Animal date for that matter, can always be
s
prof
esu
bookmg *f^eTr!t was sound^
Tony’s Kathryn GrayDoubling
s“onal dUmtion
son solo, to coupling of ribtickling Thomas. Fifty minutes, or more,
r u
ui
^
Piaf heat blew
Bing and Mary Martin “Wait ’Til oh a cafe floor, three tirnes a night,
there was a hurdle vin Henri SaU^j.^g
Shines Nellie,” displays are nothing compared to the trials
vador, French, Senegalese singej:,
timing.
Eddy’s Beatrice Kay that a cbmedlan must undergo in
version of VLonesoniest .Gal” gar- video.
sailles but who, the_ management
^offs all the way, with team
At the Copa there are no camfelt,
mugging “McDonald Had a, Farm,” eras
with their complex cue lights,
mosphere, despite his^Paris
Cold Outside” for nor are there apt to be any laughs
N,Pk Prounis (&^i^mold_Ross^jgQli^^^
Nick
from
the audience in the wrong
field) even journeyed to ^Quebec,
in
Dancers
Arden - Fletcher
places. On the opehing night of his
to catch him in the Canuck belt.
contrib Copa
breathtaking
costumes
booking,
Thomas really
The two femmes range- from three production numbers. Johnny whammed
’em with a routine of
adeguate to good for the course. Boswell chants for all three and
hew
and
old
material
that cOuld
Miss Brew'er is an attractive, Hit emcees okay. Carlton Hayes crew
hardly fail to miss whatever the
Parade sort of a songstress whose turns in fine showbacking. Will.
medium.
And
he
had
trouble
getclick “Music, Music, Music” and
ting away from ah applauding
kindred London diskings chiefly
mob.
account for her Versailles opportu%’al Room* Rositon
For the first half hour Thomas
nity.
She's young, almost adoles(COPLEY PLAZA HOTEL)
is dishing out new material
and
better
than
appearance,
a
in
cent
Boston, Jan. 2.
all
of it sOck, For his last 20 minbut still in
band singer, of course,
Hildegarde with Salvatore Gioe utes opening night he gave out
....
u- u
that hyper-rhythmic \diom which
g^bbt/ Norris Orch (8) cover with some of his familiar comedy,
means, in short, that she lacks the $3 59,
but this was inevitable only benecessary stature for this class!
\
cause it was what the table-holdShe does all right, and
room.
society’s dar- ers wanted.
It was 50 minutes of
misht even aoDrecia e he^^^^
expert
craftsmanship in holding.
JecInWn if ^she^ trimmed
^ couple of weeks, and an audience witli a monOlog roureoCrtoire which includes ‘Them
Continuing to win friends and tine that ran the gamut of stories,
Snfprp
^
ComeM
“47
'influence pepole with her unique songs, jokes and satire.
And all
•DooW'
‘‘Tho
^,
of entertainment Whatever of it done with a pacing that never
Town
“LonesomJst
Gal An
allowed the audience to slip from
“Honky-Tonkin”’ and “Old Man
his grasp for a, moment.
Mose.” The reprise of song titles
In “Competition Blues,” Thomas
on
tough

of turn.
Sad-faced comedian uncorks a continuous series of quickies, which never build to the payoff; yet as it Stands it’s very funny
stuff add Bishop lets it fly with a
fine touch.
Part of the. trouble is
that it’s too fast and too subtle for
most of the patrons. Comic finally
resorts to some situation gags that
net yocks, but encounters trouble
again in finding a big chuckler to
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Emerald

Rih.f ilonstoii
(SHAMROCK HOTEL)

Sophie Tucker, Nick
band; minimum $3.50.

I

Sophie Tucker scored the greatsock ever recorded in The

est

18 months of lively
life, when She opened New Year’s
Eve and sang for two nitery rooms
crowded with customers.

—

Except for New Year's night,
big room ( cap. 850 ) had
about 650 house, she’s a solid sellout for her eight-day engagement
here. From the moment she comes
om glittering with jewels and a
sequined gown,; wearing a black

.
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'^'^'Ssiders, solid.

^
At show caught, during Hub’s
i^P^t blizzard of season, which

I

held
I

down

pM

covers,

the

1_

.

G^ehestra, Play,”

J

Paris

,faves, “I

and

Don’t

a potpourri of

1920

Know Why,” “Deed

Do” and others

of the era. Sandwiched. in were stints of ’88ing,
kibitzing with ringsiders, batoning
I

the

band

through
*

aU the accent

This

is

her

S

“Home Town

of c“are.
informality.
first

appearance

,

|

i

1

i

I

Elie.

Cafe Society

Downtown

(NEW YORK)

i

Society

Downtown

has
booked in two acts for the lean
January trade, but if word-of-mouth
gets around about this bill it
might do as well as any that’s been
in the room during the year. Intimery has impressionist Arthur
Cilcz Parce9 €hl
Blake and calypso singer Josephine
Chicago, Jan. 5.
Premice both handing in topnotch
Al Morgan, Joey Bishop, Rita.
performances and providing an ex& Alan Farrell.,. Rich France &
cellent show.
Lucille Bartoe, Chez Paree AdofMiss Premice, who’s back from ables
(10), Manuello Band (4),
a European tour, mixes her slightly Cee Davidson
Orch (10); mini
naughty calypsos with a couple of mum $3.50, couCr
$1;
American tunes, but it’s the former
that register best. CJaTs. voice and
This ace supper spot is gambling
movements elicit a maximum of again with its fourth Consecutive
attention from the customers, and low-biidget show,
with all indicaher niaterial makes the entire stint tions that it may currently fare beta Solid one. Her delivery of the ter businesswi.se.
For headliner
Las
Painted
two pops,“One More for the Road” Al Morgan, whoTl obviously pull
a
(DESERT INN)
and “You Go to My Head,” are big segment
his
teevee
of
fans, it
Las Vegas, Dec. 26.
dramatic.
marks a big leap. And though lacking the polish demanded here ,he
Green, ^ddi*
on® for*’ bitter still gets across
lohnny Boswen,,;Arde„.Fietcheri than a half-hour® and drawing a haunters iri good with the regular
style.
Dancers (9),' Carlton Hayes Orch continuous stream of
yocks.
He
Most of the pianist-singer’s apno cover, no .minimum.
( 10 )
combines good physical and vocal peal is in
his ability to sock across
miming iwith some excellent ma- a tune without any
adornments,
Gypsy Rose Lee using familiar terial, and the result is
solid and as fast and punchy as possible.
nitery act' leaves moderate impres- humor. Especially
good is' his Simultaneously, his piahoing is
sion, yet is sufficiently sock mar- physical aping
of femme celebriqee to put ropes up both shows ties. His best routines, especially done with his arriis flailing, while
the Cee Davidson orch Unleashes
nightly, so far.
Hitting tmvn dur- from The point
mg one of its peak periods has/are takeoffs on Louella Parsons the brass and foot cymbals to rock
him
across. Fact that Morgan lost
helped.
Orson Welles and TalluIah Bank- patron
attention on the slower
Gypola comes on after line hum- head,
tunes might cue a revamping of his
ber with glib chatter introducing!
Phil Napoleon and his Original material for this spot.
Series of
four semi-nude paraders, clothes Memphis Five play some authen- Slow ballads
from the 1930 era bogs
ifemme a la Alphonse Berge. It’s tic, driving Dixieland numbers, for him down, but
he has the ringsidMiss Lee’s verbiage^ which sells, the show and after. Cliff Jackson’s ers setting
up contagioi with
turn containing little else^ for intermission 88ing is .as sophisti- “When You’re
Smiling” “Sioux
speedy curtain raiser. After interim cated and imaginative as ever.
City Sue” and “Nobody’s Babv ”
'
of two acts and line number, she
Chan.
Morgan drops a few sallies to cue

(3)

)

minimum,

’

$3.

There hasn’t been any marke;d
is a change in either
format, reperLondon's toire or personnel since Cugat
Some make a bold played this spot six months ago.
pitch to attract the customers
with His revue is still a lavish Latin
name attractions, but the Bagacircus— colorfully garbed arid welltelle, like the majority
of late stocked with sexy femmes
that
night .cafes, has chosen a standard adds up to topflight entertainment.
Pios two bands as a patronage If anything, Cugat is soft-pedaling
his music output and putting more
.^u^ent attraction, has emphasis on individuai turris. Band
played this spot before with suc- plays only two numbers, “Cuban
cess/
In present stint she iriain- Mambo” arid “Begin the Beguirie,”
tains her .rep as an international rest of the time backing the hoofchirper with a wide range of num- ers and singers.
ber? ?ung In- English, French,
Chirper Abbe Lane does three
numbers in adequate fashion. She’s
Italian and other languages.
It
adds up to mleasing diversion, a
sexy
brunet,
advantageously
sparked by her vivacious per- garbed but her renditioris of “AH
My Love” and “Quanto Le Gusta”
sonality.
Accompanying self fOr the most are at the best only stock. She’s
part on.^ guitar, the chanteuse much better with the opener, “One
follows the usual custom at this At a Time,” Which is delivered via
Mayfair cafe in pla^ng two sep- some exciting torso iriotions. Dularate spots. She fills each stanza cina and Carmencita spend the
for 20 to 30 minutes with a half most part of the 45-minute show in
a perpetual hoofing turn on the
dozen numbers each time.
Few
of her tunes are in the popular bandstand. Latter gal comes down
Vein, but she has some pleasing midway for a solo showing some
continental offeririgs and a cute punchy and authoritative terping.
Eddie Kpzak registers solidly
“Bumble Bee” novelty which regiswith a marimba turn. Lad is inters strongly.
Another appealing ventive
with the sticks and shows
tune is an Irish folk song, ^‘Spinto good advantage with “Tea For
ning Wheel.”
Two” and “Hungarian Rhapsody.’’
The Arnold Bailey Swingtet pro- Afro-Cuban warbler
Otto Bolivar
vides neat backgrounding, while contributes
“Babalu” in good style
Edmundo Ros Rhumba outfit han- and tambourinist
El Gringo is efdles the dance sets.
Myro.
fective with “Tico Tico.”
Mel.

The post-(^ristmas season
of

—
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Vegas
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Rin.9 I.ns Vegas
(HOTEL LAST FRONTIER)

;

I

I

Ramona

.

,

Rm*9

Liuz.

Las Vegas, Jan. 1.,
Jack Carson, Yvette, Honey Bros.
Tommy
Wells; Al Donahue’g
mink stole and orchids and a fantastic new^ hair-do, Texans take to Orch (11); no covef-^o minimum.
her and raise the roof with encores.
Jack Carson, brough on at openSpecial favorite is her cavalcade of
Tucker songs. Which brings in ing, cues Customers by saying, “It
oldies with the inevitable “Some might not be the greatest show you
ever saw, still it Won’t be the
tells about the non-pro “comics” of These Days.”
Frdz.
worst!”
The affable comedian
who heckle the pros with their
works all through this new stanza
own jokes. They bring their own
Ciro’s H^wood
at
the
Froritier,
introducing acts,
audiences, who laugh long and
tossing in jibes.
Should do okay
nir
« Hollywood, Jan. 5.
loud at everything these non-pros
Martha
Stewart
,
8c
Blackburn
biz.
say. These hecklers, says Thomas,
Twins, Lindy Doherty, Dick Stabile
Comedian inserts a couple of
now don’t, drink anymore it ruins Orch (8),
Marco Rizo RhUmband blackout sketches, a running gag,
their timing.
(5); couer, $1.50, $2.
working with Tommy Wells, Yvette
“It’s Only in the Mind,” with its
and Honey Bros. Takes turn sing^
exceptionally clever lyrics, is a
Sock show for Sunset Strip ing “Never Met^ a Texan,”
and does
psychological
excursion
into
ai
sophisticates in this 45-minute lay- riraight
on “Melancholy Baby,”
State of mind, followed by his out
with which boniface Herman while Honey Bros, pull
spoofing of an alleged picture
an aeroHover expects to get 1951 off to a comedy stuff for big
based on “South Pacific.”
In it
yocks.
profitable
start.
Indications are
the lyric punches home: “There is
Honeys’ slapstick and terping is
he h succeed with little difficulty. on
nothing like this dame— she is
the zany side, doing nipups and
./Headlined Martha Stewart and flipoyers, tossing each other about
built like a wonderful guy.”
His
“Wailing Syrian” comes the Blackburn Twins are a cinch for boffs.
later, and it’s a* masterpiece of lure for a spot of this kind. They
Yvette, good looking blonde with
timing and mood that he punctu- dish smart songs and patter slick- classy chassis, offers “Great Day
ly
and
keep
ringside attention high Manana,”
ates with throwaway humor that
“Enchanted Evening,”
with their half-hour turn. Twins, of sells big with trib to
constantly tickles the risibilities.
Caruso, LauOtherwise, this is an alLnew course, are the backbone of the der arid Cohan in special “Old Phoshow that includes Harrison & Pa- act with their smart stepping, espe- nograph Record.” Throaty chantricia, hoofers; Harbers & Dale, cially a strong “mirror” routine toosey wiris solid applause.
ballroom stuff, plus Sonny Calello capitalizing on their twinship. Miss
CarsOn, in and out all the way,
and Regina Price for the produc- Stewart has a couple of solo offers returns to set up finale with everytion singing, Marilyn Murray, song- ings that register well, but she one on cornballing “Ozark Boogie
stress, was replaced by June Hut- shows off best when working with Woogie,”
winding with serious
Hie boy% as in “Shimmy Like My
ton after opening night.
“Whifferipoof Song,” with audience
Harrison & Patricia go over in Sister Kate,” “Baby It’s Gold Out- participating.
and a smash “Movies Are
their brief hoofing, while Harbers side
Al Donahue bows in this frame,
& Dale do standard ballroom stuff, Better than Ever” routine.
opens with medley of western
the
with
male doing some good
Sh^ opener is singer Lindy tunes,
which could be replaced with
lifts;
Doherty who essays four numbers
With a workman-like score writ- in the 12 minutes allotted him. something not quite so waltzy*
Maestro flips looks show in neat
ten by Joan Edwards and Lynn Music chores are neatly
by style.
Will.
Duddy— and the always-sock cos- Dick Stabile and Marco shared
Rizo comtuming by Billy Livingston this is bos.
Kap.
a show that generally satisfies.
Marine Dining R’ni9 Clil
And, as usual, there's the expert
(EDGEWATER BEACH HOTEL)
show-playing and straight dance
Ra^atelle^ London
Chicago, Jan. 4.
music by Michael Durso and Latin
London,
Xavier Cugat orch ( 17
Dec.
27.
until
^
terps by Fernando Alvares.
Viera, Edmundo
Ros Rhumba Abbe Lane, Carmencita, Dulcina,
Band, Arnold Bailey Swingtet' Eddie Kozak; minimum
Kahn.
$3.50.

—

some

Cafe

Nat Brand Wynne arid his orch
provide deft backing of the show
arid keep the floor crowded during the dance sessions. Versatile
cf eW is ‘equally at horiie with the
bouncy or sweet, with the maestro’s
nimble-fingering at the keyboard
sparking the outfit.
Biz Capacity at show caught.

.

Hearted Men” (“New Moon” exJosephine
Premice,
Arthur
cerpt); and her excellent Hilde- Blake, Phil Napoleon Orch
(6),
garde takeoff round it out. Thus, Cliff" Jackson; minimum, $4.00.
of the pix personalities are
On the lightweight
overboard.
side, obviously included for ultratopical values, is the Irene Dunne“Mudlark” ((^ueen Victoria) impression which lacks punch.
By and large Miss Desmond has
Her ima tiptop protean turn.
pressions are literate and her approach adult.
She has substance
for the better niteries, and delivers handily here.
Emile Petti and Panchito bands
continue with their usually worthwhile society and Latin tempos.
the
manage*
despite
Business,
meni’s alleged contrast to the extraordinary Piaf grosses/ appears
Abel.
good.

The tall, attractive dancer
displays a thorough grounding in
the aero terp line, executing good
turns, twistS) flips and whirls: to
plenty palm-poiinding.

.

^
local-

In short, hasn’t Miss DesBmbs Bobby Norris took
mond heard about television? pV
However, to get back to her “old- over the baton wielding and he
his
sidemen
acquit^themselves
hadiand
she
subjects,
fashioned”
highwoven a good cavalcade around i^?
of
the
program
was her
the Academy Award. As a matter J/Shts
of fact she is quite topical in her L/OU 11 Remember Vienna” with
yiolimng a soCk obligato,
excerpts; leavening the DeHavilland (“Snake Pit”)-Jane Wyman Stmt adds ^up to neat entertain(“Johnny Belijida”) stuff with the l^^ent with Hildy grabbing plaudits
finale. Salvatore GiOe handles
more topical .Swanson (“Sunset
Blvd.”)-Bette Davis (“All About accomps expertly. Biz good.

Eve”), interspersed with Colbert,
Dietrich, and Ronald Colman. The
British colonel’s version of “St.
Louis Blues”; the lowdown blues
songstress’ conception of “Stout

ever in his return engagement and
well into the room. As usual,
he’s back with a fresh batch of
song lampoons and parodies, the
outstanders being “Dr. Diamond Is
Man’s Best Friend,” “The Picture
of Dorian Schwartz” and an hilarious version of “Shadrack,”
Lewis interweaves ad libs and
gags into numbers and the howls
Come fast and lOud throughout his
,50-rninute stint. The vet comedian
hits
the risibilties continuously
with his deft clowning, an^ has to
beg off. Austin Mack rates bows
fits

—

.

I

'

and

as potent as

is

'

Mil-

jwaukee chantoosey nevertheless
through a solid SO-minute
^1
l^A.
’li—f
^
stint of vocalizing such standards

'th«e“"o^thi?.g"

about
people?

the

The laughmaker

when the

;

;

j

StuarVs

Shamrock’s

0

evidences a sameness in pattern.
She’s essentially a Tin Pan Alley
product, and if One of her platters
catches public fancy to the extent
of a goodly quota of jukebox jits,
that makes for that much added
For
_
porsonals,
distinction.
__ ^
ever, she requires more substance
in routining and repertoire.
Miss Desmond delivers in qualItv ana
and Tirpnaration
erring onlv
preparation, errinff
uy
Her
perhaps on the plus side.
metier constitutes Hollywood impressions; and a strange thought
asserts itself, as she unspools her

at open-

via his gag

song weavings.

spot.

;

|

(NEW ORLEANS)

r

ing night show, particularly in
team’s teeoff Polka number, but for his slick accompaniments.
Eileen O’Dare handles teeoff
garnered good plaudit^ Mel.

i

.

,

off.

showed some nervousness

^

.

him

Terpers Alan and Rita Farrell
score with some neatly executed
routines from turn of the century
and a short jazz-age number. Gal

I

4.

Beverly Country Club

Orleans, Jan. 5.
« Lewis
r
Joe Etvith Austin MacK
^^^ndwynni
doin^ his disclick “Jealous Heart,”
playing fully 14 numbers during Orqh (10); $5 minimum.
the turn.
The puckish Joe E. Lewis is in
Comic Joey Bishop gets off to
slow start with some new material, for a two-weeker in this plush
suburban
spot and is grabbing big
which hampers him for the length
customer response

Calello,

mum

He

Irish

Sonny

I

which has no place here. Singer
walks off Jo good reception after

Regina Price,
Michael Durso Orch, Fernando Alvar es Latin Band; music and lyrics,
Joan Edwards and Lynn Duddy;
staged by Douglas Coudy; coscia,

;

|

Wednesday, Jlinuary 10, 1951

his numbers, which would be betCopacabana, 1V« Y«
Same applies to the
ter left out.
Danny Thomas, Marilyn Murray, hymn,
“Place Where I Worship,”
Harhers< ^ Dale, Harrison 8c Patri-

returns for a peekaboo strip for
Versailles, N. Y*
Florence Desmond, Teresa Brew^ hefty applause.
Jackie Green uses Durante in!f
Emile Petti and Panchito
•r;
presh and *'‘Inka Dinka Doo” to sew
orchs; ^5 minimum.
up his routine. He takes a memCantor’s “Ma,” and
and an 0^*^
comedienne ana
An Enelish
Engusn comeaienne
you Knew Susie,” follows with
American rhythni songstress are
a
Jolson
“Rockabye
My Baby.*’
succeeding one French diseuse,
and it’s no easy assignment. Gags are standard with opening
They’re ^oing all right,- but even tune “Clancy j40wered the Boom”

W

»

!

’

Wednesday, January 10, 1951

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

Jim Morgan, pitchman, atY*
Blue Angel,
Martinique, N« Y.
torney and congressman. SubstiPeart Baile'if, Wally Cox, Paula tuted
Ben Blue, Sid Fields, Richard
a tune, “Ants in Her Pants
Cavanaugh
(5),
Page
Drake,
That She Gets From Romance,” Hayest Roberta Lee, Whippoorwills
Stuart Ross, Harold Cook, Eadie and
(4), Johnny COnrad Dancers (3 ),
a
double-voice
argument Val
minimum
Olman Orch, Ralph Font Orch;
Sc Rack;
finish, with patter filling

55

log of

>

Miami Miteries

>

for five

The Blue Angel currently

offers minutes.

Specialties
include
Barbara
further evidence that proper head- Cook, blond chirper;
Bob Millar,
liners can beat depressive times lyric baritone; Maggi
Nelson
and
in cafes. The Herbert Jacoby-Max Eric Shepard, ballet team,
and Joy
Gordon hospice during this hazard- Skylar and Roscoe French for a
ous post-New Year’s course is do- torrid ^‘Adam’s Eve” dance numing ropes-up business, which is ber. Finish is lively with all hands
somewhat amazing for these times. joining in a hillbilly hoedown.
The chief lure comes from Pearl
Koll.
B.iley, doubling from the leglter
f
“Bless You All." Miss Bailey is
Y.
one of the more entertaining
George De Witt, Roberto &
singers. The colored comedienne
has developed her style of lazy Alicia, Pupi Campo Orch, Lou Marasides to an extremely fine point. tin Orch; ^3.50 minimum.
IShe blends a delightful sense of
Post-holiday lineup at this Latinhumor with her tunes that rocks
is
slightly
ab^
spot
this chichi croWd. Yet it’s a type flavored
0 zanyism that is suitable for any breyiated, but the two acts on the
medium and has clicked in thea- bill supply solid entertainment in
tres. films ^nd video. Most of Miss two long turns; For the regular
Glirtetele,
Piipi Campo’s
Bailey’.s tunes are faimiliar to her rhumba
followers. Bendition of "Ma, He’s orch continues to beat out solid
•

..

—

Havana Madrid, N.

-

Eyes

at
Things,’’

Ijittle

“There’s

Better Than wheeling geniality

Nothing

I.ove” all ShoW-stoppers.

George De

She does

Witt,

^Boniface ^pario

^

Sr

humor

in

this

dls^

manner

aimless

that spores,
tpplining, has

that suggests that

an attractive

thf'^raS

"sfnatrl

;

j

i

W

;

^

Chicago, Dec. 26.

the bar, are playing to unusually cover $1.
heavy audiences because of the
Current lineup in the Empire
W'ait for tables. This duo are one
of
the better four-hand piano Room might signal a new policy
teams able to quiet the sippers in- for xevue producer Merriel Abbott
to follow, judging from sock reJose.
to listening.
There
ception
opening night.
could have been some question as
lionise
to how wise booking the hep
Covington, Ky., Jan. 4.
Halnes-Bonano package here would
VConfetti,'*
an Arden^Fletcher be, especially after a long time
revue, starring the Madmoiselles with more florid attractions. AnAZ) and George Hall, with Jack swer came, however, when ringDurant, Barbara Cook, Maggi Nel- siders failed to slacken applause
son; Eric Shepard, Joy Skylar, Bob after Miss Haines and the Dixie
Millar,
Roscoe French, George Group worked nearly 45 ^minutes.
Floyd, Cordelia Ware, Jack TimChirper and Bonano both do inmers, Bob Snyder Orcli (10)
dividual turns, then merge at the^
inum $3-$3.5Q.
close for duet on» “Saints Go
,

Lookout

m

;

Mose,”

Donn Arden and Ron Fletcher, with Miss Haines and the band
who have produced lines for this parading through the room, between tables while band continues

riff. Thrush, attired simply in
white gown, registers solidly in the
middle slot. She does seven numbers, best of which are the slower
ones, “Object Of My Affections”
and “La Vie En Rose,” both getting original treatments and giving
her a chance to display change-ofpace ballading. Her opener of “I
Feel A Song Cornin’ On,” punchy
treatments of “Bushel and Peck”
and “Sunny Side Up*’ all are solid.
Bonano crew has an effective entrance, with each pf the tooters
filing in parade-style to circus accompaniment. Band plays comsock.
petent Dixieland, with Bonano a
Hour-long show has a decided potent selling factor on trumpeti
Broadway tang and tempo. Ballet Maestro wears a brown derby and
and rhythm numbers and songs uses a red handkelchief over the
have special music and sketches valves a la Armstrong. They open
are dressed with miniature scenic with “Muskrat Ramble,” then pass
trims.
Percy Watkins, Lucille over to “Corrine, Corrine,’* for
Kalleh, Bob Macintosh and IJdme. solid response. It’s their stint with
Berthe are credited for thoseicrea- Miss Haines, however, that’s the
tions.
Bob Snyder’s combo, local winner.
and well set, does a Swell job of
Romano Bros, score with some
backgrounding and ’ dance accom- dazzling aero feats, mixing in some
paniment.
They
so-so comedy and hoofing.
The Madmoiselles, hefty Adnia work fast and smoothly, and are
Rice, and Marcie Stringer and an effective, show pacer. Merriel
Dorothy Kingston, fill three of the Abbott dancers are featured in two
13
spots with
gay tomfoolery. productions numbers}. The opener
Takeoff of the familiar Salvation is a reprise, which lias been done
Army drum bit; in w'hich George many times during the past year,
Ball assisted, drew their most ap- with the femmes terping adequateplause.
ily to the “Minute Waltz,” Other
Hall, a young English-type fun- number, obviously concocted for
ster, changed his early material to jthis show, is only so-so.
Eddie
advantage.
He di.scarded a too- ,0’Ne.?l combo backs show adeMel.
‘‘'peodily delivered character moho- quately*

.

^

Connie Haines, Sharkey Bonano
(6), Romano Bros, (3), Merfemme chirpers creates a
and jivey mood that gets applause. ricl Abbott Dancers (10), Eddie
O’ATcal
Orch (14); minimum $3,50,
Eadie & Rack, the pianists at

opposite Cincy,
spot,
over a long span, are unveiling
“Confetti” as a revue departure,
sans chorines, in nitery entertainment.
A four-week engagement
here, to Jan. 14, permitted reshaping of lineup rehearsed in New
York for an intended swing of the
plush cafe circuit.
Of the nine dance and vocal
specialists in support of the underfined performers, four are femnries
and partly make up for the absence of the traditional ensemble
of lookers
Jack
and steppers.
Durant, comic, was injected for
this date only, and supplies lotsa

|

:

warm Band

Kentucky

j

;

own, and implementation with two

Man

.

!

Empire Room, Chi

Marchin’ In” and “Old

i

,

(PALMER HOUSE HOTEL)

voices are sufficiently interesting
to offer entertainment on their

.

i

set

musical and vocal arrangements.
The musical patterns and male

biz.

Gene

slowly picks up
observations continue; tp
huge share of laughs, His disserta- speed and winds up with an imon boyhood recollections, pact that’s in surprising contrasts
tions
school lectures and a rendition of to his opening bits. Most impres“Tavern on the Town’! for chang- sive part of his turn is his long
ing voice constitute literate humor series Of thumbnail caricatures Of
which
he
celebs
of a type that makes him eligible Hollywood
handles, in the main, with drigi-^
for a smart clientele;
snappy
ad
nality.
Witt
also
is
De
Comes
turn
Another comedy
Miss fibber and exercises that talent by
with Paula Drake’s tunes.
Drake, who played the Village inviting heckling from the cusyanguard sometime ago, is a new tomers, He could improve his turn
item for uptown audiences. Miss considerably by tightening up rouDrake has some excellent material tine at the outset instead of deand a savvy for satire. Her pieces pending on the slow buildup.
on psychotics, a gabby femme tellA standout hoofing session is
ing of her best friend, and a rib furnished by Roberto and AiiGia,
of a femme private peep are ap- who have appeared in this spot
Well-cosbefore.
times
plause-evokers, and are genuinely several
funny. Miss Drake has a tendency tumed and goodlooking, team has
to go somewhat overboard on blue an authentic flamenco flavor. For
lines. It can be jarring inasmuch their closing bit, the duo dish up
as she doesn’t particularly need a jitterbug routine which is tricky
the heavy indigoisms, there are enough, but lacks the exciting flair
enough subtle lines in her catalog of their flamenco heel and castanet
to get the favor of the crowd. Her clicking.
Lou Martin orch backs the show
applause is sufficiently sustained
in okay style and alternates with
to put her in the hit column.
The Page Cavanaugh instrumen- the Campo outfit in supplying pop
Herm.
tal trio, augmented by a pair of dansapation rhythms.
of

makes for consistent
Bhow is gauged for the intimate confines of this room. 'The
Vagabonds have rew’orked their
standard bits into a smooth-running sequence of comedy, instrumental and vocal, building for

the mainland,

.

how^ever,

a Witt,

in the area; which, plussed by the
Beach visitors who travel over to

sock returns.
Comedy bits are
tor and
aSS'^at
cafe spread among the quartet, with the
complaints of hotel bar
accordionist and bass player, per
round usual, getting the bigger howls.
Have added a lot of new biz to
drinks through the night,
make for more dividends laughRoundup of shows around town^, wise.
Their “Salt” and “Lazy
picked from various sectors, shows River.”
as well as the Hawaiian bit
a goodly proportion of solid off erare the standouts.
ings. Some are holding up, yet
Rose Marie sets up her arrdy. of
Copa City is typical of those that
A
Abbott
& Costello, and Robeija
not drawing the crowds they special-material songs and mimings
Lee,
a
smger-comedienne who
for
a Continuing solid reception.
^
offers some good assists. Rest of
Highlights are her closer, the
the
program
comprises
the
Jimmy Durante takeoff and her
COPA CITY
Whippoorwills (4) new acts, the
Here is a handsomely-produced Italian number. Works in with the
song gtbup, also from the^ -Sinatra
Vagabonds
to add laugh values andi
show, and Richard Hayes, singer show, with a full and well-blended more audience reaction.
who makes an impact here; Johnny iipeup of acts, though lacking in Baylos comes back with the same
Conrad and dancers (2) are hpldv one facet, the presence of a top act
he’s done hereabouts for sevcomic.
Jane Froman is topfiner,
ing over;
Blue is a vet .who has a thorough pnd a rousing and well-received eral seasons. Not a line nor a mug
It makes for
schooling in low-comedy antics. For performer she is. Opening night the has been changed.
this show he’s taken some familiar handsomely gowned thrush came howls with those who haven’t seen
skits, dressed up with his zanyisms on to a five-minute ovatioh and him. Only fault is his tendency to
as hilariousTodder that will excite off ed to as equally solid return. work in those hep lines When the
“cracker” types are present, and
hepst^s^andcomsters alike.
Miss Froman purveys some nine
they don’t get that sort of material.
artful arrangements of pops and
>
familiar satire of the Fred Waring
Glee Club. For assistants, Blue
CLUB BOHEME
physical shape
lines up virtually everybody in ciated. Back in
For years the top gambling spot
she
the hanfl mike
sight including busboys, the gent’s
intimate approach and of the gold coast, this intimery is
and ladies’ room attendants, and
now being run on a straight dindancers, and works as a gesang winds into a begoff.
verein. His movements, choral arSupporting show is well set up. ing-dancingrshow basis with no
rangements and sly bits of business Thebe is the dancing in the Jack chance for the return of the
hit the laiight jackpot.
Located on the
Coleish manner (an inevitable com- chance tables.
Another noteworthy bit is the parison) of thei Paul Steffen group. ocean up Hollywood (north of
mind-reading sketch, with Fields The combo of
Miami)
way,
it
is
now being optwo femmes and
three
hit with the stylings erated by bandleader Art Mooney,
as is the Ted Lewis takeoff with
who is slowly building the class
shririkihg and expanding clari. '>t. associated with Cole, They look trade. For his
first show he’s held
The show plays like an intimate like his dancers, complete to hair- to a moderate budget and comes
revue, there’s little formality ex- cuts. Withal, they hit with sock
up with a fairly entertaining trio
cept for breathers when the acts impact via their ideas in the head,
arm and knee-slide routines. Stan of acts. Topliners are Noonan and
are presented.
Hayes, one of the younger crop Kramer and his marionets have Marshall. The duo show plenty of
of singers, is making excellent been held ovep and are as enter- comedy potentials, but as currentheadway. Endowed with good tech- taining as ever* Walk off to solid ly constituted they need more manique, he is beginning to sound mitting with the Bill Robinson and terial to bring them into the top
as though he enjoys singing. Once the
drunk characters still the class. Marshall handles the songs
he succeeds in completing that im- standouts.
and straight end of the act in good
pression, he’ll be in the top cateenough fashion.
Noonan is the
Harmonica Rascals, with Johnny laughmaker, and
gory; Does exceedingly well and
hits with his CarPuleo’s panto comedy, go well. It’s
comes back for earned encores.
boninj;s of the pic greats, then tops
Holdover Johnny Conrad’s terp their standard stuff, with Puleo with his impresh of a chef inroutines, reminiscent of Jack Cole’s being kicked and shoved around structing on a video show.
stylings, similarly hit the mark. to a healthy return of laughs. Off
Gigi Durston is a lush-looking
He’s assisted by two lithe lookers to solid returns, with enough of
whose terpings supply well-in- their mouth-organ work interpo- thrush with a small voice. In a
smaller room she rnight hit for
tegrated dance accompaniment to lated to provide the added kick.
better effect.
But her soft verConrad.
sions of the standard pops in this
Roberta Lee’s singing is secondFIVE O’CLOCK CLUB
She
ary to her comedy foilinjg.
200-seater are lost Raye Alton is
This mid-Beach spot in the
scores fairly well in her brief turn.
a trim-looking tapstress who earns
Val Olman’s orch does the back- heart of the oceanfront hotel sec- good reception with her tap-spins.
tor is another of the clubs sufJose,
stopping neatly.
Frankie Froeba’s small unit hanfering from the competish
of
dles its show assignments well.
the no-minimum hostel lounges,
ThunderJiird, Las Vegas despite a triple lineup that pays
Las Vegas, Jan. 5.
off handsomely in entertainment
CHEZ PAREE
Mills Bros. (5), Sue Carson, Gil values. Attempt to hypo biz will
This mid-Beach room is biding
Johnson, Kathryn Duffy Dansa- come Jan.
20, when Martha Raye, time (until Martin and Lewis come
tions (8), Barney Rawlings, Norwho kept the place filled all sum- in on the 19th) with a combo of
mandie Boys (3), Al Johns Orch
mer, returns on a percentage- comedy-plus-girlie ideas that make
( 11 )
no cover, no minimum.
salary deal. Current are the Mary for a pleasing lineup. Maxie FurThunderbird faves. Kaye Trio, Lenny Kent and the man, a graduate of burlesque, has
Perennial
stagej the show and works in and
Mills Bros, are set in this spot for Lind Bros.
The Kaye trio are holdovers and out of the affair with some good
three weeks and should draw capacThere’s nothing pretenity biz. Song fare consists of dis- deliver solidly with their instru- results.
clicks dating from early ’30’s to mental-comedy-vocalistic ideas. The tious about the proceedings.
Line
present. Harry Mills handles gab gal is an highly effective song- (6), plussed by four showgals, turns
and comedy, sparking ^ mellow stress and equally adept on the in some brisk and simple routines.
chanting of his two brothers and guKar and
ukelele,
Accordion Peggy Greer, buxom gal, knows
player provides the comedy effec- her way about a song, with her
Opener “Across the Alley From tively, with his “Monkey Song” a versions of “St. Louis Blues” and
the Alamo” gets over and gives way topper. Miss Kaye and brother “Stormy Weather” garnering the
“Nevertheless”
and “Paper Norman join in some neat har- biggest mitts, jack Curtis wraps
to
Doll.” Also “Daddy’s Little Girl,” monies, with their version of up with a neat array of songs. His
“Up a Lazy River” and a rocking “Harbor Lights” bringing heavy Jolson medley, done straight, gets
“Always, Hurt the One You Love,” plaudits.
palming throughout.
With neat assist from Al Jahns
The Darkens (2) are a standout.
T'®*ihy Kent is a returnee here,
Familiar pseudo instruOrch.
mental “Basin St Blues” opens He’s cOme back with a load of new The terpers work strictly in Afro“
way for ’Til Then,” which sends niaterial, most of it on the yock Cuban style with the bongo beats
side. Gags are fresh and delivered and the wild torsb^ossing colorful
’em away to tiheers and a begoff.
Takeoff on and routined in Intelligent fashion
Sue Carson, femme comic, is >vith smart timing.
pert, looks well, and delivers spe- singer Billy D^iels is a wrapupj to gain maximum audience refor
him;
Adds his standard action. Sunny Knight contribs the
cial material songs and impreshes,
“Smartest People in the World Are, “Buddy, Buddy” Texan routine to strip idea to the revue. A handMen” is sock opener interlarded round but his 24 minutes for a some redhead, she keeps the
Lind Bros., who clicked grinds to a minimum and works in
with sly patter, sets up impresh begoff.
string with Bergman, Cxarlaind, Par- here la.st season, do as well this her unveilings in .studied manner
sons, Brennan and Main Jean Ar- time out.
Then arrangements of to take the blue tihge off and still
thur. and Lena Horne^all carica- 1 the pops and classics are but of keep the audience interest all the
tured, but effective, “^yen Li^ly the top drawer. Mbst of the classic j'Way;.
^ow^^^^ Too stuff they essay (“Eili, Eili,” et al.)
Arts’^ garners boffs.
Furman, with his' wife straightOld Fer
Ai;e is hillbilly twang- jg
bravura style to ing, adds some burley bits that
mg and leads into more impres- achieve palm-pounding results.
have
been streamlined and cleaned
sioris for terrif reaction.
up to keep howls coniingv Best of
Kathryn Duffy Dansation’s curthe bits i$ the old boxing-bout
CLOVER CLUB
tain raiser is flash terping to “Guys
Here again is one of the assured !5ketch, with the laughs milked
and Dolls,” featuririg Gil Johnson’s
from
every piece of biz. He also
moneymakers
among
the
niteries
neat spins and solo terping. “Winemcees and, in a solo spot, whams
ter in Switzerland” is show windup, thanks to the return of the Vagathem
with a screwy cornet routine
^g'ainVwiUi GU” Johnson, perform bonds and Rose Marie, who, \rit^
mg agile overhead heaves and spins Jan Murray, made operator Jack and a series of lines that are faBarney Goldman a happy man last year, miliar but twisted for fresh valwith Christina Carson.
Len Dawson orch handles
Rawliiigs handles production niim Gene Baylos is the replacement for ues.
Murray (until mid-month, whe n show backgrounds in okay fashion.
Will.
hers and emcees affably,

o"

TV

Holdover Wally Cox’s wry he’s fumbling for a routine. Deget

($1.50-2,50) add to potency of draw
among the considerable population

M

_

1

Jackie Miles comes in on lO-^week
deal). Club’s low minimum tabs

1

out the crowds,
Currently most spots affe^ offish.
with some of the hotel rooms, such
as Saxony, and San Souci, ‘doing
solidly. Bars In the hostels are also
doing okay, but as for niteries the,
operators are wailing.
Why the
tourists are not coming out is a
moot point. Some observers blame
t;he high tariffs (many spots tab a
$3.50 beverage minimum with dinner). Others say the hotel spots are

1

in

clubs, with only the eve of ’51

^jj-inging

.

'

,

'

apparently

boxoffice dewill fill the
tables. He’s come up with a show
that will probably meet this requirement.
With the booking of!
Ben ^ Blue, Dario has one of the
funniest nitery shows in town. It’s
a laughJaden display providing
heavy laughter with a combination
of hoke and corn.
better known

.

girl singers, offer

has

abandoned the idea of showcasing

run through the audience during a deceptive con^edy attack. Bowher version of “Shine,” also a ing on with a chorua of a pop number, he follows with a mixture of
yoeker.
an unusually heavy song and patter in an apparently
There’s
play.

most

;

new talent. Immediate
mands a name that

a

sprinkling of

Continued from page

$4.50.

show. In addition, a guest-appearance on the Ed SulIWan d^play the previous Sunday made an
impact that should entice added
patronage: to this cafe. He’s brought
along a company that includes Sid
Fields, a former comedy writer
Me,’’ "Simple thile rhythms with Campo hand- whp has sinee become a straight
and ling the emcee chores with a free“Tired”
df comics injcluding
,

]\raking
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VARIETY BILLS
WEEK

Continued from page 43

OP' JANUARY 10

MING SING TROUPE

RCA

vice-prexy over talent
been dickering with
Livingston but no deal has been
set as yet. If Livingston doesn't
switch to Victor, probability is that
he will go to Columbia along with
Conkling.
Stanton Statement
Substantiation to the reports of
a high-echelon shakeup at Columbia Records was seen in the statement, of Frank Stanton, president
of the parent Cpiumbia Broadcasting System, that “changes are to
be expected at Columbia Records.”
® immediate reference was,
to the posts of sales chief and adSacks,

In connection with bills below indicate openfno dey of show
whether full or split week
parentheses indicates circuit (PM) Fanchon Marco; <l) Inddpendenti
Paramount; (p» RKO,* (S) Stoll; n*) Tivoli; <W1 Warnen
loewf <M) Moss:
'WR' Walter Reade

>|umerai*
Letter
(L»

in

I

NEW York

CHICAGO

city

Capitol (U 11
Phil Silvers
Carlton Carpenter

Debby Rcynolqs
Wiere Bros

p

S.vdell

U)
Ti'cl

Si,

meter Ore

Music Hall
^.ji'.tha King

Sharkey

4 Cathalas

Peggy O'Neil
Holden Ders

&

Lawrence Orc

Elliot

Ore

Hofei

B &

Marco

J

.

MIAMI

Joe Phillips

K”''t .-oil & His
)ancers'

*

10..

:'(P)

B; k

Hank Siema.h
B & C R&binsori

Lr^’.wn

'loraan

Clark
Jerry Wijld Orc

Ray Ramirez

Dean Murphy

VVences

Peggy Thomas
Novello Bros

C.enia Mel

Teddy

I

.

Calvin

Palace

!

1-

Noble 3

Oro
Le ,RuUan Bleu
Joyce Jndig
Hugh .Shannon-

•

Brookinis & Van
M’ss Nrhaoel i

11

Hohr>ton
Ore .& Rev
Curley H -.mner
3 Rockets
Pat Taylor
Sonnv Packer

3 Rill's
Ronnie.

Wonder
Zebra

Ill aham
Norman Paris 3
Monk

.

to

(1

Holt

Art ..Wjfner

12-14

(J)

Mack Family

fiiiv

•

Julius

WASHINGTON
Capitol (Dili

Berner
Irma Cur’-y

Hotel Taft.
Vincent Lope? Ore
Versaiiie*

Florence Desmond
Teresa Brewer
Emile Petti orr
Panchito Ore
Village Barb
.

Vanguard

Village

Richard Dyer
Bennett
Clarence William*
Waldorf-Astoria
Continentals
Fisher & Ross
Emil Coleman

Mischa Borr Ore.

CHICAGO

Arthur Godfrey

Gil

•

Bourbon & Bayne
Tex Fletcher
Jane Abel.
Peter Rublno

Wilson MorrelU

Hale,

ROCKFORD

;

Lionel

Troupe

Christiani

Mila Raymon
Vikings
Nirska

i

Bettv Bruce
55; b 'c!r
BALT:,’'^OrS

Floi 'an

Spotlighters;
Hotel Stafler

Frank Catie Ore

.

Sarah Ann McCabe

,

j

Joan Kibrig

Quarter

Latin

PHILADELPHIA

Adrian.T & •..harly
Belly. Reilly

(!)

Richard Hayes

Orc
Val Olman Ore

Earle (W) 11
Louis Jordan Ore
10 Jordanottes
Bill. Davis

12

A1 Bernie
Hoilacc Shaw
Ro'^''!*;. M- v\veii
strand rW) 12

HotOl .Sheibournt

Aaron Payne

Talent Scouts

BRITAIN

H Edgewarei

«»* -r

Norma Lee Dbggett Xavier Cugat Ore
.

BLACKP.''‘'-L
.Palace (|) 8

Dr Crock &

D

Crackpots

Terry Hall

Dey Dey

Fayne St Evans
El Granadas &

Dey

Peter

Georae Wiliams
RadcliiT'e

Joan

Chei Pare#
.Stan Grover
Paul Gray
Elissa Jane
Moore. St Lessy
Richard F'rance
Chez Adorables
Manuelitto Ore
Gee DavidSMp Ore
Palmer House
Connie Haines

E Wilcox

St

Mo*'sno

•Jose

Joe) Friend
Abbe Lane
Ray Hyson
Dulcina
Henr.v Brandon Ore Tatp &; Julia

Johnson

Bill

Billington
Jimmy .lames Co-

.

.

Alan Kay

R'-y

.‘'i'

PORTSMOUTH

.

Royal (M) 8
Vic Oliver

GLASGOW

Empire (\4)
Jack RadcIiiTe
Merry Macs

Gloria

B

Conway
Bergman & Boros
Steve

Mahton

tjune

M ’cKeii/.ie

Reid &
Dorothy
JavKiey & Jee
Annette & Sv-’'io

Romanos

Helen Jutsen
Sylvia Campbell

Sharkey Bonamo Bd
M Abbott Ders
Eddie O'Neal Ore

Maureen Power
Douglas Argent
Ernie Brooks
Les Rayner & Betty
1 & S Davis

LEICESTER

Palace (S) 8
.Ella Shields
Suzetle Tarri
Bernard Miles
.

Helstngs

Georgie Gobel

Jayne Walton
Riliv Chandler Ore
Hotel Bismarck
Norman Martin

1

f

SHEPHERDS BOSH

Lowe & Ladd

Empire

Muldoon- 4
Ahnell & Brask

8

(S>

Trude Adams
Lee Morgan

Cotton Bd

Billy

Alan Clive
Archie. Glen
Evy St Everto
2 Angelos

& Doris
NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) 8
Mac Donald &

Gerrv.

MELBOURNE
His Majesty's

Ambassador

Co

Biltmore Hotel

Horrie Dargie 4
James Cardwell
•

£11 mar

.

RomanoR

Tivoli

M & H

Elder

Bronimann
Trenholm

Tivoli

(|)

Ne.sbitt

Desert Inn
Vincent

Rob Murray
Eugene’s Flying

John. Calvert
Ann Cornell

Ballet

Celebrity 8

CANADA
EAST HAMPTON
Granada

8

(I)

Stella Marie

Bob Grey

&

Paul

I

I

.

i

•

.

—

i

!

!

I

Arnold Shoda
Jerry Mapes
Jack Raifloer

Mac MacGraw

.

Reed Williams
Harper Flaherty
Bob Fitzgerald

|

1

Skating Blvdear»

Jo Barnum
Jack Spoons

Chordmen (4)
Buddy Rust

|

Bill Perry
Leighton Noble Ore
Vine Gardens

Myron Cohen
Carter Sis

i

'

I

.

1

1

(2)

Minda Lang
Susan King
Mel Cole Ore

:

i

Russ Morgan

Orc

Giro's

.

Martha Stewart
Blackburn TxvinsLindy Doherty
Marco Rizo Ore
Dick Stabile Orc
.

needs

sharpening.

Mocambo
Kay Thompson

Film Violence

La tin- Aires

Continued from page

He

1

Harold Stern Ore

Garwood Van Ort

Mons. Choppy
Carltob Hayes Ore
El Rancho Vegas

Last Frontier Hotel
Phil Spitalny Ore
Nick Stuart Ore
Thunderbird Hotel

Kay Thompson
Jimmy Nelson
Henry Busse Ore

Watson & Austein
Busketeers

Flamingo Hotel
Toni Arden

Gil

¥

Play Rights

Bills

new tore

10 Mins.
Martinique, N. Y.

The Whippoorwills, playing

Birdiano
Dizzy Gillespie Ore

Young Ore

•Lester

Little

No

Stuart
idie

&

R.:)(-k.

..

Buster

Larkin 3
Cafe 5oc»>tv
Josephine Prcmicc
Arthur Blake
Elii.s

I

-

Gloria Elwuod
Scotty Graham
Charlie SI ewart

lack.<ior

Drinuy

M Dur.si) Ori
Harbers & Dale
Smny Calie’o

Ju(e.*»

Alvare.**

.

Henry

,

W

(

Billy

.fcioine t)r»

Hotel New Yorka*
Ray Robbins Ore

.

Sisters
H‘ind>.

-

Biltmore
Mischa Raginsky O
Hotel Edison

I

Saxon

()r<-

Hotel

Ore
Diamond HorseshoK
Ross & /a Pierre
F.

Lande

..

'

Carol Lyhrio
Farrar & Carier
Si(i KroITt
Johnny' Kirb.v
HotOI Pierre
Denise Darcel
Fosse St NUles. i
Stanley Melba Ore

Bank.*'

Eddie Franklin
Noble Sis.sle Ore
Chic Morrisor. Ore
Joe E. Howard
Wallen Twln.s
Havana -Madrid
George DeWitt
Roberto & Alicia
Jerry Cooper
Pupi Campo Orv

1

Skouras Suit

>

Manuel .Jiminey
Habibl

[Lota
Brarha
I

HilleJ St Aviva.

,..

i

.

,

j

•

()r<

Jose.

Novelty
8 Mins.

harmony field, they do a respectful version of the “Whiffenpoof’'
song, and along satirical lines they
show a fine vein of comedy with
“The Sheik” and a burlesque college medley. Also making a mark
with the upper-crust spenders in
this room is their excursions into
For variety
orchestral effects.
a whistling solo by one of the lads
wins applause.
Group is okay for virtually iany
field as they’ve evidenced on previous television shows in this area,
and loom as a safe bet for diskings
and personal appearances. Jose.

JAMES DENAS TRIO
Comedy, Dance
Full
7 Mins
Palace, New York
The James Denas
;

'Trio,

current-

have the basis of a good act.
Tl^e comedy adagio trio, comprising two bbys and a femme, shovr
some good straight tricks and then
go into comedies, which anen’t
ly,

pointed up too expertly.
A reaiTTarigement of routines,
fresher approach to comedy and
more smoothness iri execution,
which should come with more experience, would justify their entry
into the plushier time.
Jose.

Apollo, N. Y.

]

Paul Taubman
Hotel Ambassadoi

.

ception.

SAXEY WILLIAMS

In view of .thg nneertainties ns jias been dusted off reguiarly, but
to exact status of television rights, „ever actually filed.
Colton suggested recourses availIt
is
Understood that Warner
able to an author.
Bros, alone among the riiajoTs may
11
Firsts he riiay grant television escape being named
la -he $kou
rights in question either with or ras suit.
Reportedly, Warntrs has
Without warranties. If he makes made some concessions that have
warranties,. he may be able to limit appeased
Skouras’ ire.
Whether
the amount of the liability there- sufficiently to removi it from the
under.
action corriplotely, however, lawSecondly, he may seek a court yers woUldn’^ reveal this week.
n
deterriiination of his rights
by
Skouras aim, of course, is to
bririging action for a declaratory
move Up even with LoeW and RKO
judg^nent.
houses in a nuniber of strategic sitThirdly, he may, make a deal uations
in
Manhattan,
Bronx,
with the purchasing picture com- Brooklyn
Jersey.
Skouras
and
pariy to give it part of the proceeds chairir^s; do the other New York
of the television rights in ques- indie circuits, normally plays prodtion in consideration of the- picture uct with a varying clearance after
company agreeing that the tele- it breaks from the HKO and Lpew’s
vision rights can be used.
webs.
,

Penthouse

Thomas

Marilyn Murray

,

;

Park Ave

Napoleon Ore
Copscabana

•

I

D’AquibOrc

.

•

.Continued from page 3

:favor.'

Alvei’da
Juliette Koka
Joe- LaPorit- Ore

Garland Wilson

C-lln.

Burnell

MarUSia Sava

Noiehe Tale

.Phil

^

ohville

Ola Roumanian
.Sadie Ranks
Radio Aces

.

Mae Barnes
Ghoslley & Wood

.

(

Sid Marion

Boh Soir
Jimmie Daniels

•

j

Old Knick
Geene Courtney.
Connie Anderson

Page Cavanaugh 3
Herbert Jacoby

;

This means, according to Colton/
that in spite of the real doubt as
to the rights of the parties on the
question of kinescopes, the picture did.
companies are getting the same
benefits that they would have received had this questiori been deteriniried by the courts in their

>rc

Ave

Webster

Itazel

Roi,'s

Paula Drake

E

Get Same Benefits

Club

Fifth

1

Downey &

Wally Cox
;

;

t

Louise Howard
Erik Rhodes

Blue Angei
Pearl Bailey

there

scope.

Ernie Warren

their

N. Y. date, show plenty experience. Youthful quartet, comprising a femme and three boys,
are sufficiently well grounded in
harmonics to provide good aural
entertainment
and dress their
vocal
arrangements with
good
first

manager’s opinion that
were “too many fists arid movement to make them
eligible
for sight and sound media.
.s"art c’lo{'4“®fnd
They have some good arrange*
j
Color m pictures
increased box- ments, do well in rhythmic and
office by an average of 18%, ac- novelty tunes with vivid delivery
cording to the poll. However, opin- and comedy effects. Their three
on show caught iriions were expressed that color has numbers
used in too^many^ inferior pic- dicate they can provide choral
dressing in most deluxe situations.
They’ve been on the Frank
the charm and value that it once Sinatra
radio show since its in-

n page 4

vision rights, are usually unwiUing
to take the risk of making a kine-

city

(4)

Songs

in a Seattle

Cabaret

invites a pair of voluriteers

WHIPPOORWILLS

Des Moines exhib asking, “Whatever happened to the swell fashions, glamor and all the things that
made Hollywood and gave moviegoers a royalty of sorts?”
Consensus appeared to be summed up

Johnson

A1 Jahns Ore

fr

They’re adept at comedy numbers
is
ballads. In the straight
with as well as

.

stories with happy endings” to the
lack of salesmanship in advertising. The decline of glamor in pix
also was decried in the replies, one

Sid Kroilt

Koba & Kaice
Lupf & Valez
A1 Roxy
Pat Hatton 8c Peggy

it

from the audience and bewilders
them via devices which he shows
to audience.
These, get a good
Explanations for the vanished amount of laughs. He’s assisted by
femme audience segment ranged a comely femme.
Jose.
from the dearth of “heart beat

The Kings

Cole Debutantes

Continued

specialty

into the fourth arid fifth slot, respectively, the poll showed.

P SteRan Ders

TV

His

pseudo magic and he does
an essence of comedy.

I

Eddie Oliver Ore

Romo

rieana Sazova

.8

1

LAS VEGAS

8

(I)

Wally Boag
Babs MacKinnon
Marquis & Family
Detroy

Joe Whitehouse
Ci.ssy

3

Guus Brox & Myrna

Marika Saary
Wim De Jong
Jacques Cartaux
Alice

Frakson
Barbara Perry
Payceos (2)

SYDNEY

Cerda. Bornstad
Chribi

Jimmy

Bob Williams

Les RitchieRonnie Shand

& King

Devine

Hotel

Jane Pickens
Georgie Tapps
Eddie Bergman Ore
Geri Galian Ore

Maurice Collcano
8

(I)

I

'

AUSTRALIA
Armarid Ferreti
Marion Davies

.

}

!

Otto Garcia
Hotel Stevens
Skating Ryles

LOS ANGELES

Tattersall & Jerry
Mills & Belita

Graham

I

I

Johnny Alladih. On-

Blackhawk
Patsy. Abbott

I

i

Horace Diaz Ore

Ben Blue.
Johnny Conrad

Whiporwills
Ralph Fon.t

Diaro

Bill

;

Shaw Ore

Rpss,

on NBC’s Saturday night “Your Show of Shows,

terpirig inairistays

other limb-twisting feats. Muscular work. IS chiefly done by three

Chinese girls, assisted by another are essaying their first local hotel
Latter date as a team. The duo are highly
girl and a male member.
two, although occasionally partici- skilled dancers with looks and perpating in the routines, primarily sonality to make them important
concern themselves with arranging in terp circles. Their work is interpretive showing ballet training.
the props.
Throughout their body manipu- but at the same time, their roulations, the girls rotate Whirling tines are down to earth with a
disks on the end of a stick held in mass base that will earn plaudits
either hand.
Male partner also for them in all sight media.
Team is assisted by the vocals
publicity director, which were re- scores by revolving a disk atop a
long
pole
slender
Which extends of Earl Redding, a capable baricently vacated by Phul Southard
and Ken McAllister, respectively. almost to the proscenium arch. tone, who is also one of the comRedStanton, however, declined to disr Troupe’s best sequence is at the ponents of the NBC show.
finale where one girl does a back- ding supplies the singing backclose how high up the administrabend off an eleyated bench and ground of a rural number done by
tive chants would go.
manages to pick up a glass with the team, and chants “David and
It-S understood that the shuffle her teeth.
Unit is an okay sight Goliath” as. a solo in order to give
at Coluntbia will not affect Goddard art for vaude and also has possibil- the terpers a chance to make cosLieberson, exec vice-prexy, and ities for TV.
turne change. He registers in both
Glib.
departments.
Mitch Miller, artists arid repertory
chief. Lieberson, who was recently CHET CLARK
Miss Fisher and Rpss show two
under attack for having allegedly Harmonica
numbers, the aforementioned coiiritry turn, and a satire of flaming
published some poems in the left- 9 Mins.; One
youth in the mad ’20s.
In the
wing
publicatiori, the New. Masses, Palace, New York
..
,
Chet Clark, a newcomer, is a, former number, the team shows
back in tile 1930 s, IS currently in
promising harmonicist. He handles evidence of attempting to live up
the West Indies recuperating from
instrument expertly, has a good to the Waldorf-Astoria envirorian illness. Although Conkling may
choice of tunes arid imparts his merit, inasmuch as there’s a degree
take an active interest in Col’s a&r offerings with sufficient
showman- of pretentiousness. The routining
division. Miller will continue to ship to satisfy audiences.
is
over-elaborate for the simple
head up the department.
Clark
Latin
handles
a
medley, theme, but at the same time, this
I
The shakeup a.t Columbia cli- Roumanian Rhapsody” arid “St. defect has the virtue of showing
maxes the recent series of resigna- Louis Blues,” with good effect. Biit off their ability at dance and a
tions from the diskery, along with these tunes are fairly standard in feeling for folk-themes The flama drastic overhauling of the comr the catalogs of most harmonica ing youth number, with excellent
pany’s sales department. The fluid players, and he should try some costuming of that period, has elements of humor and authenticity
Jose.
situation in the company’s exec fresher material.
of the terping of that era.
Their
setup is seen stemming from the
ribs at the hip-flask era hit the
LATINOS
(2)
relatively poor year suffered by
mark and'^give them a hearty exit,
Columbia during 1950. Col was hit 0
Jose.
both in the pop and longhair fields
and only came out of the doldrums
The Latinos, a Wire act, have ob- THE CONTINENTALS (5)
durinff
final months
mnnth*? nf
auring the
tiie hnai
ot lact
last yeai
viously been around, but areri’t
An important contributing factor listed in Variety’s New Act files. With Jack Cathcart
Songs
to the Col shakeup is seen in the They do some good terping on the
20 Mins.
company’s def eat in the “battle of strand and show applause-winning Wedgwood Room, N. Y.
the speeds.” Not only was Colum- 1 aero work. Team works mainly in
The Continentals, a five-man
bia forced to adopt the RCA Victor unison with the male taking most
singing group with Jack Cathcart
the heavy work,
45 rpm speed for pops, but the
Latinos are okay for rnpst thea- providing a driving piano accomcompany was caught with an investment of almost $1,000,000 in ^res^and would also register well paniment, impress as one of the
the outdoor field.
Jose.
automatic changes for its 33 rpm
better vocal units. Quintet shows
the benefit of rigid discipline.
GEORGE
JOHNSTONE
Their harmonics are excellent and
its seven-inch 33 rpm platter as a
Magic, Comedy
they have the knack of asserting
standard for the pop market with10 Mins.; Two
perand obscuring individual
ered last' summer when Decca Palace,
New York
sonalities for the overall benefit
stepped into the Victor 45 rpm
George Johnstone Is a likely of the groupi
camp.
nevveomer who will attain status
The Continentals show versaonce he acquires more ease; Major
tility
in many types of tunes.
failing is his ,gab, which
•

^

Sid Fieids.
R; berta. Lee

OlympiT (P) 10
Ei,hcl Smith
'Tommy tlanlbn Co

K.'.y Stnrr.

11)

R6osevei>

Juiie^wiisph ^
Miit

,,

Georgie Kay

Palace (R) 12
Ccra'dihp & Joe

RoyM

Die? La'^saUe Ore

La Coin media
Jo Hurt
La Martiniqut

Strand (W) 16-17

Corps, de Bal'ql

Ttoxy

.

Beatrice Kraft
Nicholas Matthev
.

i

ELMIRA

P rram- ynt

Plat;>

Kyle MacDoniiell
:

Myron Bell
Sherman. Hayes Ore .Jimmy Dale

•

Johnny

Ore
Leon A Eddlafa

D' Alonso

3

)cKct-es

Sym

Herrera

Sarita

-Ernestine
Hotel

Olive..

K'-inair.awa 3

B

Mimi Warren
Holmes

Eddie Davis
Louise & Harris

Busier Shaver

.

Hotel
Park Sheraton
Jose/Melis 3

Rios

Pilarin- Tavlrii

Suns
Leo De Lyori

Bottina llosay

R ,y Raymoncl
Boohnrd Sues

RoSlta

Los Gitanos

ORIENTAL

11

(I)

Chico

El

Chicago (P) 12
Page
Arnaut Bros
Alan King
Anthony Allyn &
.Hodges
Patti

NELLE FISHER & JERRY ROSS

(5)

With Earl Redding
Acrobats
Dance-Songs
8 Mins.
15 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.
Ming Sing Troupe Is an impres- Wedgwood Room, N. Y.
They
acrobats.
sive group of femme
Nelle Fisher and Jerry
excell in back-bending and sundry

relations, has

'

toothy turn of Negro*'saXey'wilHams. Smartly/ attired in white
sqit and white shoes, he ppcns with
Jontlnued from page 43
some conventional stepping. However, this is merely an intro to $3,750
per night.
Most name
some extensive iron-jaw routines. bands, however, are averaging

He

grips an inverted chair in his
teeth and simultaneously gets off; a
bit of terpirig.
Act is similar to
that: done_ by Bobby “Tables’’ Davis

and Lockjaw Jacksori.
Williams follows up by clenching
two chairs in his molars, then later
hoofs on one leg with a table 4ri
similar fashion.
For a final
he
walks off with three tables and a
chair piled pyramid fashion. While

somewhat better than $2,000 per
This is as much as most
of the New York hotel dance spots
riight.

.

pay per week.
Another factor in the pay hike
by the colleges is rising competition from percentage deals by ball^
room operators and the rising
number of Army camp dates being

made available. Some schools in
the midwest have been so alarmed
a dancer, the, novelty aspect
of at the price situation that they have
his act is strong enough to
qualify entered into an informal agreehim for most vaude and TV book- ment
to hold down prices, even
Glib.
for top name bands.

Williams doesn’t show much ability

"

;

a
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LEGITIMATE
Coast Paraplegic Revue
Set for Chi Premiere

Return to McnElied Form of ‘Buy’

Huddle

Coast, is set for a premiere here
at. the Blackstone theatre Jan, 29.
Veterans have raised their own
money and have incorporated their
company Nick Castle. M-G-M studio director, is directing and stag-

Return to at least a modified>
form of the old ticket ‘‘buy” is

New York

in
the next few weeks. Proposed revisions of the ticket code, approved
last week by the membership of
the League of N. Y. Theatres^
would include provision for brokers to purchase as much as 25% of
the orchestra seats for a show in

.

'As
I

pon Swann,

Baltimore
Jan 9
Baltimore, Jan.
9.
Jr., is introducing

this town to a theatre-in-the-round
A
A^
IJ a'I a * a
m
at the Sheraton-Belvedere hotel
4*

.«3 .m.

with a four-week season under way
this week. Joaii Blondell, in “Happy Birthday,” is the getaway attraction, with Morton da Costa direct-

brokers.

support.

ing,

and

members

of

Also, a standard contract

'

bookings.

1

1
!

;

.

;

Edna Best, who closed Sunday
night

in the sole femme part in
the N. Y. City Center revival of
“Captain
Brassbound’s
GonverSion,” leaves today (Wed.) for the
Coast. She’ll Stop off in Chicago
to visit her daughter, Sarah Marshall, who’s appearing there with
the Lunts in “I Know My Love.”

;

tain.

1

j.

of a

merger of

1

Baker’s Plays (formerly Walter H.
Baker & Co.), of Boston. No negotiations are currently in progress,
but there have previously been
conversations about a purchase by
French of the Baker list. If and
when the Baker firm were sold, it
would be to French, according to
Theodore Johnson, head of the loHowever, it was not
qal agency.
indicated whether or not the Baker
name would be retained _ln such
circumstances.

t

Rogers is among the
names being considered by Ferrer
and Condon as Miss Swanson’s successor. The plan is to take the reviva! on the road after its run at
the Fulton, N. Y., where it moved
this week after ai non-profit breakin at the ANTA Playhouse, N. Y.
Ginger

the St. James’s theatre.

I

yet.

mulling

Show bowed

.

Show, When mounted, was

listed
a^ set for a two-year-run with con-

Chandler

firmed dates stretching beyond
the summer of 1951. Since opening in L. A., show has lost

money everywhere except Topeka,
Wichita, Indianapolis and Grand
Rapids,

cials put.

other members of the troupe, including Gloria Lane, Norman KelRussell George and conductor
Thomas Schippers. Marij Powers,
currently singing the part of the
mother in the Milan edition of the
show, will rejoin the original company in time for the London preem.
Menotti, who is also in Italy, will
be in London to assist with tuneup
rehearsals.
Laurence Olivier and
Louis Dreyfuss (Chappell & Co.)
are the West End presenters of
“The Consul,” in association with
Cowles and Zimbalist.
Despite virtually unanimous rave
reviews in every stand, “The Consul” played to only two strong boxoffice weeks in its nine-week tour
of eastern U. S. cities. The opera,
which last season won the Pulitzer
prize for music and the N/ Y.
Drama Critics’ Circle award as the
best musical, had previously repaid
its $100,000 investment and earned
about $25,000 additional in cash
reserve and bonds.

champ going to “The Ladder,”
1926-27 Broadway fiasco kept going
640 performances by oilman
Edgar B. Davis, who thought the

for

ley,

public should see the play for its
religious message and poured over
$1,000,000 into the effort.
“Red, 'White” ran into early

opposition from some Legionnaires

who objected to booking of certain
name acts, and censored material
used by some personalities. One
actor’s reference td Franklin P.
Roosevelt was ordered deleted, a
Legion topper objecting to the
late President as a leftist.

<

Carol Channing’s ‘Blondes’

$1,000 Donbied

Carol Channing, recently upped
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes” in return for extending her contract for two seasons,
has also had her $l,000-a-week
salary doubled as part of the deal.
Idea of co-producers Herman Levin and Oliver Smith is that the

1

I

!

.

tor, will

be premiered

at

Malcolm

Atterbury’s Playhouse h ere Jan.
16, under aegis of Gant Gaither.
Latter, who produced the recent
Broadway revival of “Craig’s Wife,”
plans a metropolitan showing of
the new work soon. Local presentation will be for two weeks.
Richards is a SO-year^old graduate
of the Yale School of Drama.
Cast for“Alexander” consists of
Leatrice Joy, s i 1 e n t films star;
Gloria Hoye,‘ ingenue lead with
Atterbury’s group; Reginald Mason,
veteran actor; Grace Kelly, 20year-old ni e c e of George Kelly;

give a special performance
“Take It Easy,” new Rumshinsky-Kalich Yiddish musical.
Proceeds will go to a fund for needy
members in the Jewish theatrical

cisco,
high transportation and
operating costs made other dates in
the area prohibitive, and Mann’s
deal included the right to present
the musical only on the Coast.
Since Levin arid Sniith plan to
send the original troupe bn tour
and Donald Murphy. Mason re- when it finally winds rip at the
placed Nicholas Joy. who was per- Ziegfeld, N. Y., they naturally premitted to bow out f^or a role in a ferred to save the key cities, of
Bing Crosby picture.
the midwest arid east for that,
“Alexander”, is the second opus rather than allow Mann to play
to be tried at the Playhouse this theiri arid shSre the profits with
season^ “Facade” being the first. him.
“Congressional Baby” was preThese additional factors were
viewed last year.
involved in the' decision to give
“Of Thee I Sing,” first musical Miss Channing star billing and the
to be presented at Malcolm Atter- doubled salary in return for the
bury’s Playhouse in his four sea- two-year contract extension, so the
sons of stock operation, drew ex- show’s Broadway run could be
cellent business during the first! stretched to the limit, meanwhile
two weeks. It is being held for a buildingup its reputation for the

field.

third week.

Yiddish AUiance Benefit
Milton Berle, Regina Resnik,
Sid Caesar, Barry Gray and .Be
iKalmus, will head a layout, from
the Broadway and Yiddish stage,
:whp will appear at the annual
benefit to be given by and for the
‘Yiddish Theatrical Alliance at the
Second Avenue theatre, N. Y.,
Jan; 18.
Preceding the show, Molly Picon
;

will

of

,

comedienne-singer is especially essential when the musical goes bn
tour, possibly next fall.
Partly because of the tax structure; Levin and Smith prefer to
concentrate on the one company of
“Blondes,” so they have no intention of forming a r o a d edition.
Although Gene Mann’s second production, headed by Gertrude Nie-^
sen, had profitable runs last summer in Los Angeles and San Fran-

Richards, stage and television acI

I

Contract

to star billing in

Albany, Jan. 9.
“Alexander,” cbmedy by Lexford

I

in

Renewal for 2 More Seasons

LEATRICEJOYTOSTAR
IN ALBANY STOCK TRY

!

;

Downtown

coinciding
as headliner,
with the Legion convention held
there.
LeRoy Prinz and Owen
Crump were the producers.
Total Legion outlay is estimated
between $500,000 and $600,000, but
loss
takes into account
figure
return of $40,000 in bonds and
expected sale of expensive lighting, stage equipment and sets.

!

!

at the

whefe local Legion offion a solid campaign that
paid off.
Elsewhere there was
Anthony Brady Farrell, Jr.
little Legirin activity and little or
no
interest.
Patricia Neway, who scored a
personal success as the principal
This makes “Red, White” the
featured lead in the show, will sail second biggest flop in show biz
Jan. 21 on the Queen Mary with history, dubious honor of the

Warn

1

the

Paramount, Los Angeles, Oct. 7
for a 19-day run With George

Cowles, who co-produced the show
with Efrem Zimbalist, Jr., Will
probably attend the musical’s West
End premiere, although it will be
on the same night as the Broadway
opening of “Billy Budd,” which he
is presenting in partnership with

fall. Nothing has been done
about arranging a production as

next

1

.

for

more money, hoping that a favorable five or six week ruri here
might help cover some of the

“The Consul,” which ended
tour Saturday night (6) in Philadelphia^ wiirbe used for the London presentation of the Gian-Carlo
Menotti opera, opening Feb. 6 at

*

will
assist.
One commissioner until end of this month.
.thought the poor business done by
Helpmann is slated to act as co“Sheba*’ and, “Brigadoon** might director for^ as well as dance in.
have been due to the fact that they Sir Alexander Korda’s “The Sleepcame close- together during the ing; Beauty,” starring
^ Sadler’s prepoor holiday season. But if business miere ballerina Margot Fonteyn,
continues p(Jbr, he declared, it’s due for lensing in London next
the end for legitimate in St. Paul. fall.
He danced in the pic,“The
In past seasons, a number of the Red Shoes,” for which he also did
bigger legitimate attractions bave the choreography, and has applayed their Twin City engage- peared in legit in London, his last
ments^ exclusively in Minneapolis. appearance being the lead in a reOn each such occasion, however, vival of “Hamlet.” He also choreothere have been protests from St. graphed a “Hamlet” for Sadler’s,
Paul city officials, business inter- which he danced for theni. Helpests and newspapers.
The news- mann has done other choreography
papers have refused to carry the for Sadler’s and will probably conshows’ advertising or permit any tinue to appear with the troupe
mention of them in news columns. from time to time as a guest star.

Vaude presenta-

bias lost

,

its

I

,

Which

mainly from American
Legion sales, first week totaled
Show’s operating
only $13,632.
budget is $35,000 weekly. Though
production came here deep in the
red. Legion came through with

Entire cast arid physical produc-

law

HELTMANN
TERP
FOR LEGITW STINT

tion,

pledges

tion Of

i

is

is

after a

Jessel

i

Meanwhile, Miss Best

20

because. Qf fatal illness of her
father. Chi critics lambasted the
lavish production; and although
there was $60,000 in reported

N.Y. ‘Consul’ Setup

rently writing a legit comedy for
/her. Couple intend to headquarter
i„ t^e east henceforth, but will
spend some time ori the Coast,
where they will maintain their
home. They hope.Wolff’s new play
will
be ready for presentation

the idea of packaging a cut-down
production of “Brassbound,” using
a shortened script, and touring the
strawhat circuit with it next summer. She’s also looking for a suitable American play in which she
and her actress-daughter could appear at the City Center, as part of
The French and Baker compa- the spring season.
nies are already associated through
the former’s handling of the regular stock rights to plays on the ^Apple’ Sour in D.C. in Kid
Baker list, with the Boston firm
agenting the amateur, little theHassle; Mrs. Norton
atre and summer stock rights to
accepted by Shubert and the Ones the properties. Although most of
Seen Likely to Aid Setup
he opposed, would be purely vol- the items on the huge Baker list
untary.
Since Shubert favors the are con$idered primarily amateur
Washington, Jan. 9.
suggested provision for a “buy” theatre material, the firm acts as
Revision of the rule barring child
and the other broker allotment the U. S. representative of St. John performers from appearing on
provisions, it’s figured they are Irvine and for some of the works stage in Washirigton is seen likelier
likely to have fairly general appli- of Somerset Maugham.
if the appointment of ex-CongreSscation. However, the cut in house
French, which also has a tre- woman Mary T. Norton to the D. C.
seats and the compulsory arbitra- mendous
list,
is
considered the Board of Commissioners materialtion setup will probably apply only
She is supposedly under
leading agency in the amateur izes.
at independent theatres.
Even at field. As with .the Baker firm, strong consideration by President
those, it’s pointed out, the changes
which also has a large catalog of Truman for the post and is a
may not always apply, since indi- one-act plays,
the growth of televi- known ally of the theatre.
vidual producers may not always
sion has brought a boom in bookMost recent play to run afoul of
accept them.
ings. Although there is some ques- the local ordinance barring anytion which firm is the older, both one under 14 from being seen in
Baker and French have been in the District is “Apple of His Eye,”
St. Paul CouDcil Uses
business more than 100 years.
revival with Edward Arnold. When
Only other important agency in the play bowed into the Gayety
Radio, Dailies to
the amatej^r rights market is the theatre on the first leg of a nationrelatively ^small Dramatists Play al tour, eight-year-old Maiybeth
Public on Les^t Sluffoff Service, which is cooperatively Fitzpatrick sat on the sidelines
owned by a number of name play- while her 16-year-old sister filled
Minneapolis, Jan. 9.
in for her.
Following recent boxoffice fiascos wrights.
Richard Coe, Washington Post
by “Come Back, Little Sheba” and
reviewer, devoted most of bis space
to the situation, rapping the rule
“Brigadoon” at the Municipal AuEXITS
which prohibits plays like “Peter
ditorium, St. Paul city council
Pan,” “The Innocents,” “Happy
warned the public via newspapers
Time” and “Member Of the Wedand radio that unless it responds
Robert Helpmann has resigned ding” from being seen by Washingbetter St. Paul may be wiped enas premier danseur with Sadler’s tonians. All of them have minors
tirely
map.
off
the
theatrical
in important roles.
Greater intei;est must be awakened Wells Ballet of London to devote
After revealing that Mrs. Norton
his time to films and legit. Dancer
in the legitimate stage or no more
has been with the British troupe was up for appointment, Coe deattractions may be booked into the
clared himself heartily in favor.
Auditorium after this season, ac- Since 1933. He finished a film stint He said he hoped it would end the
last fall for the Michael Powellcording to the solons.
which 16-year-6lds
in
absurdity
Emerich Pressburger forthcoming
Muny commission decided to “Tales of Hoffmann” in England, were asked to play children half
make a comprehensive study of the then came to the U. S. for a brief their ages or of having midgets fill
situation to determine what can be stay with Sadler’s, now touring in. “Surely it is most incongrudone to give the boxoffice “a shot America. Helpmann has already ous,” he said, “when we find them
in the arm’’ and improve grosses.
returned to England, although performing furiously on films,
Ed Furni, Auditorium manager, Sadler’s will still be touring here radio and television.”

Jan.

deficit.

I

,

here

over $500,000
organization,
veterans
opened here Jan. 1 with Peggy
Lee as headliner after Gertrude
Neisen was forced to boW out

(7)

I

.

shutter

three-week run.

slated
1 as co-star with

'

Nat Wolff, Miss Best’s husband,
cutting down on his activities as
a radio-tele producer and is cUr-

Broadway shows (no more than 48
for musicals and 24 for straight the two oldest U. S. play agencies,
plays) and the other would provide Samuel French, of New York, and
for compulsory arbitration of all
disputes over theatre rental desils.
In the case of the suggested reduction of house seat allotments,
Shubert argued that he needs the
present supply of such locations,
principally for meeting requests
Regarding
from public officials.
compulsory arbitration, he claimed
that present contracts call for
.“mutual” control of. tickets between producer and theatre owner.
Asked what would happen in case
“mutual” agreement couldn’t be
reached and no arbitration procedure were available, he reportedly
told other League members, “I
don’t want anybody telling me how
to run my business.”
All the proposed changes in the
ticket setup, including both those

^

is

9.

Delayed

who was

[

:

French, Baker Play

«

'

I

.

and Blue” musical extravAganza

Till April; Pic
Gloria Swanson,

9.

American Legion’s “Red, White

9

.

;

would be used for theatre party

1 TJ.
„
Possibilities loom

•

the promoter failed to raise to withdraw March
funds for the ooenine
Jose Ferrer in his arid Richard Con«««<
^
Show will
play a break-in date don’s revival of ‘.‘Twentieth Cenwith new skits and numbers at the tury,” is now Set to remain at leOst
Sa wtelle. Cal. hospital, Jan. 20.
until April 15.
She is committed
for a film to be made in England,
but the starfirig date is still Uncer-

-!

Swann’s

Boston, Jan.

n,

to

when

!

Other prospective modifications
Ford’s, local legit stand, is curof the code would provide for the rently dark; with nothing set until
brokers to receive up to 50% of Jan. 22, when “Death of a Salesthe orchestra seats after the open- man” will supply the second; of five
ing, instead of the present 75%, plays promised under American
and would extend the code regula- Theatre Society-Theatre Guild subtions to cover ticket subscription scription. Season here
has been the
organizations and theatre party slimmest in
moons.

thority, One calls for a drastic cut
in the allotment of house seats for

Chicago, Jan.

.

:

-

SwanSOtt lo S^^^
^

'

Musical previously had been set
debut'here at the 8th Street
theatre Nov. 27, but was delayed

i

strawhat Hilltop theatre group in

All the proposals were adopted
by unanimous vote of the League
members present at last week’s
meeting.
However, Lee Shubert
refused to accept two other recommended changes and they’ will
not be submitted to the Code Au-

—
n

|ing.

Intro in Balto

advance, provided they have “bona
The various changes
fide” orders.
okayed by the League will next be
con si dered by the Ticket Code Authority, which is controlled by the
League, Actors Equity and the

agents.

‘Rcd .White, Blue’ Folds Next Week;

Chicago, Jan. '9.*
Its a Great Day,” paraplegic
revue which has been touring the
^

as
ffeen a possibility in

57
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Plays on Broadway

Stiilf-4iegit

Ward Morehouse, legit columnist for the N. Y. World-Telegram dc
Play Series thus far, a credit to
Legit actress Lenore Lonergan Sun, didn’t get passes for the
Flay Series being presented at
and a modest prestige item
of the legit seaSOn. It IS tastefully leaves Friday (12) for the Coast on the
Playhouse, N.
by the American National Theatre
,
Barry,
and skillfully presented, generally a one-picture contract . . . pavid Academy, despite contrary reports In the dailies. Because he is not the
well played and offers interesting,
critic (William Hawkins is) his paper did not buy him seats for the
theatre. Kanter will be production stage series.
Liagre; scenery and lighting, ponaid if scarcely “entertaining
However, Morehouse has consistently been helpful to ANTA,
Ocnsiager; Production
Although the draiha seems alien manager of “Billy Budd” ... Pro- particularly with suggestions for the annual “ANTA Album,” so
2
Robert
$4.8Q^top ($*6 *op?ningK
J ... M to American audienc.es, it is an ,il- ducer Richard Aldrich is back in Breen, the organization’s executive-secretary, gave the columnist his
Hugh Reilly luminating and even sobering exr
Toby tv ells.,.,.
Richards
Gordon
Malloy
action this week after being out a own (Breeh’s) personal seats, which he figured he’d be too busy to use.
Margaret Phillips pose of traditfon-bound social and
Miranda Bolton
Decision not to give passes to the reviewers was made bn advice of
Clive Brook religious conditions in Spain.
Josiah Bolton ... ........
fortnight with flu . . Leila Martin,
John Chapman, critic of the N. Y. Daily News and president of the
Thankful Mather Bets.v von Fursteiibcrg
PThe yam, taking place in the understudy, played the vQcalist.Frederick Briidlee
Jock Bolton, .......
N. Y. Drama Critics’ Circle. Latter discussed the matter at a Circle
central room of Bernarda Alba's lead in “Peep. Show’’ last week
meeting and it was voted that the members should buy their seats
Philip Barry’s last play, the post-' home iii a small town, opWs^^ith when Lina Romay was ill ... Joe (presumably being reimbursed by their papers, in most cases).
humous “Second Threshold,”: has the final ceremony of her husband s Shea, Who withdrew recently as; ad- agreed to admit free to previews any critics who couldn’t afford to pay
characteristics of both his glitter- funeral and follows the course of vance man for “Red, White and
for seats (Or whose papers couldn’t).
Because the Play Series (and
her tyrannical
her five
Ing, popular comedies and introdaughters to its relentless eondu- Blue/’ will be associate to press- [A.N'rA itself) is, non-profit anci each show is limited to a short run (in
spective: unsuccessful dramas. As
agent Tom Weatherly on Pwlght I'sonie cases only nine performances), it was felt there would be insuf*
sion
ofi
frustration
death.
Deanri
Sherwood;
E.
revised by Robert
Deere Wiman’s revival of “Green ficient margin in the $12,000-$13,000 production budget for an openinglargely on the basis of the author’s spit^ the oearth of direct action
(virtually, all the key events Occur Pastures’’
.
Sarah Churchill will night press list.
.
own notes; it is a brooding treat- offstage),
there^ is inounting sus- make her Broadway bow this spring
ment of a serious theme, with
^as
tragedy
stalks
the hater- as femme lead in “Gramercy
some of the familiar Barry sheen; POhse
Baickers of Cheryl Crawford’s production of the new Tennessee
Ailed femme household.
Ghost/V Roger Clark’s procluction Williams play, “Rose Tattoo,” include theatrical accountant Jack SeidNot only because of its disfin-.|
The
including
production,
Stewof
a
comedy
John
Cecil
.Holm,
the
baby
mah, $15,000; producer Roger L. Stevens, $10,000; producer Clinton
guished authorship, but on
art Chaney’s atmospheric setting which Reginald Denham will stage Wilder and legit and ballet angel Blevins Davis,
$4,000 each; attorney
sis of its thoughtful subject matBackers of ‘‘Lady’s Not for and former theatreowner Harry Fromkes and attorney Hariy Pine,
ter and its own dramatic merits, and costumes, Boris Tumarin's sensitively
paced
direction
and,
at
interestan
is
Threshold’’
“Second
Burning’’ were repaid their $60,000 $3,000; bandleader Meyer Davis, producer-theatre owner Anthony
ing play. Nevertheless, it seems Joast in several passages, Vitorio investment last week
John Brady Farrell, film executive' Joseph Hazen, pressagent Wolfe Kauf. .
inriHpnffiL
prpnfpc an
deliberate, lacking in story sur- Rieti’s incidental, miisic, creates ah Tuerk is general manager and man, theatre manager Louis A. Lotito, producer Bea Lawrence, proprise, ncit clearly defined and curi- ominous mood. For the most part, Phyllis Perlman and Marian Byram
ducer Dwight Deere Wiman and ad agency owner William 'H. Weinously inipersonal. Partly because too, the performances are plausible pressagents of Michael
Grace’s traub, $2,000 each; theatre party agent Lenore Tobin, $1,500; talent
of its persuasive principal per- and moving. As star, Katina Paxi- production,
“King
of
Friday’s
and authors’, agents William Liebling and Audrey Wood (Liebling),
formances and personalitie.s it ap- nou gives a well-modulated, skills Men,’’
how in rehearsal . ; . Alfred $1,250; film theatre official Edwin Michalove and Mrs. E. D. Williams,
pear$ likely to have a moderate fully-sustained portrayal of the
seems Drake will stage “Courtin’ ’Time/’ the playwright’s mother, $1,000 each; Equity attorney Rebecca Brownrun. although it is an outside matriarch, 'a^^
somewhat lacking in the authority the Don Walker-Jack Lawrcnce- stein, theatre party agent Ivy LaTric and Miss CraWfbrd, $500 each.
prospect to pay off
Bill Roos musiGal which James The venture is capitalized at $100,000.
Tlic six-character drama. localed
Russo and Michael Ellis will prein the handsome living room of a,^
x,.
Stanley registers in the sent with Liloyd Nolan starred.
Backers of ‘Tour Twelves Are 48,” the Richard Aldrich, Richard
Manhattan brownstohe over about]
shomest
of
^he
dauglUer
roles,
Henry Jones, last seen on Broad- Myers, Otto Preminger and Julius Fleischmann production of the new
a 24-hour pcii-iod, deals with the
^
relationship between a retired Gov- while Helen Craig and Riith Ford way in “Story for a Sunday Eve- Joseph Kesselring comedy, include concert manager James A. Davidernment leader and his devoted are outstanding in the ^more coin- ning,’’ leaves this weekend for son, $1,000; bandleader Meyer Davis, $1,000; stage manager John J.
parts _of her_ two jealous sis- HoUywood on
daughter' from whom he has, howa one-picture deal Effrat, $500; cb-producer Fleischmann, $5,000; his children, Charles,
ever, grown apart.. As she prepares ters, and Mary Welch and Sarah ,
According t(> an accountant's Dorette Louise and Joan, $1,000 each; Messmore Kendall, owner of the
Cunningham
give dimension to the statement for last
to go to Englaiid to marry an older
November, the Capitol theatre, N. Y„ $1,000; his wife, Sepha, $1,000; theatrical attorman of whom he doesn’t approve, characters of the other daughters. Broadway run of “Tickets, Please” new Robert Rockmore, $2,000, and author-editor Stanley Yoimg, $1,000.
he becomes disillusioned and with- Ruth Saville is convincing as a involved an operating loss of about Aldrich, Myers and Fleischmann are the general partners of the $50,000
drawn, and is putting his affairs in rebellious family retainer, 'Tamara $13,000. The production cost aip- venture, for which there is provision for
20% overcall.
commendably at- proximately $60,000
order with the intention of epding Daykarhanova
Alexander
his life, This situation is slowly fo- tempts to make the role of a luna- H. Cohen, co-producer with RobFinal week’s gross of “Hilda Crane,” which folded Dec. 31 at the
cused and intensified until the tic grandmother acceptable, and ert Li Joseph of the current
father’s and daughter’s emotions Marian Copp is competent as a “King Lear’’ revivial. will be part- Coronet, N. Y., was pverquoted, hitting $11,600 for nine performances,
sullen
servant.
including
$2,400 for the New Year’s Eve finale. The Arthur Schwartz
Kobe.
are brought to the surface, wherenered with Harrjv Rigby and Jule
presentation, financed at $60,000, involved a production cost of $46,800,
upon she expresses her love for
Styne
in
the
presentation
of
him and he, secure at last in the
“Make a Wish,” the musical version plus about $11,000 in bonds. It lost about $5,700 duiing its preliminary
knowledge that he is needed and
of “Good Fairy” .
When he is road tryout and around $7,500. in its 70-performance Broadway run.
W'anted, decides to go on living.
finished with the staging of Albert There is Tcportedly Hollywood interest in the film rights to the Samson
H. Rosen’s production of “Strange Raphaelson drama.
of
This is strung out amusingly
Sanctuary,” Herman Shumlln will
enough, with countless minor inciProposed establishment of a naproceed with his own presentation
Managers has sent a reminder to
dents ahd Barry’s polished dialog, tional theatre
Assn, of Theatrical Press Agents
foundation, some- of the new London
comedy hit, “To its members that the agreement between the League of N. Y. Theatres
but it is slow-moving and its soluwhat
similar to the Arts Council Dorothy, a Son”
beGourtiiey Burr and the stagehands, requires that department heads and assistants
tion, including the romance
tween the daughter and the yoiing of Great Britain, and steps to re- and Malcolm Pearson, producers must receive additional pay at their hourly rate for the taking of all
doctor, appears inevitable from the solve the ‘conflict’’ between legit of “Season in the Sun,” are ready- show pictures for commercial use.
That is, where the pictures are
Moreover, the underlying unions and the non-professional ing the presentation of “A Cowboy exploited in connection with an advertised product or where the prostart.
theme which Barry was presumably theatre were the principal devel- Named Curley,” by Kenyon Nichol- duccr derives compensation.
Producer-general manager
trying to express remains obscure. opments of the First National son ..
Clive Brook, making his Ameri- Theatre Assembly, held in* New Harry Fleischman says he’s retircan stage debut after 15 years in York last week under the, sponsor- ing from show business to open a drama until March 15. “Don’t Run Farrell production of “Billy Budd.”
So Fart” was first done by the He had the same role in the play’s
England, plays the former states- ship of the American National grocery.
Christopher Fry is writing a Pittsburgh Playhouse last season tryout two seasons ago when it was
man with agreeable urbanity, hu- Theatre
Academy. The threeInvitational
mor and style, impressing as a “find” day meeting was attended by 132 religious play, “A Sleep of Pris- under the title of “This Is My Val- tried out In the
Dennis King will be
oners,” to be presented next June ley.”
Author is a grandmother Series.
all over aga^in for Hollywood. Mar- delegates
representing
regional
garet Phillips, principal featured councils in 26 states. There were by the Pilgrim Players in St. Peter who started to study play writing starred and Torin Thatchcer will
Mancroft church, Norwich, ac;- just a few years ago under, the late be featured ... Terese Hayden
lead, makes the daughter an attrac- also numerous unofficial
observers cording
Thomas Job at Carnegie Tech staged the Equity Library Theatre
to word from England
tive and reasonably-dimensioned at the
sessions, at which Clarence
revival of Strindberg’s “IntoxicaJohn Root is designing t h e Drama School.
character. She adds great impact
Derwent,
president
of
Actors
scenery
for “Not for Children”. . j,, OUo Hartman is company mana- tion,” opening tomorrow (Thurs.)
to the climactic emotional scene.
Equity, presided.
at the Lenox Hill playhouse, N. Y.
Leading
players
in
the
Louis
CalGoldsmith
and
Ted
pressagent
ger
In the second\featured role of
The suggested national founda- hern revival of “King Lear” are of “Where’s Charley?” ..Richard
Samuel T. Wilson, amusement
the doctor, Hugh Reilly is direct tion
would
be supported by funds plugging the show this weekend Weaver is p.a. with the touring editor of the Columbus
and believable, while Betsy von raised
Dispatch, is
from “any ^ and all’’ sources, by personal and raiiio appearances “Apple of His Eye” ... Sam in New York for a look at legit and
Furstenberg Is properly girlish
Schwartz is manager, and Bernard opera. Dean A, Myers, Dispatch
within the modest requirements of including the Government, and in various Connecticut towns .
the ingenue part. Jack Bolton ac- would be “free of all political, Raymond Sovey is designing the Simon p.a. Of “Second Threshold” radio-TV ed and Variety mugg in
Lewis Harmon has joined Columbus, is subbing for Wilson
cents the callowness of the states- ideological or esthetic controls or scenery for Shepard Traube’s re- . .
.
pressagent Richard Maney as assoaccording
the vival of “Green Bay 'rree”
man’s disappointing son, and Gor- obligations,’’
to
Forrest
C.
Haring,
general
manaHarold Wise is manager
ciate
don Richards Is unobtrusively com- resolution of the delegates.
It
Sadler’s Story:
petent as the butler. Producer Ah would make grants, mostly in the ger for Dwight Deere Wipfan, will and Maney p.a. with “Four Twelves
be
company
manager
of
the
Olivia
48”
Are
... Beverly Kelley is adfred de Liagre, Jr., has staged the form of guarantees against losses
the Mail
show and Donald Oenslager has de- rather than outright gifts or loans, de Havilland revival of “Romeo vance man for the“tour of the
Toronto, Jan. 9.
signed the conventionally decora- to educational institutions, com- and Juliet.” for which Dick Wil- original company of “Mister Robliams^ and Barton Bentley will be erts,” starring John Forsythe
tive interior setting.
Hobe.
With $200,000 arriving in mail
munity theatres and non-profes- ^associates of
pres.sagent
Tom
Circle theatre, an arena-type orders after the first press an-r
The
sional groups “working towards Weatherly
Ed Haas will be playhouse, was opened by Alan
Houses
company manager of Wiman’s. re- Gray Holmes last week in the nounceinent of the Sadler's Wells
llernai^da Allia professional status/’
Ballet visit, this marks the biggest
It was agreed that
Ainericun National Theatre Sc Academy
should vival of “Green Pastures.”
Sheraton hotel, Worcester, Mass., sale in the
presentation of Stewart Chaney (in associ- administer
44 year history of the
and distribute’ the
The Cros.stown Players will pre- as a resident stock operation
ation with Boris Tumarin and. Lily TurRoyal Alexandra here, with the
ner) production of drama In three acts foundation funds, but only after sent the American
premiere of Actor William Hawkes recalled for biggest
by Frederico Garcia Lorca. Stars Katina the organization’s board of direc- Shaw’s
part
of the total being relast full-length play, naval service
Producers CourtPaxinou: features Ruth Ford, Holen Craig,
turned. Troupe is in for five nights
Ruth Saville. Tamara Daykarhanova, Mary tors is reorganized “to provide for “Buoyant Billions,’’ n ext Sunday ney Burr and Malcolm Steyensoh
and
three
Welch, Sarah Cunningham. Kim Stanley. greater representation of all the fl4) at the McBurney Y.MiC.A., gave pressagents Marian Byram
matinees, commencing
Directed by Tumarih; scenery, lighting
Flora Robson, who and Phyllis Perlman a piecje of Jan. 16,. at a $5.75 top.
and costumes, Chaney; Incidental music. elements constituting the Ameri- N. Y.
Vitorio Rieti. At ANTA Pla.vhouse, N. Y., can theatre and for more respon- closes
next
Saturday
in “Season in the Siin,” vvith the first
The gross will be $46,000 and
(13)
Jan. 7, '51; $3 top (membership rate).
to
those
elements.’’
A “Black GhifTon,” had a temporary two profit checks attached, as a the attraction, on mail orders
Servant.
.Marian Copp sibility
Pressagent alone, c6uld have playiJd five weeks
Poncia ...
...
Ruth Saville seven-hian committee w^s named iiiemory lapise «t the matinee last Christmas present
Beggar Woman. .. *. .. .Betty Morrow
t(j
work out the proposed reorgahi- Saturday (6), forcing lowering of Anthony Buttitta in Toarmina, tp capacity.
Beggar' Child
... ....
Jada Rowland
the
curtain for several minutes. Sicily, to work on a novel, will
Bernarda
Katina Paxinou Zation.
She subsequently continued the visit Rome, Milan, Paris and LonAhgustlus.
...
Helen' Craig
To resolve' the differences be- performance
Magdalena
Sarah .Cuiiningham
without further in- don before returning about March 1
Amelia
......
in Rehearsal
Mai-y Welch tween
unions and little theatre cidentTfie actress, reportedly by way of New York to publicize
Martirio
.........
Ruth Ford
Adela _
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama)
.
....
Kim Stanley groups, it was agreed that another suffering from exhaustion, will re- the spring season of the San FranIjittle Girl ......
Florence Lurien committee should be formed, in- turn to England next week.
Her cisco and Los Angeles Civic Light CD (ComedyrDrama) R (Revue),
Maria Jo.-iefa ... -.Tamara Daykarhanova
cluding representatives of both illness early in thie Broadway run Opera companies for Edwin Lester.
Prudcncia
(Musical), O (Operetta)
....
Zclda Benjamin
groups, to work under ANTA required a two-week layoff for the
Backers of“Gentlemen Prefer
auspices.
play
Other
Blondes”
res()lutions
in...
Backers
of
Samuel
have
received another
SpeChoice of Frederico Garcia Lorr-.
“Billy Budd’V (bj
Chandler
wack’s “Golden State’’ will receive dividend of $40,000, bringing the
ca’s “House of Bernarda Alba’’ as ciuded; setting up the Assembly oh
Cowles, Anthony Brady Farrell,
the fourth offering in the ANTA an annual basis, the permanent a payment of $9,500 next week on total profits to $280,000 so far on
*
prods
the
; Norris Houghton, dir.
the
production
$20b,
$60,000
Louis
000
investment
regional
councils
Even
each holding
Flay Series seems excellent. The
“Guardsman” (C)
Aldrich,
tragedy, one of the late Spaniard’s regular meetings and maintaining A, Lotito, president of City Play- on the slack pre-Chri.stmas week,
houses
when
and
of
manager
the Martin
it
eased to $18,500 gross, Myers, Fleischman, prods.; Sam
best-known works, is not only a, contact with ANTA, the establishworthwhile evening for sex'ious ment of a hational academy undel’ Beck, N. Y., leaves today (Wed.y “Happy Time” earned an Operating Wanamaker, dir.
Joshua
legit followers, but because of its ANTA, plans for a survey of tour- for a three-week vacation at Boca profit of nearly $2,000 .
“King of Friday ^‘s Men” (CD)—
Raton, Fla.
Logan and Maxwell Anderson are Michael Grace, prod.;
dubiou^:. .commercial quality is par- [ing conditions, etc.
John Burrelk
jerry Goff, former Pitt ra(?ioite, collaborating on the book for a dir.
ticulafly, suitable
for non-profit
.
musical comedy juvenile and cafe musical adaptation of “Huckleberry
presentation.
And, incidentally
“Not
for
Children”—Flaywrights'
HUSKIES TROUPE DISBANDS entertainer, now living in Miami, Finn,” to be presented next season Co.,
the play’s very lack of mass appeal
prod.; Elmer Rice, dir.
will
appear
with
Lawrence by Leland Hayward, with a score
•Seattle, Jah. 9.
would seem to endorse the judgr
“Peer Gynt” (D)—ANTA-Cheryl
U. of Washington Touring Tlicar Schwab’s MusicM Circus in Flori- by a composer to be selected . .
ment of those who in the last sevCrawford, R. L. Stevens, prods,;
da. Goff’s last Broadway show was “King Lear,” with Louis
eral seasons have refused to back tre is a cold war casualty,
Galhern Lee Strasberg, dir.
it when various different manageThe touring group, which pre- “Manhattan Mary,” with Ed Wynn. starred, is being offered to Theatre
“Romeo and Juliet’? (D)—Dwight
Robert Griffith and Happy Fel- Guild subscribers as a bonus play
ments tried to finance it for Broad- sents plays throughout WashingDeere Wiman, prod.; Peter Gleiiton, who bought the play, “Don’t us was recently done
with“Rine
way production.
ville, dir.
'ton, Oregon,. Idaho and British
Run So Fast.” from Dorothy Rood Round the Moon’?
/ Gharlcs
“Royal Family” (D)—N. Y. City
In any case, “Bernarda’’ is the Columbia, has been pul into stor- Stewart,
Pittsburgh
playwright,
play the title part in the Theatre
Co., prod.; Richard Whorf,
most impressive production in the age until “things settle down/’
have renewed their option on the Chandler
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Total
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LEGITKIIATB
Current Road Shows

Grosses

(Jan, 8-20)

ar« the comparative figures based on Variety's
boxoifice estimates for last weeh (the 32d week of the season)
and the corresponding week of last season:
Thii
Last

BROADWAY

59

Season' Season

26
26
of shows current
619
611
Total weeks played so far by all shows ...
$681,100
$625,600
Total gross for aU current shows last week
$13,829,800 $15,535,100
Total season’s gross so far by all shows
45
27
Number of new productions so far

Number

.

ROAD

(Excluding Stock, Ice Shows and Outdoor)
24
33
of current touring shows reported.
562
538
Total weeks played so far by all shows ....
$578,700
$506,900
Total road gross reported last week. ....
$12,597,300 $11,124,900
Season’s total road gross so far. ......

Number

.

.

“Angel In the Pawnshop** (tryout) ^Harris, Chi, (8-13) (Reviewed
in Variety, Nov. 8, ’50).
“Apple of His Eye”
Shubert,
Detroit (8-13); American, St. Louis

—

—

(15-20).

‘Gnrs’ 46G;

“As You Like It**— Curran, San
Francisco (8-13); Mayfair, Portland

With the sizeable help of the
Year’s Eve performances,

(15-20).

8 - 20 ).

—

in

6

closed Saturday night
$21,900);
(6) after 100 performances, at a
loss of around $290,000.

New

“Blossom Time**— Shubert, Phila.
(

‘Hiresyd’ 12G

which in nearljj all cases were
played Sunday night and therefore
KRNT. theatre, were included
in last week’s gross-

“Peep Show,” Winter Garden
“Brigadoon**
(27th wk) (R-$7.20; 1,519; $58,000).
Dcs Moines (8); And., St. Joseph, es, business generally followed
tra- Nearly $35,000
(previous week,
Mo. (9); Forum, Wichita (11-12); dition for the post holiday stanza,
Orpheum, Kansas City (13-15); taking sizable skids at all but the $35,000).
Peter Pan,’* St. James C37th wk)
Robinson Aud., Little Rock (17-18); solid sellouts. The only show to
Aud., Memphis (19-20).
play the New Year’s Eve showing (M-$4.80; 1,571; $35,700). Nearly
(previous week, $32,500).
$26,200
“Cojrtfe Bacl^ Little Sheba’*
Saturday night was “South Pa“Ring Round the Moon,” Beck
Erlanger,
Aud., cific.”
Buffalo
(8-10);
wk)
(G-$4.80; 1,214; $28,800)^
(7th
Rochester (11-13); Gayety, Wash.
Even for that hormally boff eve- About $13,300 (previous week,
(15-20).
ning, attendance was spotty on
$18,200).
“Death of a Salesman”—Court Broadway, with some of the mod“Season in the Sun,” Cort (15th
Square, Springfield. Mass. (8-10); erate draws failing to go clean. wk) (C-$4.80;
Al1,056; $25,400).
Bushnell
Aud.,
(11); However, the upped scale generally
Hartford
most $21,700 (previous week, $23;-

—

Xove’ 24G.

lil’

Chicago, Jan. 9.
With the aid of the long weekend holiday, Chi boxoffices last
week did well. Most of the shows
sold out. Sadler’s Wells Ballet,
w hich closed Near Year’s Eve, took
away an astounding $235,000 for
two weeks at the Civic Opera
“Rose Tattoo” premiered
House;
at the Erlanger Dec. 29 with a
moderate reception. Majority of the
reviews were laudable, but Sidney Harris, Chicago Daily News^
and Bill Leonard, Chicago Jour?

liaiose’

Ue

It’

h Stcoiid

.

—

moo

Hefty

Frisci

Week

San Francisco, Jan.

lifted the week’s take, in at least
four cases taking the week’s gross

Metropolitan, Providence (12-13);
Shubert, New. Haven (15-20).
American, St.
“Diamond Lil”
Louis (8-13); Taft Aud,, Cincinnati
(14-15); Murat, Indianapolis (1620 ).
D’Oyly Carte
Blackstone, Chi.
( 8 20 ).
“Four Twelves Are 48” (tryout)

9.

“As You Like It” With Katharine
Hepburn, continued to hold upper^
bracket biz, chalking up a hefty
$30,100 for a second stanza at the
house
Curran, -with
1,775-seat

to

new house

records.

for the night was

Me Madam”

500).

“Second Threshold,’* Morosco
wk) (CD-$4.80; 914; $24,300).

Top

price
charged by “Call

($12),

(1st

Opened Tuesday night

while the high

—

—

W

—

scaled to $4.20. First week showed
a strong $29,200, backed by unanir (8-13); Erlanger, Phila. (15-20).
or 74% of capacity. The preCommerce, were dissenters. mously good crix reviews. Show
“Kiss Me, Kate”—Tabor Grand,
vious week’s corrected total
•‘Red, White and Blue” opened at is booked for one more frame.
Denver (8-9); Chief, Pueblo, Colo.
gross for 27 shows was $752,the Opera House Jah. 1 and all
Geary remains dark. Only fu- (10); Capitol, Salt Lake City (Il600, or 82%.
the critics panned the revue, which ture booking announced for the ls); Biltmore, L. A. (15-20).
“Mister Roberts” and “Pardon
Fridolin Curran is Les Ballets de Paris,
will fold here Jan. 20.
“Mister Roberts” (John For- Our French”
closed Saturday night
comes in with his “Ti-C6q” in
nil I

,

wk)

($4;' 1,358).

Closed Saturday

(6) with fair $17,000.
“I Know My Love,” Selwyn (4th
wk) ($4.40; 1,000). Strong $24,000
with one week left of five-week

House

(1st

wk)

($4.94; 3,600).

Very

‘Consul’ 16G, Philly

“Rose Tattoo.” Erlanger

(1st

Philadelphia, Jan.

wk)

building nicely with

$13,700.

Philly’s legit biz

was

fairly

9.

good

for the second of the two holiday

—

M

—

Innocente’

H

.

Cleveland, Jan. 9.
With Louise Platt and Phillips
“Streetcar
K-cnnealiy
leads,
as
Named Desire” picked up a moderate $12,000 at a $3.10 top in
eight performances at the Hanna
last week.
Broad style of acting
find New Year’s week hangovers,
anc of them being adverse reactions to preceding stock production
of
‘‘Man Who Came To
Dinner,” cut down “Streetcar’s”
speed here on this return visit.
“Dinner,”
Bill
guest-starring
Veeck, baseball promoter and former owner of the Cleveland Inmans baseball team, gave the
Hanna just a big bust during
Christmas week. Eight performance.s at .a $3.70 top, considered by
some as too high for stock, clocked
a weak $8,000 and lost money for
hs local angels. Proposed stock
series is being postponed by Milton Krantz, house manager, until

(7th

$8,000 in first of wk) (1,200; $3.60).
Sad $8,500.
looks better for Pulled $5,600 in four shows previ-

the current stanza.
Yiddish Art Theatre,

Walnut

Maurice
(2d wk) (1,430; $2.60).
Schwartz and company in “Riverside Drive,” billed as “bi-lingual”
play.
Got $9,500 in final week,
after fairly good start previous
Friday. House gets “Come Back,
Little Sheba” Jan. 29.

wk) (M-$6.60;

New house

week,

“Captain Brassbound’s Conversion,*' City Center (2d Wk) ((i:-$3;
3,025; $32,000). Nearly $23,700 for
the final eight performan<?es (previous week, $25,000 for first seven
performances, including $2,500 for
one preview); closed Sunday night
,

.

$3; 3,025; $32,000). Revival of Edna
Ferber-George S. Kaufman play,

starring Ruth Hussey, presented by
N. Y. C. Theatre Co.; production

budgeted

$28,000),

$35,000,

cost

Future Schedule
“Four Twelves Are 48,”

1,319; $45,500).

about

48th

Street, Jan. 17 (trying out).
“Angel in the Pawnshop,” Booth.
Jan. 18 (trying oiit).

^’Richard

V

H,” City Center, Jan.

24.

“King

Lear,’* National (2d wk)
(D-$4,8D; 1,172; $30,000).
$17,100 (previous week, $24,200).
“Kiss Me, Kate,’* Shubert (104th
wk) (M46; 1,361; $43,000). Just
$30,500 (previous week, $38,000).

ANTA

Playhouse,

Charley?”

Broadway,

’^Peer Gynt,”
Jan. 28 (rehearsing).

About

BALLET, IIORACE’ QUIT

at

$38,000 (inciuding two weeks’ operating expense^ but excluding $4,000
bonds); opens two-week run tonight (Wed.).

record, just tipped
$46,000 (previous week, $43,400).
ous week in New Haven.
Time,’*
“Happy
Plymouth (50th
“Where’s Charley?” (Shubert)
(2nd wk) (1,750; $4.80-$6 Sat.). wk) (C-$4.80; 1,063; $30,0()0). Almost
r
e
$21,100
v i o u g week,
(p
Still nifty at $39,500.

Lbs Angeles; Jan. 9.
“Lady’s Not for Burning,” RoyArnold-* Apple’ $10,000
There is no legit activity in Los
Angeles this week. Last session’s ale (9th wk) (C-$4.80; 1,035; $28,Stanza
For Second D. C.
two offerings finaled over the week- 500). Almost $24,700 (previous
week, $26,400).
Washington, Jan. 9.
endi leaving the town without legit
**Membcr of the Wedding,” EmThe Edward. Arnold starrer, for the first time in months. Acpire
(52d wk) (D-$4.80; 1,082; $24,“Apple of His Eye,” did $10,000 tivity resumes Monday (15) when
196).
About $11,300 (previous week,
at
week
the Biltmore rekindles with “Kiss
for its second Washington
$19,000).
the Gayety theatre, before heading Me, Kate.”
“Mister
Roberts,” Alvin (146th
Estimates for Last Week
west for a trek which will carry it
(CD-$4.80;
$35,276).
1,360;
“Horace,” Las Palmas (2d wk) wk)
to the Coast and north into Canada.
Nearly $19,000 (previous week,
First week’s take was $8,000, but (388; $3.60). Pair of New Year’s
night
(6)
closed
Saturday
$20,000;
the figure is a little misleading Eve performances helped b o 0 s t
since the play opened here on a the frame’s take to $4,500 for a $6,- after 1,157 performances.
“Oiit of This World,’* Century
300 total on the fortnight, just
Tuesday instead of a Monday.
(3d wk)
(M-$6; 1.645; $52,000).
00 I'uns through all his New York
A single week of Cornelia Otis about at break-even point.
Another
new house record, $50,Paris,
Biltmore
de
Ballets
opened
Les
hookings in March.
show
one-woman
Skinner’s
Second 935 (previous week. $49,700).
night (8). Commencing Jan. (2d wk) (1.636; $4 20).
la.st
“Pardon Our French,” BroadJim Keefe, legit pressagent, 15, the Theatre Guild’s “Come frame up to $22,500. civing the
for
two way 14th Wk) R-SO; 1 ,900; $58,of
$40,500
for
total
show
a
j-. overing
in
checks
Sheba”
Little
Back,
at St. Mary’s hospital,
iOOO).
Under $20,100 (previous week,
the
red.
weeks, marginally in
^hicfigo,
fortnight run.

“Where’s

Jan. 29 (touring).

“Green
Feb.

1

Bay

Tree,”

Golden.

(rehearsing).

“Rose Tattoo,” Beck, Feb. 3

(try-

ing out).

“King of Friday’s Men,” Play-

'

house. Feb. 5 (rehearsing).
“Billy Budd,” Biltmore, Feb. 6

,

(

i

after a seriou$ operation.

$11,000).

$3,800).

,

600).
Nearly $18,000 (previous
week, $20,000 for first seven performances, including $7,000 for
three previews).
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,**
Pan” Feb. 13.
(5th wk) (1,500; $3160). Wound up Ziegfeld (57th wk) (M-$6; 1,628;
“Four Twelves Are 48” Locust final week with about $12,500. $51,400). Almost $43,200 (previous
week, $46,100).
Comedy House is dark.
(1st wk) (1,580; $3.90).
“Guys and Dolls,” 46th Street
tryout got not-toO-favorable recepr
“The Innocents’’ (Plymouth) (1st
4

Arena

Man,”
500;

(previous

$4,000

Openings
“Darkness at Noon,” Alvin (DSidney
$4.80;
$34,276).
a,360;
Kingsley dramatization of Arthur
“Bell, Book and Candle,” Barry- Koestler novel, starring Claude
more (8th wk) (C-$4.80; 1,066; Rains, presented by Playwrights*
$30,069). New house record, $30,- Co.; production financed at $100,344 (previous week, $28,500).
000, cost about $80,000 (excluding
“Black Chiffon,” 48th Street approximately $5,000 tryout loss
(12th wk) (D-$4.80; 925; $23,000). and' $15,000 In bonds) and will
Nearly $10,300 (previous week, break even at around $18,000;
$12,000);
closing next Saturday opens Saturday night (13).
“House of Bemarda Alba,’*
night (13).
“Bless You All,” Hellinger (4th ANTA Playhouse (D-$3; 924; $22,Frederico Garcia Lorca
wk) (R-$7.20; 1,543; $57,500). Al- 730).
most $42,100 (previous week, tragedy, starring Katina Paxinou,
presented by the American Na$45,000).
“Call
Me Madam,” Imperial tional Theatre & Academy in as(13th wk) (M-$7.20; 1,400; $56,435). sociation
with Stewart Chaney,
Also set a new house record and Boris Tumarin and Lily Turner;
easily topped the
list,
$57,020 production budgeted at $12,500,
(previous week, $52,500).
cost
about
(excluding
$13,000
“Cocktail Party,” Miller (51st wk) $3,000 bonds) and will break even
(C-$4.80; 940,* $22,400). About $8,- at around $I2,0Q0; opened three000* (previous week, $13,500).
week run Sunday night (7) to two
“Country Girl,” Lyceum (9th wk) pro notices (Barnes, Pollock), three
(D-$4.80; 995; $24,057). Over $21,- con (Chapman, Coleman, McClain)
600 (previous week, $21,500).
and three inconclusive (Atkinson,
“Enemy of the People,’* Broad- Hawkins, Watts). •
hurst (2d wk) (D-$4.80; 1,160; $32,“Royal Family,’* City Center (CD-

—

and a weak
In Cleveland Return tion
two weeks, but

the

(C-$3;

“Affairs of State,’* Music Box
“Ti-Coq” (“Little Rooster”) (try- (16th wk) (C-$4.80; 1,012; $27,774).
out)
Royal Alexandra, Toronto Nearly $27,800 (previous week,
(8-13); Harris, Chi. (17-20) (Re- $26,800).

2D

WEEK; D’OmiOiG

wk)

About

—

(15-20).

.

‘Streetcar’ Fair

Stock

“Arms and
(12th

—

This week finds only two
“South Pacific,” Shubert (8th wk)
open, the Locust with viewed in Variety, May 24, ’50,
($5; 2,100). Still boff $51,200.
“Four Twelves Are 48,” and the and Nov. 15, ’50).
“Where’s Charley?’*
Shubert,
Shubert, with the perennial “BlosBoston (8-20).
som Time.”
‘ROBERTS’ {24.500 IN
Bookings are, however, beginning to pick up and indications are
now fairly good for the winter
BET.
months, although there will be
8^/^G,
Detroit, Jan. 9.
plenty of dark weeks scattered
“Mister Roberts,” in its second among the five possible legit
week, did a robust $24,500 at the houses.
Shubert, while the D’Oyly Carte
Estimates for Last Week
Opera Co. grossed $18,500 at the
“Darkness at Noon” Forrest (2d
Cass.
The G&S troupe had done wkl (1,760; $3.90). In second of
only $16,500 the week before in two
Boston, Jan. 9.
tryout weeks this Claude
Pittsburgh.
Only two legits in town this
Rains vehicle got a sturdy $20,900,
Meanwhile, the Detroit Civic and looks potent despite its heavy stanza, “Where’s Charley?” holdLight Opera Co. grossed a good theme. House now dark for three ing strongly at the Shubert in its
$48,000 with “Carousel,” and $35,- weeks because “The Innocents,” third week and “The Innocents” in
000 with “Balalaika,” its first and skedded for the l5th, has been its second week at the Plymouth.
.second presentations, respectively
“Billy Sadler’s Wells Ballet opened Monswitched to Erlanger.
of a 10- week season at the Masonic
Budd” on the 29th, is theatre’s day (8) for a week at the Opera
Temple.
next booking.
House with the biggest single week
Advance buying of tickets to
“The Consul” Shubert (2d wk) gross In the offing. Majestic is
Civic
Light Opera productions, (1,870; $3.90). Miii/cal drama closed switching back to a pic policy with
w hich three time.s last year grossed
its tour here Saturday. Got artistic “Cyrano” opening Jan. 11.
$60,000, was reported off 30%. welcome but not enough biz. FairEstimates for Last Week
poor sales are not taking up the ish $16,000 didn’t make money.
“Blossom Time” (Opera House)
slack.
Break-even point is about “Blossom Time” in currently for (2nd wk) (3,000; $2.40). Mild $14,$42,000. Television is being blamed
fortnight, then house is dark three 000 for final week.
for the decrease in biz.
Weeks, re-lighting with “Peter
“Death of a Salesman” (Colonial)
weeks.
houses

pace, over $50,-

ances); moved Monday night (8)
to the 995-seat Fulton, where the
capacity will be $24,666 at $4.80
top.

;

—

sad $13,500; closing Jan. 20.
($4; i.334). Is

;

^

stanza

“Red, White and Blue,’^ Opera

sythe)^Erie, Schenectady (10-13);
“Captain Brassbound’s
Avon, Utica, N. Y. (15-16); Aud., version” wound up Sunday
night
Rochester (17-20).
“Black Chiffon” folds next
“Mister Roberts” (Tod Andrews) Saturday night
(13) and “Peter
Hartman, Columbus (8-13); Pan’” folds Jan. 27. Several
other
Quimby Aud., Ft Wayne (15-17); presentations may
go off momenHall of Music, Lafayette, Ind. (18- tarily.
20 ).
Estimates for Last Week
“Oklahoma”
Stuart. Lincoln,
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
Neb. (8-9); Aud., St Paul (11-13);
CD
(Comedy’Drama) H (Revue),
Lyceum, Minneapolis ( 15-20).
(Musical), O (Opera).
Erlan“Rose Tattoo” (tryout)
Other parenthetic figures refer,
(8-20)
ger,
(Reviewed In
Chi.
respectively, to top price, number
Variety this week).
“South Pacific”
Shubert, Chi. of seats and capacity gross. Price
(8-20).
includes 20% amusement tax, but
“Streetcar Named Desire” Cox, grosses are net: i.e,, exclusive of
Cincinnati (8-13); Shubert, Detroit tax.

—

Darbess’

SRO

the regular

800 (previous week, with one performance at upped scale, $54,2Q()).
Century,”
“Twentieth
ANTA
Playhouse (2d wk) (C-$3; 924;
Final seven performances
$22,730).
(7)
at this house hit $19,000 (previous
Con- week, $19,000 for nine perform-

of

opening Jan. 15, With $4.20 top.
English at the Harris Jan. 17. *Tt’s
The San Francisco Repertory
a Great Day,” is inked in for the theatre
celebrate its first
will
Blackstone Jan. 29 for its premiere birthday tomorrow (Wed.) when it
showing;
opens with Jean Paul Sartre’s
Estimates for Last Week
“No Exit,” starring John Barry“Angel in the Pawnshop,” Har- more, Jr. Top will be $2, with
Neat run set for two stanzas.
ris (9th wk) ($3.80; 1,000).
$13,400 for next to last week.
“Diamond Lil,” Blackstone (16th

to seven

News; McClain^ Journal-American;
Hawldns, World-Telegram & Sun;
Pollock, Compass; Wa,tts, Post) and
One pan (Coleman, Mirror); first
six performances chalked up about
$12,000, with advance sale building,
“South Pacific,” Majestic (90th
wk) (M-$6; 1,659; $50,186). Back to

Locust Street, Phila. (8-13)
(Reviewed in Variety this week).
Selwyn, “Bell, Book and Candle.”
“I Know My Love”
Chi. (8-13); Hanna, Cleve. (15-20)w
The total gross for all 26
“Innocents” ^Plymouth, Boston
shows last week was $681,100,

—

(2)

favorable notices (Atkinson, Times;
Barnes, Hearld Tribune; Chapman,

for most musicals was $9.60 and in
some instances $8.40. For straight
plays,
the New Year’s Eve scale
(6)
ranged from $8.40 to the regular
(7)
and $3. House records were
$4.80
set by “Call Me Madam,” “Out of
This
orld,” “Guys and Dolls” and

a

(

(rehearsing).
‘*Not for
Children,”
Feb. 8 (rehearsing).

“Mary Rose,”

ANTA

Coronet,

Playhouse,

Feb. 25.

“Romeo
theatre,

I

and

Juliet,” unspecified
(rehearsing).

March 9

Vicki Cummings is starring in
“Candlelight” as first guest star at
Houston’s Playhouse theatre, Feb.
21.
The comedy, directed by John
O’ShamrhneSFv, will launch the
new arena theatre’s year-round
schedule of play production.

•

Reed.

Daniel

Plays Out of
The Rose TaWOrOJ

:

^
^
^ -“aa
Cheryl Crawioid presentation of drama
three acts (11 scenes) by Tennessee
proMann;
Williamb. Directed by Daniel
duction associate, Bea Lawrence. Setting.
Boris Aronson; costumes. Rose Bogdanoff;
lighting, Charles Rlson; Incidental music,

,1-hiSf,

desires, ^scores

in

his

is

repe,

Toretjska lends a
While tudmiHa Toretzka
sure touch as the family adviser.
Sonia Sorel as the other woman
captures applause with her brief
appearance, while Jane Hoffman
David Diamond, At Erlanger, Chicago, and Florence Sundstrom as twp
Dec. 29, "50; $4 top.
strumpets offer some
Salvatore JVIinco southern
Salvatore ..........
...... Judy Ratnei* welcome eoniedy relief.
Incident.......
Vivi
Salvatore Taormina ally, Williams has more corpedy
...
Bruno ....
Ludmilla Toretzka
Assunta
and
previous
writings
here
than
in
Love
Phyliss
Rose Dcllc Rose
Maureen Stapleton shows a good hand for the lighter
Serafina Delle Rb.se
Sonia Sorel
Estelle Hohengarten
side.
Augusta Merighi as the
.... Daisy Belmore
... ....
The Strega
neighbor gets chuckles,
Rossana San Marco buxom
Cuisepina
Augusta Morighi Rest of tile cast including five
Popina
Violetta ......
a;... Vivian Nathan,
eii, is well cast and capably
..... Penny Santon
Mariella ,
Nancy, Franklin directed by David Mann.
Teresa
Theo Goetz
...
Father Do Leo
Single set, front, of a tin-roofed
Andrew Duggan
Doctor
..
Dorrlt- Kelton Louisiana shack parlor, done by
Miss Vorke
..... 'Jane Hoff.nian
F'lora
...,
Boris Aronson, is simple, not in
Florence Sundstrom.
Bessie ....
Don Murray the usual Williams impressionistic
Jack Hunter
....
David Stewart style, but startingly effective. Cos.Policeman
Eddie Hyans tumes by Rose Bogdanoff are in
Sa.lesman
Eli Wallach
Alvarro Mangiacavallo
keeping with lO'A’er-class; surroundlings and are authentic, not stagey.
Chicago, Dot. 29.
Lighting by Charles Elson is simTennessee .Williams is still con- pie but sharp.
Ineidental music
tin.uing liis study of frustrated, in- by David Diamond is also a wide
in “Rose departui’e
women.
trospective
elaborate
the
from
Tattoo” he deviates from, his usual musical cues that have accommore ethereal creatures, to try and panied the playwright's former efdepict a warm, earthy, female. forts, Avith just a few bars for
That it doesn’t quite come off is bridges introducing the changes of
due to several reasons— an in- scenes and acts;
Use of Italian
volved and overlong first act, with phrases, though liberally scattered,
the later acts never being able to does not detract, but rather adds
overcome the pedestrian pace, set color,
by* the first; failure to achieve a
the first act undergoes a
If
major climax after a series of
rewrite and cutting (it ran
minor ones, and some yery uneven strong
Close to an houC and 15 minutes),
Writing.:
acts are tightened, with
other
and
Play revolves around a Sicilianclimax, this might fare
American wife who laments her a strong Broadway.
:well on
As it stands,
husband, who died loving another
film cenShe cremates his body the theme wouldn't'pass through
woman.
but could easily go
and cherishes his ashes in the sors,
cast pfHowever,
Avhitewash.
a
house, which she never leaves,
fers a wealth of new faces for pic.-,
.

;

out

pH, tiie

top drawer,

Plays Abroad

Klep,

Foinl; of

.

.

:

'

book by
by Nina Vance. At Alley

W'estheimer,

Stanley Moore,
don.

thealrCi Hous-

ton, Dec. 28, "50.
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Eurydice
Orpheus
Father
Mons. Henri
Mother.
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great play in spots, a

a

it

I

shy

Paris, Dec,

Murray

Andre Bar$acq production

Banzie
Blythe

^

‘

.:,

19.
of a tragedy

in three acts by Luigi Pirandello; adaptation,
Benjamin Cremieux; staged by

j

,

.

magic fallacy of youth, that

it's

a great, big beautiful world. Play’s
scenes come when
Joe’s
illusions are shattered via Williams’ father and stepmother.

sock

The

two

act.

tell

the

story

through a series' of episodes, admirably suited to the Alley’s
theatre-in-the-round setup.
First
act
introduces /a
middle-aged
Texas widower, Williams’ father
(Giiy Rail/ who brings home a
voluptuous,
20 - 3^ear-old
baggage
for a new wife.- Father then immediately returns to business, wife
Rosella (Johnny George) to new
conquests. Her stepson is her victim.
Innocent and bewildered, he
succumbs, and crash goes his
world.
Caught in the criash are
his
schoolgirl
sweetheart,
Joe,
eventually,
joe’s
mother,
and,
Williams’ father and trollop step-

,

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

..

... ......

,

...

.

.

.

John Moffatt
John Kidd

•

.

!

w6rl(I, as against sordicl, stupid
adulthood. “Failacy’s’' appeal is in
its restrained portrayal of youth
plunged into ugly tragedy, and in
the adept handling of disillusionment without mawkishness or

.

.

.

Legend oif Orpheus and Eurydice
has been transferred into the modr
ern idiom for this new Jean
Anouilh play. Kitty Black’s translation brings out the tragedy and
poignancy of the drama with its
wealth of Tomantic incident. The
very nature of the theme may n^ilitate against its success. However,
it may fit in with the current vogue
for more erudite entertainment.
The major asset of the production
is the big cast headed by three important local screen stars,
The legend begins in a small
French provincial railway station.
Passengers waiting for connections
include Orpheus and his father;
both itinerant musicians, and Eurydice and her mother, members of
a touring theatrical company; It
is love at first sight for the two

little

1

I

;

:

i

Hotel Waiter
A Clerk ........

acts.

j

i

.

i

two
Theme is’ sensitive and
adolescence, living in a snug
its

(Tommy

;

;

good play throughout

youngster who idolizes Pershing
Williams (George Olsen )i a 17year-old, and wlio lives with the

'

'•

Griffith

.

.

Principal character is Joe Albert
Sandsi,
fatherless
a.

J

I

Hugh

.......... Stepheh

^

melodrama.

.

,

.

Storm
Westheimer of the novella by the
Hayes Andre Barsacq: decor and costumes, Leon
former Houston Post Mathias. ................ .J.eonard White Gischia. At Theatre De L'Atelier, Paris
a
^
Henry IV
Jean Viiar
Lucille Steven
Gill
A
Baron Belcredi
exploits ah old theme in Molac.
...
Pierre Asso
....... .Eric Pohlmann
..
Olive Kirby ^Pe^or Geoni ........... J; P, Moulinbt
such tender, moving manner as to Another Girl.
Marquise
Spina
Germaine Mpnlrero
The Manager....... ..Andi'ea Malandrinos
•

;

'

.

.

•

.

.

,

. .

Frida
Marquis Di Noll.

.

.

:

I

.

t

^

IV

iieiiry

.

•

,

I

•

I

•

.

Myro.

.

Mai Zetterhng
Dirk Bogarde

.Brenda De
Dorothy
Cashier
Station Walter............. David
Vincent...., .............. George

...

.

i

.

f

,

. ,

.

,

adapta-

of York’s, Lon-

At Duke

1

,

;

.

Fallacy,”

Walter Jensen and David

itioh by

;

.

Magic

.

i

suit

30.

;

j

I

.

but designed clearly to

lot,

mixed tastes.
The decor and costuming were
Tennant Productions (by arrangement more ambitious than is
customary
with Duchess Productions. Ltd.) present a
Houston, Jan. 5.'
for
this type Of production. Each
Anouilh:
Jean
by
new drama in three acts
Alley Theatre presentation of drama translated by Kitty Black. Directed by
'of the, 26 items on the bill had a
in two acts by Walter Jensen and David Peter
Decor, Gurschner & proper setting.
Ashmore.
latter. Directed
from

^

,

Departure

London, Dec.

Tlie 3|agic Fallacy

;

,

,

%

Preminger’s

i

'

'

!

j

,

Otto

direction/ while skilled, is on the
lieavy side fpr a laugh show. Raymond Spyey’s living room setting

Xonn

’

In

.

n
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principal characters,

.

,

.

.

,

Francoise Spira
.Philippe Marcuil

.

One of the lesser known Pirandello plays, this has been given
a neat production at the Theatre De
L’Atelier. Listed as a tragedy, it
does not live upi to its designation,
due to the odd playing by some of

the cast. Misplaced emphasis and
the tendency of Jean Viiar to
mbnotonize and garble his crucial
speeches had the audience tittering in the wrong plaee.s.
However, the intriguing theme of who
is more insane—the condemned or
those
condemn, with its
that
peripheries keep the play engrossing throughout.
Andre Barsaciq has given the
play neat staging but not the edge
and relehtless pacing it needs.
Leon Gischia’s decors and costuming are colorful and appropriate.
Viiar does hot make his Henry IV
/ the
real stature the role calls
However, he is fine in his
for.
/ climaxes.
Pierre Asso lends an
excellent stage presence to the
role of the conniving baron. Germaine Montrero is fine as the
1

;

i

.

Orpheus and

Eurydice, but disaster soon follows
a brief spell of happiness. Despite
the author’s light touch, the play is
a specimen of almost unrelieved
burying herself in her work as a
gloom. There are, however, many marquise.
Zahe,
Mosk.
tures.
She constantly is inseamstress.
sharp-edged
passages,
beautiful
voking prayers to keep herself
and romantic; which enliven the
AiiiK Anil
daughter safe
Twclvcsi
15-year-old
and
show. /The overemphasis on sex in
(Frienu, Friend)
from the wiles of man. However,
the garret scene, also ending on a
Wilmington, Jan. 5,
when confronted with the evidence
Paris, Dec. 27.
sombre note, niay easily oflen(i
Aldrich & Myers presentation of Otto
DauiioU production of a comedy in three
that her late husband was un- Preminger production of comedy' in two
some.
act-i by Pierre Barillet. Jean-Plerrc Gredy;
faithful, she emerges from her acts by Joseph Kesselrlng. DlreOted by
Zetterling staged by Jean Wall; decors, Wakhevitch;
and
Mai
Dirk
Bogarde
Sovey.
stupor, dresses up, and picks up a Preminger. Setting by Raymond
play Orpheus and Eurydice with with Maria Mauban, Jacques Daqmine.
At Playhouse, .W'ilmington, Dec. 29, '50;
Versois, Gerard Sety. At Theatre
truck driver similar in appearance $3.60 top.
sincerity.
These are tender and Odile
DaunoU, Paris,
..-....^..Rosetta La Noire
to her late husband. After spurn- Rose, Bolton
moving performances, warm and Nicole
Maria Mauban
Crow'ley mother.
Pat
Dorothy
Bawke
she
initially,
Christian.
Jacques Uaqrhine.
advances
his
ing
understanding. Stephen Murray as
Billy James
Jerry
................ ... ,OdUe Versois
spends the night with him.
Second act is action-packed and the mysterious messenger from Marie
Konald Telfer
Boss Workman
Alexandre
Gerard Sety
Jane Du Frayne violent. But the finale is the play’s heaven has a less sympathetic role. Yolande
Outside the house, at the same Phllappa
Simone Paris
Joshua Shelley major weakness,
Robert Hominet
time, the daughter is trying to Mischa Cohn
more or less For almost the entire first act he M.1 X ....
Alton '.Allerman-Spaacher .Ludwig Donath
seduce a yoiing sailor, bound by Mrs. Kelly
sits with his back to the audience
Mrs. Priestly Morrison trailing off.
This is a lightweight affair of
a vow made to the mother not to Uncle Snake Tooth ....... Ernest TrUfex
George without a single line until the tragThe cast is all local,
Morning finds Nellie Bawke ............. Anne Revere
a childless couple and their trials
defile her child.
Eulabelle Moore Olsen, son of bandleader George edy begins. Hugh Griffiths scores
Calendula Watkins
the truck driver lurching to the Mary Ba'wke.
Ruth Taylor Olsen and Ethel Shutta, as young heavily as Orpheus’s philosophiz- in getting and keeping friends. A
Hiram Sherman Williams, does his first dramatic ing father and Brenda De Banzie clever idea is bogged down by
couch where the girl is sleeping, Philip Dupre
Margaret Bannerman
Dupre
... .
awakening and frightening her, Jane
Young Sands makes a vivid impression as the spiritless writing and the unfold’.Royal Dano role in sock style.
...
Joe Hungry Horse
with the mother turning on him Dr. James P, Berrystone ... Daniel Reed is excellent as the boy Joe; Johnny girl’s mother. Remainder of the ment is conventional and ordinary.
and driving hini from the cottage.
George is fine as the stepmother.,, cast keeps up the high standard On the Grand Boulevards and with
a cast of fresh hopefuls it will
Throughout the drama r.uns the
v
Guy Rail, Houston attorney, as the set by the principals.
sevWhile
competent
cast
and
a
ItalianAs
the
of
supCrstitutions
Direction by Peter Ashmore is probably have a good run.
Parker, as the
Ariielia
father;
legit material for the U. S., it has
American plus a definite conflict eral really funny situations are on grandmother; Dolores McClellan precise and sympathetic. Myro.
Joseph
the
new
the
credit
side,
neither the pace nor wit to make
with the Catholic church and its
Kesselring comedy is not ready as Joe’s mother, and Juanita
the grade.
dogma.
Fol de llels
The author goes Hamilton, as the maid, are good
First act sets up the characters
Title is symbolic of the rose for Broadway.
support.
both
in
effort
to
be
Jan.
2.
overboard
London,
am
of
the meddling career wife and
woman's
tattoo on the chest of the
Robert Altfeld, Alley Theatre
Jack Hylton-Greatrex Newman produc- the
kitchen-bound husband.
A
husband, which she envisions, is original and ludicrous, but this is
oil man, is tion of new revue, with Cyril Wells, Kath- hanger-on
Houston
president
and
Old
and
another
“Arsenic
not
friend is the main butt
transferred to her breast at the
West, Charles Stewart, David Ni.xen,
narrator. Nina Vance, Alley’s leen
the
present
The
total
effect
at
Uace.’of
is
the
the
kidding.
the
gag
sees
After
She
Rogers,
conception.
June
Powell,
Robin
Ford,
Thurza
time of
founder and director, did a good Anthony Hayes. Frederic Gregory, Ron- worn thin, the wife gets him marsign again after sleeping With misses fire, calling for plenty of
ald W^vles, Joan Rudd. Rita Burrows.
Fraz.
staging
job.
if
this
play
is
rise
above
work
to
off to a
visiting country
her new-found boy-friend, leaving
Maureeii Cooper, Hazel Honey, Lucille ried
Second act shows the reGraham, Robert Sydney, Vincent Ranger. cousin.
her at the curtain in a state of the also-ran lists.
The title comes from the basic
Eve
Williams,
Sylvia
Barber.
Ann turn of the honeymooners.
Now
exaltation.
Mathew. Sketches and lyrics by Newman;
the same career wife tries to
Williams has drawn liberally situation^ which is funny in the ‘KATE’ $37,000 IN 10
music by Wolseley Charles.
thin
undermine the two newlyweds.
from a list of lesser-known, com- beginning but wears rather
when stretched over three acts.
Maria Mauban, who took the
petent actors and actresses for bis
To bring a seaside concert party
and supporting roles. The heroine is an Indian woman
starring
to the West End in a revue is a lead role within eight days of
became a mother at the tenDenver, Jain. 9.
Many are from Actors’ Studio, who
experiment
bold
and
challenge
a
to opening when the star took ill,
der age of 12. So did her daughhaving worked with .the author
“Kiss Me, Kate,” in 10 shows at producers who think only in terms gives an agitated performance in
ter and granddaughter, and as the
there, and some are recruited from
the 1,967-seat Tabor, did a fine of marquee names. Although un- monotone that irks after awhile.
curtain rises there is an indication
radio and TV. Maureen Stapleton,
With a $4.80 top. Advance sophisticated
and artless, with The men do okay in their roles
that the 12-year-old great-grand- $37,000
as the young, sensual, superstitious daughter might carry on the fami- sale was heavy and demand kept more saccharine than spice, Jack and the two long suffering friends
widow, has a* grueling role to ly tradition.
up all week)
Hylton show rates an even chance are well handled. Staging is static,
Mosk.
handle which calls for much
“Holiday on Ice,” using 5,500 of coming out on the light side.
There is a side plot involving
shading. She’s onstage for all but the Indian woman and her desire seats at the Muny Auditorium, did And if the British public reacts
about five minutes of the action. to found a home for “all women in a mediocre $25,000 in seven per- properly, it may click as well as the
C'arlos
Young actress has some highly trouble.” Kesselring Sounds a so- formances, with a $2.75 top.
“Co-Optimists” did many years ago.
(For Don Carlos)
dramatic moments, but her first- cial consciousness note when the
Much of the charni of The Fol
Dec. 27.
Paris;
night interpretation was uneven, society matron who must give het
de Rpls comes from the decision
^laurice Lehmann production of an
possibly because the situations in /approval balks on learning Negroes
hot to emulate the customary so- opcietta in two act.s and 16 scenes, adapt'>
For
‘BrigadoOD$22,400
the play are so.
phisticated revue, but to offer Lon- od rom the novel of Pierre Benoit by
would be welcome at the home.
Andre Mouzy-Eon and Raymond Vincy;
Eli Wallach, as the suitor, regisdoners the type of entertainment mu.sic by Francis Lopez; costumes and
However, this angle soon gets
Nine in
ters strongly, not only as the lost in the shuffle as the comedy
made famous in nearby shore resort scenery designed by Raymond Fosti Di'
reeled
Maurice Lehmann. At the Thecomic bungling lover, but also re- moves slowly to its happy ending.
cities.
At times, however, what atre, dubyChatelet.
Minneapolis, Jari. 9.
Paris,
vealing a wistful side as :the Much of the dialog is on the funiw
they have to offer is a mixture of Pommier.
..... ....
.Fernand Sardou
engagement
Playing a return
at
aspirant to a better life than being side and the players take full adColette Ilercnt
sea-breezes and corn, with too Camille
Lyceum
the
1,859-seat
at
top
$4.20
Molihard.
...
.....
Jack Claret
dependents.
tied down to three
much
sentiment and hot enough ‘Edgard
vantage. of any opportunity: to
.Pifei'jae
...
New Year’s , eve) “Briga- wit,-;
($4.8()
supplementary roles, draw chuckles.
the
In
Commandant Setubal
Andre Dutrey
20-below-^zero
doon”
Was
hurt
by
Phyliss Love as the daughter turns
Georges GuCtar.V
This revue presents several face's Don Carlos
Ernest Truex as Uncle Snake
Allegria
temperatures and snowstorms. It new to London.
Maria Lopez.
in an ingratiating perforinahce in Tooth,
At least three of Etchepare ... .......
an oil-rich Indian who
Jean BonvillierS
the earlier scenes, but fails to con-^ scorns baths and conventional liv- nevertheless hit a good $22,400 for them stand a reasonable chance of Alphonse Xll.
... .Jacques de Mersan
seven
nights
matinees.
and
two
General
Berk!
Gilimcr
Vince as a seductress. Don Murray ing, has the play in his pocket
makiiig the grade here.
Cyril
as the handsome young sailor, while on stage. He has few lines, The show’s Initial engagement here Wells, who appears in some half'I
Last year, Mauric() Lehmann
bound by his Vow and troubled by but his eveiy appearance is a sig- last sea.son brought in $32,000: for dozen, sketches, is a versatile peiv
nal for laughter. Anne Revere, as a similar number of perform- former.
His impression of Sir Went to town with his presentation
the Indian founder Of the “mother ances.
'I’homas Beecham was an outstandr of “Annie Get Your Gun” but this
12’'
At the 3 ,500-seat St. Paul Audir ing hit, and he was equally good year he .has returned to the Chateat
dynasty, is a capable actress
who retains her poise in the midst torium at $4.20 top, the takings for in other roles. There was a little let tradition of throwing in everyof the wacky goings-on.
Hiram two nights and a matinee Dec. 29- too much perhaps, of Kathleen thing from Loie Fuller skirt
Sherman has another of his con- 30 was a paltry $5,000,
West, but her grotesque facial con^ darices to the bombing of a bridge
Established
The
fused comedy roles which he entortlons brought plenty of laughs. over a mountain torrent.
acts with gentle humor and auCharles Stewart proved himself to book makes no pretence whatsoMusical-Comedy-Drama (modern) ready
‘Babes’
Tor’to
thority.
ever
deals
of
being
backing.
127/
logical.
It
Box
be a free and easy comedian with
to produce. Need
$10,900,
Variety/ 154 W. 44th St./ New York.
Sixteen - year-old Pat Crowley
a warm Scottish personality, while vaguely with the Gaiiist revolt
Toronto, Jan. 9.
portrays the 12-year-6ld whose
David Nixori, with his underplayed back in 1875 which gives a backWith lukewarm notices denting conjuring tricks,
supposed pregnancy causes all the
was a fine front- ground for spine exceedingly handfuss. She reveals herself as ah ac- business, annual pantomime of the of-curtaln act.
some period costumes, but that ’s
tress of charm and talent. Ludwig New Play Society/ “Babes in the
Although the show has a num- about all.
The main interest is
Donath scores as the faithful Wood, ’I grossed $31,300 in two ber of original lyrics, the most suc- in the ballets, the costumes^ trick
weeks
at
the
Royal
Alexandra
here,
friend and Joshua Shelley gives a
cessful were parodies of famous lighting effects and the bright star
good account of himself as one of with the 1,525-seater scaled at a tunes. Music from “The Mikado ” of the evening, Georges Guetary,
$2.50 top.
the boy friends.
for example, provided an intrigu- who has recaptured Paris after his
Others rating bows are Billy
First week, opening Xmas night, ing background for a number
and in
about absence, on Broadway
James. James Du Frayne, Ruth with daily matinees, grossed $20,- /the Welfare State, the same
Guetary dominates
for- Hollywood.
Taylor, Margaret Bannerman, Ro- 400, but the second week brodied mula being used with several
pop what action there is with an aur
setta La Noire, Royal Dano and to $10,900.
tunes. The sketches were a mixeci
( Continued on page 61
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Wednesday, January 10, 1951

came here as cutter for Ealing on
flew in fresher on New Year’s Day,
“Overlanders.”
London
from London, than “most New
Cass Marshall, formerly publicYorkers appeared to me,” as she
Joan Fontaine to Reno.
Leslie Banks recuperating in
Martin Block off to Miami Beach puts it.
She opened 'two nights the country after his recent break- ity manager for United Artists, will
Hoot Gibson laid up with virus
Tacmion.
take- over the publicity reins at
later, at the yersailles.
infection.
down.
Publicist Dori Coplin no\v dcrirAcme ^ Odeon,
circuit
under
note in Wall Street:
Sally Bauer hospitalized with
Atomic
Cole
producing
Alec
Sidney
new
blirig as agent Jack Bertell’s assistbrokerages advising clients that Guinness starrer, “Man in White Greater Union control.
heart trouble.
ant.
they are microfilming records and Suit” at Ealing.
Jack Lait in from N. Y. for a
Mrs. Sam pembow» Jr., in New storing the films in a Vault “in a
month's siesta,.
Robert Preston in town with his
Fhiladelnhia
Bochelle hospital recuping from re- relatively remote and safe part
Irving Berlin on the way home
started work on “Cloudcent illness.
of the county,” as a precaution wife and
from Honolulu.
Jerry
By
Oaghan
Exclusive.
for
burst”
Roy Rowland took off on a
Metro director Roy Rowland due against the direst potential.
Ella Fitzgerald into the PoWel
Ambrose came out of semi-retire- ton Cafe, Jan. 15.
Caribbean cruise.
in today (Wed.) from the Coast for
Jack Hylton to the Coast for a
Adolph Zukors celebrating thelp
Duke Ellirigtori slated to play a
a short vacation.
quickie to see Gene AUtry, whom ment to put his orchestra in Ciro’s,
taking over from Maurice Winnick. concert date at the Academy of 54th wedding anni.
Film attorney Robert J. Rubin to he’s importing to London June 5
William Pine to Florida to start
J. Arthur Rank elected a dele- Music, Jah. 25.
Alec
Coast next Wednesday (17) for at Earl’s Court Stadium.
Andrew Seraphin, pressagent for work on “Crosswinds;”
Shanks, stager of the Palladium, gate from London branch to genhuddles on pic deals.
Dan Duryea returned from his
eral
council
the
handling
Art
Alliance,
of Cinematograph Exlocal
Merman Levin to the Coast for “Crazy Gang” and other Hylton
Lake Arrowhead siesta.
publicity for the Met Opera.
a quickie visit With his divorced shows, in with him from England. hibitors Assii.
James Stewart returned after a
Lisa Daniely, star of Monarch’s
Murray Weisberg is the new
wife and their daughter.
Alice (Mrs. Joe) Cook writes
Irving Geist, w.k. in show biz, that the comedian “is feeling as "“Lilli Marlene,” long-term paCted manager of the Locust St. theatre, long stretch in England.
John Wayne planed to Mexico
awarded the Legion of Honor at well as can be expected and gets by William J. Gell; her next role replacing George Sharp, who has
City where his wife is ill.
to the Coast.
French Bmbassy yesterday (9).
a big kick out Of aU the TV pro- is in “The Red Lamp,” story of gone
Frainkie Juele, Earle pit maestro,
Norman Greer now a partner in
Al Schacht planes to Europe this grams, and we follow the reviews the first service.,
Sir Arthur Jarratt promoted to is leaving for South America 16 the Manry Foladare flackery.
weekend for three weeks of enter- in Variety, .*. . .” .They’re hiberconduct
Ray
Corrigan to Long Beach to
Hori.
ice
Captain
shows
the
for
taining GIs with his baseball act. nating at their Staatsburg, N. Y.,
in
Lamb &
Royal Navy
Volunteer Reserve in recognition Yocum. Drummer Pete Vespe will try out his new western show.
George Bennett has resigned as home.
Gene Autry to El Centro to tee
of his work for the Royal Naval Film go with him.
flack for Grossinger’s, to join the
Vinton, ex-Ziegfeld showHarry Steinman is going in for off the March of Dimes campaign.
Max Roger publicity office in New- girlDoris
and ex-Chalfonte-Haddon Hall Corps. There are only two other larger
Robert Ryan celebrated his lOth
ark,
holders of this rank, one, being the
productions at the Latin
Hotel, Atlantic City, publicist sucCasino, including a line of 12 girls anni as a contract player at RKO,
Alexander Paal, indie film pro- ceeded
Kurt Unkeibach as the King’s brother;
Max E. Yoimgstein in from N. Y.
and four boys, with the opening of
ducer who’s readying a biopic on Hotel New
Yorker p^a. Unkeibach
the Belle Baker show, Thursday for Paramount exploitation hudNijinsky, planed to Europe l^st
has assumed the general p.a. post
dles.
week.
WKDN, Camden, N. J. station,
Mona Freeman to Jackson
Broadway pressagent Joe Rob- of the entire Schine Hotel Corp.
By Maxime de Betx
Miss Vinton Will continue special
will kick oH the March, of Dimes Tehn., for the March of Dimes
erts “trouble-shooter^’ at Tropical
(33 Blvdy Moniparnasse)
assignments for the A. C. hostelry.
campaign in that; town with a drive.
Park, Coral Gables, Fla., for the
Metro homeoff ice puhlicist John
Gypsy Markoff in the new Don whole day’s program (7 a. m. - 5
Sid Levee left
aeaspn.
entury Artists
p.m.), conducted by Diskers Jerry to
Peter Donald to Chicago for per- Joseph trains to Boston today Juan nightclub.
neijoin
his
brother
Mike’s
Actress Marcelle Chantal turn- Williams and Harry Smith.
agency.
sonal appearance in conjunction (Wed.) for hUddles with Loew’s
with his new radio series, “Share theatre execs on the mass satura- ing film producer.
Ethel Barrymore’s illness sustion
Mireille Perrey to England for a
bf
“Magnificent
pre e
pended production on “Kind Lady”
-the Wealth.’’
at Metro.
Gustave Joffe, 20th-FoX manager Yankee,” scheduled for New Engr role in the film “Hotel Sahara.”
Line Renaud signed three-year
Linus Travers,
Jesse Laskyv Jr., taking a threefor the Philippines, arrives in New land next month.
By Les Rees
York next week for home office Yankee network veep, whose sta- pic contract with Claude Dolbert.
month leave of absence from
tions
Jascha
are
tied
in
Heifetz
Pierre
here
on
for
concert.
promptioris.
Grimblat,
the
French radio
Columbia.
conferences^
Curly’s has comedian A1 Schenk.
Stanley Rose checked out of VetBugs Baer’s intimate friends will participate in the discussions. producer, now in charge of Poste
Beatrice Kay underlined for Ho- erans’ Hospital, Sawtelle^ after
Parisien.
birthday-surprised him last night
two
tel,
Nicollet
Minnesota
Terrace.
Gerard
Philipe
taking
a
look-see
operations.
(Tuesday) with a “dutch treat’’
Back to act policy again, Vic’s
at North Africa in a jeep and, igHubert Schonger in from Bertype of dinner.
has. Metro-Tones for four weeks.
noring all the offers.
lin to gander the latest production
Nathan
Wachsberger,
French
By Ralph Lycett
Harvey Stone and Margaret Phe- techniques.
Clarence Brown’s “Intruder in
filmmaker, sailed for Paris last
John
Rumsey
(American
Play
the Dust” voted best pic of the lan at Hotel Nicollet Minnesota
week accompanied by his actress- Co;) here
Perry Lieber checked into RKO
for three weeks.
Terrace.
month by French crix.
wi^e, Yvette Lebon,
after two weeks of publicity hudMembers of “Brigadoon” cast dles in N. Y.
Jane Huszagh, radio TV actress,
Ray Ventura to shoot 13 dance
Joanne Schenck, daughter of the
Nick Schencks, engaged to marry here on month’s visit with friends. shorts With Ludmilla Tcherina arid from Lyceum appeared on John
Charles Daggett signed as pubSalisbury’s WTCN TV show.
licity director for United ProducPerry Belmont Frank, Jr., a nephPianist Kurt Maier here for sea- Edriiorid Audran for TV.
Shipstad-Johnson “Ice Follies’- tions of America.
Erich Von Stroheim to resume
ew of Bernard Baruch.
son’s engagement at Hotel Drake.
directing again in a selLscripted annual engagement at Arena set
Marilyn Rackmil, daughter of
Larry Kent in from England to
Jessica Dragonette at British
for IS days, April 5-22, at $3,60 top. discuss
Decca prexy Milton Rackmil, weds Colonial’s Garden Grill for one- pic, “The Fires of St. Joan.”
20th-Fox product with
Frank Shilken, "Jr., re-elected Darryl F. Zanuck.
Vivian Romance says she is givMartin Philip Salter, a realtor, at shot guest appearance (6).
business
of
agent
Minneapolis
AFL
ing
up sexy roles that made her fathe Waldorf-Astoria. Jan. 13.
Pat Somerset appointed a memJohn C. Wilson back to New mous for more dramatic parts.
booth operators union and S. S. ber of the State Advisory
Roger Dann, counsel for Bankers
Council
Trust, N. Y., on the Coast for three York following fortnight’s visit
Pierre
Fresnay and Yvonne Parish chosen president.
by Governor Warren,
Capsuled plays folded at Hickory
weeks of confabs with producers with Noel Coward at Port Maria, Printemps to costar in a 1951
With four Taylors on the Metro
Jamaica.
screen production of “Le Patron.” House nitery because of lack of payroll, Dick Taylor changed his
and other of bankas film clients.
M-G-M art director Cedric GibAlina Warren, British variety patronage, but Schiek’s, another film name to Talor Richards. *
Marie Damis, daughter of Frank
J. Damis, Warner Theatres’ north- bons and Mrs. Gibbons have taken agent, here looking for talent for supper club, continues to draw big
Sara Berner in town after a
ern New Jersey zone manager, en- Villa d’Este for season and arrive London nitery and variety circuits. with musical comedy condensa- 14,000-mile tour of U. S. Army Air
tions.
end
of
month.
gaged to wed Peter A. Convente,
Andre Gide cut three tableaus
Force bases in Western Europe.
Actor Hal Searles, joining radio
Jr.
Ralph Staub celebrated his 20th
Columbia Concerts exec Ward from his “Caves Du Vatican” since
as a disk jockey, year on the Columbia
Maurice Winnick, British band- French, and Mrs. French, left its opening at Comedie-Francaise. station
lot where
leader and radio announcer, flying British Colonial to continue West
“Cinderella” is first American started with an all-night New he has produced 670 Screen Snap^
Year’s eve session, then took over
from England Friday (12) for a Indies yacation cruise.
picture picked to open a new Paris
shots.
as 7:30 a. m. “Red Rooster” Show
month’s visit, accompanied by his
Jqhn Sutherland heading for
Virginia Fields and husband-to- theatre, the Berlitz, a 1,600 seater. emcee and wound up with a new
Wife.
Central America to round up maViolette Verdy, ballerina, is now
be Willard Parker here on vacahour disk afternoon program.
Clark Gable and his wife back tion, guests of
terial for a film about the banana
doubling
thesping
in
as
youngest
from a vacation in the Bahamas at opening of Sir Victor Sassoon actress of Jean-Louis Barrault
industry.
season (5)
and will remain in New York for at Hobby Horse racing
troup.
James Prades in from Buenos
Hall.
Pittsburgh
about a week before returning to
Ray Robinson being needled by
Aires to talk a distribution deal
Farewell party for station ZNS some Communist dailies
the Coast.
for
his made-in-Argentina picture,
By
Hal
Cohen
and acError in Patrice Munsel’s article manager Jonathan S, Carlile, re- cused of fouling his first two opArt Stein, of
staff, en- “Native Son.”
turning
to
Miami
on
completion
In the Anniversary Number credited
ponents.
listed in the Navy,
Jack Whitney upped by Sound
Jerome. Kern instead of Rudolf six months’ contract here. H. R.
Juggler Ar Aldrich’s new part- Services, Inc., to a post in WashJoachim " Perez-FernandCz South
Friml for composing the “Rose- Bethel takes over management.
ington, after 10 years as HollyAmerican ballets to play the ner is his ex-wife's kid sister.
Marie” score.
Morey Amsterdam booked into wood manager.
Marigny in Paris when Jean Louis
Charles Carpenter, manager of
Alan Mowbray, Vince Barnett
Jackie Heller’s Carousel for Feb. 5.
Barrault vacates it.
Technicolor’s local office, returned
Bill Farrell back at Lenny Lit- and Barry Kelley headlined a Ma.sThe Edith Piaf legiter “La
Palm Springs
Monday (8) from a two-week plane
P’tite Lili,” written for her by Mar- man’s Copa for his third engage- quers' show at the Williams Air
By Dorothy Gray
trip to Paris and the company’s
cel Achard, will open at the ABC ment.
Base in Arizona.
Frankie Ortega orch into Bilt- theatre late in January.
London plant.
Stanley Miller, asst. mgr. of
Kirsten Flagstad will be soloist more hotel Garden Room.
Madeleine Robinson fainted on WB’s Schenley theatre, and Barand Bruno Walter conductor for a
Vocalist Connie Barleau and the stage during “A Streetcar bara Platt engaged.
Washington
special Pension Fund concert of Grace Franken, pianist, at the Named Desire” and was rushed to
John Johns assigned Ralph BelBy Florence S. Lowe
the N. Y. Philharmonic at Carne- Dunes.
a hospital for
an appendicitis lamy role in Playhouse production
gie Hall, Feb. 5.
of “Detective Story.”
Richard Widmark a brief visitor
Royal Hawaiian Serenaders set operation.
Because of the tight Grecian for Jan.
Terry Wayne left Miriam Sage past weekJ
George Guetary, on appeal of
15 Hawaiian party at
tights motif in the costuming of
the Theatre de I’Etoile, lost the Dancers here at Copa to join Latin
“Ice Capades” due in Feb. 4 for
Racquet Club.
the Cole Porter musical, “Out of
damages awarded him by Casino line in Philly.
a fortnight stand:
Leo Fields emceed annual River- $1,500
This World,” somebody retitled it
Jessica
Haist
worked Monte
the lower court for having been
side County Peace Officers party
Dwight Fiske a click at Old New
“Buttocks and Bows.”
Carlo the few days that Arthur
fired without notice.
Orleans, as well as at Walter Reed
Jacques Kopf stein, exec veepee at Palm HousC last week.
Godfrey unit laid off.
Army
Hospital, last week.
Jimmy Ritz, George MontgomOf Astor Pictures, left ’Thursday
Malu Gatica and Paul Regan
“Si” Seadfer, aide to Metro’s
(4) for Florida to participate in ery, Solly Biano, among players in
heading new show at William Penn
Australia
the annual Palm Beach Sailfish Racquet Club’s Old Goat’s tournahotel’s Terrace Room.
Howard Dietz, here over the weekBy Eric Gorrick
Tournament which began Monday ment.
Beckley Smith began his! 17th end to see his son, a D. C. resi“Oklahoma”
will
year
of
( 8 ).
do
repeat
newscasting
dent.
Ausfor
KaufFifi D’Orsay, Willie Shaw, GarHerb Shriner, the Hoosier hu- wood Van and his orchestra opened sie runs for Williamson-Tait.
mann’s department store.
Hardie Meakin, RKO rep and
morist, in town after run at Chi- at the Chi Chi Starlite
Maurice Spitalny’s band played manager of
(RKO) is a hit at
Keith’s, recupRoom Sun- the“Cinderella”
cago’s Chez Paree. Does “This is day (7).
Melbourne Regent for Hoyts. for annual Southern Ball last week eratirig from surgery at George
Show Business”,* (CBS-TV) this
Alec Thom appointed sales man- for seventh straight year.
Washington
Hospital.
David Bruce, Marian Walters, ager
Sunday Q4), then opens Jan. 18
Bob
Daryl Harpa’s orch with chanHelen Stenborg, Barnard Hughes here. of the 2Qth-Fox organization civilian Parks Off for Germany as
at the Persian Room.
technician in charge of toosey Mama Paige (Mrs. Harpa)
to open Palm Springs playhouse
Mac (21) Kriendler and M, Lin- with
“Song of Norway” looks in for entertainment for Air Force.
reopened at the Caribar, Wardman
“Philadelphia Story” Jah. 16. run. at
coln Schuster (Simon &) among
Bandleader Jack Fina and Kitty Park nitery, past weekend.
Royal, Sydney, for Williamthe five new directors of Freedom
Green, sister of Bill Green, local
son-Tait. ^
Revival of “Playboy of Western
House, of which former War SecT
Greater Union adding to its nitery owner, will be married jon World’* at Arena Theatre, town’s
retary Robert P. Patterson has
chain with takeover of two pic Coast end of this month.
resident theatre-in-the-found open-^
been reelected president.
in Ballarat.
ed three weeks run to cheers from
Sam Stratton in ahead of D'Oyly houses
Robert Lantz,
of
the
Gale
Government spokesman claims
drama desks.
^
Agency, postponed a projected trip Carte Opera at the Blackstone.
Australia hopes to have video opLt. Col. Barney Oldfield, exto the Coast due to a. bad cold. He
Legit flack Jim Keefe recover- erating here Within two years.
Variety mugg as well as alumnus
By Max Newton
reps Hedy Lamarr, and he planned ing from operation at St. Mary’s
Vaude will be spotted again next
of
the Warner lot, currently servThe Gayety reopening (Jan. 8)
to watch her start “Passage to hospital.
year over the Acme-Odeon pic
ing on a crew of high rankers who
after a three-week layoff.
Cairo” this week at Paramount.
Tennessee Williams, Irene Setz- looprUnit of Greater Union TheaJerry Taylor’s Chez Paree doing are touring Europe as “advance
Eric Dressier, radio-TV actor, hick, and Sylvia
^
men” for General Eiserihoweri.
Siegler in for tres.
best holiday
buying 70-acre estate in Strouds- premier^ of “Rose Tattoo.”
The Piddingtons, Aussie mind*- Johnny Howardbiz in town with
headlining show.
burg/ Pa. Lester Cohen, novelist
reading
act,
will
return
here next
Louelia Parsons and- husband
Seville theatre switching from an
and screenwright, sold, his preyear for a tour for Williamson- art
stopped over
films to Vaude policy Jan. 11
Rcvolutionary
home- in Bucks Mayo Clinic last week cn route to Tait.
in
with
Rbehester.
a six-act bill
Versailles film theatre here conCounty (also 70 acres) to artist
Night clubs are raking in real August and Eileen featuring Jan
Metro prexy Nicholas Schenck coin
Barton.
verting to legit.
pimitri Taul Petrov.
presently
from
visitors
carMaurice
Schwartz and Yiddish
Charles Trenet cancelled Buenos
Her second daughter, Betti, in town last week for funeral of rying heavy checks from sale
of Art Theatre slated to open Jan. 15 Aires
contract for 1951.
bride of
publicist Jack, Gold- sportsman Warren :\Vright.
wool.
at the Monument Nationale theatre
JOse
Mojica (Father Jose Frphsmith, back from a West Indies
LeRoy Prinz and Owen Crump,
Edmund Samuel’s “The High- in Leon Kobrin’s “Riverside Driye.”
cisco de Guadalupe) broadca.sting
honeymoon, Mrs. Ruby Schinasi producers of “Red, White, and wayman,” homebrew mnslcal com*^®*'*^ Atterbury company fin- on Rades web for benefit of Church
heads for the Coast next week to Blue” in town for Chi opening.
edy, caught on at the King^s, Mel- 1ished
a record-breaking 22-week .in Cuzco, Peru.
visit
her other daughter, Mrs,
Local flack Danny Newman do- bourne.
Astor Cafe this week
Alejandro Casona’s play, “Lo.s
Arthur Homblow, Jr.
ing press work on Fridolin’s “TiLee Robinson and Inman HunFlorence Desmond, despite her Coq,” which has its U, S. break-in ter plan a series of locally-made with The Drunkard” and opens Arboles Mueren de Pie,” closes at
next week with another meller, “No Ateneo theatre after two-year run,
Plane being downed in Iceland, date here Jan. 17.
pU this year. Latter 'originally Mother to Guide Her/'
an alLtime Argentine record.
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Columbia Broadcasting 16 years, died in Chicago Jan. 6.
System and in 1945 was elected Hyna had been connected previoussecretary of the Columbia Broad- ly with the Minneapolis and St.
casting System Affiliates; Advisory; Ldpi^ sym^hdtiy mrchs.
Board, a position he held untU hisWife, son tlftd dah^te? survive;

live in the

I

,

i

death.

RICHARD HART

Surviving are his wife, two
daughters, two brothers and a sis-

for writers, particularly arranging
for N.B.C.’s “Grand Ole Opry,”

Bicliard Hart, 35, actor* :die4 in
suffering
Kcvv Vork Jan. 2 after
1 hen t attack. He had been play“The
Advenin
role
title
fnrthe
series,
tiims of Ellery Queen,” tele

ter.

I

Clark Ghesney,

once known
as “America’s Minstrel Man,” died
{jinec Inst October,
played
the
He started
Hart
Columbus,
Jan.
in
O.
1
Broadway,
On
lend in “Dark of the. Moon” in career at 19 as an advance man
1045 and a featured role in “The for Sells Bros, circus. His VogePs
ii'ippy Time,” which opened last Big City Minstrels later toured the
In mo- country. He 'was a contemporary
vear “and is still playing.
he appeared with ^nd competitor of AI G, Field, and
tion pictures
Greer Garson ih “Desire Me,” Lana Used to attempt, without success,
Turiicr In “Green Dolphin Street” to obtain dates in Columbus during
the State Fair week to Jceep Field
iijul Barabara Stanwyck in.“B.

John W. Vogel,

83,

actormanager, died in Los Angeles Jan.
5. His last stage appearaince was
with Ruth Ghatterton in “Little
Foxes” on road.

!

He had
and tours

.

legit

42,

managed

60,

To-

publicity director
Distributihg Corp. of
Canada, died Jan. 2 in Toronto.
He had been recuperating from a
heart attack suffered last No-

vember.
Survived

by

and

sister

JAMES

L.

two

BILLINGS

James L. Billings, 62, former acA
Ghesney tor and radio director, died in ChiEstelle cago, Jah. 2. Billings had appeared
Yurka and in many Broadway productions and
also had his own stock companies
in Chicago and Milwaukee.
Wife survives.

WinWood, Blanche
Walter Hampden.

.

*

,

LARRY URBACH
Larry

Urbach,

57,

Hollywood

SAM LEDERER

represehtative for The Film Daily
and former advertising salesman
for Daily Variety, died Sunday
(7) of a heart attack in Hollywood.

Sam Lederer, 86, publicity director for the Pick Hotels, died in

Chicago Dec. 29. He was a former
theatrical pressagent and theatre
Survived by his wife, Lucille, two manager prior to his hotel post*
sion.
sons, two sisters and a brother.
Survived by a sister.
Kllcry Queen, he had appeared in survive.
Urbach joined the Motion Picse\’eral other television shows, inture World in. New York in 1918
JACK FAY
cluding Shakespeare’s “Juiiiis CaeSAM BUCHWALD
and later became Coast manager
Jack Fay, 52, New England consar,” in which he was Antony.
Sam Buell wald, 41, general man- for the same publication. He siih- tactman
for
Santly-Joy music pubSurviving are his wife, Mrs. ager of Famous Studios, producer Sequently joined E x h i h i tor s’
lishers since the firm was founded
Loui.se Valery Hart, an actress: of Paramount cartoons, died Mon- Herald and other trade papers
in Boston, Jah. 3.
Hollywood.
Survived by wife, mpthcr,; sister
and two brothers.
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77, radio and
John S. Hockenberry, 60. chief
actor, died in Indianapolis, electrician at the Stanley theatre,
Jan. 2.
Philadelphia, died; in that city Jan.
Suliivan, a native of Zionsville, 4. An organizer of Local 18 of the
Ind had appeared with James K. International Alliance of Theatrical
Hackett) E. M. Holland, Blanche Stage Ehiployes AFL), HockenberBates and Nazimova and was ry worked in every legitimate playwidely known in stock. Last stage house in Philadelphia.

Fred A; Sullivan,

legit
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engagement was in Chicago company of “State of The Union.” He
had done radio work (NBC) in

brother,
tor,

Henry

and a

sister.

ALBERT

S.

Bom

Buchwald’s
first industry job was with Paramount’s music department at its
in

California,

,

& Howell organization.
Three of his early inventions
were credited with removing the
“/licker” from films and permitting
nVa.ss distribution of films by enabling reprints to be made cheaply.
These inventions were a film*
perforator in 1908, a continuous
printer in 1911, and a standard
camera with precise film moving

Sparber.

J.

tor

R.

Jo Mielziner, and

Leonard B.; Self, 59, chief of the for the tour.
Fonda, who has meanwhile undepartment of Loew’s (Canada)
for the past 15 years, died Jan. 4 dergone a knee operation, will take
Over the

Toronto. Survived by wife, a
son and four daughters.

in

.

company

Ruth Krushen, 17, daughter of later,
Mori Krushen, exploitation head of the original production in Toronto,
The
United Artists, died in New York succeeding John- Forsythe.
Dec. 31f after a lingering illness: latter replaced Fonda in the' BroadInterment was in Quebec.
way edition after playing it on tour
for about two years. With Fonda
New York home.
Mrs. Hugh Beatty, 70, mother of as star, the No. 2 company will
Shapiro wa5 a familiar figure to NBC Washington correspondent work toward the Coast, probably
Broadway showfolk.
He is sur- and newscaster Morgan Beatty, closing in Los Angeles about
vived by his widow, Ethel.
died Jan. 8 at her Tulsa, Oklahoma, Aug, 1.
The No. 1 troupe, with
home.
Andrews in the title role, is due

CRONE

DON HANCOCK

R. Crone, 64, pioneer exhibi-

and film executive, died Dec.

Don Hancock,

62, veteran

to continue indefinitely, playing
Father of Donald A. Getz, WGN- split-weeks and one-nigh ters, plus
The
Chicago salesman, died in Chi- repeat dates in key towns.
cago Dec. 29.
London production of the play,
starring Tyrone Power, is due to
Father of Ella Raines, film ac- close Jan. 20.
There is still no definite plan for
tress, died Dec. 29 in Van Nuys,
ia screen version of “Roberts.”
Cal.

motion

directoiv
producer and
writer, died after a heart attack at
his home in North Holly wood*
Jan. 5.

picture

!

Crone began his film business
career in Santa Rosa, Cal., where
he operated three theatres before

TV

,

shifting to the distribution field as
in 1909.
For 13 years Hancock had been
Howell retired from the manu-^ branch manager of the Mutual production manager and director
facturing concern in 1940 as vee- Exchange in San Francisco. In 1917 of Castle Films, a division of Unipce, but continued direction of an be became general manager of the versal-International.
engineering project for the com- American Film Co. studio at Santa
A sister survives.
Mrs. P. M. Teeple* 73, mother of
pany.
He became Bell & Howell Barbara and later joined RKO as
Mervyn LeRoy, film director, died
(hairman in 1949. '^Along with head of the production department,
Dec. 31 in Beverly Hills.
J. C. BROWN
’J’liomas Edison and George East- retiring in 1941.
J. C. Brown, 53, for the past 25
man, Howell was one of only three
During World War II Crone re- years manager of the Washington
Wife of Russell H. HCrseth! KSD
nu n who held life memberships in turned to work as manager of the Bureau of Hearst Metrotone News, radio actor known as Russ Severin,
the American Society of Cinema- RKO-Pathe studio and held that died in Washington Jan.
7. Brown
died in St. Louis Dec. 29.
was a past president of the White
House news photographers* a memFather of Norman Barry, Chiber of the National Press Club cago radio announcer, died in
MEMORY OF
arid the National Press Photogra- Chicago, Jan. 5.
phers Assn.
Survived by wife.
Nels Peter Petersen, 62, pioneer
motion picture technician, died
HENRY
BAYNTON
194t
Jan. 3 in Los Angeles.
JAN. 12»h.
Henry Baynton, 58, British actormanager, died in London Jan. 2.
Mrs. Minnie Barry, 79, theatrical
He made his stage debut in 1928
togiaphers.
He also received the post until 13 months ago, when he in “Dame Nature” at the Garrick costumer, died in Philadelphia
Jan.
2/
INolherill medal of the Frartklin retired permanently.
and his last ^appearance was in
Insiitute.
His wife, Nora, and
1943 in “Vagabond King’* at the
three sons Survive.
yERNON C. SEAVER
Winter Garderi.
Vernon C.. Seaver, 83, pioneer
As
actor - manager,.
Baynton
Irene Sypniewski to Leonard C.
Chicago exhibitor, died in M^ami, toured the Provinces with a Shake- Utecht,
CHARLES L. JOHNSON
Chicago, Dec. 26. He’s a
in spearean company for 13 years.
Who
went
Fla.,
Seaver,
3.
Jan.
C harles L. Jolirison,
composer
theatre manager
Essaness cir-

Hayward and Logan may come

ices.
Moreover, Hayward and
Logan haven't made up their minds

m

to

film

with

partnership

song-

Ken

iitliK’k

own compositions include
•Ijils

and

of

Old Kentucky,” “Sweet

1.0 w;’“Dill

Pickles,’*

“Dream

and
Yesterdays,”
'i^’m
"Iloin."
For nearly two decades he
a
musician, arranger and
oichosii*,^ leader
in Kansas City,
‘iiijiiiging lor the
American Royal
lows annually.
He operated on
ranging service, handling songs
'll

EDWARD

i

!

E.

HILL

cago.

WTAG

in

1938 as

vice-president five years ago.
1929 to 1938 he was station

ager of

WORC.

From
man-

He was long

ac-

iri a number of netdied Jan. 3 in ChiAt- the time of his death he
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of Jolson’s death.
,

;

i

!

Watson

i

to

George

1

.

i

Jack

Mitchell,

daughter,
Pittsburgh,
28.
Dec.
Father’s on WDTV staff.
Mr; and Mrs. Ray Fernstrbm,
son, Dec. 25, Hollywood, Father is
motion picture carrieraman.
Mr. and Mrs. Sabu, son, Hollyvvood, Jan; 2.
Mother is ihe former Marilyn Cooper, screen actress; father is a screen actor.
Mr, and Mrs. Lawrence Jenson,
son, San Antonio, Dec. 19. Father
is
maintenance
engineer
with

Haight, Hollywood, Deci 31. Bride’s
a screen writer; he's a producer
at Metro.
WOAI there.
Carol Therese Dean to Richard
Mr. and Mrs. Stuai*t Aarons, son,
Bacik, Great. Neck* L. I., Dec. 30, New York. Dec. 31. Father is with
Bride's father, Samuel Dean, is Warners’ legal department,
treasurer of. 'Golambia Broadcast-.;
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Askins,
‘
ing;Sy.ston>.;;.
.daughter, Los Angelos, Jan. 2.
Htelerie.Repnert to Bei’t Bastedo, .Father is a cameraman at RKO.
New. York, i Jan. .6, Bride Is with
Di*. and Mr^.’ William Caldwell,
Pathe Industries; he’s with Eagle twin daughters, Los An.celes, Jani
Lion Classics accouriting dept.
Mother is Joan LesIIo, screen
5.
Deanna Bartlett to Sigmund actress.
^
Harold Eskind; Washington, Jan.
and Mr.^. Sidney justin. son,
Fhllior Is
2.
Cherio
Bride is partner in the
Santa Monica. Dcc; 31,
and Rytvoc music publishing com- head of Paramount .studio logat
panies; he’s prez of Tennessee dcoartmont!
Mu.'Jic Sales in Na.shville.
!'.Tr
rnd' ?.Irs. Sh^r''’’’n B, S-iilly,
is li e
Solveig Lunde to Lynn SiK’ncer .‘••op;. r'iir-i’"n. Jan. 2,
j.'vexy
Madsen, Lgs Voga.s, Dec. 26. She’s dnu^htf r (if John B
Kr(7 cii('i»'L
concert pianist.
of Fd'd'an
I

i

;

MK

.

.

OTTO IIYNA
Otto Hyna. 64, lu'^mber of the
Chicago Symphony orchestra for-

a

;

.

mother died.
Mrs. Yoelson was never informed

is

'

Mrs. Ida Yoelson, 80, stepmother of the late A1 Jolson, died in
Washington Jan. 8. Mrs. Yoelson
married Jolsori’s father when the
singer was two years old, shortly^'
after his

Bride

seteen publicist.

serials,

Survived by wife.

58, vice-presiEdward E.
dent of station ’'WTAG in Worcester, Mass., died in that city after
a heart attack, Dec. 31.

joined

|

Elliot Evans,
.

Mr. and Mrs. Ray Crummier,
daughter, Pittsburgh
Dec.
25.
Father’s organist with Pat Mc-

Cauley Trio.
Mr. and Mrs.

-I

Jerri Altennan to
Las Vegas, Dec. 31

veteran radio

radio serials for the past 14 years.

Hill,

Hill

42,

had been playing the role of Vic
Hardy in ABC’s “Jack Armstrong”
series.
He had played featured
roles in both N. Y. and Chicago

.

managing director and was named

Griffin,

actor featured

work

I,.

national hit.

j

cult.;

KEN GRIFFIN

in

<1

BIRTHS

pf

home
died
Chi in
Kansas City, Mo., of a heart writer Joe E. Howard in
Jwo-reCls^ of the
Dec. 29. As a song plugger 1 893, had secured
tiavolin« the South in 1914 for Corbett-Fitzsimmons championship
rorster Publishing Co, of Chicago, fight which was shown in the Loop.
he made the first orchestra ar- He later openecl several other thethem the old
.J*J|ngemont of “Missouri Waltz,” atres here, among
Great Northern Hippodrome. He
Ju st published in .1912 as copied
Buffalo
“Young
the
also
orgahized
John Valentine Fppel from a
Show,'
folk
nielocly.
The sOng, Under and Wild West Hippodrome
circus route
“the
which
traveled
held by Frederic Knight
He had lived
Logan, was received mildly by the before World War
1921.
L’aclo.
Later as a iriusician in in Miami since
His wife, two soms, and a daugh-r
Kiinsas City, Johnson heard the
Line with new words arid it became ter survive.
musician,

whether to produce the film edition themselves or sell the rights
to a Hollywood studio.

HOWARD

MARRIAGES

to

some decision about that when
they have a clearer idea of the possible touring life of the show. However, there may be some question
of whether, in view of the threatening international situation, this
is a suitable time for another picture about one of the armed serv-

i

«t!uI

title part in the ‘second
Jan. 22 in Pittsburgh, re-

A week
Tod Andrews.
Andrews will move over "to

placing

Shapiro, 50. owner and
operator of the Roxy Bar & Grill
on W. 46th St., N. Y., died of a
heart attack Monday (8) at his

28 in Hollywood:

75,
at his

1

will be used

art

mechanism

WILLIE

it

Sam

,

J.

Continued from page

now owned by RKO.

SAM SHAPIRO

studio. He later joined
Fleischer, Paramount cartoon

producer, and when the Fleischer
organization was dissolved, Buchwald formed Famous Studios with
Seymour Kneitel and Isadore

Bell

'Roberts’ Profit

theatre in Chi, arid was one of
the founders of the theatre chain

tic City.

Long Island

Max

age Americans to come to France
during the calmer winter months,
has been a success.

tic

(Wed.)
at
Riverside
Memorial
ChapeT.
He is survived by his in Philly and appeared for more
wife, Rose, and two daughters.
thaii 10 years at Steel Pier, Atlan-

HOWELL

Albert S. Howell, 71, motion
picture inventor and co-founder of
Bell & Howell Co., died Jan, 3 in
Chicago after a short illness. Reputedly holding more patents than
any other person on motion picr
lure equipment, Howell’s first invention was the 35m projector,
which led to the formation of the

BILLY LANG
William J. Schillinger, 68, former blackface comedian known professionally as Billy Lang, died
after a heart attack in Philadelphia, Dec. 30.
Lane was a minstrel comedian
with the old Emmett Welsh troupe

day night (8) of a heart attack in
N. Y. Pennsylvania station. Funeral
services will be held this morning

a son, father, a
C. Hart, Jr., an ac-

consistent French tourist campaign,
directed from New York, to encour-

Mrs. Caroline Lewis Kohl, 87,
widow of Charles E; Kohl, theatre
Oconombwoc,
died
in
pioneer,
Wise., Dec. 28. Her husband, who
died in 1911, built the old Majes-

,

recent years.

WILL-JULES-HAROLD-ALBERT
daughters,

aUVays a strong
bidder for winter tourist business,
has a full program. The pallet season, with its own Monte Carlo
troupe, opens in March. The opera
companies of Rome and Milan are
sending their artists to form the
Monte Carlo opera season/ 'The
Winter Sporting Club has reopened, after being closed for
three months, for its weekly formal galas, arid nightly informal
dancesv
The Monte Carlo theatre season
will present practically the same
plays as seen in Cannes and Nice,
all with Parisian leads and firstrale supporting casts.
Nice Play Lineup
Nice, largest city in the area,
has its opera and ballet companies,
and a program' Of plays presented
under the direction of Marcel SabIon (brother of Jean Sablon) at
the Palais de Mediterranean.
Despite the shaky international
situation, thfe winter Riviera season has started off well. The English, biggest boosters of the Riviera, had been given a Christmas
present by their government of an
increase from 50 to 100 .poiMids a
The bad
year to spend abroad.
weather has forced niany Paris residents to flee to the South, and the

(

946

His Brothers

two

Continued from iiagje 2
three, of t!ho' other, lia^ge hotels afealso open for business. Apartments
at a reasonable price were easy to
get in November, but are now at a
;

premium.
Monte Carlo,

brothers.

strawhattets

native' of Shamokin, Pa.,
played^ in companies of

out of town. ,
Vogel reputedly lost $1,000,000
in the 1929 crash but later acquired enough cash to carry him com*^
fortably through his later years.
His last job was grandstand and
gatekeeper at Beulah Park race
track in Columbus.
Two nieces and two nephews

Daughter,”
Horn in Providence, R. I., he began his -career in sumtfier stocks.
1949 he joined the cast of
In
"Goodbye, My Fancy,” replacing
Sam Wananiaker in a leading role.
Then came “The Happy Tinie” and

DEGNON

RKO

of his wife, Katherine
Ghesney, who survives.

Warren

,

H.

George Henry Degnon,
for

CLARK ClIESNEY

JOHN W. VOGEL

GEORGE;
ronto-Monfreal

Survived by wife.

Winter Riviera

i
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Wednesdayt January 10, 1951

THANK YOU, AMERICA
for

my

Thank you

to the

10 years here

many hundreds who helped

in

ways

that a

man

cannot forget.
for the welcome I have found everywhere in this great
land in concerts, hotels, supper clubs, theatres, radio and television.

Thank you

at the start of 1951 to the Kellogg Company of Battle
Eckhardt for
Creek, Mich., and to Bill Chalmers of Kenyon
warmth that is typical of America.

Thank you

&

you, American Consul, for squeezing
ship to leave Petsamo, Finland in 1940.

Thank

Thank you, America!

Starting Feb.

3,

to

board the

last

your borders. May
laugh away worries with your endless

Your heart

you have reason forever
sense of humor.

me on

is

as big as

Started Jan.

1951

"5:55

"THE VICTOR BORGE SHOW”

NBC Network:

1,

1951

VICTOR BORGE TIME”
MBS Network:
Mon., Wed.,

Pres*ntttd by Kellogg

Fri.

Gro-Pup

Concert Direction:
Represented by:
Music Corp. of America

250 W* 57th

Thanks, too, for enthusiastic, exciting re^*
views and crowds such as these 14,000 in
St. Paul recently when the Pioneer Press
headlined:

"BORGE

SHOW

IS

BEST IN YEARS”

St..

New

York

RADIO

FILMS

VIDEO

STAGE

MUSIC

f
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ROAD LEGITS STARVAHON
Barkley,

Rayburn Top ‘Star-Spangled

Tyros’'
Amateur Hour

TV

will play to a sellout

for the reactivated USO
big fund raising drive for

.The performance will run about
three hours, with a selected 45 minutes of it going over ABC as the

Ted Mack Original Amateur Hour
week.

that

On

Jan.

30,

the

more photogenic numbers will be
flown to New York to appear on
the video version of “Amateur the Michigan bottler and
Hour” over NBC.
tor of Pepsi-Cola.
An unusual side gimmick is that
Signal

the

cameras

Corps will

set

tip

One

number

will

feature

the

Army

Chaplain corps.
Another will present the six top

heads of the

—

CBS’ Paley Seen
Taking Over

FIX,

D. C. Duties Soon
;

BAUY

As part of an $800,000 public
educational program for 1951, the

New York Stock Exchange
tensively

utilize

films,

will ex-

radio

Rumblings

On

Government figimminent. (Around CBS they

coming

according to a Big
this week. Project
for the production of a picture

to

how common stock
and expands the nation’s

illustr'lite

creates

Flagstad

There has been considerable conjecture as to the role Paley wall
play in the. overall defense picture,
ranging from a key Pentagon post
to joining Gen. Eisenhower in the
Western Europe theatre of operaHowever, it’s reported that
tions.

Met Return;

the Metropolitan Opera’s most
unusual season takes place next
Monday (22) with the return of
Kirsten Flagstad, after a* 10-year
is

absence, to sing in

“Tristan and

Isolde.”

Considered by many to be the
world’s greatest Wagnerian so-j
prano, the 55-year-old diva, has
been a “cause celebre” ever s^nce
April 19, 1941, when she quit the
Met to go home to her native Nazioccupied Norway to be with her
Quisling husband and step-children
for the war’s duration. Return of
the singer to N. Y. in 1947 evoked
a controversy that hasn’t ceased

Paley will become one of Charles
(Continued on page 63)

Flunks M’w’kee Studes

Milwaukee, Jan. 16.
of actress Faith Domergue that has appeared on 56 yet.
Flagstad has been sharply atbillboards throughout Milwaukee
zation’s visitors’ program.
was partially concealed Saturday tacked and as strongly defended on
It’s anticipated that use of the
(13) by order of the city’s vice the air and in the press. Her “case”
theatre along with a new exhibi- squad.
On the billboard Miss has been made a political football,
tion gallery will help increase the Domergue was shown wearing a the hubbub even affecting a mayornumber of tourist who gander the low-cut dress and holding a small alty campaign on the Coast. Her
pic, first recital in Carnegie Hall, N. Y.,
exchange to more than 200,000 an- dagger as an ad for the
heavily picketed, and her
nually. Proposed film would be na- “Vendetta,” currently at the River- was
smaller
tionally distributed and prelimi- side here.
Philadelphia concert was a riotous
A similar but
nary discussions with prospective picture of the actress over the en- scene, with stink bombs thrown inproducers of the pic are said to be trance to the theatre was also side and pickets battling cops outnow underway. Imits report to the blacked out.
Squabble over her signing
side.
exchange board of governors, the
Police acted on the complaint of with the San Francisco Opera in
advisory committee on public rela- a parochial school teacher, whose ’49 threatened to split the organizations noted that the
use of radio school is opposite one oi the bill- tion, while announcement la.st wintelevision is being exploredi. boards.
He explained that “this ter of her rejoining the Met caused
an additional informational me- sign
was upsetting . everything a furore, management admitting it
dium for the exchange.
(Continued on page 16)
we’re trying to teach.”
productive capacity. It also provides for construction of a film theatre on the exchange’s premises to
wdden effectiveness of the organi-

on raw

called for a substantial tax increase, but did not give specific de-

In the Economic Report, Mr.
said: “Legislation should
be enacted at this session of the
Congress, to increase taxes by very
much more than they were in(Continued on page 63)

Truman

HITIER NO

?00R CHAP,’

BRITISH CENSORS RULE
London, Jan.
Deletion of one

was

Hitler,

line,

“His

9.

name

poor chap,” has been

fore the
the late

i

Studying Sexy Domergue

Figure

irs YOU
(NO ONE BUT YOU)
RCA VICTOR RECORD

THE

HOUR OF CHARM

All Girl Orchestra

RKO

and Choir

Conducted by PHIL SPITALNY

'

j

•

equipment.
This was hinted last Friday (12)
in Mr. Truman’s Economic Report
to Congress. The House Ways and
Means Committee, where all tax
legislation originates, is scheduled
to commence hearings on a new
tax bill Feb. 5, so that the recommendations will probably be made
before that date. The President’s
budget, which was submitted to
Congress
yesterday
also
(15),

ordered by the British censor befirst production here of
George Bernard Shaw's
last play.
The piece, as yet unpublished, is being staged by the
Newcastle People’s Theatre in
pee, admitted to Vartetv this week that community
some 150 miles
that, while video has helped the from
here. The cast is rehearsing
gate at some events, it has also from rough
proofs.
Play is titled
hurt grosses at others. This is the “Far-Fetched Fables.”
first time that Irish has- gone on
With the new play the company
record as saying that TV has hurt is presenting “The Shewing-Up
of
the Garden gates.
Both he and Blanco Posnet,” an old Shaw play
Gen. John Reed Kilpatrick, prez banned by the censor for years.
of the Garden Corp., have consist- After a long fight
this ban was
(Continued on page 63)
removed.

Heard

By ARTHUR BRONSON
The most dramatic event in what

D. C. press re-

television,
calls

Of AD Sports

Refunds to Subscribers

status as a
a

Still

Televising

Televised sports, currently getting a careful scrutiny from both
big league baseball and college
football, may suffer their biggest
setback next season.
Madison
Square Garden, N. Y., the top
sports emporium in the country
and long one of the staunchest supporters of TV sports coverage, may
decide to ban video cameras from
all events as soon as the present
pacts for^V coverage expire.
Ned Irish, the Garden’s exec vee-

bio-

and

Board disclosure

Ban

|

graphical data on William S. Paley,
the web’s board chairman and principal stockholder.
This would indicate that an announcement out
of Washington on Paley’s forth-

May

television sets and perhaps
film and motion picture

tails.

(

(12)

lease this week.)

RADIO, TV USED FOR

STOCK EXCHANGE

New

The War Dept, last Friday
requested from CBS complete

women in the armed services Col. ure is
Mary A. Harrerin, commander of were expecting
(Continued on page 36)

Garden, N.Y.,

informally
conferring
several times
recently,, some of more important
theatre managers have discussed
the situation with members of the
Committee of Theatrical Producers, who are alarmed at the prospect of such stands at St. Louis,
Pittsburgh, Cleveland, etc., being
One suggested remlost to legit.
edy would be a pool to underwrite
losing weeks of borderline tourers,
with the idea of preventing some
of the out-of-town closings that
disrupt theatre schedules and deContinued on page 22)

among themselves

in

lots.

of making the rounds in the “video
ratrace,” gave up thesping recently
for the business side of TV and became secretary to Jack Lawrence,
in charge of talent for Agents Television Corp. in New York.
Gal was spotted last week behind
a steno pad by Max Amo, Columbia Pictures casting director, given
a screen test and is now en route
to Hollywood where she’ll play opposite Broderick Crawford in “Remember That Face.”

Besides

distribu-

its

Constitution Hall to
make a two-reel film of the show
for distribution to service men in
In addithis country and abroad.
tion, Voice of America will pick up
and tape the show for rebroadcast.
While some of the features are
being kept strictly under wraps at
present, it is known that Vice-President Barkley and Speaker of the
House Sam Rayburn will head the
show. Among those appearing will
be big names from Embassy Row,
top Government figures, leaders of
the military forces, and Senators
and Representatives in wholesale

Bettj) Buehler, tele actress .tired

ANTA

USO.

for

Tbe Long Voyage Home

as Divorce Grounds

Operators of several of the leadDetroit, Jan: 16.
ing independent road theatres,
Heiress to a*soft drink fortune aroused at the virtually starvation
was charged in a divorce suit with supply of touring Broadway legits,
thinking more about television are considering an attempt to prothan of her husband. The husband, duce their own shows.
Another
Harley M. Grigg, charged that his possibility, perhaps done in conwife,
Sidonie
Dossin
Grigg, junction with the cooperative prohabitually
stayed
up so late duction setup, would be deals to
watching video that she was Un- book tours of N. Y. City Center,
willing to prepare his breakfast.
Playhouse and perhaps
Mrs. Grigg, in denying the alleEquity Library Theatre presentagations, said she was not a rabid
If something drastic isn’t
TV fan. “He appeared actually tions.
done to reverse the steadily declinjealous of the set,” she said.
ing
number
of shows, some of the
“When I turned it
he’d sulk
key-city men figure they will have
into the bedroom.”
Mrs. Grigg’s family operates the to close their theatres at the end
lucrative soft drink firm which is of the current season.

marked
first

Washington, Jan.
President Truman sends
his new tax recommendations to
Congress he will probably request
an increase in the 20% admissions
tax, the 20% bite on nitery tabs,
the excise taxes on radio and

When

By HOBE MORRISON

audience at Constitution Hall, Jan.
25, with an even more impressive
array of glittering names in the
cast than featured last year’s smash
performance.
Show is being sponsored by the
Women’s National Press Club, with
all proceeds from the tickets ear-

CRISIS

Via Truman’s Recommendations

IS SDPFLI SIDS

Washington, Jan. 16.
annual VIP Original

Second

CENTS

Expect Upped Admish, Nitery Taxes

ID

^t for VIB-Amateur Hour
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and her Magic
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Truman

How to Be a Hollywood Colomnist
HAL BLOCK

By
AVashiiigton, Jail. 16,

upsweep

Tremendous

pepnriment’s

State

America’'
President

program

Truman

iii

ini

Prep Rogers Album
Of Radio Programs

“Vbice of
asked by
is
the budget he

September

^^

•

Hollywood, Jan. 16.
release “ is planned

eight-faced album of recordradio
late Will Rogers’ radio
Platters also feature
programs.
show biz names as
top
sucli

and

Cohan

M.

George

;

,

it

lime

is

reason ...NO HAlHi
no truth in the story
that Boris Karloff and Peter Lorre
have broken up
.. they are
Still
good FIENDS,
Former Bigheaded Movie Heroes
are nb longer so CHOOSEY Today they’re glad to pick up a little
•

i

There

!

•

•

is

.

,

.

stars’ first names. This is very important as no big columnist would
THE INIMITABLE
ever be caught dead Writing a full
Just Concluded
You are either at Ciro’s EXTRA.
name.
Fil th Week
with TyRepublic Pictvires looking for
Rails.!/ ''Ith Clark, at the i\tces
ar LI
Bros.,
Rfngling o
y rone, or iri receipt of a wonderful authentic cowboys to play in the
lAlfpr from
frAm
Tni^rid; Who can
ran
mil
nrw: outdoor
AiitnAAr epic.
pnir
“FI Pa.so
Paon
call
Ingrid.
“EV
letter
new
Starting January 25
It might be from Meets South of the Border West
you a liar?
CAPITOL, WASHINGTON
Grande
East
Rio
of the
Ingrid Schwartz,
of the
Represented by
Now the most important part of picos.” You need not apply unless
ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.
being a Hollywood columnist is to ybu cari hold HIGH “C” at a TROT,
The Johnston Office has forced
put certain words in CAPITAL
LETTERS TO EMPHASIZE THEM. Redundant Studios to change the
London Cabarets Scour
The following is an example of a title of their newest picture “CHIP

i

—

!

i

|

I

.

Illness Sets Lanza Tour

:

.

.

.

.

j

.

.

j

The President asked $13,074,035
for educational and cultural films—
a record high figure, which compares with an estimated $1.1,800,000 being spent this year.
Other highlight requests of the
budget:
1. New taxes to wipe out an estimaled deficit of $16,500,000,000,

is

WILL MAHONEY

'

this year.

this-

enough to figure out how to becbme a columnist. It would do no
harm to immediateiy buy a typewriter and start practicing writing

.

—

think

you get there

1

.

T

vm-v‘csshS

Sophie

;

—

fA HAiixtiwAArt

cy 4»f

i

|

-i

his hail doWn in a loitliGoining
issue of Photoplay have fallen

•

Federal business year beginning oH bet ween T933 and 1935.
on Jiily il. 1951.
Original records were edited by
Largest single item is for radio radio writer, Arnold Marquis, and
faciliadditional
Rogers Jr. reports, that it is
Will
broadcasting and
ties— total of $40,982,335. This is a /hoped to market the book for $1().
decrease from the current fiscal Release may coincide with the iniyear only because less money is tial engagements of Warners’ proearmarked for the construction of jected Will Rogers biopiC.
new radio stations overseas—the
bulk of this work being completed
•

.

1

Tucker, who appeared as guests
on the Rogers programs for Pure-

,

.

j

^

,

for fiscal 1952, the

|

.

j

,

is

Everybody has wanted to be al
The walls of Bob Hope’s di'ess^
Hollywood columnist at one time ing room at Paramount are adorned
or another Rnd there is no reason with the pictures of a VERY well
why a person shouldn’t be one if known movie star ... BQB HOPE,
he or she goeS: after it in the right
Due to the objections of Ihe
manner. It’s a very nice, lucrative Johnston office
the title of the
and happy profession, especially if picture, “It Happened One Night’
you don’t mind eating canapes Ih- Ras been changed to “If DIDN’T
stead of food. Now the smart thing Hannen One Nicht”
to dO-if you want to become a Holmarie ftf TQAir nonriv +A pi?AT ¥ 7
lywood columnist is to first try and
v

-f*

the

sent to Congress yesteiday (Mon)
Proxy called tar a record-breaking
S115.000,000 for Spate s
lional information and educational
activities, and asked that an old
balance of $15^763.680 be added
on to make a total of $130,763,680.

The budget

1951

•

Back; Boff Takes Seen
In Advance B.O. Returns
Mario Lanza, who was set to stait

i

\.

month concert tour
Sunday (14), is ill

a twb-and-a-half
i,v

,

California
hepatitis,

a

liVer

movie column:
Joan Crawford, who

inflamma-

THE BLOOD OFF MY

typical

Europe for Fresh
Anfc in pAcfivoI
Yaar
/iClS HI rcSUVal I cdl

U.S.,

always

is

The head gateman

i

for three in her kitchen tocl.ay. .. .
It was the MOUSE’S BIRTHDAY.
Due to the rigid economy wave,
AVarner Bros, has changed the
“Chicken
title
its
picture,
of

j

.

j

to

’

Paramburit
studios the other day almost got
himself in an AWFUL MESS. A
young lady, with dark glasses on,
hurriedly passed him oh her way
.

tour has had to be po tand personal income taxes plus inLondon, Jan. 16.
Plan now is to start tour
creases in the excises, wmich would pbhbd.
The New Year has begun with
ad20%
of
the
March
include an upping
in Baltimore Feb. 27, with
an intensive drive by West End
missions levy.
dates standing as originally booked. niteries and cafes for big interna.
j
$6,851,500 for the Federal
2.
jfr
snd local talent. With intional
Bill Judd, of the Judson, O Ncill &
Communications Commission, an
crcasiiig conipetitibn ambng boniincrease of $225,000 over the cur- Judd division of Columbia Artists faces, the talent hunt will be
Mgl., is trying to get an okay from
rent fiscal year’s authorization.
heightened as the Festival of Britthe month of April
3. For the Department of Agricul- Metro to use
ain draws near as a lure for the
to
leset.
the
May,
early
part
of
and
inture, $31,732 to prepare radio
number of tourists expected.
fotmatiohal programs and $75,600 other dates. Availability of halls in
search for big names agents
for informational motion pictures. that time is also a problem, but
operators are scouring Amerfor op- evidences of .the film tenor's eon4. Bureau-orstandards
eration of the central radio propa- cert pull indicate he can be rethe cabaret in London during
gation laboratory, a portion of the booked foi the later dates.
last year has proved concluj:..:
r
Baltimore; traditionally a bad sively that big names usually lead
work being important for commerContinued on page 16)
concert town, is already sold out to strong biz. Locally there are not
for the Lanza date seven weeks enough top ranking artists to meet
ahead, on; the basis of only two the need, and consequently most
newspaper ads. Scranton, with a j^cts have to be imported especially
Amus. Biz WiU Be Off
5. 000-seater hall, was a 24-hour sellfor cabaret.
(This is one of the concerts
out.
First of the American artists to
Chi- open in the New Year is Kaye
Next Fiscal Year, U.S.
being postponed to April.)
cago had $1,000 in the till from Rallard, who made her nitery debut
London Monday (15) at Ciro’s
Estimates Via Tax Setup word-of-mouth before the concert- in
IkJT*
'VI _11
was pffieially announced.
Miss Ballard formerly had been
Washington! Jan. 16.
one of the leads in “Touch & Go”
is the first big one since
Tour
Entertainment biz in the Fedat tji^e Prince of Wales: The same
prominence in films,

FACE’’

“THE LITTLE CORPUSCLE.

,

;

'

at

|

into the studio.

The;

gateman

rani

after her, barred her way and
asked to see her pass. “Pass!” she
Myrna Crandell has decided to cried, “Don’t you know WHO I
keep her recent marriage to Rex AM?” With that she took off her
Fowball a SECRET until news of dark glas.ses and was his face red

Every Sunday”

“Chicken every

to

OTHER Sunday”

;

DIVORCE

•

;

;
•

leaks

V)ut.
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.

it

was HIS WIFE.
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HAM
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Hollywood, Jan.

.

TrUman’S ToUUt

i

Cues Cancelling of Radio,
Press, Folog, Other Fetes

Bin _g
Paramount
_
celebrated
Crosby’s 20th anniversary as a star
atby tossing a studio
luncheon,
-tended by about 50 disk jockeys,
film executives, thesps and others
who joined in paying tribute to
Der Single.
Sonny Burke, of Decca, presented him with a gold facsimile
of a record.
L. Wolfe Gilbert
handed him a silver plaque. Peter
eiril fiscal vear beginning July 1
bowed in at potter gave him a huge scroll
®
951 wiU be a little off from the
1951,
by disk jockeys all over
;,.r,:;n
v”.
iL
P^oximates the sock pull of Nelson wHl be follo^^;ed there by Margaret the world. Dorothy Lamour hung
the?e is no
nS increase ^n
11
tneie
-ev.n ff
Phelan and Nancy Donovan.
igiorigiLanza was ui
heydays. i-.anza
Eddy’s
JCiOCiy s neyaays.
a Hawaiian orchid lei around .his
4
muthe 20% admis,sions tax. This offi-^
The Colony and Astor also neck, and Y. Frank Freeman
21 dates, with $160,cial Government estimate of the
opened last night (MonJ with an handed him a 15-pound ham.
000 gross indicated.
situation is reflected in the PresiAmerican artist, Mae Barnes, w'ith
dent’s budget message to Congress
her pianist Garland Wilson. They
Concert Fee Too High?
yesterday (Mon.).
are in for, six weeks and will be
The .budget message included an
Pittsburgh, Jan. 16.
followed by Lady Patachou from House Probers Reveal
analysis estimating what tax. inMario Lanza’s demand for a $2,- Paris, who will be introduced by
come will come to the Government 500 guarantee against a percentage Maurice Chevalier. Harry Morris,
Ed Robinson Testimony
in the next fiscal year, under ex
w’ as tod much for the town’s No. 1
partner in these two night spots,
isiing tax rates. It figured the 20% concert impresario, Bill Beegle, planed
to
Paris
last
Saturday
general admissions tax should yield who runs his late aunt’s business, (13) in search of new acts to fill in
Washington, Jan. 16.
$350,000,000; this is $5,000,000 be- May Beegle Concerts, but not for before Pearl
Bailey and Hazel
low the $355,000,000 in taxes ex- the Pittsburgh Symphony Orches- Scott open this fall.
Actor Edward G. Robinson deA new'comer into the nitery field scribed himself as “an extraordpected during the current fiscal tra. Beegle was willing to go along
on a smaller guarantee and a big- is Churchill’s Club in New Bond
year which ends June 30.
inarily good citizen” and added
In fiscal 1950 (ending June 30, ger percentage, but Lanza’s man- Street, reopened recently under
Harry
the Government received ager said no.
Meadows’
1950)
management. that “I know my Anrericanism is
$371,244,000 from the general adWhereupon the Metro singing Latest at this spot’ is the French unblemished and fine and wonder-;
missions tax.
fui” before the House Un-AmeriAbout 80% of the star was offered to Edward Spec- songstress Eartha Kitt.
Other West End acts include can Activities Committee bn Dec.
yield is estimated to come from ter, manager of the local symmotion picture theatres.
phony, and Spectqr grabbed him. Line Renaud, now playing the So- 21 last. The committee, which gave
The Government figured the 20% Lanza W'on't be offered in the or- ciety, and Jack and Daphne the actor a clean bill of health.
bite oh nitery tabs .should bring only chestra’s regular series but in a Barker doing a return date at the last week released his testimony
taken at secret hearings on Oct. 27
about $39jOOO,0OO next year, dive of special
with Vladirhir 96 Club,
concert,
and Dec. 21. Robinson appeared
$2,000,000 below the current fiscal Bakaleinikoff conducting the sj^mbefore^the committee at his own
iphohy, the first week in March.
year.
to Munich
request because of charges that
Tax on coin-operated amusement Definite night hasn’t Been set yet
.-T!,.
lO di
Shoot KoiruneL Pic he* had CommunisC affiliations.
and gaming devices will bring on account of previous possible
^
T!
Uncle Sam $25,000,000, a jump of commitments for Syria Mosque,
pirector Henry Hathaway arrived
Robinson asserted that he had
the local music hall.
in 'New York last night (16) en- U”ver been a Cbinmie and added
$4,000,000 over the current year.

Washington, Jan. 16,
Radio Correspondents Assn, yes-
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terday (15) cancelled

.
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'
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from press Secretary Joseph Short
They met yesterday to
decide whether to go ahead anyway with the affair, for which plans
were virtually completed.
The
coiTespondents said they had been
given no prior indication from the
White House that they should not
continue with their plans and so
were caught unawares by the
switch.
In addition to Mr. Truman, half a dozen niembers of the
White House secretariat had ac-

|

last Friday.
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White
honor.

Truman, had changed his
mind about attending
Radio newsmen got Uk bad news

-

1

;

1

after

3,

P^’esident

•

^

mid-win-

receiving word from the
House that the guest of

\

i

its

ter affair, slated for Feb.

:

j

!

Out’

16.

.

-

Mc

.

j

I

cepted invitations.

;

‘

The radiomen must

!
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;

ers
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^

nearly-completed Show ineluded such talent as Paul Whiteman and his 45-piece band. Jimmy
Diu'ante, Bert Parks, Jane Froman,
Frances Langford and others.
Last week the White House correspondents Assn, and the Press
Photographers
cancelled
Assn.
their dinners to the President, “on
accou nt of the internatibnal situa-i

i

1

1

!

I

'

I

——

j

|

1

Hathaway

m

I

tion.”

i

In addition to bowing put of
the j-adio correspondents affair. Mr.
Truman has also withdrawn, from
the annual dinner given to the.-.

i-

|

,

.

,

j

and others who had accepted

invites,

.

!

I

also explain

the situation to the Supreme Court
justices, Cabinet Members, Federal Communications Commission-

j
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Worneach
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Please send
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German, committee,
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using camera crew from 20th’s re-
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19,

N

Y.

for a return to films by Bert Friedlob, indie producer. He’s east this
week on nogotiatiohs for the tele
Jo take: ^ featured role in
j® next on
his agenda for 20th-Fox x’elease.
Miss Emerson made her Hollywood debut in 1941. and was in a
flock of pix as bit and featured
player before hitting
- on TV. Friedlob film will star Fred MacMiirray
and Eloanpr Parker from a Script

by
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.

been
fhroukh

has

dra,i?KCd

i

CHIRI FV TFMPILE
F

I

JU TV

1 'kfi
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Louis

.

Russell, senior in vostigator for the House Committee,
said at the session;
“I luiye a list
of the Communists and suspected.j
'Communists in Hollywood, and
Mr. Robinson’s name docs not appear on that list. I have In iny
possession
certain
registration
cards of members of the Communist Party who are now, or who
J.

,

J

I

offer Don Davis brought from
lor $15,000 for a half-hour, show to
be filmed for television. The onetime child star apparently is dclcrmined to be a housewife.
Davis also pitched and got an ac-

Ciptance from Ada Leonard on an
hour show on KTTV to he called
“Search for Girls,” with, /liss I.eonard frontin'^ an all-fcmmc band
numboring 13 and eyeing hopeful
FebruTt vMi| >'art
have
,

—

j
I

1

,

Ken Englund, George Marshall have

directiug.',

“my name

besmirched and

Emerson’s Pic Bicker
Faye Emerson is being sought

Sli’cct

ablv
y bec cancelled

I »
lElfir
1
the mire by a lot of wicked, inesponsible people, by hearsay; gossip, Innuendo, and unsubstantiated
charges. They have hurt me imHollyv/ood, Jan, 1(5.
measurably. They have hurt me
Shirley Templeis reported retirebecause I value my good name and ment from show
looks riiore
my Anfericanism above every- definite followihg biz
turndown of an
”
thing else I possess.
N Y.

j

Cp.leaiie

prob-

o_c^

s>^LeiJiLc:s.

i

Tn

eently-^mpleted German production,
Decision Before Dawn”

To

154

me

ucuis witn

Erwin^Bommel.
Hathaway will

resided in Hollywood.
Iphne for Mr, •Robinson.

'

1

'.ary,

to

be filmed for syndicaiion.;
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PICTURES

GROUP

DEAL

result of COMPQ’s survival, about which there was
concern, almost renews faith in the likelihood of the
United Nations Succeeding. It is to be hoped strongly that both
will prove true.

The end

much

4

Certainly the past week’s two-day emergency executive sessions
of the Council of Motion Picture Organizations (COMPO) bordered as closely on a Gromyko as any Russian veto in the
—If you should pardon both vodka expressions. But after borderline crises on three separate occasions, not counting the

The Arthur Krim-Robert S. Benjamin-Waiter Heller combine for

UN

acquisitioii of control of .United
moved considerably ahead
during the past week in concretizing of the deal.
While it is re^
ported in some informed quarters
that the deal is virtually “a sure
thing,” the principals themselves
are being more cautious.

Hollywood,

.

-

a sorry commentary, of course, that after 18 critical
months, not only in the sphere of the picture business but the

prospering at the boxoffice,
Universal-International registered "Duo” and “Quintet” at
the MPAA title bureau.
To date, nobody has regis^
tered “Sextet” or “Solo.”

make an appeal to the
special statutory anti-trust court in
York. It was this court that
heard the industry monopoly suit
paring to

New

and issued the decree under which
Hovvard Hughes was ordered to divorce the RKO picture and theatre

The Krim-Benjamin-Heller synhad no comment this week,
but Was moving ahead rapidly in
talks with attbrneys for UA owners Charles Chaplin and Mary
Pickford.
The latter’s lawyers

is

dicate

globe over, COMPO is virtually where it started. Had it been
launched with the all-embracing vigor that it now appears
to; possess, through TOA's insistence on a wider grassroots sphere
of influence, the sincerity that was obviously lacking all these
months would have achieved more positive results.

interests.

Minority stockholders are headed by David J. Greene and in-

were understood to be in close contact with their principals, but the
still being very
optimism in the
light of past experience of negor

guarded in

clude a syndicate of other Wall
Streeters who claim that in toto
they control more shares than the
929,000 owned by Hughes and now
in hands of Irving Trust Co., N. Y.,

LB. Mayer’s Talks

K-^B-H group was

The Theatre Owners of America (TOA) spokesmen reiterate
that its constituents can no longer be lacking in sincerity with
the addition of seven board members, meaning seven different
exhibitor associations. If COMPO is an organization of organiNational
zations, then TOA’s position was not without meric.
Allied must have recognized that because its justifiably irked

In the event the current investigation by the Dept, of Justice of
the composition of the board of the
new
Theatres COi does not
bring a change, miriority interests
in the company are reportedly pre-

RKO

Jain. 16.

With "Trio” and “Quartet"

Artists

overall schism between the two dominant national exhibitor
organizations, sound and strong leadership forced any of the
political ambitions into eclipse, if only because of the onus
within the trade that/ might, have resulted.
It

Numberitis

its

as trustee. It is understood to be
tiators for UA control.
Several
they who made the squawk oh
times deals had virtually reached
which the D. of J. is now basing
the inking stage when Chaplin or
its
investigation.
of
his
Clarification
employment
Miss Pickford suffered an unprecontract in the light of impending
spokesmen. Commissioner Abram F. Myers, Nate Yamins, and dictable change of mind. \
Greeiie group claims that the five
Meantime, cropping uP in Vari- divorcement was taken- up by Louis members of the new RKO Theatres
president 'TrUeman T. Rembusch, agreed to temper thejr imous quarters during the past two B. Mayer, Metro vice-president' in board, who were appointed by
patience by acquiescence. They now feel they can reasonably
days Was one of those reports that charge of studio activities, during Hughes when he still controlled the
take back to their constituents and “seir’ them the new procontinually baffle negotiators in his recent N. Y. stay. Accompanied stock, are too closely associated
gram. 'This, of course, means that seven Allied State organizaUA deals. That was that the K- by M-G studio publicity topper, with him. Thus, it is maintained*
tions will match TOA’s opposites.. Fortunately* Allied’s national
B-H negotiations had fizzed and Howard Strickling, Mayer was en- the court decree ordering divorceconvention is soon due, Feb. 15-16, and the feared “state of
that Harry Brandt was the leading route back to Culver City today
(Continued on page 18)
suspended animation" will be shortlived, if suspended animation contender for UA control. As far (Wed.) following stopovers in Detroit and Chicago.
It needs be. It shouldn’t.
(Continued on page 4)
Mayer engaged in only prelimiThere is a big job ahead for all of show business. In two words
nary homepffice huddles on the Film About Korean
picture
business
COMPO,
without
the
Activities.
With
or
—War
pact, it’s understood, but probably'
Film Cos., Exilibs Seek
will ceturn to N. Y. in about two
would have had to be organized anew for the war effort. It is
weeks for further talks.
regrettable that, as COMPO prexy Ned Depinet observed, we ^
Policies For
On-Leave
Similar to a number of other
weren't in Washington long ago at the White House, before the
U.S. Disclaims Its
major company execs in the indus82d Congress, with other Governmental agencies, offering the
War-Bound
Employees
Advance information on “Steel
try, Mayer has a condition in his
heart and hand of this most potent medium of communications,
Home office execs, studio heads contract stipulating that, upon di- Helmet,” Lippert Productions’ film
motion pictures. But it’s not too late. Maybe it took a war to
and theatre operators are re-exam- vorcement, and with 60 days’ no- about the Korean war^ stirred conkeep COMPO cohesive, but there never could be any question
ining their old military-leave poli- tice, either side is permitted to siderable press controversy last
that, with or. without COMPO, the picture industry’s forward
week, with the Communist Daily
cies as they relate to employees terminate the deal.
Loew’s, entering anti-trust suit Worker in particular springing to
steps towards the war effort would ever have been retarded.
entering the armed services. Exsettlement
talks
with
the
the Govern^
attack.
Situation arose over
TOA’s admitted lack of enthusiasm, in' technical actuality re- cept for basic practices required by
one sequence in the film depicting
(Continued on page 22)
law, film industry segments have
sulted in not having renewed application for another year’s
an American GI killing a North
not formulated a uniform plan. Inmembership in COMPO, at its own convention last October in dications are
Korean prisoner of war.
that each company
Houston. It is to be hoped that TOA Will more than make up
will draw up its own bonus for“Helmet” opened last week In
INTERSTATE,
SPLIT
for lost motion. TOA won its ground. What some construed as
Los Angeles and has been booked
mula.
an “ultimatum,'/ and some even suspected as having dubious
into Loew’s State, N. Y., to follow
Voluntary policies have been
SET,
the current “David GOpperfield*'
overtones so far as sincerity is concerned, was the Theatre
adopted by the Hollywood studios.
United
Paramount
Theatres’ reissue. Reports that the controOwners of America’s desire for a clearcut understanding. Not Home offices, however, are studying
plans
and
have
not
announced
partnership
split
in
versy
had cued the theatre to canthe giant Intereverybody can be a quarterback, and there is no question but
any formal procedure. It is re- state circuit operation, In the south(Continued on page 18)
that an organization such as COMPO needs solid linemen to be
ported that employees who already west has been worked out but conthe blockers for the front-runners—this from Rembusch ’s imhave left the companies for mili- summation appears to hinge on the
passioned and frankly vexed speech of impatience with TOA’s
tary service, as well as those who Department of Justice. UPT will
demands. On the other hand, Sam Pinanski; Ted Gamble, Gael leave before a plan is drawn up, go into court Feb. 5 to ask apSullivan, et al., had merit in their fight to get in and stay in
will receive belated benefits after proval of the deal.
Breakup of the joint ownership,
albeit under certain revised standards.
a policy has been set.
Trad* Mark Registered
Under required basic practices, as set, will give UPT the 50% stock
On the subject of being joiners, the trade press’ position as a a company is obligated to rein- interests held by Interstate
FOUNDED BY SIME SILVERMAN
presiPublished Weekly by VARIETY. Inc
charter member of COMPO should be reviewed. This is no ulti(Continued on page 18)
( Continued on page 22)
Harold Erichs. President
matum for this paper, nor any of the others: But it is something
L54 West 46th St.. New York 19. N. V
Hollywood 21
worthy of exploration. If you’re a we-boy it’s difficult to finger6311 Yucca Street
point at your own fraternity. Certain protocol creates a barrier,
Washington 4
1292 National Press Building
although, it should be stressed, it never proved a gag. The trade
Chicago 11
press has been frank and critical of,COMPO’s progress—or lack
612 No. Micnigan Av*.
in Many, Keys; ^HarveyV Again First
Biz Perks
London WC2
thereof as occasion warranted. However, had it not been one of
8 St. Martin's PL. Trafalgar Sq.
^Branded’ Second; ^Kim/ ^Halls’ Next
the 10 “in” groups^the charter members—it is conceivable that
SUBSCRIPTION
perhaps franker captiousness and an even sharper perspective on
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$11
Launching of new, strong prod- will round out the Big 10 list. Best
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COMPO’s confusions might have hastened results. COMPO’s
leaders, obviously, figured that enlistment of the trade press
as an intra-organizational unit would at least temporize the

barbs and blunt some of the captiousness during the
formative months. As Depinet envisioned COMPO at the time
that it had the more awkward billing of the Motion Picture Industry Gonference, he stressed that the trade press should be
tied into the formative operation, rather than continue its normal function a^ a sideline obseryer. Anyway, having ridden
through these confused, ofttimes irritating 18 months, this may
hot be the time for the trade press to bow out--not yet, anyway,
in light of the immediate war effort.
critical

There are some mechanics of organization yet to be resolved.
Both Allied and TOA. must get formal ratification of the new
order of

COMPO

weighty

now
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Skotiras
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to

For Swiss

Return

TV

Survey

Spyros Skoiiras, 20th-Fox prexy,
fioes; back to
Switzerland soon -for
lurihor parleys on new television
system developed by U. of Zurich.
JKouras and Earl Sponable, 20th
chief,

hopped

to Switzerin December for looksee of
direct-projection
setup.

TV

niay

s

acquire
American
to system for use in comprojected circuit of TV the-
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lark” (20th), With three d^i^s
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“Branded" ( Par ) just getting rentiy,
around this week, is strong second-
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Alan Ladd tinter
place winner.
is generally nice to big currently.
Ingrid, Roberto biie
Third money goes to “Kim” (M-G),
Festival which likewise is only starting out
At LatinMontevideo, Jan. 16,
but remarkably strong in most loIngrid .Bergman, and Roberto cations. Fourth spot goes to “Halls
to
Rossellini are reportedly set
of Montezuma” (20th), also only
attend Latin America’s first film getting underway.
festival here from Feb. 15 to March
“Dallas” (WB) is winding up
It will be held at Punta del fifth while “Grounds For Marriage”
5.
Uruguayan
Esta beach near this
(M-G) will place sixth. “Mr. Mucapital city.
sic" (Par) has slipped to seventh
“Born Yesterday” (Col)
position.
Mothe
of
Eric Johnston, prez
tion Picture Assn, of America, is is displaying enough stamina to
“Frenchie”
flying down for the event. Phil take over eighth spot.
Reisman, RKO’s foreign chief, is (U) will land ninth place while
Dull
Moment”
“Never
(RKO)’«
present.
t
also slated to be
•
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big in Seattle.
“Macbeth”
(Rep) is rated great in Philly.
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whieh shapes mild in Buffalo and
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things. If their leadership is as strong and as
as in the past, that 3 hbuld be no great hurdle.

Rides Again.

Single Copies

uct plus a general upbeat in many runner-up pix are “Watch Birdie”
“Vendetta” (RKO) and
localities is producing a brighter (M-G),
biz picture in key cities covered by “Great Manhunt” (Col) in that seVariety this week. Of five new quence.
films just starting this rounds four
“At War With Army” (Par) is
of them promise to be boxoffice one of the great new entries for
winners.
week. It is big in Frisco and great
After taking over first place last in Buffalo. “Steel Helmet” (Lip)
session, “Harvey” (U) is champ also promises sturdy results based
nationwide again this stanza al- on the smash takings this frame in
though much of money is coming L, A. “Operatiori Pacific” ( WB)
from holdovers or extended-run likewise looms as potentially great,
dates. It started out big in Boston, being smash in Boston, torrid in
loioks sturdy in Indianapolis and Baltimore Where tops and husky
sock in such keys as Washington, in L. A., where it is staridout.
San Francisco and Portland. Even “Hunt Man Down*” (RKO) is not
the milder cities reported okay so strong on Frisco jumpoff. “Mud*

I'ltoifci r*

29
30
56

.

.

.

.

.
^

.

.

Wednesilay, January 17, 1951

picimtBs

folloxolng is the all-time ** Golden Circle'^in which are included
those pictures which have earned, or give promise of earning,
a viinimim of $4,000,000 in domestic (U. S. and Canada) film
fe^^tals. Foreign income cannot be accurately estimated on a
doltar reniittance standard. Figures below generally are what the
distribs have An the till to date, except in the case of 1^0 releases,
on which estimates of final totals have been projected on the basis
of the business the particular film, has done so far. Many of the
below will derive further income from reissues.
2nctures
all of

Jump

in financing requirements
is making it increasirigly difficult for indie film
producers to get bank coin for production.
While banks will continue to take care of their old customers, the door virtually is being
closed to newcomers, according to
banking sources.

for

D. W. Grijfitiys 1915 smash, *-Birth of A Nation** {Mutual), belongs on the list, but exactly xvhere is a question confused by
nostalgia and lost records. Oldtiincrs in one way or another associated xoith the picture estimate its gross at /rom $35,000,000 to
$50,000,000.
.
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established credit ratings, is disappearing.
Banks’ new customers
principally are those firms converting to war work or to new companies formed for war material production.
Basic interest rate has
gone up from 21/4% to 2V^% in
the last few weeks. A year ago it
.

Resignation of Edward

L.'

Law

replace existing law regulating juvenile pati’onage in New
Jersey theatres will be hoppered
iii
current legislative Session by
Bill to

A.ssemblywoman

Grace

Freeman

of

Essex County.
Present law,
Avhich has not been enforced except On rare occasions, pjnhibits
children under 16 from attending
theatres unless accompanied by an
adult.

^

,

Miss Freeman met Monday (15)
'vith New Jersey Allied in Trenton
and agreed to certain Changes in
^^J^)‘,hill suggested by the indie orKanization.
Measure will propose
ihat a section be set aside for chil(Continued on page 18)

While the Council of Motion Picture Organizations can't technically
come out oi its current period of
“suspended animation” before Feb.
15, Its execs are so confident that
the compromises in Us structure

Urgcf Co-op

Prompt ratification of TheaOwners of Anief lea’s action

tre

on participation in Council of
Motion Picture Organizations
by TOA units is being urged
by Gael Sullivan, executive di-

recommended last week will stick
that they are moving ahead at once
with plans for various projects.

rector, in a confidential bulletin sent out yesterday (Tues-

day).

“Suspended anlniation” status
grows out of the fact that corporate
recommended at the twodaiy exec Committee stanza in New
York must be approved by the
boards of the 10 constituent organ-

revisions

.

New setup, Sullivan asserted,
gives TOA a Wide scope for exhibitor participation and representation. Complete cooperation of each unit in
functions was advocated by the
TOA leader.

izations in
least
four

COMPO

changes

COMPO.

It will

weeks

to

take at

draw

up

the bylavjrs, circulate
them and get the votes in.
in"

Since opposition to the proposed
is
entirely unexpected,
prez Ned E. Debinet and' exec director Arthur li. Mayer and his
staff are pushing ahead with the
preparatory work On a number of
previously-approved projects. Fi-r

changes

First to hike the rates was Bankers Trust Co, N; Y., and the others
followed suit, on grounds that cost
of doing business had increased.
As prime rates apply generally to
90-day loans to lop credit fisksi^
pic producers don’t qualify because
of longer product liquidation period and less certain payoff. Major
companies, howeyer, come closer
to prime rate than the independRates for indies range from
entsi
4% to 6%, the majority paying the
latter interest.
When prime rates
go up. Other interest costs climb

No. Central Plaii

nalizatioii will await,

tual okay
structure.

of

Industry’s

Gets N.Y. Brush
new

newly-unified

voice

be particularly valuable at
once in contacts with the Govern-

ment and Various of its agencies
war activities matters. Difficulhave arisen in Washington in

North Central Allied’s 5>roposal
for a

howeyer, ac-

new corporate

the

Will

in

sliding scale sales plan

ties

got a cool reception from sales
accordingly.
chiefs at parleys held in New York
Banks currehtly are restricting
their loans to companies which last week with a committee of the
need cash for productive purposes, Minnesota exhibs. Confabs were,
The day of loans for non-essential held with sales toppers of six com-

the past as a result of the industry
failing to fiave a single spokesman

and

is in this war-connected
it
sphere that one of COMPO's most
valuable contributions is anticipated. It will replace the War Ac-

purposes has ended, at least during panies over a three-day span, endthe war emergency.
ing Friday (12). Allied unit group

Committee, which repped

tivities

the industry during the last conflict.

returned to Minneapolis minus any
encouragement or hope that its
formula wpuid be adopted,

Approved
board

Loew’s Changes

Little

significant

by

COMPO’s

exec

November were

a large
number of projects, including three
b.o. promotions. They called for a
film
festival
period
of
three
months, a traveling exposition and
a star-building contest. Little advance was made in planning for

Exhib committee consisted of
Harry Green, Ernest Peaslee, Ted
Mann and Stanley Kane, the latter being N. C, Allied’s executive
counsel. Before leaving for Washington, prior to returning to Minneapolis, Kane said results of sestions would be reported to unit’s
membership at a meeting within

last

them because of COMPO’s dubious
status. Numerous committees are
existent, however, to work out
these and other projects, and
Mayer plans to call meetings of
them as soon as possible.

change in the the next two weeks.

Committee sought to revamp
makeup of the Lpew’s
It is anticipated that they'll get
chain will be demanded if the present sliding scale pirns into a facts and figures together so' they
Proposal was
company agrees to settlement of uniform formula.
can present completely worked-out
similar
physical

the industry antitrust suit with
the Government, according to vet
legaiites in the trade.
Divorcement, of course, would
be the basis for any compromise.
But, lawyers contend, the Loew’s
circuit, upon reorganization of the
corporation, would be compelled
to pare off only a few spots.
Loew’s is the last of the five
majors to approach the Department of Justice for truce talks.
Fullscale negotiations are expected
to begin this month.
Attorneys are applying the topredict-the-future lopk-to-the-p a s t
line of reasoning. They’ve inspected the divestiture provisions of
the Paramount, RKO and Warner

.

.

TOA

was 2%.

to one suggested three years
projects for submission to
ago by Pacific Coast Conference
(Continued on page 20)
of Independent Theatre Owners.
That one, too, was nixed by the distributors.
North Central Allied’s
plan, in substance, called for terms
to start at 15% until theatre broke
even, then graduating to 20%, 25%,

30%, 35%, 40% and up

scattered holdings, as compared to
the others, '‘should come put with
its chain virtually intact.” Circuit
numbers about 110: theatres.
Justice Department in the past
has concerned itself only with
market control in any glvert area
and demanded that local monopo-r
lies be broken. This \yas in addi(Continued on page 20)

to

60%,

reached. Under the plan, the percentages would not go back to first
dollar, but would apply to segments
of income between certain figures
to be worked out on a formula
basis.

Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Screen Writers Guild board and
negotiating committee met with atParamount torneys until an early hour this

Parleys were held with 20th-Fox,

KKO»

U-I,

;

morning

Wal-

(Tues.)

to

map

strategy

the projected scribe strike,
with producers completely ignoring cancellation of the basic writer
agreement 30 days ago, SWG feeling is strong fOr the walkout recently authorized by membership
Vote. Strike can be ordered against
one of all of major studios on or
after Feb. 15. Techhiqtie is expected to call for a strike against one
of the majors first,' keeping that;
lot at a competitive disadvantage
and yet assuring majority employfor

f

i

Negotiations are currently in
progress in New York on distribution deals for two pix, both of
which will be given special handling of a roadshow, or semi-roadThey are “The
show, nature.
Medium” and “Five.”
No deal has been set yet for
Lancaster Pays $17,500
either of them, with the possibility
continuing
to exist that they’ll go
For Newsmen’s Novel
either to a major, such as Colum“His Majesty O’Keefe,” historibia, with facilities for handling
cal novel by Larry Klingman and
offbeat product, or an indie.
Gerald Green, has been sold to
Fact that similar deals are being
Norma Productions, Burt LanCasterrHafold Hecht unit,' for $17,- sought for the two pix is strictly

ton as Republic veepee and assistant general sales manager for personal reasons was disclosed in New

the

dropping laack to 50% after an
agreed-upon
been
gross
had

Columbia,
decrees and matched them with and Metro.
Lpew’s theatre properties.
agreed that
It was generally
Loew’s, because of its limited and

n.

Replace Existing

,

.

$26,000,000
11 000,000
10,400,000
10,006.000
8,500,000
8.000,000
8,000,000
6,500,000
6,300,000
6,100,000
6,000.000
5,700,000
5,550,000
5,550,000
5,500,000
5,250,000
5,250,000
5,200,000
5,075,000
5,050,000
5,000.000
5,000,000
5,000,000
5.000,000
5,000,000
5.000,000
4,975,000
4,950,000
4,800,000
4,600,000
4,550,000
4,500,000
4,500,000
4,500,000
4.500,000
4.500,000
4,500,000
4,500,000
4,500.000
4,500,000
4,500.000
4,500,000
4.450,000
4,400,000
4,400,000
4,350,000
4,350,000
4.350,000
4,325,000
4,300,000
4,250.000
4,250,000
4,225,000
4,200,000
4,200,000
4,200,000
4,200,000
4,150.000
4,150,000
4,100,000
4,100,000
4,100,000
4,100,000
4.100,000
4,100,000
4,050,000
4,050,000
4.000,000
4,000,000
4.000,000
4,000,000
4,000,000
4,000,000
4,000,000
4,000,000
4,000.000
4,000,000
4,000,000

Walton Quits as Rep
V.P.-GenT Manager

Allid Backs Plan
•

.

Competition among the lenders
for loans to top producers, with
,

,

.

.

5.

;

.

.

war industries

;

I

'

.

ment

to

flowing

keep strike benefit money
to

those

writers

directly

affected.

After an undetermined amount
of time, the walkout would then
York thi.s week by company sales
spread to still another studio. A
chief James R. Grainger. No decispokesman for the Guild reported
.sion as to a successor has been
that a committee of the whole,
each member with specific strike
made, but it's expected that somein
made
“Medium/^
coincidental.
duties, has been set up in preparaone will be upped from the ranks 500. Deal was set by Ned Brown
Italy, is the filmization of Giah- tion for the walkout.
of
Artists.
Picture
will
Famous
be
in accordance with company policy.
Broadway
hit
Carlp
Menotti's
in
probably
for
The SWG filed notice of contract
made
Warner
1952,
sales
his
held
had
Walton, who
opera of several years ago. It was cancellation with the Federal Mepost for the last eight years, is Bros, release.
Pearlman,
produced
Milton
by
diation
'Klingman,
who is night editor
and Conciliation Service,.
scheduled to leave Republic on
Menotti. but producers have riot sigriified
Walter
March 1. Exec then will go to for International News Service.' “Five,” Lowendahl and
story Of five people left that they would cooperate in sitSeattle, where he recently moved and Green, of NBC-TV News, have
in the world after atomic dust ting down to mediate as provided
his fami’y. Both Walton and Qrain- been tapped by Scribner’s, pubsweeps through it, was produced for by the Taft-Hartley act. Spokesger returned to tiie homeoffice on lisher of “O’Keefe,” for a second
on the Coast by Arch Oboler.
man added that in another 30 days
Monday (15) after attending Rep book. Locale Of "O'Keefe” is 16th
Second book- will
Ben Washer has been named to producers would be faced with Unsales meets in Sah Francisco and century Peru.
have a South Seas setting.
fair labor charges plus the strike.
handle “Medium” publicity.
Chicago.
I
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PICTURES
Flackpot

Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Screen Publicists Guild is
going in for giveaways as a

to

Slot ion picture industry's failure respect for tlie
develop anything new in the

Mreen and strength^ f*
„ } Cavalcadc PflCS Goast

1

,

field of

mass entertainment

one

is

“Intelligent^ research,” he insists, “might ihdicate
that it would be wdse and profitable

matter.

j

of the primary reasons why Hollywood’s grasp on the public’s amusement dpllar. has been badly slipping In recent years, according to

’

'"»®lf'lhU
story conferences,
niainner unprofitable film cycles
Fox-Mid
prez
of
Elmer C. Rhoden,
w'ould be avoided. If such mutual
w est Theatres: In light of this agreements were in force todays
fault, he. points out that industry the chain topper, points out, “sureleaders “should get together and ly ‘The Golden Twenties,' /Fareestablish a Motion Picture Re- well to Yesterday’ and ‘Fifty Years
search Institute with a $2,000,000 Before Your Eyes' would not all
fund to Conduct certain experi;: have been made and released at
the same time.”
mental projects.”
^
The “average exhibitor” also
Approximately titled "Research
came in for a Rhoden blast. FoxIs the Answer,” Rhoden’s report
topper described the runproposes 9 six-point program that Midwest
would recapture patroriage which of-the-nuU theatreman ^s a . smye
{ollOWing precedent,
routine,
to
has been lost to television and,
H '.fto
A do
rf
ort tyf H in
H
different.'
anything
afraid

Suit Vs. 2

,

1949.

'

1

;

'

plaintiff in

,

,

,

i

amusem ents.
competing
These sheep-like practices, he
These points include:
opines, coiild be eliminated by a
forms
entertaihment
New
1,
of tests in various types of
devSopmerit series
beaicn ipr ana aeveiopmeni
2 sSch
theatres throughout the country,
of new personalities.
and "better exhibition p
3 Develop new methods ol adcould be developed for like ther
.

listing the subject for discussion at
this year’s board session in Wash-

other.

^^

.

ington, Feb.

4;

i

V

otrnc

-

Establishment ^ofe ^a iv/f.:*
Motioiv
5.
ture Research Institute, Rhoden
re^i^
Could
^pmple^ly^
/stresse^
6! New ifieas in exbibitiom
by
But first of all, Rhoden asserts, the^ indiistry. Fmai^ed
.

4.

,

'

“enepuragirig;”
They follow on the heels gif the
U. S. re-establishing an ambassador in Spain, making a loan to
the Spanish government and generally

^

•

Research in public tastes.
Research in production meth-

15rl6|;

^

step forward in this direction
was confab in New York last week
by John G. McCarthy, director of
the international division of the
Motion Picture Assn, of America,
with Tomas Suner, Spanish Undersecretary of Conimerce and Industry. Talks were said to have been

moving

Spain into
Allied has been sidestepping acmilitary and economic orbit of the
tion on a rebirth of mediation, reThought to be additionally
portedly because of dissatisfaction west.
over procedure set up by the anti- helpful was the naming of Stanton
Griffi^ as the ambassador.
He’s
trust consent decrees.
However,
William F. Rodgers, Metro sales chairman of Paramount’s executive
committee and thus has a close atchief, has bee^ talking to Allied
tachment tp film industry probtoppers in

.

vertising.,

in the American
industry’s relationships with
Spain, and end of the“scandalous’'
situation thqre in regard to import permits for Hollywood films,
is expected to result froni the currently-developing improvement ip
relationship between the two countries.'

arbitraitibn
Recent
voluntary
cases in which persons familiar
with
film
industry
operations
Joseph J. served as arbitrators are spurring
veepee,
Favorite -s
Felder, currently here on business.
a new interest in reviving plans for
was served with papers.
i n t r a - industry
mediation
of
squawks. Allied Assn., which last
year tabled arbitration at its annual board meeting, is reported

through an agency of

1

'

j

superior court against
Films, Ihc. and Arista
Jhlm Corp both of N. Y., asking
$30,000 for alleged services rendered and $75,000 for foreign
rights for 20 Zane Grey properties
allegedly purchased by defendants

.

•

.

Favorite

j

Improvement

pic

16.
filed

in

suit

:

J

N, Y. Cos.

Los Angeles, Jah.
Cavalcade Pictures, Inc.,

,

.

means of luring members to
attend the monthly meetings.
Instead of fining absentees,
as in the past, the Guild has
set up a monthly $25 jackpot,
W'hioh goes to the member
whose name is drawn out of a
hat. But not if he is absent.

to bring

art effort to swing them
Indie producers traditionally have
lems./
repeated that operating bn their over to a receptive mood.
difficulty
faced by
Principal
5the- _ industry
must settle, and
•'the
only
means
Factors
causing
the
arbitration
was
the
virtually
American companies is the system
Kitty aiws ^disposal, ine
quickly, its internal difference.s.
_
reaiizihe comnlete lehsine free- tide to rise stehi from cases in of issuing import permits.
They
best
call
the
on
organization
“could
A< vt
it IS
iVnow
ron«;titutpd me
the motion
now constiuitea
As
This full autonomy, they Bridgeport arid Philadelphia; Both are given only to native producers,
u^ains of all the studios the best
were settled by arbitrators from who get one for each domestic pic
pable of presenting a united front talent, the
within the industrty, in contrast td they turn out. vThe producers nor,.areatr^^
qualified agencies outsMe
to any problem as, the United Naserous other ^benefits wliich^ are outside niediatofs^ as Was the prac- mally seU the permits and, since
'if "their 'facume’s
tions is in $ettling the Korean Wart our own "fi^W
J „
non-existent when the filmmaker is tice under the decree. Advocates they’re
scarce,
an increasingly
Too many men have the veto
major lot.
of arbitration are convinced that large black market has developed
Theatre exec thinks its curious employed on a
power!
hand,
finally, to defend him- quicker and more equitable deci- in them.
At
utilized
“Second, we must recognize new why the industry never
seif and colleagues working for a sions can be reached when cases
The permits have become such
leaders, younger men of vision scientific research long before this.
are heard by those familiar with a great speculative commodity that
adds, can only be
and ' imaginatron, ‘unfettered" by Its^^
distribution and exhibition, the
ly, is Armand Deutsch, Metro prcH film
situation has
been termed
tradition
and
precedent,
and attributed to the “innMe jealousies ducer who came to N. Y. from the rather than with outsiders.
‘‘scandalous” by both American
capable of developing new ideas which are inherent in a business Coast for the opening of his latest,
In the Bridgeport case, Jay distribs and many segments of the
and a program of rehabilitation
“Magnificent Yankee,” tomorrow Emanuel,
publisher
and Phiily
Which would reach from Hollywood tactics.” On the other hand, a sum- (Thurs.) at Radio City Music Hall. exhib, served as arbitrator. Ema,n- Spanish industry. They have attracted into the picture biz in
prepared by the ^NationM
to the last run theatre across the
Non-indie production, he admit- Uel gave the Hy-Way theatre, Strat- Spain a whole class of undesirable
tracks. We are in a business in Assn* of Manufacturers in 1947
ford,
14
days’
clearance
when
playconferences on subject
speculators who have pushed the
which the faults of One reflect on shows in that year private industry ted, means
material, treatment, physical pro- ing single bills and 21 days bn a price of a license up to the point
us all, and only through whole- spent Over $200,000,000 on rebill after Bridgeport firstrun. where it costs as high as
dual
considerabudget
casting,
ductioPi
$2Q,000 to
hearted
cooperation
can
these search. If the film business, he conPhiily squawk, brought by Wil- get an American pic on the screen.
tends, had employed cooperative tions and many other items which
faults be corrected/'
liam
Goldman
in
behalf
of
his
Esthe
with
Rows:
require approval.
Since it. takes an exceedingly
Discussing “n^ew' entertainment research “we would have kept pace
studio toppers are not uncommon, quire theatre, was heard by Rod- strong film to get that much back,
forms,” Rhoden holds that there’s with progress and changing public
when
a project gers and Robert Mochrie, RK D effect has been to stymie much
times
are
there
and
been little, if any, change in the f^stes.”
Ted Gamble, indie U. S. product.
is rejected at the top echelon, to sales manager.
format of screen entertainment!
operator, was to step in if the other
the dismay of the producer.
since the advent of double-billing,
But these are not to be construed two did not agree. Decision reExperimentatipn to find hew methto duced the Esquire from a 42-day ’50 PIC DIVVIES
according
burdensome,
as
ods would embrsice production of
Deutsch. His dbservMiou was that first neighborhood run to 28 days.
films of a type not made by major
IN
the numerous corisultSations with Hearings were cleared up in two
1949
S9,l)00,(l00
studios at present. These would inRochester, N; Y., Jan. 16.
others on the lot led to better prod- days.
clude product similar to two-reel
Washington, Jan: 16.
Qne of the last private foreign uct, quality-wise and economically.
Clearance Cases Dominate
comedies based upon newspaper
Film dividends during the first
companies to operate within the His experience has been that arguQuestions currently being mulled
comic strips, or akin to the old
11 months of 1950 were more than
Iron Curtain, Eastman Kodak this
by those who favor permanent arbi( Continued on page 61)
“Our Gang” cbrnedies.
behind the comparable
$9,000,000
week; disclosed that “changes in
tration setup involve what can be
Class Serials
period of 1949, according to figures
the international situation” have
arbitrated and extent to which
released last week by the U, S.
Rhoden also plunked for “high- forced it to close its branches in
mediation can be used. It is likely
Department of Commerce.
class serials,” with top stars and Prague
and Shanghai. Czecho- B&K’s
that
cases
involving
clearance
The publiciy reported stockholdtop productions, to be released slovakian office ceased operations
would dominate the dockets, with
on a two-reel weekly schedule. He Dec. 31 and all functions of the
[run and bids, following in close ers’ melon from January through
November of last year totaled $29,noted that many fine novels, 'con- Shanghai outlet were also disconorder.
Setting up of tripartite
Chicago, Jan. 16.
densed into a 90-minute feature, tinued as of that date.
boards, composed of one exhibitor, 617,000. In the first 11 months of
Balaban & Katz, realigning itself
Kodak pointed out it’s been in‘could be serialized over a 13one distributor and one outsider, 1949, the total was $38,841,000.
week period with a resultant con- creasingly difficult during the past after the death of general manager has been discussed in exhibitor cir- The November, 1950, dividend
sistent boxoffice draw.” In addi - year to secure import licenses for Walter Immerman last month, has cles.
with
Pacific Coast Conference of total was $730,000, compared
tion, the circuit chief urged that ‘the Prague branch. Communica- effected a new four-man advisory
Independent 'Theatre Owners went only $190,000 for that month a
the public be more acquainted with tions with other company offices board setup to steer circuit opera- on record favoring
is a
year
before.
however,
This,
sue’
a setup
experimental
thirdmisleading figure.
In 1949, Codimensional were described as tough, and it tions. Group is made up of prexy two years ago.
films and pushed for a greater h^s proved “no longer possible to John Balaban, David B. Wallerlumbia Pictures paid a dividend in
.If national Allied shows an innumber of “informative short sub- conduct normal business opera- stein, who took over as general terest in arbitration at its FebruOctober; in 1950, the correspondin Czechoslovakia.
Office manager after Immerman’s death; ary
jects” about the industry to combat
board sessions, other industry ing dividend was issued in Novem“attacks and external influences,” was said to be in the process of William Hollander, veep in charge [segments
ber.
have
indicated
they
thus sXipplementing the work done liquidation, and negotiations are of advertising, and Harry Lustgar- would start the ball rolling
Commerce Department points
to"
in the past year by the Motion underway to sell its assets to the ten, chief film buyer.
ward 'a permanent system, with Out that publicly reported diviCzech government.
Picture Assn, of Americav
derids
in any industry generally
While these four will presum- American Arbitration Assn, lendFilm industry in Czecho.slovakia
To expedite the search for new
represent about 60 tp 65% of all
ably map strategy, chain addition- ing its assistance.
monopoly
is
a
state
governand
personalities and simultaneously
Theatre Owners of America has dividends in any industry.
ally has revamped lower-echelon
gain nationwide support for the ef- ment regulations prevent removal
jobs.
Nate Platt, formerly in favored revival of an arbitration
fort, Rhoden proposes that the in- of processing machinery or comcharge of the Chica.go theatre, will system ever since the AAA tribuHickey Joins 20th
funds. Before the last war,
stitute“direct one feature picture
now handle all Chicago hou.ses. pals have been dropped. Herman
be made each year, with the entire Kodak revealed, it employed about
For ‘Community’
Duncan Kennedy; former CenirM Levy, TOA counsel, tested exhibitor reaction in various speeches
puke Hickey has returned to
airound the Country and found ex- comrhunity service work in the
hibs
rece
pti
ve.
Plan
tlie
got
for th^ Motion Picture Assn,
field
greeh
McCulloi^h^^^^^^f^^^^
P^^^^o by J. R.
Whom had ever appeared before a » ^ow workers remained.
light at the Houston convention and of America, but on the 20th-F6x
Kodak’s Shanghai branch re- mer dowhstate theatre manager.
camera.
He feels that such a
resulted in parleys between distribs payroll. He left the MPAA last
project would automatically create opened after the war and func- Hugh Martin, former South Bend and
TOA leaders: It Was agreed year after a six-year association.
wide interest because the stage or Honed until 1948, when the Ameri- head, fakes over in charge of In- generaiHy
that Allied’s cooperation
New post stems from the reSince "i^oa theatres.
screen is the ultimate goal of all can staff was evacuated.
vvould be necessary before a ntedia- cently-adopted policy at MPAA of
then business has been ‘‘practicalWallerstein’s duties as general
aspirants in the field.
hi
nonexistent” and a Chinese rhanager give him the helm oyer tion project could be put in work. pointing Up individual pictures
'As to developing new methods of
community-level
p r 6 mb ti o n s
advertising, Rhoden declares that staff has maintained the^ preniises. all operations.
rather than, as in the past, plugexperts under contract to the Mo- ^oanwhile, American citizens on
ging the industry generally. In; ?
staff
of Kodak’s Hongkong
tiOn Picture: Research Institute
campaign mapped by community
could do a thorough job and offer sales branch have been advised by Jan. 21
B’fast
On Pic Sale to Tele service chief Arthur Pe Bra, 20 th 's
consul
general
to
recomitiendations based upon their
Most Reverend William A. Scul“I’d Climb the Highest Mountain”
evacuate
their wives and children.
findings.
‘‘Research,”
Los Angeles, Jan. 3 6.
he avers,
coadjutor Bishop of Albany,
ly,
is getting the special treatment.
“has rescued other industries^ why Company said such steps have al- and former chairman of the BishDamage
suit for $25,000 was filed
MPAA field reps primarily in
not the motion picture industry?” ready been taken and persons ops’ Committee on motion pictures,
in L. A. superior court by True past
discussed the industry in
slated to move out M|,i
Turning to “public tastes in films,
be the principal speaker at Boardman
and the estate of Grover more or less broad terms at meetthe circuit chief charges that au- fwf mlih
the Jan. 21 Communion breakfa.*
ings of Parent-Teachers and other
dience polls in the past have never
for Catholic filn»ites
in
N. Y. Jones, involving the sale by Mono- civic groups. Feeling is, however,
Dave Lipton’s N. Y. Visit
been conclusive. In his own opinBreakfast at the VValdorf-Astoria gram of television rights to “Son that more interest can l)e created
ion he believes that if an industryDavid A, Lipton, Universal ad- will follow Pontifical Mass at 9 of the Navy,” filmed in 1940.
when attention is focused on a
financed research institute had pub v.p.,. arrived in N. Y. from a.m. at St, Patrick’s Cathedral,
Plaintiffs declare the studio;, sold single pic. In this instance, 20th
been actively operating for the last the Coa^t Monday (15) for homeProgram also includes an adwelcomed the added help -from
five years, “it would have Indi- office confabs^
dress by Don Ameche and appear- rights to the picture, co-authored MPAA to the extent the major is
cated a great shortage of family
Visit mainly is to map campaigns ances of other film and radio per- by .Boardman and Jones, without sponsorihg the addition of Hickey
type pictures • • . that maintains fo; upcoming product.
sonalities.
permission.
to the fielid staff.
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PICTURES

s^ssieft

NOT PUKE
$1,125,000 K.C, Action IlHiittps

Majors

Activity on the private trust suit^
‘

Is continuing
unabated. Within a recent perlodv
four cases were dropped, a $1,125,000 verdict against the distribs
was being contested, and two new
actions demanding a combined to-

front in the industry

$9,900,000 were on file.
Biggest blow of all to the cOmwas the jury decision in the

tal of

ahies

Sr. S. district court, Kansas City,
action brought by Brookside Theatre Corp. Defendants 20th-Fox,
Paramount, Loew’s, RKO, Columbia, Universal and United Artists
have moved to set aside the $1,J25,QQ0 award given the plaintiff.
Failing this, they will seek a new
trial.

Plaintiff,

operator of the Brook-

Kansas City, charged
was deprived of suitable product
because the conipanies had engaged in a conspiracy. As a result,
it was said, the corporation was
put out of business and the theaside theatre,
it

Ghi’s Tivoli Sees lire

TV Kewsr^l

Via

.

Paramount Television Productions, Inc., Par subsidiary, disvision,

closed that it has undertaken a program of experimentation involving
transmission
high-definition
of
color TV by microwave relay. Par
said it would advise the Commission on developments.
Par said its studies of theatre
showings of closed circuit telecasts
bf^football games during the fall indicated “substantiar^ interest by
audiences. “However,*’ it declared,
•grea^r detail in the pictures
Would have made the presentation
many times more desirable.”
Company reported that a survey
of approximately 100 theatres in
New York having 2,000 seats or
more revealed that 70 have line-ofsight transmission from a central
point. Par plans experimental installation of relay equipment at
many of these houses to determine adequacy of service.
Par reaffirmed its conviction that
It requires the use of microwave
frequencies for relays in furthering
the development of theatre video.
Common carrier facilities, it stated,
are not adequate ih determining
the ultimate standard of theatre TV
Service for public use.
“Theatre
television,” it said, “presents a
novel and promising utilization of
the television art which, can only

mittee, Otherwise, the organizations asserted, continued growth
and. development of “a vital and
important medium” will be discouraged, if not made impossible.
In a statement filed by their
counsel, Cohn
Marks, in connection with a pending investigation by the Commission of A. T.
T. video allocations, the organizations asserted: ^Theatre television
has developed to abcfut the same

&

&

point where TV broadcasting was
three or four years ago. Although
it cannot, during these developmental days, utilize intercity transmission facilities on either a regular or national basis, it is essential
that due consideration be given
to its needs if a fair test of its
potentialities is to

be made.”

that until the Commission decides
on the question of allocating frequencies for theatre tele, those
who desire to promote the service
are completely dependent on A. T.
T, facilities. With 15 theatre

&

video installations in about 10 key
metropolitan areas and a considerable investment involved, they
(Continued on page 24)
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SNARES

soao

With ”Kim,” which went
Radio City Music Hall as

into

the

Christmas

its

total

does

“Kim”

in the top 10 alltime grossers at the Hall, it is not far behind
‘Raid’
“Emperor Waltz” (Par), 10th from
Train top in most recently compiled list
Kansas City, Jan, 16.
with $970,000.
In tieup with Missouri Pacific
^'Kim” never sagged below $1 43 ,railroad. Paramount premiered Nat 000 in the first four weeks, with
Holt’s
“Great
Raid” $171,000 for fourth session, near
Missouri
Monday (15) aboard Colorado Eagle the alltime mark at the Music Hall.
streamliner* Pic was thrown on However, it dipped sharply in the
screen in one of the cars as train fifth stanza and failed to hold as
was enroute from Kansas City to well as expected In the final round,
5t. Louis, Press and railroad of^ reflecting
a general downbeat at

Preems
Aboard Western

Hollywood contingent Included
Ellen Drew, Ward Bond, Edgar
Buchanan, Harry Carey, Jr„ Aileen
Stanley, Frank Faylen, Kay Bryant,
Holt and his press rep, John Del
Valle. Film opened yesterday (16)

firstruns this week.
the 17th Metro picture to
run six weeks or longer at the
Total money is
Hall since 1942.
less than that done by “Sunset
Blvd.” (Par), which got $1,020,000
in seven weeks last August-Septeni-

St

ber.

tho

Fox

St.

most Broadway

Louil.

•

-

excise
considerable influence on maintenance of scales. Higher admission
tax could move theatre prices up
or down, depending on class of
house, according to exhib leaders.

Bank of America

This

is

Sees

TV

Earning

Back Film tosses
Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Bank of America sees television
as the*possible difference between
profit and loss to the bank on motion picture financing.
Bernard Giannini, film financing
veepee of the Bank of America,
disclosed that the bank is endeavoring to obtain all rights—television,

825C AT RADIO crrr

&

attended.

-

The organizatlcns pointed out

expected to
picture,
wind UP its sixth week there today (Wed.), with art estiniated
$828,000 gross, the picture comes
be developed by continued exeri^ close to the
mark set last summer
mentation in relay techniques.”
by “Father of Bride,” another MetCompany’s
filed
report
was
ro production, one of recent bigthrough its. Washington counsel, money grossers at house. “Bride”
Paul A. Porter of Arnold, Fortas registered $854,000 in sik weeks.
Porter,
While
not place

ficials

not hiked in the other five. The
same procedure was followed in
the group of 12 theatres in which
six hiked prices and the other six
retained existing price levels.
Where scales wete raised, grosses
Climbed, although attendance remained the same. For example,
houses that ordinarily did $2,000
on a weekend grossed $2,400 to $2,700.
There was no appreciable
change in the house averages of
Number of theatres planning inthose theatres that did not raise stallation of large-screen television
their prices.
are sighting as steady fare in their
One sales topper said the test houses those big-budgeted proproved that there was still plenty grams regularly aired by the video
of money around for pic entertain- networks—and
there’s
good
a
ment and that the regular run of chance that they’ll get them.
film fans will continue to attend
Reason is that a number of the
theatres as long as prices don’t go
projected new installations ax'e in
completely out of reason.
cities which have only one or two
Fox-West Coast tried Out priceTV stations. TV setowners in those
cutting late last year. Scales Were
trimmed in several theatres, but cities cannot receive all of even
the best programs aired by the foUr
there was no hike in attendance.
As a result, old prices were re- major video networks. Thus the
theatres believe they call latch onto
stored, and, in a few cases, scales
were raised over the previous level. those shows which' aren’t reguarly
in their areas. In addiExtent to which theatre admis- broadcast
tion, there’s a possibility that thesion prices will be affected by Presatre patrons in cities with no TV
ident Truman’s proposals for highstation can see the big network proer
taxes is expected to have
.

Orleans, by Mrs. Henry LazuS. & L. Theatres and Henry
Lazurus Theatres.
Plaintiffs operate the Cinema, Crown, Jadel,
Circle and Centre theatres. New
Orleans. Charging the defendants
with giving all choice films to afWashington, Jan. 16.
filiated and large chains because
In allocating intercity TV transof their buying power, the Lazurus
mission
facilities among the net(Continued on page 18)
works, the heeds of theatre video
should be considered, the FCC was
told last week by the Theatre OwnPar Experiments With
ers of America and the National
Exhibitors Theatre Television Com-

Washington, Jan. 16.
Reporting to the Federal Communications Commission last week
on its research Work in theatre tele-

office

“we made a deal for

exec,

300 families in Chicago to participate in the test, not for everybody in the city.”
Majors feel that Zenith prexy Eugene McDonald Jr., is not living
up to the agreCmeht. Chi families
with only standard video 'receivers
reportedly
find
the "scrambled
images clearly enough defined to
view the pictures bn their sets, especially since the sound comes
through undisguised. Film execs
claim that McDonald, after numerous complaints, agreed to disguisethe sound by last Sunday (14 ) but
has since advised them that no
changes will be made until tod^
(Wed.) because of “technical difficulties.”
McDonald also is working on the question of a change in
the scrambling pattern (he claims
to have 11 different patterns available) but no date has been set for
the introductioh of a more baffling
j

,

the group of 12 theatres prices
were raised 5c to 10c. Tarilis were

riis,

Reveals to FCC

On

:

Kew

it

Major film compiles, furnishing
their product for Zenith Radio’s
Phonevision testate without charge,
burned over reports that many
Minimunt Amus. Pay are
Chicago
families
without
the
Public hearing on^a proposed Phonevision device are tuning into
minimum wage for the amusement the shows. According to one home-

N.Y. state Hearing

Chicago^ Jan. 16.
Matinee patrons at Balabah &
Katz’s Tivoli last Friday (12) got
price scales and have come to a and recreation industry in New
an unbilled added attraction via common conclusion It’s the pro- York state is scheduled to be held
theatre TV. The house screened gram, hot
the price, that governs in Rochester tomorrow (Thurs.),
ah hour telecast of a major down- attendance.
with Industrial Commissioner Edtown fire, which was being iCnsed
Heariiigs
While there have been moves in ward Corsi presiding.
by WBKB, B&K tele station. The scattered spots to cut prices, ten- were previously held in New York
“immediate newsreel” was fed live dency now is toward upped scales and Albany.
to the southside house, where it
An a. & r. industry Minimum
rather than a reduction.
That’s
ivas
flashed
onto
screen the principal result of the experi- Wage Board has recommended a
the
through its direct-projection teevee inehtal moves.
minimum of 75 g an hour for work^
equipment.
A test was made recently in a ers in that field. But at the same
Among offices wiped out in the large midwestern city, usihg 10 time the board has suggested variblaze was the Chi warehouse of
comparable neighborhood houses in ation in the 75c scale for such octhe Confection Cabinet Co.^ which one price-and-class category and 12 cupations as cashiers, cleaners,
supplies Essaness and RKO thea- other comparable theatres in an- porters, matrons, etc., in film theatres with candy items.
other category, in five of the first tres.

tre sold to Fox Midwest. Trial
lasted seven weeks.
Similar charge is the basis of a
complaint filed in federal court,

Kelay,

Neither hiking nor lowering admission prices in pic theatres is
having sufflcient effect on patronage to peg a policy. Distribs* sales
executives have been observing results of experiments in juggling

16m and reissue— on seven

films on which it has foreclosed, or
started foreclosure proceedings, in
the last two years. Giannini feels
that “the day will cbme” when tele
release of these films will regain

the

money

lost

on these

films.

Israel-Themed Pic Set

grams on the same

Film company toppers, meanwhile, privately feel that McDonald may not be too anxious to disguise the sound and thereby prevent the non-Phonevision families
in Chi from tuning in on the shows.
They believe that McDonald considers the wider audience for his
tests, despite the jiggling images,
a good trailer for Phonevision and
that reports of its acceptability
among more than the 300 specified
families will benefit him when the
Federal^ Communications Commission sits down to analyze results of
experiment and determine
the
(Continued on page 20)

1-Year Moratorium Plan

On Home

Football Video

basis.

Theatre TV proponents have already made overtures to the webs
for such shows. Except for a number of knotty clearance problems
which must first be ironed out, it’s
generally agreed that the idea
would benefit all concerned. Theatres, which' have been scrounging
for
big-screen
video programs,
would not only get shows with considerable marquee lure but would
also get them on an exclusive basis
in their areas, since they would be
the programs which aren’t fed to

One-year moratorium placed on
the televising of college football
games into homes by the National
Collegiate Athletic Assn, may provide the biggest Impetus yet to
theatre television. In asking member colleges to ban standard video
for a year's trial, the NCAA delegates suggested at their Dallas
meeting last week that they experiment with big-screen video in
theatres as a potentially profitable
substitute. Theatres, as a result,
setowners.
may get a chance for the first time
Networks, the talent, ad agencies to snare exclusive video rights to
and sponsors would also benefit sports events on a regularly-schedthrough gaining audiences which uled basis in their areas.
are not now available for their
That the exclusive factor is the
shows.
Until there are sufficient most Important to theatre TV’s
(Continued on page 20)
success was demonstrated during
the last football season. While a
number of theatres carried games,
only the one in Detroit and two in
IN
Chicago did consistently top business. That was attributed to the

MAR60LIES

LONDON

ON 52 TV THRILLERS

London, Jan. 9.
organization for the production of films for the American TV
market is being set up in London
by Albert Margolies, who arrived

An

here from

The
For 1L& Prod, by Indie 52

A

one,"

Ne w York

last

week.

project involves the making of
half-hour
suspense thrillers
feature-length picture vdth an which will be lensed on J6m Koda-

fact that they

10 games

were televising Big

which, because of the

Big lO's ban on home TV, were
not available to. the average TV
setowner.

'

Council, Studios

Meet

Again on Insurance

Hollywood, Jan, 16.
Israeli theme, in English dialog, chrome.
Margolies is partnered
AFL film council and major stuwill be launched shortly by Israel with Max Rosenberg in Art Film,
Motion Picture and International currently distributihg ‘‘Blue An- dios will meet again Friday (19)
Newsreel Co., according to Sam gel.” He is former UA publicity to continue discusslobs on group
Glaser, president. Glaser returned head,
Margolies plans to stay in insurance program, on which no
recently from Tel-Aviv.
London until March and will decisions have been reached so far.
Picture will be dubbed in He- supervise the production of the Council wants Interchangeable polbrew for distribution iii Israel. first three in the series.
He icy that can be switched from stuVenture is being financed by un- brought scripts for these with him dio to studio, as a worker’s employment shifts, and wants providisclosed private sources. Whether from U. S.
it will be filmed in the east or on
When the first three have been sion that union member can mainthe Coast has not been determined, completed he will return to N. Y, tain the policy during periods of
Glaser said. No release deal has for huddles with sponsors, and will unemployment.
Ideal program sought by council
been discussed.
return to London to set up a perGlaser recently completed a doc- manent production unit. The 52 would permit employee to take out
umentary, “The State of Israel,” suspense thrillers will be followed life Insurance of specified amount,
which is being cut for theatrical by other series which are now ber and then add health, accident, hospitalization and other coverage he
showings. A 16m version for schools ing mapped.
the desired. Unions would like employwill be made available in its full
Complete
financing
for
15,000^foot length.
Pic traces de: scheme has been arranged in Amer- ers to allocate sum to start the
velopments in Israel from 1921 to ica, and the details are now being program, and studios have promised to consider this.
in London.
the present#
I settled
.

—

—
—

—

—

-
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PICTURE GROSSES
‘Grande’

,000, Chi;

Whp $12,000,
Fast

Pitt; ‘Diusiic’
,

Chicago, Jan. 16,
Good weather and a big influx of
conventioneers is giving the Loop
a better than average session. Top^

this

las" with the Three Suns onstage
at the briental. Combo is heading
Chicago
for big $46,000 or near.
entry of "Branded" and Patti Page

topping stageshow should rack up

come.

made

town

a

fait

like certain holdovers whHe
"Frenchie” at the Harris is picking up that house somewhat after
a string of slow stanzas. Marquee
strength is partially overcoming
weaknesses otherwise of "Grounds
for Marriage” at Penm
Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 50-85)
Streaked
"Rio Grande” (Rep).
away to n early $3 ,000 on Saturday
'

Film gross estimates as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net, i.e.,
without the 20% tax. Distrlbutors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are^ net in-

ally

a clean sweep of downhouses, the best being /‘Dal-

$48,000.

—

•

'

^

V

has socko $17,000 iii
sight at Grand. "Undercover Girl”
and ‘‘County Fair” looks Okay $11,000 at the Palace. "Highway 301”
and ‘*Two Lost Worlds,” looms fair

prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. aihuseinent
tax.-

$11,000 at Roosevelt.
"Flying Missile” and "Counterspy Meets Scotland Yard” is holding over to okay $12,000 at State‘‘Grounds for Marriage”
Lake.
and “Next Voice You Hear” looks
slim $11,500 for second round at
Ziegfeld ninthUnited Artists.
weeker, "Trio,” is perky $4,000.
Estimates for This Week

stageshow, $58,000.

par, it helped to check
in business.
One out-

new

standing

entry

is

I

‘Birdie’

$9,000.

new Midtown, with

Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 55-98)—
"Dallas” (WB) with Three Suns
heading stage show. Fast $46,000.
Last week, "Mr. Music” (Par)' plus
Ames Bros, onstage, $28,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 55-98)—
"Undercover Girl” (U) and "County Fair” (Mono).
Okay $11,000;

sion likely.

a

wham

$1^, St Loo

ses-

Louis, Jan. 16.

St.
"Tougher They Come”
All-day rain Sunday (14) followgood take at the Earle. ‘‘Mac- ed by snow and drop in temperabeth” upped gross again at the
ture Monday is combining to cut

is boosting

to

Trans-Lux.
Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-99)
"Great Maiihunt” (Col) (2d wk).
Last week, “Mr. Lucky” (RKO) and SoUd $10,500. Last week, $13,000.

"Lady Takes Chance” (RKO)

(re-

issues), $4,000 for 3 days.

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98)—
"Highway 301” (WB) and "Two
Lost Worlds” (EL). Fair $11,000.
Last week, "Breakthrough” (WB)
and "Mrs, O’Malley and Mr. Malone” (M-G) (2d wk), $14,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 55-98)
—‘‘Flying
Missile”
(Col)
and
"Counterspy Meets Scotland Yard”
(Coiv (2d wk). Minor $12,000. Last

week

$15,()00.

United Artists (B&K)

98)— "Grounds

(1,700; 55-

Marriage”
(M-G) and "Next Voice” (M-G) (2d
wk).
Drab $11,500. Last week,
.

for

$14,000,

Woods

(Essaness)

(1,073;

98)—

"Born Yesterday” (Col). Opened
today (Tues.).
Last week, "For
Heaven’s Sake’' .(20th) (4th Wk),
$9,000.

World

(Indie) (587;

80)—"Bitter

Boyd (WB)
"Kim” (M-G)

(2,360;

50-99)

wk).
(4th
Last week, $17,000.

$12,000.

Good

—

Cincy; ‘Frenchie’ Trim

7iG,

‘Missile’ Mild

lOG

Cincinnati, Jan. 16.

Trade at major stands

is

sticking

Fox

(20th)

(2,250;

50-99)

Montezuma”

Moment” (RKO)

—

"Branded” (Par) (3d wk). Down to
Last week, slim $15,000.
Stanton (WB) (1,473; 50-99)—
1119” (M-G) and “Mrs.
"Dial
O’Malley and Mr. Malone” (M-G).
Neat $11,000. Last week, "Fuller
Brush Girl” (Col), same.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 50-99)
"Macbeth” (Rep). Great $7,000.
$9,500.

Last week, "Trio” (Par) (8th wk),

Al Bemie, Robert Maxwell, Dick
and Dot Remy, iceshow, others, on-

(2d wk), big

less at the Strand.

Top 'Coin still is going to "Kim’'
with stageshow at the Music Hall
although in sixth week. While off
with the remainder of the longruns, it will hit okay $92,000 in
final session. "Magnificent Yankee”
bows tomorrow (Thurs.). "Halls of
Montezuma,” with Al Bernie, iceshow, heading stage layout, is also
saggihg^^ with $65,000 in second
round at the Roxy after failing to
live up to hopes in the opening
week.
Best "new” straight film is
"David Copperfield,” out on reissue, which is headihg for a good
"Operation
$13,000 at the State*
Disaster” will be about $12,000, not
big, at the Criterion opening week
while "Sun Sets At Dawn” will be
lucky to reach $10,000, very disappointing, at the Mayfair.
"Harvey” continues a steady
pace with $28,000 in fourth round
at the Astor while "Mudlark” is
in a similar category with* $17,000,
also in fourth, at the Rivoli. "Bom
Yesterday” still rates as champ
holdover, with a big $$2,000 for
third frame at the Victoria.
I

$92,000,

;

$ 6 000

.

,

Strand

(WB)

55-$2)

(2,756;

"Dallas” (WB) with Dean Murphy,
Betty Bruce, Betty Reilly, others,
onstage.

Not measuring up to hopes

with only mild $35,000 or hear in
first
round; holds. Last week
"West Foint Story" (WB) plus.
Jackie Miles, Mary Raye & Naldi,
Don Cornell heading stageshow
(3d wk), slow $21,000.
Sutton (R
B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
"Trio" (Par) (15th wk). The 14th
session ended Monday (15) held to
$7,500 after sturdy $8,400 last
week. Continues. "Kon-Tiki” (RKO)
booked to follow but no date set
for opening since "Trio” likely
Will stay a month or longer..

&

Trans-Lux 52d

90-$l. 50)—"Seven
(Indie) (5th wk).
'

ended

Sunday

St.

(T-L)

(540;

Days to Noon”
frame
(14) was off
at

Fourth

$9,000 after $12,000 for third week.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 95-

—

"Born Yesterday” v (Col)
Third stanza ended Monday (15) continued at fast clip,
winding up with big $32,000. Last
week, great $44,000.

$1.50)
(4th wk).

$9,000.

Fox

(F&M)

(5,000;

Estimates for This

60-75)—

(20th).

middle-of-the-road for second
World (G&S) (500; 50-99)—
week in wake of holiday upbeat. "Bitter Rice” (Indie) (8th wk). Up
Four new bills this stanza are led to $6,000. Last week, tidy $5,500.
by “Grounds for Marriage” with

"Flying Missile” fairish. "Frenchie”
look okay. Holdover of “Harvey”
in fourth week is fast.

Dull

"Great Missouri Raid” (Par) and
Ter- "Man Cheated Himself” (20th).
rific $30,000. Last week, "Heaven’s Opened today (Tues.).
Last week,
Sake” (20th) (3d wk), okay $16,000. "Mr. Music” (Par) and "Gasoline
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50- Alley" (Col), okay $15,000.
99)—"Mr. Muric” (Par) (4th wk).
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)Nice $13,000. Last week, $16,000. "Watch Birdie” (M-G) and "Shadow
oh
Wall” (M-G).
Fine $15,500.
50-99)—
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360;
"Grounds for Marriage” (M-G) (2d Last week, "Pagan Love Song”
(M-G)
and
"Admiral
Was a Lady”
wk). Drab $10,Q00 after slim $17,^
(UA), great $20,000.
500 opener.
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60-75)—
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 5()99)—"Harvey” (U). Wham $19,000. "Vendetta” (RKO) and "Hunt Man
Down”
(RKO).
Sturdy $14,000.
Last week, "Goldbergs” (Par) (3d Last week, "Heaven’s Sake” (20th)
wk), off badly to $6,000.
and "California Passage” (Rep) (2d
"Halls of

$2,500.

to

Ambassador (F&M) (3,000;^D-75)
-"Dallas" (WB) and "Heaven’s
Sake” (20th). Nice $10,500. Last
week, "Harvey” (U) and "Never

Earle (WB) (2,700^ 50-99)
"Tougher They Come” (Col) with
Louis Jordan orch onstage. €k)pd
$22,500. Last Week, "When You’re
Smiling” (Col) with Ted Mack’s
amateurs onstage, $19,000.

—

Okay $12,000,

into expected big biz at lirstruns.
Despite this, "Watch Birdie” at
Loew’s, "Dallas" at the Ambassador and "Vendetta" at the Missouri shape nice, lastTnamed doing especially well, "Mr. Music”
finished an okay week at the Fox.
Estimates for This Week

—

Rice” (Indie) (2d wk). Excellent
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50$7,500. Last week, $8, OOQ.
99) ^"Pagan Love Song” (M-G) (3d
Ziegfeld (Lopert) (434; 98)
Last
"Trio” (Par) (9th wk). Neat $4,- wk-10 days). Passable $15,000.
week, $17,000.
000. Last week, $4,200.
Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-99)—

‘Grounds’

Br^t

Louis Jordan’s band

—

—

the strongly

Grand (RKO) (1,200; 55-98)— plugged "Halls of Montezuma”
"Kim” (M-G), Sock $17,000. Last which opened fast at Fox. "Harweek, "Prehistoric Women” (EL), vey” proved a real hypo for the

$17,000. Last Week, fine $21,000.
Stays on.
Roxy (20th) (5.886; 80-$1.75)
"Halls of Montezuma” (20th) with

"David Copperfield” (M-G) (reissue). Started oiit quite well for an
oldie, with; good $13,000 in prospect, better than some recent new
pix at this house; holds. Last week,
"Flying Missile” (Col) (3d wk),

Warner (WB) (2,000; 50-85)
Is. Lady” (UA) and "Un-

way above
with Red Skelton topping
recent dip

$5,000 after good $6,200 for second round.
Rivoli
(UAT-Par) (2,092; 90$1.25)^"The Mudlark” (20th) (4th
wk). Holding nice 1 y at around

^

"Admiral

Husbands”

"Three

i

35G

stage (2d wk).
Sagging rather
sharply to about $65,000 after big
way below hopes for first
week. Danny Kaye and "Call Me
Mister” (20th) now slated to open
here Jan. 30 after more than three
weeks of "Halls.”
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-$1.50)—

.

week,

Six new bills are helping to hotskidding Broadway first-run
grosses this session although none
of the newcomers is sock; Nearly
all theatres went into a nosedive
And just when
early last week.
trade was on the upgrade, Saturday (13) being a big grosser, thcu
ster

(13) and should come near wham
deluxeris were dampened down by
$12,000. Last week, "Harvey” (U), Sunday’s heavy rain.
(2d wk), $8;Q00.
Pacing the field of newcomers Is
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 50-85)—

Philadelphia, Jan. 16.
derworld Story” (UA). Pallid $5,Last week, “Highway 301"
000.
* First-run biz is spotty here but
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 55-98)—
(WB) (2d wk-6 days), $4,500.
"Branded” (Par) plus Patti Page new films are getting plenty of
bally
and “surprisingly
strong!
lieading stage show. Fast $48,000.
trade.
Because the weekend was

Last
(UA)

‘Dallas’

,

"Frenchie” (U). Fine $9*500 or bit Paramount with ‘‘Branded” plus
better. Last Week, “Harriet Craig” Kay Starr, Dick Brown and Jeny
Wald band. First week ended last
(Col), $7;500.
Penn (Loew’s (3,300; 45-80) “-^ night (Tues.) was fairly good $59,"Grounds for Marriage” (M-G). 000, with pic rated strong by crix.
Fair $12,500. Last week, "(popper "Grounds for Marriage,’’ with Phil
Silvers, Wiere Bros; and Ted StraeCanyon” (Par), same.
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 50-85)
ter band onstage, look like moder“Mr. Music” (Par). Critics em- ate $40,000 at the Capitol despite
braced tllis one. Ought to reach an obviously sturdy stage layout.
nice $18,000, best here in some "Dallas” plus Dean Murphy, Betty
time. Last week, "Dallas” (WB) Bruce and Betty Reilly heading
stagle bill is only mild at $35,000 or
(2d Wk-6 days), $8,000.

The parenthetic admission

"Kim"

Grosses;

Pittsburgh, Jan^ 16.
Business looks a little better
week. Both "Mr. Music” at
Stanley and "Rio Grande” at Fulton got off to sock starts, and look

‘Highway’ Fair

Estimates Are Net

budget action entries have practic-

New Bills Bokter B’way

6

18G

Week

Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 55-$1.50)
—"Harvey” (tJ) (4th wk). Stanza
ending today looks to hold near

‘^rn’ Great $23,000 In

Frisco; ‘Willi Army’ Big
$28*000 after solid $30,000 last
week. Continues.
22G, ‘HaHs’ Solid 28G
Bijou (City inv.) (589; $1.20$2.40)—"Cyrano” (UA) (9th wk).
San Francisco, Jan. 16.
Eighth session ended last night
Heavy bally and big preem at(Tues.) pushed to $12,500.
Sevtended
by
military brass here got
enth week was big $12,000 and
,

"Halls
of
Montezuma” off to
continues indef.
smash start at the Fox, but the
Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 55-$l:50)
week’s total at this huge house
-—“Grounds for Marriage” (M-G) will
be only solid. Bigger showplus Phil Silvers, Wiere Bros., Ted
ings are being made, on comparaStraeter orch. First week ending
tive basis, by “At War with Army,’J
today (Wed.) looks moderate $40,wk), $10,000.
big at Paramount, and "Born Yes000 or near; holds.
Last week,
Shubert (Ind) (1,500; 60-75)
terday” sock at the Orpheuni.
"Outrage” (RKO) and "Lonely "Pagan Love Song” (M-G) with Several
outstanding exploitation
Heart Bandits” (Rep) (2d wk). Ink Spots, Shep Fields orch, stunts helped
"Yesterday.” "HarHolding at $4,000 following solid Marilyn Maxwell heading stage
still is strong on moveover
vey”
bill (2d wk-10 days), mild $45,000.
$6,500 initial session.
at United Artists.
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.75)
Estimates for This Week
"Operation Disaster” (U). Initial
week ending next Friday (19)
Tre-Histwric’ Loud 14G,
Golden GMe (RKO) (2,850; 60Shapes up mild $12,000 or less. In 85)
"Hunt Man Down” (RKO)
ahead,
"Where Danger Lives” plus Freddy Martin.’s orch and
Cleve.; ‘Branded’ $1 5,000 (RKO) (2d wk), $7,000.
stageshow healed by Jackie Green.
Cleveland, Jan. 16.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$l:20) NSH $16,000.
Last week, "Ven"Prehistoric Women” is sexing
‘Wendetta” (RKO)
(4th
wk). detta”
(RKO) and "March of
up a semi-sensational round for Third round ended Sunday (14) Wooden Soldiers” (Lip) (reissue)
the Hipp. Cavewomen stunts hoked declined still further to $5,000. (2d wk), 4 days, $7,500.
up by Joan Shawlee and Kerry after modest $8,000 in second
Fox (FWC) :4,651: 65-90)— "Halls
Vaughn, two of its actresses on per- week.
of
Montezuma” (20th).
Solid
sonal aippearance tour here, helped
Mayfair
50- $28,000
(Brandt)
(1,736;
or
over.
Last
week,
to
whip up
pic. $1.20)— "Sun Sets at Dawn” (EL).
steam
for
"Heaven’s Sakes” (20th) (2d wk),
“Branded” is doing much above First frame ending next: Friday 4 days, $5,800.
State.
at
Moveover
of (19) will be lucky to hit $10,000,
par
Warfield (Loew’s) (2^,656; 60-85)
"Harvey” to Stillman is still prov- but likely will hold.
ahead, —"Watch Birdie”
Jrt
(M-G) (2d wk).
ing profitable.
"The Milkman” (U) (2d Wk), $9,- Off
to J4,000 in 5 days. Last week,
Estimates for This Week
000
big
$21,000.
55-80)—
Allen (Warners) (3,()00;
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 5541.20)—
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)
(EL)
and "Short Grass” (Mono)
“High
Lonesome’'
and vaud6. "At War with Army”
"Torch” (EL). Ordinary $10,000. Looks mild $18,000.
(Par) and
Last week, “3 Desperate
Men” (Lip). Big
Himself”
Last week, "Man Cheated
"Killer That Stalked N. Y.” (Col)
•
$22,000 or close. Last week, “The
(20th), $12,000.
with vaude, $20,000.
Goldbergs” (Par) and “Country
Esquire (Community) (7()4; 55-80)

—

—

—

..

‘MudlarYGu

.

Estimates for This Week
Albec (RKO) (3,100; 39-75)*—

I

Toronto, Jan..

16.

With mild weather and top
Ma.rrlage” (M-G). product, biz is on upbeat here for
Last week, "Mr. the best week ih the post-holiday
Music” (Par), tuneful $15,000.
period. Topping the town’s new^ Gapltol (Mid-States) (2,000; SO- comers is "Mudlark,” with "BotfUie —"Edge of Doom” (RKO). Good
TS)—
“Frenchie” (U).
All right Prince Charlie” at two houses $5,700. Last week, "Mad Wednes$7,500.
Last week, "Branded” scoring oh topical stories of theft day” (RKO) (3d wk), $2,500.
(Par) (2d wk), $7,000.
Hipp (Warners) (3.700; 55-80)—
of the Stone of Scone. "Rocky
Grand (RKO) '(1,400; 39-75)-;- Mountain” is big in five spots, Top "Prehistoric Women” (EL). Lurid
such
by
Last week,
scored
or better.
$14,000
A1 Jennings Oklahoma” (Col); biz is also being
Good $8,000. Last week, “Pagan holdovers as “American Guerrilla” “DaUas” (WB) (2d wk). fine
$13,000.
Love Song” (M-G) (3d wk), light and "Harvey.”
Lower Mall (Community) (505; 55Estimates for This Week
$5,500.
Mayfair, 80) "Bitter Rice” (4th wk). Smooth
Glendale,
Downtown,
Keith’s (Mid States) (1,542; 39-75
Scarboro, State (Taylor) (1,059; $8,000, following $8,200 last week.
Harvey” (U) (4th wk)
Speed
Palace (RKO) (3,300; 55-80)—
965; 470; 698; 694; 35-57)--"Rocky
$5,000 after swell $7,000 thir
Mountain” (WB) and “Father’s "Kansas Raiders” (U). Fair $12,500.
round.
week, “Mystery Submarine”
$15,000.
Last
Big
Wild Game” (Mono).
Lyric (RKO) (1,500; 39-75)— "Mi
Last week, "Last Buccaneers” (Col) (U), $14,000.
(Par) (m.o.).
Satsifactor;
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-80)
and "Revenue Agent” (Col), same.
$4,500.
Last week, "Torch” (EL
Eglinton, Victoria (FP) (1,180; “Branded” (Par). Nice $15,00(). Last
and“Federal Man” (Lip) split wit! 1,140; 38-77)
“Harvey”
pleasing
"Bonnie Prince week,
(U),
Dallas” (WB) (m o.), $4,200.
Charlie” (EL) (2d Wk). Fine $9,500. $14,000.
55-80)—
Stillman
(Loew’s)
(2,700;
$11,500.
week,
^I^KO) (2,600; 39-75)Last
Piying Missile” (Col). Fairish $10,
imperial (FP) (M73; 38-77) -- "Harvey” (U) (m.o.). Okay $7,000.
(2d
Last
week,
"Mrs.
O’Malley,
(20th)
Mr.
Last week, "Three Husbands
"American Guerrilla”
ItH a
A),, favorable
Malone" (M-G), $5,000.
(Continued on page 24)
$6,000 in 4 days.
^Grounds

Oke

for
$12,000.

^
.

—

'

(Par)
—‘‘Branded”
(Par)

Paramount

$1.50)
Starr,

Dick

(3,664;

Brown,

55- Parson”

(Iridie),

$14,000.

Kay
St.
(Par) (1,400;
Wald —‘‘Mr.Francis
Music” (Par) (4th
week ended About
plus

Jerry

60-85)

wk).
orch (2d wk). Initial
$6,000. Last week, $^500.
last night (Tues.) hit fair $59,000.
Orpheum
(No.
55Coast)
(2,478;
Stays only two weeks. In ahead,
"Born Yesterday” (Col).
"Mr. Music” (Par) and Louis Prima 85)
Socko
$23,000
or
better.
Last
orch, Jan Murray onstage {3d wk),
week, "Harvey” (U) (2d wk), big

—

$52,000.

Radio City Music Hall (Rockefellers)

(5,945;

(M^G)

plus

80-$2.40)

—

"Kim”

$14,000.

United Artists (No. Coast)
"Harvey”
(U)

55^Q5)

—

(1,207;
(m.o.).

stageshow (6th-final Strong $8, fOO on third week downwk). Down to okay $92,0()() in final town.
Last week*“Frenchie” (U)
session. Xmas pageant bowed out (2d wk), $7,000.
after Sunday (14), Fifth week was
Stagedoor (A-R) (370; 85-$l)
big $115,000, albdit below expect- “Last Holiday” (Indie) (2d wk).
ancy, m akin g $825,000 for six Oke $3,400.
Last week, $4,400.
weeks.
Yankee”
"Magnificent
Clay fRosener) (400; 65-85>
(M-G) opens tomorrow (Thurs.).
“Bitter Rice” (Indie) (4th wk). Off
Rialto (Mage) (594; 44-98)— “Two to $3,000.
Last week, big $4,200.
Lost Worlds” (EL). Opens today
Larkin (Rosener) (400; 65-85)
Oke
(4th
wk).
(Wed.). Last week, "The Sinners” "Bitter
Rice"
(Indie)
wk), just passable $3,300. Last \ eek, $4,200.
(3d

—

UT^asft

10
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are

multiplying like Rabbits!
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week

In

i
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Grand Rapids, Cleveland, Chicago,

Sacramento, Portland, Milwaukee, Buffalo, Ch'ampaign,
Salinas, Boise, Salt Lake City, San Jose, Savannah, Dayton,
St. Louis, Dallas, Tulsa,

Atlanta, Syracuse, Nashville,

St.

Petersburg, Pittsburgh.

‘<Stx/UUm0
viuh

JOSEPHINE HULL

JESSE WHITE
From the play written by

.

in.

Plan

•

VICTORIA HORNE

MARY CHASE

OSCAR BRODNEY

Don't fence

JAMES STEWART

now

.

Charles drake • cecil kellaway
. WALLACE FORD md PEGGY DOW

and produced by BROCK PEMBERTON

Produced by JOHN BECK

for

.

Directed by

•

Screenplay by

MARY CHASE and

HENRY KOSTER

playing timel
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Trafalfir' S^uar*

I 4t. Mirtin'f

Metro’s Foreign Switches

London, Jan. 9. -f
Drastic revisipn of the Quota Act,
as a penalty for Mirtha
imprisonment
^\ ith
second quota default^ higher

a

costs,

1)01

la-

Alvin Cassell, Metro manager in
the West Indies, has been promoted to the same post in the
Philippines; He replaces I. Cohen,
who was forced to resign for reasons of health after having been
with M-G in Manila for 24 years.
Also bowing out is George
Ghasanas, M-G manager in Egypt.
He’ll
be
replaced
by Robert
Schmitt, who moves up from the
niariager’s post in Puerto Rico.

Legrand Signs

Highest Arg. Fflm Pact

and investigation into

re-introduction of a distributor’s quota plus a separate schedule for shorts, are among the proposals which have been subipitted
to thp ^ard of Trade by the Assm'
ot Cine and Allied Technicians.
AlthoHigh no specific proposals
have been made in regard to the
flNing of the annual quota for Brif-'
the technicians are apislv pix,
pioaching this problem through
back-door methods. They are pror
posing a revision of the constitution of the Films Council which
would klice the exhibitor reprer
seutatioh jfrom five to one and
would bar producers, who fidve exinterests either as indiji bitioh
S id uals 'or through companies with
liich they are associated. Introduction of such a clause would bar,
lor example, J. Arthur Rank, now
on the council as a producer.
The union is also demanding
that the labor representation be
iuci '.re's^d from four to six, of whom

Buenos Aires, Jan.

(lie

her thje highest;; salary of
any Argentine film star. Tnteramerican^s pact -"vdtb the star is for
around $100,000 for five pix, sprelad
out oyer three years during which
time she may not db any work for
any other Ibcal company. If she
does make pix abroad (Mexico or
France Interamericana is to have
distribution rights in the foreign
field.
Fjrst Of the Interamericana
films with the star will probably be
a musical.
Emelco has published a list of
12 productions scheduled for 1951.
Of these, only six will be based on
stories which are likely to please
the Presidential Press Secretariat,
as being characteristic of Argentine ways, customs or historj'. So
production plans may have to be
fi\ e would represent uiTions whose
changed.
film interests were primarily on
1 h c production side. With a revised
F m Council of th is character,
act is confident that there would
he morq sympathetic consideration
•giving

I

Joseph
Schinit:,
is
had been with M-G

Succeeding

Ginematografica Interamericana,
!

I

'

i

Blair, who
in Spain.

|

;

Morton A. .Spwrig, first veepee
of Loew’s Intefr^tional, pointed
out that the prOrnotioris were from
within the ranks in accordanee
with compapy policy.

/London, Jan.

i 1

to a substantially increased quota,

and also there would not be the
powerful exhibitor interests to vote

TV

on other forms of showbiz in
America. Discussion began after
Dennis C. Walls, who last year attended a Venice' co^nfetence on TV,
referred to a proposal for an assoEuropean countries,
ciation
of
which would seek, among other
things to establish conformity on

^

understood

to

plane here for a season and
hen have to leave their earnings
ii’ozen. Hence move to have the
government moguls unbend on the
coinage takeaway.

i

I

The

Empire,

a

evue
bought

l

I

1

,

fi'om

the: Leon Benoit Deutsch
oup for a reported $150,000. The
current, revue there starring Ar*
h!lly ^yiU Corripiete its run under
gi

y Vo

^

llu'

I'lils

to

buy

still

j

It will perrriit

is

j

I

'

pic

progress.

American

films starting out early in 1951.
Constantin-Film has ^ the biggest
batch. Release schedule includes
fitre United Artist pix, ope Italian

UA

more American

(Anna Magnarii’s

;

.

^

.

Shanghai Documentary VS. U. S.
Shanghai, Jan. 2.
A documentary titled, “Yankees
in Slianghai” is being produced
here, and will be released shortly.
Announcement on pic states it
“will trace the grim story of U. S. /
imperialistic expansion in Shang- -

!

.

!

'

;

I

f

|

'

i

'

i

has about 70 % of Western
film production capachouses a great majority of
the pVbducers. Bavaria Filmkunrt
is a property of the former Nazi
film monopoly, UFA, and its riow
under Allied control, being decreed
to be auctioned by Jan. 1, 1952,
along with the rest of the UFA
combine. Bavaria Filmkunst is the_
It

biggest single UFA asset.
While the Munich film center
has dozens of small producers/the
other big film city, Hamburg, is the
home of the only two really big

—

Walter
production
companies
Koppel’s Real-Film and Rolf MeyFritz
er’s
Junge Film Union.
Kirchoff’s Pontus Film and some
smaller outfits are also in Hairiburg. These three are among the

few German producers who own
their

own

studios.

Real-Film Very Active
Real-Film produced seven films
in 1950 and built ari'additional studio last year.
A very successful
export drive resulted in the signing of 116 export contracts urider
which Real pix have been or will
be exported in 16 foreign countries.
Jurige Film Union made eight films
in 1950, and they also expanded
their studios.
Pontus Film produced two films in 1950.
Foreign production also gained
in Western Germany in 1950. The
films made last year include five
Austrian, one Italian
and one

French co-prodUctions. Not counted in the 77 is the 20th-Fox film,
“Decision Before Dawn” (formerly
“Legion of the Damned” and “Cnll
It Treason”) produced by Anatole
Litvak
and Frank MacCarthy,
y/hich was partially shot in the
Munich-Geiselgasteig studios. Pic
is 20th-Fox’s third made in Geririany since the war.

German short and cultural film
producers had considerable financial difficulties in 1950. which they
blamed on the State Departmentsponsored and U. S. High Commission-distributed
shorts.
They
claimed^ these films were given to
exhibitors at such low rentals they
could not compete. To aid these
producers, the top German film industry association ruled last morilh
that exhibitors must show one German short with each feature film
whose length does riot exceed 8,260
feet.

_bcc^^

j

Paris.

against

NATKE, which withdrew

•

^

;

I

>11

have also been solid
co-operation,
but there
have been cases of waning boxoffice production whose life possibly
has been lengthened by a TV
screening.
The new Shepherds Bush studio
was used for the first time last
Saturday (23) when a big yaudeo
interests

protest and will outline their policy to save the British film indus-

a le leaving on an U. SVtal- announced pic.
^
'hai.”
Herzog-Fijm will bririg in
prowl in February, covering
South America first.
They will / Very Own.” Other releases^ will
Havana before going to Holly- erme frqm Gioria-Film,
vo()(l and N.
Guerin is by far JmeX'Film, Transcontinent Film,
Y.
and
llic l)i! <TORt
EMKA-Filiri
4
employer of U. S. taL Omnium-Film,
I'l’.Klay

policy advocated
O’Brien at the NATKE

{

starrer
In leni than when
he was restricted “Volcano”), one German Atlashis
yearly Lido production. iFiJm and one Associated Britisn
f'lKM'in
and his producer Rene Production plus one as yet unhin\

in-

ROME aODPS

house Will go into operation
Guerin. Latter already has
Lido, the Baccara on the
Civamps Etysees and the RestaiiGerman distributors
J’iint
cles Ambassadeurs.
He also some 20 independent
llio

vitulci’

into the legit field.

9.

outlined by the recently appointed
TV topper, George Barnes, at a
year-end press confab which coincided with the launching ot a new
major studio at Shepherds Bush.
TV dabbling in color will be
purely experimental with three
different processes tried out. 'There
is little prospect, eyen if it were
technically and commercially possible, of starting color programs
because Of assurances given receiver manufacturers.
The solidarity of film and legit
industries against television is one
of the urgent problems Barnes
hopes to iron oiit in 1951. By a
decision of exhibitors, films offered
for TV are barred from normal exhibition.
At the same time, legit

I

peu tsch managemerit before

smaller niteries.
purchase of the Empire
Si’aduates Guerin from the nitery

Jari.

BBG-TV

REOPEN WAR-BOMRED

'2,20U/eater

productions,
been
has
by Pierre Louis-Guerin

for

I

'

ciiMipped with the largest I'evotvfn« stage here and equipped for

London,

major experiments with
color, an effort; to secure rapprochment with film and theatrical
interests and brighter programs.
The new development program was

!

2,200-Seat Paris House
Paris, Jan. 16,

.
,

The 1951 plans
clude

from, bill headed by Dolores Gray was
not participating. This screened. This was the first of the
conference will be opened by Sir new pattern of .light entertainment
Laurence Olivier and will be at- promised. Another innovation will
2
tended by a number of Labor and be inclusion of a 30-minute cabaret
Rome, Jan. 9.
Thursdays
additional
as
Conservative Members of Parlia- show
weight to the normal bill which
Arthur Miller’s “Death of a ment, and well-known actors,
hitherto
ha$
comprised
repeat of
a
being
currently
is
Salesman”
It is to be used as a jumping off
sought' as a vehicle by two differ- point in mobilizing industry work- the Sunday night play.
ent gropps in Rome, one an Italian ers and the public in a campaign
translation to be produced and di- to bring pressure on the governrected by Luchino Visconti and the ment to raise the quota, provide
other groupv the Rome Playhouse, admission tax relief for British
ari English-speaking organization. pi’oducers and the public (but not
Translated vn'sion Would-be head- for exhibitors), acquisition of iale
Tokyo, Jan. ,9.
ed by yittorio De Sica, director Of studio space and introduction of
Tokyo’s famed Kabuki-jEa theatre,
“Bicycle Thief.” De Sica started reduced distribution charges.
gutted by an air raid in 1945, rehis professional career as a troubaopened Jan. 5 after $700,000 renodbr, arid then werit into stock and
vation job, the most ambitious thea^aifector.
fifes before
1st Filin i|i Scot Court
atrical construction prpject in postMiller spoke to Visconti when. he
Edinburgh, Jan, 9.
war Japan. Coin was put up by
was here^ last year about the, postime
a
film
the
first
is
to
For
the
Shochiku Motion Picture, arid
Rome,
sib'lity of doing his play in
hut disagreed with. Viscpnti about be accepted as evidence in a Scot- Theatrical Co., which will operate
claim
damfor
the 2,600-seat legit, house.
casting to such extent that nego- tish court. When a
ages is heard in the Court of SesTheatre will be the principal
‘“fe"? 'fe'®
film
this
month)
a
of
sion
a
here
Tokyo home of Japanese classical
situation
the
With De Sicas name
40-t6ri excavator will be shown.
drama, a cerituries-old art form that
IS changed.
Lord Blades, the judge, has aq- has appeared several times sirice
cepted an application to allow the the war to be facing extinction, but
film to. be, shown. It would be which has been kept alive largely
20 B. S; Indie Pix in Germany
wrong, he says, to refuse to admit through the efforts of Shochiku
^
Frankfurt, Jan. 9.
film in these days of scientific prexy Takejiro Otani.
will release a

BY

anxious to see ace U. S. stage
talent play in this zone during the
Jubilee year. Talent agents point
out that U. S. talent is not so keen
t

Expansion in ’51

Tom

reaffirmed the case for partial nationalization of the film industry,
with a view to speeding the introduction of a policy which has been
agreed in principle by the Government.
The next move follows on Jan.
20 when five of the six industry
unions through their federated
body, the Film Industry Employees
Council/ are launching a public

the FIEC,

;

'

went in a deputation to Board of
Trade prexy, Harold Wilson, and

try.

%

Germany’s

:

SOUGHT

;

ity.

The second move came yesterday (Mon.) when leaders of the
Assn, of Cine & Allied Technicians

Top

is

when

try recuperation, orice Holly wood ’s
chief competition in Europe. It is
also in line with the country’s spectacular economic boom/
Another sigriificant factor of production iri this area is that production declined 33
in the Eastern
German republic, where the film
industry is a single, Soviet-sponsored state monopoly,
Wesiern

kurist,

rally called for a grant of 20,000,000 pounds ($56,000,000) from the
Govt, to the NFFC, the return of
a distributor’s quota, arid an increased effort to secure the use of
American blocked sterling for the
making of films in British studios.

Ever optimistic, producers see
better things in sight for 1951, with
present desire to hold production
down to 80 films. Quality stressing
To Get
U.S. Talent trend arid the stand of the trade’s
own bank, the Banco Nacional
Sydney, Jan. ,9.
Cinematografico, that it will only
Stageshow operators in the Aus- finance producers able to make top
sie zone are expected tj plead with
quality pix, is counted upon to
government monetary officials to yield at least 70 worthwhile films
pelmit top U. S. stage talent to this year. Another hope is more
take more money out of the coun- biz in the U. S. and other Englishtiy Many will come to take part
language lands since several 1951
in the Jubilee celebrations of the
pix will be dubbed into English.
Aussie Gommoriwealth, covering
all of 1951. They take away at
present only 1,000 pounds (under
‘SALESMAN’
$!U)00) after Contract completion.
to be

Tom

by

strong.

May Okay

The government

;

,

The short-term

are that it is feared only about 46
of the 1950 crop will be any good ijn
Mexico, and fewer abroad, because
the quality failed to measure up to
the studio activity.
The expected goal of 130 pictures
faded just before Dec. 31, "with
studio snags preventing completion
of four pix. Reported that it does
not matter much since the four
films in the works are not so

domiciled In Britain.

Aussie Govt

16.

To New Peak in ’50

ve.stigation to

tionals

(14)

duction pace in 1950, turning out
77 films duririg the year, with art

television in cinemas.
Germany is a free economy, and
Rank was invited to speak when there are 77 independent producers
C. P. Metcalfe had explained that operating since the war, while in
he wasn’t interested in a European Eastern Germany there is /only
association unless all the American oine outfit, DE;^A. The 1950 prodr*
The uct :was made by 55 indeperiderit
film industry came irito it.
effect of TV in America had not producers.
been determined, Rank asserted,
Throughout the postwar years
arid the boxoffice decline was just two major production centers gfe\v
as great where there were no tele up in Western Germany. Munich’s
receivers as where there were.
Geiselgasteig studios Bavaria /^ilni-

O'Brien, M.P., general secretary of
National Assn, of Theatrical and
Kine Employees, addressed studio
workers in his organization. At this
Mexico City, Jan.
mass
gathering, James H, Lawrie,
Another new high in film producNational
director of
managing
tion, 126 pix in 1950, was four short
of the estimate; but that is not what Film Finarice Corp., outlined the
Neither is it steps being taken to promote new
is irking the trade.
joyous about the record. Reasons productions.

against.

In asking for an independent indecide whether the
1 cintroductlon
of a distrib’s quota
would lead to great stability in
Biitish production, ACT explains
that neither the Geneva nor Havana conventions dealing with this
subject have been formally ratified. The door is therefore still
open for the imposition of such a
quota if the BOT considers it desirable. Among the qualifications
for a quota film, ACT urges that
processing must be done in a British lab and that all technicians
should be British, or foreign na-

Sunday

last

6.

Western Gerfriany’s picture irtdustry has kept up a steady pro-

London, Jan. 16.
additional 12 pix expected to be
J, Arthur Rank made his maiden completed
withiri the first two
speech as a delegate to the general months of 1951. The 77 films mean
council of the Ciriematograph Ex- a good achievenient in the indus-

Wednesday (10)
when he reported on the effects of

i

burst of activity to stem
the t\vo-year-old production crisis
is coming from the Labor side of
the industry/ Two mass meetings
for Studio workers and a deputation to the government have been
organized to focus attention on the
slump in film making here. First
shot in new campaign was fired

U. S.
Not Decided, Says Rank

hibitors’ Assri. last

) ,

A new

Zone Decimes 33%
Frankfurt, Jan.

TV in

Effect of

.

ah

50; Soviet

‘

:

6.

upcoming production-distribution organization befe, has inked a
deal with comely Miftha Legrand

b

Viktoria-Film.

Other Foreign .News

On Page 15

New

Film Agreement

Sidney, Jan. 10.
The long range plan put into
operation by Ernest Turnbull, head
of Hoyts’ cinema loop; Nornian
Rydge, chief of Greater Union, and
other Aussie film company majors,
promises to make pre-Yuietide
boxoffice blues a thirig of the past.
Under an ugfeement with disAt formal opening ceremony for tribs hooked up With Hoyts and
the theatre^ which has been de- GU, pix suitable for vacatiori playstroyed three time.s in its 62-year dates will be kept on ice for the
history, a congratulatory me.ssage' right period to nix pre-vacation biz
was rcvi from' Gen. Douglas Mac- drops.
Arthur.
Some six months ago Hoyts’ ex.

New Circuit Deal
BviendS; Aire.s. Jan. 9.
deal to release its 1951 product on the I..OCOCO circuit has been
made by San Miguel. Studios.
Initial release will probably be
San Miffuers

A

Die Standing,” adaoted
from Alciandro Casorin’s p’aV.
which hn.s been running at the
Ateneo theatre here for two years.
“Trees

1

ecs

viewed

(20th) arid

“Cilieapor
.set

it

by Doben”

aside for a Syd-

playdate two weeks before
Xhias. RevSUlt was terrific biz over
this quiet biz span with five shows
per day over the lush holiday span.
Same thing was done with “CinderResult is that this pic
ella” RKO
currently playing six-a-day to
is

ney

(

)

.

smash trade.

,
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PISriety

I St. Martin's Piaca, Trafalgar Squart

Seek

Italo

Kid Ban
Rome, Jan.

9.

Yank Films Launch

9.

Infra-red photographs of children at the Cinema, with expressions ranging from terror to avid
excitement, are included in a report by an Italian member of Parliament urging that no child under
16 be allowed in a cinema.
Italian Chamber of Deputies,

in 1950 Spurs Production Activity
Rome, Jan.

I\TEllIVAT103kAL

“f*

Encouraged by unusually high

With

Japan

Nip Pro^ct Off
Tokyo, Jan.

Hoyt’s Turnbull Sees
gross earnings of Italian films, parhowever, will open formal debate
ticularly those during the last peCircuit Alert to
soon on a law designed to prevent
riod of 1950, Italian film production
Sydney, Jan. 9.
upbeat.
Only
14
the
on
definitely
all
under 16 from attending a film
is
Back from a U. S. looksee, Ernest theatre. A group
or 15 films were in work last month,
of deputies drew
Turnbull,
head
of
Hoyts’
major
cirup the law after studying a report
niost of thepi were from the fall
cuit,
said
the
chain
would
be
of
them
were
itiany
of the habits of 290 school children
schedule, but
geared to present video when the under 16.
in the finishing stages.

TV

New

1951 in

15

British Grabbing

Canada Projection Biz

under recently renewed pact with
nine U. S. majors, should have
their biggest postwar year in 1951.
American product got bff in sock

Washington, Jan. 16.
Although the U. S. still holds the
largest share of the Canadian film
projection equipment market, the
British have been moving in aggressively to promote sales of their
own product. They now have about
15% of the Canadian equipment
market and their “outlook for expansion is favorable,” says Nathan

I

9.

American films in Japan, which
will continue to be distributed here
by the Motion Pictui'e Export Assn,

More

style during the all-important New
Year’s period, with a 20% attendtime was ripe.
Tuimbull added,
ance increase ovei the comparable
[however, that just hpw video would
session last year. Most houses
fit into the Aussie film field, was
showing native product, however,
still unknown, the same as in the
were off as much as 30% from a
U. S.
year ago.
Norman B. Rydge, chief of the
Strongest contender was “BufD. Golden, film specialist for U. S.
Greater Union chain, who looked
falo Bill” (20th), which set an allDepartment of Commerce.
over the British and U. S. video
Equipment market in Canada has time Japanese record for one house
field during a recent trip, said that
been very good since the war be- in Osaka on Jan. 3 with a gross of
his company would be set for TV
cause of the building boom in six 1,065,900 yen ($2,665). (Pic was reBuenos Aires, Jan. 9.
leased in U. S. in 1944.) This was
theatres.
in the Aussie key spots, However,
first one-day million yen gross in
Rydge pointed out that he believed
The lack of first-class film mahistory here. In Tokyo’s Hibiya
tele was some years off.
terial had its effect on the concert
clude Italian comedian Totp’s films Aussie
theatre,
“Buffalo” grossed $11,740
(he makes four to eig^t per year),
business in Argentina during the Brit. Musicians’ Union
in
its first January stanza.
Last
“Tomorrow Is Too Late,’' “Road of
past
year,
just
it did on show
as
year during the same period, this
Successful Delaying
Hope,’’ “Unattainable 12,” “Thief
biz in general, hypting the already
Disks
Ban
on
Outlawed
house
played
Face”
“Pale
(Par) at
of Venice.” “Naples Millionaire.”
very high grosses the longhair artthe same admission tab, but atStart
Action in
All of these have grossed $850,000
ists have commanded over the past
tendance
this
year
was
Indies
Europe
up
Forces
20%.
Up
to
many
played
or better and have not
five years.
In most cases halls
to now. Bob Hope film had been
London, Jan. 9.
rural situations yet. Some of these
Of Commercial Radio could have been filled several
the
biggest
moneymaker
in
Japan.
films will hit the $1,000,000 mark
times over whenever concerts by
A ban imposed by the British
Tokyo, Jan. 9.
In the Osaka, Kobe and Kyoto
or over, which is high for an Italbig names were scheduled. Block- Musicians’ Union on recording of areas, 15 theatres
playing Amerito^ prevent
organized
The
fight
pic.
lan
disks for companies other than can pix broke
long
queues
were
customary
in
records for at least
the debut of commerciar radio in'
members of Phonographic Per- one day during the New Year’s
One distributor reported that Japan should go down as one of front of the boxoffices.
some fairly important key cities in the most successful d -laying ac A snag for the concert perform- formance, outfit repping major, week. Besides “Bill,” “Mexican
companies, is forcing many of Hayride” (U), .“Prince
f9
Italy showed preference for medithe ers themselves, when they accept
of Foxes
history rivalling
tions
in
small manufacturers to w'ax on the (20th), “Don
ocre Italian films as against some
Juan” (WB) and “I
heroic action of the 24th Infantry Argentine bookings, is that the Arhas
The
first
Italy
continent.
ban
was
films.
American
good
gentine government no longer alWas a Male War Bride” (20th) set
Division in Korea last summer.
imposed because it w'as feared that
just happened to get a crop of
Movement to authorize private lows allocations of foreign ex- too large a proportion of radio new biz highs.
really solid Italian pics on the marOne reason for this upbeat at
change to allow them to transfer
music would be provided from re- the wickets was smart
ket at about the same time, start- broadcasting in Nippon started their earnings either to the U.
exploitation
S.
ing last September, after a year or shortly after the surrender. After or to Europe. Only a few of the cordings, with a resultant slicing of by the Central Motion Picture Exmore of several bad ones. New four years of backing and filling, operatic performer signed for the earnings of their members who change, local MPEA outlet. The
could provide live shows.
blood, too, has been injected into stalling:' and hedging, bills sanc- Colon Opei*a are inked
week prior to New Year’s CMPE
in such a
Under an agreement between toured the three cities
while tioning commercial radio and cre- way that
relations
Italian
British
their fees must be paid
at night
American imports have taken an ating necessaiy machinery for its in foreign currency. To achieve the British Broadcasting Corjf. and with projector-equipped busses,
PP, a maximum of 22 hours week- setting up outdoor
unofficial and drastic cut during control passed the legislature last this they
must, of course, agree to
screens to show
April and became effective on June
ly
airing time is allocated to trailers
this same period.
of forthcoming pix.
1.
But as 1950 drew to an end, give their services off the cuff for disks of member companies. Disks
Other
U.
S. pix which helped
benefits
in
aid
of
the
Eva
Peron
Japan's first commercial broadcast
manufactured by outfits outside PP send both admissions
and grosses
was yet to be heard, and insiders Foundation. Despite the currency w'ere not subjected to this embargo
British Film Industry
over the 1950 figure throughout
snag, the longhair visitors can get
predict another six months will
and there was no limit on the the nation
around
included
this
stymie
paying
by
the
“Flame of
elapse before listeners in Japan
amount of playing time that could
to Get hear panegyrics for Suzuki Suds transport for an entire South be accorded to them, and thus, Barbary Coast” (Rep), “Coroner’s
Makes First
Cr^ek” (Col), “Fountainhead” (WB),
American trek in Argentine curin between episodes of “Saburo’s
from the union viewpoint, menaced “Great
Lover” (Par) and “Battlerency, and getting out their earnIn on Tax Exemption Other Wife.”
the agreement.
ground” (M-G). CMPE expects to
ings in the form of clothes, furs,
Although the playing time for release
The Broadcasting Corp. of Japan gems or other luxury items, some
London, Jan. 16.
200 pix in Japan this year,
non-PP disks is in theory unlim- compared to
26-year
Tlie British filni industry has thus begins 1951 with its
of which are found here cheaper
131 in 1950.
ited, in actual fact, beyond a cermade the first move in an attempt monopoly unbroken. Company has than in Paris.
tain amount of background music,
the terms
to muscle in on the tax exemption been reorganized under
Highest
coin earner last year it rarely averages more than five
arrangement for cultural and non- of last year’s legislation and is now was Yehudi Menuhin, who
had or six hours a week. And a BBC Sahara Sage Does Big
profit making entertainment which a public service corporation. But
been
an
absentee
since just before plug with a listening public often
has
exists between the Arts Council the fact that BCJ no longer
World War II. He grossed around exceeding 10,000,000 can well deTourist Biz Reading
Under the private stockholders means little $41,000 for four Colon Opera
and legit producers.
con- termine the success or otherwise
present pact with the Arts Coun-' to the average listener. Programs certs,
plus
another
for
$16,000
of a particular record.
Fortunes In the Sand
cil,
legit impresarios with non- still sound pretty much like the
two popular-priced concerts at the
Before the imposition of the MU
profit-distribution companies (no BCJ of yore, although the web has
By BOB DEINDORFER
Gran Rex and one in the city of ban, PP membership was confined
in
improvements
made
notable
dividends and earnings ploughed
La Plata. The violinist also gave to the two major groups, EMI and Timbuctoo,
West Africa, Jan. 14.
back for future financing) are technique under the tutelage of
radio broadcasts on the Mundo Decca.
The 22 hours airing lime
granted tax exemption by the cus- SCAP’s Radio Branch.
Setian Moulabakko, a small wrinweb and performed with a sym- was divided up between these two
common
fairly
it
However,
is
toms and excise authorities. Prophony orchestra. His concerts in groups, who also shared the re- kled black man wearing Smith
ductions which qualify for this re- knowledge in Tokyo that BCJ and
Montevideo,
Uruguay,
grossed production fees paid by the BBC. Bros, whiskers and little else, looklief are presented “in association certain quarters of the government
With the necessity of having a ed into the sands outside this stoteamed up to fight off commercial around $3,000 each. The Menuhin
with the Arts Council.”
BCJ performances at the Colon Opera PP membership ticket to get ried old one-camel village and
radio as long as possible.
British producers, who blame
want the competition, and set a record for high admission union recording facilities there paused expectantly for the annual
high adnii.ssion tax for their pres- didn’t
rush of customers.
diehards in the government liked scales, this being the first time of has been a demand to get inside
ent difficulties, have always looked
By far the most successful desert
single web because selling orchestra seats at $7 each. that company from some of the inwith envy at their opposite num- the idea of a
The same high admission scales dependent houses. At least four wise man In the region, Setian exit would be easier to control. They
bers in legit who present tax-free
pects
to gross approximately 450,war the were charged for Marian Ander- have joined in receht w'eeks under
shows without giving the public recall that during the last
merely laid down the son’s first concerts after a 12-year a limited form of membership 000 francs ($2,500) in the next six
the benefit of this relief. Net re- government
which grants full rights other than months. Last year, during the trade
from Argentina.
rules to BCJ and every listener in absence
sult of this is formation of a coma share of the company’s revenue. season when merchants swarmed
It
pany entitled Festival Film Pro- Japan heard the right thing.
The new members of PP are en- into Timbuctoo, he topped $3,000,
after considerable prodwas
only
Albania Pix Biz
ductions.
Sir Michael Balcon is
titled to a share .of the 22 hours highest on the circuit,
bills
chairman and the directorate in- ding from SCAP that the
Tirana, Albania, Jan. 9.
“I hit 700,000 francs three years
BBC airing time, but revenue
cludes Sir Henry L. French, direc- were passed.
Three
full-length
features
and
earned under the existing con- ago when I, played half a year in
However, some progress has been
tor-general of the British Film
films were pro- tract between the BBC and PP Timbuctoo and the other half up in
nine
docuTiientary
Producers Assn., and Sir Ernest made since June in what admitted- duced in Albania during 1950, jcontinucs to be allocated among Colomb-Beshar, Algiers,” he says.
Pooley and Mrs. Gazalet-Kier, both ly is a big job. The new seven- while the number of theatres is the original members.
To superstitious Moslems and
Commission,
of the Arts Council. The company man Radio Regulatory
four times greater than in 1939.
The exodus of tlie indies to the various shades of black races from
of the Ameris
registered as a charity, and Japanese counterpart
;,inouncement
the continent has inevitably been fol- south in the Soudan, Mculabakka’s
said
The
ican Federal Communications Comao.'irt. from the non-profit aspect its
foundations of Albanian cinema- lowed by representations from the system of reading the past, the
been at work steadoD.iects include the making of films mission, has
tography were laid with Soviet union to its counterpart organiza- present and the future in the shimto
v\iili
educational
and cultural ily drafting a set of standards
assistance.
tions in France and Holland.
So mering Sahara sand a few yards
and
enterprise
the
control
new
Value.
far without effect, particularly in outside Timbuctoo is unimpeachcoping with the myriad technical
The first production to be made problems involved.
Amsterdam, where there are four able, Last year he looked into the
Commission
by this new outfit will be “The
representing sand, scowled and predicted that
rival
organizations
concluded hearings in October and
Current London Shows
Magic Box,” the British industry’s
musicians.
Apart from PP mem- the rainfall would bt too heavy.
said it would announce its findings
(Figures show weeks of run)
co-operative venture for the Festibers, the only recording now done It was. Four years ago he predicted
soon.
London, Jan. 16.
val of Britain.
in London is for those smaller com- that dowry prices fbi' Moslem girls
Understood that if
Meanwhile, more than 50 poten“Accolade,” Aldwych (19>.
tax relief is forthcoming, it will
panies
who use semi-pros and non- would rise to a new peak. They did.
tial broadcasters have filed appli“Blue for Boy,” His Majesty’s (7). Performing Right Society music.
One girl went for 250 cattle
continue to make other films on
of these has been
cations.
None
(23).
Carvallo,”
Garrick
“Capt.
the non-profit basis and operate in
Competition is second rate. One
taken up yet, pending adoption of
“Carousel,” Drury Lane (32).
Moor reads palm.s for cutrates, anconjunction with the Arts Council.
promising con“Cocktail Party,” New (37).
The customs and excise authorities the standards. Most
other makes charms for sick cattle
“Dear Miss Phoebe,” Ph’nix (14).
tenders in the field, with sufficient
agree that non-profit-distributing
and a third, a half-ca.ste, has even
“Dish Ran Away,” Vaude (29).
financial backing to make a radio
Companies whose product is of a
fried fortune readings in the sand.
“Follies Bergere,” Hipp (67).
the
of
five
are
venture plausible,
IN
PARIS
PIC
partly educational value may seek
But Setian and his sand readings
“His Excellency,” Piccadilly (34).
nation’s biggest newspapers, Jarelief
under Section 8 of the
and through his sale of good luck
Paris. Jan. 9.
“Holly and Ivy,” Duchess (36).
pan’s biggest advertising agency
Finance Act of 1949.
“Homc.& Beauty,” Wyndh’m (IC).
Alberto Lattuada, Italo megger talisman is by,, far the top grosser
and a wealthy private railway. Also
^'Kiiig Rhapsody,” Palace (69).
of “Without Pity,” is here to set in the desert kingdom.
in the running are two Christian
Brit. Allocate 18 Dubbing Visas
“Knight’s Madn’ss,” Vic. Pal. (44'. things rolling for his next pic,
religious organizations, the St. Paul
Petticoat,” Ambass. (5J. which
“Lace
on
London, Jan. 9.
155 Yank Pix Play W. Berlin
is to be shot in Pari.s. This
Broadcasting Corp. (Catholic) and
“Little Hut,” Lyric (21).
Eighteen dubbing visas have
film is to be called “Un Reportage
Berlin. Jan. 9.
the Japan ChrLstian Broadcasting
“Mister Roberts,” Coli.seum (26'.
hv'on allocated by British producSensationel” and will concern the
There were 310 films .screened
Station (Evangelical). Both outfits
“Reluctant Heroes,” W’teh’ll (18).
ers under the agreement with the
pic business, with a reporter and in We.sJ Berlin in 1950. Americim
tentatively,
organized
been
have
“Ring Round Moon,” Gl’be (42).
French government for screening
the RRC.
“Seagulls Sorrento,” Apollo (31). a broken-down actor as leads. pix Tepresenting exactly half of
111
France in the year ending next awaiting the nod from
Best guessers in Japan are say“2d Tanqueray,” Haymark’t (20)^ Johnny Kitzmiller is to play the playing time and 155 Yank pix beJuno 30.
will
ing shown.
stations
11
approximately
ing
“Take
It From Us,” Adelphi (11). actor role.
The outstanding two visas will
in
After this film, Lattuada intends
The greatest hit, as in Western
h(' allocated
“To Dorothy,” Savoy (8).
by the French indus- be approved as a starter- ^three
“Who Is Sylvia,” Criterion il2). to head for Brazil to do a pro- Germany, was “Third Man.” which
itself, probably on' a reciproc- Tokyo, two in Osaka, and one each
duction
had
“Will
with
film
star,
i)
FuAny
new,
young
a record seven- week run at the
Gent.”
(19).
Strand
sis in appreciation of distribu- in Nagova. Kobe, Hiroshima,
tion for French films in Britain.
“Worm’s View,” Comedy (195).
Vanja Greco, whom he discovered. 823-seat Filmbuehne Wien.
kuoka, Sendai and Sapporo.
!
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Holidays before and after Dec. 25
bring on so many Festa Days it ik
virtually impossible to carry on an
Januefficient working schedule.
ary is month of Epiphany, a period of merrymaking. While nightclubs flourish and it is a period of
vacation for the wealthy class, it
holds back new film until about
February with ambitious plans being made because of high grosses
made by Italo product. These in-
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Continued from page

Chief threat to free speech and press found in a recent 17-city survey by the American Civil Liberties Union and leading newspapers in
those areas was from various agencies and individuals who concerned
themselves with outlawing alleged obscenity. Citing an example, the
ACLU recalled an incident in San Francisco where a theatre manager
was charged with contributing to the delinquency of a 14-year-old boy.
Lad told authorities that he thought-the Italiah-made film, “Furia,’*
was “hot stuff.” After two trials, the manager was acquitted and the
picture continued to be shown. On a different level of censorship, according to the ACLU, was an Ohio state film censor board ban on the
trouble.
There have been rumors
Italian import,“With6ut Pity,’’ because of its treatment of the “assopicketing next Monday, and

Coin Abroad Via Co-Prod. Deals
With native product in European
countries now consistently outgrossing U. S. pix of equal quality,
Sol Lesser is hoping to get maxi-

1

received an; “avalanche’* of mail
pro and con. Met board of directors itself was divided on the prima
^ donna’s return.
Although most of the excitement
King’s
has died down with swiftly changtimes and tempers, there are
ing
King ^Features Syndicate has tied
with Famous Studios, producers still rumblings and threats of

4-

^

co-production deals abroad, it was of
PaWcs of
of Par
t.eommercial exploitaUon nf
revealed this week by Seymour
cartoon characters. King .will pro- stories of Met subscribefs tearing
rehis
following
rep,
Lesser
Poe
ma- up their tickets for any performwith
pen-and-mkers
the
mote
timh from a recent Europeon tour
as dolls, comic books, ance in which Flagstad appears.
^
]or"lm^odx^
Subscriber Refunds
Whereas Hollywood product forcartoon characters include
Met management admits it still
merly far outdistanced ^bcal i - p^p^yg Little Audrey, Herman the
had a few letters of protest after
made pix at European boxomces,
Huey the Duck and Casper this season started, with subtrend has switched completely
the, priendly Ghost,
scribers wanting their money back
stated.
the past few years, Poe
on
any
Flagstad
dates,
and
Probable reason, he said, is that
although such subscription coin is
‘'domestically-produced films have:
generally never refunded, manrecently begun to show a basic
K-PVV k/A Vi
agement has agreed in this case to
quality of human feeling and unfrom
return any ticket money requested^
evolved
has
that
derstanding
On the other hand, Flagstad’s rethe common hardships undergone
return has admittedly hypoed ticket
by the people of Europe. The
sales at the Met, being a factor in
suit is a greater realism springing
the sale of the upped-price “three
from a deeper emotional core.”
first-nights” package (she’s in the
Since it is generally agreed, Poe
third one, “Fidelio,” in March).
declared, that. Hollywood product
Management
expects no difficulty
integrity
must reach for this same
in selling out all Flagstad appearof basic theme; Lesser is figuraReconstituting New York chapter ances.
tively aiming at putting two cellU'^^
uv *
^ a
*
«
of Screen PubUcists Guild to an
Singer, who had been comparaloid birds in the same can with a
body is regarded as a tively unknown before,
utonomous
using
of
single shot. By the combo
abroad as
f
le|al maneuver rather than^a move
directors
and
producers
well
as here, made her Met debut
European
jior jrea er efiiciency within the
in 1935 and was an immediate,
in their own bailiwicks and supplyi

ciation of races.’’

Same .Ohio board, the ACLU notes, cut a race riot scene from 20thFox’s “No Way Out” because the film “might incite similar violence in
it was too brutal to be seen by Ohioans.” On the whole,
Ohio and
the survey discloses that “censorship of the rights of free speech, free
press and free assembly by private and public bodies is on a minor
scale in the 17 cities, largely because of firm stands by /courts against
attempts at suppression.”
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Pittsburgh seems to be a jinx town for what may well be Metro’s
top-grossing picture pf the year, “King Solomon’s Mines.” Adventure
pic is cleaning up everywhere but not in that city, where nature appears to be against It “Mines” originally opened there at Penn on
Nov. 22 and on basis of sensational first two days looked headed for
However, the big snow hit Pittsburgh on the third
a $35,000 week.
day, paralyzing entire metropolitan area, and film never hit its stride
again when- town reopened. Instead of $35,000, the gross Was half
“Mines” finally hit top nabe houses last week and on the big
that.
day, Sunday ran into same thing wb^n big snow No. 2 of the year
broke and ohee more tied up the city and made a shambles of business.
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Whether the Country’s 563 colleges and universities constitute a good
potential market for foreign-language product will be detei^mined from
questionnaires which B. Bernard Kreisler, exec director of the Motion
Picture Assn, of America’s Advisory Unit for Foreign Films, will send
out this. week. Inasmuch as many institutions are already equipped
with either 16m or 35m projection equipment, it’s felt that a compilahuge success. The Met made her tion of the replies will disclose an important new source of revenue
reputation and built her into its hitherto only lightly tapped by art pictures.
digest of the info will
highest paid singer. By the same be incorporated in a marketing and operational m^ual which is to be
token, Flagstad admittedly pulled made available to all foreign film producers or their reps seeking adthe Met out of its mid-’30’s fi- visory unit assistance.
nancial doldrums, and gave it a
new, big b.o. drawing card.
It
Producer-director Maxwell Shane’s upcoming pregnancy themer, “The
worked both Ways, Flagstad report- Family Way,” reportedly marks the first time that such a subject ever
edly earning almost $1,000,000 in
received straight feature entertainment handling. Based upon an origopera and concerts between 1935
inal by Milton Raison, the yam focuses its story line on the first pregand ’41, when she left the U. S.
nancy of a young married woman.
Flagstad was never charged with
Despite opposition from certain quarters of the industry and press,
collaboration with the Nazis. She
Shane claims he’s going ahead with the project. Producer, on the other
reportedly didn’t sing in Norway
hand, insists that both the public and exhibitors are highly enthusiastic
or Germany; she sang four times
over his story choice.
during the war, twice each' in
Sweden and Switzerland. But she
Benagoss will spend $400,000 in American coin, $400,000 in French
was a controversial figure because
first production, “The White
she returned home against the francs and a few British pounds on its
with Glenn Ford and Gerwishes of the Norwegian govern- Road,” to be filmed this spring in France
two stars will be paid in dollars, along
ment-in-exile, who felt her return aldine Brooks as toppers. The
scripter, and Hal Cliftqn,
Bennett,
Charles
director;
Mate,
with
Rudy
would have political consequences
Benjamin, William
and who wanted her to aid their dialog coach. Benagoss, headed by Henry Rogers
Ohl, is capitalized in the U. S.,
cause by her prestige from abroad. Auten, Germaine Gossler and John
coin.
own
its
On^ the other hand, her friends France and Britain, and is putting up
claimed she was not political, and
Summit Productions’ “Storm Over Tibet,” which will utilize rare
wanted merely to go home to her
lensed in 1936 for the foreign film, “Demon
family (although her daughter, by Tibetan footage originally
from that picture as well. Perher first marriage, married to a of the Himalayas,” will use the score
received from the SwisS composer, Artur Honniger,
U. S. army officer, lived in Amer- mission has been
who composed the “Demon” score, to feature it again in “Storm.” It
ica).
Flagstad reportedly lived in
will be tailored to fit, but will retain the authentic Tibetan chants and
isolation on her Norwegian return,
unorthodox instrumentation. Honniger wrote only one other film score,
taking no. part in political events.
The diva’s husband, Henry Jo- for Chaliapin’s “Don Quixote.”
'

mints, he hopes to attain pix with
companies
the greatest potential b.b. values in
j

is

>

market^

..both

.

set up a deal with
to produce a series
of pix for him in Germany; James
Carreras to make a group of^nin

in Italy, and .is setting other deals
in Italy and France.
Poe, while abroad, also installed

reps for Lesser in London

Osserman)

'

'

He thus has
Ench Pommer

and

reported to have been

s^dteh

I

®'^SPG merged last summer with
screen Office and Professional Empjoyeg Quiid into Screen Employes

j

;

|

As distribs’ existing conare with SPG and not SEG,
has come up as to which
organization is the legal bargaining agent. Although SPG lost its
identity with the mergep^ contracts
are with the group, noPthe SEG.
Decision to. go back to the original status apparently was a protective measure. Vote was made at a
membership meeting last week. As
session was attended by a minority
of total roster, subject must be
ratified by the various units within the companies. Balloting is expected to be completed within a
week. Approval of the action by
the minority group appears certain.
slate of officers is scheduled to be ^ected at a general
nieetin g in February.
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issue

:

(Jack

Germany-Austria

(Eric Pleskow). They’ll work with
on distribution of Le.sser
product, be liaison ori the' co-production and seek pix for import to
the U. S. for theatres and televi-
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OK’s ‘King of Kings’
04 V
ACl^

Z4 Y eSrS Alter

I
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Memphis, Jan. 16.
Lloyd T. Binfbrd, Memphis cen-

j

,

sor czar, teed off the 1951 season
in a typical baffling fashion by
green-lighting one pic and putting
the kibosh on another. The Memphis censor, who has been in the
newsprint for more than 20 years
over his censoring powers here,
started by banning Charlie Chaplin's “City Lights,” and okaying
Cecil B. DeMille’s life of Christ,
“King of Kings.”
“City Lights,” tabbed for a rethis week, was
relase date by
nixed by Binford after a private
screening. Binford told Variety:
“There’s nothing wrong with the
picture itself. In it Chaplin is a
baggy-pants tramp with big shoes,
as he was in the early pictures. He
doesn’t talk in the picture,” he
added. Binford concluded by saying, “but because of Chaplin’s character and reputation, we don’t
think the picture should be^ahown

Docnmenlar;
“Roadshows”
film festivals, in

i

DeMille’s “King of Kings,” which
was skedded for a Memphis showing more than 20 years ago, and
banned by Binford at the time, was

okayed for an\6pening at the Normal theatre, nabe house here on
Binfbrd stopped the pic
here in 1927 when he ordered deletions of certain scenes which, in
the board’s opinion, showed Jews
in an unfavorable light. Vincent
Carline, operator of the Lyric theatre here at the time, contested the
order unsuccessfully in the courts
and rather than cut the film as
ordered, refused to show it.

Pascal throws in story rights, which he acquired from
Shaw, and Jean Simmons’ contract in return for profit-sharing setup.
Plan to shoot pic in Italy has been tossed out because of war scare
and unstable Italian financing. Instead, RKO will foot the tab 100%.
Production starts shortly on the Coast. Irwin Margulies, Pascal’s attorney, planed to California yesterday (Tues.) for confabs on deal.

^

tried for collaborating,

jailed.

William Lundigan is being groomed by 20th-Fox as a replacement for
in “Friendly Island,” a film that has had more than its share
Edmund Goulding took over the director job when
of replacements.
Claude Binyon shifted to. Paramount for “Convention City.” Dailey
dropped out of the cast to take a course of treatment at the Menninger
Finally June Haver was suspended for nixing the femme lead,
Clinic.
as a replacement.
and Jane Greer was borrowed from

Dan Dailey

RKO

January, 1 947, and followed this
with appearances in Paris, London
and Milan, to enthusiastic reception, and with apparently
no untoward incidents. The U. S. Govhad no hesitancy in admitting her to America.
/Rudolf Bing, new Met manager,
who signed Flagstad in full aware-'
ness of the move’s controversial
nature, said if he’d had any
kind
of real proof that the singer
had
dustrial
Britain,”
“The Land” done wrong, he wouldn’t have
“Mpana,” “Elephant Boy” and signed her. “The mere
fact that
“Nanpok of the North.”
she went home to her husband
;
i§n t enough
reason to deprive
ir
i/ ii
*r«>ll
music lovers of hearing one of the
idlK lldy6"IV6ilV 163111
great singers of our time.
; “This is the greatest opera house
Far Musical ‘Fmii’ m the worid, and it ought to have
the greatest singers.”
Hplly wood, Jan. 16.

Burch.
Flaherty Festival drew capacity
audiences throughout^ the threeday program. Vet producer appeared at each of the screenings
and at the conclusion received a
special plaque from the SDG, Jack
Glenn, SDG president
handled
major portion of the arrangements.
Films produced by Flaherty and
shown at the festival were “Man
of Aran,’^ “Louisiana Story ” “in-

jg

j

j

.

Bigger Budget for ‘Voice’
Continued from page
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Long-range promotion tie-in has
Metro is talking a deal with Danbebn set by Metro with Quality ny Kaye to costar with
Gene
Bakers of America which will feaKelly in “Huckleberry Finn,” a
ture major’s pix and stars on billboards, posters, window displays, tunefilm to be produced by Arnewspaper ads and various other thur Freed with a score by Yip
media.
Harburg and Burton Lane.
Go-op campaign, one of the' most
If the deal goes through, Metro
extensive for the film company, will
delay the start of “Finn” unwas announced by ad-pub v.p.
Howard Dietz and exploitation til late in July, when Kaye will
manager Dan Terrell. It runs from have finished his eight-week enr
March through next December.
gagement at the London Palladium.

-

Shore

in ‘Slick’

j

I

j

j
'

i

j

I

I

i

and

year 1952 a substantial portion of
the improved and new radio facilities provided for in. previous
Robert Merrill in “Aaron Slick years will, be completed and in opAdditional construction
from Punkin Crick,” to be pro- eration.
d^uced by William Perlberg and funds are being requested in a
1951
supplemental
to improve and
George Seaton.
extend medium wave coverage of
(plaude Binyon will double as target areas.”
writer-director, with songs by Jay
'The 1951 budget estimate proLivingston and Ray Evans.
vided over $34,000,000 for con-

Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Paramount signed Dinah Shore
to co-star With Alan Young
and

;

2

TV

broadcasting— struction of new broadcast facilities, arid the new budget calls for
$2,900,000.
Over5. Anti-trust division of the Jus- an
additional $15,763,000.
tice Department, $3,700,000, just all, for. the entire international in$50,000 below the. appropriation for formation
program—-which goes
the current fiscal year.
beyond radio and films^it is estithat
mated
$72,600,000 will be
’Voice’ Expansion Due
The ‘/Voice of America” radio spent for new facilities in the next
broadcasts are due for a substantial fiscal year.
expansion in the next year and a
On the subject' of motion pichalf, the budget explained.
The tures, State’s budget says: “Ddeumentary
the
budget said:
films
explaining
“it is. expected that by June 30, United States and its policies are
1951, the daily broadcast schedule produced, films produced by others
will total 56^/^rd program hours in are purchased and adajpted, text
40 languages, with an anticipated and soundtracks are translated
increase in 1952 to an ayerage of into many languages, and prints
61%rd program hours, per day in are distributed to Overseas mis46 languages and dialects.
It i$ sions.
further anticipated that in fi.scM
“The motion picture program^
cial radio

‘

i

RKO

the Lion.”

,

in

45% of profits plus producer’s fee as part of his
for filming George Bernard Shaw’s “Androcoles and

Gabriel Pascal gets
deal, with

awaiting

week.
Flaherty

_

again.’
The pic played
^
in the early ’30s.

prominent member of
Quisling’s NS party, was jailed
after the war for profiteering with
the Nazis, and died in prison

trial.
Her stepsons were
fined and
Situation is complicated by
Film Festival, staged the fact that though Flagstad said
at the Museum of Modern Art and she returned home to be With her
sponsoredT by the Screen Directors husband, their diverse careers had
Guild in the east, is said likely to previously separated them for long
be repeated in various other spots. periods; there was a story that they
Other of the more outstanding had planned divorcing in the ’30’s
documentaries would make up for tax reasons; and once he was
additional festival programs under arrested, she never visited him
during the year he was jailed.
the plan.
After the war the Norwegian
If the plan goes through, screenings would be arranged by the government held Flagstad briefly,
then let her depart. She gave her
qj America, whose exec director first postwar concert in Cannes, in

!

UA

here

of
documentary
which a group of hansen,

pix would be shown over a twothrea day period, is under discussion in the non-theatrical field
following the N. Y, showing of
seven Robert Flaherty films last

'

Memphis

‘Feslivals’

A

1

intensified in 1951, will cOme to
572 reels on 342 new subjects in
1952.
About 125,220 print reels
in an average of 33 languages will
be shown to an estimated audience
of 500,000,000, Regional film pro-

duction centers at Bombay, Manila
Rome are being established in
1951 to facilitate and produce ef-

and

fective films for target areas.

Vedneaday, Jangary 17» 1951
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and promotion
which the entire UA sales
network has been alerted.” Actual

sales
“for

I

I

Italo-American Film Problems

Korean Film

•

Continued from page 3

To Be Probed

Wasbington Meet

at

Ota.- !;nforsecr;ury

s

deni
ernr
inviiciiiuii iiufii

me

America and the Society
T_j
-vr^nr.Ti
of Independent "Motion Picture
Producers to attend a conclave in
Washington, where mutual probIcms will be threshed out.
Composed of government and
film olfiehals the Italian group is
expected

to

’

arrive

Par Bd. Member Reports

in

the

U.

;

!

i

become

!

1

j

Despite that denial, the Worker

i

pniip a Hollywood colpenned by David Platt that
“Helmet” offers “further proof of
•.

e^jj^orialized

i

j
}

savagery of the U, S. war
against the Korean people.” Dsr
He re- spite the Government’s denial of
Exchange Commission.
tained 9.605 shares. Report covers having okayed the picture, the
the worker picked up previous reports
for
transactions
“insider”
monthly period from Nov. 11 to of ^ Governmental approval to
Dec. 10. 1950. Daniel M. Sheaffer, further its propaganda line. Workmember of Univei*sal Pictures gr’s editorial was picked up by
hoard, sold 800 shares of that stu- n, Y. Daily Mirror labor editor
dio’s SI common in eight separate victor Reisel, whose column is synIran.sactions during the month. He Skated by Hearst, for an attack
now ha.s only 107 shares.’
against Samuel Fuller, PrixiuccrHarry Brandt made a gift of 900 director-writer of the film.
In his first column on the^ piccommon
Corp.
Translux
shares of
slock which had been, held in the 1 lire, Reisel declared that if KollyBrandt Foundation, Inc., thus wip- wood turned out films of which the
ing out the Foundation’s holdings. Communists could make propagahBrandt himself owns 99,115 shares da capital, then filmites should not
of Tran.sliix; his wife has another object to Government investigain
her name; Brandt’s tions of alleged Red activities in
17.700
Broadway. Inc,, has 750; and his their industry. He followed that
up With a second column comHarday, Inc., has 1,400.
pletely devoted to Army denials
of cooperation with Fuller. He

ment, a firm cannot
out cause.

S.

:

^

Hie framework of the basic prac-

XJA’s Reissues

tices, he said he believed member
Hollywood, Jan. 16.
theatres would fall in line with
product practice
Faced
with
serious
of
giving
going-away
shortage, United Artists is reissu- bonuses.
ing two Benedict Bogeaus 1944
In order to bring exhibs up to
films, “Dark Waters” and “Bridge j
r
Fomier stars
of San Luis Rey.”
rpinrH ii
and
Tone
Oberon,
Franchot
Merle
PeffWood "se^
Thomas Mitchell. Latter toplines
„
Independent Theatre
re tary
of
'\To.v;mrv.T«
T
o «/%}> k»
Lbui. Calhern Tt
Blanche
Owners of Ohio, sent out a bulleYurka ^and
Woods
RePlans of Rextin to his members.
issues are set for February.
all Drug Co. and Lane Bryant

;

'

,

;

;

,

!

,

.

,

1

1

mLld

i

1

j

S.

i

to invite such- a delegation.
recalled that although French
Forei.gn Minister Leon Blum negotiated the Byrnes-Blum Agreement
in A.mcrica the diplomat was already here on*an international mattor and the film accord was later
taken up merely as a side issue.
itself

It’s

Trust Suits
Continued from page

Rexall grants military leaves of
absence and credit for time spent
in service.
Group life insurance
js continued for 30 days after entering militaiy service and then

7

damages

of $3,900,000.
Defendants listed are Paramount,
M-G, RKO, WB, 20th, UA, Paramount-Richards, E. V. Richards,
United Theatres, and. Columbia,
Second new action was in San
Francisco, where eight distribs,
National Theatres, Fox West Coast,

action seeks

'

|

j

i

,

,

;

i

cancelled. However, the employee
is urged to participate in the National Service Life Insurance plan.
Upon return to the employ of the
company, the employee will be reimbursed for the premiums paid to
the Government on an amount of
insurance equal to that carried under the company’s group plan

!

quoted Army officials as having
But in deference to Andreotti,
turned down Lippert’s request for
the U. S. government has agreed
an Army band to publicize the
to a.ssign an observer who will sit
Continued from page 3
film’s L. A. preem, and concluded: Blumenthal Enterprises and North
on the forthcoming sessions.
in
46 t>
^
4u
j
r .n.
end
of the Coast Theatres were hit with a
But that s not the
Meanwhile, the MPAA and SIMPP ^^^ent is not being adequately obArmy’s interest in this Fuller man. $6,000,000 complaint. Charging moIrive already reaiiested the Italian served.
anhyhow? Hollywood nopoly of firstrun exhibition in the
Other developments may interi ep.s to work out an agenda coverleaders, amongst others, are suit are Daniel O. McLean and Leing their proposals and likewise vene, however, before either of the
land C. Dibble, who operate the
the U. S. industry organizations D. of J. investigation is completed
Robert Montgomery, in his ABC Embassy theatre,. San Francisco.
(it
reportedly will take a month)
ha\e prepared counter-proposals.
newscast, attacked “Helmet” from
Italian industry is pressing for or a beef is made to the New York a different angle.
x^-xu by
in 1946
um/.uuw sux,.
suit filed xxi
According to $11,000,000
/vetuxurnK
nroduct court. What may happen is some him,
^
laim proaucL.
the non
non-dumLin<-“of
aumpm» or Yank
„
Tilt
Hollywood
was allowed to Jack Berman, operator of two spots
t
This would probably be accom- ‘^ort of deal between Hughes and
wp In San Die^o Cal He charged the
plislied by means of a quota, but the Greene group or a concrete ad- ^uilen^ov freedom
of t^hrfilms in eLht distrfbs and National Theaobviously Hollywood will vigorous- vance by the RKO topper toward jinib Louniiy.
ine pioaucers or ireb wiin ui&cxiinxiiduuii. r>dbib ux
..
u «
cenittrt
xi-ioofT-o
in
Jy oppose such a limitation. Also selling the theatre shares now in
rr^+
the settlement was payment of
Steel Helmet gotsomestockfootTffere are movec “"
on'
ciue to be taken up at the meet are tiusleeqhin
age from the Army, but they cer- $140,000 to the plaintiff, with 20th
.Vnnf,0 n iionis.
questions of remittances and cen- hm'h
tainly didn’t get the Army’s ap- and National providing about half
sorship.
Greene and his attorney, Isidore proval for their film. Army Pic- that amount.
Particularly vexing to American J. Kresel, have been in contact for torial Section officers were amazed
Adjustments in availability of
film companies is the practice of .<^01116 time with Hughes’ principal when they saw the script. But it runs were agreed to by the four
the Italian , government in holding aide, Noah Dietrich. One of the wasn’t for the Army to say whether distrib defendants in the action
off on censorship permits. By the plans under discussion is the swap- the film could or couldn’t be pro- brought by the Centre
theatre,
ping of the picture company shares duced.”
officials’ failure to process U. S.
Centreville, Md., as the basis for
held
the
by
Greene
syndicate
for
product more rapidly, it’s charged
settlement. However, the case still
that an artificial limitation on im- tlieatre shares held by Hughes,
is pending against two salesmen,
ports is created.
Another sore- thu.s giving Greene clear control.
Columbia’s Charles Kingfield and
point with the Yanks stems from
20th’s F. B, Klein, who were coThere are several variations of
UA-Popkin
the government’s invocation of a this deal under consideration, it is
defendants. Centreville complaint
Continued from page 4
rental ceiling last August on all believed, one of them entailing a
had sought damages of $150,000.
American pix.
.shrinkage of the number of pic- and I. G. Goldsmith’s “The Scarf.”
ture company shares outstanding Others which could go on an early
Settle Illinois Suits
by sale of some of the Greene release sked include Irving Allen’s
Chicago, Jan. 16.
group holdings to the company “New Mexico,” Stillman’s ‘Queen
Two antitrust suits with a com$165,000 More Goes To
treasury. There is said to be cash for a Day,” S. P. Eagle’s “The bined
damage demand of $2,Prowler” and W. Lee Wilder’.s 535,000 were swept off courtroom
U.S. Pix From Germany available for this purpose.
dockets last week after attorney
Greene, it is thought, is not cer- “Three Steps North.”
Washington, Jan. 16.
Recognizing the possible conse- Seymour Simon announced that
tain be wants to go through with
Supplemental media guarantees any jsuch plan just as he has been quences of the situation, attorneys settlements had been effected with
totaling $165,000 to U. S. film com- loathe to accept a position on the tor
distribs.
'The
xxie two
uvo eases
cases
for
the
other indies releasing plaintiff uisinus.
otner
panies for pictures shown in Ger board because he feels that he through UA went into a Coast hud- were filed by the Lawndale theamany were announced Sunday (14) niay be able to get control without die yesterday iTues.) for a gen- l^e here, asking $1,545,000, and by
by the Economic Cooperation Ad- giving up or buying more stock as eral discussion of methods bf pro- Ibe Isle theatre, Aurora, 111., askministration.
$990,000.
Amount of settletecting their clients in any eventua result of the D. of J. or court
ment in both cases was not
Monogram was granted an addi- action. It is believed probable that ality.
Placed under consideration was divulged.
lional $28,000 to cover out-of-pocket at least the outcome of the antiLawndale case was filed by
expenses in getting “Sunbonnet tru.st department’s inquiry will be a plan to launch one or a group
Sue” ready for German exhibition. awaited before any other deal is of legal actions against UA as a Simon in 1948 for injuries suffered
made.
means of “protection.” Indies are by the indie from 1939 to 1947, duri
It was the only feature covered.
For shorts. Universal get $74,500,'
At the same time, Blair, Rollins especially concerned over reports ing which time the majors had subRKO received $60,250 and Warners & Co., big Wall street investment the distrib is opei'ating at a heavy ordinated its position on Chi’s west
side.
The Isle case, which was
$2,750,
ECA exchanges American house, is continuing to show inter- weekly loss.
dollars for the guaranty amount of est in the RKO theatre shares. It
If Popkin persists in his refusal filed last August, named the disis now analyzing figures on operafrozen coin in Germany.
to approve playdates for the film, tribs and Great States circuit for
Warners was for the entertain- tion and earnings preparatory to the ensuing battle obviously would allegedly conspiring to keep firsttaking
an
active
position
center around contract terminol- run pix out of the Isle, and routto
buy
ment .short, “Rhapsohdy in Rivets.”
trusted shares if returns ogy. Producers with UA distribu- ing them instead into the Palace
RKO was awarded $10,0000 Hughes’
"
look .satisfactory.
tion commitments generally have a and Princess theatres, two Aurora
apiece for the following— “Border
One of the problems faced by maximum of 60 days in which to Great States houses.
Without Bayonets,” “TVA,” “CounHughes
in selling the stock is the deliver negative prints.
The.se
two cases presumably
ty Fair,” “Oiir DRily Bread,” and
theatre Company earnings
Producer thereupon has the right clean Simon's desk on local suUs,
ri;i.-rinnr
Cl ^100
oiainour street..“ Tf
It tfo+c
gets _?1,5UQ
drastically in 1950. o£ re,lection of any exhib
licensing leaving but one case, the Stare*
apiece for “San Franciscot’’ “Oper
Whereas the pro forma report for deal for a period of three days view Drive-in complaint agaimst
at ion
White Tower,” “Girls in
1949 show^s profits of about $6,100,- after the deal is presented to him. the majors, yet to be settled.
White,” “491h Slate,” and “My Pal
000, the 1950 returns are- under- It’s known the “out” for the pro- Simon, however, has several OutWolf”;
and
$2,750. for
“Merstood to be only about $1,600,000. ducer could be to stall on print de- of-town cases left to be cleared.
Babies,”
Last November and December re- livery, with consideration of a title
Tom McConnell, other local film
Univer.sal
gels $10,000 apiece
nortediv were paiticiuany
nartrciilarVv poor, change given as the reason. Alter- attorney, is in the proce.ss of cleanfor
the
documentary
I
xy
shorts
aiJuiLa
fi-om an income standpoint.
native could be simply the rejec- ing up the Tower and Congress
“Living in a Metropolis,” “Intion of any deals with exhibs.
theatre cases against Balaban &
du.strial
Lake Port,” “Water for
^
D.
of J. Pushes Stock Sale
UA, so far, has held still for ex- Katz and the distribs. Both suits
fcDiy Lands.”
“Lumber States,”
Washington, Jan. 16.
tensive maneuvering of this type, are for alleged Circumvention of
“Cattle and Corn Bdt,” “Changing
Howard Hughes would be given but is appai'ently getting impatient. rentals and re-routing of pix into
Land,” and “Maine Harbor
BW Cotton
a niaximum of one year to sell
Announcement of the “Woman” houses which the circuit owns itTown.”
U also received $1,500 his trusteed
stock in RKO Thea-irelea.se was made by sales chief self. B&K has been leasing both
each for '“Fortunes, Mines and
tres under an order to be sought Gradwell L. Sears.
He also noti- theatres on a percentage-of-rental
Waterways,” “Riches of the Veldt”
by the Department of Justice this fied all exchanges that maximum basis.
A third case handled by
and “Nomad of the Jungles.”
week. Motion for the order, filed bookings around the Feb. 9 date, McConnell is also awaiting
hearDepartment, will be argued at top terms, were w'arranted.
ing
rie.
in Chi federal court.
w.
T
This is
Kodak s Common Issue
in federal statutory court, N. Y.,
Controversy with Popkin, how- another restraint - of - trade case
Eastman Kodak has issued 1.- on Feb. 15.
ever, docs not involve Sears for brought to bear by the Arthur
366.349 neTV common shares to
If. in the event there is no vsale
the reason he acted on the instruc- Schoenstadt circuit for six of its
stockholders, pursuant to recent in this period, Department de- tions of prexy Frank
L. McNamee. houses,
naming B&K and the
board of directors action declar- mands that the trustee, Irving Latter’s po.sition, it’s understood, majors.
McConnell is also awaiting a dividend of one share for Trust Co., should seek a purchaser was that Popkin, last fall,
author- ing a decision on the Towne-United
eacli 10 held.
fo:- the stock. Time limit on this,
ized release of the film “sometime Artists stock case, in which the
Previously. EK had 13,667,503 which is sought by the Depart- after Jan. 1.”
Milwaukee indie is seeking to incommon shaies outstanding, plus ment, would be tw^o years after
Sears’ press statement asserted validate the sale of one-third in”
42.522 held in treasury.
Il)e^ initial onq-ye^jT^perio^i..
AVOjiitl be .backed >by a full .terest in. the tlieatre ta UA.
.
^
I
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.
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^
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Rexall’s Plan

]

Hughe$-RK0

as

models.

1

j

were outlined

stores

-

was no precedent for Washington

him with-

So Young, So
and
Gael Sullivan, executive, director
be still of Theatre Owners of America, said
claims
to
equipped to do the same for other TOA could not adopt a uniform
pix.
plan for its theatres. \ Aside from

;

definite

fire,

The IMen
Bad” and

1

.

State Dept,
reportedly pointed out that there

However the U.

S

Lr»,?

!

*
I.

Sale of 2,600 shares of ParaT^i/^t-urpc Corp.
f’nTn si
nar comeom mount Pictures
$1 par
mon stock last month by Maurice
Newton, a member of the company’s board, was reported over
the Nveekend by the Securities &

until
Andi'eotti's interest was fanned in
the trip It was his belief that the
V. S, govcnuiient should have extended the invitation rather than
pi ivate indu.stry associations.

not

i

I

’

around the end of February or
carlv March. While the junket has
been in the wind for some time.
did

I

Sale of 2,600
j

A.ssn, of

it

'

Italian film industry delega-^'

“Woman”

\

,

’

i

An

Leave Policies

are Mort
Continued from page 3
Briskin and Robert Smith, who
banner. state any employee who completes
Popkin
the
under
worked
Film costars Robert Young and his military service satisfactorily
and applies for reinstatement wit hBetsy Drake.
Meanwhile, argument that prod- in 90 days after his discharge. The
uct is endangered by the uncer- -employer must return him to a
tainties confronting UA is dis- job equal in seniority, status and

j

booking were vehemently
denied by Loew’s execs, who
claimed that most of those criticizing the picture had not even
'seen it. Department of Defense,
denied in
officially
meanwhile -officially
„,eamvhile,

»

producers of

j

cel the

campaign,

*.

,

i

I

i
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Lane Bryant stores have revived
former practice of giving
monthly payments to employees
^he armed services. Those with
vpar’c
pmninvmpnf,g
employment receive
oc<v
Hiffprpnpp between
difference
earnings and peir miliThose with five years*
px the
|.ppp,vp
employment receive
of
difference.
Maximum monthly
payment is $250. Minimum is $5.
A goingaway bonus of a week’s pay,

i

their

j

!

y

:

i

I
I

i

1

'

!

j

1

:

i

-

i

plus accrued vacation pay, is given
to those with a year or more employment. Under a year of store
service entitles an employee to a
half-week’s pay upon entering the

!

j

armed

•

services.

1

j

Bonus Plan
Hollywood, Jan.
Employees of 20th-Fox
20th’s

'

i

|

1

.

j

!

,

|

,

j

j

^

i

|
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|

—

-

|

j

!

j
i

;

'

'

1

|

'

I

'

who

months’ employment,
Studio will pay the employees*
premium for National Life Insurance, not to exceed the amount of
insurance they carried while working on the lot.

six

!

!

—

16.

enter the armed services will byi
paid bonuses up to $400 in addition to reimbursement on their
life insurancci Four weeks’ salary.
not to exceed $100 per week, will
be given to workers employed 12
months or more. Two weeks’ pay
will go to those with a record of

j

’

i

1

1

;

‘

1

i

'

N.

|

:

Allied

J.

!

^

Continued from pufe
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dren in each N. J. theatre, with a
regular theatre employee assigned
to supervise. Juves would be permitted to attend theatres unaccompanied by adults until 7 p.m. in
summer months and until 6 p.m.
rest of the year.

As law now stands, exhibs face
grand jury trial for permitting unaccompanied children in their theatres.
Proposed law would elim^
inate grand jury angle.
While no action was taken on
Phonevision, New Jersey exhibs
held a lengthy discussion on new
competitive threat.
Feeling was
that industry leaders should do
something to sidetrack of stall
progress of the new system before
it becomes a commercial reality.
Members said they realized Chicago telecasts were only a test, but
they expressed opinion something
should be done to protect theatre
Interests before “something happens.”
Theory was that Government would step in with a tax gimmick of some kind as no allowance
for amusenient levy has been suggested for Phonevision.
Government would face heavy loss in admission tax collections if Phonevision should become universal entertainment medium, exhibs said.
Wilbur
unit
Snaper,
Allied
prexy, presided at sessions.
He
urged full cooperation with Council
of Motion Pictui’e Organizations.
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High on the Warner Bros,
list
is

of stars-on-the-rise

Virginia Mayo. She

now being

is

starred with

James Cagney,
Doris Day,

Gordon MacRae and

“THE
WEST POINT STORY”
Gene Nelson
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That wise man [what*s
again?) was right

"THERE'S

his

name

NOTHING WRONG WITH OUR BUSINESS
'

•
•

.

I

.

:

A GOOD

THAT

=

.

CANT CURE

PICTURE

‘

•

f

.

am Tery happy to advise you that

the first week of BORN YESTERDAY, out grossed

every plctur® In the history of the VICTORIA
THEATRE^
Sincerely
rr

MAURICE MAURER
Managing Director
VICTORIA THEATRE
.-.v

. .
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U^SUETY

PICTmES

20th Acquires 2,800

Pickets Hypo ‘Miracle’ Biz
Continued from page
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Board rfad as Jol
urge you
decision of yonr

tion

Picture

cense to the film,

L
which
,

I'

•

•

i.ne

,

mLvIp

’

^

^
as best foreign film ^of 1950.

While

|

.

'

,.

,

V

individuals in the arts, professions and
clergy joined with the American
Civil Liberties Union and Authors
League of America on Monday (15)
to Urge the New York State Board
of Regents not to revoke the li-

to

revenue

1

from

high

For example, for the first 33
Theatres has weeks of the season, through last
12,500 shares of Saturday night (13), the key cities
stock to Walter W. in the east and midwest (and the
Gross, vice-president and counsel, number of available theatres in
line
with the UPT plan. each) had the following number of
in
This was

the

losses on
periods. The

fact that these hits can make ai
profit when they do play regular
legit houses indicates that it isn’t
necessary to book the larger audi-

several towns and the fold last fall
of “Lost in. the Stars,” key-city' opmatter has
figure
the
erators
reached the crisis stage.

1

offset

j

Critical Status

To the

Qp^jojjg

,

i

'

.

n

,

•

,

:

**
.

on

grossers

weak shows and dark

^

,„eans of shrink-^^|
simplifying the capital
structure prior to corporate reorganization and divorcement of the^
ft’rvrti production-distribution
r» vnH
AH-H ct PI Vil if"! nn
atr'os from
In other stock exchange, activity,

v

1

*'

depends

indie road managers the
situation is not a theoretical one
P
of figures on a chart, but of
_ _
shrinking turnover and disappear-'
^thAir^viPwc „nnh fhe
stockholders weeks’ bookings: Baltimore, one ing income, while interest payby
approved
I’ecently
in^nlpfinn of the state
issues the options theatre, eight weeks; Boston, six ^®hts, operating costs, taxes and
^n<;t;inop of under which 'firm
to key execs and employees.
theatres, 71 weeks; Chicago, seVjen other fixed charges accumulate. In
P^^'^
picked up 900 theatres, 112 weeks; Cleveland, one at least a few instances conditions
Columbia
ha's
what othpri
cumulative
own
$4.25
of
its
shares
have passed from serious to criti^ nr mav not cpp or preferred, bringing the total held theatre, seven weeks; Detroit, two cal. Unless prospect for
radical
theatres, 27 weeks; Philadelphia,
Warners
treasury to 5,070.
in
improvement is forthcoming alfive theatres, 56 weeks; Pittsburgh,
shares
27,900
additional
bought
an
Immediately,
most
operators
of
i.,
o
one theatre, nine Weeks; St. Louis,
Rossellini Cables Spellnian_
of its common, giving the major
one theatre, eight weeks; Toronto, some Of the key stands say they
’Tan. 16.
522,900 shares in treasury.
can’t hold out beyond the current
_ ,
and
Washone theatre, 10 weeks,
Roberto Ros^Umi, producer and
Purchase of 251,000 shares of its
season.
of
The Miracle, _^}ast own common stock was announced ington, one theatre, 16 weeks.
Ideas such as the booking of
pjrdinal Monday (15) by Paramount Pic38% Average
tours
for N. Y. City Center, ANTA
New York that he was tures; Acquisition followed comIn other words, 26 houses in the Playhouse and ELT productions
“sorrowed” over the prelate’s ac- pany’s announcement in December 10 cities were lighted only 324
are merely suggestions, the execution in urging his flock to boycott that it would buy 500,000 shares at
weeks out of a possible 858. That’s tion of which adinittedly would
the picture. Filmmaker, who made $21.50 a share.
less than 38%, or an average of involve numerous and complex difthe text of his message public, em,,, be withdrawn at close
Bid is to
about 19Vi weeks a year apiece. ficulties. Several CTP proposals,
phasized that he had attempted to .£
(19^
Moi^eoyer, With the exception of including the pool to support
picture
how'
in
the
demonstrate
the pow'erhouse “South Pacific” wavering road shows, would also
the lack of charity made way for
and the still potent “Kiss Me, be tough to work out. But the in^*
POSTS
“immense sorrow.”
Kate,” business has been general- die theatre men insist that action
Rochester, Jan: 16.
“Men are still without pity in
ly below the level of former sea- is urgent.
-The Miracle,”’ Rossellini said in
Several veteran Eastman Kodak
of
.

.

^

!

I

e

is

f

More than 25 prominent

.

’

and

j

;

(

^

company’s

fully

Society.

Cardinal Spellman has called
upon Catholics throughout the
U. S. to boycott the pic. Indicating that the issue has gone beyond
the usual bounds of such battles
over alleged censorship was the
statement of a Brooklyn clergyman Sunday 14 reported in the
New York papers. Unitarian minister, the Rev. Karl Chworowsky,
urged liis parishioners to see the
He
pic and judge for themselves;
said that at no time did he
find in it “the slightest urge to
think unkindly of Italian womanhood or of the Catholic religion. ’V

X

.

.

*

j.

the regular theatre management.
But it’s argued that such deals
have nevertheless been less profitable for the operator than playing
the show at his own house, And,
it’s pointed out, the local theatre

‘

:

^

.

.

i

‘
'

,

Lines of patrons waiting to get
into the theatre have frequently
of tne
the
contributed to the noise 01
pickets’ shouting by entering into
not-so-polite repartee with t^im
Picketing reached its height Sunday afternoon when 200 of the approximately 1,000 persons who have
participated in the. denionstrations
X
^
^
ml- ^
were in the line at once. They
were members of the New \ork
Archdiocesan Union of the Holy
•

^

j

;

1

auditorium bookings in several instances have been arranged through

stroy the continuity of local sea-

j

_
Following through on its plan to
of^r.ir onth rrnv
stock.
Although Broadway producers
Organizations sup- retire all prefei red
ard Barnes.
acquucd
talking for years about
porting the petition included the I’as
leaving a
anti-censorship committee of th$
P}gft^^orcharP«
lifted hn
the
on tne
shares^ listed
135
126
of
total
American Book Publishers CounN,
remedy the si^ation has
cil. the Soci^jr of ^tlmrs R^preshares of action
been confined to headsentatives and the Theatre Library
witu the
tuc reMeanwhile, with
(Shaking. ivicdiiwniic,
^ssn.
Assn.
uof/»ri to
t/s 60
fio 857
ft .^7 shares
chnrps
.
^
licted
cancellation of the “Consul'
Text of the statement to the
policy is to redeem cent

ing.

Name

Continued from page

nei*,

,

'

Road Legit’s Starvation

To

Retire All Preferred

Russel
Howard Lindsay,
Crouse, Sigmund STpaeth and How-

reciuest that the size of the line be
limited, as is frequently done in
the case of labor disputes. Their
complaint was that the demonstrations were disorderly and annoy-

in Plan

Shares

4

I

:

•

,

!

i

!

;

NEW EK

_

cense of “The Miracle.” Board is
scheduled to meet in Albany to^ahie, “because they still have
morrow (Thurs.) and has been ^ot gone back to God. But God
asked to reconsider the Italian- jg already present in the faith,
made film in light of its blasphem- however confused, of the poor,
ous na^re as charged by the Na- persecuted woman and since. God
tional Legion of Decency and other jg forever, a human being suffers
church and civic officials.
and is misunderstood. ‘The MirAmong the 28 persons signing a acle’ occurs when, with the birth
wire sent to the Board are the of the child, the poor demented
Rev. Donald Harrington, Rev. John woman regains sanity in her ma-

employees

;

,

.

named

sons.

new

to

i

j

been with the company since 1934,
superintendent of color
photography department of the
Kodak
Research
Laboratory.

became

Charles M. Brelsford, associated
with the laboratory in various papacities since 1940, was appointed
Haynes Holmes, Bennett Cerf, temal love. Theyweremyinten- assistant superintendent and asQuincy Howe, Marquis James, Rex tions and I hope that Your Emi- sistant business manager of the lab.
Stout, Deems Taylor, M. Lincoln nence will deign himself to con- C. Earl Robertson was assigned to
Schuster, William L. White, Ther- sider them with paternal benevo- duties as assistant superintendent
esa Helbum, 'Cornelia Otis Skin- lence.”
of® the film-testing department.

Thus, both in number

According to bne Veteran road

playing weeks and boxoffice vol- operator, the current public relaume, the road has reached the low- tions campaign of the League of
est in modem legit history (as con- N. Y. Theatres may have some infirmed by Variety’s weekly tabu- tangible effect a few years hence.
lation of total grosses).
But unless he gets a lot more legit
To make matters worse/^ road bookings soon, he won’t be in busitheatre men claim, the growing ness by that time.

posts last week.

.

,

were

policy of

Broadway managements

to book the biggest gross-getters
into auditoriums instead of the
regular legit houses. As examples,
they cite “South Pacific” and “Kiss
is

;

|

!

Mayer’s Pact

Me Kate,” the two top touring
draws of the current season. The ment,

j

Continued from page

3

doubtless would have to
agree to separation of its theatres
in order to effect a compromise/
As this materializes, it would leave
Mayer, in addition to president
Nicholas M. Schenck aiid vice-president J. Robert Rubin, with contracts running to 1956, but with no
apparent reason why they couldn’t
be cut short long before that.
Mayer’s deal with the major
gives him close to $300,000 per
year in salary, bonuses and other

ir~

-

benefits.

My

Lux<

my

skin softer^ smoother/^

Soap beauty
says
Pi radiant

facials leave

RUTH

ROMAN

hedMiy of the old south-

Ruth Roman in her new
picture, ^Dallas.” Her creamy Lux
complexion adds glamour to the
close-ups. "Daily facials with Lux
Toilet Soap do wonders for the
skin,” says Ruth. "I really depend
on this gentle beauty care.”
west

is

Try her Lux Soap facials:
Smooth the rich lather well

in,

rinse, pat with a soft towel to dry.

Lux Soap’s

active lather gives

skin such quick

new

loveliness

I

Meanwhile, apart from the other
exec pacts

is the stock option arrangement being worked out for
Dore' Schary which will go before
the company’s stockholders for 'approval.
It is understood that details will be included in the proxy
statement now being prepared for
distribution to shareholders in Februaiy as a prelude to the annual

meeting in mid-March.
Metro production topper, now vacationing at Boca Raton, Fla., has
been seeking the option warrants
as a means of profiting on appreciation of Metro’s shares which may
result in part, at least, through his
efforts. -^Under recent changes in
the tax law, increment achieved
through such option is computed as
capital gains, rather than normal
income.
Since mamagemeht via the proxy
procedure habitually c o n t r 0 I s
enough shares at the annual stockholders’ conclave to. Swamp any opr
position, there appears to be no
dpubt that the plan will win approval.
Final details are still to
be, worked, out, however.

Par-Interstate
Continued from page

3

dent Karl Hoblitzelle and general
manager Robert J. O’Donnell.

Both Hoblitzelle and O’Donnell
would continue in their present
posts under 10-year employment
contracts with UPT, if the transaction goes through.
If the Justice Department is successful in. arguments in the N. Y,
court hearing in upsetting the plan,
an entirely new arrangement would

9 out of

10 Screen Stars use Lux Toilet

have to be worked out. Persons
close to the situation reported that
this could even lead to a complete-

Soap

ly reversed purchase, With Hoblitzelle and O’Donnell buying but the
»

e
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Released thru Stratford Pictures Corporation

QUEEN OF SPADES—It
to

show

this

j$

a privilege
of the

by Associated

British Pathe, Ltd,

wm#
ftfptlY •ccoiii-

One

production.

Distributed
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wall atad for laaod craaflaa fa

yet produced,
featuring the distinguished Darne Edith
Evans, star of stage and screen, together with Anton Walbrook.
finest aH* theatre pictures
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.

ffeft

wairdfy fatcfaaffag

Speetacutar Brlti$h

Film Production of
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ANTON WALBROOK,
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aa 6hnwss
BUIRKE UMPSU

LAST HOLIDAY

raywauh:^

in

a proven box

—The incompdrable Alex Guinness
office hit.

Five weeks at the Paris Theatre, New York.
Three weeks at the Exeter Theatre, Boston.
Three weeks at the Surf Theatre, Chicago

Three weeks at Midtown Theatre,

New

York.
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DANCING YEARS

— The

play

by

Ivor

Novello that ran for eight 'years in London now on the screen in the most beauHere, at
tiful Technicolor ever seen.
last, is the British "musical" that all

araicnft

oampuaswinmu
H tm Koraws

J

mum BJUMTOU-AMTUBUYU/CmUS

showmen have been waiting for. NEW
YORK PREMIERE AT THE LIHLE CAR-

NEGIE SOON.
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PICTURES
Screen Service. The employees tcof, $4

ceived blanket increases
weekly, retroactive to Dec.

CGp$ from Film

1.

Simi-

agreements may be worked out
with United Artists, Eagle LionClassics and Monogram.
lar

Row

Ginsberg, Monogram film
Eli
salesman, seriously ill in Jewish

Drive-In, inducted into

NEW YORK

During World War II he served in
Saittis is brother of
Peter P. Horner, general mana- the Navy.
owns the
ger of the Hyams & Green circuit, George Saittis, who

Theatre TV

*

Continued from paRc

some assurances that programs are
available and that the means for
the transmission of progranis will
be available at a reasonable cost."
Recall United Paris Sriag
The statement recalled that

United Paramount Theatres was
unable to relay U. bf Michigan
football games from Detroit to Chicago last November because all circuits from Detroit to Toledo were
contracted for by the nets. As a
result, it added, a vital part of
United Par’s Big Ten theatre video
experiment was interrupted and
theatre patrons in Chicago were
deprived of programs which served
,

PITTSBURGH

GHICAGO
Corp.

leased

the

which e,inema
for Manos
there
tiicic
owner
ii uni uwnci
ineaLie from
Ginema Annex theatre
recently acquired town s other two
Lindau operated
first-runs, State and Penn, .“'om j^ouse
on first-run Italian pic
Frances
Penn-State Amus, Co.
qu same
former secretary,
his
Stoubljs,
a real public Interest.
succeeds his as manager of Mapos.
planned
which
Twentieth-Fox,
"This is the sort of situation
Ellwqod Ohleger, of 20th-Fox,
tie-up with Marine that
generally
quite
pertains
IManos.
manager
of
him
as
succeeds
0Qj,pg j^gggpg 01^ "Halls of Moh- throughout the country," the orpresident of lATSE Filmrow Em- tezuma," similar tb N. Y. Roxy
ganizations asserted. "The prosployes Local B-ll. Tolley served
failed to get final bkay pects of any of the networks relinas president for 11 years.
.from the Marine brass, reportedly quishing time to theatre TV is even
George F. Gallaham. Sr;, Who over time requirements on such a dimiper now than before in view
Pic bows this month
died recently, left his ehtire estate campaign.
of the increased amount of net,1
of more than $25;000 to hi.s. vidow. at State-Lake.
especially in
Frank Riley replaced Bill Cole work programmingj
He was founder of Exhibitors Servdaytime hours. As a result, the
as manager of Essaness* Sheridan
ice, film trucking outfiit here.
amount of time left for theatre telNick Giovan is manager of new [theatre.
Elkins, W. X’^a., theatre, formerly]
Harris Dudelson in from Detrbit evision experimentation during pethe Hippodrome.
to take over as midwest manager riods which are practical in terms
formerly of theatre operations is rapidly
Art Levy, long Columbia mana- of Lippert Films, Inc:,
former diminishing,’’
ger here, who resigned to head Screen Guild. Erwin Lang,
MOanwhile, the Commission postup Cincinnati branch of Coopera- Eagle Lion booker, been named
chief
fiopker.
and.
manager
office
poned indefinitely its investigation
tive Theatres, has returned to Film
by Art of A. T. & T. allocations to observe
Row here as head of Eagle Lion He’s succeeded at E-L
United the results of a compromise agreeClassics office; replaces Leo Gott- Rosenthal, formerly with
staff.
ment among the video nets to iron
lieb, resigned. George Tice is now Artists sales
Film Employees out their dispute over time reLocal F-45,
in Levy’s old spot at Col.
quirements for coaxial and microwave relay facilities.
Co'’'s St^teand
Pe^Tn
circuit,

.
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,
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(RKO)

tant to
costs involved

.

Amus.

7

1$G, ‘VeideUa’

(2,210;

855;

60-$1.19)--"Outrage’’

arid

"Rip Grand j Patrol"

Buffalo,

j

.|

:

:

.

great at Paramount. "yendetta’V
looks fairly trim at the Century
as does ‘"Killer That Stalked N. ¥.’•
at Lafayette.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loews) (3,500; 40-70)—
"Kim" (M-G), Big $16,000. Last
500.Four Star (UA) (900; 70-90)
week, "Grounds for Marriage"
"Magnificent Yankee" (M-G) (4th (M-G) and “Call of Klondike”
Mild $3,000. Last week, (Mono), $10,000.
wk).
$3 206
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40^75)—
Fine Arts (FWO (677; $1.20- “At War With Army" (Par) and
"Cyrano" (UA) (9th wk). "Shot Billy Kid" (Lip). Great
$2,40)
into this frame today (Tues.) after $17,500,
Last week, "Branded"
steady $5,700 last week.
(Par), (2d wk), $5,000 in 3 days.
Beverly Canon (ABC) (520; $1.20)
center (Par) (2,100; 40.-75)—
Good
—"Trio" (Par) (4th wk).
"For Heaven’s Sake" (20th) (2d
$4,500; Last week, $5,500.
Off to $5,000 in 6 days. Last
wk).
85^
Garthay Circle (FWO (1,518;
dark after three- week, fine $8,000,
$1.50) ^Again
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
week special Academy-qualifying
rim of "Harvey" (U). Third frame "Stage To Tucson" (Col) and
"Killer that Stalked N. Y." (Col).
hit sturdy $7,500.
Good $11,000. Last week, "Harvey"

—

—
,

—

(U) and "Revenue
(2d wk), big $8i00D.

i

S

.

j

j'

,

j

]

;

!

i

i

;

s"mus.
sold

last

ManOs circuit, to
manager of Senate

uec.

(Col)

favorable

lowing

—

2d

.

TORONTO

weekend trade

which overcame very bad weather.
(Continued from page 9)
"Harvey" is fine in second Keith
Remainder of downtown wk). Fine $10,000. Last week,
week.
1

unexciting groove.
Esimates for This Week
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 20“Grounds for Marriage"
70)
Last
$10,000.
Fairish
(M-G).
week, "Pagan Love Song" (M-G)

list is

'

Uniontown before they

in

were

Agent"

Century (20th Gent) (3,000; 40(RKO)
and
"Vendetta"
70)
“Double Deal" (RKO). Trim $11,Baltimore, Jan. 16,
000. Last week, “Two Weeks With
One of few exceptions to down- Love" (M-G) and “Experiment
beat this week is "Operation Alcatraz" (RKO), $12,000.
Pacific," at the Stanley, which is
putting house back in stride fol-

Balto; ‘Har?ey’ 8G,

1

Penn

16.

"At War With Army"

Buffalo, and

l

I

Jam

better here this
“Kim," big at the

with

session,

$n,OBO

much

Biz shapes

Klondike" (Mono) (8 days), $9,300.
United Artists, Ritz, Vogue, Studio City, Culver (UA-FWC) (2,100;
1,370; 885; 880; 1,145; 70-$1.10)—
"Steel Helmet" (Lip) and "3 Desperate Meri" (Lip). Fancy $35,000.
Last week, "Rogue River" (EL)
arid "Second Face" (EL), thin $15,-

Hep

'Kim'

Buff,

Winding eight-day week
(RKO).
"many exhibitors are hesi- with
Last week,
small $14,000.
commit themselves to the "Mrs. MalOne" (M-G) and "Call
before they have

added,

.

LMS

Music Hall (Metropolitan)
1,106;

W3

Joe Bugula, manager of Manos
in Uniontown, named city manager

(Continued from page 8)
disappointing
Last week,
(15),
'$24,000 but still okay.
Orpheum, Hawaii, Beverly Hills
I

\
^
resigned to Join Oliver A. Unger Temple theatre.
Joe Feldman, assistant to Moe
of Distinguished Films as sales
zone manager here, is
Silver,
rep.
committee ot
N. Y. University Film Library chairman of orch
which will
celebrated its IQth aimi yesterday United Jewish Fund,
under
Philharmonic,
its
Israel
at
bring
reception
(Tues.v with a
Many Serge Koussevitzky, here Jah. 31.
Washington Sq. branch.
bookdowntown
get
to
and
Unable
documentary pic producers
ings for a long time, Columbia
distribs attended.
picits
of
two
Ben M. Cohn, Universal foreign Pictures is putting
department exep,. was a gtiest tures on release with^ simultanespeaker at the luhcheon-meeting of bus firstrun showings in 18 indePix
the Advertising Club, New Haven, pendent neighborhood houses.
on Monday (15). His subject was are “Last of the Buccaneers,’
theaof
film business in foreign territories. which will go into string
tres Jan. 17 and "Emergency Wedding," four days latter.
'

LOS ANGELES

Army. Hospital.

tj;ie

i.

$15,500.

—

Loew’s (Loew) (2,096; 48-67)
“King Solomon’s Mines" (M-G)
(3d wk).
$11,500.

Good

$9,000. Last

week,

Nortown, University (FP) (959;
(2d wk), $6,200.
Harrisburg as
1,556; 38-77)—“State Secret" (Col)
(Rappaport) (2,240;
Hippodrome
theatre.
(2d wk) (released in U, S. as “Great
Harry S. Alexander, who served
,
Women" Manhunt.’’).
"Prehistoric
20-80)
Okay $8,500. Last
Old Rialto in Evans City, closed gs Albany manager for 20th CenUneventful $11,
12 (EL) plus vaude.
‘HARVEY’
week, $11,000.
for almost two years, has reopened tury-Fox and later for Eagle Lion,
000. Last week, "Emergency WedOdeon (Rank) (2,390; 50-90)
with Frank Russo as new owner,
jnow a. salesman for Universal here.
Louisville, Jan. 16;
ding" (Col) leaned on stage portion
Nick Saittis, of Twin Hi-.Way Alexander had been Eagle Lion
Biggest draw currently is the headed by Patti Page for strong “Mudlark" (20th). Smash $16,000.
Last week, “I’ll Get By" (20th)
Classics rep in recent months. He much publicized "Harvey" now at $14,600.
took the place in the U setup there Loew’s State. Steady rains for two
Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,460; 20- (3d wk), $10,000.
Shea’s (FP) (2,386; 38-77)
of Bob Ferber, promoted to mana- days starting Saturday (13) hurt 70)—"Harvey" (U) (2d wk). Holdger in Trinidad.
take, but it should laud nice ses- ing at fine pace with $8,000 after "Never Dull Moment" (RKO). SatFabian closed the Griswold in sion. With breaks, should have pleasing getaway at $12,200.
isfactory $9,500. Last week, “West
Troy permanently. Historic thea- been in high brackets. "Emergeiicy
Point Story’’ (WB) (2d wk), $11,000.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-70)
tre, which played legitimate and Wedding"
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 38-67)-—
is
lightweight at the "Short Grass" (Mono).
Average
vaudeville before it shifted to a’ Mary
"For $4,500.
Anderson
while
Sturdy
Last week, "Killer That “Harvey” (U) (4th wk).
film policy, win be replaced by an Heaven’s Sake" is moving at mod- Stalked N. Y." (Col) and "Pygmy $8,000. Last week, $10,500.
to
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(Mechanic) (1,800; 20-70)
Guerrilla" (20th) (2d

Wedding" wk). Oke $6,000

after

good starter

Of

—

i’

"All

.

—Broadway
“Harvey”

(Parker) (1,850; 50-90)
(U)
and “Sleeping
Big $12,000.
(2d wk).

lOG

City (U)
Last week, terrific $19,300.
Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 50-90)—

Montreal, Jani 16
About Eve" is standout

new entry, smash at Loew’s this
week, Holdover at Capitol of “To
Please a; Lady" is doing nicely.
Biz is maintaininL 8 good level for
this time of year. “Three Secrets"
looks big at Imperial.
Estimates for This

Week

“Mr. Music”

They Come”

(Par) and
(Col) (m,o.).

“Tougher
Trim $5,-

000. Last week, “Kansas Raiders"
(U) and “Deported" (U), $8,500.
OrientaI,,JEvergreeri) (2,000; 50-

90)-— “Nev^ Dull Moment" (RKO)
arid "Fatheris Wild Game" (Moho),
day-date with Paramount. Okay

—

Palace (C.T.) (2,625; 34-60)
"Miniver Story" (M-G). Fair $14,000.
Last week, "Mr. Music"
(Par) (2d wk), okay $12,0()0.
Capitol (C;T.) (2,412; 34-60)

Last week, “Mr.
$5,500.
(Par) and“Tougher They
(Col), hot $11,500.

—

Orpheum

—

Music"

Come"

(Evergreen) (1,750; 50-

GUSTAVO MORALES
formerly of Havana, Cuba, and friend
of late Sidney Oicott.' Will you or
any person having information eon*
cerning Mr. Morales please communicate with Bank of America^ Hollywood

Main Office, 6333 Hollywood Blvd.,
Hollywood 28, Calif., Executor.

New York

Theatres

m

tmiMumFtHmt

HOWARD HUGHES':

—

:

^eitdcdio
ThIIH
——HADIO

OOMtROU

CITY MUSIC HAll

Rockefeller Center

"THE MAGNIFICENT
YANKEE"
siatring

LOUIS CALHERN •

A

ANN HARDINO

meiro-uoiawyn-Mayer

tictiire

plui Specteculer Stage Presentation

—

I

,

—

,

“To Please a Lady" (M-G) (2d wk). 90)—“Harriet Craig" (Col) and
Holding at okay $12,000 following "Everybody’s
Dancin’ "
(Indie).
smash opener of $19,000.
Mild $6,000. Last week, "Mr. MuPrincess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60)
sic"
(Par)
and "Tougher They
"Two Flags West" (20th) (2d wk). Come" (Col), $13,700.
So-so $8,000 after first session’s
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,400;
50-90)—“Never
hefty $14,000.
Dull
Moment’’
Loew’s (C.T.) (2,855; 40-65)
(RKO) arid “Father’s Wild Game"
Variety Club here gave testimonial dinner in the Burgundy "All About Eve" (20th). Socko (Mono), also Oriental. Good $8,500.
Room of BellevUe-Stratford hotel $25,000. Last week, “Pagan Love Last week, "Dallas" (WB) and
David Supowitz and Ted Song" (M-G) (2d wk), big $15,000. “Counterspy Meets Scotland Yard"
for
Imperial (C.TJ (1,839; 34-60)
(Col), terrific $16,000.
Schlanger, retiring and new chief
United Artists (Parker) (890; 50"Three Secrets" (WB) and "Lonely
barkers.
lATSE exchange workers’ unions Heart Bandits" (WB), Big $10,000. 90—“Right Cross" (M-G). Fine $7,500.
"Frenchie"
(U)
and
with
Last
week,
Last week, "Miniver Story’
signed new two-year contracts
(M-G), $7,000
eight national distribs and National "Snow Dog*’ (U) (2d wk), $7,000.

PHILADELPHIA

,
REFRESHMENT A Refreshment
f^Coost

New

"American

$6,000.

LOUIS

estate sold its third
building in .St. Louis in
recent months, the Lyric in downtown St. Louis, operated under
lease by Charles Goldman and
Jules Leventhal.
The Frances, a 400-seater catering to Negro trade in Columbia,
Mo., sold by A. B. Coleman to
A. C. Wooten, of Kansas City,
where he operates another house.
Frank X. Heller, owner of the
American, Wentzyille, Mo., purchased the Pal in Palmyra, Mo.,
from James H. Wesley.
Fanchon &: Marco switched its
opening time for the Fox, a 5,000seater from noon until 4:30 p.m.
daily except SaUrday and Sunday.

OUTDOOR
SERVICE

"Emergency

Medium

(Col).

theaitre

STOP

1

45-65)

Sam Komm

$38

CALIFORNIA
1

—

Island" (Col), $4,000.

Week

(People’s) (1,200;

$

MIAMI
.

Estimates for This

Mary Anderson

Last week, at $9,300.
1943.
"Dallas" (WB) (2d wk), neat $8,000.
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75)
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000; “Operation Pacific" (WB). Biggest
45-65)^ ^"For Heaven’s Sake" (20th) thing here in a long time with
Last
and "Father’s Wild Game" (Mono). rousing $19,000 possible.
James S. (Sam) Burkett, indie Modest $8,500. Last week, "Never week, “Undercover Girl"
(U),
producer, in town to oversee world Dull Moment" (RKO) and "Experi- $4,800.
preem of "Korea Patrol" at RKO- ment Alcatraz’* (RKO), oke $10,000.
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 20-70)
Pan.
Slow
State (Loew’^s) (3,000; 45-65)
—“Great Manhunt" (Col).
Lyceum, legit house, has booked "Harvey" (U) and "Chain Gang" $5,000.
Last week, “Flying MisSwedish film biography of late (U). Grabbing top attention this sile" (Col) (2d wk), $5,200.
King Gustave, Jan. 22 for town’s week, after rough teeoff. Looks
Scandinavian population.
like
nice $12,000.
Last week,
Loren Leng, Grand Marais, "Frenchie" (U) and "Rookie Fire- ‘Moment’ Fat 14G, Port;
Minn., exhibitor, helping stage man" (Col), passable $10,000.
‘Harvey’ Hot $12,000, 2d
hometown ski festival this month.
Strand (FA)
45-65)—
(1,200;
Portland, Ore., Jan. 16.
University Film society showing "Admiral Was Lady" (UA) and
biz does not look up
This
winDowntown
Italian "The Lost One."
"Bandit Queen" (Lip). Mild $4,500.
week. Despite this,
par
this
ter series of film showings, has no Last week,
to
"Gilda" (Col) and
items new to area for first time.
"Platinum Blonde" (Col) (reissues), "Harvey" still is big in second
Broadway week “Harriet Craig” at
Roger Dietz, head booker at about same.
Orpheum is mild. “Never a Dull
Columbia exchange here, leaves
Moment" at Paramount, and Orienpost to enter service with 47th
tal shapes good.
Division of National Guard.
Estimates for This Week
Tve’ Sockeroo 25,000
it

MINNEAPOLIS

4

est clip at Rialto.

many weeks

in red. Located in downtown shop-*
ping area, it was dark for sometime

The
20'
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There were quite a few anxious moments last Wednesday (10)
among a group of NBC-RCA executives who were gathered at
Carnegie Hall, N; Y., to watch Arturo Toscanini rehearse the NBC
Symphony Orchestra for an RCA-Vlctpr recording of Strauss’ “Don
Juan.” For this was the long-awaited moment when the famed
maestro would decide, once and for all, whether his knee Was in

By GEORGE ROSEN

condition to permit him to carry out his '51 roster of events.
lot was at stake for the NBG-RCA hierarchy, including spon-»
sorship of the symph broadcasts effective Jan. 27 by Squibb; future recording sessions for RCA Victor, and the projected spring
tour of Toscy and the orchestra as an RCA promotion.
On the basis of what transpired at last Thursday’s rehearsal
(specifically, whether Toscy, having just undergone rigorous treatment for a recurring knee ailment, would be able to stand while
batoning), the maestro would give his decision oh fulfilling his ’51

of the radio, and more
television industry,
were being focused this week on
Chicago where, at the Stevens hotel on Friday (19), there will take
place perhaps one of the most vital
industry conventions in recent
years.

commitments.
There were virtually shouts of “Eureka! as Toscy not only stood
up throughout the rehearsal, but proved his old self, practically
dancing on the podium. At the conclusion of the rehearsal, he let
it be known that he would go through with the entire schedule.

tional

fit

wareim

The eyes

A

notably^

,

the
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CosteHo’S Gab Tour

CBS' Far Eastern
neWs chief who has just returned
from a tour of Korea, Formosa,
()n the agenda Is the all-im- India and the middle east, has been
portant question of whether the signed to a lecture tour by Selma
nation’s
television
broadcasters Warlick, head of National Concert
should join the ranks of the Na- & Artists Corp. Special attractions

’’

Assn,

of

Broadcasters, a
conceded, would

Bill Costello,

division.
Costello,

Systems

Apparently the Current rating
dilemma, which finds the networks
lined up in opposition camps, has
resolved itself into a case of “ya
takes your choice,” with the choice
invariably being the one that favors
the network in question. Thus CBS
is inclined to go along with the
Nielsen ratings, which consistently
project Columbia as ruler of the
airlanes, while NBC prefers to
throw in its lot with the Trendex

who got leave of ab- measurement boys.
sence from CBS, will start a CoastLatest chapter in the perennial
to-coast gab tour Feb. 2 in Phila“Battle of the Ratings” has been
delphia, to run through February
Inspired chiefly by the Nielsen vs.
and March. He’ll average five dates Trendex tallies on the NBC Sunday
it will be consummated before the
convention adjourns) would bring a week, lecturing on his experi- night 90-minute “Big Show.” These
the
demise of the Television ences and predictions of what’s show a complete divergence of aunext for Asia.
Broadcasters Assn.
dience sentiment, with the Nielsens
Termination of the TBA, as such,
giving CBS much the better of it
would not come as any particular
and the Trendex results indicating
blow to the TV Industry, for it’s
a closing of the gap between NBC’s
felt that the organization has been
“Big Show’' and CBS’ Jack Benny.
too in-grown in New York; that
Further, though the Nielsens show
sopiewhere along the line it missed
that while Such other opposition
items as “Rate YOur Mate” and
the boat in serving the best inter“Our Miss Brooks” on CBS outstrip
ests of the nation’s TV broadcast“Big Show,” the Trendex figures
ers, and that, in primarily serving
reveal
just the opposite for the
as a sounding board for the manusame rating period, with “Big
facturing end of the business, it
Show” running ahead.
has been ineffectual as an industry-wide setup.
NBC, riled over the Nielsen
showing, is currently engaged in
The upcoming convention is rePhiladelphia. Jan. 16.
making
an exhaustive research
garded as having such significance
Despite a 100% increase in the
that the majority of the nation’s number of television sets in the study on ratings in general which,
key TV broadcasters are turning Philadelphia area,
clocked it hopes, will “blow the lid” off
Nielsen technique. Around
out, as well as top-ranking netWork up the most successful year in the the
Joseph
including
prexy
executives,
28-year history of the radio sta- NBC it’s the contention that the
H. McConnell, Who will head the tion. Holding up of sales, plus the Nielsens are entirely inadequate.
NBC delegation, and in all proba- return of defense production, has Some even go so far as to say that
bility CBS j)rez Frank Stanton.
led Joseph T. Connolly, v.p. in the sampling is stacked in favor of
markets that are predominately
Prodigal Return?
charge of radio for the
staCBS.
That the enthusiasm over the tions to concentrate on the comOn the other hand, the Columbia
proposed merger has extended to mercial development of beginning
boys argue that the Nielsens have
the networks is of vital concern and end of daytime segments.
a more uniform appeal than the
to the NAB, for already it is being
Billing the opening and closing
(Continued on page 38)
freely predicted that both CBS and slots as “frontier time,”
has
ABC will return to the fold. The taken the unprecedented step of
two networks withdrew from the scheduling an “audience-at-home”
parent industry association last participator for 11:30 p.m. crossyear on the grounds that the webs the-board. Similarly, the station is
were hot benefiting from the af- building an early morning listenfiliation. Of even more importance ing show around Jim Grohman, a
Is the likelihood of the networks disker whose voice and style is in
once more having representation the Arthur Godfrey manner.
on the NAB board of directors, a
Connolly said that an analysis of
state of affairs that hasn’t existed
business during 1950 reyealed
Charles C. Bevis, Jr., former
in several years when a long-smol- that more advertisers had bought
NBC page boy who rose to the post
dering network V' station schism more time on
than during of director
of NBC’s owned-andthe whole any previous year. “WCAU sales
exploded and weakened
*
operated TV stations, operating
NAB structure.
experience
provides
convincing under veepee
Jim Gaines, has been
It’s generally agreed that a TBA- proof, in one of the nation’s most
given the nod as general manager
NAB merger could not have come active television markets, that TY of KOA, the web’s o&o. operation
at a more propitioirs or crucial has been far from the kiss of death in Denver.
time for the industry as a whole. for radio in Philadelphia,” ConBevis moves into the spot vacatUntil now the television broad- nolly said.
ed by Lloyd Yoder. Latter was
casters have been primarily conRadio listening in Philadelphia transferred to San Francisco to
cerned with the- business end in declined less than 1% in the face
head the KNBC radio and telebalancing the ledger sheets. But a of 1950’s doubling the number of
vision operators in that city.
new era is dawning. Government video receivers in action. These
Gaines has not as yet decided On
controls’ and curbs threaten to facts
are
the
impulse behind
throw the TV broadcasters for a WCAU’s campaign to expand the a successor to Bevis. He is the
second ex-NBC page boy, incidenloss. Criticism against the medium borders of its commercial time.
both as a social and educational
The late evening show, “Hold tally, to hit the bigtime on a station
Tom McFadforce has been piling up with alarm- the Phone,’’ is one of the highest management level,
ing frequency. Attacks have been budgeted ever broadcast in Philly den, now heading the web's KNBH
leveled at the medium for so-called around the midnight hour.
“It’s video operation in Hollywood, also
commercial abuses and for the pro- ideal for our purpose,” Connolly started out sis a network page boy.
gramming patterns it has evolved. said.
McConnell io Fete Yoder
Connolly explained that “Hold
But by virtue of the fact that the
NBC prexy Joseph H; McConnell^
television broadcasters have lacked the Phone” is particularly well in
Chicago
for Friday’s (19) NABIt fear
a proper organizational setup, the suited for the late slot.
TBA meet, leaves for the Coast
(Continued on page 38)
attacks have virtually gone uanover the weekend on network biz.
swered. It’s recognized now chat,
On his Hollywood agenda is a
through the NAB identification, the
party he’s arranging for Lloyd
and
tbeDead’
(Continued on page 34)
Yoder, for years manager of the
web’s' KOA operation in Denver,
One-Shot to Be Brought who has just been named to head
the KNBC radio and TV stations in

move which,

it’s

NAB

restore the
to its onetime
sphere, of industry influence. Such
a move (and it’s anticipated that

WJW 3 Hours; NABET in
Cleveland, Jan. 16.
Strike
by AFRA announcers
ivhose picket lines wpre respected
by NABET engineers kept
the air for over three hours
[)ff

-f

WJW

Helen Guy to

MR&N

Guy, who first
WJZ, N. Y., back in 1922,

Helen

joined
is

leav-

morning. ABC affiliate
ing as business manager of ABC’s
started broadcasting with superMiss Guy
program department.
visory employees at controls and
the “Three Johns,” Masmike at 9:22 ajn.i instead of its will join
Nelson, who are
and
Reddy
terson,
usual 6 a.m. starting time.
opening a New York office from

Monday

(15)

Company Spokesman

will

and

said station

air despite strike
salaries
that the base

remain on

AFRA

of $58-$75 a week over a four-year
period are as high as or higher
than other stations in the area.
attorney said AFRA’s demands “could not be justified as
good business under present cir-

WJW

AFRA charged, but
denied, that college students
are being recruited as strikebreakers. Union also said that 70% of
national and local commercials
had been cancelled, but company
termed the figure absurd.
Walkout began after more than
three months of negotiations failed
to produce a contract. The old pact

cumstances.”

they’ll concentrate their tele
although they’ll keep
activities,
their Hollywood office.

which

Vet employee was originally secto Charles Popenoe, first
it was a
Westinghouse operation and remained with it during its shifts to
RCA, NBC and ABC.

retary

manager of WJZ, when

WJW

expired Dec. 31. Picket lines were
established at both WJW’s downtown Euclid avenue studio and at

the transmitter.
AFRA represents the entire an(Coiitinued on page 38)

Linnea Nelson To

Robert

Q.,

CBS

Tear Up Contract;

NBC Deal Coobiiqi
Robert Q. Lewis, one of the
mainstays on the CBS talent roster
over the past few years, and long
identified as “Arthur Godfrey’s perennial substitute,” has torn up his

CBS

exclusivity contract in a

mu-

tual arrangement with the network.
Lewis meanwhile has been in negotiation with Charles (Bud) Barry,

program veepee, whereby
the latter wnb on radio
and television programming, with
Linnea Nelson, whose name for a TV show as his initial NBC ennearly a quarter of a century has try.
been synonymous with time buying
Lewis, who has practically cirin radio, is retiring from the busi- cuited all the daytime and nightyears time segments on CBS, will still
ness March 31, after 23
with J. Walter Thompson. Hehce^ be committed to Columbia for the
forth she wants to devote her time Thursday night “Show Goes On”
to her husband, her West Islip program, but will drop out of the
(L.I.) home and the family boat.
CBS-TV daytime picture. Lewis
Within the agency-time-buying- was reportedly unhappy over the
Sponsor fraternity in radio, Miss
(Continued on page 37)
Nelson has occupied a unique niche
•

,

In broadcasting, garnering a cpastto-coast reputation over the years
Pacts Paul Dixon
as one of the most able femmes in
the industry, outdistancing prac4-Year Deal
tically the whole male field in
shrewd time buying. She’s played,
'Cincy Happy’
a key role in setting time buring
patterns through her keen underCincinnati, Jan. 16.
standing of local station and client
Paul Dixon, iroh^-man disk jockey
requirements.
and TV stations, has
of
signed a four-year contract. Mortimer C. Watters, head man of the
For
Out-of-Tottn
Scripps-Howard units, said it is
“the largest TV talent contract
3,I)00,(N)0 Peeple’ ever rigned in Cincinnati” and
“Will keep Dixon from accepting
Chicago, Jan. 16.
or anInnovation in station promotion any offers from networks
and merchandising* preems here other local station/’

WCPO

To 3pG

To

Keep Him

WCPO AM

Preen

when Ralph Weil, general
manager of WOV, the bHingual
New York operation, unveils an

Jan. 23

animated film calls “WO V’s 3,000,000 People,” detailing the station’s
entire operation, covering tailor-

made

programming, “Consump“Audited Audiences”
and sales techniques in general.
It’s also to be shown at a series
of luncheon meetings for agencies
and advertisers in the Twin Cities,
Detroit and Cleveland, and later
in the N. Y. metropolitan area,

tion’’ studies,

,

WCAU

.

he’ll Join

.

.

WCAU

NBC

Ws

,

WCAU

which Watters
failed to make known, was estiin the neighr
source
One
mated by
borhood of $30,000; Estimate was
based on report that Dixon had
been getting $25,000. Watters did
say that Dixon started on WCPO
for $75 a week in 1945, when he
came here from (Chicago, where
he started radio work.
For more than a year Dixon has
been doing 13 hours of TV programs weekly, in stretches of two
(Continued on page 37)
Yearly

salary,

AM

.

WCAU

.

.

'

'

;

NBC

This Is Radio!
Commercial radio rates being what they are, the packager of a comedy show now
On a major network has scoffed
sponsorship
because of the lowering marAt the
to
him.
profit
gin of
price offered by the sponsor,
the owner of the Show, who
and produces,
writes
also
would be better off on the sustaining rate paid him by the
netwoik than if he went commercial and upped the fees on
all hands.
The diff is a few hundred
dollars, so the spohsOr has been
asked to “come again.'at a firm offer for

.

Outas Album b^ RCA

RCA

month

bringing put an album based on the NBC
“Quick and the Dead” atomic se-

Victor next

San Francisco.

is

Phil Baker, Chi Boniface

which Bop Hope emceed. It
Was originally done as a four-week
Package Radio-TV Show
series and later was reprised as a
Chicago, Jan. 16.
two-hoUr one-shot. Album is based
Phil Baker and James A. Hart,
on the latter show.
Entire cast and personnel of se- prexy of the Sherman and Ambasries are turning over their share sador hotels, are putting together a
of the album's proceeds to atomic radio-TV package to be aired from
the Sherman Porterhouse room.
energy charities.
Album Was inspired by demands Deal hinges lipon ability to line up
network time for nightly simulcast.
unifor the series from schools and
Session will be emceed by Baker,
versities.
Show, incidentally, has
been recommended by the New featuring platters and interviews
York Listening Post Committee for with Porterhouse and Ambassador
East Pump Room guests.
a Peabody Award.
ries,

.

:

Wedne8 day9 Januaiy

17,

!
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Indicative of the kind of sales being negotiated these days by
the networks was the 20 minutes of time purchased from CBS last
Friday (12) by Time magazine for a. coast-to-coast reading of its
‘IGiarit In a Snare” editorial which, the same day, had been given
double-page spreads in both the N. Y. Times and the N. Y. Herald
Tribune,
It was strictly an institutional-promotion pitch on the part of
Time mag, which was willing to plunk down $13,000 for the 20
minutes of time, plus an additional $500 for ‘‘production” costs,
including announcers.
Time publisher James Linen, who negotiated the deal personally
with CBS, originally put in a bid for 17 minutes (the exact time
necessary to read the editorial), but CBS insisted on either 15 or
20 minutes. Time said it couldn’t be pared to 15. CBS suggested
stretching out the reading to take up the full 20. Time said okay.
Web’s ‘‘Songs for Sale,”
Editorial was read from 8 to 8:20.
which usually occupies the 8 to 9 segment, was cut to 40 minutes
to make room for the Time buy.

EST
Phenomenal business in spot
radio—which last year set a rec-

AFM

.

ord-—is providing a bonanza for
companies, such as
Frederic W. Ziv,
Radio At-

transcription

,

ABC Is stepping up use of talent
airers developed by its ownedand-operated stations. All of three
and

Demands

new cross-the-board shows which
the web will insert into its daytime sked starting Feb. 5 are based

American Federation of Mu-

sweeping demand for
ban on the use of disks on
the airlanes between 8 a.m.
and midnight is expected to
meet stiff opposition from the
major radio and video networks in current negotiations
sicians’

MGM

a

tractions, etc.

Fast -pace of biz in the field is
pointed up by the reception accorded Ziv’s Humphrey BogartLauren Bacall waxer, ‘‘Bold Venture,’’ which in the first week It
was offered was inked for 92 markets. Series, with a weekly hut of
$12,00(1, isn’t skedded to start until March 26, by which time Ziv
expects well over 400 stations to
Carry it.
‘‘Television, far from hurting us,

new

on locally-originated stanzas.
Behind the concept of network
program chief Leonard Reeg is
idea of making the best possible
use of o-and-o outlets in turning
up new material and cashing in oh
performers who have proved their
mettle saleswise on the local level.
Recent networking of “Big Jon and
Sparky’s No School Today,” which
was created by WSAI, Cincinnati,
has already paid off, with the entry
having just been cited by New
York and Coast listening posts for
the Peabody awards. Approach has
economic advantages, tpo, it’s figured, as better deals can be inked
with talent already working for
the web.

pact;

for a
Details Of contract talks are
in the Music Section.

.

actually making more dollars
available for syndicated programs,”
Ziv exec veepee John L. Sinn told
Variety this week. “Many national
is

WTUX

of the license of
Del., for too

tion

Wilmington,

in

.

.

much
results

such a way as to aid illegal
bookie operations, the FCC last
week undertook to determine the

They Gome
-

ernoon news shows last week.
Among other things, he mentioned how eager the young
lad was to own a teevee set.
Request was immediately filled
by a generous listener, but offers kept coming into the Chi
NBC newsroom.
Within 48 hours O’Connor
had to turn down 50 sets of-

to

Congress legislation to ban interstate transmission of gambling information as a major step toward
reducing illegal bookie activities.

fered to the ailing youngster.
He’s still getting calls.

and TV stations
have been asked by the Commis-

AM,

Still

WMAQ

extent of racing broadcasts by all
radio and TV stations.
The survey is believed to be a
part of a broad governmental interest in wiping out organized
crime. Last summer, FCC Chair-

All

And

Chicago, Jan. 16.
After interviewing an 11youngster
Chicago
year-pld
seriously ill with leukemia,
newscaster Len O’Connor aired the. story on his aft-

in

man Wayne Coy recommended

•

‘

concentration on horse-racing pro-

grams and announcing of

using tele have placed
Werner Michel is resigning from
added dollars into spot radio in
has been head of
non-video markets to complement GBS, where he
the Documentary Unit and pro-^
their video activity.”
of the“We Take Your Word”
ducer
In cash terms, the boom in openTV stanzas. He moves
enders made 1950 Ziv’s biggest radio and
over to Kenyon & Eckhardt, where
year, with the firm grossing 22%
‘‘Ford Television
he’ll
produce
more than in 1949. Outfit has a
sponsors

Washington, Jan. 16.
Following up its recent revoca-

FM

sion to fill out detailed questionnaires by Feb. 5 on their horserace programs, past and present.
Among other things, the Commission wants to know who sponsors
the broadcasts, the exact information included In announcing the
lineups, the progress of the races,
and the results.
Of particular interest to the
Commission is the practice of stations regarding the lapse of time
following the conclusion of races
when the results are announced.
Insufficient delay in giving out reprimary factor in
sults was a
the Commission's action against

of

utilizing affiliates’ talent,

Benny Rubin program from

WENR,

Chicago, a live orch is being added
to give the offering bigger producMichel was former assistant to tion values. Rubin’s variety show
the program veepee at CBS and will be aired cross-the-board at 3Was also involved in other pro- 3:25 p.m., with “Chance of a Lifeduction chores. It’s expected that time” being cancelled.
Sam Abelow will move into this
At 2:45 p.m. Reeg is putting Hotspot.
lywood commentator Frances SculWith Michel taking over the ly, originating from KECA, Los
Ford production, it will leave Angeles.
Garth Montgomery free for his
Bob Sweeney and Hal March,
duties as the agency’s director of who on Jan. 1 launched
an early
'

Theatre.”

men in the field
times the staff of a netSinn estimates as its
activities expand Ziv Will have 140.
Significance of the large sales
force, Sinn feels, is that it brings
into spot radio clients who are new
to the field or :vv'ho had dropped
Frequently they dig out
out.
sponsors whom they, turn over to.
sales force of 100

—many

work— afid

local stations.

’

I

Heavy emphasis on sales is tv.
-Michel
changing the picture of the indus^

morning

stint
on WJZ, ABC’s
flagship, will make their
first venture in a daytime network
series with a 10-minute stint at
12:15 p.m. They will take the time

the second CBS exec
in recent weeks, Robert P.
try by getting a show on a full to exit
director in New York,
Heller,
complement of stations in a hurry.
also resigned.
While with a smaller force it might haying
take a year or two.
When Ziv
launches a new show, such as
“Bold Venture,’’ a series of re- Theatre for Freedom’s
gional sales schools are held for
three or four days, at which the
Airer Answering
salesmen get intensive training in
the program’s format, commercial
is

Gotham

AM

lopped

off

the Johnny Olsen

show

for Philip Morris.

Changes are cued by Philip
Morris’ revamping of its daytime
With Norwich dropping out
ACLU lineup.
of “Modern Romances,” latter is
being trimmed to 15 minutes for
Is Snddenly Called Off PM backing, with “David Amity’*
Program which Theatre For (formerly called “Peace of Mind”)
Freedom, an organization to com- taking the remaining 11:15-30 a.m.
slot.
bat Communism, was to air toWeb is also picking up a show
night (Wed.) on NBC to answer
from
its Detroit o-and-o operation.
a broadcast the web beamed last
WXYZ,
“Speaking of Songs,”' with
month for the American Civil LibDee Parker and the Phil Brestoff
erties Union was suddenly canNBC said that TFF had orch.
celled.
felt its script wasn’t ready for airing.
Another date has not yet
been set, the web said.
ACLU show, marking the 159th
anni of the Bill of R^hts, attacked
Communism and stressed the im-

potentialities, etc. Men know why
Dee Engelbach, producer-director a show; was selected and how it can
the NBC Sunday night ‘‘Big be marketed, Sinn said.

Ziv, which was incepted in 1937,
is currently blueprinting a
novel installment for the series to now has 24 airers in its stable,
which are being carried by over
occupy the entire OO-^minute seg- 1,000 outlets, Sinn reported. Shows
ment, with the special one-shot continue to go oyer strong. ‘‘Boshoopla scheduled for an airing in ton Blackie,” started in 1944, had
WTUX.
its biggest year in 1950.
The FCC is also seeking infor- March.
‘‘Our
operation
proves
that
Entire show will be turned over
( Continued on page 34)
there’s^ a continuing need for netto ex-NBC page boys who have work calibre shows
on acetate and
graduated to the bigtime in all

Show,”

there’s a continually expanding
show •business. (Engel- spot market,” Sinn said. Outfit is
bach himself is an ex-page boy at now working on another big wax
maintaining
of
portance
the network and wilT be integrated series to follow ‘‘Venture.”
speech and Constitutional
show’s pattern.)

facets of

Industry Brass

While

the chain will hot pick up the local
airers directly but spot them ih
new shows. In the case of the

into the

ties.

List includes Gordon MacRae,
Earl Wrightston, Dave Garroway,

It

called the

Folsom Doubles

free
liber-

McCarran

act

which brought a proCunningham & Walsh, agency on
and request from the Nevada
Gene Rayburn Margaret Truman’s $4,000 senator for time to answer. Since the Squibb account, as well as the
Dick Haymes,
advertising manager of the Squibb
(WNEW early-morning disk jockthe original show was in the form
ey); Gregory Peck and Ted Steele, For TV, $2,500 for AM, Set of a dramatic show, TFF was company, were perplexed to learn
last
week that the drug out*^
Bankhead
anriong others. Tallulah
picked by the senator to prepare fit
had negotiated a deal with
will remain in her femcee role.
In Pact Finalized Today the airer.
NBC
for sponsorship of the six
Only hitch thus far is lining up
Leading figures in TFF include
Papers will be finalized today
concerts to be conducted this sea*
Garroway, in view of the fact that
Adolphe Menjou, John Wayne, son
Margaret
between
Truman
(Wed.)
by
Arturo Toscanini and the"
TV
show
night
his own Sunday
Spencer Tracy and Ben Gitlow,
How- and NBC whereby the President’s Jr. Latter is son of former head NBC Symphony orch.
Originates out of Chicago.
daughter
will be signed to
singing
It wasn’t Until later that they
ever, he may do a kine in advance
an exclusive contract with the net- of the Vi S. Communist Party who found out the deal had been conto leave himself free for the “Big
was expelled by the Reds in the
work.
summated direct by Frank Folsom,
stint.
Show”
’20’s.
RCA president, and Lowell WeickFinancial arrangemerit calls for
Goodman Ace, program’s chief
er, Squibb’s pres.
It was then, too,
scripter, is currently exploring the Miss Truman to receive $4,000 for
that they recalled that Folsom is a
INQUIRY
script possibilities in building a each TV appearance and $2,500 for
member of the Squibb board of dishow around the various personal- her guest radio shots. It is prob-

Mulls War Needs

‘‘notorious,”

test

j

Washington, Jan, 16.
Impact of military requirements
on the operations of radio and television manufacturers was explored
in morning and afternoon closeddoor conferences yesterday (Mon.)
between members of the electronics industry advisory committee and top brass of the Munitions Board.

A spokesman for the board said
the discussions were devoted largely to an airing of problems involved in shifting from civilian to
military production and that no
action was taken.
The conferences brought together heads of the largest radio and
TV makers in the country. They
Included Frank M, Folsom of RCA;
Paul Galvin of Motorola; Dr. W,
R. G. Baker of QE; William J.
Halligan of Hallicrafters; Benjamin
Abrams of Emerson; H. L. Hoffman
of Hoffman Radio; and Walter
‘Evans of WestinghOuse.

‘BUCEIST’

make

six guest ap-

pearances on the NBC Sunday
night “Big Show” between how
and next June, with not more than
two video shots this season.
It was the sock reaction to Miss
Trunian’s last appearance on the
”Big Show,” both for her singing
and give-andrtake with emcee Tallulah Bankhead, that led to the

HEETiNC POSirONED

»

Wash. Senators Gel

.

—But No Beer in Stadium

NBC
Washington
with

Christian

Brewing Co. for

Ted Mack’s New Sponsor

to.21 of Its

Chicago^ Jan. 16.
C. A. Swanson t;c Sons, Omaha
poultry and margarine firm, will
pick up the tab for ABC-TV’s '‘Ted

has

Senators

con-

HeuriCh

television rights

home games

for an es-

timated $50,000 as part of a larger

radip-TV package.
Deal carries stipulation that
Mack Family Hour” on an alter- sponsor’s product cannot be sold
nate-week basis, starting Feb. 25. in Washington Griffith Stadium,
Airer was launched on the Web where owner Clark Griffith has
never permitted beer to be sold.
Pact for 53 Weeks was inked via
Washington agency Henry J.
Tatham-Laird agency.
Kaufman handled the deal.
,

1

negotiations.

Veepee-in^Law
Hollywood, Jan,

At John Guedel Radio
ductions, where everyone

16.

;

Pro-'

a
vice-president, they added another striper. She’s the switchboard operator, who last week
became the bride of boss’ pop,
Walter,
Take your choice
‘‘People Are Funny,” ‘‘You Bet
Your Life” or “House Party,”
all in the house.
is

rectors, as well.
It

marks Squibb’s return

Sub-committee of the industry medium after a severalr-year
group which is dealing with the allegations of ‘‘blacklisting” and sub-

,

50G Brewery Sponsor

tracted

,

able that she’ll

ities.

versive infiltration intb broadcastJ

ing

has

postponed

its

meeting,

planned for tomorrow (Thurs.), for
two weeks. Reason for the shift is
that representatives of the American Assn, of Advertising Agencies
couldn’t attend this week.
Meanwhile, Merle Miller, who is
preparing a report on the “blacklisting” situation for the American
Civil Liberties Union, is nearing
completion of the project. It is
expected to be ready in a few

Krueger Mgr. of

to the
layoff.

WTAG

Worcester, Mass., Jan. 16.
Herbert L. Krueget has been

upped

to station

manager

of

WTAG

here.

Robert J. Brown moves Up into
Krueger’s previous spot as commercial manager and Richard L.
Gravel takes the latter’s local sales

manager

post..'

Earl MuUin’s

New

Spot

Earl Mullin, exploitation director
for ABC, has been moved up into
weeks.
stations relations deRadio Writers Guild member- the web’s
ship
meeting is skedded for partment.
Wednesday (24) evening. Question f Former press department chief
of “blacklisting” is expected to be will* be a regional manager in the
on the agenda.
[station’s division.

AM

i
^

—

;

!
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Priee’ of Talent

Video Proves Medhun Of

Hour

Spot News

in Ite

president of the Kudner Agency, addressing the
Detroit Adcraft Club last week, scored the mounting costs of
talent. He cited the Texaco (IMllton Berle) show cost contrast
in three years. When it first went-on the air Irt 1947, the air time
was $2,000 and talent $ 8 000 The one-hour network time now
has climbed to $36,050 but Mr. Ellis concedes there can be no
serious Quarrel with that because “you get 26 times as .many
sets for 18 times the money.” He continued to cite weekly entertainment costs as having mounted to $50,000-$60,0()0, and that
a full-hour major TV network show costs an advertiser $4,ooo,000 per annum.
J.

Coverage of Chi Fire
Chicago, Jan. 16.
Television came up with it« most
extensive coverage to date of a spot
news event as the four Chi video
stations trained their cameras on a

’

Hollywood, Jan.

While comedj

now comprise

major dovmtown

4

16i

WAAM

|

the bulk of television

programming across the countr>»
program

would much

:

matic

.show.s.

®

,7

ing result
^
stations and .67
agencies now involved
Gordon Levoy, prez or u
Television Enterprises; Leypy
dertook the poll, ne said. a.
means of guiding
.

Ups Chasoman

Baltimore, Jan. 16.
Joel Chaseman has been named
service director of WAAM, intelevision outlet in Baltimore,

video stations and the. top agencies

i

{
’

Chaseman, who has been with the
station since

-

>,5

-

.

took the air In 1948,

it

in publicity, has

p

t^he

to

;

chief.
Chaseman’s as-

Harriet George,

•

been upped

post of operations assistant

program chief Herbert

_—

B. Cahan.
as-

'

Hollywood. TV producer.^.
Jirn Killian succeeds her as
Stations and agency execs, who sistaht publicity director,
_
also furnished comprehensive data
on such pertinent questions as the
deand
desired length of programs
sired cost, were not asked to explain the reasons for their choice.
tics of

_

——

:

^

was not clarified as
to why they would predominantly
favor dramatic shows over, the generally higher rating comedy and
vaudeO programs. Levoy, drawing
his own conclusions, compared the
trend to development of the film

As

a result,

industry.

it

He

declared:

which

fire

j

!

result-

Mr.

1

CBS and NBC for bidding talent upwards.
adman failed to recognize is that the “26 times

chided

the

the direct result of the

is

which he feels has inultiplied in cost so shaiply. Mr.
Ellis might recall a chapter from his own industry of relatively
recent memory, when a plush network (NBC) suddenly, found
Itself possessed of some very fancy electronic equipment suddenly denuded by the CBS talent raid. Without the talent, that
TV audience he mentions would not have grown, carrylhg with
it the increased time-rate schedule, from which ad agencies
like Kudner get their 15 and 2%.

AM

talept operation, It set out
When NBC lost ground on fts
to offset matters with a vigorous TV showmanship campaign.
The results require little amplification within the trade. Suffice
board chairman David Sarnoff credited
for 75%
it that
of yie corporation's profit.

TV

RCA

Talent is the pitchman for networks and ad agencies as it
for nostrums, motors, petroleum products, foodstuffs, tobacco
and other commodities. Under those circumstances, there is
perhaps no ceiling on talent’s real worth to sponsors for merchandizing values. In many respects the talent is a, steal for
the advertiser. The man and woman In the street knows the
performance and tradition of such sturdy, oft-proved entertaihment values that a Crosby, Cantor, Marx, Durante, Benny, Allen,
Hope, Wynn, et al., can deliver. Any number of new bathroom,
breakfast food and packaged commodities are shilled into, the
public consciousness by the entertainment appeal of a public
favorite.
That's the easiest salesmanship any manufacturer
could want. The end Tesult, of course, is always measurable by
Is

(Continued on page 36)

Packs ’Em In

lives gasping, James H, S. Ellis, Clii
prexy of the Kurner agency,
charged television networks, in an
audience-stealing fight,- have sent
talent costs skyrocketing so high
that they are pricing many of their
Chicago,
an. 16.
cu.stpmets Tight out of the market.
CBS brought its color TV show
Hc added that bccause networks
Given a choice off 12 different
higher and to Chicago last week and is playP^dting all the better entertainers ing to capacity audiences at the
and 60^0 of the agencies \otea^
^nder contract, “we are heading four daily showings piped into
favor of dramatic shows. On the toward network control of what WBBM, CBS AM station, from N.Y.
the
of
30^-0
only
hand,
other
might be called ‘editorial content Observers who have seen the color
’*
cies and 20% of the station^ polleu
shows in Gotham report there’s no
air.’
responded in favor of comedy proEllis, who never pulled a punch loss of picture quality resulting
is
which
As for vaudeo,
grams.
address Friday (12) before from cable transmi.ssion.
generally believed to have revived t’ e Detroit Adcraft Club, said netSeven color receivers have been
vaude, only one station listed it as ^vorks should call a halt before they set up in WBBM’s studio 10, includa major preference and it was virgoose that lays the golden ing the recently unveiled 17-inch
tually ignored by all other .stations egg.” He described television as color drum set. Admission to the
and all the agencies. Old films and being a “monstrous migraine to daily 10:30 to 10:45, 11 to 11:15'
everyone involved in it,” and said a. m. and the 5:10 to 5:25 showings
Continued on page 37)
it .was “getting
too rich for the arc by ticket only. Special “walkaverage advertiser’s purse, no mat- through” sessions are being held
at 11 :30 a.m. to 12:35 p.m. Spurred
ter how good it is.”
The intense network fight for
top talent has driven the price for
_
a good hour show beyond $100,000
'dor time and talent) and at the daily attendance has been running
4-^ O AAA
«
present rate of increase will put close to 2,000.
CBS prexy Frank Stanton, Dr.
the tab at $100,000 for a half-hour
Peter Goldmark. CBS color scien(Continued on page 37)
With the number of higlime
itist,
and Louis Hausman, CBS adincreased
vaudeo shows having
promotion chief, came out to help
during the la.st year, several pro- <
launch
the exhibit.
Stanton, who
Miracles of St. Anthony’
ducers of such programs are turnwas introduced at the preview by
rng again to longhair artists to
Chi CBS veepee H. Leslie AUass,
escape the shortage of available
Set as Television Series
drew chuckiijs when he told the
guc.st talent. Moira Shearer, of
gathering
that the web “had done
England’sBadler’s Wells ballet, for
Okay
Church
Gives
a lot of Talking about color before
Sullivan’s
Ed
example, guested on
Chicago.” He was referring, of
A new religiose series titled “The
•‘Toast of the Town” Sunday night
(14) along with tenor James Mel-, IMiracles of St. Anthony” has been course, to the RCA suit to attempt
forestall
final implementation of
io
Ma
packaged by Standish O’Neill, legit
ton and moppet soprano Anna
if’c FCC approval of the CBS sysrie Alberglmrii, while British actor producer recently returned from
which was fought in Chi FedJames Gielgqd has been set to read the Coast. Idea is packaged in a
a soliloquy from Shakesoeare’s series of 26 half-hour stanzas,
Attending
the special showing
Is
“This
CBS-TV’s
which have been submitted to and
“Hamlet” on
Federal judge Walter LaBuy
Sliow Business’- no t Sunday <21). are awaiting clearance by Roman
•

Ellis

talent,

WBKB

Detroit, Jan. 16
In a blistering attack that left
his audience of advertising exeCu-

.

audience for 18 times the money”

j

|

B. Ellis,

What

.1

'•At the outset of motion picture
production,'’ he said, “short novelties predominated until full dramatic stories' were evolved. W hen
sound came in. initial films embodied a vaudeville or musical
comtdv treatriient until the dramalic pattern was established. It
is obvious television will follow the
^^vniiitinn ”

H,

,

ed in the death of four firemen
and $1,500,000 damages Friday
(12).
Live telecasts of the blaze
were fed to the NBC, CBS and
ABC networks and a national audience estimated at 5,000,000 by
the three local stations, which
were able to shoot the scene from
atop their studio buildings,
WNBQ, NBC outlet, had the best
vantage point, as the fire was only
about 300 feet from its cameras
wheeled out on the roof of the
WBKB,
IMerchandise Mart roof.
holder of the Chi CBS franchise.
from
the
top of
disaster
lensed.the
WENRState-Lake building.
its
TV, ABC station, got some good
longrange shots from its studios on
the 42nd floor of the Civic Opera
building and the 24th floor of the
Daily News building.
WGN-TV,
Chi Tribune station. Was unable to
get direct shots of the fire, but
moved its remote unit to the area
for pickups.
was the first to get its

shows

arid variety

,

'

•

the merchandizing billings. The hazard usually arises from a
product not measuring up to the market, rather than talent
Abel,
pricing Itself out of the market.

.

‘

i

m

i

^

New Tax

i

‘

Problems Arise as Result

*

^

'

Washington, Jan. 16.
growing use as a
merchandising medium for mail
order business, via the pitchman
displaying wares, has posed new

i

;

Televi.sion’s

'

SEALTEST EXITING

I

AS

:

XIMA’ SPONSOR

!

Sealtest Dairies

is

dropping

tax

problems.

They

its

i

are:

does a video station

I

!

m u
slio\y
cross-the-board
the
a local retailing enterprise? Must
XfAIAl-l
f I.Ain Chicago,
A on
Ar
originates from
which -Al'Icril-tn't-AC
the sponsor register as a retailer
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fri- in the city where he buys time
NBC, so far as could be for ’fV pitching and be liable for
days.
learned, has not yet lined up a re- local sales taxes?
placement for the dairy firm.
Situation came to light here la.st
Neither NBC nor N, W, Ayer,
week when a station received
agency for Sealtest, would furnish
notice from the Office of the As^
a reason for the cancellation. Sealsossor here that it had 30 days
lest receiitl.v pacted lor “Big Top,”
to register as a vendor under the
houc-long kid show aired Saturday
D.C. Sales Tax Act. The Asse.ssor
mornings via GBS-TV.
also called on the station to make

'

.

I

J

.-i.

.

J

'

i

f ^ It

1

;

'

.

rt

I

i

i

!

1

—If

i

roUs

•

j

i

i

i

i

known the amount

of mail order
by the out-of-town .sponsors
and to pay the D.C. sales tax on
them. Numbers of other cities and
states have sales taxes.

;

sales

.

1

1

What action the station will take
has not yet been determined, but
several courses are open to it. It

:

j

!

;

Sullivan has probablv used more
concert artists on his CBS vaudeo
production than has any oper produccr and plans to continue the
trend. He has alread.y sot Mar.eot
Fonteyn, prima ballerina of the
__
shot Feb. 4.
for. a
Sadler’s ti*oupc,’ ___
just before Thiv c
to England. “Toa.st” was also the
fi rst show to prcjscnt MrAUgarct Tru-^
man, and the President’s singing
daughter is set for a return en-

|

It
Catholic Church authorities.
will be a sponsored series, according to O’Neill, who is withholding
name and network involved until

i

j

1

the

RCA

h^cd a di.ssenting opinion in
decision which dismissed the

the

United

Morton R.

,

inay sit light and contest any suit
for taxes, thereby providing a test
ca.se
of the local government's,
.jurisdiction. It may register as an
agent or vendor as called upon.
It may refuse to sell tihie for mail

The jurist who held
that the FCC had acted wrongly irt
suit.

Church’s greenlight. okaying the CBS tinted tele system
Sarett, radio senpter 'said after viewing the display:
has written the series from data “Color television has a great future
The
furnished by O^Neill. with^ musical with unlimited possibilities.
“
^
settings and
direction by Gene commercial possibilities are ti-c
mcndou.s; Tbese are my convictions
Salzcr, vet musical director.
I
stand by them.”
O’Neill, who has been on the
7““
Coast for several years, was last

getting

.

Television

Programs,

new

national vidpic distributing organization formed by Stand_
^
lianscnption.s,
Century
Inc.,

j

(

!

represented on Broadw'ay some
years ago in the production of

this, raonth.

“Moon

Over

MulbeiTy

Street,”

which served as a springboard

to

Cornel Wilde’s .subsequent screen
career.

On Tap as

i

—

'

,

'

^

.

:

and the Edward Petry slation rep outfit, has been named exr
elusive sales rep by Bing Crosbv

,

Arti.sls

i

'

MAMTrAMpDV
CAD H
irfiyniuvmL.i\i i yul/

I

!

fiFTS
AS[ FATF^NOn
ULliJ ^SIIRF
/ilL nUl/
iJUlVli ilftj'T

CBS

Enterprises.
Properties UPT will
for Crosby include “Firef^ide Theatre,” “Night Editor” and
untitled
comedj-mystery oi
which 13 programs have already
been lensed.

television, convinced that
bi-weekly “Sure As Fate” series
saleable property despite its
not hayiirg snagged a sponsor yet,]
High-rated “Fire.sido Theatre” i.s
has assigned Montgomery Fordi ex- currently sponsored on NBCTV by
legit tliesp and strawhatter, as per- Procter & Gamble, and is available
manent produecr. He’s to take Oyer for first-run screening in some
localities and for second showings
Jan. 30,
Series has had six producers elsewhere. Five regional sponscyi’s
.since it \vas launched at (he be- have already been pacted for “Ffrcginning of the sea.son. After Carl. .side,’’ with Hamm Brewing Co: to
Frank ankldd the show two weeks' back it in Minneapoli.s, Houston
a.go, Peter Frye took over for a oner and Seattle, .starting this week: Fall
City Brewing in Louisville, start,siiot on “Macbeth,’* pre.sented last
Tuesday (9). Byron Paul has been irig Jan. 23; and Oklahoma City
a.ssigned to the next show, which Gas ic Electric In Oklahoma City^,
will be an adaptation of James Par- .staHing March 4;
niaklng the pitch that
“Distinguished Gathering/’
rish’.'i
after which Ford takes ovor. Show regional and local; sponsors will
.alternate.s
with the “Prudential now be able to bankroll a bivleagUe
Family Playhouse” and is aired video show Originally aired by a
Outfit figures
Tuesday.s from 8 to 9 p.m., opposite major advertiser.
NBC’s Milton Berle show.
j,
(Cpntinue.d on page 37)
its
is

1

a

;

;

l

i
i

'

:

j

Eyes Sinatra Program
Kay woodie Pipes is dickering to
half of CBS-TV’s
Sinatra Show',” a ired Sat*' F rank
Music Gorp. of America is using
urday nights from 9 to 10 o’clock. tJie New York hbnieoffice as an obDeal, if it goes through, will finally, servation, point for agents in their
give CBS a sellout on its Saturday Hollywood offices. Under curi‘ent
night TV program lineup.
plian.s,
percenters are sent from

buy the second

,

^

•

;

First

of

the, Sinatra

proj

Holly wood to study video opera-

gram has been sponsored since
November by Bulova Watches,

tions.
Members of the film
tele sectors are observing

which bought the segment

.selling

its

.

half

product during

Continued on page 36)

.

,

,

,

gagement

''’ho
I

to push
the pre-Cliristr

ma.s .season. ’There has been .some
talk that Bulova pfans to boAv out
but the sponsor recently renewed
through this month and Ik now expected to .stay wHh the show (intil
it takes a summer hiatus ln june«

and
both

methods and show produc-

tion.

staffers now in the
office are Jennings Lang and
Arthur Park. Jack Bolton,- Jay

Hollywood

N.

Y,.;

Kanter and Alan Miller recenily
returned to the Coast after a N. Y.
tele look-see.

i

.

.

;

:

.

.

,

,

With the Don. Saxon-Tiin Ilcrteam cancelled suddenly off
Monday and Wedne.sday night
segments
of
“Broadway Open
House” la.st week, NBC and the
Weintraub
are
agency
again
searching for the right comedian
to fill the spots. They are current*
bert

the
|

I

i

I-

j

ly dickering with Ben Blue to take
over the two nights on aWbur-week
basis, but. the negotiations
have been stymied so far by jBlue’s
insistence that he be guaranteed
at least 13 weeks on; the show^
Whoever gets' the spot will alfernatc with Jerry Lester, who continues to hold down the Tuesday,
Thursday and Friday segments of
the late evening ehUy.
Saxon and Herbert, who had
filled only about half of their foiir(Continued on page 35)

trial

*

;

\

i
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In the ihidst' of " huddles by big league* baseball magnates on
they'll permit television next season, the TV networks are
secretly, hoping that baseball will say. no.
Regular, daytime video
is getting off its feet for the first time this year and* the web execs
fear that televised baseball will lure away most of their viewers,
causing daytime sponsors to bow off,
Webs a^niit: that basebaU was a lifesaver to them up until two
years ago, when the regular season gave them an average of two
hours', commercial programming per day.
But because contracts
with their regular clients precluded their carrying any night games,
the webs Were forced to leave baseball for the most part to unaffiliated indie stations, to which both the revenue derived and ease
of programming is still a W'elcome part of their operations. Networks no.w feel that if they can't carry baseball and if the, games
televised by indie outlets hurt their new daytime^ shows, then
they’d rather not have the indie stations cover the games either.
In New York immediately after the war, three of the four major
webs televised games of N; Y.'s three teams. NfiC had the Giants,
CBS televised the Dodgers and DuMont carried the Yankee conSince then DuMont has been the only web to hang onto its
tests.
NBC gave up first, paving'the way for the
baseball schedule.
N. Y. Daily News' WPIX to take over the Giants schedule, while
WOR-TV
gave
way;
on the DodgerSv
CBS
to

whether

A

,

.

TV .execs is
NBC in blue-

planning unit of

currently engaged at
printing “Operations Summer'* for
the video network. On the basis
of what they've come up with thus
far, It represents the most aggressive campaign initiated by either
the- radio or television industry to
evolve fresh formulas and patterns
to generate year-round audience
and sponsor enthusiasm.
Out of the Current NBC thinking, too, may come brand new concepts of TV program planning, designed to broaden the base of the
entire video structure and aimed
at inviting into the medium bankrollers who can't afford to pick up
a $2,6 oO,OGO to $3,000,000 annual
time-and-talent tab, but are anxious to be counted in bn a more
limited basis.

NBC
tions

mN.Y.

six

months

.

.

in ad-

Wash

commercial program finds

hi.s

name, lunched

CBS
CBS

last

break

talks fail to

N.

DuMont

J.,

week wdth

plant in

company

in-

week's

end the stalemate.

ICbrttinued on page 37)
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(Continued

Apparently determined to make
as

much money

as possible while
the driver's seat,

ment which invites other clients.
Friendly has an additional sponsor
ready to latch on to WNBT if
Vim can be extricatc'd from the
spot, but the station refuses to

budge on that point. Ted
manager of
the
station,

Cott,

has
countered with, an offer to do the
those television outlets in singleshow live on Saturday nights at
station areas have come up with 11, if Friendly
will bring the para new twist which returns them ticipants together for a second live
their full card rates even on na- appearance. Friendly says no dice;
tional network programs.
that it’s unfair to the talent to
Any agency which wants to buy commit them to two live appeartime on such a station for one of ances and that the whole value
of the show would be dissipated.
it's client’s network shows is now
Friendly is now thinking in
told that all open time is local and
terms
of calling a “sit out” strike.
non-network. Agency, as a result,
must deal directly with the station It's said that Pure Oil has given
and not with the web. In that way it.'; blessing to do as he deems
the station is able to sell even a best in the matter.
national advertiser on a local basis
and get its full card rate. If the
time were delivered by the network, the station wotild get only
about one-third its rate.
they're

on

“islands”

still

in

With

'

-

RCA on Tint
Buffalo, Jan. 16.

FCC Chairman Wayue Coy,
speaking to N, Y. State Publishers
Assn., today (Tues. ) termed “balderdash” RCA’s contention that the
decision for CBS color tele placed
a ceiling oh scientific development.
Coy

cited CBS’ development of a
17-inch tube and said larger sizes
for mechanical color reproduction

would probably be developed;

RCA

Referring to an
rep’s statement last week calling the
tri-color tube a “Joe DiMaggio,”

RCA

'

.

Coy

said the description shows dis^
respect for DiMaggio’s ability. He

added; “DiMaggio. has never refused to play the game, but the
tube that bears his name ,is side-

DuMont may

bn page

New York

,

Reaspn for the sudden merging
of interests between the two outfits has not been revealed, but it’s
believed possible that

in

twice in succession. ( Understood
that incident caused considerable

.

.

over

.

wrong shows went On

;

and transferring sponsored shows
Situation exists, of course, befrom one evening to another, NBC
hopes to wash out at least one eve- cause of the FCC freeze. On new
ning. leaving nothing but sustain- TV station construction. With all
ing time, which will be utilized for four major Video webs and their
experimental purposes both in de- clients competing for time in
vising new program techniques and single-station areas, the stations
formulas and in furthering the have been consistently able not
web's public affairs programming. only to .select the best programs
available but to make virtually
3. If NBG can build a strong 9
their own deals. Webs have been
to 10 p.m. a cross-th e-board sponr
stymied heretofore by being shut
sorship line up (as for example, out of markets
in which a comwith Kraft, Ford Dealers, Philco, petitor had
entered first, but the
etc., remaining on with
summer hyist on card rates is believed to
shpw.s), the network hopes to back mark the
first time that the agenit up with a 10 to 11 erpss-thecies and sponsors have been di( Continued or
page' 36 )
rectly hit.

TVA's priginal proposals were
scaled at 80% of the commercial
rates set in the. national network
November.
pacts
negotiated in
Counter-proposals offered by the
stations were roughly half that
sought by the union! After receiving broadcasters' offer, TVA bar-

Stanton and CBS board chairman
William S. Paley toured DuMont’s
with Dr.

off negotiations if this

By elimination of the

he

a kine playback of their participation in .the show invited a party
of friends for a looksee last Sunday only to find a previous kine
being used.)
Pure Oil is reportedly miffed
over the failure to get a Gotham
live pickup under a. co-op arrange-

NBC

2.

is

embarrassment to James Thurber
and Elliott Nugent, who, expecting

Sunday night anchor show with
additional program ammunition,
the network will offer the Friday
night client the choice Sunday
cream time during the summer period.
By strengthening the entire
Sunday night structure by a succession of such switchovers, NBC
is certain that it will retain the
same high circulation as obtains
through the regular broadcasting
season.

creasing impatience at the failure
to reach an agreement, and there's
indications that the union may

prez Frank Stanton at the
homeoffice. Several days later

Passaic,

have evidence

NBC

a Friday night “island,” with nothing fore or aft to back It up, and
wants to support a strong

November.

TVA members

itself

steamed

so

Search” program, does a delayed
kine on “Who Said That?” the
following Sunday night at 10:30
on a sustaining basis.
Friendly’s feelings weren’t particularly assuaged over the! past
couple of weeks when even the
kines got jumbled up and the

Out

*Islands*

The

35)

age

sigh

television ri^dio space shortin New York has reached a

critical point—-to such a degree, in
is currently studyfact, that

NBC

ing Us

programming

,

rosters to de-

of

relief

when

the

William

Esty video boys, handling the Colgate account, announced thew were
going to pick iip “Hawkins Falls”
out of Chi.

would move into the

i

I

'

.

.

I

1

.

NBC

produc-

^

lined and is as inactive, so far as its
potential public is concerned, as a
retired ball-player, or as though
the tube had suffered an attack of

tion setup as a conslultant, the net-

work

^
'

ternUne which shows cart be moved
Space Drainage
Danny Thomas Show to
Chicagby where the square fobt*
NBC admits it is really in a diProduction staff bn the Danny age situation is less acute.
lemma oh the space situation. The
TJvomas show bins undergone a reStudio availabilities are such, tovamping with Leo Morgan of the day that if NBC got one more order round-the-clock rehearsing for the
countless
weekly dramatic, variety
William Morris agency returned for a live daytime show with a N.Y.
mu.sical shows has already
lo' his former post as producer, of- origination (nighttime is sold out), and
forced the network to penetrate
Hie
di.splay.
Bill it M'ould have to tpm down the
H-e
replaces
Bachcr. Ezra Stone will direct.
When, last week. Col- every available lofrbuilding, empbusiness.
Batch of new Writers have also gate put in an order for a three- ty theatre and auditorium in New
heo n signed.
New seripters are -times-a-week half-hour slot, which’ York that’s half-way desirable. But
Bob Schiller, Dick McKnigbt, Tom represents the kind of client and the TV draina'ge bn space today is
V^^lcllnan, Leonard Levenson and coin the TV webs have long been as bad a.s the drain on a comedian’s
Jack Douglas! Bob Sidney has been shooting for. it was feared by net- material.
It’s no longer a secret that when
pact cd as choreographer as re- work execs that it would have no
opened negotiations with
placement’ for Dick Barstow who alternative '"but to pas;. up the biz. NBC
resigned from that show.
That’s why NBC’ breathed -such a Billy Rose, whereby the latter

'

refusal to include the
outlet in the live network
pickup of the show on Monday
nights at 10:30. Instead, WNBT,
which has sold the time to VimMotorola for its local “Talent

slot

that the “pattern of competition between the two shows has
now been fairly well established.''
and Colgate, incidentally, are expected to sit
down this week to determine
whether Lester and his crew
are to take over a permanent
slot on the Colgate seribs.

Here are the ideas NBC is currently playing around with in
evolving “Operations Summer”
1.
On those evenings where
strong anchor shows are staying on
for the summer, it is planned to
consolidate the entire schedule for
that evening by inviting a switchover of other sponsored programs
from other evenings. Thus, if a

DuMont, CBS In

Color Video lie?

.9

quits,

.

Four Statkms In

Possible tiein on color television
between DuMont and CBS, longtime bitter rivals over the TV
tint question, was seen this week
following a series of hushThush
meetings among top-level brass of
the two companies. Dr, Allen B.
DuMont, prez of the outfit bearing

to

.

WNBT's
Gotham

by Trendex. CBS ordered no
Trendex survey this week,
however, on the assumption

ponents involved. The entire campaign is predicated on the knowledge that while the sets and audiences are available during the sum*
mer months, the slough-Offs in the
past can be attributed directly to
the fact that the attractions have
not been available. NBC, for one,
recognizes that this has been the
major deterrent in summertime radio in years past, and see no reason
why the same mistakes should be
repeated in television.

•

.

Sunday night 8

:

markets.
Contract still has three years to
go,
but
Friendly wouldn’t be
averse to calling the whple thing

for NBC by American
Research Bureau in four of
the web's owned-and-operated
cities—N. Y., Chicago, .Washington and Cleveland!
ARB ratings have at times
conflicted with those taken for
CBS In 10 or more cities for

,

TV

bn staff at CBS) has
been reading the small type in
his contract in an effort to extrieate himself from a five-year NBG
deal oh the 'show. Ppre Oil sponsors the network show in 18 major

.

that

,

New^
( how,

incidentally,

Colgate show, .topping Ed Sul“Toast of the Towp,”
which had a 36 on the rival
CBS web. Ratings were com-

in.sure a foolproof schedule that will be acceptable to the
sponsor, agency, and all other com-

DuMont network, in a move that>give it several times its present studio space, has leased the
Robert Hail Into
Opera House, on
Central
old
Chicago, Jan. 16.
N. Y.’s East 67th street, and is
Robert Hall, heavy user of radio
now converting the building, into
video studios. Acquisition of the spots, is readying Its move Into
property is expected to give the television.
Marty Hogan, of the Chi office
Web as much space dr more than
that now controlled by any of its of the Sawdon agency which handles the clothing store chain's adrival networks.
Du Mont’s takeover of the prop^ vertising, is in N.. Y. this week
conferring
with company execs on
promise
the
of
erty is a fulfillment
tele
quarter-hour
for
the web made to its affiliate sta- formats
tions throughout the country sev- packages to be spotted in local
markets.
tinae,
eral months ago. At that
web conducted a special
the
convention,” in
circuit
“closed
which the affiliates were linked
by regular coaxial cable and, after
hearing a discussion of future
plans by DuMont homeoffice execs, were able to ask questions
and make suggestions which could
be answered immediately from
N. Y. DuMont at that time explained to the affiliates the steps
it was taking to pull itself up into
a better competitive position with
the other networks.
Chicago, Jan. 16.
With the new studio space, DuMont is also planning a hefty exRepresentatives of CJii’s four tele
pansion in its present program- stations and Television Authority
nving lineup. Web is currently in
bargainers "have stepped up their
I lie
midst of expanding its pronegotiations this week in an at(Continued on page 35)
tempt to come to terms on a contract governing local video talent.
With talks scheduled for today (16),
tomorrow and Thursday, the meetings are viewed as critical sessions
in
the
negotiations
protracted
which have been under way since

accorded the program in
York. Result is that Friendly

livan's

piled

y. video flagship of
being-

the

NBC, over the treatment

Sunday night (14) for* several
weeks bn his regular “Broadway Open House” series, came
up with a 36.6 rating on the

vance to

V’ ill

WNBT,

TV's “Colgate Comedy- Hour''

has plunged into “Opera-

Summer”

Hassle has developed between
Fred Friendly, creator of the “Who,
Said
That?’’
NBC show, and

Lester 36.8; ^Toast’ 36
Jerry Lester, who had been
plugging his stint oh NBC-

I

I

!
'

veepees-in-charge-of-findjng

more-space lost no time, in envisioning—and
negotiating
for—
Rose’s Diamond Horseshoe nitery, anemia.”
which, Ro.se is shuttering this
.month.
Situation has been highlighted
anew in the past few days, when
the “Kukla, Fran & Ollie” troupe

moved

iijto

Manhattan from Chi

a \veek of Gotham-originatiohs.

,

Detroit.’ Jan. 16.

The handle-barred
Stout-hearted

fof

:

hero

villain,

and

the

the

shy

The heroine— all

web sciuTicd all over’ town trying
to find available studio‘space without disrupting other programming
or rehearsal schedules.
The web
finally gave up in desperation arid
moved it into RCA's exhibition hall
--the Johiiny Victor theatre. NBC
heaved 3 sigh when the Kuklapolitans went back home.

so carel'ull.y nurture.d.
these long years by the legit production of “The Drunkard”— are
being adapted to television by
in a new series titled “Gas-

WWJ
!

li.ght Theatre.”
It will be. telecast before live:
audiences so that, hisses, so much

a part of plays of this sort, will
add to the productioir.

:

.

.
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NBC-TV

Lucky,

Strike

•

,1

program, just to get one of Lester’s “bean-

(and, as TV’s “best,’’ naturally per-

formed capably) were Arthur God^
frey, Sid Caesar, Paul Tripp of the
“Mr. I. Maginatiori’’ show, Dave

j

needs,

of

course, required a

Garroway and Connie Russell from
the “GarroAvay at Large” program
and NBC newscaster John Cameron Swayze. Others, including Faye
Emerson, producers Max Liebman,

re-

arrangement and cutting of the
“Toast of the Town,** generally,
used a set of reliable performers
on Sunday (14), most of whorn
have previously seen service oh
this display. However, the strongpoint of the show came from a newcomer to this sessto,__ Moira
Shearer, one of the premiere danseuses of the Sadler’s Wells Bal-i
let. Miss Sh^eareris
member of this internaUonally

play, but this was done with inPlay Was
tegrity, taste and skill.

somewhat sketchy and
but it was excellent thea-

necessarily
episodic,
and
tre

one throughout,
held
Luckies can be proud of this one.
prama concentrated on the
seven
love story of the queen,
scenes related as in retrospect
from a diary. These covered the
moment When she was declared
queen; her selectior of Albert, her
prince consort; scenes from their
domestic life; death of Albert; and
a closing scene, when the queen
is. an old lady, with Prime Minister Disraeli. The early love scenes
were utterly charming and tender;
the later jealous bits highly amusing comedy; the filial two scenes
Cast and prbr
poignant drama.
duction combined for a moving
performance.
Miss Hayes gave a brilliant porShe looked
trayal as the queen.
amazinglv voung in the early
scene as
final
her
scenes while
the aged queen was a remarkable
Use of a film
job of makeup
sequence here accounted for the
and while noteswift change,
worthy on its own account, was
also commendable for the expert
way it w^as dovetailed in. Kent
Smith made an admirable figure
of Albert, and Robert, Harris was
Other supalso fine as- Disraeli.
porting parts, and even bits, were
chosen with unusual care, for ex-

m

.

I

{

Miner, designer James McNaughton, scripter Charles Andrews and sportscasters Mel Aliens
and Connie Desgabbed entertainingly with
Sullivan before a bare curtain,

I

i

intprpct to the trade
in addition to the arm-in-arming of

!

'

this stanza

added up

maximum

to

enjoyment.
James Melton, former Metopera
tenor, who was on “Toast” last
week, returned to again impress
i.with his singing. Melton essayed
“La Mer” and gave it a dramatic
He finaled with a
presentation.
spiritual and again indicated a

;

{

j

^

|

;

.

show was

Jerry Lester and his “Broadway
crew, who have created a sizeable fan club in their 11
p.m. to midnight series, brought
for inspection of

the prime time viewers Sunday
night (14), \yhen they took over for
a special one-shot tryout on NBC’s
“Colgate Comedy Theatre.” Lester
and his producer, Hal Friedman,
disdained the big production numbers usually associated with the
Colgate program and almost es-

caped the necessity of utilizing
guest names. Show, as a result,
was good in the standard “Open
House” metier and, presumably because Lester carried his late-evening audience with him, racked up
a good rating. But it’s a question
whether that easy-going ad lib format, which is fine as a TV nightcap,
can hold its own against the high-

powered shows usually aired early
Sunday evenings.
While the other cast members*
including Wayne Howell, Milt DeMello-Larks, Dagmar
and Dave Street, all scored in their
the

none had as muqh time

Of

vSinatra and Gleason worked well
in the isketch dept. Bits were strung
together with a cruise idea which
provided legitimate excuses for
changes of settings.’. Solo fault in
this sector was the repetition of
ideas, but individuar contributions
added up to pleasant humor. Assisting comedy was by Buster West,
who shows a zany line of dancing,

)

first

show

TV

biz

appear-

when he
debuted on NBC-TV’s “We The
ance,

last

j

j

j

i

;

|

Friday

il2),

Composer, serious-faced with good

People.”
|

j

(

special interest to

was Cole Porter’s

-

1

Open House”

,

j

a little enigmatic (and a little
self-conscious, too) appeared mainly to tout Barbara Ashley, singer
in his current Broadway show,
“Out of this World.” Porter, first
seen playing at the piano, described

i

accomplished the difficult
providing excellent characterizations of each without sacrificing the
necessary action. Credits gave spe-

tively.

curricular tunes, and remonstrated
good-naturedly when the cameras
went about the business of displaying the final credits. When the
ikons started panning again on Sinatra, he was burlesquing Gleason’s delivery. It was an amusing
finale.

Other tunestering was by the
Heathertbnes, the femme quartet,,
displayed their usual efficiency, and June Hutton* who also
has a selling delivery. She also
offered good assist in the sketches,
A brief terp turn by Tato & Julia
seemed purely atmospheric.

who

.

Rest of show was standard fare,
emcee Dan Seymour interviewing
cial mention to. Reba Tassell, newthe Boston reporter who had a
comer who scored as the beauteous
$1,500 expense account for night
young gal in love with One of the clubs
and race tracks, in attempt
brothers. But she took a back seat
to track dqwn the $1,000,000 Brink
to most of the other .thespers.
robbers; and gabbing with three
Stanley Ridges, as the frustrated
distinguished explorers, in Robert
old father, and Jane Seymour, as
Flaherty, Dr. Harry Wright and
his evil-thinking wife, turned in
Capt. Peter Freuchen.
particularly standout work and
Show’s “Hall of Fame” format was
given over exclusively to Donald- Richard Carlyle was excellent as
the power-crazed brother whose
Ralph Edwards pulled another
son’s tunes, which have enough apmaniacal search for the symbolic of his intricate
peal and variety to make a sock
“surprises” out of
cat finally brought him to his his
bag of tricks on the video verprogram.
Michael Wager and Logan sion of “Truth
Mimi Benzell, Metropolitan Op- doom.
or Consequences”
Fields, as the other two brothers,
Thursday night (11) via CBS. After
era soprano, joined regular Earl
Wrightson in a duet on “Ro- and Annette Erlanger, as their bit- setting the stage for a Hollywood
mance” and clicked with “My ter sister, registered in fine por- housewife to “win” a batch of
Blue Heaven” and “Sundown” trayals, along with Frank De Kova, valueless prizes by telling her she
as an Indian.
solos. Wrightson put over “Those
had won a radio quiz jackpot, EdRychtarik’s sets, especially the wards had the woman’s- mother
Little
White Lies” and
“My
Buddy.” Marilyn Day, ingenue of snow - capped mountain scene, step out of a mummy-case (one of
Broadway’s
“Kiss
Me,
Kate,” formed perfect backing for the the prizes) for a complete surprise
Miner settled for a to the daugh.ter. Film cameras did
warbled “What Can I Say?” and she show.
“Carolina in the Morning” nicely, household pet type of cat to por- a neat job of catching the varied
although at times emoting a bit too tray the panther. Even the use of expressions on the housewife’s face
strongly. Dance team of Phyllis only closeup shots Could not dis- through the whole .stint and also,
Gehrig and Don Weismuller did a guise that fact, which Was the only of course, made it possible to edit
soft-shoe to “Daughter of Rosie minor flaw in the production. Nel- out any remarks she might have
son, incidentally,
subbed as direct made that would hot have sounded
O’Grady.”
n
for Paul Nickell ,who is ill.
Whiteman has a sure and easy
good on TV.
touch in his intros and his orch,
With his separate TV production
besides backing the talent deftly,
on film each week, Edwards has hit
“Future-dress’* version of “Macdid a Roaring. 20's version of
his best medium. Some of his gags,
“You’re Driving Me Crazy.” Vidpic beth” on GBS-TV's “Sure As Fate” such as having a womah indulge in
commercials w ere given nice Tuesday night (9) was a neat idea a knife-throwing session with her
dressing by Maureen Cannon’s vo- but one which, at best, emerged as husband as the target, are the kind
spotty entertainment on the screen.
cal cues;.
to make sensitive viewers wince
Fine job

There’s an interesting story back
of Kraft Theatre’s video production of Eric Hatch’s “Kelly” last

Wednesday night (10) on NBC-TV.
The play was first produced on
Kraft Theatre a Couple of years
ago. In the meantime, Lawrence
Hammond secured options bn the
play, feeling it might be a bet for
a
Broadway production.
When
Kraft decided it wanted to repeat
the play, it secured Hammond’s
permission, and Hammond is using
last week's production as a sort of
legit audition, with some of the TV
players whom he hopes to use on

Broadway.
Unfortunately, “Kelly” would reto an occasional
production than to a Broadway
stand, which from the nature of
the play, would be short-lived.
“Kelly” is a neatly contrived—but
nonetheless contrived—story of a
GI who fails in love with a French
girl during the War and believes
she has died. Before her deaths Jbe
gives her some diamonds he has
looted, from a dead German.
A
Goyernment investigator tracks the
missing diamonds to him, and a
final showdown occurs when the
girl
believed dead comes from
France with the diamonds. The
investigator believes her to be his

main better suited

TV

.

’

.

i

!

j

of adaptation

to

shine as they do on! “Open House.”
Show Was standout in two spots
-^Fred Allen’s guesting with Les^
ter and Dagmar in one of those
“plays” Which Dagmar supposedly
scripts, and the skit satirizing ra
dio’s giveaway shows. Allen, who
didn’t have too fortunate a run
with his own series on the Colgate
show, displayed his oldtime comic
ability as straight man for the tali'
blonde. Giveaway skit, penned by
/Snag Werris, has been one of Lester’s nitery staples
for several
years and, with a heat assist from
Street* he turned it into a very
funny hit, displaying a fine flair for
timing and pantomimies.
Kukla, Fran and Ollie (with Burr
TiUstrom), Pat P’Brien and Joan

I

j

by Peter FrjTe was somewhat even when they know the stunts
are loaded.
But, the show gets a
With .CBS prez Frank Stanton 1 marred by the confusion in staging respectable rating
and, as far as
often
resulted.
and NBC proxy Joseph H. McCon(!ioStumcs, Edwards
and
his .sponsor. (Philip
nell appearing before the cameras which seemed to combine ingreMorris) are concerned, that’s what
dients
of World War I uniforms
together to receive their Look
counts.
magazine video awards, the two with Elizabethan dress, conflicted
hotly-competing webs temporarily with tlie Shakespearean sets. Use
buried the hatchet on CBS-TV’s of three males to play the witches
Eddie Cantor’s guesting on the
“Ford Theatre” Friday night (12). resulted in some ludicrous scenes Ed Wynn show provided
a bright
But, that’s about all that can be and several production miscues finale to what
otherwise was one
said for the
negated the

smuggling Contact, but finally is
convinced of the truth as the GI’s
colonel tells hini the stbry and he
overhears the greeting of the two
.

i

lovers.

..

come on TV.

|

The* play was nicely handled by
the cast. Olive Deering was especially attractive and enticing as the

j

French girl, while Mark Roberts
was simple and Straightforward as

.

Kelly,

{

:

i

,

i

*

,

1

‘

‘

.

1

'

The

plot is clever and! maintains
.interest;
corisequently it’s/ good
video fare, But there is little in it
that makes for successful theatre.
The story has little Weight, hazy
characterizations arid no purpose.
less distinguished ses- It’s a slight diversion, though wel-

special all-star, onetale’s impact. Definite- of Wynn’s
shot takeover of the Ford series ly on the plus side, however, wa.s sions.
Cantor’s turn was fairly
by Look mag. .With one after an^ the (\'ork of most of the cast, par- brief, being limited
to a single
other of TV’s top stars, producers, ticularly Judith Evelyn playing number and of
course some clowndirectors, etc., parading on stage Lady Macbeth.
And, despite its ing. He perhaps could have used
to receive their plaques from the drawbacks, the presentation elic- a little
more time to get
hands of emcee Ed' Sullivan, it ited most of the stark tragedy In- buildup for his song, but a bigger
it still hit
seemed as though Look had over- herent in Shakespeare’s classic.
with heavy effect.
Wynn’s, falooked no one but the t.d.s and
Francis L. Sullivan, who, as miliar invention, the
perambulatgrips in handing out its first an- “Fate,”
regularly
narrates
the ing piano, was used durihg this senual citations for the best in TV series, explained the program’s quence.
*
entertainment.
And, as usually! /idea with his notation that diqtaThe early part of Wynn’s disBennett also appeared as guests* happens in. such cases, lack of time. tors through history have had theii play
didn’t hit it off with its usual
“
but they didn t do much more than prevented most of th
the performers choice of honor or power and that effectiveness. His izanyisms
didn’t
:

:

scripted

.

effect.

Sinatra’s
singing comes over
nicely. There’s enough style and
personality in his work to provide
entertainment to home and studio
audiences. Production seemed, to
be off this past week and the Verce
had to stretch for time at the end.
He contributed a couple of extra-

and

the success story of Miss Ashley,
which was then re-enacted briefly.
He had needed a mezzo for
“World.” Someone mentioned a
girl
in
Brooklyn,
and. Porter
phoned her, asking her to sing to
him over the phone. Miss Ashley,
sensing a gag, wouldn’t cooperate
at first.
Then she let out one
glorious high note, and Porter
pacted her on the spot. It was a
good story, well re-told. Miss Ashley also sang a hit tune, from the
task of
show, “I Am Loved,” most attrac-

!

i

^

out on. a new tangent of television
programming Monday
dramatic
night (15) by staging a show in
which almost half the acUon took
place in a simulated outdoor se^
ting. That the production came off
excellently rates kudos for all con-

,

good potential for this mediumAnother returnee was Anna
Maria Alberghetti, the 14 -year-old
coloratura. The singer registered
with an aria from “Lucia” and
“The Nightingale and the Rose,” cerned, including the fine cast, proThe Skating Carters 4 opened the ducer Worthington Mmer, director
session with a display of the usual Ralph Nelson and, particularly, ^t
type of roller antics and the Billy designer Richard Rychtarik.
Graves dancers, comprising father was “Track of the Cat, a meller
and two small sons, showed them- with psychological overtones neatjly adapted by Betty Loring from
selves to be capable terpers.
Walter Van Tilburg
Joey Adams, now a regular CBS
hand With his radio show and his Clark
Yarn localled in a northwest
selection as replacement for Robert Q. Lewis on his matinee show, wilderness, told of a uniquely maladjusted
family and the psychlogicame
on
seemed to be lost. He
without an act, electing to banter cal reaction on its various members
evolving
from the tracking of a
a bit with emcee Ed Sullivan and
terped with the Graves. He made black panther which had killed
their livestock. Miner and his crew
little impression in either dept.

;

Gleason’s work is sufficiently integrated to push the pace up a few
notches and at the same time
doesn’t detract from Sinatra’s star
status. It’s understood that Sinatra
would like this corpulent personality to be a regular on the program,
but it’s no dice with the production
staff of “Cavalcade of Stars” on
DuMont, to whom Gleason is
Signed. As it is, Gleason is pacted
for another try next Saturday (20).

ducer.

:

|

1

Donalbain, Marion Seldes as Lady
Macduff and Claude Traverse as
Banquo. Frye, who also produced
made good use
and directed.
of rear-projection
to
obtain a
variety of scenes with a single basic setting, and the iowkey lighting used for the entire
program helped set the mood.!;
Withal, an ambitious presentation
of Shakespeare on video represents
a good means of answering those
critics who claim the medium is
playing down to its audience, and
this staging shoiiid have formed a
potent factor in that respect.
Isabel Redman was associate pro-

CBS-TV*s “Studio pnc*V struck

|

j

j

ful World.’*

^

j

[

i

produced the
Franklin Schaffrier, regular director of the Ford series, directed and
also received an award.

'

,

i

{

Mario
show and

'

commendable, for the lack Of
jerkiness in the episodic presentation, for such impressions of
spaciousness which the sets conveyed, for fine costuming and
makeup throughout, etc.
The only flaw in the program
lay with the sponsor. For all the
fun that a Happy-Go-Lucky singSullivan had another golfing exing commercial is, these were jarring notes, with their swing tempo, hibit with Sammy Snead in the
to the delicate romance that is demonstrator’s role. Such stuff is
essentially “Victoria Regina.” The for golfers only.
mood was shattered twice, and
certainly not to Luckies’ benefit.
ABC-TV*s “Paul Whiteman ReLuckies can pull a new, longhair
audience with these dramas, but vue,” although not as extravagantthey’ll drive them away with these ly mounted as originally, still proOne mood, or the vides a tuheful, relaxed half hour.
commercials.
other, has to be sustained through- Offering Sunday (14) was a tribute
to
the late Walter Donaldson.
out.

stints,

g^gsionS, and
award as TV’s “best emcee.”

.

also

down

I

i

:

.

as Duncan, Jack Manning ' Jackie Gleasoh's
comedy assists
Malcolm* Gordan Lacy as on the Frank Sinatra
show provide
a healthy lift to the proceedings.

as

j

,

pervading the program.
There was one scene that had a
good brisk touch. The restaurant
number
in
AVhich
eral times in unnecessary theatrics
Lucienne &
and his rendition of the famous Ashpur knocked off a mayhem“tomorrow and tomorrow” solil- packed Apache stint and wherein
oquy, introduced abruptly into the Wynh did a magico bit to Richard
Himber’s stooging. There was a
action, w^as unduly muffled.
Miss Evelym on the other hand, lot of good: humor in that sketch.
Other outside turns included ifie
fared excellently. Interesting use
of closeup shots helped her pro- Ivanoffs, an aero act, which showed
some
excellent bar work, a nd
ject her power lust and her readr
ing of the sleep-walking scene was Georgia Gibbs Who impressed with
Other her version of “Big, Wide Wondera superb job of thesping.

Lormer

|

I

some potent moments, but generally there was a letdown feeling

standouts in the large cast included
Dennis Harrison as Macduff, Jon

ooH McConnell was the
majority of the

'

Production-wise, the

Lugg,

.

slioe?"
Bed Sh^s
nharanc^e
the^ “T?e^ Re^
pearance
awards went to NBC personalities
pic.
In a single, she P®^^®^tned ^^“%they w
Were oreSented on a
with a delicate piquancy and with
John Hart assisting terped the a^^
were cited, incidentally,
gio rnovement f rom
for their webs’ telecasts of the
Beauty. .She s-_ a
United Nations general assembly
former. There a depts and perc pr
Sullivan copped his

cellent effect

their antics

cfQ«frjyi

4 44
much

'

.

j

^

j

ton

|

.

{

< »

.

Robert Montgomery and Worthing-

,

1

>

effort seemed to be expended to
get over one cute line. There were

{

and the hour was lit up with the bag” pins. It’s questions like that
same stage magic that: the. star
and her famed vehicle brought to Lester gang is to g^t a permanent
Videols spot on the series.
the legitimate theatre.

»

take hold, inasmuch as too

from performing and also preclud- most have chosen poWer. Scene
was thus set for the ppst-World
ed any attempt at production.
Jimmy Durante, only guest to be War III Macbeth, who again made
the
same choice. Vet Shakespearcalled back for an encore bow by
obviously ean actor John Carradine played
audience,
studio
the
should have done a number, but the title role and, for the mo.st
the show wasn’t lined up that way. part, gave a good reading to the
walk-ons
their
about
thought
Those winners who did perform lines. But he also indulged sevfore

Annearance of Helen Hayes in appear. Lester’s mugging with the
**
Kuklapolitans was good as far as
rt^-cr
j
Iin hourdoug TV adaptation of h r
making viewers regret
went, Tnairinff
it .»woti+.
.
„
„
was
legit hit, “Victoria Regina,
wasn’t time for more. As far
the outstanding event in video as O’Brien and Miss Bennett went.

i

j

the

GL

E.

G.

Marshall,

George Reeves and Larry Fletcher
were good as the colonel, Kelly’s
buddy and the iiispector. Maury
HoHand’s direction was tight but
fluid. Sets and costumes were good*
Lensing was excellent.

—

)
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LEAVE

New York

Oklahoma City, Films are made as
for Procter & Gamble
with soap firm putting up only a
percentage of the production coin
so that the plx revert to Crosby
for subsequent sale elsewhere
,
firstruns

Three new appointmciits to the
Esty agency*s TV department iiicUide Tony Pan, formerly with
RKO-Pathe; Charles Jilnicki, fornier assistant to John DeMott,
who was special effects chief for
CBS until he joined Esty last
Jerry
w eek, and June Horning
Kanner and Jerry Ball scripting a
new J^eries of shows for Wendy
Barrie, w'hich are to hav^ a panel
of ceiebs vvorking in ah audience
paiiicipntion format
New dilineup
rectorial
CBS-TV’s
Oh
.

.

.

of the

•‘Star

.

.

Newt

as exec pro-

.

.

No.; Car..

one pf his sponsors, R. J.
Tobacco
Reynolds
Miller
Brewing and Philip Morris have
S' « ned for new series of spots bn
Robert Stevens proIVPfX
d CCS and directs his 100th CBS
“Suspense” show next Tuesday
Walter Raney joined
(2:i»
W.ABD (DuMont) as staff anElaine Starr set up
nouncer ..
a new radio-TY package agency in
conjunction
with *her personal

.

Distributors,' Iric.,
trib outfit, bought rights to 30
w esterns and six features formerly
;

display

the

first

reel

of

TV

his

“Dangers of Delilah,” to
agency execs and also to huddle
w ith E. P. Dutton on his forthcoming mystery novel, “No Head on
Fred Heider
Her Pillow^”
upped to associate producer of
Colgate and Ovaltine
ABC-TV
renewed for their segments of
MalNBC’s “Howdy Doody”
lighting
former
colm
Waring,
supervisor of KTTV, Los Angeles,
joined DuMont’s engineering de..Henry Hillman, exec
partment

j

!

i

I

.

.

.

.

Y.

N.

to

.

Jose.
made betw^een
Woodbury Col- VOICE OF the PEOPLE
lege poll of 4,000 grade-and-highWith John K. M. McCaffery,
school students showed
go to
.

.

film houses less

.

now than

before
but about 20.3% of this number
list pix as their fayorite viedo fare.

.

.

WNBQ

.

.

Admiral Corp. wound
Wednesday and Friday “Tele- ventures”
of the News” on WPIX, up its distrib convention last week
.

.

.

views

John K.vM. McCaffery signed with $100,000,000 in advance radio-to replace Ed Torgersen aS news- TV orders. Figure is nearly double
Gordon Baking signed last year’s total j CBS assistant
ca.ster
to bankroll the new “Cisco Kid” press chief Mike Foster in town

willi

.

.

.

.

.

i

series of westems starting Saturday (20 via WNBT.

for the launching of the

CBS

color

Beatrice
teevee demonstration
Wilbur Stark has signed AM-TV Kay doing a guest shot on ABC’s
comic
rights to the “Curly Kayoe”
“Don McNeill TV Club” tonight
strip wdth a prize-ring locale
(Wed.)
. Jack Brickhouse, WGNWAVES were featured on wOR- TV sports chief, addressing dinner
last
show
TV’s Navy training
meeting of the Pernwood MethodSam Smith Shoe ist Church’s Men’s Club tomorrow
night (Tues.)'.
will
back' Al Gannaway’s night (Thurs.)
Co.
Chi ABC exec
Party” on ABC-TV producer Phill Patton in Gotham
“Half-Pint
cross-the-board at 4:45 p.m start- huddling with
web brass
.
Jan Murray and Charles BFaun, WGN-TV newsreel
ing Feb. 14
wife Toni to guest on Ed Sullivan’s technician to a address the techniCBS-TV show Sunday (21)
cal division of the Photographic
DuAIont sales manager Walter Society Of American mext week
Stiekel addresses National Assn, New Hallicrafter tele set models
of Retail Appliance Dealers in were introduced last week with
Nat Hiken’s prices boosted $14) to $25
Clii today (17)
script
for
opera singer Mario Studs Terkel and Chet Roble from
Berini on Jack Carson’s NBC-TV ABC’s “Studs Place” did a guest
stint tonight (Wed.) is based on ex- stint at the annual Baseball Writperiences when Hiken, Berini and ers dinner Sunday (14)
PackJack LescoUlie roomed together ager W. Biggie Levin in N. Y. last
»
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10 years ago.

Hollywood
Pat Costello, Lou’s older brother,
took over as general manager of
Cosinan Productions* the Abbott &
Go.stcllo indie telefilm production
unit
Singer Ilene Woods made
a guest appearance on the Alan
.

Young show and was immediately
signed for three more
Electric
.

.

.

League figures indicate a total of
877.421 telesets in the Lps Angeles
area at year's end
Gene Lester
headed for Florida to lens John
Payne and Bill Pine and Bill Thomas for his “Hollywood on the Line”
series which lie is rolling^ in color
a.s a lest for CBS ... Richard Oswald signed Hugo Haas and Dan
.

.

.

O’llcrlihy for “Rasputin/’ wdiich he
tolls Jan. 26 for his “Last Half
Hour” telefUm series
/ Jack
Gregson got a spot, in Paramount’S
.

,

Submarine Command” and went
out of town on iocation so Knox
Manning took over; GregsOn’s
‘

KICCA-^TV

Official
layout
from the seven local telesjaiions cued Academy of Television Arts and Sciences’ return, to
la.st year’s method of a warding the
“Euvihy” for station achievement
*
Edward P. Roden, formerly
.

.

.

piotes(.s

•

.

w;iLh

WBKB

KTTV

and WHEN-TV, joined

...

as a director

Laraine

.Day and Leo Durocher set for 10
video guest appearances in New
Yoj’k, starting Saturday (20) on the
Frank Sinatra show
Bing Crospy Enterprises has sold “Fireside
Th ':.tre” tclcpix in Minneapolis.
Houston, Seattle, Louisville and
.

.

.

Airer lacks professional slickriess,
but makes up for itwith sincerity.
Bril.

CONCERT DEBUT
With guest participants; Hal Tunis,
moderator

.

on foruTri shows if this airer presented the views of the man^onthe-street,.

Instead,

this

.

program

is just another arena for the socalled experts with the common
man very much in the background.
On the preeih (14) four glib,
moderately informed arid highly
opinionated minor politicians, split
between Democrats and Republicans, discussed a question allegedly
chosen from the newspaper’s letter question. The question was:
“Does President Truman act too
hastily.” This question can hardly
be argued in the abstract with the
result that the discussion foamed
over such subjects as the Korean
war, lend-lease, civil defense and
other current topics. The discussion was held on a mediocre level
of picayune criticisms and legalis-

'

apologetics for the national adFinal portion was
ministration.

tic

devoted to comments by some per^
sons in the audience but it didn’t
jell With the rest of the show.
As moderator, John K. M. McCaffery was far superior to the
panel which surfounded him. His
wit, his skillful manner in keeping
the discussion moving along some
soft of an 9;«is and his objective
summarizations of the arguments

WINSTON TELEVISION STORES

NOW

NeW

the

Producer: Albert Black
Director: Lou Florence
30 Mins,; Sun., 3 p.m.

a Tyrolean handbag and watch.
While the hausfraU threesome
whipped tip the concoction within

ally

was

words

at loss for

in

com-

menting oh the longhair quintet,
he handled the extensive commerbankroller Winston Telea seven-minute time limit, Boulton cials for
.
and Miss Lewis kept up a running vision Stores with scant hesitation.
“Concert
Debut” is a cut
Withal,
conversation
and
managed to
show
squeeze in a bi'ief interview with above the average airiateur
it could use a more forceful
but
the chef. Elaine Meehan, a home
economic expert, also demonstrat- and commanding presentation.
Gilb.
week for the CBS Look Award were the sole highlights of the ed a recipe which called for the
use of Hygrade’S bacon.
“Now
show.
Herm.
program.
You’re Cooking’^ T'ates as an okay THE BETTER HALF
Frank Waldecker, Edgar
daytime
gastronomical
entry. With
A
CROSSROADS
KING’S
Leach, Lyon Williams
Opening session; hdwever, could
London
KING’S .UINIOR CROSSROADS
have
been a smoother one if Miss Producer - writer - director: Jack
An excerpt from Bertram Mills’ With Carl King
Byrne
Lewis had not interrupted Bonlton
Olympia Circus was teeveed Sun- Producer: Saul J. Turell
30 Mius.; Thurs.. 8 p.m.
so frequently.
. Gilb.
.

.

,

after

.

w'eek conferring with web toppers.
'has lined up three new
T .
rotating sponsors for Dorsey Connors’ nightly “State Street Ad-

Socohy.
.
relatioris chief
Vacuum has. picked up the Mon-

day,

titled

Frank

state
L. Goldstein,

pub

.moderator

Director; Pete Molnar
Producer: Lowell Limpus
45 Mills.; Sun., 7:15 p.m.
WPIX, N. Y.

Although

.

.

other cosmeticry in the Factor line, WPIX, N. Y.
she wiU move a lot of merchandise.
( Stern field-Godley)
The Lola Albright plugs on the
“Concert, Debut,” new half-hour
opener were bright and effective talent search series, started on
but it’s Miss Graham who does WPIX, N, Y. Sunday 14) with the
the real selling, like over the coun- avowed premise that it would “after at Many’s.
Helm.
ford the young concert artist an
opportunity to. s h o W his wai’es.”
Program accomplished its objective
YOtJ’RE COOKING
With Milo Boulton, Val Lewis, with five soloists displaying their
individual abilities.
Elaine Meehan; guests
But viewers had no inkling until
Director: Mende Brown
the closing minutes of the stanza
15 Mins.; Thurs., 12:15 p.m.
as to how the quintet was selected.
HYGRADE FOOD PRODUCTS
It would have been more logical
WOR-TV, N. Y.
for emcee Hal Tunis to have ex( Diamond-Barnett,
Inc
“Now* You’re Cooking,” a novel plained at the outset that the pubguest participation show which lic should send postcards to the
preemed Thursday (11) via WOR- station if interested in appearing.
Preem unveiled Beverly Purvin,
TV, N. Y., is a modest 15-minute
homemaking airer that offers more a 22-year-old soprano; Joseph Ha.sappeal to femme viewers than sim- wsid, a violinist; singer Alfredo
ilar stanzas in the culinary cate- Salmaggi, Jr, who duetted with
gory.
Helping to build vicarious soprano Rose De Simone; and piinterest' is a studio contest, in anist Doris Pines. All showed poswhich three women participants are sibilities. Miss Pines was particurequired to prepare a recipe se- larly impressive in fingering Rachlected in advance by conferenciers maninoff’s Prelude in D Minor.
(jamerawork showed imagination
Milo Boulton and Val Lewis.
Trio pf competitors is culled With varying shots of the instruand full
fpm housewives Who write to the ments as well as profiles
station stating why they would like faces of the artists. Unfortunately
too unwas
almost
production
the
to be a “guest cook.”
On Thursday’s session a Mrs. John Russell pretentious with the action taking
with
bare
that
was
set
place
a
on
was named the winner. Judge was
and a
a hotel chef who sampled each con- the exception of a piano
testant’s tomato rarebit as to taste draped background.
While moderator Tunis occasionand quality. First prize was

w'ere

!A11

(11)

Micky and Mary Carton, who sang and played the accordion. Feeney does commercials
for Schaefer in fortright maririer.

.

68%

!

On show caught Thursday
guests were

.

.

1946 and 1948

general Nathaniel
resigned to join the Esty agency
as

'

Chicago
York Daily News letters-to-the-ediSweeney has replaced tor column, this show missed a
Danny O’Neil as emcee on WGN- good bet in not carrying over more
NBC exec of the format into video. It would
TV’s “Foto-Test”
attorney producer Ted Mills in N. Y. last have been an interesting variation

.

.

.

.

,

assistant

.

j

vision.

.

.

.

.

.

j

serial.

,

.

.

.

con t roll ed by WPIX, which it
plans to combine in a package
with the Charlie Chaplin come-:
dies and cartoons it now controls
... Sam Taylor is in Gotham to

some spots by Mary Vdllee.
Latter warbles okay but was a bit
her speech. One segment
is devoted to a county of the ould
sod, illustrated with clips Feeney
took on a recent trip, screened
while Feehey does a tune from the
area.
He winds with ahnbuncements of iritc.”est to the Irish community.
in

stiff in

.

.

I

Station
indie film dis"
.

.

.

.

.

activities

.

,

,

management

.

.

LI

.

.

Stanza is unpreteritious, homey
and authentic in its airing of Gaelic
music. John Feeney warmly sings
familial airs, such as “Little Gray
Home in the West,” arid is joined

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

with

.

.

.

and packager Morton
CBS’ Garry Moore
to
Winstpn-Salem,
Thursday (11) to. huddle

.

.

'

to star

Downey
went down

.

.

).

Alan Young, Bob Brown and Don
Lauritzen elected to Tele Acad’s
Board of Dii'eetors
Jerry Fairbanks Productions began filming
weekly wrestling matches at Hqlly^
wood Legion arena for distribution,
TMe of the Lombardi family is
open-end. to stations around the
After a filmed tour of Hollycountry. Jack Little ealls the blow- probably designed as the Latin wood’s glamor byways to set the
by-blow
Albert Hackett and version of The Goldbergs, but it is locale, she offered her predictions
Philippe DeLacy named exec direc- lacking the ekpertness of the lat- pf Academy winners and touched off
tors at KTTV
William Morris ter, an^ the sole item it has cap- a few romantic didoes of the stars;
agenev: sold Leo Carrillo’s “Ameri- tured i$ a feeling of warmth. The Oscar winners on hei* morning line
can Diary” in 15 mai’ket.s with enactments are too fprmulized, are Jose Ferrer, Gloria Swanson
arid the various characters assume and
General Control bankrolling
“All About Eve.” Janet Leigh
Mystery novelist Dana Wilson a standardized form.
was hailed as the iriost seduetive
show
The
hinges
around
the
debuts as an actress Feb. 1 in
new star of ’51. She picked a tar“Front Page Detective” series star- Lombardi’s assuming the care of a tar, or rather a pair of thgm, for*
sriiall charge apparently deserted her
ring Edmund Lowe on KTLA
guest spot but held her own
Bert Fellows joined F. W. Klirte by her mother. The group lavishes against the break-up routines of
TV Produclions as sales manager agetlot of love on the kic’. and they Martin, and Lewis. Nothing made
over the melodramatic feeling sense and they turned the tabics
Erskine Johnson’s “Hollywood
Reel” set lor another 26-week ride that the charge is likely to be taken on her by doing the interviewing,
from
them after they’ve learned to It was a raucous bit With the comon KTLA
Touiiiament commitIt’s
a soap-operatic ics even giving the commercial a
tee reversed itself, almost at the love her.
last minute, and nixed a deal for basis that does manage to give the whirl; Getting clowns of their calishow
whole
a
suspenseful
feeling. bre on a local show took some dpKTTV to telecast Bing Crosby Proirig but columnists have a
Amateur Golf Tournament at But it’s about all.
perThe top role is played by Wil- suasivei way about them.
Monterey Country Club* Presence
Next
liarri Edmunds as
the
Papa,
arid
Week it’s June Hayoc;
of Bob Hope, a rival outlet’s star,
Now that NBCj is squaved away
and other film names, whose stu- other roles are assuiried by Arisdios have forbidden video appear- tide Sigismundi, Peter Fernandez, on syndicated kihes, the show will
Carlotta
Sherwood
and
Augusta
go
out On 35 NBC stations as a
ances, w^as blamed for the turnEssex Films, new produc- Ciolli. The sets are good but the starter with Factor’s eventual goal
dowm
the chain’s full layout of 62 outtion-distributibn organization set direction shows little originality.
The Ronzoni marcaroni product lets in the cities where the Giaham
up by former Producers Releasing
As a sales
Corp. prexy Harry Thomas, is ped- plugs are well delivered and do daily column runs.
hamper the action too much.
not
stimulator for hand lotion and
dling 51 Eagle Lion films to tele.

.

Famiily’^ finds

Stammer stepping up
ducer

.

,

IT TO PAPA
SHEILAH graham
JOHN FEENEY SHOW
With William Edmunds* Aristide With Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis With Mary Vallee;
George Shack-:
Sigismundi,
Peter Fernandez, Producer-director: Jack Lyman
ley, organist
Carlotta
Sherwood,
Augusta 15 Mins.; Wednesday, noon
Producer: Don Rowe
Ciolli
MAX FACTOR
Director: Ralph Giffen
Producer-writer; Nick Cosentino
KNBH, Hollywood
15 Mins.: Thurs., 11 p.ni.
Director: Bob Birch
(Ted Factor)
SCHAEFER
BEER
30 Mins., Thurs,, 7;30 p.ni.
First of the Hollywood column- WOR-TV, New York
RONZONI
ists to do a live dommercial week(BBD&O)
WPIX, New York
ly program and most telegenic of
This entry marks a venture into
(Emil Mogul
the syndicated set, Sheilab Graham fractional programming, appealing
“Leave It to Papa,” a Weekly projects a quarter-houi* of lively to a limited segment of the video
half 7 hour dramat based on the film gossip with star interviews
as audience, in this^ case New York’s
family life of an Italian family, an added, fillip.
No stranger to' large Irish-American population.
looks like ah amateurish attempt. microphones and unfrightened by Show has a completely
Erin
Show caught was fairly thin in cameras, a holdover of her stage which should click in homes slant,
with
dramatic
content
aind
writing acting days in England, the gab- Emerald Isle ties and with other
wasn’t on a level designed to hold ber takes it all in stride without groups which Tike Irish balladeeran audience of non-Italian families. a trace of uneasiness.
ing.-

.

.

.

j

.

on the CJiildren’s Program
Ian Atkins is producing the
third in the series, “The Course of
Justice,” which will be aired Monday (22). puncan Ross is scripting
“Maskelyne’s Mysteries,’’ cur. ,

day
.

.

(14)

.

Direjetor:

Mende Brown

WOR-TV, New York

75 Mins.; Mon.-Thurs., 4:30 p.mi;
Participating

WOR-TV, New York

'

j

“King’s Crossrbads” is a coriipcndium of the kind of qne-reelers and
short subjects film tehatres use to
.
It runs for a full
fill out *3 bill.
rent children’s show at the. Comedy hour four afternoons ar- week, foltheatre, is being aired Friday (19) lowed
by a 15-minute “King’.s
with the Great Masbni, Shah and Junior Crossroads” with a quickie
Syd Amoy. Barry Edgar is pre- feature appealing to juves; Adult
senting ... TV cameras visited the portion is brought back in the late,
Nuffield Centre yesterday (16) for evening around 11 p.m..
the monthly “Centre Show” with
Series presents varied fare. Oil
Steven Manton, Gordon Humphreys show caught Thursday (11), sked
and the Johnny Kerrison Quartet included items on trout fishing,
Donald Wolfit plays the name skiing and clocks. What kind of
part in hi.s “David Garrick” next audience a stariza of this catch-all
Sunday (21), with Rosalind Iden, format can snag is an open quesIris Russell and Bryan Johnston. tiori, but it may appeal to a housewife who has a few idle minutes.
Stephen Harrison is producing
Amateur International Football It’s- -riot too likely that there’ll be
match between England and Wales many takers for sustained viewing.
Carl King, who projects himself
is to be tclcca.st next Saturday (20)
from Leicester, with, .Brnmy Jewis in; a relaxed, Garrowayisb manner
Second in the does a neat, informal job as pix
as commentator
series, “Holiday in Paris,” starring jockey. He comments on the reels
Dolores. Gray, will be teCveed to- with an ca.sy, likable philosophizmorrow (18) with Dani Daubersoil ing and occasional tongue-ih-cheek
First of a new observation.
as guest .star
Kid segment, which has fairy
series, “The Bradens,” d domestic
show, will be aired Jaii. 24, with tales and items on unusual occupaBernard Braden and Barbara Kelly tions, seems like a better audience
Pouislinoff is playing Grieg’s bet in view of its more .s*'''^'ilic
slant.
Bril.
Piano Concerto Friday (19),
.

.

*

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

,

.

.

*

.

Televersion of the old “Better
With Sylvan Levin, oofiductor; ^Half” radio show is little more
Rosalind Nadell, Norman Kelly, than turning the cameras on an
By network standards
stanza.
'/guests
this airer doesn’t pack much punch.
Director: Mende, Brown
However, devotees of audience piir30 Mins.; Thurs., 8:30 p.m.
ticipationers will find it a fairly
Sustaining
pleasant, easy-going show.
WOR-TV N V
Foririat pits luisband.s and wives
WOR-'TV.’n Y., indie video station, launcbed .its second season of again$t each other in their ability
“Opera ^Concerts” last Thusday to think quickly, answer questions
night (11 ), and the same criticism which should be familiar to the
offered for the initial scrie.s still other sex and compete in simple
Preem Thursday (11) hed
holds. Aside frPm whatever bene- stunts.
a good selection of three yourigi>sh.
fits arc inherent in watching the
artists and Orchestra perforin, the generally bright couples, mostlv of
program, as oresently constituted, orof'^.ssional backgrounds, involved
Problems
would have iust as much impact in the proceedings,
via radio.
But, for adherents pf -were generally easy and the stunts
opera and classical music, the cute, .except for one. which called
series should offer a welcome res- (or a frau’s tagging her spouse
pite from the general run of TV nith a paper club;
Competition between the male
programming*
Apparently working with a mod- and gjistaff halves of‘ the families
est budget, WOR-TV has done lit- makes for some amusement and
.•^ome
interesting shots of their
tle to dress the serie.s visually.
Two soloists* Norman Kelly and facial reactions. However, considRosalind Nadell, rendered the more ^'rable work is needed to provide
popular arias from the more popu- more visual activitv for a greater
lar opei'as, such as “Tosca” and entertainment
onyoff
and yet
“Carmen,” displayirig good con- 'vithout despendmg to the ciistnrdcert voices. Sylvan Levin and the ;.‘ossing antic.s that degrade some
WOR-TV orch backed them excel- TV partioinationerS. Qui'ma.stcr
lenitly.
Emer.son Buckley. Is musiWaidecker handles b’s ascal producer for the s()ries. S'tal.
•signment smoothly.
Bril.

OPERA CONCERTS

AM

;

.

.

,
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enters th e televislo
The time has come

television film

for

a

stabilizing force that will put the rapidly

program industry on a sound

basis.

expanding

a new company

I

Sfatiohs, dgehcies

and

adverfisers can

selected and pre-tested for high audience

now depend On UNITED for top quality
films made by reputable producers ex-

ratings. Offered

on a firm and equitable

price basis to all.

With delivery of the full

pressly for television. Films carefully

number Of films guaranteed per contra^.

MstniUm!

'

Wednesday, January 17, 1951
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film picture!
To ossure proper selling and distribution

EDWUDPETRY(C(Liiic

service to all levels of program buying, local as

^ell as regional and national, UNITED has
America*! outstanding radio

created this nation-wide organization employing

the established, experienced
of

and

facilities

television representatives,

has been appointed exclusive

THREE MAJOR COMPAHIES’^

sales agent for United film pro

grams

in

the field of national

CENTURY ARTISTS
Leading talent and package pro-

'

gram agency,

STANDARD RADIO

acts as liaison in

Hollywood with ace

television pro-

gram producers, and

TRMISCRiniON SERVICE

(IK

represents

United at the network sales level.
,

FIRST

of the top-drawer producers
I

One

sively with

of the country’s top organ-

izations in the transcription library
field,

and

local sponsor level.

i'^...<.<..v,'.|;..
•

V V/

•

•

•

-s

is

v:

"Xv^
'

UNITED

BING CROSBY
ENTERPRISES

represents United at local

station

to elly themselves exclu-

whose

film properties include

X:..

S

4r^s€:.:|s-&^

A^'4-&

"s
r,.

\s

>'M'.

/.'

;!»

The leadership of these three companies
is

widely recognized. They were pioneer factors

and program

bility into

the radio time

represent

UNITED because

their

tHEATER

in their respective fields

field*

in

bringing sta-

They were chosen to
The 2nd biohMt reted TV show by cuirent sutvoye. Her.
is the only show smong the top ten which can now be
bought on film for regional and local re-showings. Other
Crosby programs now in the making include "Night

combined experience, resources

and manpower offer TV program buyers a service now unequaled
in television— all

from one

central,

dependable

source.

Editor" with Hal Burdick, and a rollicking senes of chimpanzee comedies without equal for universal appeal.

Wetch for important announcements of other leading producers who have appointed United exclu»lW«IUj|KU9UWC
sive
iQs more
mo outstanding film programs.
distributor for

For further information on availabilities of -‘Fireside Theater

and other

current offeringsi get in touch with

UMITED TELEVISIOH PRQGRA^^^
3<50

(^.

or call

Michigon Avenue,

any Petry or Standard Office

488 Madison Avenue, Neiv Vorh 22 N, Y. 8619 Sunset Boulevard, Los Angles 46
DoKas,, Oklahoma City, Tos Angeles, San Francisco
Chicago, New York, Detroit, St. louis,

t, III. •

in

*;

,

,

Golif.

!'

RADIO RE^irEWS
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Wednesday, January^

A. L. ALEXANDER'S MEDIATION
AMERICAN JEWISH CARAVAN SALUTE TO BING CROSBY
BOARD
With Crosby, Edgar Bergen, Bob
OF STARS
Hope, Mary Martin, William S. With Fannie Hurst, Dr. Ralph
IVith Molly Picon, Moishe Oysher,
Davis, Dr. L^ Wendell
Emet'son
*n*
Amos
Fitzgerald,
Ella
Paley,
Barry Sisteirs, Michel Rosenbergf,

Inside Stuff-Radio

.

.

Jan Bart, Joel Herron orch; Pick
de Freitas, announcer
Producers: Milton B. Kaye, Sey-

mour Rubenstein
PIrector: Kaye
Writer: Harry plesker
60 IVIins., Sun., 1 p. m.
'

tlve Mary Martin
Mcrinan of Second avenue. now becomes a Yiddish Tallulah Bankhead as well, on basis of
her emcee job of last Sunday’s
(14 “American Jewish Caravan of
Stars*' preem on WMGM. N. Y.
The half-pint comedienne spread
the magic of her personality and

Molly

and

Picon,

fithel

'

1

varied talents on this new local
Americari-Yiddish version of ‘The

Show”

Big

brought

and

it

off

hand.somely^ Only flaw was— tKere
was too little of the bean-sized
Bernhardt, and too much of a few
other ingredicrits.
Miss Pieon’s Avarmth and sure
ike style ^^•as evident throughout,
in her fla\’orsome introduction of
the other talent, her pert badinage
with them, and in her own two
.

.

,

j

.

m

These Were
an
anaiisirtg lesson in Yiddish which
“our IVioUcIe” delivered in song,
declamation and story, and a song
number. “You Have To Keep Up
With the Time.s,’’ in which Miss
Picon
reprised
snatches
from
various song hits of her career!
Picon has a good radio singing voice. as well as other assets,
and although she isn’t listed as

make

would

suclr.

emcee'

an excellent,
on this new

series,

Airer

is

combination Viddish-

a

English revue, majority of it in
English, mainly of borscht-circuit
level and of particular appeal to
older Jewish population with Euro-

i

I

pean beginnings or backgrounds..
but with something of interest to
outsiders as well.

Especially

when

Miss Picon is at bat. Opening progranv was of decidedly mixed level.
AVlieii cantor Moishe Oysher or
tenor Jan Bart was singing, Or Miss
Picon delivering, it was todT
When comic Michel Rosenberg
Was telling one of his stories, it

^

'

dragged.
Regulars on the program are
Bart and the Baw'y Sisters. Latter

sang

two

effective

numbers

retains
terrogator during the preserttation
of the cases as well as handling
FRANK & MILDRED
the commercials for the hearing
With Frank Stenger, Mildred aid product. As usual, he opens
Aiello
the show with some unctuous
60 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri.; 9:45 p.m platitudes and closes it \yit h Sortie
Participating
Hcrvi.
inspirational poetry.

in
bist

“Wedding Samba” and “Vos
du Ketzel, Broigess,” in both
Yiddish and English. Bart, with a
resonant musical tenor, was fine
in the bi-lingual ‘Tch Hab Dich
Lieb” (‘T Love You Much Too
Much”), and really sock in “House
1 Live In,” done in English onl5\
Rosenberg

some

got

WOKO,

big

.

li

Jim Conway, Jo

Stafford,

The

Paul Weston and
orcli,
Rear
Admiral
Austin
Doyle, Capt. Marshall Gurney,
Capt. George W. Ashford, Lt.
Rolland Bline
Producer: Walter Kimmell
Director: Bob' Packer
Writer: Walter Ruben
30 Mins^; Thurs., 8:10 p.m.
Starlighters,

.

Sustaining

WIND, Chicago

from NBC’s
an unusual

files

gives the series

twist.

Technically, the stanza

WIND

with an expanded
inaugural show that scored in both
the entertainment and information
departments.
Top notch musical
portlon.s were taped in advance by

Jo Stafford, The Starlighters and
Paul Weston and his brch with the
live cut-in.S featuring Jim Conway
interviewing a tno of Naval bf-

FIVE STAR SPORTS FINAL

j

shift.

Bril

4

'

,

_

*

,

the week, introduced by Rear Adniiral Aiislin Doyle,
contributed
three bright ditties, Chirper regSponsorship aUernates; Wiiltcx
isiered especially, well with the one night, and a Troy Biiick dealer
Starli.ghtcrs on “On the Alamo.’* the
other.
Program is nicked
Weston artd band provided excel- nicely. Shudt's lianie should help
lent backing.
Dave,
to give it dialing strength.
:

i

.

i

;

ionWTUX.
The Commission survey is expected to provide the first complete picture of the amount of
horse-race
information
disseminated through broadcasting.
In
addition to determining how many
of the 3,000
and
stations
are carrying race programs, the inquiry will provide the first information on the extent of horse-race
broadcasting througli television.
Whether the survey will result
in a tightening up in Commission
policy on horse-race programs vvill
depend on the information assem-

AM

bled,

is

it

FM

believed.

Under

its

broad public interest authority,
the agency could crack down on
the programs.
There’s also the
possibility the findings may be followed by recommendations for
legislation.

ft

NAB-TBA

ABC’s “This Week Around the

World” has a format revise. In ad- TV industry can forcefully project
dition to summarizing the news of itself into the D. C. pictiire and
the past seven days in departmenassert itself on Goverumeht regutalized form, as previously was the
lation. In other basic areas, too,
case, more “actuality” materialin the shape of recordings of top notably in doing an effective public
personalities—has been inserted.
relations job on the nation’s teleShow represents a competent,
concise roundup of the week’s vision set owners, there’s an awarer
ness that too much time was iilr
developments.
Ori
show caught
lowed to lapse, and the time for
Sunday (14) afternoon,

live listeners.

tapes wero,

included of President Truman’s Organized action has come.
State of the Union addre.ss, l}. S
Major bone Of contention loomam bassador to Britain Walter S. ing at Friday’s convention is
Gifford, Mrs. Anna Rosenberg’.^ whether the televisiDn broadcasttestimony on defense manpower ers should have complete autononeeds to Congress. Defense Secre- my, with a
separate board of ditary George Marshall’s views on
rectors*, thus effecting a split down
revisions in the draft, the miners’
John L. Lewis, Britain’s Gladwin the middle within the NAB organization. It’s, generally anticipai^d
Jehb,)- America’s Warren Austin,
Irt
and an excellent series of frank that is what will happen.
comment on the Korean fighting that event, while Justin Miller (‘S
by Ols. Additionally, there were the NAB prexy, would be the noirtpickups from ABC corrcspondcnf.s inal head, the success of the venis
Robert Sturdevant in Paris, Gun- ture could well depend on who
chosen to spark the TV operation.
is the guitar ner. Back in Wa.shington, Gordon
of Billy Gibson, which is well co- Fraser at the UN and
”Let’s find another Bill Ryan”
Frederick B.
ordinated into the tunes and is ap- Opper in London.
appears to be the pre-convention
propriate backgrounding for this
keynote.
(Ryan, the ex-Coast broadJohn Daly serves as editor,
type of music. Lends itself well to capably giving the
rundown of the caster, played a dominant role iii
intimate type of program,
news ^including the economic pic- solidifying NAB-industry relations
Town’s contribution to national ture, sports, crime and
obits— and since his appointment as NAB gen-,
listening is generally in the fields linking the
taped segments. Airer oral manager last April, and only
of news and forums. This musical ipakcs
convenient review for those Ihst Week he was given a leave of
addition should be a welcome one wJio may have mis.sed
daily ncw.s- absence to sparkplug the revamped
in anybody’s living room. Loiec.
I
casts and papers.
BAB setup.)
,

,

,

College basketball coach, a Troy
jockey; several hoys back from
service in Korea; and JackKrarner.
Shudt’s contacts assure a plentitude of interviewees.

whether there has been a change
in the announcing of results following the Commission crackdown

Continued from page 25

Archer opens with “Loriesomc
15 Mins.; Mpii.-thru-Sat.; 6:15 p.m. Road,” then goes on to the popular
“Blue Tail Fly,” thereby inviting
Participating
ficer.s.
Regular segments, which WTRY, Troy
inevitable comparison with troubawere carried on 1 ,55^0 stations last
Roy Shudt is back at his old dor Rurl Ives. Since much of the
year, will be quarter-hour shows.
stand (after several years with Archer rtiaterial will be along the
Conway, a naval reservist him- WROW, Albany),
lines made famous by Ives, it is
delivering
a
self and a WBBM staff announcer,
sports rourtdup and commentary well to point out that the two baldid a pi'dfessional job interviewing for two
lacleers
are quite different in style
sponsors. Some of the edihis three guCstS;
Capt. Marshall tions are crisper and sharper
Archer tech-;
than and interpretation.
Ciiirney briefly described the activirtique is. on the sweet side, conothers.
ties of the “weekend warriors”
trasted with the easy, salty version
Assets include a knowldge of of Ives;
while Lt. Rolland Blihe, just back
fronva tpur of duty in the Korean sports, based on years of writing,
”My Good Old Man,” a narrative
theatre added a touch of imihedi- refereeing and race-calling; com- .‘5ong, iind the recent
“Wandei'ing,”
aoy to the recruiting project. Capt. plete f amiharity with the Troy complete this period
of listening,
George Asliford, Chi area Navy re- scene and its leading figures; a Use of Ia.st time indicates
that
clear
voice
and
a
friendly irtartrter^ Archer
cruiting chief, outlined the prowisely vvill not confine himUnevenness in delivery, with self
ceclures of enlistment.
Intci'view
to the traditional, but Will
segments added up. to art effective spots of flatness and colorness, and delve into the current
when in
pitch for the Naval Reserve air average-calibre scripting, detract. keeping with the
folk theme of
Shudt registered splendidly in in- show.
^
'arm.
terviews
with Dan Cunha, Siena
Producer Walt e r Kim hi el l
Sole accompartiment
,

;

Broadcasters are also requested
to state W'hen they adopted their
pi’esent
formats for presenting
race prdgrams.
Answers to this
question will undoubtedly show

4

With Roy Shudt

snioothly interspersed the talk sessions with
the specially taped
ni usic.
Miss Stafford the gii est pf

down

fell

in its handling of tape.
Changes
of quality and level between the
various segments of tape were noticeable and annoying.
Director
should find a way to bridge sections recorded at different times
without calling attention to the

—

First of the 1951 U. S, Naval Air
recruiting airers debuted

Re.‘^erve
(11) on

Albany

.

NAVAL AIR RESERVE
SHOW

!

.-

Hour-long “Classified Advertising of the Air” must represent GENE ARCHER
tiresome, perhaps time-out, listen With Billy Gibson
ing for niany, but it presumably P roduce r- writer: Dick Borden
appeals to some of the group in is Mins.; Sat., 3:30 p.m.
the market for information about Sustaining
stores and services.
Best part, NBC, from Washington, D. C.
WRC-NBC staff vocalist Gene
from orthodox viewpoint of evaluation, is the chatter and kidding. Archer, w.k. on the local scene for
It’s
mildly
amusing, esjiecially his station and extra curricular
Frank Stenger’s teasing in the baritoning, makes the network
male vs. female byplay. He’s an grade via this quarter-hour of folk
Saturday afternoon irtterarticulate chap with am engag- tunes.
ing straight personality. Mildred iude of Archer melodies was tried
Aiello is a good foil, with a fair on the web Jan. 6. made the grade,
comeback line. She presents a and has been scheduled as a regubrief news summary at the outset, lar starting next Saturday (20).
Program is well keyed for family
while couple occasiortally indulges
listerting. with the accent on the
in pertinent commentary.
traditions and beliefs, of the AmerAdvertising might take on greatican people. Archer, whose pleaser palatability if Stenger and Miss
ant, easy baritone has highlighted
Aiello could carry over a portion
many a Gridiron Club dinner, as
of the ease and lightrtiess of the
well as other state, and local funcyak-yak. He reads in a choppy,
tions, plus the more recent colorover-puncljing manner. She possessTV tests, is no novice. His style
es a pleasing voice, marred by at
is appropriately folksy and intitimes flatness and colorness. Copy mate,
both in singing and in his
for the many participating sponconnecting commentary. Except for
sors— no exclusive lines
is too
the introduction, defty segued into
standardized. An “Obituary of the
the opening tune, and the closing
Air,” set off by music, is given
identification, singer handles his
before the finale, Program has an own coni
inuity.
This ties the four
afternoon, editionv too.
Jaco.
songs of Americana into a unit,
and should have special appeal to

S.

Wj

includes a modicum of
news, but stresses some interesting
background and personality material
and commentary.
On the
preem Tuesday (9), for example,
Stern covered developments at the
National Collegiate Athletic Assn
careers of three racing figures who
had died within a week of each
other; the view that All-American
gridders don’t necessarily make
the best pi-os, and an interview
with pro golfer Craig Wood on the
effect of age on the game.
Highspot of the airer was a recording of the famous race at Pimlico when Sea Bi.scuit outran War
Admiral, in November_l938. Clem
McCarthy’s
description
of
the
event packed a wallop. Device of
turning back the clock via airings
scriber

‘

studio
audience laughs with his tales of
visiting an auction and a basketball game,
especially when he
threw in his freauent Yiddishlsms.
Oysher, a distinguished cantor,
gave a stirring rendition of the
Yiddish folksong, “Ho Shano.” and
the Hebrew chant, “Rebuild the
Temple.”
,Bron.

U.

,

I

!

cdhtributioiis.

permane.ut

Fifield; A. L. Alexander moderaAndy, Dorothy Kirsten, Louis
New York Listening Post for the George Foster Peabody awards
tor
Teagarden,
Jfack
Armstrong,
committee has made its recommendations to the national body for
Judy Garland; Art Linkletter, Director-Producer: Alexander
its 1950 citations.
N. Y> chairman Mrs. Harold V. Milligan annourteed
emcee; John Scott Trotter orch 30 Mins.; Sun;, 8 p.m.
Producers: Bill Morrow, Murdo ACOUSTICON
the recommendations: regional station, WOR, for “The Holy Year”WOR, N. Y.
MacKenzie
Its UN coverage; news, Martin
local station, WNYG,
{Atherton)
Agronskv
3() Mins.; Tucs. (9), 10
A. L. Alexander’s agoriy airer, (ABC) and “Reporters. Roundup” (MBS); drama, “Halls of Ivy” (NBC)
Sustaining
Light”
(NBC);
and
“Eternal
music,
Metropolitan
Opera (ABC); educawhich returned fpr its 14th year
CBS, from N. Y.
With an all-star talent lineup, on WOR Sunday (14) after a six- tion, “The Quick and the Dead"*’ (NEC) and “We Take Your Word'^
“New
York
children,
Times
(CBS);
Youth
the
hiatus,
retains
of
Forum’V
month
all
(WQXR) and “No
hefty
a
drawn
CBS must have
human interest values that has School Today” (ABC); international understanding, “United of Not”
audience for this special one-shot, made it one of the top-rating
(ABOr end “Challenge of the 50’s’* (CBS);
designed as a tribute to Bing Cros- shows on the airlanes.
Many
In video, recommendations are: educatiort^'“Johns Hopkins Science
by and his 20th anrii in show busi- social workers and psychiatrists Review” (DuMont), “The Nature of Things” (NBC-TV) and a
local
probably
look
will
continue
to
missed
ness. But the web certainly
“Mobilization Story” (WOR-TV); entertainment, Jimmy Durante
askance at this commercialization show,
the boat as far as any production of human misery, but these pro- (NBC-TV) and “Paul Whiteman Show” (ABC-TV; news, ABC-TV’s
credits were concerned, except for tests haven’t cut into this show’s UN coverage; children, “Zoo Parade” (NBC-TV) and “Panhandle Pete
the basic necessity of transcribing listerter
acceptance*
and aren’t and Jennifer”' (NB(:-Ty).the artists iroin bothjipast.s and in- likely to affect it in the future
half-liour
tegrating them into the
which
Alexander’s
formula,
WLIB, N. Y. indie, this week launched a two-Week drive to raise
production. With Art Linkletter as
marks it off froiti other such “ademcee, the guests merely stood up vice” programs; lies in his presen- $25,000 for the*^ March of Dimes; Each of the foreign language blocks
and performed their specialties. tation of. both sides of the prpblerti. on the station’s sked— Jewish, Anglo- Jewish, Polish, German and SpanThere Was no attempt made to in- This presumably gives the ad- ish-r-and Negro-slanted shows, will devote a broadcast to interviewing,
victims aided by the National Foundation for Infantile Paral.vsis,
tegrate any of them into a script,
yisoiy panel sufficient informaand the result was a hodge-podge tion to make 4heir decisions. But
Climax will be jan hour-long stanza on jan. 29 with guest stars.
ot variety entertainment.
it’s certainly doubtful whether all
As a peg on which the guests the complexities of these hiipian
Last. week*s Hadacol broadeast from Hollywood proved a bonanza
could hang their :talents, producers predicaments can be presented in
for Carmen Dragon and his 23 musicians on the show.
For pilaylng
Bill Morrow and Murcip MacKenzie a space of about five minutes per
half hour show, each of tire musicians pocketed around $150. It
the
had most of them, explain how they case, Alexander, of course, masks
like
broken
down
this:
liye
airing
was
for
over
Mutual,
$37.50 pee
Groaner
witn
the
were associated
this time difficulty by stripping
during his career. When ho associ- down the cases to the bare con- man; for live over Liberty network, $15; for delayed transcription
ation could be found, though, the flicts. It’s this quality which gives over ABC, $54, and an indeterminate amount for spot booking on
peri'ormer merely sang or played the real-life! cases on his show 100 or more indie stations.
the number that was “one of Bing’s such a melodramatic gloss that
favorites.”
CBS board chairman they seem more incredible than
CBS’ 11 continuity and promotion writers have voted unanimou.<sly
William S. Paley was also on hand the usual soap optM*a plots.
for the Radio Writei's Guild in a Natiortal Labor Relations Board poll.
to receive credit as the first netOn
the preem; three cases were
Elections will be set shortly by the NLRB for five other shops:
coastCrosby
a
give
work exec to
“solved” by the partel.
One in- CBS news and ABC and NBC news and continuity departments.
Strangely missing
to-coast show.
volved the desire Qf a mother, now
from the -lineup were Mack Sen- living on relief, to get back her
ncLt, in whose two-reel comedies
.KDKA, Westinghouse station in Pittsburgh, has started the ”rtew”
.child from some comfortably sitthe crooner first shone, and Paul
iuated friends who have been carArnold show every Saturday evening at 7 for half an hour while
Whiteman, with whose orcli Crosby ing for the child since her husband Eddy.
a rival, Hearst-owned WCAE, continues to carry the “old” Eddy
launched his singing career.
Another case re- Arnold shmy five afterrioons a week for quarter of an hour at 5;45.
deserted her.
Guests, all top names in the bUsi- volved around a 44-year old daughnes.s, were fine when they stuck to ter’s efforts to free herself from
their. Specialties. But when they at- a dominating mother who, persists BILL STERN SHOW
tempted to read some praise of in treating her like a child. The Writer: Jack Lightcap
Crosby, the lines sounded like in- third involved the desire of a 28- Director: A1 Stetson
sincere platitudes. Crosby’s mother year old girl to marry a convict 15 Mins.; Tues.-Thurs., 11:15 p.m.
Continued from page Z7
was brought on as a “surprise” serving a 20-ycar sentence for Sustaining
mation
on the source of station in*
giiest and Crosby hiniself scored in murder.
WNBC, New York
formation on horse-racing, whel Ivhis now-standard dueling with Bob
Given the limitations of this
Bill Stern has launched a twice- er it comes from the AP, UP, INS
Hope and his singing of one of his show, the panel handles the cases
weekly sports feature show that or other services.
best oldies, “1 Surrender, Dear.” Avith compassion and intelligence.
should appeal to sports fans. TranStal.
his role of inAlexander
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N. Y. Maycir Vincent R, Impelliterri and his city government are
turning to television Sunday (21) for the first official proclamation of
Mayor and his
a “Civil Defense Week,” scheduled for Jan. 21-28.
council have arranged with WNBT, key N. Y. outlet of the NBC wo^b,
for a half-hour from 10:30 to 11 a.m. for a program titled simply
“D,” in which the mayor will issue his proclamation and screen a
specially-made film demonstrating the work of the various city departments in case of an enemy attack on the city.
Impelliterri will appear on the show, together with Arthur Wallander, director of civilian defense, and Ben Grauer, who will narrate.
Film, produced by the NBC news department, will also show how
the city plans to take care of bombed-out victims. For that purpose,
the news cameramen have been utilizing an old building near Bellevue Hospital, N. Y;, which_ is now being tom down and which thus
Mayor, of course, will also make a
simulates a bonibed-out edifice.
pitch for volunteer civil defense workers.
will
program
also be aired Sunday afternoon from 5:30 to
Similar
station of WNBT.
6 via WNBC, sister

PHYIUS BROOKS’ HUB
AFTERNOON TV COHM’L

DuMont, CDS

Boston, Jan. 16.
Phyllis Brooks, stage and screen

be preparing to align itself on
married arid residing here, CBS’ side in the color
controversy.
TV debut as head of her When and if that happens, of
30-minute show starting Jan. 30 coursCj DuMont would turn out
over WBZ-TV (NBC affiliate) at color equipment for CBS on a
3:30 p.m.
straight fee payment. ManufacturR. D. Northrop agency has an un- er also might produce color condisclosed sponsor set. Miss Brooks verters and adaptors for selling on
will utilize talent and names culled its own, in which case it would pay
from local legit, niteries, etc., and CBS the standard royalty paypossibly those who might commute ments.
here from Broadway for the TuesAnother possibility is that Duday afternoon stint. Jt will be an Mont might have come up with a
al fresco show, with Miss Brooks new development in color, which
as hostess-moderator.
the web would demonstrate to the
actress,

marks her

I

I

!

'

.

AM

CBS

Tie?

In

S Continued from page

29

execs. Until

now DuMont har

been one of the chief blasters of

CBS

sequential system^
so it’s presumed the manufacturer
would have grooved his color research towards perfection of an
all-electronic method similar to
that, which RCA now has in the
works*

the

field

DuMont
clined to
ings.

execs,

still

that

any

to be sold.

here, with hundreds of potential payees
Talent included Jack Carson, Gypsy Rose Lee, a Ted]

Mack

Ed

unit,

Tom Moorehead

Sullivan,

and Wayne

Griffen.

Show

kicked off the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis drive locally.

NBC-TV’s “PhilcQ Playhouse” will go “underground” Jan. 28 when
presents a video version of Lieut. Paul Brickhill’s “The Great
it
Escape,” story of how American and British prisoners escaped from a
Set designer Otis Riggs
Nazi prison camp during World War 11.
will recreate in the studio the tunnel dug by the prisoners, which
v
actually was 30 feet underground and 3()0 feet long.
To provide the illusion, Riggs has designed the set with the prison
Actors, consequently, will
barracks 18 feet above the studio fioor.
actually be burrowing down from the barracks in making their “escape.” Fourteen tons of dirt will be brought into the studio for the
set, for which Riggs also must work up more snow than has yet been
used on an NBC-TV production. Actor Everett Sloane will star in
the program for his first appearance on the Philco series this season.
of

Ralph Edwards is dickeririg with several studios for fulltime rental
a place in which to lens his “Truth or Consequences’’ show.

Edwards already has his own warehouse for props, trucks and pro**
duction staff and figures a: permanent studio would give him more
time and flexibility for turning out the airer.

What may be the first instance Of an advertiser asking that one of
the plugs to which he’s entitled on a show be cancelled occurred this
week. Pure Gil Co., which bankrolls “Who Said That?” on 18 NBC
television outlets, has requested that its middle commercial on the
program be eliminated because it interferes with the program’s conSponsor, through its agency, Leo Burnett, declared it would
tinuity.
be willing to settle for only the opening and closing plugs.
NBC, strangely enough, may be unable to comply with the request.
Since “What Said” is co-opped, any attempt to jettison Pure OU’s
middle plug would have to be approved by the other sponsors, whose
commercials are inserted locally. Otherwise, Pure Oil would be defeating its purpose, since there would be only a blank spot during
agreement
the commercial time. Right now, NBC is trying to line up
among the other bankrollers.
NBC-TV’s “Break the Bank,’” one

of the longest-running audience

shows on video, has instituted a new guestar policy.
Show, bankrolled by Bristol-Myers, is slotted directly opposite the
Wednesday night fights aired on CBS-TV. Mariori Bell, one of the
participation

guested
singing leads in the Broadway production of “Brigadoon,
is
on the show last week (10) and Don Cornell, RCA Victor vocalist,
slated to appear tonight (I 7 ).
Bert Parks continues as emcee of the show, working in production
numbers with the guests, which form some of the questions asked
the participants. Similar policy was launched last year on ABC-TV s
“Stop the Music,” which Parks also emcees.
.

Ben Blue

FOR SALE

A

Tropical Paradise

Overlooking Hamilton Harbor

Continued from page 28

booking, were reportedly
demands of the
cancelled on
agency. George DeWitt, currently
at the Havana-Madrid, N.Y. nitery,
took over Monday night (15) and
will appear again tonight (WednesOn the show with him are
day).
Dell and Abbott, the dance team
of Blair and Dean, singer Denise
Lor and the Honeydreamers. Lenny
Kent has been pacted for a trial
run on the program next Monday

week

^QfYlount (^leasani

A

Charming Old

15 Acre Estate
COMPLETELY MODERNIZED
Paget West, 2}* Miles
from Hamilton

Bl-RMUDJI
Elaborately

FURNISHED

Residence
8 Bedrooms • 8 Baths •
Modem Heating System and
•

•

Plumbing Fixtures
Cottage
•

•

Tennis Court

• Stable witli Tap
Tropical Gardens

Room
•

Parish

Tithe Tax Only $79.00
Per Annum

Send for Brochure

•cmuiw

five

the

nights a week, will bow off
Monday and Wednesday seg-

concentrating

ments,

henceforth

on the stanzas starring Lester. Replacement hasn’t been set but NBC
is dickering with Ray Buffum, former; radio producer in Chicago
rind on the Coast.

'^mfr January

Dey St.,N.Y.7 DIgby 9-2000

Chalk up the first five
minutes of Monday’s“Talent
Scouts" display as one of the
most hilarious one-mah comedy sequences projected over
the TV cameras in many a day.
One could have wished that,
for the occasion, the “Talent
Scout" format of bringing on
the semi-pro performers could
have been tossed out of the
window to permit Allen greater latitude as a “stand up"
in his own right,
handling.... the
guy's a natural for the bigtime.
He rates

Continued from page 29

gram and production

staffs

and

has already created a, unit system
of production, under which several
exec producers are each responsible for a certain nrimber of shows
and report to program chief Jim
Caddigan. In addition, the web is
establishing a program planning
department to explore and create

new show
DuMont

.iM

ideas.
will convert the Central

eight separate
largest to be
retain its
will
132x92 feet. Web
space at the Wanamaker store and
the Ambassador and Adelphi the-

Opera House

into

with

the

studios,

atres, as well as the smaller facilities at 515 Madison avenue, its

homeoffice. In addition, it is cur;
rently shopping for a third theatre
to add to the list,
_

.

10,

Steve Allen, brought in to
_ 5W York from the Coast by
CBS as one of the web's TV
potentials, demonstrated Monday night (8) in subbing for
Arthur Godfrey on the Lipton
Tea-»sponsored ‘‘Talent Scouts"
(latter Was stranded in Florida), that he's one of the most
personalities
refreshing
to
loom on the video horizon.

r.w,fm.y/MCt

Agent

7

and Wednesday nights.
Meanwhile Hal Friedman, who
has been producing “Open House”

Management JAMES SAPHIER

denied

“offi-

had been
effected but did not deny that* the
meetings had been held.
cially.”

Crowd packed Towri Hall
turned away.

meanwhile, de-

comment on the meet-

CBS spokesman

WFIL-TV’s (Phila.) auction here Monday night raised $30,000 for the
March of Dimes by 2:35 a.m., when the station went off the air, with
several hiindrqd articles

35
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HiUNO-TEUSnSlON
minutes until he was relieved by
ABC exec producen; The makeshift crew also
handled a quarter-hour feed to the
Phil Patmn, Chi

&

Saridey, Rayburn
from pa^e

Contliiiied

the W. A. C,; Gol, Emma Vocl, chief
dietician for the Armed Services;
Capt, Winnie Gibson, chief of the
Nurses Corps; Gol, Mary
Katherine Towle, director of the
Women Marines; Capt. Joy Bright
Hancock, director of the Waves,

Co.

ABC

1

Marvin
Hampshire;
whose name has been linked with
of Margaret Truman; Mrs.
MoiTis Cafritz, the Capital’s top
that

Col. Katherine E. Baltz,
party thrower; Sen. Homer Ferguchief of the Nursing Divi- son, of Michigan; Sen. Guy Gillette,

Lt.

deputy

Army Nurses

sion of the

<

Corps.

Mrs. Joe Davies, wife of “MisMoscow” ex-Arabassador
who has been training a

.

sion to
Davies,

!

troup>e of socially prornirtent and
governnrieiit prominent square dancers:.-,
.

;

i

'

Mme, Henri Bonnet, Wife of

of jowa; Frieda Hennock, woman
member Of the FCC; Mrs. J. Borden Harriman, Sen. and Mrs, Lister
Hill, of Alabama; Sen. Irving Ives,
of New York; Sen. Herbert Lehman, of New York; Cuban Ambassador Ltiis Machado playing a guitar; Sen. Joe McCarthy, of Wisconsin; Rep. John McCormack, Majority Leader of the House of Rep-

the
'

j

So Amateur
Washington,

Jan. 16.

’

President and Mrs. Truman
will attend the 'V’TP Original

Amateur Show
Jan. 25.

Hall,

resentatives;

)

f

at Constitution

j
i

Announcement

i

came last night ll5> from Ruth
Montgomery, president of the
Women's National Press Club,

i

.

•

escaped injury when the wall of
the burning btiildirig collapsed a
few seconds after they’d dashed
The two staffers,
out of range.
Jack Chancellor of the news department, and George Firestone of
the WklA^ sales staff, pulled two
firemen from the debris.
Because of the extensive play
given the blaze by the teevee networks, the Chi newspaper wire
service offices w^re swamped with
.requests for enlarged coverage
from dailies in cities along the

of

Pa.

it

.

.

CQUtinued from pase

Another number will have nO
On the premise that the entire
fewer than 10 major generals on Oldsmobile personnel has a stake
stage.
Senora de Berckemeyer, in the new Sam Levenson CBS
wife of the Peruvian Ambassador, show on TV, which preems later
this month, Levenson, accompanied
will sing a solo.
by Irving Mansfield, producer of
others lined up for the
the show, Avent to Detroit lart
are Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr.,
weekend
to put on a special preMrs. Georgia Neese Clark, Treasview for the company employees.
-qrer of the U. S,; White House
Innovation to star-sponsgr relaSpeech Writer Clark Clifford, Secretary of Agriculture Charles Bran- tions stems from Leyehson’s feeling
that “they’re entitled to see
nan, Postmaster General and Mrs.
Jesse Donaldson, a piano solo by Avhat I got, and T want to see what
Philippine , Ambassador Elizalde; they’ve got.”
Lui.s Estenes Fernandes, the PortuLevenson show gets a Saturday
guese Ambassador; Mrs. Thomas night showcasing.

Among
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INCOME?
taxeo dnriny a period of riciuy

I
'

I

I

I
I

A

'

!

taxable Income# If
is usually considerably more risk involved in a 7% investment than
In a Municipal Bond yielding 3'/^% tax exempt..

I

!

;

Tho LqVf Sayi
According to Section (B) (4) of the Infernal Rayenua Code/ '^interest
upon obligation of a Sfata.^ territory or any political subdiviaieh
shall ba excludied from gross income.^'

Mortgage!

•

call for .valuable

Louis-^Hal Frederick, KXOK
disk jock has acquired the moniker
of “Swami’’ for his efforts to predict the next platter, hit on his “St
Louis Ballroom” program. Every
day at 5:45 p.m. Frederick plays
the record he thinks Avill click and

i

'

thus

far

claims

WHBS

WHBS-FM,

j

'
!

Chi Fire

Booklet todayl

cameras aimed

at the blaze shortly
Avas discovered at 2 p.m.
got set up a few minutes
later and fed the first network
shots to NBC at 4 to 4:15 p.m. The

after

it

WNBQ

WBKB

15-minute CBS pickup from
was aired at 4:15. Newscaster Clifton Utley did the commentary for
the NBC station, and Ulmer Turner was at the
microphone;
WENR-TV was' not on the air
when the alarms vvere sounded, so
no regular announcers were available when the camera crews were;
set up to lense the scene.
Doug
Gabrielle, a floor manager, took
over the mike for the first few

WBKB

HANAUER & CO.

.

UNDERWRITERS; AND DISTRIIUtORS
OP MUNICIPAL EOnDS^

'

;

9 CLINTON STREET.^ NEWARK 2. N. J.
Phonti: MBthpll 2-49f4
Ntw Yorkt lAreldy 7-7737

^

1

;

;

Co.. Loi Angtiti, Cal.
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Courtesy of M-6-M
eppoarlng with

Now

DONALD OXONNOR
in

“THE MILKMAN"

fUnlvorsal-IntornaHonoD

currently

PURITY'S TAStEE BREAD

Plans are being considered fof
a summertime approximation of the
“Saturday Night Revue,” which

ST ANBAGK

i

«

J

4

i'**

i-

9

k-

0- 4/

Avbuld be |)rojected on a low-cost
basis over the same two-and-a-halfhOur period.
This will give the

network an Opportunity to showcase new faces and comparative unknowns. In turn, it will be offered
to clients with’ limited budgets anxious to invade the medium, utilizing the same spot participation
technique as applies tO the regiilai
season’s Max Liebman production.
Y-

•

Y.

«.

p.

PURITY'S
I. c.

GRENNAN CAKES

remedy

BLONOEX
BORDEN'S instant COFFEE
CAMEL CI^ARETTiS

HEADACHE

REMEDY

sales!
Follow these, leaders and boost yoMi;
WJ0K-TV,
and Ou.iionI

a

CBS

affiliate

WJBK-AM«TV-DETROIT
NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS:
Represented

NEW YORK

?2.

Nationally

by

488

MADISON AVENUE

ELDORADO
THE

.

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

ManiiiemeDt

SULPHA!

CAlDWlll

KOLYNOS TOOTHPASTE
METRO OOlDWYN MAYER
OLSON RUO COMPANY

negotiating.
4.

1

Hohaiier

!

I

DR.

Continue^ from page 29

films,

J. R.

ord of 14,100 in October.

Continued from page 28

We're prbuci of the successful
oh WJftK
comp'any we

... ....... ... .....

CorrtipoRdtnts:

December sales totaled 13,925,
which was slightly under the rec-

tax.

board rtrip spotlighting grade

B.

I

as of Jan. 1.

who the sponsor
the .station is acting as agent
the retailer, that it is thus
doing business in the District and
tliat it should pay the local sales

Name

J.

^

Keown was formerly pace, bringing the number of sets
an account exec for the Frederic in the metropolitan area t6 219,760

is;

V

as.

219,700 SETS
Washington, Jari. 16.
Television set sales here during
December continued at a high

for

Please send me at onct/ without cost or ebligafipn/ your
Booklet V>1/ which outlinos Important facts rqgard.inf MunjeU
pal Bonds/ ahd tax. behefits which may be gained.

mor

columnists.

Ij.c.’s

I

Address

News

five-out-of-five

Huntsville,
Ala.
E.
Harold
Keown has recently been appointed as manager of
and

Genflamen:

.

'

'

•

I

.
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score.

I

I

a

Irv Kupcinet, Sun-Time columnis chairman of the marathon
committee, Co-chairmen are Jimmie Savage, Chi Tribune qolumnist;
Bob KubiCek, editor pf TV
Forecast magazine, and Tony Weitzel and Sydney J. Harris, Daily
ist,

St.

,

sumers, no matter

you buy mortgages/ .your Investment is secured by a lien on
one piece of prpperty. However/ e Municipal Bond, issued by the
City of New York/ for instance. Is payable from ALL of the taxes
on ALL real estate collected from ALL of the taxpayors In the city.
If

Write/ phone or

.

The D, C. Assessor takes the
position that in lending its facilities for the sale of goods to con-

'

Bonds

ys« Municipal

20

orilrinally

Television’s greater impact as a
sales medium than radio’s is apparent in the D.C. action, inasmuch
as the question has not arisen in
connection AA'ith radio station mail
order operations, which have been
going on for many years.

I

income is equivalent to approximately a 7%
your top Income falli in tho 65% brackot. There

tax-froa

AA’hich

tions.

trouble Involved, prefer his offerings to a downtown shopping trip.
Of course, the housewife can order
locally by phone. But the ability
of the pitchman to show his product and demonstrate it on TV has
more appeal than a newspaper ad.
Also, the factory-to-you sales talk
acts as an incentive to buying
from out-of-town. Whether the tax
saving is an added inducement is
not knoAvn.

actnally lower your income

Valut of Tax Exomption

.

.

Jag.

Ghicago, Jan. 16.
WGN-TV will turn its facilities
over to a video marathon Jan. 20
to raise fund^ for the City of Hope
tuberculosis and cancer sanatorium.
Benefit will start Saturday evening
(20 F and run through the next
morning.

|
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TAX EXEMPT

EXEMPT PROM All FEDEKAl INCOME TAXIS

Den# for

I

•

I
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It

WISH in Butler,
Carter’s quarter-hour

staff of

Bob

'

The ‘Missing Link*
Action of the D.C. Assessor is
believed to have been prompted
by complaints from local merchants
of competition from TV maiF order
sponsors whose operations in the
District have thus far escaped the
local tax. There are said to be
from 10 to 15 video programs in
which goods are displayed by
“foreign”
sponsors
and orders
solicited direct by mail or through
local telephone numbers.
Aside from the effectiveness of
the pitchman in selling goods via
video, there
are other factors
which are thought to give him a
big advantage over the local store.
Through TV. it is pointed out, he
supplies the “missing link” to stayat-home A\'ho,
because
of
the
servant problem or because of the

!

Would You Like a

taxation

.

I

1

!

from Munldpol Boiidt

weekly program Satur-

St. Louis’*

j

^

sales tax.

j

liitereit

.

,

order pitching unless the sponsor
registers with the District.
If the station chooses the last
course, it Was learned at least one
sponsor, a southern textile mill,
will likely drop its program rather
than register and pay the D.C. Z^o

;

ca.st

You may

.

Already logged in to take part in
aired foi*
just an hour, has increased so the show are Faye Emers.^n, Robert
much that
has additionaily Q. Lewis, Dave Garroway, Tommy
giA^en it the 7:45 to 8 spot every Bartlett, Jack Brickhouse, Gaesar
evening, too. This keeps the pro- Romero, Don McNeill, Ernie Simon,
gram on the air almost continuous- Ijim Moran. Mike Wallace, Buff
ly for three and a half hours, from Gobb, Bob Murphy, Kay Westfall;
4:40 in the afternoon until 8 at Johnny Desrnond, Eddie Hubbard
night with only slight interrup- and Linn Burton.

TV Tax Problems

Get Levenson Preview

tary of the Interior.

St. Liouis i— KXOK, St. Louis
Star-Times station, will broadcast
200th consecutive “Wake Up

its

WWSW

Olds Detroit Personnel

Oscar Chapman, wife of the Secre-

.

Hits,

direct projection equipment.

Truitt, daugh-

ter of the Vice-President, and Mrs.

'

WARM

where engagement at The Gardens
was screened on the house’s RCA Popularity of Art Pallan’s Record

!

Max

is effective

WARM

Kelton’s WJAS staff orch, were
among the Avinners of the Horace
Heidt auditions here and they appeared with him at his road-shoAV

j

Mrs.

.

direct to the Tivoli theatre

:

'

Appointment

immediately. Feigenbauin has been
an account exec for
for 10
years.
He succeeds WiUiam M.
Dawson who was named general
manager of
in October.

Dolores DelAlar ^and Bob
Rhodes, featured singers with Lee

News event was also given theatre TV treatment, with WBKB
feeding an hour of its live telecast

.

WARM,

program of songs on KDKA eveiT
Sunday night at 6:30 has been renewed by its Irish Hams sponsor

{

!

Scranton~Sam M. Feigenbauni
named sales manager of

has been

replaced John Stewart, who moved
to KDKA, on the early shift an-

nouncing

cable.

:

.

-

;

!

•

.

,

'

-

Ju.slices;

,

day (20). Program conducted by
Pittsburgh—-Bill Ewing, former Bruce Barrington, the station’s
program director of WPIT, ha.s be- news editor, deals with local civic
come an associate of the local problems in a forum-discussion
agency of the Mutual Benefit Life format.
Insurance Co.
; Ed Menke has

:

McDonald, chairman of
the Securities and Exchange Commission in t vocal solo; Greek Airibassador A, G. Politius; Vice Admiral John W. Roper, Supreme
Court Justice and Mrs. Stanley
Reed; Sen. Margaret Chase Smith,
Harry

Maine. Secretary of the Treasury John Snyder;
Club is sponsoring the radio
Ambassador Prince
Thailand
show for the benefit of the reWaithayakon; Samitri Sastroamidact iva ted U SO.
[jojo, daughter of the Indonesian
Symington,
Stuart
Ambassador;
chairman of the National Security
French Ambassador, putting on a: Resources Board; Secretary of Lafashion, show whose mannequins bor Maurice Tobin, Under Secrer
will be such Women as Mrs. Wil- ^tary of State James Webb, Senator
Wiley, of Wiscbnsin, and
liam 0. Douglas and Mrs. Tom Alexander
many others.
Clark, wives of the Supreme Court
'

:

KILOCYCLES
W. Ziv Go. in Oklahoma, and at
one time managed KRCT, Baytown, Tex.

-

Braverman,

?

CIRCLING THE

net.

Pix lensed by the WCN-TV crew
Lampasas, Tex.—Harold Bakke,
were sent out on the DuMont web.
KNOW, Austin, has
As another example of the formerly AVith manager
of KHIT,
been named
maneuverability of the medium,
returned
which
has
to the air after
the coverage of the fire was given being silent for almost six month J.
a special spot in the CBS ”Ford
Theatre” show, which was taken
Minneapolis—'Two additional apover for the Look magazine teevee pointments, to the newsroom staff
awards Friday night. A live report of, WDGY. A\dll make it the largest
of the fire, which was blended into radio news staff in Minnesota,
the show from Chicago during NBC Harry Peck, veepee, and general
newscaster John Cameron Swayze's manager of the station, announced,
stint, was winner Of the award for Norman Syse and Gloria Battern
were given posts on the staff headthe best news show.
Miss.
ed by James McGovern,
Two Chi NBC staffers, assisting Battern also will act as assistant to
Avith the coverage, n a r r 6 w i y the promotion director.

Finietter, wife of the Secretary of
Air;
Sen. Styles Bridges, of New

:

and

li

KATZ

5-?455

AGENCY.

INC.

;

'
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NBC Preps Jane Morgan
For Sunday
NBC

P^.

Paul Dixon

Spot

week auditioned

last

a,

37

Kudniir vs.

Conttnuad nrom page 2S

15-

Boston, Jan. 16.

Webs on TV Costs

Continued from page 38

hours for five dayi and three hours
Citing the strong upsurge of TV
minute show scheduled for a Sun- on
publicity
Wednesdays. In addition, he set installation in this area-—
featuring Jane
an show in another year, Ellis de- seems to be considered a
day afternoon slot,
does 10 hours of
asset.
disk Jockey- estimated 700,000 as of Jan. X— clared.
Morgan. She’s the singer who
ing
weekly,
with
originations,
In a WBZ-TV, Hub’s NBC outlet, has
3. They don't have to pay the
Speaking of oiie of his firm’s
scored recently at the St. Regis,
studio at his home to ease his issued its
Sooner or later
fifth rate card, effective shows^ he said: "Three years ago bill permanently.
N 'Y.
marathon miking and travel sched- Feb. 1. New card lists a single when the Texaco (Milton Bcrle) their, package can be sold to a
the
proinstall
to
planned
It's
ules.
program rate discarding the pre- show went on the air, the total sponsor.
gram in the 2:45 to 3 p.m. segment.
In another toss of posies to Dix- vious policy of having one rate for Weekly cost for time, talent and
He traced the real beginnipg of
on, Watters gave him a large share live shows and another for film, production was $10,000 a week; Of the high bidding for talent to the
of credit for WCPO-TV meriting but does break classifications into this, $2,000 went for time and time when CBS raided NBC and
Variety’s 1950 award for outstand- three, instead of two, as formerly. $8,()<)0 for talent.
With the in- bought up a lot of radio talent to
ing operation.
New scale tilts hourly rates to $1,- creases in stations and receivers, knock down NBC’s ratings,
Conilnutd from pa|e 2n s
000
for
Class
to $36,050.
A;
costs
have
Class
and
climbed
time
$600,
B,
Dixon is one of Clhcy’s five top
Ellis said that the new policy o£
for
the
newly-established
Westerns, Which now comprise a paid radio and video personalities. $600
"With this increase we have no the networks is a recent developlarge segment of video time, were The others are Jon Arthur of Class C, which includes early after- serious quarrsl,’’ he added. "When ment. A year ago, he said, most of
given low preference ratings by WSAI, who soared into the do-re- noon shows. Under the new setup the show first went pm there were the shows bn the air were produced
stratosphere last year when all live shows are subject to studio- only 385,500 video sets and time by independent packagers or agenall stations and were virtually ig- mi
rehearsal charges of $100 for a one- rates Were set on that basis. The cies.
"Today, 50% of the, com-*
hoi ed by the agencies. For cartoons ABC picked up his ”No School
hour allotment of rehearsal time number of sets has climbed to mercial shows in NBC are netand puppet shows* sports and Today" Juve Saturday morning
for
programs
of
31
to
60
minutes
We have ho quarrel work controlled and the figure for
10,000,000.
news, there were a few relatively hotsle for web outletting, Waite
and $50 for half-hour rehearsals because we are getting 26 times CBS is 70%, " Ellis charged. "All
high ratings in scattered areas but Hoyt, baseball announcer, under
on
30
segments
of
minutes
or
less. as many sets for 18 times the
contract
than
on
a
nato
less
1%
the
Midland
of which looks as if the major netagency for
they rated
One minute film of slide an- money;"
BUrger beer, bankroller of excluworks are heading for a monopoly
tional basis.
nouncements
are
at
pegged
$200
of editorial Content."
Abuses .ai Top
Agencies and stations differed sive AM-TV coverage of the Cincy for Class A; $160, Class B, and
Reds’ games; Ruth Lyons, queen
"When networks, in the process
He charged, however, that the
slnirply on the desired length of
$120 for Class C. Advertisers comof
participation
shows
on
Grosley’s
shows, bid up the talent
programs. Agencies voted 75%
mitted under the old price list con- many abuses of scarcity of time and Of building
and
tri-city
nMwork,
TV
and
costs>
for everybody when they try
stations in television can be traced
preference for half-hour shows,
tinue
the
rate
at
old
until
contract
"And these to buy up talent on. existing shows
20% for one-hour formats and only Tom McCarthy, WKRG newscaster. expires but in no case after July 1. right to the top.
abuses extend to and center un- to keep them on their own particu2^0 for 15-minute shows. Of the
the
der., the broadvsheading of talent lar networks, when they iise
stations, 40% preferred quarterand network competition for rat- scarcity of time as a lever to sell
hour programs, 25% for half-hour
Sharin Pic Shorts Set
network packages, they do a disings.
and 12% for houri As was to be
existing customers^ to
Continued from paie 26
expected, because of the difference
"Networks are one of the prin- service to
For TV, 16in Markets
future of television and to their
the
cipal offenders in bidding up the
in their rate card revenue, the stafinancial difficulties and Perkins
public relations,” Ellis added.
Film
own
Music
Inc., of Cleveland
price bf talent,” he said. "A welltions voted almost unanimously for
made efforts to sell the outlet. In this week sold some 14 shorts pro- known radio and nightclub Singer
locally-sponsored shows in preferNovember of that year he wrote duced by Eugen Sharin to Sterling originally appeared on the Texaco
ence to those bankrolled on a nathe Commission from Sah Antonio Films, which will distribute the pix
show for $1,000, and one \veek
tional basis.
that he w^as no longer in Control of in the TV and 16m markets. Deal
Chi
On live versus film shows; 50% the station and that he was afraid is for a three-year period on a per- later a network paid him $2,500,
A woman singer appeared oh the
Continued from pare 39
of the stations voted for live pro- !to return to Laredo for fear he centage and guarantee. Sharin regrams while 50% preferred spe- would be Imprisoned. Later, he tains the 35m and foreign rights. Texaco program for $1,500. When gainers lowered their demands
she appeared on the Bob Hope
cially-produced film. Stations also testified, he was "upset" when he
Involved in the sale are six show
abount 20%.
a network package— she Was
expressed a preference for kine- wrote the letter,.
briefies of Salzburg Marionettes paid $4,500."
Involved in the talks are WGNscopes to old film.
Agencies, on
who
Grimm’s
appear
in
versions
of
In affirming revocation, Walker,
TV, WBKB, WENR-TV and WNBQ.
Ellis said that another program
the other hand, voted 65% for live declared "A broadcast licensee oc- fairy tales, seven pix made by the
Handling for TVA is exec secretary
sliows and 35% for film, while cupies a position of public trust, for Vienna
Choir Boys,, and "Bal which his agency had pioneered Ray Jones and attorney Sanford
which
the
"Broadway
Revue”
was
showing little preference either for he has available for his use, for a Musette," a European night life
(Bud) Wolff.
kines or old film.
Stations either limited period of time, a part of film featuring Viennese actress paid the two highest-price individMeanwhile, American Federation
ual stars $350 and $900, with
quoted a very low price Or refused the public domain.
To continue Ilka Windisch. They’re all 121^- the total cost of the show origi- of Radio Artists pacts with the five
to indicate how much they thought its use he must continue to possess minute shorts made especially for
nally budgeted at $21,000.
When major Chi radio stations wbre forshould be paid for filmed pro- the requisite qualifications. Mark TV.
network production costs hiked the mally signed Friday (12). AgreeCurrently, Sharin is readying a
grams. Agencies felt that 15-min- Perkins has shown a* deliberate disweekly check to $26,000, the ments, which boost staff announcer
lit e filmed shows should cost from
regard for the Communications 30-minute daytime TV film serial sponsor decided it was getting too minimums to $X35 weekly, were set
Steven
^1,500 to $4,000 weekly; half-hour Act
and a complete lack of tagged "Dream Cruise."
"The same talent the middle of November with WLS,
steep for him.
sliows, $5,000 to $15,000, and hour candor. Under these circumstances Vas is scripting the comedy-drama
and essentially the same show was WGN, WBBM, WE^JR and WMAQ.
shows from $11,000 to $25,000.
the Commission concludes that it which revolves around a midwest later put on by a network on New w^age scales are retroactive to
can no longer look to him to carry American family that goes on a Saturday night and the two stars Nov. 1.
He’s also prepping
out the responsibilities of a li- world tour.
Next on the agenda is the AFRA
Sioux City—-Mike Huber, general
"Midnight Matinee," said to be a received $1,500 and $4,000 a week. negotiations with the Windy City
manager of KTRI, has been ap- censee.
total cost of the show had
sophisticated late hour show in The
“B" stations. Union will seek an
pointed Radio Chairman of Broththe continental mariner. Half-hour meanwhile gone from $26,000 to
18% hike for staff gabbers at the
erJiood Week for the state of Iowa.
$75,000."
series are based upon Ferenc Molsmaller indies.
Film
The
Slant
"Storie^
nar’s
for
Two."
Robert
In probing for an answer to the
Portland, Me.— Arthur K. AtherContinued from page 35
Cleveland
Dorothy Fuldheim, networks’ actions, Ellis said it ton, for 12 years business manager
might
be:
constant shuffling and paring of only woman newscaster in the
and advertising director of WGAN,
1. They
haven't bothered
to Guy Gannett Broadcasting Services
the daytime stanza, and it’s said midwest, haS been signed for a 15that this was one of the factors that minute Monday-thru-Friday show find out what prevailing prices are. outlet here, has transferred his al2. They think like: the fiin^ Ih" legiance to WMTW, local Yankee
cued his decision to terminate the, over WEWS by the Duquesne
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Brewing Co.

contract.

(CBS plans

to build

a daytime personality in
spot vacated by Lewis.)
as

Ifyou live by your voice—

KEEP

CLEAR!

IT

dustry,

where the salary bf a

star net station.

Joey Adams
the

Pending the dissolution, Lewis
does a return engagement for Godfrey on his morning cross-theboard show starting today (Wed.),
and, on his Wed. night TV show
While Godfrey exits for a brief

W

^

hitch

When you’re in the epotlight and muit
go on stop that tickling, racking
cough or huekineaa with Liqwid Centere. Just try thia handy type treatment— the one and only medicated
candy shell filled with real liquid cough
medicine that bathea and aoothea your
throat. You’ll be delighted! Ask your
retailer, today Made by The lodent Co.

—

in the Navy.
Understood,
too,
that
he’ll
make himself
available as Godfrey’s summer replacement on the lucratively ^sponsored Godfrey sessions, unless an

NBC

clause forbids

MAGAZINE AWARD

'k

it.

.

United Distrib
Don’t be a

Cougher-use

second runs Will do as well for new
sponsors as the first run did for
P&G, due to growth in TV audir
ences.
In addition to selling its
product direct to sponsors and
agencies, U TP will vend it to sta-

LIQWID CENTER
COUGH DROPS
for quick
double action
RELIEF

mm

4

!

in

Television"

C ARROWAY at LARGE
NBC-TY

-

SUNDAY*

10:00 P.M., ESt

tions and regional webs for resale
to their own customers.
Deal^ by' providing a .systematized
distribution setup, is expected to

12
TRtATMiNTS

spur vidpie production.
tbree

Last July

reps— Blair,
Peter—joined

stations

and Free
SO HANDY FOR POCKET

"Most Origihal

Continued from page 38

&

Katz

forces
their first

sell tele programs,
haying been Dryer & Wcenolsen
Productions’ "Sherlock Holmes"

to.

OR PURSE!

;

vidpix.

WANTED

Memphis—WMPS,

Ky •staMlthMl •rltlsh Muiic Publiihtr
with first-class catalas at maarf music
’
•n ^Isc—

with full

knaw^haw af tV.» Aa^l*

Trsnscrlfitlan satu^

••'4

^

:

a.

-

!•

IN u.
Will alP piarsans.
«antact:

W.

an4

flrnta In'tarastad

A

W.U

Ingldnirf

ABC

af-

Gloria McDavid, fonner traffic dinow. handling -promotion
with Marjorie Prichard, continuity
editor, moved Into the musical
Fred Christensen,
director slot.
former staffer and musical directo return to
tor, Xias' left
active Army duty here as
InOf 4he Memphis Depot Public
rector,

Paxtoif
Co..! Ltd.
3i/4 Dd«r Str«^

LfiidDii

local

started the new year off
with a series of changes iri station
maiiagement direction. Bill Rudner, former station flack, has been
upped to station director; Mrs,
filiate,

;

•

WMP$

•

!

1

formation

office.

.1

EDITH
So Nappy Yo S/iar*
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AFRA Strikes

Qrch

Continued from page 25

They
stations for an explanation.
were told that video station was
off the air due to “technical diffi-

noimcing staff as »/eH as staff arton WJW. In calling the strike,
Ted Smoot, Cleveland executive
secretary, charged that “WJW is
ists

culties.”

guilty of unfair labor practices, of
violating the Taft-Hartley law, and
of trying to cambuflage its refusal
to bargain as an economic issue.'’

James E. Bailey, yice prez and
managing director of Fort stations
here, refused to comment on ac-

;

-

25-minute shutdown of

AM &

issued a statement
Sunday attributing strike to the
sudden refusal to
“company’s
honor a written and signed agreeIt on Chin as Breweries
ment making any pay increases retrpactiye to Sept. It 1950, the exKeep Switching to Video
piration date of the former conand the
between
tract
Pittsburgh, Jan. 16.
uhibn/’
Radio billings are continuing to
employees
take it on the chin here, particuHe added that the
felt that the company’s offer of $5 larly on the larger stations, as the
was town’s No. 1 advertisers, the
per week wage* increase
wholly inadequate in view' of the breweries, become more and more
Latest suds-maker to
fact that there has been only One TV-minded.
in favor of
increase, also for $5, since 1946. all but eliminate
Present minimum rate for tech- video is Duquesne Beer, which is
nicians at the station is $50 per dropping its nightly Pie Traynor
W'eek, he said.
and also
sports program on
Union also objects to a wage a big half-hour Saturday night
differential it claims the company musical, “Welcome Aboard,” which
for the last
maintains betw'een the two cate- has been on
gories performing the “same high- year and a half.
Coin for these shows will be put
ly skilled technical w'ork,” accordinto television programs on WDTV,
ing to O’Sullivan.
contended although what format they are to
spokesman
Union
hasn’t definitely been detertake
that local management, by admission of its ow'n mouthpiece, had no mined yet. DuqUesne already has
8-8:30' Wednesday night spot
authority to reach a final agree- the
ment with the union. He said ne- contracted for on Channel 3 and
filling it in all fall with
has
been
gotiations had been going on for
films until the account is ready
six months;
to spring its own live show,
Union and management reps met
was first hard hit when
again Monday aftecnoon in an efthe Fort Pitt Brewing Co. pulled

KQV

j

I

!

KDKA

!

1

faith.
i
•

operations followed the walk-'
out, but WAGA-TV blackout lasted
three hours.
Thousands of look^
ers and listeners bombarded both fort
to reach
squabble.
j

WBKW

KDKA

agreement

an

in

Strike Threatened

Strike

by AFRA

against

WBKW

here looms' as the union seeks to
gain a contract with the 50kw station.
AFRA charges that the station fired
;

two

of its

members.

Union’s national executive secreFrank Reel, flew here from
New York today (Tues.) in ah attempt to get a settlement without
recourse to a walkout.
tary, A.

;

Unusual opportunity for ntan os

assist-

organixation
produdng film commarcials. Film, background and working knowlodgo of
film procossas highly dosirabU.
Must havo groqt copocity for dnfoil
and willingness to work hard/ with
assurance of ropid advancoment. State
age, marital status, full experience
and minimum salary requirement to

1

succossful

i

Seattle

Negotiates

Seattle, Jan. 16.

AFRA local here has begun negotiations with network stations for
a new contract to replace the current pact expiring Feb. 15.
Union is asking a 30% raise for
announcers from the present base
rate of $85.90 per week.
So far
stations have not made a Counter

start.

Box V-1004, Variety, 154 W. 46th
New York 19.

AFRA

$t.,

offer.

"

‘

'

'

•

•

'
•

i

'

•

f

•

On

the other hand, the Trendex
report for the comparable period

6-6:30— “Rate Your Mate"”.
“Big Show?

,

^

.

.

.

.

.

'

3 9

79

.

6 :30-7— “Our Miss Brooks”

6.5

.

“Big Show
I

i

NBC’s “Philco Playhouse” and the
Fred Waring Show on the CBS
web,

shows:

,

,,

7-7:30^Jack Benny

i

.

.

.

.

.

.

'

.

'

“Big 'Show”

9.3

it has not yet achieved much
of a rating. In its new half-hour
format, the show will hold down
the Sunday night 9 to 9:30 slot.
For last Sunday night (14) only,
DuMont aired a new audience par-

ticipation

show,

Ever After,”

to

Two

sponsors ankling

Exit

For K.C. DeMolay Post
Kansas

City, Jan. 16.

Erie Smith, vet newscaster and
newspaper man, has resigned as
managing news editor of KMBCKFRM, following 15 years on the
job. Arthur B. Church,
prexy, said he accepted the resignation with the greatest reluctance.
Smith made his last newscasts

DuMont

Skippy Peanut Butter and
Powerhouse Candy Bars, both of
Whom dropped daily segments of

Continued from page 25

the cross-the-board “Captain Video”

tures a half dozen quizzes, popu
lar. music, prizes, and at the same
time gives the listener the opportuhity to indulge in that favorite
pastime of the late-nighters—the
chance to pick up a telephone and
gab to someone. All calls are in-

j

program. Powerhouse, however, retained its Thursday sponsorship of
the science fiction show. New bankrollers

are

Rosefield

Packing,

which signed for a new show titled
“You Asked For It,” which is to
be aired Fridays from 8:30 to 9
p.m., and the U, S. Army, which

coming.

More experimental is the sched- pacted for the 9:30 to 10 p.m.
uling of a prime daytime show in segment of DuMont’s “Saturday
the early a.m,
Connolly pointed Night at Madison Square Garden.’*
out that heretofore sets in use during the 5 to 6 a.m. period have
been relatively light, but he beFort Worth James G. Ulmer,
lieves many more listeners are veteran Texas station operator, has
filed
application with the FCC to
available than are reflected by the
acquire control of the East-West
set usage tabulations.
intends to give the Groh- Broadcasting Go., here, licensee of
man program plenty of promotion, KCUL, through the purchase of
566 shares of stock from Johnnie
certain that its listening public will
show a decided increase. Connolly Andrews, M. Ward Bailey, T. C,
Christopher,
A. B.
Culbertson,
believes this activity in “frontier
John C. Griffith, B. A. Lay and
time” may pay off much sooner Nestor Cuesta.
than expected. Rapid gearing for
defense production in the vital
Philadelphia industrial area means
that the swing shift is just around
the comer, in the
v.p.’s
opinion.
;
‘

—

WCAU

WCAU

SUCCESS

KDKA

KMBC

“Happily
the 9:30 to 10

are

,

Erie Smith’s

titled
fill

period.

Fort Pitt switched to a 15minute, across-the-board show featuring the singing team of Pat
Burke and Sylvia Rhodes on,
every evening at 6:45.
Right now the only beer outfit
to keep on with a big radio musical show is the Pittsburgh Brewing Co., which has had “Memory
every Thursday
Time” on
POOLE’S SYMPH JOCKEYING
night for seven years. This outfit
Detroit, Jan. 16.
likewise
has a Mjnday night
Valter Poole, former assistant
variety program on teevee, with conductor of the Detroit Symphony
virtually the same cast, although orch, has turned disk jockey
and
a somewhat different format.
will spin symph recordings over
.W JR each Sunday.

WDTV

'

'

New program is
Sunday Symphony.”
Cincinnati

merly of

STORY
j

1/3 of tho Total for Mail of Alt
WAAM TV Progromi last WookI

i

MILBOURNE^

“Your

titled

CHRISTOPHER’S
“MAGIC BY CHRISTOPHER”

— Dick Williams, for-

WKYW,

WCKY

1

Louisville, Ky.,

9th Wook,

joined
as a newscaster.
did radio work here for several years up to 1947.

He

WAAM,

Baltimoro

Spontorod by
Schroibor Broi.

KMBC

ir,-'

>'W

WDEL WG AL

Monday (15) eveiiing.
On March 1 Smith takes up a
new assignment as director of pub. 'y

LANCASTER
PENNSYLVANIA

WILMINGTON
A

,

weekly “Tap Time”-Maurice
Spitalny program last monthoafter
a continuous run of nearly 13

off its

years.

Buffalo, Jan. 16.
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WAGA

.

rep of the independent union, said
the walkout of engineers Sunday
at 3 p.m. was a result of the com-;
pany’s failure to bargain in good

snt^l

I

.

I

P’Sullivan

j

.

.

i

i

national

WARE

relations for the Order of D6Molay, which headquarters in Kansas City. Frank S, Land, founder
lic

and secretary-general of DeMolay,
Smith also will supervise the
DeMolay magazine, the Cordon.

said
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Bonafide’sJuve Pitch

PU^NSYLVANi A

With Bpnalide Mills switching its
“Versatile Varieties” show from

.''V'

V
«V>

PENNSYLVANIA
mm'

WGAI.*TV
LANCASTER
PENNSYLVANIA

WILMINGTON

DELAWARE

STEINMAN STATIONS
Cldtr;

toproionftdf

by

McColloiigh, Central

Now

NBC

to CflS, effective Jan. 28; the

program will groove its format
more towards a juve audience,
since it’s to be aired from 11:30
a. m. to noon Sundays.
On NBC,
the show was a straight vaudeoer
as aired Fridays from 9:30 to 10
p.m.
Bonafide, through the Gibraltar
agency, has lined up 22 CMS stations for the show.
“Ship Ahoy,”
previously aired locally from 11:3(1
to 12:30 via; WCBS-TV, the web’s
key N. Y. outlet, has been moved
back half an hour and will now oo«
cupy the noon to 1 p. m. $lot.
Bosco continues to bankroll the
first salf of that program.

Manag$r

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
San fronciico

>-

%*A*.*X*JS*:o

YORK

WDEL-TV

Web

’

Detroit.

O’Sullivan,

(14),

i

(Atlanta)

AM

week

I

.

i

Picket lines were set Up Monday
by National Assn, of Broadcast Engineers and Technicians as
aftermath of strike called Sunday
(14) afternoon against WAGA,
& FM, and WAGA-TV. Both are
Columbia outlets, owned and operated by Fort Industry Co., Inc.,

effective this

|

j

,

in

nique over another.

I

Atlanta, Jan. 16.

ant

!

'

vidually.

A

,

WTAM

j

refusing to put
present practices into contract
form; sending representatives to
bargain without the authority to
make decisions; with breaking off
talks with AFRA, and with trying
to bargain with announcers indi-

FM

|

&

(15i

to

sampling is confined to about 20
DuMont’s “Arthur Murray Show,‘*
major radio-TV cities.
Whatever the verdict, the coming bankrolled Sunday nights on the
months will probably witness an web, has been trimmed from its
intra-trade warfare over the merits original hpur-long
format to a halfof ratings in general and one tech^

j

NLRB; AFRA

WAGA

latter

:

j

its

Timothy

'

0n-&-0ff Sponsors;

In

Continued from page 25

Trendex showings, since the

,

financial records:

Strikes

Series

Cleveland, Jan. 16.
In one of the major broadcasting transactions of the new year,
the Standard Oil Co. of Ohio,
through McCann - Erickson, has
signed a 13-week, one-hour Sunday
4:30 p.m. sponsorship of the Cleve-r
land Orchestra over an Ohio netas
work of 16 stations, with
the originating station,

.

charged WJW with refusing to bargain on wage issues or show its

NABET

:

13*Week

Trendex

lost two other bankrollers this
tion of union employees or stateThe Nielsens for the Sunday 6 to
ment of union that company repreAs yet, selection of all 16 sta- 7 30 p. m, for Nov. 19 (that’s the week, but picked up sponsors for
sentatives walked out of a negoti- tions has not been completed for latest date sampled by Nielsen) two other programs to
break even
ating session with the Federal the concert that will start Jan. 28 .chowed
y^r
1.
1
^ weekly
Mediation and Conciliatipn office. 'from Severance Hall. The orches64
« 6'30^“Rate
Your Mate’’
°
and production budget of
did say, however, that tra will be under the baton of Dr.
Bailey
5'h
‘‘afg Sho\v’'
•
’
t
employees
^
supervisory and other
_
Rudolph RingweU throughout the _ .. _
...
about $25,000, making it not only
jg g
took over technical operation of series.
In picking up the tab for
0‘8 the costliest program oh the buShow
stations to get broadcasting and the broadcasts, Sohio repeats' a se*
20.3 Mont web but one of the heavies'ttelecasting services back on the Ties it began last year,
7-7:30—Jack Benny
Slotted opposite
“Big Show”
5.8 budgeted in TV,
air..-'
/

AFRA, he added, “has already filed
unfair labor practice charges with
the NLRB/’
According to Smoot, the station
“has refused to grant any wage
Increases and has not granted any
during the past “two
increases
years. WJW ha^ also refused to
fee
any
contractual
consider
set-up.”
In filing with the

:

in

DuMont Dreaks Even
Nielsen,

York

Loi Angolos

«

assistant

manager,

R. Main Morris, has been named
public
relations
and publicity
chairman of the Denver Kiwanis
Club for 1951. Morris has been a
member of the organization in
Denver for over. three years.

Bob B. Evans

Is

VThe Thing!!!”

. .

UHHiual Slngpr of unusuol erlstnal latlrlcol and
dyRgmU
ttrol9hr numbtri. Doff M.C. or Go« Comic.
Sulfobic for

TV

—

Vaiidovlllo

—

Cliibi.

Con Writ#— Dlrcct^rodycc.

BOB
1)3

WMt

57»h StrMt

CIRCLE

«>98«I

AL TRACE Orchestra
ABC-TV Notwork

SENTINEL

.

also

AND

for

TELE.TRONICS
MARTI NI0UE| Chicago
ARC and CSS Natworhs

—
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PUBS SLASH REGIONAL SRANCHES
Ban on Canned Musk Looms as Key
With confirmation of reports that^
Capitol’s vlce-prexy
Jim Conkling,
of artists and repertory,
in charge
shifting over to become preky
is

Columbia Records Feb, 1, a seadministrative
other
of
ries
has beclianges at both diskeries
of

cun to shape up.
At Capitol, proxy

Glenn WalUchs
announced that he Was taking over

a&r department,

supervision of the

this is only a
but it’s believed that
temporary setup until Paul WesCoast
ton’s status as Columbia’s
recording chief is clarified.' Weston
his
from
out
seeking
is reportedly
Columbia post in order to step into
the Capitol spot vacated by Conkswitched
ling. Weston, who recently
from Capitol to Columbia, has a
under
go
years,
to
more
of
couple
his pact with the latter company
but will probably get his release.
At Columbia, Conkling’s replacement of Edward Wallerstein as
prexy is sCen affecting the status

By BOB CHANDLER

Govt. Balks Hoarding
Any attempts by record companies to stock themselves with
vital metals Is being stymied
by the Government. Federal
authorities have ordered the
diskeries to report on all new
stocks of nickel ana copper.
Nickel is used in the production of master recordings; copper in pressing of records.

Exec

—

Staff as Part

Coral Records, Decca subsidiary,
Goddard Lleberspn, exec formed two years ago, is building
a&r
Miller,
Mitch
and
vice-prexy,
exec staff in various divihowever, its own
both

of

It’s not expected,
any changes Will be made until
Conkling takes over next month.

chief.

that

Vid-AFM

Unless the band business picks
up to the point where name bands
can start songs on their way to
being hits and this prospect is
viewed as very unlikely ^the cbming year will see fewer music publishers maintaining regional offices.
A trend toward concentrating the
entire staff of a publishing company in its New York homeoffice
has already evidenced itself and
promises to change the present
contactman setup drasticany.
Key to the situation is a dual one
—the increasing importance of the
disk jockey as a plug source, and
the decline in importance of band
plugs over radio. Regional offices,
with contactmen, are maintained
principally for the purposes of contacting trayelling bands to secure
plugs on radio remotes from the
rooms in Which they are playing. A
secondary purpose is to secure
plugs on commercial radio network
shows originating from those areas.
However, it’s an accepted belief
that radio remotes have become ineffectual as a song^making and
plugging medium. With bnly commercial plugs remaining worthwhile for the contactman to secure, it’s become an economic ne-

sions as part of Decca’s policy of.
increasing Its subsides independent

Longstanding

greenlight to

Lieberson, incidentally, re- liard, artists and repertory chief
New York homeof- for Coral, who has been imped to
after recuperat- the post of vice-prexy. Hilliard’s
fice MondaV
ing from an illness in the West promotion to veepee points to an
autonomous a&r Coral depajrtment
Indies.
Conkling’s appointment to the instead of previous subordination
Columbia presidency climaxes his to Dave Kapp, Decca v.p. over recording.
(Continued on page 47)
Since its formation. Coral has
become one of the half-dozen more
important labels on the market.
Rapid emergence of the Decca sub418^ Increase in
sid is highlighted by the disclosure
music Store Sales Over by Decca prexy Milton R. Rackmil
that Coral doubled Its business in
1950, the second year of its bperasary.

turned to Col’s

1939, Census Reveals
just re-

tions. Although Coral’s sales and
distrib unit is independent, the
company’s financial setup will re-

leased results of a survey which
shows that the country’s 6,120 music stores had gross sales of $337,338,000 in 1948, compared with a
gross of only $65,127,000 done by

main consolidated with the parent
Decca company.
In recent weeks Coral has been
building its artists roster by Inking
artists from rival diskeries. New-

Washingtoii, Jan. 16.
U. S. Census

Bureau has

for a

Illinois

and

have

Up Music
Bobby Day

^Murray Wizell, former partner
of A1 Porgie and
professional manager for Famous Music, is setting
yp his own pubbery, Wizell Music,
in association
with Bobby t)ay,
former bandleader.
Firm is an
ASCAP affiliate with headquartei'S
in New York.
Pub’s
initial
tune is “Don’t

Me Now ” by Edward Lis^
Number has been waxed by
and Hugo Winter-

Leave
na.

P

Jia^n Warren
bailer, for

RCA

Victor.

imeronV
.

Combo

Trip

Pete Kameron, manager of the
eayers and general manager of

uowie Richmond’s
Sutton Music,
week for an eight-week
no, udisk ''exploitation trip
na personal
manager tour. He’s
companying the Weavers, who
the Thunderbird nitery,
^^Sas, for two W'eeks on Jan,
Holiyw'ood, for
fni.o
tour
weeks beginning Feb. 1.
rnnf

^^?^ition,

b. ,
c,

,,}be

tton

30 cities
with recordings
Weavers and songs in the
and Folkways catalogs.
he’ll visit

nets, in the past,
rejected the idea of

disks.

Petrillo, meantime, wired
video stations last week to re-

that no Hollywood
after signing of the
basic agreement between proin 1946
ducers and the
have been cleared for exhibition on video.

mind them
films made

AFM

releases

tance currently separating the twQ
sides is expected to lead to a
bitter fight before an agreement
is reached.
Likelihood of a protracted bargaining period that will
stretch beyond the Jan. 31 expiration date of the present pact is
cueing Local 802 to set up immediately a retroactive arrangement
In line with its policy of cut- on any future settlement..
ting down the number of disk reLocal 802 demands, drawn up In
leases, RCA Victor has begun to concert with the Chicago and Los
.Angeles
locals, which are holding
slice its artists roster. Company Is
(Continued on page 48)
planning to retain only its topselling performers and has already
failed to pick up the options on

Victor Switching

five

names.

spaced about two weeks
apart and comprise from 10 to 15
pop platters, For the century release,
company will include a

by

its

top-selling

February.

No
indiscriminately were over*
performer will be signed unless
he can fill a specific need. Under

this policy Victor execs said tunes
could be assigned to the right artist
with proper spacing between resets will include numbers by Glenn
leases of the same performer.
Miller,
Benny Goodman, Artie

Shaw, Russ Colombo^ Gene Austin
and others.
Each album will be available in
both 45 rpm and 33 rpm speeds
ROBBINS and will be priced the same as
Through a
Sons has picked current Victor sets.

HERCER-ARLEN SCORE

•

SNARED BY

Robbins &
up the rights to the score of “Top
Banana,” upcoming legiter with
music by Johnny Mercer, lyrics by
Harold Arlen and book by Hy
Kraft.
Show is being produced
by Paula Stone and Michael
J. j.

-

Sloane.

^

for

its

The oldies will include 12 longhair sets and six pop albums. The
12-album Red Seal release will
contain 120 vocal and instrumental
performances by 54 artists who recorded for Victor as long as 39
years ago.
Among the longhair
artists being revived are Caruso,
Galli-Curci,
Rachmaninoff
and
Chaliapin.
In the pop field, the

.

.,

.

special electronic process, the old
masters have been cleaned of sui>
face noise, making the new disks
superior in quality to the 78’s in
Which they were originally released.
As Part of the Victor promotion
musical score
,

time has been bought on
over 250 radio outlets for acrossthe-board nighttimei programs for
two weeks starting Feb. 5. Programs will feature music from the
“Treasury” release. Campaign will
also teeoff in 27 key cities via Sunday newspaper spreads.
drive,

NewmanV 2

j

^

to

Goday

Composer Lionel. Newman has
sold his first two songs to Goday
Miisic, since switching from ASCAP
The two songs being pub*
to BMI.
Jished by Goday are “Dearl Deart
Dear!” and “That’s How I Remember You.”

Goday’s dealings; With
will be on the basis of individual songs, latter has given
Goday first refusal rights on all
new songs, ihcluding9 any picture
scores. Newman is under contract
to 20th-FoX,

While

Newman

A&M

Laugh Anymore,”

its first

speed disks,

i

I

Hits Into

major move to transold catalog onto the newRCA Victor is Issuing
a series of 18 sets of former classical
and pop hits.
Titled the
“Treiasury of Immortal Performances,” the block of albums will
be released this month. With Victor planning a big ad-promotlon
campaign on ' the release early In
In

form

Victor plans to concentrate on
about 30 names remaining on their
pop roster. In line with the cutbacks, company execs declared
that the days of signing up artists

Last legit
picked by the Jack Robbins pubbery was from ^Gentlemen Prefer
artists, including Billy Eckstine,
Blondes.”
David Rose, Art
Bill
Farrell,
Robbins firm is also publishing
Mooney, and other singles; plus a
new music being written by Lou
soundtrack album from Metro’s
Alter and John Latouche for interfilmusical, ^Grounds for Marriage,”
tends to hire a couple of more con-polation in the cdudensed version
starring Kathryn Grayson.
tactmen to fill out the department.
February
of ’‘BilUon Dollar Baby,” which is
Promotional push in
slated for preseiitatioh in Mpiite
will begin at the distrib level and
Proser’s hew cafe restaurant which
carry through to the dealer via
will be opened on the Broadway
newspaper spreads, disk
local
TD,Bii^ Paired
j
site of the defunct Paradise club.
announcespot
jockey tieups and
Hollywood, Jan. 16.
ments. Publishers represented by
activity for Tommy
wax
Hypoed
MURIEL RAHN TOUR
tunes in the release are also join- Dorsey at Decca l)rought the maesing in the campaign.
Muriel Rahn, last seen on Broadtro and Bing Crosby together for
the first time in 15 years. Groaner way briefly this Season in “The
etched a pair of platters with TD, Barrier,’^ is prepping her annual
CAP SEES JOHNNY PARKER with
whoni he last worked when southern concert tour, starting Jan.
been
Vocalist Johnny Parker has
TD and brother Jimmy headed the 27 in Winston Salem.
Soprano will also sing at
Inked to a three-year exclusive by Dorsey Bros. breh.
TD also etched four sides with College, Normal; Ala., Jan. 30;
Capitol Records.
with
Gordon
Memphis,
Feb. 1; Tuskegee Instifour
Parker also is a cbmposer and re- Victor Young,
Jenkins and a pair with the Mills tute, Feb. 3, and Columbia,
cently cut his song, “Cmi-t Seem to
Feb. 5.
Bros.
Capitol.
of disks

Former

a flock of artists

tactmen concentrating exclusively
on contacting disk jockeys. Both
George and Eddie Joy wUl shuttle
between here and the Coast, while
Perry will move between N. Y. and
Chi. Joy hopes, to have the four
contactmen put on the road simultaneously and continually.
Present contactmen In N. Y. office are George Schottler and Roy
Cohen, both of whom have been
doing the road Work, They’ll continue in their posts, and Joy in-

usually

series

plications of each demahd.
At
later sessions, the networks are
slated to make their counter-proposals.

Dropped from Victor’s lists in
George Joy has begun a wide recent weeks were Claude Thorrireshuffling of personnel and pro- hfll, Ray McKinley, Charlie Venfessional procedures in the wake tura, Lucy Ann Polk and Polly
of Lester Santly’s Withdrawal as a Bergen. Thornhill, McKinley and
partner in Santly-Joy Music and Ventura were spotlighted in Victhe designation of Eddie Joy, tor’s “Dance Band Parade” early
George’s son, as a partner in the in 1950 but their options were not
Joy is bringing in Jack picked up when their pacts ran
firm.
Perry, his vet Chi contactman, as out at the end of the year. Miss
professional manager to replace Bergen only had a deal for a couple of sides. Victor’s folk and westEddie Joy.
ern department has also dropped
Purpose of the shakeup is to conrecently.

are

canhed music between

Although the negotiating atmosphere is still amicable, the dis-

is

M-G-M’s

,

all

Pub; Son New Pad

with the company’s 100th release
of

on

The
flatly

ail

8 a.m. and midnight loomed as the
key issue in the bargaining and the
biggest hurdle towards an early
settlemeht.
Two negotiating sessions held to
date between unioh and network
execs have yielded no results, but
according
to
have
proceeded
schedule. At the initial meet Friday (12), networks moved to ad*
journ immediately after the union
submitted its demands in order to
study the proposals. At the sec*
ond meeting yesterday (Tues.), network spokesmen confined themselves to qUizzlhg union officials
in an effort to clarify the exact im-

royalty payments.

town offices.
Under the new setup, Joy will
mapping a have himself and Eddie Joy setting
bigscale
ad-promotion campaign records, Perry setting TV plugs
and supervising the professional
early in February in conjunction
department, and four or five con-

M-G-M Records

Co. With

royalty, calculated

IN RELEASE TIEUP

second.

Wizell Sets

5%

fund.

BALLY

first

bah on

prexy James C. Petrillo

each vidfilm’s gross, to be paid
into a music performance trust

est addition Is the Modernaires,
vocal combo who exited Columbia
Records a couple of months ago.
stores more thaii doubled.
Other talent also switching from
Census Bureau explains that Columbia to Coral during the past
centrate all professiolial activities
"Establishments classed as miisic couple of weeks include bandleadin New York. Joy feels the busistores are those primarily engaged er Les Brown and vocalist Herb
ness has changed to the point
in
selling
musical Instruments, Jeffries.
where record companies, disk jocksuch as pianos, violins, horns, reed
Michael Ross, Coral vlceprexy,
eys and television should occupy
instruments, drums, sheet music will continue as the diskery’s genthe lion’s share of professional acand phonograph records.”
eral manager, with Norm WeinConsequently, he feels
tivities.
Top state in sales by music strower operating under him as
that it is preferable to use four or
stores in 1948 was California; the general sales manager.
five contactmen fanning out of
gross was $38,671,000. New York
N. Y. on disk jockey contacting
was second with $32,842,000. Iltours and the top professional men
linois, Pennsylvania and Michigan
in N. Y. ebneentrating on records
followed in that order. In the 1939 M-C-IH’S BIG
and TV, than to maintain out-of-

New York was

new pact passed through the
preliminary sparring stage this
week. The union’s demand for a

for a

has not raised the issue so far
in the bargaining biit it’s definitely expected that he will ask

JoyReshuffffng

2,930 music stores in 1939. Thus,
hot only did the business increase
by 418% but the number of music

census.

of demands as negotiations with
major radio and video networks

her

current contract negotiations.

AFM

their regional offices and either
drop their contactmen or bring
-them into the homeoffice.
Meanwhile, the increasing importance of the disk jockey has cre(Continued on page 48)

1948

Tdispute

tween the AFM and the video
networks over the use of music
in vidpix and kinescope recordings will come to a head in the

—

Conkling will have operations. Newest exec assignmake whatever ment has been given to Jimmy Hiladministrative changes are necescessity for many publishers to close
At that time,

the

New York Local 802, American
Federation of Musicians, was head*
ing into stiff opposition on its bill

Crossroads

!
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ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC

Tennessee Waltz’ Steps Out as Most

Phenmnal Copy
A

smash hit on wax, “Tennessee
Waltz” is stepping out as one of
the top copy-sellers during the
past 15 years. Although sheet music sales have generally picked up
in the last couple of months, no
other hit tune has come even near
the sales power of “Tennessee
The Redd Stewart-Pee
Waltz.”

Wee King

number, which was

re-

converted from a folk tune into a
pop, is currently nudging the 900,000-copy mark and looks a cinch

Seller in IS

Years

1.000.
to
become the first number in
about five years to climb into the
000-seller class.

The extent of the tune’s click as
a copy-seller is a puzzler to publishing execs.
They can’t figure

why “Tennessee Waltz” should be
2.000.
outpacing

by more than two-to-one
such standout disk hits as “GoodIrene,” which sold almost
000 records for Decca but
which didn’t go much above 400,000 on sheet copies.
“Waltz” is currently selling at
the rate of 100,000 copies per week.
night,

3

URRim

Last week, Acuff-Rose, publishers
of the tune, put in three separate
orders of 100,000 copies apiece at
Althe printers, G. Schirmer.
though' the number has been on
the hit lists for about 10 weeks, its
selling power is still gathering momentum and it won’t be surprising
if the number cracks the 2,000,000
mark in sheet copies. It already is
near the 2,000,000 mark on Patti
Page’s cut for Mercury, with other
platter versions racking up lesser
but substantial sales also.
Another unusual aspect of the
tune is that it caught on without
any publisher hypoes. Acuff-Rose
operates exclusively out of a storefront office in Nashville and has
no professional staff in any other
The number caught on by
city.
itself and snowballed to the top
via its acceptance on disks.
.

HITS

Band Reviews
BERNIE CUMMINS ORCH

LARRY FOTINE ORCH

(12)

(13)

With Cathy Cardovan, Guy Rosa
Rustic Cabin* Engelwood
Cliffs•
N. J.
Larry Fotine’s orch has a
good
commercial style that has been
fairly safe to say, regardless of the
cliche, that Bernie Cummins Is a paying off in tlie midwest, where
perennial favorite in dinner-dance this crew has been concentrating
room of this hostelry. Last stand since its formation a
couple of
here was over a year ago, and since
years ago.
Fotine, a former ara Cummins date is usually good for
.-ranger
for
the
Sammy
engagepleasing biz, the current
Kaye band,
ment Is as welcome as have been has retained a semi-sweet attack
for this outfit but without comthe others.
There’s no mystery about why pletely carboning the Kaye patCummins maintains his popularity. tern.
His formula is to play what the
Medium-sized, this crew gets a
customers want, and the customers relaxed, pleasing sound out of its
want good music, as CJummins sees aggregation of four saxes, five
it.
That means the melody with brasses and three ihythm. In the
a beat, a variety of tempos, a few brass section, three trumpet
sidefrills, but no complicated musical
men occasionally double on valve
maneuvers.
Music comes out trombones for a fuller effect, but
pretty standard in the Cummins the brasses are generally subordipattern, and that’s easy to take for nated to the reeds for the
sweet
the payees.
effect
Along with carrying the
Cummins has added a sideman, melodic line clearly, crew keeps
enlarging the brass section to four pumping away with a steady beat
with a trombone. Three trumpets, that never could confuse the twofour reeds, piano, string bass and steppers.
drums round out the instrumentaBand has a large book, with
tion.
On the vocal side leader has Fotine responsible
for the crisp arWith Jane Kelly

Hotel Muehlebach, Kansas City
With 17 engagement in the last
20 years in the Terrace Grill of
the Hotol Muehlebach, it seems

.

ALL AtAtRLCA IS SIHOIHG

|

from Ad-G-A^’s smash musical

a newcomer in Jane Kelly, youngster with a deep voice and favor-

rangements. Current pop ballads,
such as “If,” are interspersed

able possibilities. Maestro himself
takes a filing at a vocal frequently,

and now and then

starrina

and

ESTHER WILLIAMS

HOWARD

among the

standards, with the
occasionally hitting a fast

orch

up two Item or a Latin tempoed-number.
members of the company to team Fotine, incidentally,
makes a nice
with him in the “Three B’s” trio. impression while fronting
the band
As is his long-established custom, and frequently joins the reed
secCummins is on the stand most of tion with his clarinet.
the time and actively directs the
Band
also
carries
two
good
vocrew.
Kansas City date is one of sev- calists. Guy Ross, doubling from
the
brass
section,
has
a
pleasing
eral which the Cummins ci'ew is
making on a respite from its many crooning style on the ballads
months at the Hotel New Yorker, while Cathy Cardovan, an attrac-

KEEL

calls

N. Y. It follows this with dates in
Galveston and Chi before returning to the New Yorker in the
spring.
Quin,

blond,

tive

rhythm
i

delivers well on the
occasional novelty

and

tune.

Herm,
PerlCa Replaces Reiter

New Memphis Aud Head
Memphis, Jan.

16.

Chauncey Barbour, former manager of Crump Stadium, has taken
over the reins of the City Auditorium here.
Barbour replaces
Charles McElravy, who managed
the Auditorium here since its
opening 25 years ago.

San Antonio, Jan. 16.
The Symphony Society of San
Antonio has engaged Jonel Peiiea
to replace the late Max Reiter as
musical^director of the forthcom-

Grand Opera

ing

Festival.

Perlea will arrive here later this
to begin rehearsals for the
Festival, which opens at the Municipal auditorium here Feb. 10.

month

"WHO'LL TAKE

(WHEN

lorry

“SPIN

I'M

MY

PLACE

GONE)"

THE BOHLE”

London Rocordt
No. 89R-45-89R—78 r.p.m./ 45 r.p.m.

Mean

"I Didn't

Mean

to

to Be

You"

and

"Someone"
London Rocordt
No. 9<3-45-963--78 r.p.m./ 45 r.p.m.

by
'tho lovely refrain'
started In '50:

who

"STRANGERS"
MAESTRO,

"HARBOR LIGHTS"
TOO LATE NOW"

'MUSIC,

PLEASE"
I

I

I

I

WHAT
".

.

,

from

by ARTHUR FREBD

•

Alusic

by HARRY

THE CRITICS SAY

Pertonal Appearances
Billboard— Dec. 16, 1950
label
stare

Lyrtt

"IT'S

.

week'* allow stars

fresh
Jxindon

Hnliie,

aevoral
lilt
rocordiiiBs
lovely to look at »
.
.

on
,

wonderful

,

presence,
captivntlnit
Imbues
.
.
numbers with wealth of warmth and moanine. Heal Bhow-atopper, under careful men-

WARREN

.

toring of Tim Gayl^, Ixirry llalne looks to he
a top name of the future
a natural for
Able L. Mortis.

...

TV"—

TV
(A1

"Don MrCarty^cems bent on niaklnir llamo'
tressed, flame-throated Lorry Italno, TV, radio
and record star, the talk of tlio enterlainment
world.

ChlcoRO

McCarty does tie .'10,000 watt W(TL,
"Outer Drive" show on which lie

comitnntly

singg

pralsea

the

of

klls's

"—NICK KENNY, New York
And Who Starts Songs?
"WoU Disney’s music publishing

.

.

.

Ralno
Mirror.

branch
Train' and 'UlndcreUa’ hit acores)
another new one after hcarinir
wax it. The title i» 'J.ove Goes
'Round on a Merry-Oo-Roiind’ . . ."
('.Mule

Ims, collared
I/jrry Rnjne

Variety— Dec. 20, 1950
'I'ole

I

Records

Morgan Bhow: Du.Mont from
Follow*Up Conimont.)

"...

WOX-TV.

.

.

—WALTER WINCHELL

"The

original etching of 'Dublin Rose,' taken
Mills Music, waa niado by Lorrj’
who roaotlvatcd Bourne Music's 'Strangers'. via her No.
1
numnier-BolUng London
dlHklng,
and tliat Aim's 'Music, Maestro,
rieaso'
over

guest Lorry Knine was neatly hrought
Into the production with n nostalgic bit about
old favorite rcrordlnus
Itflss Ruluo kept
.
to the theme with splcntlltl cMrplng lob . . . "

by

Ralno,

..."

—VARIETY

"Pen.slvo-plped Lorry CStr.ingers') Ralno, whoso moody version of 'Harbor Lights' started
the revival Btampedo on that
ballad beauty, promisefl to start
another hit In 'I Didn't Mean
to be Mean to You.' It's a wistful Bong-palnllng.
•
.
•

TONV WEITZEL

Lyric

by ARTHUR FREED

•

*by arrangement with Harry Warren Musk,

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION
\‘jR(!Ay BAKER

G

c

*

BROWN

Muafc by NACIO HERB

7QQ Seventh Avenue

Special Thanka
Disk .lockeys—jcoast-to*.

And
to the
coast
fiivolcd
leaso^l

/ric.

N

'i'

—

^

OIRICTION

o

MCA

ARTISTS, LTD,

•

wl)o

the

have
Lorry

coii-Mlslontly

Rutuo

re-

KXCLUilVI PERSONAL MANAOBMINT
TIM OAYLl PUBLICITY— PERSONAL MOT.
SONO A RECORD EXPLOITATION
4S1 WRIOHTWOOD/ CHICAOO/ ILL.
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There's no
It's

aR/J5IT

w

wMWA

about

this

being a Hit!

.

.

.

already on the Best-Selling Charts!
WmMm.\

I

er th®
rtposer

erg

^

RGiVIlCTOR Records

!

....
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RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS
SuTvey oy TCtail disk best
based on reports ob
tained from leading stores in

sellers,

12 cities and showing cornparative sales rating for this

and

last

^

week.

presenting

Week Ending

National

i

1

I

^

Ratint

Jnn. 13
This Last

O

Artist, Label, Title

wk»

ivk.

PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
"Tennessee Waltz" 5534

—

PHIL HARRIS (Victor)
"The Thing"—20-3968B
G. MITCHELL-M, MILLER (Col)
"My Heart Crica for You" 39067

—

MARIO LANZA (Victor)
My Love"—10-1561 A
P. COMO-FONTANE SIS.

ETHEL MERMAH
DICK HAYMES

"You’re Just in Love”

13

PER^

3

EDDY HOWARD

.

.

9

Coupl«d with

lOA

..

SOMETHING TO DANCE ADOUT

lOB

7

9

—5517.

(Capitol)
Cries for You’’— 1328.

"My Heart
WEAVERS-G. JENKINS
"So Long"—27376,
EDDIE FISHER (Victor)
"Thinking of

2

68

.

5

5

59

9

51

.

.

.

2.6

2

6

.

2

3

'7

7

7

.

10

4

4

.

5

3

.

.

6

9

....

2

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

'

»

»

.

.

.

*

JIMMY WAKELY

YOU’RE JUST IN LOVE

2

2

.625

5

.

(Columbia)
"Harbor Lights"—38963 ...

8

.

4

..

6

10

.

.

SAMMY KAYE

8

118

.

31

J

28

(Mercury)

"To Think You’ve Chosen"

13

7

TOP DECCA ARTISTS WITH A SMASH HIT

1

(Vic)

"Bushel and a Peck"— 20-3930

GORDON 'JENKINS

1

4

2

N

2

^

2

I

«
.S

111111
9

4)

^
a

1

(Vic)

—20-3945 A.

COMO-B. HUTTON

O

3

.

"Be
5

QD

Ifi

9

.

8

8

23

.

9

4

19

.

.

.

8

4

1

..

17

..

(Decca)

You"—20-3901

GUY LOMBARDO

.

8

..

3

.

.

.

7

15

10

12

.

(Decca)

"Harbor Lights"— 27208
(Both from Musical Production "Coll

Ho Madam")

GUY MITCHELL-M. MILLER
12A 12

DECCA

RAY ANTHONY

273TT and *9-27317
12B

5

"Nevertheless"

LES PAUL
12

13

"Little

7

— 1190

VIC

Rock Getaway"

—1316. ....

8

.

DAMONE

17B

..

...

..

.

(Decca)

(Decca)

"Roving Kind"— 27332

.

VIC

THE INK SPOTS

—5563

"Marshmallow W’orld"— 27230

..

His qrnat rendition of a religious favorite!

4

9

(Mercury)

"Music By the Angeles"

WEAVERS
of

3

(Decca)

BING CROSBY

KENNY

5

..

"Patricia"— 20-3905

BILL

4
^

•

You"—27128
PERRY COMO (Victor)

16A

17A

•

•

"Thinking of

10

16B

•

(Capitol)

(Capitol)

DON CHERRY
14

(C)

"Roving Kind’’—39067

(Mercury)
Heart Cries for You"

"My
BILL KENNY
"It’s

.

.

DAMONE

.

.

.

—5563

.

(Decca)

No Secret"— 27326

Disk Best Sellers by Companies

IT IS

NO SECRET

(Based on Points Earned)
No. of

u

Victor

I

DECCA

27326 and *9-27326

Capitol

2

3

FIVE TOP

VOICE OF XTABY

AND

ALBUMS

Columbia

Broadway Cost

MM850

Capitol

ML4180

CC244

•

Jan. 16.

4
DOLLS

Broadway Cast

Ymo Sumac

tunas!

JET
Coupled with

Decca
DA-825

NO MORE LOVE
DECCA

.

27416 and *9-27416

Indicates 45

RPMv*r»ton Si ngla

Rtcords«85c tach

(jplus

.

.

MADAM

THREE

LITTLE

WORDS

Mermon
Decca

Ethel

Hollywood Cost

DA-818

M-G-M

9-203

9-166

M-G-M53

DLP-8036

DLP-8035

E516

Omaha Local Relaxes
SAMMY KAYE ADAPTS
Rule to Give More Jobs
TAGUACGFARIAASPOP
Omaha, Jan. 16.

some of the classical feeling.,
Kaye’s rewrite is timed to coincide with the ballyhoo surrounding
Metro’s

upcoming

Mario

Lanza

starrer, "The Great Caruso.” The
aria is the one with which the late
tenor is most usually identified.

Musicians Union No. 70 has
adopted a much easier attitude to-

ward
places

night
\Yhich

spots

want

and smaller
employ a

to

small group for dancing or oth.}r
entertainment, yet can’t afford it.
While no special rule has been
passed, it hi a tacit understanding
that to make more work for musicians, the smaller entertainment
centers will be allowed to use a
minimum of three men.
Effect of this was noticeable at
once. Places like the Seven Seas,
Trocadero, etc., are announcing
modest little floorshows and dancing. At present only about a half
dozen spots are using sizeable floorshows.

tax)

JO STAFFORD
0

CALI ME

-

detain

Martin Feinstein new publicity
head for Sol Hurok attractions
Robert H. Thayer resigned as asst,
treasurer of N. Y. Philharmonic
due to national defense duties.
Paul G, Pennoycr replaced.

Points
60
40

6
3

Latest classical aria to get a pop
Oscar Johnson has been reelected prez of the St. Louis Symphony adaptation is Leoncavallo's "Vesti
la Giubba," from "Pagliacci," for
Society for the 18th consecutive which
Sammy Kaye has written an
year, establishing a local all-time English lyric and adaptation under
the
title
of "Tell Me You Love
high for that position. Johnson is
credited with having made up most Me." Adaptation is published by
Kaye’s Republic Music.
of the orch’s deficits annually.
Tune has been recorded by Kaye
James P. Hickok was re-elected on Columbia and Vic
Damone on
treasurer, and Newell S. Knight as- Mercury.
Latter rendition uses the
sistant treasurer. William Zalken
original Italian lyrics to open and
again was named secretary.
close the song in an attempt to

BUDDY JOHNSON
ntw

Records

SOUTH PACIFIC

St. Louis,'

His stnsational band with 2

Label
Decca

1

Johnson St Loo Orch Prez
For 18th Consecutive Yr.
•

Points
202
156
90

6
4
3

Mercury
Columbia

HEAR A CHOIR

No. of

Records

Label

Coupled with

of Columbia Records

Is

Americans Fastest
-‘Selling':Records!

“A FRIEND OF lOHNNY’S"

^

.

17 , 1951

W'e^nefiday, Jaiiiiary

/awEff

V
C*

' V

v»

»’<

/{^•*r«

“f UOM YUVS

.V

*'•

'

*

K^i'-

m

»

' '

,X'-

iXvS-r^^WtKi-'Sx'K-N.’.iSS;.;

it'.

“USE you;
MacRae

Goraon

-S
•

Colum"'*
Dacca
London
Mercury
VicMr
•

Lombardo

•

_

Lynn
Straeter

Vic Damona
Monroe
'.Vaughn

II

II

C*

*

•

Monica
IW ••••••
Lombardo

II

o5^onHvs«o«^

sf

Uvri*

Associated-.
p. V/.

I

Frank Ouvol

S+affof*!

...Jo

* •

y^<y

Vaughn Monroe

King
Victor

\

,-

.Doris
Columbia ...••• guy Lombardo
Dacca
".Gene V/llli»"'*

Recorded bV

•*

\

*>V

Day

Cap*dot

\s

k

Record***

WORbP'

“''.Russ Morgan
;
Al D'Artega

l>

•

L.ng-V/ortb

“

'

^

m

'PW

a

starring^

Broadway c»*
Greenwood
<=r

,.

Charlotte

•<

on

Tay'or

'

'rt’inat

.

v/Uh

Columbia

'

.N

j

Records

•>/>:^Vx^:^:*xw;

-W^'vV'
N vC

J

''M

UM LOYEB”

“I

"j
\%

^v' \

w*j' 'n>

Recorded by

'si.

\

I

\

/•.”
^

"W

%
>y.

x-:-

tfx

CapUe'

“YOU

•

Day

Doris

Columbia

Dacca

I'',:!;'
v/itb

\

•.v,*.V‘.*.

Lv*'"
Recorded by

•".'.Trudy Rlch»'-<»‘
.

Victor

V

Columbia

'

Stafford

!f'’l

Monroe

fcolumbia

f

ff

BW

frank Sinatra

Monroe

.Vaughn

;.'.

W\

UEMUND ME’

G^on

Vera

London
•.•.•.\*.v.\v.*.*.'

^

nOM’Y

T-ZJenkins

•

Carson

riatcd
»
^ssoc»atea

W

c

IW

.

.

.

Mindy
u
Monica Lewis

Victor

.

•

•

,th Al
LangrWorth.W

D’Artega

Muiak

R^^
Thesaurus...

%

'

OUGHT TO
be YOU”

“HOUOUY’S
CHUSIHU ME

% ^

v-^v

..I
'-'p

''

'

'

••;<'

V..''.

Columbia

—

,s

xs

••J^jemary

X

'p p'

' >'•%

A

Coral

—

'^XVfc
V

<^<1
/

'**'

NSS

..vsVv

S<

..S

v.^

and Connie

'••'
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Royal Plmliamionic Tnp;

Judd.
Orch, making
‘jorch
n

Joy Postponed’

Calls It

&

have to postpone the return

“Tennessee Waltz”
*'Mo$t Requested” Disk
“My Heart Cries For You’*
Seller on Coin Machines

nine-week tour
doing 51 dates
take.

Symph

trans- Atlantic phone to
Judd, of the Judson,

Judd division of Columbia Artists Mgt., Beecham said he’d
O’Neill

“Tennessee Waltz”

U. S. visit

its first

an estimated $250,000

for

the U. S. next fall \)y the Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra of England were nixed last week by
the orchestra’s maestro and chief
angel. Sir Thomas Beecham. Talk-

Tops of the Tops
Retail PIsk Best Seller
Retail Sheet Best Seller

this fall, finished a
of the east Dec. 15,

Possibility of a ret>eat tour of

ing by
William

Wednesday, January 17^ 1951

as world conditions are too unsettled now
ued"
not to plan another crossIt would have to be ‘*a
ocesn tour.
ocean
tow
joy postponed,” Beecham told

Beecham Nixes Return

I

visit,

of 100 just about broke even
on the trip ( transportation counted
in), this being the first trans-ocean
tour of any orch, any time, that
came within a modicum of breaking
even. (Philadelphia Orchestra trip
to England last year cost its backers about lOOG; N. Y. Philharmonic's trip to Edioburgh next year
will be at a loss, and the Philharmonic’s European trip of some

“Tennessee Waltz”
Best British Seller
“I Taw a Puddy Tat”

Survey Week of January 5-11# 1951

The top 30

GORDON

sorigs of the 'week ('more in case of ties),

based on
the copyrighted Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular
Music Broadcast over Radio Networks. Published by the Office of
Research, Inc., Dr. John O. Peatman, Director, Alphabetically
listed.

years ago likewise Was at a big
deficit).
Beecham orch’s success
this fall had prompted Columbia
to plan a longer U. S. tour next
fall, to run 18 weeks instead of
nine, going as far as the Coast.

A
A

Bushel and a

A.

Penny- a

JENKINS and THE WEAVERS on DECCA RECORDS

Peck— ’•'“Guys and

Marshmallow World

My

All
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.
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Dolls”.

.Morris

Shapiro-B
ShapirO'B
............ Mills
....

•
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» .

•

Love ................

jAuf Umii
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. . . .

Leaves

Grtf erion

13ear Xlear !Dear
Frosty the Snow
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Man

.

Range
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—
a Lovely baiy Today

.

.... .Berlin
’““Call Me Madam^’
It's
E. H. Morris
Never Been In Love Before— "““Guys and Dolls”.
t
Life Is So Peculiar— “Mr. Music” ............... Burke- VH
/.
....
Lombardo
Looks Like a Cold Cold Winter.
.

.

Here's your copy of

.

My

.

.

most wanted new

.

,

.

—

.

.

'.

.

. .

.

Heart Cries For You
...
t “Three Little Words”. ... ...
Nobody’s Chasing Me— ’““Out of This World” .....
....
.
Orange Colored Sky
.....................
’Sea ^)f the Aloon.
Nevertheless

the most talked about

.

.... ....................... Goday
..... ...... ...... ... « . . Hill &

Chappell
Hairbor Lights
Loved^ ’““Out of This World” ............. .(Chappell
I
/
... :
If ........ ......
i
...... ... Shapiro-B
*“Guys and Dolls”. ........ . .Morris
If I Were a Bell

Am
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.Massey
Chappell
Chappell

.

,

Frank

.

.Robbins
...Mills

Sleigh Ride.

Teardrops From My Eyes ^
... .... Simon
........ Acuff-R
Tennessee Waltz
..'.... ... .... .Hollis
The Thing
Remick
Thinking Of You— t“Three Little Words”
Laurel
... ....
To Think You’ve Chosen Me
Chappell
Use Your Imagination
Witmark
You Love Me— f “The West Point Story”.
You’re Justin Love ’““Call Me Madam” ..... ....Berlin
,

. .

.

;

.

.

. ,

.
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. .

. .
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.
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this

song, but

III

sing

It

sat

Id

the

dark

and

Fain .'ly

and

asked tbeni

sweet-bt'Hrts they

went

(1)

your

to

.

. .

a • rdio
or tbs
they sparked. They
for
you. They

.
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listed.

C

«. (The)

.

Accidents Will Happen t“Mr. Music”.
... .... Burke-VH
Miller
Be My Love t“Toast of New Orleans”. ........
Best Thing For You— ’““Call Me Madam”. ......... Berlin
Valando
... .... ....
Can Anyone Explain. .........
... ... ......... Dreyer
Can’t Seem To Laugh Anymore.
Hullabaloo .... ^ .......................... Mills
If You’ve Got the Money I’ve Got the Time ....... Peer
.Famous
I’ll Always Love You— t“Friend Irma Goes West”.
Harms
Long Before I Knew You. ........
......
Santly-Joy
Lucky Lucky Lucky Me
........... Leeds
Music By the Angels ...
.W &
Night Is Young and You’re So Beaulifcil

Moderately

VERSE

'.

The remaining 20 songs of the week (more in case of ties),
based on the copyright Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast over Radio Networks. Published by the Office
of Research, Inc., Dr; John G. Peatman, Director. Alphabetically
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Alamo

Oh Babe

.Duchess

Petite Waltz

Roving Kind .................
....... ... .
Super Song
Time Out For Tears ............................
Tonight Be Tender To Me ................ /. ....
When Our Country Was Bom. ...
With These Hands
Zing Zing— Zoom Zoom
.

.

. . .

.

.

.
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.

some
sighed
can’t

of
and
cook

trOu
cried

•tVe

they
or

sew

•
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that

both • ered

and
and

they

bugged

she

won’t

my

And
But
So

mind#

and

they

kissed#

scrub

your

floor#

a

t Filmusical.

^

.

* Legit musical.

22iG

Four Coast Dates

Kurt Baum has some 24 appearances skedded with the Met Opera
this season, with 20 concert dates
throughout the east and south interspersed
Violinist Tossy
Spivakovsky, making his first European tour in 17 years, next summer, will also appear in Israel, giving 10 concerts with Israel Philharmonic and doing four recitals
.

Hollywood, Jan. 16.
First four dates of Spike Jones’
new tour hit a walloping $22,600
gross ovet the weekend, zany batoneer equaling or bettering last
year’s business in all three towns
played.
Hometown one-niter Saturday (13) at Long Beach grossed

two performances in
San Diego Sunday (14) brought
and Pasadena Civic aud'

sellout $7,000;
$8,500,

date

Monday

(15)

grossed $6,000.

Long Beach and San Diego dates
topped

was

last

year, while Pasadena

slightly under.

Jones’ share for the three towns
was $13,300. After pair of performances tonight (Tuesday) and tomorrow at Philharmonic Auditorium here, troupe starts string of
64 oiie-nighters broken by a fortnight at Chase hotel, St. Louis,
March 23, at $12,500 weekly tihd
Colgate Comedy Hour appearance Feb. 11 from Chicago for
which Jones supplies entire show
for $40,000. Outfit will lay off for
a week before the show to rehearse.
-

1

got-ta be drift-in*

-

a

”

4)

I

wallced

down

the street to the grocery store.'

5)

IooKt:

*
r

EXTRA VERSES,

NBOTV

(Sing Verses consecutively)

It AfViJS

My telephone

I

That was the preacher a-making a

crowded with people both rich and both poor.
asked the man how his butter was sold/
^
He said, "One pound of butter for tvyo pounds of gold/*
^

5did:

He

said,

You're

rang and

"We're

It

jumped

off the wall.
call.

:

waitin' to tie the knot/

gettin’ married, believe

it

or not!'*

The church It Was jammed/ the church It was packed
The, pews were so crowded from front to the back

A thousand friends Waited to
But

I

was so

Told them
Copyrlpllt 1950 by

I

kiss

my new bride#

For the ninth time, a suit brought
the American Society oi

rushed her outside.

,

N#vr York

19,

Composers, Authors and Publishers, Music Publishers Protective
Assn, and Shapiro-Bernstein by a
Missouri composer, Edward Vance,
has been thrown out bf court.
Vance’s suit, which charged conspiracy and piracy by the defendants, received its most recent dismissal last week from New York
Federal Court Judge Sylvester J.
Ryah.
Court .ruled that Vance failed to
make out a valid claim and chastised him for being “confused and

N.Y

Mad0 iht/.S,A,

PAUl WESTON

Columbia

lYNN MURRAY

KEN GRIFFIN

Columbia

RALPH MARTIERE

FOIKWAYS MUSIC
PFTE

PUBLISHERS, INC
KAMERON. General Manager

•

129

.

in addition.

BOING!
Composer Wanted!
You may be the one who can put
tunes to my Lyrics and vice versa.
The combination could *'Go Boing!”
I am successful advertising and marketing
backexecutive;'
theatrical
ground: have loads of. unique song
ideas and lyrics; want to work on
partnership basis only with dependable, experienced Composer who has
contacts In the field and who seeks
fresh ideas. Liv6 in suburb of New
York City. Can work nights and weekends; also by. mail.
Here, are a few of my many titles
waiting for good tunes:
^'Maestro of My Heart"; "Topsy Torvy; "It's Kind of for Love and It's
for Keeps"; "A Faded Pair of tYungarees"; "You Provide the Melody—
I'll
Provide the Song"; "it Was Real
Friendship";. f'Uhder the Clock at the
Astor."
Interested? Write and tell me about
.

—

yourself.
References
exchanged.
Perhaps We can "Go Boing!" together,
and make "The Hit Parade!" Stranger
things have happened!
,
Box 1279, Variety, 154 W. 46th St.,
New York.

agairist

.

•

.

.

.

:

FOLKWAYS MUSIC PUBLISHERS, INC

tnUrnationat Copyrig^ht Sieuro4

an)?ious

Bloom
Robbins

I

In

And

Life
Life

in

Spike Jones Hits

—

.

Hollis
Life

Republic

WEST 52nd STREET

Coral

Mercury

NEW YORK

LUCKY WILBER, West Coast Representative

infinitely

19,

N.

Y,

prolix” in his brief.
Vance’s case against the defendants
was previously dismissed last July
but he filed an amended complaint.

THE WINTER SENSATION

SLEIGH
RIDE
1951'$

Top Noisemoker!

HUtlABALOO
MILLS MUSIC, INC.
1619 Broadwny
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RETAa SHEET BEST

JIM TYSON TO HANDLE

SEI I ERS

TOMMY DORSEY BOOKINC
Jim Tyson, vet band booker, has
joined Tommy Dorsey’s Tom-Dpr
Enterprises to handle all bookings
for the Dorsey band. Tyson, who
was with Music Corp. of America
for a number of years and more
recently, with Associated Booking
Corp., replaces Lee Carroll, Who
resigned to return to his family on
the Coast.
Dorsey is currently on the Coast,
where he’s been recording during
the past week with Bing Crosby,
the Andrews Sisters, Victor Young
and his own small jazz group for
Decca. When Dorsey takes his big
band on the road again, his first
location job will be at the Totem
Pole ballroom, outside Boston, for
four days starting Jan. 17. This
will be followed by a'^series of onenighters until Feb. 5, when the
band goes into the Click, Philly

Survey oj retail sheet music
based on reports obtained

sales,

from, leading stores in 12 cities

and showing comparative sales
rating for this and last week.
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“Tennessee Waltz” (Acuff-R).
“My Heart Cries for You“ (Massey)
“Harbor Lights” (Chappell);
“The Thing” (Hollis) ............
“Bushel and a Peck” (Morris) / ...
“Be My Love” (Miller)
.

*S

.

4

“Nevertheless”
“ All

My

(Chappell)

Love” (Mil ls

“ Marshmallow

.

.

3

6
8

.

(Hollis).

Cap, Col Changes
Continued from page 39
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15
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and
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. Mischa Raginsky, former musical

the

at

Shamrock

hotel,

Houston, started as maestro at
Palm Court cocktail lounge of the
Biltmore hotel, N. Y., last week.
various
Raginsky
times
at
batoned at the Ritz-Carlton, Waldorf-Astoria and Plaza hotels, N. Y.

Ends

With

Yoii.”

Plaintiff

I

years.

Financial predicament of Local
802 was one of the reasons why
the union!s exchange floor is being
moved but of the Broadway area
to New York’s lower east side. Effort to find another headquarters
uptown, following cancellation of
the lease on the exchange floor
at 50th street and Ave. of the
Americas, ran into the problem of

The union was
high rentals.
forced to take the eastside hall as
a temporary expedient, but plans
are being made to buy or construct a building as an answer to
the local’s housing question.
Lombardo’s Interstate Banquet
Rank-and-file members, meanDallas, Jan. 16.
Guy Lombardo orch plays here time, are squawking loudly about
for the Interstate Theatre Circuit’s the shift of the employment hall
.banquet March 13.
out of the Broadway area.
:

BALLAD HIT THAT'S SmtPIHG TH£ HATIOH
NEW

from M-e-M's Lavish Musical "THl TOAST Of

\

,

posed dues structure would boost
the union’s bite from $16 to $24
per member annually plus a rise
then
in employment tax from 1% to

claims that in 1947 he collaborated
with the defendants in writing the
Words and music of the number.
Kaufman wants the court to declare him as a joint writer of “Begins” and asks that his other legal
rights to the tune be set forth. In
addition, he demands an accounting of all royalties and earnings,
as well as a / Court order requiring
the defendants to amend the song’s
copyright registration in Washington to include his name among its
authors.

the Columbia Broadcasting Sys- Busch, Lee .Gillette, Dave Dexter
tem. He has been retained as con- and Pete Rugolo will work under
sultant to CBS. Wallerstein’s exit Wallichs on the Coast, with New
brings the third man into Col’s York continuing to be handled by
prexy post in three years. Ill 1948, Walter Rivers and Dave CavaFrank White assumed the presi- naugh.
dency, with Wallerstein becoming
chairman of the board.
year
later, however. White i’eslgned to Raginsky at N.Y. Biltmore
director

Band

>

.

......

The 35-year-old exec entered the
A
platter business in 1945 as Capitol's a&r chief, previously having
worked for the du Pont company. become the. Mutual Broadcasting
KarlieT, Conkling led a band at System prexy, with Wallerstein reDartmouth College in which Paul suming his former post.
AVeston Was a sideman.
At Capitol, Alan Livingston, viceWallerstein, meantime, is resign- prexy over kiddy repertory, who
ing, effective Feb. 1, as both prexy was being dickered for by RCA
of Columbia Records and a mem- Victor, is remaining in his present
ber of the board of directors of job. In the pop department, Lou

days.

five

A

chronic deficit in the operating revenue of New York Local
802, American Federation of Musicians, is forcing the union’s execs
to ask for a sharp increase in
membership dues this year. Situation has grown so critical relocal’s
cently that Jack Stein,
treasurer, has reported to the exec
board that if the present situation
Continues “there will no longer be
any relief fund left to provide for
Prorelief at the present scale.”

through
one-highters
on
goes
2 %,
Feb. 17, playing the U. of Virginia
Local 802, like other musician
on Feb. 16 and 17,
locals throughout the country, was
hit hard by the Taft-Hartley law’s
for
collection
of
elimination
Seiler-Marcus Sued By
Such collec“standby” crews.
tions, Which were used to float the
Writer on Sone Riuht$ union’s relief activities for the unemployed, the aged and the sick,
Songwriter A1 Kaufman brought
formerly amounted to about $240,suit in N. Y. federal court last
000 annually. The surplus accumuweek against tunesmiths Eddie Sei- lated from the “standby” collecler and Sol Marcus seeking a dec^
tions, however, has been rapidly
laratory judgment to determine his
depleted in the last couple of
rights in the song, “It All Begins

14
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”You're Jiist in Love” (Berlin) ...
“Thinking of You” (Remick)
“Orange Colored Sky” (Frank)...

I

5
2

(S hapiro^B)
.

m

1

8

,

“Petite Waltz” (Duchess)
“You've Chosen Me” (Laurel)

“Roving Kind”

1

5

)

W orld”

1

4
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Forces Local
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A Joe Pasternak Production
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MILLER MUSIC CORPORATION

*

799 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

19,
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Y,
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TV

on

Capitol of

Alphabetically Listed )
Week of Jan. 5-11
(Based on copyrighted Audience Coverage Iridey: and
Audience Trend Index, published by Office of Research,
Peatman,
Inc., Dr, John G,
director)
A Bushel and a Peck. .Morris
(

On

the Upbeat
where

New York

earned

its local

rep-

Ivory
Joe Hunter
opened at Oasis last night for $1,500 per frame plus 50% of the gate

Margaret Phelan, King Records
songstress, opens at the Detroit
Athletic Club for two weeks, Jan.

.

.

.

Claude “Mighty Man“ Maxwell
Abby Albert orch winds up plays a one-shot, vaudate next Sun19
six-weeks' booking at Syracuse ho- day (21) at the Lincoln theatre.
tel, Syracuse, Jan. 27 and opens at
the Warwich, Philly, Jan. 29
violinist Yehudi Menuhin makes
Chicago
his first visit to Japan in September to play 30 concerts ... Evelyn
Jimmy borsey band set for
Knight booked into the Flarne Edgewater Beach hotel, Jan. 26
Room, Radissoh hotel, Minneapolis, for four weeks, followed by Bernie
Louis Cummins Febi 23 for four Weeks
at the end of this month
Bernstein, Shapiro-Bernstein topiVilliam Karzas pacted Billy
per, off to another Florida vacation Bishop band for Trianon, Feb. 6,
.Dave Kringel, Sammy followed by Orrin Tucker, March
next week
Kaye's rrianager, heading for Miami 6. Lineup for the Aragon includes
Beach for opening of Kaye’s new Teddy Phillips, F eb. 27 and Eddy
terpery, the Sunset Room.
Pete CamHoward, March 23
eron in town on deejay promotion
.

.

.

.

Marshmallow World

Shapiro
Nevertheless ....... .Chappell'
Tennessee Waltz .... Acuff

,

.

.

.

'

first

it

utation

.

.

.

.

.

Howie Richmond

for

Mollywood

.

.

Don Reed

.

*

set for Rice hotel, Houston,
Jan. 18 for six weeks . Ray Pearl
orch to Grove, Orange, Tex., Feb.

band

.

.

rienry Busse opened at El Ran-

cho. Las Vegas ... Frank DeVol 9
locatibn booker Dan
,
orch set for musical short at Uni - Cleary will be claimed by Army,
versal - International and batoneer Jan. 19
Jose Moran, Pemora
After wind- Music pubber, in town on whip-up
also will narrate
ing up at the Palladium here^Sun- .
Les Bose trio has retagged it*^
treks east
Berieke
Tex
day (21),
self the Bel TriOi each letter indislowly, playing one and two.night cating initials of its three memstands for the next fortnight
Each man will alternate as
bers.
trumpeter George Thaw joined leader for a year, in order to divvy
Abbey Krowne’s band at Charley
extra leader coin percentage
|

.

.

{

.

MCA
.

.

Supper

.

.

Club

.

.

the

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.
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.

.
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.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

mapping plans for teevee
show around Buddy Moreno band,
with plugger Irwin Berke possibly
on roster
A1 Trace to Mar.

.

,

Ella Fitztinique, Chi, Jan. 24
gerald goes to Blue. Note, Feb. 16,
for two weeks ... Tiny Hill into
fori
sides
eight
Chi to
etch
Mercury, before hitting one-night
trail in Iowa ... Duke Ellington
set for concert date at Civic Opera,
.

Feb. 4
cut two
.

.

.

Deejay Frann Weigle
for Mercury last

.

sides

week.

Pittsburgh
•

Rob Turk, trumpeter with Ben
Ribble’s band at Terrace Room, is
leaving the end of this week to

|

get married and will quit the music
organist Jean Allen’s
business
option picked up at Ankara cockTommy Carlyn’s
tail lounge
band filling in with one-nighters
between Friday-Saturday dates at
'Hal McIntyre and
Bill Green’s
Baron Elliott orchs playing fm:.
Pitt Interfraternity Ball at William Penn hotel, Friday (19). Af.

.

same extreme degree.

,

.

.

.

TV

.

Chi Slashes

Chicago, Jan. 16.
publishers, in keeping
with, the traditional first-of-theyear guillotining of personnel, have
reduced the. numbers of their Chi-

Music

,

cago contabtment to its lowest
in
many years.
Latest
pianist at the Monte Carlo for a point
year, is now devoting her time to economy move here was the lopWes Parker’s hand ping of excess personnel in Metro’s
teaching
playing all the dances at Elks
Club’s new headquarters in Aragon
ballroom building.
.

.

.

Ban On

For Prod.-Distrib

Spread
Continued from page 39
London, Ont., Jan. 16.
ated a demand for more of the deeCapitol Records of
Ltd.,
jay contactmen.
Up to a short holder of the Capitol Canada,
franchise in
time ago, most of the deejay con- Canada,
is undergoing a refinanctacting had been done by freeing program which will raise more
lancers Working for artists, or by
money; for expansion of producrecord company promotion men.
Now, however, the publishers have tion and distributing facilities in
the Dominion.
either hired deejay contactmen or
Capitol in Canada is an outare converting their own songpluggrowth 6f the nbw-defunct Regal
gers to the deejay contact routine.
The new pattern, as it is shap- Records, Ltd., in a small plant.
ing up, will probably see key ex- The staff in the London headquarecutives of a* publishing company ters has grown, from 15, to 70, and
settings records on a new song, presses /between July and ChristwUh a couple of contactmen going mas operated on a 16-hour day. Beafter television and ai few key radio cause there is no room in the Lonr
plugs. The rest of the professional don office and plant, some of the
staff will be assigned to road work, Montreal and Toronto distributors
travelling from city to city con- will share more prominently in the
tacting disk jockeys in key city national scheme of distribution.
Because of the steel shortage and
areas.
As- of now, there are only two difficulties that may be encounregional areas outside of N. Y. for tered in building during an emerthe great majority of publishers. gency, the company has tentatively
These are the Coast and Gliicago, shelved plans for either an addiwhich covers the midwest. Chicago tion to the present plant or a new
has experienced a severe decline in plant entirely.
the number of commercial radio
shows originating there, and the
Big 3, Robbins, Feist, and Miller,
decline of contactmen employed
which ousted Ned Miller, a 17-year
there is reflected in this.
Three
man with the organization, and
years ago, there were nearly 100
put the entire setup in the hands
contactmen active in the Windy
of Erwin Barg.
Last week, Jack
City.
Today there are fewer
Perry, long a midwest rep of Santthan 40.
ly-Joy, moved out of his office for
The situatioil is paralleled on the
traveling duties after the firm anCoast, though not nearly to the

The Coast,
incidentally, stands a better chance
.
of keeping intact its regional offices
via the fact that it has maintained
its quota of radio commercials and
.
wilLbe ja prolific source of network
onebihe "coaxial cable goes up.
In addition, a good deal of deejay
contacting
must be done out there,
scheduled
been
originally
had
fair
several weeks ago but was post- and simple economics dictate the
big
snow
necessity of having a man operate
poned on account of the
Now that band on “Tech Varie- from there rather than from N.Y.
ties” TV show here every Monday
night has been increased to 13
.

.

nounced

it

will

darken

its

local

headquarters.
^
Among recent others, Walt Disney Music shuttered Jan. 2, displacing plugger Paur SalVatori.
Campbell Music closed a few
months ^ago, • relieving Ben Kantor,
as have numerous smaller
firms. The Bourne office darkened
in December for a few weeks, then

reopened ostensibly after a reappraisal, with midwest rep Hank
Markbreit, on a shaky ih-and-out
basis, back at a reported salary
cut.

now workChicago number approxi-

Active songpluggers
ing

in

mately

20, one-fifth the number
employed here during the lush era

in the ’30’c, less

than half of those

employed during the peak years of
W<5i'ld War II, and 10 less than
were engaged during the postwar
years.

Di

Continued from page 39
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•’BEST

Champ Butler,
DEAR, DEAR, DEAR (Goday)
young new vocalist (Columbia-39132) impresses Variety with this *"solid number. "
Disc rates a "Best Bet" from Cash Box.
(Non-exclusively licensed by BMI) .

BET”

w

—

TEARDROPS FROM MY EYES (Simon House)
Moving up fast is the Helen O’Connell - Frank DeVol (Capitol-1340) disc,
"picked" by Billboard . Jo Stafford and
Gene Autry (Columbia^39086) favored by
the juke ops.
Fran Warren (Victor 203995) also in demand.

IN

DEMAND

BALLAD

Current. talks cover

network

HOT

HADN'T BEEN FOR YOU (Johnstone - Montei j— Eddie Fisher and Hugo Winterhalter
(Victor 20-4016) turn out a top-4eck sentimental ballad.
Platter has strong
romantic appeal.

at the four networks, plus all
tooters hired on weekly commercial shows.
Current scale ranges
from a minimum of $151 weekly
for sustaining shows to a minimum
of $191 for commercial airers, both
calculated on a 25-hour week.

—

^

80

FIFTH

the network
prexy James C.
not opened as yet.
It|s known, however, that Petrillo
will pattern his demands after Local 802 ’s,
If Local 802 is unable
to arrive at a settlement with the
outlets, Petrillo is expected to step
oil

level with
Petrillo have

M usic, Inc.

AVENUE. NEW YORK
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the End of the
World with You"

"till

.

AFM

5

WOR,

packaged contract.
Pact will affect over 250 musicians, currently working on staff

Johns t one - Mont el )
(
Western hovelty by Jack Rivers (Cbral640’72) favored in Cash Box and Billboard
reviews.
Amusing treatment of an Army
theme. Looks Hot.

ROADCAST

and
from

all local

originating

four
Although two
networks.
sessions have already been held,
there's still some confusion over
whether the current sessions cover
both video and radio operations.
It’s understood, however, that network, execs will ask for an AM-TV

Negotiations

lO" M

of

major

IF IT

BUGLE CALL BABY

shows

WNBC, WCBS. WJZ and
New York flagships of the

•
^

minimum number

living index.

..w

'

*

a

musicians for each program category and run-of-the-show contracts
The union byfor aU musicians.
passed an anticipated request for
higher quotas on staff musicians in
favor of the latter demands.
.Would Hike Costs 50%
A network exec estimated that
the union’s demands would hike
costs for musicians over 50% "S^uthout taking the disk ban into consideration. Other demands by Local 802 called for a 3% contribution by the networks to a union
welfare fund, the hiring^ of musicians on an annual basis, three
weeks’ severance pay- for each
weekly program, two-week vacation and a Wage-reopening clause
that would hinge on the cost-of-

ONCETHERELIVED A FOOL (Hill k Range)
"Anita O’Day’s (London-958) moving interpretation lifts this item out of the
Blues & Rhythm field into a powerful pop
entry," says Variety.

ENTRY

nnnict’iSa Jy

I

Canada Set

Wayne
King parallel negotiations With the netSO GOES MY HEART (Wemar)
cities, are
(Victor-20-3998) rates platter praise work outlets in those
aimed at opening more jobs for
from Variety and a big nod from Cash Box looters.
asking for
to
In addition
for a swingy, rhythmic waltz. Watch this a ban on disks, the union is also

POWERFUL

^

.

MCA

closely.

LOOKS

.

,

men, A1 Marsico, longtime maestro
at old Nixon Cafe, is permitting'
his name to be used as musical
director. He handled music before
with ony six pieces but didn’t
want to be programmed then ...
Gloria Seigle, who was the lull

SENTIMENTAL MUSIC (Town & Country
Patti
Page (Mercury-557.1) earns a Billboard
"pick. " "TENNESSEE WALTZ thrush, " says
Billboard, "appears ready to continue her
hot wax streak • . • " Look f or other top
deck releases by Rosemary Clooney (Columbia), Frankie Carle (Victor) and Jack
Pleis-Eve Young (London)

THIS

STRONG

.

,

.

.

WATCH

.

.

.

.

Toy’s Valley
Club Caribe,
Nov-elites to
Jerry Gray orch inked for two- Miami, Jan. 17 for one month
nighter at Pasadena Civic, Jan. Harmohicats Set for Club Turin,
26-27.
Sioux City, la., Jan. 17 and follow
A1 Gayle orch set for indefinite with teevee shot on Ed Sullivan
Roosevelt
show . . Ken Griffin inked into
Hollywood
the
stand at
Geri Seven Seas, Omaha, Jan. 25
Cinegrill opening Jan. 31
Galian rhumband shifted out of the .Toe Maze and his Chordsmcn into
Cocoanut Grove and back to Giro’s Clover Club, Peoria, Jan. 13 . . .

PICK

.

.

.

.

ilLLBOARD

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The Thing ....
Hollis
5 Top Standards
Buttons and Bows ... Famous
Crazjf Rhyhtm
Harms
Tea For Two
Harms
Old Black Magic
Famous
My Baby Smiles Von Tilzer

.

.

.

Pubs Slash

,
I

v

in

on the

local’s behalf.

"At q Perfume
Counter"

M&M

10891 78 RPM
K 10891 45 RPM

//

The Chicken Song
Gonna Take It

(Ain't

Settin'

Down)"

"Oh tittle Fish"
MGM 10729 78 RPM
K 10729 45 RPM

;

17, 1951

Vednesday, January
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BOUSE nEVBBWS

ploys neither musical nor rhythm
Capitol,
V.
backing. It was formerly
Kay Starr, Dick Brown, Johnny challange” bit and is gooda ”drum
Phil
enough Wiere Silvers with Harry Froman,
Morgan* Clark Bros, *{2), Jerry to stand without
Bros, (3)
vnth Mildred
the
Wald Orchestra (15); Branded,^* Only other act is thedrum cues. Seymour, Carleton Carpenter &
Novellos,
Debbie Reynolds, Paul Sydell, Ted
(Par); reviewed in Variety, Nov, man and woman
who
double in
15, 1950,
trapeze work and ladder walk- Straeter Orch (15); “Grounds for
(M-G) reviewed in
ing. Act gets off slowly but picks Marriage”
Current
headlines
the
Starr
Kay
Variety Dec, 13, ’50.
show at the Paramount up fast and offers real novelty,
stage
especially the man’s bit, as a gent
where she made one of her first out walking his
The Capitol layout comes close to
dog, while* both
vaude appearancea before zoom- are mounted
On the 12-foot ladder. being one of the strongest ever to
play that house. The forepart of
ing to disk popularity a year or
Potent factor of Miss
so ago.
the show contains some powerStarr’s Capitol platters, on which
house entertainment, but unfortuApollo, Y. Y.
her tricky style caught bn with
nately the finale doesn’t measure
a couple of hits, justifies her top
Arnett Cobh Orch (7), Eddie up to the previous turns.
hilling on an otherwise mild lay- Durham
Orch
(It),
Wynonie
Booker Sid Piermont has gone
out. She gives out with two of Harris, Annie Laurie, ‘'Flash” Gor^
far afield to line up this extravaher current pops, “Bonaparte's don,
Jesse,
James & Cornell, ganza. on a studio deal, he got
Retreat” and “ril Never Be Free,” -‘Sticks” McGhee, “Crackshot” &
Carpenter
& Debbie
Maitthews,
her ac- Co., “Trial Without Jury” (Rep), Carelton
with Dave
Reynolds (New Acts), the Metro
companist and arranger, subbing
starlets who clicked in “Two Weeks
in
the latter
Tennessee Ernie

49

N.

and organ in a medley of tunes, on
Strand, N. Y«
a supposed tour of various counDean Murphy, Betty Bruce^
wMch gives them opportunity Betty
Reilly, 5 Amandis, Florian
to reprise some oldies and wind
with “Stars and Stripes” for solid Zabach; “Dallas” iWB), reviewed
in
VarietV,
Nov. 22, 1950.
bowoff.
Sherman Hayes orch bosses proCurrent bill at the Strand adds
ceedings neatly.
Zabe,
up to a well-varied layout. Fastmoving show has Dean Murphy
Seville,
topUning, but each of the other
turns project with equal impact.
Montreal, Jan. 12.
Murphy, as usual, scores with
Jan August, Eileeri Barton, Bobhis string of expert seleb impresby Sargent, Madge & Karr, 3 Dees,
sions. Unusual aspect of his mimiLen Howard House Orch; “Double
cry is that Murphy not only gets
Confession’- (EL),
the Voice of the original characters
After a varied few months dur- but also gets a close resemblance
ing which time the Seville tried via his facial mobility. Tops are
“art” pix laced with a collection his satires on Hildegarde, Mrs^
of longhair pianists, ballet terp- Franklin D. Roosevelt, Bette Davis*
Ronald Colman, aniidst a flock of
sters, et al. manager Ben Garson
others. He retains the sock windApollo is a little overboard oh With Love” and “Three Little has finally conie up with a straight up bit in which he does F.D.R. '
blues singers this week, but the bill Words.” They constitute a refresh- vaude offering and current layout in a seriotis commentary of curwhich opened yesterday (11) is
nevertheless adds up to a divert- ing turn.
rent world affairs.
Although a
clicking with local patrons.
ing package. Blues slate is headed
.solid act as constituted, Murphy
Phil Silvers, who recently comInitial stanza includes platter could
up by Wyhonie Harris who whams pleted a stand at the Copacabana,
improve on it by drastically
across four n u
b e r s despite a N. Y,, is a literate comedian and artists Jan August and Eileen Bar- cutting down on the intermediate
ton who headup this present-day
severe hoarseness. A shouter par- shows
some good material, but un- form of vaude Which is half night- chatter and poetry which is mild
excellence, he embroiders the lyfortunately, it’s not the hit-and-run club and half theatrical in it’s ap- at best.
rics with an indigo tint which reBetty Bruce is another standout.
type of gab that gets attention* He proach to the old four-a-dayers.
doubles tUnes’ impact upon an avid works
For a hoofer, she commands unat a too leisurely tempo for August
scores
with
slick
his
audience.
Best of the quartet is theatres. He fails
to capture the piano antics, getting biggest re- usual respect. That appeal stems
“All she Wants to Do Is Rock.” crowd
at the outset and as a result ception for “Miserlou” and a sock Tibt only from her expert tapIt nets a hefty salvo as the closer.
has some tough sledding even when interp of “Piano Roll Blues.” terping, but from her personality
Tenor saxist Arnett Cobb, who he does his prime material.
Asides to boys in the pit, plus a which is projected both in her
splits marquee billing With Harris,
The sock in this lineup is the couple of gag attempts add little dancing and the introes tn her
now fronts a smaller unit than he
number. Gal has a sense of Humor
did in his previous stint at this Wiere Bros. Assisted by Mildred to his offering with audience more and shows it iri her sexy boogieHarlem v a u d e flagship. Group Seymour at the piano, they have interested in his pianoing than wOogie number with suggestions of
breaks down into three rhythm, an extremely funny act. The lads comedies.
bumps and grinds. She’s also adept
Miss Barton reprises her disclick in the Latin tempos and straight
two reed (including Cobb) and work their fiddle, bowler rbutine
two brass. In view of his spirited and juggling antics expertly* It’s “Baked a Cake” with everyone hoofing routines.
tooting, leader appears to have an act that has good: construction, joining in and intros a couple of
Betty Reilly also scores strongly
completely recovered Jrom a each bit is a logical outgrowth of her new recordings. Gal has easy with her parlay of
chile singing
severe Illness which hit him over the previous one. They’re bn for manner throughout, pipes are good and mimicry. Top item
is her carmore than 20 minutes, unusual for and she had to beg off on show
a year ago.
boning of Sarah Vaughn, Bette
a
vauder,
it’s not too long for
but
caught.
Comic Bobby Sargent, Davis and Margaret Truman' singCobb’s work on the tenor is a
third
virtual tour-de-force. Following a the results achieved.
on bill, draws heaviest
Other act is Paul Sydell, whose plaudits for his off-beat impresh ing “Molasses, Molasses.”
torrid “Arnett Rides Again,” he
Florian Zabach, a Strand regudresses
up “Your Wonderful dog act puts the house in a good routines best of which is Groucho
Love” with some h'aiintingly,' mel- mood at the bpening of the show. Marx* Youngster’s fresh appear- lar, emcees genially arid delivers
Some
faricy fiddling on “Hot Canlow tones. “Go, Red, Go,” marked Sydell handles the hounds nicely, ance arid ingratiating style augurs
by hefty improvisations, makes for shows some good tricks and gets well for his future in this particu- ary” and other Instrumentals.
Five
Amandis, opening aero
lar Tine* No riiilker, Sargenf%llows
a sock bowoff* Accompaniment is off to a hot mitt.
topflight throughout.
The Ted Straeter orch, under one thing after another in fast turn, is reviewed under New Acts.
Herm,
succession,
has
a
of
good
sense
Eddie Durham’s medium-sized these circumstances, has little time
combo gets the session off to a to show even a partial line of timing and despite fact that the
brisk start with' “You” to pave wares.
Maestro does excellently show-starved payees are a setup
Palace, N. Y.
the way for blues warbler “Sticks” on showbacking and his magnum for the routine gags and originality
Geraldine 8e Joe, C* Ray Smith,
McGhee. Latter essays a trio of opus is a medley of Vincent You- is much-appreciated*
tunes and shows plenty of volume mans hits, in which Straeter plays
The Three Dees supply the Joe Phillips & Chick, Herman
and a fair sense of rhythm to draw a flashy piano. He shows a dance- visual talent with a hefty session Hyde ( 2 ) Kurt Jons Dancers ( 6 )
moderate, returns.
able tempo, a style which has been on the parallel bars, mixing com- Roger Ray, St Leon Troupe (6)
Hoofing of Jesse, James & Cor-' his trademark in the hotels in edy and straight stuff neatly for Don Albert house orch; “Short
nell is a combination of conven-* which he’s worked.
big returns* Opening slot goes to Grass” (AA), reviewed in Variety
Jose,
tional stepping plus acrobatics and
Madge & Karr whose tapping is Dec. 6, ’50.
general harum-scarum. One of the
standard; duo rate best hand with
Oriental, Chi
trio impresses in a solo terping
their old time challenge terps
Since vaude’s comeback at the
bit sans inusical accompaniment.
which get show off to good start. Palace, now
Chicago, Jan. 10.
galloping toward its
Group is hard working and scores
Cathalas 4, Buster Shaver & Local dee jay, Lee Hamilton em- second anniversary, there have
handily. House’s standard comedy
Suns, cees production peatly and Len been occasions when, because of
Olive, Leo De Lyon, 3
blackouts are handled neatly by
Sherman Hayes Ordh; “Dallas” Howard’s orch does a standout job budgetary limitations and' other
“Crackshot” & Co. while “Doc
Newt
in pit.
reasons, the house booker has been
iWB).
Wheeler, a disk jockey from
unable to corral the desired numWWRL, N. Y., is an okay emcee.
ber of staridard turns and thereCasiito,
Toronto
in
the
register
While
all
the
acts
Durham band backs the show acfore had to lean toward available
current show, there is an overr
Toronto, Jan. 16.
ceptably.
acts
around to set his bill. This
Except for
“Flash” Gordon, cooch dancer, abundance of music.
Coleman Hawkins orch (5), Don
one of those Weeks. While curand blues chanter Annie Laurie the first act, a tumbling quartet, Cherry, Leonardo & Aneta, Maxel- is
rent layout is sufficiently varied
all the other stints depend heavily
are reviewed under New Acts.
los (4), James 8c Jardine, Bob
oh instrumentals and vocals* This Goodman, Archie Stone House and well-balanced, it seemingly
Gilb,
lacks sock appeal in comparison
in addition to the Sherman Hayes orch;
“Great
Plane
Robbery” to previous stanzas.
band and trio doing a flock of (UA).
Chicago, Chi
western tunes.
In fact, this time out, on the
•'
Chicago, Jan. 12.
Cathalas Four do most of their
The Coleman Hawkins quintet, eight-act layout, five of the turns
Patti Page, Alan King, John & aero tricks on giant rubber balls, with their bop, are the marquee are making their initial N. Y,
Rene Arnaut, Anthony, Allyn & making stunts look so much more draw, but someone should tell these vaude bows.
Hodges,
Louis
Basil
Orch difficult to the viewers. Act is highly technical players to loosen
Among the new turns are
v
“Branded” (Par),
rapidly paced with youthful quar- up an^ have more fun. These lads Geraldine and Joe, nifty terp team,
over
the
who
running
all
flips
pace show neatly; C. Ray
tet doing
are not only serious about their
Chicago’s current bill Is top stage. Sock closer is the perching musical attainments but they glare Smith, slick puppeteer in followIt’s well of 12 foot ladder on understander’s at the audience and challenge the up;
drawer entertainment.
Hannon & Ryan, song and
balanced, each of the four turns shoulder and then having one of customers to like it.
comedy team, in the No. 4 spot;
is above par, and it should satisfy the men do a falling double somerHawkins is a top sax player and Kurt Jons Dancers, on No. 6 and
all patron segments. Additionally, sault from the top to the aero’s
he has a fine technical group; Harr the St. Leon Troupe, male aero
the house gets headliner Patti shoulder as he kicks the ladder
ry Edison on trumpet, Kenny Drew sextet, in closer (all New Acts).
Page on the crest of her platter away. Bit is built up with two at piano, Toirimy Potter on the
Of the remaining three acts on
successes, giving b.o. a healthy lift. highly dramatic tries, which fail,
bass and Arthur Taylor on drums; the bill, Herman Hyde with his
Blonde songstress, in a simple before the Anal punch.
zany
comedies and trick instrubut they seem too self-satisfied.
gown, scores with six numbers. Her
Buster Shaver and Olive spot The quintet could also dispense ments scores high. He’s virtually
choice of material is generally ex- seems stronger without the efforts
with the mike. Even standing back a one-man band, playing a series
cellent, running the gamut from of George, former member of the
from, it, the inusical din is ear- of instruments arid other outballads to punchy tunes, and for act, who supplied the hokei Lower- splitting.
Incidentally, there are landish contraptions, arid between
clincher her disclicks “All My case femme starts off vbll with no announcements of numbers, clowning does some legit music
Love” and “Tennessee Waltz.” “There’s No Business Like Sh<;^ tnough some of the bop interpreta- for hefty returns. Jean Marker
Comic Alan King gets across in Business” and then socks across tions are recognizable despite makes a personable foil for the
good fashion, though much of his “Orange Colored Sky.” However, musical convolutions.
comic*
material is familiar. Opens with a she finds her best medium in
Vet comedian joe Phillips and
On equal top billing is Don Cherry
series of quickies, during which slightly tinged “Laziest Gal In
Chick, personable blonde foil, also
video, mothers-in-lavv and children Town.” Then does a coinedy duet who has the bobby-soxers squeMing cook
in the comedy niche with
his
“Marshmallow World,”
get the lambasting. King is gener- with Shaver. Pair do a polka and to
“Thinking Of You,” “Tumbling their skit, “Man Wanted.” Al^ly indistinguishable from the us- cakewalk for solid applause*
though a reprise of the comic’s
Tuiribleweed”
and
boff
a
begoff
the
ual run of comics, both from
Leo De Lyon, young comic, is a with “My Heart Cries for You.” former material, it sits well here.
standpoint of material and apRoger Ray, comedy xlyphonist,
miniature Spike Jones review with Shy and appreciative of applause,
proach. However, when he does a
trick nodules, which has the audi- the Texan sings in an easy and also grabs plenty laughs via his
hilarious vocal on “Babalu,’’ a
rionchalant
coiriedy patter and inhis
takeoff
of
ence
guffawing
at
manner,
commendably
relaxed
clever satire on Afro-Cuban singEdba,
popular maestros as SvcU as his spurns the shouted requests of the strumentals.
ing, he’s rewarded with heavy
falsettoing of tunes like “Summer- juves arid sings what he wants to
yocking.
River.”
and
“Old
time”
Man
His
in
wholesome,
homesppn
manner.
a
John & Rene Arnaut click in caroling of “The
Cafiltdl,
KiSs,” with flex- Over big when caught.
their comedy bit. Men do comic
ible mugging is rib-tickling. He imWashington, Jan. 14.
Whole presentation is well
violining that pays off with , big
running
hilarious
provised
a
gag
staged, with house orch tiered beArthur Godfrey’s Talent Scouts,’*
laughs as the fiddles get mixed up
which
mike
feed-back
should
with
fore
golden
black
with
legs.
a
backdrop
and
with Bill Lawrence, John Gergely,
in a network, of arms
be kept in the act. What gets the drapes. The Maxellos, two. boys Jessica Haistr Joe Forman, Maria
'They also have a clever trick in
most applause is the sharp imita- and two girls, open the proceedings Neglia, Beachcombers
(4), Mardueting bn one violin. Return for
tion of a trumpet blended in with with their swift tumbling; James
shall Uzen, Billy Gilbert, emcee,
a chase sequence, each emulating
the orch Instruments.
& Jardine, two youngsters in eve- Jerry BresSler Orch (13).
birds and. assisted with mouth
Three Suns, working from the ning clothes, get across nicely on
and
Allyn
Anthony,
whistles.
Hodges, comii; terp trio of two pit, begin their stint with a bounce their soft shoe taps, their eccenThis hour long package obviousmales and a femme, open deadpan tune, “That’s a Plenty” and then trics arid a smash Spanish heel-tap ly has plenty of b.o. appeal, judgdoing some neatly executed ball- get laughs with parody pn “I Never finish. But, apart from the head- ing from the attention (IJapitol
rooming. They break up midway See Maggie Alone.” For straight lirters, top horiors go to, Leonardo payees are giving it. It evolves
into the inevitable comic lifts and instrumental numbers trio offers a & Aneta, South American ventros, as
generally smooth revue,
a
mood music piece, “Jet,” a relaxing with Leonardo and dumriiy doirig
roughhouse.
sustune, but really cook with “Cana- the usual drunk routine and other though interest is not always
in
featured
is
Louis Basil orch
some change of pace
dian Capers,” an old standard in standards but finishing With a five- tained and
what almost amounts to a produc- their book. Members of the grqup dummy argument, fast and furious, might be obtained with a terp
tion number to open show, doing
number. Accent is on the musical
ex- get more of a chance to show off in which there were no visible lip
a top job on “Nola.” Orch is
(Continued on page 55)
Me Stay,
[their fingering on accordian, guitar movements.
cellent on the backing job. Mel.
tries;

.

Montreal

,

,

for

number. Result was mild, the comedy effects misfiring. Alternating
between a slow blues and rhythm
style, Miss Starr registers well on
“iKinny That

Way” and “Mamma

Goes Where Papa Goes,” winding
up with a hot version of “Oh
Babe:”

Hoodlums

in the audiencej
at the early shows,
as well as the
Starr,
Miss
acts, to work against terrific
Juvenile hecklers, with their
cially

espeforce
other
odds.
hoot-

rhythm-clapping and boistrous
laughing; not MDnly handicap the
performers, but spoil the show for
ing.

the other patrons.
Clark Bros, offer a good flash
opener. Sepian pair, recently back

from England, are adept precision
dancers. Fast routines, combined
with skilled acrobatic splits and
several solo breaks, comprise a
terp act that gets a warm reception.

.

Johnny Morgan, who has been
around niteries and on the air for
several years, offers, a so-so comedy single that blows hot and cold.
His familiar travesty on Stokowski
leading the Philharmonic is his
best routine. His “magic” turn of
making a spoon dance in a milk
bottle is amusing. Morgan’s style,
however, appears to be more suitable for the intimacy of a nitery
than a theatre stage.
Dick Brown, who comes from
radio’s “Stop the Music” and other
air shows, does a straight singing
chore, but his choice of, numbers
stymies his real ability. “I’ve Got
You Under My Skin” and “With
.

These Hands” are

fairly effective.

Full quality of his voice comes
out in “A Marine’s Prayer.”
Jerry Wald and his orch are
stage.
featured bn
Garbed in
bright red jackets, the boys do a
commendable job in supplying the
music for the acts, as well as rendering three instrumentals bn their
own- “Clarinet High Jinks,” although plenty loud, is a standout.
.

Show

is

emceed by Wald.

Earle9 Phllly

,

m

.

,

*

:

.

•

.

.

,

.

.

Philadelphia, Jan. 13.

Louis Jordan Orch (10), Teddy
Novellos (2), Bill Davis,

Hale,

Paggy

Thomas,

Gwen

Weakes,

Hortense Allen, Jordanettes (8);
^'Tougher They Come*’ (Col).

A neatly balanced bandshow is
on display at the Earle with Louis
Jordan and his Orchestra setting
the pace for a package that moves
briskly and keeps the audience
jumping from start to finish. A
chorus line of eight (the Jordanettes) weaves in and out to dress
proceedings with dance as uninhibited as the music. The revue
is the best the Earle has turned
out in its current spurt of stage
fare and the audience response
is as good as the reception.
Jordan is a terrific and tireless
entertainer^
his
fun is goodhumored and infectious and he
stays on throughout, although he
doesn’t cut in on such acts as
the Novellos or Teddy Hale. The
maestro solos a rich burlesque of
“The Thing,” particularly funny
being his eccentric dance attempts
to stamp it out. Very good also is
his solo plaint about finding a
”
‘Kiri who
likes

lemonade

Merciless treatment is given the
Tennessee Waltz” with the help
of Gwen Weakes, one of the band’s
yocaUsts.
Miss Weakes is also
heard solo in “Everybody’s Some^

.

body’s
1

6ggy

The other
Thomas comes

Fool.”

chirper,
even
in

stronger as she duet’s with J’ordan
on “Orange Colored Sky,” “I’ll

'

Never Be Free” and “Oh, Babe.”
Hortense Allen, whose fine frame
paces the dusky line, is an interpretive danseuse whose inter pre^^tions do not require blueprints*
^|so in the band department is
Bill Davis, whose swing organ is
hi'st heard solo then as ah added
,

piece of instrumentation.
Teddy Hale, a great fave here
and one of the: best of the younger
vrop of tapsters, stops the show
cold with his slick heel-and-toeing.
atyle

Hale’s dancing has humor,
and a fine feeling for
rhythm^ His “Beguine” is tapdanc]ng of the highest grade and bo
lops that with a routine that em-

•

'

;

Wash*

I

1!

11

11
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Merger of USD With ASAF Will Spark

Vaude on Upswing Again as Several

Renew Stageshows

Chain, Indie Houses
Vaudeville

comeback.

is

An

due for
incj-'easing

Extensive

number

j

$3,595

'

,

j

;

DANNY O’DAY

Havana Vauders

’

Xel.'4(>n

j

May Drop Shows
**

,

and higher wage demands by stagehands and musicians may force
most of Havana’s vaude theatres
into double features. Some upbeat

Humphrey

Shows’ board chairman.

For N.Y. Roxy Date
Danny Kaye has been signed for
Roxy theatre, N. Y., starting

Members Revolt

the

j

Vs.

i

AGVA \% Tax

is

i

|

;

j

!

format.

tres

i

ent

Feeling is that most of the
theatres returning to stageshows
have been reluctant to start again
with vaudeville. However, talent
displays brought in admissions,

when houses without live talboost admissions to more than

In

50c.

New Dues Scale
1%

CoaSt ^tripjoints

and even if a house lost money
with vaudeville, los.ses were greater
with a straight pix policy especially with top films being difficult

will again return east in April before going to London to play the

The American Guild

AGVA

to

Artists’
to go into

on

tax

of ’Variety
salaries, slated

j

Palladium.
The Dunhills (3) have been
signed to appear with Kaye at the
Roxy and a deal is on for singer

effect Feb. 1, remains
one of the most controversial isto confront the performer
membership. At a meeting of the

Ask

sues

Ward

New York local Tuesday (9) at the Yma Sumac for same display.
Off Sheriff’s Raids Fraternal clubhouse, union execs
were howled down when attemptHollywood, Jam 16.
ing to justify the levy. Majority of
Eddie Rio, Coast AGVA chieftain
members appeared to be Biller Brothers Circus
the

to gel.

Losses Underwritten

The top example is seen in the
,s. y
theatre N
t-aiace ineaire,
01 rnc
the Palace
case of
i..ggyeral weeks ago and saved the against the impost, and were vehement in their denunciation of the
It s claimed that the Palace is
operator’s license, currently
tax.
Recommendation was finally
running at a figure approximating
going
b to the defense of 23 clubs made that a national referendum,
^
the house s breaking point. Breakto be held in conjunction with the
mg point is around $17,000 wcek'y,
been
have
>

'

Thrown

i

j

i

Performers

.

,

and gros.ses have been hovering
around that figure. However, durmg the straight picture run, which
it abandoned, loss was at six fig-

stripteasers.

[

,

,

j

by the County

^

t

pj

j

down-or

else,

^

j

j

„

!

'

we

will

ice .show has;^^^?^’.
Rio intervened after nitery
to Brazil for a series of

Two
dates in South America.
Chi Nixes Tax
planes carrying the cast left last
members o“"-ently emairport, N. Y.
Chicago, Jan. 16.
the Los Angeles area
Icer is slated to play Rio de Ja- P'oyed
Chi members of American Guild
?ome 40 ..a are 9" ‘•'o Poy™'!® oj
neiro, Sao Paulo, Montivideo, Sanniteries using strippers and of Variety Artists here last week
tiago, Buenos Aires with other
came out strongly against the
burlesque-type ente rtainme nt,
dates being lined up. In the cast
1
salary tax for dues passed
are Adele Inge, Walter Nellis, Red
by the national
board last
McCarthy and the Ballards. JugOver
i.fall
in
Cleveland. In the second
Syndicate Takes
gler Lou Folds, who has been workmeeting voicing their disapproval
ing ice shows for some time, turned
of the levy, 60 cardholders against
Click, Philly, for
promoter for this deal and arrangthree .asked that motion either be
ed the dates with Brazilian perPhiladelphia, Jan. 16.
rescinded or modified. Group went
center Willy Andras, who at one
The Click has changed hands on record that delegates to nationtime was also a juggler. Outfit is again. The new owners are A1
al convention, June 7, in Los Ancarrying
ils
own refrigeration Freeman and Bud Granoff, two geles
will ask for a vote to revoke
plant.
N. Y. pressagents, and three locals the tax.
;

m

j
i

%

:

1

New

j

AGVA

I

its

Receivership came after advertising firm of McLarin, Parkin &
Kahn sought to serve an attachment for $30,000 on the circus, but
service was stayed until the date
was played and a receiver, Walter
J. Hennessey was appointed.
Circus, the previous week, signed
over its assets to the American
Guild of Variety Artists because of
its inability to pay performers during its New ’York run under auspices of the Knights of Pythias.
Under terms of the AGVA assignment, union’s claim would be vacated
when acts were paid.
However, under the receivership,
AGVA members’ claims will have
to wait until receiver lakes action.
Union has already filed the salary

own- levy.
"“Ufied him of the 'varning
Sheriffs

week from Idlewild

Unpaid

went receiverProvidence run

claims.

I

25G

Miranda Teeing Off

j

Hawaiian Concerts

,

Honolulu, Jan.

:

Hall and the Forge; A1 Berman
and Bernard Kirschner, both business men.
Granoff and Freeman are assoJosephine Baker Huddle
^yilUam Morris, Jr,, president of ciated with the George Evans flackwill handle the bookthe William Morris Agency, and ery. Granoff
George Wood, who handles special ing for the Click, which plans to
a
floorshow policy.
on
embark
assignments for that office, are
Freeman will be the resident mancurrently in Miami Beach to pact a
and handle publicity and prodeal with Josephine Baker, who ager
opened at Copa City last week. motions.
Frankie
Laine starred Tuesday
Morris agency is seeking the booking rights to the Negro star who night (16) to kick off the new
regime’s
policy.
Staff remains virtuha# l)cen a draw in cafes on the
ally intact, with A1 Bozzacco stayContinent.
ing on as house manager
manager. r
Frank
lanK
Management
rights

ously been allotted to

have previNed Schuy- ^9

!

'

of the year.
Miss Baker will re turn lo Paris for the other three
months to work in Parisian cafes

r.
With Miss Bakers
click at the,
Copa, she s being submitted at $7 ,500 weekly.
The American-born
gal v\ lio went to Paris some years
ago and became a popular figure
in cafes was cased by the Copa’s
owners when she played the Montmaitie, Havana, and was signed
on the basis of her showing there.
1

,

.

iit
^
rx
Carroll S Upening Delayed
z-k

'

I

!

!

i

I

;

i

'

I

I

:

•

i

Hollywood, Jan.

16.

ary

has

nitely.

I

!

j

j

been postponed indefiReason hasn’t been dis-

closed.

Spot had been slated to operate
with an ice-show policy with
George Cornell producing.

still

board

have to go
again

for

!

,

:

Agents in the smaller towns are
rebelling against acting as collectors for the union, but Jack Irving, asst, nationa’ administrator,
said that
agents would collect the dues, instead of agents,
as formerly stipulated in unjon
ukase.

I

j

Run

to

Make

and ASAF.”

6 ST. 100

NITEY OPS

JAILED ON TAX HOLDOUT
St. Louis. Jan.

Andrew

16.

Orlando, manager of
the Coconut Gi'ove nitery, was
among a half dozen persons jugged
last week by State Deputy Collector of

J.

Revenue John

failure, to
It

was the

obtain

R. Oliver lor

pay the state sales tax.
teeoff of a campaign to

delinquent

tax

payments,

and Oliver said that more than 100
owners of niteries and other public
places in St. Louis are on the list
to be hailed before the courts.
Oliver said, “We’re just trying lo
get these people to comply with the
law. Some have been open and insolent In refusing to do so. They
must be shown the law must be
Investigators discovered

many spots keep no books and
have computed sales by checking
records of liquor companies, breweries and other films from which
purchases are made.
Failure
state

2%

to

file

sales tax

nor punishable by
sentences or both.

returns for the
is

a

fines,

misdemeaworkhouse

Brazilian singer arrived here

accompanied by Holzman and her
own musicians, to do two shows Mack’s Amateur Unit
in
Honolulu and three othOrs
around the islands.
To Tour European Bases
Second name to be imported
Washington, Jan. 16.
from the mainland is Billy EckTed Mack’s “Original Amateur
stine, due here Jan. 27 for a oneshot performance under Leavitt’s Hour” unit has been signed by the
auspices. Holzman, who returns to Air Force for an eight-wei*k tour of
Hollywood next week, will line up U. S. troop bases in Europe. Unit,
other talent to assure Leavitt of a composed of 19 people with Danny
week
continuous
series
of
concerts Drayson as emcee, leaves first
in March in a C-54 cargo plane,
through the year.

N.Y. Date

specially fitted with seats.
Initial stop will be at the Azores

Chicago, Jan. 16,
Transportation difficulties caused
the cancellation of last two days
of Sonja Henie ice show at the
Chicago Stadium.
With opening
date of Jan. 19 set for Madison
Garden, N. Y., producers felt closing date of today (16) wouldn’t
give enough travel and setup time
and shuttered three-week stay Sunday (141, Blade revue played to
225,000 people for 25 performances,
slightly below that of last year.

with subsequent engagements in
England, France, Germany and
Austria. The troupe will play bolh
former Metopera baritone, Ezio
hospitals and camps. Air Force is
Pinza, who’s making her New York
providing transportation and exvaude bow at the. Palace theatre,
penses and Old Gold cigarets is
N. Y., Feb. 1, has been signed for
paying the salaries for the memthe Hippodrome, Baltimore, Feb. 8.
bers of the unit.
Other theatres are being lined up
The Ted Mack amateur hour
for her.
She’s being managed by
show also moves into the troop enAlan Corelli, but Jerry Rosen is
tertainment field Feb. 8, when
agenting the vaude stands.
show will originate at Ft. MonWeekends, however, were better
Miss Pinza is also slated for the mouth, N. J. Following week. Feb.
than previous stay, with all seats Faye Emerson tele show
tomor- 15, show will originate at the Jackin 18,000 auditorium sold out.
irow (Thurs.) over ABC.
sonville, Fla., air base.

Claudia Pinza’s Vaudates

.

I

1

ries of concerts which Benny Holzman of the William Morris office
in Hollywood will stage here in the
islands for local promoter Leo Leavitt.

AGVA

Chi

$

of the late Earl
Carroll’s theatre restaurant originally set for the middle of Febru-

Proposal would
Joefore national
final decision.

Sonja Henie leer Slices

The reopening

;

i

!

^ owner of qiick,
°"Sinal

'

16.

will tee off sc-

^

Morris, Jr., io Miami

On

Carmen Miranda

USO

that

,

Wm.

affirmative action to the members
and boards of directors of the respective organizations. It is anticipated that the directors of the organizations will approve the consolidation and effect it as rapidly
as meetings can be scheduled. The
consolidated organization will be
known as United Service Organizations, Inc.
It will carry on under
the familiar wartime banner of
USO the work heretofore done by

obeyed.”

.

—Abe Model!, owner of Chancellor

the Armed Forces.
A plan and
time schedule for the consolidation
have been unanimously approved
at a joint meeting of the committees. It was decided to recommend

both
last week under auspices of the
Knights of Columbus of that city.

on

;

The Lamb-Yocum

ship following

are in the process of taking action
it.
Jackie Bright, chairman of
the N. Y. branch board, recently
made a tour of several AGVA
branches to speak in favor of the

LAMB-YOCUM

Still

Biller Bros. Circus

forthcoming elections, be made.
The administration declares impost to be necessary inasmuch as
current revenues bring in about
$500,000 annually while $700,000 is
needed to run the expanded AGVA
insurance and welfare programs.
Cleveland has already voted to
adopt the measure and other cities

Sheriff’s

gberite kugene Biscailuz asking that no
ures annually.
niteries
the
of
raiding
’wholesale
,
Another example IS Loew’s
State,
promiied that his union
N. Y,. which has been playing to
,^bat It could to bring the
(Continued on page 52)
shows into line with the sheriff’s
idea of decency.
Spokesman for the Sheriff’s ofICER’S
fice said the niteries will be given
a chance to clean house voluntarily.
“If they don't,” the spokesman

SOUTH AMERICAN TOUR

Into Receivership;

I

|

Announcement of recommendation of the merge;- was made last
S. Firestone, Jr.,
USO president, and Robert Decher.
ASAF national chairman. In a joint
statement they declared. “In view
of the national emergency and the
expansion of our military establishment, our respective oi-ganizations
some time ago appointed special

week by Harvey

around the end of the month. He’s
two weeks and options. Kaye
slated to arrive from the Coast
Jan. 26 and will appear on NBC’s
“The Big Show” before Roxy date. planning committees to study and
It will be his first appearance at report on the possibility of consolidating efforts and facilities for the
this house in two years.
purpose of
serving the spiritKaye is expected to return to ual, social, best
welfare and educationthe Coast after the Roxy stand and
al needs of the men and women in
in for

:

ranted.

However, some, feel that exhibs
The Olympia, Miami, which will find it tough sledding with
dropped talent several months ago, double features because of tax'law
recenlly returned to the vaude which puts an extra levy on thea-

pal,

|

ig expected during, the tourist season, but the operators aren’t uptimistic enough to feel that con
tinuation of talent expenses is war-

ronto.

new

Currently Riverside Casino, Reno
OpCMiing
Feb. 1, C’iro's Hollywood.
New York, In March.
Mgt. LOUIS W. COHAN
203 N. Wabash, Chicago

j

;

with his

Hij^isby.

[

'

j

“The Mahogany Kid"
Dynaniioully a.ssisted by Jimmy

i

;

]

!

'

|

.

Shows

revived United Service Organizations Camp Shows will be set
to
roll next month.
This was made
possible last week, when the boards
of USO and the Associated Services
for the Armed Forces voted for a
merger of both organizations. Latter group took over task of running USO clubhouses when the latter was furloughed during peace-

$3,595 “cover charge” on the
Monte Carlo over the weekend.
Downtown nitery had a lien for
that amount filed against it by time.
Stanley Granger, collector of InWith the impending merger of
ternal Revenue in the Pittsburgh
both organizations, which will be
district.
finalized around Feb. 1, new lieads
Granger claims Alan F. and will confer
with Defense Dept, offiSally M. Clark, husband-wife owncials, who will study the soldier
ers of the spot, owe that much in
entertainment requirements.
On
back Federal taxes dating from the the basis of
talks with the Pentatime they opened the Monte Carlo gon brass,
a budget will then be set
in July, 1949.
up.
James Sauter, Camp Shows
president; will go to the Const
Some time next month to confer
with Abe Lastfogel. William Morris
Agency general manager and Camp
a

,

stageshows whenever a suitaWe
headliner is available. Booker Sidnoy Piermont has set the Ink Spois
with a unit on six dates. It’s set
for a ser:ies of stands starting
at the State, Providence;
March 29 at
Slate. Syracuse; Loew’s Rochester;
Buffalo theatre, Buffalo; State,
Cleveland, and the Uptown, To-

Suit'

The Federal government slapped

*

*

Tax Lien

Pittsburgh, Jan. 16.

Kansas City, Jan. 16.
Long-dark stage of the Tower
and dropped
previously
Theatre rehgWs for a brief fnterval
tliem. Many are now coming back
Iwith Roy Acuff and Grand 01’ Opry
to the talent bookers for shows.
beginning Jan. 18.
unit
.
T>irrv
,
A major
"Opry" will be presented at regui.
Boston theatre, Soft®";, whmh is
gg^ evenings, 45c
^
^
set to rc-sume stageshows Feb 1.
the first time in
Bookci Dannj Frie
about two years the Tower has had
on a permanent basis if s«Hiciert
° presentation.
headliners are found to keep the
place going.
The Carman theati’e, Philadelphia, is set to i’esume Jan. 24. This
house dropped vtiudeville several
months ago and has been attempting a straight pic policy. Apparently, it isn’t working out and Booker
A1 Rickard is currently lining up
initial show.
Havana, Jan. 16.
The Loew circuit is routing
Declining grosses for stageshows
[

Tagged With

Pitt Nitery

shows

!

SfJdier

A

Tower, K.C., Spotting First
Stage Show uj 2 Years

of exhibs are finding that “they
can’t live with or without it.” The
true in
especially
is
situation
houses which have played stagc^

been flown’

Program of

another >

Claudia Pinza, daughter of the
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Just .Completed

Currently

CAFE iOCIETY DOWNTOWN
New York

—

20 WEEKS-STARLITE ROOM
Chi-C)ii

Palm

Club

Springs, Calif.
Currtntly on tho Scrttn
Eogit Lion's

20 WEEKS--BAR OF MUSIC

“PORT OF NEW YORK”

Hollywood
(Booked to Return
for

STANLEY KRAMER'S

20 Weeks July 25th)

\

8 WEEKS-GIRO’S

“CYRANO OE BERGERAC”

OtsoP

San Francisco

Special Material

.

.,

Special Music

•

.

DORA
>RA MAUGHAM
ROGER
)GER ADAMS

Eastern Press Rep.
Western Press Rep.

LOU
>U QUADLING
Eastern Representative

JUdson 6-4190

.

.

.

.

PAT PATRICOF
JERRY RILEY

ORIN BORSTEN

Personal Management, IRVING

LOU & LESLIE GRADE. LTD.
EDDIE ELKORT - NAT DEBIN
250 West 57th St,. New York

.
.

COHEN
Direction

Motion ficturc Representative

HERDAN SHERRELL AGENCY
8913 Sunset Blvd.

Hollywood 46,

Calif.

EDDIE SHERMAN AGENCY
8580 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif.
CRestview 5-0186

.

,

:.

;
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Sellers^llIlrt.

R(rturB

A

Ups N.Y.

Cafe,

This type of prosperitv hasn’t hit
keys other than New York.
Talent agencies are Still faced with

that Artists
Possibility looms
Representatives Assn., organization
of N. Y. agents, and Entertainment
Managers Assn., clubdate bookers’
group, may merge. Reason is the
new American Guild of Variety
Artists regulations which classifies
ej^jA as producers and can make a
profit on a show, while ARA meni-

the problem of servicing cafes in

bers.

hiige amount of scare buying ufacturers and salesmen are conpumping some life into the sidered a legitimate expense and
amusement industries in New York can be written oflf on income taxes.
!

is

A

terrific influx of buyers has virtually loaded most of the major
hotels and cafes are getting a large
share of the newly found business,
.

Cna.SeS.

5

_

Waimiic

JLIlt?

;

many

ing the seller has returned to some
extent, but it’s still not' as strong
as it was during World jVar II. The,
Checks are higher and some spots
are enjoying a new prosperity because of this type business.
The pickup has been appreciable
at the dinner busine.ss, but late
trade is still a problem in some
The buyers have to hit the
spots.
purchasing'
and
manufacturers
agents during the morning hours,
and therefore mu^t turn in reasonably early.
Tiie buyer trade is. .more than
making up for the loss of the
general run of cafegoer, who has
retired from night haunts tempo-;
rarily because of necessity of buying up items which may be missing:
from the market during the next

—

c

X

the

provinces, will
Iheir share shortly,

start

__
getting

who book

Monte Proser

until last week,

clubdates. will be

when handling

bowed out

partners.
Negotiations
for a settlement started sometime
ago and were finalized last week.

Proser has already deposited
$10,000 for the lease of La Vie
Rose, ah eastsiderie which will
be operated as a restaurant until
10 p.m., after which it will assume
a supper-club format.
It’s on the
site of the old 123 Club and Monte
Carlo.
Also on Proser’s agenda is the
takeover of the defunct Paradise.
He stated that heTl sign lease of
the room next Week. He plans to
run TjRter with condensed legit
musicals on a theatre-in-the-round
He’s already acquired the
idea.
cafe rights to “Wonderbar,” “On
the Town’* and “Billion Dollar

casuals.

Copa

i

!

'

he

as

En

a

owned

EMA

.

'

on

Under the merged

setup, agenas both percenters and_ producers, and "'ould

would be

cies

be

Continued from pafe SO

listed

make a profit, other
commissions, on clubdates.

flat

.j

have been recurrent rumors
about house returning to stageshows, but top execs have consistently denied the rumor. However,

Artists has started negotiations on
renewal of pact with the Roxy theatre, N, Y.

:

Vaude, Cafe Dates >

curreht agreethe etid of this

IJnion’^s

ment expires

at

month.

Union

the theatre, itself, is reported as beBaby,’’
ing insured against loss by the MeBoth rooms will open as soon as
tro film distribution dept., which
the
liquor licenses come through
has becri underwriting the operaand
upon completion of the decor.
Consequently, there’s little
tion.
return Jean Lessyeu is decorating La

t

seeking a general salary
York
hike for the singing, dancing and
ice chorus, plus elimination pf the
Patti Page pacted for the Latin
Boston, March 24 on
escalator clause which permits a Quarter,
few months. It’s a bettei* payoft' beginner in the terp line to start shoAv with Leo De Lyon and
Van
Lewis
&
the
... Bill .Farrell into
iof the boniface because of
at $55 and advance to $72 .50 in two
Starting salary for singers the Click. Philadelphia. Jan. 26
larger checks run up by the visiting years'.
Cafemen anticipate is. currently $60 wUh a $75 top
busine.ssmen.
'
x
A?to?H"
ho e
hotel
N
w.
Astoria
that the laymen will resume mtery within two years. Skating chorus «
^
^
of
has a uniform
scale.
Union
going by the spring because
Toronto
expected upturn in business and seeks to revise this, since a combeginning of overtime pay in many Yparative few remain long enough

New

is

•

;

!

'

.

y

;

;

,

j^Qpe

^

similarly guaranteed that the
theatre would return a profit under
a film nolicV
The reVeree has been true In
where house
several
situations

I

:

’

i

i

to collect
;

maximum

salaries.

The Roxy, until a few 'vceks
Enactment of the excess profits
tax is also set to add revenue to the back, operated with a curtailed
amu.sement industry. Tabs run up line. The chorus is currently up
In cafes on entertainmen: of man- to its usual length.
.Union has already had meetings
i^—
with house officials and the chorus
members. Negotiations will con-

vitch
.

\valsh

;

Room

Harmonica ^lascals on show
the same day ... Sammy

arrangement stands, Vie. Proser will also continue to
Washington is an- produce the tele show “Holiday
Hotel’’ sponsored by Packard,
in a similar Wedica-

Thf WarnerdisSfon

'

:

industric.s.

stageshows wiU

this

.

!

that

hphe Earle

.
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business for the heater
straight pix policy.
its

;

eiitilled to

The American Guild of Variety than

:

‘

ROYDOUGLAS

losses were less with straight pictures. Lou Martin, operator of the
Majestic, Paterson, N. J., figures
that he loses less with pictures than

’

tapped for the Circus
of the Bradford hotel, Bos-

[ton, starting Feb. 8.

md VICKIE
*'DOUIL|.TALK'’

Ey^lyu Knight into Flame Room with vaude. He’s now running
Radisson hotel, Minneapolis, triple features. The Adams, NewThree ark, N; J., which abandoned vaude
tinue.
(Notes opened at Danberry Room, after a long run, finds itself in a
Current pact has been in effect Boston, for two weeks.
similar situation.
But this house
nearly two years and was sighed
made up for its losses when it had
after a threatened walkout. No difa suitable headliner.
ficulty of this kind is expected durChicago
In most cases, it’s been shown
ing current negotiations.
Leo Salkin to Florida for the that combination house grosses
have
held up better than those
EntertainUnited Fruit, show
ment Managers Assn, annual din- with picture policy. Rub here is
Show for the that operation costs have been
Jan. 29
AC. ConrentioaHall Seeks ner-dance
Grand, Evansville, Feb'. 7 cancelled higher, and it’s more difficult to
into the con\e out ahead. But again when;
went
Morgan
A1
when
^^1 ftnurafiAnc
Q^l (3 fni*
lUI eli UpCI OliUllo 101^02 paree has been set again with the right combination hits the
Eileen house, profits are generally sufliby
headliner being joined
Atlantic City, Jan. 16.
and Lynn cient to make up for a few bad
The resort owned Convention
hall. Which houses “Ice Gapades” ^
\ i -o'
i
c
c
r'lvniof
Chalet
Swiss
Bismarck
Hotel

I

jan. 26 for two weeks

.
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EDDIE-ECHO
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(Anglo-French Hypnotist)

Feotering

of

,

•

PAUL GOLDIN

JaclL Entratter,

ment with

of the

j

j

1

of the stock.

i

Preliminary talks have already
Proser started the
started and the American Guild of
'='>‘^Poration in which
Variety Artists has sat in on dismeeting was held
cussions;
yesterday ( Tues. ) but no definite
reached.
decision was

“
1

:

™

35%

finance his

iittriiiucis xtiMC .a

quently,

'

i—

will

two forthcoming nitery ventures room’s managing director, had
{out of the hefty settlement he bb!« 55% and Jules Podell, 10%, Untained last week from the Cbpaca- til two years ago, Proser was acbana, N. Y., management. Proser, tive in the management of the cafe
.who had been president of the cafe and dropped out after a disagree-

HIPPOOROMI
•alHmor#
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;

Manogtr: Molty Rotta
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COURT and
SAUNDERS

I
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•
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,

I

:

GENII

|

!

j

and legitimate shows in the sum- .
in
mer and the Big conventions all
nlan
(year round, will need $951,000 for iitni Gray
Paul
and Elissa Jayne set for
operations in 1951, according to a Desert Inn, Las Vegas, Feb, 6
budget submitted by Its manager, Jimmy Ames comics at the Golden
Phillip Thompson, to the city com- hotel, Reno, Feb. 17
Bill Falbo
mission here Friday (12).
holding over at Club Hollywood
Of this total Thompson has esti^
Eastman set for the
mated that the various attrac^
Minneapolis, Jan. 19
.
Will give it an income f>£ $766,000. Whitcomb hotel, St. Joe, Mich.,
Its budget Includes an item of using varmty acts on weekends
$150,000 left over from previous Andrews Sisters will headline MmHome Builders Show
appropriations. Taxpayers will be neapolis

•

;

.

A ICglt,
I omf
lllarina Wnifllf inf
inlO

WngM

;

Now

New York

short vecatlon
desires to contact PROMOTER to roadshow him through smallor towns, any
tn

oil

GOLDIN

section U. S.

Is

oxport

.

SHOW-

.

MAN, dots ontiro show alono, no
stoogos. Just complotod nino months
In Ireland. Terrific success. Big moneymaker for go-gottor who knows territory. No risk; SO-SO basis.

.

.

Cancels N.Y. Waldorf Stint

.

.

•

!

Apiii 19.

This is considered a good break
because during previous years the
city was required to put up at least
$100,000 for the big hall, valued at
$15,000,000 and now 20 years old.
Hall officials asked for and got
this annual $100,000 appropriation
even thouch at one time tliev had
$300,00reash on theii®’booL it

WILLIAM$PORT. PENH.
;

Placed by

:

EDDIE SMITH OFFICES

'

!

j

fi® “her "efmi fitment
at
the Mayflower hotel, Washington.
Feb. 5.

^

i

figures.

Permanent Address:
35, Edgwerebury Lane
Rdgware, Middlesex, England

miisi

:

[

required to make up a $35,000 deficit, according to submitted budget

Wedgwood
^
i

j

WRIT!:

the

at
_

Uiatcd for March
^ ^
f
forthcominc Georce Abbott

;

PAUL GOLDIN
PARAMOUNT HOTEL
W. 46tK Str«»t. New York

date

Y.
1. in order to
tc af
» in tho
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THE ANGLERS CLUB

Martha Wright has stepped out

.

.

^'Courtship in Song'*
;

Hollywood

Nat “King” Cole Trio open MonSaranac Lake
day (22) at the Palomar, Seattle,
By Happy Benway
i'or a one-week vaudate, drawing.
FOSTER AGENCY. LONDON.
Larry Darnell inked for
$4,000
Saranac Lake, N. Y., Jan. 16.
a fortnight at the Oasis, opening
Staff and personnel of the VariFmitRlt
Dick Haymes head- ety Clubs hospital for 1951, coin16
lines the new show at the Flamin - prises Dr, George E. IVilson,
Las Vegas, opening Jan.
medical superint^endent, assisted by
Parker and Oscar MooreiDrs. William Stern and Holner
was
diirinu
® tha rpaani
‘
^-rio inked for a one-day vaudate McCreary: Ruth Norman, supt. of,
mnn.ainal nrohe
tlic Lincoln theatre Sunday (21)
nurses. Latter staff includes Ann!
fViaf has noiicfxrv'
caused^
It was the probe that
George Alexander Duquette, Marion Gjersvik, Mabel
tne annual
nicK
on ine ciij s ojDeii a fortnight stand tomorrow Betters, Annabelle Buckley.
Dolorfrom the usual
at the St. Francis, San Frap'- cs Kilroy and" Frances Sheldon.
$100,000 to slightly more than one cisco
Herb Jeffries inked a new Re.searcli laboratory has Div Ilomthird of this amount
long term contract with Coral Rec- d.r McCreary, Morris Dworkin and
The budget will have its annual, ords. leaving Columbia for. the Eddie Vogt,
hearing on Jan. 25 when some in- Decca subsid.'
Lawrence (lATSEV Garber out
quiring citizen may ask why the'
Constance Moore headlines the of the general hospital after unAt Preaent
$35,000 When the hall has $150,000 new layout at El Rancho Vegas, clorgoing Thoracoplasty operation
Vacationing
back at the Variety Clubs hosplus on its books.
Las Vegas, opening tomorrow (17)
Miami, Fla.
The^l950 budget was for $861,000
Jane' Pickens, current at the pital recuporating,
Delphin
(RKO) Streder off to
and showed $60,000 as usable pre- Cocoanut Grove here, prepping an;
RCfVVictbr album of tunes she re- N. Y. C, ior a 10-day furlough,
vious appropriations.
Rbturning to LondoR, Mo/. 1951
Laura (Loew’s) Sloan aftd Julia
corded when a member of the
Openinq Savoy Hotel
Pickens Sisters Trio
Martha Yost) Katif hold given a top clinic
Americen Representative MILES iNOALLS VaI^ SiiPPPpHincr Mnlnnv As Stewart and the Blackburn Twins i’^port that ups them for meals and
'
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COMEDY MATERIAL

.

For All Branchot of Thocitritah

GLEASON'S

FUN-MASTER

THE OgIGINAl SHOW B(Z GAG
1

'

thru 35

'
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'reissue), $2.00
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(lATSE) Stott, Glenn Phillips,
Robert R. Tarr and Patricia Payne.
Harry Nason, Philadelphia editor and pressagent, upped for
meals. Ditto Mary Lou Weaver exWarner Bros, staffer
“We, the Patients’’ held their

.

.

i

a perfect;

Kirby Stone Quintet hostess.
li’^nk Walters, former manager
^
Riverside, Reno, for .$2,500
„
per Week and signed for a sim- of minstrel .shows in Philadelphia,
his first good clinic report.
ilr'i* s'darled fortnight a< El Rancho;

Orpheum

.

.

.

.
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;
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Weaver
to

^

Schiiie hotels.

pantornlmlsts . •
miss In their tlniing.

4

•

•

P.l.

NEWMAN

•

Graiit% Riviera
1

the
Intercontinental
Hotel
Chain, aiid general manager of the

’

a

^<\ARK LEDt V
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;of

Circle 7-1130

Clast

SEATTLE

A, Mblony
fectivo Feb
Voit had

i

Dept, V

I

pi 101

.

nRver

.

_

.
*

*
Jimmy Paycee inked for a fbrt^
Gene Voit, who was with the night at the Lido, Paris, starting
Hotel New Yorker, N. Y,, in 1930, June 4
King, who disk. jean
has resigned his post with the jocks under the name of “Lone-r
Greenbrier hotel, White Sulphur «onie Gal,” inked to a wax. pact by
Carl BrisSprings, W. Va., to become the f^olbiiibia Records
opens tonight (16) at the Mark
New Yorker’s general manager, ef.F^'^^^cisen
fective Feb, 16.
He succeeds Leo *

wheie he was manager

.

'.

.

picture shows.
Among the new arrivals .show
ing nice improve'ment are Eddie

act’s Jan. 31

!
'

!

HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES

PAULA SMITH
St., New Yarli 19

up following

.

GIANt classified ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF Gags, $ 250 worth over • thousand.
200 W. 54

N ew Y orker, N .Y

will Split

’

,

(Sold In

SEATTLE

j

'

1

FlU'

(3 $1.00 each
•
Sequence Only)
SPECIAL-FIRST 13 FILES FOR $10
ALL 35 FIL ES FO R ONLY $25
• 3 Bks. PARODIES, per book $10 •
$25 •
• MINSTREL BUDGET
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., ea. bk $25 •
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RESTAURANT AND BAR
W, 44 $t., New York LU 2-4488
WHERE SHOWBUSINESS MEETS
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Copa

(NEW YORK)
Miss Taylor’s acrobatics and conMiami Beach, Jan» 14,
production
of
Killiam
while being pivoted by two
Pa\Ll
Harmonica tortions
Baker,
Josephine
are breathtak- ‘'Gold Diggers of 1890,” with Conunderstanders
male
J14
W
M
<
‘tlA 1 %T MAn
Rascals with Johnny Puico, Paul ing and show split second
titaingi ^ie Anderson, Bill Meigs, Al NorStefan Dancers, Stan Kramer & precision.
'nian, Clara Cedrone, Al LeRoy,
Co.^ Arden-Fletchcr line, Dave^ T^- ^ Comic Paul Gilbert sells with Gene Courtnev, Sid Marion, Eddie
n„., Qstro’s
n.frn, orch;
nrel. mini
ler’s orch, Don
He buiids'Bernord Orch (3) minimum, $3.50.
approach.
77]U7)IS $3,50-$6.
material neatly, slaps over boffo.
The Old Knick’s offbeat formula
duo aria treatment of ‘‘Largo al
unknown to most Factotum” using bary and falsetto continues to draw a. steady patronPractically
cafegoers in this area, Josephine jj^otes and mop wig. When he be-,; age looking for a Change-of-pace
ComBaker (New Acts) is proving the
handstands on table, mean-, in nitery entertainment.
biggest. draw for this largest club ^,hile shooting asides, the house bination of Paul Killiam’s oleo
Calls ring- and melodrama productions, silent
in southern Florida since Jhomy j-oars with laughter.
Durante.
sider up for help in acrobatic turn, ^films, singing waiters and comntu_
Thanks to hefty ad campaign by puts him on balanced chair edge nity ."sings, plus a Gay ’90s decor,
and
MurOperators Ned Schuyler
of table, with participator’s un- makes it one of the more success-'
ray Weinger, plus word of rnouth easiness registering for yocks while ful of New York’s unique nitery
after opening night, the Parisian- Gilbert calmly handstands on bal- operaitions.
adopted songstress is wrapping anced chair and one atop .^^tablCi
Killiam has brought a new show
Entitled
up in her first appearance on Earns ovation at close of sesh.
in with some new faces.
these shores in many years. Added
Arden-Fletcher Dancers prance ‘‘Gold Diggers of 1890i” it’s a rouzing opening night was intro by through three holdovers, with em- tine meller that’s hoked to the hilt
Sophie Tucker for first show. The
- cee Johnny BoswelU affably taking for laughs. Story concerns an old
reception by a full house was solid. care of song and gab chores drunk who’s discovered a gold
Carlton Hayes orCh mine, and hovv the drunk’s daughBut it was after her first number throughout.
that Miss Baker had to stop for provides excellent backgrounding ter and the hero foil the efforts
__
several
lasted
that
ovation
an
for acts, with maestro flipping ba-|of the dastard to take it away from
minutes. Rest of her stint kept ton to Eckstine’s conductor, Bobby him.
While’ everything is combuilding into a begoff.
pletely obvious, the cast of seven
Tucker, for singer’s stanza. Will.
.
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and their eye-appealing partner,

Hollywood,; Jan,

Gioria, offer a trampoline session
that is a definite cut over the aver-

Kay

Usual comedy sequence is
good and trio have evolved several
new gimmicks that sharpen this
type presentation and draw salvos
for their double bouncing numSinger Nina Corda suffers
bers.
the. usual Bellevue fate; nobody
listens
to her.
.
.

.

i.

sistence by^the

The continued
management to
•

Miller; Eddie Oliver 'Orch (7),
Latin-Air es (5); $1. 50-^2 minimum.

Kay Thompson unveiled some
out-of-character material at her
opener, to indicate that a wider
usage of the numbers employed
by the act when the Williams
Bros, backed her is needed. It was
eyijj^jjced that this will be done,

in

.

.

al!

Sives

!

11,

Thompson with George
Martin, Jimmy Thompson, Buzz

age.

i

;

Mocaiiibo9 U^wooil

quent this saloon, the Brick Bros,

Old Knlek Mnsfe Hall

fine display of flying adagio turns.

Miami

City,
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CLUB REVIEWS

;

with the semi-classics IS countered
this addendUm/ Miss Thompas usual by the payees who set up son’s sleek, suave. Sophisticated
^
act' cavortings constitute a top
a gab session till the next act
turn
C
_
V
^
comes on.
for the smarter saloons, as hereThis week, the novelty is Ming tofore.
and Lingi holdovers from last reThe new sketches seem subtler,
vue, and although duo are wear- and certainly less earthy, than
the
ing pretty thin with their impresh song-and-dance routines displayed
stuff, the incongruousness of two during her previous Coast
stands,
Chinese imitating Crosby, Comb, and George Martin, Jiihmy ThompLaine and Autry still picks up son and Buzz. Miller,- unbilled reTerp values are placements for the Williams trio,
hefty plaudits.
neatly expressed by Patti Donahue stress via their balleturns the
who appears briefly in the produc- volatile atmosphere of the layout.
tions and male vocals are handled It’s all fast and furious, of
course,
Newt,
by Harry Snow.
in the Thompson tradition, but the
fact remains that mass appeal just
isn’t there material-wise. The ver^
Remainder of the shovv is wellburlesques the story nicely, and
Clro^s,
biage is just too doggone Freudian
routined and keeps building, in
the play is funny.
V*
X.
Roomi*
Moritiaifl
satisfyand
good
holdover
are
all
for the most part.
pace. It’s
All members of the cast
London, Jan. 9.
(PARK SHERATON HOTEL)
production
Arden-Fletcher
This doesn’t apply to the curtaining,
in their own departments---Connie.
Kaye Ballard, Ambrose & Orch,
Jose Melis Trio, Mimi .Warren, Anderson as the daughter, Bill Francisco
numbers are cleverly staged, the
Cavez Samba Band; raiser, “Gotta Rejoice,” a rousing^
flashy teebff that sounds and looks
gals all lookers and the Costuniing Ernestine Holmes; no cover, no Meigs as the hero, Al LeRoy as cover $1.50.
Harmonica Rascals with minimum.
like a Metro production number
nifty;
the blustering villain, Sid Marion
johnny Puleo garner laughs again
and gets the customers oft their
as the father, Al Norman as a gamKaye Ballard is a newcomer to hands smartly by sheer force.
via the little guy’s panto work
Jose Melis, who some years ago bler, Clara Cedrone as a manLetwith his partners on the mouth, debuted as a single at the upper- chaser and Gene Courtney as the British cabarets, but Londoners be- down
comes with “Madeleine
Especially came. familiar with her exhuberant d’Esprit,” a determinedly puckish
organs.
accomplice.
crust supper clubs, has developed villain’s
Stan Kramer and puppets click into One of the prime 88ers who funny are Marion ip his drunk comedy during the months she saga about a society dame and her
played in the musical ‘‘Touch & three lovers. Things pick
Lad’s .gone through three can register either with a flashy- scenes and LeRoy ’s asides.
again.
up somechanges of show here with a full bodied Steinway or get serious
The yaude oleo which follows_ is Go.” In that production she was a what, however, with “Ruby from
Scores and knock off some classic num- a shoiwease for the cast’s individ- regular show stopper and she is Morocco” and “The Birds Are
steadily building; inipact.
with manipulation of effectively bers in a creditable mood. Melis, ual talents, but it also serves to doing likewise on her nitery stint. Talking,” both niftily chanted and
designed dolls adeptly handled in- originally from Cuba, has a solid point up their individual weakThere is something refreshing impeccably routined.
cluding miniatures Of Betty Hut- classical background, which makes nesses too.
Norman, Marion arid about Miss Ballard's approach. She
Sag occurs again when Miss
ton, Bill Robinson, a drunk and itself evident in his modernized LeRoy appear in a couple of bur- understands comedy is her forte Thompson
solos a
smouldering
Carmen Miranda.
arrangements of the masters, in lesque-style sketches, which aren’t and sticks to that style. As a re- “I’ve Got the Blues for Keeps,”
Paul Steffen dance group, as- which he creates interesting musi- very funny. Norman has an excel- sult, her act is a solid 40 minutes preceded by some writhings by
signed the difficult spot of break- cal patterns without destroying the lent eccentric dance routine, but of laughter which well timed gags the three terpsters.
She gets
ing up Miss Baker’s routines, come essential calibre of the piece.
weakens it by too much talking and a high standard of original thrown around herself in this one^
through in top manner with their
and not too gently. It takes one
Melis for some time has been between dances. Miss Anderson
knee-slides and modern . interps working with
and dances nicely, and
Hardly a number is sung straight of the numbers originally introduca bass and electric sings
peiv through
earning them plaudits.
guitar accompaniment which gives Meigs delivers his songs in
in the conventional way. ed by the star and the Williams
Dave Tyler and crew handle his offerings a solid background sonable fashion.
Miss Cedrone Using a semi-point style. Miss Bal- crew to give the act that sorely
backgrounding in neat fashion.
of
couplR
in
a
nicely
registers
This is the memorfurther
embroiders
the
and
Melis
lard frequently breaks off half needed sock.
Lary.
piano. He probably shows up best duetS;
way through a number to inter- able “Suzette,” and the applause
of
feature
funniest
the
About
when portraying a Latin mood.
polate
a
few gags and ap- that greeted it cued a need for
Folies Bergeres, Mont’l These offerings have unusual* depth the entire bill is Killiam’s spoof- propriate mugging wihch keep more of the same.
Mike,
ing commentary accompanying the the customers howling. She also
picturesque
and
feeling
well
as
a
as
Jan.
12.
Montreal,
heads
also
Killiam
films.
silent
liveliness.
The Latin tempi are
clicks with
nifty
impreshes of
Latin Quarter^ IV. Y.
Henri Salvador, with Jacques Dc- further amplified by the bassist the community sings as well as
Bette Davis, Joan Davis and Bar(FOLLOWUP)
ral at piano; Jimmy Valentine & who doubles on the maraCcas. How- acting as emcee. There’s an okay
bara
Stanwyck,
interwoven
in
a
'There isn’t much subtlety to anyArden-Fletcher Line
Rita,
(7), ever, Melis is similarly potent when quartet of singing waiters, and the
song number. Outstanding thing that Lossy and Moore do in
Tommy Day orch (7), Boh Hahn essaying either a pop or a light Eddie Bernard unit backs the special
of her song contribs are amusing
Trio with Joyce; admission $1.*
and provides okay channel swimming number. “Fab- the act that the5^ve brought back
well
classic. Melis provides an extreme show
to the Latin Quarter, but there’s
Chan.
grade of musical literacy and could dance sets.
ulous You,” a song about Holly- no questioning the results.
The.
The policy established last Sep- hold down the podium at top hotels
wood stars and an entertaining only newcomers in an otherwise
“Why Joe?”
tember of “name” acts for this as well as vauders.
Oval Roonii. Boston
holdover production, Ben Lessy
room faded during the end of ’50,
The rest of the bill has two ex(COPLEY PLAZA HOTEL)
Ambrose’s Orch, which has just and Patti Moore, mixed team of
but present engagement of Henri cellent fillers. Mimi Warren plays
moved into this lush night spot comedy songologists, are clicking
Boston, Jan. 13.
Salvador (New Acts) has more than a warm piano. She’s a looker who
provides
Rudy Vallee with Clyde DuPont, with the most of the dance music at this Broadway oasis for the outregained lost prestige. Salvador is commands respect with a good
hot rhythms coming from of-town tourist, and the main reaBob
(8),
propping for his U. S. debut with brand of piano pounding in a Ranny Weeks Orch
'
Francisco Cavez.
Myro.
son for this is their verve and the
this -showing and if reception is as variety of moods, while Ernestine Taylor Trio; cover $2-$2.50.
manner in which they pile on the
great as has been given this hep Holmes rounds out the show with
com.
Rudy Vallee, whose two week Latin
erformer in Montreal, guy should solos on the electric organ. Miss
Quarter^
Boston
It’s
all
commercial corn, too.
g e set for a session equal to Piaf Holmes weaves some interesting stint last season at the swank Oval
judging by the way this mob went
Room pulled sock biz, is back for
Boston, Jan. 12.
and others from the Parisian boites. patterns on this instrument.
for
them
opening night, as th^
another two-weeker, but his new
Back of the Salvador session is
Jose.
Ted
Lewis
8c
Orch
(11)
material shapes slower and doesn’t Geraldine^ DuBois, Elroy Peace, went through a flock of cob stun,
the singing of Johnny Martin, who
with all the business that goes
with
year’s
last
solid
as
as
stack
ccntinues on for another show.
Minnesota Ter.^ Mpls* overall impresh that crooner is Paul White, the Appletons (3), with It. On the Coast, Lessy and
Johnny does well in his single slot
Ben Yost's Colleens (4). Zarde Moore have been standbys for
(HOTEL NICOLLET)
pressing too hard for results.
and boosts the fancy Arden-FletchBros. Continental Orch (4);
Minneapolis, Jan. 10.
years; this is their first appearance
At show caught, diners were re- mum $3.
er girls which to date are the best
Ken Griffin, Perry Franks, Cecil luctant to warm up until Vallee
in the east in several years.
collection
of hoofers in town. Golly orch.
(12)
with Mildred, injected his trademarks, “WhiffenThey do songs such as “Nothing
Jimmy Valentine and Rita do the Stanley; $1 cover, $2.50-$3.50 miniThat
ageless
antidote
for
the
Like an
Old-Fashioned Song,”
poof,” “Alloutte” and “Stein Song”
terp routines and gamer okay mit- mum.
blues, Ted Lewis, is back at the “Merry Oldsmobile,” “By the Sea,”
which
is apparently what they exting for their rhumba and jittercame
and
to hear. His open- L. Q. for a 16 day stint and is and the like, ’'many of them with
pected
bug tries.
This marks
local appearance ing with carbon of Fred Allen in dispensing his usual assortment of original arrangements. Lessy does
Tommy Day’s baton wielding is of Ken Griffin,first
and patrons of this
“Disappointments gags, songs, chitchat and general a standard bit at the piano, dursteady throughout show and the plush supper club find him a per- his vaude stint
Was okay but many cus- sesh of entertainment for solid ing which he pounds the keys with
Bob Hahn Trio pleases for dancing sonable, unassuming chap whose of 1932”iuissed
his big schnoz; after he’s through
the
point, and the results.
tomers
during interludes.
Newt.
organ emanations have the same dramaiic vocalization of the Rogers
Using practically the safne line- his nose is all lit up as if he’s
appeal when delivered in person & Hart opus, retrain caller who up as last season, except for the tilting.
Qtlierwise, there is enough diPainted Rni.^ Las Vegas as they have had on disks. In what bemoans his not being part of the Appletons and Ben Yost’s Colleens,
amounts to pretty much a straight- excitement around him but who most of the material has been vertissement in this show to suit
(DESERT INN)
forward keyboard recital, minus ex- is ironically killed in gunfight at switched although it follows the most tastes of the visiting firemen,
traneous trappings and embroidery, his post, was overlong. However, Lewis format with Lewis dominat- with the show-stopper pf them all,
Las Vegas, Jan. 9.
Billy
Eckstine,
Paul Gilbert, and with a minimum of conversai- when he reverted to the old Vallee ing entire show. He tees ‘off vocaliz-j of course, being the phenomenal
Peggy Taylor Trio, Johnny Bos- tion, he delivers the type of melody arid played his saxophone, told a ing the nostalgic “I’ve Got a Senor Wences, with his assorted
worth,
Arden-Fletcher
Dancers that has spelled popularity for his few gags and tossed bottles of Million Dreanis” following with a ventro stuff
Highand juggling.
M
^
Drene to the diners he was back medley pf oldies associated with lights of the rest of the layout
(10), Bobby Tucker, Carlton Hayes records.
Pleasant
and listenable, if unrated
him,
at
bowoff.
in
groove
a
include
the
'Orch (10); no cover, ho minimum.
and
bit
of
clarinet
Mile.
playing,
Nirska,
in
stand...
,1
her
his
^
exciting, the Griffin
offering is well nifty reaction
famous “Me and My Shadow” ard moth dance; Mila Raymon, vioreceived, even though a ^supper
Clyde; DuPont assists ably at the strut, with injection of boff sense lining virtuoso, and Les: Zoris, in
Billy Eckstine’s initial appear- club may not be the_ best showcase
piano and Ranny Weeks batons of showmanship throughout the dance of the leopards.
Kahn,
ance here is causing favorable for its projection. His ^priginal ar- the house crew with okay results, entire pifoduction,
topped off with
com merit, with bary warbler pour- rangements and distmctive musical Bob Taylor alternates with Weeks the inevitable “Is
Everybody
Fiiiliassy^ Loniloit
ing • smooth and mellow vibratos touches make for effective melodic for customer dancing. Biz okay.
J Happy?”
with warm approach. Mr. B’s new treatments of such sure-fire, hit
London, Jan. 10.
EUe. y As for the surrounding
Amru Sdhi, Don CarlOs Bands;
talent.
lyrics penned by ‘Sid KuUer and parade numbers as “You Can't Be
_
Geraldine
DuBois,
unit’s
well- cover ,$3.
dished out in a sort of talking, song True, pear, ”“By the Waters of
Bellerao Casiii09 Moiit^l stacked thrush, clicks with medley
riianner helps to make a neat set- Minnetonka,”
“Harbor
Lights,”
"
of
songs,
Montreal, Jan. 12
neatest
returns
Amru Sani, who came to London
for
up all the way.
Good Night, irerie,” “St. Louis
C’est Petite ’V with French and after a tour of Spain and France
Ninci Corda, Ming & Ling, Brick
Intro “Almost Like Being in.; Blues,”
“Tehriessee
Waltz” and
Love” is followed With the Kuller Sentimental Journey.’- FOr novelty Bros: 8c Gloria, Harry Snow, Patti English lyrics. Elroy Peace arid IS billed as a “Ghanteuse Exotique.’*
Cas*^ Paul White team up in some zany It would have been better showtreatment in “I Love a Ballad” with there are an impressipn of Jack Donahue, Skating Macks ( 4
Eckstine
kidding
bird, Benny and the latter’s violin arid ino Line iS) Bix Belair orch (12), antics badgered by Lewis for neat manship if the Indian songstress
animal,
freak tunes— melts into projection a bit. of vocalizing as part of VThe
Reyes quartet, admission $1. yocks. .Solo bit by White Vocalizing had lived up to this billing and
“Woodman Spare That Tree” in appeared in exotic Eastern cosof “I’m in the Mood for Love.” Whistler
and
His
Bird”
attd='
This first barrage of combined “Quaker. Gapers.” It all adds up to
With the accent primarily on lav- Bert Williams mariner scores nice- tume, rather than a sophisticated
humor and pash perks up audience, a generous amount of first-rate en- ish productions staged by Mme. ly. Newcomers, Ben Yost’s “Ool- evening gown.
unleashes first batch of kudos. tertainment.
On show caught, Miss Sani Was
.Kariiarova with music by George leens” are lookers, but vocal arTakes “My Foolish Heart” for solid
Working as a single because of Koinaroff, the Bellevue continues rangements are only so-so. Best recovering from a bout with influStint,
when
caught,
was
a
registering, winds up first set with an injury sustained “by his partner to draw plenty of biz and current
barber- enza and act had been held to five
“I Like It Here,” dramatic flag- Janyce, Perry Franks wins plaudits revue is no exception. The talent shop arrangement of “I Had a numbers. All were in ah intensely
sans
mike.
Standout earnest style, dramatic and sombre.
waver.
for his tap routines, whirls and spread through the layout only Dream”
Responding to encores, Eckstine acrobatics, as well as for his im- serves to link up each spectacle, apache trio, the Appletons sell
Miss Sani has a strong voice, but
pays tribute to Ellington, chants pressions of Pat Rooney and the and show-stopper is the roller skat- well with lively, rouhouse stint ^nds to hug the mike too closely.
“Caravan” a carbon of the disking. late George Primrose doing their ing stint with the line nervously climaxed by one of gals getting For opening she does “You Do
Special “Eulogy” tells how singer soft shoe and buck and wing step- cutting cornets during this boffo heaved through a prop window.
Something to, Me” and follows with
Stanza winds with Lewis hoking a^ntce rhythmic Spanish number
got the. name Eckstine, plays for ping. As usual, Cecil Golly and his finale. Routine gets additional im^
m
_
big laughs and mitts.
Topper is orchestra do a slick job for guest petus from the Skating Macks, through “Whiffenpoof Song” be- Come Closer to Me.” Then come
heartfelt “Old Man River” poured dancing and the show and vocalist three gals and a guy, whose sen- fore segueing into finale, “When two more songs in the same intense
on with great feeling, retiring to Mildred Stanley is in customary sational spins and lifts cover the You’re Smiling.” Makes nifty wind- key before winding with a pleasup and grabs solid mitt action at ing French number “Maladie
big salvos.
fine form. Moderately filled room rough Spots of the pony line.
For the vaude-lbvers who fre- bowoff. Biz good.
Peggy Taylor Trio whips through at show caught.
Rees,
EUe.
d'Amour.”
Myro*
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Umerald Bn*> Houston

P^t£fY

by

effective use of the spiritual
**
Joshua Fit the Battle of Jerricho.”
Miss Pickens blends a fine voice
with smart showmanship to earn

(SHAMROCK HOTEL)

,

Old

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

Romnaiiiiiii? N* Y«

classy

“Fine
Frame** is sly lyricing,
“Real Gone Guy” gets big mitts
to bring her back for “Walla
Walla,” and “Alexander’s Ragtime

Brown

Radio Aces (B), $adie Banks,
Houston^ Jan. 10,
Carmen
Antonio, Marusid Sava
Nick
Bros.,
Nuts
Line
Carroll,
(8) with Betty Anderson, Joe
Tnhn
top returns all the way, winding
$3.50i
um
minim
La
Porte
Orch,
Orch
D*Aquila Rumbas;
;
jluarfs
with a community-sing bit as an
$1,90 minimum.
'

melody weavings.

House Reviews
Continued from pase 49

Band” for solid plaudits. Thrush
Capitol? Wash.
John Carroll, came encore.
uses her own rhythm section comLocal
Georgie Tapps, who shares the
This lower east side nitery re- prising Earl Hyde on drums, and side of the Godfrey recruits, with
v-a from Hollywood to make a spotlight, was on too long opening
EmeraW
George
Duyivier
mains
on bass.
one of the most fabulous
nothing to tie it all together ex*
nlteV bow J'”®
night, displaying an even halfr
Gali Gali with his fast magico
operations in New York. Whatever
dozen routines
lad,

one of the most amusing acts cept comic Billy Gilbert’s rather
of Its kind to hit this town. Enlist- lopsided emceeing.
ing two men from ringside, he
Obvious headllher of show, both
pulls baby chicks from their pockoh marquee and in payee interest,
ets and with steady patter baffles
participators with sever aL appear- is tall, likable baritone Bill Law*
ing and disappearing objects. Off rehce. This Godfrey regular needs
and its Out-of-the-way location. to solid returns.
no introduction to the femme fans
Cliff Ferre emceer, sings, hoofs,
But for the predominantly Yidwho jam the house. His is a homedish clientele, the stiff tabs are and looks like good bet for future
Roundup Room shows. He works spun qualityj in keeping With this
apparently palliated by the cuff
and solo clearing to show and that of the CBS airer
bottle of seltzer supplied to each smoothly
table, and the inconvenient site is “Night arid Day” gets over nicely, with which he is identified. His
George Moro Dancers open show manner is boyish, with an appealcompensated for by spot’s relaxed
with “Southern Custom’’ in hoop
and familiar atmosphere.
ing hint of shyness, despite his
The floor shows probably supply skirts, pantaloons and parasols, for ease at the mike. His voice is rich
the major ingredient in the box- okay top ensemble. Closer is and deserving of the attention it
office formula. Without benefit of “Spanish Fantasy,” accented by is getting. Style is unpretentious,
high-priced performers, the shows fancy whirling Scarlet capes and but winning. Sticks to romantic
are generally big, colorful and Nancy Williams’ castaiieririg. Both themes in his initial two tunes,
angled towards the comedy side. routines win big applause.
“My Blue Heaven” and “All
Henry Busse is proving to be Love,”
The current layout follows forih.
with assuring appreciation
Radio Aces, toplining the bill, top show band and also handles from the galleries. Winds with a
sets for customer dahsapafit neatly into spot’s requirements. neat
novel version of “Good Night
Will.
Male trio has a hectic song, patter tion.
Irene,” with assist from the Beachand mimicry routine in which
combers, who precede him on bill.
zany and coarse humor are interCaroQsel?
Thanks to plenty of action and
twined* Although usually good for
Pittsburgh, Jan. 11.
some comedy, this provides a sock
laughs here, some of the vulgarity
Divena,
AHie Dann, Jackie finish to the act and to show.
could be toned down; especially Heller, Herman Middleman* s Orch
Next to Lawrence, biggest splash
the flock of bathroom gags which ^5 ) $3-$3.50 minimum.
is made by Joe Forman, whose
are not too appetizing in a restakeoffs had an authentic ring and
taurant. Trio dishes up a quiz show
Carousel has come up with a unique flavor. Forman starts slowparody, a takeoff on Ted Lewis real novelty click in Divena, a
his subjects are
and a couple of novelty numbers. shapely, good-looking gal who does ly, largely because
Hollywood perMarusia Sava registers well with a striptease under water in n the lesser known
sonalities. By virtue of the appeal
a brace of Gypsy songs. Attrac- specially built tank that’s glassed
Cooper, whom he eventualtively garbed
and goodlooking, on three sides so her mermaiding of Gary
ly does, and his own personality,
Continental songstress has a dra- can be seen from all part of the
he Walks off to hangup response.
matic delivery and a good set of room.
She stays submerged for Holds act together with a story
pipes. Carmen and Antonio score
nearly 15 minutes, or so it seems, line, which adds interest and apWith well-executed flamenco hoof- but her spins upward for a breath
Routine includes Slapsie
peal.
ing routines, completing cafe’s of air
are so cleverly concealed in Maxie Rosenbloom, John Garfield,
usual mixture of magyar, flamenco, apparent dives
that the trick is Pete Smith, James Cagney et al.
and Yiddish elements.
hardly noticeable.
Beachcombers, that happy comSadie Banks, a regular at the
Divena starts out swimming bo of three men arid their pint
Old Romanian for almost two dec- around fully clothed, and gradually sized Oriental femme partner,
ades, emcees the show and deremoves piece by piece until she’s please with virtually the same act
livers a couple of her familiar
virtually down to a G-string and they brought here several months
indigo patter songs, a la Sophie
couple of rosebuds. It's a classily ago. Once again, their “Skip to
Tucker, to an appreciative clien- a
produced act, however, and in such Lou” square dance novelty is their
tele. Show is rounded out with a
good taste that there’s nothing of- best bet. By now, this is strictly
couple of production numbers by
fensive about the turn at all. Box- professional fare, and good, too.
a well-trained, goodlooking line of
office potentials of the tank turn
Marshall Izen, with his comic
eight ponies plus one showgirl,
Betty Anderson, who warbles one are being proven here nightly; play on a German opera, gets
Carousel
like laughs, but, though he tees off
hasn’t
done
business
tune in fair style.
well, he never quite achieves the
Joe La Porte’s orch, another this in months.
Artie Dann, the long-beaked punch he promises. Act has promregular here ovpr the years, backs
comic,
is back at Carousel again ise, but rieeds to build to a higher
the show competently alternating
with D’Aquila’s rhumba combo for peddling his fast-moving and wise- pitch.
cracking turn.
Dann, who last
the dansapation rhythms. Hem.
Maria Neglia shows a definite
played Pittsburgh in Frankie Laine flare of showmanship with a brace
unit at
Penn theatre several of classical 'music on the violin.
Society?
months ago, works like a windmill This clicks exceptionally well for
and never lets up from the start longhair
London, Jan. 8.
Haist’s
Jessica
fare.
to. finish, which is smart since by
blonde godd looks and fine set of
Line Renaud, Jack La Roc
time one gag may not possibly pipes has a less ehthusiastic, but
the
Roberto Taylor Bands; minimum
go over, he’s on to another. His still warm reception in a routine
$4.25.
toppers are still “God, You Made of show tunes. John Gergeky tees
the Nose Too Long” and the take- off
show pleasantly with his
The first of the 1951 attractions off on Jimmy Durante, a natural
smooth, soft banjo times. All in
at this lush, intimate night spot for this lad.
Jackie Heller is all,
show
at
payee reception
Parisian around, of course, to peddle his
^
is
Line
Renaud,
chanteuse. Her husband, Louis songs, and he’s still an uppercase caught was good.
with
all
up
it
ties
Billy
Gilbert
Gaste, who accompanies on the showman who has the Carousel
his w. k. sneezing routine. Gilbert
guitar, has written the song num- crowd in his lap.
bers for her stint >
Good dance music by Herman fans went all out for this, anticiMiss Renaud, a good-looker with Middleman’s small combo, but acts pating each sneeze before comic
balance of
a warm and appealing personality, are a little handicapped this week got to it. As for the
the
has a pert, vivacious style and a because Middleman has to play on his emeeeihg, the, familiar lisp,
all the other
bellylaugh,
Gilbert
clear, well-modulated voice. She the floor, off the regular bandstand,
all part
possesses only a limited knowledge where Di vena’s tank had to be set stock tricks are there. It’s
of the show, adding welcome comof English, consequently her songs up.
Cohen.
however,
Comic,
touches.
edy
are sung in French.
supply the conquite
doesn’t
Although the cafe was doing only
Grill?
C.
tinuity and revue flavor that befair business when she was re(MUEHLEBACH HOTEL)
longs with such a package.
viewed, the Customers responded
Lowe.
Kansas City, Jan. 10.
enthusiastically. One of her top-

in a 25-mihute turn.
a little too long for sustained
nitery attention, although it’s all
good. Choice of numbers permits
him to run the gamut from the
usual tap terp stuff to the. swivel-

dark screen menace, In this
his /areer, stacks np
-ew phase of
pleasant, « "pt sock, cafe
"s a
fulltainer. He has a rich,
Saled baritone that reaches to
the big room,
fhe far corners of
‘"wfertoire of pop and light
suited to
admirably
tunes
ooera
voice,, new and smartly styled

^'rali

the ebb and flow of business may
be in the rest of the nitery belt,
this spot consistently packs ’em
in.
It’s
a
doubly remarkable
phenomenon, in view of its food
and drink prices, which are the
equal of any uptown class bistro,

It’s

hipped “Noche de Rohde.” Windup,
following a clever “Me and the
bit is the Impressionistic

.

Drums”

.

this

“Slaughter

on

Tenth

Avenue.”

’"^ObS(sly!**CaTroll has been de- Tapp$ is good and some of the
routines, are strong, but others
voting much time to vocal , studies,
tonal heed shapenihg to show his unnear-operatic
developing
deniable talents to best advantage.
qualities and a way _for lilting
Eddie Bergman house orch conOnly a half-developed
fiallads, With
tinues to project the expected
boyishdisconcerting
a
and
i^lvle
hotel-room
type of terp music,
he lacks conviction and
ness,
albeit occasionally with a trifle too
emphasis' bn the brass.
^^Carroirs patter between songs, much
be improved by Galian Rhumband alternates on
Is fair, but could
terp
tunes.
Kap.
material.
better
The Nuts Bros. comedy trio
stooge
audience
aroimd
Pareo? Hiontreal
vho kick
cimmick, pantomime with records.
Montreal, Jan. 12
and softshoe
In wacky costumes
Johnny Howard, Harold Barnes,
takeoffs—got off to a bad start, as
^'Tables** Davis, Wally Aspell, DeCarroll’s supporters on the new
Seems boss Glenn Mc- Ray & Young, Buster Burnell,
show.
Boots McKenna Line (B), Nick
hurof
the
view
a
dim
took
Carthy
So did the Martin orch (8), Peter Barry
ley flavor of their act;
rhumba
group (4) with Julita; adTexans
who
typical
customers,
^
frown on the off-color stuff when mission $1.
their women folk are around.
Despite the government edict
Second day, McCarthy helped
them revise the act. Result was a which knocked out both holiday
eves
plus Little Christmas (Jan. 6),
eatisfactory performance, still slapsticky, but sans the tired jokes and this fancy boite has been doing
questionable humor. The new rou- okay biz due chiefly to Johnny
tine goes over with gusto, gets au- Howard, a heavy Montreal fave
and holding over in current layout
dience in giggling good humor.
for another big session. Although
Fraz.
Howard’s standards are repeaters
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Raloigh Rodin? IV.
(WARWICK HOTEL)
Cass Franklin
Magic Notes (3)

from other

Y.

appeal

& Monica Moore,
;

couer $1.50.

Room

of the Warwick hotel, after a long term with
musical combos for dancing has
reverted to a one-act policy of the
past season. The inaugural display

The Raleigh

has Cass Franklin
as the solo act

&

Monica Moore

with the Magic
showbackihg

Notes (3) providing
and dance tunes.

Franklin and Miss

Moore

pre-

viously made an impact on the
hotel trade with an appearance at
the Savoy Plaza, N. Y. They’re a
highly efficient team both having
good voices, a nice sense of har-

mony

and

some

entertaining
garbed,
neatly
Franklin wearing in full dress aud
Miss Moore wearing creations and
jewels which take on the aura of
an exhibit with Frariklin reeling
off the credits.
Vocally, the duo makes their
usually good impression. They are
on for about a half -hour during
which time they do a wide category
of
tunes ranging from musical
comedy selections, parodies, pops,
and a few novelties to win a pair

They’re

patter.

of

encores.

The Magic Notes (3) indicate a
good potential in the instrumental
field.
Outfit comprising an electric organ, guitar and accordion,
have a solid rhythmic base and
create a lot of music for a three-

man ensemble. Their arrangements
are well-designed, with accent
easy listening and terplng.

on

Jose.

Coeoanut Grove? L. A.
(AMBASSADOR HOTEL)
Los Angeles, Jan. 9.
Jane Pickens, Georgia Tapps^
Eddie Bergman Orch (15), Gen
Galian
$1.50,

Hhumhand

(5);

cover,

$2.

Overlong opening night offering
some of the edge off this laybut it looks as if the Cocoanut
Grove Can count on slightly better
than average
business for the
current" three-week stand. As soon
as trimmed, it’s a show calculated
to find favor with the Pasadena
took
oiit,

Potentates
'''ho

and Movieland Moguls

visits to this

town, his

seems to be his un-

still

is

limited energy and his adaptability
to each audience he plays. Belabored by. some local crix for his indigo material, subsequent viewings
prove that Howard simply gives the
payees what they want. An inexhaustible collection of yockers at
Howard’s disposal covers all tastes
and after a few feelers no comedian can resist the blue stuff if
that is what the patrons want; the
Chez Paree is a broad, flashy room
and the Howard approach is a natural here.
Showcasing the Howard offering
is the wire work of Harold Barnes
which, although nothing out of the
ordinary, is slick,; packing plenty
of sight appeal and talent. “Tables”
Davis warms up with a hoofing set
that clicks and then goes into hl$
topper which is picking up a table,
any table, with his teeth and continuing his terping. Interp dancers DeRay and Young enter briefly for an East Indian set that
shows nothing that hasn’t already
been corned up by many other
groups over the past feW years.
Duo has style and ability but choice
is poor particularly after an overdose of this type dancing in a pi‘evious Paree revue.
After a couple Of dreary production attempts, the McKenna line
finally comes up with a couple
that wrap up present show in sock
fashion. The first, a reprise of the
*20s which despite repetition still
draws salvos and the finale “Revival Time” sparked by the dancing of Buster Burnell and the
songs of Wally Apsell makes for
a smash begoff. The Nick Martin
orch plays a complicated show pers is “My Cabin in Canada”
score expertly and the Peter Barry sung partly in English and partly
combo with well-stacked Julita on in French, and she also does nicevocals backs customer dansapation ly with “My Heart Keeps Singing”
Newt.
Sets neatly.
in English. A novelty number,
“Basil,” hits the comedy jackpot of
an evenly balanced stanza.
ChUrchUl^s? Loiidon
In addition to her husbandJan.
10.
London,
Eartha Kitt, Frank Weir Orch, guitarist, the chanteuse is also accompanied
by her regular pianist,
John Havana Rhumba Band; cover
Pierre Guillermin. For dancing the
$3,
cafe offers the Roberto Taylor
customers
Churchill’s Club, West End’s Orch, while between sets
newest ultra night spot, is making are serenaded by Jack La Roc and
Outfit,
players
In
his
string
the
a bbld pitch for nitery leadership.
Myro.
The Bond street spot has been i^efurblshed and operator Harry MeaLas
dows is going all out for name tal.

My

London

^

Terrace

Lenny

minimum.

i

;

.

(

!

) ;

'

*

Iris

Palomar?

Seatitio

Seattle, Jan.

i

Walters

&

11.

Priscilla,

bolstering its lineup of name bands
Fred and Fae, bright young
with comedy aiid singing turns In pantomimists spark this bill, with
'This one is a varied bill ShaVo Sherman also scoring with
addition
with Lenny Colyer handling the impressions and comic songs.
Spanish
Julita
with
opens
comedy assignment, the Palmers
doing the singing, and fiernie Cum- dances, followed by Walters and
mins in as m.c. It makes a moder- Priscilla in a ventro turn, Walters
does a nice job in playing a slide
ately pleasant half hour.
whistle while his dummy yodels,
In the opening spot Palmers and the pair get nice returns for
warble musical comedy numbers in well-handled patter between the
dramatic stylCj working both solo boy arid girl dummies.
and in dub bn numbers such as
Dick Hyde, who emcees, has a
“Song of the Vagabond,” medley warm baritone and does a neat
from “Naughty Marietta” and an job on “Zing Went the Strings
Irish medley.
Cummins, show biz of My Heart,” “September Song’*
vet that he is, handles the m.c. and “Temptation,” winding with
assignment Creditably in straight special arrangement of “Lullaby of
fashion; calling Oh Colyer to follow Broadway” for good applause,
the Palmers.
Fred and Fae open with panto
Bespectacled comedian wraps up to recording of “Maharajah of
chatter, parodies and impressions Maggidore” that’s socko, going on
in his 20-plus minutes. One of his to piit over more mugging and
better bits pokes fun at the ciggie gestures to disk of “Bebop Spoken
business witli “No Business Like Here.” They also get big response
Smoke Business,” while on the im- to “private eye” skit, recorded by
pressions side he goes in mostly themselves, arid done mutely to
for the song stylists—Eckstine, Car- accompaniment of reeprdinf^.
Torme,
pair
is
men
Lombardo,
Mel
Closing number for
Frankie Laine, Ink Spots, Ted hilarious routine to Spike Jones*
LewiSj Vaughn Monroe and Rose recording of “Cocktails for Two,**
Murphy as the final clincher. Cum- with gal scoring with frenzied inmiins orch backs neatly, with Jane teroretation.
Kelly doing okay oh vocals.
Small house at first aflernoon
Reed.
<5uin.
show.
.

Vegas
Roundiip Rm.?
(HOTEL EL RANCHO VEGAS)

Current attraction is Eartha Kitt,
Las Vegas, Jan. 10.
French sepia chanteuse and dancNellie Lutcher, Gali Gali, Cliff
er, formerly ^with the Katharine
8)
Top^billed Jane Pickens delivers Dunham Dancers, Holding an au- Ferre, George Moro Dancers
no cover,
^ }f^^^bping show, scoring with dience at 1:30 a.m. is quite a feat, Henry Busse Orch (13
Well-selected stuff I'anging from and although obviously disturbed no minimum.
parodies to pianistics.
Whether some by orchestra miscues, Miss
sUnding easily at mikeside and Kitt receives a rousing ovation for
Nellie Lutcher in top slot here,
Singing to the band backing, or a fine act, comprising British and has two established disk hits to
providing self-accompaniament bn American tunes, French, Spailish purvey, otherwise stint is mostly
Keyboard or guitar, she’s a polished and Mexican numbers, and winding filled with her Set style of rhythperformer at all times, Cahnily with a moving Negro spiritual, mic bombast and 88ing. Although
reception,
gave
okay
jrstiing a Variegated melody menu “I’m Going to Live the Life I Sing patrons
singer niay have to toss in more
spi^d with peitinent patter. Song- About Down in My Soiil.”
sell
better.
stuff
to
stuff i^anges from
Miss Kitt has a forceful person- w.k. pop
a laugh luring
She opens with “He Sends Me*”
Parody of ”Adios Muchachos” to ality and a deeply moving style.
She
has experienced approach to interspersed with tri,fck voicing and
^P®cted
of
version
jazzed-up
9
eases
weavings,
intgi^
keyboard
In between, she pleases each number, varying the time and
„J;V^re.”
mood modulation of slow “Let Me
With_' I Can’t
Give You Anything tempo to provide an evenly balThen
Tonight,”
Miss
Love” as it might have been anced show. She also has a pol- Love You
Lutcher unleashes one of her
Wagner and/or Doni- ished technique and a good range hitunes,
“Hurry On Down,” for
zetti -La
Vie En Rose,” “Blues In of numbers which are particularly
South” and the clever “I Want Suited to the type of customer at- solid response, with followup “MelOn” spottihg Some
Lingers
ody
Myro.
husband.” Turn also is spiced tracted by this cafe.

&

Julita,

.

!

bnt.-

Geofge

Dick
Hyde, Shavo Sherman, Fred Sc Fae,
Muehlebach is continuing Its Ray Watkins House Ork (5); -'De” iUI).
floor show policy in the new year, ported

'

to do their afteivdafk
outertaining ’neath the swaying
palms,

Colyer,

Palmer, Bernie Cummins Orch
(12) with Jane Kelly; $1, $1.50

.

like

K.
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.

“Sam's Song.” Ink Spots impresh
on “If I Didn’t Care,” medley of
Van & Schenck tunes and a couple
of other tunes for additional plauEdha.
dits.

JOSEPHINE BAKER
:

Copa City, Miami Beach
The class cafe circuit is due

kidding-on-the-square exposition of
what goes into the making of a
person
the
professional terper. It could be a
hypo
in
tremendous
a
of Josephine Baker, who came real dance saga, obliquely spotback to her native land after many lighting the travail Of what makes
years absence, with as electrifying for a finished terpsichorean prodand showwise, as uct As now, it is thrown away
biz
results,
any performer to have played this through underdevelopment. Their
a n y a Palace - school,
iiames-surfeited resort in
song - and - daiice
vaudery nonsense is also good.
winter season.
Opening night found a full
Per usual, Stanley Melba does a
house witnessing her advent after, fine emcee job, besides batoning
an enthusiastic intro by Sophie the No: .l band. Chico-Relli'is the
Tucker. In a dazzling Dior crea- alternate Latin combo. Business
tion with a huge fur piece that good,
Abel.
brought gasps from the femme cpP"
tingent; she earned an ovation HENRI SALVADOR
after her first number, “Merci Songs-Comedy
Beaucoup.” She built from there- 35 Mins,
on into a series of wham palm re- Foiies Bergeres, Montreal
Followed with an English
ceipts.
Henri Salvador, long a fave with
medley which included “Begin the the French Canadians via his reand
Day”
and
“Night
Beguine,”
cordings, is currently heading lay“Solitude.”
out at the Foiies Bergeres and his
Versatility in h a n d 1 i n g the initial try in Montreal is a solid
languages is further revealed in a smash.
Born on the. island of
Cubano number, “This is Happi- Gaudaloupe in the West Indies,
ness,” with the lissome frame she Salvador has retained, despite havpossesses accentuating the ing lived 29 of his 32 years in
still
rhumba movements for sparkling Paris, the inherent rhythms of
Change of costume is these islands which are apparent
effect.
smoothly achieved with result that throughout entire song-and-mime
a French-Moroccan street hawk- session.
er’s bit needs no translation for
Getting his first break with the
the tableholders. Colorful and ex- Ray Ventura orch as vocalist and
sound
lyrics
the
makes
she
citing,
guitarist, Salvador cinched his rep
international in. e sse nc e. Adds when he introed the song “Clopin,
comedy with an afterpiece and then ciopant” which was later trafisoffs to change again while the lated into English as “Comme Ci,
Steffen Dancers take oyer. Return Comme Ca.” Primarily a vauder,
brings another brilliant Parisian Salvador plays everything broad
gowning idea and with it a Latino but with very little trimming
number worked with hand mike, could easily adjust routines to fit
There’s the average-sized boite.
With comedy accented.
Still another change of costume for
Wearing a white suit and white
han- shoes, the guy maintains a paCe
neat
There’s
added impact.
dling of her theme, “Two Loves that
throughout
interest
holds
Have I,” and the bowoff with a stint. Material for the -.lost part
brief and mitt-sparking curtain accentuates comedy and biggest
6p**ech.
click is panto-interp of an oldtime
It adds up to a class performer film with invisible man routine
whose every move and lyric is picking up almost equal salvos. A
results.
timed for
switch to “Church Bells” with his
Whether it be a dance break, with own guitar aCcomp hits and a
her torso-twisting and natural Parisian version of “Sam’s Song”
rhythm, or a simple graciousness gives him a breather.
The inthat wins them all the way. Miss evitable behop riff, which none of
Baker adds up to one of the most the present day French vocalists
solid acts to have played as de- can resist, appeals but fails to
manding a room as this one since score with localites as does his
the plushery was opened two sea- pickpocket song or “Silence.”
sons ago.
,
. ,
Salvador has a hefty repertoire
Changes routines completely, as doing upwards of nine offerings
well as four new gownings for the at, each showirfg, with different
second show, with standouts her routines at dinner and supper
“Spider” number and a Parisian shows.
Songs arc all in French
Street scene that wraps them up. and are given added boost by his
First three nights here found sell- amusing intros, half English and
outs for the TSO-seater* with reser- half Gallic; Jacques Deval, an imvations pouring in for the balance portant part of the Salvador setup,
She’s money in
of engagement.
rates kudos for his deft piano acthe bank for any top spot that comps. Staging, lighting and overLary.
gets her.
all showmanship make this oneman musieomedy ai cinch for cafes
,

I

Buxom French

gal,

maximum

They are casimpact.
ually garbed so that youthful impression is amplified.
Their work indicates that they
haven’t reached their peak. More
work around the circuits for additional polish would make them
one of the top' teams in this cate-

,

i

i

|

Jose,

gory.

j

.

.

,

i

;

1

,

:

;

mostly. This is their first N. Y.
theatre date and they stack up well
as a singing cornedy team. Lads
have personality and harmonize
well on their songs, injecting amusing patter throughout. Ryan carthe accomps on a white baby
grand. Working along lines of the
yesteryear Van
Schenck, they
have a neat act for either vaude
or cafes.
Teeing off with a topical parody

Oriental
3 Suns

It

Music Hall

(l)

Margery Mayef
Donald Dickson

(l)

&

..

Sherman Hayes Ore

MIAMI
.Olympia (P) 17
Anita Velez Ders

Herky Styles

Mary Hatcher
Rlnald Si Rudy

batics to provide added zest to
turn. Starting out with regulation
tapstering,’ they svi^ing into turn-

[

i

|

Ibling and somersaulting while
j

1

[

still

maintaining rhythmic tempo, to
garner prolonged applause.
Although new airound New York,
their smoothness bespeaks experience. They fit well here and should
do okay in vauders, cafek or video,
Edba.
-V -

:
;

’

—

ANNIE LAURIE

j

|

Songs

j

7 Mins.

Apollo, N. Y.
A pert Negro gal in a strapless
blue gown, Annie Laurie shows a
fair voice in chanting “One Man
Blues” and a couple of ballads. She
gives the blues number a nice jump
effect, but her delivery is dnly soso on the other two ditties.
Miss Laurie’s vocal interpretations of “I’ll Never Be Free” and
“Since I Fell for You,” both plaintive pieces, demonstrate that she
.

j

NEW TOM

.1*

Elliot

Lawrence Ore

Georgle Kay

WASHINGTON

.

Capitol (L) It

4 Whirlwinds

has latent talent.
However, she
must develop a more individual
styling and better salesmanship before she can qualify for the better
bookings.
Gilb.

&

KURT JONS DANCERS
:

Dance

(6)

Hite

Dean Murphy

Stanley

Se

Howard

(I)

It

Paul Williams Ore
Larry Darnell

Betty Bruce
Florlan Zabach

Chubby Newsome

(P) If

.

Page

3 Chocolateers
Buddies
Wilfred Mae 3

Co

.

Horrie Dargie 4
James Cardwell

Marion Davies

Romanoff 3
Les Ritchie
Ronnie Shand

Elimar

Devine tc King
Gerda Bbrnstad

Marika Saary
Jong
Jacques Cartaux
Jimmy Elder
Joe whitehouse

M

Wim De

Sc

H

Nesbitt

Wally Boag
Babs Mackinnon
Marquis Sc Family
Detroy
Heana Sazova

Alice Bronimann
Cissy Trenholm.

Rob Murray

Tivoli (I) 15
Calvert.

John

Eugene’s Plying

Cornell

Celebrity 8

Empire (M)
Fred Lovelle
Dr Crock 8c

15

Robb Wilton

V & M Norman

IS

Dolinbffs

8c

Jo Hurt
La Martinique
Boh Blue
Johnny Conrad
Richard Hayes
.

Cepaceoane
Frankie Laine
Betty Sc Jane Kean
Harrison 8c Petrlcla

Sid Fields

Sa.xon Sisters

Chrlstianl

Roberta Lee
Whiporwills
Ralph Font Oro
Durso Ore
Val Olman Ore
Regina Price
Latin Quarter
Sonny CaUelo
Moore St Lessy
F. Alvares Ore
Ann McCabe
Diamond Horseshoe Sarah
Wences
Ross 8t LaPierre

M

Genia Mel

WUsoD Morrell!
Calvin Holt
Art Waner Ore
-

8c

No

BeUe

Hugh Shannon
Ronnie Graham

Norman Paris 3
Monk

Julius

Empire (M)

Louise Howard
Erik Rhodes

If

Jack Radcllffe

Downey

Bezel Webster
Old Knick

Jackley

Agnette

8c
8c

Hotel

Ave

Fifth

I

8c

Jee
Sylvio

FonvIUa

8c

Perk Sheraton
Jose Melis 3

Miml Warren
Ernestine Holmes
Hotel Plexe
Herb Shrlner
Yvette
Nicholas Matthey

Mark Monte

Sid Marlon

Dick La Salle Oro
Notei Roosevelt

Old Roumanian
Sadie Banka

Guy Lombardo Oro

Radio Aces
Buster Burnell
Marusia Sava
Alverda

Hotel

.

ROgls

St.

Julie WUson
Milt. Sbaw. Oro

Horace Diaz Ore
Hotel Shelbourne

Koka

Joe LaPorte Ore
D’Aqulla On:
Park Ave

Carol Blaine

Gloria Elwood
Scotty Graham
Charlie SteWart

Frank Carle Orc

Harding

.8c

Moss

Hotel Stetier

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore

.

Penthouse
Paul Taubman
Hotel Ambassader
Jules Lande Ore
Hotel Blltmore

Mischa Raglnsky O
Hotel Edison
Henry Jerome Orr
Hotel New Yorker
Ray Robbins Ore
'

Carol Lynne
Farrar 8c Carter
Sid Krofft

Versalliof

Florence Desmond
Teresa Brewer
Emile Petti Ore
Panchlto Orc
Village

Bam

Bourbon 8c Bayne
Tex Fletcher
Abel
Peter Rublno
Jaiie

Vanguard

Village

Richard Dyer
Bennett
Clarence Williams 8
Waldorf-Astorfe

Johnny Kirby
Hotel

.

-

Geene Courtney
Connie Anderson

Juliette

Le RuWan Bleu

Joyce Indig

Club
Ernie Warren Ore

GLASGOW

Troupe

Mila Raymon
Vikings
Nlraka

3 Riffs.

Merry Macs
MacKenzle Reid
Dorothy

ST. LEON TROUPE
Teeterboard
6 Mins.; Full
Palace, New Y’ork

Myron BeU

Jimmy Dale
La Commedle

Little

Leslie Sarony

IS

Leon A Eddie's
Eddie Davis
Louise 8c Harris

Peggy O'Neil
Holden Dcra

Jerry Cooper
Pupl Campo Ore

Raya

Sis

Bebe

Page Cavanaugh 3
Harold Cooke
Bon Soir
Jimmie D.'iniels
Joan Shaw

Tony Bari
Nana Ramon

Crackpots
Evy 8c Everto
Bernard Miles

Nichols 8c Merrln
Bob Grey*
Strut Hard
3 Cottas
Flyins CrbmweUs
Laurie. Watson

Pilarin Tavira
Sarlta Herrera
D'Alnnlso Orc

BlUy Banks
Eddie Franklin
Noble Sis^le Ore
Chic Morrison Ore
Joe E. Howard
Wallen Twins
Havana-Madrid
Steve Murray

BBITAI18
EDINBURGH
BLACKPOOL

Rios

Roslta

Los Gitanos

,

W, C Handy

Ballet

Maurice CoUeand

El Chice

Stuart Ross
Paula Drake
Eadie St Rack

Phil Napoleon Oj^c

SYDNEY
Tivoli (1) 15
GUUs Brbx & Myrna

Chrlbl

HlUel 8c Aviva
Mort Freeman
Martha Schlamme

Ghostley Sc Wood
Norene Tate
Reginald Bean
Garland Wilson
care Society
Josephine Premice
Arthur Blake
Cliff Jackson

AUSTRALIA
MELBOURNE

His Maiesty's (I) 15
Armand Perreh.

CITY

Lota
Bracha

Pierre

Denise Darcel
Fosse 8c Niles
Stanley Melba Ore
Manuel Jimine? Ore

Continentals
Fisher 8c Ross

Emil Coleman
Mischa Borr Oro

(6)

Leon Troupe has been

CHICAGO
Blackhawk
Patsy Abbott

fea-

tured with various circuses, but is
making its N. Y. vaude bow here.
It’s an Australian import, comprising Clyde St. Leon, this two sons
and three other guys.
For their acrOs they employ two
teeterboards, with the elder St.
Le()n an(l another member working
as understanders, while the remainder of the lads are bounced
on the teeters for hand and chair
catches. All are adept performers
in their line and several of the
chair-catching stunts are worked
up for thrills. Speediness of act
Incorporates many stunts in its
brief running time.
Edba,

RAY SMITH

.Norma Lee Doggett
Joel Friend

Chet Peree
Stan Grover
Paul Gray
Elissa Jane
Moore Sc Lessy
Richard France
Chez Adorables
Manuelitto Ore

C. Ray Smith reputedly
has
played out-of-N. Y. theatres and
cafes prior to. Palace date. Working on blacked-out'stage, with baby
spot on the dolls, much the same
as puppeteer Frank Paris, he has a
slick stanza for all sight media. He
manipulates his wooden charges
adeptly .and clicks particularly with
the toe-dancer, bosomy opera diva
chirping to an operatic aria record-

•

Romanos
:

Helsingt

Arnold Shoda
Jerry Mapes.
Jack Raffloer

Mac MacGraw

Sharkey Bonamo Bd
Abbott Ders
Eddie O'Neal Ore

M

Julia

Otto Garcia
Hotel Stevens
Skating Ryles

Cee Oavldsfin <»rd
Pelmet Housb
Connie Haines

Reed WiUiams
Harpor Flaherty
Bob Fitzgerald
Skating Blvdeare

Jo Barnum
Jack Spoons

Chordmen (4)
Buddy Rust

Georgle Gobel
Jayne Walton

Bin Perry
Leighton Noble Ore
Vine Gsrdens

Billy iCbandlet

Myron Coheik

Hotel.

.

Ore
Bismarck

Norman Martin
Trude. Adams
.

Lee Morgan

Puppeteer
10 Mins., One
Palace, New York

Johnny AUadln 6re
H Edgewater Seech
Xavier CUgat Oro
Abbe Lane

Ray Hyson
Dulcina
Henry Brandon Ore Tato 8e

Carter Sis

(2)

Minda Lang
Susan King
Mel Cole Ore

<.

LOS ANGELES
Ambassador

Hotel

Jane Pickens
Georgle Tapps
Eddie Bergman Ore
Blltmore

Hotel

Bob Williams

Frakson
Barbara Perry
Paycees (2)
Russ Morgan Ore
.

Giro's

Martha Stewart
Blackburn Twins
Lindy Doherty
Geri Galian Orc
Dick Stabile Oro

Mocambe
Kay Thompson
Latln>Aires
Eddie Oliver Oro

LAS VEGAS
Desert Inn
Billy Eckstlne
Carlton Hayep dre

on “Dear Hearts and Gentle Peo- 12 Mins.; Full
pie,” they segue into a hoked ver- Palace, New York
ing, and a jazz pianist, which he
El Rancho Vegas
sion of “Goodnight, Irene” for a
This dance ensemble could be makes uncannily real for sock bow- Nellie Lutcher
Last Frontier Hor>>
wrapup, and follow through with recruits from musieomedy ballets. off.
Edba.
Carmen Cavallaro O
•

Collins

8c

HabibI

Dizzy Gillespie Ore
Lester Young Ore
Dinah Washihgtoii
Blue Angel
Pearl Bailey

WaUy Cox

Sammy White
Fran Warren

Low

Amandis

C;

Pauline

8c

BIrtfiano

Utica (W) 17-1t

Betty Reilly

St.

Paul

:

in blue

|

Elizabeth

Paula Coutts

fill)

Edba.
.

Mills 8c Belita

Helen Jutsen
Sylvia Camphell

.

to

Can fit into any visual medium and especially in productions.

nifty
routines
project
which are interlarded with acro-

Ladd

8c

Maureen Power’

UJICA

(I)

Johnson

1f-21

here.

outfits,

Mischa Auer

Jimmy Husson
Bobby May
(1

Tlmar Bros

Terp team, neatly garbed

Lowe

Bergman 8c Boros
June Manloh

Bill!

ROCKFORD

Palace (I)
Hilton Sis
Farais 2

17

Hollace Shaw
Robert. Maxwell
Strand (W) If

Palac*

.

vie Oliver
Steve Conway

Kirby Stone 5

A1 Bernie

Ann

Bllllngton

.

Olive

(P)

Royal CM) 15

Empire (M) 15

Buster Shaver

fill)

PORTSMOUTH

NOTTINGHAM

It

Clark BrosJerry Wald Ore

5

Orlelnal Peter
Tattersall 8c .J'erry

Royalettes

4 Cathalas

Johnny Morgan
Roxy

(I)

Splendid

8c

Alan Clive
Archie Glen

LEICESTER
“Flash” Gordon, a diminutive 3 Denysios
Palace ($) 15
Festival
Negro coocher, dashes off a wealth Coopers
Billy Cotton Bd
Fountains
grinding
and
of
hip-weaving,
bumping in her five-minute stage
stint.
She works in a bra and hula Ail show too much experience in
skirt as an opener then later strips their terps to. be trying their inidown to tights (retaining the bra, tial wings in vaude. Act is patof course),
terned along lines of the Jack (ilole
Miss Gordon has the interesting Dancers and other similar groups.
ability to undulate her buttocks to Jons’ slick balleterps both in solo
the uncanny rhythm of the accom- stuff and in the ensembles is of
panying music. High point of her top-drawer calibre.
turn is a sequence where she does
A group of five attractive gals,
a full split and simultaneously also expert in the ballet hoofery,
wriggles her toes and posterior. Act give out neatly in trio, of ensemble
is a good one of its kind, but is
numbers, which range from East
more suitable for sideshows than Indian dances to ballet jazzique.
vaude or TV.
Gilb.
Routines are imaginative, colorfully costumed and superbly executed to win maximum returns
GERALDINE & JOE

Songs, Comedy
IZ Mins.; Three
Palace, New York

i

Ted Straeter Ore

Metropolitan (I)
Lesters Midgets
Ruddy Bolly

5 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.

Newt,

Johnny Ryan and Bob Hannon
have \Vorked as a team for .more
than a year in niteries and teevee

&

Leo De Lyon

EAST HAMPTON

Dance

week

spilt

Gloria

Anthony Allyn
Hodges

Bemands Pigeons

“FLASH” GORDON

HANNON & RYAN

i

Wiere Bros
Paul SydeU

Patti

Strand, N. Y.
Five Amandis, all-male Continental import, make up one of the
aero turns in the business.
top
.
Qomtet works at a fast pace and
neatly builds up the impact b^ progressing to increasingly difficult
and dangerous - looking stunts.
Team works with such speed that
the audience can’t even mitt the individual feats but they get off to a
powerful hand.
Team alternates between fancy
tumbling on a mat stretched across
the stage and a teeterboard routine.
Latter work is the clincher with
the youngest of the crew being
flipped through the air in twisting
double spins from the board into a
chair that’s balanced on the shoulders of one Amandi standing on
This
the shoulders of another.
stunt is repeated in several variations with the flips becoming more
complex. Unit, of course, is a solid
video bet.
Herm.

Margo Good, svelte brunet recruit from the airlanes, is a welcome addition to the bistro ranks

,

.

Debby Reynolds

Chicago

Teeterboard
10 Mins.

looker with a terrific chassis, she and body motion.
sought to insure herself with such
Starts out with a bouncy rendias tion of “I Can’t Believe That
familiars
Franco - American
“Petit Vin Blanc,” “The Seine,” a You’re in Love With Me” and
Gallic conception of Texas (pro- switches to a ballad, “Too Soon to
nounced Tex-soss) including a Know” to reveal fine diction and
snatch of “Frankie & Johnny” in husky shading. She gets chuckles
French, and the inevitable “La with her sly overtones on “You
Vie en Rose.” She also “explains” Got to See Mama Every Night,”
the lyrics, for extra insurance, but and slams across a lively version
with the fundamental shortcoming of “Sunnysido of the Street” foi*
of vocal inadequacy she doesn’t hefty palming^
For a sock closer
make the grade.
she reprises “Charlie My Boy,”this league is her metier, punctuated ' by a frantic CharlesV- And
because she packs class as well as ton session. Miss Good should be
chassis. On her last year’s Broad- a welcome addition to platter rosway Strand vaudfilm booking she ters and is also a good bet for
had three boys for mass bolstering, musical comedy.
Zabe
bu even so proved the No. 1 wolf-

.

Carlton Carpenter

CHICAGO

FIVE AMANDIS

A

needed,
(Reviewed on the same night
was Julie Wilson, another archexponent of supercharged s.a:, but
here it’s a case of supporting the
Curvaceous attributes with a solid
songalog on her third or fourth
return to the Hotel St. Regis’
Maisonette.
Where
accompanist
Lester Crosby at the ivories and
Milt Shaw’s tiptop band gives her
strong support.)
^
Back ^to Miss Darcel’s Cotillion
R^oom (Hotel Pierre), engagement,
the returning Bob Fosse & Mary
Ann Niles are showstoppers with
their unique terps: Fosse is definitely of the Astaire school, openly
^ping him with that cane
routine ^(and so announced), while
Miss Niles’ semi-eccentric ballet-

Arnaut Bros
Alan King

Si.lvers

(Five to
“Where Did You Get That Girl.” Pacamount
in some dancing for Kay Starr
register
they
for
and
measure
good
Dick
Brown
^
^

Casino* Chicago

j

CITY

Capitol (L) It

in

of songstresses, adding a cheerful
rendition to some of the tunes of
yesteryear, although not entirely
Also, not
neglecting the pops.
like many of the chanteuses from
radio, she’s- not hampered by the Aero - Dance
authority. She is authoritative in mike, projecting her bright per- 8 Mins.; Three
•«» 1a*j
•ii_>
^
si n^1
IkT
"M}
blonde sonality
every other respect.
with liberal use of hand Palace, New York

call appeal, However, more talent
to fortify her powerful s.a. is

:

Team throws

Songs
who was no 15 Mins.

bust on her first U. S. film try in
Metro’s “Battleground,” has all the
attributes for a nitery floor-—but a
sufficiently sturdy act. Loaded with
s.a., personally ingratiating, possessed of warmth and not a little
savvy with the small-talk while
circling the ringside with the
portable mike, she nlisses fundamentally because her voice lacks

NEW YORK
PhU

.

i

or

(WR) Walter Reade

.

'

Hotel Pierre, N. Y.

(D

Ben Wrigle'y
“Abba-Dabba Margaret
with
Sande
the nature Of a Peter Hamilton
throwaway, an error since its the Anthony Makas.
Rockettes
tune with which they’re best asso- Corps de Ballet
ciated,
It would have made, an Sym Ore
Palace (R) It
Miss Reynolds
excellent finale.
Sc Oliver Sis
impresses with her Helen Kane Lewis
Sirdani
imoresh and Carpenter socks over Lucienne & Ashour

They open
Honeymoon”

maximum

MARGO GOOD

Little

weeks With Love,” are making
theatre appearances under studio
auspices to give the public a
closer gander at one of the fresher
song
the
juve
in
discoveries
and dance turns.
The youngsters are personable
and competent singers as: well.

m

Songs
13 Mins.

Debbie
& _

Words” and “Two

baloW Indicat* openino day of ihow

In parentheses Indicates circuit (FM) Fanchdn Marchi (I) Irtdependenti
Loew; (M) Moss; (P) Paramount; IR) RKO; (SI Stoll; <T1 Tivoli; (W) Warnen

tetter

Carleton Carpenter
Reynolds, who clicked in Metro’s

“Three

bllli
full

whether

Capitol, N. Y.

}

and video.

Mumttrals In connection with

Song
IZ Mins.

for

DENISE DARCEL

WEEK OF JANUARY

CARLEtON CARPENTER &
DEBBIE REYNOLDS

mania is good contrast The “Mary
Smith dancing school” routine
might be better developed into a

Songs, Dances
35 Mins.

VARIETY BILLS

Maurice 8c Marya
Al Donohue. Qrc

Thunderbird Hotel

The Weavers
Sonny Howard
Al Jahns Ore

"

!
!
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LEGITIMATE
'Roger’ to

Bow on

Coast

Hollywood, Jan.

16.

El Capitan will rekindle Jan. 30
with the premiere of "Roger the

who wrote "Separate Rooms." Donald Woods will star.
William Jarvis, who will co-produce with Ted Te trick, will stage

j

Renewed request by Broadway
ticket brokers for an increase in
legal limit on ticket fees from
tax) has
75c to $1 (plus

tl-e

dispute

among members

of the board of governors of the
The
X^cague of N. Y. Theatres.
brokers are appealing to the Leglegal
to
boost
the
Albany
islature at
limit oh such fees, and have asked
the League to endorse the plea.
Entire membership of the board
will be polled on the matter within
a few days.

^

Desmond Back
To London for Hylton

Florence

20%

aroused

When the proposal was first presented to the League board several weeks ago it received a tie
vote, so it was brought up again
last week. According to those present at the previous session, the
matter might have been approved
at once except for the manner in
Aewhich it was submitted.
companying the request Was a detailed explanation of the necessity
for the raise, including a reference to the high operating costs

the

Show

[

1

Both Shanks and the producer
were in New York for 10 days
on a flying visit, returning by air
on Monday (15) to London. Hylton
Backers of "Guys and Dolls"
is bringing over "Kiss Me, Kate"
and also setting Gene Autrj' for a have been informed by producers
London engagement at Earls Court Cy Feuer and Ernest H. Martiii
arena. The British kids are as cow- that the show will be in the black
boy-minded as in America.
by early March ^nd they will he
I

starred in

London

Elihu Weiner, "I’ll Take My
Stand," the first Week in February,
in four studio performances for
invited audiences. There will also
be one preview for New Stages
stockholders.
Drama had a ktrawhat tryout at
New Hope, Pa.,' two years ago,
Merrill E. Joels has been set as
production manager. Karl Weber
Is prez of the outfit.

Kansas

City, Jan. 16.

few weeks for an ex-

in a

tended

^

gp

rest.

The producer-director apparently overworked himself recently as
stager of Miss Cornell’s presentation of "Captain Carvallo," which
folded in Cleveland after a short
tryout tour.

j

Circus, St. Petersburg, Fla., and
operating profit for the first
weeks, through pec. 30, was the Miami Music Circus, both
$50,563. The weekly net has since operated by St. John Terrell and
Laurence Schwab. Union at first
risen to about $11,000,
Richard Aldrich in the
The production cost for the included subsequently
blit
removed his
Frank Loesser - Jo Swerlirig - Abe rap,
Burrows musical was $177,900 and name when it was pointed out that,
financially interested in the
there are bonds amounting to while
two Florida show tents, the Broadnearly, $23,900.
Rehtal terms for
is not directly inway
producer
the 46th Street, N. Y., call for. 30%
volved in the management.
of the gross to $25,000 and 25%
Action against the two Florida
on the balance. Company payroll
runs to about $6,300, and royal- spots followed the union’s failure
reach an agreement with Terrell
to
ties total 12V^ %.
and Schwab for the employment

the musical looks promising

will be presented on Broadway
this spring, with a budget tentatively set at $60,000. In the latter
it

EARNS BACK
OinUY IN NINE WEEKS

Dramatists

Pact Talks Seen Geared

To Avoid GotL Hassles
New minimum

basic contract be-

tween the Dramatists Guild and
the League of N. Y. Theatres will

stagehands,

musicians,, teamsters,
etc., might refuse to
enter the
premises.

.

be drafted so as to avoid conflict
with the antitrust or Taft-Hartley

Move

laws.

in that direction

may

be the omission of foreign authors
from the pact’s guild-shop requirements.
Negotiations for the new
agreement may be started within
the next few weeks, but are expected to coiitinue a month or
more.
Way for the negotiation of a new
contract was apparently cleared
last week when the U. S. circuit
courj; of appeals, N. Y., decided an
appeal of the Ring case, on which
the N. Y. federal court had ruled
that the basic agreement was monopolistic and granted an injunction forbidding its enforcementi^^
The upper court vacated the injunction, but refused to pass on
the legality of the basic contract
one way or the other. It also
tossed out Ring’s appeal for reversal of the lower court’s refusal
to grant him damages against the

Irene M. Selznick production, starring Rex Harrison and Lilli Palmer, is currently netting about
$6,200 on a weekly gross of nearly Guild.
(depending on theatre
$28,000
Ring’s suit against the Guild, inparty commissions) and has played volving production of a musical
to standee attendance at every per- called ‘•Stovepipe Hat,’* was abased
formance thus far. The produc- on the 1941 basic contract, which
tion cost $47,800 and has earned was superseded by the revised conoperating profits of about $58,000 tract of 1 946. The latter is due to
for the first nine weeks through expire a few weeks hence, so negolast Saturday night (13).
tiations for a new agreement may
Harrison is now set to remain be just about in time.
with the show through May 31,
having obtained his release from a
verbaV commitment to appear in
on
Gabriel Pascal’s scheduled film
Announcement of closing of
adaptation of Shaw’s "Androcles
‘King Lear" at the National,
aiid the Lion."
N. Y., Saturday ( 20 ) after 32
performances, recalls an incident while the play was in re'State’ Seen in
Louis Calhern, who
hearsal.
name lead, was
plays the
Rests
Hiatus ais Holm
picked up by a cabby, who recognized him and asked about
With Celeste Holm planning to
When the hackie
his plans.
take a vacation next summer, "Aflearned that Calhern was refairs of State" will probably lay off
hearsing for the Shakespearian
at the Music Box, N. Y., resuming
revival, he remarkeu that he
ill the
fall for an indefinite run
had seen the show several
before going On tour. Actress, maktimes When it was done by the
ing her first starring appearance
Yiddish Art 'Theatre downtown
in the Louis Verneuil comedy, has
on Second avenue, with J oseph
a run-of-the-play contract, so she’ll
Schiidkraut arid Jacob Ben,
31.
be a free agent after next May
Ami.
However, she says she "won’t be
be tough," said the
‘Tt’ll
renewal
about
unreasonable"
cabby, dalhern agreed, saying
terms.
demanding on the
was
it
that
sumthe
Star Intends spending
actors.
mer with her husband and family
"I’m not worried about that,’*
on the Coast, and may do a picture
cabby interjected. "I
the
if a suitabie proposition is forthr
wonder how a play like
just
studio
coming. She is not under

About $1,000 was taken from the
manager’s office of the Orpheum
theatre, major downtown house,
last Friday (12) by thieves.
The money, represented mostly
receipts from the advance sale of
Brigadoon,"
a
which
opened
three-day run Saturday (13). Loss
covered by insurance.
contract, .however.

ATP AM members

as manager
and p.a. It isn’t clear just how
effective the blacklisting will be,
unless the union wants to spend
enough money to have the tents
picketed, in which case members
of other unions, such as Equity,

of

New Leape,

,

Summer

!

.

that will go in Bnglisitf.

t^

Committee

of Theatrical
considering cooperating in the production of a fulllength picture, with a cast including numerous stage names, to exploit the legit theatre.
Lester
Cowart has offered to produce such
a film, giving the CTP half the
profits for helping line up stars
and script, etc. The legit organization is also talking to other
Holly wood producers about such a

Producers

is

.

deal.

Accordirig to preliminary plans,
Robert E. Sherwood would supply,
a rough plot outline for the picture, with other name authors recruited to dp the actual shooting
script on a gratis basis.
Idea at
first was for Sherwood to do the
entire scripting job, but he’s finishing a legit play scheduled for
fall production by the Playwrights*
.

sical had been netting over $9,000
The Assn, of Theatrical Press
on a weekly gross of between $40;000 and $43,000, depending on Agents & Managers has blacktheatre party commissions and the listed the Treasure Island Music
^hanging boxoffice scale. The to-

.

ma by

Cornell.

away

five

!

ago.

"Bell, Book and Candle," John
van Druten comedy at the Barrymore, N. Y., has earned back its
MRA $75,000
investment (in nine weeks)
and will pay off its backers in full
performances at Lisner auditorium in
two or three more weeks. The

tive a couple of seasons ago, is
reactivating, and plans a production in downtown N. Y. next month.
Group, composed mainly of radio
actors, will stage a new social dra-

He may

Katharine

tal

several seasons

.

With Studio Production
New Stages, Inc., which was ac-

collapsed

.

,

Stages to Reactivate

who

;

,

New

Guthrie McGlintic,

last week from exhaustion, is due
to leave St. Luke’s hospital, N. Y.,
this week and go to his home at
Nyack, N. Y., with his actress-wife,

accompanying statement, the mu;

case the scenery and costumes
Musical done by the Moral Re- would be made in the Brattle
last
armament Assn, in Washington
workshop, and the local group
week for its annual conclave may would get a
share of the
be moved to Broadway by Edward profits. Miss Hunter and several
Peskay, film exhib and rep for in- others would be associated in the
die pic producer Harry Popkin. Broadway presentation.
Peskay is also Considering possibilSam Jaffe will star in Moliere’s
ity of filming it.
"Tartuffe" as the first production
Show, labeled "Jotham Valley," of Brattle’s 1951 season, opening
was written in its entirety by Cecil next Tuesday (23) and scheduled
Broadhurst, scion of the Broad- for a two-week run. Allan Davis,
hurst theatrical Clan. He has been of the directorial staff of the Old
associated with the Moral Rearma- Vic, in London, will stage the' show,
in which members of the Brattle
ment group for many years.
company who recently appeared in
Peskay figures the nut for mov- the Broadway revival of "The Reing
the
musical to- Broadway lapse" will have parts.
would be about $50,000. He has
already raised part of the coin
among some of the wealthy mem- ‘BELL’
75G

commercial use.

The

McGlintic to Take Long
Rest After His Coliap^

i

If

with a straight play of the same nature, "Annie, the Valiant." They’re
being repeated this week.
Peskay was among a number of
film and legit people invited to
view the two plays for possible

Pic to Glorify

repaid their $250,000 investment
in full early in April.
They were
repaid $50,00() last week, representing the qvercall, which was
not actually used. According to the

Boston,

"Valley,’* which is said to be in
the general tenor of "Oklahoma,"
was done at the convention for the
purpose of illustrating the
thesis.
It was alternated during

Of Co-op

j

Jan. 16.
Apparently this frank reference
The Brattle theatre will present
"ice" outraged certain board
hiembers, ,who argued that en- a tryout of a new revue, starring
dorsement of the bid to Albany British comedienne Hermione Ginwould "condone" the illegal pay- gold, for two weeks, beginning
Other pooh-poohed this March 5, at its theatre on Harvard
ments.
stand, claiming that the broker’s Square, Cambridge. The test showmention of "ice” had been merely ing, budgeted at $7,500, will be
an honest statement about a sit- staged by Broadway director Mary
uation every theatre owner and Hunter and the material will inOpposi- clude songs arid sketches from the
producer knows exists.
"Sweet and Low," "Sweeter and
(Cohtinued on page 60)
Lower" and "Sweetest and Lowest"
revues in which Miss Gingold

MRA

is

staging.

to

who were at the inbers of
ternational assembly last waek.

is

DoDs’ Due In

is

tain tickets.

Tuner May Go B’way

13-character
play.
budgeted at $10,000, plus

one-set,

Harry Zevin
Florence Desmond, comedienne bonds of $7,500.
currently at the Club Versailles, company manager.
N. Y., returns to London in April
to cO'Star with Arthur Askey in a
new Jack Hylton revue. This is not
the first time she will have been in
one of Hylton’s shows. Alex Shanks

As an examof ticket agencies.
ple, the request cited one anonymous broken as having had to pay
large sums ini "gratuities’* to ob-

Moral Rearmament

comedy by Joseph Carole,

Sixth,”

;

Brief inclusion of Aldrich’s

name

on the blacklist was said to have
been due to a "misunderstanding.”
The producer is a member of the
union, with a withdrawal card, and
has always been in good standing.
Extension of the blackli$t to him
would
have
tonight’s
affected
(Wed.) opening of "Four Twelves
Are 48," in which he’s co-producer
with Richard Myers, Otto Preminger and Julius Fleischmann.

Co. and is due to go to England in
April to start work on a biography
of Lloyd George.
If
the project actually goes
through, proceeds Would be devoted, at least in part^ to the Counpil for the Living Theatre; for use
in the organization’s public relations job for legit. Some of the
coin might also be used as a fund
to
help support weak-grossing
shows on the road.
-

^

Concert Booking Hassle

May Snag 'Peter Pan’ Cleye.
Appearance

Hassle between concert booker
George Bernard and Milton Kraritz,
manager of the legit Hanna, threatens to snag the latter’s original
plan of sponsoring the New York
touring version ot^ "Peter Pan" at
the Public Music Hall week of

March

12:

When Krantz

tried to get a clearfrorii the civic auditorium for
that date, he discovered it conflicted with a booking made by Bernard!, who had a concert by Met
soprano Erna Berger and pianist
Eunice Podis contracted for Saturday, March 17, in the same hall.

ance

Hanna impressario had been
aware of the rival attraction for at
month, as a matter of fact,
but couldn’t do anything about it:
Bernard! to date has refused to conleast a

sider Krantz’ offer of switching the
concert duo to the 1,300-capaeity
legit house—Trent free.

Concert

EQUirY^ADTHORSINTIFF

ON BENEBT ROYALTY
Actors Equity and the Dramatists
Guild are engaged in a tussle over
the authors’ royalties from Equity
welfare fund benefit plJrformances
of Broadway shows. The situation
also involves the director royalties
of author-directors. Efforts are being made to arrange formation of
committees representing the two
organizations to work out a compromise.
Thus far, the shows giving
Equity welfare benefits have included "Call Me Madam," “Affairs
of S t a t e," “Black Chiffon" and
‘‘Lady’s Not for Burning," whiled
such periormances are scheduled
for "Season in the Sun," Jan. 28,
and "Country Wife,” Feb. II, As
far as is knowii, in only one case
has an author giveri his royalties
Equity, although one Guild
to
member is understood to have
given his directorial fee to the actor union’s fund.
After learning of the two cases,
the Guild asked all its members to
earmark their author royalties for
the beriefit showings to the AuIt’s figured
thors League Fiihd.
that in most cases the play wrightstagers will probably devote their
director royaities to the same
cause.

in Civic Hall

Glevelarid, Jan. 16.

promoter

claimed

he

couldn’t make the change, contending that his subscription series customers preferred to hear the Berger-Podis affair in the Music Hall,
and that the Hanna is "not as suitable a theatre for musical events
of this nature." It’s reported that

Bernardi‘ might change his mind,
for a fee, but sO far Krantz has refused to offer one.
Controversy is similar to one
they had last season when the
Hanna’s first road date booking of
"South Pacific" clashed with another of Bernardi’S concerts. That
squabble was ironed out, but pot
top amicably, when Bernard! gave
up a Music Hall contracted night
needed by "Pacific" for certain considerations.

His Longines Symphonette concert on that occasion was rnoved to
the Masonic Hall, but deal entailed
such heavy expenses, according to
Krantz, that the Hanna sponsors
“hardly rtiade a profit on ‘South Pacific.’

2 New England Talent
in
Boston, Jari. 16,
Theatrical Agents, Inc., of New
England and the Rhode Island
Agents Assri, voted to merge last
week.
The action was taken at
the arinual TANK meeting and election here last week.
Henry Gogert was re-elected president of

the combined talent representaorganizations,
with Harry
Drake as vice-president; Jacy Collier, treasurer* and Peg Norton,
'
tion

David L. Webster, general adGarden
of Covent
ministrator
Opera 'Trust, flew into N. Y. from

London

last

Thursday

(11),

and

trained to Boston with impresario
Sol Hurok to see the Sadler’s Wells

and Ray Mullin,

RIAA

v.p.,

president,

were elected

to the board of directors of the enlarged outfit.
i r e c 1 0 r s named

D

Ballet.

Two managers

secretary.
Sam Silyerinan,

are huddling over

details of next fall’s U. S. visit of
the sister British dance troupe,
Sadler’s Wells Theatre Ballet.

from the TANE were Danny
White, Billy Waldron, Jack Ford,
Cogert, Drake and the Misses Collier and Norton.

—

.
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Darkn099 at Noon
Playwrights Co. presehtation of
In three aqts by Sidney Kingsley.

W

Lewis Wauls

Broadway revival under^w^

?8o
Rubashbv
Cuard..

Clfll
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melo1

is
‘‘Darkness at ^Noon,.
impressive, but is unlikely
to repeM the success _ of Arthur
KoesUerls bestselleiv Much of the
trouble apparently stenis from the
original hpvel, in which a inajor
portion of the story .consisted of
flashback reveries of the doomed
revolutionist in the hands oi his
own secret police. ^ _
But in this 'drainatizatioii, thore
is a pjethora of philosophical conwei;^sation, insufficient^ direct action

.drama,

fairly

|

\

;

i

.

.

j
i

:

arid

little

.

j

audience identificatipn.

|

Coupled with the elaborate production, including a large cast and a

.y^a^dly;

sizable backstage crew, that^indicates slight boxoff ice prospects, althoughfhere may be film potential

-

•

.

,

.

1

.against

Con^^^

anti-Soyiet theme seems unlikely fo give if popular draw, not

play

i

s

only because of .its talkiness, but
because the. hero _ is an unijgenemted Bo^lshevik fanatic and the
story tends _to run downhill to 3
foregone fadeout, Moreover, even
the drama s exposure of Uie moral
for
bankruptcy of Soviet policy
tk® most part expressed in esoteric
philosophical palaver
Claude Rams, returning to the
stage after 14 years in pictures.
gives .a penetrating, sustained and
superbly modulated pertormance
as star. The character degeneration

is

develope^^^

skillfully

^

j
i

,

;

•

^^opg^ and to a less.er degree by J.
E(j\yard Bromberg as an appreciative Broadway producer, Peggy

i

j

i

Ann Garner

as a third-generation
scion of the stage. family, arid Ruth
jjygggy .gg ^j^g j.gjgjjjjjg g^^j.
Although rio one else approaches

•

M

expert and poised
gives agreeable vitality to the farcical role of the
Lover of the screen, and
Bromberg’s portrayal is persuasively direct and relaxed.
Miss
jjugggy seems lacking in the flamboyance that the Ethel Barrymoreish character requires, while Miss
Garner is acceptable as Her daughGriffies’

playing,

m

impatience and partial disbelief
pm
scene as the
guard leader is suddenly imprisoned;^ through growing confusion

Nevertheless, largely due to the
prodding of Ethel
Griffies as the lovable matriach of
the Barrymore-like family, the play
Anally triumphs over the production flaws. In nearly every case,
^Igg QpjIYies is not only the center
q£ the effective sceries, but actually
them, with occasional assistfrom John Emery as the fambunctious matinee Idol apparently
patterned oh the late John Barry-

example and

]

in the plaj'.
Despite the current publip senti-

ment

ago

standard maintained the last two
annouttced the show title about
seasons under the supervision of
Maurice Evans and George Schae^ three months ago. “Make a Wish”
Is an adaptation of Molnar’s “Good
OHce it gets past the expOSi^
tion-heavy opening scene, it’s an Fairy,” with score by Hugh Martin.
effective
combination of broad It was previously; titled “Suits Me
and backstage sentiment in Fine.”
“Make a Wish” is tentatively
popular backstage term^
.par^y because Richard Whorf is slated to arrive on Broadway about
occupied with his co-starring as- mid-April, with “Three Wish
gigument irt the current “Season in due about a week later.
^g gun, ’’ perhaps, his direction of
“Family” is sketchy arid the cast
seems under-rehearsed, even congj(jgj.|ng
two-week rehearsal
lijnit under Equity’s stock rules.
Particularlv in the first act the
peffopinance; was embarrassingly
disjointed opening hight,. with piayers missing cues, fluffing lines and
occasionally standing ardund awk-

^Geofcey^^Barr
Tony Aneona

Anrt vG

Secretary.
President

Tide Coifaskii

Kaufman-Edna FcrbCr

Stars

&yhner ' aettinsa
Fredericic ^Foxi costurnes.
Jan. 13. 51;

lighting,

b Avekl

Appeals to the Dramatist Guild
TllC CrCOr^C o#
Y. Theatres are
play, orig- and League of N,
Lewis, In an efInally a hit Of the 1927-28 season, being made by A1
conflict bea
title
avoid
fort
to
remains fairly animated, laughable
musical,
and surprisingly moving entertain- tween his
in its sligbtly modernized “Three Wishes,” and the incoming
Wish.’^
of the
“Make
Producers
should
a
show
the
edition. However,
show, Harry Rigby, Jule
jje given a riew production if done latter
On Broadway, as the present one Btyne and Alexander H. Cohen,
suffers from the limitations of city refuse to retitle their offering,
Center budgeting, the eastirig is arguing that ho public confusion
subject tp lmproveiTmi^ (liot all the in names is likely.
present leads would be available,
The Lewis show will be an adapany case) and the staging is in- tation of the Charles O’Neal novel,
adequate,
“Three. Wishes of Jamie McRuIn,^'
Despite its manifest faults, hoW- with score by Ralph Blaine. The
ever, this revival is bright and producer acquired the rights to the
amiising, meeting the City Center property
two years
and

drama

"roaucer?* May

nd

S

^

I

j

weeks
without learning the charge against
him, to despair and; demoralization

!

'

Emery

ter,

as ^he is tortured into confession
and convicted, and at the end, omy
numbness as ^e is led away to be
The portrayal earned
executed.
Rams an unusually fervent ovation from ^firstnighters,
_
_Rains starring role as the Bol-

Theodore Newton

believable
gg the actress’ millionaire suitor,
Robert Webber is convincing as the
mundane son-in-law, and Ossie Davis is amusing as the unruffled
Man Friday. The duplex-apart-

.

is

ment

setting by Ben Edwards Is
excellent within the obvious budget

m

his own
shevik warhorse caught
credo that the end justifies the
means, and that even the slightest
deviatmn from Pjrty thinking is
fatal,dpiTunates^ the play throughout. But Kim .Hunter is appealing
as the devoted secretary-mistress;
Walter J.^ Palance suggests the
proper ruthlessness of the sadistic
inquisitor, although his voice occa-

Leland Hayward, already repreMe Madam’’ on
Broadway and two companies of
“Mister Roberts” on the road, is
lining up ah extensive prociuction
schedule for next season. Latest
sented by “Gall

additions to the list are “The
Magic Bell ‘ICnob,” dramatization
by British authoress Mary Norton
of her own novel, and “Moulin
Rouge,” Pierre La Mure’s novel
based on the life of painter Henri
de Toulouse-Lautrec, which the
author, currently in the U. S., is
dramatizing.
The producer has
just optioned the former, having
acquired the screen rights from
Walt Disney, and is about to close
a deal for the latter.
Only recently Set by Hayward is
an agreement for him to team with
Joshua Logan in the presentation
of “Huck and Jim,” a musical version of “Huckleberry Finn,’’ for

which Maxwell Anderson and Logan are collaborating on the adaptation. Although Anderson is a

member

of the

Playwrights Co.,

pic^m-gg^ etc., which shake visibly
whenever anyone uses the rtairs or

shuts the door.

j

j

;

-

-

.

463G

amended

certificate of limited part-

nership in N. Y. county court Dec.
This is the sixth in a
27, ’50.
Fainil^
N. y bity Thejitre Co. (Maurice Evans, Ties Of suc;h amendments made
•itistic
supervisor) revival of comedy- since the partnership papcrs
Were
drama m three acts, by George S. Kauf^
Z
man and Edna Ferber. Stars Ruth Hus- Originally filed May 7, 47, raising
sey. Ethel GriRlM, Peggy Ann Garner, the first COritribution
of $60,000 by
various stages to the present $987:.
Olive Blakeney. Robert Webber. Directed 500 Outlay.
Fifth amended ceiTifib.y Richard Vrhprf; settings and lighting,
IQ ’4,0
niea DpVv
uec. ly,
Ben Edwards: costume director, Emellnc cate was filpH’
Wrien
4y, iirVionRoche: executive producer, George Sehae- amount Was then $524,228, indicatN. T City Center. Jan. lo. ^31; Ing
that the $463,272 Remainder was
sS’^'to^
DeUa....,..,.........,....; Evelyn Ellis expended In 1950.
Of this, over
was lost in the recent
Haiiboy;::\VVV:;‘:::V’::;wehdS^^
MoDernu^t.
Mprris Miller four-week season of tho Grand
at the century, N. Y, ReaKiur
Gwen ...... ..........Peggy Ann Garner
the varioUs amended cer^ificates Is tO establish loss of all
Fanmr
Coin (probably originally conOscai?^ Wolfe
j.‘ EdwSx^
Hussey Sldered as loans) for tax purposes.
'u*
Anthony Cavendish
.John Emery
The He riiPvncec
l-'Uevases. also
Spent
Another Hallboy
.;
.Walt Wltcover
i.
Gilbert Marshali.
.Theodore Newton about $800,000. in 1944 in a brief

The Royal
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ternational

Hughes Sand

at

the

International,

“7- N.Y. With other small investments
Even on the basis of the ragged in the dance field, this brings their
o^pening-riight performance “Royal expenditures on ballet to almost
Blamily”. proves .a c^qdiSate fori$2,00.0,000w
i..w
I

.

ment decided

to close.

Miss Robson, who had undergone a mincer

Members of the executive committee of the Equity Library Th^tre,
elected at the annual meeting last weekr include Casey Allen, Joseph
Anthony, John Boruff/ Peggy Cass, Lcora Dana, Jack Eff rat, Rita Fredericks, Herbert Gellendre, Ella Gerber, Wynne Gibson, Sally Haririg,
Marjorie Hildreth, Ben Kranz, Rusty Larte, Phoebe Mackay, Carmen
Mathews, Elizabeth Parrish, Ernestine Perrie, Walter Reimer, Beverly
Roberts, Pat Rogers, Bill Ross, Fey Sappingtbn, Ted Tiller, William
Tregoc; Dick Via, Jeffrey Warren and Mary B, Winslow, to serve one
year. Incumbents with one more year to serve include Clinton Anderson, Brace Conning, Morton Da Costa, Florida Frlebus, Anita Grannis,
Elizabeth McCormick, Edith Meiser, Linda Carlton Reid, Philip Robinson, Romola Robb, Miriam Scott, Jane Seymour and Jane White.
Memhers of the theatre party agentsV association are burned at the
management of “Out of This World,” which is the only Broadway production so far this season on which party Commissions were not allowed. As invariably happens in such cases, there were squawks when
organizations booking benefits for the shoW had to pay a fee, which
had to be deducted from the proceeds going to the cause involved.
"

Although theatre party commissions formerly varied, they have been
standardized in the last couple of seasons at 7V^i% for straight plays
and 5% for musicals.
Paul Vrooni, Who last week succeeded John Tuerk as
Michael Grace production^ “King of Friday’s Men,”

Kettenrig Quits
Mgr.
Of New Pittsburgh Nixoii
Pittsburgh, Jan. 16.

Ralph Kettering, veteran Chicago

showman who came hero late this
summer to manage the new Nixon
theatre, resigned last week.
He
has a couple of other irpiis in the
fire, one or two whi(jh may possibly find him remaining in Pitts,

burgh.
Kettering’s withdrawal fyom the
local legit picture was due in part
to the slow, Indifferent season the
t()wri’s playhouse has been having.
Since theatre was operied last September, it has only played a total
of eight weeks.
Nixori is the old Senator, a longtime film house which was renovated at a cost of around $200,000
by a local group headed by Gabe
Rubin, who operates the local foreign film site, the Art Cinema, as
well as the Silver Lakei. Drive-In.

TiiRriager of the
is

now generar

current or incoiriing Broadway shows. Others are the
current “Affairs of State” and“Kirig Lear,” and the scheduled “Mike
MacCauley” and “Sodom, Tennessee.” He doubles as company manager and g, in., of “Affairs.” Clarence Taylor will be company manager
of “Friday’s Men.”

manager pf

five

Legit Bits
irt connection with
the inauguration of Bert Lytell for
a fourth term as Shepherd . . .
When the second-act curtain of

house Jan. 28

Edward Chbate has joined the
George and Dorothy Ross publicity
office as an associate ... “Cocktail Party,” Which closed Saturday
night 13 at the Henry Miller, N. Y.,
has been acquired by Russell Lewis
and Howard Young for touring,
probably going out this spring

.

,

“Royal Family” was delayed

last

(10) at the N. Y.
City Center after John Emery had
spraine(i his ankle, Ethel Griffies
came but and told several anec-

Wednesday night

.

generM manaShe was introduced by
Noon” and dotes.
Warren> Jr., is company manager Maurice Evans, artistic supervisor
who had just arrived
being
series,
the
is
of
Ives
Burl
of the show ...
sought to star in “Apple of His from the Coast ... Jean Muir will
Eye” this wiiite.r with William play the lead tomorrow (Thurs.)
Miles’ stock company in Bermuda through Sunday (21) in the Equity
and the Martin Manttlist-Philip Library theatre revival of “Road
Langner o p era t.i o n in Nassau, to Rome,” at the Lenox Hill PlayJ. Charles Gilbert will house, N. Y. ... George Sanders
B.W.I.
be company manager of “Peter will resume his singing career as
Murray lead in the Broadway company of
.
Pan” for the tour
Weisberg appointed house manager “South Pacific” when Ray MiddleWarren Murisell

is

ger of “Darkness

at

ton withdraws May 31.
Quarterly meriibership

.

.

Hayward’s production of “Point
of No Return,” Paul Osborne’s
dramatization of the John P. Marquand novel, is scheduled to go

,

-

Sta(f-L^

operation last fall, necessitating the play’s layoff for two weeks, was
advised by her physician not to tour. But she offered to do so if the
management’s doctor thought it safe.

.

requirements, although its flimsiaccentuated by the use of the show.

jj^gg jg

numerous pendant ornaments,

Mle

Flora Robson, who closed Saturday night (13) In “Black Chiffon ” will
probably sail for England liext weekend for an extended rest. She haa
turned down several legit and film offers, both in U. S. and England
including a starring role in a London revival oi ”A Winter’a Tale ”
to
*
be presented by H, M. Tennent, Ltd,
Although the actress has been tired for some time, having appeared
in the Lesley Storm play for a year in England before bringing it to
the y. S., she was willing to continue in it on Broadway or on tour.
When business sagged recently at the 48th Street, N. Y., the manage*

.
.
.
the latter firm is not to be associated in the production. Until
.
,
his
death last year, composer
Kurt Weill was collaborating with
Anderson on the musical edition of the Locust Street theatre, PhilModern-dress proadelphia .
of the Mark Twain classic, and the
duction of “Electra,” by Euripides,
Playwrights Co. was in line to prowill be presented Feb. 2-5 by the
duce it. No One has been selected Laughing Stock Co., at Master Into succeed Weill as composer for stitute, N. Y. . .
A1 Eckhart has

incidentally, Emery sprained his
ankle badly just before the first- into rehearsal early next fall, with
gg£ curtain opening night, but was Henry Fonda as star and screen
sionally seems not fully controlled; gbie to finish the performance. director H. C. Potter staging. Still
Alexander Scourby is admirably John Baragrey has since succeeded on Hayward’s 1951-52 slate but aphuman as a cynical officer of the bim, probably for the balance of parently an uncertain item now, is
revolutionary army, -and PbibP the fortnight run.
“Accolade,” the Emlyn Williams
Hobc.
^
Coolidge IS persuasive as a sardonic
melodrama in which the author is
political prisoner. As usual, Kings—
currently starring In London.
ley has expertly chosen and di- llAplrpfp||Ar Kiii kYnAnn
Hayward’s association with Anrected the memorable supporting ^vtllCICIlCr AlU AApCIlll
derson on “Huck and Jim” will
their second such deal, - The
Frederick Fox has devised exon Ballet in 1950 be
previous one Was “Aniie of the
Margaretde Cuevas, wife of Mar- Thousand Days,” Andersori’s drama
duis. George de Cuevas and grand- about
Henry VIII arid Anne
wtth scrims Tnd elXrateye^^^^^
daughter
of John D. Rockefeller, Boleyn, which Hayward co-proto represent a prison celi the nrifthe
IJarquis’
duced
with
the Playwrights Co.
On admihlstrfitive headquarters; rv*
tbe past during the 1948-49 season.
Incian industrial office, several apart- Grand Ballet ^{’PhP®
-^^most
of
that,
dentally;,
Jialf
Potter
direqted
that
ment interiors; a vertical tier of ^
cells,
Corridors, an art gallPry, or. $463,272, was spent in the past show, having taken over the assignment from Bretaigne Windust
courtroom, etc., while Kenn Barr’s year alprie;
Disclosure results from filing of during the extended road tryout.
costumes add an. authentic note.

* *

'
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joined the boxoffice staff of the
Shubert, C h 1 c a g o, as associate
treasurer with Irving Wonders.
There • are also three assistant
treasurers during the current run

.

of “South Pacific.”

Arthur Singer is company manager
Robert Downing,
of “Ti-Goq”
who was stage manager of “Street.

.

.

meeting

of Chorus Equity will be held Friday afternoon (19) at the Astor
hotel, N. Y. . . * Leglt-film actor
William Harrigan, who recently
Broadway company of
left the
“Mister Roberts” after two-and-ahalf years as the Captain, has returned from the Coast after com.
.
pleting a three-week film stint
Jacob A. Weiser begins his 26th
year at City College of N. Y. by
advanced
additional
giving
ail
course Ini play writing in the evening session . . . Robert W. Dowlfund
ing, chairman of the
campaign, reports that $264,675
has been raised toward retiring the

j

Desire” during its
ANT A
Broadway run, planed to Cincinnati
last week to direct refresher rehearsals for the touring edition
Lester A1 Smith is company man- mortgage on the ANTA Playhouse,
Backers of “Member of
ager and Charles Washburn press- N. Y.
.
agent of the incoming “Spring- the Wedding” received a $6,018
time Folly” , .
Emmett Callahan dividend Jan. 5, the play’s fii’st
Is
manager and James Hughes anniversary. That brought the
profits to exactly $150,000 on the
p.a.
of “Mike MacCauley”
.
,
The Har,
.
After failing to reach an agree- $75,000 investment
ment with producers Herman ald Bromley-Oeorge Brandt revival
Levin and Oliver Smith On a re- of “Springtime for Henry,” which
newal of her contract for “Gentle- Will bring Edward Everett Horton
men Prefer Blondes,” dancer back to TBroadway, will probably
Anita Alvarez withdrew from the be done In the 1910 period, at the
musical Saturday night (13), with insistence of author Benn W. Levy.
Evelyn Taylor replacing , . * Peter
Christopher Fry's first American
Elgar Productions* Inc;, has been showing of “The First Born,” s()t
chartered in Albany to conduct a for March 2 at the Loyola Unitheatrical business in New York. versity Cornmunity theatre, ChiDirectors of the corporation are cago, has been cancelled, with auPeter F. and Dorothy W. Elgar, of thor doing a rewrite on the play.
Elmsford^ N. Y., arid John I. RidActress Peggy Cass (Mrs. Carl
dle, of New York ... May 24 per- Fisher) planes Saturday (20) to
formance of “Guys and Dolls” will Europe with Vogue associate editor
be for the benefit of the Assn, of Mary Haas, wife of composer Rieh*
Theatrical Press Agents & Mana- ard Le wine, and ex-actress EHib
gers welfare fund . , i Legit actor Pope for a vacation of six or eight
Walter Klavuii werit to the Coast weeks ... Ellen Fehwick, standby
last week on a Columbia contract. understudy, takes over the leading
His first picture will be “Remem- part irt the touring edition of
ber That Ffice.”
“Streetcar Named Desire” for the
Another $40, ()00 dividend will be Indianapolis and Toledo engagedistributed this week on “Gentle- ments the week of Jan. 29, She
men Prefer Blondes,” bringing the succieeds Louise Plait, wife of ditotal profit on the show, to $320,- rector Stanley Goiild, who is with000 thus far ,
Dixie Lee is press- drawing for approaching motheragent of the Playhouse, Houston, hood. Meanwhile, Barbara McCoy
which opens Feb. 21 with Vicki (who recently changed her riame
Cummings in “Gandlelight” , , . from Barbara Kbcyari) is rehearsEleanor Worthinghami announces a ing to assume the role permaneritspring production on Broadway of ly. Miss Fenwick, incidentally, is
“The Savage,” Marcel Strauss the wife of George Brandt, cridramatization of a novel by producer of the show . . . “Nat
Michael
Artzybasheff
The Turner,” new play by Paul Peters,
.
,
Lambs will hold a “Burlesque” will be presented Jan. 25 by PeoGambol at their New .York club(Continued bn page 60)
car
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Total

‘Roberts’

Grosses

This
Season

Columbus, 6.^ Jan. 16.
‘‘Mister Roberts,” in its second
(8-13) at the Hartman here, started slow but built
to a whirlwind finish for a respectable near $18,000 at a $4.35 top.

27
Numlber of shows curireht
Total, weeks played so far by all, shows. ..
646
Total gross for all current shows last week
$675,300
$633,400
Total season’s gross so far by all shows. , .$14,505,100 $16,168,500
Number of new productions so far
47
28
.

.

:

.

.

.

.

ROAD

.

.

.

.

.

SRO

7

Shows, 9 Others

Exitiiig;

Ihreshohl

$15,500, ‘Century’ $23,00<
Weather and unknown quaUty of
cast led by Tod Andrews in the
Business on Broadway recovered commissions (previous week, $50,title role was to blame for the
sluggish opening.
House was a somewhat last week after the tradi- 935).
tional post-NeW Year slump, but
“Peep Show,” Winter Garden
sellout from Wednesday bn.
not as well as had been anticipated, (28th wk) (R-$7.20; 1,519; $55,677).
Hartrnan is da^k until the arrival
general- About
were
conditions
Although
(previous
week,
$31,0()0
of Mae West in “Diamond Lil”
better, the fact that the pre- $34,400).
Jan. 25, followed by the Lunts in ly
vious week’s total .included the
“Peter Pan,’' St. James (38th
“I Know My Love” Jan. 31.
extra-price 'New Year’s Eve per^ wk)
(M-$4.80;
$34,500).
1,571;
formances tended to obscure the Almost $24,900 (previous week,
Schenectaidy Record
actual improvement.
$26,200).
The total gross for all 27 shows
Schenectady, Jan. 16.
“Ring Round the Mooii,” Beck
The New York company of “Mis- last week Was $675,300, or 78% (8th wk) (C-$4.80; 1,214; $28,000).
week’s
The
previous
of
capacity.
About
$^6*500 (previous week, $13,ter Roberts,” starring John Fortotal for 26 shows was $681,000,
300); closing next Saturday night
sythe, opening a road tour at
(
).-.or
74%,
20
Fabian’s Erie, established a record
Closing last week were “Cock- “Season in the Sun,” Cort (16th
by grossing almost $13,000 at a
(C-$4.8();
1,056;
$24,101).
$1.80 to $3,60 scale, on four even- tail Party” and “Black Chiffon.” Wk)
ing and one matinee performance Due to fold this week are “Enemy Nearly $21,600 (previous week,
'
(10-13), The drama drew capacity of the People,” “House of Bernarda $21,700).
“Second Threshold,” Morosco
audiences Thursday, Friday and Alba,” “King Lear,” “Ring Around
Saturday nights; large turnouts, the Moon,” “Arms and the Man” (2d wk) (CD-$4.80; 914; $24,300).
Wednesday evening and Saturday and “Royal Family.” Shuttering Almost $15,500 (previous week,
next week is “Peter Pah.”
first six performances
got $12,afternoon.
In the summary for last week, QOO).
Leland Hayward, Joshua Logan
and Jo Mielziner came to Schenec- the potential capacity gross figure “South Pacific*” Majestic (91st
in brackets shows a drop from the wk) (M-$6; 1,659; $50,186).
As altady for the premiere.
.

(Excluding Stock, Ice Shows and Outdoor
of current touring shows reported,
22
28
584
Total weeks played so far by all shows
566
Total road gross reported last week.
$468,500
$519,600
* Season total road gross so far
...
$13,065y800 $11,644,500

Number

.

B’way Reacts from Post-New Year;

week-long stay

Last
Season
24
635

.

$9

5,

The following are the comparative flguree based on VARifiTy's
boxoffice estimates for last weeh (the -33(1 week of the season)
and the corresponding week of last season:

BROADWAY

18G in Columbus;

LEGITIMATE

:

,

.

,

,

.

.

:

;

-

:

the largest commercial
convention of furniture men, all
heavy spenders, in town, all at-

With

tractions have upped their take.
Heaviest demarid last week, of
course, was for “South Pacific,”
but the others had several sellout
nights also.
comes in tomorrow
Fridolin
(Wed.) with “Ti-Coq” at the Harris, and “It’s a Great Day’’ rolls in
at the Blackstone Jan. 28. Selwyn
reverts to a film art house policy

;

Baltimore, Jan. 16.
Don Swann, Jr., got his season of
theatre-in-the-round off to a rosy
start at the Sheraton Belvedere hotel here last week with Joan Blondell, in “Happy Birthday,” reaching out for a neaf-capacity $8,000
for the 450-seater scaled at a $3.65
with “Cyrano de Bergerac” Thurs- top.
Attraction also hypoed the
February looks light, hotel’s bar and food trade to unusuday (18).
w ith only th ree attractions on the al highs.
scene.
Arthur Treacher, in “ClutterEstimates for Last Week
buck,” is current, with Marsha
“Angel in the Pawnshop,’' Harris Hunt set to follow in “Design for
doth wk) ($3.80; 1,000). Closed Living.” Possibility of repeating
Saturday (13) with heat $13,000.
the setup in Washington is beings
D’Oyly Carte, Blackstone. (1st mulled by Swann who is negotiatHeavy word-of- ing with a hotel there.
wk) ($4; 1,358).
Ballet Theatre mopped up here
mouth brought in lush $23,000.
Selwyn (5th Saturday (13) with sellout performMy
Xove,”
Know
“I
wk) ($4.40; 1,000). Shuttered Sat- ances at the Lyric for both matinee
and night. Tied in with Baltimore
urday (13) with nifty $25,000.
“Red, White and Blue,” Opera Symphony Orchestra, in the pit
House (2nd wk) ($4.94; 3,600). A throughout, combo drew a rousing
bit brighter With $23,000 this week. $12,000 for the day’s effort.
Closes Saturday (20).
“Rose Tattoo,” Erlanger (2d wk)
Drama is picking up,
($4; 1,334).
Shows
Current
I

.

1

'

Road

with okay $14,500.

“South
wk) ($5;

when the special
performance at extra price was
included; That also explains the
fact that although the total gross
for last; week was only a trifle
below that of the previous stanza,
the average of capacity dropped
4%...
Estimates for Last Week
previous week,

,

(Jan. 15-28)

ShUbert (9th
Pacific,”
This still is the
2,100).

“Apple of His Eye”

tops, with $51,200.

KRNT

Louis (15-20);

St.

—^American,
theatre,

Des Moines (22); Aud., St. Joseph,
Mo, (23); Orpheum, Kansas City
•

(24-28),

Philadelphia, Jan. 16,
There are sure to be a bunch of
dark weeks for all Philly’s legit
houses, according to all present
indications. Latest booking to be
taken away is the tryout of George
S.

Kaufman’s“The Small Hours,”

which was to have preemed.at the
Forrest Feb. 13 but will have some
previews in New York instead*
This week has exactly two legit
shows On the locaL boards, “Blossom Time” in its second and final
week at the Shubert, and “The
Innocents,” which opened a two
weeks’ run at the Erlanger last
night (15).
Surprising factor of the booking
situation is the number of dark
weeks indicated for the Forrest,
flaghouse here of the Shubert
chain, while the Walnut, after
little* or no activity in the fall, gets
renewed activity. Preeni of new

Boston, Jan. 16.

Hub

legit season hits rock botthis stanza with only one
with
alight,
(Shubert)
house

of

State,”

Music Box

wk) (C-$4.S0;

1,012; $26,874),
(previous week $27,-

Hit $27,000
800).

“Bell, Book and Candle,” Barrymore (9th Wk) (C-$4.80; l,066; $28,060). Over $27,900 (previous
$30,344).^

“Black
(13th

Chiffon,”

48th

wk) (D-$4.80; 925;

About

$11,000

$22,165).

(previous

week,

closed Saturday night
$10,000);
(13) after 109 performances; re-

paid its
possibly
“Bless

$50,000 investment and
a slight profit.
All,” Hellinger (5th

made
You

vectment
‘Country Girl*’* Lyceum (10th
wk) (D-$4.80; 995; $22,845). Nearly
$20,800 (previous week, $21,600).
“Darkness at Noon,” Alvin (1st
$34,276).
(D-$4.80;
wk)
1,360;
Opened Saturday night (13) to six
favorable notices (Barnes, Herald
Tribune; Chapman, News; Cole^
man, Mirror; McClain, JournalAmericaln; Hawkins, World-TeleWEST-tIt’
$ 18,600 gram & Sun; Watts, Post), one pan
(Atkinson, Times) and one nonCompass);
(Pollock,
IN
ST. LOUIS committal
premiere drew $7,400 and a single
St. Louis, Jan. 16.
preview added $3,400.
After a four-week hiatus, Mae
“Enemy of the People,” BroadWest relighted the American last hurst (3d wk) (D-$4.80; 1,160; $32,week with a single-stanza engage- 000). About $13,400 (previous week,
ment of “Diamond Lil” that drew $18,000); closing next Saturday
mixed reviews from the critics but night (20).
a neat b.o. record; Eight perform“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,”
ances, With the house scaled to Ziegfeld (58th wk) (M-$6; 1,628;
$3.66. grossed an estimated $18,600. $48,244). Nearly $42,200 (previous
The engagenient wound up Satur- week, $43;200.
day (13).
“Guys and Dolls,” 46th Street
A fair advance is reported for 8th wk) (M-$6.60; 1,319; $43,000).
“Apple of His Eye,” with Edward Got the limit attendance, but party
Arnold and Frances Waller, that commissions held the gross to $42,opened a one-week stand at the 000 (previous week, $46,000).
American last night (Mon.), The
“Happy Time,” Plymouth (51st
i,50()-seat house is scaled to $3.66
Wk) (C-$4.80; 1,063; $29,019). Just
for this piece.
$22,100 (previous week, $21,100).
“House Of Bernarda Alba,”
ANTA Playhouse (1st wk) (Dr$3;
Arnold-'Apple’ $ 11,500 III 924; $22,730). Almost $18,000 for
first nine perfonnances.
“King Lear,” National (3d wk)
Oetnnt; ‘Rose Marie’^^ 3 ^
Just

—

.

"

v'ShebaM 2 (i in 2 Stands

L. A. (15-27).

—

“Mike MacCauley*' (tryout)
Lobefo, Santa Barbara (26-27);
“Mister Roberts” (John Forsythe )-t- von, Utica* N. Y. (15-16);
Aud., Rochester (l’7-20); His Majesty’s, Montreal (22-27).
“Mister Roberts” (Tod Andrews(^uimby Aud., Ft:
Henry Fonda)
Wayne (15-17); Hall Of Music, Lafayette, Ind. (18-20); Nixon, Pitt.
(22-27):

apolis

Minn.

— Lyceum, Minne-

Aud,, Rochester,
(15-20);
(22-23); Vocational H. S., La

Crosse, Wis. (25);
port (26-27).

(D-$4.80;

Orpheum, Daven-

topped

—

“Apple of His Eye,” with Edward
“Romeo and Juliet” (tryout)
Arnold, did a poor $11*500' in a
Cass, Detroit (22-27).
engagement at the Shubert.
week’s
Er“Rose tattoo” (tryout)
Current production is “Streetcar
langer, Chi. (15-27) (Reviewed in
Named Desire,” in for a week. The
Variety, Jam 10, ’50).
^
ShUbert, Ghi. Cass reopens Jin. 22 with a fort“South pacific”
night’s presentation of “Romeo, and
(15-2T);
^
„
Juliet,” Starring Olivia deHayiL
“Streetcar Named Desire
land.
Shubert, Detroit (15-20); American,
^

^

—

—

.

.

v

Louis (22-27). ^
^
Chi.
Hams,
“Ti-Coq” (tryout)
115-27) (Reviewed in Variety, May
*50).
Buffalo and here.
24, ’50, and Nov. 15,
^
Shubert,
“Where’s Charley?”
Shirley Booth-Sidney filackmer
i
st.'UTer is in WasJiington this week. •Bostoa il5-27)*

—

St.

.

—

-.1

$29,534),

(previous

by

Eddie Dowling and Anthony B.
production financed at
$50,()00, cost
about $40,000 (ex-

Farrell;*

morrow night (thurs.).
“Four Twelves Are 48 **

,
48th
Street (C-$4.80: 925; $22,165). Play
by Joseph Kesselring, presented
by Richard Aldrich,
Richard
Myers, Otto Preminger and Julius
Fleischmann* production financed
at $50,000, cost about $34,000 (excluding $9,()00 tryout loss and
$10,000 bonds), and can break
even at around $14;000; opens tonight (Wed.).

“Where's

Charley?”

Broadway,

Jan. 29 (touring).

“Green
Feb.

Bay

Tree,”

Golden,

(rehearsing).

1

“Rose Tattoo,” Beck, Feb. 3

(try-

ing out).
“Billy Budd,” Biltmore, Feb.

6

(rehearsing).

“Not

for Children,” Coronet,
Feb. 8 (rehearsing).
“Razzle Dazzle,” Arena, Feb. 14.
“Small Hours” National, Feb. 15.
“King of Friday's Men,” Playhouse, about Feb. 16 (rehearsing).

“Mary Rose,”

ANTA

Playhouse,

Feb. 25.

“Springtime Folly,” unspecified”

week

theatre,

of Feb. 26 (rehears-

ing).

Lillian

March

Heilman

play,

Coronet,

7.

“Romeo and Juliet,” unspecified
theatre, March 9 (rehearsing).

(10th wk) (C-$4.80; 1,035; $27,100).
Reached $22,000 (previous week,
$24,700).

San Francisco, Jan.

16.

“As You Like It,” with Katharine
Hepbunl, wound up a third and
final week Saturday (13), by setting
a Curran house record for dramatic shows scaled to $4*20, with a
sock $36,484. Les Ballets de Paris
opened last night (15) at the Curran'
with over $35,000 advance for its
scheduled three-stanza
booking.

week, House

“Kiss Me Kate,” Shubert (105th
wk) (M-$6; 1,361; $40,847), Over
$29,800 (previous week, $30,500).
“Lady’s Not for Burning,” Royale

.

—

,

1,172;

$16,000

$17,100),

’

!

Rochester, Jan. 16.
“Gome Back, Little Sheba”
grossed a mild $12,000 in eight
between
performances
divided

A. B. Shiffrin play, presented

,

^

.

“Oklahoma”

,

HNE
WEEK AT

(15-27).

With
all-Canadian
the
first
troupe to be imported to the U,: S.,
“Ti-Coq” opens tomorrow (17) at
the Harris in Chicago for two
Weeks under the Shubert banner
and then into one of the Shubert
houses in New York.
Apart from the Broadway reception, Ernest M. Rawley, manager
hf the Royal Alexandra; wahts the
“Ti-Coq” troupe back for another
three-week engagenwnt, on basis
of the current reception.

“Arms

wk) (C-$4.80; 940; $21,600). About
(previous' week,
$8,000);
$9,400
“Peer Gynt,” ANTA Playhouse,
closed Saturday night after 409 Jan. 28 (rehearsing).
performances; earned approximateD'Oyly Carte,” St. James, Jan,
ly 100% profit on Its $50,000 in- 29 (touring),

“Four Twelves Are 48,”. Locust
(2nd week) (l,58p; $3.90). Comedy
tryout never did get really started
here, but picked up slightly in
second and final week to reach
close to $10,000 mark. House has
nothing booked at all.

“King of Friday’s Men’' (tryout)
—McCarter, Princeton (27).
Biltmore,
“Kiss Me, Kate”

.top.

stock
and the Man,” Arena

week, cluding $10,000 tryout loss and
$10,000 in bonds) and can break
Street even at around $13,500; opens to-

three weeks, then “Peter Pan.”

—

Toronto, Jan. 16.
Directing and starring in his own
play; “Ti-Coq” (“Little Rooster ‘0,
Gratien Gelinas, French-Canadian
comedian, was a sellout a week in
advance, for a $24,500 gross at the
Royal Alexandra (1,525) at a $3i50

ANTA

Playhouse).

Openings
“Angel
in
the
Pawnshop,”
Booth
(D-$4.80;
712;
$20,365),

“Affairs
(17th

Time,” Shubert (1st
Operetta is
(1,870; $3.90).
using ciitrate policy to rather good
effect. Grossed $14,000 in first of
two stanzas. House will be dark

—

Advance

$19,()00 at smaller-capacity

tax.

“Brigadoon”— Orpheum, Kansas week)

—

$24,500 Toronto Sellout

at

Opened Jan. 10. to unanimously
favorable reviews; first seven performances bettered $19,700,

“Blossom

(15-20) (consul).

—

Gelirias ‘Ti-Coq’

week

0 / seats and capacity gross. Price
includes 20% amusement tax, but
grosses are net: i.e., exclusive of

—

—

current,

first

house to $23,000, which meant
all
times (previous week,

M

It”

—

week

SRO

Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
(13th wk)
(C-$3; 500; $10,600).
(Corhedy-Drama), R (Revue), About
$3,400 (previous week, $6,(Musical), O (Opera),
100).
Other parenthetic figures refer,
“Royal Family*” City Center
respectively, to top price, number (Irt wk) (GD-$3; 3,025; $32,000).

.

City (15); Robinson Aud., Little
“Where’s Charley?” still pulling Rock (17-18); Aud., Memphis (19nicely, although skedded to close 20); Civic, New Orleans (22-28),
Jan. 27.
Only other legits on the
“Come Back, Little Sheba”
horizon are “King of Friday’s Gayety, Wash. (15-27).
Men,” bowing into Plymouth, Jan.
“Death of a Salesman”— Shubert,
29, and “Peter Pan,” at Opera
New Haven (15-20); Ford’s, BaltiHouse Jan. 30.
more (22r27).
Estimates for Last week
“Diamond Lil”
Taft Aud.,
(Opera Cincinnati (15); Murat, IndianapBallet
Sadler’s Wells
out
Sold
House)
$6).
(3,000;
olis (16-20); Town Hall, Toledo (21months in advance and racked up 24); Hartman, Columbus (25-27).
terrific $74,000.
Two benefit perD’Oyly Carte
Blackstone, Chi.
formances at $12.50 netted $5,000 (15-20); Royal Alexandra, Toronto
for two charities.
(22-27),
Er“Guardsman” (tryout)
“The innocents” (Plymouth) (2d
wk) (1,200; $3.60). Poor $9,000 for langer, Buffalo (25-27).
Hanna,
“I Know My Love”
final week.
House dark.
“Where’s Charley?” (Shubert) Cleve. (15-20); Taft Aud., Cincin(3rd wk) (1,750; $4.80-$6 Sat.). Still nati (22-27).
Erlanger, Phila;
“Innocents”
in the (ihips at $36,700. Next to
la.st

this

CD

.

tom

“Twentieth
Century,”
Fulton
wk) (C-$4.80; 976; $23,228).

(3d

Press seats held the

musical, “Make a Wish” (tune ver- wk) (R-$7.20; 1,543; $55,000). NearMayfair, sion
of “The Good Fairy”), is set ly $47,000 (previous week, $42,100).
Portland (15-20); Metropolitan, Se- for the Forrest March
Me Madam,” Imperial
“Call
12, and the
attle (22-27).
Shubert is listed to bet the musi- (14th wk) (M-$7.20; 1.400; $51,847).
Shubert, calized “Marco Polo” following the The usual $52,500 (last week, $57,“Billy Budd” (tryout)
New Haven (24-27).
020 ).
“Peter Pan” engagement.
Future Schedule
“Cocktail Party,” Miller (52d ^^“Richard II,” City Center, Jan.
Estimates for Last Week
“Blossom Time”—-Shubert* Phila.

“As You Like

Sa% s 74G, Hob

ways, $50,800.

The

is

scaled to $4.20.

1,550-rSeat

Geary

remains

dark, but on Jan. 29, “Mike MacGauley” bows there under the aegis
of Fred Finklehoff and Richard
Krakauer. Show is to star Dan Defore and Isa Miranda.

‘Salesraaii! 221/2(1 in Split
“Member of the Wedding,” EmProvidence, Jan. 16.
pire (53d wk) (D-$4.8;0; 1,082; $24,“DOath
(previous
of a Salesman’’ grossed
Marie”
grossed
“Rose
a
196),
About $1 1>900
tation of
nekrly $22,500 last week in Springpoor $35,0()0. Current production week, $11,300),
“Out of This World,” Century field, Hartford arid here.
is “High Button Shoes,” with AuArthur Miller drama is playing
drey Meadows, Jack Goode and (4th Wk) (M-$6; 1,645; $49,191).
Nearly $48,600, allowing for party the current week in New Haven.
Joey Fayei

The Civic Light Opera’s presen-

•

j

'

. .

.

Wednesday, January 17, 1951

LKOlTlMATfi
Nothing But the Best
Roger L. Stevens, wild

Town

Plays Ont of

last

became associated with
Cheryl Crawford in the production of Paul Green’s adaptation or Ibsen’s vpeer Gynt,"
W'ecfc

John Garfield as. pari
the ANTA Play Series,
thereby continued his unique
record of putting his coin on
The
only big-name authors.
producer - realtor is already
partnered with Peter Lawrence in the current revival of

Th© Willow Tree

musical arrangement w^as lost bv
fumbling.
“Mother Goose” marks the fir.st
Wa.vne and Shuster appearance in
stage production and writing since
rector, Spencer James; technical director,
Marshall Yokelsori; costumes, Ken Barr. the Canadian Army show during
At Fair Park, Dallas; Jaii, 8, *01; $2.50 top. the last war.
It has three tunes

to star

of

special
Ballet Theatre, giving a
performance at the Met Opera
House, N. Y., last Tuesday

after

its

Dark
With Two Lopped Legits

Springfield Season

four-month

U, o.
and prior to a; four-month.
gross
tour, racked up an eslihiated
event. Top
of over $10,000 on the
troupes,
was $6, instead of the
normal $4.80. and house was^a selland with
out, with 250 standees,
returned.
at least 200 mail orders
Despite extra expenses involved
such
one-nighter,
special
iiv this
men
as an augipented orchestra (50
used instead of the 20 on tour),

Springfield, Mass., Jan. 16,
legit outlook for the rest
of this season is a blank, with the
cancellation of the only two rer
maining productions. One of the
town’s concert series has also come

The

ah abrupt end.
Playgoers of Springfield,

to

James Barrie’s ‘'Peter
Pan” and has; also been solo
Sir

Shakespeare’s
of
presenter
“Twelfth Night” and Shaw’s
“Getting Married.”
In addition, Stevens has a
$10,00 investment in Cheryl
Crawford’s production of the
Incoming Tennessee Williams
play, “Rose Tattoo,” and a
$20,6 q 0 slice of Lars Nordenson’s presentation of the Arth ur Miller version of Ibsen's
“Enemy of the People.” He’s
also still mulllrig a revival of

who

have had four executive managers
since beginning of Season, have
canceled the two shows left on the
preh rehearsals, hauling, posters, 1950-51 calendar; and house will
troupe made an estimated
etc.,
now remain dark for legit until
pront of $3,500. on the stand.
further notice, giving the city its
also, gala socially,
.r.yent was
skimpiest season since end of the
with a big society as well as Broad
^

way

Bleym^^

turn<nit._

Internal reorganization of Play-

Theatre. Foundation prez, ^oougm.,

tronAvAl

Mis, Hairy
Margiiret

^

^matic
European

J

Ballet
.

Theatre

'^^^tted

Jast

cnmmei

tingent included

jor factors involved. “Death of a
Salesman,’' Which closed Jan. 10,
probably end the season, with
Cornelia Otis Skinner and a “Biossom Time” revival cancelled out.

'

filling

!

'

Harts.

to

included

CQiitlnued from page 58

’

tion to the city’s established Sabbath law to permit a Sunday matiiiee Feb. 4 of “Peter Pan” . . .
‘'Anna and the King of Siam” may
go into the St. James, N. Y., or
(provided
possibly the Century
a suitable house can be found for
“Out of This World”), but it defi-

Bloomgardgn Will

nnusUal
several
the presentation, which
two Agnes de Mille

Fall

,

.

j

j

>

,

i

j

A

j

.

*

I

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Lonech.-imp.
Suseltc
Antoine...

movements from the very

.

.
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.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.James

Wellman

......... M.-iry, Wort'll
Humbert. Astrertp

,
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•

.

.

'
!

'

;
’

.

,

bacit with the troupe, after several
Production sta^wi^^^^
seasons 0.1 her owur in her native J'is
Cuba, to do the pas de dcu.x with
nvOer
Mary Ellen a|®ad of acting as ticket ord
Igor Youskevitoh.
Moylaii was dancing with the
^
troupe for the first time, appearing ^
Nora I
the Balanchine work,
in
Tionii
®
Kaye had the lead in 'Tall River
ca^a^m
larity two seasons ago, his general
Legendi”
Allentuck, was kept
Troupe will be back in N. Y. for manager. Max
busy handling the house seat rea regular spring season in April.
On one occasion,
quests alone.
when Allentuck' returned to the
office after being at lunch for an
hour, there were 30 phone calls
‘Streetcar’ 11 G, Cincy
to be returned, all involving orders
Cincinnati, Jan. 16.
“Streetcar Named Desire” reg- for house seats.
The Heilman play, which opens
istered a good $11,000 last week in
the 1,300-seat Cox theatre at a March 7 at the Coronet, N. Y.,
$3.6.9 top. Slow start picked up to may have a $6 top for the Friday
and Saturday night performances,
a near sellout Saturday night.
•Only si age show here this week the first straight play to do so
is Mae AVe.st in “Diamond Lil” for this season. Bloomgarden and Miss
Monday and Tuesday night per- Heilman will probably reach a
formances in the 2,500-seat Taft final decision on the matter this
theatre at a $3.69 top.
week. In any case, the top for Monday-through-Thursday nights will
be the usual $4.80.
‘Brig* 21
in 1 -Niters
Fredric March, Florence Eldridge, Jane Wyatt, Lucille Watson,
Kansas City, Jan. 16.
"Bri.gadoon” wound up a week Kent Smith and Colin Keith-Johnonemighters here
of
Saturday son will have principal parts in
n''^hl (13) with a gross of about the play, all With star billing. Re$rt 000.
hearsals start Jani 27 under Harold
Musical remained in town for Cluhiiari’s directiori.
exira performance.s Sunday nighf
(14» and last night (15) and is onenigbting the balance of this week. Gpliiinbia Artists Shift
i

'

;
:

,

1

ture tour in the Pacific northwest.
Her first “moriodrama” is at the
Washington Athletic Club, Seattle
Jennifer Bunker (Mrs, Hugh

I

;

i

G

Divisions

Columbia Artists Mgt, has had
an important switch in execs. Walter Brown former member of the
Mertens, Parmelee & Brown division, and a Columbia veepee, has
becorile a partner with F. C. Copin Denver, Pueblo and here;
Cole Porter musical moved to picus and Fred C. Scharig, latter
Los Angeles oyer the vveekerid.
name being changed to Coppicus,
Schang & Brown.
The five divisions of Columbia
FOR RENT
now are Judsori, O’Neill & Judd;
Coppicus,
Schang & Brown;, LawSummer Theatre in Penna:, Musical
rence Evans & Weinhold; MertenS
Review Policy; 520 seats, air conditioned, fully equipped, highly profitParmelee,
&
and Commuhity Conable to right party.
Write R. Bello,
cert Service. Last-named is head1003 Commercial Trust Bldg., Phlla, 2,
ed
by
Ward
who is board,
Frerich,
Penna. or phone LO 7-1358 for full
chairman at Columbia this year.
particulars.
Sch ang is Cbl umbia president.
,

,

!

1

;

,

.

.

.

Reilly), who’s now playing Wendy
in “Peter Pan” at the St. James,
will tbiir with the play at the end
of the month ; , Tent House starts
its third winter season in Palm
Springs, Cal., Jan. 16 for 15 weeks

ati’A

‘

.

.

.

week

Jan.

Jill

. . ,

standout and Jack Lynn’s direction
pretty stylized.
Kap.

At Grand, London,

is

.John. Maddison
....... .Joan Fairfax

Colin,..

Jack
Bo-Peep

.

.

...

i

.Mae Craven
Paul Kllgman

league Riled

.Zena Cheevers
Eric Christmas
Jack Mcdhur.st

...

Mother Goose..;.
Priscilla

Fairy Queen

....Sheila

Continued from page 57

Billing

first

Canadian company of

Charles Harris will be general touring pantomime In recent times
manager, except for the tryout boasts above all a slick treatmenl
tour, for which Joseph Harris will and two exceptional panto persub while his father remains in
“i
n/r 11

on that ground
was implied,
System?

tion to the request

;

The

strik-

a senile old fool, rather than the
sick mtin of 54. he is supposed to
be.
None of the cast is particularly

Bon Lennick

..............

Voltaire,

ing liis head in disgust, created a
minor blizzard with the powder
from his wig. As scripted, directed and played. Voltaire emerges as

'51.

12,

Squire Longacres.

is

disingenuous,
Illegal

it

I

One League member subsequent-

j

expressed the opinion that an
increase in the broker fee would
be ^ healthy development since it
ly

as Mother Goos^
as company manager of
“Guys and Dolls”
Joseph M.
comedian
in
sliow, and takes
the
Hyman has added Irving Elman's
“Brass Ring” to his production all the major bows in this section. 1
j some of tho.se
fi® declared,
schedule, which already includes Mae Graven, talented, experienced
opposing the boost iriay be actuthe Arnold Horwiti-Lee Rogow- panto performer, is the hero Colin,
ally
hoping that some of the
Dlmitri Tiomkin revue, “Big Time” typical knight in shining armor.
will be forced out of busiStrawhat operator Guy Palnierton She Sings the part in keeping witli

New York

I

;

i

.

.

.

i

1

;

will present a guest-star stock season at the riew Roosevelt theatre,

Miami Beach, opening in February
Ben Segal, manager of the
.

.

.

N. Y., will be producon the Chandler
Brady Farrell
presentation of “Billy Budd.”
A new problem is facing Hous^
ton’s Lyrib Theatre producers- Cornelius Kroll and Bob Altfeld in the
Hcjllinger,

tion

associate

Cowles

-

Anthony

summer,

if

the Houston nearness

to the Gulf coast causes a blackout
of lights in this area.

New Sniall-Seater Being
Prepped for Bow on Coast
Hollywood, Jan; 16,
Recently-built Ivar theatre will
J.

enough to accommodate louring at
tractlon.s.
At a $3.60 top, it can
gross approximately $7,500 weekly.
III
I

'

•

.

-

.

I

ness, so the agency, patronage inthe panto tradition.
But above all the delightful goose volved may be channeled to other
played by Jack Medhurst is the outfits, In the latter case, he sugshow stopper. Covered with the gested, control of the ticket dishuge, frame of the riian-sized bird tribution setup would tend to be
Who laid the gulden egg to get further centraiized and a greater
Mother Goose but of trouble, Med- share of “ice” obtained.
hurst’s expressive wordless part
However, several leading board
cuts an expert swath in tlie produc- members,
while conceding that
tibn.
His dancing and acting are their opposition
to the proposed
aces.
raise puts them in the embarrasAlthough the $40,000 show folsing position of siding with those
lows the traditional lines, hung
around the thin fairy tale, there is who hope to see the broker ranks
a tendency for it to hecome slowed decreased and Hiereby grab more
with the revue-like change of of the “ice,” insist that the League
tempo. While the Spanish dance cannot ethically approve an adriiitand the ballet of the second act are tedly illegal system. Th ey assert
well executed, both these items that until the brokers themselves
could be trimmed to .improve take steps to remedy the situation
the League should not recommend
movement toward the climax.
This Is only the second appear- higher fees, a sizable portion of
ance for the company, appearing which wiil be usod as graft. In
previously in Montreal.
For ad- any case, they point out, it is UP
vancement
on
the
shakedown to the Legislature to allow or recruise, the show should be tight-J fuse the boost, and
Lerigue approvened up by the authors and some aMs unnecessary.
Of the tunes contributed by Job nriy
Wayne and Frank Shuster should
WRilem Warfield, baritone, v^io
be developed, adding freshness to made
his Broadway debut last seathe production. The performance son
in “Regina.”
and followed
Here was marred by an incom- with his first
N. Y. song recital
petent orchestra, often the case in last XTA.CAA
March,
will
V^AAA
.IIAO
his second
^AAf
give
A
this cit;i^, and much of the elabqrate
'N. Y. concert at Town Hall, Jan. 28
II
•

fact that their Summertime Opera
Go., presentations may be cancelled by the Government next

-

here.

Henry Matthews.

Ont.,

Demon

came when

ni,"ht

,

tor,

it contains no
gicat
Biggest laiiRh of opening

wiitten,

humor.

London, Ont;, Jan. 12.
.Tohnny Wayne A Frank Shustqi* fiVoduction of ^pantomime with book by
Wayne, Shuster, Eric Christmas; music
and lyrics, Wayne, Shuster, choreography,
Betty Oliphant; musical arrangements.
Johnny Dobson; costumes, Everett Staples:
setting^, Johanna Heitlnga; musical direc•

Marian Walters, Bernard
Hughes and Helen Stenborg returning.
Equity group returns: to
Highland Park, 111., June 1.
Robert Breeii, executive-secretary of ANTA, is in San Antonio,
where his mother is seriously ill
Martha Wright and Harlan
Dixon have been added to the cast
of “The Brooklyn Story,” the musical adaptation of “Tree Grows in
Brooklyn,” in which Shirley Booth
and Johnnie Johnston will have
leads.
Richard Mancy will pressagent the George Abbott show and

with

^

rADArtorv
liriGun
starting
lineup suiting
^
f

Mol li©r Goos©

be opened next month by Harold
Kennedy, Frances Graham and
Peter Adains, who will tee off a
...
St. Paul. Jan. 16.
‘‘Oklahoma,*’ back for its ump- lengthy legit season in the 402-seat
teenth stands in the two towns, put house.
Hour - is the Only small-seator in
together a snappy $26,700 gross
claims a stage big
last week in Lincoln, Neb., and town which

Split

’’yI

April 23.

.

.

all this

.

Author A, B, Shiffrin accomplishes suspense without mystery,
having let the caudierice in on the
killer’s

.

Charles Turley
Gen. du Chntelet
... .Harold Sliacklcy
Marquise du Ghatelct.
;
Marv Win)?
Marfinlsc de Boufflers ...
Helene Kdon

f

]

1

Musical is playing
in •Minneapolis.

:

;

the park,

•

'

m

jVeunn.

real.

:

:

‘Gkla* $26, 7(K>

outstanding and

is
j

from being cuddled by mother, and
Swe‘^i TyraniiV
tricks
him Into admitting his
Pasadena, Jan. 11.
crimes. Her reporter boy friend
Pasadena
Playhouse Patio Theatre pro^
a:.
^
and a disgruntled detective enter duetton of comedy in three act.s (five
scenes)
by Conrad seller and Gwendolen
In time to add confusion to the
confession, and the play rings
e Truhi;irf“^f A’i"riti?,'p«1,’!
down with mama calling to her denar .Tan. 11. 31 $1.20 top.
yoiuire.
sj^dney Waikbr
baby-face killer to come home from Saint-Lunibclrl
...

first scene. Shiftrin’s play is meaty,
In the century and a half since
while dialog arid dialect ring true.
mt^ly Won’t ^0 mto the Majestic, Colorful Central Park characters Voltaire’s death, no playwright has
been
able to come up with a suewith “South P^ifi^ nmving
who enter and exit throughout the
sciipt dealing with the 1 8th
iiiei- three acts, doing nothing for the
sireei
lu the
me oi.
street to
St. oaiues.
James. InciFrench writer-philosopher.
dentally, producer-authors Richard plot, add spice for audience amuse- 1
Oscar Hammerstein,
®^hedy” is no^ exception.
Charles Proctor as the boy and
probably won’t have an upped
lalkj, dull and at times rather
dovoi-front
orchestra Karolyn Martin as the writer are
in.sulting to one of the great minds
rumored in the trade, fine leads, John Denney as detecFilm producer Stanley Kramer tive, Betty Green Little as the of modern times. “Sweet Tyranny”
professes to limn a two-montli peboy’s possessive mother, and Richjs dickering for the screen rights
riod of Voltaire’s life. Plot revolves
to “Happy Time,” “Death of a ard Venture as the boyfriend rearound his relations with the Marj
Salesman” and -' Member qf the porter, are also good. Grayce Grant
Chatelet and her new
Wedding ... Harold Gary is saillo.- th.
ing Saturday (20) to take role of
first gangster in the London pro- constant guffaw of dialect and dias®®c"eds “’oitai.“^^^^
duction Of “Kiss Me, Kate.” Musical
Chatelet Ss lover and is unLliateiet
Tavw-hnll VnVAlYokelEdwin Whitner, Marshall
opens latter part of February in
face the rosoonsibilities
it anH^ni^nnAr
thon goes ^inio
intn the
tl-iA
rrtli- sbn, Charles Braswell
^xtoict, men
con
’Illegitimate parenthood,
Vol•Ta|S‘\pc
all Tp^iilar^ nf
n thp trniinp
seum, London, in March,
f'oncocts
the plot that satisfhp linpoiib
imnnrt*; p
mg me
Virginia Sale left New York over
convenffons k,,
luring the
bv
“'1
the. weekend to start a 20-(iay lec- fo“filWn'’ spot“E%^^^
s soldier-husband back to
stands out as a checker-playing
^

j

:

Two

’

supporting cast. Joan Fairfax
destruction— dearid
distraction
sliows competent stage presence
struction qf five young girls in Cenas Jill.
Paul Klignlan’s Jack Is
writer,
female
young
Park.
tral
who is doing a series of articles on competent, but not as funny as it
might
be.
Ben Lennick’s Demon
crime for a national magazine,

^

,

Changes

i

*''***^
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‘KateV $32,600 in 3 Spots
Salt Lake City, Jan. 16.
“Kiss Me, Kate” continued to
roil up healthy grosses last week,
getting a total of $32,600 in stand.s
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Wayne and Shuster

and

ducers

,

have
The mystery melodrama concerns an in introduced an expert comediChristmas. They
have, too.
a handsome 20-yearrold psycho who
i n ,.
^ successis petted and pampered by his pos- ?.
?
sessive widowed mother, until his
ol^a tour in the U.
him
to
“baby boy complex drives
In

i

i

River Legend” and
Kermit Bloomgarden’s producBalanchine’s
George
“Rodeo”;
iitfn Of the new Lillian Heilman
the -i.,,
and .lue
ana
*‘Thcme and
will hA fhp
Swan” pas de
^‘Black
2-cV 'cWv^fA iica the^setup
thA ijptiin of
nf limilimi
“Rodeo.” in Ballet Theatre’s reper- first show to
Under
hquse-seat allotments.
tpire for the first time, had Allyn ted
pi
only
total
.^4
McLenC, James Mitchell and John this sj'stem,
held out tor
KrUa in the lead roles. Miss Me- h^^hse seats \yill bewith
the manperformance,
Lerie arid Mitchell had joined the ^ach
theatr^ cast and authors,
troupe for the European tour, pull- agement,
limit will
The
new
etc>
included.
ing out -right after the New York
be 48 seats per performance for
date. Miss McLerie going back
infn
thA
B iV Bolccr legiter musical shows.
^
Although Bloomgarden expects
'WiArA‘«; rharlov*”’
people
v pvanrlpr
Sm'lllens
until re- ^0 deceive squawks from
cannot be accomrnodated unMUSIC
iv uviA^tro dtRaclio
at Radio City
Gitv Music
CO ay.maestio
ne hopes
setup he
^
24-seat semp,
Hall. Avas chief conductor, back
they are unable to get
in the
thA pit
nit wneie
whpre Up lod Ballet
in
w
iir stop calline the
they
Tiifatie wlien it was fust
S'?,"
10 .years ago. Alicia Alon.sO \vas
baUets,

diences. It was written after study
of the subject with West End pro-

takes an interest. She finally discovers that the boy is mentally sick

Drama, Inc., N. Y, ^ Boston
authorities have made an excep-

weVe

Tiiere
ab'.ies

lack of scenery.

“Naked.”

pie’s

also represented.

Wei

have some possibilities and
given the right troatnient they may
go a long way commercially. These
are“riufray for Everything,” “Glamour’' and “I'm Glad I’m Me.”
The panto is slick enough to
meet the approval of Canadian authat

j

,

Garsoh Kaniiis and Elliott Nugents,
with Samuel GoldWyn also present.
Every phase of tiie dance world

*5X

“The Willow Tree” is producer
Margo Jones’ second original of the
seaspn and probably her best since
“Summer and Smoke.” She has
taken a good play and matched it
With good acting and direction. The
strong element of suspense, plus
motivating lines, make up for the

believed two nia-

tentai

I

^

jpirandello’s

dic<saii<;factioh

its

Dallds, Jan, 9.

presentation of mystery
melodrama in three acts by A. B. ShifiCrin.
Directed by Margo Jones, Assistant di-

Theatre
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W^nesday,

UTBRATI

Jantaaiy 17,
of Trix,”
Friganza,

,

Autumn.

Hamman

He

i

I

also

W-T & S pact, wrote “4,000 years of Television.”
covered about 6,200 “Receiver Circuitry
and Operation”
by Alfred A. Ghirardi and J. RichGuild gained another victory ard Johrisoh is due in February.
last week in a National Labor Rela- H.ubbeil’s book is slated for March.
tions Board union security elec-

:

.

these deals
AVorkers,

.

tion When members of the Morning
Macmillan’s Show Biz Books
Telegraph unit approved the union
Macmillan is bringing Out a
shop by a vote of 60 to l. It was
“History of the Russian Theatre”
the 11th union security election
won by the Guild within the past (17th-19th century) by B. V. Var*
neke, translated by Boris Brasol,
year.'
C. E. M. Joad's book on “Shaw”
is also due about the same time
Macmillan on the ^Big Board’
next month, as is Basil Francis’
Another big publishing house is “Fanny Kelly of Drury Lane,”
going on the Wall Street exchange legendary figure of the British
—Macmillan, according to a pro- theatre to whom Charles Lariib
posal for Hemphill, Noyes Co, to proposed marriage and whom Sir
iloat a stock issue.
It is pegged at Henry Irving 'Wanted to pension.
around $20-$21 a share, and some Macmillan has just published “A
1()7;015 shares, representing 61.3% Pageant of
English Actors” by
ot the control, are being offered. Donald Brook, embracing a range
This is indicated by a .tentative from Richard Burbage to John
prospectus which the Securities & Gielgud and Sir Laurence Olivier.
Exchange Commission has yet to “Shakespeare
(A
Survey)”
by
E. K. Chambers is due in April,
approve.
Macmillan of England owns domMacmillan is on a ballet binge
inant control of the American firm, also with “Dancers and Critics,”
which also has a Canadian branch. edited by Cyril Swinson, due in
Macmillan claims to be the largest April; the “1951 Ballet Annual,”

:

.

;

,

publisher in the world.
George
Brett is president. He owns about
>5% of the -^tock, and his management contract deal has until
Dec. 31, 1958 to run. If he remains
iis
president it calls for around
$50,000 annually; if board chairman, at $35,000 per annum.
Major publishing houses now
listed on the Stock or Curb Exchanges are Henry Holt, PrenticeHall and McGraw-Hill.
'

:

i

j

'

Rudolph Reti, former music critic
of Das Echo, Vienna, has “The
Thematic Process in Music” due in
April; and Donald Brook, who authored “A Pageant of English Aca

“New

International

.

Stokowski and Bruno WaUer.

which Simon &
Story,”
Schuster will publish in April,
jiave been sold to the Woman's

Her

Book Preview Expands
Second issue of Book Previews,
.start in the March issue.
There a monthly mag which classifies
is also active film interest in the new
tomes by subject, hit the
for $30,000, to

stands last week.
Considerably
book.
Ex-opera dive, now /73, spent expanded, the, publication this
most of the last fortnight in Den- month lists 871 books in 57 claston, Tex., coaching Noi’th Texas sifications.
Slate College students for a presThought behind Previews is to
entation of “Daughter of the Regir keep readers ihforrned about all
ment.” Miss Garden is sailing fot the 10,00() new books annually pubher native Aberdeen, Feb. 10, but lished in the U. S.
^before the
will return next September, again works are brought Out. Current isunder management of Carleton sue also contains a digest of
Smith, of the National Arts Foun- Takashi Nagai’s “We of Nagasaki”
dation, for a lecture tour as well which Duell, Sloan is publishing
as a limited course in opera inter- Jan, 25.

—

Met

pretation for several

•

.

Gallery of Conducr
embracing 36 maestros,
tors,”
among them Toscanini, BarbiroUi,
Beecham, Sir Adrian Boult, FurtMary Garden Bio Due
wangler, Klemperer, Koussevitzky,
Serial rights to Mary Garden’s
Mitropoulos, Ormahdy, Rodzinski,
autobiography, “Mary Garden Tells

Home Companion

m

I

edited by A. L. Haskell, fifth edition, also April; “The Art of Ballet” by Audrey Williamson, al^
ready published. In longhair music,

tors,” is also bringing out

Teen-Agers—^in Spades
Musical and Other Bipgs
& Schuster bringing but
two musical blogs next month,
“The Maestro” (Toscanini), by
Howard Taubman, and “Puccini,”
by
Raymond
George
Marek.
Loewy’s autobiog, “Never Leave
Well Enough Alone,” is also due
about the same time.
Oroucho’s son, Arthur Marx, has
authored a novel, “The Ordeal of

Two

teen-age

|

•

are

anthologies

due from Macmillan. “Profile on
Youth” is by the Ladies’ Home
Journal staffers, edited by Maureen Daly, an associate ed on
LHJ, author of a juve column in
the Chi Trib and author of “17th
Summer,” novel. She is currently
in Europe working on another

!

[

novel.

M

Bryna Ivens, fiction editor of
Brown,” which- also strikes Seventeen magazine, has edited
rill autobiographical note in that it
“The Seventeen Reader.”
deals with a riinking tennis playAnother anthology, of a differe IV which is what young Marx is ent sort, is John Lardner’s soon
also,
Al due “White. Hopes and Other
besides screenwritirig.

Willie

Hirschfeld’s “Show Business Is No
Business,” illustrated by himself,
since he is primarily a cartoonist,
likewise is borii of first-hand closelips on the Broadway Idgit scene.
Both due in April, all via S&S.

.

Tigers,” reprising the golden age
of heavyweight boxing from 19191929.

Songwriter Syivia Dee^^ has a
novel due this spring via
Macmillan, “There Was a Little
Girl;” Actor - author> playwright
Walter Mackeh (he’s with the Abbey Theatre Co.) has written a
novel, “Rain oh the Wind,” which
is the Literary Guild selection for
third

^

Another musical book, “Chamber Music,” by Arthur Cohn, maestro of the Symphony Club of Philadelphia, is due via Farrar, Straus
Young In June,
Another book on the maestro is May.
^
WGN-TV (Chicago) proThe Story of Arturo Toscanini” ducer Celeste Caryle» who has two
by David Ewen, which Holt is
video shows weekly, “Beauty for
bringing out. The same PUb also;
You” and “Individually Yours” has
issuing N. y. Herald Tribune music
written a charm book, for Macmilcritic
Virgil Thompson’s “Music lan, titled ‘‘Individually Yours.
Bight and Left,” book to include
essays on memories of Debussy^
CHATTER
Ravel, Kurt Weill and Bela Bartok.
Rfilph Kirkpatrick, harpsicbbfdist,
fihishipg tome on Domenico ScarRinehart’s Show Biz Books
latti for Knopf.
„
The first and only bookbn “TheHenry Ehrlich in Hollywood for
ritre in the Round” is Margo Jones’
two weeks to round up film interupcoming
publication views for McCall's magazine.
Rinehart
'play) on the subject.
The story of
June Allyson profiled by Pete
I ho
Child
“Hollywood's
Algonquin roundtabie is due Martin
as
L'pni the same publisher in March, Bride,” in Jan. 20 Satevepost.
manager,
lire
ad
iDorothy
Vicious
Circle”
Si Seadler, Metro
J arker,
Hey wood Broun, Alexan- making his debut as pro cartoonist
der Woollcott, Robert Benchley, in. Saturday Review of Literature
I
ueorge S. Kaufman, Harold Ross Jan. 27.
,
^
^
rind Robert E.
Beatrice Fisher’s “My Little Bag
Sherwood), by Mar-

.

^

‘

.

|

i

;

I

I

.
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this,

his

lemme medico employed

i

.

sked calls for.
“Bowery to Bellevue ” with June
Allyson to appear as the first
After

,

,

^

:

^

singers.

Simon

{

-

.

Including the

SCRAPBOOK

^ter%^

Hubbell, ahd assoclTelegram & Sun last August, the ated formerly with Ayer agency,
Guild went On to ink 13 agree- CrQsley Radio and now producer
of
ments with various other publican over 1 ,000 TV prbgrariis.
ions.

SCULLY’S

Nate Gross, Chi Herald-Americati gOssiper, on a nionth’s Florida
Vacation. There will be no column
By Frank Sculiy
replacement, with Gross sending
in weekly comments.
Bowlegs, Okla., Jan. 12,
Ralph Ingersoll’s novel, “Wine of
“A Pictorial History of the American Theatre,” lovingly assembled
Violence,” due in March under
by Daniel Blum for Greenberg, the publisher,, while a little long as a
Farrar, Straus
Young ipiprint, title for Broadway marquees, is one of the most delightful studies I
has an USO-Camp Shows actress
ha^ve paged through in years. Between that and William Winter’s twoas the Central character.
volume biography of David Belasco, I don’t expect to get around much
February issue; of Saga mag has among this month’s best sellers. Other people may
read them but
« A
cf
among feevee, radio, pictures, legit, niteries and premiere parades, I
Block
haven’t got time to read more than two books a month.
Earl Wilsoii by Paul Sahn.
Blum’s book is practically bound in nostalgia. Everybody rushes to
Joe Taylor shifted to Saii Frah- see if the first play he ever saw is included. It Is.
cisco as managing editor of the
In a foreword Helen Hayes extolled the photographers for capturihg
Pacific
Wall
Street
Journars
“the grace Of Ethel Barrymore in ’Captain Jiiix of the Horse Moines/
Coast edition, after years as the
charm of Maude Adams In ‘Peter Pan,’ the sheer, beauty of John
the
sheet’s Holly wood representative.
Barrymore in ‘Hamlet’.”
“The Best of Fun In Bed,” jumbo
Lulled into a sense of false security by that pahegyric, I turned from
anthology of the sundry “Fun In
BernBed” books that Frank Scully has Miss Hayes* pitch to the opening page, and there stood Sarah
in “L’Aiglpn.” “By golly
said aloud, “she was khock-kheed!**
hardt
written, is being brought out in a
Set off on that course, 1 found myself paging through the nearly 300
$1 omnibus by Simon & Schuster
pages comparing legs. From Sarah Bernhardt at the beginning to
in May.
Hepburn at the end, it surprised me how few glamour girls
Katharine
r
Merle Miller is doing a book
„
^
^
,
column for Argosy; Bernard White, of a bygone day, or even those of today, had really beautiful legs,
the mag’s art director, is doing a These, oddly, if beautiful to begin with remained so through the years,
film, column, and Carlton Brown, which hardly could be said of their waistlines.
its m e., is running a new record
To narrow the inquiry and, moreover, to show my own limitations,
department.Harry Lauder didn’t have beautiful legs in my book. He must have
“Mind of Europe” issue of the thought he had because he was forever wearing Scotch kilts which
Saturday Review of Literature, showed his legs ais bowed as if he had been a Shetland cowboy.
Jan. 13, set a record with a press
Hackett Versus Caulfield?
run of 154,000, and another high
Barring Lauder, the men in tights, at least in pOriod plays, fre-*
with 40 pages of ads (20 of them quently had better legs than the women. James O’Neill in “Monte
nohrbook ads.)
^
Cristo” certainly looked as though he had better legs than Henrietta
Crosman in “Mistress Nell,” and that’s going as far back as 1900, Rich-^
frmn
CoaS Feh '1
frm^^
have gone for more research atr i’^^^Mj^sfield in ‘‘Beau Brummel” ^looked a bit heav^
Jame? Hacket’s legs could haye passed for a_Petty girls. The
tendant to his new novel which has
The Merchant of
a Hollywood cowboy as the cen-^ same could have been said of Vincent Serrano
Venice’’ and Sydney Brough in “Quality Street.”
tral character.
tight3,that
it put an
cute
so
in
that
Brough
looked
Indeed,'
suspect
!
head
copyEthel K. Lockwood,
writer at WSPB (CBS), Sarasota, idea in Maude Adams* head. There is a photograph of her looking at
Fla., on swing through Florida re- Brough, particularly at his legs, and within a few years we find her
sort cities for article on summer breaking out in shorts. Unforturiately, she first tried ‘’Peter Pan” in a
vacations, to appear in the April cbstume that failed to show her legs off to the best advantage. Later,
Better Homes and Gardens
however, in “The Jester,” she came off better than she did in “Peter
Roger Price, last seen on Broad- Pan.*^"
way in “Tickets, please” and now
This picture of her is on the page opposite Harry Lauder, and natplaying the niteries, has his first urally such a contrast makes her gams seem terrific. But even judged
book of humor, “ In One Head and by themselves they would be considered an attraction in any era.
Out the Other,” due for publicaPavlova, The Thoroughbred
tion by Simon & Schuster Feb. 14.
Among ballet dancers, Pavlova, of course, reigned supreme, not
Bill pmstein’s story, ‘ITea for
merely
dancer,
because she could hold down her weight from
as
a
but
ih
curthe
Wednesday” appears
rent American Jewish Times Out- her toes to her thighs. This is a very difficult thing for ballet dancers
look and in the February [issue of to do. Like ballplayers, most of their work is in their, legs, and like
Swing he will profile JiiA David- ballplayers they have a tendency to become piano-legged.
son, manager of Margaret Truman.
Adeline Genee in “The Soul Kiss,” a production of 1908, is an exSince the N. Y, Post’s Jimmy ample of a good dancer with too much muscle in her calves. In conCannon has returned from Korea trast to Genee’s legs, examine Edgar Kent’s in “Pomander Walk:” In
as a War correspondent, his Hotel fact, on the same page a photograph of a group includihg Irene FrankEdison quarters are known as the lin, Vernon Castle and Lew Fields in “The Summer Widowers” showed
“Tokyo Press Club” because of the Fields finishing first in this particular legacy^ sweepstakes, Jack Henflow of Far East brass aiid newsderson second, Irene Franklin a bad third and Castle, of course, nopapermen.
Edward Easton, N. Y. World- where.
Does anyone remember Maude Adams in “The Chantecler?” It wast
Telegram (Sc Sun editorial staffer,
granted a four-month leave of ab- produced 40 years ago. In Blum’s book her photograph appears opone of William Faversham in “The Fawn,” and It seems to me
posite
sence from the paper to act as
fulltime director of the Newspaper FaVersham’s gains come out better formed than those of Miss Adams,
A photograph of Gertrude Ry^n in “Little Boy Blue” is flanked by
Guild of N. Y.’s Page One Ball.
Event Is slated to be held April Oi'me Caldara in “The First Lady in the Land” on one side, and Robert
13 at the Hotel Astor, N. Y.
Warwick in “The Balkan Princess” on the other. Above her is a shot
of Donald Brian in“The Siren.” Ail three of these boys seem to hrive
better legs than Miss Ryan.
Oh the very next page are some photographs of Annette Kellermah.
Deutsch Defends
I feel certain these must have been taken out of focus. I remember
Annette Kellerman very well and I don’t recall that she was flatContinued from page 6
chested, had 2 pot in front, a shelf behind, and knees that look as if
ments on story, casting and lensing they were padded for football practice.
details are “healthy.
Australia Won’t Like This
Counsel of the top execs and the
Next to Miss Kellerman are some photographs of Julian Eltinge in
advice of others with a wealth of “‘The Fascinating Widow,” but they do not reveal the legs of the master
experience in J:heir specialized of female impersoilators, so I am not sure his legs would have fared
fields, such as physical production as well under photography of the era as Miss Kellerman’s.
I x'ather
and writing, were translated by suspect his legs were n^ too alluring, or he would have put them on
Deutsch as meaning a merging, of display.
the best available opinion.
He
jn fact, about the best paid of legs in 1912 seem to be those which
stated the situation would be dif- supported Henry Stanford in “Monsieur Beaucaire,” though John Drew’s
ferent if he were consistently didn’t seem to come off so badly either.
turned down on every production
I have heard people rave about Chauncey Olcott’s legs. The pictures
detail he favored.
Or, if produc- of him in “A Pictorial History of the American Theatre,” however,
tion head Dore Schary were con- make them appear as from practically the same robust mold as Harry
stantly unavailable for consultation. Lauder’s.
Sydney Greenstreet, despite a pot which' he seems to have
Or, If the studio too often frowned had with him all his life, appeared to have had better legs
the time
Upon a property he, Deutsch, want- than Chauncey Olcott, and Faversham In “Othello” emphatically did.
ed to shoot or a treatment he wantHow About Ty Cobb’s?
ed to give it.
If you want tO see how bsidly a girl’s legs compare, put her in a
But in all these respects, Deutsch baseball uniform. There is a picture of Blossprrt Seeley and Trixie
reported, he has found a minimum
Friganza so attired in Ned Waybum’s “Town Topics.” Personally, I
of red tape and generally has been preferred Rube Waddell’s and Rube Marquard's.
unencumbered by any ivhims or ( In 1918 men began appearing on the stage in track suits. There is a
contrary thinking by his associates.. photograph of Conrad Nagel in “Forever After” and of Clay Clement
Big advantage which he feels he
in “The Indestructible Wife”; these don’t shape up any too well but
has over the indies is the matter of they were less ludicrous than the legs of Clifton
Webb in “As You
financing, in addition to the handWere’’ or Elliot Nugent in ‘‘The Poor Nut.’*
some facilities at the M-G lot.
Barrymore—the Winnah!
There are no problems with the
None of them, man or woman, however, could hold a well-tapered
no digging for second candle to John Barrymore’s in “The Jest.” Indeed, it must have been
banks,
money, no mortgages of any soit to
pj,Q^y^,gj,g the idea that JohU Barrymore’S
Ih “Hamlet” would be terrific.
rofVirn frv PiiWaiThey first tried him out in “Claire de Lune,” where he Was reduced
n
f/v
^ pair of well-decorated shorts, and from hip to ankle he was a
sculptor’s dream.
Compare his legs on page 137 of Blum’s book of
ring Eth^ Bar^more and
stills with those of Doris Eaton in “Ziegfeld Follies” and Judith Bosiu
“Ladics
Night.”
Yqu niay even compare them with those of
tselU
*^‘Kiki,” and Bairyrnore must remain to all fair-minded
congestion. Shooting begins again
champ. Second would be Joseph Schildkraut’s in
j^^ggg ^g g^jJ
“The Firebrand” and, to show, James Hackett in almost: anything.

g^ret Case
whose father,
Guild’s $3, SCO, 000 Wafe Hikes
late Frank Case, had recounted,
More than $3,800,000 in wage the
in
part,
some
of
their
exploits in
boosts has been achieved in conhis semi-autobiog, “Tales of a Waytiacts negotiated by the Newsward Inn,”
paper Guild of N. y. since the
The Paris Ritz and New York
week of Aug. 20, 1950; according
Ritz-Carlton
chef
Louis
Diat
to the CIO local’s exec veepee (“50
years a Ritz chef”) has auThomas J. Murphy. He charac- thored
“Sauces,
French
Faand
the
most
tcnzod 1950 as “one of
mous” for the same pub.
productive years” in the New York
Two
electronics books due from
Guild's history.
the same firm are “Television (ProFollowing settlement of the 11- gramming and Production)
by exwcek strike at the N, Y. World- CBS’ Richard

t

61

biography of Trixie
will be published in

''a

1
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owned

at a city-

hospital.

Deulseh generally IS teamed
with director John Sturges, In addition to “Yankee,” the two in the
past year also turned out “Three
Giiys Named Mike,” recently cohipleted, “Right Cross” and “Ambush.” Producer was free with bis

^

you can leave

;

ig

-x .

it

to tne gins.

.

r

Latter’s past continued, is full pre-production
praise of Sturges.
“Mystery planning and rehearsal. Example,
include
also
Street,” which was selected by Hol- he ollered, was “Yankee,”, which
iday mag as best low-budgeter of was brought in “under $9.00,000”
on a 19-day shooting sked, plus
last year.
As inevitable, Deutsch brought three days of silent lenring in
up matter of cost-trimming as of Washington. Full week of rehearmajor importance in production sals took place before ..tfic paineras
today.
Fconomically helpful, he VoU’ed, he added,
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CAATTER
rell follows

Broadway
William Zimmerman* RKO homeattorney,
business.
office

to

the

Coast oh

City Press

Nick Kenny on Copa
(the Lounge) airer
Art Green is perma-

he’s singing

London

Box

next week.
nent emcee.

C. J,

and emceeing the

Ice

Hollywood

show.

George Shearing Quintet, now at
Latta took over as chief Johnny Brown’s Club, will
be last
Variety Club lunch-

barker at a
bigtime act that spot will play for
Miami Beach Police and Fire- eon last Wednesday (10).
awhile.
men’s benefit show Jan. 21 expect“Cocktail Party” folds Feb. 10
Henry Fonda’s “Mister Roberts,”
ed to draw over 5,000 to M. B, Ken- after 326 performances at the New

Dick Morgan, formerly of Par’s
office legal staff, back from special nel Club, with Walter Winchell theatre. It will then go on the at Nixon will be a complete sellout
before curtain goes up next Monlegal stint on the Coast.
emceeing the lineup of naines road.
(22).
Leo A.:^ Molony, Hotel New skedded to appear.
The British industry’s Festival day
Variety Club taking over 17th
Yorker manager .since 1938, refilm based on the life of William
floor
of William Penn Hotel Feb.
15.
signed post, effective Feb,
Friese-Greene has been titled “The 2
to hold Mardi Gras Night for its
Magic Box.”
Agent Sani Tishman (& Milton
heart fund.
Bobby Breen, who starts new
Berger) underwent surgery at MeBy Maxime de Beix
M. A. Rosenberg home after
vaude tour on Moss Empires cir- nearly three months in
morial hospital yesterday (Tues.K
(33 Blvd. Montpatmsse )
a Battle
medihew
cuit
Fischer’s
Feb. 5, dickering for film role Creek sanitarium recouping from
Clifford C.
Maurice
signed
has
Wilder
Billy
with Exclusive.
cation has him definitely on the
heart attack.
his next Hollywood
Sir Laurence Olivier is presentupbeat after a long siege of illness, Chevalier for
ing “The Consul,” with the comJohn Sturges in town to select pic.
“Les
MouSartre’s
Jean-Paul
plete Broadway company, at the
locations for “The People Against
starting run at the Theatre Cambridge Feb. 6.
O'Hara,’’ next Metro pic which ches’’
Vieux Colombier;
Jules Levey here to negotiate,
he’ll direct.
By porothy Gray
With Stan Laurel off the sick distribution
for
for “Fabidla”
Attorney Fanny Holtzmann, who.
Bobby Abbey orch into the
numbers many show people among list* Leo Joannon shooting again on which he owns British, Australian Desert Inn.
her clients, planes to Europe this the Laurel-Hardy pic, “Atoll K.”
and Canadian rights.
John Barrymore, Jr., vacationing
Carl Dreyer to leave for Israel
Constance Smith to play femme
Weekend for 10 .days Of business
where he will do a film with Dan- lead in 20th-Fox re-make of at Palm Springs, Pueblo.
confabs.
Los Angeles Times owner Northe
lead,
ish
thesper
Alkind
Roos
in
College and university-sponsored
“Bierkeley Square” now retitled man Chandler here for a siesta.
films will be discusSed at a lunch- “Night and City” getting hod “A House on the Square,”
Fulton Burley added to Dave
pic
eon meeting today (Wed) of the from many French crix as best
Anna Neagle to portray Flor- Barry and Pat Barbara orch at
New Vofk Film Council at Rosoff’s of month with “Cinderella” a close ence Nightingale in the new Her- Palm
House.
^
second.
restaurant.
production, “Lady
bert Wilcox
George Bums and GraCie ‘Allen
Anne Frahcis, film and TV “Bluebeard” to be shot in two With ihe Lamp.” Lensing starts at houseguests of Mary Livingston
versions
w i t h Shepperton in early Spring.
actress, who was inked to a term Franco-German
and Jack Benny.
pact at 20th-Fox last week, en- Pierre BrasseUr doing the Gallic
Charles B. Cochran inked John
Stanley Church, Mayor of New
gaged to Stuart Daniels of Ertgle-» bit and Hans Albers the German. Mills to play the Duke of Essex in Rochelle, N. Y;, vacationing at
wood, N J.
“The Lion and the Uriicorh,” Lone Palm hotel.
With three of his pix completed
which will be one of Festival of
Marie MacDonald and husband
and awaiting release, Metro proDame Harry Karl, the Les Browns, EdBritain legit productions.
ducer Arthur Freed is in N. Y* for
Sybil
will be Queen die Powells at the Racquet Club,
Thorndike
By Bill Willard
10 days and may vacation in the
Elizabeth.
George Sidney resting at Hotel
Eppy Pearson exits Club Bingo
\Vp^t Tndips
La Quinta. Ditto Republic’s HerWilliam Warfield; Negro bari- as show producer.
Ben Bogeaus and
Yates,
bert
Erskine Caldwell (and Mrs.)
tone, gives his second concert at
Dolores Moran, Jane Greer aiid
Town Hall, Jan. 28. He just com- stopping at Desert Inn.
husband Eddie Lasker, apd
By Florence S. Lowe
Ted Mossman held over indefipleted work in Arthur Freed’s
Annual Arts Club’s Bal Boheme, M-G-M’s Billy Grady:
nitely as Desert Inn Skyroom 88er.
•‘Show Boat” at Metro.
The first World Film Favorite
skedded
Feb.
being
given
T,
for
held
as
Mills Bros., Sue Carson
Wally Downey to Rio and Buenos
benefiit for American Theatre Festival to be held here Jan. 27, 28.
Aires for three or four weeks on over third week at the Thunderto be made’ to the
Presentations
Wing.
a periodic S.A. o.o, attendant to bird.
Louis B. Mayer, in briefly with world’s most popular actress and
Helena Da Vinci, italian import,
his ASGAP representations and
awaiting results of 20th-Fox tests Mrs. M. and Howard Strickling to actor as chosen by world vote, exOther publishers’ interests.
visit friends and huddle with local cluding only Iron Curtain counJoseph Bernhard, former head of
tries, through Votes being taken by
Nita Bieber Dancers set to fol- Metro reps.
the defunct Film Classics, has reCharles Purcell, Ziegfeld alum- the Foreign Press Assn, of Hollyturned to his New York home from low Geprge Moro line at El
Rancho.
nus,
has
opened
a local branch ,pf wood.
Columbia Presbyterian Medical
Cliff Ferre, formerly with Dun- his “Studio of the Theatre” with
Center, where he was a patient for
hills act, doing a single at El frau Elizabeth Valdes, ex-Met star.
several weeks.
Dick Sykes, ex of the Broadway
Fields, Rancho Vegas.
Grade
Comedienne
Porothy Gunn, in town lensing musical, “Touch and Go,” returns
playwright J, B, Priestley and AlBy Jerry Gaghan
married
tennis
spread
for
Look,
to home base to star in Catholic
fred Nightingale, general manager
The Orchid Club, N. Philly
U’s version of the Pinero comedy,
of the D’Oyly Carte Opera Co., in pro Ed Parham.
bar, and the Musicians
musical
Lou Walters’ Latin Quarter tour- “Dandy DiCk,” starting Friday (19).
from Britain yesterday (Tues.) on
Union have settled differences.
ing unit signed for Desert Inn Febi
Belle Fenstock Brown, widow of
the Mauretania.
Hanley,
who clicked on
Peter
J.
C.
Brown, former head of
Gene Kelly and wife Betsy Blair 20 for four weeks.
Milton Deutsch leaving Last Metro’s News of the Day Washing- WPTZ’s “Whirligig” show, doubldue in town today (Wed.) from the
Frontier ton bureau, plans to return to ing in TV and at the Celebrity
Coast. He continues on to Europe, Frontier as director of
Room.
music composing, with headquarWith Miss Blair remaining to ap- Village to return to booking biz.
Ben Hecht and Charles Macters in New York.
pear with Maprice Evans in “RichArthur were in town to catch
pr. Charles W. Lowry, Episcopal
ard 11” at City Center.
“Four Twelves are 48” at the
minister, has been named ProtesSam Wren, former Broadway and
Locust.
Hollywood thesp, has joined LiebVariety Club feted cast of “Red, tant Chaplain of local Variety
Israel Philharmonic grossed a
Club, joining Rev.
ling-Wood agency as casting direc- White, and Blue” last week.
Gilbert V. record $23,000 (taxes included) in
tor. He has been directing recently
Van Heflin, Alex Nicol and Susan Hartke, of Catholic U, and Rabbi its one-night stand at the Academy
at American Academy of Dramatic Cabot in for world preem of Uni- Norman Gerstenfeld.
of Music (11).
Richard Brandt, son of Harry,
Theatre-by-the-Sea, versal’s “Tomahawk.”
and
Art
Harry (Hello Jake) Fields, forand assistant to 'Trans-Lux prexy mer burlesque comic now stage
Matunuck, R. I.
Cast Of “Red, White and Blue
Roger Lewis, account exec and put on special performance last William Girden, in town for a manager at the Troc, recovering
special Academia preview of “Sevcreative head of Monroe Greehthal week for disabled Veterans.
from a heart attack.
Co., named veepee of the organiProducer Cheryl Crawlord in en Days to Noon” for Atomic EnLocal 77, AFM, has been allotted
zation. He’ll continue to supervise town for a re-checking of her ergy, Defense and British Embassy
$17,179 to be spent the first six
reps.
the agency’s creative work in film “Rose Tattoo” at the Erlanger.
months of 1951 for recreational
Cornelia Otis Skinner, here in and educational purposes
and general advertising under
Edgar Bergen and Charlie ,Mc
and vetprexy Monroe Greenthal.
Carthy, with Ray Noble and rest of her “One Woman Show” at the erans entertainment by the MusiGene Neighbors, eight-year-old Coca-Cola troupe, will entertain Gayety past week, was most partied cians Performance Trust Fund,
daughter of American diplomat W. troops at Great Lakes NaVal Train- gal in town, with fetes by American Newspaper Woman’s Club,
Milburne Neighbors, is the sole ing station, Jan. 19.
Yank in the cast of “The Blue
Balaban & Katz, which raised American Veterans’ Committee and
Ctevdand
Lamp,” J. Arthur Rank production $150,000 last year ^via Bob Hope’s others.
current at the Park Ave. theatre, TV marathon for the Cerebral
By Glenn C. Pullen
EducaJoe Merman’s orch moved into
she’s a student at the Arts
Palsy Foundation, will dole out
Hollenden Hotel’s Vogue Room for
tional School of London.
$50,000 for special CP hospital
San Francisco
five weeks.
Leonard Spigelgass, Hollywood wing. Balance of money will be
By Ted Friend
writer who was east to attend the given to tangent CP activities.
Russ Carlyle orch playing its
Bill Blake new press topper at first
meetings of the Council of Mohometown hotel date at
RKO
Golden
Gate.
Organizations last
Bronze Room.
tion Picture
Carl Brisson In the Peacock
Week, flew to Boca Raton, Fla.,
Henry George, Cabin Club coMontreal
Court of Mark Hopkins hotel.
Monday (15) to meet with Metro
owner and maestro, recovering
By Max Newton
Plenty eyebrow lifting over sexy from operation.
production chief Dore Schary. Stay
Lucienne Boyer opening tonight Les Ballets de Paris newspaper
Is strictly a vacation for both men.
Sylvia Froos, Leslie Bros, and
(17) in the Starlight Roof at Ruby ads.
Fay DeWitt topping new show at
Foo’s.
Eddie Howard orch set for Jan. Alhambra Club.
Club Belmar, new Montreal 30 opening at St. Francis hotel
Eddie Sindelar shuttered his
clicking
with all-col6red Mural Room.
boite
Miami Beach
Skyway Club until Easter. Not
^
show,
Danny Hoctor and Bettie Byrd enough winter trade;
By Lary Solloway
Vaude policy at the Seville solid first act booked for new Bimbo’s
K. Elmo Lowe and Kirk Willis
Phil Spitalny and Evelyn at the
with sellout houses at every per- Club 365, to open July 2.
prepping “Detective Story” for
Lord Tarleton.
formance.
John Barrymore, Jr., canceled Play House opening Feb. 6.
Benny Davis at the Sans Souci
“Mister Roberts” into His Ma- legit preem with San Francisco
William F. McDermott, drama
for seasonal stay.
jesty’s Jan. 22 with John Forsythe Repertory theatre due to illness.
critic of Plain Dealer, back on job
LaRiie’s is newest swank dinery
heading cast.
Louis Armstrong jamming Ra- after two months’ convalescence
dancery bn the Beach.
Montmartre Club being readied fael’s 15() Club with show featuring from dperatiori.
Minsky’s Beachcomber doing the
for a late January opening with Jack Teagarden, and Velma Mid
Kathy Norman, former canary
most consisterit biz in town,
Lucienne Delyle heading up an all- dleton.
with Victor Lombardo’s crew, doJackie Miles joined Vagabonds
French show.
ing solo act at Wade Park Manor’s
Rose Marie show at Clover club.
Parisian
Marjahe,
chantbosie
new supper club.
,
Gypsy Rose Lee being dickered
currently in Quebec City at the
Ray Boyle, director-producer of
for appearance at new Club Caribe
Club
Gerrard,
to open in the Folies
stock here, landed lead male role
in Miami.
opposite Bethel Leslie in Jan^eS M.
By Mai Cohen
Myron Cohen set to follow Bergeres show here Jan. 24.
IMartha Raye into the Five O’clock
Teresa Brewer penciled into Barrie’s “Mary Rose,” being re|plub in March.
Copa here when she Winds up at vived by ANTA Playhouse in New

Pola Negri became an American
citizen.

Mario

with

Red Skelton

after eastern stage tour.

Joseph M. Schenck returned
from his Honolulu vacation.
Jesse Lasky, Jr., bought the Sam
Coslow manse in Brentwood.
Maxie Rosenbloom to Baltimore
to open an eastern vaude tour.
Bill Thomas to Homosassa. Fla.,
to start work on “Crosswinds;”
Phyllis Kirk checked in at Metro
after an eight-day rassle with flu.
Doris Day returned to work at
Warners after a week out with flu.
Spyros Skouras in from N. Y,

.

.

,

.

for huddles with Darryl F. Zanuck.
Don Otis paid a $50 fine for

speeding on the Cahuenga Freeway.,

Nate Blumberg in town for conWith William Goetz and Leo

fiabs

Spitz.

Pug Wells east on a tour of 50
plug “Three Giiys Named
Mike.”
Eddie Sherman to Palm Springs
to discuss a film project with Allan

cities to

Jones.

Pee Wee Russell seriously 111
with a liver ailment in San Fran,
>

cisco.

Nat Holt

to Wichita, Kansas, as
guest of honor at the civic qplepration.
Fredda
Dudley installed as
prexy of the Hollywood Women’s

Press Club.
Archie Scott doing his NBC
chores with a broken arm, the result of a fall.

Lana Turner and Bob Topping
Gary

Versailles, N. Y.
Lycett
Playhouse has a husband-wife
option picked up..
Andrea Leeds here from Holly- team, Ralph and Bee Scott, lii
Thelma Carpenter, Delta Rhythm wood for Yacatidn.
“Detective story.”
Boys and Timmie Rogers heading
Yolande Betbeze (Miss America
Carnegie Tech Drama School
tip all-colored midnight shows at of 1950) at British Coloiiial hotel. opens “Madwoman of Ghaillot” for
Alan Gale’s.
Martin
Manulis
co-producing run Thursday. (18).
Sammy Kaye reported taking eight-week stock season With Philip
Danny Franks the latest Teeh
over Steak House (biggest room on Langner at new Bahama Playhouse Drama School alumnus to join
mid-beach) as a dance spot, featur- opening Jan. 29.
ABC-TV technical staff.
ing his orch.
Virginia Gilmore and husband
Director William Wymetal in to
Universal preems “Under the YUl Brynner at Balmoral Club discuss plans for T951 summer
Gun” (filmed mostly in Florida) prior to Brynner’s return to N. Y. opera season with board of direchere Jan. 26 with Richard Conte to begin rehearsals for “Anna and tors.
making a personal.
King of Siam.”
Divena, aquatic stripteUse, packWilliam Morris, Jr., at. Lord
Songstress Marion Harris click- ing them in at Jackie Heller’s
Tarleton hotel; also George Woods ing at Jungle Club of Montague Carousel and held over for another
and Nat Dunn among the talent Beach hotel, managed by actor- week.
management segment.
husband Hugh French, last seen in
Johnny Kirby’s option picked up
Frank (N. Y. Wold-Telly) ^Far- Bob Hope’s “Fancy Pants.”
at New Yorker hotel, N.,y., where,
hotel’s

Bamboo Lounge, with

By Ralph

YorkFeb;

25.

resigned

as

of the Motion Picture
Research Council.
Dorothy Shay in court to legalize
her professional name, switching
from Dorothy Sims.
Roy Disney and Gunther Lessing
planed to Mexico City for. a benefit

president

preem of “Cinderella.”
Spencer Tracy to Tucson where
daughter Suzy is studying dra-

his

ma at the U. of Arizona.
Smiley Burnette to Topeka to
join (jrcne Autry in a toUr of 3*7
midwest one-night stands.
Mark Wolf heading for the Coast
to induct new Variety
in San Francisco and

Club officers
Las Vegas.
Fred Young, Cyril Cambridge
and Kathleen Bourne in from London to study technique at Metro.
Jack Lait planes to Mexico City
on his way back to N, Y. after
spending annual vacation in Hollywood.
Helen Hayes In town to huddle
with Leo McCarey about her re‘

'

I

turn to the screen in “My Son
John.”
George Jessel delivered a eulogy
on Haym Salomon, early American
patriot, at the Wilshlre Boulevard
Temple.
^
Steve Cochran will be in a cast
for three weeks after breaking his
right leg during a fight scene with
Sanders in “Tomorrow. Is
Another Day.”

Rome
By Helen McGill Tubbs
“Adam’s Rib” at the Fiametta,
La Cabala, new nightclub, opened
In the Restorarite dell Orso.
American chanteuse Mary Meed
featured at Open Gate Club.
Van van Wood, of Holland, singing at the Open Gate Nightclub.
Valentine Cortese due, back from
Hollywood soon for the Dassiii
picture.

'

.

:

.Coopers.

Wallace V. Wolfe

—

’

ony

Aspen, Colo,, as guests of the

to

,

'

up with

after a tour

,

""

Nassau, Bahamas

town

:

,

Irving Fields trio a click at Sax->

in

of the midwest.
A1 Rockett returned from his
Honolulu siesta.
Richard Dix, Jr recovering front
an appendectomy.
Lou Nova’s wife filed suit for
separate maintenance.
Jerry Colonna back in town

>

.

laid

virus infection.

.

lito*.-

hospitalized

flu*

on Vacation.
Edward Nassour

.

,

with

Edward G. Robinson planed in
from N. y.
Richard Greene to Mexico City

,

—

up

laid

Taylor

Elizabeth

:

,

Lanza

pleurisy.

’

.

bedded by pneumonia.

Bill Spier

,

Andrini Bros, into Amato’s Supper Club for two weeks.
Nelly Goletti* French import,
headlining at the Clover Club,
“Ice. Capades of 1951” did well
on 13 days run at the Portland Ice
Arena.

W. Lee Wilders will motor to
Switzerland in their recently purchased auto.
“Il Brigante Musolmo,” Silvatia
Mangano’s

making rounds

latest,

of nabe houses.
“Beauty in Bicycles” first film
to be made at Cine-Citta studios
after ”Quo Vadis.”
Gian Carlo Menotti remaining in
Ralph Flanagan Orch set for a Italy for few months after filming
one-niter at Jantzen Beach Ball- of his “Medium” here.
room early in February,
Gregory Ratoff signed Miml
The Terrace Room will open Medart for role in film he probsoon as a swank eatery with Mi- ably will make in Spain.
chael Loring as host-emcee.
“Paris, Tou jours Paris,” Italian
Katharine Hepburn in “As ’You film with Aldo Fabrizi and director
Like It” a complete sellout for all Lucian Emmer, locationing In
^even performances next week,
’.•
Paris,
ft
^
,

,

'

.

,

'

.

I

I

y
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ing to his home several years ago Roswell, N. M., of pneumonia conto become a cafe performer.
At tracted while on a hunting trip.
the old Tent Club he doubled as
He was former manager of the
a doorman and entertainer and Egyptian
and Iris theatres in
Avas billed as “The Singing Door- Hollywood.

man.”
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creased by the last two major tax
Recently he Avas a familiar figWALTER WADE
Excise taxes should be
bills
.
torial staff of The New York Sun- ure in Pittsburgh’s Liberty AveOLGA NETHERSOLE
Walter Wade, founder and prexy higher and more extensive. Many
American from 1904 to 1918, nue -nightclub belt, where after
niea Nethersole, 81. one of Britof
the
Wade
advertising
agency,
loopholes in the tax laws .should be
and
The American Weekly quitting singing AVhen his Amice
mV most popular actresses of. staff jomed
l 923.
went back on him, he had been died Jan. 15 in his Chicago home closed. In the near future, aftdr
generations, died at Boiir-.
^
He was the author of seVeral mo- car attendant at the Copa and the of.a heart attack.
further consultation with legislaEngland, Jan. 9. She
Imii h
of
agency, Wade was
leaders, new tax proposals will
'The Carousel niteries.
United States sev- Hon-Picture iSerials^ b^^^
A' shed the
be transmitted to the Congress.”
J
A*'
f4^}9"^.y^*'^ostry,^ ^Sency’ despite
FRANGES RING MEIGHAN
President called also for an
Mrs. Frances Ring Meighan, 66, Its .having only a few big-spendmg
. ine
iviysieries
j sharing of sacrifice to make
ot
Johnston Forbessilent
of
Avidow
retired
actress
and
Pearls"
and
Bancrofts.
m heinsoi and thebefore
of the largest firmsi such as Miles
"Ah
^ Wmid^arn^
the turn h'he Hope Diamond Mystery/V H^ screen star Thomas Meighan, died Laboratories,
for
which Wade
collaborated in writing plays, in- in Hollywood Jan. 15. Before her
ni iJiG century as a portrayer of
bought the “Quiz Kids’’ show 11 considerable cutback in radio and
appeared
marriage
she
had
in
Ghost/
Breaker,"
roles. Miss Nethersole
?iii iesaii
years ago. Outfit has bankrolled the TV set production. He commented:
"Miss In- many roles on Broadway and on
.American. families miist mak®
cl Mi
led the sedate populace by her
show since then,
the road.
'They can expect very
MouarirnGe as Fanny Legrand in
Wife, a son and daughter sur- sacrificesi
of a noted theatrical
member
A
WidS
sharp curtailments in the supply of
Clvde Fitch’s play, ‘‘Sapho,’’ which. Wings.
v shprt sto- family, Mrsi Meighan is survived vive.
He also wrote
which brings
h Ki been adapted from Alphonse
equipment
durable
by two sisters and a brother. They
. v
convenience and entertainmerit to
D iudet’s novel and was presented
;
^
are Blanche Ring, one-time musiMARCUS
NOTES
Survived
by
two
si
sters.
N.
Y.
1900,
in
Wallaces Theatre
cal comedy star; Julie Ring, forMarcus Notes. 86. b. C; theatre
'The police stopped the play as
warn that both corpoiate and
mer vaude performer, and Cyril oDcratnr and realtor for thp m«;t 40
i
ATiv BEERBOHlVI
RF’Fiiiiftinvr
LADY
immoral, although most critics had
personal income taxes Avould jump.
•Ring.
velrf
dild jln
Lady
writing.”
Beerbohm,
merely
“bad
actress-wife
74,
it
considered
Significant langtiage^ iS included
Meighan died in 1936.
General Hospltai, Baltimore. ^
Miss N( ?thersoIe’s cause was taken of Sir Max Beerbohm, died Jan.
the Annual Economic ReA^iew of
Notes, a native of Lithuania, once
UP by tbe suffragists, writers and 13 at their home in Rapallo, Italy,
JACQUES
BARONCELLI
operated five theatres in Washing- the President s Coupcil of EcoShe had achieved theatrical sucwomen di the “smart world.’*
Jacques Baroncelli,. 70, French toh, but held only the Strand and nomic Adyisers. “To balance the
Tbe courts cleared her and the. cess in New York before her mar- motion-picture producer, died of a Roosevelt at the time of
his death, defense budget,” it said, “will reThereupon she re- riage playing* On Broadway for a heart attack in Paris, Jan/ 12.
pljiv reopened.
At one time he also owned the old quire taxes at rates substantially
turned to London and appeared in number of years, during which
After the first World War, M. Criterion theatre, in Atlantic City, higher, perhaps even drastically
the play with considerable success time she waS leading woman for Baroncelli spent some time in the Survived
by three daughters and higher, than have ever been imRichard Mansfield, with whom she U. S. where he founded the Lua West End theatre.
a son.^^^
posed before in the U. S.
After some experience as an played Roxahe in “Cyrano,” and mina Film Company.
Returning
“The regular corporation income
amateur, she made her London many other* rolev
to France, he began producing film
tax
Is already substantially above
GREGOIRB
XENOPOULO
Lady
Beerbohm,
Union
retired
in
who
July,
“The
1888*
debut in
version^ of novels by Balzac, Zola
Excise tax
Avartime level.
from the stage at her marriage^ and others. Rene Glair was for a
Gregoire Xenopoulo, 84, noted
Jack” at the Adelphi Theatre.
Her first American appearance feturned in May, 1931, in London, time associated with him as an as- Greek dramatist and literary fig- rates are at their wartime peak.
are three
income
rates
to
in
/
Individual
play
Pirandello’s
Life
Chibago,
“The
ure,
Palmer’s
Theatre,
died
in
Athens
Jan.
at
15.
w as
sistant..
Xenopoulp headed the Greek percentage points below the war
Oct. 15, 1894, in A. W. Gatti’s I Gave You” the role originally
Baroncelli produced a number
time peak, although, due largely to
p lav, “The Transgressor.” Oh that designed for Eleanbra Duse. Four of his own scenarios, including National theatre 20 years ago;
income splitting, tax liabilities for
toiir she was also seen in “Ca-; years later she appeared at Lon- “Nitcheyo.”
Other recent producdon's Aid Vic as Asb in Ellis tions are“La DucheSse de Langeiiiille.” “Frou-Frou,” and "Romeo
married couples are substantially
KENNEY
WILLIAM
Roberts’
new
version
of
Ibsen’s ais,” “Tant Qne Je Vivrai” and
and Juliet.’’ She visited the U. S.
lOW’Cl*
a^ain in 1895 as Emma in “The “Peer Gynt.’*
“Rocambole.”
“The fact that the rates will
vaudevillian who had been a memIn 1899 she fe\Vifc of Scarli.’’
ber
of
the
“Two
tew,
American
HARRY
BUGIE
A*
turned as Paula in “The Secorid
DeMUTH
HARRY
Macks,” die at his home in Win- ^ i®6rettable, but should not ^ be
All's. Tanqueray.”
Harry A. Bugle, 60, film salesr
di.scouragng._ It is generally recHarry .C; DeMuth, 83, who for throp, Mass Jah, 12.
For the next six years she toured man and executive in Cincinnati
ognized that taxes were much lowbeen
had
a
more, than 40 years
Survived by four children.
tliroughout the U. S. in “Magda,” for the past 35 years, died there
er than they could and should have
company manager for legit pro“The Labyrinth,” “Adrienne.- Le- Jan. 11 from a heart attack. He ductions,
died Jan. 13 in Lancaster,
Lawrence (Lars) Moens, 49. op- been during the last war.”
couyreur,’’ “The Awakening,” “The was stricken shortfy after entering
Ohio^ where he had made his tical engineer for Paramount over
Enigma,” “The Writing on the the Mid-States Theatres, Inc, of- home since forced into retirement
a long period of years, died Jan. 7
Wall” and “Tlie Luck Of Wall fices for a meeting with Maurice
by. illness some years ago.
in Hollywood.
oily wood.
VoiUi-Air,
Street.” Her later successes were White. In recent years Bugie repJ,
Kathryn Bellet to yVndrew -1
DeMuth started his shoAV biz
A1 aeterlinck’s “Mary Magdalene,’* resented the Modern Talking PicGrainger, Youngstown, O Jah. 13;
..
-„
career as manager for attractions
^
Mother, 73, of Don Glenn, as- He’g associated with the Janlesai the New Theatre, N. Y,; “Thej ture Go.
circuit*
Havlin
&
old
Stmr
on the
Redemption of Evelyn Vaudray” at
Bugie for many years was a managing a number of touring at- sistant treasurer at 3hubert ther town Amus. Go, and is a nephew
Richmond, Va.r ‘‘Sister Beatrice,” salesman for Metro and Warner tractions, including Buster Brown. atre. New Haven, died Jan. 10 at of Shea Circuit head Edmund C.
at
Sah Francisco, and “Camille” Bros, before becoming branch During later years, he had been Kiowa, Kansas.
Grainger, and Republic Pictures’
.
*
and “Sapho” at Paris in the Sarah manager for the PRC Distributing employed in a similar capacity by
sales chief, James R. Grainger.
,
Charles Hillman, 77, pioneer film
Bernhardt Theatre.
Loraine Drieske to Wiiliain Ray,
Co. and Eagle Lion.
H.
Frazee*
Harry
Savage,
^
Henry W.
technician,
died
Jan.
9
after
^a
Miss Nethersole managed many
Las Vegas, Jan. 7. He’s KFWB
Leaves his wife, two sons, one Richard Herndon and Jed Harris.
n6&rt
dttdck
in
nis
Beverly
Bills
of her own productions with large of them, Gordon Bugie, a salesman
Droffi'Mrn
director
no
He was a bachelor and had
home.
success.
But, she was for
financial
Paramount in Albany; a living relatives.
/DoI4^Sletonto^^^^
proud, also, of her campaign to brother, LeaVitt J. Bugie, veteran
“
.NewYork,Jan.l2.He’ssportsdiFather, 74, of Murray Taub, as- rector for WINS, N. Y.
bcLter conditions of the poor.
Cincinnati distributor- and now
CHARLES F. DERY
sistant to LoeAv yaude booker Sid^
hooker in that city for Logan
Frances Waller to Michael Sivy,
exhibiCharles F. Dery, pioneer
ney Piermont, died Jan. 14 in Washington, Jan. 6. Both are in
tW. Va.) Theatres, Inc. and a sister.
SINCLAIR LEWIS
tor in’ the Western Pennsylvania New York.
of touring ‘‘Apple of His Eye.”
east
Sinclair Lewis, 65, Pulitzer and
area, died Jan. 2 at his home in
JACOB SCHECHTER
Nancy Dieter to Herb Dover,
Xobel prize-winning author whose
he had been
Mrs. Rose Buchman, sister of Chicago, Jan. 6. He’s a Chi NBC..
Jacob Schechter, 63, a corpora- Kittanning, Pa., AVhere
incisive ,«n exposed,
an independent theatre owner for Dave Rubinoff, violinist, died in TV engineer.
iuul sMn.-.mmvn mofalHy and gave]
more than a quarter of a centuiy. New York Jan. 8.
-to film and
Marlene
Rackmil to
Martin
il.e
English Kinguage a Pungent
Recently he had been city manPhilip Qaiirin New Yoi'k, Jan. 13.
^ied in New York Jan.
the Dipson
lU'w adjective, died in Rome, Jan.
for
Kittanning
in
ager
Among
illness.
^ long
Bride is daughter of Milton Rack*
Columbia,
were circuit, supervising the
mil, Decca Records prexy.
^’vi.cwis. one ofr the
n ^ outstanding
; A
V ^ firms he - had represented
there.
universal Pictures. Sonora Phono- State and Lyceum theatres
Bibi 0.sterwald to Justin Arndt,
Doll
himself at
fujures in American literature for
Corp. and the General He owned the houses
New York, Jan. 14, Bride is nitery
.
3
years, returned to, his ^.Ha near
Continued fioin
from page 1
one time but sold them- to the Dip!
Phonograph Corp.
song.stress, ..currently appearing at
Florence a year ago, feeling that
Following passage of the Na- son intere.sts some time ago under ently maintained heretofore that
hi.. end w^as nem*.
Recovery Act in 1933. a partnership arrangement.
tional
for lemme roles in “Gentlevideo could be the area' est liiinc
A native of Sauk Center, Minn^ Schechter was legal rep for the InBlondes”; he’s bass
Ivor
Lywis achieved success
RUTH COLLIER FRANK
1920 (impendent Federation of the Alo^
P*^y®** ^vith Norman Paris Trio,
wjih
‘Main Street,” his fourth
Ruth Collier Frank, 55. retired creating new fans who Avould want
picture Industry until the law
currently at Ruban Bleu.
novel.
It di.ssected smalltown Uvper.jon after
He also handled Hollywood talent agent, died Jaii. to see the events
Leida Seeberg to Richard E. Do^,as invalidated.
um and paved the way for “Bab-la numher ofpatent Gasesvvhich in- 10 in San Diego after a cerebral having been introduced 0 tl.em scher, Port Washington. N. Y..
bill.’ which
him the Nobel yolved film companies.
hemorrhage.
via TV.
Jan. 13, He’s a playAVright and
Pnze for literature, The title be-'
At one time she was associated
Whether the Garden will decide business manager for actor. Edward
Schechter, who was senior partcanio synonymous for the “boost-' per in the firm of Schechter, Kr^ius with Minna Wallis in the Collier- definitely to out TV at the close of Everett Horton,
type businessman of suburbia & Leman, leaves his wife, two Wallis agency, handling the film the current season is too much of
Jean Gillespie ^o Bill Thunhurst,
Ihnned in his novel. He accepted daughters and a son.
careers of Clark Gable, Myrna Loy, an “iffy” question to explore at Jan. 14* New York. She’s a radioHk' Nobel Prize for “Babbit” alTyrone Power and other Holly- this time, Irish said. Ho noted, legit actress; he’s in the cast of
tlioucjli he refused a Pulitzer Prize
Avood names. Her clients were however, that the video sports fans “South Pacific.”
ALLEN SPARROW
fni' "A rrowsmith.” which later was
Allen Sparrow, 52, southern divi- turned over to Famous Artists on can continue to view their present
inade into a successful film by sion manager for Loew’s Theatres, a participation basis when she rei
tniud Artists. The award never died of a heart attack Jan. 14 in tired seven years ago. Her hus- events-through May, since the Garden has firm contracts with several
v.' S wiihdrawn
Q Grflndialthough it remain- Memphis. Sparrow had returned band, Alvin Frank, survives,
dflUSntcr,"waI
Hollywood Jflll. 9.
nptwnplcc AhH ^nnn^hr^ for vArioii
t'd
^
unaccented.
Lewis
Another
father is Barney BrisWn, producer,
to duties a week ago after having
sh^s unU then.
mwe)
^\ hich
JEROME H, STEWARTSON
Avas
filmed
was been hospitalized for several weeks
Mr. and Mrs. Blake Ghatfield,
, ,,
,
...
.
Network execs;a so adiuitted
(hat
')U(ls\vorth.” following successful with virus pneumonia.
Jerome H. SteAVartson, 65, musiHollywood, Jan. 7 Father is
their cam- promotion supervisor for NBC’s
there
was
some
talk that Lieir
in
his
6
Jan,
.'iinatizat idn
died
director,
Avith
on
cal
Broadway,
C.,
a native of Washington, D.
J
thp late Walter Huston starred.
Sparrow had managed the Strand HollyAA'ood home. Before entering eras might be bounced out of the western division
Ecu is’
Mr. and Mrs.’ Dick Mahn, son,
“Elmer Gantry,” the theatre there frdni 1919 to 1927* the motion picture field Stewart- Garden next season.. Tliey mainfor tained, though* that while Irish rind Los Angeles, Jan. 10. Father is a
son was musical director
.
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.other legit Kilpatrick might ban TV from most
producers.
events* it was hardly likely that
Starting with Walt Disney 25 TV would be ousted from the regu-.
at
associated
years ago, he Was
lar Friday night fights. Amount of
a division manager.
and War- money paid by sponsors of TV boxHe is survived by wife, a daugh- A^arious times wit’i Metro
manager ing has been a lifesavej- to most
was
time
one
at
and
ners
brothers,
four
and
sisters
ter, two
:"reddy Martin’s
-fight ‘promoters, they said, and in
,One of his brothers, Boyd Sparrow, and copyist for
orchestra. Two 6ns and a daugh- many cases has provided the n'.ajor
ig manager of Loew’s Warfield the^
ter siiiwive.
atre, Sail Francisco.
Dortion
.of the
burses
poiiion .01
poxers purses.
ine boxers’

George M. Cohan and

publicist at

'th
n,i\A

Lloyd Lewis, the play JayHis most recent works.

l

Ker,

toliovving the flaming “It Can’t
ii Milien
Here.’’ \yere “Bethel MerK TV
and “Kingsblood Royal.”

1

'

,

><nii

Of

which were subsequently

for the legitimate theahut not; presented.
'^owi.s and his
first wife were

,

morced

uinnist

SI

1928 and he married
Dorothy Thompson, from

in

subsequently dieed. 'I'hey
T. liGV had
had.nfip
Miohael.
one Rnn
son, Michael.
^0*^ horn to the first marwas killed in Worid War II.
’
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'
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— —70PPE
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NORMAN LONG

SECONDO

i

Seedndo Zoppe,

.

44,

Norman Long.

head «£ the

57,

!!'

,,,

jni

^
W. GODDARD
WilHam Goddard.’

-H -'I RLE.S

uurles
hoi'
of

71,
serials,

motion-picture
mcluding “The Perils of Pauline.”
T*earl White, and a memiv
“
of the editorial staff of T^
i;K'an Weekly since 1923, died
Y,’’‘
^

1

li.'imi,

Jan: 11,

-

pioneer Brit-

in LonZoope-Zavatta troupe of barfeback ish radio entertainer, died
riders, died of a heart attack iii don Jan, 10.
1919
business
He entered show
Gainesville, Texas, He was a nalater
brought his fam- as a pianist and three years
tive of Italy who hrnncrKf
gave his first broadcast performiiy to this country to join Cole
ance from Marconi Hou.se. His last
Bros. Circus in. 1936:
;
appearance Avas in the “Can
radio
in
The family had arrived
begin You Beat It” .series last month.
to
$atiirday
Gainesyllle
by a sister.
Survived
rehearsals for the opening of their
season with Hamid-Morton circus
CHARLE.«;
Memphis* 'Tenm, next month,
Z in
Charles Ryan, 58, retired Warncrrti.strict manager, died Jan. 15
Chicago.
Dewey Moon, 50. former singer in Sumving
are his wife, Anne,
Leslie s

A

m

k—

.

|

:

7.

1

I
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5==

Wilsonls key aides at the Qfiice of
Defense Mobilization, Specifically
in charge of conservation of metals,
Meanwhile, another top CBS per
sonaiity, •Arthur Godfrey^ vyho is
responsible for about ohe-sixth of
the web’s total annual billings.
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checks olf

bU mulUple program

-

Los

a screen

ager of the Fulton theatre there.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Jones, daughter Houston, recently. Father is a
'

Mi\ and Mr?,

^ed

,

,

,

Rodey^ daugh^

t

enRlncer.
Mrs.” William

—

I

and

Mr,

Washington"

;

active duty hitch tor the

i.s

WGN

'."yi

P2lloif«faAllfl*01f
r
aicj UUUI I CJ

Ellis, son,

Father

wn

1#

CbnOiiued from pane

Bob

j ,/r
j
t.
Mrs. Bill vm
Oliver* daughChicago, Jan. 2.; Father is a
announcer.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hurst, son,
HollyAvood* Jan. 8. Father is a set
decorator at Metro.
and «rs Bill Hemphill, $on,

I

I

.

'

Angeles, Jan.

.

!

(AMriticn

.

fl.ackery st.aff.
Mr, artd Mrs,

.

|

RKO.

Mr. and Mrs. CJeorge Weisman,
daughter,
New Y;ork, Jan. 1;
Father’s on Benjamin Sonnenberg

.

'

McAn-

ja^

13.

is general manager Of the
radio and television stations

Father

^^vy

at

Pensacola. Fla,, terminating Feb. 4. jj, Washington.
Later he’ll go to Europe for an
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Ro.sennobert Q zweig. son. New. York Jan. 15.
Ei.senhower mission.
Lewis and Steve Allen will sub for' .P-'Mlier ,is ,\v,iUi real /L’statc dept, at
Vljfm.
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Coa$t-t6-Coast Relay May

To Studios

film studios and top screen stars
into TV. Reports emanating from
the Coast indicate that the studios^
already convinced that TV has
grown important enough to be a
valuable exploitation medium, may
be willing to lift their bans against
use of both their contract players
and story properties on video as
soon as the networks can originate
their shows live in Hollyvirood.
As a result, a number of the top
TV dramatic programs now airing
from the east are expected to
switch to Hollywood as soon as
the final links in the nationwide
relay system are completed. First
of these may be the Robert Montgomery show, aired alternate Mon-

television’s

is

slated to

may make

bow

as a straight

TV

and Max

Liebman, producer of Wald-Norman Krasna combo. Ma“Show of Shows,” to whom Caesar jor film companies have pretty
Date for the much -continued their hands-off
is under contract.
projected program has not been policy, but there’s a perceptible
set.
stirring of renewed interest on their
part as they watch a flock of

Teaching ministerial students
to preach and develop their
ministry with a pic projector will
be the object of a new course in
audio-visual aids being offered for
the first time at Hamma Divinity
School of Wittenl^rg College here.
The school will start the course at
the beginning of the new semester
on Jan. 30.
Classes will be taught in the
seminary’s new soundproof a-v
classroom and will cover such subjects as use of a camera, both still
and movie, projection equipment,

how

No

tained video rights to the property
Interest in legiters has been
and Caesar reportedly wants to do spurred by the buying activity rea
packagers,
as
Program
the part.
cently of indie producers, particuresult, are now dickering with NBC larly Stanfey Kramer and the Jerry

I

etc.

Broadway properties being
snatched up by independent pro-

top

27%

of Available

Film biz across the U. S. has
shovvn a distinct gain since the beginning of the year. Theatremen
are cautious, however, in appraising its significance since being
tripped by a similar upswing last

summer.
There appears
nevertheless,

to be no doubt,
that weekends par,

showing new strength.
Likewise, big product is demon-

ticularly are

usually hefty boxoffice
draw, although mediocre pix are
still
turning
up with weakie

strating

grosses.

Improvement in patronage during the past three weeks, a check
of leading major and indie circuits
discloses, still leaves them behind
corresponding weeks
However, the downtrend has been checked and the
size of the minus sign representing differential between this year’s
grosses and the previous year’s is
figures for
year.

last

ducers.
Story editors in New York are
getting smaller.
frankly awaiting the go-signal on
Showmen would be quicker to
play buys as the significance of the
take heart from the miniature
legit purchases by the indies, seeps
boom had they not been stung by
through top echelons at the stuan even more substantial upswing
They view the layoff of redios.
at the end of last June.
That ran
cent years as a cyclical occurrence,
through July and August and then
with the time having arrived for
did a flip-flop that turned boxoffice
the pendulum’s swing in the oppotallies into horror stones during
Same kind of offsite direction.
Chicago, Jan. 23.
September and October.
in
occur
trends
on-again
again,
An average of 81 families per
Reasons for the improvement are
A powerful business upbeat since
(Continued on page 16)
day of the 300 equipped with re(Continued on page 48)
Jan. 1 and potential future trends
ceivers paid their $1, fee to see
point to 1951 as being the biggest
major company films via Phoneyear for the music business in
vision during a single week of the
over a decade. While disk sales are
test currently in progress here. Towinging to high figures, brightest
tal for the seven days was 569,
aspect of the current boom is the
IN N.Y.
which represents 27% of the total
sharp and steady pickup In sheet
available audience. Figures, comAlthough New York vaude themusic, a facet of the music industhe
mafor
Radio
Zenith
piled by
try Which has been declining to a atre managers are reluctant to adjors which have made their prodmit it, rowdyism during stage
starvation level since 1945.
ucts available for the experiment,
shows is on the upbeat and probOn
the
basis
of
current
activity,
are for Jan. 8-14, the second week
lem is becoming an increasing
publishers now believe that they
were
totals
we^-k’s
First
test.
the
of
headache. Managers take position
can double their take from copy
hot revealed.
heckling of performers is as old as
sales this year as compared to last.
vaude itself, but current trend
While the second week’s totals
Jan. 23.
Minneapolis,
In
1950
a
sale
of
500,000
for
a
major
goes beyond status or good-natured
are the latest compiled, the
“Radio broadcasting of a trial smash hit was regarded as a near- kidding.
companies have learned that fewer
detract from the dignity phenomenon. Today, however, hit
Introduction of name bands in
families ordered the screenings for tends to
court and to change what
(Continued on page 53)
(Continued on page 5.?)
the third week through their tele- of a
serious of humost
the
be
should
they
while
phone operators. Thus,
institutions into an enterprise
man
during
a
orders
569
the
believe
public or
week could represent a siza- for entertainment of the

Music Biz Sees

Test Patrons See

1951 as

plane to the

B^gest

Chi Phonevision

Year

definitely the attitude of the studios and stars to live originations

from Hollywood.
According to Gibbs, the necessity
for using kinescopes to get national
TV coverage until now has been
the chief deterrent to the studios
opening their arms to TV. Since
the question of whether a kine constitutes film and so might infringe
on the rights of the studios has
never been brought to a test case,
such top-budgeted TV drama se-

never

of a big swing back to the
stage as a source of story material.
less than 25 pix recently released, in production or on lensing
schedules owe their origins to

“Your Show of Shows,” midst
his

John Steinbeck’s “Of Mice and
Men.”
Robert Montgomery show has ob- Broadway.

February on a scouting mission. He hopes to ascertain

the

Go Slow Jndging Significance

Exhibs

in

in

ries as

Distinct B.O. Gains;

RtCENT FILMS

dramatic actor in the role of Lenny

day nights on NBC under American Tobacco sponsorship. Talentpackage agent John Gibbs, partner of Montgomery in Neptune
Productions, which packages the
series,

•

.

By HERB GOLDEN
Pic Techniques Taught
Caesar Yens Straight
After laying off the purchase of
Students of Ministry
Drama Role in ‘Mice’ Broadway legiters for several years,
Springfield, O., Jan. 23,
Sid Caesar, star comic on NBC Hollywood appears to be in the

coast-to-coast tel-

evision relay system by the end
of this year may provide the final
impetus necessary to get the major

Coast

Be Impetis

& Stars Plui^ Into TV

By BOB STAHL
Opening of the

f

,

in

Decade

ROWDYISM UPBEAT

Bar Assn. Brands
Court

Montgomery show have

been kinnied. This, Gibbs
(Continued on page 16)

THEATRES

B easts As

Shock to Justice

TO REST, BUT
ALERTED TO OX. CAU

BERLIN

With his current legit musical,
“Call Me Madam,” riding as another click, Irving Berlin is planning to go on a long rest from
commercial cleffing chores. Berlin, however, will be ready to undertake any assignment from the
War Dept, similar to his “This Is
the Army” show during World War
and his “Yip Yip Yaphank” show
back in 1917.
Among the projects that Berlin
is shelving, temporarily at least, is
tile film score for “White Christ-

single
ble .boxoffice potential when projected on a national basis, they
are also convinced that the novelty
factor will play an important part
in Phonevision’s future. As a result, most of the companies are
agreed that results of the test to

of one for promoting publicity for
the
to
according
judge,”
the
opinion of a special committee of
Assn.
Bar
State
Minnesota
the
The committee was appointed to
investigate the conduct of District

Moriarity during two

Judge J. J.
murder trials involving a woman
killed her betrayer and a forlocal n i t e r y manager who
slayed a union leader. With great
interest in the trials, a Twin
local
having turned
station was permitted
gratis for the City radio

n

date don’t bear out the optimism
expressed by Eugene F. McDonald,
Jr., Zenith prexy.
Majors are not receiving pay-

who
mer

mas,” which has been on Para- ment for their films,
mount’s production schedule as a them over to Zenith
parts of
pro- by the judge to broadcast
Bing Crosby starrer for som^ time. 90-day experiment. Under the
the proceedings in both trials.
jected system of payment, howtrial, the
woman’s
the
During
ever, the film companies would recourt allowed the use of a public
ceive half of the total fees collect address system with microphones
Popcorn Pays Off
ed, with 25% going to the tele-,
25% in the courtroom extended to a
Friends of a Nebraska theatre- phone company and the other
theatre across the street “for
film
man are judging him to be a going to Zenith. Under that system entertainment of the public,” It
shrewd business man as well as a the majors’ share of the $569 re- also permitted the setting up and
good guy.
ceived for the second week would
use within the courtroom of a
To celebrate a recent dnniver- be $284.50, with Zenith and the television camera during part of
receiving
each
company
phone
he
day.
ran a free show all
ll'ny
the nitery manager’s trial, using
Bilm rental for the party cost him $142.25.
_ floodlights, and the pictures later
5L7.f)0.
Pictures screened during the
His guests bought $32
(Continued on page 13)
^ • i
» '(Corttinued ^on
p<ige 131
"‘orth of popcorn, .t
‘

ITS YOU
(NO ONE BUT YOU)
RCA VICTOR RECORD

THE

HOUR OF CHARM

All Girl Orchestra

and Choir

>

-

Conducted by PHIL SPITALNY
feafurlng

EVELYN

Currently

and her Magic

MIAMI BEACH,

Fla.

Violin
.
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Wcdn^lay,

Wall St Wants

Exchange slumped

month

last

prfma donna.
Point was brought out by William D. Whitney, attorney fpr
Kuhn, Loeb
COi, in the Governmeht's current anti-trust against
major banking houses. It was elaborated on by Ralph M. Carson, representing Morgan Stanley & Co. and Harrimari Ripley &

«r
ulOaUI? 5 LUin^rall rlu

to

.

Allan E. Sloane, AM-TV script$1,010,074.335 ter, leaves^ shortly^Yor Europe to
Year-end total tvas
aenp a fullJength biog-film on
as against the July low of $989,441,Avcra<^c price per share as Martin Luther for the Lutherans,
Pic, to be leiiscd abroad, is his
comof be? 39 came to $17.40
fourth for the religious group.
the mid-summer average
the lowest point since July, 1950.

Co.

•

\

'

;

,

i

chalked up at the close of J949.
Per-share average at that time was
Fact that the value of individual shares failed to depreelate in proportion to the spiral of
the overalV tally can be attrihiited
to the retirement of considerable

Board for TV, AM, Fix And
.

$16.88.

-

When Whitney

iass. Soloos Seek CcDsor

the $990,202,136 total

V hat above

Stage, for 'Decent Shows'

THE INIMITABLE
WASHINGTON

.

,

certincates.

.

.

.

.
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Pecora Reported Joining
Frohlich
Schwartz

Starting January 25

Massachusetts solors, ever alert
la cen-.
to guard citizenry morals,

i

Return Engagement
Represented by

,

Former N. Y. Supreme Court

Jus-

lumb
1950,

trade this

-

,

•

,

TV

panics, top radio J'cfworks,
disk
•aiid radio set iiiariufacturers,
firms and music publishing^ cono£
trend
Downward
corns.

x*n|)bj[

minister,
theatres,

priest,

3

jjf

and reps of

AGV A,

booking corp.

,

tice

in

By

w^k.

Legal outfit is counsel Tor Columbia Pictures, American Society
of Composers, Authbrs and Pub'
lishers and has represented numerous individuals and other concerns
in the entertainment field for many
years. Senior partners are Charles
AVashington, Jan. 23.
Schwartz and Louis D. Frohlieh.
Judge Pecora was one of the
Drew Pearson has won the
N. Y.’s mayoralty
$350,000 libel suit brought against candidates in
race last November.
the ABC commentatpr by Fred
Mowser, former California attorney general. Pearsbh had charged Acheson to Preanl

ni.ght clubs and theatrical booking
agents as general overseers. Solon
securities, also remarked that if girls on TV
amusement industry
market observers believe, shows a wear plunging necklines two inches
lack of faith by investors in these lower, “I think they would he bareshares in view of probable raw ma- footed."
in a broadcast in 194$ that Howser
torial shortages and the uncertain
Oppo.sing the bill, Simon P. accepted a $1,200 bribe.
future confronting general business
WBZ.iocal
gabber, who is beat the moment.
-NBC outlet, declared that federal ingIncidentally,
dropped by Adam hats, has not
courts already had ruled network
been picked up by another
TV was interstate business, nlairi- yet
sponsor.
l.'iining “it is beyond the po\Vers of
Nice,
the state to impose censorship."
Another opponent. Fred Garrigus,
Auto Races in Battle
WEEI’s fCBS) public affairs director. ropresOnting the Massachusetts
^

an

•

;

Ferdinand Pecora is slated to
join the Schwartz & Frohlich law
firm, it was widely reported in the

associated
introed a bill before a legislative
in the cloLg months of committee to set up a six-man
tapered off as of Dec. 30. board Of censors to “examine and
Composite market value on that approve" all TV, AM, pix and stage
date totalled $6,820,050 with an shows.
Stating “It’s about time
average price ol $95.: End of the lor us to wake up and see that we
decent shows, without making
04
1 700
hicher
g
$6 821.840 or onlj- $
pj^i.ents blush in having to explain
are
on the hoaru
Included
clouble-meaning gags to children,"
prices on the major fihw
suggested a. board

Return of Kirsten Flagstad to
the Met Opera, N. Y., Monday night
122) in “Tristan and Isolde," after
a lO-year absence; was expected lo
be a, dramatic event, but the reception accorded the Norwegian diva
exceeded all expectations^ An overflow audience packed the house.
with standees at the 300 limit. Unusual for the Met was fact that
practically the fuU audience was in
(its scats at 8 p. m; curtain time,
and that hardly anyone left before
opera closed at midnight.
But most definitive was the audiwhen curtains
reception
ence
opened and Flagstad was revealed
Although; orsitting to the len
chestra was playing, a wave of applause swept the house, with shouts
and exclamations, so that conductor Fritz Reiner had to stop, breaking opera’s mood and dramatic encompletely, and rtart over
tity
again some minutes later. When
roar of applause subsided, one
Woman from the balcony shouted
’Welcome back." At end of the
act there was a greater ovation to the soprano, with the audi^^ce generally rising, and “bravos’*
punctuating the applause. The unprecedented. number of 19 curtain
calls came at the opera’s close, dethe late hour and long opus*
g
j

i

•

:

j

’

stated
committee,
broadca.sters’
flatly that the scheme Was “impractical," pointing out the fact
shows are
and
that many
“ad libbed" and that a representativc of tUc proposcd censorship
would have to be pre.sent all

Paris, Jan. 23.

battle of the Ffertch Riviera
tourist and local dough is
reaching heated proportions. It is

The

AM

for

Cannes dueling with each other
original publicity.
in first licks with a

Cannes got

Guy De Maupas.sant week over
Xmas which ended in a slick gma
,

Feb.

The

16.

;

j

;

siim.

|

...

—

—

'
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Works

with Hildegarde’s first concert
tour a definite success, Columbia
Artists Mgt. is already booking a
gccond tour to take place in the
winter of 1952. Chanteuse is doing
ber first concert series in two parts,
First part, of 34 dates, took place
has been
fall.
last
- Hildegarde
playing hotels this winter, until
mid-March, when she resumes conccrtizing with a spring tour of 30
dates in the southwest and on the

|

'

j

j

;

.

|

i
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Coppicus, Schang

!

& Brown

leased them for use in Russia.
Warped ending in “Mr. Deeds"
has Gary Cooper committed to a
mental in.stitutiort for wanting to
use his money to aid farm victims

j

j

.

|

Met execs
!

!

this the loiecalled fi.jo

^*^^^”^^*anv'^such*audU^^^
,

;
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CRABS BRITISH
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24

,

Order Form

Subsei’iptibn

check for $

VAillETY for

,

i

,

i

TAIBII FOR VIDEO
London, Jan.

Americah TV

j

stayed for the full
four hours, Lights above the packed
standees also were kept on during
the long orchestral prelude before
fireman who this Week was charged tlie curtains parted, just in case,
with stealing $138,000 in the sale
Cosmopolite audience included
of firemen’s benefit tickets, probiz as well as society, with
vided the coin to further the nfipsual representation of legitcrs.
careers of several singers;
such as Katharine Corhell, Judith
It’s said that Purcell has been
Anderson, Tallulah Bankhead, etc.
supplying the biicking for singers Flagstad, a fine actress as well as
Toni- Arden and Alan Dale. Others S'n.geiv put on quite a show for
may have been involved.
The them.
singers are in no vvay involved in
Showing little signs of the emothe alleged larceny.
tional eflect of the welcoming, diva
For some time I^rccll has been
pqt on an amaizing exhibition. The
in business with Freddie Ferrazthan
55-year-old singer is portlier fhan
w \vas contactman.
X
TT
^,no, Avho
Hosyever
But the astonishr
last here.
Puicen s nah'c^ allegedly
on i^g vocal brilliance, the power of
the checks paid out 6n behalf of
high notes, the rich musical
the singers,
of her voice, are still all
j color
“
inhere. Voice still has an astonishingly youthful vigor and resonance,
Admits
singers on tne
-n’
ia > Pidfing all other
vait t Piano
iVaTtz stage in the shade. Because of
Flagstad’s presence, an t^c^wise
Washington. Jan, 23;
President Truman sat down to routine presentation of ‘Tristan
play the piano at Blair Hou.se and vvci.s a distinguished, thrilling event,
asked the group of wounded yetr- musically as well as dramatically.
erans from Army and Navy hospitals vyh .at they’d like to hear.
A

The N. Y.

|

is

23.

making inroads

j

imer

management, however, had taken

FIREMAN PURCEU’S AID
TO
lU <nii:nH probed
raUDEU

District Attorney’s offlee is reportedly probing possibility that Gerard Purcell, N. Y. city

of the depression.

divi-

;

Please send

!

j

Humphrey

sion of Columbia, with
Poulens in charge.

,

I

!

.

which made

Coast, to run till mid-May.
Concert dates are being handled by the

j

Hildegarde will spend the sumin Europe, beginning with a
speed test through Spain, Belgium, Juno date at the Savoy in Lbndori.
will
SwitzcFland and Italy. There
Hotel dates in the U. S. will follow
in the fall/
be 250 entrants.

fin(d

I

'

j

;

Enclosed

Washington, Jan. 23.
Secretary of State Dean Ache.sori
hiis been added to the east of the
VIP Original Amateur Hour which
Hall
Constitution
originates
in
Thursday (25). Thus the Ted Mack
air show will have President iind
Mj's. Truman and every member
of the Cabinet either in the audience orin the performance. Acheson has been chosen to present
“Ihe mo.st important man of the
year," which will be one of the
surprise features of the show,
Show is being sponsored by the
Women’s National Press Club, with
all proceeds from the ticket sale

.

Tour Already

..

Cannes then makes a bid via the
Cannes Film Festival, April 2-16,
at its still unfinished Film Palace.
AVhile these two spots slug it out,
Monte Carlo (besides its gambling)
staging an automobile rally
is
from Jari. 23 to 31. There Will be
3S6 entries from all parts of the
world in the gruelling race. Nice
Avill inaugurate a grand automobile
tour in September. It will be a

„„

i

1

,

models and for robes, and for the
pext night Cannes had the same
show at its swank Ambassadeurs.
Not wishing to be caught in anothejr cold war the couteriers have ab-

!

Amateur Hour

;

!

probably cost about $72,000.
Then on March 10 the Night of
Nice, a super gala for the smart set
will be held. For this night a truce
Last year, Nice
Will be called.
paid the traveling expenses of the

stained this year.

23.

C.

II

k

r*

h#* WpI
welpressed the thought that the
fhic vp^r
the films.
is
tliat
were
gimmick
USO
Intciisting
pictures
the
claims
Russia
ghost, of a collaboiaobtained as war booty, in Germany comnumity councils all over the
cloud.
and that the Nazis chopped up nation have been alerted to listen
Diva had been in her natiy^
In some places
the pictures to provide distorted in on the airer.
Quisling husband
versions which could be used as auditoriums have been rented for Norway with her
Pic- group listening. Nut for the show, during the recent war, and has
propaganda.
anti-American
by charges^of
since
bothered
been
is
being
paid
tures have been playing Moscow estimated at $25,000,
But there was no disNazi tics.
and other cities without permis- by Old Gold cigarets.
turbance Monday night, inside or
sion of Columbia, which never re-

tures,,

-

will

festivities

Washington, Jan.

Department

,

.

in period costume tendered by the
Nice is
Friends of Maupassant.
coming off the ropes fast with a
carnival based on the fables of La
Fontaine to be held from Jan. 25

to

Of ‘Deeds’ and 'Smith’

TV

^

announced
State
yesterday (22) it has called on the
^lie time during broadcasting hours
Soviet Government to halt showof every station.
ing distorted, pirated versions of
Similar bills have been intro- “Mr. Deeds Goes to Town" and
vvith great regularity at each “Mr. Smith Goes to Washington;"
TTQrk
legislature and are as regular- Note was given to the Russian
defeated, and the chances of the Foreign Office on Jan. 17, at the President Truman has announced
bill getting beyond the request of Motion Picture Assn, of this is the only show offered by
committee hearing meetings are America, acting for Columbia Pic- the press corps that he will attend

^

a fight of

Halt Distorted Showings

'Most Imoortant Man’

At D.

ARTHUR BRONSON

!

.

For Tourists’ Dollars

,

WILL MAHONEY

Boston, Jan. 23.

f

told the court that a financing transaction for Illiiiois Bell

ers as choice position, but now the battle is for top lefthand side.
explained that position in an ad for an unJerwriting firm was similar to whether a film or legit player was billed
over or under the title, which meant a difference and prestige for
actors, Judge Medina commented that such a “successive inflation
of egos” must reflect a “nauseating profession/’

^

how?^r; wstllr

He

Telephone was threatened when Kuhn, Loeb asked, Morgan Stanley that the name of Kuhh, Loeb be placed on the same line with
Morgan Stanley and the latter refused.
Among points brought out was that up until'^5 years ago the
top righthand comer of an ad was considered by the Wall Street-

pared to

of $17.59.

Bilb^

Problem of star billing isn’t unique to show biz, New York Federal Coiirt Judge Harold R, Medina found out last week. Big Wall
street security houses, when making joint offerings of stock, worry
as much about whose name goes first in tho ads as Any pic star or

“

Aggregate value of aiuusenient^'
^ ’T ®tock
Ort

shaies listed

Its

Jaiiunry 24, 1951

on lop talent ayailable iri England,
and giying Vaucleville and legit
heads plenty of headaches in keepThey
iiig Engli.sh talent at home;
say there is no oyerabundahee of
acts there anyway. Besides having
booked Terry Thomas for cabaret
and TV, Charles Tucker has just
concluded deal with Music Corp. of
America for Arine Shelton, who
sails ill April to do series 6f TV
and radio appearances besides several recordings for Decca, Tucker
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Two Yeors^Sl 8.00
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New

York 11 N.

prano.

She

appoar

in

Le\i^and Lc.siic Grade are other
English agents being .'isked for
other English talent.
They are
dickering for several, including
Freddie Bamberger and Pam, who
played at the Palace, N. Y., la.st
year,
They have already signed
Michael Bentine, currently in the
'

Caiiado and Roreign-^SI Addrfionol per Year

154 Wesf 46th Street

contract

for Julie
colorjitura sosails in May and will
TV, via the Frank
a

Sinatra program,

Regular SubscWptioii Rofet

One Year—-$1 0.00

landCfd

Andrews, juvenile

Y.

Bernard Dclfont’s “Folies Bergerc
Revue," at the London Hippodrome. Bentine is expected to sail
in April and will appear on the Ed
Sullivan TV program.

.shout

went up from the

Setae

kids—

“Mis.souri Waltz,"

W.
,

C. Fields Ca?e

Los Angeles, Jan.

23.

Mr. Tiuman admitted to his
William R. Morris, who claims to
guests that he had never learned it. be a son of the late V/. (C. Fields,
Instead he gave them “Black Hawk / accepted .T15<0p0 in settlement of
Waltz’’ and selections from Mo- his claim against the $550,000 eszart’s “Ninth Sonata." “Mi.ssouri tatci
\valtz has been a kind of Truman
Fields* widow paid the claim out
trademark ever since he became of her .sliare to prevent further
President but up to l.a.st Wvieli- ho legal expense. Judge Willie ni R.
never discio.^Cd that he didn’t knb\W' MeCay, in superior court, rcrused
how to play it.
to recognize Morris as an heir.;
i

j

.

i

—
2^

Wednesday, January

Joyce O’Hara, who has become^r
man in the Motion Picture
6°'

’t/E

S;

-

„

W«

ir

l

"

•

ai

-

By FRED TEiyi“

i

Vand, Chk

O’Hara will continue to hold the
of exec assistant to the presi-

C^bs foternSlonal

riety

^

cJLvfncf as his liaison.
serving
Leave granted JoHnston Is for
nine months '*br longer, if necessary.” He will receive no salary
from the Assn;, giving up his
$100,000 a year and expenses to
accept $17,500 in the post of Economic Stabilization Director for
the Government. There will be no
change in O'Hara’s' salary, which
is reportedly $50,000 a year plus

LoIS

tent includes both Allied and Japamembers, but the idea is^o
make it primarily Japanese in
.
vpar«s
to
years.t
o pomp
come.
/
,

V
K«|IOn*|||

;

^
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What they
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etscapist
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Want are
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film..

The

'

committee is headed by
David M. Idzal, manager of the

•

HlC H
r

;

Pi

1

The syndicate

well-prepared,

is

Gesture of truce was made this however, to receive
(jommittee members are Earl
a nix or no
in the,, controversy between
(Continued on page 16)
Hudson; president of United De- week
Lion
Classics and the MoEagle
troit Theatres; James Sharkey, of
^
of America over
Barney Balaban, president of Cooperative Theatres of Michigan, tion Picture Assn,
Production Code approval for ‘‘OliParamount, unloaded his 40,000 Inc.; Lew Wisper of Wisper &
Twist.”
yer
Wetsman Theatres; Irving Gold-'
shares of the
•

A

Jllf Xf
XMl MMO * Ul
Lmirvll'

Meeting was held’ in Washington yesterday (Tues.) to align responsibilities under the new setup.
O’Hara will be in undisputed
charge, particularly- inasmuch as
Francis Harmon, for many years
in charge of its
v.p. of the
New York operation, is Very ill in

Fox.

ati-

J.

!

‘

'

common

major’s
stock late last month, it’s

MPAA

now

Pointing the way to peaceful
settlement of the issue, code chief
Joseph I. Breen was reported to
have suggested some changes in
the film. It appeared obvious that
if ELC complies, the code endorsement will be forthcoming,
This new approach by Breen represents a reversal of his earlier
decision in which he rejected the
pic outright because of its alleged
anti-Semitic suggestiveness.
ELC
went to the MPA A board of directors on an appeal.
Rather than
take direct action on its own, the
board sent the pic back to Breen
for reconsideration. >
While Breen’s recommendations
for changes were not disclosed, it’s

(Continued on page 14)

dis-

closed. This represented his entire

a Florida sanatorium and unlikely holdings. However, he still owns
to be back on the scene for many options to buy that same number
of shares at $12.50 at any time
months.
At yesterday’s session were on or before Pec. 28, 1951.
Actual date of Par proxy’s stock
the
of
director
John G. McCarthy,
At that time
international division; counsel Sid- sale was Dec. 27,
company
had a bid in for purchase
(Continued on page 14)
of up to 500,000 shares at $21.50.
Pair of 20th-Fox execs are due
Differential between this figure and
. , ^ 11
il
in Switzerland this week in a rethe $12.60 for wwch Salabau can
'Johnston
Johnston Could Roll
ported effort to sew up American
replace the shares IS $360,000,
^
rights for 20th to the new Univ.
Options Were issued to Balaban
Roitlr PriPAC An Maihac ’
Prices
IltC5 UU
Ddth
Back
1
on Movies,’
on Jan. 20, 1950, upon prepayment of Zurich theatre television system.
Exec veepce W. C. Michel left over
fi
Tfc
mi
L
1- of convertible notes in the princiweekend and research chief
pal amount of $500,000 held by the
Earl Sponable is scheduled to join
*
The
nntes
provided
that
in
Washington, Jan. 23.
him later this week.
J'‘“the event of prepayment, Balaban
Eric A. Johnston, as Economic
Big-screen system, which oper‘*1® ®"“‘
Stabilization Director, “would be
ate? on an entirely different prin(Continued on page 13)
a good man to roll prices back
ciple from any now in use in this
on movies.” But beyond this. Sen.
country, was explained to a numBurnett R. Maybank (D., S.C.),
ber of film company toppers by the
let it be known today (Tues.) that
Swiss inventors last summer. Unit
he felt Johnston had few other
caught the fancy of ,20th, leading
qualifications for the job.
prexy Spyros P. Skoura5 to fly to
Maybank is Chairman of the
Switzerland about a month ago to
Senate
Banking and Currency
see it in operation. Other 20th
j

1

'

'

.

Ohlwbt’Ban;

.

T:V>VVV
'4 11
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historical

Word is reported due this week
from Mary Pickf ord and Charle?
Chaplin on whether they’ll accept

.

a list of pictures seem to proive
that
patFOiis shop for' the lighter pictures and shun the heavier
types. They found that where problem films and lighter films were
competing in the same neighborhpod, the contestant, with extremely few exceptions, chose the lighter

II
I
J
I l||lAOflC

1

actiori,

themed.

ahd

.

iA A(\A

..expenses..

. ....

;

problem films.’ What’s more, the
commjt^ee has 176,400 ticket stu^s,

-

.

,

IJ

.

the deal for United Artists proffered
Producer Hal Wallis, currently by the Arthur Krim-Robert S. Benin New Ifork for a look at new jamin-Waiter Heller & Co. syndi-^
plays ap'd confabs with parther Jo- cate.
Negotiations wound up the
seph Hazen, returns to the Coast middle of last week arid the Krim
this weekend to prep “The Stooge;” group has
been waiting since then
next
Dean Martin-Jerry Lewis for acceptance or rejection of its
starrer for Paramount.
Picture plan.
rolis Feb. 12.
Withiti two weeks
Failure of UA’s owners or their
after completion of pic, Wallis will attorneys to contact the company’s
start ,‘‘yhe China Story.”
potential lifesavers in almost a
Wallis-Hazen will produce two week has strengthened the attitude
more pictures next fall to wind up of the Krim-Benjamiri-HeUer comseason’s commitment to Paramount. bine to ciimt on nothing until it is
Pair for autumn shooting has not signed., They have been consistbeen sefectedv
ently cautious in giving any hint
that they feel they are near a deal
with Chaplin and Miss Pickf 6rd.
Sources close to Chaplin said last
contact was last Wednesday (17)
when Krim saw Chaplin in New
York.
There appeared to be
agreeirient at that time on the
type deal the attorney and former Eaigle
Lion prez was offering.
Nothing has cropped up
since, so it appears merely that the
U A owners are taking their time
in making up their minds.

‘

^
^

Back k) Coast

Wallis

Detroit^ .^hn. 23.

_

,

title

n*w^
b
Hara
G

—

/

'

Jah. 23.
Again it fias been evfepced that
.
;
Variety Club, recently or- there is nothing wrbhg with filmis
ganized as a provisional tent pend- that Hollywood iC^n’t .Odfe, simply
jng its recognition by ^ the world by producing the kind of pictures
people want to see, it was report^
^P^the, Japanese Red (>oss Mater- ed by a committee of leading Dehospital and Babies
Hoine troit exhibs who stumbled onto a
JJity
here, the proceeds of the club s mine of information while conductfirst charity show last November; ing a $20,000 giveaway contest,
The group has plenty of docuacting Chief Barker Leuwis meptary
evidence in the form of
22,300 statements from Detroit-afea
piegoers who say that fhe^' Want'
picture's with emphasis mn Comedy,

MPAA

.

PICriTRES

_

huildihg up to the post for the
oast several years: AS exec assistant to Johnston he originally
acted as a sort of public relations
expert for him, but in the past two
years has been moving more and
more steadily into the actual operating and business^ end of the

?r’"llave‘’was
the Jeave

.

i

1951

top

ff."

,•

n

.

!

Committee, which approved Johnsappointment yesterday.
Newsmen reached Maybank in
^
Key West, Fla., where he. is recuperating from a recent illness,
Solon said while .he was averse
to giving the yob to Johnston, he
didnt want to hold up wage and
pnee controls and for this reason
d.dn t stand Jn the way of the
appointment. Senate’.s conflrmation
Was Voted
voted today without opposi-

(

Hollywood, Jan. :2p.
*2^.
Contract completed
jerry
compieted by the*
the’ Jerry
Wald-Nbhnan Krasna? unit with

to

Europe

week

N. Peter Rathvon, independent
is due in N. Y. from
the Coast next Monday (29). After
a brief stay he’ll hop to Europe.
In addition to backing some
British production, Rathvon is producing a pic in Spain.

j

j

I

shortly after with a similar performarice by Jose Iturbi at the
spot.
Latter and RKO are
close to a deal under which the
house would be rented to Iturbi’s
sponsors.
Additionally, circuit has more
elaborate plans in the way of siml-

same

,

.

I

I
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New

dis-

RKO

Eddie Cantor’s “one-man show"
RKO Keith’s, White Plains, N.Y.,
Feb. 8-9, is expected to be followed

ETY

disclbses that the

producing combo lost some finan^,3, ground during the long period
of negotiation.
Marathon-length
33t provides for a 27Vh%
trihution- fee to be paid

ground.
at

film financier,

,

!

last

non-con-

of

ventional programs in lieu of the
standard pic shows, as a means of
re-acquainting the wandering public with theatregoing, is gaining

,

.

rkq

With Non-Pic Shows

(Continued on page 48)

Rath von

j

Continued on page 14 )

to the Theatre

Sporadic bookings

(Continued on page 14)

,

ton’s

Back

Chicago 11
Michigan Ave.

Big Product Cheers Exhibs; ^Halls’ New Champ^
'At War’ Socko Second, -Kim’ Third

612 No.

WC2

London
8

on

St.

Martin's

Annual

$10
Single Copies

Six strong pictures boxoff ice- “Cyrano” is turning in some great
pi^ and a 30% overhead
T.ctd»
Fhra lot and
fin/l co'rvr_
charge
sery- wise are fighting it out this week to capacity sessions currently but
for use of the
for top laurels natiorially, and the mainly in sm3U’‘Seaters so that toices
j big showings made by all of them tal, coin is not so big,
^
Newcomers -just being launched
Howard Hu^es is making exhibitors more, optimisthan they have been in many show some promise. “Great MisKrasna. are undev. tic
WaM **!?*v*
weeks
spuri Raid” (Par) is good in K. C.
stood tp have called for 25%
“Hails Of Montezuma” (20th), and great in St. Louis. “Steel Helcharge for distribution^ and same
is
finishing met” (Lip), which opens today, at
last session,
fourth
overhead.
Negotiations 'have
first with good, to strong or sock
N. Y. State, continues riice in secheen_^ going on forSix
showings in some 11 key cities. It ond. L. A. stanza. “September Af^ontfis, starting when Wald and
cibsely followed by “At War fair” (par), tested in Toronto, came
is
Krasna left ..Warner Bros.
With Army” (Par) although the through with a smash session there.
Tremendously-detailed contract Martiri-Lewis comedy is dated in
“Mudlark” (20th), also new, is
worked out by RKO attorneys and just nine keys covered by Variety.
David Tarineiibaum; repping W-K, “At War,” which is racking up big neat in Boston, big in Toronto and
provides for 12 pix a year for five to smash or terrific totals, looms trim in N. Y. “Short Grass” (Mono)
“Storm
years
Finanding is to be provide as one of Paramount’s biggest coin- is rated fine in K. C.
Warning” WB), ariother fresh cm

Trafalgar Sq.

PI.,

SUBSCRIPTION
.

Foreign

,

$11
25 Cents

.

/-.-F

I
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Maybank asked why a Republican was given the post when "there
are so many available Democrats."

He

added;

“He

•

.

(Johnston)

.

I
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,

.

48
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,

.... ......

54

.

Third money goes to “Kim”
which are now working out then
(M-G) while “Born Yesterday’’
deal on the hasis of W-K-RKO con(Col) will wind up fourth. “Brandtracts which were forwarded to.,
ed” (par), second-place winner last
them at the end of last week,
'/

Boosts in basic costs were given
as the reason for
new price levels
\vhich now are at an all-time high.
^^o increase in raw stock prices
ha been announced by J. E/ Brulahjur, Inc.,
distributors of Eastman

—
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of production,
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is

taking Over

“Harvey” (U)
It

is
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,

national champ!;
“Operation Padific” (WB), a
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entry, is landing in seventh position with promise of going higher,
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“Macbeth’’ (Rep) looms stropj^ in
Philly second stanza. “Bitter Rice*’
(Indie)
shapes up big in Chi
and Frisco, and good in Philly.
“Frenchie” (U) is okay in Baltimore

1

.

,

Acts

.

;

[

.

.

Ni^ht Club Reviews.

.

.

.

Music

New

“King Splomon’s Mines” (M-G),
good in Toronto, is big iri Seattle.
“Woman on Run” (U), looks nice
in Toronto. “Rio Grande” (Rep)

JewGerman, Brulatour Service Medal Award of the
“Dallas” (WB) round out the Big
ish Consumptives Relief Society,
Presentation will be at the Bev- Nine list in, that order. Runner^ and Philly.
pictures are “Cyrano” (UA),
up
on
erly Hills hotel, Beverly Hills,
(RKO) arid “Great
(Complete Boxoff ice Reports on
Feb, 10, when the organization “Vendetta”
Manhunt” (Col) in that Sequence.* Ppfifcs 8-9).
holds its 47th annual dinner.
,

Literati;

“Man Who; Cheated Him-

is solid in Pitt.

.

'

has^^en named re-

ville.

frame.

while

a step behind in
first time in three

weeks that “Harvey” has not been

23

nice in Pittsburgh, strong in
Portland but only fair in Louistry, is

self” (20th) is largely .sluggish this'

is

;

.

. ..

.

I
.

:

'

.

.

(

getters this year.

14
....

.

.

.

Inside; Telev isiOn
International
...
Legitiniatp

«

nim became effective Friday; (19).
inci’eases
ranged from 10% to,
more than 20% on both 35m and
lOin negative and posltivO film.

William

....

Inside Pictures
Inside Radio

-

fiexy, said he knew of no plans
to Faise
prices at this time.
scale
on DuPont’s 35m
saiety negative
is $49.21 per 1,000
(Continued bn page 16)
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movies.”
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No. 7

j

people. He is not a man practical
in publiG life. He would b^a good
fellow vto roll prices back on

y,

Vol. 181

j

merce and remember the American

nn DAMT

Edltof

^

doesn’t knpw about agriculture,
small business and labor. I do trust
he will forget the Ghamher of Com-

I^U r
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1951

Consummation of the stock sivapt
Howard Hughes which a
at least partial

mean

RKO

Theatres chain.
of plans are being ana-

ment of the

Number

dismember-

lyzed by the downtowners, with
virtually all of them taking into
account the possibility of selling

m
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Clark Gable shifts from auto
racing to baseball in his next
Metro starrer, '^Angels in the Outfield,” based on a story by the Rev.
R. D, Grady. Filming starts next
month with Glarence Brown di-

quantity of the approximately
recting.
100 houses in the circuit.
Following “Angels,” Gable will
Swap scheme entails a trade of produce his own indie picture,
shares in the RKO picture com- “Lone Star,” in partnership with
pany for stock Hughes holds in Z. Wayne Griffin.
RKO Theatres. The Wall Streeters
would thus have undisputed control of the circuit; while Hughes
would further solidify the position
he currently holds in the picture
company by virtue of ownershi]?
of 24^ of the outstanding shares.
Financial group is headed by
David J. Greene, member of the

New York Exchange. He and

his
clients oxvned about 300,000 shares
parent company, which,
in the

^

RKO

(Continued on page 13)

Eliminate Hoarding,

Irving Trust Co., N. Y., which
has been named by Howard Hughes
as the trustee foF his stock in the
RKO Theatres Corp., will take no
active part in the management or
That
operation of the company.
was stated this week by Ben-Fleming Sessel, v.pi of the bank, who
is Its liaison w'ith RKO Theatres
and a member of the company’s
board.
There has been considerable
speculation in Wall street and
trade quarters as to how active a
part Irving Trust might be expected to play in the affairs of the
new firm. Sessel said it would take
no action of any kind until the
annual stockholders’ meeting next
December, “when the shares will
he voted in the interest of all the
stockholders.”
Otherwise, Sessel explained, *‘we

Warner Bros, domestic theatro
earnings have accounted for approximately
62% of the major '•
Loss
Cinecolor's
total net profit over the past 1023.
Jan.
Hollywood,
can Theatres, Inc., in Utica, N. Y.,
year period. Producvion-distribuNet loss of $604,642 was re- tibn and all foreign operations probrought to pearly 2o 6 the total
number of such, actions pending ported by Cinecolor for fiscal year vided the 32% balance.
against exhibs across the country. ended Sept. 30, 1950, Half of net
Firm this Week publi$hed the
Records show there has been no loss was attributed by company to first official breakdown on its fion Supercinecolor.
letup in the rows over boxoffice experimentation
hancial
ups and downs over the
X j
,
j
Annual rcPOJj pointed out de- [ jo-year span. Pro foyma statemenU
figures reported by theatremen on
and
Supercinecolor
both
mand
for
percentage deals.
Since the diswere sent to stockholders In adtribs took to the legal maneuver- Cinecolor had exceeded capacity of vance of the annual meeting on
ing when exhibs were suspected of plant and that $200,000 would be Feb. 20 for final affirmation of
chiseling some years ago total of spent this year for additional facili- divorcement.
500 separate actions have been in- ties.
Theatre chain, as If it had opstituted.
Approximately 300 of
erated independently of the film
these were settled following examibranch of the outfit, had a total
nation of the exhibs’ books, it’s
net profit of $69,819,943 from the
understood, with some restitution
year ending Aug. 31, 1941,, through
to the distribs constituting the
Aug. 31, 1950. Picture company,
basis of compromise.
separately, earned a total of $43,Almost invariably the extent of
253,022 over the same period.
payment to the companies remains
Totaled, consolidated net earnundisclosed. Defendants in the acings for the corporation for tlie
tions, of course, are anxious to keep
10 years amounted to $113,072,965.
the settlement terms a private afBiggest surprise in the profit flucfair, and the distribs have been
tuaUons came in the last fiscal
content to go along.
year, ended Aug. 31, when the pic
Gripe of some theatremen, heard
Having wound up. 1950 in the company skyrocketed financially
in private conversations, is that the
margin. and theatres showed 4 substantial
pic firms themselves are to blame black, but by no extensive
drop.
for the volume of percentage rows. Eagle Lion Classics is now planCircuit dipped from a net of
They claim overzealous salesmen ning some deilnlte steps in the
by
Samuel

RKO ^d

Loew’s agpinst
E. Rosenblatt and Ameri-

6046

.

.

way

are guilty of forcing unreasonable

.

of further bolstering

I

its

$10,327,939 in 1949, to $6,143,341

eco-

nomic position with cuts in ex- in 1950. Film outfit, on the other
drawing a large share in hand, rose sharply in 1950 with a
combed
wUhVod'ucers; ProBt of $M 28 316
SI" put
earnings of only $138,595 m
prodof the exhib’s coming out on top and inducing inore top-calibre
1949 and a loss of $246,569 in 1948.
uct.
economically with each deal.
Combination of Factors
Indie distrib is understood to
Pattern long since established in
Combination of factors was reslightly
the course of each action generally have shown a net profit of
from last June 17 l sponsible for spurt in pi6 net inis in the form of some legal skir- over $160,000
come, primarily a gross revenue
mishing after filing of the suit. through the renialnder of the cal- climb which was accompanied by
17 that
Distribs immediately ask court per- endar year. It was on June
paring of costs and expenses. Film
mission to examine the records of the projected merger with Film
(Continued on page 16)
Classics officially fell through and
(Continued on page 13)
ECL got' off on its own. Prior to
in percentage licensing, and
this, in some cases, leads to underreporting of b.o. figures as a means

terms

ww

1

I

1

'

'

the predecessor firm, Eagle
Lion, had been a deficit operation
which, with the merger uncertainties, combine to make the profit
more impressive than the figures
suggest on the surface.

this

Yadis,’ ’Bathsheba’

To Vie Next FalMn

deem our responsibility merely to
be to see nobody steals the stock.
It is now sitting safely in our
vault.” Bank was named trustee by
Hughes for his 929,000 shares under the antitrust .^consent decree

.Firm

Battle of the Giants

is

Earl Hudson Credits

on any more deals

in

Battle for grosses by a pair of which it collects distribution fees
historical giants is due to hit the in the amount of only 25% to
nation’s screens next fall.
Being 271^%. Actually the last film unJ
^ ft />/
readied for almost simultaneous der
a 25% arrangement was “Desrelease at that time are Metro’s tination Moon,” which is now wind
“QuoVadis” and 20th-Fox’s “David ing up release.

Biloxi, Miss., Jan. 23.
of rawstock had better

eliminate
waste and hoarding,
Nathan D. Golden, director of the
motion picture-photographic products division of National Production Authority, told a convention
of the National Audio-Visual Assn,
(18).

dustry,” hei said, “it will prove
heedless, wasteful and futile under
existing or immediately foreseeable circumstances.
I believe the
best insurance against creating a

both private industry and the military agencies. If producers, civilian
and defense alike, take every pre16)

for

early

filming

1951

in

“Pardncrs,”

aC

‘^•

Hays, St,
nulman, repped Denker.

‘‘‘This. Is Dj'-

CROWN BACK TODAY
Alfred Crown, world wide salesmanager for Sainuel Goldwyn Productions, returns! to New York today (Wed) after three \yeeks in
England and on the Continent.
Principal purpose of liis trip was
for negotiafidp With the J. Arthur
circuits in

,

l

I

(Continued on page 14)

Zanuck, 20th’s

studio

topper,

stars

on the motion picture

lots

.

New

'

.

.

.

i

'

and the
back
t^
^

^

theatres for

J®
their
entertainment.

approiamately 460,000
TV set^ in Greater Detroit, Hudson
said. Those who acquired sets for
Christmas probably will be staying
close to home during the six-tonine-month period, while those who
have had sets for. six months or
longer are turning to other forms
of amusement, he added.
Hudson said he found the situation to be pretty much the same in
other territories in which he had
discussed t^e situation with theatre
.

111

,

Jan. 23.
.

!

Qater

Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Stewart’s next starring
assignment at Universal-International will be “The Bend of the
Snake,” dealing with western jidventure in the Snake River distinct
of Idaho.

off

Springfield,

.

‘

Stewart’s

_

'

t

Jame&

_

'Twentieth-Fox leads in this reSeven major companies and
spect with “The Desert Fox,” “The four theatre circuits were named
Jane Froman Story,” “The Dizzy in $1,000,000 antitrust suit filed
Dean Story,” “Viva Zapata” and a here Monday (21) by Springfield
yam about Dr. Sigmund Freud. Drive-In Theatre, Inc.
Paramount is readying “Somebody
Suit charges that the defendant
LoVes Me.” Metro has “Bowery distribs refused to book product to
to Bellevue/* Warners has “The the Drive-In theatre until after it
crowd from one house would be Will Rogers Story” and Republic
had played all other theatres in
picked up at the start of a show
has “Fabulous Nellie Bly.” Among Springfield during 1947 and 1948.
by the other.
the Indies,* W. K. Frank is prepar- Lone exception was in 1949, when
Maurer will probably go to the ing the life story of Billy Miske. Metro permitted one of its
films to
J
Coast shortly to talk over the pos- pugiUst, and, ^
Frank Seltzer IS doing play the outdoor theatre 14 days
sibility of booking the pix. Among thp
aft
the ssamp
same with “The Kansas City after
firstrun.
other things he offers is the larg- Story,” based on the political
claiming that it lost $335,000 in
est sign on Broadway, which could career of Tom Pendergast.
potential profits as a result of the
be achieved by building one specIn work at Warners is “I Was a alleged illegal practices, plaintiff
tacular over both theatres.
Communist for the FBI,” and at asks triple damages totalling
totalline $1,^
SI.Allied Artists is “I Was an Ameri- 005,000.
Defendants in the case
Weltncr Busy Traveler can Spy,” the story of Claire are Universal-International, WarColumbia Pictures,
George Weltner, head of Para- Phillipis. Ready for release are ner Bros.,
RKO, 20th - Fox,
mount’s foreign department, due “The Great Caruso” at Metro; “Jim Paramount,
Warners;
at
Thorpe,
All-American”
Loew’s,
from
Rio
Frisina
(Thurs.)
Amus. Co.*, Keraback tomorrow
“A1 Jennings of Oklahoma’f+at Co- sotes B^'os. Theatres, Publix Great
de Janeiro, Lima and Havana.
Weltner shoves off shortly for lumbia and “Quantrells Raiders” States Theatres and Balabati &
iCatz.
at Paramount.
South Africa and Australia.
j

I

'

.

.

:

England on book-

• A.

HI DRIVE-IN ASKS

with 11 tales of real personalities
coming up for 1951 filming and
four more completed and ready for
release...

worn

execs.

Hoirywood, Jan. 23.
Biographies are getting a heavy

I
t

I
I

tre-

.

•

1

a

I

ing of recent Goldwyn product.

*

Burk Symon and
John Schulnlan,
John, Abramson &

are

Road to Hollywood”
and “Pride of the Fleet.”

Hank

with

joining Astor and Victoria theatres
on Broadway for City Investing
Maurer, without having yet
Co.
seen the pix, is discussing the
booking of either of them into both
theatres simultaneously, which has
never been done with a film beHe has In mind playing one
fore;
roadshow with reserved seats and
one on a grind, or both on grind
and starting one when the other is
halfway through so that overflow

nainite,” “The.

Following a three-day N. Y. supreme court hearing, author Henry
Deuker last week, was awarded a
$5,184 judgment against Eagle Lion
Classics by Justice Benedict D. DiiK‘en. Denker had sued ELG claiming that the film company’s 1948 release, “In This Corner,” was lifted
L’oni his copyrighted yarn, “I’ll Be
BiKht Home, Ma.”
.In
his piracy action, Denker
cnargod that the plot, characters
and dramatic sequences of “Cornoi
were all identical to his work,
^nit asked for an injunction, damand an accounting. Starring
.Brady,., the ELC film was

Rome

Evidence of trade anxiety for release of the two pix is seen in efforts to get one or both by Maurice Maurfer, operator of the ad-

Caii

Me,” “Casey Jones,“

in

M.

novelty had
!

Gregory Peck, Susan
Hayward and Raymond Massey.

and

Happen,”
Loves
“Somebody

“Shame,” “Anything

screenplajsed -by
I'lecl Niblo,
Jr.

F.

January starters are “Submarine
Command,” “The Greatest Show
on Earth” and “My Favorite Spy.”
Februay schedule calls for “DeStooge,”
tective
“The
Story,”
“Rhubarb,” “Peking Express” and
“The Rage of the Vulture.” Starting in March are “My Son John”
and “Aaron Slick from Punkin
Crick.”
Others on the program

problem on rawstock is sensible
buying and utilization of film by

THEFT SUIT FROM

Zimbalist

mendous budget. It stars Robert
Taylor and Deborah Kerr. “David”
is a personal production by Darryl

Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Paramount will keep the home
fires burning by starting 10 featui'es within the next three months.

panic buying or hoarding of
rawstock develops. in the film in“If

Continued on page

NEXT THREE MONTHS

IN

the meeting.

(

i

j

PAR

Golden was
not present, but sent his speech on
a recording which w’as played at
Thursday

last

Detroit, Jan, 23.
Slight upswing in theatre attendance in the Detroit area is credited
partially by Earl Hudson, head of
rfti-L
A
United Detroit^ Theatres, to a waning interest in television. Hudson
revealed a study had found that
setowners maintained a lively interest in TV for six to nine months
installations. After that
• J.

'

NPA’s Golden Warns

m TV Interest

To Lag

understood to have called

a virtual halt

agreement that the RKO topper
would not continue to hold both
picture company and theatre company shares after the two arms of
and Bathsheba.”
RKO were divorced Jan. 1.
Asks 30%
Both will be specs and both in
As distinct from Irving Trust's
Outfit is said to feel that because
position as trustee, Sessel said that color, with important stars and
of the high distribution operating
as a director he’d attend board large casts. And with some paralcosts it is entitled to at least 30%
meetings and vote as he considered lelism in subject matter, there is as its equitable share of th- total
best on each issue as it came up. naturally expected by the trade to rentals, and in some cases Hiis
be considerable competition be(Continued on page 48)
collects
tween the two pix-^as well as be- should go higher. ELC
coin in its deal
the
publicity-exploitation 35% of “Red Shoes”
tw'een
Rank.
Arthur
with
J.
departments of the two distribDistrib, on the basis of its presSEEDS 10 FUJHS
uting companies.
ent releasing pacts with th indie
“Vadis” was procTuced by Sam producers, requires total distribu:

Waste on Rawstock,

Users

r-s**

Separate percentage fraud suits

filed

oil a

following divorcement Jan. 1, has
given them the same number of
shares in each the pic company
and the theatre company. Hughes'
tlieatre holdings are no\V in the
hands Of a trustee.
Meantime, Harry Brandt, New
York circuit owner, who negotiated
for Hughes’ theatre shares most
pf iiast year Is back in the picture.
It is surmised that he has reentered the scene via Sam Dembow, Jr.,
who handled last year’s negotiaDembow is known
tions for him.
to be involved in scrutiny which
the Wall street investment house
of Blair-Rollins Is giving
Theatre shares. Blair-Rollins practice is also to buy management and
it is presumed that Dembow is selling Brandt in that role to fill Out
the deal..
Greene syndicate has been buying up additional theatre shares
during the past week and is understood intending to continue build-

•

;

vitii

group of Wall Streeters is now
studying would almost certainly

fcf

ncrriniBS

j

I

FILM REVIEWS
Call Me Mister
(SONGS-COLOR)
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Twentieth-Fox release of Fred Kohhnar

JiJffrey

cal,

way

Hunter, Frank Fontaine. Direct^

IE.
py Llovd Bacon. Written py Albert the
Styler; suggested by
revue by Harold J. Rome and
(Techni-,
camera
Arnold M. Auerbach;

“The l$th

:

Running timci
Kay Hudson
Shop Dooley

Rome;

.

Dan

......

.

;

Jerry

Dailey,

Danny Thomas
S.anlcy :.....
Capt. Johnny Comstock .Dale Robertson
•

.

-

.

sergeant.

,

.

,

'
.

... . ...

.

.

.

.

.

General Steele
.

.

.

.

Benay Venuta
Richard Boone

.

*

,

,

.

.

.

Frank Fontaine

....;.
...

.

.

Diihiiill

.

;

,

.

.....

...

.

;

.

.

..........Bobby Short
Fred Libby
(icneral’s Aide
•„K^n jGhHsty
Chief Of StaiF
.
Mujor McCall..;...;..
;fRobert“scott
S t. to Chief of Staff
Singer

Specialty

.

Aide
1

.

to Colonel.

.

:.

.

.

.

«
.

'

.

a

.•

• • •
-

mop.a Sales Girl
’.en.nnt

I'.pnnessee

.

.

.

•’y

Twentietb-Fpx has a sock
musical
in
‘‘Call
Drawing but lightly on its Broaidway revue namesake for book and
songs, itf is smooth, easy-to-take
screen entertainment that promises
to register stoutly at the ticket
windows.
Garbed iri a glowing TechniCO or dress and gifted with musical-wise Betty Grable and Dan
Dailey, the footage sparks along
through songs, dances and a skeleton story framework with^ an in- >
iGCtlOUS Zip. Only four of the stage
revue’s songs Jire used, one with
revised lyrics, and four new num*
bars
were contributed.
Book
.

.

.

;

;

Durango

nearly

;

f”**
and the orchestraSpencer arid Earfe
is

tice.

13th letter
Hollywood, Jan.

10.
'

i

,

,

'51*

17,

Running time,

he has a witness who can pin a
murder rap on the gang head. However, the witness, in fear, escapes
and falls to his death. Seeking to
some other tiny clue in the
bulk of evidence, Bogart reviews

gj;

Cora Laurent .......... Constance Smithy
find
^'*rs. Simms ............ Francoise Rosay'
Rocheiie"
... Paul

June Hedin
Guevremont
Ovila Legare

fairly good response should
struck in play dates for “The
13th Letter.” Well-riiade and with
an offbeat location site, film is an
interesting account of the effects
of poison pen letters on a small

be

for

locale that it is almost
“Military Life,” with
revised lyrics by Jerry Seelen, is
a hilarious takeoff on Army Air
Force heroes. “Going Home Train”
is spotted as a production special,
with Bobby Short doing the sing-

ludicrous.

ing.

.Film

the material gathered over the long
years, permitting flashbacks into
the past, and finally picks a singlB
twist that gives him his lead and
sets up an exciting finale.
Bretaigne Windust’s direction is

thorough, never missing an opportunity to sharpen suspense values,
and the tension builds constantly
over the 86 minutes. Type casting
of the assorted criminals is very
good, adding punch to the melon
dramatic aims and giving Bogart’s
assistant district attorney characterization strong support.
Zero Mostel, Ted De Corsia,^
Everett Sloane, Lawrerice Tolan,

Grable, a wife from whom he has
been separated, is serving with the
Civilian Actresses Technician Serv-

goes

The

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . .

.

. . .

.

hill

dance

team*

score

and there are firstrate
from the other riiembers

td

assists

Toronto, Jan. 23.
of the
Leonard
Brockington,
Odeon
(Ganada) Ltd., prexy, planed here
New tunes in the sfeore were for London, England, where he
Mack Gordon and will make a series of keynote
cleffed by
Sammy Fain, while Jerry Seelen speeches
over the British Broadand Earl K. Brent did “Lament to casting
Corp. about the forthcomThe stage
the Pots and' Pans.”
British Festival of stage, screen,
revue’s “Military Life” is broken
ballet and symphony achievements,
lit) into a Thomas riionMog eonPilot of the Arthur Rank interjerk
cerhing the guy who’s
a'fter donning, khaki, .and the Aif .r ests in Canada, Brockington reForce takeoff.* - Busby BerkeleS^'* turns to Toronto in three weeks.
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Mary Castle, a sagebrush spitFrank Sully, a sheriff; Paul
Campbell,
Don Harvey, Lane
Chandler and John Cason, latter
four as Fenton henchmen; Forrest
Taylor and others measure up to
the outdoor demancls.
Fred F. Sears* direction paces
the Joseph O’Donnell script with
fire;

use of the lenses displayed by Fayte BTOwne. Colbert
Clark’s production frames the picture with the correct values for the
market.
Brog.
telligent

time,

Why

Gene Autry

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Korea?

20th'Fox
duction.

release of Movietonews pro*
Produced .By Eklmund Reek. Nar*

rated by Joe King; script, Joseph Ken.ns,
Ulric Bell. Material edited by Louis TeJack Kuhne; Aim editor, Arthur
Lincer: music, Jack Shaindlin; special effects, Ernest Wlking. Previewed Jan. 16,

.

•tunic,

'50.

Running time, 30 MINS,

This

expertly

edited

documen-

«'is

:

..

.

.

'

paranoic. For Robert Young, a tal-

London

.

,

.

Sky.”

.

unfolds as the case history of a

Odeon (Can,) Chief

strongly,

.

,

Other vocals are contributed by the
Sunshine Boys on “Press Along,
Cowboy” and “Golden Range in the

Jack Duval
Jim Frasher
Sergeant Stuart .........
Gregg Barton
Hogan.
House Peters, Jr,
.Squaw
Jody Gilbert
Doctor Sawyer., ............. Nolan Leary

Brog.

life.

.

.

heiavies to six-^uil justice.

.

'

screen

.

,

Gilb.

Running-

'51.

15,

.

.

.

.

;

Scat Russell
........
Pat Buttram
Mane Duval.
Elena Verdugo
Pierre LaBlond...
.Carjeton Young
Terry Dillon
... ... Richard Emory
Inspector Wingate ..... Herbert Rawlinson
Raoul Duval
Trevor Bardette
Batiste ................ ;FranCis McDonald

.

.

is firstrate.

Gene Autry,.....,..

.

.

.

Smiley Burnette brings in some
comedy aimed directly at a good
reaction from the younger western
fans, as -well as singing “Deep
directed with an Frogey jpines” and “Smack Happy.’*

Kem

viewed Jan.
70 mins.

.

.

.

:

,

Columbia’s Durango Kid series
with Charles StaTrett gets into
high with “Prairie Roundup,” an
oater well above any recent entries
in the group. Plenty of action, an
okay plot and other good use of the
sagebrush formula should rate this
one a neat reception in the program western market.
Starrett,
as a retired Tex^Rs
Ranger, is framed for the killing of
a man supposedly the Durango Kid.
Refusing to clear himself by admitting he is actually the prairie
Robin Hood, Starrett breaks jail
and takes off to uncover the reasons for his frame. He finds Frank
Fenton scheming to build a ranch
empire by stealing cattle being run
over the Santa Fe trail to market.
Alternating between being the Durango Kid and his other character,
Starrett slings lead and fist in between chases before he brings the

|
'

James Sweeney;, songs, Doris Anderson
and Gene Andrea, Cindy Walker. Pre-

. ,

.

iri

.

.

.George Baxter

.

linson, Trevor Bardette, Francis McDonald, Jim Frasher, Pat Buttram.
Directed
by John English. Written by Norman S.
H.lll; camera, WilHaih Bradford; editor,

.

.

.

.

,

plenty of action. A minor flaw is
some bad marksmanship, but not as
much as usual in most program
westerns. Unusual for the series
production. Stars Gene Autry, Champion
(equine); features Elena Verdugo, Carle- oater field are the interesting camton Young, Richard Emory, Herbert Raw- era angles and other rriarks of in-

.

,

.

Eaton

(SONG)

Major Badger ..... ... .Raymond Largay
Vivian Sheppard
...... Shirley Ballard'
Secretary......;..........
..Vlci Raaf
Mac. ..........
John Galludet
.
Stacy; Rogers
... . .. ..
.Jason Robards
Balthazar Jones. ........
.Steven Geray
.

.Frank Fenton

.

Hollywood, Jan. 17.
Columbia release of Armand Schaefer

.

,

.

Red Dawson.............. .Lane Chandler
Drag Barton..
... ......
John Cason
^sked Man, ..........
ai Wyatt
Pete
... ...
.Glenn Thompson
Curtis
...
... Ace Richmond
The Sunshine Boys

Gene Antry and the
Mounties

90 MINS.
Jeff .Cohalan. , ... ....... .Robert
Ellen Foster. ................ Betsy
Keith Ferris ...........
John
Amelia Foster .......
Florence Bates
Dr. Hartley ........ ... .Morris Carnovsky
Ben Sheppard. . . ....
Henry O’Neill
Dodo Ferris .... ... ......
Jean Rogers
.

.

.

.

tary was designed to show the reaGene Autry teams Up with the sons for.our intervention in Korea
Young Northwest Mounted Police to get and to clear up possible doubts
Drake his man.
Results are; /standard to the wisdom oir necessity Of sendSutton

Mr. Nelsoh.
Jimmy Dodd
scores a solid personal fresh face,
Porter
... .... ...Smokey Whitfield
success with his sympathetic type the Canadian locale and adding to Police Sergeant. .....
.Cliff Clark
of ebrriedy.
As the base captain realistic values. Among them are
Who makes an abortive play for Francoise Rosay, Judith Evelyn,
“The Second Woman” is another
Miss Grable, Dale Robertson ad- Guy Sorell and June Hedin. Tech- Celluloid excursion into the psyComedy nical talent is also strong in assist- chological story realm. Much of the
vances his film stock.
ability of Frank Fontaine
never ing the production v&lUes. Joseph early fooUge is rather morbid and
brought out, his talent being La Shelle’s camera and
the special slow-moving, but the pace quickens
NeU^
wasted bri a smalt role;
effects by Fred Sersen do a stand- in the closing reels to make the
has Benay Venuta much to dp as out job of bringing tbe French- film a fair boxoffice contender.
a'
co-worker in the CATS With Canadian :cbUntryside, villages
Original screenplay of Robert
and
Miss Grable.
Smith (als<) corproducer) virtually
people to

Lou Spencer, Art Stanley and
Bob Roberts, making up the Dun-

Jini

.

United Artists release of Harry M. Popkin (Mort Briskin) production. Stars Robert Young, Bet$v Drake; features John
Sutton, Henry O’Neill; Florence Bates,
Morris Carnovsky. Directed by James V.
Kern. Screenplay, Robert. Smith; camera,
Hal Mohr; editor^ Walter Thompson; musical director, Nat W. Finston. Previewed
in New York, Jan. 22, '50. Running time.

the film wears a
going perfectly with

Thomas

Hawk

.

. .

roles.

Woman

^e<;oiid

.SmUey Burnette
Mary Castle

Prank- Sully
iPaul Campbell
......... . Forrest Taylor
Edwards. . . . ..... . .
Don Harvey

Dan ^Kelley

abuse Young. Capable support is
lent by Morris Carnovsky, as the
physician,
along with Florence
Bates and Jean Rogers in lesser

affair,

Other talent

Sheriff

is

.

camerawork

. . . . . . .

Poke Joe ...........

a slapstick
comedy based upon a football
game scisscired from Lloyd’s
1923
“The
silent
feature,

James V.

.

•••,...•.*.

,

Charles Boyer., slips into the
character of the elderly FrenchCanRdiah doctor with wonderful
ease.
Miss Smith, a British im
port, displays emotional talent and
is Socko in the sequence. when Ske
reveals she authored the letters at
the urging of her aged husband.

Fred Kohlmar dressed the production layishly and Lloyd Bacon
di rected it With a sure haild to
blend the music and comedy into
an entertaihing 96 minutes. The
two stars are excellent ancl Danny

Sturges, the pic

,

Burnette
Toni Mton.

:

assorted killer types. Roy
Roberts, chief assistant to Bogart,

tic film favor.

©ff.;

RKO

the yarn are a wealthy landowner,
the father of the dead prospective
bride; a shifty employee of the
affluent realtor, who’s quite a ladies
man, and a prominent doctor.
Story thread is spun almost entirely on a bleak section of the
California coast. This adds to the
general glooniiness of the plot
structure as do the interiors, which
contain, among other things, the
usual dimly lighted mansion. One
would think that such a forbidding
locale would prove frightening to a
girl.
But it doesn’t deter Miss
Drake, who proves Young’s persecutions have stemmed from the
machinations of the land tycoon.
Young turns in a good performance as the supposedly deranged
architect, -Miss Drake is coldly Calculating as his vis-a-vis. John Sutton is well cast as a suave ladykiller. Henry O’Neill, as the opulent townsman, cleverly masks a
warpecl mind which causes him to

their

played off believably.
Linda Darnell heads the star list
as
a crippled, romance-starved
girl on whom suspicion falls briefly.
However, cleared* she and Rennie
become the story’s one valid
romance. Her playing is excellent.
Rennie, a Britisher, brings an in-

through the usual involvements,
but hai snappy dialog to carry .it

recently joined

eye to suspense.
However, his
buildup of the introductory stages
of the film seems too lengthy. Better editing, perhaps, could have
speeded these sequences in addition to trimming the overlong 90Robert Steele, Don Beddoe, John minutes running time. Maximum
Kellogg and Jack Lambert are all production Values were squeezed
uniformly excellent in socking oyer out of the budget. Hal Mohr’s

he forges an assignment paper
so he can help her stage a camp teresting gruff ness to his role aiid
show and possibly win her back. shows promise of winning domes-

ice,

who

a

by

revised

Norman Kras-

.

is

j

Present version has

somewhat

Stars Charles Starrett; features
Staley B^nette, Mary Castle; Frank Fentoti, the Sunshine Boys. Directed by
Fred
F. Sears.^ Written by Joseph O'Donnelh
camera, Fayte Browne; editor. Paul Bo*
rofsky. Previevired Jan. 19, '51. Runnina
time,
MINS.
Steve Cariion
)
The Durango Kid f
.Charles Starrett

.

are widely distributed.
On the technical side, film has
Letters go on to bring in other some quality lensing by Robert
people,
eventually
causing
a Burks, tight editing by Fred Allen
woundbd war hero to commit and a firstrate score by David Butsuicide. Denouement, when finally tolph to help in realizing on the
reached, is not unexpected, but still meller intentions.
Brog;

an

with him.

l9.,

duction.

Freshman.”

and King Donovan, homicide sergeant, help hold up the law-anding new talent.
order phases. Susan Cabot, a gang
Plot format deals principally victiin, whose death tips off the
with Michael Rennie, as a doctor; widespread Murder, Inc., is good,
Charles Boyer, an older doctor, and as is Patricia Joiner, intended vichis young wife, Constance Smith. tim who figures in the exciting
The small Quebec village in which finale and saves Bogart’s case
they live becomes a gossip mill against Everett Sloane. Tito Vuolo,
when poison pen letters, indicating Aclelaide Klein and Mario Siletti
Rennie and Miss Smith are having round out the good casting.

army camp

script

script

uses the flashback technique t<) get
the story on film, but it is wisely
used so as not to tip the ending and
spoil suspense.
Footage kicks off with a brief
Prolog by Senator Estes Kefauver,

j

...v.,... 4 ,.......,.Linda Darnell

.

name

j

You, Baby” and “Call Me Mister.”
Latter also is used behind the title
underway.
gets
cards
as
film
Finale production piece is “Love
Is Back in Business,” given a plush
staging so but of keeping with the

the

the.

j

.

there,

with

^SONGS)
Holly wood, Jan.

.

Columbia release of Colbert Clark nro-

as” independent
producers.
Screenplayed and directed by

in

.

Cl

plot by Albert E. Lewin
and Burt Styler finds Dailey a GI
ready to be shipped home from
When he finds Miss
Japan.

all situations,

boxoffice

.

Tradeshown Jan,
85 MINS.

When Hughes later
RKO, the film went

na,

Brog.

,

Prairie Roundup

W

Artists.
•took over

Jerry Wald and

should find

it

TwentiethrFox release of Otto PremingDarnell,
production.;
Stars; Linda
er.
investigation
committee
Charles Boyer, Michael Renni,e, Constance crime
Smith; features Francoise Rbsay, Jiidith. head explaining necessity of bringEvelyn, Guy Sorel, June Hedin. Directed ing crooks to justice. Story starts
by Preminger. Screenplay, Howard Koch;
based on story by Louis (^havance; .cam- with Bogart ready to crack a case
era, Joseph La Shelle; music, Alex North.
on which he has worked four years;

served up in: productibh numbers.
Probably the best is “Japanese
Girl Like American Boy,” during
which Miss Grable works with a
Japanese femme chorus, and scene Quebec village. ^
then segues into a dance with the
Producer - director Otto PreDunhill dance team ol three males. minger carefully builds mood in
IMiss
impersonating
Grable,
a lirifolding the Howard Koch script,
sailor with the dance trio, does based on a story by Louis Chaa wow job.
vance. Pace has a deliberateness,
Danny Thomas’ “Lament to the in keeping with the i^lot and the
Pots and Paris” is another socko characters with which it deals, that
sequence. Miss Grable’s solo vocal adds to the interest. Playing by
moment is “I’m Gonna Love That the entire cast is very good and
Guy,” and it comes over with a there are several standout perbang.;* She and Dailey dance and formances, as well as some promis-

From

. .

•

The Martin Rackin

i

|

A

are

Do Enough

,

of Humphrey Bogart helpirig as the
marxiuee lure.
Produced by Milton Sperling for
Warners release under the banner
of United States Pictures, the film
plays fast and excitingly in dealing
with Bogart’s efforts to bring the
head of a gang of killers to jus*

i

sing “I Just Can’t

‘

The

W

up well.

all situations,
‘

,

torious Murder, Inc.,
good going at the

"(v

places action in Japan just after Postman
\v6rid W^r ll’s end, ^i^nstead ,of gj;
back in the states, so the title it- The- Mayor..
self Is the chief suggestion of the
six

.

moving for 70 minutes.

it

okay script was contributed by Norman S. Hall, and sepia tones of
illiam Bra.dford's lensing show

Howard Hughefr-Preston

been

i

film’s legit origin.
Of the eight tunes,

.

John English’s direction of the

ednesSturges production ,
day” was released in a few
situations in 1947 by United

Warners hak a suspenseful crime
melodrama in “The Enforcer.” A
story obviously based on the no-

by
lettsing
color
E. Arlirig heads up along
with the fine array of. technical
fil- -contributions,
Brog.

,

A

.

Beautiful

RockweU

M

most

•

•

.

gives the dances excellent staging;
Leigh Harline’s incidental music
is good, as are the vocal arrange-

John .McKee

...

.

Charles

.

Sergeant ......... RObert

.

.

series.

I

Army. Clerk
Fjr.st

good

Dabbs GreerUeff Alexander,
Mack wuiiams tion by Herbert
..Maylia
The musical direction
Si even Clark
Robert Easton by Alfred Newirian.
,

.....

:

[

.

..

Edwards

Cv'l.

K

.

Very

(Col).

Kid

Bob Roberts
.Tommy Bbnd
Frank Clark

Stanley,

Big Soldier

King Donovan

Whitlow
.

Okay entry

Starrett oater in the

Dance Team: Lou- Spencer, Art

Little Soldier

Sgt.

/
». • Robert Steele
Herman
• . .
•
Teresa Davis ......... .i.,.. Pat jroiher.
Don Beddoe
Thomas O'Hara
.TitO; Vuolo
TOny Vetto
Vince ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . ; John Kellogg
Jack, Lambert
Zaca
. .
Klein
••...Adelaide
Olga Kii'shen
.Susan Cabot
. . •
Nina Lombardo
Louis (The Barber). . .. * . . .Mario Siletti

Autry Oater series.
“Prairie Roundup** (Songs)

Robert EUis
Jerry Paris

...

.

.

capable,

Armand Schaefer production keeps

.

in the

Zell

Dave Willock

.

A ckerraan

Brown

Von

.Harry

. .

. . . .

.

,

J ones .......

ties” (Songs) (Col),

Hunter

.Jeffrey

...

.

.

.

moderate boxoffice.
“6ene Autry and the Moun-

.

Barton
Mess Sergeant
n'he Kid
Billie

P.ob-

Martin Ferguson .... Humphrey Bogart
Zero Mostel
"Big Babe” Lazich.....
Joseph Rico.
... .Ted De Corsia
Everett Sloane
Albert Mendoza
Roberts
Roy
Capt. Frank Nelson......
.Lawrence Tolan
"Duke” Tiano

-

chance.

Rgy

Allen; music* David Buttolph. Tradeshown
Jan. 16, '51. Running time, 86 MINS,

.

./..Betty Grable

.

(20th).

“The Enforcet^* (WB). Suspenseful cops - and - robbers
melodrama with Humphrey
Bogart. Good b.o;
“The Second Woman*' (UA).
Psychological drama with Robei't Youiig and Betsy Drake;

94!

,

.

letter’*

Corsia, Everett Sloane,

which opRus at

was reviewed

erts, Lawrence. Tolan. Directed by Bretaigrie Windust. Written by Martin Rackin; camera. Robert Burks; editor, Fred

presented

ters. Fairly gbpti

Tradeshown Jan.
MINS.

Frances Ash,

Seeleri;
19, ’5i;

Ted De

starrer,

the Globe, N. Y., today (Wed ),
in the Feb, 19,
1947, issue of’ Variety under
the title of “The Sin of Hai^
old Diddlebock.” Stal opined
that the “return of Lloyd in
almost any type of film vehicle
would be a welcome note to
film boxoffices . .” He added
that “Diddlebock” can be expected todb ‘‘top biz” in al-

Hurpphrey Bogart; features Zero Mostel.

melodrama based onDoison pen let-

color), Arthur. E. .4 rling; editor, Louis
Loeiner; dance staging, Busby Berkeley;
musical direction, Alfred Newman; songs.
Mack Gordon and Sammy Fain, Jerry See-

Jcn and Earl K
revised lyrics

filmusi-

suggested by the Broadrevue. Bright b.o. pros-

Excellently

'

Brent, Halrold J.
to. "Military Life,’*

Sock

Lloyd

Worners release of MUtori Sperling
(United Stales Pictures) production, Stars

(Songs-

Mister**

brother who hates Mounties. Richard Eniory, Herbert Rawlinson,
Trevor Bardette, Francis McDonold, Jody Gilbert and others are

“Mad Wednesday,” Harold

Hollywood, Jan. 23.

pects.

Xowin and Burt
niiisical

Me

‘^Call

Color) (20th).

M«d Wednesday

The Enforeelr

Miniatare Reviews

troduction. Stars Betty Grahle, Oan
fey; features Danny Thomas, Dale Rep^r(son, Benay Venuta. Richard Boone,

WeilikesJayy Jaiiluary 24, 1951
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ented architect, apparently has fits
of occasional depression after the
death of his wife-to-be on their
wedding eve. These mental peculiarities appropriately are accompanied by B series of misfortunes
Which mysteriously befall him.
But Betsy Drake, a vacationing
insurance compan.y statistician, bcr
comes rom^tically interesteil in
Young and probes into the strange
inci(lents desbite his frequent Rdmonitions to her to drop such tac*
tics.
OthOr leading characters in

western heroics against a north ing troops to such a remote and
woods background, bolstered with seemingly unimportant area. Thirenough action to carry it satisfac- ty-minute subject gives the antorily through the Autry market. swers both visually arid orally, via
Autry and Pat Buttram, Mon- Joe King’s narration.
tana marshals, cross over into
Assembled from newsreel clips
Ganada on the trail of a bank rob- and other documentary subjects^
ber.
There they learii the heavy ‘‘Why Korea?” traces developments
also is sought by the Mounties for leading to, and effects of, Japan’s
plotting against the Canadian gov- invasion of Manchuria in 1931,
ernment. Joining forces, the as- Italy’s attack bn Ethiopia, Russia’s
sorted lawmen become involved in aggression in Finland anti Gerfisticuffs, knifings and shootings many’s invasion of Poland.
Each
before heavy Carleton Young gets event, pic points out, was a direct
his just deserts by perishing in a threat to our Own peace and sefire while trying to escape justice. curity.
If we permit aggression to
Woodsy background for* the go unheeded, the existence of all
action is a good switch from sage- free nations is at stake; that is the
brush but, otherwise, it’s still west- film’s theme.
ern fare for the outdoor houses
Writing, selection of material,
and okay in that field.
Autry’s narration, special effects and muheroics are delivered in his usual sical background hove been blendstyle
and he gets over two ed effectively into a stirring subtunes, VAnteorR’* by Doris Ander- ject which should be enlightening
son and Gene Andrea; and “Blue to those who have been in the
Canadian
Rockies”
Cindy dark as to “why Korea?”
by
Walker. A third number, '‘Love’s
Ritornella,” falls to heroine, Elena
Scalped Tit^e
Verdugo.
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Buttram injects some comedy
Warners*
“Jim Thorpe. Allinto the script for the pleasure of
the juve ticket buyers. Miss Ver- Arnei^can” will be released as
du.('o is good as the gal coveted by “Man of Bronze” in Europe, where
Young.
Latter is permitted to football means Soccer and art Inchew scenery as the heavy, as is dian is someone who wears a turJim Frasher, Miss Verdugd’s young ban.
l
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:
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'
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1MAT TO FU IMPORTS

Projected reconstituting of Screen

Guild and Screen Office
and Professional Employes Guild
bodies may be the
autonomous
into
wedge through which Home Office
Employes Union, Local Hr63, will
get a stronger foothold in film company home offices. In any event,
clash between Local H-63 on the
one hand and elements of SPG and
SOPEG on the other is brewing.
In letters to two companies and
their former theatre circuit affiliates, H-63 warned the companies
that any recognition of SOPEG and
6PG would be illegal. H-63 is affiliated with International Alliance
Stage Employes.
Theatrical
of

4-

publicists

lOA^s N. Y,trmimm^
Theatre Owners of Ametica’s

creased concentration on engineering and legal matters necessitates

New York

trimming of

office staff.

bow out under

First to

retrenchment program is Stanley Prenosil,
who has been publicity chief and
assistant to Gael Sullivan, TO^ executive director.
Heavy expense in retaining Marcus Cohen as television attorney

and the Washington engineering
firm of Jansky & Bailey^ for TV
research is a new overhead bite.
SOPEG and SPG are units of However, TOA toppers believe that
and Professional technical and legal costs are more
trnited Office
Workers of America, which was essential than publicity outlay at
this time.
ousted from the CIO.
Prenosil had been with TOA
Letters were sent to Paramount
Pictures, United Paramount Thea- since its inception.
Pictui^es
and
HKO
RKO
Thetres,
atres. Harold Spivak, attorney for
H-63, said letters were sent to
those companies because bulk of
their employees Jiad asked lA unit
for help. Spivak said H-63 may
even petition National Labor Rer
lations Board to certify it as bar^
aining agent fdr all homeoffice
fmployees.
H-63 served notice on the com)anies that, despitos any apparent
fdentity of names, neither SOPEG
nor SPG, as presently constituted,

the same organization previously
designated by the employees as
their bargaining agent and with
1$

which contracts were made. Union
listed .four changes undergone by
(Continued on page 13)

the
for foreign-language film distribution in the U. S.,
they are hot especially darkened
by the ominous shadow of TV, a
fact >vhich will impose a serious
handicap on foreign pictures exhlbs when alibiing bad business.
The foreign pix fan won’t be able
to: get the stuff on TV for several
good reasons; the foreigns haye to
have superimposed English titles to
be understood, and these titles
just don’t come up big enough to
be read on the tele screen—not
even on a I9-ihcher. Then, there’s
censorship. The foreifin distribs
are having enough trouble getting
some of their products by the
movie censors. Such films, even if
otherwise qualified, could be televised only over thFee dead bodies

'

in-

By NOEL MEADOW
Whatever else may be said of

1951

prospects

—each being an FGC membet*.

Skouras Denies
Twentieth-Fox prez Spyros
P. Skouras denied to Variety
yesterday (Tues.) reports that
all 20th execs would take a
voluntary cut of 40% in their
salaries. He admitted that “we
have been talking about it” as
part of the overall attempt to
trim expenses, but said reports
that such cuts are immineht
are. not true.
Skouras said the company is
currently going over every department in the homeoffice to
determine where expenses can
be further trimmed.
Other home offices apparently haye no intehtions Vf
following 20th-Fox’s action in
lopping its publicity staff, according to a checkup.
Paramount, howeyer, has is,

sued instructions for

So on that score, at least, it
seems the foreigns will keep their
audiences, though the sheer dis-:
tractions of video will remain a
factor.
There remain, too, the
people without hearing, or with
imperfect hearing, who have always
formed a sizable fraction of the

Strike vote by members of 20thFox’s New York ad-publicity dept,

may become

its prais-

ery to effect a 2(1% cut in expenses.

eff ectiye

momentarily,

following discharge of lO employes,
demotion of four others and transfer of one to another department,

Twentieth-Fox members of Screen
Publicists Guild and Screen Office
and Professional Employees Guild
met Monday night (22) and voted
48 to 3 to walk out if, and when,
their strategy committee gives the
signal.

Action stemmed from sudden retrenchment notice at 5 p. m. Friday ( 19) Corripany said move was
.

made

for

economy reasons. Axe

fell

without warning as employees prepared to go home.
Emergency
meeting of 20th-Fox SPG‘ unit was
called for 6:30 that evening, aqd
committee was ‘appointed to meet
with management on Monday to
make reinstatement aqd other demands.
Management nixed committee’s proposals, resulting in the
strike vote Monday night.
Actual walkout is being delayed
pending further efforts to get the
employees rehired plus revisions of
current contract between SPG and
20th. Strategy committee has been

empowered

to

call

strike

“at

its

pleasure.”

foreign film audiences because to
.

them sound

Among

mean nothing
mean every-

those affected by the noweire James O’Neil, national
mag contact; Jeanette Sawyer, fan
thing. For them,
is ho more
Washington, Jan. 23.
mags; Harry Hochfeld, in charge
In* a progress report on its thea- useful than radio.
of Roxy ads; George Wright and
In 1950, however, foreign film
experimentation, 20th-Fox
tre
Piaul Crifo, art dept. Four apprentold the ^FCC last week that It has exhibs to6k it on the chin, too, so
tice publicists were shifted to their
established that it can double the it might be that tele has been only
Strong action on film rentals and former status as messengers. Bob
usefulness of a radio relay frequen- one of the causes of the industry’s
competition is slated to be Wronker, feature writer, was transcy by transmitting two programs depression.
Foreigh-pix importing remains taken by Allied States Assn, when ferred to press books. Several secsimultaneously on the channel. The
directors
of national indie, exhib retaries also were let out.
just
much
as
gamble
a
as
ever.
technique involved, hitherto only a
in its meeting with Jack Lang,
theory, is known as cross polariza- Maybe even more so, in the light organization meet in Washington,
Feb. 15-16.
labor contact for company, strategy
tion,
(Continued on page 55)

and

films

tice

the. visible: titles

TV

TV

TV

•

.

Whde

The system may have a material

Bank of America for Prod.
Fidelity Pictures, Indie producing firm which earlier this month
closed a lO-pie releasing deal with
Eagle Lion Classics, has completed

ararngements
its production program.
Unit has established a $2,500,000
credit fund with the Bank of America to cover the' entire lineup, representing one of the biggest loans
for
an independent in many
months.
Coin will be available, subject
to standard rejection privileges by
the bank, at the rate of $250,000
per film. This, of course, constitutes the usual '‘first money’' fin-

extensive financing
for

bearing on the Commission's' action on the motion picture indus- N.Y.
try's request for allocations of microwave frequencies for theatre
tele, in view of the scarcity of chanNew York unit of Screen Carnels. The industry has been contending that radio frequencies are toonists Guild is asking a 25%
wage
boost in its new contract.
superior to common carrier faciliPresent pact expires Feb, 24:
ties in relaying theatre video.
The development, the report in- Negotiations were halted with
dicated, can be used for commer- death of Sam Buchwald, head of
cial TV broadcasting for relay pur- Famous Studios, producers of Paramount cartoons, but will be reposes.
Principal value of cross polariza- sumed next week. Buchwald died

CARTOONISTS ASK

2$; SALARY BOOST

tion for theatre video, it was ex*
plained, Is that It will permit two
program services to be carried over
one channel at the same time, thus
providing greater flexibility of operations with a minimum number
Should two freof frequencies.
ancing.
Fidelity’s recent output includes quencies be allocated for theatre
“Montana Belle," for
release, TV, as requested by 20th, this
and “The Groom Wore Spurs,” Uni- would mean that in actual operaversal. It now has “Chuch-a-Luck,” tion in a given area it would be
Marlene Dietrich starrer, in pro- possible to send out four programs
(Continued on page 55)
duction. Initially skedded for ELC
are “My Fine Feathered Friend,”

RKO

“The Reluctant Bride” and “The
Gentleman from Chicago.”
Firm’s aim is to complete the
entire 10-film program ov6r the
next 18 months. Each pic will roll
with
it’s

a $500,000
understood.

lensing

Fidelity outfit is

budget,

.

Chicago, Jan. 23,

Balaban
also

owns

headed by A. week

Pam Blumenthal, Howard

Welsch,

J oseph H. Seidelman and
Bautzer, Seidelman, former

Greg

U

for-

eign chief, acquired a block of
stock in the firm and will occupy
^ spot in management.

49%

of ’50 Newsreels
Dealt With Foreign Scene
Growing interest of the Ameri-

public in internatioiial eveiits
spotlighted thisi week by the
Motion Picture A$sn. of America’s
tesearch department, which Tevealed that 49% of the subjects
hicVuded In U. S. newsrCels during 1950 dealt with the foreign
tQcne.
This represents a gain of
® r over the preceding year.
Most interest, of course, was
shown In Korea, with the five
Jvas

-

>

hiajor reels devoting 311 clips' to
the war, from the Red invasion

June Until the end of the year,
ocventy-one
countries
different
represented in the reels,
with Great Britain
drawing second
Donors via 28r clips.
J^st

BiK Demonslrates Colw
TV i* CU Thealre
&

Katz

circuit,

tele station

which

WBKB,

last

gave further evidence of
playing both sides against the middle by Installing a color teevee
demonstration In Its Chicago theatre. Besides local CBS headquarters, the B&K vaudfilmer is the
only place Chi’s citizeniy can ogle

Jan.

9.

with Coast producers, calling for
increases of $2 to $5 a week in

Understood

categories.

^

^

*

"

I

’i

.

^

NPA on Mfr. Of
Theatre TV Equipt.

With

Gael Sullivan, executive director of Theatre Owners of America,
yesterday (Tues.) for Washington to huddle with National Production" Authority.

left

Sullivan will seek assurance that
manufacturing of theatre TV equipment will continue on a permanent
basis despite, a national emergency.

TOA

leader believes theatre

Metro Tuners Hit Peak

TV

and Frederic Rinaldo, “Oklahoma
Annie”; Richard Wormser, “Fort
Dodge Stampede”; Erie Taylor,
J'Pals of the Golden West”; M.
Coates Webster, “Wells Fargo Gunmaster”; Charles Roberts and Jack
Townley, “Havana Rose”; William

,

'

)

Suflivan in Huddle

can be a vital contribution to civilian communication in case of war.
producers offered higher
With 15 Films Scoring Following Washington meeting,
margin of increase, but offer was
Sullivan will attend trLstate exhib
turned down.
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
meeting in Memphis and will reJohnny Green’s musical depart- turn to New York Feb. 1.
Mason Pic at Rep. Off ment at Metro is busier than at any
time in recent years, with 15 films
Hollywood/ Jan. 23:
15 Scribes Laboi* As
James Mason’s proposed deal in various stages or scoring.
Under treatment are “The Great
with Herbert J. Yates for the reRep. Hits Writing Peak
lease of his indie production, “A Caruso,” “Love is Better ThanHollywood, Jan. 23.
Lady Possessed,” through Repub- Ever,” “Inside Straight,”, “Strictly
Writing mill at Republic achieved
lic and the use of that studio for Dishonorable,” “Excuse My Dust,”
a new high in activity With a total
shooting the remaining scenes, has ‘The Strip,’' “Soldiers Three,”
been called off for various reasons. “Show Boat,” “Quo Vadis,” “Mr. of 15 scribes laboring on yarns for
Part of the picture was filmed Imperium,” “The Red Badgb of 1951 productipn under general sut'
pervision of Jack E. Baker, veepee
last year in England. Now Maisori is Courage,” “Go For Broke,” “Callin charge of studio operations.
looking for studio space to shoot ing Bulldog Drummond,” “Father’s
Scripters and their stints are;
the final sequences, co-starring Little Dividend” and “Rich, Young
Richard Llewellyh, “The Quiet
himself and June Havoc.
and Pretty.”
Man”; Richard Tregaskis, “Wings
Across the Pacific”; Dobert Lees
certain
eastern

veepee
reception,’'
tremendous
If the Government slaps a freeze
William Hollander said. “We don’t on wages, film salesmen should be
the
off
That's what the Colosknow If we’re pulling them
exempt.
sidewalk to see it,'’ he said, “but seum of Motion Picture Salesmen
there's an awful lot of traffic ii]^ has told the Office of Economic
Stabilization In Washington.
the balcony now,”
David Bezhor, Milwaukee attorney and counsel for the salesmen’s
organization, argued for exemption
Bob Finkel, Eagle Lion Classics of film salesmen in a letter to fori*
Alan
salesman, has been elected presi- mer stabilization director
will conie
dent of N; Y. unit of Colosseum ot yalentine. Matter now
Motion Picture Salesmen. Finkel before Eric Johnston, on leave
presidency of Motion Picsucceeds Charles Penzer, of RKO. from
Other officers reelected were ture Assn. of America, who is reValentine.
placing
secMayer,
Manny Meyer, v.p.; Lee
Beznot claimed that current
retary; Howard Levy, treasurer,
salesmen's salaries, ,$87 weekly
and Toni Ricci, sergeant-at-arms.,
J
“
y

be laid on rentals and television
because of avalanche of
squawks.
Small independent exhibitors
have been registering complaints
that they have been losing money
consistently for last six months.
Blame has been placed on rentals
and terpis which they claim are out
of line with current economic conditions, as well as on films released

(Continued on page 16)

Will

Hollywood chapter of SCG re- for TV.
cently negotiated new agreement

the new color device.
Circuit has installed the color
screen oh its mezzanine, a epmparatively out-of-the-way corner in
the 3,900-seater, “where it has had

,

considerable attention is
expected to be devoted to recent
New York session of Council of Motion Picture Organizations, it is understood more stress than Usual

I

1

,

I

V.

.

,,

.

•

Lively, “Rangers of the Golden
average plus maximum of $9 daily Sage"; Arthur Orloff, “Winds of
expenses, were insufficient and Monterey”; John K. Butler, “The
that a freeze would place them Texan and the Senorita,” and Brad-

“on a subnormal existence.”

In- bury Foote and Lawrence Kimble
and expenses, working on untitled tales.
Beznor argued, would not have the

crease

in- salary

effect of increasing the cost of proFreed Back to Coast
duction to tfiq public^
Metro producer Arthur Freed
Beznor pointed out, howeyer,
returned
to Culver City last weekthat there was a legal question as
to whether film salesmen were sub- end after a brief N. Y, visit cut
ject to a freeze. Stabilization Act short by his heavy production
specifically exempts prices on mo- schedule.
On the agenda for him immedition picture rentals. Conclusion
would be, he said, that Congress ately is the windup of preparations
meant to exclude control of Wages for lensihg three musicals, “Belle
in any industry exempt from price of New York,” “Slngin* In the

control.
J

IUt^a”

,

and “HueWeben^

—

.

—

——

-

I

ncxouB
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laaossBS
‘AFFAIR’

HoHovers Help LA.; 1001’
‘Branded’ Fair

$22,0011,

mONTO

27G; ‘Bom’ Soars to Fancy
Los Angeles, Jan. 23.
Despite a load of holdovers,
pace here is good in current frame mainly because three
of extended-run pix are ahead of
previous week. Of three new bills,
only '*Kim” hints strong take,
shaping fast $34,000 in two ioca'*
tions. ^’Branded” is only fair $22,000 in two Paramount houses
while “Man Who Cheated Himand “Short Grass” looks
self
slender $27,000 in five theatres.
“Born Yesterday,” now in fifth
frame, jumped up over ^$^000
ahead of third week to land
000 in fourth for two spots. Second round Of “Operation Pacific,
in three sites,: is average $25,000.
However, “Steel Helmet’’ eontin-'
lies nice at $20,000 in five situations on initial holdover week.
Both “Cyrano” and “Magnificent
Yankee” continue to build; Dick
Orpheum is
v/ihiicuih
^,^1
Contino onstage \,at
l>Onunp
helping “Winslow Boy” to modern
ate $15,000.
Estimates for This Week
Los Angeles, Chinese, Uptown,.
Loyola, Wilshire IFWC) (2,097; 2,043; 1,719; 1,248; 2,296; 70-$1.10)—

^

NG

‘Cheated’

%

.

•

.

.

’

(Mono).

^

(20th)

Hollywood, Downtown, Wiltem
(WB) (2,756; 1,757; 2,344; 70-$1.10)
—“Operation Fveific” (WB) (2d
wk) Average $25,000. Last week,
.

38-77)

—

Estimated Total Gross
$2,393,500
This Week
(Based on 24 cities, 200 the.

$8,50().

i

:

.

sc’ id $44,200.

^lOew’s State, Egyptian (UA) (2,404; 1,538; 70-$i.l0)—“Kim” (M-G)

—

Loew*s (Loew) (2,096; 48-67)
”King Solomon’s Mines” (M-G);
(4th wk).

week

Tapering

to $6,500, Last

big $8,000.

,

Odeon (Rank)

(2,390;

50-90)

Big
(20th) (2d wk).
Last week, $17,500.
Shea’s (FP) (2,386; 38-77)—“Edge

“Mudlark”
$13,000.

Lusty $13,500.

of Doomi”

(RKO).

Last week,

“Never Dull Moment”

(RKO), $13,000.
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 38-67)
“Harvey” (U) (5th wk). Qkay $5.000. Last week, big $7,500.
•

Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)-^
“Harvey” (U) and “3 Desperate

Wow $14,500 or over.
(Lip).
and “Colorado Ambush” (Mono) Last week, “Mystery Submarine”
(Loew’s only). Fast $34,000. Last (U) and “Short Grass” (Mono),

week, “Grounds for Marriage”
(M-G) and “North Great Divide”

.

44-65)

(2,200;

“Operation Pacific” (WB). Heavy
Hillstreet, Pantages (RKO)
on exploitation with invites to
Very
890; 2,812; 60-$!)— “Born Yester- Quonset naval personnel.
day” (Ck)l) (5th wk) and “Revenue nice $16,000. Last week, “Frenchie”
(Rep), $14,400.

$15,11(10,

(2,-

Agent” (Col) (3d wk). Opened fifth (U) and ’‘Pride of Maryland”
week on Monday (22). Last week, good $12,000.
so’ id $28,000.

The big news here

this

week

Is

“Born Yesterday ”

Los Angeles, Hollywood Para- 65)— “Mr. Music” (Par) and “Sierra
mounts (F&M) (3,398; 1,451; 60- Passage” (Par). Second week be“Branded” (Par). Fairish gan Sunday (21). First round was
$1)
$22,000. Last week, “Mr. Music” neat $12,000.
(Par) and “Pride Maryland” (Rep) \
l^tate
(Loew) (3,200; 44-65)—
(Continued on page 18)
“Kim” (M-G).
Sturdy $18,000.
Last week, “Grounds for Marriage”
(M-G) and “Mrs. O’Malley and Mr.
(M-G), very good $16,000.
lo. Raid’ Solid $13,000 Majone”
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 4465)—“At War With Army” (Par),
Sets K.C. Pace; 'Halls’
Second week began Sunday (21).
First frame was smash $15,000,
with
house playing to 1,900 kids at
Fine 17G, 'Grounds’ 12G
Saturday matinee.
Kansas City, Jan. 23.
Grosses are looking up somewhat this week. Fox Midwest
'Kim’ Mighty $20,000 In
initiated a Ipng-comtemplated admission price boost, upping firstDenver; 'HaUs’ Big 23G
Tuns 10c to new 75c top at
Denver, Jan. 23.
night and nickel tilt on matinees.
After piling up the top gross for
“Halls of Montezuma” at Orpheum, a single house, “Kim” is continuing
Uptown and Fairway looks hefty. on into second week at Orpheum.
Tower likewise is handsome with Initial round was smash. “Halls
of Montezuma” looks
in two
Roy Acuff unit onstage and “Short houses while “King big
Solomon’s
Grass.”
Paramount had midwest Mines” is shaping near previous
preem on “Great Missouri Raid” week’s total with a fine fifth round
with solid session looming. Weather at Broadway.
turned cold over weekend.
Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 40-80)
Estimates for This Week
“Flying Missile” (Col) and “BlonRimo (Dickinson) (550; 50-75)
“Kind Hearts” (EL) (4th wk); die” (Col). Poor $2,000. Last week,
“Last Buccaneers” (Col) and "MidFine $2,000. Last week, $2,200.
night and Dawn” (Col), $2,500.
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 45-65)
(Wolfberg) (1,500; 40—“Grounds for Marriage” (M-G) 80)Broadway
“King Solomon’s Mines”
Mild
and “Chain Gang” (Col).
(Continued on page 18)
$12,000. Last week, “Watch Birdie”
(M-G) “Admiral Was Lady” (tjA),

—

’

'

—

—

Kir*

way, average $13,000, with 65c top.

Century (Loew*s-UA)

70)—“Frenchie”
response

at

War With Army”

is roaring

to a terrific session at the Palms,
best at that house in many weeks;
“Halls of Montezuma” looks good
at the Fox. “Grounds for Divorce”

while
is weak at the Michigan
“Prehistoric Women” is about aver,

Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (780:
40-90)— “Bitter Rice” (Indie) (5th
wk).
Neat $6,200. Last week.
.

*

^

—

;

—

—

—

“Grounds

(3,000;

20- $21,500.

St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)
Nice $12,Last week, “Inheritance” (Indie).
Marriage” (M-G), 000. Last week, “Mr. Music” (Par)

(U).

Drawing some

$7,000.

For

$8,300.

Hippodrome (Rappaport)

(2,240;

20-80)—“Mr. Universe” (EL) plus
vaude headed by Maxie Rosenbloom. Modest $1 1 ,000. Last week,
(EL) and
“Prehistoric Woman”
.

(4th wk), $6,000.
Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,478; 5585)^“Bom Yesterday” (Col) (2d
Last
Holding at $20,000.
wk).
week, smash $22,500.

’Suck. ISC,
S^attl.; ’Pacifie’

{14,000,

—

United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;
55-85)
“Harvey” (U) (m.o.). Still

Wow

‘Binlie’

Oke 96

Seattle, Jan. 23.

vaude, $10,200.
Palomar is stopping out this
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20- great $7,500 in fourth week down- week with King Cole Trio onstage
70)—“Harvey” (U) (3d wk). Final town. Last week, strong $8,500.
plus “Once a Thief,” with big ses$1.20Stagedoor (A-R)
(370;
session hitting near okay $6,000,
making total of $26,000 on three $2.40)—“Cyrano” (UA). Capacity sion on tap. “Operation Pacific’*
weeks.
$8,500. Last week, “Last Holiday” is smash at Orpheum while “At
War With Army” at Paramount
(Indie) (2d wk), oke $3,900.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-70)
also is great.
“Watch Birdie” at
“California Passage” (Rep). Not
Clay (Rosener) (400; 65-85)
Liberty looms okay.
Good
(Indie).
much at $4,000. Last week, “Short “Royal Affair”
Estimates for This Week
Last week, “Bitter Rice”
Grass” (Mono), $3,800.
$2,700.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,877; 65*
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 30-70) (Indie) (4th wk), fine $3,100.
90)
“Eniergency Wedding” and
Larkin (Rosener) (400; 65-85)
“Mart Who Cheated Himself”
Big
Midnight
$4,000.
wk),
(5th
Rice”
week,
and Dawn” (Col) (2d
(20thh Mild $7,000. Last
“Bitter
wk). Okay $4,500 in 4 days. Last
“American Guerrilla” (2d wk), Last week, $3,300.
week, $10,600.
$5,700.

—
—

—

.Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75)—
“Operation Pacific” (WB) (2d wk).
Hblding fairly well at $9,000 after
pleasing $16,800 preem.
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 20-65)
—“Born Yesterday” (Col). Mopping
up with best figure here in moons,
socko $;1 5,000. Last week, “Great

Manhunt”

(Col), $4,600.

33G, ‘Prehistoric’

Detroit, Jan. 23.

“At

first.

Boston (RKO) (3 ,200; 40-85^) —
“High Lonesome’’ (EL) and “Murder at Burlesque” (Mono). Only
San Francisco,' Jan. 23.
$9,000 in 6 days. Last week, “I
Strong product dots Market Coyer War” (Indie) split
with
Street deluxers this session, with “Mystery Submarine” (U), slim
trade hypoed by week-long rains. $7,000.
Fenway (NET) (1,373 40-85)
“Kim” shapes smash at the Wardoing almost as well as “Man Who Cheated Himself” (20th)
field,
and “Pilgrim’s Progress” (Indie).
“Solomon’s Mines” did in Frisco. Fair $5,500. Last week,
“Killer
“Cyrano” is capacity on first ses- That Stalked N.Y.”
(Col)
and
sion at small-seater Stagedoor on “Three
Desperate Men” (Lip),
“Born Yester- same.
iipped-scale run;
day” is holding remarkably big in
Memorial (RKO) (3,500; 40-85)
second Orpheum round while “At
“Harvey” (U) (2d wk).
War With Army” is still big in holdover started Saturday Fine
(20).
second week at Paramount.
First week was sock $21,000.
Estimates for This Week
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 40Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 60- 85)—“Operation Pacific” (WB) and
85)—“Short Grass’’ (Mono) and “Pride of Maryland” (Rep) (2d
“Mystery At Burlesque” (Rep). wk). Holding near $17,000. Last
Slim $11,000 or less. Last week, week, tasty $23,000.
“Hunt Man Down” (RKO) plus
Orpheum (LOew)
40-85)
Freddy Martin orch, Jackie Green —“Kim” (M-G). Neat (3,000;
$22,000. Last
onstage, disappointing $15,000.
week, “Watch Birdie” (M-G) and
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 65-90)
‘^Revenue Agent” (Col), $19,000.
“Halls of Montezuma” (20th) (2d
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)
Strong $12,500 in 5 days.
wk).
“Man Who Cheated Himself”
Last week, nice $26,500,
(20th) and “Miss Pilgrim’s Prog*
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 60-85) ress” (Indie). Average $11,500, Last
—“Kim” (M-G). Smash $29,000. week, “Killer That Stalked N. Y.”
Last week, “Watch Birdie” (M-G) (Col) and “Three Desperate Men”

OK

IMi

—

—Avenue (Evergreen)*

Fifth

BE

65-90)

(2,349;

“Flying Missile” (Col) and
''Pygmy Island” (Col). A dud at
$6,000.
Last week, “Three Hus*
IN L’VULE, {10,000 bands” (UA) and “Hunt Mari
Down” (RKO), $7,700;
Louisvilie, Jan. 23.
Liberty (Hamrick) ( 1 ,650 65-90)
Film business is fair at all down- —“Watch
Birdie”
and
(M-G)
town stands this week, outstanding “North Great Divide” (Rep).; Okay
Last week, “Harvey” (U)
being the Rialto, where “Branded” $9,000.
(3d wk), solid $10,300.
and “Pride of Maryland” are doMusic
Box (Hamrick) (800; 66ing okay; “Great Manhunt” and
90)->“Heriry V” (UA),; (2d wk).
“Stage to Tucson” at State is fair, Held
to $4,000. After swell $6,200
Weather has been mild, but re- last week.'
turned to colder temperatures
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 65over weekend. Customers still are
90)-— “King Solomon’s Mines”
more selective.,
(M-G) and “Happy Years” (M-G)
Estiriiates for This Week

‘BRANDED’ BEST

;

Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,Palms (UD) (2,900; 70-95)^“At 200; 45-65)
“Storm Warning”
War With Army” (Par) and “Sec- (WB). Strong pic and critics liked
ond Face” (Indie). Terrific $26,000. it but only fair $6,500 looms. Last
Last week, “Great Manhunt” (Col) week, “Emergency Wedding” (Col),
and “Emergency Wedding” (Col), $ 6 00
$15,000.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
Madison (UD) (1,800; 70^95)—
45-65)
“Branded” (Par) and
‘'Prehistoric
Women” (EL) and “Pride
of Maryland” (Rep), Satis“Timber Fiiry”

Paramount (Tri-States) (1,900; age at the Madison. “Kim” is sink(Mono). Okay $10,-.
45-65)
“Great Missouri Raid” ing in second round at United Ar- OOO. Last week, “Mad Wednesday’^
With p.a. of Ellen Drew, tists, and so is “Walk Softly, (RKO), $6,000.
(Par).
Ward Bond, Edgar Buchanan, Stranger” at Adams,
United Artists (UA) (1,900; 70-95)
opening
day.
others,
onstage
Estimates for ^This Week
-^“Kim” (M-G) (2d wk), Down to
Headed for solid $13,000 and extra
Pox (FoX-Detrdit) (5,000; 70-95) $9,000. Last week, sturdy $15,00Q.
Last week^ “Dallas” (WB) —“Halls of Montezuma” (20th)i
time.
Adams (Balaban) (1^700; 70-96)-^
<2d wk)j $5,000 in 4 days.
Good $33,000. Last week, “Ven- “Walk Softly, Stranger’^ (RKO) (2d
50detta”
and
(RKO)
“Hunt
Man
wk).
(Fox
Midwest)
Down to $6,000. Last week,
Tower
(2,100;
$9,000.
75 —“Short Grass” (Mono) with Down” (RKO), $20,000.
Michigan. (United Detroit) (4,000;
Downtown (Balabari) (2,900; 70Boy Acuff and Grand Ole Opry
unit onstage. New price level for 70-95)— “Grounds for Marriage” 95)—“Iledee” (Indie). F^ir $10,Last Week, “Fighting Carafirst vaude in here in months. (M-G). Weak $15,000. Last week. 000.
Fancy $14,000/ Last week, was in “Branded” (Par) and “Hidden City” vans” (Indie) and “Fighting Westerner” (Indie) (reissues)* $3,000.
combo with Uptown and Fairway. (Mono) (2d wk), $14,000.

—

.

‘Halls’

(Pox

—

]

$11,500 after $15,000 for

~

(Col), $7,000.
(1,900; 2,043; 700; 50-75)

Week

Astor (B&Q)
1,200; 50-95)
“Mudlark” (20th) (2d wk)..

f

$6,600,

Women” (EL) and
“Double Deal” (RKO): Slim $6,000.
Last week, “Killer That Stalked
N. Y.^” (Col) and “Pygmy Island”
Orpheum-Uptown-Fairway

after sock opener.
Estimates for This
(

“Prehistoric

—“Halls of Montezuma” (20tfi).
Fat $17,000, and possible holdover.
Orpheum replaces Tower temporarily
in
and
fifst^run
trio
prices are hiked from 65c to
75c.
Last week, “The Milkman”
,(U) in Tower, Uptown and Fair^

.

theatres.)

slow $9,000.
Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 45-65)—

Midwest)

;

at the Town, with
a sock session in the making. Rest
(Lip), $12,000.
of the downtown list is unexciting. (2d wk). $7,000 in 5 days.
“Harvey” wound up three weeks at
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)
State (Loew) (3,500; 40-85)
smash total of —“At War With Army” (Par) and “Kim” (M-G). Nifty $ll'<)00. Last
with
Keith’s
“3 Desperate Men” (Lip) (2d wk). week, “Watch Birdie” (M-G) arid
$26,000,
Last week, sock “Revenue Agent” (Col), $10,000.
Big $15,000.
Estimates for This Week

.

—

Balto

Baltimore, Jan. 23.

(U),

Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44-

.

.

’

$9,000.

(Fay)

at Paramount and Fenway
and “High Lonesome” at Boston
are only fair “Kim” leads town
with solid figure. Second round of
“Harvey” at Memorial stiR fine

self”

;

Men”

Majestic

runs, include

is

,

Nortown, University (FP) (959;
1,556; 38-77)—“September Affair”
Very big $12,000. Last
(Par).
week, “State Secret” (Col) (2d wk),
000
8
$
,

.

first

itigN.Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
$2,842,000
Last Year
(Based on 24 cities, and 210

^ Kim

Providence, Jan, 23;
Providence apparently has found
the answer for television-good
All stands
cfanHc are
arp doing oia
nldproduct. All
time strong biz with some of the
best pic fare in sdme time here.
Even on the usual big TV night
Saturday found long lines waiting
Strand’s “At
for show breaks;
\yap With Army,” and Albee’s
“Harvey,” shape standout, both
sock; “Kim”.,is sturdy at the State.
“Operation Pacific” likewise is
great at Majestic.
Estimates for This Week

Boston, Jan. 23.
holding to a fair level here
t|iis
stanza with several majors
liblding oyer. New product with
exception of
at State and
Orpheum is not too strong. New
comers, “Mari Who Cheated Him*

City Grosses

atres, chic/

MU

‘Oieatel

“Bonnie Prince

Charlie” (EL) (3d wk). Okay $8,000 4£ter $10,000.
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 38-77)
“At War with Army” (Par). ’Smash
Last week, “American
$20,000.
Guerrilla” (20th) (2d wk), fair

and

Slender

Key

Englinton, Victoria (FP) (1,180;
1,140;

m,

Biz

“Rocky Mountain” (WB) and“Father’s Wild Game” (Mono), $15,000.

.

.

Grass”

Hotsy

955: 470; 698; 694; 35-57—“Woman
on Run” (U) and “Big Timber”
(Mono). Nice- $14,500. Last week,

Estimated Total Gross
$453,500
This Week >
(Based on 17 theatres.)
.$560,000
Last year >
(Based on 18 theatres,)

.

$^7,000. Last week, “Halls Montezuma” (20th) (2d wk), $22,6()0;

Toronto, Jan, 23.

is

Estimates for This Week
Mayfair,
Glendale,
Scarboro, State (Taylor) (1,059;

’

“Short

Hob FainTb’ Trim 33G,^1^

Downton,

first-run

“Man Cheated Himself

niEEM, 12G

on the upbeat here, with
“At War with Army,” wow, and
pacing the city while “September
Affair,” on its North American
preem at two houses also is very
Other mainstem houses are
big.
holdover, with “Mudlark” in for
second' week.
strong
a
Biz

3d

BK OH

VERT

—

,()

.

—

factory $10,000. Last week, ‘‘HeaV-^
eri’s Sake”
(20th) and “Father’s
Wild Game” (Mono), $11,500 and

m.o.

(9th wk).

Held up to $7,600 but

won’t stay any longer because of
product jaim.
Last week, great
$9,000.

Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,60(j; 65*.
“Operation Pacific” (WB).
Nice baliy helping this to smash
$14,000. Last week, “Where Danger Lies” (RKO) and “Atlantic

—

90)

City Horteyriioon” fRep), nice
000

$9,-

.

Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 50-84)
—“Once a Thief” (UA) (2d run)
and King Cole Trio topping stage-

State (Loew’s) (3,000; 45-65)^ show.
Big $10,000.
Last week,
“Greai Manhunt” (Col) and “Stage “Walk Softly'^ (RKO) (2d run) and
to Tucson” (Col).
Fairish $9,000. vaude, $4,600.
Last week, “Harvey” (U) and
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;
“Chain. Gang” (U), sturdy $12,000. 65-90)— *^At War With Army” (Pan
Strand (FA) (1,200; 45^65)—“Out- and “Call of Klondike” (Mono).
rage” (RKO) and “Rio Grande Pa- Great $15,000 or better. Last week,
trol” (RKO),
Mild $4,000. Last “Branded” (ParX *and “Fathers
week, “Admiral Was Lady” (UA) Wild Game” (Mono) (2d wk), nifty
and “Bandit Queen” (Lip), $4,500. $8 000 .
,

tTednesday, Januaty

24,M951

W

LMimtS’ DITTO

ST.

;

Chicago, Jan. 23.
Loop is enjoying an all-around
topnpteli session with some big
new entries and sturdy holdovers,
pacing the field is “Born Yesterday” at the Woods with great $36,OOO. “Man Who Cheated Himself*
and “Rogue River” dual combo
should carve out fancy $15,000 at
United Artists.
Palace’s entry of “Mystery Submarine” and “Experiment Alcatia//’ looks okay $11,000 or over.
Roadshow run of “Cyrano” at the
Selwvn should pull in sockO $14,000 with usual hiked prices. “Halls

‘Kim’ Great

IS&Zd

.

Montezuma” bowed

of

in yester-

Although only one major picture
its first week opened this
week, the springlike
today (Tues.), arid “Halls of Monte- weather over the past weekend is
zuma” are doing great.' “Mr. enabling Broadway first-rims to
Music” looks nice at the Ambassa- make a fairly good showing. School
.dor.-;.
regents exams starting Monday
Estimates for This Week
(22), are giving film theatres added
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 60-75) teenage patronage^ with several
“Mi*. Music” (Par) arid “Gasoline houses holdirig around the previous
Alley” (Col); Nice $12,000. Last week’s figures. * Mercury hit the
week, “Dallas” (WB) and “For skids late Sunday (21) night but
clear weather both Saturday-SuriHeaven's Sake” (20th), $10,500.

Film gross estimates, as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net, i.e.,
without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated/
include the U. S. amusement
.:'

—

total
fast

Stanley.
break at getat

Grand (RKO) (1,200; 55-98)
“Cyrano’- made
“Kim” (M-G) (2d wk). Great $18,- away in Aldine running on
roadLagt week, $24,500.
show
basis. “Frenchie’^ looms okay
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 55-98)—
at
Goldman while “(Jperation
“Dallas’' (WB) with Three Suns
Pacific,” launched with big bally,
Good looked
beading vaude (2d wk).
fairly good at Mastbaum.
$32,000. Last week, $46,000.
“Vendetta’’ is headed for solid sesPalace (RKO) (2,500; 55-98)
sion at Earle. “Harvey” continues
“Mystery Submarine” (U) and
nice at the Midtown in second
“Experiment Alcatria” (RKO). Oke frame.

—

—“Highway 301” (WB) and “TwO
Lost Worlds” (EL) (2d .wk). Okay
Last week, $12,000.
Selwyn (Shubert) (1,000; $1.25$2.40)
"Cyrano” (UA). Should hit
socko $14,000. Last week, not showing pix.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 55-98)

—

—

Montezuma”

of

“llalls

(20th).

Opened

(Mon.).
well yesterday
Last week, “Flying Missile” (Col)
and “Counterspy Scotland Yard”
(2d

(Col)

wk), $12,000.

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 5598)— “Man Who Cheated Himself”
(20th) and “Rogue River” (EL).
Neat $15,000. Last Week, “Grounds
(Continued on page 18)

‘Born’
Mpis.; ‘Kim’

Rugged 9G,

Hefty at $9,000

‘Halls’

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; $1.30-$2.60)
“Cyrano” (UA), Fine $16,000 or
near.
Last week, “Great Manhunt” (Col) (2d wk), $10,000.
Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)—“Kim”
(M-G) (5th wk). Okay $9,000; Last
week, $12,000.
50-99)—
Earle
(WB)
(2,700;
“Vendetta” (RKO). Solid $19,0d0
or near. Last week, ‘‘Tougher They
Come” (Col) with Louis Jordan
orch onstage, hefty $28,500, way
over hopes,

Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)—“Halls
of Montezuma” (20th) (2d Wk).

,

.

$4,000.
Last week, “Mr. Music”
(Par) I3d \yk), $5,000.'
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 50,r70)—
“Halls of Montezuma” (20th). Sock
$9,000, Last week, “Fuller Brush
Girl
(Col) (2d Wk), $4,000.
’

Good

$5,000.

X4ist

week, $5;600.

New

G).

‘Wilk Love’ Lhrd;

18C

Hoift ‘Eve’ 121,000,211

(1 ,000;

ofV to a fine start.

^

•

;

RKO-Orpheum

^

6()'7())— “Born

(RKb)

Yesterday”

(2.800;
(Col).

Big $.14,000.
Last week, “Nttver a
Dull Moment” (U), okay $7,500.
4,

(RKO) (1,600; 50-70)—
Submarine” (U) and

Mastery
Deported” (U).

“Korea
.Rougher

Fair $5,000. Last
Patrol” (EL) and

They

Come”

(Col),

$6.o00.
•

State (Par)

(2,300; 50-70)— “The
Moderate $6,000.
“Branded” (Par) (2d

h.hman” (U).
f
Last week.

"k' good $6,000 in 5 days.
„ JVorld

(Mann)

(400;

Voice” (M-G).
J.Ia

\

50-85)—

Lauded by

modest $2,500. Last
‘Kind Hearts” (EL) (3d wk),
$2,600.

at $16,000 after nice $17,560
‘

—

.

go a third round.^
Sutton (R & B) (561; 96-$1.50)—
show also, is making a better show- “Trio” (Par) (16th wk). The 15th
ing in second frame at the Strand session ended Monday (22) was
with $27,000 than on opening week. $7,800 after nice $7,500 hi 14th
“Born Yesterday” actually is week. Stays on with “Kon-Tiki”
moving ahead of its previous (RKO) set to come in next.
week’s take with ’sriiash $34,000 in
Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540:
fourth Victoria session. “Harvey” 90-$1.50)— “Seven Days To Noon”
^

‘Halls’

at the Roxy. Combo looks to finish
at $60,000. “Dallas,” with stage-'

Standout

—
—

^

.

.

Buffalo, Jan. 23.

“Halls
of
Montezunia”
and
“Born Yesterday” are fighting it
out for boxoffice laurels this week,
with former making biggest showing.- Manner in which “At War
With Army” is holding up in sec-

ond Paramount round
sational

after

hitting

is

near-sen-

terrific

in

first

,

.

,

.

AlkH
Heft, ^4,too

Indjds. Spottjr

Us’
,

50-70)— “Kim”
Montreal, Jan. 23.
long-run policy here
Best newcomer here this round
Big $9,000. Last is “Two Weete With Love” which
yx‘ok, “Undercover Girl” (U) and is
smash /at the CapitoK“All
Great
(WB), About Eve” still is terrific in
Jewel Robbery”
tieat $4,500.
second session at I^oew’s, being
.;Hadio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)^ being close to sock opening week.
Harvey” (U) (2d wk).
Lpts of
Estimates for This Week
praise for this one.
Palace (C.T.) (2,625; 34-60)
Still strong at
$9,000 after boff $16,000 original “Jackpot” (20th).
Fair $12,000.
stanza.
Last week, “Miniver Story” (M-G)j
Lyric (Par)

(IVI

week

—

.

—

Light

>
Rlvoll
(UAT-Par) (2,092; 60$1.25)—“Mudlark” (20th) (5th wk).
This is remaining very firm this

‘

—

(UA).

$4,560.

.

—

Husbands”

night
(Tues,) registered fine $7,500.
In
ahead,“Sinners” (Indief (3d wk),
last

.

week.
Estimates for This Week
Down to $18,000 after huge $30,Buffalo (Loews) (3,500; 40-70)—
000 opener.
“Kim”
(2ii Wk).
Held to
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50- $10,500. (M-G)
Last week, big $16,400.
99)—“Frenchie” (U). Okay $13,000.
Paramount (Par) (3.000; 40-75)—
Last week, “Mr. Music” (Par) (4th “At War With
Army” (Par) and
wk), $12,000.
“Shot Billy Kid” (Lip) (2d Wk).
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)— Still sock at $12,000.
Last week,
“Operation Pacific” (WB).
Fair soarde to huge $24,000.
$24,000. Last week, “Grounds for
Center (Par) (2,100; 40-75)—
Marriage’* (M-G) (2d Wk), $10,000. “Halls of
Montezuma” (20th),
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 50-99) $14,000 or better. Last Great
week,
“Harvey” (U) (2d wk). Nice $12,000 “Heaven’s Sake” (20th) (2d wk-6
after socko $19,000 first week.
days), $6,000.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)
99)—“Never Dull Moment” (RKO). “Born
Yesterday”
CGol)
arid
Oke $14,500. Last week, “Pagan “Counterspy Meets Scotland Yard”
Love Song” (M-G) (4th wk), (Col). Sock $15,000 or over. Last
$ 12 000
week, “Stage to Tuseon” (Col) and
Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-99)—“At “Killer that Stalked N. Y.” (Col),
War With Army” (Par). Mighty $ 10 000
$35,000. Last week, “Branded”
Century (20th'' Gent.) (3,000; 40(Par) (3d wk), $9,500.
70)—“Mister Universe” (EL) and
Stanton (WB) (1,473; 50-99)
Two Lost Worlds” (EL). Okay
“Stage to Tucson” (Col). Brisk $11,000. Last week, “Vendetta”
$12,000. Last week, “Dial 1119” (RKO) and “Double Deal” (RKO),
(M-G) and “Mrs. O’Malley and $ 10 000
Mr. Malone” (M-G), $11,000.

Minneapolis, Jan. 23.
Strongest film lineup in recent
weeks here makes for tough opposition all down the line, but this
competition is the life of trade. Despite 10 below zero temperatures,
boxolTices are humming. Outstanding shekel coaxers include “Born
Yesterday,” “Kim” and “Halls of
Montezuma,” aU doing a good job
of demonstrating that there’s nothing wrong with the boxoffice that
strong pictures can’t cure.
SecTrans-Lux (T-L) (500; 50-99)
ond week for “Harvey” at Radio “Macbeth” (Rep) (2d wk). Strong
City still is strong.
$5:500 after hefty $7,500 kickoff.
World (G & S) (500; 50-99)
Estimates for This Week
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)— “Bitter Rice” (Indie) (9th wk).

“Three

ended

;

000.

$10,000.

—

week

Initial

day resulted in bumper boxoffice last week. Coritinues on.
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 60-75)
on those two days.
“Storm Warning” (WBr and “Walk take
"
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.75)
“Magnificent
Yankee,”
with
Softly, Stranger” (RKO) opened
“Halls of Montezuma” (20th) and
elaborate
stageshow, started out
yesterday
(Tues.).
week,
Last
Al Berriie, Robert Maxwell, ice“Great Missouri Raid’' (Par) and mildly at the Music Hall but show, others, onstage (3d wk).*
“Man Who Cheated Himself” picked up over the Weekend. Fur- Holding sturdily, with $60,000
ther laggard pace final three days
(20th), big $18,000.
probable after okay $63,000 for
is spelling $120,000, only fair for
Combo remaining
second frame.
Loew’s (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)— an opening session at the Hall.
five extra days past third week,
“Grounds for Marriage” (M-G) and
Top holdover showing, for a with “Call
Me
Mister”
(20tb) and
^‘Beauty on Parade” (Col). Mild combo house is being made by the
$11,000. Last week, “Watch Birdie” Paramount with “Branded” plus Danny Kaye heading stageshow
(M-G) and“Shadow on Wall” Kay Starr, Dick Brown, Jerry Wald due to open next Wednesday (31),
(M-G), $14,000,
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-$1.50)
band onstage. It should hit okay
Opens
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60-75)-r $53,0Q0 in iiecond frame, with pre- -—“Steel Helmet” (Lip).
Iri ahead, “David
“Halls of Montezuma” (20th) and views of “At War With Army,” today (Wed.).
(2d
(reissue)
“Emergency
Wedding”
(Co 1). which opens today (Wed ), giving Copperfield” (M-G)
Great $18,000. Last week, “Ven- an assist. Capitol, too, is holding wk^4 days), off to‘ $5,000 in four
detta” (RKO) and “Hunt Man near opening Week total with $32,- days after good $12,560 for openDown” (RKO), $14,000.
000 for ‘-Grounds For Marriage” ing round.
Strand (WB) (2,756; 50-$2)—
With Phil Silvers, Wiere Bi^s.; Ted
Shubert (Ind) (1,500; 60-75)
“Dallas” (WB) and Dean Murphy,
“Vendetta” (RKO) and “Outrage” Straeter band onstage.
(RKO) (3d wk). Fine $4,500 folThird rolriid of ‘‘Halls of Morite- Betty Bruce, Betty Reilly, others,
lowing $4,000 secorid stanza.
zuma,” with A1 Berilie, others on- onstage (2d Wk). Steady at about
stage, looks much stronger com- $27,000 this frame after modest
paratively than the speond week $32,000 in opening stanza. Set to
.

—

week,
Last
over.
V Undercover Girl” *(U) and “County Fair” (Mono), $11,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98)

the Hall.
Rialto (Mage) (594; 44-98)
Lost Worlds” (EL) (2d wk).

“Two

—

“Branded” and Patti Page in person, looks okay $30,000.
Philadelphia, Jan. 23.
Estimates for This Week
Biz is generally on upbeat here
Ghicago (B&K) (3,900; 55-98)
this round with a hatch of new pix
“Branded” (Par) plus Patti Page pushing
up grosses. “At War With
topping stageshow (2d wk). Fair
Army” is running away from field
$30,000. Last week* $48,000.
with terrific

oi*

$824;000, onb of high grossers of

—

day (Mon.) at the State-Lake to a
packed house;
Topping the holdovers is “Kim’^
With an excellent $18,000 at Grand.
Second week of “Dallas” and
Three Suns onstage at Oriental
looks good $32,000. Also on initial
holdover round, the Chicago, with

$11,000

St. Louis, Jan. 23.
Biz at first-run^ was slowed up
over the weekend as the mercury
dropped from above 60 degrees to
nearly fzero on Sunday (21). Result
is that trade is spotty, r Despite
this, both “Great Missouri Raid,”

which wquhd up

Estimates Are Net

tax.^

OEAT

Indianapdlis, Jan. 23.

Biz at first-runs here is more uneven than at any time sirice Christmas, but the change seems due to
stem; from lack of all-around ap-

peal of current

bills.

At

least, the

one strong entry, “Halls of Montezuma,” at Indiana, is doing plenty
okay. “Great Marihunt,” at Loew’s,
is fairi while “Man Who Cheated
Himself,” at Circle, is very slow. ^
Estimates fpr This Week
Circle (GamblO-Dollel (2,800; 4465)—“Man Who Cheated Hiiriself
(20th) arid “California Passage”
(Rep). Slow $6,500 iri 6 days. Last
Week, “Branded” (Par) and “Bandit
Queen” (Lippert), big $12,800,

also

sturdy at $24,000 in fifth
at the ’Astor. “Mudlark” is

is

week

Stays on.
Bijou (City

Inv.)

(589;

Fifth fraiho
slipped to
$7,000 after good $9,000 for fourth
(Indie)

ended

near its preceding week’s figure
with $16,000 for fifth RTVoli stanza.
Besides the new bill at the Par,
the Globe brings in “Mad Wednes-'
day” today after very profitable
run of four Weeks and 2 days with
“Vendetta.” The State also opens
a new pic, “Steel Helmet,” today.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.l (1,300; 55-$l. 50)
—“Harvey” (U) (5th wk). Current
round ending today (Wed.) holding
in great fashion with $24,000 or
near after ^28,000 last week.
$1.20-

$2.40)—“Cyrano” (UA) (10th wk).
Ninth stanza ended last night

(6th

wk).

Sunday

(21)

''

week.
Victoria

(City

95-

(1*060;

Iriv.)

$1.50)— “Born
Yesterday”
Fourth stanza
(5th wk).

(Col)

ended

Monday

(22) up to smash $34,000
after $32,000 for third round.

‘Kim’ Sockeroo $15,000,

Cincy Ace;^
SiQash 16G, ‘Birdie’
Cincinnati, Jan.

“At War With Army”

is

lOG
23.

socko

(Tues.) continued in highly profithere ^this week whiIe“Kim” is
able groove at $13,000 after $12,- even ’’bigger' at a smaller
bouse.
500 last week. Continues indef.
Trade is zooming. These simultaCapitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 55-$1.50) neous clicks are heartening to

—“Grounds For Marriage” (M-G) exhibs

with Phil Silvers, Wiere Bros., Ted
Straeter orbh (2d-final wk). Held
to $33,000 this frame after mild
$39,000 opening week. “The Em
forcer” (WB), with Lionel Hampton
orch heading stageshow, opens

tomorrow

—

(2d

Staying up near first week’s
pace at $10,000. First week was
okay $13,000, over hopes.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.20)
—“Mad Wednesday” (RKO). Opens
today (Wed.). Last week, “Vendetta” (RKQ) (4th Wk-9 days), held
to $8,500, with boost from previews of “Wedriesday.”
Third
week was okay $9,000, way over
wk),

Marriage” (M-G), $11,500.

^

Capitol (Mid-States)

Socko
Last
$16,000.
week,
“Frenchie” (U), good $8,000.

Grand (RKO)

$1.50)—“At

War With

(1,400;

39-75)

—

“Kim” (M-G). Smash $15,000. Last
week, “Al Jennings of Oklahoma”
(Col), pleasing $8,000.

Keith’s

Mayfair
(Brandt)
50(1,736;
$1.20)—“Sun Sets at Dawn” (EL)
(2d-final wk). Doesn’t look much
better than $8,000 this.framQ after
light $10,000 opener. “Last Gangster” (M-G) and “Big Store” (M-G)
(reissues) open Saturday (27).
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 55-$L20)-^
—“Once a Thief” (UA) with vaude.
Doing fairly well with around
$20,000, being helped by Street’s!
upbeat. Last week, “Short Grass”
(Mono) and vaude, $17,500.
(Par)

(2,000r 39(Par).

75)— “At War With Army”

hopes.

Paramount

outlook.

Albee (RKO) (3,100; 39-75)
“Gambling House” (RKO). Mild
$9,500. Last week, “Grounds for

(1,700; 50-$1.75)

(U)

brighter

tempo. Other new bill, *‘Man Who
Cheated Himself,” missed out on
getaway.
Estimates for This Week

(Thurs.).

(Moss)
—Criterion
“Operation Disaster”

for

“Watch the Birdie” and “Gambling
House” are close to moderate

55(3,664;
Army” (Par)

(Mid-States)

,

(1,542;

39-

75)— “Man Who Cheated Himself”
Sad $4,000. Last week,
“Harvey” (U) (4th Wk), chipper
(20th).

$5,000.

—

Lyric (RKO) (1,500; 39-75)
“Young Lovers” (EL); and “If This
Be Sin” (UA) split with “Uncle
Tom’s Cabin” (Indie) (reissue) and

“Golden
Gloves
Story”
(EL).
Sturdy $5,500. Last week, “Mr.
Music” (Par)
(m.b.),
favorable
.

$4,500.

—

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 39-75)
“Watch Birdie” (M-G). Moderate
Last
week, “Flying

$10,000.
Missile”

(Gol), $9,0u0.
with Ella Fitzgerald, Harvey^Stone,
Steve Condos & Jerry Brandow,
Boyd Raeburn orch. Opens today
$14,000.
(Wed.).
Last week, “Branded” ‘Branded’ Solid $11,000,
Capitol (CT.) (2,412; 34-60)
(Par) plus Kay Starr, Dick Brown,
‘Two Weeks With Love” (M-G).
Indiaria (G-D) (3,200; 44-65)—
‘Voice’
Last week, “To “Halls of Montezuma” (20th). Hefty Jerry Wald orch topping stage bill
Smash $18,000.
Omaha. Jan. 23.
.r ....
,
Please Lady’' (M-G) (2d wk), down $14,000, Last week, “Harvey” (U) (2d wk), held up well at $53,600,
.Neither wind rior snow is dulling
with an assist from previelws on
to $11,000.
and “Pride of Maryland” (Rep), “Army” yesterdaj.
“Branded”
at
the
Orpheum, WinFirst week
Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60)
$10,000.
ter settled down Saturday (20)
was fair $59,000.
Thin
“Fuller Brush Girl” (Col).
long spring-like, spell.
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 44-65)—
Radio
City
Hall
Music
(RockeFlags
“Two
week,
Last
$8,000.
“Great Manhunt” (Col) and “Last fellers) (5,945; 80-$2.40)
‘Mag- Next Voice You Hear’’ had a good
West” (20th) (2d Wk), $7,000.
opening at the State. “Emergency
of Buccaneers” (Col). Moderate $9,Loew*S (C.T.) (2,855; 40-65) -~ 5,00. Last week, “Grounds for Mar- nificent Yankee” (M-G) with stage- Wedding” at the Brandeis
is just
show,
Started out mildly but
“All About Eve” (20th) (2d wk). riage’’ (M-G) and “Mystery Street”
good.
perked
up
weekend,
with
fair
over
Sock $21^000. Last week, $27,000. (M-G), $11,000.
Estimates for This Week
-probable
first
Week.
$120,000
on
34-60)
imperial (C.T.) (1,839;
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,00Q; 1644-65)— Holds.
(G-D)
(1,600;
Last week. “Kim” (M-G)
Lyric
(M-G) and
“Stars in Crown”
70)— “Branded” (Par) and “When
Sturdy “Highway 301” IWB) and “Indian with stageshow (Xmas page.ant Smiling”
(M-G).
Beat”
“Night
^
(Col).
Solid at $11,000.
Territory” (Col). Sluggish $4,500, played excepting for final 3 days)
$9,000. Last week* “Three Secrets
“Red Light’^ (UA) arid (6th wk),‘ $91,000, rounding but a Last week, “Mrs. O’Malley arid Mr.
(WB) and “Lonely Heart Bandits Last week,
highly profitable run that hit
(Continued on page 18)
“If This Be Sin” (UA), $5,500.
(WB). $ii,m
‘
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Lead Bertn Isl Runs
Berlin, Jan. 16.

The

first

London, Jan., 23. 4phase of the labor of- :

deal with_ the British
nroduction crisis having achieved
a few headlines in
than
lltlle more
the national press, the unions are
expected to urge that CotTncil into

fiM.sive

—

^
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I
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Vienna, Jan.

j
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;

I

i
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I

a capacity of 25 to 30 pix yearly.

!

also was announced that a
Polish film, “First Start,” will
be released shortly. It deals with
life in a glider school.

Carlton (Par) ( 1 ,128; 65-$1.60)—
Samson and Delilah” (Par) (4tli
wk). Still standout with long lines
at night. Sturdy $10,000 or over.

It

new

!

more weeks.
Empire (M-G) (3,099; 50-$l;.60)
“Kihg Solomon’s Mines” (M-G) and
Stays about six

stageshow (5th wk). Powerful $22,OOQv makihg bill biggest thing in
according to calculations
town, Staj's two more, “Kim”
based oh returns in six key cities.
To
by
(M-G) opening Jan. 29.
Sees Fix Biz Thriving;
The companies are Metro, 20thGaumont (CMA) (1,500; 45-$l. 60)
Fox, Warners, RKO; Universal, Co—“All About Eve” (20th) (5th wk).
Rodrigudz Not So Sure .lumbia and Paramount. Net take
Doing
better than ever at socko
was about $11,200,000. Estimates
Frankfurt, Jan. 9.
Mexico City, Jan. 16.
this round. Holds three
based on grosses in Berlin,
A film production financing com- $11,500
Two Mexican film toppers re- were
more weeks or longer.
Duesseldprf, Frankfurt, Hamburg, pany
has been formed in the Ruhr
ported exact opposite opinions on
Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)
Hannover and Munich from Jan. 1 state of North Rhine-Westf alia, and
the industry here recently. Jorge
(1,753; 45-$1.50)—“Into the Blue”
[to Oct. 31, 1950.
western officials fear that it may (BL) (3d wk). British-made pic only
Negrete, actor-singer, speaking as
Grosses of Republic, Monogram mean an attempt to revive Nazi mild at
prexy of the National Actors Unipn,
about $5,000. “Battle of
declared after a talk with Presir and united Artists were not in- Germany’s UFA filrn monopoly.
Powder River” (GFD) opens Jart. 18.
dent Miguel Aleman that Mexican
This speculation was further
London
Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 45pictures are “consolidated indus- died by German distributors, which gtrengthened with the announce- $1:60)— “So Young, So Bad” (UA).
trially” and that thfe biz has come also distribute German and foreign ment that a former top UPA offi- Best opening week at this house iii
of age. He added that players who pix
cial, Alfred Gi even,
director of months, fine $7,500. Holds two
Grosses of seven majors were:
worked to turn out the new-high
German film interests in France more, weeks.
Metro, $6,268,952; 20th-Fox, $4,- during the war, was made general
of 126 pix in 1950 had combined
Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA)
589,190; Warner, $4,574,619; RKO, ixianager.
earnings of $2,080,000.
(2,200; 45-$L60)
“Walk Softly,
Gen. Abelardo L. Rodriguez, ex- $3,235,666;. Universal, $3,210,571;
The company has a basic capital- Stranger” (RKO) and “Secret
Paramount,
Columbia,
Fury”
$3,140,952;
(RKO)
speaking
president of Mexico,
as
ization of $476,000, and a further
Robust at near $12,Actual total for the ^952,000 credit is envisaged from 000. Holds.
the Mexican Film Assn., $2,915,095.
Odeon, Marble Arch (CMA) (2,and the semi-official Credito Cine- seven was $27,935,047. Paramount, the North Rhine-Westphalia state.!
matografico, asserted that the in- whicli generally runs in the top At present the outfit will only ,200; 45-$1.60)— “Born to Be Bad”
dustry is disorganized. Also that four major companies in the for- finance production, but jt was (UKO) and “Where Danger Lives'*
exhibition is hampered "by a trust eign market, finished so low be- learned that the state is also inter- ^HKO). Surprisingly strong. $10,Stays at least two more
which he did not name. However, cause product which it released did ested in setting up its own produc- ^00.
Rodriguipz said he Is sure ^that the not catch on well in the German
(1,902; 65-$1.60)
DressSf'"'
government Will straighten this ail market.
Tabulation also revealed that
The InUlal funds were provided ;|r"Zaf”™nnH
out.
\
^otind here ‘loot
looks big
U.S. films took up 35.4% of total by iKthe North Rhine-WestphaUa
oob or oVer
playing time; Postwar German pix Cooperative
Bank (representing Lens Jan 19
accounted for 26 5%. German pic- trade union influence) atid a Westtumiton Chief Cleared
Prince of Wales (Moss Fmn) (1 tto.
pbaJI. b.nk,
JOO:
i'dramas being edged out slightly by
Western officials further noted (4th wk). Great $11,000. Continues
comedy fare. Adventure pix were that the state expressly claimed indef.
Buenos Aires, Jan. 16.
next in line!
Rialto (LFP) (592; 45-.$1.25)
the company ha.S no collaboraliion
First startling news this year in
with Tormer top UFA execs. The “City Lights” (UA) (reissue) (12th
Argentina’s film Industry was the
reported behind-the-scene power- wk). Stronger than recently with
release from jail of Dr. Nestor Ma- India’s Pix Production
ful alliance of the .state, top indus- $4,600 for this week. Stays on.
ciel
Crespo,
Lumlton Studios
'
Warner (WB) (1,735; 45-$l.60)—
Soars ; 283 Films in ’50 trialists and high Nazi film officials “Flame
prexy, who had been locked up
and Arrow” (WB) (Sd wk).
was regarded as a major threat to
Jan.
23.
Washington,
Dipped
to about $6,500 but stays.
around six months ago on charges
the recouping independent German
With considerable push from film industry as well as an attempt “Breaking Point” (WB) opens
of embezzling a large block of the
Jan. 25.
studio stock. The courts have en- their government,, film. producers,^
sabotage the break-up of the
tirely
cleared Crespo of these ot India are expanding their oper- $i2,00Q,000 UFA combine, which
and' pressing for moie
charges, with R rider that the case ations
Allied High Commission deThe year 1950 creed to be auctioned by Jan. 1,
has not affected his= good name or foreign markets.
honor.
was^a bell rm^r in- India, accord- 1952. All that has happened so far
At the sarrie time, two chief wit- mg to Nathan D. Golden, film top- jg
BIG AUSSIE
ggjc of two grade B films,
nesses for the proseqution were per for U. S. pepartin.ent of Con^
Western sources were also susMelbourne, Jan. 16.
jailed for perjury. The charges had merce. The studios there turned picious of the company becau.se
Ernest Turnbull, head of Hoyts*
been brought on the accusation of out a record-breaking total of 283 the3' fear it might tr.v to grap the
another stockholder, Miguel Guisa- features, including their first in they fear it might try to grab the cinema circuit, has completed a
deal whereby the chain acquires
sola, who claimed that the stock colorstate. This involves 18 of the 40
purchased by Crespo had been for
In the export field, the Indian excellent first-run theatres, which a substantial interest in major
commercial
radio Station 3 XY.
his (Guisasola’s) account. On the ambassador to Turkey reported UFA owned.
Deal will give Hoyts’ an air outlet
other hand, the defense claimed that Indian films were getting aj
for pic advertising and station,
One
that Crespo had pledged his own good reception in Turkey.
when it gets ready to break into
currently British Pix
distributor is
credit With the banks to obtain Indian
the
video field.
funds and had commissioned Guisa- touring Portuguese East Africa,
Interesting part of the deal is
the Belgian Congo and other areas
Sola to buy the stock for him.

Uniop Head

Employees who attended its mass
meetings. Alongside the plea for
another $56,000^000 in government
money from Tom O’Brien, M. P.,
came the reminder from Film Finance Chief James Lawrie that it
was not the function of his organization to provide the maximum
amount of employment. On the
contrary, it was his job to see that
production was pn the soundest

_

|

'

for the revival of studio acti\ ily to the members of the National Assn, of Theatrical and Kine

big biz although school vacations
are over. “King Solomon’s Mines”
with stageshow again set the pace
at the Empire with socko $22,000
for a fifth week while “Samson
and Delilah” is solid $21,000 in
two houses in fourth round,
“All About Eve” is doing moiint-

Warsaw, Jan. 16.
Poland will produce 14 features,
10 cartoons and 240 documentaries
and newsreels by 1955, the end of
trade; fifth week going _ahead
the six-year plan, according to an
previous two sessions with sock
official announcement here, Syn- 9^
chronization of foreign films is en- $11,500. Prince of Wales “Cinderella” c o n t i h u e s great, fourth
visaged to be tripled by that date.
stanza being $1 1 ,000 or better. LonPlan also calls for the construc- don Pavilion had its best opening
tion of a studio for feature films week in months with “So Young,
to be built near here where a Film- $o Bad,” fine .$7,500,
City is being planned. It will have
Estimates for Last Week

|

out

4th

21(],

London, Jan. 16,
The main holdover bills from the
Christmas holidays are still doing

14 Features by 195$

meeting in London
Imports of American pictures
That is re- exceeded those of all' other counnext Thursday (25).
tries
combined in 1950. While 202 Pit” (20th):
desperate
to
move
last
a
as
garded
obtain some action, and put the films Came froni U. S., only 189
workers back to work before it is came from Englandv Germany, RusSia and France combihed. Austria
too late.
Recent intensified activity, how- hse^lf produced 18 pix,
Check revealed that 78% of
has i'evealed that little is
evcM*,
going >to be done by the govern- Austrians prefer comedies. War
pictures
and those connected anynieht other than introduce the
group scheme for production re- way with the years 1939-45 (commonly
described here as pictures
ported in Variety last' November.
of ruins) flopped.
This was the sum total of the govAttendance
was off 15% from
ernment’s immediate policy as in1949. Distributors were unanimous
dicated by Harold Wilson, Board of
at their recent general meeting
Trade prexy, when he discussed
that
something must be done
Frankfurt, Jan. 16.
the crisis with a deputation from
against dumping of product here.
the Assn, of Cine and Allied TechFilms of seven major American
nicians.
companies grossed an estimated
Nor was there much hope held
$28,000,000 in western Germany
Mex kdors
lei'vene at its

‘Samson’ l^ash

Poland Plans Producing

.

t

j

New Film;

Biggest money-making, pictures
here during the past year were
“Third Man“ (SRO), “Dr. Praetorious,”
“Gabriela“ and “Nachtwache“ (all Ghermari-made),v and
“Gonquest” (Par).
Strongest grossers at first-run
theatres of Berlin included “Snow
White”
(RKO),
“Der Reigen”
(FreneW, “Bathing Beauty” (M-G),
“Third Man” (SRO) and “Snake

London’s Top

'

last year,

!

=

,
'

,

1

'

economical basis.

j

'

.

The major accomplishment of
Sunday’s public conference addressed by Sir Laurence Olivier,
v as to pass on to outside organizations and political parties the prob1
J
J
lems
confronting the industry,
to appeal for their support in de-

^

last

'

mandmg governmental

—

[

;

.

i).

j

j

1

j

.

i

action.

1

i

O Brien

Films Council meeting,
sent a

i

has

memorandum

.

j

to the chairman, Lord Drogheda, outlining a
three-year plan for the industry.
Apart from the demand for more
government money and the restol iviion of the distributoFsVquota, he
is .suggesting the compulsory acquisilion of at least one theatre
in each town in Great Britain with
20 or more cinemas for the excluRive showing of British pix or for
ioreign films lensed in Britain,
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MODUNROUIXJOININC
MOmMARTRE UFREAT
Paris, Jan. 16.

may

ancl

currently

Is

get

a picture house,

Montmartre of

late is

i

!

!

aV hypo
V hen the old Moulin Rouge' is revi\ o(l as a dancehall. This will help
hand musicians, many of whom are
( ui rently unemployed. Geo,
owner
of the Rapacho on Rue de Lappe,
h as taken over the place and will
bring it back to its former dancehall status. Since the old days it
lias been a dancehall, music hall

Montmartre

!

;

j

i

^

[

I

;

.

spearheaded by Pierre Louis Guehas been steadily drawin
the pick of the tourist trade.
Besides Bal Tabarin, the Montmaitre district Is famous for the
nudist shows around Place Pigalle
(Mve. Nudists, etc.). The last onecj
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;
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Film Festival
eers nave left
For English Pix Only /once more on
l

,

A

Biitiah film festival

is

two weeks next June. A West End
yet to be selected, will be
usrd.

1

'

1

live

which is being
by the British Film la^
with the support of the
Film Producers Assn., wrill
i'oi*. a reuertorv season of
Festival,

lute

Bi'iti.sh

f‘>'nous

[
'

'

1
'

!

SRO Deal
Tokyo, Jan. 9.
Shephard, Far Eastern rep
^('Iznick Releasing Organizais lu-re to lay
the grountlwork
in

(
'
,

hn

Tokyo on

!

:

Icve

(‘ndy of

SRO

pix into Japan
nv.\i
Selznick has oblained
‘'9 d'iDorl license
and has been a.sa quota for 1951.

i

'

'

the film

based on a celebrated Uruguayan
novel by Roberto Olivencia Marquez. Some capital, still lacking
for this venture, is needed to keep
sclicme from flopping.
In February, the auditorium at
the Mar del Plata Casino will be
taken over by. actress Fanny Navarro, for “Taming of the Shrew,
in W'hich she has been appearing
at the National Comedy theatre
.

that this station was founded by
the late Frank Thring,
was
also the managing director of Hovts

Who

With the publication of accounts for many
years prior
of the Nation ai Film Finance Corp.
Theatres becoming

to National
a heavy stock-

new government’s holder In the organization.
film bank once again has been
brought into the public eye. Ques... _
the affairs of the

,

(Figures

'

show

of run)
London, Jan. 23.

UAccolade,” Aldwych

tions concerning the activities of

r

(20).

Board of Trade prexy Harold Wil-

!

^
ilntlSh

'

VaUde ActOrS
Held Indie Contractors

!

London, Jan. .23!
V son^bas tried to define the policy
Variety performers were ruled
“Cocktan
be independent contractors and
“Dear Miss Phoebe” Ph’nix (15).
f
#
iu
a a
therefore not eligible, for benefits
“Dish R fin Aw'ay,” Vaiide (30).
{March 31 this year, which show under the terms of the National
“Fol dc Rots,” St, Martin’s (3).
that outstanding loans amount to insurance Act here.
“Follies Bcrgere,” Hipp (68).
Decision. was
i

‘‘raronse^l

!

=

!

i

!

.

!

Buenos Aires, since

last

October.

demand for more support for inKing Rhapsody/* Palace (70),
“Knight’s Madn'ss,” Vic. Pal. (4.01., dependents, and opposition to conPfitHoont."
Amhjisft
(«)
‘Lace on Petticoat,” Ambass. (6) Centra tioii of production through
“Little Ilut,” Lyric (22).
the existing ma^oi groups.
“Pt. Departure,” York’s (4),
In Its first year of operation, the
“Reluctant Heroes,” W’teh’ll (19). NFFC has repaid $120,000 to the
“Ring Round Mooii/’ Gl’be (43i.
of $11,503,000 so far adSorrento ” AdoIIo (32
^be consolidated fund,
“?d Vanaueray Haym^^^
i

i

,

!

•

,

of performer Nat Hope, who "was
ruled to be a self-employed person
by the Minister of Nationallnsurance.
He subsoquCntly- took the
case to court, and Ministry’s onih-

was sustained.
Court stated that the degree of
control exercised by the theatr

ion

,

m

1

16.

m

for filming of “Mulatilla,
j

^

British

ously the Dunham Dancers did cxSantiago^ de
cellent business
Chile, but apparently struck Mar
the season
in
Plata too early
for the big grosses. Company may
return to Uruguay later in year
;

.

oi‘)4anlzed
i

Argentine territory
their way to Lima,

three

the
for

tlieiilre,

[

’

where they expect to play
weeks and theii proceed
North up the West Coast. Previ-

to be

lri
in London as part, of
Jy
I estival of Britain celebrations

St

Buenos Aires, Jan. 16.
After a two-week run at the
Casino Auditorium in Mar del
Plata, the Katherine Dunham Dan-

Goyt.

London, Jan.

South American Trek

,

.

By

of that continent, pushing sales.
British Gruiana is also reported
interested.

Dunham Troupe on Busy

ex])onsively costumed strip production, “Nouvelle Eye” is Piin by
Rene Bardy. These Rpots, besides,
tlie check for wine, charge a $1.15
admission, which Is contrary to
iisual nitery operation.
.

STATION

r

.

rin's Trido,

IJntlsh

HOYTS’ BUYS INTEREST

,

j

waging a

serious counter-offensive against
the Champs ElyseOs district Which,

t>

;

I

CLOSED
“Capt. CarvaBo,” Garrick (23).
“Misfer Roberts, ” C’seum (26).

future method of disposing of the
dwindling reserves of the corporation.

and

artistry of the appellant.

Case

had been in litigation since Sepitemher. 1018.

WedneBday, January 24^ 1951
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Fred Astaire, 'Yj
Powell
and Big Cast in
another terrific
Technicolor
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companies are utilizing such figures to arrive at an estimate of
the potential Phoneyision boxollice. Total of 569 paid for the 21
screenings during the week, representing 27% of the available
audience,
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pjiK
25
38
29

37
28
52
59
23
50

31

.

of Families

Who. Saw
Total One Film

9 p.m.

18
35
42

3
X2
3
Jan. 13
Jan. 14 (Sun., 2 p na.) 27
U ri

PICTCBES

Women^s division of UIT (American Committee for the Hebrew
University, Weizmann Institute of
Science and Te^nion) has taken
over the N. y. Bijou theatre for
advance showing of “Women Withput Names" next Wednesday mbrnr
ing (31). Proceeds ($5 per ticket)
will go to the UIT fund to provide
doctors, lawyers and other trained
personnel for Israel. Picture 'was
made in Italy with backing of Ilya
Lopert-Robert w; Dovvling combi-

.

7

j

P^SSlEff

Following is a breakdown, by the time of screenings each day,
for the second week of the Phonevision tests in Chicago (Jan. 8-H),
sjiowing the number of test families who paid for each screening
and what percentage that is of the total 300 families available. Major

4 p m;
..
3
8 Mon .)
9. ».••#•••••• .. 3
2
i •
• • • • • ..
10

;

65
69

22

83
93

27.7

44
9.3

15
31

122

41

'

COMPO Moving Ahead
Coutinued from pase 4

was a

week from Robert minds

realized that this action
WIlby, of Georgia, who has taken in the face of Allied’s warnalways looked on COMPO with ing meant the withdrawal of Almore than a trace of a jaundiced lied from COMPO." Next mbrneye.
ing, he said, “fatuous appeals ad^
‘‘I just learned of the changes,"
dressed to Allied’s representatives
he wi'ote, "and I think COMPO by clumsy meddlers trying to exis to be congratulated, for yOur tricate
themselves were bruskly
group has given it a chance. It did waved aside,”
riot have one the other way. So
Myers said the Allied; conrpro1 think TOA has dene k service,
Was woxked out at the
Now if they will just get going j second day’s luncheon rece.ss by
on their war activities obligations,” himself, Allied prexy Trueman
letter this

B.

!

'

|

nation.

.

Robert

Mrs.
of

J.

'U.S;,

S.

Benjamin, wife

Rank prexy in the
co-chairman of women’s

Arthvir
is

•

division of UIT,

Rembusch, Nate yamins and Wib
New' Flan
New plan as worked oiit by bur Snaper “in order to show our
a
two’day
GOMPO’s exec board at
good faith and to capitalize on Alsession in New Yoi*k Jari. 11-12 lied's growing good will, and as a
^

:

Fraud

^

Suits

for admission of any exhib
group approved by an admissions
committee. Each will have one rep
the defendants. Where there ob- on a board of directors, which in
viously are discrepancies, settle- turn will elect an exec comitiittee.
ment ensues.
Bdiigbt
Each of the 10 charter members
3 1 1 ,81 6
Theatres Not Always Responsible of COMPO will have one rep bn
Continued from page 1
Theatreo wners themSel ves riot this steering body, plus seyeu addiweek bf Jan. 8-14 included “Sea of always are responsible for the in- tional delegates from TOA, seven
Paramount’s bid to buy up 5O0,Grass” iVt-G ), substituted for "En- accuracies in bvO. statements. It’s from Allied and seven elected at
OOO shares of its conuuon stock at chanted Cottage” (RKO),
Which known that recently a circuit chief- large. As now constituted (until
$21.50 per share resulted in the
was pulled because of print trou- tain invited checkers to a few of the changes are finally ratified)
purchase of 311,816 shares for reble; "I Walk Alone” (Par), “Song his situations because he suspected only the 10 charter members can'
tirement.
of Love’’ (M-Gi, "Voice of the theatre personnel friight be seek- vote, each having two reps oil the
at
the
its
bid
withdrew
(Company
Turtle” (WB), "iOth Avenue An- ing to enhance their personal inclo.so of business last Fi’iday (10).
Explaining the nevv setup to his
gel” (M-G),“Hagen Girl’* (WB^ and come via illegal fepdrtmg.
Odor to buy balance of stock may "Golden
membership, Abraiii Myers deEarrings” (Par).
Under
Actually, while the situation is a
be made later in the veaiv
bulletin:
clared
in
last week’s
the rotating system involved, each matter of concern to the distribs, it
the
picture is screeried once on three is not regarded as a major problem. “These changes riiay result in
the
scene
of some
appearance
bn
diffei-ent days, at different times

Total

.

44'

.

218

302

13

569

behalf of those

final effort in

calls

sincerely believe in

Continued .from page 5

"The proposal,

[

who

COMPO.”

outlikied

to

the

board by Nate,” Myers wrote, "Was
greeted with applause, although

•

,

Common

TQA

tried to hack away at it ipr
awhile. But the pressu re was top
for them to Withstand arid in
the end Gamble said that he and
his associate would do their best

much

(

to sell the plan to

As a
reps, in

•

TOA’s board.”

result of the action of its

New

York, Myers declared*

peak ”

^

.

at the

"Allied’s prestige

is

He added: “There

\vere

exchanges

betweeri

some

bitter

Allied

and

TOA; and when Gamble; voiced
some critieism of the way in which

the tax campaign was handied,
Trueman Rembusch gave them a
uripleasant characters. Since they
fearful castigation for their lack of
are part of the industry, I suppose
Smarting under the
teamwork.
they must be recogriized, especially
tongue lashing given them not only
if they are to contribute to the
by Allied but by others, there may
expense and participate in the
be some soreheads in TOA ranks
program. Their opportunities for
for awhile, although at the end they
mischief,
no matter bn which
were quite conciliatory.”
scene they appear, will be slight
Allied’s board will, meet to conin view of the unanimous consent
sider the new plan in Washington
fyie although they will be in a
Feb.
15-16.
The recommended
position to talk matters to death.’’
change in the by-laws of
describing the new setup, i.
k
j
u i
Myers remarked of the board of I®
various of the chai ter prganizadirectors that
'

said the percentage disputes,
for example, are not nearly so important as the private antitrust compiaints going to litigation throughout the nation. In these, of course,
It’s

the day. Most popular of the

of

shown was “Walk Alorie,”
which was ordered b.v 100 famior 331^^0 of the total possible
version, privileges the right to puraudierice. Next in line was “Tur- the distribs ‘are the defendants.
chase shares of the cominort stock
tle,” Ordered by 93, or 31% of the
Additionally, instanees of obon the same basis, terms and contotal.
vious dishonesty are not so numerditions as if the notes had reFigures also reveal that very fbW ous in view, of the seven-year pe
mained outstanding.
orders are placed for the 4 p.m.
the total number
Another P»'tr stock sale was re- screening daily. Only 44 families riod covered and
of theatremen playing on percentported: for board member Maurice during the week tuned in their
in that
Newton; He divested himself of Phonevision receivers at that time, age. The 500 suits filed
time named only a total of 100 ex2.000 shares of the common, leav- while 218 ordered the screenings
hibs.
AveFa,ge number of coming a total of 7,605 now held by at
7 p.m. and 302 tuned iri at 9 p.m. panies
actions
filing
separate
him.
Best hour was the 9 p.m. screening against each defendant is believed
Others engaging in stock trans- on Thursday, which was ordered to have beeri five, thus accounting
fer activity were Jack Cohn, exec by 59 of the 300 families. Phone- for the 500 total.
of Columbia Pictures, and vision’s potential threat to theav.p,
Often, however, epurt battles are
Robert W. Dowling, pi'exy of City tres was soon in the fact that 50
averted.
Campromises have been
Investing Co., whose real estate orders were plaGed for the Saturreached when exhibs voluntarily
properties include some theatres. day night showirig and 53 for the
permit auditing of their books and
Cohn gifted 2,100 shares of the Sunday night screening. Those two agree to restitution to the comCoiiimbia common, bought 200 nights are usually considered the panics where warranted.
shares and now owns a total of best of the week by exhibitors.
Distrib complaints are two-fold,
4:i()24 shares. Dowling sold 12,500
pix

Continued .rbm page

3

lies,

,

,

•

;

COMPO

[

destined to
the Debating
Society.” In this regard, COMPO
was forced last week to issue a
Of A press release
clarification
given out immediately after the
TOA-Allied compromise plan had
been reached in New York,
it

!

become knbwn
,

,

^

of City

Investing’s

coni-

Hughes Stock

174,633 shares indirectly.

Fill the Seats
.

Washington, Jan. 23.

j

j

:

.

j

1

C'ontinued

froin

5

Dowling Realty Corp. pur-

chased

12,500 shares of City

ve.sting
total of

common, bringing

its

|

ing up

In-

its interest.

The stock swap

it is studying contemplates either an exchange for

new scheme which

shares held to 176,444.

H-63

Greene syndicate’s pictui'c
the
holdings alone, or possibly the adenough other shares held
by Wall Streeters to take from

j

dition of

s Bd. Approves
I

Hughes his entire bundle of theatre stock.

to

0-

1

f

hibn, leaving hiiri with total direct
ownership of 594 shares. He owns

R. E.

“is

as

Biggest job facing COMPO is to
make surveys and promote the
filmgoing habit so as to help fill
the theatre seats, according to
Majority Rule
Abram F. Myers, chairman of the
At that cime it Was stated that board of the Allied States ExhibiUnited Nations type of absolute tors. and a COMPO delegate.
veto power now held by each mem*
"The problem which looms higActions filed, generally allege short- her of the exec board would also gest in the minds of exhibitors all
age in percentage revenue is ac- hold for each meriiber of the new over the country,” said Myers, “is
companied by commensurate losses exec committee. However, it was the lack of patronage.
I
think
in revenue from flat deals. Charge stated, that the^new board of direc- that this is the big job to be hanis that income from a percentage tors would operate oh a majority dled by COMPO.”
pic is ii.sed as a yardstick in setting rule.
terms for the flat licensing. If the
Tliat brought a squawk from a(
percentage coin is under what it least one charter organization,
should be, the conse^enee is that which said that was not the Way it
Local
the sale on a flat basis also is short understood the compromise. As a
Continued from
7
of what it riormally would be.
result, the clarification went out
Theatres riamed in the Rpsen- stating that the unanimity rule SOPEG and SPG which caused
blatt-American complaint as hav- would apply in both the board and them to lose their identity coming been operated by the defend- exec committee. BPard’s only duty pictely.
ants at one time or another are the is to select the seven exec comListed changes were (l) expulLake, Lake George; the Gatskill mitteenien at large.
sion of UCJPWA from CIO, (2)
Myers’ review for his members -mergbr of SOPEG and SPG into
Catskill, and the Strand. Watervliet, all N. Y.
Recovery is sought of the two-day New York session Screen Employes Guild, (3) merger
in each suit from damages result - was characteristically biting. “Ted of expelled UOPW. with two other
ing from the alleged under-report- Gamble presented TOA’s plan in national labor groups to form Dising.
Charles E. Nichols of the Al- such a way as to convey that, .so tributirig, Proces.sing and Office
bany firm of. Whalen, McNamee. far as ’TOA Was concerned, it was Workers of America, .and (4L
Creble & Nichols is attorney for that or nothing. A few tentative merger of N.* Y.
affiliates
of
the plaintiffs. In this case, as in all suggestions put forward by Albed UOPWA, including SOPEG and
others, distribs also are represent- as feelers verified this impression SPG,
with
other affiliates
of
The bare, idea of broadening dPOWA, including Wholesale &
ed by the N. Y. copyright protecthe base had considerable appeal, Warehouse Workers Union; Local
tion firm of Sargoy & Stein.
but led
to
some pretty silly 65; to form District 65. DPOWA.
speeches. Orations were offered in
Claiming that majority of cornfavor of democracy, our priceless panics’ emplorees have expres.sed

.

.shares

•

.

'

!

!

CoiRinoii (or

Hughes Orders

6 Execs

i

Loosely allied with Greene are
be owners of as many
Hughes’ inas 1,500.000 shares.

Slock option plan for industry
cxccs
aiJd
key personnel
has
spi’ea.d to Loew’s, where oplioiis to
])iirchase
250,000 shares of the
ina.ior’.s
common have been approved by the board for six offi-

,

[

i

.

terest in the swap is indicated by
orders of his chief aide, Noah
headquarters in
Dietrich, to

j
'

RKO

New York

to

provide

i

i

Greene’s

:

J

men
A

with any info desired.
large quantity of statistical
matorial has already been delivered to his office and is under

Subject
stookholders’
apto
proval at their annual meeting in
Alarch.
options
went to Dore
,

1

under.‘:loocl to

cir.ls.

Schary

to Dietrich

production chief, for 100,- araiysis.

From

000 shares; Arthur

this

j

he Will deter-

•

j

:

^
,

4

2,)().Ooo

of the cliain’.s issue for top

^

=

pcr-('!meL

;

::

.

I

•

•

'

ir

,

[

.

.

heparlmentv
month. United Paramount
licalrcs voted options to purchase

:

1

!

^

La^l

paR:c

I

I

iiry

.

heritage and free institutions.”
their wish “to be rid of SOPEG
Allied objected to TOA’s un- and SPG” as bargaining agents,
limited - membership
for H-63 called on distribs and ciridea
were televised from a Twin City COMPO, Myers said, beeau.se “the cuits to give their employees a
uridoi any such plan could definite statement as to recognition
station and thereafter used by a boardI under
only conduct mass meetings.’’
It
of the two units. Uhion bases its
national hookup'.
"muld
be too unwieldy to. function, vclaiin of iilegality on .recognition
Censuring the "spGctacularity
the on fact issue is before NLRB,
would
open
trials
of
scnsationalisiri”
the
and
and declaring the bar ethics were door to the political bickering arid which has not yet given its answer
broken; the report recommended mancuver.s which we had tried so on question of bargaining agerit.
hard to eliminate from COMPO,
Position, of companies is that
that the Bar ASvSn. apppint another
commit tee of representati ves of ‘the Ned pepinet and Austin Keough no action will be taken until NLRB
(who
acts as a sort of adviser to hands down; its decision.
H-63
federal district court, Minnesota
supreme court, press, radio and Pepinet) both voiced their opposi contends that if emp'o.vees wore
tion to a large, unwieldy board;”
giveri choice of bargaining agent,
determine
etc.,
"to
television,

,

as a possibility is the sale of all
of RKO’s put-of-town houses and
retention; of, the New York circuit
However, there are tiiany other
possibiilties for. selling part of the
circuit and keeping other houses,
Wlulp one vociferous group, of;

.

righfei.
;

Street professionals favors liquiclar
They
tion of the entire chain.
fi.Gure on that basi s they coul d get
$10 to $12 a share out of the

;

duties and responsibUUies

of each in both civil and criminal
actions in order to protect the pub
pipcecnings.
'i'ntK-’esr III
iia
In cowt
court 'orocec^
lie unteiest

11^63

:

The Imbecile
lied

‘

‘

;
-'•’Hi

iign Gritics Elect
Language Pre.-vs Film
'.u.s' Circle
held itvS. annual meet
election in New York last

cvk.

•

Session’’)

Al
why 'I'i:

membership plan but

'

-

imod

Loris

iH'cxy was Dr. Manfred
film
editor of Aufbau;
Scluvefer, film editor of the

’few ish
V''v'i>ee.

H r.'clor

-

Forwards becomes
vvliiie Signuind Gottlober,
of the American Foreign
Dally

.

1-

f

I

Press, was reelected the
c.xcc sccrc tary.

'.tv.-Kage
I’C

j

,

:

’or.gc;

le ’s

.

;.

,

;

:

'

.

•

|

i

election.

j
'

tion on the stock swap.

i

i

said

that overnigl^t "the brighte'’

Russell Moss, exeeulite

v.p..

Of

H-63, who wrote letters to companies,
,said if employers
recog-pized either SOPEG or SPG, they
\yould be subject to charge of asr
siSting and supporting unions w'nich
"have given aid and comfort to
-

•

•

'N

:

I

,

'

hands down. For
unipn Aviir press

W'iti

election.

veto. M.vers

Use pi radio broadcasts to pro- s
“It was thought best to let
mote publicity, for a judicial officer the apostles of- asininity reap the
is described as "prostitution of a
rewards of their own folly rPfhrir
capital avSset.s.
Greene group is also awaiting high office for persorial advantage” than cast upon Allied the onus of
COMPO then and
[outcome of the present probe of and it’s asserted that “using such a disrupting
directors of the theatre company trial for the public’s critertairiment there.”
saiisfying
curiosity
its
for
shocks
or
‘Fatuous Appeals’
by the Dept, of Justice, on the
With the unlimited membership
Squawk that the bpard is made up our sensibilities.”
At the polls last fall, following plan (minus. Allied’s later comproentirely of Hughes appointees and
newspaper criticism and the ipise suggestion for both the un*
the company is not thus really severe
appointment, Judge limited board and the limited exec
divorced from the picture end. committee’s
Findings by the G^men will un- Moriarity, who had held office for committee) approved at the concluyears/ was defeated for re- sion of the fir.st day’s session. Myers
doubtedly influence Greene’s ac- many

would

that rerison

had registered oppositiori to
Unliiiiited

i

.

'

,

!

BdrAssn.

Continued from

he does decide to negotiate
on the swap— which it is expected
Options may be exercised at
Will
be determiried in two or three
Ill’s per. share, which vy.as the inar'.weeks
Greene wants to have a
kel price wlicri the board approved
plan for the company. It is in this
tile plan last week,
regard that the scheme is. being
iUmefit for the option hol.der.s studied of selling off part of the
unci'..
the pjan is that any profit theatre circuit
Iroip the slock transaction.s will be
One idea mentioned in the Street
as capital gains, rather
than strai.ght income, under last
St'iuember’s rLiling by the Treas-

,

[

If

romputc-ci

.

'

M. Loew, for- mine whether he is interested, in
40,000. and Benjamin going ahead at all on the' swap
'I’liau, Jo.seph R. Vogel, Charles C;
idea and. if so, on what terms.
Jl6.sko\Yi:lz and LouivS K. Siclncy,
27.500 shares each:

.

j

chief,

ci‘.;n

!

!

:

'

the pro-Communist movement.”
VVhile SOPEG and SDG toppers
are expected to resist an H-63 attempted raid, some leaders clairii
they arc not worried, as any change^
over rests with results of an election anfl

NLRB

certificatjoni

They

appear confident of holding their
pi'csent membership.
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merchants that sold murder

^

^
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^countrywide
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from a

ducers

Saturation Off For
‘Helmet’ Due to Cost

Pix Buying Legits

saturation
television
Planned
Continued from .pace 1
campaign for the N. Y. opening of
Continued from page 5
“The Steel Helmet-* at Loew’s purchase of books and originals as
rentals jumped to $66,028,462 in cash and Government securities. State today Wed, k has been called source material for films.
Marty
the past fiscal year, from the 1949 Gurrent liabilities were $8,599,799; off because of the cost,
The backing away from BroadCapital stock and surplus were Weiser, Lippert ad-pub director,
totMlof$63;920,000...
way began in 1947-48, when the
Amortization of film costs were listed at $49,730,285.
had. planned to blanket the N. Y. screws were turned dOwn hard in
Warner will transfer to the ther metropolitan area as he did for the Hollywood in the interest of econcut from $41,499,231 in the preceding year to $39,p8i,,000 in 1950. atre firm, in addition to all do- Coast opening of the film,
omy. it was felt that prices being
Also, production advances which mestic exhibition assets, sufficient
However, campaign which cost asked for legiters were much too
so
securities
Government
cash
and
V ere listed as unrecoverable in
$5,000 on the Coasty would cost be- high, and that, in any event; a great
1949 totaled $1,141,000, while this that the new firm’s balance sheet tween $13,000 and $14,000 to dupli- many of them proved disappointitem was carried at only $40,000 shall show a ratio of not less than cate in N. Y. As a result, Weiser ing at the b.o. when ti'ansposed to
j

i

i

!

i

i

billings

basis

to

money actually received by UA.
Company is also reported during
the past week to have informed
producers it will no longer lay out
coin for national advertising, as it
has done in the past. As with the
shift on payoff from the billings
basis, the move is in line with
rights reserved by UA via the fine
print in its contracts.
.

!

1

i

any event, the national ad
edict appears to mean little at the
moment, since there’s no new
In

That’s why the losses
suffered by the company are particularly significant.
Khas shifted his advertising budget celluloid.
There
are*
no
pix in prosppet to
to hit hard via radio, eliminating J
Kramer and Wald-Krasna have
Remainder; turned to this story source at least build income, and present grosses
.the video campaign.
will naturally dwindle as films con-"
of the successful L. A. campaign p^n-tly
a relsult oif pressure for
tinue to play off.
is being duplicated by Loew‘s in
Both units are going
hiaterial.
McNamee’s Demands
N, Y., with teaser ads currently into expanded pioductipn programs
running in all N. Y. dailies.
Producers won’t deliver their
and so are forced to reach out for
likewise
negatives
despite registered letters
Majors
potential yarns.
are widening their slates and so from prexy Frank L. McNamee
are expected to follow the indies* last week demanding that they do
suits as the shelves' from which so under terms of their contracts.
they h a ve been pu 1 1 ing ma ny old Harry Popkin is curreritly in a
Continued, from pace 4
hassle with the company on this
properties becoine denuded.
Trosper; “Gunfighter,** screenplay
point (See separate, stoi'y.)
Kramer Looks to Four Plays
William
arid
Bowers
by William
Still in the background in efKramer either has hought or is
Sellers* froiri story by Bowers and
in advanced negotiation for four forts to acquire the company is
Andre De Toth; “Rio Grande,’’
Jacques
Grinieff, foreign pic imThree of them are imporplays.
screenplay by J a mes Key in McHe reporttant Broadway properties and one porter and financier.
Guinness, story by James Warner
j
r
j
i
edly has been trying to interest
Bellah; "Ticket to Tomahawk.", by
it®".?”",,
George j; Schaefer in going along:
|

in

1

1950.

\VB plan of reorganization, as
sent to the stockholders, gives no
specific date for th- actual dissolulion of the present parent corporation and foi’ihation of the two now
conipanics which will operate indepcndcntly. However* the divorccineht must be effected by April 4,
1953, under the antitrust suit set-;
with the Department of
t I'e m c ii t
Justice.
Initial dircetorateb and managemt nls lor the two neW firms are
not likely to be selected for some
time. However, Harry, Jack and
Albert \Varner, who, with their
familic.s, control about 2.4% of the
stock ownership, all are likely to
remain at the helm of the. production-distribution outfit.
Stock transfer will be on the
basis of one half-sl are in each of
the two firms in, exchange for each
full sliare now held. No fractional
shares w ill be issued* with a cash
ynient based on. xparket value to
p
be made to holders of a number of
shares not equally divisible by two;

’

Of current assets to cur-

to 1

2

rent liabilities.
to the pic firm.

AH

other assets go

now being

'

j

;

reported bank indebtedness in the anioiirit of $9,546,000.
One-fourth of whatever portion of
this is remaining at the time of
divorcement will be the responsibility of the theatre outfit, with
the balance shifting to the pic

,

I

’

SWG

company.

will be liable for any
stemnriing from private
trust suits which involve only the
theatres.
Where only distribution
involved, the new pic firm will
take the responsibility.
Where
both branches of the major are
defendants in a suit, responsibility
will, be set on. the basis of 85% for.
the circuit and 15% for the new
Mary Loos and Richard Sale;
distrib company.
73,"
screenplay by
Other business set for tbe stock- “Winchester
TJiinliQi'rfo
fsrirfl
,
.
.
...
x.
Borden
and
Robert TL. Richards
story
by Stuart N.
from
Chase
board ^piembers.
Cii'cuit

•

damages

-

product.

.

;

I

i.*?

!

;

•

I

'

i

,

•

f

I

i°e^‘Thl HaopTSfne”

i

;

1

1

.

an^^

..??!“
WllilC ..n„,Th
DGflt 1
.

bCI pflliDG WcdcJill^,
of a Salesman’' recently closed and
The British play
is now 6n tour.
“Four Poster,’ a tworcharacter

[
.

with him.
He is .already understood "to have lined up the interest

George Bagnall, which would
give him a strorig operating comb®
he coil’d push his plan through.
A
o
musical
Best written American
However/ that appears unlikely, unGuggentomer, Samuel Schneider and Morns
less the Krim deal fizzles.
Wald-Ki-asna have bought ClifHit
hi'
Wolf.
Other directors were reSchaefer is a former prez df UA^
oldie, "Clash by Night,"
® Dorothy Tieias,
iMy uiue
Dert, uoioiny
elected last February for two-year belt
whi^vh
‘Time for Elizabeth,” which as \vell as of HKO. He has been
Current
Setup
Heaven,” screen pKay by Lamar
terniis;
close
to the company’s affairs reKrasna himself Avrote for the stage.
As for the physical makeup of
Trotti and Claude Bmyon from S J „
Wnlli*;
nnothpr inaie, wno
who re
rc- cently as the rep of producer Stanwaiiis, anoiner
cli.Hin, it now comprises 436
the
TC T Tiiron
“Siimmor Slork ” IKrahier. Bagnall Is former
woi o and Seymour GomCnm Icases tlirough Paramount, has ac ley
thcrlrcs. 236 of which are owned
George Wells
v.p. in charge of production on the
Qiri red last season’s “Come Back,
ill
Ice, 101 are leased and nine
berg from Gomberg stpry
Coast.
w,bite director Elia
are partly owmed and partly leased.
Ut‘t1e“wdr^s"’"idi%Tnul a v hi LKtlc Sheba,”
Contintied from .pa,ge 5
Krim deal calls for Heller
Co.,
Kazan and writer Arthur Miller
Qf these 20 are presently closed
h
on lives of
George Wells based
n Chicago
financing outfit, to adin a
acquired
foe inclusion in
caution
to
eliminate
wastage,
make
and 10 arc involved in subleasing
iBert Kalriiar and HariT Ruby;
every foot of film count, they have “West Point Story,” John Monks, package deal with their own serv- vance almost $3,500,000 in operatari’.'tngements.
ices a 1939 play by Paul Osborn, ing funds and production coin to
C rc uit is required to divest it- nothing to worry about.
Jr., Charles Hoffman and Irving
“Mornings’ at Seven.” It ran only float indies. Krim and Benjamin
“It is true that we are using Wallace, from story by Wallace.
self of 54 houses within the next
would have management control
44 performances.
two years, on the basis of half that more rawstock today than we did
Meltzef
Award
for screen
Robert
Major company buys in the past for a long term of years and an
number each year. 'Thereafter, cli- during World War II. Television play ufcst
iu
ui
V y, ^vlth prob*
u
ably
dealing
eoupii months have been limited option on 50% of the company’s
veslituro of an additional number, stations probably represent the
lems oL American scene- Asphalt
stock,
with Miss Pickford and
“The
has
,
not to exceed 27, may be required most important new user in this
-^ acquired
y
..
Jungle,
Arrow,
'The
Broken
However, we must rememMan,” Warner Bros, has bought Chaplin staying ip as equal partas a means of treeing competilidn field.
Men
No
Joseph
Way
Out/
L.
ners.
ber, too, that our production is at
..^here’s Charley?,” musical verin \arious areas.
Mankiewicz, Lesser Samuels and
,sio„ of "Charley’s Aunt" and ParaTheatre company’s pro forma an alltime high.”
‘Panic in Streets.’
Chaplin Back on Coast
'
mount has taken rights to “Aaron
sl.'ilcmcnt lists current assets at
Slick of Punkin Crick.” “Slick” is
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Golden’s Top N PA -Film Post
$11,132,868, as against current UaCharles Chaplin returned to the
a kind of fluke, a corny satire that
bi itics of $7,421,912.
Cash and
Washington, Jan. 23.
although
Coast
over
Broadway,
the weekend after a
never
reached
Government .securities amount to' Appointment of Natha. D. GoldStars Into
it is reputed to have had more per- brief trip to New York*
Although
$10,791,172.
Capital stock and ;en as director of the motion picformances than any other play In he saw Arthur Krim while there,
Continued from page 1
surplus of the. theatre company tu re-photographic products division
hi.story.
principal
American theatre
purpose of his visit is,
are listed at $30,423,375.
of National Production Authority,
said, has not only cut down their
Picture company, in addition to was announced yesterday (Mon.),
Being readied now or in produc- understood to have been in conaudience, but has prevented them
production, will engage in distri- Golden, who has been acting direotion are a half-dozen pix derived nection with casting of pic Avhich
from acquiring a number of propbution throughout the world, op- tor of the division up to now, will
from plays. They are Paramount’s he is planning.
erties to which film rights have
Mary Pickford, who was to have
erate its own laboratories in N. Y., be responsible for developing pro“Detective Story.” Metro’s “Strictgone east last week, changed her
Burbank and London. Also, pul- grams to provide for the smooth already been acquired by Hollyw^arinTdTitio^
gISSs
said, Toth
plans at the last moment and has
fit, through .subsidiaries, will own
flow of photographic goods in rea 37^-^% interest in Associated armament and in essential indus^ the stars and studios have nixed
She’s said to be
Streetcar remained here.
shows that might be kinnied
figuring
British Pictures Corp., which, opon heading for New York
Named Desire.’
through fear that the process
:
shortly.
erates more than 400 theatres in
Golden h&s been for years chief would not show off their properRecently-released pix from legitthe British Isles, and engages in of the motion picture division of
Meantime,
with
the - KrimThey include
ers number eight.
ties to best advantage.
production and distribution.
the Commerce .Departmerit’s BuiMefro’s "Magnificent Yaijkee,” Co- Robert S* Benjamin-Waiter Heller
Now howeyer,
however he d
declared i...
Now,
Foreign subsids will continue to reau of Foreign and Domestic Cohilumbia s “Born Yesterday," Univer- deal for takeover of UA apparoperate a theatre in London and merce.
During World War II he understood that some of the. major sal’s “Harvey and ‘Operation Dis- ently stalled, indie producers disfilm
companies
only
not
’would
three in South America.
Picture was motion picture equipment conaster” (from a London play of tributing through the company infirm also will own the music com- sultant for the War Production
structed attorneys to meet today
panies, Witmafk, Harms, Inc., and Board and Coordinator of Inter(Tues.) to map. individual and joint
Rc'mick.
court action. They maintain their
American Affairs. He has served
Picture firm, as of last Aug. 31, the Government abroad several
product and finances are being
had total current assets of $49,- times in international motion picjeopardized by UA's precarious
above have been recould probably establish the same
697,318, including $15,191,424 in ture matters. •
position and they want to force
or
two.
kind of a deal with the studios
the situation to a head.
as that now enjoyed by “Lux Ra- Hollywood s distaste lor legit two
dio Theatre.” Gibbs said that Nepof playsTinto^lms re^ I®
tune has retained the right in its
They jnearlier in 1950.
contract with NBC
and Luckies to leased
•• A
y\4»
—
^1 4^ ^1
«
A Ar
a
Strike
move to the Coast any time the eluded ohly Metro’s “Annie Get
Pro forma statements sent to Warner Bros, stockholders offer a
Gun”
Your
WB’s
“Glass
Meand
CdntlJiued from paKf 7
relay facilities are ready. In addibreakdown on earnings of the major’s theatre operations in the
tion, he said, with the number of nagerie.”
United States and Canada along with, separately/ profits and
committee asked for I'einstatement
[new properties that would become
losses which would have been shown by production-distribution if
of fired employees, revisions of
available,
there’s
a
good
chance
operated independently of the circuit. Following is the summary
contract so as to include security
that the show would go to a oncefor the past 10 years;
clause and wage increases across
weekly basis, instead of the alterthe board. Of inimediate concern
Net profit
nate week setup under which it
Continued from pace 3
is the security clause, as current
exclusive of net
now operates.
capital gains
swer at all. Too many previous pact has until Oct. 22 to run* SPG
or losses and
negotiatoi’s for control of the dis- charged violation of contract as
Year
before federal
tributing compa\y have seen their union >yas not notified of intended
Ending
income and
Net capital
deals go inexplicably awry at the retrenchment as specified in agreePrices
Atig.
excess profits
gains or
last moment for that to cause any ment.31
Stewards from other SPG units
taxes
from
Cohthriied
pace 3
(losses)
Net profit
surprise.
attended Monday night’s .meeting
THEATRE COMPANY
Income Down to $160,000
linear feet, ihcludirig excise tax.
and voted to support the 20th-Fox
$2,895;711
^ 194
($ 250,751)
$1,344,960
Former price was $43.76. Price of
The only thing, that appeared groiipv Picketing of theatres playH 1942
732,204)
4,546.954
35m safety sound film jumps from certain was that Chaplin and Miss ing 20th piOtures is under consid1943
f
(4.555,990)
3,317,925
$19.85 to $21,53 per thousand feet, Pickford would have to take some eratiori. Herman
1944 ...
"
Temple is presi13,509,479
(
5,195,720)
3,413,759
while release positive rises from action in a hurry to preserve their dent of 20th’s unit.
1945
15,537,591
26,853)
5,310,738
$13,66 to :$16.22.
company.
Company’s
gross
income
e
R
0
r
t
s
1946
were
widespread
... 2I;137,274
p
(3.913)
10,333,361
In the 16in bracket, safety nega- was rfeportedly down to about throughout the
1947
20th organization
146,023
12.996,144
tive cUnibs to $27.60 per thousand $160,000 last week.
That would Monday that the cuts in the pub1948 .... ... 19,814.389
369,433
12,083, 822
feet from $24,15.
Safety sound give it approximately $45, 000 as its ad staff were bhly
1949 ....... 16.198,087
a starter on exr
629,852
10,327,939
moves from $10.45 to $12.65, while share, which would mean a net op- tensive economies
‘1950
and that there’d
8,564,070
1,379,271
6,143,341
safety positive goes to $10.35 from erating loss of almost $30,000.
.soon be serious lopping of heads, in
PICTURE COMPANY
/•:
,$ 8 12
This going on for week after all other departments.
This was
1941
$4,332,693
($ 206,379)
In the nitrate category, 35m week Is chewing into cash
$3,820,314
and borne out in a statement by a top
1942
8,424,167
420
negative jump*s from $39.78 to other liquid assets and obviously exec,
3,924,587
who
declared;
we
“Wherever
1943 ....*,* 13,291,790
18,768
4,920,558
$44.74. New nitrate sound price can’t continue.
Fact that UA has can save money, weTl do it.”
1944 ....... 11,772,438
2,265
3,.539,703
per thousand feet is $18.46, a hike been able to carry the load as long
He added that the personnel
1945 .......
9,316,942
1,773,883
4,590,825
from $16.47. Nitrate positive high as it hiis is a surprise to the trade, slash
Was not a direct result of a
1946
42,836
9,091,289
speed goes from $13.08 to $14.54.
although the company has found it dip in profits. There
was no par1947
15,467,468
31,367
9,098,835
Meanwhile, supply of raw stock necessary to change some of its
ticular
reason for retrenchment to
1948
(171,972)
74.003
(246,569)
appears plentiful, with ho pros- procedures to keep all its paycome at this time, he said, except
1949
247,469
138,595
pects for rationing or curtailment ments current.
One big lifesaver that periodic tightening up of op1950
82.278
4.128,316
ha.s been a switch on payoff to pro- erations
was necessary.^
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re using

type for this

red hot!

JERRY
I

WAR W TH

i

I
I

ARMY PARAMOUNTS
4

I

YEARS!!
i

IV Biggest

that Paramount

has had since 1946 incMiiti
•w

Witn one exception, of course:

the biggest of

them all— and
of all time —

;

.

nfiM

rmmrnw

SAMSONAND
DELILAH

.

‘‘The Paleface”! Check Milwaukee,

'

iPMir

.

with.P.OlLY.E(EPGBN
GrealtleT'

^

^ Directed

,
$

Orleans, Providence,

Hartford,

New

Richmond

!

fc>y.H3i

screen'
f Of
Walker 'arid Pro<duced by Pred T.
Vlnklehoffe t Songs' by MOoK
David and Jerfy
^

New

'

'ptD<!tucer"~’At?nE?Y

^

Buffalo,

Haven, Portland,

'

In fact,

ment anywhere!

aor engage-

You’ll

be amazed!

WcdiMfidayy January 24, 1951

PICTURKS

18

tend and explain the COMPO program.
,
Sylvan Bany, former manager

»»f

named manager

of the Varsity,

From Fibn Row

Clips

of

Fiesta Drive-In operated by the
Apollo Amus. Co. in San Antonio.
Clyde Allen named manager of
4 4
» 444
» »
44
X 44
in
<
.,1
u
A .! recently opened Ridglea theatre
succeeded
listed^
Najy; will be
worth by Interstate. He was
(Continued from page 9)
""
—
Travis.
Shirley
,by
•*
Parkway.
^
o m
,
^
1
manager of
Malone” (M-G) and “Dial 1119”
S, Ten*ell, Metro exploitaDan
Hjalmar Randgaard shifted from
of Video tM-G), $12,000.
manager
Monroe,
John
tion chief, back in N. Y. after a. manager of Ridge theatre, BreckIndependent Theatres at Cuero for
Paramount (Tristates) (3,000; 16Coast visit.
enridge, N! D., to Ely, Ely, Minn. more than four years to take over
70)
“Grounds for Marriage”
Resignation of Fred Lahrmer as Succeeds Don Wiese, awaiting call similar post for circuit at Hugo;"Last wfeek,
(M-G).
Fair $9,500.

OMAHA

m

NEW YORK

Perks; *Widi Army*

Pitt

j

1

Giant $23^500, /Storm*

.

j

|

—

Nicei7G;;*(jrande*8G,2d

'

city manager in Lancaster. O., £or
Jamestown Amps. Co. (Shea cir-

to service.

John Schahnon bought Ameiry
personnel theatre, Amery, Wis.
Walter Branson, western sales
shulfle in eight cities where the
Jack Baum- manager, and Herb Greenblatt,
chain has. outlets.
j

brought about a

cuit)

,

.

manager in
gardt, former city
Westfield, Mass., tpok over LahrPepin,
Armand
ppst.^
Old
mer’s
Conneaut, O.j

in

c.rfi.

;

moved

district
'

i

to

Westfield.

Roberl Limbaueh manager of
O switched
Geneva Q,,
oiica’s theatre,
theatre Geneva,
Shea’s

sales

manager

RKO,

of

conferences.

in for
,

Apparently unsuccessful in getting major distributors^ saleis hiaiiagers to adopt its proposed new
sehing plan desighedTo lessen percehtages and thus lower film costs,
centages
although still not admitting defeat
confeijnces
?
Allied
North^Central
C
\ ork, North
in New York,
how charges most ftlin companms
with “a .country-wide ruthless and

manager. Ray
cUv^^
to1?onneaut
Conneiaut as
*18 city
to
Or'manager
MaeNe"ly%ana|e^^^^
MacNealy,
- of Shea’s
^
rePa.,
Rocks,
McKees
pheum,
j'
_ _
ou
placed Limbaugh at Shea’s, Ge-!
William Kibinge, assistant
neva,
drive fpr still further
managerr in New Philadelphia,
- Q., destructive
nam^ed manager of McKeOs Rocks increased rentals,
jFpr first time in its history, Minhoii.se.,
nesota Amusitf .Cd. (Paramount icirDurkin, assistant manager
Tom
cult), leased its 4, OOG-soat ’‘Radtp
<^..1
-A
City for an outside attraction, Mifirf
f/j neapolis Chapter pf |Iadassah, in
I

!

!

T

-r

i.

—

j’

^

!

.

’

,

Dkla.

trict

manager,

16G, Both Big

Edward D*. Ellis, of the A,, M,
Ellis chain, has quit film iridusU’y
go into ^n importing and exDonald
busine^ with
porting
O’Donnell, formerly with Univer-

to-

sal.

Bill

Wolf and Joe Conway, who

Wilmington, Del., formerly owned
by Ben Schindler.
Jack Smith resigned as manager
of Sam Hyman’s Cameo to take
charge of the Steifel and Blurriberg

;

'

j

Carman theatre, which scrapped
variety shows several months ago,
returns to vaude policy this week.

,

!

,

Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 45-80)—
“At War With Army” (Par). Got
smash weekepd, with flrrt two days
accounting ifot K almost $10,000.
Means a^teirific $23,500 on week.
Last week,. “Grounds for Marriage”
(M-G), $10,dW.
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 50-85)r‘•Storm WaTning” (WB).. This one’s
teeing off in Pittsburgh territory

,

!

1

in D. C.

Washington,' Jan. 23.
Town’s art houses are cuiTently
nlaking boxofflce n e vv s. “Seven
Hays to Noon’* at T^jaris-Lux,
sparked by preem at National
Press Club and vollqy of critical
kudos, looms record*breaking.
“Cyrano,”, playing the Playhouse
at roadshow scale, opened big despite a generally .lukewarm press.
“Operation Pacific” at the Warner,
hypoed by a glittering military
brass at preem, shapes hefty, with
possibility that it will break a fivemonth record. Most other spots
are on the mild side.
Estimates for This' Week
Capitol (Loew%> (2,434; 44-90]^
“Three Husband^” (U A) plus vaude
;

recently took over, the Wayne, Germantown, acquired, the Strand,

;

.

,

;

.

i

MINNEAPOLIS

.

j

.

the iood industry,

with test campaigns' Vetoing in dif-

,

ferent sectors.

and helped by

CMcbibg on
push, from

big;

Neat. $17,000 Or oyer.'

hei’e
crix.

Last week,

.

“Mr. Music” (Pat),;$i8;t50o.
headed .by Georgia Gibbs on stage.
Warner (WB) <2;00p| 50-85)i—
Slow $17,000 likely. Last week, “Mr. .Musics” "fPar)/ (tw^o,).
Bing
(Continued from page 8)
“Grounds for. Marriage”' (M-G), Crosby hit still jias considerable
(M-G) (5th wk). Fine $9,000. Last plus Arthur Godfrey Scouts on
strength left;' Sock $9,000 looms.
.
week, $10,000.
stage, sock $28,000 and over hopes. Last week, “Ulhder world Story’'
Denham (CoCkrilD (1,750; 40-80)
Dupont (Lopert) (375; 50-85)
.and “Admiral Was a Lady”
—“Branded” (Par) (2d wk). Okay “Difficult Years” (Indie). Sturdy (UA)
(UA), $5,000/

DENVER

1

.

—

I

Last week, near-record 1 $4,000 for this small-seater. Laii.
same show inside the theatre or $10,500.
$16,000.
week, “Tight Little Island” (U)
f^om their autos
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 40-80) •— and “Seventh Veil” (U) (reissues)
Actirig on premise that house
“Hails of Montezuma” (20th) ahd (2d wk), $2,200.
to Army as a lieutenant.
managers know more about their
Marvin Anderson,' manager of own theatres than distribs, Shea’s “Gasoline Alley” (Col), day-date
Keith's (RKO) (1,939; 44-80)
Fargo rtheatre, Fargo, N. D., en- State theatre, Manchester, N. H., with Esquire. Big $18,500. Last “Never Dull Moment” (U). Nice
“Frenchie^* (U) and “Tougher $10,000. Last week, “Harvey” (U)
week,
talked 20th-F<)x Boston exchange
They Come” (Col), ,$16,000.
(3d wk), very bright $13,000 for
out of booking “All About Eve”
Esquire (Fox) (742; 40-80)
final 10 days.
on a run that would include a
(20th) and
Montezuma”
of
“Halls
Metropolitan (Warner) (1,163; 44Sunday. New twist also was adopt(COl), also .Den- 74)— “Dallas” (WB) (2d run). Good
Alley
ed by playing pic on a two-a-day, “Gasoline
week,
Last
Big $3,500.
$5,000 in 8 days.
Last week,
unre- ver.
price,
regular - admis^on
(U) and “Tougher They “Shadow on
Wall” (M-G) and
senred-seat policy on last half of “Frenehie”
Come” (Coi), $3,000.
“Happy Years” (M-G), yanked after
week.
Orpheiim (RKO) 12,600; 40-80)
4 days with $2,200,
Result was that Wednesday“Hunt Man
Palace (Loevv’s) (2,370; 44-74)
through-Saturday gross hit esti- “Kim” (M-G) and
Last
$20,000.
“Halls of Montezuma’' (.20th) (2d
mated $4,000, Normal four-day Down” (RKO). Smash
and
(M-G)
Birdie”
“Watch
wk).
week,
Very steady $15,000 after big
take on last half of week for this
“Boi’der Ranger” (Lip), $14,000.
$21,000 last week.
house is around $1,200.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 40-80)
Playhouse (Lopert) (485; $1.20“Stage to Tucson” (Col) and “At- $2.40)—“Cyrano” (UA). Big $8,000
(Rep). for two-a-day and upped scale.!
City Honeymoon”
lantic
Lou Hanna, of Film Row, ac* Poor $5,500. Last week, “Emer- Last week, “Trio” (Par) (8th wk),
(Col) and “Pygmy okay $4,000 at regular prices.
Wedding”
gency
quired the Metropolitan in Bloom- Island” (Col), $6,500.
Warner JWB) (2,164; 44-74)
field under a long-term lease from,
Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 40-80)—“Fly- “Operation Pacific” (WB), ImpresLou Kaufman, who has withdrawn ing Missile” (Col) and “Blondie” sive $16,000, and possibly best
from exhibition to concentrate on (Col), also Aladdin, Webber. Drab since last August. Lart week, “Midhis ad distributing business. House- $3,000. Last week, “Last of Bucca- night and Dawn” (Col)> disappointwill be managed by Maurice Fruh- neers” (Col) and “Midnight and ing $9,500.
iingei*, half-owner of Silver Drive- DaWn” (Col), $4,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (654; 44-80)
In near Windber.
“II “Seven Days to Noon” (Indie). May
Vogue (Pike) (600; 40-80)
be
record braaker at hot $10,000.
Pa.,
Warren,
Sarvis,
George C.
Trpvatore” (Indie), Good $2,500.
Jerry Weisfeldt, former branch
officelmanager for Fox here, back

..

1

—

j

.

—

—

—

!

CHICAGO
(Continued from page 9)
For Marriage” (M-G) and “Next
Voice” (M-G) (2d wk), $11,500.
.

Woods (Essaness) (1.073; 98) !—
“B;orn Yesterday”
(Col).
Great
$36,000. Last week,, “For Heaven’s
Sake’' (20th) (4th wk), $9,000.
World (Ihdie) (587; 80)—“Bitter
Rice” (Indfe) (3d wk). Big $6,500.
Last week, $7,500.
Ziegfeld (Lopert) (434; 98)
'*

—

“Great Manhunt” (Col). Opens
today (Tues.). Last week, “Trio”

|

i

PITTSBURGH

(Par) (9th wk), fine $4,000.

;

—

-

,

—

t

.r

..

—

Last week, “Blue Angel” (Indie)
theatre manager, named justice of Last week, reissue.
peace for the borough of Warren
Webber (Fbx) (750; 40-80)— “Fly- (3d wk), $3,5Q0 in 6 days.
by Governor James H. Duff.
ing Missile” (Col) and “Blondie”
of the (Col), also Aladdih, Tabor.
John Malco,
Slim
Heights, will run the house himself $1,500. Last week, “Last of Buc- ‘Branded’ Torrid $17,000,
after
exshortly
reopens
when it
caneers” (Col) and “Midnight and
Port.; ‘Storm’ Strong
tensive renovations.
^
Pawn” (Col), $1,700.
Portland, Ore., Jan. 23.
December winners in WB’s PittsFirst -run
houses are loaded
burgh, zone in national three-month
With action pictures this week,
Bhowmanship drive for managers
and It is spelling solid boxoffice.
were: Bob Bowman, Erie, first
from page 8)
“Branded” is out in front while
place; and second-placers, Joe (L.A. (Continued
Par only) (2d wk-3 days), “Pagan
Frank Brown,

~

-

engine DOUGLAS DC-4S
DlrMtfram Lt GuaNHa

aiid

Newark

NON STOP

.00
Curtli. <35

—

CALIFORNiA$72
I

Way

STOP

1

Freeman, Johnstown;
Titusville, and Bob Nielsdn, State $5,400.
Orpheuni (Metropolitan) (2,210;
College.
“Winslow Boy” EL)
70-$1.10)
Pennsylvania Bar Assn., meeting (2d ruii) with Dick Contino, Nick
here last week and sent 600 dele- Lucas onstage.
Modest $15,000.
gates to midnight screening of Last week, “Outrage” (RKO) and
'Magnificent Yankee” at Penn the- “Rio Grande Patrol’* (RKO) (8
atre;
days), slight $13,600 with Hawaii
Percentage actions filed here last and Beverly Hills Music Hall.
week against James Jaffurs, RichUnited Artists, Ritz, Vogue,
ard E, ;Brown, William Anast, John Studio City, Culver (UA-FWC)
Jaffurs, Jr., and Wilmer ‘Enter- (2,100; 1,370;; 885; 880; 1,145; 70prises, Inc., by seven distributors. $1.10)— “Steel Helmet” (Lip) and
Companies asking fbr accounting “3 Desperate Men” (Lip) (2d wk).
were WB, JIKO,- Universal, Para- Nice $20,000. Last week, rousing
ihount, 20th-Fox, UA and Loew’s. $34,500.
Four Star (UA) (900; 70-90)
“Magnificent Yankee” (M-G) (5th
wk). Pushing up to $3,500. Last
Paul Short, one-time division week, up to $3,300.

Return

>^'

7

AIRLINES

Free ticket Dcl'y.

Irr.

Fllchtg, plus taa

BRyoiit 9-6492
309 ath Ava, (Eiit. 42 nd St.) Suita

I

OQ

BROOKLYN

BRONX

UL 5r3888

LU 4-0607

Hotel St. dearie
Clark Streat

2488 Gr, CeneaurH
(FardhamRd) Rm 928

TRAVEL AGENTS OfCOGN/'ZfD

manager for National Screen ServFine Arts (FWC)
ice and more reicently a Hollywood 2.40)— “Cyrano” (UA)

OUTPOOR
Refrashmtnt
farvka far
DRIVE - IN
THEATRES

RIFRESHMENT,
SERVICE
framCMit

%
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>PORr5FRVICE CORP
cot.' w
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«
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bALLAS

^

(677;

Estimates for This

,

>.

..1

I

“D.O.A.” (UA). Big $14,000 or
over. Last week, “Harvey” (U) and
“Sleeping City” (U) (2d wk), big
$ 12 000
Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 5090)—“Branded” (Par) and “Torch”
(EL), day-date with Orpheum. Big
Last week, “Never Dull
$7,000.
Moment” (RKO) and “Fatherts
Wild Game” (Mono)^ $5*000.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750; 5090)—“Branded” (par) and “Torch”
(EL), also Oriental. Sock $10,000.
Last week, “HaiTiet Craig” (Col)
and “Everybody’s Dancin’ ” (Indie),
$1.20- mild $6,000.
.

,

YANKEE'
storrinff

LOUIS CALHERN •

A

ANN HARDIND

Aieiro-tioMivyn’Mayer

yteture

•

plus SpscUcular St«f« Pr«s«nfatiGfS

VBAN

SljWS/i»i.i.£5SU

awHwnr
Kimr'

farinwiinl

(iOth wk).
Paramount (Evergreen) (3.400;
filmmaker, rejoined NSS as divi- Into loth frame today (Tues.) after 50-90)
“Storm Warning” (WB)
sion manager. He will headquarter smart $6,000 last week.
and
“Cali
Klondike”
(Mono).
in Dallas.
Beverly
Canon (ABC) (520; Strong $9,000, Last week, “Never
Arthur Mayer invited to be guest $1.20)
“Trio” (Rar) (5th wk). Dull Moment” (RKO) and “Faspeaker at Allied of Texas conven- Steady $4,500. Last week, $4,700. ther’s Wild Game’^ (Mono), $8,500.
tion here at Adolphus Hotel, Jan.
United Artists (Parker) (890; 5029-30.
Both Mayer and R. J.
Beth Brown's yarn, “Insurance 90)
“Underworld Stbry” (UA).
O’Donriell, veepee of the Interstate Investigator,” slated for production Slim $4,000.
Last week, “Right
Theatre circuit afe expected to at- by Republic.
Cross” (M-G), $7,200.

jmiriniiE

Kclw<

K

.

NiiMfy

ndlark

—

—

'•O'

Rock«f«ll«r C«nftr

THf MAGNIFICENT

Week

Broadway (Parker) (1,850; 50-90)
—“Pagan Love Song” (M-G) and

—

4

GLOBE

Love Song” and “Storm
Warning” also look nice.

<

•

NORTH AMERICAN

-T~

•RADIO CITY MUSIC HAtt-

8G

LOS ANGELES

MIAMI

r

^

owner

4

•^

;.

Bdd Freemam

Ellis Circuits disr
resigned to go into

••'•:/

.

Estimates for This Week
Fulton f SheaV f!t;70.Q| 50-85)^
“Rio Grange'* .(Rep) (2d wk). Teed
off fine this stafiza with solid $8,Last week, smash
000 likely,
$ 12 000
Harrlm (Harris) (2,200; 50-85)—
“Great' Manhunt''. (Col).
This
Douglas Fairbanks* Jr., picture
was ortgipally released as “Slate
Secret” but change of title doesn’t
seem to be helping. Crix gave it
a real send-off but they aren’t
buying.
Fair $7,000 in 6 days,
coming out day ahead*of full week
for “Bom Yesterday” (ColK ,Last
week, “Frenehie” (U), $9,500.
.

I'

BOSTON

1

week.

—

i

^^
f^sistanrmanager^
;to' Durkin’s old poll in AsHtaWla.'
Israel Institutions,: takes over
Leonard Freund, executive of for house
on a rental th(B night 6f
Centu:^ Theatres for last 25 years, big
Peb, 17 for the local appearance
resigned to take a top .post withIsrael Philharmonic Orchestra.
of
liipnty
MacLevy’s
slenderizing
salons and dance studios. Freund
will direct advertising and promor
tlOli.-.
of
head
Pinanskl,
Samuel
Maurice Silversteih, Latin Amer-^
American Theatres Corp. here, has
ica regional director for Loew’s
plans for a revolutionary type of
Internationa], is away from N. Y.
theatre' wliieh adds an open-air
on eight-week tour of company ofconventional type of
Cential and
Proposed unit Is set for
circuit’s Embassy
at
construction
rt*
f rt
Fifth and final regionar
meeting
of Paramount bookers wound up
prnnn^pH 'addiiinn of an ozoner
Sunday (21) at tVarwick Hotel here.
Jfcmrt to
Two-day session was attended by Lcanture that ^shgment* of family
j
hooking personnel of New York. |
s“%'/^coBoston, New Haven, Albany and
Buffalo branches. Previous bookNew 200-chr plant is skedded for
ers! liuddles ^vGre held in Pittsspriilg on a lot at rear of .theatre.'
burgh, New Orleans, Chicago: and
Both the conventional Embassy
Los Angele.s.
and its drive-in annex will be operated under identical policies, giving patrons the option of seeing

boXbet this week in “At War
With the Army” at. Penn. “Stom
Waniing” at the Stanley also
shapes well. “Rio Grande” holding up strongly In second Fulton
office

|

I

23,

wow

Golden Triangle has a

PHILAD^HIA

!

I

i»ittsbui;;gh, jaii.

“Dallas” (WB),. $11,000.

Four-month strike of operators
BrandclB (RKO) (1,500; 16-70)—
at five East Texas Theatre Circuit “Emergency Wedding” (Col) and
houses in Baytown and La Porte “The Great Manhunt” (CoD. Good
settled amicably.
Last week, “Never Dull
$6,500.
Moment” (RKO), $6,000.
State (Goldberg) (865; 20-75)—
“Next Voice” (M-G) and “CounterTed Schlanger, new Chief Barker spy” (Mono). Good at $5,000. Last
(Par) (3d wX),
of Variety Club here, appointed week, “Mr. Music’^
James Ashcraft, recently retired fine S4,000«
Ottfaha CFristates) (2,100; 16-70)
Metro flack, to the publicity post
“Dbllas»^ (WB) (m.oJ and “Ali,'for forthcoming Variety Clubs Inmony” (EL). Not so good $6,500.
temational convention.
“D.O.A.” (UA) and
'The Crescent theatre in South- Last week,
Caesar” (UA),
west Philly, shuttered. The Frolic, “Champagne for
wliich closed early in December, $7,000.
is Inow a laundry; Dave Mpliver’s
h<mfws, the, Regis and Gem, are
placing weekends billy.
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The -war cry screams**.

The war drums throb * * •
and a howling horde

CARRINGTON
The

of reckless redmen
.

soldier

BECKWORTH

MONAHSEETAH

The trppper

Cheyenne Princess

LT.

DANCY

The coward

RED CLOUD
Sioux

War Chief

'<u

r/cfes

to

vengeance I

‘“"T^VANHEFLIN-YVONNEDe CARLO
WITR

PRESTON FOSTER

Screenplay

liy

SILVIA RICHARDS and

*

JACK OAKIE

MAURICE GERAGHIV

•

* Directed by

TOM TOLLY • SUSAN CABOT »i

GEORGE SHERMAN * Produced by LEONARD GOJ

ALEXNICOL

4

-

f*

Washington,

.Jan. 23.

Sneering attack upon *Hhe American way of life/' including
films, featured a Radio Budapest program
XJ.
beamed to Britain last weelL
“America has bestowed many blessings upon the western world,'*
said the Hungarian broadcast which was received by oificial U« S.
monitors. “In rough calculation these include the Kinsey report oil
the sexual habits of the American male, Coca-Cola, cheWing giim
and Betty Grable or Jane ^Russell—depending upon whether you
brunettes.
prefer blondes
“From cinematic observations it appears that the average Amer«
lean spends his time chewing gum in a private swimming pool
with the boss’s daughter. Most Americans can aiford the gum,
but few of them are on chewing terms with the boss’s daughter,
^
whose hobby appears to be collecting husbands.
“President Truman, out to save Western culture, makes one sup*
pose that the businessmen destined to do so are cultured people.
True, most of them have heard of Shakespeare, but that did not
stop the movie boys from advertising Henry V as Hank Cinq.
American businessmen have done more to vulgarize culture than

Hollywood and

anybody

else.’*

.

London, Jan. 23.
recommendations of the
Beveridge Committee on Broadcasting are accepted by the government, sponsored broadcasting will
bo barred probably for all time in
Britain. With the Labor Party having advocated this attitude, there is
little likelihood of Parliament upsetting the committee’s findings on
this major question of principle.
-enly^'one of the T1 committee
members voted for partial introdu^
tlon of sponsorship on a competitive basis with the British Broad-

—

WUB,N.Y,FalBilliiig5

are riding herd on three trends

From now on television will
be treated in the same way
that the network treats com-

-

ailive

directors were told they
were to stop all references In
scripts to the video medium,

in ad

lib

shows they were ad-

anticipate probable
mention of TV and to tell
talent and guests to avoid the
plug. Where lapses occur and
the taboo word gets out oyer
the alrlanes, directors are
counseled to give the offenders
a heart-to-heart spiel.

vised

.

the

report;

months' probe by

result of
the panel,

to

19 NovSe takeover.

pages, of which more than 500
are taken up by the memoranda

filO

Although 'Toscy’s Verdi concert
runs two hours^ with a “Te
“Rethe
preceding
Deum”
quiem,” only 90 minutes of the
going
on
is
“Requiem” ( 6 to 7 30 )
the air, with the work to get an
unjinterrupted perfoj:martce. In addition to the opening and closing
Squibh has
institutional plugs,
;

;

wanted a mid-way

WMGM Rate Hike
WMGM, Loew’s-owned indie in
N. Y., will up its rates March 1, for
the first time in 10 years. Director
Bertram Lebhar, Jr., said the new
Card is based on the station’s increased circulation. However, the
new rates will eliminate additional
duplitests to bankrollers fpr
cation and AFA charges for spot
commercials.
Lebhar stressed that the hike

pires this month.

About 650 employees are eligible
for membership in an office workers union. R(5 has had contracts
with CBS for about six years and
won an NLRB poll last year,
in its circular the Newspaper
Guild said that its constitution permits employees of radio and TV
companies to loin, and that some
CBS staffers had already signed
up.'

•

BG

recently declared in a leaflet
that on Doc, 14 it had asked CBS
negotiate
a general pay increase
to
and on Jan, 2 CBS replied with
its memo reporting that it had
asked for an NRLB election. RG
has the
Was based not on riring production said that while the web
vote, it challenges
costs but on the indie’s growing right to seek a
right Ato use
audience.
He said that surveys “the company’s moral
election as an
taken in 1950 showed ah increasing the request for an
discuss an
to
refusing
for
excuse
audience for
despite the
before a
inroads made in the area by video. adequate pay increase
He said that the station’s pull is wage freeze is imposed/'
proven by the fact t^at 90% of
iU contracts are renewals.

FM

WMGM,

Lebhar reported

1950
billings werd 10% over
1949’s, which was the previous
high, and that the station was continuing to expand its
operations.
Radio outlook for 1951 is
‘regrettably” much more promlsmg than 1950, Lebhar said, adding
he used the word “regrettably*^ because the world crisis Indicated a
inajor return to
and a recoi®ion in TV development. Several
other AM stations have also hiked
,that

in

WmgM’s

AM

AM

laies recently.

CUQDOT CLUB ESKIMOS
BACK-RESER ’N’ AU

identification,

too.

Drafting

a

of

positive

loyalty

Radio Writers,
Guild sought as a replacement for
the CTS questioni.aire on its staff“slated to do some promotional ticaffiliations with organizations
ins,
ABC has been talking to ers
listed as subversive by the U. S.
Hildegarde manager Anna Sosenko
attorney general, has failed to jell.
and Louis G, Cowan on a threeMeeting last week of CBS. prexy
way spread for the ebantoosie. If
negotiations are wrapped up, Hilde- Frank Stanton, CBS exec veepee
H. Ream, Authors League
Joseph
garde- would get regular shows on
ABC and ABC-TV and in addition of American prexy Oscar Hamwould do a disk jockey stint for the merstelri, 2d, 'RWG prez Ira Marion
and RWG eastern veepee Shelley
web’s Gotham key, WJZ,
ABC, taking the pulse of public Stark, resulted in an impasse. Twosession
explored various
interest in. the boys in khaki and hour
blue and the servicemen’s desire phases of the loyalty quiz situation
CBS
taking
the view that it
with
for personal appearances by stars,
is
mulling a reprise of “Blind had decided on , the questionnaire
Date” as a camp-touring project. after long deliberation and that
“Date/’ which grew Out of the last it feels it the best method of dealwar, is now on video, revamped ing with the matter.
with a collegiate angling. Chain is
RWG leadership now feels that
also considering a traveling west- having tried without success to coern program for its Jimmy Wake- operate with Columbia in drafting
ley, cowpoke performer who has a simple declaration of loyalty, it
gotten a healthy GI reaction on his has decided against any kind of
treks with Bob Hope. Pepsl-Cola statement, oath or questionnaire.

submitted by political parties, the
BbC, trade unions and film Industry organizations and companies.
For the film industry, the report
may mean the end of the deadlock
with the BBC, and recommends facilities for the Introduction of the*
TV. with special waveatrical
lengths to be allotted to theatres.
time, the BBC is urged
same
the
At
to make a fresh attempt to settle
Newspaper Guild of N. Y. (CIO)
Its difference wdth film and theatre has launched a drive to organize
to
conie
to
Interests, and endeavor
radio and TV white collar em- has already moved in this field
terms on the telecasting of films ployees at CBS’ Gotham headquar- with its Phil Regan NBC series, to
and plays.
ters, moving in on the Radio Guild start March 4.
On the giveway front, feeling Is
During the last three years or so, of the Distributive, Processing and
unsuccesstried
the industry has
Office Workers of America, which that the shift of listeners away
fully to strike a bargain with the includes units expelled by the CIO. from this type of show has been
BBC and the government, and get Previously Local 153 of the AFh arrested. ABC Is mulling an evea greenlight for experimental TV Office
Employees International ning slot for its “Chance of a Lifeinstallations in a selected number Union circularized CBS staffers, time,” which was recently pulled
32)
(Continued on page
after the network announced it from the daytime lineup. Televerwould not recognize the Radio slon Of “Chance” is already being
Guild when Its present contract ex* carried by ABC-TV.

which

oath,

the

is

now turned over

“volcanic.”
The following Saturday’s broadcast presents an additional hurdle.
Carnegie Hall is not available for
a 6:30 to 7:30 live pickup of the
orch on that date, which means
that the program will probably

have to be taped earlier in the
day. Toscy, it’s known, isn’t enthused about taped playbacks.

Emerson Foote?
.has

been

without portfolio since checking
out of Foote, Cone & Belding, is
reported getting set to open his
own ad agency. Foote is currently
resting in Honolulu, having fully
recovered fron\ a nervous break-

RWG
RWG

Matter

^

Emerson Foote, who

Is generally the same position
as that the Authors League has
taken.
promise was elicited from
CBS that if any of
members
were called in for further questioning by Ream, the
Avould be
notified and could^send a representative to sit in at the meeting.

This

A

Now that Toscy has agreed to
return to the podium, NBC is taking no chances oh arousing his
ill will and is going along with
his “no plug” edict, regardless of
the sponsorship coin entailed. Adding to the sensitivities is the fact
that the Squibb sponsorship was
maneuvered personally by Frank
Folsom, RCA prexy.
As of last night <Tues.-) Squibb
was willing to acquiesce on all
points, but under circumstances
that one web exec; described as

down.
Foote

exited as F-C-B prexy
a year ago following an
extended absence from the agency.
Should he open his own agency,
it isn’t considered likely that any
of 'the F-C'B business would mov«
over, although it’s understood that
Foote has some lucrative accounts
on tap.

the

nearly

scripters union’s fact-finding committee, which is also studying the
alleged “blacklist” in broadcasting,
it is expected to be discussed at
the
membership meeting in
N. Y. tonight (Wed.). Radio-Television Directors Guild will mull the
situation at its meeting Feb. 5.

RWG

Meanwhile the New York CounBoston, Jan. 23.
cil of Arts, Sciences and ProfesBacked by his oldtime sponsor, sions,’ which has been called a
Cliquot Club, Harry Reser returned
“leftist” group, scored the ^BS
to the local airwaves (over Yanquiz as “a dangerous incursion into
kee Network) with his “Eskimos” civil and political rights.” It said,
\

:

half-hour of nostalgia last
Emanating from Hub’s
19 )
WNAC, program was piped over 18
in

a

week

(

.

outlets with maestro duplicating his previous format, including a couple of banjo solos, in the
first of a 26-week series which also
marks the first “live” band show
from this station in several years.

Yankee

6eal was set through Frank Weston agency, Providence, R. I., with
Morey Lowe, manager of ,WEAN,
network’s Providence outlet, hane. chores on program.
dling the

QIFADIMAN, JR, JOINS
CBS PROGRAMMING DEPT.

Edward Fadiman, Jr„ has joined
which the UjBS public affairs programming
department, under Sig Mick‘Counterattack’ and ‘Red Channels’
established, and is laying a basis elson.
Meanwhile, program veepee Hubfor wholesale c e n s o r s h i p and
thought-control. In effect, thie ac- bell Robinson, Jr., still has two ap-

“CBS

i

is

extending the pattern of

n di y id u a

1

blacklisting

pointments on the agenda—a successor to Robert P. \Heller as di-

tion provides a new device to attack employee trade-unions under
the spurious claim of circumvent^
ing ‘sabotage’.”

rector of

m

Bormann

WCCO

AM

programming

in

Ndw

York, and a successor to Werner
Michel, who resigned last week a$
producer of the “We Take Your
Word” show and documentary unit
programming to join Kenyon

&

Chicago, Jan. 23.
Eckhardt.
Latest in the recurring series of

to
staff shakeups at WBBM, Chi CBS
Cedar Rapids, Jan. 23.
outlet, resulted in the discharge
Jinx’s 14 Clients
Tex
Washington, Jan. 23.
Jim Borman, hews director of last week of two announcers and
Signing of I. J. Fox to back three
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy took WMT, Cedar Rapids, since 1947, a writer. Getting the axe were quarter hours weekly of Tex and
Bill Seymour and Bill
off today for a six-weeks vacation has rerigned to become director of gabbers
Jinx
McCrary’s
cross-the-hoard
in Arizona and California, It's the news and public affairs for WCCO, Despard and scripter Jerry War- show on WNBC, ‘N, Y., completely
chairman’s first real time out since Minneapolis, effective Feb, 15. ren.'
sells
out
the
Mr.-and-Mrs.
team’s
Firing of the two announcers
he Joined the agency over three Douglas Grant, WMT program difor AM and TV programs.
years ago. He plans to return to rector, will assume the news direc- who had been with the station
Husband-wife team now has a
wasn’t connected
Washington during the first week torship in addition to his other several years

Coy’s Six-Week Vacatioii

&

'

'

with the bouncing of a trio of
duties.
^
*
Borman replaces Wiley S. Ma- spellers as an aftermath of the
In Coy’s absence. Com. Paul A.
Bowl profanity incident. WarWalker will serve as Acting Chair- loney at WCCO. Maloney resigned Rose
ren joined the station last fall.
to enter business for himself.
man.

in March.

*

the Korean soldiers.

A

fills

still

For Squibb, has been en**
sons.
gaged in a hassle with the network because of the refusal of
Toscy to Interrupt the playing of
the Verdi “Requiem” on this Saturday’s program, even though Squibb
has been willing to settle for an institutional plug directed toward

AM

in an

Speedup of mobilization, with
prospect of 3,500,000 men in uniform shortly, has sparked the trend
to alters utilizing service personnel
or being beamed from, army camps
and naval bases. Interest in Gallic
gal thrushes is figured as springing
from the GIs who saw Paris in
World War ligand to the influx of
United Nations delegates to New
York.

webs, ABC said last
in an inter-ioffice niemo-

peting

week

randum.

type chanteuslng.
With shortages in appliances and
other items looming and the costof-living index zooming, the opportunity of winning merchandise or
cash isy attracting dialers to giftbonanza stanzas. At the same time,
some manufacturers are loosening
up with products for the giveaways,
as an inexpensive method of keep-

names

of yesterday (Tues.),
refraining .from sending
out any announcement of the
Squibb sponsorship of the Toscanihl-NBC Symphony Saturday evening broadcast series from Carnegie Hall, N. Y., scheduled to start
this week (27). And for gdbd rea-

was

That Bad Word

I

The

,

networks

La Parce
WLIB, N. Y., inudie, reports an
Cued by the popularity of warincrease of 19% in billings for the
period Oct. 1, ’60-Jan. 19, ’51, over bling a la Paree, NBC has skedded
the same period a year ago, when Jane Morgan, American thrush
the present management took over. who clicked in France, Sundays at
er Harry Novlk 2:15-2:30 p. m., with RCA Victor

during the 19-monfh span upped
WLIB’s Negro-slanted broadcasts
from one to 21 hours weekly. Stainalso added heavy schedules for
tion
casting Corp.. after a firsthand
audivestigation of commiercial TV. and Yiddish and Anglo-Jewish
programs in these
tadio by some of the team in Amer- ences, while no
the
before
aired
were
categories
ica.

at the

linked to the national and ihtemational situations: (1) a new flui^
of interest in giveaways; (2) sponsor Interest in shows originating
from military posts; and (3) an upbeat in public response to French-

ing. their brand
era of scarcity.^

If th(^

NBC

As

Program toppers

total of 14 sponsors in' both. medU
urns. They air 5V^ hours weekly la

radio and 125 minutes weekly ia
video.

Vedwcgday* Jaaitwry 24, I9S1

NAB-TV CONVBNTIBN

B’casters

23

•'

9

By FAKRELL DAVISSON
Chicag6; Jan. 23.
Television broadcasters in major cities and off-the-beaten kinescope
the
NAB-TV
attending
here
meet
(probably
circuits,
the most representative gathering of TV operators to date) made some revealihg offthe-cuff observ^itibns to Variety.
What they 'had to say is of general interest to the entire industry, as
their comments clinch the arguments as to TV's terrific impact, both
from a boxoffice standpoint, and its grip on the American economy.
The consfensus of opinion held by the buttonholed station execs was
that the strides made by the industry the past year exceeded the most
optimistic hopes.
Only a year ago at the TV conference sponsored by the: Chi TV
Council attended by many of the station managers who returned last
week for the NAB confab, the exec who could claim his video operation was in the black was something of a rarity But within 12 months
the situation has practically reversed itself. At the NAB-TV meet, the
telecaster not running in the black or very close to it, was the rare
:

.biid.

video’s audience attracting powers needs no underscoring but it’s
been the medium’s attraction to the local advertisers which has caused
the upsurge in billings. In many cases, the increase in local biz, which
means the difference between profit and loss for most stations, has
been pronounced since last fall. As one station manager put it: “A
year ago the advertisers thought television was a glamorous plaything.
And now they’re finding ft a profitable Workhorse.”

In a surprising number of Joint AM-TV operations, it was reported
that the tele billings have outdistanced radio billings* But significantly,
biz continues to hold up or immany execs declared that their
prove.
In fact, the resurgence of the older medium duruig the past
few months has generated as much enthusiasm as the rosy teevee picEchoes of the reaction to NBC’s abortive radio rate cut could
ture.
Harry Bannister, general manager of
still be heard at the Chi parley.
rate
WWJ, Detroit, answered a query regarding his thinking on
slashes by pointing out his daytime hourly rates were upped recently

AM

AM

from $400

to $480.

Thinking oh the part of the joint operators who still have considerholdings seems to be that the attention focused
able faith in their
on the decline of net biz last fall caused a false cloud of defeatism
One indie exec
that was actually belied by the facts and figures.
who requested anonymity suggested that some of the national networks
have, become so preoccupied with video that they have unconsciously
been selling radio short.
Here’s a representative picture of the radio-TV situation in several
of the nation’s top markets as reported by station toppers:
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KSD-TV,
.

St.

Louis

George Burbach, general manager of

KSD-TV, which

FCC

holds the No. 1

KSD

video

and KSD-TV, St. Louis.
license and first hit the air

As the only teevee
1947, has been in the black since 1949.
station, in the market which now has 240,000 sets, KSD-TV reportedly
country. On the
the
in
station
other
any
carries more net shows than
air 98-100 hours weekly all but about 25% of the programming is web
TV billings are running nearly double that of the sister
fare.
station with KSD-TV getting $850 to KSD’s $450 for an hour of Class
However, Burbach was quick to point out that the tele gain
time.
KSD’s November and
wasn’t made at radio’s expense in his case.
December billings ran 38% above the same months a year ago. Pointpromothis
year to
ing out that he’s devoting his entire ad budget
should set up a kitty to promote radio on
tion he urged that the
order,
a national basis. “We can lick this rate cut thinking in short

Feb.

8,
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NAB

he stated.

.

WWJ-TV, Detroit
_ ^
and WWJ-TV, Detroit:
Harry Bannister, general manager of
Operating in a three-station market with a set circulation of 400,000,
WWJ-TV cracked the $1,000,000 mark in billings during 1950.
.

'

WWJ

me

'

(Continued on page 34)

Stanton’s Tint Face

NBCs McCmmell
On Fence-Mendii^
Mission to Chicago
Chicago, Jan. 23.

NBC

prexy Joseph H. McConnell
put in an appearance at the NABTV convention last Friday (19),
ostensibly to pledge the network’s
cooperation in giving the video
broadcasters a firmer footing as an
industry organizatioh, but actually
his

Chicago,

.

Chi move-in had more

Chicago, Jan. 23.
prexy Frank Stanton
was scheduled to put in an appearance here Friday evening
(19) when the web staged a
color TV demonstration for the
video broadcasters attending
the NAB-TV convention; Stanton’s plane, however, was unable to land in Chi and went
CBS veepee
on to Omaha.
Larry Lowman took over durdemonstration.
ing the
V As. a
lot of the delegates
were checking out, Stanton was
reported on a bus somewhere
between Omaha and Chicago.

CBS

By GEORGE ROSEN

Cantankerous

Chicago, Jan. 23.
Broadcasters seeking a place in
the TV sun moved into Chicago
last Friday (19) and by nightfall
had smoothed the way by unanimous acclamation for the first concrete Video organizational structure.

Spari^ed by some of the nation’s
more aggressive TV broadcasters,

the session accomplished its goal—
the formation of an NAB-TV which

would have complete autonomy independeht of the radio broadcasters, and whose board of directors
would be the court of last resort.
There were pre-convention forebodings that NAB prexy Justin
Miller, as nominal head of the industry organization, would look
with displeasure at the move to
bring the video operators under
the overall NAB tent under cir-

cumstances that would strip him
of any authority, blit the TV broadcasters themselves had the final
say.
These were the blue-chips
operators on a high management
level.
The stakes from here on in
would be high, and they were determined not to take chances.

Chicago, Jan. 23.

One of the names put in
nomination for the NAB-TV
board of directors was that of
Walter Dainm, the “stormy
petrel” of WTMJ, Milwaukee,
who failed to put in an appearance, as he and his wife were

AM

of the future success of the raidio
and video structures.
NAB-TV wound up its Chi convention without designating anyone
to guide the video setup. They’re
looking for a top man and dangling
a salary of $25,000 or $30,000 a
year ^if the right man comes along.
They would like someone with the
knowhow of a Bill Ryan, who recently relinquished the general
managership of NAB to guide the
destinies of Broadcast Advertising
Bureau;

celebrating their 35th wedding
anni.

On

the theory that

Damm

would reject the nominationi
in view of his absence, it was
suggested that' the nomination go to Harry Bannister,
of WWJ-TV, Detroit, conceded

—

to be, in the absence of Damm,
the “most cantankerous broadcaster” present. “Certainly it
should be orte or the other,” it
was agreed.
“But definitely hot both of

\

the NAB board of direcmeets in Clearwater, Fla., next
too, will be confronted
it,
with finding a successor to Ryan.
The name of Robert Richards, pres-

When

tors

them,” went up the wail.

week

ently the public relations chief for

Harold Hough’s

NAB, has been most frequently
tossed around. But it’s understood
that while the naming of Ryan’s
successor will come up, actually no
official designation will be made as

With Miller on hand more or
an observer, the

less in the role of

TV broadcasters, representing 30%
of the nation’s 107
operations,
moved in and ran the show them-

TV

Chicago, Jan. 23.
to'
Something akin to a “TV Bill of
exercise the right of self-governas TV broadcasters, to fore- Rights,” defining the responsibilistall any possibility of Interference ties of the television broadcasters
from the NAB itself or step-child vto the American family, was out-,
treatment on the part of an or- lined by Harold Hough, of 'WBAPganization that until how, many TV, Fort Worth, in keynoting the
NAB-TV meet here, which sparked
felt,
has been beating .the
the video operators into action.
drum at the expense of' 'TV.
The terrific impact of TV on the
Having waited foi\::^ears for the
NAB to take the initiative in giv- home, Hough pointed out, creates
a
responsibility
to the broadcasters
ing due recognition to TV’s ascendancy, the broadcasters them- that assumes “frightening propoTr
Thus the No. 1 responsiselves practically, threw down the tions.”
gauntlet. They dictated the terms bility, he pointed out, is that the
TV
broadcaster
“must not enter
under which the NAB would remain as the overall industry tent, the American home with dirty
but would permit the TV operators shoes. He must first clear the mud
to call their own turns and set TV off.”
To assume his responsibility,
policy, functioning ^ith their own
board of directors who would be Hough ^said, the TV broadcaster
responsible to no one but the tele- must always be alerted to the eduvision
broadeasters
themselyes, cational, entertainment and public
with their own budget, bylaws, service aspects. Only then can he
have a healthy operation. And to
membership, etc.
achieve this, the TV economy must
TBA Skedded for Limbo
be sound.
Under this new setup, the guid“The way things are going, it’s as
ing spirits of the Television Broad- though
200,000,000 people have
casters Assn, are brought into the decided to take
over the indusfold, with the TBA scheduled to try,”
he cautioned. “Which means
pass into Ihnbo.
Representative we must be on
our guard. The
TV broadcasters formerly func- problems are immediate.
We must
tioning within the framework of alert ourselves to
the present hearthe TBA, including four video net- ings on educational
allocations; the
works, will serve on the board of demands of ASCAP; the
football
These include Larry and sports situation in
NAB-TV.
general
Lowman, of CBS; Frank (Scoop) which threaten programming; and
Russell, of NBC; Jbseph McDon- the constant
demands for excessive
ald, of ABC, and Dr. Allen Du- fees,
for rights.”
Mont, head of the DuMont netAbove all, he added, the TV
work and laboratories. To these broadcaster must alert himself fo
were added nine more board mem- the myriad of overnight promoters
bers, two representing indie sta- who are moving
in and discrediting
(Continued on page 34)
the industry.

They Were determined

selves.

Jail. 23,

Formulating of the NAB-'TV here
last Friday (19) finds the overall
industry organization confronted
with a two-fbld task—the designation of both an
director and a
TV director, two of the key men
who will be responsible for much

ment

AM

yet. The new NAB-TV board will
also meet at Clearwater to discuss
a director and evolve some pattern.
one of the reasons why the
NAB-TV membership insisted on
autonomy, with no dictation from

prexy Justin Miller or the NAB
board, has been the recurring rumor that Ryan, considered a top-

who restored much
prestige since his apr
pointment to the post last April,
actually found himself enveloped
in the same cocoon .that brought
general
industry
dissatisfaction
with the organization in the past,
and as result welcomed tlfe move

flight operator

of

NAB’s

over to BAB.

B’caster Tension

'

Chicago, Jan 23.
Creation of the NAB-TV as a separate entity, while seen by some as
inviting “two-headed monster” repercussions, nonetheless eases considerable friction and sensitivities
existing
between
and
broadcasters as to “who is paying
the freight for whom?”
Under its old setup, the
was spending about $50,000 a., year

AM

TV

•

NAB

to cover its
tions, but

TV

administrative funcwas actually collecting
about $4,800 in dues through its
taxing of NAB niembers with the
sum of $10 a month for the auxiliary TV services. The $50,000 was
coming out of the annual $750,000
budget kitty that the
broadcasters were laying on the line. As
tesult, a lot of the
boys were

AM

AM

(Continued on page 34)

signifi-

*

i'

cance to the web.

Apparently NBC is still smarting
under the gang-up of affiliates to
the recent NBC dvertures to effect
a reduction in its radio rate structure, Which invited the affiliate
members to accej^t a discount. This
was an opportunity for McConnell
to do a sock public relations job
for the web in countering the
abortive move.

Numbered among the many TV
operators attending the organizational convention were the blue'

AM

NBC affiliates with both
and TV operations. It was not only
an opportunity for McConnell to
catch up with many of the memhersliip family he hadn’t previously
niet, but also to cement the NBCaffiliate relationship in the face of
chips

the rate discov : fiasco. That he
carried it off well was attested to
l^.v
the station men present, who
Were tossed a dinner by McConneU
and the NBC station relations boys.
NBC came off wi|h flying colors.

muier cuiiisn on Am-iv

Chicago, Jan, 23.
The NAB-TV board of directors set up at last Friday’s (19) convention in Chicago breaks down as follows: two members representing TV-only stations (without
or FM affiliation); seven
other station operators (having
or FM adjuncts), and four
representing DuMont, ABC, NBC and CBS.
All told, 16 names were put into nomination. With 13 chosen.

AM
AM

Chicago, Jan. 23.

One of the provisions under
which the Television Broadcasters'
Assn., acceded to dissolution and
joining the ranks of the newlyformed NAB-TV, was the finding
of a job for Will Baltin, executive
secretary of the TBA. It's expected that Baltin will move into the
hew setup in a similar secretarial
(Still to be resolved, howpost.
ever, is the futui*e status of J. R.

Poppele,

TBA

prexy.)

The TBA board will report the
Ghi convention proceedings back
Apparently,
to the organization.
the TBA board is satisfied with the
definition of “auptonomy’’ as promulgated at the organization convention, paving the way for TBA
to pass out of the picture.

as chairman was Eugene S. Thomas, of WOR-TV, Ne\(r
Serving with him are Paul RaiboUrn, of KTLA, the Parastation in LOs Angeles; W. D. Rogers, Jr., of KEYL, Sail
Antonio (both representing the TV-only stations); Robert D. Swezey, of WDSU-TV, New Orleans; Claire R. McCullough, of
TV, Lancaster, Pa.; Harold Hough, of WBAP-TV, Fort Worth (who
presided at the convention as one of the major sparkplugs in formulating NAB-TV); George B. Storer, representing the Fort Industry
stations; Harry Bannister, WJW-’TV, Detroit; and Campbell Ar-

Named

York,

mount

WGAL-

nOux, of WTAR-TV., Norfolk, whose resolution paved the way for
the autonomous operation. The four network reps on the board
will probably include the quartet that served on the TBA board—
namely, Joseph McDonald, of ABC; Frank (Scoop) Russell, of NBC;
Larry Lowman, of ’CBS, and Dr. Allen, DuMont.
Swezey and Thomas served oh the regular NAB board as the TV
They automatically resigned from the
station delegates at large.

NAB directorate upon their new designations.
NAB board membership will thus be reduced
13 oh the

NAB-TV

boRrd.

from 26

to 24, with

Chicago, Jan. 23. of the
National Assn, of Broadcasters,
speaking informally before a well^
attended session of the Chi Television Council last Wtdnesday (17),
painted a generally optimistic picture of the future of radio and TV,
despite the unsettled world situation.
He did warn, however, that
the industry will be tapped rathei*
heavily for trained men and will
face inpreasing material shortages
if the .international crisis deepens.
Touching on the recently passed
excess profits tax bill, the NAB
topper pointed but the new law
may benefit broadcasters in the
form of additional advertising
budgets and that exemptions written into the bill will protect infant

Judge Justin Milleri prexy

,

industries such as video.

-
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*SoDgs for Sale’ Back

in Giant

As TV Stanza

Feb.

3
Minneapolis, Jtan, 23.
Minneapolis Sunday Tribune cominented editorially on the manner which it declares TV “has greatly altered the normal patterns
of courtship” and asserted, in effect^ it’s killing the old conceptions
of romance and making things tough for the feminine sex*
“It seems that there are now any number of young men who
freeze lik^ statues by the television set when visiiting their heart’s
desire and never budge an inch all evening,’* the editorial stated
in part.
“The young lady sits disconsolately in the living room
while her swain stares stolidly at the TV screen.
”In rapid succession she has hinted that she would like to go to
the movies, a dance and the neighbors for a hand of bridge, but
this has only led the boy friend to consolidate his position a little
more determinedly. . ; . He manages to exhibit a profound disinterest in his girl friend, and as he staggers to his feet at the evening’s end he is already muttering about the next night’s programs.
“Television, they say, has been a fine influence in holding the
family together, but an evening of television has no more elements
of romance than a plateful of buttered rutabagas or a gross of
nionkeywrenches. If you don’t believe it, ask the girl friend of a
TV fiend.”
>
V

^'Songs for Sale,” which preemed as a simulcast on CBS, but
later dropped its television version,
returns to video Feb. 3 on that
web. Show is to be aired Saturday nights from 7:30 to 8, replac-

,

:

be put tO'
(Wed.) when
KBC unveils its new big-screen
unit in the Center theatre, N. V.,
as a giant monitor screen for the
With
theatre’s studio' audience.
the Jimmy Durante stanza of NBC’s
•‘Four Star Revue” drawing the
testing honors, the theatre TV sysTheatre, television

Avill

a new' use tonight

tem

is

WOR’s TV

ing- two 15-minute news programs
which had been.'Sustainers.

national emergency curbs, is
pointed up by WOR-TV’s going
ahead with plans to erect new

expected to overcome most

of the obstacles w'hich NBC has
confronted to date in utilizing the
mammoth Center, to its fullest adIf, the, teat proves sucvantage.
cessful, consequently, it’s believed
that most of the web’s big comedy
shows will move into that house.
To date, Ed Wynn is the only one
©t NEC’s Sunday and Wednesday
night comedy Stars to use. the Center.
Others, including Durante,
Dddie Cantor, Bob Hope, Jack CarFon, etc,, have refu.sed to play in
the house because of its size (it has
a ,seating capacity of about 3,000).
They were afraid that they would
not be able to establish the necesFary rapport with the, studio audience. Wynn, for example, has discovered that such apparently minor
things as mugging, which form a
large part of TV’s potency because
oi the medium’s intimacy, are completely lost on the studio audience,
As a result the comics cannot depend on theatre audiences for their

Corner

Confidence which TV industry has in its future expansion, despite the possibility of

Columbus aye,, .beWest 67th and 68th

studios on

tween

..

.

.

Manhattan. New buildbe tagged TV Corner.
bought the site in
April, 1949. Jack R. Poppele,
engineering veepee, told Variety that plans for the new
building have not yet been
wrapped up. First it will be
streets,

ing

w’ili

WOR-TV

;

necessary

to

clear

Chicago, Jan^ 23.

New

details,

through the National Production Administration
and to

casts

here last week by the National
Football League which, It claims,

consider priorities and availabilities of material.
It is expected the new structure Will house four studios
for dramatic shows pliis smallTarget date for
er studios.
completion is December.

all

of its 1951 schedule 75% over a
year ago. However, the new plan
is so hedged with restrictions, that
trade observers doubt that it will,
in actual practice, result in much
Rather, it’s seen
of an increase.
as the league’s attempt to get back
in the good graces of the Dept, of
Justice which last fall begun scrutinizing the conference’s "TV rules.

1

Lolly on Local
.

The department became interrules
ested in the pro league’s
Erie, Pa., complained
of “restraint of trade” after the
station was refused permission to

TV

!

!

j

|

Washington, Jan. 23.
Reasonableness of AT&T rates
for carrying CBS color television
over the coaxial cable and microwave relay will be investigated by
the FCC.
The agency said last
week it is including color rates in
a pending inquiry ordered over a
year ago Into charges for monochrome transmission. _
Revised
rates, effective
Jan. 25, provide for the use of intercity facilities on an alternate
basis
for
transmitting
525-line
black and white and 405-line (CBS)

the Cleveland Browns’
televise
Station beefed over,
the nix because it was outside of
the Browns’ 75-mile home terriIJnder last year’s rules, the
tory.
teams banned telecasts within this

home games.
I

home

area.

a result of the new regulations, the teams “ihay” sell video
rights in their home territory, pro-

As

,

AT&T

viding the visiting team okays the
sale.
Also, they may permit pickup of the games by any station,
so long as the telecast does not go
TV exec veepee Sylvester L. (Pat)
Weaver. Wynn, incidentally, as the field sequential signals, with addi- into the territory of another club
only comic to use the Center until tional charges for TV stations so where a game is being played.
now, Was to have had first crack at connected. CBS color signals are Further restrfetions prohibits a
But since the unit was in- now being transmitted for experiit.
(Continued on page 29)
stalled in time for the Durante mental showings from New York to
show tonight, and Wynn’s show Philadelphia and Chicago!
isn’t scheduled until next week, he
RCA’s 525-line compatible color
agreed to let Durante have the signals are being telecast locally in
honors.
Washington during off hours of the
One sidelight of the idea is the NBC station here. The network
Tenny’ Soap Series
interest being showm in the unit by has been given an additional 90
Colgate, which had signed to
the web’s staff producers. Number days authority to continue the
sponsor “Hawkins Falls” on a fiveof those who recently witnessed a tests.

home audience knowing about it.
Idea is the brainchild of NBC-

|

improvement

gramming

in its entire pro-

operation.

MASS.SOLONSMUUING
!

STATE.OPERATED AIRER

daytime

starting

March

basis

may

1,

via

NBC

switch to

if Colgate decides in favor of
“Penny,” NBC is expected to air

on a sustaining basis from
3:15 to 3:30.
Two shows are to

‘balls’’

start the web’s daytime programFridays,
leading into the Bert Parks show,
aired from 3:30 to 4, and the Kate
Smith show* which goes from 4

ming Mondays through

,

CBS STUDIO HUDDLES

!

'

way

at legislative committee meetBill is getting active
ings here.

I

support from Edward Mullowney,
Massachusetts
Education, Assn,

Ing children

how

qities

Could' be

evacuated in emergencies and also
predicting
evacuation
education
would be given eventually by TV.
Also under considertaion by leg-

TV

islators is bill to require
nicians to be state-licensed.

tech-

‘Rate Your Mate’ Eyed

i

As Joey Adams TVer, Too
Joey Adams’ “Rate Your Mate, tl
Which switched from Sunday to
Tuesday nights this week on the
CBS radio web, will be kinescoped
by CBS in the near future for possible television airing. Radio version, which is reportedly drawing

.

'

nibbles from
several
potential
sponsors, copped an 8.8 in the
most recent^ Nielsen ratings, as
against the 5.4 for the first halfhour of NBC’s “Big Show,” against

which it was slotted.
Adams, meanwhile,

expected

to take over the time formex’ly occupied by Robert Q. Lewis in CBSTV’s daytime schedule early in
V March,
^

.

WDTV

(Continued on page 28)

UHF is ready for
standardization but that It would
be two to three years before trans-;
niitters
and receivers will be

Washington, Jan; 23.

The campaign
nels:

for,

on the Coast.
With the relay link from N. Y.
to Los Angeles expected to be completed by the end of the year, it ’A
believed that CBS is considering
whether to iriove some of its dramatic programs to Hollywood at
that time. ; Thus, Ackei'man’s dis-

said he thought

to set aside chan-

non-commercial educawhich has been

tional television,

Tv

Into

Mpk Schools

gathering steam since hearings be- available.

gan two months ago, drew

its first

opposition yesterday

as the
after a
for the

FCC

(22)

resumed testimony

Burton Paulu, manager of the
of Minnesota radio station,
said that an FCC^ set-aside“
of channels would accelerate the

U.

i

foiir-week lapse. Counsel
Television Broadcasters Assn, and
the NAB, which got interested
after the educators made their
pitch for VHF as well as UHF
channels, questioned witnesses at
some length pn. their plans for

ability of the university to obtain

funds for TV. Under questioning
by Viucent.Wasilewski, counsel for
said a $350,000 ^dget for
Video would be well within reason
for a large uniyersity.'

NAB, ho

starting stations and their ability
to subsidize them.
Dr. Francis J.
of the

Questioned by Commissioner
George Sterling, Paulu said a final

Biwn

As Part

of Curriculum;

:

KUOM,

'

Pupils Set on Programs

cussions with Robinson and other
homeoffice execs will determine
Minneapolis, Jan. 23.
what facilities might be needed to
Television will get into the pubhandle the potential programming
lic school here for the first time
load.
with the installation of four Sets
to be used as part of the curriculum in hard of hearing classes to
aid childreii in lib reading studies. Cereal Institute Takes
Sets with 1 e-inch screens Will be
equipped so individual earphones
Sat.

determination of the color question
Education might expedite the university’s may be plugged in, just as earplans, now at least five years off, phones are now used in these
tional institutions are ready to go to
get into
video.
Asked by classes during radio programs.
ahead with TV stations.
Sterling if he thought color would
Public school pupils also riow
George P. Adair, engineering enhance the value for TV for edu^ are participating in television proconsultant for the Joint Committee cation, he replied, “enormously.”
grams sponsored by the public
on Educational Television, subThe Commission was told by schools ^’om 4:15 to 4:40 p m.,
mitted a plan for allocating 49 Clark Tibbitts of the U. S. Office Tuesdays, over WTCN-T V.
Prostations to meet educational needs of Education that educational sta- grams
feature
safety
playlets,
in the northeastern states.
The tions could .make an important speeches, pageants and dramatized
plan is based on use of UHF chan- contribution in helping the handi- stories.
Taking part are the
nels.
capped, particularly by demonstratr school superintendent, children of
Under questioning by Thad ing their fitness for jobs in indus- all grades, teachers, parents
and
Brown, counsel for TBA, Adair try.
[PTA officials.

American

Council

testified that a

on

number of educa-

Half-Hour in Marcti
Chicago, Jan. 23.

'

Cereal

^

association

Institute,

of

-

!

is

ACKERHUNDDEEASTON

WDTV

to 5.

Boston; Jari. 23:
Discussions of establishment of
a state-operated TV station with/P
sets in every classroom are under

member, who claims installations
of sets would be valuable in tea 9 h-*

Films, which run a maximum of
three-and-a-half minutes and star
some of the top recording artists,
fall.
such as Peggy Lee, King Cole, etc.,
have averaged about $1,800 in cost
on the Coast. Snader predicted the
average budgets would climb to
about $2,300 to $3,000 in N. Y. He
has been turning put about 10 a
week at the General Service Studios in Hollywood, with over 300
completed so far. He hopes to be
able to produce another 10 or 15
weekly in N. Y. In all, Snader
Pittsburgh, Jan. 23.
Rege Cordic, one of Pittsburgh’s hopes to have 960 completed by
the
end of his” first year of operabest-known disk jockeys whose
three-hour morning show ( 6 to 9 tion.
A La Records
a. m.) on WWSW, is one of the
Producer likened his films to remost popular programs in town got
caught in the middle of a hassle cordings and predicted they would
last .Week between the DuMont be utilized by TV stations the same
TV network and Philco, with the way records are used by radio outresult that Cordic’s scheduled tee- lets. To date they have been bought
vee debut was called off at the last by 11 stations and he said another
minute. He was to have done a 15 would be added Within the next
every month. Including N. Y. Pix are
weekly show here on
Wednesday afternoon at 3:30 for distributed for Snader by Kaufman
with
the
format
Philco
people,
the
Associates, with the stations getbased loosely on that of his
ting the opportunity to buy them
stint.
either on a perfuse or unlimited
Whole thing was tied up with basis. Stations can lease them for
the off-and-on status of the Arthur a year, with rentals based on set
Murray Show with DuMont. Cor- circulation in each area.
To get clearance from the Amerdic had been signed by Philco several weeks ago to tee off Jan. 10,
< Continued on page 28)
with date later being pushed back
to Jan. 17, and that delay probably
cost him the video’ program.
Fortnight ago,
announced
that the Murray show was coming
off and that it would be replaced by
Philco Playhouse. Channel 3 had
Harry Ackerman, chief of CBS*
previously carried dramatic show Coast operations, arrives from Holin the 9-10 slot Sunday nights, but lywood tomorrow
(Thurs.) for hudwhen the Murray program went on, dles with program veepee Hubbell
began to carry Philco Play- Robinson, Jr. Duo Will discuss the
house Thursday nights at 11 by studio requirements for the ^yeb*S
kinescope: Station here even car^ “TV. City,” now
uhdef construction

AM

the-board.

vision set in a motor vehicle where
the screen is vible to the driver..
The same type of bill was introduced last year, was passed by the
House but died at the end of the
session before the Senate took it
up.

studios.

WDTV

“Susan Penny,” another 15-minute
projected soap opera series which
NBC has been trying to sell. Show
is to be aired 3 to 3:15 p.m. cirpss-

TV Ban

eral

a-week

launch production in the east,
Arthur Dreifuss, who has a num«
her of major film musicals to his
credit, will be in charge ;of the
eastern operation and it’s expected
that he’ll use the Fox Movietone

j

New

demonstration of big-screen TV for
the first time expressed amazement
at the way it showed up imperfec- Ohio Solon Again Offers
tions in lighting, staging, costumes,
Bill on Auto
They claimed they had never
etc.
Columbus, Jan. 23.
been able to see such things on the
Rep. Joseph X. Schwartz, of Cinmonitors
small-screen
standard
cinnati, again introduced a bill in
provided for their control booths.
Ohio House of Representatives
As a result, NBC hopes that the the
making it unlawful to install a telebig-screen unit may lead to a gen-

Snader Telescriptions, producers
of musical film briefies for TV, will
start Tensing in N. Y. as well as bn
the Coast within the next 60 days.
Prexy Louis Snader, in N. Y. to
scout studio facilities, declared
that a number of artists he hopes
to sign for the pix never get to
the Coast and so It’s necessary to

TV

Hollywood, ffan. 23.
Louella Parsons is finally going to show herself on the
home screens. She has finally
yielded to the entreaties of
Don McNeill to emcee his
Breakfast Club Feb. 23 during
Hollywood
three - week
the
stand of t||e popular ABC program from Chicago.
Columnist recently made a
TV test there, which clinched
the move-up date of her debut.
Andrew Jergens, her radio
sponsor, has been after LOP
to get on the channels by next

when WICU,

Unit

that.

will comprise RCA’s instantaneous
projection system, Which will throw
images of the show onto a 15 x 20foot screen. The screen has been
hung above the stage in full view
of the audience, but tilted at an
angle so that it’s out of camera
range,
Studio audience, as a resuit, can watch the screen_^ and see
exactly the pictures that are transmitted over the air without the

coverage

will increase local video

one purpo.se—timing for their gags.
Wynn Waives Priority
Use Of the big-screen unit, it’s
.booed. Will correct

rules governing the teleof its .games were passed

major breakfast food processors,

'

I

1

has ordered a half-hour of Saturday afternoon time pn NBC-TV for
March delivery, Show bought for
the segment; which is not yet definitely slotted, will be Herbert S.
Lauf man’s “Mr. Wizard,” a science
package aimed at kid dialers.
Series will originate in Chicago
and will feature Don Herbert as
Mr. Wizard. Jul^s Pewowar will
produce the show,
.

I
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UlTLE CULTURE’
Washington, Jan. 23.
V
^
Rumblings of a major move to do something about TV program*
are being heard ai'ound the FCC. Talk is that the ageney will ask
for the support of the broadcasters in working out some formula to

improve programming.
The possibility of a Blue Book for TV is said to be remote in view
of the different problems involved in the visual medium in public
service programming.
Nor is it likely that any station’s license
will be held up, come renewal time, to serve as a guinea pig for

Life magazine

Washington, Jan. 23.
York’s seven TV stations
d#vote two-thirds of their combined
program schedules to entertainment and 10% of their broadcast
time to advertising.
This was disclosed today (23) to
the FCC by the Joint Committee
on Educational Television In submitting results of the first comprehensive monitoring survey of TV

the industry.
What the agency is hitting for, it’s uriderstbod, is the full backing of the broadcastersv and it believes the atmosphere is ripe for
An exploptory conference would probably be the first step.
it.
The Commission is said to have received many complaints from
parents and educators regarding the quality of programs on video.
Criticism has been directed against programming in general as well
as particular types of shows, which reportedly has caused the
agency to adopt a “wait and see” attitude until the medium has
“grown up.’’ But it’s felt now that with some 10,000,000 sets in
iise and many stations on all-day schedule, the time has arrived
for a good look at the situation.
While discussions have been under way some time, it’s expected
that the results of the comprehensive monitoring survey of New
York TV programming, given to the Commission today by the
Joint Committee on Educational Television, will bolster the
agency’s case.

WAVE-TV’s Rate Kke
Louisville, jan. 23.
national rate of $400 an
hour and $80 a minute for WAVE-

Dr. Dallas
tor for

Fran and Ollie” show recentiy relinquished by Sealtest.
(Actually
Sealtest gave up Tuesday end
TV, Louisville, was announced Thursday sponsorship, with the
early this, month.
It becomes ef- Tuesday segment going to Procfective on March 1. .Network rate ter & Gamble.
on WAVE-TV has been $400 an
Ironic aspect of the new deal is
hour since Jan. 1, 1951.
that Life has iri the
[

past

Smy the,

research direc-

Life tried to buy the “Kukla ”
stanza on cable stations only, rather
than including the entire kinescope
circuit, in view of the late showing of the kine prints, which would
make the mag plugs out-of-date,
but NBC insisted on the full web
buy, with RCA finally going along.
NBC reports seven clients were
Waiting in line for the “Kukla’,'
commercial vacancy, with a lastMinneapolis, Jan. 23.
minute tossup between Life and
Although the Big 10 Conference
Procter & Gamble.
That’s what
of which the Gophers are members, cued the split
sponsorship.
RCA
and the NACC as well, pirohibit live and Ford divide up the Monday,
televising of football games, Rep. Wednesday and Friday portions.

standpoint of composition Of pro‘Shortnin’ Bread?’
gramming.
Nelson Eddy may make his teleDr. Siiiythe admitted that the
vision debut amidst a welter of survey^ failed in attempting to learn
cooking shows. CBSTV is dicker- the proportion of sponsored proing with the baritone for a five- grams as against sustaining “betimes-per-week series, which would cause of the difficulty of determinprobably comprise 15 minutes per ing from where the viewers sit just
day during the early afternoon.
which programs are sponsored and
If the deal goes through, it’s ex- which are not.”
But the actual time devoted to
pected Eddy will move east because
of the difficulty of kinescoping a commercials, he brought out, occupied 55 hours of the total of 564
cross-the-board series.
hours of broadcasting by the seven
stations during the survey week.

D. D. Wozniak of St. Paiil is introducing a bill in the state legislature requiring telecasts of all Uni^
versity of Minnesota home gridiron
contests. The measure has the television industry’s backing.
Bill calls on the legislature to
set up a commission to decide on
suitable sponsors for such TV programs.

.

GM

and
such as
Steel into TV. But while the
networks will thus gain an advantage, it’s believed the local indie
stations may be hurt.
revenue, it’s
stations’
Local
pointed out, comes mostly from
small local advertisers w'ho are
seeking a direct poirtVdf-sale pitch
to viewers.’ These sponsors, under
a wartime economy, are exepcted to
be selling out as niuch, merchandise as they can get their hands
on.
As a result, according to thje
network execs, they’ll no longer
have to advertise and so may pull
out of local, TV sponsorship. Webs
(Continued on page 29)

B.

CBS filed a suit against the Allen
DuMont Labs in N. Y. federal

court yesterday (Tues.) charging
DuMont with infringement of its
color television patents. Suit, which
.asked for^an injunction to prevent
DuMont from making use of the;
patents and for an accounting of
profits^ alleged that DuMont had
illegally manufactured and sold industrial color TV systems based on
CBS inventions.

(CBS prez Frank Stanton and
board chairman William S. Paley
recently toured the DuMont plant
at Passaic, N. J., which led to reports that the latter company might
tie in with CBS color.
Any connection between that visit and, the
CBS suit was denied yesterday by
DuMont execs, indicating such a
tiein might still be in the works.)
Complaint alleged that G. R.

home football folks at home saw more of action
games, probably would lead to the •than those
actually in stands.

100 seconds to its commercials
while WNBT, which occupies 18%
of its broadcast time with advertising, devotes an average of 79 seconds per commercial,
In addition to the spot commercials, Dr. Smythe testified, the monitors computed a total of six hours
of “untimeable” advertisirig announcements on “continuous commercial” programs in which visual
and aural “pitches” are mixed in
with product demonstrations. These
announcements, he said, bring the
total advertising time on the air
to 11% of all broadcast time.
Analysis of New York TV programming, Dr.
Smythe found,

showed that

26%

of all

school’s suspension
of which

ference

a

23.

time

“Television misses the point in

charter

selling the 500-mile

ignore a

TV

ban,

its

of
a big Hoosier picnic.”
Previous
races were televised without renumeration and Shaw said he didn’t
think WP'BM-TV could meet the
anticipated financial loss,.
No decision was announced in regard to televising time trials, but
indication.^ were that it would be

suspension

was discussed, he pointed out. “We
undoubtedly will have to enforce
all of our rules or give up any effort to enforce any of them,’’ he
aid.

banned,

too,

WFBM-TV, meanwhile,

^

I

{

j

j

'
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JOAN DAVIS TV SHOW
PREITED AS CBS

i

Joan Davis may preem her own:
video show soon via CBS. Comedienne’s kinescope audition, which
was recently completed on the

!

j

live telecasts of athletic contests held under the auspices of a

sylvahia in 1949 but, after showCelluloid, of course, is. the cheap-, ing interest in the system, refused
sort Of programming at the mo- to sign a non-exclusive pact for use
ment— and the one that guarantees of the patents on a royalty basis.
Robert Sarnoff, head of NBC-TV
a very high rating, on the coast, at
i--.
program sales, has beeri appoirited
least,
How'ever, the shortage of
as unit production manager on the
available films and the problem of
web's major video shows. He’n coeen.soiing questionable situations Bamberger’s to
ordinate the various management
and dialog keeps the program deproblems oil such top programs as
(iross-Bbarder on
partments busy.
night “Colgate Comedy
Total of 151 hours of feature film
Lv Bamberger & Co Newark de- the Sunday
and Frigidaire segment; the
Hour”
is being used here weekly out of a pai'tment store, is set to back a
Airer Wednesday night “Four Star Retotal telecast time of 503 hours, show on WOR-TV,
Y.
KTL A tops the list of film users would be skodded cross-the-board vue,” the “Saturday Night Revue,”
vith 25 pictures weekly consuming at 2-3 p.m to start as soon as the
Pending a .succe.ssor to SarriofT,
5") hour.t},
or 46%' of the station’s vehicle is readied.
Ruddick Lawrence takes over sulime on the air. KTSL is second
Store, 'which figures in the ownAvith 3r>^r and KFI-TV third with ership of
through its R. H. pervision of TV program sales, in
to continuing as director
KNUH. KECA-TV.
and Macy 'tie. also backs a show on addition
of sales developirient.
h. LAG-TV
WATV, Newark.
follow.
.

MAJOR NBC PROGRAMS
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Coast, will be flown to N. Y. this
fot* a look.see by the Web’s
If they like the show,
tax-supported educational institUr- it’s
expected that the series wi 11
tion, or its as.sociated student body.
be launched in the near future.
If two or more stations want to
Miss Davis will probably remain
telecast, the rights should be given
on the Coast for her video venture,
tp the highest bidder.
The bill, with the program being
kinCscoped
specifies that the TV rights must
weekly for viewers in the east arid
be leased “at a reasonable fee” for
rhidwest.
a period not exceeding one year.

make

spocially-made telepix.

nego-

summer, according to Bill Kiley.
station’s
commercial
manager.
Snag was indicated here, too, with
likelihood only one or two games
a week would be permitted.
Last
year all home games except those
on Sundays were televised.

program

is

I

is

tiating with Indianapolis baseball
club to video home games next

To Force Washington U.

gramming. And another 7% is fstration
of CBS color during a suriLsed up by film serials, shorts and
gical operation at tb© U. of Penn-

.

from the con-

it’s

race,” Speedmember. When Ohio State, also a way President
Wilbpr Shaw said.
member, indicated last fall it would “It doesn’t portray
that feeling

To Televise Football
devoted to drama, 15% to
variety shows, 11% to sports, 10%
Seattle, Jan. 23.
to homemaking programs, 10% to
A bill whichWould force the U.
children’s shows, 6% to reporting of Washington to televise Its footof current affairs (news, weather ball games has been introduced in
and public events), 6% to orienta- the Washington legi.slature by two
tion .programs (information with Seattle legislators. The legislators,
Tingley, who left CBS in 1949 to
some discussion, explaining or an- Representatives Ed Henry and
join the DuMont engineering staff,
alysis), arid less than 1% to re- Jeanette Testu, take the stand that
was .“persuaded op caused” by Du
ligion.
the legislature is well within its
Mont to reveal the patents. TingOf .the drama programs. Dr. rights to enact such legislation, beLley, according to CBS, carried out
Smythe testified, crime shows are cause the university is a tax-supf or the most part the design of cirin the lead, oeCupying 10% of all ported institution,
cuits and other components In the
bro 9^ca.st_ time.
Their bitf provide that a duly
color receiver while in the CBS
(on til rn) “apparently programmed
television station, upon
employ. Suit claimed that a Dii
(Continued on page 28)
reque.st, shall have the right to
Mont exec had witnessed a demon-

Since Hollywood is the film capital
of
the world, it probably
sliouldn’t be surprising, that pictures play a dominant part in the
television pattern on the coast. The
seven videoutlets in Los Angeles
and Hollywood currently are beaming 132 motion pictures weeklywinch accounts for 30% of all pro-

.

a

is

the least dverall time to advertisThus, he noted, station WATV,
6% of its broadcast time In
advertising, devotes an average of
vising of Minnesota
ing.

with

Seeb lnjun(lNm

IndianapolLs, Jari. 23.

Indianapolis Motor Speedway has
nixed television of this year’s 500state-owned institute supported by mile race
on May 30. Other sports
Minnesota taxpayers, Wozniak arr promoters
here are playing hard to
gues that the latter are entitled get.
to watch its sport events on their
WFBM-TV
made debut with race
TV screens when unable to attend telecast
two years ago and had
in person,
carte biariche at track last year,
Commeriting on the proposed covering race
frpm every angle
law, Walter Byers, assistant Big 10 with
multiple camera setup. As recommissioner, intimated that tele- sult, impression
got around that

Inasmuch as the university

Length of Commercials
The average length of an advertisement on all stations, he said,
was 73 seconds, with the longest
commercials on stations devoting

amsDiiM

S.

Hollywood, Jan.

Of Minn. Grid Sked

any American coirimunity.” It was
assumed, he added; that a New
York study would show commercial
TV in its “best light,” from the

'

U.

spent

giving itself top billing^ Such full
page ads in the dailies was used
only this week.

NAEB.

In presenting an analysis of the
survey, Dr. Smythe^ xorme. chief
economist for the Commission, testified that New York was selected
for the study on the assumption
that TV programming there “would
reflect the vast and rich cultural
resources of America
first city
arid therefore would represent the
most Varied and rewarding viewing-fare available to residents .of

cess profits tax will lure

tional advertisers

is

its first

New

V

the title of “Your Lucky Strike
Theatre,” but the other sponsors
have already shown interest in
icking iip the show when the
K uckies contract expires iii May.
Broadcasters are generally, convinced, meanwhile, that they’ll benefit from the excess profits tax and
war economy, much the Same as
they did during World War II,
through the entrance of big na-

buying

programming. The ktudy was made
A certified public accountant tab- considerable promotion coin exduring the Week of Jan. 4-10 by ulation shows there were 73,250 ploiting
the mag’s competitive pothe Natiohai Assn, of Educational television sets in the Louisville
sition on advertising billings in reBroadcasters under the direction of area as of Dec. 31, 1950. •
lation to the networks, invariably

.

Further proof that the new exa number
of institutional type advertisers
into television, was seen this week
w'ith news that General Motors and
U. S. Steel have entered bids to
buy the series of hour-long dramas
produced on NBC. by Robert Montgomey. Program is currently bankrolled by American Tobacco under

going into teleyidcp $tanza
on NBC. Mag has purchased the
Thursday segment of the “Kukla,
vision,

.

New

.

Henry produced newspaper

arti-

cl es to prove that the university
can well afford to televi.se football.
The report.s revealed that the universitv’s
football
take in 1950
added up to an all-time high of
$3.58,000, with expenses of J^lPPi.OOO
and a profit of apnroximately $160,OOOi University had an .attendance
of 207.0 n during the J950 season,'
an average of more than 41,000
per game.

Cleye’s 380,000 Sets
Cleveland, Jan. 23;
Television sets in the Greater
Cleveland area climbed to almost
,

;

-

1

1

380.000 as of Jan. 1, latest* tabulation to be made by the Western
Refserve
University’s
Bureau of
Busine.ss Research.
This is art increase of 233,869
over December.

:

‘
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TUNE TRYOUTS

FAITH BALDWIN THEATRE OF ON THE LINE
1

ROMANCE

With Gene Jones, Teddy King, Jo
Ann Daley, Fred Guerra orch;

With Bob Considine
Director: Martin Hoade

My Beloved Wife”)
With Walter Abel, Sylvia Field, 15 Mins.; Sat., 5:45 p.m.
MUTUAL OF OMAHA
Toby Sommers, 'Ben Cooper
Producers: Jack Barry, Dan En- NBC-TV, from New York

<“To

Rudy Vallee, guest
Producer-Director; Harry Paul
15 Mins.; Sat. 7 p.m.

off

its

twp-

hour block of Weintraub agency
shows on Saturday mornings (although the 11:30 a m. slot currently occupied by “Acrobat Ranch” is
still to be filled) with an entry that
should appeal strongly to femmes.
“Faith Baldwin Theatre of Ro^

;

:

AM

:

,

.

I

'

^

i

In the pioces^
his contemoorarv TV newscasters
drawing up the testament he feels
olthe discussion with sJcrl:
he has failed to provide them with tary Matthews
and Considine ap
much of the w'orld’s material com- peared to be a private
confab, with
however, assures

youngsters.

.

i

forts.

him

Family,

that in the love

he has given them

i.

.

and happiness “i®
profiles.

,

:

there’s

more

.

,,

,

^
,

There should have been

,

.

I

more closeups with both facing the
real wealth than jewels and bank.
notes:
Yarn was short on plot, lens directly.
^
Also sandwiched
in
but its handling of the. family circle was sincere and there were
a few natural humorous touches:
operation and showed scenes of ‘over perf^manre^dittyvVi^rs
Svlvli Fi^^
week’s Chicago waterfront fire are then invited to vote for their
istered effectively as the couple last
postcard. Overall result
and were backed by a competent firempn^^p^nmin^tlr
i

|

.

;

^

'

|

’

.

One never associates emceeing score, as rendered by Victor Moore
with Lena Horne, but the song- and Irene Bordoni (who appeared
Considering the fact that a siza- stress did a creditable job Satur- in the original show), along with
ble portion of the general public day night (20), after her first half- Sandra Deel and Jerry Wayne,
fancy themselves as tunesmiths, hour’s stiltedness, on Max Lieb- still carried considerable appeal,
this new weekly stanza shoWcasinjg
man’s “Your Show of Shows.” The especially since several of the
the efforts of three embryo songhave become standards. But
NBC variety revue, with. Sid Cae- tunes
writers should manage to attract a
the Ryskind story, as adapted by
sar and Imogerie Coca, generally
fair-sized audience:
Viewers are
David
Hughes, was too fluffy and
had a combination of expert comurged to submit t heir potential
obvious to stack up against the
edy, imaginative production and
songhits to the Schillinger House. expert musicianship in parlaying musicOmedies. which have been
local music school, where a com
an hour and a half that vied with presented on Broadway in recent
years. Even those who had never
mittee picks what in its opinion
the best Liebman has put on in
the
passing
the fop three of
lot,
seen the original could predict
this Saturday night series.
them on to students of the school
the yarn would turn out, and
how
Miss Home seemed self-confor orchestration for use on the
most of the gag lines fell flat.
scious during those opening, few
show. Final product is ithen gipen aijnouncemeVits, though she read
Moore, repeating his “Senator
professional treatment via vocalizher lines without a fluff. Her lone Loganberry” role, did a fine job
ing by one of the soloists spotted
both the thesping and singing
vocal, “Love,” was really smashed in
oh the program.
And she. photographed departments, scoring especially
home.
Initial stanza, neatly m.c.’d by
his “What Chance Have I with
with
in“Love,”
of
singing
The
Gene Jones, w.k. local singer and niftily.
cidentally, had some of the ani- Love?” Miss Bordoni, still bcaulebandleader, a p p e a r e d slightly
added
to the comedy and also
bus,
maliah distinctiveness that frerushed with guest, Rudy Vallee, vov
quently marks Miss Horne’s singr proved she can still sell a song
calizing song written by Ernest
Loviely Day Tomorrow”
a
ing, but ft ‘"Was ioned down con-, with “It’s
Henderson, prez of Sheraton Hotel
and “Latins Know How.” Miss
siderably for greater, effect.
Corp., getting substantially; more
>
Caesar had a 'number of excel- Deel, former’ understudy to Mary
time than the other two hopefuls.
comedy opportunities; he was Martin in “South Pacific,” looked
Howeyer, this was the teeoff and lent
particularly hilarious in the Italian terrif and vocalized excellently,
a more equitable doling of time
picture bit, with Imogene even though she had trouble with
among contestants can be expected motion (Incidentally,
Carl Reiner that French accent. Wayne played
Coca.
in future shows.
mention for his develop- his role of the embezzler in a
deserves
Format f o 11 o w s more or less
all-around utility man, manner that was riightly too broad
standard procedure for .thi^; type ment as an
evidenced in the Italian bit). for the video screens but pleased
^^^ogram w i t h prospective Irving as
Vocalist Betty
Caesar’s; German professor was with his singing.
introed to audience for;
M;iss Coca ably Brewer was spotlighted only for
another must;
interviews, before cast takes
rendition of the title
opening
the
^“^^
.

that he
explained
columnist
P^^bned^ to UT a
it^ developed,
approach; \ This,
turned out to be a format^
^
similar to the commentators
show, in which he concentrates
on the infornaal, spins an occasmnal anecdote and exudes a
^demeanor.
breezy
mance” has the liire of the EfaldFor Saturday s preem, ^e script
win byline and her vast library of
^nd Considine
well-written
magazine short stories, serials and was
had a first magnitude guest in Sec.
novpi<!
of thc Navy Fraucis Matthews. But
while his material was top-grade,
I^be columnist - commentator was
bather sUff In presenting it to viewrented
old husband suddenly conf r'rJnf^pd
at his script
with the thought he hasn’t, made a
kicking

CommeDt

WBZ-TV. Boston

FORM
is

Tele Follow-Up

CHEVROLET DEALERS

(Bozell & Jacobs)
right, Geoffrey Jones
Already on NBC-AM, “On the
Director: Charles Powers
Sully
w’ith
Bob Considine” moved
Ruby
Line
Boretz,
Writers: Alvin
into video Saturday (20) via NBC30 Mins.; Sat. (altemate), 11 a.m.
BRASSIERES
TV. In bringing 15-minutes of
MAIDEN
“news, views and interviews” to
ABCrTV, from New York
set owners, the INS syndicated
iWeintrauh)

ABC-TV

::

!

!

’

'

song.
Director Bill Corrigan provided
the show with considerably more
as foils are olways apt to.be production values than have usualvvar goof Plugs
ly been associated with this series,
particularly in the dance numbers.
Production- was staged okay,
BTirwmiam%uartet remain Rhumba ballet, terped against
'by
®f
some attractive abstract sets deMar^.erite
PPiMarguerite
harmonizbrs.
^“e.Ppnventionai.^ On the^whole,
Sponlored"^ by lical Ghevrolet expert
camera was
wasTcl^erSb'"
picKea up. jviiss
MisrBa?d''
caia- Qonsidme Will rank among the top advantage signed by Robert GUndlach, was
dealers, commercial pitches were azza’s voice showed to
win, who introed her story andi
Mata and Hari socked oVer standout. Harry Sosnik’s musical
newsmen once' he relaxes at a iiiiiixiiiuxii,
minimum, ixxixitcu
limited to
LU biiui
shortt film while ...
j
i
TT^n** backing was tops, as was Keven
trailerized the upcoming show, was before the camera and becomes
sequences
beginning
and
ending
at
reiaxed^and made a good presenta- more at Case.
Baritone Rob rt Jonson’s choreography. Producers
dance.
Gilb.
of stanza. However, JonCs did action. Middle commercial, based on
should do something, incidentally,
knowledge sponsorship during Merrill didn’t show because of a to eliminate that lengthy opening
the current Maiden Form theme.
show but managed to weave it in conflict at the Met. Opera.
GIRLS
SMITH
came over as one of video’s best
commercial. It’s deadly and, comWith Peggy Ann Gamer, Peggy unobtrusively between introducbrassiere plugs.
ing before the show actually starts,
Bril.
ever a television program
If
French^ Joseph Buloff,
Jane tions. Camera work was adequate,
can easily kill all interest in what’s
Dulo, Adelaide Klein, Scott Ten- mostly straight shots of the per- showed the need for better writ- to follow.
FUN WITH FOOD
formers, although one bit of super- ing, it was the Bobby Clark stanza
nyson, Arthur Walsh
With Karen Sage, Walter Herlihy Producer: Richard Lewis
imposure of quartet backing solo- on NBC’s “Comedy Hour” Sunday
Producer: Marjorie Dorrance
ist Jones was injected.
night (21). Comic, surrounded by
Director: Charles Dubin
Johnny Johnston started Monday
Eire.
Director: Seymour Robbie
the usual bevy of beauteous gals (22) as a temporary replacement
Writer; Peter Barry
was
30 Mins.; Fri., 2 p.m.
talent,
and .some good variety
30 Mins.; Sat., 12 noon
for Robert Q. Lewis on the matinee
MODliRN
ON TV
Participating
so weighted down with antique ma- series originateid by the latter
B. T. BABBITT
With Ruth Crane, Jackson Weaver terial and skits that must have pre- comic, who’s resigned as a permajZ-TV, N. Y.
ABC-TV, from New York
Producer: Ruth Crane
(French & Preston)
dated the original vaude days at nent member of the CBS comedy
(Weintraub)
the Broadway Palace that n^her roster.
Bernard Schubert production iu Director: Van Beuren de Vries
Johnston, has an engag“Fun With Food,” a new half30
Mins.;
Mon.
thru
Fri., 3 p.m.
he nor the show had a chance. Most ing personality, is fairly, easy to
hour cooking show which preemed ABC-'TV’s block for Weintraub Participating
of the skits, such as that “Niagara take, and has a leisurely stylb of
oyer WJZ-TV, N. Y. Friday (lO), clients kicked off Saturday (20)
Falls” Toutine, had also been seen working.
differs little from other culinary with a topflight situation comedy. WMAL-TV, Washington, D. C.
Ruth Crane, who boasts the numerous times oii other video
Replacement was perhaps too
programs already peppering the Tale of “Two Girls Named Smith”
leisurely in this assignment. Durchannels throughout the day. Pack- alone in the Big City has chahti heaviest radio-TV schedule on shows.
town’s
distaff
side,
is
an
already
he
Clark did his best with what
ing some portions of the show, he
aged by the General Service Pub- and the series opener was a cute
In
lishing Co., the session is presided story. Gals are an aspiring model established .part of th# Video scene had, working, well in the barber- worked up to a snail’s pace^
It was only natural that shop sketch from his recent Broad- many cases it looked like he was
oyer by Karen Sage. For the ini- (Peggy Ann Garner) and her here.
Miss
Crane’s
familiar
ayem
“Modbut
Girls
Go,”
revue;
“As
the
way
painter
roommate
(Peggy French).
stretching for time. He acquitted
tial stanza, she demonstrated how
The initial episode concerned the ern Woman” airer should be adapt it wdkn’t enough. He was given himself fairly well during his singto prepare a plantation shortcake,
bread muffins, a fruit compote pie artist’s attempt to snag a man. ed to the new medium. Transition a neat assist in this and other skits ing portions.
Miss Garner and Joseph Buloff, as has been made gracefully, with by Dick Dana and Jack Mann.
Johnston has inherited intact the
and a “conversation” salad.
A portly, grandmother type, Miss a Bohemian poet, played over- enough of the familiar flavor of singer Julie Wilson, who’s made cast with which Lewis worked,
the
radio
show
retained
lure
to
bid
mairk in some Of the plushiest Rosemary Clooney showed herself
Sage illustrated the steps with a enthusiastic cupids secretly writing
note of authenticity, but little Was. ardent letters Tor the supposedly fans, and sufficient new touches niteries around the country, had to be a superior singer, Harry
done to make the steps interesting bashful beau. It turned out, how- added to the TV screen to add in- little to offer the show, her unique Marble announced efficiently and
to the viewer. Entire demonstra- ever, that his shyness stemmed terest.
voice sounding inore tinny than Bernie Leighton’s orch. showFormat of show is informal and anything else. Brightest spots of backed. Dancers Loman
tion was practically a sample of a from his recent marriage, and the
Fields
flexible.
To
give
picture,
a
true
which
his frau descended
dry lecture in a home economics scene in
the uninspired program, as a re- didn’t show too well in their vercourse, A little wit or an occasional on the girls’ flat with mad jealousy one should appraise a week’s run sult,
came from the standard sion of Lecuona’s “Malaguena.”
brief anecdote sandwiched into the provided some excellent comedies. in order to show producer’s deft- vaude acts, such as Willie, West They indicated some sound terp
commentary would have made the Peter Barry’s script had some de- ness in meeting topics of the day and McGinty with their slapstick ideas, but it appeared as though
It is a
lightful moments, which were well and in varying structure.
airer less moriotonous.
carpenter
routine;
slow-motion they hadn’t spent sufficient time in
Part of the two-hour “Market played. Adelaide Klein did a neat half-hour of typical femme chit- acros, the Maxwells, and dancers rehearsing this turn. With a daily
Melodies” conducted by Sidney characterization of the hateful chat, with accent on variety, so Bobby Laine and Claire. Miriam display and necessity of lining up
that almost every type of afterSmith and Walter Herlihy, “Fun landlady,
Wakefield, incidentally, turned in routines, it’s a difficult thing to
Vicissitudes of career gals strug- noon listener should find a topic a good thesping job in the final exhibit polished routines every
With Food,” is presented in conjunction with the Grand Union gling to make their mark in un- of interest. Jackson Weaver, reg- court-room sketch.
time they’re called upon.
version of show,
Stores, whose products are liber- fc'vorable surroundings are stand- ular on the
As guests Abe Burrows came in
ally plugged. Herlihy does a brief ard dramatic fare, but the treat- does his usual able job of alterNBC-TV’s “Philco Playhouse” for a briefie and Phil Leeds did a
intro in the opening minutes, then ment Ayas deft. “Two Girls” should nating between stooge, emcee and came
comedy
routine that wasn’t too
up
with
one
of
the
better
reappears at the finale to handle brighten the Saturday video sked. just mdle-in-a-lady’s-world. Havit has staged in recent fresh.
Animated cartoon commercials for ing him present not only provides productions
the signoff.
Gilb.
Johnston
came to Show on a
weeks Sunday night (21) with its
Bab-O were amusingly effective; a foil for the Crane technique, but presentation
of Gertrude Schweit- quickie assignment. Spot had been
the hitch-hike for Glim was less adds interest for femme viewers,
scheduled
for
a
HI. NEIGHBOR
and maybe lures an occasional zer’s “Confession.” Story, which Capitol theatre,Joey Adams, but
BriL
successful.
N. Y., date interwas handed a fine adaptation by
With Ken Barry, Dick Merrick, the
male fau.
vened and Adams will take over in
Overtones, Fred Mannes
Typical show caught features a David Shaw, was basically a whoVACATION
Producer-director: Gil Babbitt
succession of guests.
Ted Mack, dunit played via flashback from a three weeks.
With Dick Joseph
courtroom
scene.
With
30 Mins., tues., 3 p.m.
John
Irein town to rehearse the VIP verProducer: Carolyn Burke
HUMPTY-DUMPTY-LINENS
sion
of
his
Margaret Truman made a fare“Amateur Hour,” land and Neva Patterson heading
Writer; Rick Fredericks
WCAU-TV, Phila.
p.a.’ed
the plug benefiting the an excellent Yast, producer Fred well appearance to CBS video Sun30 Mins.; Mon.-Ffi., 3 p.m.
USO. Jaiie Hilder, local remedial Cqe and director Delbert Mann day (21) on “Toast of the Town”
“Hi Neighbor,” an attempt to inNBC-TV, from New York
readihg expert, demonstrated her elicited the full suspense and audi- and again registered as a charming
troduce nighttime values in an
technique
one of her pupils, ence interest.
personality. Although she’s still to
afternoon shoW;. has undergone
last spring, has re^ a poised
Ireland turned in a creditable job attain vocal maturity. Miss Truman
several changes in format and perand winhirig nine-yearI
turned
^s
cross-the-board
feaold lad.
Then Carolyn Hagner as the two-fisted young district at- cuts a pleasing figure on tele, She
sonnel since it kicked off several
Shaw, cditor of capital’s “Social torney who first sensed a murder has a good stage presence, an easy
weeks ago; Present stanza shapes
up much sharper than any of the traveling for fun, is handled deftly Li5K;»» and authority on protocol, in what was an apparent suicide speaking Voice and her singing isn’t
Joseph,^
trayeL
editor
for
^
the AAA award to the and then fell in love with the hard to take. Her performance on
.predecessors,
marking the first
"'courteous driver of the week,” a woman he was trying to convict of this show, with handsome producappearance of Ken Barry,' comeWriters
Assn,
and
author
of
“Your
regular
dian currently at Chubby’s Jersey
Wednesday feature of the criine. Miss Patterson, as the tion surrounding her, would have
H^^ nas a Sleas^
pleasant, show.
^ Aproau. xie
woman on trial, was good, bring- rated applause even from the Taft
spot.
Barry has long trainine on
I“.‘®’^spersed
the floor show circuits and an inwith the public ing the necessary
to her wing of the GOP.
She’s been
tfvefv ‘*abou “®materiaf
knows
service
aspects
genuous style.
are fashions and a Gharacterization. Nelson Olmsted, signed by NBC and commitment
His best bit is a
the
actual
interlude, opportunity not as
criminal;
stretch of pantomime to accbm- ^
for
the
John
“Toast”
display
was made
on the show caueht Thi.rsH»v
provide some culinary Sylvester, as the D. A.’s assistant, before she pacted for the rival netpany Dick Merrick’s “Nature Boy,”
in
^ht also to integrate com- and James Van
which although dated as a routine
Dyk as the work. Miss Truman delivered Poppolitical
boss, followed through per’s “Gavotte” and Monro’s “TO
of p‘l’.Ari,erTc^m^
with nicely-turned support. Use of My Celia.”
commercial plugs.
Show packs plenty of 'material mere sound effects to simulate
Barry’s
long' emcee
Generally, Ed Sullivan provided
practice fn®bX
into its 30 minutes.
If anything, the
courtroom, rather an agreeable show, which started
stands him in good stead before
f?f'
show caught was somewhat crowd- than, showing the actual people, promisingly with thp comedy aero
the cameras, for example, in bis
ed.
However, this impressed as failed to elicit the necessary pay- turn by the Nonchalants. Roland
Intro for the Overtones, with sotto
^ere tnterested°iri The’^linonTcIi^ being preferable to the sameness off,
voce suggestions of scandal about
Young followed and chalked up a
At Jl"
J
so
often
°"®
apparent iii some women’s
the , members
good score with the reading of
of the
quartet, was riven ?vi?
film It ®
. ilT
ovGr
shows-.
NBC-TV s
^4. 1*^
Oomic ho\VGV0r is civiticf awav
Musical
Comedy; Robert BenChley’s “The Treasurer’s
Time’
came
a
cropper because of Report,”
too milch weight in the interview
a
- good bit of humor.
.
dad^®Cubr*artd^other ^Carthhian
with s.r.o. sponsorship on an outdated book in its presenta- ^^*^8 captured most of the flavor,
section of program, "Neighbor of sno,’.
1
veinl was entertaining show. There are currently eight non of
Y^velog
the Irving Berlin-Morrie although the piece loses some esthe Week
used as
yvecK.” Slot
plug and the Joseph-Garcia
wot is
as, a nlug
15 usea
commentary participating time buyers on the Ryskmd musical, “Louisiana
Pur- sential flavor when delivered ver(Continued on page 30)
interesting,
Bril,
five-per-weeH airer*
Lowe.
chase," Monday night (22), Berlin’s
(C<»tinued on page 30)
j
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Larger audiences
Many

claylime feature filina deliver and iences larger

tlum nighttime local prograuiming. For example:

RATING
In Philadelphia

—WPTZ's IloUyU'Ood Ployhouse

PM

(12:30-1:30

Monday-Fridav)

.

.

...

.

.

16.6*

*

15.3*

.

8.9*

In Cleveland —WNBK’s Stagecoach Thc.alcr

(4-^5:15
In

PM

Saturday)

Chicago—^WNBQ's

(1—2

PM

.

.

.

.

*

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Playhouse

il/<r/^z/tec

Monday— Frida))

.

.

,

.

-^Latest American Rc^eiarh Ihircau Rating

More commercial impact
Scheduling your commercials during
film

giiarantees

a

da\

feature

linve

complete audience allenlion, unsur-

passed impact on viewers.
V

_
•

.

>!

Increased product identincation
Many

WPTZ,

stations (notably

Chicago and

WNBW,

Philadelphia,

WNBQ,

ashinglon) oiler in addition to

one-minute commercials, product and sponsor
cations in other portions of the feature films

..

identifi.

all

for

the price of a one-minute announcement.

Lowest cost
Participations in davlime feature films are invariably

lower (usually half the cost) of nighttime announcements,

where
The

to

buy

best place to start your television schedule in day-

time feature film programs
stations represented

by

NBC

Spot Salesman today and
visioivs

is

start

on one or more of the

Spot Sales. Call your

NBC

reaping the henelitsoftele-

most economical bu\ ...Daytiaie Feature Films.
0

WNBT New

WNBQ

York

Chicago

KNBH Hollywood
WPTZ Philadelphia
WBZ-TV

Boston

WNBK
*WNBW

Cleveland

*WRGB

Washington
Schenectady — Albany —Troy

^Participations in Daytime Feature Fihns not cunrntl^' araiiahle, but

yoitrPiBC Spot Saiesman has

many other altractirc (laytime availabilities.

4

RADlO^TEUBVISiON
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Wednesday^ Jannary 24, 1951
Friday for two hours, starting at

WJZ-TV

3:30 p.m.
Salinas,

Cal.

,KSBW news

—

Hay

Wilson,

director, has
director, vice

[named program

—

Lotsa Plugs

Start of Drive to Grab

Continued from page 25

been

Inks Bonwit In

Don

adults” is next with 6%. HowRetafl, Dept. Store Biz
Wi- for
ever, he noted, an additional 2%
WJZ-TV, ABC’s Gotham outlet,
of broadcast time is devoted to is starting a campaign to ink retail
J. Bormann,
department store business.
children’s westerns “presented in and
news director of WMT, Cedar
First move by WJZ-TV manager
Rapids, has been appointed direc- format apparently aimed at the Clarence L. Doty is b ring of WalSan Antonio—Latest addition to tor of public affairs for WCCO, uvenile ..udience.”
ter BOnwit, who for 18 years was
KABC staff here is McTim Collins, here. Ho succeeds Wiley S, Ma- j Piscussihg programs broadcast veepee
in charge of merchandiswho’s set to emcee. “Money For loney, who resigned to buy a weeking
and promotion for Bonwit TelSmythe
hour,
\Dr.
particular
at
a
Music,” heard Monday through ly newspaper.
noted that at 7:30 p.m. on Satur- ler and subsequently was ad veepee
day six stations present drama and treasurei for Alfred DunhiR,
and one presents news, while on both Fifth avenue stores.
other days there are choices of at
Doty feels that although departAt ment stores have been using teleleast four types of programs.
10 p.m. on Saturday the viewer vision heavily outside of New York,

Fred LeMieux organization, Ballard has taken Wells. Latter joined
Orange, Tex.
Chita, Kan.
has been appointed general man- over managerial reins at KFDA.
Bill Fairley continues as station
ager of KOGT here.
L.
Minneapolis
manager.
I

KWBB,

i

^

John Ballard
Amarillo, Tex.
has exited his post as general manager of the Nunn stations, to buy
into

KFDA,

Newly

Nunn

outlet here.
elected veepee in the Nunn

j

j

!

has a choice of four types, of programs, while on other days he has
a choice of from two to five types.
During the week surveyedj WORTV broadcast the longest schedule
with ,92 hours, followed by WPIX
with 88.2 hours, WATV with 88,
WNBT with 80, WCBS-TV with 79,
WJZ-TV with 71 and WARD Avith
64;

:

their use of video has lagged in
the metropolis because stations

didnT fully know the ins-and-outs
of department store and other re-

!

operations. Consequently, Doty
they haven’t been able to
crack the newspaper hold bn the
department store ad dollaji', except

tail

Isays,
I

!

for occasional series.

With Bonwit, Doty

I

The study showed

that

gives the most time to

WNBT

to weath-

er (2%);
to public issues;
(3%);
WOR-TV to institutional
(exposition and dramatization) programs <3%); WOR-TV to information
(8%); WJZ-TV to religion
(3%);
to
drania (58%);
to variety shows ,(34%);
WJZ-TV to music (7%);
to
quiz
and stunt shows (12%);
WPIX to sports (23%); WPIX to
homemaking (17%), and
and
to children’s programs
(each i6%).

WNBT

WJZ-

will be able to give these stores
of knowhow that will solve
their selling problems. He is now
for a
prowl
program
the
'on
director, who will be assigned exclusively to the local station. Up
to now, WJZ-TV’s programming has
been handled as ah oflshobt of the
web’s and it failed to develop an
New proindividual personality.
gram man will be given as his first
task lining up shows for retailers,
with an eye to answering their
needs at a low cost,
:

news (15% the kind

WPIX

of broadcast time);

feels,

WOR-TV TV

WATV

WARD

WCBS

WARD

TV

.

:

;

:

I

<

I

Specialization in retailing paralthe recent emphasis on new re-

j

lels
i

biz being made by WJZ-AM,
The average length of commerbn New York TV stations is which also created a rpecial retail
tail

cials

department.

lowest on .WCBS with 55 seconds,
followed by WPIX with 69 seconds, WJZ-TV with 71 seconds,
WOR-TV with 77, WNBT with 78,
with 79, artd WATV with
100

WABD

N. 0. Personnel Switches

.

New

.

A number

Orleans, Jan. 23.
of personnel changes

TV

were announced by radio and

i

stations here the past week.
Byron Do wty resigned as a director at WDSU-TV to join staff of
Continued from page 24
jWDTV, Pittsburgh, Pa. He was
ican Federation of Musicians, Sna- with former station for eight years
der revealed that he has estab- as announcer, sportscaster, direclished a Music Performance Trust tor and producer.
Ed Prendergast relinquished post
Fund, similar to that created by
program director of
to
the
recording
companies,
into as
as assistant manager.
which he pays 5% of his gross. join
He also revealed that all his con- He’s vet of 11 years.
Bob Murphy quit as- chief antracts with performers call for
to become assothem to receive royalty payments, nouncer, of
as program diso that they have a continuing ciated with
«
rector.
equity in each film in which they
New
spielers
at
are Clyde
appear. He has recently produced
several of the briefies with classi- Butter, formerly of KOGT, Houston,
and Bob Brannon, local actor.
cal artists and said he is also turnThey’ll handle deejay as well as
ing to vaude acts.
regular announcing chores.
Those stations buying the films
have used them for “disk jockey”
shows, as time fillers, etc., Snader
said. He declared that he plans
soon to start production of halfi

I

;

\

new

Detroifs

voice of the night

WJBW

WBOK

'Tween the wee hours of 2
feminine disc jockey
the

It is

is

winsome voice

A.1VI.

arid

6 A.M. on

WWJ,

a

new

riding the crest of popularity in Detroit.

of one

who

signs herself ‘‘Lovingly Yours,

Laura^\ With her charming and intimate “mike-side manner”
has captured an admiring audience.

she

Laura passes the time of night by having chummy chats via phone
with the news editors and night chefs, waitresses and the weatherman
exchanging friendly notes with truck drivers and cab drivers,
reports.
late workers and early risers . . . and giving hourly news
•

.

WJMR
WJMR
WJMR

1

hour and hour dramatic shows on
film as well.

.

With Detroit’s plants scheduled for ’round the clock production of
goods for peace and for preparedness in 1951, Lauras listeners wdl
be legion. In her own sweet, soft-spoken way, Laura can do a perLaura
suasive selling job for many types of products. Why not let
use her feminine wiles to give your product story a firm, but gentle*
push in the Detroit market?

Pitt

Jock

Continued from page 24
ried a slide and audio to announce
that “due to popular demand” Philco Playhouse would replace Murray.

Then,

If

minute, DuMont
came to terms again With the Mui^
ray show, although for a half-hour
version instead of the previous 60
minutes, and Philco was back

where

it

was before.

That was

KEEP

FIRST IN DEtROiT

THE DETROIT NEWS

[am-fm

National Roprosontativos:

THE GEORGE

P.

HOLLINGBERY COMPANY

However,. Cardie has a station
deal on with
to head an
hour-long-disk jockey show in the
afternoons, with jock introducing
different quarter-hour segments
in
addition to spinning platters. That’s
been on the fire fdr Some time, and

WDTV

.

Astofidt9 Mitvition Station

WWJ-tV

AM-^950

moCYCUSSOOO WATTS

fM-’CHANNH 246^97.1 MOACYCLIS

he d still have had Philco, too, but
Arthur Murray bounced him in a
hurry, or at least in a roundabout
way.

by your voiceIT

CLEAR!

—

go on stop that tickling, racking
cough or huskineSs with Liqwid Cem
ters. Just try this handy type treatment— the one and only miedicatcd
candy^shcU filled with rcat liquid cough
medicine that bathes and soothes your
throat. You’ll be delighted! Ask your
retailer, today. Made by The lodent Co.

the;

mediately from headquarters in
Philadelphia telling them to cancel
out any and. all time previously
Contracted for on WDTV.
That
promptly put the skids under Cbrdic’s program, and it was cancelled
less than 48 hours befoi’e its
starting date.

live

When youVe In the spotlight and must

breaking point. Philco hit the ceiling, and J. E. "Miller Co., its distributors here, got a phone call iiri-^

Own^tll and Op9tat0dl by

you

at the last

Don’t be a Cougher

— use

LIQWID CENTER
COUGH DROPS

m

FOR QUICK
DOUBLE ACTION
RELIEF

U

!

./I

12
TRIATMINTS

25c
so HANDY FOR POCKET OR PURSE!

AL TRACE Orchestra
ABC-TV Nttworh

SENTINEL

olio

AND

'for

TELE-TRONICS
MARTINIQUe. Chicago
ABC and CBS MaW

—
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W&L

Gets

RADIO-TELEVISION

New Vidcast Rules

With

Coittinued

Chicago, Jan. 23.

Eastside Account Grab

.

Congress Again Hears Plea on BiD

roni .page 24

'WGN-*rV’s 16-hour pitch for team telecasting into the territory
where the home team is on the
Los Angeles, Jan. 23.
funds for the City of Hope hospital
road, and sending back its own
Warwick & t^gler will start raised a total of $110,000 during
Washington, Jan. 23.
game via TV or AM.
“pouiing" copy for Eastside beer the
stint that ran from Saturday
Plugging for his perennial bill
It’s considered unlikely that the
witliin a few weeks, having landed
night (20) into the following after- gate - conscious individual club to give the FCC the same cohtrol
the juiciest ad account in the local
Billing runs ’ to $1 ,300,000, noon.
Over 700 show biz person- owners will open up their home over networks which it now exermart.
and W&L will set up a separate! alities—ihcluding a planeload of games to TV in their own 75-mile cises over stations, Rep. Harry
territory.
The other possibility
the
handle
account
to
operation
Hollywood stars who fliew in for the of expended coverage is by the Sheppard (D,, Cal.) last week
and others to supplement its naevent—
took
part
in
pickup
the TV maraof the games by stations charged that monopoly practices of
Erv Staudinger,
tional business.
The show also was simul- in the so-called, free territory. Just the radio webs are causing more
long account exec on Eabst for the thon.
in the
agency, heads up the new commis- cast over WGN from midnight to how many stations in cities at and more AM outlets to go
least 75 miles from the nearest pro red and close shpp.
6:30 a.m^ Sunday (21).
sion wing.
team
will
consider their audience
Sheppard told the House “it has
In landing the account, held for
sufficiently pro football conscious been forcibly brought to my atten13 years by Lockwood-Shackleford,
Boston— Henry W. (Hank) Lund- to warrant the purchase of rights, tion that radio broadcasting staW&L won. the nod over five com- quist, production manager of remains to be seen.
closing
tions
are
steadily
up
peting agencies, and is said to have W.COP, Hub’s ABC outlet, is on
The league made ho changes in throughout important communities
spent around $100,000 in research two-week tour, of duty with U. S.
of
our
country.*’
Only
recently,
its
rules controlling network telepresentations.
Among the Navy. Lundquist holds the rank Of
aiid
They remain the same as he said, WOPT iii Oswego,. N. Y.,
others were Erwin-Wasey, Ruth- Lt.
Commander
Larry Homer, casts.
at the terminus of the vital barge
rau/T & Ryan,^ Calkins & Holden, WEEI staff announcer, has been ap- a year ago, when the Sun Oil Co.
Oarlock, McGlinton & Smith, and pointed by Graig Lawrence, Chair- paid $150,000 for rights to the canal and Lake Ontario, turned in
game
of
the
week beamed bn its license because of inability to
1,-S, which sought; to hold the busi- .man of Radio
Division oii local
March of Dimes coordinator of ABC. Again no net telecasts Will sustain further losses.
ness,
The Congressman cited FCC figAlso-rans are now in the midst activities of radio booth set up on be permitted in the cities where
Boston Common.
a game is being' played.
ures showing that the number of
ol another “pitch’- for a beer account, Said to be shaky in its pres^

•

I

:

.

.

.

!

.

I

:

l

-

,

AM

stations in the t^d has grown
from 365 in 1947 to 686 in 1949.
Aithough more money is being
.

spent every year for advertising

•

via radio, said Sheppard, more sta^
tions are closing their doors and
more are operating in the red.

I

I

Investigation shows, he declared,
that “many radio stations are being
restrained from doing business with
the advertisers which support the
industry by certain unlawful and
moriopolistic practices of the four
major radio network chains operating in this country,
It has
been brought to my attention that
certain radio stations owned and
controlled by the four major radio
network monopolies have been restraining the broadcast of many
i.imp6rtaht and high-grade radio
programs under the intentional
the Commisiiiterpretatibh of

i

’

.

I

I

I

i

;

.

;

munications

Act.’’

the brand name;

WFH-TV, FBI lean Up
To Smoke Out Criminals
Philadelphia, Jan. 23
has linked forces with
.

WFIL-TV
llie

FBI

.seeking

tracking

Crime

a series of programs
enlist public aid in
criminals.
detection
entitled
spots,
in
to

from:

12:15 a.m., respectively.

TO:

Ah

-

.

January 18,1951

.

Dear Bill and Frank::

being sought by the FBI, Photographs and slides are used to show
criminal histories and personal
characteristics.

W. S. Paleyi P.'stanton

*

Each telecast runs five minutes
and gives facts on two criminals

This is the most expensive inter-office .memo I have evor dispatched,

announcer

gives the facts about the crime or
crimes for which they are wanted.

but there has heen a lot of confusion lately about my plans.

Special information about the
criminal’s method of operation is
also provided.
The telecasts are
expected to smoke out underworld

January 15 marked seventeen years for me With CBS. We’ve had a lot
of laughs and headaches together, sure, but we’ve made a couple

lawbreakers using the Philadelphia
area as a base of operations. The

of bucks, together, too. Rinso, Toni, Pillsbury, Nabisco, Chesterfield,

also report on a'hy
captures made as the result of the

Lipton, and all the others have been swell sponsors. Thanks to

will

stations

“Wanted Persons” programs.

.

ARTHUR GODFREY

down known

“Wanted Persons,” goes bn twice
weekly, Mondays and Wednesdays,
at approximately 12:45 a.m. and

all-^but I’m going to work for
Pensacola, Florida for

WAAM

Strong Litieiip for
Balto Regional Seminar

the:

a.-

couple of weeks down at

greatest sponsor of ^ em all-^ Uncle Sam’s

Navy. He can pick up my option- any time.

Baltimore, Jan. 23.
WAAM, Baltimore’s indie television outlet, has added Charles
Underhill,
general manager of
CBS-TV, to its list of speakers for
the first annual regional. TV seminar, slated for Feb. 16-17 here.
Seminar, which is to discuss “Career Opportunities in TV,” is being
co-sponsored
by
American U,,
Johns Hopkins TJ., Temple U. and
the U. S. Office of Education.
Others previously lined up for
the speakers’ panel are Dr. Allen

Why? Well, last September I won the golden wings of a Naval Aviator
at Pensacola. I ha,d coveted those wings ever since

I

first held

the controls of a plane in my hands 31 years ago. I was never able
to make the grade because I was crippled up pretty badly in an

automobile accident back, in 1931.

/B,ut

after 21 years of flying my

own and everybody else’s airplanes, and accumulating something
in excess of 4,000' hours of flying time. Vice Admiral John Dale Pricet

B.

DuMont, Robert Saudek, .William I. Kaufman and Jack Harring-

USN (bless his heart!) gave me the chance to earn my wings at

ton,

the school at Pensacola.

U

Now, those wings and the

:M,

U

S. Steel

Continued from

thus foresee a
tions

t>ftge

number

Z5

who have turned down

After which, be the good Lord ni/illing, I. shall return to my programs,
on the air February 5th, and on week ends you will find me flying
with the Naval: Air Reserve Weekend Warriors at Floyd Bennett Field.

BBD&b on renegotiation Of
Lucky Strike contract. It’^ no
however, that Neptune Pro-cUictions (Montgoniery and talencpackage agent John Gibbs ) would
ith

secret,

.ii

GM

have shown interest in buy*

the show.

—

Dallas
Clyde B. Melville has
established his own company here
to rep stations in
Texas, Oklahoma,
^Arkansas,
Louisiana
and New
iMcxico.

Melville came here about 10
Joars ago from Washington, and
U)r the past
seven, years has been
associated viffth O. L. Taylor as
manager of the local office of his
representative orgahization.

-

Until then, the shows are all in capable hands, and I’ll be seein’ ybu,

probably sell to another client who
offered them a better deal; In addition to
and U. S, Steel, neither of which is currently advertising
on TV, Procter. & Gamble is alsd
to

.

:active duty again for. 2 weeks to learn t o :^ly Navy
j So , I am going on
Jet s and to take .a refresher course in instrument procedure.

net-

the

i.og

,

.

of local sta-

As for- the Montgomery show,
talks are expected to start in M:arch

S‘Ticl

full stripes of my Commander ’s rank,

USNR, make a very pretty picture, but that. Isn’ t what I .got ’em for.
Now that I have won them I want to continue to be worthy of them

work shows in favor of the more
lucrative local programs, switching
back to the pets for the majority
.of their programming.

A\

3.

1

•

.

j

Same presentations
ent agency,
are being made with only a Change
ill

29

Jump on Other

Agencies

Coast

t/SSwSSf^

.

;

;

I
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30

—
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It is not an origination
in a church or a transfer of the
origination tb a video studio, per
se.
The problems faced being
many and the experienced backgi'ound being limited, the results
achieved are not always even.
Opener dramatized the lift given
a man on the street by attending
services and listening to a sermon.
Sabbath show started with a couple
at' home, discussing in pantomine
the need for church presence,
Sequences of services Were followed by visit of man and wife to
the minister, in the rectory, for a
discussion of the manner in which
their services might best be used.
Dr. J. Edward Carothers. director of radio and television for the
State Council and minister of a
Schenectady
church,
conducted
several shows; He is photogenic,
articulate and forceful. Dr. Terrance F. Ogden, an older man,
with a difTerent style', also registered \vell. The rectory session
seemed to be ad libbed. Choirs of
the ministers’ churches sing.
Productioii arid camera work are
good, although recent effects do
not appear to be quite as telling

television.

Television Reviews
Continued from page 26
for some charity during which were above par for a local day^
guest receives the standard orchid. timer. Paula Wray was particularFred Mannes, WCAU-TV staff an- ly nice with a brace of ditties, and
noiincer, might be better casting The Starnoters, instrumental quartet, also added a couple of bouncy
in the.role pf inteiwiewer.
Three guests from audience are tunes. Okay nostalgic flavor was
off’ered

given chance to chirp, with
helping over the hurdles.
also receive gifts, With plug
The Overtones (three
for donor.
men and a gall, currehtly at Charley Ventura’s Open House Calsb^ a
Jersey spot), exhibit style and
smart arrangements, their strongest oifering being “It’s Only a
Paper Moon.” Dick Merrick, also
w.k. in the local musical bars,
comes through nicely with single
All vocalists get top grade
solo.
backing by the Tommy Ferguson
Trio, also, from Chubby’s. Despite
straight nitery lineup of talent,
show gets the afternoon participar
lion flavor with the bringing up
of extroverts from the studio
audience.
Commercials are live and are
Production costs
hot overdone.
are nil for backgrbunds and no attempt is made to dress show
Acts perform before
seonically..
a backdrop with signs of the two
Gagh.
sponsors as only decor.
also

by.

singer-pianist

Vicki

Stevens working on “Mighty Lak

Barry

a Rose.” On other segments of the
cross - the - board
strip,
chirper
Peggy Taylor alternates with Miss
_Wra 3^ RerniCe Sellers served as

They

emcee’s assistant,
Aside from some unnecessarily
-

pretentions siiperimpositiOns during The Starnoters* turns, camera
work was as casual as the overall
format.
Dave.

:

‘

,

THE MAGIC SLATE
With
.

Stewart

Norman

Sklam,

Gottschalk, Viola Berwick, Bert
Leo Gurley, Micliyl
Veacli

Whaley,
Producer:

.

Norman Grant

Director: Bob Hopkins
TV Director; Lyn King
Writer: Doug Johnson
30 Mins.; Siiii., 4:30 p.m.

(

bally or

telecasts;

Gordon

Title symbolizes

Tuell,

12

Sus<^aininff

W'GN-TV. Chicago
Another entry in the early
noon audience sweepstakes,
cago Calendar,’’ shaped up

others.
faith

triumph of

His

caricature

of

dared

.

artist.

land "Lone Ranger” era'.
In any event, the ancient magic
lamp yarn was smoothly adapted

their usual sUuul-

brought a touch of the classics to ard.
the usual vaude-Like/ atmosphere i
CBS-TV’s “This Is Show BusiNBC-TV’s “Lights Out” presentness” Sunday night (21) via his ed an uneven teleplay by Peg-v
socko rendition of the “Now T am .Phillips, “For Release Todav.’.’
alone”
soliloquy
from
Shake- Monday (22), While a show of I’ne
speare’s “Hamlet.” Stint led into: fantasy type can deal with supoi-.
a fairly $erious discussion among natural material, it is begging the
moderator Clifton Fadiman and his question, not to say misleading, if
panel about the polonLial of such no logical explanation is given fur
artists and material on “Show Busi- the weird goings-on. Story dealt
riess’’ and programs of similar pat- with a lady legit
pressagent (K. T.
tern. Guest panelist P'aye Emerson Stevens) and a reporter
(Herbert
offered w’haf was probably the Rudley) who find a brilliant actor
most potent argument with her (Vinton Hayworth) alHicted wirh
observation that audiences, not lik- a strange illness that saps bis
ing to be played down to, would energy. They discover that the aewelcome more of the classics, and tor’s rival .in love has been sticking
the others agreed wuth her. It’s to pins into wax figures of the thospei',
be hoped that producer Irving and when the jealous man commiis
Mansfield and his crew wen 0 seri- suicide the actor suddenly, and inbus about the w'liole thing.
explicably, regains his health.
of

!

,

I

|
I

j
j

in ’42.

;

Bankroller group ui»ged continu ation of economical handling of
advertising.
It said no changes
in the law would be contemplated
“unless abuses become widespread
or unless sellers of advertising seek
to exploit the tax situation as an
argument for unwise liberality in
spending.”
ANA suggested advertisers reGielgud’s interpretation of the
frain from flooding Intemal Revenue with requests for advance soliloquy evoked the full pathos of
rulings on proposed e.xpenditures. the characteriziition. a feat which
It said that querying the Govern- must have been especially difficult
ment “is stating in effect that its in that he had no opportunity to
to the desired dramatic pitch.
own management has doubts about build
Sam Levenson. making his final apwhether the cost of a proposed pearance
(in “Show' Business” beadvertising campaign is an ordi- fore launching his ow'u TV
series
nary and necessary business ex- this Saturclay (27), evidenced thati
pense.”
he’ll have a job in finding enough
In his testimony before the Sen- material to sustain him for a 13 or
ate committee, Snyder said: “It is 2C-vveek run. Still spinning simple
not correct to say that a taxpayer tales about his family anci school,
started
slowly,
and
never
should not continue advertising he
.1 know you have to keep your achieved the sock he’s shown on
previous
appearances.
Thirteenname before the public if you are
year-old Juriie Keegan, who’s demto keep your markets.”
onstrated her fine pipes previou-sly
on ABG-TV’s “Paul Whiteman Reviie.” did a nice job on “If I Were
Kansas City Frank Hassett ha.s
been added to the announcing staff a Bell.”
As usual, regular panelists Abe
at WDAF-TV.
He moves over
from RCKN, where he has been a Burrow'S and George S. Kaufman
disk jockey for the past couple of kept the show rolling w'ilh their
years. He formerly was at KIMO, sharp comments.
Independence, Mo.
New' man at
KCKN IS Bob Floyd, who moves ABC-TV's “Pulitzer Prize Playover from KIMO,
house” offered a slick production
,

I

The improbable plot was not
helped by the fact that the cent ra
characters the actor, hi& wife and
the black magician' were all overly
distraught and not particular y

—

The

likable.

—

w’hich incluclecl
Sorell as the male witch, did
well and the legit environment was
neatly sketched in.:
cast,

Guy

.

j

1

Friendly
Continued from page 20

1

.

.

i

NEW YORK STATE COUNCIL OF

;

CHURCHES
WRGBTV, Schenectady

I

*

”

—

Brand Names Foundation. Emcee

Second series presented by State
did his best to keep the give-and- Council of Churches and Protestake targeted at the housewives, tant affiliates in Schenectady, Troy
but trio leaned too strongly on and Albany, employs a format
generalities to give much meat to which combines religious services
with dramatizations. Goal is a type
the discussion.
Except for the fact that most of program which brings worship
of it was crammed into the first and a message into the home
half of the show, musical portions through the particular medium of

were up to

cials

Gielgud

i

acting was

The
competent throughout; Doug John-

overlong, was Brickhouse’s
chinfest with three execs of the.

John

j

an added dimen-

j

was

actor

:

i

it

!

!

their lensing made for interesting
fare as well as an effective plug;
for the parent company. Also hep VICTORY OVER DARKNESS
programming was the slotting of With Dr. J. Edward Carothers, Dr,
'Terrance F. Ogden, others
the brief news report, smoothly
30 Mins.; Sun.; 2 p.m.
handled by Spencer Allen.

perhaps because

'

j

j

'

i

lively,

j

I

limned while he was being cross- superimpositions
dissolves,
and
examined, was cleverly caught by
that gave the venture its plus
the camera for a good video touch. values.
five sets also added
The
Another strong bit was the interr impact.
view with tlie trio of Chi Tribune
Jim Hamilton, one of Chi’s betphotogs, winners of the sheet’s
salesmen, nicely handled
Winning; ter TV
recent photog contest.
the Peter Pan Peanut Butter plugs.
pix and background concerning
Dave.

Less

1

I

adaptatioi. effectively caught
the essence of the fairly talc. But
it was the imaginative use of the
Brickhouse,
medium itself, through clever

man. former Wall Disney

1

•

,

!

stanza, have been charming kiddies for a long time and their apjpeal may extend into the “floppy’’

sion to the tale.

.

handled and the Schlitz commerBritish

does harm to all advertising and
business, but in these times is
whoMv unpatriotic,” the ANA de-

1

to video, giving

,
the gin-playing stage
mahuu
The comedy was given an e.xtiavagant reading which made ior htiing portraits of the Broaclw ty
celebs Hart was satirizing; Fo'ix

vali as
I

nicely

I

,

i

and

director,

^

|

frau*

playas the stiPhyllis

{

Jaco.

!

better than average
Informal hour-long session
ing.
has the advantages of some good
musical segments and the pleasingly amiable hosting of Jack
Briekhouse, Also, on frame caught
.some enterprise was evi(16>,
denced in securing guests who had
something to contribute rather
than just something to plug.
» mi tirinant wa« I.en Red.
slighly

j

a

the
j'oungsters,
condip.m. whether
tioned to the faster-paced, thrillladen formats, will accept with
same enthusiasm the fairy
after- the
vignettes
historical
and
“Chi- tales
for the series. But stories
planned
as a
the first
offer- illke “Aladdin,’’ used on

Tom Helmore

aright;

I

AM-TV Tax Boom

Mon.-thru-Fri.,

Rowlcs as his ice-skating-:star
William Terry as the fledgling
j

j

example, “Magic Slate,’’
revived by Derby Fodds after a
CHICAGO CALENDAR
With Jack Brickhouse, Bernice sustaining run last summer, looms
Spencer Allen, Paula as markedly superior in both
Sellers,
Continued, from page 20
Wray. Vicki Stevens, The Sta^- treatment and content to the usual
run of moppet-targeted offerings. to try to take advantage of the
iioters
Still
to
be seen, however, is situation for selfish gain riot only
Director: Bud Palmer
Mins.;

^With the
projection.
He

Jackson’s' .adaptation
had soir/e
good laughs, although in boiling it
down to an hour-long vehicle tl.e
play’s well-worn situation, the coi;'It has lost its humor by now.
SulUvan’s staff’ has been present- ing-of-age of an idealistic youiig
ing singers very effectively. There’s writer, was exposed. Addili()nal.\\
some tasteful production whiclV the condensation made the chariu-;
enhances the value of the chirper tors’ changes of heart seem loo siiil'aiid helps create the proper mood. den.
Miss Truiiian got some handsome
It added up, however, to a good
production as did Jimmy Wakcly, picture of the way inwhich a show'
the cowpoke crooner. Wakely; a is hammered out after its
Bos'fon
best seller on Capitol disks, de- tryout.
Ritz-Carltdn hotel suiie
livered a pair of tunes in a highly setting was a bit too
eluUorcd.
satisfactory manner.
Musical background w'as

typical

60

.

.

over man’s earthly ptoblems.

Needham, Louis Sc Brorhij)
the first segment (21) is

of the Moss Hart legiter, “Light Dr)
the Sky,” Friday (19), It had the
benefit Of a topflight cast, with Fa*
tricia Mbrlson as the temperanujital actress; Lee Tracy* as the harcU
headed, well-heeled producer; PoUy

when compared

Benchley’s

late

subbed for Gloria Swanson.
Major bit of comedy was by Jan
Murray, a capable comic, whose
major effort was a bit handed down
from the old burlesque days. Murray and an unbilled femme assistant, however, got the most of the
piece on the attempted feeding of
an infant. Evalyn Tyner at the
piano, backed .by Iwss and diurn,
played a flashy keyboard in a pair
of numbers. Sullivan cairie in for
her windup to assist her in the 88irig of “Night and Day.” This bit is
by now overworked on tele. Virtually every major variety show has
had at least one i*enditi6n of a. noiimusical member pounding out the
single noted motif of this number,

on earlier originations. Bob
Stone has handled some of the

NBC-TV, from Chicago

Folloiini|>$

Continued from page 26

as

DERBY FOODS
If

Tele

>

;
'

;

i

'

I

!

•

I

evocative than print or even mopix.
On “Hear” even bald
such as the federal biic'gare wired for sound, wilh l'’.e
clacking of pennies illustrating tJie
shares the Government is spcndiiig
for various services.
The debate

tion

statistics,

et,

President Truman and
Taft was presented with
20-second clips from iheir speecius
alternated to give their opposin.g
on specific policy questions.
Tile web, sensitive to the public s
interest in current affairs, has given
the show’s producers carte blanche.

between
Seriator

The New York
newsmen, plus

....WATSON

staff consists of 10

a

large

technical

“Hear” has the backing,

staff.

too,

of CBS affiliates, with .'6.5 (a record
for60-minute sustainer) cari'.v-

ing

show and
and features

the

stories

news

taping

in their locali-

ties.

“Radio webs nev(?r fully util’zed
their affiliates in this way,” Friendtold VAaiETy,
“We have wl.at
amounts to an ‘Associated Prcs.s’ of
our own. The stations are giving
us a great deal of excellent nva.lcrial, 30 that on the hiorriihg of the
broadcast we have five solid hours
of newsworthy tape, which is distilled down to 90 minutes a con i)le
of hours before airtime and tlien
to 60 minutes as the latest news
breiaks are sifted.”
What Friendly considers the most
gratifying success of “Hoar*’ is its
,

ly

popular response, vyitli an av(?race
“ it
of 90 letters coming, in daily.
proves,” he feel.s, “that you doP t
liavefo talk clown to people.” ]MaPV
of the letters are requests for transcriptions, arid as a fesult CBvS is
plarining to supply recordings of
the .show for classi‘oom use by
,

SchoolvS. with questions on the material as a current events ex ’nV

T V. ASSISTANT
Veteran

— 37—Married, wants
— —

position

V, station or ad agency
producer, director, otc. graduate Sfit
School, clean cut ^reliable, resportslble.
Moderate salary start—Good
Draft Status.

in

AUDIp-VIDEO RECORDING COMPANY,

Iric.

•

1
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^art a new career on television .
Tony^ MaHin had to cancel out of
Jack ‘'Benny’s next teleshow due to
.

RRO

New York

'

lensing schedule for the
film
Two Tickets to Broadway,” in
which he stars ... John Goetz will
direct the series of programs which

DuMont program

Jim Caddi- Jack M. Warner

chief

KLAO-TV

gan for the last two years, resigned
Bernard Schubert, producer of to establish an indie radio-TV
agency
NBC-TV’^s “Musical Comedy Time” package
TV - radio
packager Wilbur Stark has acquirsetting a deal for the 1931
i,c
ed
exclusive
AM
and
Video
rights
prize-winning
musical,
Pulitzer
Charles and to the “Curly Kayoe’’ comic strip.
“Of Thee I Sing*'
David
Lowe
now
directing DuJEugene Jones, NBC's twin newsMont’s 'Captain Video*' program.
reel cameramen who recently reVideodex, new TV rating servturned from Korea, off to Europe
ice, pacted with three more clients
for the web' and the State Dept.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Ryan.

WPIX's Saturday night “Televiews
of the News,’* starting this week
John Cecil Holm, co-author
(27)
of “Three Men on a Horse,*' slated

Lonnie Starr again covering wrestling for Sunset Appliances on WOR-TV. .Tom Hicks,
exec producer for Nash “Air-

for an acting role in the presentation of Owen Davis' Pulitzer prizewinner, “Icebound,*' next. Tuesday
(30) via CBS* “Prudential Play-

flyte Theatre,** lectures to

.

.

.

.

.

.

house*'.
“Headline

.

.

Putnam’s

George

Clues''

switches

this

week from Wednesday to Thursday
DuMont. Show also adds
an outlet in Boston ... Henry R.
Cassirer, CBS news editor, sched-

&

&

NBC-TV*s Kate Smith named
The Woman magazine
.

editor of

.

.

.

WpIX's “Movies at ,7:15,*’
has been named an associate dirating

rector of the station ... Sid Caesar,
and Imogene Coca, now getting star
billing above the show title on
NBC's “Your Show of Shows’’
WNBT’s “Quick on the Draw.*’
featuring Eloise McElhone and
Bob Dunn, has formed a permanent panel, which includes Louis
Untermeyer, Betty Furness and
Jack LaRue, with a fourth guest
rotating weekly
Carol Ohmart
.
subbing for Jean Alexander on
Saturday
WNBT's
night Savarin
news show commercials, while the
latter is working in a Hollywood
Rim
Paul Lukas’ video series
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WNEW's

.

.

.

.

,

.

cases from the files of L. A. CounSheriff Eugene Biscailuz will
form the basis for a series of halfhour telefilms which Jerry Fairty

banks will make with the sheriff
due to introduce and sign off each
film
Andrews Sisters check in
at Hal Roach studios Jan. 29 to
.

.

.

start a series of 13 half-hour films
which Alex Gottlieb will produce.
Jean Yarbrough will direct . . .

being packaged by Pick-DeVry
Productions has been titled “The KFI’s “Scout Jamboree,” a radio
Fabulous Ferdinand Farbas**
fixture for 11 years* moved over
Ben Fox, who's been assistant to to the station’s video studios to
J

.

.

I

.

.

.

j

Hollywood

.

.

!

of outlets to 34.

.

.

|

.

GI talent gets a television break
oh the new “Servicemen's Revue*’
which KNBH airs on Friday eveJohn
nings from nearby bases.
Gaunt directs and Georgia Lee
Alan Voung video seemcees
ries will Continue to use picture
names wherever script calls for
outside help, feeling being that the
requirements
budget
additional
will be qffset by better shows
production
Sinclair,
former
Betty
supervisor for Robert L. Lippert
making a series of 13 half-hour
vidpix based on the “Superman**
cartoon strip, for Robert Maxwell
Associates and National Comics
Original crime
Publications

:

'

-

National
Cartoonists Society today (Wed,)
Eight new stations have been
added to the “Truth or Consequences’’ lineup, bringing number
.

Washington, Jan.

Suzanne Dalbert

|

.

nights bn

uled to give a course in “Reporting
the World on TV*’ in the spring
term at the. New School for Social
Research.
Henry Hillman has joined the
Weintraub agency as pUb relations
chief, not the Esty agency as erraFreddie
tumed here last week
Bartholomew, who has been nar-

.

.

.

.

week

for its service, including
Doherty, Clifford
Shehfield,
General Electric and Ruthrauff

this

They plan to lens material for spot
news shows, as well as. for docu^
Dr. Allen B,
.
mentary films.
DuMont scheduled to speak before
the Detroit Ad Club Friday (26),
Parliament cigarets bought

FCC More on CBS Color System

produce over

23.
However, existing sets with no
signed for the lead in “Channel
Pending a full investigation now changes made on them will conPassage*” which Revue Productions in progress, the Senate Select Com- tinue to be able to receive proput before the cameras
KECA- mittee on Small Business last week grams broadcast in accordance with
TV acquired rights to “Famous gave implied approval to the FCC black and white standards, and
Men” series of telefilms made by decision authorizing commercial these programs are expected to be
Encyclopedia Britannica for church
broadcasting of the CBS color tele- transmitted for at least several
and club distribution
Betty vision system. In a progress
report years, in view of the present crisis.”
TUrbiville directs the new “Ruth
Elsewhere in the report, the
Waterbury at Home” show on on its operations, the Committee,
said that as a result of “many com- Committee expressed the belief
KLAC-TV.
plaints’’ and requests from Sen- that the ability of consumers to
ators it has instituted a study of buy television sets may have been
the color question, particularly seriously curtailed by “premature”
Chicago
with respect to the effect of the credit controls instituted last Sept.
Hal Rorke, J. Walter Thompson
decision bn small business.
18 by the Federal Reserve Board.
Chi radio-TV chief, is chairman of
Reviewing “the facts of the sitii^ “Spot surveys of potential buyers
a newly-formed committee to ex-'
ation,” the Committee repprted who were forced out of the marpand membership of the WindyJ that the compatibility problem re- ket,” the report/Said, “indicate that
City’s TV Council. Serving bn the sulting from authorization of an many will save until they are in a
committee are John McLaughlin, incompatible system would not re- position to shoulder the heavier
financing burden. There,! is a reaKraft ad manager, and Fred Kilian, sult in serious dislocation. Pointing
Chi ABC tele program head and to FCC findings, it stated, “the sonable expectation that the demand for automobiles and teleprexy of the council
Hollywood receiver aspects of compatibility
gossiper LoUeila Parsons is set, to is a temporary problem which will vision sets will take an upswing
make her video debut on the Feb. decrease progressively each year.” next spring at the very time that
28 ABC-TV “Don McNeill TV Within a year after adoption of shortages will in all probability
Club” which will be kinnied ahead CBS color,* it added, approximately curtail production.”
Feb. 21 on the Coast
Decem- 40% of existing sets would be able
;
ber tele set sales in the Milwaukee to receive the signals without any
area bumped the. region’s total change and the percentage would
oyer the 200,000 mark
Fanny
May Candy Co. has picked up the become larger each year.
Other factors which would conlast open segment On Dorsey Connors’ five - a - week, five - minute tribute to a reduction of the disr
Cincinnati, Jari. 23.
“State
Street
Adventures”
on location involved in shifting to colThe WLW-T benefit wrestlathon
Talent
crew
from or, the Committee said, are the garnered more
than $31,000 for the
WBKB’s “Drewry’s Hit Spot” do- “probable continuance” of some
ing a special show at Chanute black and white shows, purchase of polio fund dnd checks are still
in
mail.
pouring
by
Special show
Field Saturday (27) .
Walter H. color sets by new TV customers,
Johnson Candy Co. is bankrolling and replacement of old receiver s. started Wednesday (17) at 9 p, m.
and
ran
Thursday
2:30 a. m.
to
DuMont’s “Captain Video” on “Thus,” the Committee reported,
WGN-TV
Studs Terkel guested “the passage of time, coupled with and packed the Music Hall. Men
on “The Quiz Kids” Sunday (21)
and women grappling greats and all
these factors, would obviously
NBC airer.
of Crosley’s radio and video hands
serve to dilute the problem of exentertained and pitched for donaAustin Kiplinger, WGN-TV news- isting incompatible receivers.”
tions between six matches.
caster, named to board of direcSets
Usable
Present
tors of Chi Headline club
.
Telephone operators manned 30
Lloyd H. Pettit is new gabber at
The report pointed out that in phones and pledges were picked
WTMJ-TV
Jim Hanlon replaces setting standards for color
pro- up by county police and Cincy MoEll Henry as chairman of the Chi cedure was provided for considerTelevision Council publicity com- ing neyr and improved systems. torcycle Club members.
mittee . .
“Walt’s Workshop” ‘*Nor does the adoption of the CBS
Kansas City ^Bric Tainter, news
copped a year’s renewal from the
editor, returned to work at
Edward Hines Lumber Co. Hines color system make present sets
has bankrolled the
home obsolete,” it added. “Adapters and last week, after being laid up for
workshop show since April, 1949 converters built into TV sets at two weeks with a broken ankle.
... Joan Biondell guesting on Don the time of manufacture are cheap- He’s still hobbling along in a cast,
McNeill’s ABC tele show tonight er and give better service than ex- but is now making his regular
ternal adapters and converters. broadcasts daily.
(Wed.)
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a unique and powerful program

— based

6n

stories of the

/

•

supernatural

— is

for immediate sale

on WOR-tv channel

9.

“Trapped!’- holds the eyes of over 300, OOO tele-viewers per month.

“Trapped!” brings you

these, vietvers

— who

are buyers

— at

$6.33 per thousand — of one-fifth of a cent per

commercial impression.

“Trapped!”

call,

at

is

one of the greatest buys on

write or wire

1440 Broadway,

in

New York

tv in-

New

York.

!

Wednesday^

Stuff—Televimn

No Comi BBC
NBC-TV

Continued from pa^e
^

I

of theatres. Finally, they took their
case to the Beveridge Committee,

Revolutionary now camet-a, ca-f
pable of taking television and film
shots at the same time, is being
developed by RCA-NBC engineers
conjunction with j. A. Maurer,
manufacturers of camera
equipment. NBC, it’s been learned,
lias ordered Maurer to build three
such two-way units for the earliest
pos.sible delivery, which the web
plans to use for experimentation;
in

While NBC’s immediate

|

leaves
quality-wise,
still

much
it’s

to

—

Reason is that the show must
emanate from the local Radio

may

'City Theatre building WTCN'TV studios, the station being
without St. Paul facilities for

be desired

believed the

Minneapolis, Jan. 23.

Mayor Edward Delaney of
St. Paul has a TV show called

neapolis,

intei’est

in such equipment is reportedly as
a substitute for kinescoping, which

web

has its eyes on eventually
converting the* majority of its proal.so

to

presently.

it

i

When

film.

manner.
view of TV’s

TV

B. 0.;

Washington, Jan, 23.^
program costs; both the neworks
It wasn’t so much television itand agencies have reportedly become convinced that it will be im- self, but TV plus threatening
possible to show a profit on pro- weather, which hurt baseball at1

i

1

gramming

operations until they tendance last year, Calvin Griffith,
discover a way to provide repeat yeepee of the Washington Senators,
showings of their big shows. While said last Week in commenting on
producers of films for TV have the club’s radio-TV contract for
accomplished that through retain- j 1951, which provides for only 21
Ing subsidiary rights to their prod- home games to be televised inTV owners,
uct, the nets so far have been stead of 77 last yeiar.
take
won’t
explained,
unable to develop a feasible sys- /Griffith
tem.. It’s impossible with kinescop- chances of going to the ball park
ing, since the various unions, in- at the first sign of bad Weather.
cluding the American Federation Actually, he said, with canvas covof Musicians, prohibit the use of ering the diamond until game time,
kinescopes except for the usual rain doesn’t necessarily prevent
single showing on non-intercon- games from being played.
nected stations.
The Senators games will be sponIf the networks and agencies sored this year and in 1952 by
c nvert to film, consequently, they the
Christian Heurich Brewerj",
will undoubtedly be forced to re- makers of “Old Georgetown’’ beer,
trace all their current labor con- in one of the largest radio-TV contracts, cutting the various tech- tracts believed to have been connicians and performer unions in siimmated here in
some time. /
for a share on repeat showings. While the amount involved in the
twoDevelopment of the projected
two-year deal wasn’t announced,
way camera, meanwhile, would it’ was reportedly around $250,000,
permit NBC and the other w.ebs with about $50,000 for the TV
to retahi full control of all pro- rights,
The Senators are getting
'

l

i

1

]

;

;

j

j

[

I

j

I

,

|

'

;

.

]

’

I

j

a twoof reciprocity, with a

,

:

;

work

,

of the

—

——

BBC.

—

^

;

|

'

'

‘

Statewide Emergency

;

!

1

TV game

gramming, something which might more per
;

prove impossible if the filnv production were farmed out to indie

'

here,
DuMont’s
s t a t i o n
will again carry the Senators’ games and station
will handle the games by radio;
will broadcast the entire
154-game schedule of the team,
both at home and away, with road
S^mes to be recreated in the station’s studios. Arch McDonald and

WTTG,

j

new camera

year than

TV

|

Hollywood producers,
Details Of the

this

last.

'

.

are

•

being kept under wraps. So far
as can be learned, though, the
units would probably be equipped
with enqugh film to record at least
a half-hour show. As with the Jeiu'y
Fairbanks multi-cam system, the
TV director would be able to see
on monitor panels what each
camera was recording, both via}
live TV and on film, at the same
time. Cameras could then be directed the same as they would
be for. a live program. Any dissolves, super-impositions and other,
so-called trick effects would, of
course, have to be inserted later
In the usual laboratory methods./
i

'

]

j

;

,

;

WWDC

WWDC

Stations

i

'

‘

°‘‘RlTn^^for^
:

which kicks off tonight (Wed.) at
11:30 p. m. over every N. Y. city

play-byplay on both radio ^and TV.
In addition, a regional radio network to bring the club’s daytime

games

j

i

1

West Virginia and Pennbeing arranged by
is
which started the hookup

lets.

WWDC

last

j

1951.

;

RTMA’s

NBCrTV’s research department,, under the supervision of Hugh
completed new engineering contour maps which are said to
eliminate most of the blind spots previously found in depicting each
station’s coverage area. New maps show not only the t2-millivolt contour previously used, which has given TV transmitters a usual range
of 42 miles, but also the 1/10-mv contours, which extends the range at
some points to about 60 miles. New maps show, consequently, the number of viewers in so-called fringe areas receiving adequate signals.
Beville, has

,

originating station and re-broadit on their regular frequencies.
Dovvnstate area will have WNBC,
N. Y., as the originating station,
wtih WGY, Schenectady, transmitting the signal foC upstate and

western

WOR’s Dave

affiliates.

Driscoll heads the downstate radio

committee

WHAM,

Fay,
with
William
upstate
Rochester,
as

FCC URGED TO LIFT

TV FREEZE

IN

ABC Drops Baukhage
Washington, Jan. 23.
Baukhage, commentator who has
been with ABC since 1934 (when it
was the Blue Network), is being
dropped by the web April 2.
Paul Harvey replaces him in
what the net called a re-evaluation

HAWAII

Washington, Jan.

23.

There’s no reason to keep the
television freeze on in Hawaii, the
FCC was told last week in a petition urging immediate action on
applications to build stations in the
Islands. The petition was filed by
of Honolulu which advised
the agency it will file its application in the near future.
Therv*
are no stations as yet in Hawaii.

of

its

news

staff.

KHON

chairman.

FINEFEUERPnCHTO

KHON

told the Commission that
could safely allow stations in
Hawaii regardless of final allocaBoston, Jah, 23.
tions of channels for the Territory.
In a strong pitch for the local Cities in which channel assign“March of Dimes” drive Sherm ments have been proposed, it said,
Feller, W0OP’s late night Jockey, are far enough apart to prevent inconducted a four-hour stint last terference problems.
Saturday (20) starting at 10 p.m.,
Under the Commission’s prowhich figures to grab a substantial posed allocation plan six VHF chanbit of cojn for the campaign eoffers. nels would be assigned to both
staging; his platter and chatter Hondlulu and Hilo and four to both
show befoii^e a studio audience pf Lihuo and Wailiijku.
about 150, Feller n!ianagcd to corral A majority of show biz celebs
in town for a short stint with each
plugging for donations to the drive.
Among guests “appearing on the

NET DIMES DRIVE 2G

Channel 7
Wilmington, Del

would be “potentially

Television'has spotlighted a number of tyro thesps to film and legit
producers in the past, but probably none with the speed with which
it worked for Reba Tassell last week.
Young actress played her first
major role in a TV show on CBS-TV’s “Studio One” Jan. 15, where she
was seen by both Samuel Goldwyn and 20th-Fox scouts. Goldwyn
immediately asked CBS for a kinescope of the show to take back to
the Coast and 20th invited her up for a screen test later in the week.
Miss Tassell studied at the Academy of Dramatic Arts on a Theatre
Guild scholarship but hadn’t progressed much farther than summer
stock since then. Worthington Miner, producer of “Studio One,” saw
her do a walk-on in his show last November and kept her in mind for
a feature role. That’s presumably how she was cast for one of the top
parts in “Track of the Cat’’ on “Studio” last vveek.

cast

Your Top TV
Sales opportunity

registration

tics.

Emergency web will operate
without the use of wire lines. Outyear with 10 stations.
plans to expand the netvvork in 'lets will pick up the. signal of an

WWDC,

such

NBC

audiences in Maryland,

to

Virginia,
sylvania

that

interests.

station with Gov. Thomas E. Dewey
and the N. Y. Civil Defense Committee director, Col. Lawrence WilNew maps have been in the works for some time, according to NBC
Show will sppkesmen, and will be used to service
kinson participating.
agencies and sponsors through
later be translated into other larishowing them where their actual audiences are.
has checked with
guages for use on multi-Ungnal out-, the other three major webs
to get, their acceptance of the same statis-

Bob Wolff wIlT cover the

1

Organized

Is

Statewide emergency network of
over 100 New York stations has
been formed. Its first activity will

'

;

J

S.

In a letter to the Department,

which
renewable every five
y®^rs, .should be renewed for an
indefinite period, but there should
a quinquennial review of the

j

j

Commerce

®v®r, that the charter itself,

i

,

of

.

]

i

•

nfient

general manager, James D,
W'ay measure
Secrest, said: “The letters ‘’TV’ are widely used in this country by
request that theatres should make the entire radio-television industry as an abbreviation of television.
their TV material available to the Any trademark registration of these letters in Spain or any
other
BBC. They have ruled out any country Would result in public confusion and probable embarrasssuggestion that theatres.,should be ment to American manufacturers exporting television equipment Into
allowed to provide an exclusive TV Spain,
We beileye that the letters ‘TV’ constitute a generic and
program for paying members of the descriptive term widely used by the industry and, consequently, not
public.
subject to trademark, registration”
The committee is also agreed
that this concession shouldn’t be
Vidicam Picture Corp., new indie outfit formed to produce films for
used as a back-door approach to
commercial TV,
Objections had TV, commercial and. theatrical use, will tee off with a series of 52 half, u
r
j
been raised by the BBC of the dan- hour features directed by Harvey Marlowe and adapted from stories
Snr of the film industry introduc- published in Liberty. New company, Which is headed up by Larry
sponsored^ pr(^ram$ which Gordon, plans to utilize the Vidicam lensing system, in which film and
could be picked up by home vie w- TV cameras are interlocked, which is said to eliminate much costly reNoran E. Kersta, former NBC-TV exec and later video chief
crs, and which would consequently Shooting.
monopo- of the Weintraub agency, will serve as consultant to Vidicam. With
p®,
Gordon as prez, other officers include Alfred Justin, exec veepee;
h^tic policy of the BBC.
The repoit, which contains 100 Otto H. Sutter, veepee; Morrie Reizman, former film editor for the
March
of Time, who will have the same function with Vidicam; former
recommendations, makes few proposals for major changes in the DuMont sales chief Ken Farnsvyorth, and Sidney Zucker, who’s to be
BBC charter. It does suggest, how- director of photography.

Senators Cut Airings

skyrocketing

.

.

that an application was filed in Spain to register the letters, the
Radio-Television Manufacturers Assn, has protested to the Depart-

at a “reason-

now advocated

mittee has

;’s

m-

The American television industry wants to keep the initials TV
from being registered as a trademark in other countries. Advised

and the Beveridge Com- harmful’’ to U.

able’’ fee,

Plus

standard
In

TV programs

normal

the simultaneous TV-film /camera,
would undoubtedly be able to de^
liver programs at a cost far below that of filming them in the

lead

outbidding them for rights, and
that these eyents would be denied
For their
to the home viewer.
part, the BBC indicated that they
would let the industry have the

and if
that happens, any system such as

gramming

exec veepeo Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver, who’s a director
of
the exec committee of the American Heart Assn,, pitched a memo
to
all veepees and other department chiefs in the web’s video setup
this
week to plug the Association's upcoming fund campaign on ail sho\i'a
wherever possible. In the memo, titled “Staying Off the Slab,” Weaver

and a joint statement was submitdeclared:
ted on behalf p£ exhibs, producers
“The reason why I am interested in this cause and why I want all
and distribs. In addition, individual
representations were made by Gra- of you to overdo our support iS simple. This is our way of going
nada Theatres, Paramount and fellows. Let’s not kid ourselves. Aiude from those of us who eleS
the high board finish, this business is almost devoted to worsening the
Scophony-Baird.
statistics on
The committee recommendations also I see cardio-vascular drops. As 1 see you in our daily work so
you as you’ll go the quick slump, martini dropping from
which followed these representations have qualifications.
The in- nerveless fingers, eyes glazed, jaw slack and the faint voice saying
‘Surgery calling Frank Campbell—back up the meat wagon.’ So to
dustry apparently indicated that if
spell it out, when you help the Heart Assn, you help yourselves
’arid
facilities were granted,
theatres
your friends and your co-workers. Let’s get the money from the
would be most interested in topical
It)ople to find out why in TV our heart beats sound so much like ‘The
events, including sports. The BBC
Thing.’ Get the plugs on.”
to exhibs
feared that this

In Absentia

“The Mayor’s Notebook,’’ discussing mayoralty problems
and experiences. The irony of
it is that he’s obliged to spend
each Tuesday afternoon, when
it goes out over the air, in Min-

Inc.,

24, I 95il

Jiiniiary

it

Courtfsy

,

of

M-G^M

Now oppoa ring

with

DONALD OXONNOR

MILKMAN"

In “THE
(Univorsal-lntefnational)

.

HanaiemMUt WlLllAM MOflRIS

AGENCY

.

In the Market which has highes
income per famiK
’hf cOw''*''.

marathon were Bay Bolgcr, Rudy
Vallee, Frank Fontaine, Johnny
Pesky, Red Sox thirdbaseman who
is doubling as a jock at local (indie)
WBMS; Denny Meyers, ex-B. C.

NBC
TV AFFILIATE

football coach;

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
N

(’

V

'

k

Bobby Hackett, who

brought along his Dixieland band,
and local maostros Harry Marshard

Represented by

>

c ’

F

'

c:

"

:

'

:

r

c

o

c:

c

and Sammy Eisen.
Audience contributed more than
$400 to the fund and telephoned

BOB
Bob .

. .

has

.

^

EVANS
.

‘The Thing’’

Unufual Singer of
Unusual Comedy

Songs

,

promises arc expected to swell the
total to more than $20,000.

113 Woit 57fh
Circle 4-9141

St.
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Atlanta Seen Douliling

Inside Stuff-^Raifio
Assn, of Radio Station Representatives committees for 1951
unced Monday (22) by prexy Robert D. C. Meeker. Chair9 committees are: promotion-public relations, Wells H. BarCo.); AM-TV research subcommittee, Dan Defohn Blair
:atz agency); general TV committee, Jack Brooke (Free &
VI spot clinics, Jerry C. Lyons (Weed
Co ); TV spot clinics,
Showerman (Free
Peters); membership, Lewis H. Avery
odel), *nd legal, Eugene Katz (Katz agency).

&

B. McCann, producer of CBS’ ‘'Dr. Christian,” has written
“Do’s and Dont’s of Radio Writing,” to aid those participat10th annual “Dr^ Christian” script writing contest,
which ends Feb. 20, offers a first prize of $2,000, three prizes
1 48 other awards ranging from $250 to $350.

Its

live

Shows With New

Cable Setup Early in ’51
Atlanta, Jan. 23.
Prospects for double the number
of live televisibn Shows brightened
her^ When John M, Cutler, Jr.,
manager of WSB-AM and
and
WSB-TV, announced that a second
coaxial cable will be in use here
during the early part of 1951.
Cutler also stated that a third coaxial cable may be added by the
fall if defense conditions permit.

FM

WSB-TV is planning to switch
Polan has packaged a show,“Celebrity. Service,” for
and to the 1,200-foot tower built for
;a wilWae a feature news program with guests, based on Earl
WGON-TV by Qetober unless untipster service which reports the comings and goings of foreseen
5
difficulties prevent.

AM

.

N,

•Clain,

J.

Joumal-American columnist, and a femme

Incidentally, service will name the 10 celebs
r at a Stork Club^ N. y., party, tomorrow (Thurs.).
...
•

•

ide Better

Vet

•

-

.

.

Pitt

.

TaD

Leonard

J.
still

:ted, will host.
'M

Time’ Trio

Reinfech, martager-di-

rector of the Cox radio properties,
which includes WSB-TV, said the
takeover of the tall tower depends
on two things— ability of RCA to
put the tower in perfect order, and'
FCC approval of WSB-TV’s switch
from Channel 8 to Channel 2.
'

KTLA, Dropping

Finds Berths on

TV

Airer

Pittsburgh, Jan. 23.

who probably thought they had lifetime Jobs
on the Fort Pitt Brewing Co.’s “Tap
.

Hollywood, Jan. 23.

At

least three people

prefer
their
live, rather than on film, Line”
show are being taken
dsberg reported in drop- care of by beer people in .its switchSnader Telescriptions over to TV. Half-hour musical,
A. Package of 400 was headed by Maurice Spitalny arid
grabbed for $60,000 by his band, was recently dropped by
hich thus earned the Fort Pitt after it had been on
e each of the three-min- KDKA and a regional network for
mce.
nearly 13 years as a Tuesday night
pix had been on KTLA feature for half an hour. Account
)hths on a week-to-week but the coin into television inon paying $150 for each stead, buying a Monday-throughlur films used weekly, Friday quarter-hour strip across the
said many of the per- board on
at 6:45 for the
used on the Telescrip- song team of Pat Burke and Sylvia
worth the $150 figure, Rhodes.
were not. Anyway, a
However, trio on “Tap Time” is
ealed the preference for being used on the teevee program.
and station will concen- Billy Hinds, who m.c.’d “Tap Time”
ve vaude henceforth.
from the beginning, is doing the
same job for Burke and Miss
Rhodes While Mary Martha Briney
Pitt Parade, daily
B;h
and Faye Parker, singers, Who were*
V on film produced by
and Morry Fierst, began featured artists on “Tap Time” alear on
last week, most from the start, are being used
ily local program that’s as permanent rotating guests, with
ddeo continuously since Miss Briney appearing twice a week
and. Miss Parker twice, too.
lame to Pittsburgh
iidiences

,

AM

WDTV

(

;

'

>

-

,

—

WDTV

,

thanks

. . .

WSB

now

is

lishes

of

Atlanta

which now pubthe
merged newspapers
Journal and Constitution.

Newspapers,
here.

part

Inc.,

sheet

Latter

owned

WCON-AM

and FM, which was folded. WCONTV was licensed to go on air, but
its permit was surrendered to comply with FCC’s anti-duopoly policy.
Second coaxial cable will mean
that WSB-TV, NBC outlet, and
WAGA-TV, CBS mouthpiece, both
can use cable facilities day. and
night as they choose. WSB-TV is
also the ABC-TV outlet here.
Atlanta Journal has named Sam
F. Lucchese as its radio and TV
editor.
He is doing a daily column and one for the combined
Sunday
Journal • Constitution.

Lucchese, who is Variety’s AU
lanta mugg,*also doubles in brass
as book editor of the Sunday Journal-Constitution.

San Antonio—Newly-elected ofSan Antonio Ad Club

ficers of the

all local radio personnel, the
time this has occUred. Bob
Roth, assistant manager of KONO,

are

first

has been

named

prez.

John W.

K ABC sales executive has
veepee and. Ruth
Burleson, of KCOR has been elect-

Fraser,

been

named

ed secretary-treasurer.

manding they purchase the pix by
and network groups, which often contain a leav^
of weaker product.
programming on che four Chi tele ening
The stations use the films in a
stations has reached a new high
The westerns are
Chicago, Jan. 23.

Although

this season, feature films continue

'A'

MINNIE PEARL

'A^

JIMMIE FIDLER

.

WABY,

WBKB

WABY

WBKB

^

•:

t'

.

•

I

show people

it

TOM Mcknight
..Pr.<iue.r
MANNY MANNHEIM ....Writw

'A^

BEN FRIEDMAN

. .

y
T,

.

\

.Writtr

JOHN MURRAY
....Writer
GEORGE FENNEMAN Announcer

rt

.

HARLENE HARRIS
..;7.v
A* BOB GREEN
HELEN ANDREWS ...
...

•A*

,

.

CARMEN DRAGON

.

On

At

*

)

WBKB

it

it DICK HAYMES

;•

variety of forms.
usually broken up into 15-minute
segments and given a cliff-hanger
treatment with live openers feature
ing a cowboy-garbed narrator*
Some of the evening offerings are
given lush mariiuee trappings.
Newest^rend has. been the matinee
WNBQ^ which are being sold on
a participation basis.

an important role as station
execs use the well-worn reels to fill
the gaps in the extended schedules.
An average of 60 features are
ground through the four channels
weekly. For the advertisers looking for a lOw budget venture or
Leading the parade in use of
for the program director seeking to
feature films is WGN-TV, which
slot a cheap filler in the fringe uses about 20 a week.
is
hours, old Hollywood product con- currently eating tip about 18 pix *
tinues to be the solution, just as weekly. WNBQ, NBC outlet, uses
it was in video’s infancy.
nine and WENR-TV, of ABC, proWith demand frequently exceed- grams 10 films each week.
ing the supply, the rapidity with
Not included in these totals are
which the stations sometimes re-? the numerous quarter and halfrun the pix has caused some viewer hour shorts and travel pix used
complaints. There have been cases strictly for filler fare, or reels
where films have made their sec- especially tailored for video.
ond appearance on the Ghi video
circuit only a few days after their
“premiere,”
Recognizing that the features FCC fikay Awaited
will continue to play a big part
Albany, Transfer
in their programming plans for
some time to come,
and
Albanyr Jan. 23.
WGN-TV recently pacted for Ghi
Contract for sale of
has
rights on two large bundles of been signed with the Eastern New
films.
bought first run Chi York Broadcasting Corp,, according
tele rights to 63 pix through As- to announcement by A. J. McDonsociated Artists. Included in the ald, president of the Adirondack
package are 13 Screen Guild re- Broadcasting Co., present licensee.
leases and 50 Monogram pix. Most
An application to the FCC for
of the films are 1945 and ’46 repermission to transfer the 250-watleases, with a few 1947 pix.
ter’s permit has been entered. The
WGN-TV signed for Ghi rights new concern, headed by David A.
to 19 Eagle Lion films, through Kyle, of Monticello, will take over
the Flamingo Film Co. Package is the station when the Commission
made up of releases from 1946 to approves. Adirondack, in which
’49.
the Gannett publishing interests
Block-Booking Setup
hold a large block of stock, will
Tele demand for the reels has continue to operate until the FCC
given rise to a block-booking setup, greenlights Eastern New York.
according to film directors, similar
Kyle is also interested in a Syrato that which saddled the motion cuse station. Other officers includq^
picture exhibitors before it was George Field, New York City, vicemodified by governmental decree. president, and Assemblyman Hy«
The video film buyers are com- man E. Mintz, South Fallsburg, secplaining that some distribs are de- retary-treasurer.
to play
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And- Thanks
Wiliiam Morris Agency

&

Majestic Advertising

Agency of Houston, Texdt
•

>

Also thanks to Mutual, Liberty and ABC Networks and their 1,000
affiliate stations broadcasting ''THE HADACOL PARTY"
\

o
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TV

B'casters Get

New

Deal

To Release 'Drake’

TV

Series,

B’casters’ Bonanza
Contliiued

Continued from pare 23

Purchased for $97,500

V

tionsy

and seven from outlets hav- ing departments/' such as labor,

AM

They public relations, news, etc., alor FM affiliation*
will operate on their own, with a though such all-important departstill-to-be-designated director for ments as legal and engineering
NAB-TV, without any alliahce or will probably be set up for NABties with the radio counterpart of TV under the new director as
NAB. However, functioning at the separate entities.
top of the overall NAB setup, presided over bj; Miller, will be an
executive committee comprised of
three m embers of NAB-TV and
ing

NAB-AM,

New Setup Eases

to

which

will

be brought

Continued from pat:e 23
problems (and only when considered necessary by the NAB-TV squawking over shelling put coiii
board) Qn which there is a com- for a medium in which they had
mon meeting ground affecting both little or no concern.
the audio and visual facets of the
NAB-TV will set up its own dues
industry.

structure for the video broadcasters,
Stations with both AM-TV adjuncts will thus have two member-'
The new NAB-TV board is* in ships, with likelihood of a 75%
essence, a provisional oncy pend- rate
structure for the two-way affiling formulation of bylaws and a iation.constitution.
Included
On the
Just how far the NABrTV will
board are men who spearheaded
the movement to set up the au- venture depends on the rate structonomous operation for the na- ture. Harold Hough, one of the
tion’s television broadcasters, the initiators of the TV movement, infeeling having long prevailed that dicated at pre-convention time that
the TBA, Operating on an annual he could guarantee a $200,000
budget of about
was not budget as a starter.

Provisional Board

$20,000,

the answer to TV's needs ;in
achieving proper recognition or in
combatting the restraining influences within the industry that
have acted to the detriment of the
Continued from page 20
video' broadcasters.
erans. Approximately 60% Of anThus the new NAB-TV board
nouncers and engineers are vetwill include in its membership reperans.
resentatives of both CBS (Low“Probably the most vulnerable
man) and ABC (McDonald) ^the
two networks which checked out groups,” said NAB, “are employees
of the NAB organization within Without child dependents, who are
the past year because of dissatis- members of the active or inactive
reserve, as well as those who are
factions, even though the return
now is strictly on a “TV only” veterans of the last war. This
group comprises one-fourth of
basis.
Further, it marks the first
time in some years that the NAB broadcasting's male personnel,
“Another group which is of conhas had network representation on
the board. Despite the autono- cern to Station operators are those
mous TV operation, it’s generally men who are licensed operators.
conceded that the entire NAB Among the key personnel in a stastructure will benefit from the tion, 22.1% fall in the 17-26 bracksteps taken in Chicago last Friday. et. More than half of the engineering employees holding tickets
^“Autonomy” was the keynote of 57.4%—
are ex-GI; 17.4% are in
'the whole session a condition that
the reserves, and 7.9% are rewas a “must” on TBA’s willingness
servists with no child dependents.”
to effect the federation.
If for a
The survey was instituted last
while on Friday it looked like the
fall. Data was obtained from peramalganiation would be bogged
lists received from 85% of
down during a three-hour hassle sonnel
a projected sample of the industry.
over the definition of the wordy it
was primarily because the broadcasters wanted to put themselves
on record that they would brook
Strike
no interference from the
boys.
Some, for example, were in favor
Continued from page 20
of such complete divoi'cement as
to recommend the title of the Na- Broadcasting Co., owners of the
tional Assn, of Television Broad- station.
Twenty-three other employees
casters so as not to leave the impression that NAB-TV was merely were affected by the strike, accorda subsidiary operation to NAB. ing to David Freedman, general
Moretti
Others questioned the wisdom of manager of the station.
Inviting a “two-headed monster” said that the WMID engineers
With the NAB identification, but would receive better wages than
were assured that autonomy would employes of any other radio station
in town.
prevail.
;

—

—

WAGA

AM

Through the amalgamation within the framework of NAB, it was

—

Houston

Bob Hart has been

finally
conceded that NABtTV appointed sports director here for
could appreciably benefit from the KATL.
He was formerly with
present NAB structure, particular- KTRE, Lufkin and KPLC, Lake
ly in .dovetailing the “housekeep- Charles, La.

23

1%

Hollywood, Jan. 23*
"Cases of Eddie Drake,” series

AM

made by IMPPRO dn

of 13 telepix

from page

station ended the year within a fraction of
of breaking even and
is starting the current year on the black side of the ledger. The
past
three weeks has also seen WWJ-TV’s business exceeding that of the
sister
outlet. But again video’s gain hasn’t been radio’s loss. Bannister reported that biz at
was up
in 1950 oVer 1949 with
the last quarter showing a gain of 15% which is expected to follow
through in the first three months of 1951. Detroit exce ls now getting
$1,100 for prime TV hours and $800 for AM. On the air 13 hours

WWJ

5%

1948-49 and bought by CBS for
$97,500, finally Will be released by
the web. Films have been on the
daily, WWJ-TV is 65% sponsored.
shelf.
No decision as to whether
WFIt-TV, Phila.
films will be used for network
Roger Clipp, general manager of WFIL and WFIL-TV, Philadelphia:
lensing or released bn an individ- Also doing business in a three-station market, Clipp states that his
biz last fall and is now running one and a half
tele biz passed his
ual outlet basis.
Decision to use series nipped times ahead. WFIL-TV went into the black for the first time in Oc^
tpber,
has
showing steadily increasihg profits sinGe.
and
been
1949,
IMPPRO bffef* to buy films back
side kept
for $50,000.
Herb Strock, who Thanks to a last quarter upbeat in national spot biz, th’b
made the pix with Harlan Thomp- pace with the previous year. With 800,000 sets in the area, WFIL-TV
programs
weekly
with
about
devoted
75
hours
60%
to
local
shows.
son under the IMPPRO label, reWTAR-TV, Norfolk
cently sold CBS his 25-year particiCampbell Amoiix, general manager of
and WTAR-TV, Norpating rights. Deal to make films
was second between a network and folk: Amoux expects to be making a profit on his video operation
a producer.
Previously NBC had before the station celebrates its first birthday in April. WTAR-TV
paid Jerry Fairbanks for series is the only outlet in the Norfolk area which has 520,000 sets at the last
tagged “public Prosecutor’' which count. Getting exactly double for an hour of teevee time as compared
Norfolk op reports his
to the
rate—$400 for TV and $200 for
are still in the cans.
tele biz has nearly drawn abreast his radio billings,
But again, th«
radio has suffered only by comparison of gross intake and still re«^
mains the more profitable of the two. Again reflecting the increase in
is running 12-15% over the
national spot and local revehue,
previous year despite a slight drop in network billings.
Continued from page 22
KRLD-TV, Dallas
Clyde Rcmbert/ general manager of KRLD and KRLD-TV, Dallas:
slightly bored with this portion of
the
air
December,
since
1949, KRLD-TV is within a hair Of reachOn
the show.
ing the breakeven mark. Over 60% of the 75-hour weekly schedule
Arnaz, however, is a colorful'
performer and registers solidly is commercial with Class A time bringing in $300 hourly. As is the'
with his energetic vocalizing oh case at niost joint operations where the radio biz looms larger than the
Latin and American pop tunes. tele take, the TV rate card is lower than the radio card. An hour of
coin still imnning 50%
As emcee, he also operaites with prime time brings $450 at KRLD, with the
a freewheeling sense of humor and above that of the Video plant.
Davenport
WOC-TV,
partly
salvages
the
giveaway
and WOC-TV, Davenport:
sequence with his tongue-in-cheek
Ernie Sanders, resident manager of
approach.
The brainteasers are Despite the fact that 1950 was the most lucrative year in WOC’s 28spotted among the musical num- year history, WOCr-TV moved ahead of the
plant as far as gross
bers with each contestant asked billings are concerned last month*
Col. B. J. Palmer’s tele station
two questions.
One correct an- started racking up a prbfit in November, 13 months after it lighted its
swer permits him to take a crack channel. WOC-TV is one of two stations in the Quad City market
at the jackpot question while two
which now has 40,000 sets. Sanders stated that there wds a matked
correct answers gives him an Adupsurge in set sales when the cable reached Davenport Sept. 30. Deditional gift. The prelim questions
improving quality of web kinnies, the audience eviare elementary and Arnaz, in any spite the generally
in the net shows when they started
case, supplies the answers when denced a definite added interest
in
live.
The Iowa station, the only commercial outlet in the
the participants miss.
On the coming
charging
state,
is
time and $180 for an
hour. The
for
Class
A
$250
preem, the jackpot question involved guessing how many bags radio operation is being hypoed with an upped audience promotion
of coffee Brazil produced last yeaf campaign launched the first of the year, Sanders reported. The g.m,
declared it’s his conviction that video is attracting considerable “new
with the closest figure copping.
money” which in the Tong. pull wiU benefit both broadcast media.
Herm,

AM

AM

WTAR

AM—

AM

WTAR

Radio Reviews

j

I

AM

WOC

AM

AM

WATV, Newark
Irving Rosenhaus, prexy and general manager of WATV/ Newark,
is
entirely indie operation with no network affiliation,
With Les Griffith
showing that the self-sustaining outlet can lead a profitable existence.
Producer: John T. Madigan
According to the prexy, the station is running in the black with its 95
Director: Robert Tormey
hours of weekly live and film local shows* WATWs billings passed
Writer: .Vincent J. Dempsey
that
of its sister
station,
A AT, about the middle of last year.
15 Mins.; Mon., 8:45 p.m»
Rosenhaus admitted that nighttime radio listening in the metropolitan
Sustaining
N. Y. market with its seven teevee stations has been slumping, but that
ABC, from New York
This weekly newscast by Les the decline hasn’t hurt his ledger too much as most of his revenue has
^ilways come from the daytime schedule.
Griffith is competently done. It's
WSB-TV, Atlanta
not much different from many
John Outler, general manager, WSB and WSB-TV, Atlanta: Although
another news program, except for his tele biz is still running slightly behind his
station, Outler reThe
the throbbing teletype clatter in ports that WSB-TV moved into the profit side in November.
the background. It airs the late video plant is programming an average of 90 hours weekly, using NBC
ABC
shows. Its weekly Tog is about 80% commercial with top
and
bulletins with occasional special
time earning $500 hourly. There are now 85,000 receivers in the
reports from ABC correspondents Atlanta area served by two TV stations. Outler declared that his
read by Griffith.
biz was down slightly last year as compared to 1949,
WHEN, Syracuse
On the show caught Monday (22)
Pkul Adanti, general manager, WHEN, Syracuse: Reporting on a
the items were generally those
isTnaking money in the twocarried by other
and TV eve- TV-only operation, Adanti said
ning news shows, although there station market with its 100,000 set circulation. WHEN, which went on
was an exclusive report from the air in 1948, now has a 100-hour weekly schedule, of which 30 hours
Tokyo about Gen. O’Donnell, an are live local offerings.
evaluation
KTTV, Hollywood
of
steel
production
curbs in consumer terms, some
After 24 months of operation, KTTV, Hollywood, has gone over the
reports on fashion frends in Paris hump and is now operating at a $25,000 monthly profit. Los Angeles
and London and a couple of light Times’ telestation went over to the right side of the ledger Oct. 1, joinfillers.
Griffith’s delivery is well ing KLAC-TV and KTLA as the only profitable videoutlets in town.
paced and conveys a sense of
Average Toss during the first 21 months of operation was estimated
urgency as he reads the headline- at around $50,000. Profit figure
of $25,000 per month, station execs
making flashes.
Bril.
reported, includes equipment depreci^ion and amortization.

WORLD WIDE FLASHES

WATV

As an

W

AM

AM

!

AM

j

WHEN

!

AM

KLRE Fetes
24th Year of Airing

Little Rock’s
Its
Continued from page

'20

Little Rock, Ark., Jan. 23.

have asked the station for bargaining rights.

AFRA’s executive
1

Smoot,

WeVe

coiiipdny

we

CROSLEY REFRIGERATORS

CARREH WINES

keep on

that

secretary, Ted
national spot

who have not

.

cancelled

congratulation.

ing placed on unfair labor Jists by
the AFJLi In the Greater Glevelarid

WJBK

The CBS
initial

Meanwhile, one attempt to bring

AFRA

PHILIP MORRi'S

COLGATE VEL
BIRD'S EYE

schedule additional meetings. The
station: is reported to have refused
to make any changes in its offer
to grant wage increases or t^ent
fee hikes. AFRA, which struck because of claimed station unfair labor practices, is also seeking high-

FOODS

your
Follow these leoders aiid boost
WJBK-TV.

3

CBS

Du.'Ti'r'nt afliiiate

er

wage and

WJBK-AM‘TV-DETROIT
NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS
Represented

NEW YORK

22,

Nationally

bv

488

THE

KATZ

AGENCY

INC

AFRA

kw

Representing:

in preparation:

TOP TALENT

TWO PACKAGE SHOWS

SONNY

and NABET.”
'

y

PERSORAL MAHAGEMEHT
ARTISTS and writers

good-faith negotia-

Resolution was referred to committee.

of

daytime power, 5

and

duced a resolution asking Mayor
“to call upon WJW

5-24 55

ELDORADO

kw

TV an! RUIO PROBUCTIORS

talent fees..

Thomas Burke

'

;

effort to bring both sides together was initiated last nighb(22)
pwhen four city councilmcn intro-

to enter into
tions with

olde.st

From an
50 watts, it now

!

An

MADISON AVENUE

the

is

night

]

md

power

Uses 10

and

station officials together
failed to resolve the dispute, with
federal cpnciliators planning to

affiliate

statiom in Little Rock.

area.

OAKITE

iONAMl
BROMO SELTZER

ipana toothpaste
LAFRANCi

its. 24th
year of broadcasting Jan. 19* with
an open house and studio party
attended by 1,000 people. Gov. Sid
McMath sent a special message of

local time purchases, have been
notified that their products are be-

proud of the successful

CHASS & SANBORN'S
COFFER
COLGATE DENTAL CREAM

said

agencies,

I

KLiRE here celebrated

•

(1

live,

KENDIS, INC.
1776 Broadway, New York 19
PLaza 7-2070-2071

1

film)

.

.

JaniuiiT "24,

.
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—
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PONS, COWJUtD

‘CONTEKSAHON

CoL s Bowint'on 7-

PIECE’

Lily Pons and Noel Coward on
(22) started recording the

Monday

oper^ta,

latter’s

Chicago, Jan, 23. 4
teevee industry’s protracted negotiations with the American So- Lanza Better;

Composers, Authors and
puhlishers are heading for a legal
ciety of

York. Lehman Engel is conducting the orch. Duo will do the
complete operetta, task to take all
week.
Opus was presented on Broadway in 1934 with Yvonne Printemps and Pierre Freshay. This
is Miss Pons’ second operetta stint*,
other being the ‘.‘Fledermaus” score
she helped record recently.

Tour Set To

’John

pate of start of Mario Lanza’s
concert tour has been put forward
now, with word that the film actortenor’s condition is improved, and
tour will now start in Scranton, Pa.,
Feb. .16, With Utica set to follow,
Feb. 21. Columbia Artists idgt, is
also reinstating other dates which
were nixed when Lanza took sick
recently on the Coast with a liver
ailment.
Tour originally was to begin Jan.
14 in Fresno, Cal.
Columbia is
still awaitning word from Metro
as to the extra time they want in
April to replace the January-February dates that had to be can-

Too Blue for Boston

.

when

the label

of the ban.

his pact expires in

April, has summarily dropped the
Lawrence Welk and David DeWinter bands off the Mere roster.
Angle is that the Gabhe^ Lutz &
Heller agency manages all three
Laine, Welk and DeWinter. Mer^
cury burned up last week when
the managers of Laine served notice on Merc that label’s top-selling
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
singer was leaving firm and, it
Columbia Records’ release in alcatfie out later, was signing with
bum form of Benny Goodman’s
Columbia Records.
1938 Carnegie Hall concert is facLast night after Sam Lutz, local ing possible legal action by RCA
chief of the
managerial firm, Victor, it’s understood on the Coast
learned of Mercury dropping the that Victor’s lawyers staff is examtwo orchs, he and Music Corp. of ining its old pact with Goodman
America set up a new shellac deal to determine whether any contract'

Tdt on BG Album

;

Welk with Coral Records. Pact
was set via phone with Jimmy Hil-

for

liard, Coral’s artist-and-repertoire
York. The contract
chief, in
calls for Welk to get the regular
of retail sales on all disks sold

New

—

5%

and to personally

recording

i>ay

costs.

Welk had

that same deal with
Mercury during his two years’ tenure with waxery, hut as he never
had a big hit during the peribd he
never reaped any appreciable royalties. Neither did DeWinter, in

.

.

about one year with Merc. Inci-

dentally, no new wax deal has been
and the musician’s erstwhile part- county,
arranged yet for DeWinter.
ner-manager served papers on
“Our only alternative fo raising
In being Mercury’s greatest sellorchestra’s
attaching
batpneer,
prices would have been to cut er, Laine sold about 7,800,000 platmusic
arrangements,
book of
down the commission rate, now ters In a little more than three
Beneke’s Cadillac, New averaging 40% of the total teke,”
stands,
years with the company. It is unYork apartment furnishings and Clason said. Bar and *restaurant derstood that Laine earned about
other items. In splitting two owners here who permit operators $238,004 in royalties during that
notified
Beneke
ago,
months
to install the machines have the time. It is known that Columbia
Haynes he wanted partnership dis- “best deal in the nation,” Clason will't>ay him a guarantee of $50,000
solved. Breakup ends last official said. Chicago owners, he. said, re- annually, against the same
5% of
ties between Beneke outfit and ceive only 25%
and eustomers are retail sales price deal Laine had
estate of late Glenn Miller.
still getting a play for a nickeL
with Mercury.
Widow, Mrs. Helen Miller, ;has
sought legal action to restrain
Abe Olman, Big Three general
Bob Miller," president of Music
Beneke from using Miller arrange- manager, planed to the Coast last Publishers
Employees,
Contact
it’s
However,
week to scan Metro and 20th-Fox leaves for Hollywood; Jan. 29 for
ments henceforth.
apparent Beneke has ho idea of pix musical scores for pluggable three weeks in connection with

He

Sold sheaf of

when he
bonds
Government
opened at Palladium, using coin
to hire nine arrangers to re-work
old Miller book^ He will use slightly different arrangements on such
Miller-identified tunes as “In the
Mood,’’. “Kalamazoo,” “Chattanooga

and even continue
using Miller theme “Moonlight
Serenade” with only few bars
changed and band retaining clariChoo-Choo,”

dissolution; of the contract,
Beneke deal at Palladiuni was
Weekly guarantee of $4,000 plus

of all over $52,500 In door
admissions during the five frames.
;

13G

to Columbia specific numbers in
th5" concert, such as “Stomping at
the Savoy,” which he recorded for
Victor. All Victor contracts stipulate that artists must wait five years
before repeating for another diskery any number cut for Victor.

bum, meantime,

Video, Radio Plugs Help
Boston, Jan. 23.

Racking up an estimated $13,000
four-day stint, at Totem
Pole Ballroom, 'Tommy Dorsey
broke the previous record set by
Ray Anthony during his recent enDorsey’s solid
gagement here.
draw during his stay here is befor

his
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SO LONG (Folk-W)
YOU’RE JUST IN LOVE
.

^ IF

(Shapiro-B)
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.

.
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.

(Berlin)
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number

of

.Mercury
....

.

Kay Starr
........
Guy Lombardo
Kay Starr Tenn. Ernie
Ames Bros,
.

..Victor
.

.

.

.

.

*

,

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

....

weeks song has been;

.

.

.

in the

Top

10.1

disks is shortly to be turned' over
at the -retailer level. Although in

the interim between the first and
second editions Columbia hiked the
price of the individual disks from
$4.85 to $5.45, the cost of the set
is remaining at the original $50
'

tab,

.

, . .

. .

Decca

.

.

.

. .

.

.

.Capitol

.

> Coral
.Decca
Bros King Cole-Stan Kenton Capitol
Coral
Georgia Gibbs
..
ir.., .Columbia
Jo Stafford
Coral
Ames Bro?.

Mills

.

‘

Capitol

,

advance orders.
Each of the sets retail at $50,
meaning that $100,000 in longhair

basis of

.

Mercury

Eddy Howard
Vaughn Monroe

.

.

{Figures in parentheses indicate
\

Victor

.Victor
..Capitol

.

.

.

MCA

[Perry Como
I oectTi Martin
Patti Page

iheh disks, was sold out shortly
after the announcement while the
second edition has already been
fully allocated to retailers on the

Decca

.

.

a

.

.

WeaverS'Gord. Jenkins
Perry Como-Fontane Sis,

.

>
ALL MY LOVE (18) (Mills)
TO THINK YOU’VE CHOSEN ME (Laurel)
MAJ^HMALLOW WORLD (Shapirci-B)
••#•#•••*••
OB BABE (Alamo)
GET OUT THOSE OLD RECORDS (BVC)
I’LL NEVER BE FREE (13) (Valando) ....
THIRSTY FOR YOUR KISSES (Mutual)
ORANGE COLORED SKY (9) (Frank)
(Criterion).
I STILL FEEL THE SAME ABOUT YOU
IF YOU’VE GOT THE MONEY (Peer)
CAN ANYONE EXPLAIN (16) (Valando) .... ....

Horace Heidt has shifted to
Music Corp, .of America from AsBociated Booking Corp* Deal signed
five-year term.
.It’s Heidt’s third trip to MCA.
He was signed to
on two prevlous occasions.

.

,

3d Shift to MCA;

calls for

.

.

..

.

•

MCA

.

'

.

.

week with

.

P'^a^fr

south.

last

line.

Columbia’s two-disk long-play alis proving to he
one of the hottest items in the com- lieved to have been hypoed strongpany's catalog. Retailing at nearly ly by his personal appearances on
and
$10 per set, the Goodman concert practically’ every local
has reportedly topped the 50,000 TV show with maestro also sendthe
his
vocalists
around
ing
two
mark and is still going strong.
Local Decca topper
d.j. circuit.
Television Songs, Inc. has been reports sale of Dorsey platters also
chartered in Albany to conduct a spurted nicely since TD’s appearmusic publishing business in New ance in the area*
properties.
annual MPCE dinner this spring. York.
Success of Anthony and Dorsey
at Totem Pole has renewed activity in booking name bands into the
Week of Jan. 20
spot with Hal McIntyre set for four
day stint starting Feb. 2l8t and
Frankie Carle pencilled in for two
TENNESSEE WALTZ (8) (Acuff-R)
......... Mercury
1.
Patti Page
day chore March 1st,
2 . MY HEART CRIE3 FOR YOU (4) (Massey). ................ Guy Mitchell-M. Miller Columbia
3.
HARBOR LIGHTS (13) (Chappell).............
Sammy Kaye .... . Columbia
••.....
:Victor
Flanagan. .... ,
CoL’s Prades Back Festival
NEVERTHELESS (11) (Chappell).......................... Ralph
4.
Decca
| Mills Bros.
Eddie Fisher .......... Victor
Issue Into 2d Edition
| Don Cherry
5 . THINKING OF YOU (8) (Remick) .........
..Decca
,
,
Following up one of the most
6. THE ROVING KIND (3) (Hollis)
Guy Mitchelt-M. Miller Columbia
successful promotions in the longPhil Harris.
.. .> ....... Victor
THE THING (8) (Hollis)
7.
hair field, Columbia Records is
issuing a second ‘*llmited editfoii”
Capitol
WHiting-Jim
Mag
Wdkely
[
8.
A BUSHEL AND A PECK (3) (Morris).
Victor
release of the Bach Prades Festival
} Betty Hutton Perry Como'. ,
set which was cut last fail in France
Mario, Lanza , ... ... . ... Victor
9.
BE MY LOVE (1) (Miller) .
und^r Pablo Casals’ batoning.
.VCopitol
Dean Martvr
.
. ,
,
• •• a «»••••
I'LL ALWAYS LOVE YOU (9) (Famous)
10.
Initial boxed edition of 1,000 sets,
each comprising 10 long-play 12-

Admissions approximated $60,000.
A good half of the biz was done
during lush Chflstmas-New Years
Week, Beneke will personally own
orch henceforth, and has signed
Gabbe, Litz, Heller as managers.
Crew trained Monday (22) Jor
series of one-nighters east and

Heidt in

Latter, however, have hot been
paying their way despite the general pickup in the company’s pop

.

Attachments were obtained since
articles in question were bought
by corporation and these properties
are now to be split between the
ex-partners in a f court-approved

,

Secondly, Columbia failed to secure the support of other compa^
hies for its seven-inchers although
the rest of the industry followed
Col’s leadership in ^e long-play
longhair field.
For the past couple of months,
Columbia has submitted to the 45
rpm advance by pressing much of
its pop line in the latter speed as
well as on the seven-inch 33’s.

The 45’s meantime, have beeix enjoying a steady increase in public
acceptance with all major labels
pressing their pops in that speed.
ual obligation is involved in Col’s Success of this speed system in
waxing of the concert date. Basis the pop field stems from Victor’s
for any action is the fact that Good- tremendous promotional drive plus
man was under contract to Victor the fact that about 4,000,000 maat the time the concert was hejd.
u^e,
are
in
chines,
currently
Moot question in the affair is equipped to play the 45’s autoGoodman’s right to sell the taped matically.
transcription of the Carnegie Hall
proceedings 12 years later to another company. Victor’s tentative
in 4-Day
answer is that the taped version T. Dorsey’s
of the concert, since it was eventually put on wax, is its property.
Stand at Boston Ballroom;
Another question is Whether
Goodman had the right to assign

.

net-lead styling.

Split

as an

.

celled.

:

style.

& Marsha,’ Cap

ntroduced by Columbia Records
answer to RCA Victor’s 45
“John and Marsha,” novelty disk rpm disk in the pop field, the
issued by Capitol Records, has be- small-sized 33 ’s have failed to
gun to run into censorship trouble. catch on in the mass ^market deSide has already been banned from spite intensive pi!omotional efforts
the airlanes and sales counters in by the diskery. Trade execs anBoston on the grounds that it ebn- ticipate that Columbia will surains suggestive material. Similar render the seven-inchefs after Jim
action with regard to airing has Conkling takes over as prexy Feb.
been taken In Scranton, Pa., with 1, replacing Edward H. Wallerstein
some other localities reportedly who nursed the L-P development
in both the ronghair and pop
following suit.
Diskery officials claim that the fields since Its introduction three
platter is nothing but a rib of years ago;
radio soap operas. Number c6m
Two factors have militated
sists of only two words, the names against the click of the sev6n-inch
John and Marsha, repieated over 33’s vis-a-vis the 45*s. Fi^ly, Co-t
and over with varying inflections. lumbia did not make a machine
In Boston, meantime, Capitol dis- available early enough to play
trict sales manager, A1 Letuska, the disks automatically while VicHollywood, Jan. 23.
is continuing the sale of the disk tor pushed Its 45’& along with a
Mercury Records, apparently in
in order to chaillenge the legality specially-^built
automatic player.
reprisal for Frankie Laine leaving

16

Detroit, Jan. 23^
through which ASCAP operates,
Inflation has hit Detroit’s jukethe group must offer telecasters
program
boxes.
po longer nickel
They’re
per
a
and
blanket
either a
license, with the contraCtee hav- nickelodeons. They’re being tuned
ing the opportunity of seeing which in strictly for dimes-^leaving only
meters and telephones
is the better deal for. its particular parking
situation. While the networks have with the fast-disappearing nickel
signed blanket contracts, the indie slots. The passing of the nickel
tele stains have practically unan- nickelodeon was announced SaturIn most day (20) by Roy W. Clason, busiimously rejected them,
situations i^e. blanket deal, scaled ness manager of the Michigan Auat 2.457% of the station’s revenue tomatic Phonograph Owners Assofrom local billings,' is claimed to ciation.
He said the lOc-a-play de(Continued on page 42)
ci$ion was made after record companies announced a 12% price increase-^six cents per record ^last
Everyttiing But Sink
December. “It was fhe straw that
broke the camel’s back,” Clason
Haynes
said, explaining: “During the last
Attached by
10 years, equipment has tripled in
price and records have doubled.”
In Split With
He said about 75% of Detroit
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
and Wayne County jukeboxes
Partnership of Don Haynes and would be affected immediately and
Tex Beneke ended Sunday night the rest undoubtedly would follow.
(21) when Beneke band wound a He said his 125-member association
five-week stand at the Palladium controls 99% of jukelmxes in the

changing

Final stabilization of the speed
setup in the disk industry is due
expected demise
I)isk,> shortly with the
of the seven-inch 33 rpm platter,
4-

New

Start in Scranton Feb.

showdcwn. At a closed session
here Thursday (18) held prior to.
the National Assn, of Broadcasters’
TV meeting, telecasters voted to
hack the all-industry Television
Per Program Gommittee with an
unlimited war chest to carry the
case, to the courts.
Talks between ASCAP and the
industry bargaining group were
broken off in December after 15
months of dickering in an attempt
to work out a video licensing schedule for music controlled by the
It was learned that the
society.
major hurdle, has. been ASCAP’s
demand that It receive a share of
the station’s revenue earned from
spots slotted next to programs using the society’s tunes.
Telecastcrs have flatly rejected
this proposal, holding that agreement to this demand would open
the doors to similar requests from
other groups, principally^ the Anierican Federation of Musicians.
decree
consent
the
Under

“Conversation
Records in

•

Piece,” for Columbia

.

lee-Desmpnd Dnet for M-G-M
Chicago, Jan. 23.
Singers Patsy Lee and Johnny
in N. Y. Monday (22) to
cut two tunes for M-G-M.
Duet
jobs will mark Miss> Lee’s first
diskery chores.

Desmond
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1951
Best British Sheet Sellers
(Week ending

in

Jan. 13)

London, Jan.

AM-TV

16.

Taw, a Puddy Tat. .Connelly
The Thing
...Leeds
Rudolph .Reindeer
Chappell
I

By H&RiM SCHOENFELDu

.

.

“Would

Patti

I,

Beloved Be Faithful. .Pickwick
Ferry Boat Inn. .... .Connelly
Petite Waltz
.Duchess
Goodnight Irene
... .Leeds
Sleigh Ride ............ Mills
In English Garden
Sun
Autumn Leaves
.Maurice
Orange Colored Sky
Morris

transformed ohly, a sampling of its
(Mercury). old jazz swing classics onto 45, and

Love; ypu*'-

Musi^”
Any followup to I*atti Page’s ‘‘Ten- 33rpm disks in a series of ^ five
(Victor has also
nessee Waltz’^ has a tough mark to “Treasury” sets.
shoot at, hutthis is a solid coupling issued 12 longhair sets and one
•‘Sentimental

find a slot In the. hit lists.
You,” a standout ballad, is
dislied up with a full-bodied vocal
a Latin rhythm bac]|cagainst
cround. Top male vocal version of
“Love You” is turned in by Tony
]\Iartin for Victor. On the Mercury
flip, Miss Page hits Strongly on anw
lUAw.
kqiiq/1
other fine ballad/ Harry Gelier’s
crch backing up.
that’ll

*‘tove

.

western set as part of the “Treasury” project.) Plenty of fine sides
are to be found in these six-sided,
pop sets although the method of
presentation has resulted in the inclusion of

Sigmund

new

..

New

.

.

If

;

.

,

In Flying Saucer

Loved You

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

c,.

.

.

,

.

If I

.

Imagination

by Duke Elling-

Dream

Hampton, Bunny Berigan,
Coleman Hawkins, Count
Basie, Fats Waller and other jazz'
cial impact to this waltz. Les Baxperformers are included. One set
ter’s version for Capitol is okay but
includes a couple of number.*?,
is not as bright as Faith’s. On the
apiece by Bing Crosby, Frank SinColumbia reverse, Faith’s orch and atra and the late Russ
Colombo.
cliorus change pace with a smooth
Red Norvo Trio (Discoverjf). Red
job on a lovefy ballad, *‘A Kiss and
NOryo,
who
kept
pace
has
With th&
A Promise.’" Both sides ra^e jock changing jazz styles:
over the years,
and juke spins:.
ton, Lionel

,

Charges were ^ made
shelved.
against Uiuty chiefs for having allegedly made libelous statements in
their leaflets concerning the administration’s wasting of funds in
the renting of voting machines.
Harmony Was restored in the
union, however, via the offices of
iprexy James C. Petrillo before y/hom the case was brought,
Petrillo •recommended the appointment of a Committee, repping both
sides,, to settle the matter amicably.
Inyolyed on the Unity side were

Keep a Welcome ... Cox
Were Blackbird Box & Cox

We’ll

is

...

..

Wish

a

Ashes of Roses

.

,

.

.Connelly

Disney
Connelly

.

....

.

execs
have
made no formal
date,
counter-proposals
it’s
to
that they consider the
union’s packaged dejmands for
and TV as “impossible.”
To date, the fietwork reps
around the bargaining stable have
done little else but listen to the
union’s exposition' of: its demand$.
At a meeting yesterday. (Tues. ),
further clarification was* given by
the union with the broadcasters
only gingerly putting in their demurrers. An early showdown is expected, however, as the union is
pressing for an agreement before
the current pact expires at the

American known

802,

leaders

Unit
Unit
Williamson
.

.

Local

Federation of Musicians, to bring
of the Opposition Unity
ticket bn trial has been quietly

Kassner
.Lennox
New World

.

Mona Lisa
I Saw -Him OnCe.
If I

New York

Sterling

Marshmallow World

in

ticket

Sam’s Song

the victorious Blue
the recent elections of

Move- by

Love .......... Maurice

Second 12

resurrected hot jazz Sides have a ^.fresher
impact than the straight pop and

fine sides

My

All

As expected, the

Romberg- Other

Charles Tobias tune. Sharp choral
arrangement lends a big commer-

^

.

swing numbers. Benny Goodman;
Percy Faith Orchi “Zing ZingQuartet’s“Stompiri'
the Savoy,”
Zoom Zoom”-“A Kiss And A for instance, has faratmore
vitality
Promise” (Columbia). Percy Faith’s than
the
commercial
“Boogie
interpretation Of “Zing Zing” gets
Woogie”
theme
by
Tommy
Dorsey.
the maximum lilt and color out of
this

.

.

.

have more historical than musical
value.

.

.

.

and sides that

artists

Proceeding smoothly on the surface, negotiations between Local
802, American Federations of Musicians, and the majj or video and
radio network outlets in
York
for a new pact are heading rapidly
into stormy waters. While network

.

.

:

ABM

Dean Dixon

;

to Reprise

Europe tour

in

,

'

'

,

has been turning out a string of
“Remember” is a neat: ballad
warmly delivered on a slow harmonizing beat. Reverse may: be the
sleeper. Patterned after the “Rag
]\Iop” style of

hear-nohsense

lyrics,

number has a catchy: rhythm which
is pitched UR snappily by the Ames
freres. Roy Ross orch back^opnds
okay.

‘

Frankie

Laine:

Dear,
Dear”-“May The Good Lord Bless
and Keep You” (Mercury). Laiiie
isn’t as flamboyant as usual on
these sides and thaPs an improvement, “Dear” furnishes ace rhythm
material for Laine who socks it
across with lots of impaci On the
reverse, Laine is even more: restrained in a tasteful version of
the quasi-religioso tunc.
Harry
Gellcr’s orch backs, up with aid of
the Jud Conlon Singer.s.
AI Morgan: “What Will I Tell
My Heart”-“Great Day In the
Morning” (London). Morgan is
rapidly gaining wider acceptance
on disks and this coupling )will
push his rep along. Morgan par.“Dear,

i

;

,

showmanship taleni^with his
solid; pipes for solid commercial
values. “Heart” is neatly keyed to

lays a

sentimental

a

mood

while “Great

Day”

is sold on a happy uptempo
that may catch on an antidote to
these parlous times.

rangements on a flock of stand- turn to the Continent in mid-March
ards, such as “Little White Lies,”; for another tour with !his newly^
“I Get a Kick Out of You” and:
American International
“I’ve Got You Under My Skin.” formed
Norvo’s trio comprises Ted Farlow,: Orchestra of Paris. Orch, which
a tricky guitarist, and Charles’ consists of 140 musicians repplng
Mingus, bassman and arranger.
about 35 countries, was recruited
in Paris by Dixon who has been
Pktter Poiiitert
accenting Americap imusic in his
Paul' Weston’s orch has grooved
repertory. On his recent European
a smooth long-play disk for Coswing,; Dixon played in France,
lumbia.^s “Dance Date,” series
On the sspnc label, Le$ Brown orch Belgium, Scandinavia and ltUly aS

tocation Daites lackihg,

I
;

Gfch. leader

jumped

Summer: following-

;

^

.

.

,

featured in a sparkling long- well as ia six-weeks session with
the Israel Philharmonic in Israel.
“Classics in Rhythm”
As part of his promotion of
Buddy Greed Quintet turn in some
nifty inst-rumental work on a cou« American music, Dixon has joined
pie
of
Waller numbers, a committee of leading conductors,
Fats
“Keepin’ Out of -Mischief Now” organized by publisher J. J. Robattdi“Honey Hush” (London)
bins, to stimulate CTeative work in
Sarah Vaughan is solid on “I’ll music on a college level. Robbins
Know” (Columbia) . Louis Jor- is circulating some 2,500 higher
dan bounces out “Teardrops From institutions of learning with details
My Eyes” in good form (Decca)
of a competition out of which the
Buddy Morrow orch has a smooth committee will select the most
cut iof “The Happiest Day of My
material. Currently servpromising
Life/’ Tommy Mercer vocalling
(Victor)
On the same label, ing on the committee ai^e Paul
Frankie Carle orch delivers pleas- Whiteman, Andre; Kostelanetz,
ingly ,on “Sentimental Music/’' Gordon Jenkins, Percy. Faith, Hugo
Joan- House vocalling . .
Tony Wintefhalter, Paul Weston, Mitch
Fontaine has a good version of Miller, Dewey Bergman; Harry
“Vision of Bernadette” (Mercury). Geller and others. The committee
will meet prior to Dixon’s spring
, . Al Hibbler, working with a secdisk,

..

mostly

.

Sisters:

“Between-

Two

.

(Mercer)

.

.

.

tour.

in the

.

.

.

With You” (Galpitol)
Red Foley.
a college
“Music By The Angels” (Decca)
.

.

.

.

.

mm

>•

1

start.

.

mid-

Met

.

SHEET BEST SEUEHS

Johnny Hodges, Jpaul' Gonsalves
and Harry Carney, trumpeters
Ray Nance and “Cat” Anderson,
trombonist Lawrence Brown and
clarinetist Jimmy Hamilton, were

Gamer: “People

Will Say
Love”-“Lover” (ColumGarner is gaining increasing
acceptance on his disks as one of
the most brilliant stylists in the
field.
On this disk, he dimes up
two top numbers in his repertory
with his usual flashy keyboard attack.
John Simmons on bass and
Shadow Wilson on drums back up.
Cathy
Mastice:
“With These
,
nands”-“One Little, Two Little,
Th ree Little KisseS”
(Victor).
’With These. Hands” is one of the
more worthwhile current ballads
.Erroll

’.n

Survey oj retail theet music
based on reports obtained
from leading stores tn 12 cities
and showing comparative sales
rating for this and last wCek*

bia).

but the lyric is obviously designed
for a male vocalist. ' Miss Mastice’s
version, in any case, is keyed too
operaticsUy, On the reverse, she
scores more effectively on a cute
rhythm tune.
Weston 'Orch: “Across The
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Wide Missouri’’-“So Long” (Columbia). Weston dresses Up “Missouri”
With a fine vocal and choral artongement and this fine westernst^yled ballad should -take off with
this cut. On, the reverse, Weston
has a rousing version of the hit;
So Long,” but this deck is too
|ate to catch up with the WeaversGordon Jenkins side for Decca.
Borman Luboff choir /works well
.

•With

;

A

Weston.

Album Reviewi

Treasury of Immortal Performanoes (Victor). Out of its huge
fiack
catalog, RCA Victor has

1

2
3

2
6
3
4
5

4

5A
5B

•

«

9

10

lOA
lOB

7
0

*

•

•'

14

.

“Be My Love” (Miller) ....
“Harbor tights” (Chappell) ....
.........
“The Thing” (Hollis)
**Bushel and a Peck” (Morris) ....
.

.

.

“If”

(Shapiro-B)

.

.

.

.

............

“You’ve Chosen Me” (Laurel)
“All My Love” (Mills) ...
“Petite Waltz” (Duchess) ......
.

.

.

*

.

...

.

•

»

7

•

8
6

4

5

4

'«

3

.
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9

5
10
6
8
7
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6
7

.

“You’re Just in Love” (Berlin)
“Nevertheless” (Chappell)

6

T“

12,

.

11

6
7

11

“Tennessee Waltz” (Abuff-R)
“My Heart Cries for You” (Massey)

.

•

9

•
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“So Long” (Folk-W). ....
“Roving Kind” (HOllis) .......... 10
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Kruse Back With Plans
1

Harry
j

63

;

•

41

9

31

•'

29

7

17

1

i

14

6

12
‘

10
ft

London Records
returned from
week followiiig hudr

Kruse,

Vice-prexy,
last
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concluded with a! flashy modern
ballet by the Co-ops.
Ellington’s
band vocalists, Al Hibbler and
Yvonne, also registered solidly
with a group of numbers.
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switched this year from its preCarnegie Hall location to
rock the even staider precincts of
the Metropolitan Opera House. A
benefit show for the National
Assn, for the Advancement of
Colored People, the concert was
an SRO sellout.
Following his standard practice
when playing a. longhair auditorium, Ellington offered a mixed
repertory of standard and new

vious

chances.

We’re in

New York Sunday

^

to intensify their musical studies.
Robbins points out that some of
the
leading
shpwturie
writers,
such as Richard Rodgers and the
late' Lorenz Hart, emerged after

;

.

Dat^

.

Standout folk, western, blues,
group.
Flipover is okay ballad rhythm,
polka, religious, etc.: The
neatly executed with a rhythm
Blenders, “Little Small Town Girl”
background.
Vic Schoen batons (Decca).
Eddie Dean* “My Life
flip “Ttpp** dpplr

orch, pre-

annual one-niter con-

its

in

^d

I

Doris

up by a male ’^choral

Lorry 'Raine: “Spin the Bottle”“Who’ll Take My Place When- I’m
Gone” (Londoh).
Lorry Raine,
who clicked moderately with “Harbor Lights” and “Strangers” last
year, has a fine chance with “Bot1 e.”
a cute novelty number.
She
handles it brightly with a big assist
from Everett Ralston’s background
Instrumentation. Reverse has mild

cert

Auspices

Snyder last September inked a
three-year, contract with London
Records, which purchased his pact
from Tower Records. Agreement
reportedly calls for $20,000 yearly
guarantee, 5% of retail sales, and jump numbers, and a series of exa minimum waxing sked of. 16 tended
serio-jazz
compositions
sides a year.
Cleffed by himself
his collaborator, Billy Strayhorn. As in previous years, thi^ concert was another complete showcase of EllingKirsten to Coast for Air
ton’s
superlative
talents
as
Stini batoneer, arranger and composer
After
Dorothy Kirsten finished her in a variety of musical idioms.
Met Opera chores in N. Y. last
His band, built around a core
weekend and headed for the Coast, of standout sidemen which have
where she’s to take part in two remained with the; Ellington orBing Crosby airers, a Railroad ganization 'or two decades, exHour' and «t Charlie McCarthy ecuted the concert in brillwnt
broadcast.
style.
With this crew, Ellington
can get any effect he wants in the
way of driving beat, lyrical reeds
or blinding brass i^passages.
Excelling in ensemble chores, each
of the sidemen,: such as saxers

.

.

ner, backed

senting

one-nighters

of

NAACP

Upder

west.

.

tion of Duke Ellington’s orch, has
a fine cut of “Stormy Weather”

in Recitd

The Duke Ellington

,

;

.

Rocks

'

and a few short stands

'

Ellington

Met Opera

and had been working

made up mostly

.

;

Robbins plans to select about a
Day and Harry
Trees’’-”! Wish. I Knew” (Decca). James team up for a good commer- dozen songs a year, which will be
“Trees” is lovely ballad with a, fine cial cut of “Would I Love You’’ culled from college show scores,
lyric which may score commercial- (Columbia)
Stan Freberg’s for publication. Each number will
ly with this cut. Andrews Sisters “John and Marsha” is near the be given a full-dress promotion in
handle it with a simple folk man- indigo danger point (Capitol).
order to encourage the collegians

Andrews

Duke

rung up on • “Bewitched,”
Snyder Was booked into the EdgeWater Beach, hotel here for five
weeks. He then went to New York
for a stand at the Paramount.
Aftey that, the maestro’s working
sked had been on a spotty basis,

.

.

waxing

his hit

.bn,

feales

.

.

'

one-nighters.
Killing the erfest of huge counter

.

.

.

'

;

recently

is

also

i

ultilast

“Bewitched,”
disbanded his
band last week. Snyder has been
unable to secure any location dates
of

Other union demands,

leading to higher network costs,
call for a 3% ;welfare fund contribution, musician pacts fpr the
run of each show, severance pay
and increased vacations.

.

prominence and

into

low.

Chicago, Jan* 23.
Bill Shyder, who

some lush bookings

niaitely

;

.

;

month.

this

•As anticipated, networks are
balking at thb sharply increased
program costs implicit irt the
union’s demands. The local, meantime, is holding firm bn its demand
for the eliniination. of all disks on
the airianes between 8. a^m. and
midnight, which is the most difficult request forvthe nets to swal-

Bros.:

hits.

AM

.

end of

Max Arons, Local 802 board memTo Promote U.S.
ber; William Feinberg, defeated
Dean -Dixon, Negro conductor presidential candiilate; and a. flock
“More Than .1 Care showcases his latest combo on this.
12-inch
long-play
disk.
For
xyloTo Remember’V'Three Dollars and
who just returned from a sik- pf other Unity supporters.
Ninety-Eight Cents” (Coral). ,Two phone partisans, NbjpvO is still tops,' month^ tour of Europe, wiU Irelikely sides by a vocal combo that dishing up a sparkling series of arAmes

i

t

prexy over London’s pop artists
repertory op^atiqhs, also made
trip with Kruse and mapped
expanded schedule of U. S.

and
the

an

releases of British-cut pops.
London’s longhair division, unr
der a&r chief Remy Farkas, is also
scheduling a buildup of the cpinpany's classical catalog via his. re-

cent inking

of several American

and Continental

artists.

,

•

.

'
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Welk 75G Suit Vs. Crooner
Beers on Skip^Out Claim

Pl^MEIT

out $75>000 on Beers before the
warbler juanped a \vritten agree-

ment

in

Januarj',

1948.

HEm

Welk

IN SRO

H

..,
........

.

..vv .••?,.

'ib'^

•

!

v>v, »

rl

W«flnes<1ay, Januaiy 24« 1951

PACE

HE NEARS 50 MARE

AS
he pacted with the warbler
Jascha Heifetz, who’ll be 50
Readying for Chi Coast ip February, 1947, and that Beers years old Feb. 2, isn’t celebrating
had w'orked only 11 mdnths of the
Chicago, Jan. 23.
the event especially, except by con18 month agreement.
Year-and-half-old breach of conWelk charges he laid out $25,000 tinuing on a busy winter’s concert
sked, Violinist gives his sole seatract suit against singer Bobby on a buildup campaign for the
son's N. Y. recital at Carnegie Hall
Beers was finally plucked off the singer and had spent $50,000 to tonight (Wed.) to a house sold out
tailor the band’s arrangement to
shelf last week in Cook county
Beers’ singing style. He seeks re- •on basis Of one new'spaper ad.
superior court, after Beers was turn of all the money in a $75,000
doing
a
two-and-a-half
He’s
summoned for a preliminary hear- judgment demand. So far Welk month U. S, tour this winter,
has failed to produce the alleged to include two weeks in Cuba,
ing .scheduled for next month,
agreement with the singer.
The Judson, O’Neill 8t Judd diviskip-out charge was brought by
Case had been dormant pending sion Of Columbia Artists Mgt. has
orch leader Lawrence Welk In Beers* return to Chicago from the also skedded him for recitals in
May, 1949, alleging he had doled east.
Mexico this spring.
chai*ges
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The top SO

January 12-18, 1951

week (more

soiigs of the

in case of ties), based on
the copyrighted Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular
Music Broadcast over Radio Networks. Published -by the Office of
Research, Inc., Dr. John G. Peatman, Director, Alphabetically
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Shapiro-B
Mills

*

of New Orleans”.
Best Thing For You— “Call Me Madam”
Frosty the Snow Man ........
Get Out Those Old Records
.'Herbor Lights ....... .
1
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Lombardo
Chappell
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Burke- VH

Miller
..... Berlin

‘

If I Were a Bell— •'•“Guys and Dolls” ........ . . , .Morris
If You’ve Cfot the Money I’ve Got the Time, . , , , . . Peer
It Is No Secret
, , ,
. Duchess
,

PRESENTING

Day Today— « “Call Me Madam”

a Lovely

It’s

.

.

.

.Berlin

,

,

Never Been In Love Before—’t=“Guys and Dolls” ... Morris
Jing-A-Llng Jing-A-Ling
My Heart Cries For You

.

.

.

.

.

.......

i

.

. . ,

,•

.

.

,

Disney
.Massey

Nevertheless— t “Three Little Words”
.......... Chappell
Night Is Young and You’re So Beautiful
& M
Nobody’s Chasing Me—+”Out of This World”! .... Chappell
One Finger Melody
Baiton
.
.
.
Petite Waltz
Duchess
Roving Kind
Hollis
Sea Of the Moon
.Robbins
Tennessee Waltz
. .
.
Acuff-R
The Thing
.......... .T
.Hollis
Thinking Of You— “Three Little Words”
Remick
.

.

.

W

;

.

.

.

.

.

,

.
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,

.

.

.

Use Your Imagination
You Love Me— t‘‘The West Point Story”
.

You’re Just In

.

.

.

....

.

. ,

Chappell

.

M'^itmark

, .

.

.

...
.

Love— ’“‘‘Call Me Madam”

Zing Zing—Zoom Zoom

.

.

..........

.

Berlin
.

, . ,

Robbins

....

The Temainihg 20 ^songs of the iccck {mortTin case of ties),
based on the copyright Audience Coiwrgge Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast over Radio Neturorks. Published by the Office
of Research, InCi, Dr. John G. Peatman, Director. Alphabetically
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Bushel and a Peck— <‘“Guys and Dolls’.’
Always You.
Be Good To Your Father and Mother.
.

.

Bonaparte’s Retreat

Goofus

Aeuff-R

......

Pear Dear Dear.

.

Goday

.

.

of This World’’
‘.V.V.V. V.V. Chappell
All Alone
Mills
the Cornfields
.Leeds
I Want! a Ring' Around My Rosie’s Finger
Beacon
In the Land Of Make Believe
.BMI
Long Before I Knew You
Harms
......
May the Good Lord Bless and Keep You...
Pickwick
Once You Find Your Guy.
.....
....... .... T. B. Harms
Super Song
/
Life
Teardrops From My Eyes ........ .............. Simon
I Don’t

.

Mind Being

Remember

I

^ords

.

Moderate)

.

.

with expression)

refrain

Feist

‘

Am Loved— * “Out

I

.

p

.

.

.

.

.

Wait For

tf T
Last

Me

.

.

My

Heart Crossed

The

0

-

cean,

You and Your
t Filmusical.

^

some

-

Life

Algonquin

...

.

.

.

.

.

.v. .....

Life

. . .

Paramount

Beautiful Eyes.

Legit musical.

til rough Army camps in Germany
and spot.s in France, Belgium, Italy,
Portugal and Spain. In Spain, he
will play In 25 bullrings.
During his South American trip, Cugat
Xavier Cugat will embark on his will star in a film; ‘‘South Ameiithird successive annual tour of Can Way,” written by Matty Kemps
South America with his troupe w ith music by Jimmy McHugh and
Eulalio Rubio,
Jan. 30 from New Yprk/ He will Harold Adamson.
of Mexico, is producing the pic
open in Montevideo where he will w hich is a
based on the Cugat biog.
,

SOUTH AMERICAN TOUR

dear

one

Laurel

.

^

Born.

CUGAT EMRARKS ON 3D

near

.

.

v

.

When Our Country Was

NIght

.

.

To Think You’ve Chosen Me
Tonight Be Tender To Me
,

Morris

..Dreyer-M
Beacon

.

;

I
'

again play at that country’s carFollowing tliat,'
he is -dated for 14 •concerts in
Buenos Aires, four w'eeks in Brazil,
two weeks in Santiago, Chile and a
series
of one-niters over four
weeks in other Latin American
nival celebration.

were to

hearts

-

THE WINTER SENSATION !

SLEIGH
RIDE

countriesi
For this tour, Cugat is carrying
his band plus a show consisting of
Abbe Lane, Otto Bolivar, Tato and

Cl

F7

1

M1LL$ MUSIC, INC.

South America.

iifn

:

in

the

voice

lilt treadwa|r

Upon

ijj:^

Cugat

that

so

Top Nohomaktr

HULUBALOO

Julia, and Eddie Kozak,
Cugat
will augment his 30-man band
with 12 violinists to be hired in

b!»

T5 Vs

his return to the U, S.,
will launch a European tour

•

N.w

York It

well

THE HEART TO HEART MUSIC OF

LAWRENCE

ELLIOT

onef His

Qrchostro

Peoturing

ROSALIND PATTON

DANNY RICARDO

Currently

FRANK

DAILEY'S

MEADOWBROOK

DECCA RECORDS
p

exclusive

I

Management

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE OLASER,

New
74

5

5fh

Ave

York
Pi

9-4600

I

Pres

Chicago
203 No

Wabaih

Hollywood
9151 SunietBlvd
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RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS
p.

o

ySRMETY.
Survey

.a

oj retail disk

best

based on reports ob
tained from leading stores in

sellers,

12

O'

and showing cony

cities

CO

parative $ales rating for this

and

last

s

O

Rating

Artist, Label, Title

—

BETWEEN TWO TREES

“Bushel

6

9

“My

9

—

arid a Peck**

..

11

12

8

Top Vocol Quortets!

^

«!

»

'

< vagB8atoM.»BgK:.;?-<:g

BROTHERS

12A 14

Singing

and

8.

6

.

..

..

6

..

10

4

8

1

4

RAY ANTHONY
15A

..

.

.

5

5

47

6

1

42

. .

9

36

9

. .

8

27

4

20

3

14

..

.

“Harbor

..

17

9

.

.

..

. ,

.

..

7

..

4

9

..

6

.

•

8

.

Lights**

—1190

..

-

Heart Cries f or You*’

.

—20-3978
—5563

VIC

DAMONE

“My

Heart Cries' for You”

6
10

—27332

(Victor)

.

7

..

..

3

..

..

3

.(Mercury)

JIMMY DOLAN

.

. ,

.

.

.

(Capitol)

5

REYNOLDS-C. CARPENTER (MGM)
“Abba Dabba Hpne^oon” 3282

.

.

7

.

“Hot Rod Race”— 1322
.

**

(Capitol)

“Roving Kind”

“My

w

10

.

16A 17
..

*

—

» •

»

•

6

(Decca)

“Harbor Lights**—27219

19B

GUY LOMBARDO

19C

..

(Decca)
“Petite Waltz**—27208

Disk Best Sellers by Companies
(Based on Points Earned
No. of

Records

Victor

7

Mercury
Columbia

2
;

.

.

t* T T7 1?

A

Bonce Band Sensation!

1

V

t

3

.

LOVE YOU
and

WITH YOUR KISSES
YC by Tommy Traynbr

MPPA

2

'

/
,

.

/"MJ
X CJ It

n*

ALBUMS
Playing

Points
220
121
95
55

5
:

Coast-to-Coast

and Hi$ Orchestra

5

4

15B 13

16B

4
2

(Decca)
;

Capitol

'*°^*‘*

Broadway Cast

Decca
DA-825

SOUTH PACIFIC
Broadway Cast

Single Records 85c each (plus taxi

Points
54
14

'

M-G-M
3
VOICE OF XtABY

.

I

i

I

Ci
CAU
ME MADAM

MM850

Capitol

DLP-8036

ML4180

CC244

curb this operation among the
music teachers by an educational
campaign of its own. In a letter
to music dealers over the country,

THREE linLE

WORDS

Mermon
Decca

Yma Sumoc

9-203

5

Ethel

Columbia

Hollywood Cast

DA-818

M-G-M

9-166

M-G-M53

DLP-8035

E516

,

to

Starts

On Copy

Campaign
Infringements

Extending its cracikdbwn on
infringenjehts.
Music
copyright
Publishers Protective Assn, has begun a campaign against the widespread practice of arranging and
copying music for commercial purposes without authority from the

the association is asking
music' outlet operators to
infringers that they are
the copyright law.
It’s

j

NBW

'

REVIVALS

,

•

‘I

the local

;

Bon’t Mind

,

warn

Being

all

violating

been

as-

All Alone’

1

sumed

that many infringers* are
acting out of ignorance of the law
in copying music for their own -use
publishers. This ’practice, accord-’ by means of hand writing or any
ing to
officials, has become mechanical duplicating process.
Ifincreasingly prevalent among rnu- the violations persisj;,
will
sic teachers arid schools in the despite the warnings
bring legal
past several months.
action for an injunction find, dam-'
is currently attempting ages.

i

‘Exactly Like You’
U

*

*

.

m

,

^

m

^

MPPA

MPPA

27402 and *9^27402

No. of
Records.
6
1
'
1

Label
Dcqca
Deqca
Coral

'

HiandarAs- hg

.

MPPA

Jitiiiny

MeHHgh

Version

TONY FONTAINE
0

48

7

5

1

..

Liar PAUL (Capitol)
“Little Rock Getaway**— 1316
WEAVERS (Decca)

27400 and *9-27400

RPM

5

2

..

3

2

—

Label

Indicates 45

64

(Victor)

Both Vocal with Guitar

*

6

(Decca)

“So Long”— 27376

10

19A

YOU DON’T HAVE TO DROP
A HEART TO BREAK IT

DECCA

3

5

“Thinking of You**—20-3901
SAMMY KAYE (Columbia)
“Harbor Lights” 38963

BING CROSBY

Both FT,

2

.

— 1328

D.

IT

7

114

(Capitol)

EDDIE FISHER

17

SAY

.

—1190
DON CHERRY (Decca)
“Thinking of You**—27128

AROUND THE WORLD

'

-

“Nevertheless**

DINAH SHORE

I

4

.

7

(Vic)
20-3930 ....

WEAVERS-G. JENKINS

WOULD

4

2

(Coral)

RAY ANTHONY

13

JERRY GRAY

5

1

“To Think You’ve, Chosen**— 60327

lOB

14

A

1

(Col)

“Harbor Lights**— 27208

12B 10

DECCA

.

3

(Capitol)

GUY LOMBARDO
lOA 11

27421 and *9-27421

The MILLS

3

4

Heart Cries for You**

AMES BROS.

on*.

6

2

COMO-FONTANE

JIMMY WAKELY

KNEW

I

of the Notion’s

1

3

PERRY COMO-B. HUTTON

(You Really Loved Me)

One

.

SIS. (Victor)
“You’re Just in Love**— 20-3 945 A.

5

8

DECCA

1

12

3

MITCHELL-M. MILLER

P.

7

WISH

2

(Col)

“Roving Kind**—39067

17

6

tind

I

1

"Tiifi71lARRI^(Victor)
“The Thing**—2G-3968B
G.

o

03

2

“If ”-20-3997

2

I

o

•J

“My Heart Cries for You**—39067
nFERRlT^OMOTVic^^
5

A

flj

tn

cn

o

MARIO LANZA (Victor)
“Be My Love”— 10-1561 A
GrMiTCH¥LL-M. MILLER

Singing

»

CO

(Mercury)
^‘Tennessee Waltz*' 5534. .......

ANDREWS SISTERS

2
P

Jan. 20
PATTI PAGE

The

I

5

a

-

This Last
wk.
wk.

S

a

1

w

.g>

Q

&

Week Ending

National

America’s Ton Vocal Trio!

p
o

‘

0

week.

presenting

of Mercury Records

Is

America's iFastest
^Selllng^Recor'dsI

“A FRIEND OF JOHNNY’S”

,

^

w ,*(lnc8(lay, Janu ary

•
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Golden, orchestras; Henry Guettel,
assistant to Adams in TV-radio.
Although Moe Gale, Tini Gale’s
brother, maintains his headquar^
ters at the Gale Agency fn New
York, each outfit Operates autonomously. Moe Gale is strictly a per-

Wallerstein, who* exits Columbia Hecords as prexy Jan
1
tci assume a consultative post with the Columbia Brbadcasting
System
has left a permanent mark on the disk industry with two major developments made under his aegis during the past decade, Ten years ago"
Wallerstein was primarily responsible for putting classical platters
in
reach of a mass audience. At that time he cut back prices in the
longhair line from $2 a platter to $1, thus paving the way for a hiipp
®

of Research,

John Q.

Dr.

Inc.,

director)

Peatman,

"

Best Thing For You.

.

.

.Berlin

Day Today Berlin
I’ve Never Been in Loye.Morris
La Vie En Rose .... Harms
It’s

a Lovely

recently, Wallerstein promoted the long-playing disk into
a
dominating position in the longhair field, Wallerstein’s introduction
of the long-play disk, with its cheaper pVice and higher fidelity, pnce
again hypoed classical disks after the last war when sales were bogging down alarmingly. Wallerstein’s promotion of the development

-

I

Take Despite Fire Dept.

5 Top Standards
Robbins
Got Sun in Morning .Berlin

Mandy .....
Gn The Sunny

Los Angeles, Jan. 23.
Stand at the Los Angeles Philharmonic Auditorium cost Spike
Jones an unexpected $200 \yhen
the L. A- Fire Dept, moved in and
demanded complete fireproofing of
all curtains and backstage drapes.
After eyeing first of the two. one.

i

.

.

Berlin

...

Side

Heart

.

.

and the concomitant controversy with RCA Victor is held to be one of
the primary reasons, for the upswing of public interest in recorded
music.

.’.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

Shapiro
Robbins

MoveoVer of RCA Victor’s exec offices from 30 Rockefeller Plaza
N. Y., to the adjoining International building is expected to be completed by the end of March. Lease of the Arthur Kudner ad agency,
current occupants of the International building’s 32d floor, which Victor
will take over, expires Feb. 1 and an additional six or seven weeks
will, be necessary for repartitioning the space.
Enlarged new headquarters will permit a consolidation of the Victor
exec staff into one building instead of the present arrangement in
which the company is scattered over several New York and Camden,
N. J., offices.
Several key Camden execs are moving up to N. Y.
under the new setup, Company’s recording studios will remain at
24th street in N. Y. A plan to consolidate everything on West 24th
“
couldn’t be consummated.

IN
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,

My

Peg O’

Guy

Fire Dept, toppers also
made juggler Bill King drop that
portion of his routine in which he
flaming
casually
tosses, around
kerosene torches; and banned the
old spraying spectacle routine because water trickled along the;
floor and into the footlights, blowing one of the bulbs.
nighters-

Estate.

........ Chappell

Anchors' Aweigh

/\n

Yvirtvr
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Columbia Records
the most recent per-

Mitchell,

vocalist,

is

in sales.

More

.

in

'

upswing

.

Nevertheless

)

Ctess Courtney, formerly, of William Morris, last week joined
the Gale outfit, as administrative
He joins such
as.sistant to Gale;
other recent Gale executives as
formerly naAdams,
Robert K.
tional production, manager of NBC,
who is heading the TVrradio de-

Ojpe

by

lished

Orchestras-^nsic

Edward H.

(Based on copyrighted Au'Coverage Index and
Audience Trend, Index, pub-

ejcpected the Gale agency
will open a Hollywood office for
the handling of picture, talent within the year..

,

yon

hade

of Jan. 12-18

dience

It’s

part of a list of names that
also include Hedy Larnarr, Madeleine Carroll, Quentin Reynolds,
Claude Dauphin, Ella Raines, Lilli
Palmer her television show only
Robert Siodmak, Louisa Horton
and Luigi Pirandello Estate, Stefan
Zwcig Estate anci the Damon Run.

Wcdneadayy Jabuiary 24, 1951

Alphabetically Listed)

Week

,

now

(

i

sonal manager, with Met Opera
[singer Robert Merrill and Jane
Pickens among his top clients.

Gale Agency has embarked on an
expansion policy for 1951 that, it
hopes, will achieve a position comparable to that of Music Corp, of
America and the William Morris
Agency. TV, pictures. and legit are
the major .fields into which Gale is
expanding, Heretofore, it has been
almost exclusively handling colored
Vciriety talent and bands.
Alfred Drake is the latest performer to sign with Gale for everything but the theatre, and he is

'

-

former to be turned into a hot
vaude and nitery property as. a
result of clicking on wax. On basis,
of his Col coupling of “My Heart
In Wi’iting both the W'ords and music fpr “Top Banana,’* upcoming
Cries for You’’ and “The Roving legit musical, Johnhy Mercer is hitting a trail blazed on Broadway this
season
by another pop cleffer, Frank Loesser. who scored a click with
Kind,” both of which are high in
J. J. Robbins
|}is first Words-and-music effort in “Guys and Dolls.”
However, Jones exited the stand
the
hit lists, Mitchell is now compartment for Gale, and Robert with a healthy $5,300 for the
Music will publish the. score of the Mercer show which is being proLantz, topping the film, .legit and [two nights, figure representing his manding from $1,000 to $1,500 a duced by Paula Stone and Michael Slpane.
literary departments. Other agent straight 60% cut of the gate .which vveek for personal appearances.
personnel recently added by Gale reached $8,900 for the pair of per- Last year, before the disk was reHerb. Hendler, co-manager of the Ralph Flanagan orch, lias cleffed a
Murray Naiell, ..cafes, formances. Attendance topped the
include
tune, “The Magic Tree,” under the pseudonym of Charlie Snider,
leased, Mitchell worked sporadihotels aind cocktail lounges; Bernie .75% mark each night.
Happy Goday is publisher and Nat “King” Cole has cut it for Capitol.
;

I

i

I

,

I

j

cally

at

one-third

of

current

his

rate,

Mitchell’s p.a. values follows the
pattern set last year by Patti Page,
who soared into the top name
bracket as a result of her Mercury
side, “All My Love,” and Bill Snyder, orch leader and pianist who
launched the revival of
“Bewitched” on the indie Tower label.
Mitchell, who completed a date at
the Boulevard, Long Island, over

weekend, opened Monday

last

and the

stall of

The

(22)

Copa Club, Pittsburgh, with
bookings lined up solidly at Chubby’s,
Philadelphia; the Bowery,
Detroit; Oriental theatre, Chicago;
Hippodrome, Baltimore; and the
Capitol, Washington, D. C. Mitchell

at the

St.

Nicholas

Recording and

Companies.

Music, Inc.

booking this spring.

Co., Ltd.

(England^ th« Continent end
Australia)

Continued from page 35

Gordon

Thompson. Ltd.

V.

(Canada)

be more costly than the per pro-

gram schedule.

Melody Mnsic Africa

ASCAP

i

&

Chappell

thank-

TV-ASCAP

I

Jockeys,

Transcription

Broadway theatre

slated for a

is

Artists, Disc

Band Leaders,

has sent out letters to
the stations which have been operating under the interim contract
set a year ago, stating that talks
with the industry committee had
broken off and that it is sending
out in a few days its per program
proposals.
It’s considered a foregone conclusion that, since the industry group rejected the society’s
demands, the individual stations
will do likewise.
That’s where the prospects of
legal action enter the
picture.
After the stations receive the
ASCAP schedules, they have 60
days to accept or reject the proposals.
If they find, as expected,
that the rates are unacceptable,
they may petition the N, Y. Federal court, which has been empowered under the consent decree
to set the rates.

(South Africa)

Nils-Georgt Musicforlogt

AB

(Scandinavia)

Todamerlco Musica Ltda.
(Brazil)

Est.

Nonmon

Musical

(Argentine)

;

FRANK PETTY TRIO
PLAY

.

“PENNIES FROM

“GOOFUS”
eCHEEKY-CHEEKY
HOOPLA”
MGM 10849, 78 RPM

HEAVEN*’

“COQUETTE”
MGM 10880, 78 RPM
K

RPM

10880, 4S

K

MGM
T

H

[

;

J.

’

f

:

“

.

A

The 1949 TOP AMERICAN SONG-HIT
The 1950 TOP INTERNATIONAL SONG HIT

Tops of the Tops

RPM

10849, 45

making

for

Retail Disk Best Seller

“Tennessee Waltz”

RECORDS
t

‘

f

'

Retail Sheet Best Seller

I

“Tennessee Waltz”
'^IVlost Requested” Disk
“Tennessee Waltz”
Seller on Coin Machines
“Tennessee Waltz”
Best British Seller
*T Taw a Puddy Tat”

r
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Mindy Carson, Coy Set
For VersaiUes, N. Y.
Mindy Carson and Johnny Coy
have been signed for the Versailles,
N. Y., starting Jan., 31. It’s Miss
Carson’s first N. Y. cafe date since

American Guild of Variety ArtEquity are slated for anists and
other jurisdictional squabble over
Monte Proser^s Cafe Theatre, N. Y.
Equity is reported ready to inove
operation because
into the Proser
format. However,
of its legit show
inasmuch as the
that
AGVA claims
proser spot will be strictly a cafe
operation, it comes
union’s puryiew.

within

AGVA

that

the
tabloid leg^ musicals
which played the Strand theatre,

As precedent,

cites

of

series

her click at the Copacabana.
will continue on the NBC-TV

She
Jack
Haley show under Ford sponsor-

N.Y. Roxy Sets Support
Bill for Danny Kaye’s Date

|

Lineup for the Danny Kaye show
at the Roxy theatre, N. Y., has been
completed.

Kaye

will begin a twostarting Jan. 31 with
the Martin Bros,, Yma Sumac and
the Dunhills.
On this stand, Kaye is getting
$25,000 plus oveerages above $100,000. It’s similar to his deal at this

week date

;

house two years ago wiien h^ reY., under AGVA jurisdiction.
Vaude union says the cafe field is ceived the same guarantee, but
overages after $110,000',
in their province, no matter what
tvpe of show is given. Only siniiK.

lar situation is the theatre-in-theat the Edison hotel, N. Y.,
but that’s primarily a legit setup
and comes under Equity’s jurisdic-

Tound

'

Chas. Yates to

Book

musicals
Owii Agcy., Exits iGlaser
which Monte Proser plans to present at his new Cafe Theatre, N. Y.j
Charles V. Yates, for the past
the
of
the
site
to be located on
five years head of the act dept, of
defunct. Paradise^ will be Joe Glaser’s Associated Booking
jiow
Inmdled similar to most legit Corp., resigned this week to open
shows. Deal is underway: for the his own agency. Parting with
shows to tryout in Boston at the Glaser was artjicable.
Latin Quarter, and possibly follow
Glaser is not contemplating a
at the Click, Philadelphia. Once successor to Yates his choice being
a show is installed at the New distributed among current staff.
York spot, a duplicate company
Yates, several weeks ago. Was
will be cast for the road.
contemplating a shift to Glaser’s
Dates are now being lined up California office, but apparently
for the first, unit, a condensed changed his mind iii favor of
version of “Billion I)ollar Baby,” opening his own agency. It’S beto play Lookout House, Covington, lieved he '<’ill continue to handle
Ky.; a Reno and Las Vegas spot. Bob Hope’s theatrical bookings. In
It’s
figured that each unit will addition, he’ll handle Bea Lillie’s
get bookings of about 20 weeks.
dates* Current venture into the
Proser is currently dickering agency biz is Yates’ second as an
with Julie Wilson, Jackie Gleason indie. He operated his own office
and Nancy Andrews to assume the until 1939 when he joined Conleads. in “Baby.” Opening date is solidated Radio Artists. He was
tentatively set for March 1.
subsequently with Frederick Bros,
Proser’s second cafe operation, and then joined Glaser.
to open around the sanie time, will
have French singer Mar jeon as its
CAESON'S HUB VAUDATE
headliner. Proser last week went
tab

versions

of

.

;

.

to

Canada to gander

talent.

He

!

|

i

|

Hope’s Theatre Dates In

•iion.

The

the clubs using talent to any
degree, outside of Rockford, HI.,
there has been no apparent gamship.
bling; but the heat was blamed
She’s the first U. S. headliner to
more on the activities of the
play the Versailles in some time.
Kef auver committee than on these
of Illinois investigating bodies.
Likely to reopen shop, and large
act users, are the bistros in East St.
Louis, right across the river from
St. Louis, Mo., and some of the
larger casinos near Springfield, although the" governor frowns on
authbrities^ and no matter how activities so near the state capitol.
northwest
the
many times a casino may be raided Tri-City, near
'
especially
Minneapolis, Jan. 23.
as long as the local liquor license border will go wide open,
Net Operating profit of $252,796 has been granted, the state board with the influx of war manufacturing
money.
for the 1950 Minnesota State Fair cannot revoke it.
was the second largest in its hisr
While Chicago remains Under
In the past few year^ more than
toryj exceeded only by .the 1947
have had their Wraps under orders of Martin
saloons
2,000
fair’s
$253,481.
Attendance of licenses revoked for having slot Kennelly, mayor; John Babb, new905,563 for the 10 days set an all- machines, punchboards, and Other ly elected sheriff of Cook County,
time high and receipts from space such paraphernalia on their prem- has also campaigned against gam-^
rentals and percentage concessions ises.
During the last fall in bling. Calumet City hUS been more
and attractions, totaling $195,360, —-r-— —
or less wide open With betting paralso broke p r e v i o u s records.
lors, which are adjuncts to many
Despite cancellation of both afterof the strip shows, but will possi-

Chicago, Jan. 23.
join the ranks of
other states with lush gambling
casinos in the very near future.
W^hat will bring this about is the
decision of the Illinois supreme
Court last week which ruled that
the Illinois LiqUor Commission
could not deny a liquor permit to
anyone who has been convicted of
gambling so long as he has a local
permit to operate. In other words,
this leaves jurisdiction to the local

may

Illinois

Jack Carson will teeoff vaude

,

'

.

—

I

-

.

.

'

^

noon and evening programs one
day, the grandstand attendance of
323^625 was surpassed only by
1947’s 32^274.

-

Construction of a

new

$1,200,000

livestock cbliseiim will be completed by next May. After withdraWa! of $225,000 for construction
of a new administration building,
the fair still Will haVe a balance of
$227,464 for 1951 operations.

Douglas K. Baldwin has been
named the fair’s new. secretary,
succeeding Raymond A. Lee who
resigned after 51 years association
with the exposition, the last 21 as
secretary.

Durante’s Miami Repeat
Jimmy Durante has been signed
for a 10-day stand at Copa City,
Miami Beach, starting Feb. 23. Deal
was set last week by the William
getting
He’s
Morris
Agency.
$35,000 for the 10 days.

signed two deals as a result, Singer policy at the RKO, Keith’s, Boston,
Henri Salvador will top the second Jan. 31 for a week. Surrounding
It’s Durante’s second date this
display. Proser is also dickering talent hasn’t been set yet.
He headlined
season at that spot.
with Celeste Holm and Jane MorLouis Jordan band and unit has there for four days over the New
gan.
[Year’s Eve holiday.
been booked for Feb. 31.

.

^

.

Receiversbip Vacated

When

bly,

Biller

go all-out now.

Since the Federal government
takes no action Illinois might take
some of the play away from
Nevada, except that divorce laws
are not as liberal in the midwest
state, which has helped the casinos
If
heavily in the western state.
Illinois
goes heavily for name
shows it might be that some of the
owners of Las Vegas and Reno
spots might find competition in
bidding for name Stars and it
might also bring an influx of outsiders opening or taking over clubs
j

Offers Plan for Payoffs
Receiver of the; Biller Bros. Circus was vacated last week by New
York Federal Court Justice Alfred
Coxe, after aii arrangement to pay
creditors 100% of their indebtedness over four years, was made.
Circus had been thrown into receivership the previous week by a
served
in
attachmeiit,
$30,000
Providence, where Outfit was playing under auspices of the Knights
of Columbus.
It’s reported that the Providence
receivers were’ glad to get from
under the mess because of the
problem of feeding the show’s
It
livestock including elephants.
was felt that the pachyderms
would eat up all assets of the cirAfter receivership was vacus.
cated upori request of Billers* attorney Alfred S. Julian," show departed for its winter quarters in

South Carolina.

in Illinois.

Red Ingles

Set for

England

London, Jan. 16.
Red Ingles and His Frantic Four
have been booked by Lew and Leslie Grade for ain eight-week tour
of England. Act will be presented
in vaudeville unit by Bernard Delfont, opening at the Empire, Glasgow, for Moss Empires March 5.
Understood Ingles is skedded for
the London Palladium for at least
two weeks in May.

RADIO
Currently Starring
for

Resident Comics

Val Parnell's

"Babes

in

the

Music Hall

Home

Wood"

The Adventures of

LONDON PALLADIUM

Jimmy and Ben
ram

>

WISH ALL OUR FRIENDS

IN

AMERICAN SHOW BUSINESS

A VERY HAPPY NEW YEAR
#.T

»

V

'

*

.

be seeing you all again before long—specially Ole Olsen and Chick
Johnson (hope you ore feeling better Ole), and our friends Ken and Doris Later.

Hope

Service

Olid

to

Regards to

all at the

Mdnis Office^

,

V AtJDK VIUJB
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Miami Boaeli

Copii

N^t
Persian Rooiii^ N*

Yvette, Herb Shriner, Dick LaSalle’s Orch, Mark Monte’s Contincntals; $2 and $2.50 cover after
9:30.

M^mi Beach, Jan, 20.
Sophie Tucker with Ted Shapiro,
Billy Daniels with Benny Payne,
Gene Baylos, Paul Steffen Dancers
Arden-Fletcher Line
14),
(5),
David' Tyler Orch, Don Ostro
iniuimums
$3.50-$6.
Orch;

Qub Reviews
\

'

:

material or failing, to punch just
(
a little more.
Of course, with
Shriner’s style of. simplicity there
his
to
ovei*statement
be
an
can't
delivery. But in a cafe niore than
a theatre, an act must work a little
Following the smash run of
faster to keep audience attention* Josephine Baker would be a. tough
Yvette, the show’s only other job for most of the top performers
act. is making her fii*st cafe ap- around today, but the combo of

For some years there has been
the feeling “that one day soon”
ll rb Shnrier would blossom forth pearance in New York in some
into the great hit that has been ydars.
She has some well-writThe young ten special material incorporated
predicted of him;
inonologist has seemed on the among her pops, and she manages
verge of exploring the heights to sell them Vvell,
Some of her
many times— but, somehow, at routining and choices of material
critical moments he has seemed to could be better, namely on “Some
lapse into a state of moribund um Enchanted Evening.'’
It’s not a
.

.

certainty /

No. 2

Shriner at the FCrsian Room is
Hisj
not appearing at his best,
material, for one, is hot put of his
top-drawer, in some cases, and he
miist give his delivery a little more
definition. He has a habit of looking at the floor during his monoare
log, and certainly Termites
never an actor’s best audience. On
opening night he had an audience
that was inclined to be receptive
to his work, but too often he lost
their interest by over-talking his

^

in

number

for her;

it's

which any singer has

a spot
to;

sock

home

strongly with a carefully
selected piece of material, and
“Evening” is pretty much a shopworn baritone deal by this time.
Her convention song (“Hotels Are
Smarter Than People”) has a clever
lyric that’ she sells ncavly along
with the rhythmic medley from
“Guys and Dolls” and the sniartly
lyriced “Movie House on Park

Avenue.”
“La Vie En Rose” is her lone
Goncession (very good to her former Frenchy emphasis, while
“Love Those Old Records’* (vocal
imitations of Caruso, Harry Lauder
and George M. Cohan) is a cute
bbwoff in idea though not so in
>

More
Baltimore
TV viewers than

the actual

Yvette must

playing.

.

any

competing

program

last

month*
*Videoclex report.

MILBOURNE
CHRISTOPHER'S
"MAGIC BY CHRISTOPHER"

Week,

20rh

WAAM

stretch

it

a bit to si^ggest

Caruso

singing
“Pagliacci”
(which
she
docs too straight, instead of gag^
ging it) and she could skip those
Cohaniana gestures.
Yvette has
considerable showmanship and an
innate warmth and charm that
projects easily to the ringsiders.
Dick LaSalle’s orch and Mark
Monte’s Continentals handle the
,

dance rhythms neatly.

Kahn.

second group which she calls
“Songs of 20 Years Ago.” Included
are “Tea for Two,”’ “Do You Remember,” an imitation of Pat
Rooney doing ’‘Rosie 0’Grady*Vartd
In this
a snappy “Chaideston*”
portion of the turn. Miss Crowley
uses a hat and cane, works away
from the mike, does occasional
dance steps and generally shows
considerably more showmanship,
playing directly to her audience.
The result is a sharp improvement
and much better attention from the
payees.
The final group of songs include,
“Mr. Right,”. “Spanish, Seirenade;”
an old Irish tune, “Tread on the
Tail of Your Coat;” and “Smilin’
With My Baby By and By.” The
entire group goes over well, especially the Irish song, whose lines
“Mush, Mush, to the Lady” had
one sentimental drunk in the audience almost in tears a.s he joined

{

i

'

j

|

Sophie Tucker with Billy Daniels
as the added attraction, is producing the same seek results,

For La Tucker is packing the
place with her considerable following hereabouts and with the aidded
fillip of a new face in Daniels the
big spot is set for. profitable re-

Schreiber Bros.

CREATIVE COMEDY
The Author of 'Xomedy Routines and
Burlesque" writes to order, for your
exclusive use, sure-fire Comedy Acts.
Sample Act and Particulars FREE.

A. GUY VISK
Writing Enterprises
Troy,. N. Y.

ll Liberty Street

Laine
Betty

Copsey

Ayres

IV.
(with

¥•

Jane

Carl

Kean

3)
Harrison &
Patricia,
Sonny Calello, Regina
Price, Michael Durso Orch, FerBe

(

,

nando Alvares* Latin Band;*
minimum.

I

howler on a gentleman named
Finkelbaum, into“On My Golden

The Copa is hardly the place
where one would be likely to find

—

Frankie Laine nor the coterie
that one ordinarily associates with
him. But here he is, belting awav
with

those novelty rhythm and
numbers with which he’s
become so closely identified, and

ballad

probably

flock of

FOSTER A6ENCY. LONDON,

Jubilee” limping her years in show
biz and the upcoming 50th anni,
she sequCs into a series of impresiies of Richman, Cantor, Joe
E. Lewis and Ted Lewis, Durante
and a reprise of “Some of These
Days..’’ It
brings tumultuous applause.
New lyric-advice to the
femmes on how to handle husbands. and the topper, a followup
on “Yiddshe Momma” titled “My
Mother’s Sabbath Candles” makes

Havana

PrettRft

Hladriil. X. Y.
Steve Murray Tonij Bari, Nana
Ramon, Trini & M a nola, Lou Mar,

tin

Orch, Carlos Varela Orch; $3.50

minimum.

-

Current show falls below the
customary good level of entertainment maintained at this Broadway

_

spot.^ One of the troubles with this
layout is that its replacing the
usual chile
some
flavor With
borscht stains, and an inferior
grade of borscht to boot.
At Present
Steve Murray, headlining comic
Vacationing in
and emcee, sets the tone for the
Miami,. Fla.
show. Murray has the advantage
of being a vet comic with a confident delivery. But his material is
RatarilRg to London, May, 1951
less than second-rate. His soiigs
Opening Savoy Hotel
are stale and his gags are saturated
with vulgarity. Many of his lines American Representative MILES INGALLS
are way off base and his closing
bit, in which he does a takeoff on

for solid beg-olT.
Daniels, in his slot, is also a potent wrapper-upper. His distinctive
delivery and invaluable assist from
pianist Benny Payne keep them
pounding. Runs the gamut of the
pops he’s been identified with,
along with new stiifT that includes

the
Somerset
“Rain,” is just

Maugham
crude

RUSTY

play,

burlesque.

Murray

also clowns with a violin
briefly and effectively and should
develop this part of his routine
into something more important.

Nana Ramon is a good-looking
songstress with a fair sets of pipes.
She specializes in risque numbers

FIELDS
''The

she sells with body and
facial maneuvers for a fair impact.
She also works M'ith Murray in the

“Rain”
chores

sketch with
being some

her

bumps

chief

and

One Man Show"

Now

which

Appooring

Moo West

with

^^DIAMOND

grinds.

DirecHpn:

too heavily particularly in a number like “Just Say I Love You,”
which he also sings in Italian.
3lavlflo%viH*
D. C. Trini and .Manola are more in the
usual Havana Madrid pattern with
(MAYFLOWER HOTEL)
a good flamenco dancing routine.
Washington, Jan. 17.
Ann Crowley, Boh Grant Orch., Team works energetically and
(6) cover $1 iveekdays, $T;50 Sat- colorfully for a good reception.
urdays.
Lou Martin orch background.s
the show in okay style, alternating
Ann Crowley, petite, young with the Carlos Varela rhumba
for
the
dan.sapation
musicomedy singer, is doing a fouiv combo
Herm.
week stand at the Mayflower rhythms.

in

LIL’’

AL DVORIN

54 West Randolph

Tony Bari scores solidly with his
powerful tenor. Bari, however,
tends to oversell his numbers with
a tearful delivery and corny gestures. He pours the schmaltz on

Arden-Fletclrer
productions
are
held over to balance the solo spots,
and do it in top style. David Tyler’s
orch provides neat backgrounding.

St.,

Ckicago

FRanklin l-4tft

Grant^s Riviera

Lary-.

RESTAURANT AND BAR
W* 44 St.t New York LU 2-4488
WHERE SHdWBUSINESS MEETS

158

*

TALENT CONTEST*
MONDAY NIGHTS
Prize:

<r>upllcate

Protess/onal
Prizn Awarded

Enqoqement
in the Ca.ie •<

Lounge, her second mu thin a year
at

this

;
'

She

spot.

flashes a nice
of charm and
youth and pleasant set of pipes
generally geared to the soft and
sweet tunes.
One weakness comes to the surface noM' and then, her inexper-

personality,

a

lot

;

i

ience at dealing with the occasional
noisy table and drunk.s who frequent night spots.
She merely
keeps on singing, without quite
knowing how to handle the interference even when it becomes annoying to the audience and a disturbing element in the perfoiTnance. Despite this, however, audi-

REILLY

»

//

Lyon,
ager,

personal

riiy

William

A:.-.cncy, Bill

c"M;\mnist

Morris
my ac-

and. arranger
publicists Kaye^

n;;;!

my

A.ssociates

t

rhan-

Russell,

IL.il

nope ration.

ence liked her at show caught and
sent her off to prolonged applause.
^Hcr first group of songs
Lovely Day,” “It’s a Great Big

—

World” and “September Song”

—

are her \veakest, for she stays glued
to the mike and fails to make any
kind of intimate pitch to the rihgsidc audience. The act picks up
substantially as she swings into a

THE IRISH SENORITA //

My sincere thanks to
Llarry Mayer of the N. Y.
Strand.
Theatre,® Milton

for

their

TING and TUNG

CURRENTLY APPEARING
at th0

New

York

STRAND

.50

‘

“Summertime.”.
“ATarrving
For
Love” from “Call Me Madam.” “I
Never Knew” with Payne joining
Georgian Room, Seattle in the harmony, then a medley of
“Very Thought Of You,” “Too
Seattle, Jan. 23.
Marvelous” and “Hadn’t Anyone
Hildegarde is sot for week’s stand
Til You” with Payne again adding
at the Georgian Room of the Olyihpotency. Comes back for “I’ve Got
pic hotel here, starting Feb. 19. You Under
My Skin” and the deChanteuse will do only one show manded “Black Magic.”
opening night; likewise on closing
Rest of show is okay.
Gene
night, which is a Sunday, when Baylos is in for two weeks until
Georgian Room is customarily dark. Joe E. Lewis joins the combo.
Hotel is also upping cover charge Purveys the same act he’s done at
other (and smaller) spots around
to $2.50.
town to good effect. It’s a mixture
of familiar routines with a dash
of newness that keeps ’em happy.
Offs to solid hand. Paul Steffen's
group are effective in their segment with their dead-panhed modern dance ideas for hearty returns.

BETTY

$3

gaining for himself a
new followers, the spending kind for a change.
At the Copa, of course, th^re arc
plenty of customers wlipni Laine
turns.
is
cultivaiting for the first, timeDazzlingly costumedj the pCrenthis isn't like the Paramount thejjiial Miss Tucker comes back with
new songs that spark applause in the chorus and as.sured all and atre on Broadway, where the kids
from walkon; In a difficult spot; sundry he’d never heju'd it sung in flood the pews, at matinee prices
no less. There aren’t many of the:following hefty reception of Dana nightclub before. There is a fine with the price to applaud hinv
iels, she \vhams all the way. From
at
audience
opportunity
to
invite
her opening lyric on her return, participation in this chorus, and the Copa, which may well be taking a chance with Laine from a
in which Ted Shapiro, her acperhaps Miss Crowley will do so
companist-straight
(Continued on page 46)
man partici- when she has more nitery expepates in adept fashion, through a
Lowe.
rience.

Hildegarde Pacted For

Sponsored by

Copacabana,
Frankie
Fischer),

PATRICE

JAN

now RIO PILICE

HELENE and HOWARD

NEW
YORK

William Penn

STATLER HOTEL
Pittsburgh

1

ManagemAnI:
ROBERT REXER
650 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

THANKS TO
DAN FRIENDLY
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song* is th« Edith Piaf number,
“Les Yeux de ma Mere’* (Tht
Eyes of My Mother) popularized,
here .by Leg Compa^nons de la
Chanson. She also clicks with a
Jerome Kern medley and a more
Continued Irom page 44
sombre tune, “At Your Command.”
show a great potential, lacking only
Production by Henry Caldwell,
Y.
Copacabanaf
the
to
similar
bits
some strong
TV producer, with subtle lighting
business standpoint, considering closing Video chef routine to put effects, gave the show a professionwherein his major following lies,
them in the top comedy brackets. al lift. Arnold Bailey Swingtette
is They have the pacing, are developperformance
But Laine’s
provides neat backgrounding, and
something else again. He corns up ing the feel of the bistro customers, the Edmundo Ros combo contribs
his songology aplenty, but there is and what’s more important are de- Latin music for dancing. Myro,
ho denying the results. He’s, ^ncc- livering clean material.
Noonan, who somehow reminds
tive in a woH-varied routine of
Y.
Maisonette^
eight or 10 numbers, Ond there’s of Harry Langdon, carries the com(HOTEL ST; BEGIS)
no doubt that he’s unique in his edy load. He also borrows some
vocal
husky
silent
manner of selling that
panto tricks from the late
Julie Wilson (with Lester Crosquality^
film star, although he works his ley ). Milt Shawls Orc/l,^$^.50-$2.50
Attired in sky-blue dinner .lacket, mugging artfully. Marshall, hand- corov a/ter 10.
Laine opens wdth the special-mar some singer, works well as straight
terial“So This is the Copa,” then man and gets a good hand in sevJulie Wilson remains ah object
heats it up With “That’s My De- eral song sessions. He tees with lesson in cafe presentation and
partner
his
with
Man
River”
sire,” his standby “Wild Goose,
“Old
that goes all the way from groom“Kiss for Tomorrow’’ with a bow coming on to heckle. Then swings ing, gowning and material. There
accomp,
piano
“Embrace
his
“Five Foot Two,” and
to Carl Fischer,
isn’t a trick that’s missed, and the
as the composer ) ,*a beguine, then Me” which has the crowd guffaw- results show it.
“Lucky Old SUn’’ another of his ing at the asides of Noonan, ala
It’s all special material that she
recording hits) followed by still “Desire Under the Elms;”
does, with not a single concession
another of his recordings socks.
Marshall, Avith handmike then to those who might require a pop
“Mule Train.” “Shine” and “May wanders around, the tables, with or a standard. And all of it sold
the Good Lord Bless and Keep Noonan racing him to a seat, as to the hilt. It’s a far cry from the
You” finish it off. All of it done singer interviews the “patrons’^ of big-eyed babe who, several years
in good taste. He had trouble get- the club. Carbons of the pic stars ago, was tossing off a lyric as .a
ting away opening night.
might be dropped for more the Copacabana production singer,
^
Also new^ to the bill, with the types, such, as cabdrivers and hillMiss Wilson does half a dozen
entire production layout holding billies. that are cabareting. Chil- numbers that are certainly not for
over, are Betty and Jane Kean, dren program killer, is rib-tickling the shock-easies.
The difference
along with Copsey and Ayres.
and gives full play to Noonan’s Avith her material is that it is more
The Kean sisters, vaude vets who mugging and pahtomime. Shorty clevCr than blue. Which is what
.will be recalled as a, team years on the types of singers trying to - gives her the edge with the floek
ago, recently got together again. get into tecyee is also amusing.. of singers around today who have
They have been working their Finale is a switch 6n“guzzler gin” little more than material that’s
separate ways for many years, and bit with Noonan working as the overly suggestive -and overly sold.
while their reteaming is not ex- foreign chef tasting all the liquor
The opener is “Most Gentlemen
actly socko all the way. their ingredients until stewed.
Don’t Like Love,” a bouncey, apthe
from
Gataiio
apparent
.Di
Adam
is
and
know-how
Jayne
propriate rhythm
tune;
“Sadie
moment they step on the flopi\ work niftily as opening act, giving Green,” about a New Orleans gal,
When the laughs don’t come that’s their ballroom terping a seemingly follows effectively, while the reTheir mainder of her stuff includes
touch.
effortless
the danger point at which many almost
that’s “Jeanie
but
fold,
will
With the Light Brown ^“Everybody Needs a Daddy” (cute,
comics
comes
experience
backing,
piano
with
clever blues), “Look Younger, Live
where the Keans’
Hair,” done'
They never stop punch- is effective, quieting the clattering Longer” (takeoff on Gayelord
in haridy.
With a more Hauser’s diet book) and ‘‘Give Me
ing with mostly so-so material, dinner audience.
and before they get off they’ve sprightly offering dancers get off an American Mani”
quota some fine spins and twirls. Howrespectable
Lester Crosley is at the piano
a
achieved
with comedies that ever, applause is heaviest for for Miss Wilson. Milt Shaw’s breh
laughs
of
while does a neat job for the dancing.
find Betty the fulcrum for the spectacular shoulder spin
Kahn.
zanyisms, with Jane the cute-lOok- Adam twirls furiou.sL’ across the

Night Club Reviews

We're proud of
I

i

,

!

,

—

.

!

’

(

I

i

(

I

i

—Shomrdck

Hotel

,

'

Thutadejrblrd,

Las

L«s V«gas, Jan, 16.
Weaver* (4), Sonny Howard, Gil
Johnson, Kathryn Duffy Dansation*
Barney
(8),
Rawlings,
Normandie Boys (3), At Johns
Orch (11); no covert no minimum.

The Weavers, who made

fare when four achieve more, rapport with audiences. They are at-

tempting to sell pure stuff sans
tough assignment anyWhere^and especially in this town
which seems to go for flash presenSophisticates should latch
tation,
on to their ballads, blues and talk-

hokum—a

ing songs.

Quartet uncorks “Irene’’ near
embellished with a few commercial touches, after opening hoe(Continued on page 48)
top,

.

Ooo^

:

;

VARIETY
rich,

a

that

tone

corners

Yo

j

j

.

.

rapid

few months riding dis«
clicks “Goodnight Irene,” have put
together an effective folksong act
which could settle Into solid nitery
rise in past

of

full-bodied

bari-

reaches to the far
the big room, a

cop

,

;

.

i

HAL

.

;

GIOIOIA

;

}

and

pop

of

repertoire

light

—

I
'

opera tunes admirably suited to
voice, new and smartly
this
styled arrangements.

Obviously,

;

NOW

I

,

I

1

:

has been

Carroll

SHOREHAM HOTEL

j
;

'

,

devoting:

much time

to

vocal

studies, developing near-operat-

!

Washington, D. C*

|

:

tonal qualities

ic

and a Way for

'

;

i

lilting, ballads.”

Fraz.

Cavalcade of Bands

.

l

;

J

JANUARY 30

T. V.,

;

•

,

Betty is a broadly visual floor.
Cee Davidson batons a difficult
comic who reveals some of her
in
tap- score in solid fashion and for the
skill
dancing
former
Jane dance sets. The latest rhumba
while
snatches,
stering
turns a neat lyric and has a few group, which seems to change with
click imitations (with her Lolly the shows, is Pancho. who does
well .on Latin tunes. Stan Grover,
Parsons a pip, particularly L
Copsev and Ayres are repeaters as emcee and production singer,
Zabe.
here, with the original Ayres gal gels a good hand.
ing’ foil.

GEORGE CHRISTIAN

—^Houston

Post

JOHNNY

BOB

'

:

“John

Carroll

made

his

first

bo\v as a professional singer at

Shamrock and unwrapped

the

;

a

potent t^ritone voice that lea\^s
this first-nighter curious as to

young man
heard from before

why
1

;

hasn’t been

this

returning to make the act a. threesome. The male and two girls are
doing the standard East Indian
it
and
dancing;
interpretative
goes over. Costuming of the act is

j

!

.

Harrison and Patricia are an
exuberant dance team in the pro-

;

a rich full-bodied tone

He has

Shamrock room
crevice , He is ad-

duction numbers, and ditto Sonny
Calello and Regina Price, produc-

that filled the
to the last

-

*

mirably equipped to enter the
or operetta
musical Comedy
field.”

'

tion singers.
The Billy Livingston costumes,
as usual, show excellent taste and

'

'

'

i

1

,

imagination. The Copa line, however could stand a little closer
inspection; the beauty standards of
the girls, in most cases, are far
from what they used to be. They’re
certainly not there for their dancKahn.
ing ability.

I

Miami, Jan. 21.
Return of Jackie Miles to this
mainland nitery, after art absence
of two seasons, is a worthy addition to the all-coniedy VagabondsRose Marie show. His turn, after
the more boisterous and broad
comedy ideas of Rose Marie in
her song session, and the Vagabonds with their clowning instriiniental-Vocal ideas, adds a completely different phase of laugh-

making for sock

What adds

seldom that Houston

en-

tertainment seekers are treated
consecutive knockout
tw'o
to
performances at the same spot
... First it was the incomparable Sophie Tucker ... and
Carroll in a

now comes John
I

,
the town by storm
When Carroll naade his professional singing debut in the
.

.

Shamrock Room, the near-capacity crowd gavcf him a long
and loud ovatioh that sent him
off on what is certain to be an
outstanding career in his new

I

entertainment field. And were
it not for the fact that Carroll
followed Miss Tucker at the
Shamrock, we believe he would
have gained the ‘best entertainment’ title during the past 12

months

'

effect.

Miles impact

is
,
'

elTcctiyely. Winds and clicks with
Ciii
his standard racetrack bettor bit
Chicago, Jan. 19.
and a plaint on the effect of video
Luba Malina, Noonan & Marshall. and radio on his home life.
Adam & Jayne Di Gatano, Rich
NevV also is the Johnny Conrad
France & Luciellc Bartos, Stan dance, group. Attractive line frames
Grover, Chez Adorahles (10), Cce Conrad’s able tap work in which
Davidson Orch (10) Paiicho Band he features the modern slide-spin
(4); ininimum $3.50, couer $1.
ideas. Knocks off a solo for zingy
efiect. Rose Marie and the VagaWhile this show has two rela- bonds, with their acts interweavunknowns to the Chicago ing, continue earning plaudits'' and
tive
Cafe sccne^Luba Malina was here
yocks from the tableholders. They
eight years ago it registers as the
practically go with the lease by
best show that the management
now, and rate the holdover.
has come Up with since Danny
Lary.
Thomas’ run several months ago.
It’s even
a better balanced bill
Bagatello. f..on€loii
than that show; the only thing that
mars it is the holdover of the
London, Jan. 18.
production numbers from previous
Bailey
Arnold
Cortis,
Sonia
Although they are both Orch, Edmundo Ros Orch; ininh
revue.
good, aided by the splendid teri)- iniun $4.25.
ing of Rich France and Luciclle
Bartos, for the X’epeat customers
The opening of Sonia Cortis at
they’re oldhat.
the Bagatelle wa.s delayed two
Miss Malina, lush brunet, has a nights because of illness. When
difficult task in following Noonan she bowed on Wed. (17) she was
and Marshall’s hefty reception, not completely recovered and a
but after she gets through her throat infection restricted scope of
intro song, parody on “Bake A her performance.
Cake,” which is somewhat ramDespite the handicap, .she put
bling. die socks one special ma- on an impressive sho\y. Billed as
terial humber after another aci’o.ss the “Golden Greek” she yapprop-^
A consummate riately had an attractive semiin boff fashion.
actress, she handles her Eli Bass ola.‘<sical Greek song as her' opener,
shaping
it to fit and
adroitly,
then showed versatility by
material
There’s an occa- singing subsequent numbers in
local situations^
sional blue tinge, but it’.s more from English, French and Spanish.
Following :the Customary policy
ge.sturcs than the lyrics. Her sharpest bit is an hilarious takeoff of f(.r this cafe. Miss Cortis gives
her
Gho.st Hiders in the Sky” and
two shows a night; each running
She
show biz routine woven around her slightly Under half-an-hour.
trials With “Bublichki” has some doesn’t quite succeed in getting
barbs at nitery liife. For neat closcir the correct balah co between the
she docs a clever etching of a two shows, most of the heavy tunes
stripper, somewhat aged but good being in the firsl, and the ligliter
numbers for the later perfonnlo the la.st grind.
Noonan & Marshall have wisely anco.
thd
material
Chantciise regi.sters with the
cut much of the
might prompt compari.sons with customers and h''r voice carries
clearly without a mike. One of
IM.'U’tin MPd.LeAvis, who their a^c’M
formerly handled. In conijrast lads the most effective of her dozen

Of

— Louisville
— Dallas

THE BROWN
THE BAKER

1

at the hotel.”

THE CASINO

,

HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL RETURN ENGAGEMENT AT

!

J

j
'

To Bt Reltased Fobniary

A Grodt DECCA
f

o SUSANNA

:

Rocord of

1:

Two Great Songs

(Dust Off That Old Piano)

I SAM, The Old Accordion Man

^

!

National Representatives:

Career Direction:

PAUL KAPP

,

ROBERTS

Toronto

Having Just Ceneludcd a

;

BILL

sono

BOOKED TO APPEAR SOON AT

i

,

—

RYAN

.

singing role that’s sure to take

1

and

Parec,

—Houston Chrbniclo
“It’s

to

addition of new stories which entail the bewildered and plaintive
little dialect type he portrays so

.

CHARLIE EVANS

HANNON

C-lub. ^lianii'

(FOLLOWUP)

especially cllcko,
i

.

.

riovor

GENERAL ARTISTS
CORPORATION

:

!

-—Houston Press
“Baritone John Carroll a solid
on his debut at the

success

He’s a charming
Shamrock;
rdlow with a real voice.”
.

;

•

SIBYL
^

BOWAN

ORIENTAL, JANUARY
Rep.:

2Stlt
MILES INGALLS—JOE FLAUM

*
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Vie Damone’t Vauders

GOSPEL SINGER’S DNir
Records Seized By

SET FOR 70 ONE-NITEIIS

Books, ledgers and accounts of
the lusSi Beverly Country Club,

were seized by
juburban
lour agents of the Kefauver comnltery,

Ice Capades’ Hits

Thursdaiy (18).

jnittee

Vic Damone has been set for two
weeks of vaudates. Singer will play

the Capitol theatre, Washington,
Orie-nighter tours of gospel sing- March 8, and the State, Cleveland,
ers are proving lucrative.
Negro March 16.
hymnsters are still flnding a bonanOther dates are being lined up
za market In the south, midwest for him.
and west. One of the longest tours
has been set for Marie Knight by
the Taps Agency, comprising 70
dates in territories which takes her
from St. Louis to Florida, Texas
and then through the west. She’s
set until April 8, after which she’ll

Kefauver Com. Agents
New Orleans, Jan. 23.

he asked
Phil Kastel, one of the owners of work her way east.
Miss Knight, who’s booked on a
the club, for the records and KaSMills said guarantee and percentage basis,
tel turned them over.
will
have a company including
Kastel promised his “full co-operaAgeiit Rjilph Mills said

7IMi in

ing

Current

topflight
headliner Is Joe E.

Lewis.

for “dnlawfully” displaying her picture in front of that
cafe. Miss Laun claims she never
worked there, and that the unwarranted display Impaired her earning power.
Everett B. Birch, Miss Laun’s
attorney, filed the action under the
N. Y. Civil Rights Law, claiming
that the unauthorized use of her
pictures is a violation of that law.
$50,00()

PAUL GOLDIH
(Anglo-Ftench Hypnotist)

(Carroll’s,

H’wood, Relights

With Lou Walters’ Unit

New

tn

New York on short vacetlen
PROMOTER to roadU. 8. GOLDiN Is expert SHOW-

show him through smalier towns, any

no
stooges. Just completed nine months
in Ireland. Terrific success. Bio money-

MAN#

does

maker for
tory.

No

shew

entire

go-getter

alone,

who knows

terri-

!

risk; 50-50 basis.
I

WRITE:

i

PAUL GOLDIN
PARAMOUNT HOTEL
W. 46th Sfr—f, New York

BranthoM o§ theotrfcofs

.

FUN-MASTER

OUaiNU SHOW UZ 6A6
ties, i thru 98 # 91.00 each
(Sold In S^uoncAjtnly)

Nit"

•
SPECIAL— FIRST 13 i^ES FOR 910
ALL 38 FILES FOR ONLY 938
• 3 Bks. PARODIES, per book 910 •
• MINSTREL BUDGET ...... 938 #
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., oa. bfc S38 •
NOW TO MASTER THR CEREMONIES
•

(reissue), 93.00

C.

Ziem

said

three

known

safe

last

SMITH
200W.S4St..NtwYorli1f Ddpl*V

gagement to
Knot will be

Clrcto 7-1130

ROY DOUGLAS
Wit''

ASSISTED BY

VICKIE
!

'

PHIL
Managers

US W.

MATTY ROSEN

New York

44th St.

en-

Dorothy Grenville.
tied in the spring.

living Smith, cameraman, and
Walter Skidmore, of Fox Movietone News, in taking shots of gang
in action for the Variety Clubs
fund drive.
Annual Sweetheart Hop sponsored by the Teen Canteen and
Women’s College Club has named
Mrs. William “Mother” Morris
honorary chairman, with proceeds
going to Canteen and Women’s Col-

lege Scholarship fund.

The David Romaniks. back to
Brooklyn after a week with their
son Walter (CBS) Romanik, who

.Currently

CARMAN

!

underwent major operation.
Sam (RKO) Kelley, back

to

N, Y. C. after a checkup that rated
.

If

Loew

Boud

Mi

by

when the

an

‘

all-clear.

season,

spot shuttered for the
filed immediately to

and

Arthur Fisher, that Savo was told
that his booking was made on the
contingency that the place would
be kept open during Florida’s. offseason. However, he could fill out
the remainder of the time at the
Latin Quarter, N, Y. Savo chose,

ill.

HUSSON

.

it’s

"Mr. Everybody"
JUST CONCLUDED:

Dee. 15 to Dee. 25
Club Dotes for

MILDRED LANE

claimed, to play the Florida

Oakland. Col.

date.

Shelvey, stepped out of the case,
and ruled that inasmuch as the
Contract wasn’t an AGVA form and
since it was signed by Savo’s corporation, contract didn’t come under the union’s jurisdiction since
AGVA does not admit corporations

Bag

week by A1 Wagner, head of
Amusement car-

nival.

On

DEC. 26

Mont

ment.

-

CLUB DATES

-

JAN. 15TH

ART GOLDSMITH, Chieogo
JAN.

19, 20, SI-

PALACE. Roekford.

(AFTER 2 WEEKS)
FEB. I4TH

TO 27TH

(INC.)

MUEHLEBACH HOTEL
Konsds City. Missouri
(Thqnkf to

DANNY GRAHAM)

Rgprottiittd tn Chicago by

SAM ROBERTS
CURRENTLY
AT THE

STATLER

HOTEL
Cleveland

EILEEN«» CARVER

LEONARD CONNER
'

Amencas Newesf Rave

in

Song Del^

CHINA DOLL^
\

4
-

*

Successful

Weeks—CAFE

,

III.

BOOKED SOLID NOW!!
Available: Feb. 28th

Reopening

dancer.

12:

Juoroz. Moxieo
JAN. 13

The Donn Arden-Ron Fletcher

Complaint alleges that Miss Rand
unit, “Confetti,” which disbanded
stated on a recent radio program
last week following initial date at
that Wagner owed her $23,000 in
Lookout House, Covington, Ky.,
back wages. He claims that such the
is attempting to make settlements
remarks have injured his reputawith the various acts in the show.
tion and, in addition, denies owing
Performers were guaranteed 16
the money.
out of 20 weeks by Arden &
National Broadcasting Co. is also Flefetcher, but with no dates in
a party to the suit as carny owner sight, acts will have to be paid
claims NBC should have monitored off.
the remarks off the air.
American Guild of Variety
Artists is opposed to any settleGaiety,
I,
ments and insists that producers
Gaiety
Montreal,
theatre,
is shell out 12 weeks’ salary to each
slated to reopen Saturday (27). It performer.
However, there’s a
had been closed for five weeks.
possibility that if the producers
Same policy will prevail. Eight can book the Various acts elseor nine acts will be used weekly, where within the contracted time,
plus a line and the usual exotic uriion will agree .to that arrange-

TO JAN.

LOBBY CAFE

Foldo of ‘Confetti’

:

Write to those who are

<

they import*

collect remainder of the coin.
In
an earlier court case, it was claimed
by Loew and his booker, the late

Cavalcade of
passing the

Forrest “Slim” Glenn
out stogies and announcing

RAUU

LEE

Y.,

staff.

C.O.D.'S

The Double Headed

a personal letter to James C.
Petrillo asking that the dispute bd
settled and not interfere with an
upcoming charity ball of which he
is the chief patron.
The settlement pleased the Mayor almost as
E. M.
Sues for Returu much as the musiciajps involved;
The dispute focused management’s attention on the Ndt^mandie
iu Savo
Of
arid plans are underway to make
N. Y, supreme court justice Sam- several changes in layout which to
date
have been far short of offering
uel H. Hofstadter last week reserved decision on a plea
New a proper background for the talent

Rand

GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $350. Worth over 0 thousand.

NO

blacklist

within the next few weeks wljO
were on the verge of cancelling.
At a press conference Mayor
Houde, a member of the American
Federation of Radio Artists, disclosed the fact that he had written

and means continued employment
for the Max Chamitov Orch and
Hal White Trio in the Mount Royal’s Normandie Room, the only

crackers would testify that Degutis
accompanied them. Defense Attorney L. Harvey Lodge said he
A
would call seven police officers to
Will Rogers, by Clarence Allen of testify Degutis was in the HamTulsa, Okla., was unveiled at the tramck police station reporting his
Variety Clubs -Will Rogers Me- car stolen at the time of the burto membership. AGVA later went
morial hospital with special cere- glary.
to court to be relieved of the remonies by the executives of the
sponsibility
of holding the original
Fund.
Variety Clubs
Among Variety hospital patients Sally
Sued by Carny $4,000 bond, and court ruled that it
who held recent birthday bedside
could step out upon payment of
Operator for Air Slander the $4,000 plus $951 interest and
parties are Virginia Strum, Johnny
(lATSE) Nolan, William Patrick,
Chicago, Jan. 23.
court costs.
Bob Coffey and Lawrence (lATSE)
Sally Rand was sued for $2,000,Garber. Each was gifted with a< 000 in Chi federal district court
large birthday cake by the hospital
Producers Holding

COMEDY MATERIAL
AH

MPA's

Decision also reassures many big
parties slated for the Mount Royal

Union, during the regime of forChief Assistant Prosecutor Fred mer national administrator Matt

Jan. 23.
life-size portrait of the late

GLASON'S

Sheraton hostel in Montreal that
hour agreement would’ve been affected.

.

By Happy Benway

Saranac Lake, N.

For

11th

’

'

Saranac Lake

Montreal, Jan. 23.
With, an

reached in Toronto between the
Toronto Musicians’ Protective Association and the Sheraton Hotel
Corp. Friday (19) the tentative
walkout s k e d d e d for following
night never materialized.
Last
minute settlement takes the Shera-

England theatre operator E. M.
C.
Lpew, Who is also a partnei in the
Washington, Jan. 23.
Latin Quarter, N. Y., to get a $4;“Ice Capades” opened for a twoweek stand at Uline’s Arena last 951 refund on a bond posted in
1946 with the American Guild of
night, with, indications that it would
beat last yea r s record-breaking Variety Artists. Money had been
held
in escrow by the union and
D. C. grosses.
Advance sale for the show was later by the court because of a
series of lawsuits instituted by
$3,00() ahead of the preceding year
and the January, 1950, engagement eomedian Jimmy Savo on a salary
was a virtually complete sellout claim.
after the first couple of nights.
Savo was originally booked for
Company spokesmen report that three weeks at the Latin Quarter,
business has bettered the year her Palm. Island, Fla., by E. M. Loew.
fore at almost every booking on Comic claimed he was set for three
the season’s tour thus far.
weeks, but played only nine days

mitted under terms of purchase the burglary of the Baldwin Bevdeal. Spot will open for lunch, re- erage Co. in Pontiac on Dec. .11,
maining open until 2 a.m.
1949.

Permanent Address:
35f Edgwarebury Lane
dgware, Middlesex, England

By New Pact With Can. Tooters

Good Advance In D.

Hollywood, Jan. 23,
Earl Carroll’s theatre-restaurant,
purchased late last year by Texas
oil and hotelman Frank G. Hofues, will reopen Feb. 20 with unit Detroit Nitery Operatot
packaged by Lou Walters of N. Y.
Held on Burglary Rap
Latin Quarter as first attraction.
Hofues, who originally planned
Detroit, Jan. 23.
only to act as landlord, leasing
John Degutis, 41, owner of the
property to Interested television
Bowery nitery, is on trial in Cirproducers by day and for a nitery
cuit Court in Pontiac, Mich,, on
after dark, will run spot himself,
charges of breaking and entering.
retaining the Carroll name as perHe is charged with participating in

desires to contact
section

New

Haven, Jan. 23,
“Ice Capades,” in for its annual
Dolly Lewis, Vivian Cooper, Earl
Taylor and the Nightingale Quar- stand at the Arena, had a profitable run in a nine-performance
tet.
stopover (15-21).
Playing at a
$3.60 top, show grossed an estimated $70,000, which represented
a boost over a year ago.
For ’Unlawful’ Billing Troupe has experienc^ed minor
loss of personnel via Armed Forces
Linda Laun, dancer, has filed service. If this factor, becomes a
suit against Tony Pastor’s Greenmajor issue, it will meaii an evenwich Village, N. Y., nitery, for tual all-femme ballet group.

room which features

acts.

New Haren

Sheraton Chani Averts Strike

ton hotels off the

,

tion”
Mills and other Kefauver Investigators here refused to disclose
whether there were any large gambling debts indicated in the books.
The spot, located in adjoining Jefferson Parish, operates a gaming
casino in connection with the din-
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Downtown,

n

,

,

.
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Mvsie Hall, N. Y«
White and Blues,** with
Margery Mayer, Donald uickson,
Ben Wrigley & Co., Margaret
Sande, Peter Hamilton, Anthony
Makas, Rocjcf ties. Corps de Ballet,
choral

ensemble, symphony orch
by Raymond Paige, PrO‘

Ctirected

by Leon Leonidoff;
James Stewart Morcom;
{luced

Biigene

settings,
lighting,

Braun,
dances.
Gene
choreography, Florence

Snyder;
Rogge; **The Magnificent Yankee**
reviewed in Variety Nov.
( M-G ) ,
35,

’50.

to the standard of this top
showplace. Emphasis as usual is
on production rather than individual turns, with three lavish and
varied number^ to dazzle the eye.
Music leans towards the longhair,
but so appetizingly’ as to be totally
welcome and enjoyable.
Symphony brch, under baton of
Raymond Paige, opens proceedings
with a spirited performance of the
lilting Roumanian Rhapsody No. 1
of Enesco. Curtains then part into
a lush presentation of a “Carmen”
fantasy. Choral ensemble, attractively garbed, does the smuggling
scene, which segues into the tavern
scene. Here the corps de ballet
does sonle stepping and twirling
from Which the Met opera ballet
department could well take lessons.
Margery Mayer gives a stirring
rendition of the Habanera, and
Donald Dickson capably sings the
Tofeadpr Song.

up

REVIEWS

HOUSIB

reliables here.

Contrast between
the midget, the giant and the normal sized guy is the stock in trade
of act, and a good one. Trio apparently operate on principle of
leaving “well enough alone,” and
return annually with act virtually
unchanged, even to the gimnaick
on the Andrews Sisters, in which
they come back in aprons and bonnets and go through the motions
while an Andrews disk plays offstage.
It’s a well constructed act,
but grows monotonous even to old
fans sans new material.
^Whirlwinds raise the curtain
with a skating routine that lives

The Music HaU’s current stage
show is a fine extravaganza, well up

.

;

to their billing.

Troupe

of

two

couples do plenty of fancy skating
With special luminous costumes
for added effect.
Lowe.

on the accordion.

*No Television Ads

takes his turn at old time fiddling;
and Pete Kirby handles the jugblowin’ and 5-strihg banjo. Robert
Dunn is on for a session of his
widely known “Talkin’ Boy Blues”
and pork chop stomp.
Dot and
Smokey go a bit west with their
versions of “Virginia Blues” and
“ITI Never Let You Go, Little
Darling.” Pap and the Jug Band
round out the presentation, with

'

Hypo Heme Show
Takes at Garden, N.Y.
(MADISON

SQ.

GARDEN,

N. Y.)

Sonja Henie, Arthur M. Wirtz,
William H. Burke production star-

Montreal, Jan. 20.

;

James & Jar dine, Leonardo k
Bobby Sargent, Lee Marks
8c Co., Russ, Mack &
OWenr Bill
Farrell, Len Howard Orch (7);
Par
**Kelly on Second**

Anita,

(

)

Going into second vaude session
with

MGM

platter star Bill Farrell
the Seville shows
signs of developing* a
Smokey Mountain Boys bacMng steady clientele made up of juves
Quin.
the music all the. way.
who are attracted by the disk
“name” attractions a n d their
elders who are still a cinch for
Y.
Apollo,
the variety type entertainment.
Louis Jordan band (10 ) with Current layout offers plenty of
The Novellos (2), Hortense Allan, change but could stand more

ring Sonja Henie; featuring Freddy
Trenkler, 3 Bruises, Skippy Baxter^.
With Michael Kirby, John Walsh,

Johnny Farris, George Wagner,
Line (54). Choregraphy, staging,
Catherine
Littlefield;
costumes,
Billy
Livingston;
music.
Jack
Pfeiffer. At Madison Square Garden, N.Y,, Jan. 19, $6 top.

in key
definite

slot,

N.

Gwen Weeks, Peggy . Thomas,
Teddy Hale, Bill Davis, Line ( 8
an amazing amount *Cdll of the Forest** (Lip)
of boxoffice in Sonja Henie’s anPlilaee, N. Y.
nual appearances at the Madison
Louis Jordan, and his band and
Louis ic Oliver Sisters, Ting & Square Garden, N. Y. The blonde revue, on
a periodic stand at the
Tungi Sirdani, Dewey *'Pigmeat** skater who has been bringing in Apollo, are generating plenty of
Markham & Co. (3), White & her “Hollywood Ice Revue” for excitement at this Harlem vaude
Wyman, Lucienne h Ashour, Wally many years has invested lavishly flagship and should spiral grosses
Vernon with Ginger Sherry, Nora on costuming and production, and to a healthy take. He has one of
Toomey fk Co., Don Albert House has assembled ope. of her. best the sockiest packages seen here in
revues, which will pay off at the
Orch; **Once a Thief** (t/A);
some time and word-of-mouth
h.o.
For this date. Miss Henie has after his initial show (Thurs.) has
While there’s ho outstanding assured herself a hefty return via had them queuing Up ever since.
turn on the Current Palace bill, huge ads which stress that perJordan maestros energetically,
the 80-minute session nevertheless formances won’t be teleyised; thus gives out on the sax, warbles and
adds up tb a fairly Well-balanced serving the doublje purpose of ac- prances, all over the stage in a
mixture of song, dance, acrobatics quainting the public of MisS comedic style that wins continand comedy.
Apache act of Henie’s stand and at the same time uous, hefty applause. Band comLucienne & Ashour and comic accentuating that the only way prises four rhythm, three reeds
Wally Vernon carry off top honors they’ll get to See her and iJiow is and three brasses, which play With
on the applause meter.
by plunking coin down at the b.o. sizzling arrangements in their own
Vernon, a vet vaudevillian who Apparently there’s good response, slotting and back the rest of the
moved into films years agOi is with a sellout opening night and show superbly. There’s also an
Scene
shifts
suddenly from spotted next-to-closing. Hitting a a healthy advance. Another con- Octet of lively sepia gals to give
opera to voodoo and swing, as the nostalgic note, he does a bit of tributory factor to Miss Henie’s the proceedings a production aura.
Rockettes. come into their own in pld^ime buck and winging in the take is the fact that this is the only Layout is an all-sepia unit with exa rousing jungle number aptly best tradition and also gives out blades show to play the Garden ception of the Noyellos, mixed
team of acro-balahcers.
called “White Heat.” Einale is a with songs and patter.
Particu- this year.
Jordan and band pace neatly
boff finish with the girls coming larly punchy is a hoked-up stripThe ^moSt prominent aspect of
out front, beyond the orch, on a tease sequence in which he works the ice' display, aside from Miss With torrid “Roof Oyer My Head”
as
a prelude to Gwen Weeks’ sexy
Henie’s
established
is
the
semi-circular runway. While clouds with blonde Ginger Sherry.
lure,
of smoke and steam billow behind
"Lucienne & Ashour sock across breathtaking costuming. Billy Liv- version of “Everybody’s Somespot their
them.
in the niche preceding Vernon. ingston has peppered the Show with body’s Fool.” Novellos
Then the slippery Ben Wrigley Their fast, actionful routines some of his most imaginative crea- topdrawer stint of gymnastics in
and two confederates cleverly against a dungeon-like Paris caba- tions, each of which bespeaks a followup and score with a slick
He’s routine of balancing atop ladder
work
the
former’s
rubbery ret background elicit copious palm- budget-be-hanged attitude.
physique and contortions into an pbunding. Turn has been a stand- gone all-out with some eye-impping by the guy, while gal does some
amusing doctor's office skit. With ard for over a decade, and its ob- items which include Alt-Wlen garb, clever turns bn a trapeze for solid
Hawaiian
irridescent
costumies, appreciation. Hortense Allen, goodWrigley fascinating the audience viously still effective.
military motif and the satirical at- looking danseuse, scores in a couwith his snake-Uke twists and body
Louis & Oliver Sisters open the tire of the ’20s, among others.
ple of exotic dances to which she
movements.
layout with some well executed
Miss Henie, of course, continues gives a Minsky treatment. Miss
Finale is an elaborate dance pro- acrobatic feats. A good sight act,
to magnetize audiences.
She has Weeks returns for a raucous verduction
staged
to
Gershwin’s it’s climaxed with a scene in which
personality to assure sion of “Tennessee Waltz” in duet
“Rhapsody In Blue,” with the corps the male walks over a raised plat- sufficient
maximum
applause.
Her
hula, a with Jordan for additionsJ howls.
de ballet; augmented by the form with one of the femmes do- fixture
since she started, continues
Peggy Thomas, sultry songstress,
Rockettes, doing a combination ing a headstand on his noggin.
to.' be her magnum^pus.
It’s a does a neat * job on “Orange Colmodern-classic dance, keynoted by
Ting & Tung, Chinese song and routine Which still gamers multi- ored Sky,” “Never Be Free” and
Margaret Sande and Peter Hamil- dance team, dish diit some fair ple
encores and remains one o| the “Oh Babe.”. Jordan and band take
ton as soloists. Dance is on a mir- impressions of Frankie Laine, Ink
ror stage, which revolves, and the Spots, etc. and bow off to a so-so spiciest numbers in her repertoire. over, again for “Blue Light Boogie”
Her new additions, the manibo aiid and really Sew things up with the
illusion of the glass floor, plus
reception with a spirited terp rousome wonderful lighting effects tine. Dewey “Pigmeat” Markham, the Charleston, do not seem to have maestro’s clowning version of “The
and striking lOng sequin gown assisted by George Wiltshire and the enduring qualities of the hula Thing,” Teddy Hale, nifty tap and
Costumes bn the. dancers, makes Sybil Lewis, does okay in a com- but are potent for mass consump- rhythm dancer with plenty origtion.
Miss Henie isn’t doing the inality in his routines, is another
this a sock closer. Anthony Makas
edy blackout although his material Olympic tricks of former years, showstopper.. Bill Davis, jazz oris a fine assisting soloist on the
is quite shopworn*
it doesn’t seem necessary in ganist, really cooks on swing verbut
piano.
Bron.
On a higher plane are the songs her case since she can win the sions of a brace of tunes. Edba.
of Murray White and Florence crowd without them.
€apltdl9 Wash.
Another strong point of show is
Wyman. With their repertoire
€asiii09 Toronto
keyed primarily toward musicom- the comedy. Freddy TTenkler and
Washington, Jan. 19.
Toronto, Jan. 19.
the
Three Bruises have all the
tunes
handles four
Georgia Gibbs,, Sammy White, edy, the duo
Jan
August, The Satisfiers (4),
for a healthy salvo. Their warbling zany punch necessary for this sesThe
Arty
Dann,
Cook
Sisters,
Low, Hite
Stanley, Whirlwinds
of the yesteryear “Song of Love” sion. Trenkier, who has been with Marvells
Bob Goodman,
( 7 )
(4); **Three Husbands** iUA),
hit a nostal^c chord among the Miss Henie for some years, is an
^‘Spider
Stone
Orch;
Archie
Hovse
predominantly middle-aged audi- accomplished glacial comic. He’s
Under ordinary conditions, this ence at show caught Thursday got a puckish personality and rou- 8c Fly'* {ED.
tines which stamp him as one of
would come through as a brighter a8).
With Jan August and The SatisShow winds up with the trapeze the funniest men bn ice. He ap- fiers sharing top billing, current
than average show, with variety
Act
in three spots, two of which
Co.
and steady pace.
Teamed with turn of Nora Toomey & two gals pears
package
is a swift and diversified
have been seen in former shows,
film, “Three Husbands,” however, Opens conventionally with
bill of vaude fare that gives the
layout has to hurdle payee apathy contribbing some rope - climbing and response is as strong as ever. customers plenty for their money.
done The Three Bruises, a long-time
which follows.
General attitude feats. But the best work is
With Bob Goodman, singing m. c.,
was indifferent at afternoon show by Miss Toomey who steps up from mainstay in the Center theatre, off to a brisk start with lusty warY. icers, offer a good laugh
caught, but recheck showed build- the audience in street clothes N.
bling of “It’s a Great Day,” Cook
(blouse and skirt) to execute some specialty with their scrub-women Sisters, blonde and brunet in blue
ing enthusiasm over weekend.
Also gets top response.
fine Stunts on the swinging hori- routine.
Georgia Gibbs, an 11th hour reThe Catherine Littlefield rou- evening gowns, open full-stage
zontal bar.
,
^
proceedings for their waltz and
placement for Fran Warren, who
magico imported tined line and staging has good ballet tap routines, plus a ne?t
a
Sirdani,
was bedded With virus after her
England, is reviewed under pacing and maximum sweep of mo- Castanet finish to “Habanera,” with
from
opening show, is a gal witlua,^Voice
Don Albert’s house tion. The familiar pinwheel for- strong support from the pit band,
and style. Hurdling the handicap New Acts.
usual, backs the show mations bring the Usual applause and leading into cape swerling for
of filling, in sans rehearsal or band, per
Gilb.
and laughs.
Precision military
nicely.
strobolite finish to nice applause.
preparation, “Her Nibs” registers
routine and the others are fine ex- a
Arty Dahn follows with his rapthroughout. Shunning the voguish
amples of ice staging.
sole
The
Balto
id-fire dialectics, plus impressions
Hippodrome^
plunging neckline for an effective
flash of speed is by soloist Skippy
Cantor, Jessel, Jolson and Duof
black velvet gown oh the demure
Baltimore, Jan. 21.
Baxter, whose flash brings a heavy,
to a mild reception when
side,
chantoosey makes an imThe shaking tenor Of the rante,
*'Slapsie Maxie Rosenbloom Her mitt.
caught
but this due to a faulty
pression from walkon.
Tees off
Rosenbloom, Bobby Mar- other numbers is relaxed.
mike
in part; but, audience really
with a tdrchy version of “When vue** with
Miss
Henie’s
partners
ar6
Moss, Reese Bros.
Milton
tyn,
warmed up when The Marvells,
You’re in Love,’’ then goes on to
Lombardi Michael Kirby and John Walsh,
girls,
boys
and
three
“The Best Thing for You Is Me.” ( 2 ) Olson & joy; Jo Universe** each of whom contrib the neces- four
whammed
across for their teeterWinds up this segment With “Man- House Orch (12); “Mr.
sary support and proper uhob-.
(RKO).
board work, complete with chair
hattan
lyrics
Towers,”
with
trusiveness.
Jose.
somer^
catches,
two-ahd-a-half
brought up to date, and returns
saults, and three-man mounts.
for a sparkling interpretation of
Billed as a p.a. along with acTower,
€«
K*
Chesterfield
Formerly
with
the
“Ball and Jrick.”
La Gibbs, who companying film (“Mr. Universe”)
Hour, The Satisfiers (Art Lambert,
Kansas City, Jan. 19.herself did a fadeoUt Christmas in which he appears, Maxie RosenRoy Acuff and Grand Ole Opry Ted Hanseil, Bob Lange and Dotweek by becoming ill on the eve bloom is heading iip^a “revue’!
S'
tie Evans) get big reception for
and
LaCroix
Sister
in
with
unit,
(
weaving
3
)
of her skedded stint here, not qhly which keeps him
Robert
Martin,
Lunn, their harmony singing, with the
does a sock job of pinch hitting, out the doings for some typical Benny
but clicks as headline fare oh' her bits and to all right response. With Jimmy Riddle, Pete Kirby, Fete diminutive and pert Miss Evans
him is Bobby Martyn who proves Zinkan, Dot & Srnokey; ** Short sparking the act with comedy
own.;,/-antics.Sammy White has less success in a good femme foil and is handy Grass’* {Mono).
Jan August in white tie and tails
Two wellthe comic slot.
He is a master With a vocal as well..Juliet,”
receives ah enthusiastic reception
and
which
stage
Tower
has
been
and
“Romeo
bits,
tried
pantomimisti ^ut material is not
Universal enough in appeal to reg- the one wrapped around making a dark for better part of two years, at walkon and rapt attention durister with this type’ audience. Gets film, provides okay slapstick and has relighted for a week of hill- ing his piano-stylistics of certain
billy tunes and hoedowns presented of the classics, ranging from conplenty of chuckles for a takeoff garners laughs.
and his boys and cert-style playing to jazz variations,
of a dame in her bathtub, comMilton Moss is a comic with by R6y Acuff
girls
of the “Grand Ole OprV” his selections including “Liebeplete with terp effects.
Latter fairish material and the Reese
straum” and “Claire de Lune.”
stanza.
radio
in
revue
iinpresses as rib tickling.
throughout
Uses a Bros, work
Acuff handles the m-c. assign- His “Bewitched,’.’ with its skillful
card game background for im- addition to their practiced sesh of
key
bit
and
wanderings, gets terrific apjoins
fiddles
a
in
ment,
have
pressions
of
Amos *ti* Andy, vocalizing. Olsort and Joy
here and there. plause; ditto his “Old Piano Roll
§u9hester, the late A1 Jolson and switched away from their sailor with a vocal
assemblage
the
of
is
the
Blues,”
except that no mechanical
Fhil Harris to good effect.
How- stuff for their knockabout and npt Standout
ever, his card routine fell flat with too successfully. They did better trio of LaCroix Sisters, with their piano ever sounded like August or
the uninformed, though card play- before. Good musical support is vocals of “Tennessee Waltz” and the Industry would never haye
Georgia.”
gone out of business. Pianist is
ers in galleries obviously liked,
given by Jo Lombardi and his “Columbus,
Jimmy Riddle contributes fast suave in appearance and talk deLow, Hite and Stanley; that pit crew.
_
mouthharp
and livery.
MeStay,
work on chromatic
Bum.
otudy
just fair.
)

There’s
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Sevilie9 Monirelil

Benny Martin

still

j

j

•

;

,

.

'

femme

touches to brighten overall
presentation, particularly when the
feature is a male performer.
Leadoff goes to James " and
Jardine, alumni of one of the

’^Oklahoma” companies, and duo
show much spirit with their tap

most noticeable in the “Tea
Two” routine. Ventro Leonardo gets away to a slow start
but act begins to draw when he
brings; on a collection of seven
dolls which he manipulates with
speed and- finesse. Distaff side of
offering, Anita, does little; more
than kibitz with one of the dummies
and assist with props;
Comic
Bobby Sargent holds over from
last show and continues to wham
over his fresh material to plenty

efforts
for-

of mitting. Guy Injects a bit of
straight com worked around the
Hunchback of Notre Darnels belK
ringing stint Which leaves the

audience a

little

bewildered and
in the laugh

mokes a bad break
flow.
Rusis,

Mack

&

Owen, Who have

scored in past seasons in the local
boites, score with their rough and
tumble antics, with the midget of
the trio supplying comedy touches;
Lee Marks is standout with his
juggling session, pointing up performance by balanciiig on a big
rubber ball which he rides over
a long teeter board while tossing
the Indian clubs around. Okay
sight appeal from every angle,
*

Headliiier Bill Farrell, making
his local debut, picks up salvos for
such tunes as “You’ve Changed,”
“Deed I Do,” “It Isn’t Fair” and
his latest disclick, “My Heart Cries
For You”, from the short-socked
set, and guy had to begpff at show
caught. Farrell gets a neat assist
from Ed Ryan at the keyboard and,
unlike most vocalists with a heavy
record rep, he keeps the company
plugs to a minimum. Show is

emceed by Don Cameron

aiid

Len

Howard’s house orch backs producNewt.

tion adequately.
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in yari-sized comics, are old

Biz

SIRDANI
Magician
11 Mins.; Two
Palace, N. Y,

An import from Britain. Sirdani
works rapidly and shows a nice
sense
of
timing with several
sleight-of-hand feats and Illusions.
Fez-wearing magico does all of his
tricks with the help of audience
volunteers. His specialty is cleverly picking the pockets of his subjects and also scores with some

card prestidigitation;

Throughout his routines, Sirdani
keeps up a running comment that’s
punctuated by the
catch-line, “Don’t Be Fright.” Idea
of the conversation probably is 1:o
frequently

distract his assistants

from observ-

ing his hands too closely.

Highpoint of Sirdani’s performance is a sequence where a simulated snake rises from a basket
to produce a card previously selected from deck by an audience
volunteer. Also effective is a scene
where the three assistants Wave
their hands over a small table
which mysteriously begins to rise.
“Volunteers’- from the stubhbldefs appear to be the mecoy. Their
use conceivably may enhance audience interest, but on the other
hand their clumsiness and selfconsciousness tends to slow up the
Bonafide helpers would be
act;
.

more praictical. Withal, Sirdani
shapes up . as a cut above the
average magician. He ’s okay for
most visual mediums.

Gilb.

carol BLAINE
Songs
12 Miiif.
Shelburne Lounge, N. Y.
Carol Blaine, a youthful .looker
appears adept at many styles of
singing. She can carry a pop or
semi-classical tune well, and has
a good floorshpw personality. As
part of the Harding-Moss revuc,
thrush
gets
ample chance to
display her wares.
Miss Blaine indicates that she
has a potential for special material,
although projection isn’t
fully developed on that score*
Gal who offers a wide variety
of tunes, has a Well-developed set
of pipes, indicating* eligibility for
the uptown spots.
Jose.
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XEGITIMATB
laughable as A' high-pressure literary agent
,
,
,
,
Perhaps not entirely by coincidence, John Larson’s staging has
some of the uninhibited quality of
panion> but bows out after a racy Dowling’s performance, but Will
second segment. Alexander s Irwin’s -incidental music is so atmother, married for 31 years to a mospheric as to suggest there
banker who doesn’t seem to love might have been even more of it,
her, tries at the outset to break up and John E. Blankenchip’s pawnthe match with Alice. In the final shop setting is a disheveled delight,
which combines coniedy,
scene
Hobc,
drama and suspense—^the mother
sees Alice in the right light. The
T%yolve«i
father offers the first clue—in an
outburst of temper—that he does
Richard Aldrich & Richard Myers^ with
of Qtto
love his wife: Alexander hastens to Julius Fieischmann. presentation
Preminger production of comedy In three
offer marriage to Alice, lest he acts by Joseph Kessclring. Features Aiine
make the mistakes his parents Revere, Hiram Sherman, Ludwig Donath,
Joshua Shelley, Doro Merande, Pat Crowcommitted.
ley. Royal Dano, Ernest Tiruex. Staged by
Resolving of the family misun- Preminger; setting. Raymond Sovey; cos-,
At 48th Street*
derstandings and the adjusting to tumes, Peggy Morrison.
Y Jan. i7, '51i $4.80 top ($6 openit-^Which apparently is the core of ing),
„
clarification.
require
Le Noire
Rosetta
Bolton.
Rose
,*.v.
author’s idea—
.. .Pat .Crowley
. *
In the writing, acting and direc- Dorothy Bawke

Bits

.

Plays Out

n 01114^0

anfl jiilioi:
Detroit, Jan. 23.

of
Dwicht Deere Wiman presentation
Star?
!)v Williairi Shakespeare,
Havllland; features^ Jact HawMalHaytet.
Icihs Evelvn Varden, James
Matson.
colm Keen, Isobel Elsom, Douglas
and cosStaged by Peter Glenvllle. Sets

tra^dv

Olivia dc

.

tumes;

David

&US
Capulct
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McKee
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.
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.Gr^ l^JV

Vv..::.:.......

Man

®Id_

Messel:

Oliver

ifianiond.: At. Gass, Detiolt^

Watson

‘

;

avlSam

Friar Laurence .... ... .
.......
Friar John
Bal thnsar ...... ..... a ....

Sampson.
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•
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crystalization

J?hn TiiSn? tion,

^biS.a«

Jerry
Philippa
.

necessaiy.
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Evelyn Varden

.

Nellie

delineation,

.

Jacquelyn Van Natter, production has distributed profits of $360,000

Biily Janies

Du Frayne

.

..Anne Revere

Calendula Watkins ....... Eulabelle 'M.oote
.

endows Juwith the winsonieness of a 14the joy ^or
In
enmeshed
year-old
of a
first love and the heartbreak
child grown to maturity through
aclYersitv in the richly-staged “RoOlivia de Havilland

the long, difficult, confused

Doro
Dupre. ......... , .
.... Royal Dano
Joe Hungry Horse ......
*‘Dr." Berrystone.... ..Morton L, Stevens

Jaiie

title

.

.

.

role. Character Is unsympathetic
in the earlier portions and more

.

.

.

likeable

and underttandable as the

This minor mishap Is of negligiclimax approaches. Gloria Hoye,
local ingenue lead, sketches a bie significance. It’s a petty mismeo and Juliet’* which preemed at warm Alice with skill and persua- demeanor by author Joseph Kesthe Cass theatre last night (Mon.). ision.
[.selrlng, who was credited with th^
Miss de Havilland. in her debut
Grrace Kelly, 20-year-old niece of
Lace,”
as Juliet, enacts the two sid^ of playwright George Kelly, is at- writing of “Arsenic and Old
the heroine to perfection; Ih earty tractive and intelligent, but doesn’t and by, co-producer-director Otto
scenes, she so nicely affects the always suggest the sexy, after-dark Preminger. Otherwise, it’s merely
intonations of voice and the .eager canary.
another;, instance .of several indommannerisms of a l4-year-old that
Leatrice Joy, silent screen Star, itable actors somehow retaining
she becomes that age. As the play ahd still noticeably attractive, plays their dignity under embarrassing
*
progresses from heartbreak to final the love-starved, very
a it circumstances.
tragedy, so do her inflections and mother. A little uncertain at the
“Four Twelves Are 48” is a farce
manner.
start, she comes through surer in about three generations of Indian
She wheedles her nurse charm- the finale. Reginald Mason, re- women who have become unmaringly to obtain information about placing Nicholas Joy, with only ried mothers at 12 and a fourth
her wedding arrangements and she eight days’ rehearsal, was a little who innocently thinks she Is going
screeches to a tension^packed cli- stiff opening night, but will un- to repeat the pattern. This dubious
max in her soliloquy preceding the doubtedly register stronger.
situation is embroidered with the
drinking of the sleep potion.
^
Direction could be tightened; customary assortment of complicaDouglas Watson’s Romeo is also Single setting, of an apartment tions, but even disregarding the
splendidly conceived. His charac- overlooking the East River, is questiori of taste, the proceedings
terization savors more of the tra- tricky but solid.
Jaco.
are neither believable nor funny.
ditional Shakespearean than do
Revere
Anne
Nevertheless,
that of his colleagues.
achieves conviction as the 48The Mercutio of Jack Hawkins
great-grandmother and
year-old
is faithful to the wry mentality
actually creates a few moments of
which the Bard MTote into the chartenderness in an awkwardly writacter. It's a performance full of
ten love scene with Ludwig Donath.
also
^

hum

.

.

.

,

1

and humor. Yet, Hawkins
plumbs the depths of tragedy with

flair

Angel In

a masterful death scene.
,

exasperating nurse, and
as the kindly Friar

James Hay ter

by John Larson: Incidental music. Will
Irwin; scenery, lighting, costumes, John
E. Blankenchip. At Booth, N. Y., Jan. 18,
'51;

Change of scene Is achieved by
the simple shifting of a wall and
the introduction of an occasional
Entrances are
bit of furniture.
made from the wings and fr9 the
orchestra pit, which along with the
quick scenery changes, facilitates

m

.

.

Despite such aids to an effective
pace, however, the play runs a bit
fong--three hours and 15 minutes.
That doesn’t mean to say it drags,
for director Peter Glenville keeps
proceedings swift ahd smooth.

some

But it seems obvious
geenes will have to be cut, although
it’s hard to see where they could
occur without damaging the continuity, It perhaps could best be
effected by shortening the dueling
scenes and dropping some of the
action leading up to the Capulets’
thait

Tew.

Alexander

Alexander
Mr. Fiske ...... .
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . .

. . , . . . .
*

.

. .
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.

. .

Timothy Spangle ...... .

. .

.

.John Farrell
Willie Lewis
Herbert Evers
liHutiicr

.

.

.

•

•

!•

of

Your

Life.’’

And, espe- leans.
becomes

cially in its final scenes, it

mawkish.
shoM'S

.Grace Kelly

ah un-

derlying theme of father-son fixation, unfolds of te n humorously,
sometime!? dramatically and frequently unevenly, in a weak first
act, a stronger second and a taut
third act.
The fiverihember cast -r- all receive equal billing—-shows reasonable command of lines and business, but repeatedly muff laughs.
When the ’timing and emphasis are
properly gauged to.patron reaction,
the p e r for
a n e e will gain in
strength and impact. Dialog Is
rather charming though not brilliant;^ sfjtting is attractive and au-

m

Might have film prospects,
with changes.
Gehtral character is a tyro songwriter who suffers from deep un
certainty through the belief that he
unfortunately carries “his father in
him” and Who searches for surcease
through love.
Alice, a ceramics
dealer, has a liaison with Alexan
dcr in what she hopes is preliminary, to marriage, once he realizes
his love for her, and Lorraine,
youthful nightclub vocalist, starts
to replace Alice as his bed com-

She is followed by her gangster-husband who tries to force her
go back w'ith him, and by a
picaresque young writer, a friendly
interne, a happy-go-lucky clarinet
player and various other eccentrics.
Between passages of saccharine
are
several
conversation fhere
touching monients as the girl
dances around the old shop, with
expressive musical and lighting effects heightening the magical atmosphere. But the little fable is
finally swamped in bathos as the
gangster is killed, the girl marries
the author and the pawnbroker
symbol of God dies alone onstage
at the euttain.
Eddie Dowling, Who apparently
can’t resist plays with a philosoptiical fantasy quality, not only wallows in sentimentality as the pawnbroker, but generally overplays, as
if he
Were afraid the audience
couldn’t appreciate anything except the most obvious. As the girl,
girl.

to

in
(Comedy),
( Comedy 'Drama)

Keys:

CD

M

C

,

(Musical),

O
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Kippee Valez won a role in
“Mike McCauley,” which Richard W. Krakeur and Fred F, Fin.

klehoffe will try out at the Lobero,

:

.

(22); And.,
Joseph, Mo. (23); Orpheum,
City
(24-29);
Arcadia,
titled “High Ground.”
Sanc- Wichita (30-31); Convention Hall,
“Strange
called
viously
Tulsa
(1); Home, Oklahoma City
tuary,” but Was originally done in
Robinson Aud., Little Rock
London as “St.' Bbnaventure.”
.
Irene M. Selznick, producer of
You Like It”—Metropolitan,
“As
“Bell, Book and Candle.” finally
Seattle (22^27); Royal, Victoria,
filled all the Show-of-the-Month
for the B. C. (29-30); International Cineiha,
orders for

Rosen’s production of the Char-, StT
lotte Hastings thriller has been reIt was pre-

Kansas

;

tickets
Club
Vancouver (31-3).
John van Druten comedy « • •
“Billy Budd” (tryout)
Shubert,
Chandos Sweet Is company manager and Richard Maney pressagent New HaVen (24-27); Forrest, Phila.
Ben Boyar (29-3).
of “Moon Is Blue”
company manager and Nat
Civic, New Or“Brigsdoon**
is
Dorfman p.a. of “Small Hoyi’s” leans (22-28); Lanier Aud., Montthe Gates,” religious gomery, Ala. (30); Albany, Albany
* “Open
.
musical with score by Dai-Keong Ga, (31); Peabody Aud., Daytona,
Lee and book by Robert Payne, Fla. (1-2); Aud., Orlando (3).
will be presented Feb. 22 by the
“Come Back, Little Sheba”
Guild, N. Y. , , , Gayety, Wash. (22-27); Walnut,
Blackfriars’s
Patricia Morison sailed Saturday Phila. (29-3).
(20) on the Queen Mary to repeat
“Death of a Salesman”—-Ford’s,
her original role in the London
Me, Kate.” Baltimore (22-27); Gayety, Wash“Kiss
of
edition
Passengers on the same liner in- ington (29-3).
“Diamond LH”
Town Hall,
cluded Lemuel Ayers, co-producer
Toledo (22-24); Hartman, Columof the show in New York; actress
Flora Robson and London pro- bus (25-27); Coliseum, Evansville,
Ind. (29); Memorial Aud., Louisducer John Harding.
David Lipsky now pressagent on ville (30-31); Ryman, Aud., Nashville
(1); Temple, Birmingham (2);
“Twentieth Century” (Fulton,
William Gibberson to Lanier Aud., Montgomery, Ala.
N. Y.). .

—

.

,

—

.

.

—

—

.

4

play opposite Vicki Cummings in (3)..
D’Oyly Carte—Royal Alexandra,
Playhouse
Tex.,
Houston,
the
opening production of “Candle- Toronto (22-27).
“Guardsman” (tryout)
Erlanlight” Feb. 21.
Ben Levine’s new comedy, “The ger, Buffalo (25-27); Hanna, Cleve.

—

Maudlin Hour,” will be premiered (29-3).
“I know My Love”—Taft Aud.,
tomorrow night (ThursJ through
Sunday night (28) by the Dramatic Cincy (22-27); Victory, Dayton
Workshop, at the President thea- (29-30); Hartman, Columbus 131-3),
“Innocents”
Erlanger, Phila,
Text of “Season
tre, N. Y.
(22-3),
in the Sun,” Wolcott Gibbs’ com“King
Men” (tryout)
Friday’s
of
edy, is published this week by
^McCarter, Princeton (27); PlymRandom House, illustrated with
scenes from the current Broadway outh, Boston (29-3).
Biltmorc,
“Kiss Me, Kate”
production and with a jacket deL. A. (22-27); Arlington, Santa Barsigned by Charles Addams
David Kanter will be technical di bara (29-30); Civic Aud., Pasadena
rector of the London production (31-1); Munic. Aud., Long Beach
of “The Consul,” to be presented (2-31.
“Mike MacCauley” (tryout)
at the Cambridge theatre, Feb. 16
by Laurence Olivier, Chandler Lobero, Santa Barbara (26-27);
He Geary, San Franci.sco (29-3).
Cowles and Chappell, Ltd.
“Mister Roberts” (Henry Fonda)
flies to England tomorrow (Thurs.)
.

.

—

.

—

—

.

.

—

after

attending

tonight’s

tryout

opening of the Cowles- Anthony B.
Farrell production of “Billy Budd”
in New Haven,
The London revival of “Peter
Pan,” starring Margaret Lockwood* opens a six-week provincial
(Drama), tour next Monday night (29), the
(Reviie),

(Operetta),

vestment.

Santa Barbara, Cal., Friday (26),
Mabel Albertson will play the
femme lead opposite Donald Woods
brought
in
“Roger the Sixth” at El Capitan,
was
he
which
for
Moon,”
Hollywood next Tuesday (30).
from London.
(2)
Florida Friebus has been elected (3)
chairman of Equity Library Theatre ... . Jose Ferrer will be star,
and co-producer with
director
(Jan. 22-Fcb. 4)
Milton Baron of the George M.
Coban show, “Musical Comedy
“Apple of His Eye”—-KRNT
Man,” next season ... Albert H. heatre, Des Moines

.

‘Time

.

.

though Jay Robinson suggested
the revival of “Green Bay Tree”
and has an Investment of $13,450
in the Shepard Traube presentation, he voluntarily gave up his
leading part, with Denholni Elliott
Latter closed Satursucceeding.
day night (20) in “Ring Round the

•

In fairy-story fashion the play
how a young woman, yeaitiing for escape into the past, comes
to the curio-cluttered hockshop run
.Gloria Hoye
Leatrice Joy. by a gentle old man she knew as a

story, \Vith

in his
since

returning from a successful London engagement in “Brigadoon,”
confines plausibility and wit as a
vague millionaire. Other credible
performances are given by Ernest
Truex, Joshua Shelley, Doro Mefande, Pat Crowley, Royal Dano,
Billy James, Jane Du Frayne, Mrs.
Morton
Priestly
Morrison,
L.
Stevens and Donath.
Preminger has provided stock

.

J oscp^i
»•
Young Man ................ Arthur Oshlag company direction, but Raymond
.......... Elizabeth Kerr Sovey’s scenery looks authentic and
Priscilla Nash
properly keyed for comedy. Kobe.
Jan. 18, ’50, after two
( Closed
Pex’haps with more restraint and
a liUle more imagination, “Angel performances
In the Pawnshop” might have been
a delightful play. It has an appealing premise and many nice little
’Brig’ $24,200 in Split
touches, but its writing goes OverMemphis, Jan. 23.
board on whimsy and its presentaJohn Yorke’s touring “Brigation is sticky with sentimentality.
doon” production had a healthy
The result rates as a near-miss.
The atmosphere and style of the week’s business ending Saturday
The musical
show suggest Saroyan’s “Time of night (20) here.
Your Life,” but is apparently in- grossed a total of $24,200 on the
tended as a parable about inno- stanza, wdiich opened with Sunday
cence, kindliness, love, violence and Monday night (14-15) performand death. It has somethifig of the ances in Kainsas City and stands
Saroyanesque fantasy, without the In Little Rock and here.
Show is currently In New Ordistinguished
that
exuberance

Joo *•

first

Broadway; LOve

•

.

Duke Jones.

play by actordirector Lexford Richards, needs
plenty of vitalizing before it braves

“Alexandef.”

thentic.

.

,

Farrell

first

.Donald Murphy
.Reginald Mason

Mr.s. Fiske.....

Lorraine

John

Drunk.

Albany, Jan, 17.
.Malcolm Atterbury and Gant Gaither
presentation of comedy In three acts (four
scenes) :by Lexford Richards. Staged by
Gaither: settings. Robert G, Turner. At
playhouse, Albany, N. Y., Jan. 16, '51;
S2.40 top.

.Eddie Dowling

.... Clairk WUllams
Joati McCracken

Danny O’Keefe
Lizzie Shaw

<

movement.

Alice:

$4,80 top ($6 opening).

Hilary

Tom

Hiram Sherman,
Broadway appearance

Similarly,

Pawnshop

Anthony B. Farrell
comedy in two acts (six
Sc

of
Other fine performances are presentation
scenes) by A. B. Shiffrin. Stars Eddie
turned in by Evelyn Varden as a Dowling, features Joan McCracken. Staged

hearty,

1

llie

Eddie Dowling

.

manager of the Atlantic Opera Go., on its $200,000 investment
.
the Leland - Hayof
Will be in St. Louis at the same Backers
Paul
Shumlin
ward-Herman
the
production,
time, as house guest of
Beismans (he’s manager of the “Daphne Laureola,” have received
American theatre there)
> , Al- a return of 30% on the $55,000 in-

Donald Murphy, film-legit actor, Mary Bawke ................ .Ruth^ Taylor
.Hiram Sherman
contributes a good performance in Philip Dupre
Merande

liet,

*

,

.

Bawke.

.

.

.

.Jane

.

•
•

.

.

,

.

. .

.

Joshua Shelley
Richards should decide whether Mischa Cohn
Alieiinan-Spaacher Ludwig Donath
he wishes more or less emphasis Anton
.... .Mrs. Priestly Morrison
Mrs. Kelly.
psychiatric
mso®m on the message, with its
Unde Snake Tooth. ....... .Ernest Truex

Apolhocary

Lady Montagiie ....

*

.

4

•

•

pa^i®®Ha?bord
Harbord
Catl

Are 48

Four

Maurice Winters, company man- production of “High Ground,” curager of “South Pacific,” under- rently in rehearsal * . Elia Kazan
went major surgery last Friday and Arthur Miller have taken an
(19) in Lenox Hill hospital, N. Y. option on the film rights to Paul
Peter pavis,^ Theatre Guild Osborne’s “Mornings at Seven,”
.
^
business manager, planes to St. with the idea of making a packago
Louis this weekend to see about deal for its production and release
rearranging shipping of some of through a major Hollywood studio
Lois Lee Is currently featured
the scenery of the touring VOklaboma” by truck instead of rail, be^ with the Detroit Civic Light Opera
With its recent $40,0()0 divirecently-increased
.
cause of the
His fiancee, dend, “Gentlemen Prefer Blondes’*
freight rates

the. Broadway revival,
co-stairring Jean Arthur and Boris
Karloff, starts its tour with an en-

same night

—Nixon, Pittsburgh

(22^27);

T'aft

Aud., Cincinnati (29-3).
“Mister Roberts” (John ForHis Majessythe-Tod Andrews)
ty’s, Montreal (22-27); Royal Alexandra, Toronto (29-3).

—

—

“Not for Children” (tryout)
Klein Aud., Bridgeport (30); Shubert,

New Haven

“Oklahonia”
Minn. (22-23);

(31-3).

— Aud.,

Rochester,
Vocational H. S.,
Wis. (25); Orpheum,

gagement in Boston
With La Crosse,
.
“Green Bay Tree” (D)— Shepard Elisabeth. Bergner and A. E, Mat- Davenport (26-27); American, St.
Traube, prod.-dir.
thews co-starred, “The Gay In- Louis (29-3).
“Peter Pan”^Opera House, Bos“Green Pastures” (MV Dwight valid,” Barry Jackson^s adaptation
.

.

—

.

Deere Oilman, prod.; Marc Con- of Moliere’s

‘

‘Le Malade Ima gi- tpii (29-3),
VRomep and Juliet” (tryout) -—
nelly, dir,
haire,” opens in London tonight;
“High Ground” (D)—Alberti H. (Wed.) after ah extended tryout Gass, Detroit (22-3) (Reviewed in
Joyce Redman, last seen Variety this week).
Rosen, prod.; Herman Shumlin, tour .
Erlan“Rose Tattoo” (tryout)
on. Broadway as co-star with Rex
dir*
(Reviewed in
ger, Chi.
(22-27)
“Kihg of Friday’s Men” (D)r— Harrison in “Anne of the Thou- Variety, Jan.
10, *50).
sand
Days,”
returns,
to
the
stage
.
Michael Grace, prod John Burrell,
Shubert, Chi.
“South Pacific”
in a new Ronald Jeans comedy,
“Count Your Blessings,” to be pre- (22-3).
“Moon Is Blue’’ (Cl-^Richard sented in London soon. The ac.‘Streetcar
Named Desire” -r
Aldrich & Richard Myers, Julius tress’ permanent home is in Ire- American, St. Louis (22-27); Murat,
Premingerj land, where she is married and has Indianapolis (29-31); Town Hall,
Fieischmann,
Otto
.

^

.

—

;

,

Preminger, dir.
a small child . T. S. Eliot is one Toledo (1-3).
“Not for Gliildren” (D)
Play- of the literary directors of the
“Ti Coq” (tryout)-r-Harris, Chi.
wrights’ Go., prod.; Elmer Ri(?e, Group Theatre of London, which (22^3) (Reviewed in Variety, May
•dir.'
is planning productions of “The 24, ’50; Nov. 15, ’50).
“Peer Gynt” (D)— Cheryl Craw- Flies,” by Jean-Paul Sartre;“The
Shubert,
“Where’s Charley?”
ford-Roger L. Stevens, prods.; Lee Power and the Glory,” by Graham Boston, (22-27).:
Strasberg, dir.
Greene; “Mother Courage,” by
“Razzle Dazzle” (R)—David Heil- Berthold Brecht; a new translation
weill,
Lynn-Thomas, of “Lifo’s a Dream,” by Pedro
Derrick
Lunts $31,500, Cleve,
Calderon, and perhaps W, H.
Joan McCracken is visiialiy attrac- pr<)ds.; Edward Reveaux, dir.
Cleveland; Jan, 23.
“Small Hours” (CD)--Max Gor-, Auden’s adaptation of Jean Coctive^ particularly in the dance seAlfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne,
quences, but her performance lacks don, prod,; George S. Kaufman, teau’s“The Knights of the Round in “I Know My Love,” nearly mt
Table.”
dimension vocally. Of the support- dir.
a sellout here, ringing up $31,500
HOLLYWOOD
Michael O’Shea, associate press in eight performances at $4.35 top
ing players, Herbert Evers is likaEdmond
“Mr.
(O—
ble as the writer, Willie Lewis is
Big Shot”
agent to Bill Doll, has been elected at the Hanna last week.
effective as the clarinet player, Jo- Angelo, prod.-dir.
to overall membership in the
House is dark until Jeanette
seph Lautner plausible as the in“Roger The Sixth” (O—William Assn, of Theatrical Press Agents MacDonald and Gene Raymond arterne, John Farrell engaging as an Jarvis, Ted Tetrick, prods.; Jarvis, & Managers.
He’s handling the rive Monday (29) in “The Guards^
ecstatic drunk, and Elizabeth Kerr dir.
publicity on Albert H. j|iosen*s man.”
I

prods

;

—

,

.

,

—

L

,

,

.
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‘Roberts’ Gal Alternate

To

brewing be-*ftween Actors Equity and John
Card to Stage 2 Operas
Wiidberg, producer of *‘Black Ghlf'
For Touring Next Fall
Matter involves $400, covfon.”
Virginia
Card,
who’s
done
ering the passage of Flora Rqbson,
soprano leads in Broadway and
gtai' of the Lesley Storm play, back
Wildberg has report- summer al fresco operettas, has
to England.
edly refused to pay the money, been signed to produce and direct
which is required under the ac- two operas, “Garmeh” and “Martress’ contract and Is covered by
Possible dispute

Is,

riage

the Equity bond.
If the producer fails to make
good, Equity will take the issue to
arbitration and attempt to deduct
Meantlie amount from the tbond.
while, the price of the passage is
understood to have been advanced
by Miss Robson’s attorney, Lloyd

V. AlmirMl. Equity has not heard
cli rectly from Wildberg, who is i)n
thd Coast, but his general manager,
Nick Holde, has thus far declined
to pay the $400.

of

Artists.

next

week

,

Figaro,”

for

Celebrity

Productions will be toured
with a minimum seyen-

tour.

will be done in English
in versions, by Miss Card’s late
husband, musical comedy lead
George Houston. Miss Card will

role

of

,

Susanna

This will be her
producing-directing stint.

in
first

Cornelia

mer
Robert Whitehead, who recently
pOstponedl production of the

new

Donald Qgdeni Stewart drama,
“The Kidders,” because of casting
difficulties is dickering for a tryout of the play at the Brattle thej

Seen Operating in Black
With advance ticket subscriptions
running more than 100% ahead of

Cambridge, Mass. It would
be done this spring on a limitedbudget setup somewhat similar to
that under which “The Relapse”
was produced last fall by Brattle
and the Theatre Guild. That is,
the physical production would be
done in the Brattle shop, with the
atre,

year, the Equity Community
Theatre presentations at .De Witt
Clinton high school, in the Bronx,
tryout engagement at their theatre
N. Y., may operate in the black
and the Brattle organization enthis season. The project is getting,
last

•

G&S

from various local titled to a share in the profits from
and establishments, the Broadway run.
Whitehead had previously planned
and appears to be aolidly estabto present the play on Broadway
lished.
Possible factor in the ^improved this winter under the usual comprospects for this season is the can- mercial setup, but when he could
cellation of Thursday night per- not cast it according to schedule,
formances, which were relatively, Harold Clurman withdrew as diactive support

organizations

in

‘Jury’

Pittsburgh, Jan. 23.
As one of the features of the
Pennsylvaiiia Bar Assn, convention
here last week, the Pittsburgh
Savoyards, local Gilbert and Sullivan organization which annually
does three productions, put on a
special performance of “Trial By
Jury.”
It was possibly the first time in
that operetta’s history, however,
that the role of the counsel for
the plaintiff was type-cast. It was
sung by Nick StonCj an assistant
attorney
district
in
Allegheny
County. A baritone. Stone joined
one
of
as
their perSavoyards
the
manent stock 'members about six
Skinner will prob- months ago.

Couueih Has Week

aiid

at the Astor hotel, N. Y.,
the relatively small turnout
voted down all but one of seven

when

proposed
amendconstitutional
ments and thereby sustaining the
recommendations of the council.
Fact that only about 400 members attended 'the Session is figured
as demonstrating that the membership generally approves the policies

and operation 6f the union,

;

bership may override a council veto
of resolutions passed by the membership. It was passed by a vote
of approximately three to one,
abput* the same margin by which
other proposed amendments were
defeated. Gerald Savory was chosen
chairmah of a new comnaittee to
study the constitution.
The membership of the affiliate
Chorus Equity, at its quarterly
meeting last Friday (19) voted a
resolution instructing its delegates
oh the Equity council to fight for

to Get

“more

(presumably as
from “equality”) of representation for CE on that body. The
session also voted endorsement of
its executive committee. About 170
members were present.

'

IN

m

HE, KATE’

Wjfmetil Re-Pacted For

rently tiding out in Detroit, will
be brought to Broadway as scheduled, if it looks promising. “Country Girl,” the Clifford Odets drama
at the Lyceum, N. Y., is playing to
near-capacity business and will
continue undisturbed.
The “Romeo and Juliet” production is financed at $150,000, with
listed investors including the late
producer, putting up $122,500 un-

CLAM

LaMarr was awarded
plus interest last week in

sparsely attended last year. Tickets rector in order to stage the new
for those shows are being switched Lillian Heilman drama for Kermit his suit in N. Y. supreme court
to Sunday nights, with the Friday Bloomgarden. No Indication has against Saint Subber and Lemuel
and Saturday night performances been given as who will now han- Ayers, producers of “Kiss Me,
scheduled on the same basis as be- dle the direction of the Stewart Kate.” The case involved LaMarr’s
show.
fore.
claim that he v^as instrumental in
Alexander’s department store in
Pending approval by Actors arranging the production and fi- der his own name; his industrialthe Bronx is buying 900 seats fOr Equity of the appearance of Her- nancing of the Cole Porter musical. ist-brother Charles, $7,500, and
each of the ECT shows this season, mione Gingold, plans are nearing He sued for $50,000 damages.
general manager Forrest C. Harfor distribution among its em- completion for the Brattle to tryThe suit had been pending near- ing, $20,000. General partners in
ployees. Other local establishments out a revue starring the British ly two years, but recently went to the project were listed as the’ proare also taking blocks of seats on comedienne. It’s pointed out that trial before Judge Philip Halpeni ducer, Haring, business manager J.
a similar basis, and various local the union regulations do not bar of Buffalo. Howard E. Reinheimer H. Del Bondio and casting director
firms are supplying equipment, Miss Gingold’s appearance in the W’as attorney for LaMarr and the Lina Abarbanell. pending the forprops, etc., gratis or at reduced show, but that the okay is merely firm of Paul, Weiss, Wharton & mation of a new setup by the exterms.
a formality. Rehearsals of the pro- Garrison represented the defend- ecutors of the estate, the producThe season opens Feb. 9-11 with duction are due to start Feb. 12 ants.
tion activities will be handled by
Leg“Missouri
of
presentation
the
under the direction of Mary HuntLaMarr testified that for helping Haring, Del Bpndi(f^hd Miss Abarend” and will also include “Major er, with the Brattle tryout sched- set up the show in the summer and banell.
Barbara,” Feb. 23-25; “Babes in uled to open March 5.
fall of 1948 he was promised 5%
Arms,” March 9-11, and “You Can’t
Miss Hunter will be associated of the profits. “Kate” opened Dec.
IN
30 of that year and was an immeIpcratfoJf^il^urC'thfEquity'Lfdiate smash. It has thus far. paid
on
its
around
$750,000
of
profits
tS! fryJut U
Sarf
ol
bSarToi
C. board
eration with the N. Y. ‘c
$180,000 investment.
Alba,”
Berharda
of
“House
education.
way edition is expected to cost
which closed Saturday night (20)
about $60,000. The show will conafter a scheduled two-week run at
sist of selections from material Penthouse to
SIZABLE
the ANTA Playhouse, N. Y,, had an
from “Sweet and Low,” “Sweeter
and Lower” and “Sweetest and
With lederer- Arms’ unusual financing setup involving
CIRCUTF
Lowest,” in which Miss Gingold apAtlanta, Jan. 25.
a number of backers in for minusCircuit of Floria theatres, formed peared several years ago in LonProduction was
Penthouse theatre. Greek-type cule amounts.
recently to play touring legit sh0Ws, don.
financed at $5,000 and the investballets, operas and concerts, may
showcase atop downtown Hotel ment units were as low as $20.
have a sizable schedule for next
Ansley, will kick off the second;
Among the midget angels were
season. Already set for the current Marj. Lawrence in
half of tho current: season Monday Actors Equity official Ben Irving,
Baland
season are “Brigadoon”
(29) with George Bernard Shaw’s $20; playwright Barrie Stavis, $50.
let theatre, and thus far booked
in
Francis Actor Lepn Janney put up $100, and
“Arms and the Mail.”
for next season are “Oklahoma,”
Lawrence
Marjorie
who had been playing the Go-producer Lily Tuf her/ $950,
star
LCderer,
Ex-Met;
“Kiss Me, Kate,” Sadler’s Wells
is returning to her native Australia* lead in the same show on Broadway
Ballet and “Mister Roberts/’
which shuttered Saturday ( 20 )
Old D. G. Belasco
Ben Segal, general manager for
first time. Soprano is diie will star.
producer-theatre owner Anthony for the
She’ll
Reopen a^ GI
27.
Feb.
plane
Penthouse, a 450-seater in what
Brady Farrell, is New York book- in Aussie by
each as Isolde was formeriy Ansley’s ;night spot,
Washington, Jan. 23,
ing representative for the circuit, do six performances
Isolde’V and Am- Rainbow Roof* did a successful 12It Ipoks as though the old Belaswhich includes new, air-cpoled the- in “Tristan and
the
with
March
in “Aida” in
Week season prior to the holidays. cp theatre may reopen in the spring
atres in Miami and Miami Beach, neris
National C^era Co.
“Arms and the Man” will be Pent- as a servicemen’s canteen, operatDaytona, Tampa, Gainesville, Ocala
sologuest
Lederer, who ing as it did through most of
be
also
house’s 43rd play;
Singer will
and Ft. Lauderdale. The Miami or
BroadcastAustralian
in Liix Television The- World War H. The Federal Genthe
appeared
with
ist
Miami Beach dates are being
booked for a full week, with the ing Commission (ABC) orchestra, atre show Monday (22) night in eral Services Administration, which
Goos- N; Y., iviU direct this play himself, controls the property, has offered
remainder of the circuit adding a under direction of Eugeiie
sens, at opening of the Australian
Hofmann and Jerry it to* the D C. Gommissoners to opsecond week.
Elsbeth
Parliament in Canberra May 11. Appy are co-producers for Pent- erate for that purpose. CbmmisMiss Lawrence will, in addition* do house and Robert McBride, general sipners in turn have asked the
Special
Matinees
four performances each of concert manager. Joe Starr is stage man- D. C. Armed Services Hospitality
of “Salome” and “Elek- ager. Miss Hofmann, and husband, Committee to decide whether the
For ‘Peter Pan’ in Ghi versions
tra,” appear in 18 concerts with Don Gibson, are in New York at Belasco offer should be accepted;
Chicago, Jan. 23.
various orchestras under direction present where she is lining up
The Belasco is located on
Herb Carlin, manager of the Chi- of GooSsens and Sir Bernard He- plays for the rest of the season.
Lafayette Square, diagonally across
wgQ Civic Opera House, will insti- nize, and give 12 recitals, for a
Permanent jyiembers of company from the White House. The Amerlute a, special matinee for the Chi- total of 51 appearances in all Down
already signed are Shirley Krayble, ican Legion recently asked- to "opcago “Peter Pan” engagement to Under.
.
Laura McClure, Bill Kemp and erate it as a servicemen’s centdr.
Kive school children an opportun*
Entire toup is at invite of the
Miss Hofmann, However, the Le.gion was nixed beconnec- Helen Mayon.
i'ly to see it.
In addition to the Australian government, in
Appy, McBride and Starr also ap- cause the Government didn’t want
ypSUlar Saturday afternoon show, tion with its Golden Jubilee year,
roles in Penthouse to turn the property over to oneCarlin is adding a Friday matinee and will be under management of pear in acting
special group.
plays.
Uh a $2;50 net top.
the ABC.

Choate Set as Biz Mgr.
Pittsburgh, Jan. 23.

Edward Choate, Broadway producer and pressagent, has been appointed business manager of the
Civic Light Opera Co. here.
He
replaces Sam Handelsman, who re.

cently resigned after two years on
the staff of the al fresco venture.

At the same tim^* the board of
announced that Williani
Wymetal had been e igaged again
as managing direo^r of the venture
for the fifth straight season. Shows
directors

Will be presented again this year
at Pitt Stadium, since the opera
company’s own amphitheatre in
Schenley Park will not be able to
be built for the duration :of the
.

present emergency on account of
goverrimertt regulations.
,

Choate will bP the fourth business manager in six years for the
civic group.

MIDGET ANGEU

pK

'

Pending the

start of operations
the arena theatre circuit 'he
plans to manage, Handelman will
probably serve as acting house
manager of the Nixons local touring stand, according to Gabriel
Rubin, who operates the house for
a syndicate of owners. A perma-

of

ON ANTA ‘BERNARDA’

^

•

Resume

SEED FOR RA.
NEXT SEASON

equality”,

distinct

40G

Richard
$40,000

al-

though officers and council jneriihers had been hopeful there \^ould
be a larger turnout to provide a
clearer indication of sentiment on
the proposed amendments.
Only
constitutional change approved by
the meeting affords an involved
procedure under which the mem-?

thef

Dia LAMARR

membership meeting Mon-

terly

day (22)

Needed Coiu ou Tastures’

preparation for presenta-

on Broadway

Uore

Membership of Actors Equity is
apparently well satisfied with the
administratipri of the union. That
was indicated at the recessed quar-

His Role

road
Due to Winiau Passiug
next season. The work Will be* her
If author-rdirector Marc Connelly
most ambitious show to date, With
scenery by Donald Oenslager, cos- em raise the necessary financing
tumes by Holmes and a special within a week, the revival of
“Greert Pactures” will continue in
musical score by Kay Swift.
The actress-author will fly Feb. rehearsal and be presented on
20 to France to complete extensive Broadway.
Otherwise, it will be
research on the project, on which abandoned. The production, budgshe has been gathering material eted at $150,000, was to haVe been
for several years:
On her return presented by Dwight Deere Wiin March she will go to her coun- man, but after his death last Sattry home on Long Island to do the urday (20) the executives of the
actual writing of the show.
Wiman company decided to underMiss Skinner has recently been write the project only long enough
playing a number of engagements to give Connelly a chance to obin her one- wpmaii dramas. For the tain the needed coin from other
week ending Jan. 13 she grossed sources.
$10,300 at the Gayety, Washington.
Wiman’s other productions will
probably not be affected materially.
The Olivia de Havilland revival of “Romeo and Juliet,’’ curGETS
tion

^

Asst. P.A. Plays
For Pitt

which she will write this spring
and try out in strawhats next sum-

Street, N. Y.

had previously repaid the backtheir $50,000 .investment,' hut
may involve the producer in sonie
ers

CJtis

Chorus Demands

ably sing and dance in her new
solo drama, “Paris in the_ ’9ps,

It

other incidental expenses.

orium here next week. Switch was
authorized by Leland Hayward,,
producer of the play, to give Miss
Ferris a chance to be seen by her
hometown relatives and friends.
The two actresses have been
playing alternate performances in
the Thomas Heggen-Joshua Logan
play since the Boston engagement
last summer. The nurse is the sole
femnie parL

Operas

also
sing
“Figaro.’’

Home Fans

Cincinnati, Jan. 23.
Patricia Perris, who alternates
with Marilyn Wilkinson in the role
of the Army nurse in the Henry
Fonda company of “Mister Roberts,” will play the part during
the entire run at the Taft Audit-

fall,

Stevrairt’s 'The Kidders^
Miss Robson sailed for England
last Saturday (20) oh the Queen
May Get Brattle Tryout
“Chiffon” closed a week
Mary.
earlier at the 48th

Start for

nent manager will be. sought to
take over the assignment next fall.
As temporary manager, Handelman will succeed Ralph Kettering,
who resigned recently after differences with Rubin. Dispute was
taken to the board of governors of
the Assn,
of
Theatrical Press
Agents & Managers, Kettering’s

!

union.
Until he starts active work on
the Civic Light Opera assignment
here, Choiate will continue as publicity
associate
with Broadway
pressagents George and Dorothy
Ross. He recently completed two
seasons as general manager for the

I

May

.

;

:

I

Margaret Webster touring

Dauphin-Roberts’ Set
For Paris Opening Feb. 2
Paris, Jan, 16.

.

Kid

reper'^

tory troupe.

I

I

;

Claude Dauphin is currently rehearsing “Mister Roberta” at the
Varieties bere, where it i^ due to
open Feh. 2. after the Maiurice
Chevalier one-mun show has closed
there..-'

Before playing Paris the show
get a tryout in provincial
Lyons.

will

,

.

.

’

.

,

j

•

1

Don Gillies of the Volkoff BalToronto, has been signed -by
Ninette de Valois, founder-director pf the Sadler’s Wells Ballet,
and becomes the Only Canadian
with the tronne.

let,

I

l

•:

»

•
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Ballets de Paris

246

In

3-Wk. Frisco Stand

1st of

San Francisco, Jan. 23.
Les Ballets de Paris opened
Monday (15) with a big bally and
reviews with
sult,

I

‘Thresliold’

The Broadway b.o. took a healthy closed Saturday night
Business was 17 performances,
spurt last Week.
j

(20)

after

b.o.

stanza

first

appeal.
of Les

Fridolin $9,000, Tattoo’

As

.

reBallets,

set for a three-week run
.775-seat Curran, grossed a
nice $24,000 with house ^scaled to
a $4.20 top. “Mike MacCaiiley”
will relight the 1,550-scat Geary

which

is

at the

1

when

lU, 100

Chicago, jan. 23.
^
Current week has only three offerings, with two plays closing la.st
'Roberts’ $20,200 in Split; week. Only one new musical
is
on the horizon, “It's a Great Day.”
for 7 at the Blackstone, Jan. 29, which
Tour Troupe
leaves the local Scene rather barRochester, Jan. 23.
Broadway company of “Mister ren for February. On the financial
side, the surprise was the success
Roberts," starring John Forsythe,
which
grossed $20,200. in a split last week,
J*’® ^
First half was played at the Avon, racked up^ sock $27,000 for the
second
final
week
and
of
its
enhalf
the
at
Utica, and the second

206

preenls Jan. 29.
Illness of John Barrymore, Jr.,
rD-$4.80; 1,172; $29,534>. Was due
from the start,
at most to fold Saturday night (20), but who was flown to L. A. with a virus
improve, hitting
_
_ capacity
to
standee attack, forced postponement of the
shows for the Friday and Saturday business/ pyra^
Two proportions and the revival is con- first anniversary opening of “No
performances.
9-20
evening 1
scheduled closings, “King Lear” tinuing with the operating hookup Exit” at the Repertory theatre.
gagement.
“South Pacific” still
here.
and “Enemy of the People,” were trimmed to about $14,000; last Barrymore was stricken day prior Auditorium
Leland Hayward production i.s at registers SRO and “Rose Tattoo’*
held over on the strength Of the week's gross nearly $25,800 (pre- to opening; however, Howard Reilis building steadily.
“Ti-Coq” got
this
week.
Montreal,
His
Majesty's,
ly, regular member of Rep staff,
better conditions.
vious week, $16,000).
warm press for the efforts
a
stepped into the role and show
of Fridolin and the rest of the
The total gross for all 27 shows
“Kiss Me, Kate,” Shubert (l06th opened three days later to generAndrews Co. In Indiana
of wk) (M-$6; L361: $40,847). Almost
although some critics discast,
reached ?7lM00. or
ally pleasing reviews.
Lafayette, Ind., Jail. 23.
liked the play’s theme.
capacity. The previous week's
$33,100 (previous week, $29,800).
Touring edition of “Mister Rohcorrected total for 27 shows W'as
Red,
White and Blue,” the exBurning,**
Roy“Lady's Not for
erts,” with Tod Andrews in the
4.y
u
$676,390, or 78f^.
ale (llth wk) (C-$4.80; 1,035; $27,title role, grossed almost $20,000
“Four
were
closings
Last week's
(previous
Nearly $22,800
100).
performances,
last
in
seven
week
Twelves Are 48,” “Ring Round the week, $22,000),
final three of which were sold on[^H^^3^X
Uie ^cenery and costumes go« Member of the Wedding,” EmMoon,” “Arms /and the Man,”
a guarantee basis to Purdue U.
back to California, which
“House of Bernarda Alba” and pire (54tli wk) (D-$4.80; 1,082; $24,here. First part of the week was
“Royal Family.” Due to shutter 196). Almost $12,500 (previous
indication that the
O'
played at the Quimby auditorium,
na.xt Saturday (27) is “Peter Pan,” week, $11,900).
veteran oi;gani7ation^^^
someFt Wayrie.
afoot.
Outside, of Ballot
which will tour, and perhaps one
^Oing
Hehrv Fonda who created the
“Out of This Wo>ld,** Century
One
current production.
nearest
oilier
the
booking
at
lea^ng
Pole in throriS^
Philadelphia, Jan. 23.
opening is slated for this week and (5th wk) (M-$6; 1,645; $49,191).
Way production of the Thomas this time,^ exc^t fo^ the vaude
Nearly $48,500 (previous week,
As a dismal sign of the times,
.It
five (including a return) are carded
s
a
jGreat
seems
Heggen-Joshua Logan play, joined
$48,600).
Philly’s legit setup is reduced this
for next week,
Peter Pan, which cbmes
the company last night (Mon.) in to be
“Peep Show,** Winter Garden week to a single offering. Oddly Pittsburgh, with Andrews due to into the Civic Opera March 27 for
Estimates for Last Week
(29th wk) (R-$7.20; 1,519; $55,677). enough, too. it is housed in the move over next week to the other three weeks.
Keys: C ( Comedy ), D (Drama), About $36,600
(previous
week, indepe n d e n 1 1 y - oper ated Erl a n ger, company, succeeding John ForEstimates for Last Week
CD. (Coinedy-PrdmdK R (Revile) nearly $.32,000).
which means that all four of the sythe.
D’Oyly CartCj, Blackstone (2nd
Jl/' (MusicdlJ, O ( Opera.K
“Peter Pan,” St. James (39th city’s regular houses are currently
wk! ($4; 1,358). Glosed Saturday
Other parenthetic figures refer, wk) (M-$4.80; 1,571; $34,500). Over dark. Lone attraction is “The In(20) with resounding $27,500.
nocents,” now in its second and
respectively, to top price, number $29,300 (previous week, $24,900).
FINF
IN .lU
Ifl
vIVLit rillEi
lli
final
week
the
EiTanger.
at
“Red, White and Blue,” Opera
of seats and capacity grosd. Price
“Ring Round the Moon,** Beck
Next Monday (29 the. Forrest
House (3rd wk) ($4.94; 3,600).
inGliidii& 2JQ^'o amusement tax, b.ut (9th wk) (C-$4.80; 1,214; $28,000).
gets “Billy Budd” for a single
Broke up here Saturday (20) with
grosses arc net: i.c., exclusive of About $22,800 (previous week, $16,- week’s tryout,
and the Walnut has
light $18,000,
ta.iv
Minneapolis, Jan. 23.
500); closed Saturday night (20)
‘Come Back, Little Sheba” in for
“Rose Tattoo,” Erlanger (3rd
Even lO-below zero tempera“Affairs of State,*' Music Box after 69 performances/ at a loss of two weeks as the fifth subscription
Rolling right along
(4; 1,334).
(i8th Wkt (C-$4.80; 1,012; $26,874). around $100,000.
American Theatre Society offering tnres cbiildn't prevent complete wk)
four per- at over $17,100.
Topped $27,100 (previous week,
Locust is skedded to re-light capacity for the final .-It
Season in the Sun,** Cbrl (17th The
—
..1
“South Pacific,” Shubert dOth
$27,000>.
wk) (C-$4.80; 1,056; $24,101). Al- Feb, 21 with the stlU-untitled new formances of “Oklahoma,” play2,100*.
Still
hitting
ing its fifth local engagement at wk)
($5;
“Angel in the Pawnshop,” Booth most $22,600 (previous week, $21,- Lillian Heilman drama.
the
1,859-seat Lyceum at $4.20 capacity with $51,200.
(1st wkt (D-.$4.80; 712; $20,366), 600).
Estimates for Last Week
top.
Attendance also was healthy
Opened Thursday night (18) to one
“Ti-Coq,” Harris ($3.80; 1,000).
“Second Threshold,” Morosco
“Blossom Time,** Shubert (2d at the other six (eight nights and
favorable notice (Chapman, News) (3d wk) (CD-$4.80; 914; $24,300). wk)
•Opened Wednesday (17) and got a
(1,870; $3.90).. With little op- two matinees), so that the attracand seven negative ones (Atkinson, Nearly $15,700 (previous week,
healthy $8,000 for five performthrough to a huge ances of first Theatre Guild week.
Times; Barnes, Herald Tribune; $15,500).
etta favorite beat $18;000 with low$40,500, including $32,200 on the
Coleman, Mirror; McClain, Jour“South Pacific,” Majestic (92d ered price scale. House dark urn regular eight performances, plus
Worldnal-American;, Hawkins,
til “Peter Pan” Feb. 13.
$8,300 ior the Sunday (21) inatince
Telegram & Sun; Pollock, Compass; wk) (M-$6; 1,659; $50,186). As al“The Innocents,” Erlanger (1st and evening. Last season, its fourth
$17,500,
ways, all the house will hold, over
Watts, Post*; first four performwk) (2,000; $3.90). In first of two time here,
$50,800).
it pulled $58,000 in 10
ances grossed $8,300.
weeks on AtS subscription, chiller nights
CIVIC-'SHOES’ 446,
“Twentieth Century,” Fulton
and two matinees at the
“Bell, Book and Candle,” Barrygot $13,000.
same scale.
more (loth wk) (C-$4.80; 1,066; (4th wk) (C-$4.80; 976; $23,228).
Detroit, Jan. 23.
In
Paul,
also
playing
St.
its
Topped
fifth
$23,500 (previous week,
$28,060*. Bettered capacity again,
‘‘Streetcar Named Desire” did a
engagement
identical
scale
at
the
$23,000).
the
limited
commissions
party
but
‘UL’
IN 6^
in the 3,500-seat Auditorium, show near-capacity $17,500 in a week’s
Stock
gross to almost $28,100 (previous
pulled only mild $15,000.
With engagement at the Shubert. TheaWv-'^k, $27,900 >.
“Arms and the Man,” Arena
now goes dark, reopening
Bffi James Nederlander, local Lyceum tre
“Bless You All.” Hellinger (6th (14th Wk) (C-$3; 500; $10,600).
manager,
handling
tlie
engage- Feb. 5 with a fortnight’s presenWk) (R-$7.20; 1,543; $55,000). Near- About $4,500 (previous week, $3,Indianapolis, Jan. 23.
ment, it goes into Rochester, tation of “The Guardsman,” starly $47,800 (previous w'eek, $47,000). 400); closed Saturday night (20)
Mac West in/ “Diamond LU” Minn., 1,300-seat Auditorium for ring Jeanette MacDonald and
Me, Madam,” Imperial after 108 performances, approxi- took
“Call
a healthy $19,000 in six per- two nights. It will be town’s first Gene Raymond.
(15th wk) .(M-$7.20; 1,400; $51,847). mately breaking even on operation formances at the 2,000-scat Murat
The Civic Light Opera producThe standee limit again at $52,500. but hot getting back any of the Jan. 16-20 at $3.50 top (plus tax). legitimate attraction within recent
memory and indications point to tion of “High Button Shoes’*
“Country Girl,” Lyceum (11th $5,000 investment for the producActress grabbed some front- capacity houses.
grossed
$44,000 at Masonic Temwk) (D-$4.80; 995; $22,845). Almost tion.
page space with her reply to the
ple.
Current attraction is the
$20,400 (previous week, $20,800).
“Royal Family,” City Center (2d Indiana House of Representatives,
“VVizard
of Oz.”
“Darkness at Noon,** Alvin (2d wk) (CD-$3; 3,025; $32,000). Almost which voted to invite her to pay
{43,000 In
“Romeo and Juliet,” starring
wk) (D-$4.80; 1,360; $34,276). About $20,500 (previous week, $19,700); it a visit while she was here. Mae Sadler’s
Olivia deHavilland, had its pre$22,600 (previous Week, first two closed Sunday night (21) after 16 countered with a bid to visit her
performances got $10,800, includ- performances.
Toronlo;
Retaraed miere opening at the Cass, Monat the theatre, commenting “one
(22).
It's here for two weeks.
day
ing a $3,400 preview).
motion backstage is worth two beToronto, Jan. 23.
Opening This Week
“Enemy of the People,** Broadfore the house.”
Sadler’s
Wells
Ballet
hit
a
ca“Richard
City
Center
TI,”
(D-$3;
burst (4th wk) (D-$4.80; 1,160;
pacity gross of $43,500 at a $5.75
Shakespeare re$32,000). Was scheduled to close 3,025; $32,000).
top at the Royal Alexandra (1,525), Hepbum-Like’ $28,500
Saturday night (20», but last few vival, starring Maurice Evans, the Final Figure on Legion
with every seat sold out immediY.
the
N.
C.
final
bill
of
and
third
to
receipts
rush
pushed
clays’
ately after the opening newspaper
In Seven at
almost $23,500, so the revival is Theatre Co. winter season; producannouncement and some $200,000
'Red’ Loss Set at
continuing with replacements for tion budgeted at $35,000, cost about
Portland, Ore., Jan. 23.
returned In mall orders.
the stars, Fredric March and that (including two weeks’ operaWashington, Jan. 23.
Katharine Hepburn in “As You
Balletomanes lined up at 4 a.m.
Florence Eldridge, who are going tion, but excluding $4,00() in
The American Legion’s burn for a couple of blocks when the Like It” scored ok at nearly
another show (last week, bonds); opens tonight (Wed.).
into
from “Red, White and Blue” was Thursday window sale opened, $28,500 in five evening and two
$13,400).
Future Schedule
$650,000, even fancier than the With hundreds disappointed.
matinee performances last week at
“Four Twelve Are 48,** 48lh
theiMayfair. The 1,500-seat house
“Peer Gynt/* ANTA Playhouse, $500,000 figure earlier used. The
Street (1st wk) (C-$4.80; 925; $22,- Jan. 28 (rehearsing).
extravaganza shuttered in Chicago
was scaled at $4;20.
165);
Opened Wednesday night
Treacher-'Clutterbuck’
Mail orders and advance sale
D'Oyly Carte, St. James, Jan. 29 last Saturday after an ill-fated tour
(17)
one affirmative review
to
wflich
began
L.A.
last
in
October.
$7,300 in Baltimore were huge for the first play of the
(Hawkins, World-Telegram & Sun) (touring).
Amount of the loss \vas disclosed
1951
season.
“Where's Charley?” Broadway, by Erie Cocke, the Legion’s naa':!d seven pans (Atkinson, Times;
Baltimore, Jan. 23.
Barnes, Herald Tribune; Chapman, Jan. 29 (touring).
Theatre-in-the-round operated by
tibnal commander. Purpose of the
“Green Bay Tree,” Golden, Feb. big revue was to raise money for Don Swann, Jr., at the Sheraton- ‘Charley’
News; Coleman, Mirror; McClain,
Fine $38,400
dournai-American; Pollock, Com-? 1 (rehearsing).
rehabilitation and child welfare ac- Belvedere hotel here continued its
“Rose Tattoo,** Beck, Feb. 3 tivities. However, it ran into trou- healthy pace last week, with Arp-iss;
Watts, Post); played tw^o
Sole Boston
pel fonnances for gross of about (trying out).
ble with a fire at its opening en- thur Treacher, in “Glutterbiick,”
Boston, Jan. 23.
“Innocents,** Broadliurst, Feb. 5
closing
Thursday night
$2,500.
gagement in L. A., and never man- hitting a pleasing $7,300. Nature
“Where’s Chaiiey?” coAtinues as
(touring).
(lA> for a loss of about $62,000;
aged to duck the hard luck there- of script occasioned a three-quar- the only legit in town this stanza,
“Billy vBiidd,*’ Biltinbre, Feb. 6
ter round presentation, with some
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,**
after,
to
of the seats in the circle conse- with a fiverweek_run skedded
Ziegfeld (59th wk» (M-$6; 1,628; (trying but).
quently pulled out of the selling end Saturday (27).
$48,244). Tipped $45,000 (previous
“Not for Children,” Cbronet;
ShuPlaying
1,750-seat
in
the
rack.
Feb. 8 (rehearsing).
week. $42,200).
L>A.
Marsha Hunt, in “Design For bert scaled at $4.80 with $6 top
‘•Razzlc Dazzle,” Arena, Feb. 14
“Gu.vs and Dolls,** 46th Street
,
Living,” is current for the arena Saturdays, production drew a fine
(9th wk) (M-$6.60; 1,319; $44,000). (rehearsing).
Los. Angeles, Jan. 23.
$38,400 last week.
Got the standee limit again,' With
“King of Friday's Men,** Play“Kiss Me, Kate,” town’s only presentation, against “Death of a
p illy commissions holding the house, about Feb. 14 (rehearsing). legit offering last week, got Off to Salesman,” in at Ford’s, regular
legit
stand here, as the second of
gross to $43,000 (previous week,
“Small Hours,” National, Feb. 15 a slow start at the Biltmore theaD.C.
‘Sheba’
$42,000'.
V
(rehearsing).
tre and managed to reach $25,000 five plays promised under Theatre
“Happy Time,’* Plymouth (52d
“High .Ground,** 48th S t r e e t, for the week only on the basis of Guild- American Theatre Society
Washington, Jan. 23.
subscription.
wk'
(C-$4.80;
$29,019). Feb. 20 (rehearsing).
1.063;
“Come Back, Little Sheba” tepd
a hefty weekend demand, .Lengthr
Topped $23,900 (previous week,
“Mary Rose,** ANTA Playhouse, ening .advance indicates the curoff for a nice almost $17,800 in its
Feb. 25.
$ 2 100 ).
first week at the Gayety, on tho
rent second and final frame at the
“House of Bernarda Alba,**
156, St. Louis 1,-strength of uhiforitily stJcOng Criti“Greeii Pastures,” unspecified Biltmore will be on the profit side.
ANTA Playhouse (2d wk) (D-$3; theatre, Feb. 26 (rehearsing).
cal reviews. The Theatre Guild proLas Palmas relights tonight
St. Louis/ Jan. 23.
^
924; $22,730). Under $5,200 for
“Springtime Folly,” unspecified (Tues.) with the premiere of “Mr.
“Apple Of His Eye,” with Ed- ductibn is selling well during its
e' 2 ht performances previous week, theatre, week of Peb. 26.
Big Shot,” by Robert Abel.
ward Arnold in the lead, wound up cunmt second stanza, with indica$18,000 for nine performances);
“Moon 1$ Blue,” Miller, March 6
a one-week stand at the American tion ihat the gate will surpass the
(rehearsing).
Saturday (20) with a neat $15,000. mitial«week.
Lillian Heilman p 1 a y. Coronet, ^Salesman’ $18,30dt N. H. The 1,700-seat house Was
“Death oi^'^alesman” comes in
scaled to
March 7.
New Haven, Jan. 23.
$3.66. Critics liked piece and cast. Monday for three Weeks, with the
“Romeo and Juliet,” unspecified
Full-week stand of “Death of a Arnold grabbed additional’ ciiffo advance sale good.
theatre, March 9 (trying out).
Salesman,” at the Shubert last publicity with P.A.’s all over town
“King and 1,” St. J a e s, week hit a good $18,300 at a $3.60 during the stand.
March 29.
top.
Schedule
For the third time, “Streetcar
^'Make a Wish,” unspecified theHouse gets preem of “Billy Named^ Desire” moved into St.
Y
(At Lenox Hill Playhouse,
atre. April 5.
Budd’’ this week (24-27), and “Not Louis, for a one-week engagement.
“Tree Grows in Brooklyn,” un- for Children” is due next week Drama, with house scaled to
Jart.
$3.05
“Love
From
Stranger”
a
specified theatre, April i9v
(31-3).
teed off last night (Mon;).
125-28.

semester
and continued to
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Far East doing
“Voice of Asia” on a combo New
York Herald. Tribune and Life
mag assignment. Helen Strauss,
in Joltdn’n iCorea Jaunt*
Mackiriray Kantbr in the February issue of True magazine gives
into the tough en« little insight
tertainment schedule of A1 Jolson
prior
to the latter’s
in Korea, just
The arduous schedule,
death.
vhlch Kantor quotes as including
142 concerts, is believed to have
Jolson’s
death
to
contributed
after his X’eturn to the
sliortly
jstates last fall.

Publishers for* the fourth time.
Two other officers were named to
seiTe during 1951, while three new
directors were chosen.
Gifford

'

,

*

'

.

i

'

piece,' which he
“they Loved Me in Korea,”
tells of how he met JolsOn and hiS
piano accompanist; Harry Akst,

^

Music Year

'

going, to

Stratocruiser

Machetanz and illustrated by her
« ,
,
.r
*
Bowlegs, Okla., Jan. 19.
husband Frederick, chosen bookof-the-month by Junior Guild. Mrs.
Somebody not. signing himself, so it couldn’t be .H. S, T., has called
Plume, of Fawcett Publications, Machetanz formerly beat the drums me “a dropped-stitch on the jabot of journalism,” and not being satisbecomes veepee, and Sid Kalish,
until her marriage fied with that, has- added that I am “a run on the silk-stocking district,’*
of Hillman Periodicals, secretary- to the ^Alaskan explorer. The cou- Somehow he thinks the latter is Times Square and not Park avenue.
.'
treasurer.
seems that I thought that any fair-minded critic pf the American
New directors, include Harold
agree that meri had better shaped gams ia the main than
Clark, Dell advertising director; J. tusk^VaUey, erelted a Itudio a"nd
Fred Henry, head of J, Fred, Henry plan to spend the summers there,
v
\
Judging strictly from photographs iii Daniel Blum’s '^A Pictorial
Publications, and Pliimp, The mags
History of the American Theatre,” I was reluctantly forced to come to
represented by ASMP are Modem
that ungallant conclusion.
In awarding the all-time championship to
Screen, Motion Picture, MovieJohn Barrymore’s legs in “Hamlet,” I was charged with being prejuland, Movie Story, Screen Guide,
Big
diced against Katharine Hepburn, if not against all the lighter worksl
Screenlandy Screen Stories and
Continued fi:om page 1
of' Shakespeare.
Silver Screen.
This is a ridiculous charge. 1 know Katie before she knew, she, had
tunes are aiming once again for
Barnhart’s Directory
the 1,000,000 level with medium good legs. She couldn’t have known it any too well or she wopld not
Clarence L. Barnhart,, foremost niiniye
have gone around in slacks. Neither would producers have saddled her
lexicographer, is carrying on the clicks expected to halve that maik
Elizabethan costumes. Why even In “The Warrior’s
late Dr. Edward Lee Thorndike’s without too much trouble. Paced by Husband” they accoutred her with shinguards, and even then put
great work. He does a great job “Tennessee Waltz,” the present til ein on backwards.
with his “Thorndike’s Bai’nhart
I was judging wholly .from the. photographs which appeared in
Dictionary”
Desk
(Doubleday, boom Is extending across the board 1;
from pop' copies tc ^standard books Rlunti’s delightful book. In those days lensmeh were simple-minded
$2.75, $3.75).
fcllows. who photograpliied what they ssw. SinGC then they fiave 1 Gamed
It is a great job, and I .especially seiiing at
ana over.
^ how. to lise lights. 'They know how to shadow a leg. Or even to paint
^ ^
recommend jt to Variety .muggs
jndust^yPlat^ey
is also^hittmg a
put part of the negative if there is too much bulk in the wrong places,
(who have a desk). With this die-,
tionary it is a cinch to be a. good ti'emchdous pa(^- this mqhth; con- Some of the best-knpwii stars in Hollywood have never poised for
tinning
the
Christmas
virtualrush
cheesecake art and for good reasons. Both of them were terrible,
speller, and even know the proper
pronunciation and foreign sounds ly Without a letdown. Resistance to
Ty Cobb H^d Spikes, Too
of words; and besides being author- the iOc. hike in disk prices, anThe best shaped legs, as a matter of fact, performed far from Broaditative, It is easy to. read. Il has ticipated by some retailers, comway. These were the gams that belonged to Ty Cobb, Harry Hillmah
everything at your fingertips, exand PauL PUgrim. The latter were middle distance runners who ran
cept money, and even that’s in the einlVnaHon of Thp'
for
the New York Athletic Club,
There may be ball players today
untwine 1 r that
and
book (in print).
Personally I will go along mis- tailers are storkine un on invehto- whose legs are as finely formed as Ty Cobb’s, but they wear a uniform
spelling and not even know what
my words mean, as I found that’s field as a cushion against further
the best way to get along on iiiflatiohary tendencies.
As to the legs which have brought most money in at the boxoffice, I
Variety, but at least I will know
hel^e, too, a good case could be made out for men. Study photpMni-P basic,
ha<iip however,
howavpr
th. iinMore
that in the Thorndike Barnhart
•Ton
non platters which accu graphs Of Babe Ruth. Forget the pot he had and judge him from the
on pop
Desk Dictionary I can be set beat
waist down. He had beautiful legs and how well Ruth stood up tflTdef
straight. By the Way, I’d like to rately gauges the immediate tem- them made all the difference between
a good year or a bad year for
see a dictionary that can tell you perature of the consuming public. the Yankees.
how to look up a word you. have RCA Victor, for instance, .which
Astaire’s Legs Biggest Grosser
produced only one big hit in 1950,
no idea how to spell;
Fred Astire’s legs have probably earned more money than anybody
Joe Laurie, Jt..
Phil Harris’ “The Thing,” is curelse’s.
I
don’t
know
if they are well shaped because he Mways dances
rently, riding with;
_ a^ half-dozen
trousers, but the things he can do with his legs has made him a
Dlatters " thalT are ^goinc *5;**imarlv
Mrs^ FDR’s New United Pact
I*®
‘®®g*'t others has brought a fortune to
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, whoS^ 50,000 copies a week. Current re- fort**"®- I",
'l®®
contract to do her daily column for leases, such as the Dinah Shore- them as well. Rita Hayworth, Ginger. Rogers and others can testify to
for
Astaire s* legs, their s would not be so
that
if
were
not
it
United Features expired Dec. 31, Tony Martin cuts of “In Your
renewed it this week for five more Arms” and “A Penny A Kiss,” are well-known.
years at a substantial incx’eaSe in taking off, moreover, as soon as
Paging through Blum’s book it is a little difficult to make a fair apterms. She has been with United they hit the market without the praisal of all the legs which have supported stars in the last 50 years
for 15 years.
former slow buildup over two or for the simple reason that the hemline'‘has gone up and down almost
There is understood to have been three weeks necessary even for as often as the curtain. There are periods when dresses were long
bidding by four other syndicates
enough to be street-sweepers and if an actress starred during such an
the strongest entries.
for the Column, but because of the
Columbia, similarly, is working pr® how well her legs were shaped must remain a trade secret,
long association with United it was
Ih the years preceding World War I this was particularly true.
allowed to meet other offers. Deal its plants at capacity with the Guy
was handled by filiti attorney Ar- Mitchell cuts of “My Heart Cries Elaine Hammerstein in “High Jinks,” for instance, worp a nursing cosnold Grant, who also handles the For You” and “The Roving Kind” [tume. that would be barred today as a microbe catch-all. Elsie Fergu-.
in “Outcast” and even Otis Skinner in “Cock o’ the Walk” were
affairs of Elliot Roosevelt.
pacing the Col roster.
Boom at
both Victor and Columbia current- similarly accoutred. Ethel Barrymore in “Our Mrs. McChesney” even
swept
the floor with a fur hem.
ly is in marked contrast to the
CHATTER
^
As World War I progressed toward scarcities, dresses stopped sweep/Xook What’s Happened to the doldrums in which they were
ing
But
floor
and
ankle
length.
the
became
a
who
would judge a
guy
bogged
for
most
of
1950.
Decca
is
Night Clubs,” by Robert Sylvester,
also getting its share of the gravy, leg wholly by an ankle would judge a book by its cover.
in Jan. 27 issue of Sateyepost.
Maxine Elliot—Street Sweeper
Ed Westrate’s novtel, “Dark although this company has been
Tide,” a tale of the American Rev- unique in racking up profits under
Constance Collier, Nance O’Neill, Lenore Ulric, Marjorie Rambeau
olution, will be published by Mac- any conditions, Mercury, of course, and Laurette Taylor tried to hold the line, blit Maxine Elliot set tlie
is floating with Patti Page’s “Tenmillan.
whole upward movement back by wearing a street costume with a train
N. Y. Compass columnist Paul nessee Waltz,” but already has a in “Lord and Lady Algy.” Even Fay Bainter in “East Is West” wore a
new
solid
seller
in
Vic
Damone’s
Denis out for two weeks with
Chinese co.stume that told you nothing. Madame Chiang Kai Shek knew
burns sustained when installing “Tell Her You Love Her”
how to get more allure in her severe Chinese costuipe of ankle length.
stove at home.
She had it split up the sides.
An article, “When The Clock
Lenore Ulric in “Kiki” put her best foot forward and revealed a
Strikes Danger,” sold to This Week
shapely leg and from then on little by little others came out from
N. Y.
magazine by Leo. Guild, Warner.
wherever they were until “The Follies of 1922” revealed Gilda Gray in
Coast publicist.
Continued froni page .1
a nice bed jacket and a mandolin.
Betty Pierce in “White Cargo”
Vernon C. Myers, assistant to
wasn’t far behind either. Neither was Mary Eaton In “Kid Boots.”
the president of Cowles Magazines v^udfilm houses in 1936 ushered
’29 the freedom of the knees was less disputed
Between
1925
and
for the past three years, has been in new style of teenage behavior.
Mae West appeared in ‘-‘Sex." Edith
Dancing
in the aisles became a than the freedom of the seas.
...
named a veepee.
Francine Larrimore in “Chicago” and Ann
especially
at the X®*' Cleye In Roadway,
Bill Best is in charge of the standard custom,
,
•.
’> U..4. d-t..™.
A
PAtinillfTTrm Itl
WVlHai'o
i
^
era
United Press bureau in L. A.,' sucthough
ceeding Frank Tremaine, who was
Colbert
in
shifted to Tokyo.
Negro Digest Will reprint Bill ever, got out of control. RowdyRuby Keeler, Sex Appealer
Ornstein’s story, “The Crime,” ism now apparently has taken the
Neither, for that matter, were the legs of Ruby Keeler in “Sidewalks
which originally appeai'ed in the place of exuberance.
November Tomorrow magazine.
Performers, principally at open- of New York.”
In fact in the photographs they appear singularly
Jonah Ruddy ankled the Helen ing shows, are getting a surplus of beautiful. So, too, do those of Rita Vale in “Faust,” Irene Purcell in
Ferguson Coast flackery to write a conversation from the front rows. “The Great Necker,” Mai^guierite Churchill in “Skidding,” Beatrice
series about Hollywood for the Some acts have been able to kid Liliie in “She’s
My Baby,” Erin O’Brien Moore in “Street
Scene*^ and
'
Kemsley newspaper chain in Eng- the juves out of their hoodlumisiA, Libby Holmaq in “The litUe
ie Show.”
Portland Hoff
Hoffa doesn’t ^ome"oS
land.
but others have nea'rty been driven so badly either in the same production.
Special edition of Longfellow’s Off stage, Lower admission prices,
Wilhthe fall of the stock market, skirts fell, tOO; At least their hem“Hiawatha” will be published by prevalent for the first show, at, lines did, and barring a few exceptions, like Ethel Waters in “Rhapsody
the Gilberton Go., Inc., to Coincide ,
Josephine Hutchinson in “Alice In Wonderland” and
with the release of the picture by
whom proceed to make them of course the costume plays of Greek and Shakespearean revivals, legs
Monogram.
to performers became limbs and were neither discu.ssed nor seen,
obnoxious
selves
monthly,
TV
which was theU
New video fan
Stars, due next week, with Phillip and most persons in the audience, status during the Victorian era.
Some managers report major
Andrews publisher, Stepheri FenlIn fact what I suspect closed the subject .were the extremes of Ruth
comes from kids ap- Hunter in “Tobacco Road” and Noel Coward in “Design For Living.”
chell, editor, and Martin Snyder problem
associate ed.
proaching draft age.
Kids feel HiSi I suspect, were the most unattractive legs ever photographed
6n
Jack Lait, while on his recent they are immune to anything civil the American stage^ though Walter Hu.ston in “Dodsworth”
and Edvacation in Mexico City,' wrote a authorities can do and are trying ward Craven and Bruce; MacFarlarte in
“Sailor
Beware”
weren’t
far
series of yarns for the N. Y. Mir- to get a last fling of civilian life. behind.
ror bn William O’Dwyer, current Those rejected by the draft also
Shortages Coming Up^ llemlihes, Too
Ambassador to Mexico.
use this means to assert their
As World Wiar II approached, skirts began getting shorter until by
Robert A. Burghardt is new ad- virility, according to house execs.
1944 they were knee length even for street wear and the theatre bevertising director of the Saturday
Odd factor is that theme of pic- came sorely pressed to top this. I find nothing in the era which changes
Review of Literature, succeeding
program
the
ture
on
cues
behavior
to
resigned
the original contention that men's legs have been more shapely through
Robert A. Low, who
of the hoodlums during the stage the years than women’s. Barbara Bel Geddes in “Deep Are the
go into Government service.
Roots,”
“Now Let Me Tell You,” book of shows. Rowdyism is more evident Vera Zorina in “The Tempest,” Irene Manning In “The Day Before
newspaper columns in the Colum- when a western or action picture Spring,” Ingrid Bergman in “Joan Of Lorraine,” Judy Holliday in
It's vir- “Bom Yesterday,” Grace Hartman in “Angel
bus. (O.) Dispatch by Johnny Jones, is thq screen offering.
In. the Wings,’^ Gertmdft
former fllmhouse pressagent, kas tually non-existent when a straight Lawrence In “Tonight at 8:30” and Carol Channing in “Gentlemen
sold 1,900 copies since it was first drama is presented.
Prefer
Blondes”
hardly
described
could
be
as anything more charitable
put on sale in late November by
Some of the juves, when ejected than adequate.
the Dispatch.
^
from one theatre for bad behavior,
That the cry of shortages, particularly in woolens, will sand skirts
“South Pacific” author James A. announce fact they will go to an- climbing upward in the near future is practically
a foregone doncluMichener has had his “Return rto other theatre to continue
their sion. This in turn may be reflected in the costumes worn bn the sUge.
Paradise” accepted by Book-of-theA
few
short
Jail sen- But Mtbr looking through Blum’s book with calipers I am like the
Month Club for May distribution. itowdyism.
London bus conductor. Legs are no .longer a treat to me.
Random House publishing. Au- tences have not curbed problem.
.

Kantor in bis

a

of William Morris office, agented.
New juvenile book, “Barney Hits
the Trail,” written by Mrs. Sara

.

labels

aboard
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Hawaii, with Jolie and Akst having
boarded it at Guam after enterIt Avas the last
taining the GIs.
interview given by Jolson.

,

|

.
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:

;

Jolson, as well
Tribute
as to other performiers now entertaining troops in Koi^a “who
are working themselves ragged and
taking a beating that many a GI
to ,A1

[

I

:

'

would buckle under,” was made

-

i

:

recently by Brig. Gen. Paul Kelly,
stationed in the Far East.
In a letter to his brother, Col.
P, K. Kelly, on the staff of Brig.
Gen. Julius Klein of the 109th
Brigade, Gen. KTelly singled, out
Jolson for special praise: “I think

,

,

1

AAA

^

Jolson would have died over here
If I had not ordered him. to bed
“He was
.several times,” he said.
actually 70 years old and chrsed
with throat trouble: Our dbetors
told him that he should not sing
It
or evea talk above a whisper.

had no

effect

insisted

'

.

^

on his shows and he

upon completing every enHe was * remarkable

gagement.

^

follow.”

Curtis Pub. Co.’s 5G Rap
The Curtis Publishing Co. was
nicked for $5,000 when a U; Si District Court in Phila., awarded that
amount in damages to IS^year-old
Birmingham, Ala., girl, whose picture had been used without her

knowledge or consent

of

[

]

:

'

i

.

her par-

,

.ents.

!

The

picture, a two-year-old pho-

tograph showed the girl Eleanor
Sue Leverton lying in a Birmingham street after she had been
The
struck by an automobile.
photo was used to illustrate the
article “They Asked to be Killed,”
which ran in the Jan. 1, 1949, issue

,

,

\

of the Post.

Counsel for the father Harry
Leverton contended the girl had
The complaint
been humiliated.
stated the magazine article implied
tliat Eleanor Sue had violated a
traffic law or attempted suicide.
Counsel based the court action On
the theory that such a picture cannot be published legitimately except in connection with an item of
Immediate news.
.
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'Cardinal*

Leads List

I

Henry Morton Robinson’s “The
Cardinal”
was the bestselling
novel of 1950, according to the annual trade statistics number of
Publishers Weekly. Sales on the
book hit 580,395 copies. Copping
laurels in the non-fiction field was
'Betty
Crocker’s Picture Cook
FigBook;” which sold 300,000.
ures, however, are based exclusively on sales through U. S. bookstores and don’t include mail order or newsstand sales.
Tally of all sales media,
notes,
discloses that bestsellers
'

PW

“Your Dream Homej” by
Hubbard Cobb, with a sale in excess of 1,000,000 copies and “Life’s
Picture History of World War II.”
Latter sold over 500,000.
Trade
niag also points out that books and
new editions brought out by U. S.
were

publishers during 1950 increased
only 1% over 1949.
Last year’s
total

was

11,022.

Park East Steps

Up

guaranteeing a 40,000 paid
circulation, Park East will hike its
rates With the September, 1951, issue from $400 to $500 for a fullpage, black-and-white ad accord,

to

leur.

Rowdyism

•

,

.

1..

!

.j

.

i

Now

mg

I

publi^er Alexander
editorial And promo-

Tail-

New

tional

policy instituted last September, he claims, has snared
some 30,000 new readers since that
time...

IMag’s staff is now headed by
Leo Lerihan as supervising editor.
A. C. Spectorsky, former editor of
Hie Chicago Sun-Times Sbnday
book section, is .editor.
George

Wiswell has become living editor;
Louis-Marie, Eude, formerly with
Flair, is art. director,, and Clyde F.
J^ewstrand is managing editor.
Mag Is an eastside N. Y. regional
publicatibh.

:

'

i

,

-

Screer^ Mags Elect

Hal Dawson, of Dell Publishing
Jast week was elected prexy
et the Assn, ef Screen Magazine
j’

*

I

<

A

I

'
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CHATTER

new operetta,
Stolz’s
Robert
“Pumpernickel," this season.
studio
propping
Rosenhuegel
BUIf Danlpl^ planed to Miami.
William J. Kupper, 20th-Fox Yiddish-language pic, “TransmigraSydney Boehm broke two ribs in
chief, back from annual trip to tion of Souls," by A. PerOz. Amerfall;
New York and the Coast.
ican actor Ernst Deutsch is to star.
after a three-year absence,
rep in Lisbon, about the
mount
on
a vacaAustria
Mills
to
John
iloyd Davi^ seriously ill in »
Actress Marta Toren flew in company biz.
Signed exclusive tion before starting rehearsal for
sanitarium.
from the. Coast over the weekend pact on “Samson and Delilah
Sir ChaTles Cochran’s “The Lion
show.
Broadways
Lex
Barker to Sun Valley for
for a look at
with Lopo Lauer for the Eden and the Unicorn."
three weeks.
Herb Shriner to play London s here and S, Joao in Oporto/
planning
a tour
Carlo
Yvonne
de
stand
two-week
in
Kay
Beatrice
conjuncPalladium next fall, in
Barbara Stanwyck laid up with
of British Army camps in Ger- at NieOlett hotel’s Minnesota TerBritish Industries Exby the Marshal Plan organization
to Rome, Dublin and West Germany.
4
,
X
giving
atigorsk>»
Pi
Gelllst Gregor
Richard P. Edelstein here to
a Carnegie Hall concert Feb. 7 huddle with Moises Israel, Para-

London

Broadway

•

.

-

'

-

^

>

tion

with

position.

many

_

,

;

,

to the Coast
after scouting N.. Y. locations for
his next Metro directorial assign
ment, “People Against O’Hara.^'

John Sturges back

Harry Novak, European supers

visor for Universal-International,
due in from his Paris headquarters
for a homeoffice visit early in
ilarch.
Anna Maria Alberghetti, 14-yearold Italian actress Who ^ust completed “Here Comes the Groom"
for Paramount, returns to Italy
.

Friday

(26).

Meredyth Lucas, who
screenplayed “Peking Express’- for
Wallis, left for the Coast MonProject is due to; go be(22).
fore the cameras shortly.
Rose Eidelsberg, secretary to
Boris Kaplan, Paramount’s eastr
ern talent director, leaves that
company this week, after many
years of service, for marriage.
Arthur Judson, head of the
Judson, O’Neill & Judd division of

John

Hal
day

Artists Mgt., is on a fourof the west and south,
checking on concert conditions.

Columbia

week swing

Grant
attorney Arnold
closed $12,000,000 deal this week
as one of the principals in purchase of the Aspinook Corp., New
Film

England

textile

manufacturing out-

fit.

The

philanthropic

Troupers,

group of women in show biz, have
endowed a bed in the Jewish
Memorial Hospital for needy theatrical children. Headquarters are
in the Woodstock hotel.
Dr. Herbert T. Kalmtis, prexy pf
Technicolor, arrived in town over
the weekend enroute to his Cape
Cod home and Boston. He’s accompanied by his wife, the former
Eleanore King. Couple returns to
New York Feb. 5.
Eve Arden arrives in Gotham
Feb. 1, training in from the Coast,
accompanied by her agent, George
Ward. She’ll appear on CBS-TV’s

after she finishes filming
“Hotel Sahara" at Pinewood,
Max Thorpe, Columbia topper,
plartes out Sunday (28) with Mrs^
By Ralph Lycett
Jane Huszagh back to N. Y, for Thorpe to attended conferences
with homeoffice execs in N. Y.
radio dates after month here.
The Young Vic Co„ now playing
Nassau’s swank gaming place,
Bahamian Club, Opened for season “Merchant of Venice" at the Old
off pn a short tour of Holland,
Vic,
jam 18.
George Brest, prexy of Meteor will play one-night stands in 10
cities.,
Films, here to make film short of
Hai*vey Stone is due for return
The Yul Brynners (Virginia bil- date at the London palladium,
opening
April 2 for two weeks,
(21)
more) planed to NOW York
then he wifi tour the provinces for
after 10 days at Balmoral Club.
Empires
Moss
and Stoll circuits.,
Fred Perry over from Boca RaTerry Thomas* due to sail for
ton for exhibition match Jan> 28
at Fort Montague Beach Tennis U. S. March 15, will play exclusively for Merriel Abbott at the PalmClub.
Edward Everett Horton, Katha- er House, Chicago. He turned
rine Bard, Marta Linden and Mur- down several 'TV offers in America,
ray Mathieson in via Stratocruiser prior to his opening.
Belita, having scored big hit in
for rehearsals of “Springtime for
Henry," opening new Bahama Play- Claude Langdon’s “Babes in the
the 'pantomime on Ice, at
Wood,"
house legit season Jan, 29.
Earl’s Court, has been asked by
Lahgdon to stay over a full year
and work through the London
Festival Season.
Although Sophie Tucker has
Beix
By Maxime de
received an offer to play the Cafe
(33 Blud. Montparnasse)
Paris this summer, she has
de
Leiiore Lemmon wintering here. definitely turned it down. Told her
Lacy Kastner in Frankfurt.
friend, Julie Oliphant, that she will
Renaissance theatre robbed of hot consider any London nitery
$600.
offer until she has redeemed her
Vera Korene back, from success- promise to play the Bagatelle,
ful legit tour of Egypt.
which
she gaye Harry Levene,
Italian director Luciano Emmer operator
of this London night spot
.

.

;

filming in Paris streets.

united Artists moved back to its
prewar 25 Rue d’Astorg offices.
Legit and film actress Marcelle

virus infection.

race.

Pat O’Briens celebrated their
Evelyn Knight dub this week for
hotel Flame 20th wedding anni.
stint at Raddison
Room;
Robert Bassler back from loca-

Bush

Edytli

Little Theatre,

My

“Goodbye,

Paul has

St.

}

|

WDGY

for the

Morrison
to
Miami
Beach to gander nitery acts.
John Wayne returned from MexCharlie

where

ico City

over

look

his wife
in from
product for

is

Owen

Dick

ill,

Texas to
his

thea-

tres.

Gottfried Reinhardt to San Jose
to scout locations for

Man."

.

.

“The Familv

Palm Springs

Van Heflin to Chicago for the
world preem of Universars “Tomahawk."
set
Philip Ahn appointed public refor Feb. 3, 4.
Leonard Firestones vacationing lations chairman of the Korean Re-

By Dorothy Gray
Annual Palm Springs Rodeo

'

;

;

at

lief Society;

Ralm

Desert.
Jacquelin Cochraii

few days

at

..

;

,

meri.

Borrah Minevitch throwing cocktail party for Jules Levey on night

'

of latter’s arrival.

'

:

.

j

1

'

-

.

:

since the birth of her child.

Louis Blane appointed chairman

‘

•

.

'

I

.

'.

>

•

of the Foreign Publicity Commit-'
tee of the Producers Association.
Chill Wills planed to Dallas to
attend the annual convention of
the Allied Theatre Owners of

A1 Goldin in with
Ti-Coq, ft
Which opened last week.
,

Santiago Reachi, Mexican film
producer, in town last week.
Actress Mona Freeman in last
week on last leg of p. a. tour for

Texas.

Joseph
Mankiewicz
put
his
Paramount.
Beverly Hills naahsion on the marDave Rosen checked in as Chi ket, intending to spend more time
company manager of “Cyrano de in-N. Y:
Bergerac," current at the Selwyn.
Bop Hope is spending his Vaca-;
Teevee marathon Saturday (20) tion hopping up and down along
over WGN-TV to raise funds for the Coast in a series of camp
City of Hope hospital brought in shows.
Dane Clark, Audrey Lotter, Dave
Ben Kalmenson and Mort BluGarrovvay,
Don McNeill, Patti menstock in town for 10 days of
Page, Studs Terkel, Connie Haines, distribution and publicity huddles
Benny Rubin, plus other local and at Warners.
visiting talent, for guest shots.
New American Legion Post, recently organized by Harry Stevens
of the Air Force, will be named
after A1 Jolson.
Scotland
Rosalind Russell will be the
By Gordon Irving
commentator Feb. 3 at the Damon
“Annie Get Your Gun" doing Runyon Cancer Fund
Fashion PreSRO biz at Regal, Glasgow.
view at the Ambassador hotel.
“Folies Bergeres" show due for
studio' music departments helpreturn visit to Glasgow March 12. ing handle
ticket sales for threeMargaret Lockwood, British pic day appearance
of Israel Philharactress, due here in Barrie's “Peter
monic Orchestra here in March.
Pan."
William
Dieterle
and Victor
Albert Macmillan, of Tivoli cine- YoUng will
be
ma, moving over to Regent in Glas- next monthly guest speakers at the
luncheon of the Holgow as manager.
lywood Foreign Correspondents
John Clements and Kay Hammond slated for King’s, Glasgow, Assn.
on Jan. 30 in revival of Shaw’s theHerbert J. Yates will be awarded
Gold Citizenship Medal by the
“Man and Superman."
of Fbreign Wars for
Anne Doorian, daughter of Veterans
‘^services in the advancement of
comedian George Doohan, playing
Annie Oakley in touring version of American ideals.’’
“Annie Get Your Gun."
.

!

Latest

-

Silvana

“The Wolf

Mangano^

pic.

of Sila," booked for
Glasgow, fbr February.
Her previous film, ‘IBitter Rice,"
ran there for nine weeks.

Cbsmb^

The

Merry

Macs

entertained

By Hal

.

(IJohen

Jackie Heller off on a two-week

Caribbean eruise.

Ted Tolleys eelebrated 32d wed'Gowglen Hospital, Glasgbw, and also made personals at ding anni and the Dave Silvermans
the Gaumpnt, Glasgow, where Mr. their 22d,
Bill Danziger: in town for few
Music," in which they appear, is
days on a special March of Dimes
playing.
Kenyon and Fewings, musical assignment.;
Bob Sully returning to films
act currently in. Australia, booked
fbr, strawhat
stint
at Gourbek, after several years for role in
Clyde coast resort. Comedy team ‘Worlds Collide" at Par.
Evalyn’ Tyner brought her trib
bf Clark and Murray inked for
on from Washington to entertain
similar stint at Dunoon.

patients in

.

at

Symphony ’s Masque

Polly.

Ball.

Rowles signed for role

in

new George S, Kaufman-Leueeii
MacGrath play, “Small Horn's."

1

.

.

Audrey Long tp Chicago
March of Dimes 'caihpaign,

I

.

.

John Sutherland returned from
a Central American tour.

I

Chantal turning picture producer.
The Gerald Mayers to Switzerland where he talked to Swiss film

|
'

J

after

COMPO

Jerry Golonrta, Janice Paige and
Ames Bros, head bill at Radio City
Theatre Feb. 2.
tonight (24) launches
weekly square dance series emanating from Marigold ballroom.
chairman of
David Sarnoff,
board of RCA, in plugging Red
Cross campaign, of which he is
chairman.
Richard Griffith, assistant to
director of -Museum of Modern Art
film library, N, Y., here for lecture
on films at U. of Minnesota.

flew in for
Errol Flynn
hospitalized
for
Cochran-Odlum ranch. treatment of a back injury susRaymond Loewy, designer, and tained in France.
wife, reopened their hillside home.
Bridget Carr and Jean Mills to
William Keighleys at Ingleside Miami for the World preem
of
Inn for winter. He planes to New “Under the Gun."
York for Lux show every three
Sidney
George
returned
to
his
weeks.
Henry Gris, prexy of Hollywood desk at Metro after a fiye-day vacation at Palm Springs.
was in America last year, Foreign Press Assn, here on
Carolina Cotton leading a troupe
arrangements for World Film
to Camp Travis to entertain woundFestival Jan. 27, 28.
Peggy Ryan and Ray McDonald ed veterans from Korean
Mrs. Lyle Talbot, khbwh prof esjoined Fifi D’Orsay and George
By Jerry Gaghan
Arnold Ice Show Sunday (21) at sionally as Paula Deaven, hbspitalFrank Sinatra is back for a sin- Chi Chi Starlite Room.
ized with virus infection.
gle-night stand at the Click, tomorPat O’Brien awarded a Citation
Freeman Gosdens and daughter
row night (25).
Virginia at Racquet Club. Hawaiian of Merit by the American Legibn
Bob Adlemaii, nitery flack, has party with Royal Serenaders to for entertaining veterans.
merged with John Grohmire to repeat there Monday (29),
Esther Williams reported for
form a new ad-piiblicity agency.
work at Metro for the first time

Jim Witteried booked the Argentine Manuel Pizarro band into
Sam Elber, WIP pressagent, left
the Aiglon nitery,
to take a public relation.s post with
Producer George Maurer, out of the Philadelphia, Fellowship ComStarlight Theatre Feb. 8 in a dra- hospital after tough operation, re- mission.
matic role, and will have taped covering in Grasse.
Duke Ellington’s orchestra, with
her “OuB Miss Brooks’’ shows
Mary Meade, star of Casino de extra acts added, launched new
ahead.
Paris next revue, picked to en- floorshow policy at the Click,
tertain at American Church annual Thursday (18).
bazaar.
Paul Hildebrand, owner of the
Bud Ornstein from Rome to New Look, has opened a new Spot,
Miami Beach
Cannes and then back there to Holiday Manor.
Pearl Williams
confer with the Danziger brothers headed the opening show (19).
By Lary Solloway
Elliott Roosevelt in town.
about their skedded film.
Josh White, currently at the
The Ed Weinbrs are at the Lord J Bette Deval huddling with Louis Rendezvous, injured his right hand
Nagel on her forthcoming Broad- badly in a scuffle with holdup men
Tarleton.
Dave Rubinoff, violinist, here way production of Leopold Mar- (18), but was able to continue his
for concerts.
chand’s “Secret des Dieux.**
engagement.
Viennese Opera considering ParBallet Theatre into Beach AudiWilfred Pelletier had to cancel
is date but wont be able to come his date to maestro the Philadeltorium for weekend run.
Pupi Campo and orch at the unless Vienna chips in the first phia La Scala Opera’s production
Sans Souci Blue Sails Room.,
$5,000. FrencTi talent got the cold of “Carmen," at the Acadenpiy of
Niteries packed them in over shoulder in Vienna recently.
Music (23) because of illness. Carlo
weekend. Best biz in months.
Moresed substituted.
Club Boheme dropped name
New Town Tavern, Delair, N. J.,
shows and switched to burlesque
Which has been playing “Creole
idea.
Burlesk" for 18 straight months,
Gus Van and Little Jack Little
By Florence S. Lowe
shuttered Monday (22) on orders
now have own programs on indie
Ted Lewis revue current at from the New Jersey Liquor ConWMIE.
trol Board.
Owner Iz Bushkoff
Statler hotel’s Embassy Room.
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis
,
Col. Edward Kirby, director of will use the enforced 35-Qay layoff
premiere at the Chez Paree Friday Radio Public Relations for De- to build an addition to tlie club
(19) a sellout.
and rehearse a new edition of “Crefense, currently on the sick list.
“Borschtcapades of *51" starts a
Top Defense Dept, brass high- ole Burlesk."
four-week run at Roosevelt thea- lighted a Warner theatre preem
tre today (24).
of the company submarine film,
Josephine Baker,, now filling “Operation Pacific."
Barcelona
dates in Cuba arid Venezuela, reHardie Meakin, RKO rep and
By Joaquina C. Vidal-Goniis
turns to Copa City in February. manager of RKO Keith’s, back
Kary-Mayer and May .Dugan at
Jimmy Durante also reported set home and on an abbreviated office
for a late February return.
schedule after his recent hospital- Bagdad nitery.
“Sigfried” opera given at the
Frank Farrell, N. Y. World Telly- ization.
Sun' columnist, cut short vacash to
Denise Benoit, Canadian-bom Liceo by the German ensemble.
An epidemic of flu which has
return to the big town for confer- flack for “Ice-Capades," improved
ences on taking over late Charles the shining hours during her ad- bedded 60% of the population has
Driscoll’s syndicated column.
hurt
all Show biz.
applying
vance work for show by
Billy Daniels, current at Copa
Eddie de Latte with singer Alfor U. S. citizenship in D. C,
City, pacted by bps Ned Schuyler
bane at the Rigat nitery with new
show “Paris 1900."
and Murray Weinger to, go into new,
Lola Membrives at the Gomedia
Black Magic Room (formerly the
theatre presenting Jacinto BenaLounge) from two to four ayem
nightly, after regular show sesvente’s play, “Pepa Dpncel."
By Eric Gorrick
sions.Argentine legit actress Pepita
Pete Tower, Western Electric Serrador back again at the Borras
topper here, back from N. Y. hud- theatre with the Quintero play,
dles.“Las de Cain:"
Eric; Walquisti Williamson-Tait
exec, planes back from overseas
By Lewis Garyo
Ballet Verde Gaio touring the looksee. shortly.
“Oklahoma” hitting good pace
proA’inces for five weeks;
'By Emil W. Maass
Swiss
pianist
Edwin Fischer on repeat for Williamson-Tait at
Alpenfilm preppihg bib film on
touring Spain and Portugal.
Empire, Sydney.
Anton
Bruckner:
Carmen Amaya and a company of
Norman B. Rydge dickering fpr
Emanuel List, bass singer of
20 at the Maria Vitoria theatre for more nabe houses to add to the
Met,- visiting here.
...
a- month.
Greater Union circuit.
Kammerspiele
preemed
“No
The Three Craddocks to appear.
of
Sir
Ben
Fuller,
wife
Lady
at the Apolo for 10 days Prior, to Fuller, underwent major operation Time For Comedy."
Schoenbrunn Film Co. started
leaving for U. S.
at Gloucester House, Sydney.
Brazilian manager David SerraMajor newspapers are further work bn “Unwanted Fatherhopd.’
l.
’i'i.
i.'
Vienna festival season opens
dor here for a week tb book Portu- increasing amusement ad rates,
gu^'se dance and .song acts.
Pic chains may switch some of biz May 26 and will rim until June 17.
Bregeriz festivals will open with
Tivoli has “Love Happy" (UA) to radio.
While the Sao Luis is playing
Stock drama is sluggish in TaS- Johann Strauss operetta, ‘-Gypsy
“Nancy Goes to Rio" (M-G).
mania under the Fifi Banvard man- Baron."
Erich
W, Korngplds “Quiet
Mirita Casimirb left the revue agement. ‘‘Night Must Fall" fell
Serenade" to be preemed in Ciraiz
at the Tcatro Variedades, with by the wayside.
Norma Williams expected to City theatre'.
•Hbrmipia Silva taking her place.
Hilde Zadek inked by state opera
Les Petits ChanteurS de la Cote take over United Artists publicity
d’Azur here for 10 concerts and spot. Cass Marshall, formerly in for lead in Menotti*s“Tlie Consul,’’
In Oporto before leaving for Spain: charge, switched over to Greater slated for March.
Buerger theatre will produce
Singer Amalia Rodrigues sent Union.
rt

tioning in Australia.
Arthur
Art
in
town
sessions in
Y,

Fancy"

for Feb. 13-25.

By Max Newton

Eddie Wappler, former Nixoii
manager, company-managing Tennessee Williams’ “Rose Tattoo.”
The Southernaires holding over
Gerry Stovin, a Canadian, will
at the Esquire.
try his luck on Loiidon stage when
“Ice Follies of ’51" into the he graduates from Calrnegie Tech
^
.

Songstress Evelyn Brooks at the

Chez Paree.

.

Forum

Feb.

for

eight

days,

starting

Drama

pianist

Rondo Records has bought the
master of
disk jock Art
Pallan’s ‘IWaiting,’* and will put it

4.

Samson Francois^ French

School.

WWSW

starts Continental tour here Jan
27 at Plateau Hall;
in national release.
„
With the exception of occasional
Stanley got a “Storm Warning
art films and one-night bookings
review in Post-Gazette .by Ray,
His Majesty’s theatre will be dark Springle, who won 'Pulitzer Prize
after current ‘.‘Mister Roberts."
for his justice Black-KKK expose*
.

•

I'i

I.

I

I

s.

*

WetlneMliiy,

J^iwry

h

* ^9 ^0

24, 19S1

»«

.

PSrie^

5S

attack

at his Bronxville, N. Y.,
home. Starting with First National
in 1920, Hatch subsetiuently joined

I

Grand National and went to Warner Bros, in 1938.
Body was sent yesterday (Tues.)

i

TV No Import Threat

'

Continued from pace 7

j

.

I

to Bellefontaine, 0., for burial. His of a growing scarcity of first-run Po,*' starring Carla Dei Poggia,
programs, in Newark around 1929.
wife, Frieda, and two sisters sur- houses in New York for this type and “Oh, Amelia,” starring DaniUntil last September she acted in
Wimaii,
legit
55,
Deere
ight
vive.
Un\
The latter is, a
of product. The Now York run, for elle Darrieux.
televi^sion over metropolitan netproilucor, died after a heart at- works.;
a minimum of eight \vccks, remains French farce which makes it .someHudson,
N.
Y.,
home
in
his
t iik at
thing
from LUx’s
an
prerequLsite
to
a
fordeparture
absolute
of
a
Miss
Gordon had played roles
RALPJI J. RIGKUS
(in 20 His most recent Broadway
in “The Aldrich Faihily.” “Young
Ralnh J Rirku^ votonh vinde cign film’s aoceptance in . other usual Italian policy,
iroducUon is: “The Country
With at least fair ^notices
The available supply had better
Dr. Malone,” “When a Girl Mar- and burlesque performer died in
nitiord Odets’ smash hit currently ries” and “Report to the
Nation,” Brooklyn, N. Y.. Jah. 15, ’as result MnANew York,, and a decent run to be good. In foreign films, a flop
theatre*
.^j iiYc I^yceiim
and had conducted her own radio of injuries resulting frbm being back up a fi m. it can get bookings drops With a very loud crash.
producing effort show, “Your Voice and You,”
\Vi man's first
on struck by a car. He w'as a brother in Chicago. Philly, Detroit, Boston There’s no chance of sneaking a
on the nuiia stem* an innocuous NBC.of Billy Haw'thorhe; former N. Y. and Los Angel e.i The Coast, in- few hundred bookings for it as the
put on in
“Ostriches,’'
For years she toured in a one- agent and vaude act producer. Who .cidentaliy, has grown to be the na-, bottom half of a double feature,
ilViim called
ji25 in association with William woman show, “Why Radio Actors since retirement some years ago tion’s No. 2 foreign pic market, de- w'hicli i$ the fate of a Hollywood
Cfo Mad,’’ and in her own sketches, has been in construction business, - notihg a confirmation of the wist- dilly.
X ih ady, Jr., was a failure.
With a foreign film exhib/
Wiman continued his association appearing, as , Chatty Hattie> Mrs. - After several years in burlesque, fully said commeht in the Bible the picture’s the thing. He needs
with
five
years
for
Idy Claire, discussing “Husbands Riekus became a_ member of the that “a
Brady
^\illv
prophet
is
not without topnotchers to meet expenses. The
as Hobbies,’* the “Oh,; Damn Club”
lilts as “The Road to Rome,”
team of Rickus & mfter.. honor, sdve in his own country.”
audiences wliicli this unhappy; fellad a._so_dpne a sm,,lc for a
uiih Jane Cowl and Philip Meri- and “Streamlining the News.” In
The year’s foreign hits still bn low attracts Just don’t eat popcorn,
Forever,”
On
Go
“Women
“Real
from
Thompkins
CorFolks
time,
in
which .he eS.sayed Dickens
A de;
in
boards
New
York
continue
the
uilli Mary Boland and ^Command ner,” she created the character of characters in b protean playlet:
to opeupy the best first-fun honijes
Stammering Sneed.
Survived by wife and brother.
Love” with Basil Rathbone.
It)
that normally exhibit the forei.gns.
Born in Anderson, Ind., she atIn 1930 Wiman tried producing
These are the Italian “Bitter Rice”
Later
tended Erne: son College.
EASTWOOD LANE
on ills own.. He continued to score
(Lux) wTth Silyana Mangano; the
the;
Chautauqua
circuit
Continued from page T
Ea Rl>vobd Lane 7 1, w ho comwith such hits as “The Little [she played
French “Orpheus’’ (Discina Interas
reputation
making
a
five
years,
and
po.Scd
Show” in which Fred Astaire
such works as “Boston
Or one channel
national),' the latest Jean Cocteau simultaneously.
Holman got their start; a diseuse with recitations of Uncle Fancy,”
r.M. V
.
a
1 A l)by
Remus stories and tales of the old pdim ’“Sea HurtaV died at Ceri^‘ P^ece. a myth in modern garb; the couW be used for transmitting a
• riic Gay Divorcee’’ Which pushed
program fo sr grptip- ot -.tlieatrcs-.
Astaire along the road to Holly- SouthJ
tral Souarl in unstate New -^rk ™>“<l ltaIiaii-and-French ''Ways Of
Surviving are husband, a son by Jan 22
Love,” and the Italian -•The Bicycle while a second program is being
wood and fame; “The Vinepar
'’'’•'
>»*”•• use
'’'’'' for
•••» on film on
""
Gordon
Graham
marrige,.
former
recorded
later
a
Tree”: “The Queen’s Husband”;
A member of the Society of Thief,” the latter two distributed"'"''''^
Composers, Authors & Publishers, by Joseph Burstyn* Their rims are the same channel.
“On BotToWed Time”; “By. Jupi- White, and two sisters.
of
Experimental
applicatioii
Lane w'a.s a s.sisiant director of the prolonged, with the end of none
tcM'”; “Babes in Arms”; and a musicross polarization w^as conducted
Wanamaker Auditorium concerts yet in sight.
cal version of ^Street Scene.”
cowboy
former
Holt,
the
Jack
over
l3-mile
path
a
between
62,
from
1914
to
1935.
There has been one notable deWiman was born in Moline, III*
film star, died of coronary thromr
velopment worth mentioning. Here- City building in New York, near
lie went to Yale University’s Shefbosis jan, 18 at the Veterans’ hosEDDIE OWEN
tofore, the absolute rule has been fhe Fox laboratories, and the Rockfield School and Was active In drapital, Sawtelle, Cal. It Was his secEddie Owen, son.rwr iter and that any foreign film is wliipped cliff apartment builoing in Montmatics while there.
ond attack in two weeks. At his
After graduation Wima^ took a bedside was his son, Tim, now a vocal coach. Was found deed in his to a standstill by a bad press iri clair, N. J. ,
Report, covering Fox theatre tele
New^ York hotel room Jan. 22. New York—especially in the Times,
fling at the business world with- westerti star in his ovvil rights
Police ascribed his death to sui- Herald Tribune or Post, which experimental operations' s ince May
the family plow-making company
the elder Holt was actually a cide.
of
1949, was filed by company’s
^he
foreign film fans read. “Orpheus’
at Moline. But two yeai^ later
CQWpuncher before riding a horse
Among those Owen ha^ coached ,|ias licked such a jinx. Most of Washington counsel, Welch, Mott &
got a wire froni Frank Tuttle which on. the screen. Born in Virginia
Morgan.
changed his career.
and educated at; Virghiia Military
Whcif ‘be daily Clitics nixed it, or wrote
Tuttle, a Yale schoolmate and Institute, he tried numerous jobs
obscure as
he failed to appear for ah appointand
Wiman
in
stock
Wanted
acting
film
director.
until he took up
the picturo was. But
riient with her she called his hotel.
His motion picture
to come to New York and join a vaudeville.
EmolbyeeS then discovered the the film impressed Newsweek,
film company he was forming. career started in 1916 at Paramount
Jeanne Hanna to Sam Woodie,
Time,
New
the
Yorker and some
Wiman dropped plow making, where he appeared: with Gloria body.
other “slicks,” and the film caught Las Vegas, Jan. 10. She’s an asstarted writing film Continuities, Swanson; Theodora Roberts, Sylvia
sistant
stoiY editor at Paramount;
on quickly. This may be the exWALDO TUPPER,
and playing Ashton, Elliot Dexter, and played
grinding - cameras,
ception to the ride, but that rule he’s with station KFI there.
Waldo Tupper, 68; Ringling remains valid -the
.socondai'y villains, the way pereon- leading roles in a number of Cecil
Alleman to Tony .MonBeverly
daily press rencl was wont to do in those pioneer B, DeMiile productions. In time Bros, circus’ traffic director and
tell, Los Angeles, Jan. 15. Both are
action is of fir.st importance.
rider
top
called
The
general
agent,
aG
Paramount’s
died
of
a
heart
was
became
company
days. The
he
with the touring “Kiss Me, Kate”
Film Guild. Such later stars as in a series of westerns based oh tack Jan. 1 8 aboard a Southern
company.
Topnotch Product Scarce
Glenn Hunter, and. Clara Bow made Zane Grey stories. His next move Pacific train while on his way to
Claire Cook to Bob Ruskin, New
A«S of thp vnnr’Q pnH
topnotch
enai fnonofnTi
was to Columbia where he Was a Los Angeles.
early appearances in their films.
27. .He’s a salesman for
X
pietty
He was well known in Southern cnnivp”
Pictures in Pittsburgh.
Columbia
The company was moderately star f oi; several years. More rescarce, and on the immediate horifreelance.
California
of
pageants
a
as
a
director
cently
he
was
Charles
to Robert Street,
Frances
successful, but in 1925 Wiman
and expositions ^nd as an or- zon the only likely winner arriving Las Vegas, Jan. 15. Bride is a leswitched to the stage and his real
for
the
holiday
season
was
ganizer
the git actress; he’s an ABC account
of
amateur
theatrical
MILTON C. HERMAN
success began. During World War
French “Manon.” directed by Henri- executive.
II his m.'inagerial know-how was
Milton C.. Herman, 55, art actor groups.
Georges Clouzot, who had hit a
June Lockhart to Dr. John Franused in putting on shows for Amer- in films, radio and TV, died of
jackpot ivillr “.Jenny Lamour.” It cis Maloney, New York, Jan. 16.
ican troops as director of enter- Goronary thrombosis at .his home
A. L* GORE
Bride
is an actress and daughter
stars
Cecile
Red
Aubry,
American
Starting
the
21.
whose
for
L.
Jan.
performAstoria,
I.
tainment
in
A. L. Gore, 67, who started- the
his career in 1912, he worked in. original West Coa.‘4 Theatres cir- ance In "Manon” led to a 20lh-Fox of actors Gene and Kathleen LockCio.ss in Britain.
hart.
Survived by four daughters and pictures for seven years and ul- cuit with Sol
Adolph contract for “The Black Rose.”
Lesser,
Polly Lawrence to George Elliott,
timately stepped into radio and Ramisch and his brother Mike
But there is .some hope in rising
a brother.
San Franci.sco. Jan. 11. Bride is
TV..
In that
Gore, died in irollywood, Jan. 22 French film production.
vocalist
at KFRC; he’s a musician
Herman
A versatile performer,
after a year’s illness.
.!"eMentany, govermnent
ERNEST COSSART
Orth:
had the ability to portray most
He and his brother had operated subsidy to the industry under a ] June Hutton to Axel
Ernest Coss.nrt, 74, veteran actor roles from broad comedy to charStordahl
who had appeared in a long list acter parts. Recently he was seen
Jan,
GpccnwicJi,
Conn.,
20. Bride
vrt
oon^
fu’st
eight
since
inonths
roles
of
screen
of stage and
is a songstress and si.ster of Ina
in such TV shows as “Lights Out”
^
sludios tumcd out 80 Ray
^
coming to this country froni Eng- and “Man Against Crime.” ServHutton,
bandleader;
he’s
I
features, or 16 more—i,e., about musical
land more than 40 years ago, died ices will be held at 2:30 p.m. today daughter sui Vive.
conductor
for
Frank
*
16%
than
for
the
in New York, Jan, 21,
same
period in Sinatra.
(Wed.) at the Little Church Around
MARQUIS J. DE BARONGELLI 1949. The total 19.50 figure
Born in Cheltenham, England, the Corner, N, Y.
Nadine Barker to William Cagis exMarquis Jacques de Baroncelli, pected to show about 110 com- ney. Las Vegas, Jan. 21, He’s a
ho made his debut in. April, 1896,
Surviving are a sister and two
84, director and producer of over pieted features, considerably more
as a gendarme ini “Robert' Macaire” brothers.
producer and head of his
Frepch productions died in than in the pre-war period
at the old Novelty theatre, London.
brother’s, Jinimy Cagney, producig)
Pans,
Jan.
of
seasons
several
19.
There followed
is a non-pro.
On the soon-upcoming
•upcoming list of
DOUGLAS N. LAMY
small parts in the provinces, a betBetty Caulfield to Carl William
foreigns for 1951, Di.scina InternaFERIKE BOROS
Douglas N. Lamy, 32^ radio and
U>r chance in “The Duchess of
tional and Lux-specializing largeDanlzig” in London, and tht^n film actor, fatally shot hiinself in
of actiess
^
Ferike Boros, 62, character ac-- J ly
^
French
and Italian films, re( ranville Barker, making his start
his N. Y. home, Jan. 19.
Caulfield.
tress, died Jan.. 16 in Hollywood. sWcliVe^^^^
career
Hollywood
for
He started his
as a producer, engaged him
Sylvia Abuhoff to Eli Weinberg,
She had no relatives in this coun- ^niscinq
rfoln/iVr’i
i/ppf
Discina IS getting ready 19 films New York,
under the name of John Mitchell try.
Jan. 21.
“Prunella,”
Bride is in
to serve up imminently.
Among band booking department of Gale
—
Soon afterward, Cossart came to as a juvenile lead in a Bette Davis
Agency;
he
is son of Ralph Wein-*
New York and made his debut at picture, “Mr, Skeffington,’’ and
Mother. 65. of Sid Caesar, coChevalier
in
berg, southern band promoter.
the Knickerbocker Theatre in Sep- later appeared in radio under median, died of a heart ailment in
V*
1 ember,
be released as
1906, as Colonel Fink- the professional name of Douglas Yorikers, N. Y., Jan: 21.
Surviv^
Bum,
hausen in “The Girls of Gotfentitle
of
a
song Cheing also are two other sons, a
'’Mier popularized on both sides of
Detectives said; the actor appar- brother and a sisiter.
C’ossnrl was seen in many Thea- ently had .placed the stock of, the
the Atlantic years ago. The exploiMr. and Mrs. Al Turner, son.
tic Guild pi oductions, among them small bore death gun between his
.Sihimick here is that^ the Chicago; Jan. 13.
Ida Cannon, wife of William
Is a for“Alary of Scotland,” “The Mask knees, the muzzle against his fore- Cannon, of Warner Bros* home of- tilm will be dedic.'tted to the
mer
dancer; father is amusement
vciand the Face,” “Reunion in Vien- head; and pulled the trigger.
®ran French star to mark his 50th editor of Chi newspapers.
fice
department,
died
in
tax
New
iia,” “Getting Married,” “The ApA search of the apartment re- York Jap* 17.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Manners, son,
anniversafy in .show businc.ss. For'
l)le
“MarCo vealed no notes, but police listed
Cart,’’
“Caprice,”
the American pfemiere, Cbevalier ^®^^ywood, Jan. 13. Father is ah
Millions,”
“The Chief Thing,” the death as suicide.
in^fusic Gorp. of AmerMrs. Natalie Satin Rachmahinoff, >vi)l come to the U S., and a major
“Arms and the Man,” “Volpbne,”
ica’s Coa.st agency*
70, widow of the noled pianist- bailyhoo is planned.
ENRIQUE FRIEDLANDEE
iaiiu Joaii,” “From Morn to MidMr.
and
Mr.s. Howard Goldstein,
composer, died in New York Jan. |
"Bluebeard,” in G e v a e o o r,
iiieht.” “He Who Gets Slapped,”
Enrique Friedlanderi 44,. manHollyv/ood,
Jan.
16.
Flench equivaient of Techhicolbr: daughteri
and “Madame Boyary.”
Father
is a pressagent.
ager for RKO in Chile, died over
Michel. Simon is; starred in the title
His. many other appearances inMr.
and
Mrs.
JCiTy
Johnson,
tlie weekend of a cerebral hemorRichard R. Bruckner, 62, do.signer role.
cluded. “The Great Waltz,” “The
son, Troy, N. Y., Jan. 5. Father is
word received of theatrical equipment, died in
“Ladv Pahame” stai
ctirrinVy
‘V
Way of the World,” “What Never rhage, according toRKO.
ung buzy
RKO salesman
the Albany
Radio yee- New :YoiK
Vnrir Jan.
Tan
17
^urvivpH hv
Reisman,
17.
buryived
by Delair and Loui.s Jouvet, both stars an
Hi('S” and “Candida,’' His last role by Phil
branch.
”
T
iV/Tr.
was that of Charles Dickens’ pee in charge of foreign distribu- Wlte;
of “Jenny Lamour.”
Mr.
and
Mrs.
David
Rees,
daughr*
: *' [
lallicr in “The Ivy Green,” at the
“Casque D’Or,’’ with Simone Sig- ter, New York, Jart. 18* Father is
Friedlahder, a native of Argenl.o oeum theatre, N. Y., in 1949.
Mother* 74, of Seton I, Miller, norct
film producer: mother is former
picture
'n 1935, Cossart began to act for tina, entered the* film business at moyon
proaucor-writcr, iTomorrow \Vc Divorce,” with sef ctary at MPA A.
111' screen.
His pictures included the age of 20. He joined RKO in
Mr. and Mrs. Michael St. Angel,
Sophie
pesmarcts.
“ Hy
American Wife,” “The Light 1937 as manager of the Rosario, ett, Wash.
The Piscina list is therefore the son. Lo.s Angeles, Jan. 16. Mother
Tnal
Failed,”
“Lady of Uie Argentina branchy and served in
Marjorie Holliday, scrceh acis
pretentious of the forthcom«
7 ropics,”
.
oA
*
r
Magnificent various capacities in Argentina
tress; father is an actor.
“The
Barton,
Nancy ..
3| wife of Charles ing season. The company got off
I'raud,” ,”Three Smart Girls Grow until 1944. In that year he became, i
Mr. and Mrs, Gus Harris, daugh'•'‘’">'6 start for the new year
1“
Hp,” “Never Say Die,” “Kings
Father’s
ter, Pittsburgh. Jan, 18*
Palm'
i
aim bpi ings, Gal. T>y
ner home
rt her'home
manager of RKO Chile, which po- at
launching “Oimheus” and VM;i- hendwaiter at^Club Copa, Pitt.
How.’T “A Bill of Divorcement,” sitioh
he held up to the time of
“Devils Galore,” and “Love from
LuckmMr.
and
George’
M'
s.
Floyd
of
Holni,
Father,
man85;
his death.
®
ready schedule of about bacher, .son, Hollywood, Jan. 17,
Stranger.”
ager of the ‘Hollywood Compton
^
J V.films is also impo.sing. The comHo is survived by hos wife, the
is
editor
Father
traileiv
Paraat
agency, died Jan. iff in Duluth.
im inor
(iif/i
EDWARD BEATTY
.^ehrrsfl live
oanv scored
nirknihc a.go
nrrrx
mnnnt.
pany
Maude Davies, and a I
month.s.
with mount.
Chi
Alaughler,
“veteran
Mrs.
Morrison,
Mr.
Hobe
an
“Bitter Rice,” in which Silvana
and
Valerie
Cossart,
Edward Beatty,
actj'css.
THEATRE ’51 ’S ‘INNOCENT' {Mangano. a voluptuous Italian son. New York, Jan. 21. Father is
theatre operator, died in Chicago
Jan. 20. Survived by wife and two
item, was introduced to American ^
Dallas, Jan. 23.
n
t>
at
a
ELSIE MAE GORDON
children*
Lux is following up
Edward Caulfield’s new play, audience
Maij Gordon, radio actress,
_
Innocent in Time,” will be
“An
‘’®.
Yoi-k, Jiin. ?2. Father is a so-gd <l in New York,
cT
STANLEY W. HATCH
Jan. 18.
the next production of Theatre of the Si la, which also stars Man- \vri1cr-nubli.‘'ii r.
>c begrn her radio career with
Mr. and i)'
C-^ne F' \in, sori,.
Stanley W, Hatch, head of War- ’51, to open here for a three-week gano.
ham MacNamee as a Gold
The same di.stributing oi'grniza- Wasivn' ion, J. h, 20. F''ihrr is a
contract fun Monday. Jan. 29.
’’'Wm in 1922 and appeared ner Bros, home office
tion has on tap; “The Mill on the df“!c jo /y r
Spencer James will direct.
V.
i
lie of the firsV NBC television
dent., died i\Xonda 5 22 ) of a heart
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Improved tone

By BERT BRILLER

at film tioxpffices-

throughout the country, which continued during the past weetk, is
being coupled by exhibs with a
plea for more and better product.
They’re chalking up an important
part of the recent gain to strong
films, pointing out that mediocre
and weakie pictures are doing as
poorly as or worse than ever.
“As long as we’re forced to use
more weak pictures than strong
Ones* to fill out our bills, business
is going to be off,” one national
exhib leader and circuit operator
said in New York this week. “We’re
doing exceptionally well with the
big pictures, but we can’t seeni to
sustain grosses or build any permanent business because we can’t
get enough of this strong product.”
Nevertheless, check of circuit
and indie operators yesterday
(Tues.) disclosed that the improvement at the b.o.s, which began to
be felt at the start of the year,
continued through the past weekend. Grosses are still running generally behind those of a year ago.
However, the spread is less than
it was in the latter months of 1950.
And the dog month that exhibs
usually expect of January, following the big Christmas-New Year’s
week, has not materialized.
Showmen are continuing cautious about welcoming the hypoed
tone at the b.o. as anything more
than a passing phase. They want
to wait quite a “ew more weeks
before tossing any hats into the

The day is rapidly waning when
the kid jerking sodas behind a
It’s Tough to Produce
hinterland drugstore fountain, or
the lass slinging hash in an AshtaPix These Days bula beanery, had a chance at beHollywood, Jan. 30,
ing spotted by a film talent scout
like
a and shucked off west for a buildlooked
certainly
It
Commie plot all along the way up to stardom.
Talent scouts
when Warners began running into aren’t getting to hinterland drugtrouble filming “I Was a Cornmun- stores or Ashtabula beaneries
nistforFBI.”
they’re doing their scouting by
First, no printshOp would turn television.
out needed subversive handbills for
TV has rapidly become only sec^
fear outsiders, getting hold of one ond to Broadway as a showcase for
and noting the union stamp, would potential film players; It used to
Job be that eastern talent departments
point a finger at the shop.
finally was done on studio hand-'^ sent corps of Daniel Boones beatThen a group of visitors ing tjie college play and little the^
press.
set up clamor when they saw a atre bushes. Then came the heavy
truck towing large sign reading econoraiy axings of 1947 and 1948,
“Free Coffee and Donuts Donated and the backwoods talent searches
By Communist Party of USA.”
were cut to a minimum to save
Finally, the studio had to assign coin. And now TV is making them
a propman to lock up a large superfluous.;
framed photo of Stalin nightly afThe new-faces departments are
Someone having such a time keeping Up with
ter the day’s shooting.
took the original home for a sou- the plethora of fresh talent being
venir.
exhibited on tele that there’s little

Tele Eventually

For

Raw

Stock

They remember last summer’s bulge, which was followed

Washington, Jan. 30.
Television and film industries
by two lower-depth months, Sepmay soon be battling it out for
tember and October.
raw film stock, which has become
(

that

the

im-

Continued on page 55)

Civilian

Defense Group

To Recommend Tbeatres
Close During Air Raids

as important to TV as it is to the
picture business; Despite assur-

ances from both the Government
and raw stock distributors that no
rationing is imminent, drainage of
increasing amounts of footage by
the armed forces has already
created critical shortages in film
laboratories. As a result, bothffilm
and video execs fear some sort of
rationing similar to that, in effect

“Life with Father,” already the

—

.

,

During World War II, thewere regarded as good
sources of relaxation and recreatioa for the population; the same
place.
atres

feeling exists
circles.

now

in

Government

New Kind

rangement based on a percentage

of Hit

Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Major studio here has been
reactivating the

bomb

shelters

during the last
war. Which led an electrician
assigned to the job last week
it

prepared

“I don’t

know why. This

lot

hasn’t had a hit in five years.”

a frightening thing
is

destroying com-

efforts

have been from becoming tele casualties and

news for weeks. hurting their value in radio.”
“I’ve seen fine, finished artists who
Senator has been on the National
Concert & Artists Cbrp. popular have become mediocre in tele,”

steady front-page
I

“With today’s tax
three seasons, but Bergen said.
interest has sharply hypoed in him situation, it’s necessary for perthis year.
Solon is available for formers to spread out their earnFor that reason I’ve
limited time before or after ses- ing careers.
sions of Congress, and occasionally always felt a polished performer
fits in dates over a weekend other- shouldn’t burn himself out by tele-wise, although while Congress is vising more than once a month.”
Bergen, who did special Thanksnormally in session he prohibits it.
Sen. Kefauver has promised to giving and Christmas telecasts for
do only four weeks next season— Coca-Cola, will do another stint for
the soft drink on CBS-TV around
and two are already sold out.
ffivision list for

!

I

I

1

;

I

April

1.
Like the previous shows,
which took about a Week apiece
it will be on film, which
he deems the only way of keeping high standards.
He cited
some comics whose bits, although
proven on Broadway and in vaude,
had flopped in live TV because of

to lens,

Pacemaker Role

insufficient
camera
rehearsal,
sloppy production or unresponsive

Marty tix-holders
(Continued oh page 55)

studio audiences.

j

By

HERM SCHOENFELD

Church Censorship Of

Reversion of the music Industry to

TV Programming Seen
In Priests’ Sermonizing

Threats of outside censorship
loomed over the television industry again this week with reports
that Catholic priests in the metropolitan New York area are advising their congregations on the TV
shows considered unacceptable to
future.
the Church. High-ranking CathoNot only are the ballads show- lic dignitaries, so far as could be
( Continued on page 37)
(Continued on page 52)

Washington, Jan. 30.
top money-maker of legit history,
during World War II.
Civilian Defense Administration
Nathan D. Golden, of the Na- has just paid another $100,000
is expected to recommend that theits total profits
tional Production Authority, met dividend, bringing
atres close dqwn during air atwith members of the Motion Pic- so far to slightly over $1,500,000
tacks, in a CD A policy statement
$25,0OO investits
on
ture Assn, of America in New York or 6,000<?^,
due within the next 48 hours. It last week to urge their strict con- ment.
Income from the Oscar
will also ask theatres to shutter, on
seTyatipn of film usage as an alter- Serliri production is still coming in
word of a probable air bombing at- native to rationing. But the fact and will apparently do so indeftack..\
that the major companies at the initely.
However the agency
Most of the recent melon was
present meet
considerable
in
indulged
equivalent of the wartime Office, of bickering among themselves over from the Warner screen version,
Civilian Defense-—-is expected to
how best to conserve is believed which has thus far grossed approxmake this purely a request. It has to indicate their anxiety over the imately $5,800,000 in the domestic
no plans for ordering or compelling situation.. TV execs, for their part, and foreign markets. The legit
theatres to follow its recommenda- have noit yet been questioned by edition grossed about $10,150,000
tions.
Any such would have to
in its record-breaking Broadway
(Continued on page 53)
come from local policing authoriand road runs. Fact that the picties.
ture deal involved a unique ar-

While CDA will take no official
stand on morale and the theatres,
unofficially it feels theatres should
operate, except When air raids are
expected or are actually taking

whose committee

the pattern of former eras, when
No matter how poor worthwhile
tele credits.
ballads^ wer? the paceor minor the "show, the Hollywood- makers, i¥ seen in the current domites appear to be impressed by the
ination of the hit lists by such
(Continued on page 52)
numbers. Both pubs and diskeries
have been hoping for such a development for a long time and the
current emergence of solid pops,
together with the virtual disappearance of the mercurial novelties, is
regarded as an augur of a healthy

,

•

“it’s

way video

currently is Sen. Estes Kefauver toughie. “Networks and agencies,’^
(D., Tenn.), chairman of the Senate he told Variety, “have done pracCrime Investigation Committee, tically nothing to protect comics

time to send their shortened staffs
on the road. In any case, it appears pointless to unpocket coin
for touring when all the potential
talent that studio staffs could ever
look at is being showcased daily in
the living room.
Beyond that, seasoned scouts
have a more subtle reason for preferring TV to the road. If they do
see someone they like, it’s much
easier to sell the boy or gal to
their studio bosses if they have

the

edy talent,” Edgar Bergen feels the
Draw on Gabfest Circuit decision on how much TV he will
in his next contract will be a
do
Hottest draw in the lecture field

.

air.

All exhibs agree

Sen. Kefauver Hottest

Commie

.

Because

of the film gross (rather than the
net), has been instrumental in running up the unprecedented payoff.

The recent $100,000 dividend
represents the return oh the shdw
from the' year 1950, The last pre^
covering
vious
payment,
1949,
amounted to about
Warner deal, set in

$80,000. The
1942, calls for

(Continued on page 55)
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Fix Won’t
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1

j

USO

affair,

between

pocketed

I.

.

:.¥¥

!

$14,000 and $15,000.

I

whore

came

of coulee,

liig'toii

:lii<'hac<l

Post

'

li, c'oo.

I

N GTO N

i.lhil./

in 'the \\

Semitic film, “Jud Suess” (“The
Jew Suess”), duriog Nazi times.
ash-

“M hi

l’(>)

the. •staU-O; )>ill
AViirs aot I
too.

hejullinos

of evidence that the film has contributed to the persecution and
murder of Jews. The overt U. S.
High Commission organ, “Neue
Zeitung,” said the court’s explanation “equals a moral verdict of
Washirigton, Jan. 30.
guilty.” After the trials, Harlan
Lester Cole asked the U, S. Su- started to work iri Goettingen bn
preme Court Yesterday (Mon.) to his film, ‘‘The Undying Lover,’*
hear an appeal in his breach-of- produced by Domnick Film, and
completed late last year.
contract suit against Lqew’s, Inc

of our days
insist, is t.h<*
1 gaiaranNau(loviiio..rogiilfu;s
Will.”
too yoiill hni.gh at
i’uivnio.st
.

for

Show itself went over the
network for 45 minutes, with

.

.

Represented by

.

j

ASSOCIATED booking CORP.

dedication .to the USO. Finally
there was the airer’s aftermath of
largely
pictures,
Talent reps and show busiiness
and
publicity
freeze
..
based upon the introduction of the tinions are studying the wage
year.”
the
of
order to figure if and how pay
“riost important man
who turned out to be Anthoriy J. scales can be upped. Generallji they
Troilo, a GI wounded in Korea, feel the situation is still too coriwho was introduced by Sec. of fused to niake. defiriite plans, but
State Dean Acheson and photo- see some methods to up pay.
graphed with President Trunian.
since theatre admissions were
Troilo reprc.«cnted the American
frozen those dependent on the
windstirring
fighting man in the
hoxoffice for their income will not
up of the aired portion: of the
troubled. However, if they try 1
show.
to hike theil percentage figures 0 ^
the
Aftershow, which featured
^ percentage basis
acts with more visual than sound
^ straight fee they may have
value, came in for a generally sock |.y gpj. official consent.
reception^from the
there have been estabtorium^Theie
Ushed salary review plans in opexist for raising
^hf^^pnators ^ration, charinels
which
salaries and wages. Most of the
members of Congr^
such setups. NBC

[

itii

,

,

i

^

Hildegarde Resumes Old

'

I

j

j

;

j

|

i

|

,

|

.

I

|

i

j

I

pa^e^^^i

:

,

1

prominent
policy of annual review and merit
vv^rp
ere P
fashion show whose ^models y
operation for
such
®
nine years and was approved durs
ot two Supreme Court l^>st
CBS last week
.

and four

member

tbe^

of

,

inter-office

troupe with.equ^

?. square-dance

However, e^plaihfng the verdict of
the second trial, the court noted
that it was reached because of lack

I

Mahonoy

and a good thingv

a plug.

ABC

WASH

Return Engagement

the agency, it proved even more
valuable to USO as k publicity boBecause of top-name peonanza.
ple involved, the show plans arid
rehearsals .got national publicity

and USO.

started last year, when he was
twice acquitted by Hamburg denazification courts on charges of
committing crimes against humanity by directing the extremely anti-

Currently

C A P TO L,

First big afTair th raise coin for

in

!

THE INIMITABLE

•

memo

to staff-

Cole, one 6i the “Hollyyi'ood unfriendly TO’’ serving a prison senMilwaukee,: Jan. 30T
fence for contempt of Congress,
Hildcgarde is breaking all rec^ charged, that the 9th circuit court
ords at the Empire Room, Schroe- of appeals misconceiyed the facts
der hotel here, \vith Chanteuse be- when it overturned a district court
ing held over for t\yo extra days, ruling in his faybr. Metro screenHometown miss, who writer was suspended by the studio
Feb. 6-7.
opened Thursday (25), has sold; out following the October, 1947, hearof the 400-seat ing before the H6u:e Un-American
performances
all
room, doing one show per night Activities Committee, where he rewith fnatinee on Siiturday and fused to answer question of whethSunday with $ I cover on week er he was a Communist;
nights and $ 1 .50 over the week‘•Tp permit an appellate court to
end. Management crowded in 465 reverse a trial court through the
patrons Saturday (27).
nrooess of reweichine facts and in^
Press devoted half-page
ferences Would defeat the functions
on singer and when she took her of the trial judge, place impossible
place at her forrher department
burdens upon appellate courts, and
store counter job, a police riot
leave litigants in a const.nnt state
squad had to break up the crowds.
of uncertainty," asserted the brief,
Hildegarde returns to f our-a-day
..oa
Since the entire motion picture
at the Orpheurii, Omaha, Feb: 8,
industry
is concentrated in the 9th
at
the
weeks
two
does
then
and
Olympic hotel, Seattle, Feb. 17. circuit and since motion picture
She then starts a three-week en- artists’ contracts contain provigagement at the Mark Hopkins, slons similar to paragraph 5, lltiga-
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probable
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Congress
...

.

V”"®- -J.

Philipp

Auerbach, Jewish restitution com-

i

niissioner.

o Tliffh
ww t. Commission
^
wv- a
j
Disturbed
At the same time, it is understood that U, S. High Commission
•

;

'

..u

i.

j

i.

x.

® di.stiilmtor,
I

Also dirtributor

Samuel Goldwyn
date there had
been no comment from Goldwyn’i
,

!

i

‘o

local rep.

In January the Society for Jewish-German collaboration in Frank-

issued a statement saying that
Harlan “had shattered the world’s
trust in the moral conscience of
(Continued on page 40)

1

i

“If the ruling of the court of
appeals stands, it will mean that'
employers may with impunity deprive persons of their livelihopds
unless they comply with the same

!

This

I

which have not heretofore been
decided by this court.

From

condemn Harlan’s

the Bavarian exhibwas luuuweu
followed by
uy the
me

'

*

“Judicial sanction for ihe avoidance upon political groiinis of the
pledged word and the deprivation
of a person’s property rights under
a written agreement raises important questions of constitutional law

I

Socialist

,

.

to
ot

.....

^

i,.

elsewhere,, wltlt a resulting
conflict of decision as to the jaw
applicable, to these moral cases uiidcr similar circumstances, is jm-

.

firsts

chairman

,

i

tion

Lueth,

nation, and messages supporting
Lueth began to pouiv in. Among

1

,

a..

Erich

press chief of Hamburg, called for
a
boycott.
Harlan, along with
Pomnick Film and Herzog Vcrleih,
the distributors, sued for an in-,
junction on the boycott and won
the suit. Lueth’s appeal is scheduled to be jieard by the Hamburg
«
supreme state court Feb. 20. The
suit produced great public indig-

1

|

,

Fraternal Order Gives

Award

Civic

to

Lambs

In recognition of the “great huor similar political conditions, and
manitarian
contributions”
made
this despite the fact that the emby people
ployment is pursuant to a binding
agreement, containing no such conOrder of Eagles will preditibn, solemnly entered into by
its
annpal Civic A wai-d to
the employer.

|

^

Then

MVkee Dept. Store Stand

expected to be permitsalaries under its
^
rcvicw pran. Web added that the
Ambassadol, etc. _
Dipecmr of Price Stabilizatiori had
Wmdup^ was a massing of
unofficial opinion that
^
broadcasting,
newspapers
an d
Francisco, March 17.
by the official bands of the Army,
are exempted from price Sari
Navy, Air Force and Marine Corps. ^.ontrol, will be exempt from the
^
betOverall show was beHer and
wage freeze.
ter staged than the first one last
ViTiat complicates the picture for
Presence of the President
year.
talent unions is that as yet no forand Mrs. Truman also added to the mulas have been announced under
Jewish Appeal Drive
glamor of the affair, regarded as which hikes could be won. During
Harry Brandt, head of the Brandt
one of the smoothest jobs present- the last war AFRA radio performcircuit and prez of the -Independed here in a long time.
ers were able to gain boosts under ent Theatre Owners Assn, of New
various formulas, such as the Little York, last week was named chairSteel, sub-standard rates, escala- man of the Joint Defense Appeal
Oldfield Back in D. C,
tor clauses or other machinery for Campaign Cabiiiet which is launch-ri
•
Tki
Ti
>
Plugging Ike's Tour ironing out inequities.
ing- a national $6,000,000 fund-raisGeorge Heller, Television Au- ing drive in behalf of the American
Washington, Jan. 30.
Air Force Lt. Col. Barney Old- thority executive secretary, Is now Jewish Committee and the AntiWashington conferring with Defamation League of B’nai B’rith.
field, onetime Vartety mugg and in
ex-Warner publicist, reported back Wage Stabilization Board officials
In accepting the post, Brandt
to Washington over the weekend to determine the board’s views.
said he was “both happy and disFreeze doesn’t affect profession- mayed-happy because of the adOn his public relations tour for
General Eisenhower. Oldfield, who als, such as doctors and lawyers, vances that have been made in reserved on a team of three advance- but it is not probable that talent cent years to end numerous timemen for the general’s tour of Eu- will be permitted to escape regu- encrusted patterns of prejudice in
rope, reported that the drumbeat- lation as professionals. During the j3ur national life; dismayed because
ing trio covered oVer 13,000 miles last war performers were permit- so much more remains: to be done
in 12 countries, setting up 13 press ted to get “normal” increases, but to remove these
patterns cornconferences for the Defense top- where an act Shot from obscurity pletely.”
to
nam'e
status
was
it
frequently
per. Oldfield’s press companions
included Air Force Lt. Col. John hard to get a comparable pay boost.
Nov. Very Slow At
Virden, Maj. V/altei* Griscti, and Argument can be made that an
act’s career is .short-lived and that
Col. Frank Dorn.
Nation’s BoxofiEiees
temporary popularity
Oldfield planes to Germany at thm’efore
Washington, Jan. 30.
week’s end to take pp his post as should be recognized incomewise.
November was very; $lQw at the
p.r; officer With Gen. Norstad in .However, on a war-footing the Govturnstiles, according to admissions
Weisbaden. Germany.
(Continued on page 16)
tax figures just reported by the

big-name steppeis, a^i^ecial dan

.

and

®
the democratic idea s
stiength among German artists.
The controversy: about Harlan

j

Cbllicr Young.

WILL MAHONEY

—

--

r

if authorities

I

.

;

unchanged
practically
be
the reactivated will
Since Lorillard Tobacco They will, however,. be cut a trifle
USQ.
picked up the tab for the entire broader.
of

a

•

v.

,

outlaw, William Cook, and carried
into Mexico as a hostage.
Understood Dawron’s story will
form the basis of a picture to be
produced, by Filmakers, indie compaiiy headed by Miss liupino and

:

i

is

,

I

t

way,

Go. aimed

at stopping the release of
the first postwar film of Veit HarHollywood, Jan. 30.
Nazi
lan
Germany’s top pic diIda Lupino huddled in Palm
rector. Practically ali factions of
Springs with F. D. Darriron, one of
German artistic
life have joined in
the prospectors kidnapped by the
.•

,

kitty

under

presently

battle,

By Lupino-Young

Be Short on Fashions

Paris, Jan. 30.
(Review on page 24;)
Hollywood is safe. Femme, styles
of the regular big
M.wo., V,.
with ihost
^
winter affairs cancelled because, of in pix won’t be outmoded before
the uncertain international sitiia- the films are released— a chance
tion, the “Amateur Hour*' stood that the lensers take every time
but like Washington Monument on they make a pic for distribution
‘a year or more, hence.
the D; G. entertainment scene.
Advance info oh the seasonal
Sponsored this year by the Wornticket
showings by the leading couturiers
Club,
Press
en s National
of dresses
soIg proceeds wore fill esirtricirkccl licre is thiit tlie

the

GAAL

F.

Frankfiirt, Jan. 23.
Germany’s most bitter cultural

Hall.

for

GEORGE

By

Washington, Jan. 30. 4
Just about every bigshot in
W'^ashington was either onstage or
in the audicrtGe Thursday night
(25) for Ted Mack’s second annual
•‘Amateur Hour” at Constitution
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“The coiirt of appeals . . exercising a governmental function, has
upheld the suspension of a person
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Robert Hansen of Milemployment because of
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written agreement;
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Bureau of Internal Revenue. Uncle
Sam’s admissiori tax receipts for
December, generally reflectirig NoniTA ¥fn/i
n
vember at the boxoffice, amounted
DOlWOCn KKU.>
to only $26,822,501. This was about
Theatre candy concessions figure
$7,500,000 behind tak collections
for the preceding month and neaiTy importantly in the $2,000 weekly
$7,000,000 short oi the receipts for purchase of time on WNBG arid
WNBT, N. y., by RKO Theatres.
December, 1949.
About 80% of the taxek repre- Chain has agreed to carry in its 40
sent business done by motlori pic- metropolitan houses all the sweets
ture theatres.
advertised by the two NBC puticts,
The 20% gouge on nitery checks which gives the stations an added
airiountcd to $3,218,135 for the pull in attracting candy advermonth, which was also a dive. It tisers.
Was over $900,000 behind the preRKO Theatres will have pkrticiceding month and about $300,000 pating announcements on WNBG’s
$hort of the December, 1949, figure. Skitch Henderson show and on
^
^
Broadway did better than the na - WNBT’s “Date in Manhattan,” in

group

The

^

Cort, theatre-builder
i

ducer,

44tli

Street

New

York 19* N.

Corisidine,

J.

Harry Leavitt, Mpse

Gol dsmith and Arthur

L. Brown, admiriistra*'
live director of the Eagles, emphasized this week that the fraternity
has received constant a’d of people
of the amusement indistrj in ail
its

promote humaritariari

efforts to

programs. Presentatioi of the prize
to

The Lambs

'!

|

RKO

i

'

AM

1

I

,

1

1

'

,

Williarias.

Matthew

will mark the first
addition to other daily spots. PiX time that the Eagles has ever
and the
houses will be given its annual Civic Service
plugged on.
and TV, with the Award to an organizaiion. In the
theatres sereening trailers on NBC past it has been bestowed upoil
talent. Deal was spt by NBC gen- such individuals as President Truthe preceding month, although it eral irianager Ted Cott and RKO mari, Gen. Dwight D, Eisenhower
was nearly $1,000,000 back of the Theatres ad-piiblicity director liar- and Defense Secretary George C.
same month of 1949.
.
Iry MandeLi
^Marshall.

tional trend. The amusement tax
receipts in New York’s 3rd Internal
Revenue District /all of Manhattan
above 23id street) came to $4,496,887. This Was about $150,000 over

Y.

came

was the

•

West

and

all

late John
legit prO*

first head of the
Joining him in launching
tlie project 53 years ago this week
were Jobri W. Considine, Thomas

;

Inc
154

v
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lodge.
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Coriodo and Foreign— $1 Additional per Year

tiu^Ss

Now numbering hiore than 1,000;OQO members, the Eagles fraternity
feels tliat it has a peculiar affinity
with show busirie^ss for the six
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ot

tovmemon's Morale Corps
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Regular Subscription Rof«t
Year—$10.00
two Yeors—$18.00
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Deal for assumption of controH
of United Artists by Arthur Krim

New UA

and Robert S. Benjamin appeared
be progressing this week. While
no one familiar with the long history of y A negotiations would
make any predictions, if appeared
likely that the Krim-Behjaihin deal
would be dead or at least an informed fait accompli by the end
of this week.
krim flew to the Coast from
New York last night. Hell huddle
with attorneys for owners Mary
Pickford and Charles Chaplin on
the memorandum of agreement
which they have been in the process of drawing up. If it meets With
Krim ’s approval, it will be presented to Chaplin and Miss Pickford

United

to

producers,
withholding de-

Artists’

who have been

coming

into, their' own, financially,
having been “carried” by
theatre operating subsidiaries . for

after

livery of their negatives because of the uncertain condi^
tion of the distrib, face a secondary crisis March 1, That’s
the date the California personal property tax is due and
a 1V2
levy must be paid on
all negatives within the state
at that time.
Producers face the dilemma
of getting their pix out to
avoid the tax and yet keeping
up the legal pretense with UA
that they are not yet completed and thus canT be delivered for distribution.
‘

:

the past several years.

Check of financial statements
shows that the sweeping economies
effected beginning in 1948 noW are
being reflected in healthy monetary gains by the pic-makingTand-i
selling end of the business.

%

'

Most spectacular boost was
achieved by Warner Bros,, where
production-distribution earned $4,128,316 in the fiscal year ended last
Aug. 31.
This compared with a
net profit of only $138,595 in the
previous year and a loss of $246,-

569 in 1948.

Meantime, Jacques
cated he had not giyen up hope
He
of acquiring control of UA.
flew to the Coast over the weeksaid
New
in
reportedly
He
end.
York prior to his departure that
Chaplin had conveyed the ele^
merits of the Krim-Benjamin deal
to him with the opportunity to
eq ual or better it, if he were still

1

unpredictable to insiders this week
negoas any other element in
tiations over the year. They have
more frequently seemed to be subject to whim of the owners than

UA

logic.

Unlimited Coin
While Krim and Benjamin, with
the backing of Walter Heller & Co.,
of Chicago, have almost unlimited
financial resources behind them,
Grinieff offered a

number

(Continued on page

Arnall Won’t
Fullscale

of points
4)

Summon

SIMPP Meet

Until liA

Muddle Ends

Clarification of the United Artists situation, either with the firm
.

under new management or otherwise, will cue a fullscale meeting
of the
Society of Independent
Motion Picture Producers.

SIMPP

president Ellis G.
awaiting the expected
at UA before
for the session and heading

Arnall

major

is

development
Const.

calling
for the
'

,

The

Vrlll be no Teplacement of
Brlskin as principal production aide to Paramount studio adJohii Davis
in N.
ministratbr Y. Frank Freeman.
John Davis, principal aide to J. That was one of a number of
Arthur Rank in his film industry points settled durfiig tbp-echelon
operations, is due in N. Y. the confabs at the homeoffice during
middle of February for his regular the past two days (Monday-Tuessemi-anhual visit.
day).
Freeman, who came east
His plans call for confabs with over the weekend for the huddles,
tJhiversal execs bn their joint in- returns to the Coast today (Wed.).
terest and huddles with Rank asHal Wallis, who works as an insociates in Canada.
dependent on the Par lot, has been
reported a possibility for the top
production spot, but it was learned
his name did not evbn come up at
the New York meetings. William
Perlberg, who recently moVe<i to
Par from 20th-Fox, was mentioned.

Due

L

At Film

Critics

In Ivory

Tower

Ik Studio Aides,

However, it is understood .that he’ll
be given opportunity to season in
Par's ways before active consideration is given him.
dark horse possibility for the
Briskin spot eventually is Max E.
Youngstein^ the company’s publicHe's long
ity-advertising chief.
had a yen for production, with

A

Hollywood, Jan. 30.
kramer-Sam Katz unit,
weeks of negbtiation, has still
not inked its deal with Columbia.
It’s believed virtually certain, how-

which Par prez Barney Balaban is
understood to have some sympathy.
Whether Youngstein would be interested in the post now, pending
(Continued on page 14)
ever, that a contract will evenStanley

after

tually

be

signed.

Understood to be blocking conWashington, Jan. 30.
summation now is Col prexy Harry Three Cusick Pix Set
An attack on “Ivory Tower” film
Cohn’s insistence that when Kramcritics, who “no longer breathe the studio overhead per pic.*
er moves over to the Col lot, even
For ELC Distrib; Col Gets
filmmaking
that
Further showing
same air as the theatregoers” has
though he will ostensibly continue
longer
depondr
are
no
selling
and
been sent to members of the Alto be ah independent, he must use
Arch Oboler’s ‘Five’ Deal
(Continued on page 14)
lied States Assn, by Allied board
technical help provided by the
Eagle Lion Classics and Columchairman Abram F. Myers. Myers
studio.
Kramer has built up a
charges that destructive criticism
production staff which has been bia figured in separate distribution
by such reviewers is one of the fac- Goldwyn, Honting
with him from the start and on deals which were closed in N. Y.
tors hurting the boxoffice.
which he places tremendous value. yesterday (Tues,).

New

Myers

suggests

that

exhibitor
groups in key cities start scrapbooks containing reviews by the
daily press critics and, for comparative purposes, tradepress reviews of the films.
He said he
is thinking of doing it for critics of
national magazines.
‘if the results are as we expect,” he commented in the membership bulletin, “we may send the
volume to the reviewer with the
lowest average, in place of ,the
usual furJined bathtub. We wish
exhibitor organizations in the key
cities would follow this plan with
respect to the local papers.
“This, We believe, would go far
toward convinjping some of the professional critics who are .now soaring in the stratosphere, to come
down to earth and try to find out
what their readers ar. like.”
Myers was particularly irate over
a Time magazine review of “At
War With the Army.” By way of
contrast with the derogatory criticism, he pointed to the heavy
grosses being rolled up by the pic

Teresa Wright, Tests

9 N.Y. Legit, TV Femmes
Samuel Goldwyn, prior to returning to the Coast fr.om New
over the weekend, made
Screen tests of nine femmes and
two male actors. Producer, sans
a leading lady on his lot. since the
departure of Teresa Wright about
18 months ago, is particularly in
search of a replacement.
Goldwyn also last week inked
Samuel Taylor, who did the adaptation of the current Broadway
legit hit, “Happy Time,” to prepare
the script of “Hans Christian AnThe Danny Kaye-Moira
dersen.”
Shearer-starrer is slated to go
before the cameras about next December.
In addition to “Happy* Time,”
Taylor has written for radio and
(Continued on page 16)

York

'

ELC acquired rights to three
As a result, he’s making a lastditch fight to be permitted to re- Cusick International pix, two of
completed.
are
already
tain his. people, but it is believed which
he will not allow the issue to com- These are “The Long Dark Hall,”
co-starring
Johnson
story
Nunnally
Among
pletely upset the deal.
those for whom Kramer is battling Lilli Palmer and Rex Harrison,
Rudy and “Pardon My French,” with
designer
production
are
Sternad, whose work has been es- Merle Oberon and Paul Henreid.
based on
sential in enabling Kramer to hold Third, “His Excellency,''
down costs; editor Harry Gerstad the Sonierset Maugham short
Paris ih
lensed
in
will
be
story,
(Continued on page 14)
.
July.
Columbia’s deal is for “Five,”
pic about the five people left after

Who

Brought Apples?

.

Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Barkley celebrated her
20th anniversary as a studio schoolteacher at a surprise luncheon
tossed by her former pupils.

atomic dust sweeps the world,
(Continued dn page 18)

Lillian

Among them were

Shirley

VARIETY

Tem-

Jerome Courtland, Ted Donaldson, Adele Mara,
Tommy Cook, Dickie Jones, Jody
Lawrence, Eugene Inglesia, Danny
Mummert and Jock O'Mahoney.
ple, Scotty Beckett,

Indies have been in a state
of uncertainty regarding distribution of their product for some time
and obviously hoping for early
settlement of
affairs.
As this
materializes, the producers will be
able to chart their course, either
in many situations.
collectively
or individually and
First
Biz Perking; ‘At
Strong Pix
Arnall feels there’s no point meeting before that time.
in
Line
‘Halls’
'‘Born,’
Big Margin,
Arnall will leave N. Y. toniiorrow
(Thurs.) for Washington, where he
Big boxoffice pictures continue (Par), “Frenchie” (U) and “Bitter
will investigate Government deto make exhibitors happy this ses- Rice” (Indie) iii that order.
fense measures as affecting produc“The Enforcer” (WB) and “Tomasion, with top fare surmounting
30.
Hollywood,
Jan.
tion and the producers. These insnow, storms and extreme cold. hawk” (U) loom as potentially
Darryl F. Zanuck heads for Eu- Cold wave over the weekend that strong newcomers on basis Of their
clude the rawstock supply and the
wage freeze, among other matters. rope Saturday (3) on a five-week extended from the Rockies to the first weeks. “Enforcer” is very big
SIMPP chief will follow this with tour during which he will inspect Atlantic seaboard proved a handi- at N, Y. Capitol while “Tomalmwk”
a trip to Atlanta, where heTl await various 20th-Fox pictures in pro- cap in some key cities covered by (U) shapes sock in Chicago. ^‘Septhe
Variety, but most exchange cities temher Affair’’ (Par), which opens
developments. He plans to ductioh there.
First Stop will he London, where did big trade even with holdovers this week at N. Y. Miisic Hall, is
travel, to the Coast directly from
“No
he will do final editing oh
rated neat in Toronto. “Company
Atlanta.
and Ipngruhs.
Highway,” produced by Louis D.
“At War With Army” (Par) She' Keeps” (RKO) is fair in N., Y.
Lightpn, and confer with. Sol C. measured up to advance prospects, and moderate in Baltimore.
Siegel oh the production of “The
^‘Man Who Cheated Himself”
already in evidence last frame, by
House on the Square,’’ currently soaring ahead of the field. Mar- .(20th), fairly new, is only okay in
in work.
In Germany, Zanuck tin-Lewis comedy, with more than Chi and small in L. A.“Macbeth”
“Decision Before
will peek at
Toronto,
oke
in
looks
from some 15 key spots, (Rep)
Toppers of the Council of Mo- Dawn,” made in Munich by. Aha- $400i000
is easy champ currently after be- “prounds For Marriage” (M-G) is
tion Picture Organizations hit the tole Litvak, and huddle with Henry
barely nosed out of No. 1 spot Only medium this round.
road this week to explain the work- Hathaway on backgrouhd shots for ing
o
“Prehistoric
e n” (ELC),
the Week ahead.
ings of The new all-industry pub- “The Desert Fox.”
“Born Yesterday” (Col), fourth which is getting additional dates
lic relations outfit to exhib groups
Twentieth-Fox prez Spyros SkouProvidence,
in
okay
is
frame,
this
to
second
week, is roaring up
and to enlist their support.
ras hops to Europe this weekend to last
fine in Borton and big in St. Louis.
Exec director Arthur L. Mayer join other company execs iii Switz- position, with “Halls of Monte- ^Milkman” (U) is reaching a very
Went to Dallas, where the Allied erland, where they are making fur- zuma” (2Gth), in first a week ago,
good figure in Omaha. “Korea
Theatre Owners of Texas is meet- ther study of new television de- dropping down to third. “Rim”
Patrol” (EL) is lightweight bn two
ing, while special
His (M-G) is Jtaking fourth money, not playdates this round. “Great M;anr
theatres.
counsel Robert velopment
for
far from “Halls.”
vy. Coyne went
to Meniphis for ses- brother, Charles, Natioihal Theatres
hunt” (Col) is doing alright iii Chi
sions of Theatre Owners of Ar- prez, flies to Zurich Sunday (3),
“Harvey” (U), first twice this,
and fair in K. C.“Woman on Ru*'”
kansas, Mississippi and Tennessee, accompianied by NT video expert month, is holding up in fifth slot
(U) looks solid in Detroit. “King
while “Operation Pacific” (WB),
conventions opened Monday R. H. McCullough.
Solomon’s Mines” (M-G), big in
with Dallas winding last night
Already in Zurich are Earl Spon- just getting started, will finish Toronto, is hitting a new longruni.
“Storm Warning,” another record in Denver where it’s still
uiesdayl and Memphis tonight.
able, W. C. Michel and Otto Koe- sixth.
Would be installed in com- gel. Understood 20th has option from WB, is moving up to seventh. great in sixth week.
pany’s projected theatre TV cir- for acquiring U. S. rights to direct- “Cyrano”
(UA) and “Mydlark”
i Complete Boxoffice Reports on
complete, the Big Nine.
cuit. Revolutionary instrument was, projection device, and entire deal
(20th)
di veloped by
films arc “Branded”,
Runner-up
U. of Zurich.
may be wrapped up during sessions.

UA

Sam

,

,

interested-

Whether Grinieff, film exporter
and financier, really had any chance
to swing the deal his way was as

y>

WB

film rentals showed
an® impressive gain, also figuring
importantly in the profit statement
were the reductions in amortization of film costs and operating expenses. Film costs were cut from
$41,499,237 in 1949 to $39,080,000
in 1950, Additionally, general operating expenses were listed at
$6,120,662 for 1950, representing a
cut of over $500,000 from the prer
vious year.
In many cases, major companies
also have bolstered financial positions by way of upping the product
output and in this way cutting

While

Grinieff indi^

S

There

Production-distribution divisions
of the major film companies are

Crisii

.. i
.
.
,
.
.

. .
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PICTURES
Krim-Beitjamiii
Continued from page 3
attractive to various people effect*

:

Most iinportan to Chaplin aiid
Miss Pickford is that his plan con*
templates his getting no stock, only
managerial control, Kidm and Benjamin would get 50% Of the stock
of the company after a three-year
period and would .hold a long term
from, the beginning,
n uot jay***
voting
vuuuk trust

ed.

After previously declaring that it
and
V’ould' hear petitions from any
Avhether
ali interested parties on
the New York state Ucense granted
nlm
the controversial “Miracle

4"

Sokolov Joins Fanious

.

Washington, Jan,

Hollywood, Jan, 30,
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Metro registered a new recHarry E, Sokolov joined Famous
title
irifinitosmal
for
ord
sliould he revoked, the
veepee in charge of all
changes. “The Bradley Mason
tee of the State
management,
the
them
matters
for
giving
contact
legal
and
1
j£
^
Story’- w.as transformed into
•_
,,
almost, completely leveisea uscn agency, and as personal aissistant
Another -. point in the Grinieff
“The Bradley Masen Story.”
yesterday (Tues.h At a show-cause and adviser to Charles F eldnian.
Chaplin’s and Alis^
and
what
deal—
WalChange \\'as made from “p”
William
York,
hearing in. New
head.
Famous
be
it
would
reaction
to
Pickford’s
tp “e” to avoid lawsuits by peothree-man
lin, chairman .of the
contemthat
he
kndwn^is
SOkolov
has
not
years,
is
For
past
20
ple hanied Mpson.
subcommittee, declared that only
distributors been in private practice speCializ- plates retaining prad Sears to head
.Joseph Burstyn, Inc
theatrical legal work. Prior up the company. That's naturally
nfTh'e ‘fllTn'ilvd'ypei't FilL, from ling in
he was attorney for Myrop attractive to Sears, general sales
Burstvit bought “Miracle,” to that
whom Jj
WnOin
Tn'»jincfg»r and
tTnwVard manager
nnr former prexy of the
Splznirk
and uciaziu
Leiand' Hayward
ana
aeiznicK
had the right to be heard.
company.
Wallin explained his unexpected agencies.
Krim and Benjamin have made
action by declaring tb^t the only
no commitment regarding Sears,
job confronting the subcommittee
He has a five-year contract winding
was to report back to the full reup the end of this year and he is
gents board- Since only Burstyn
very anxious to work it out, since
and Lopert were directly involved,
Coast attorney Herbert Silveranother 10-year annuity pact (at
he said, only their; testimony should
$35,000 per year) becomes effective berg is due in N, Y. today (Wed.)
Chairman told the
be entered.
on completion pf the first, contract, from Hollywood for an pn-the-spot
the hearing,
.Others present at
it is believed thav Krim and BenWhich lasted only 20 minutes, that
investigation of the United Artists
niake^ a set- situation in behalf of his client,
they could file briefs until next
Premature, end of the Eagle Lion jamiii vVould prefer to
con-Sears and bring in producer Harry Popkin.
Monday (5), which would be
V
Classics reciprocity deal with J; tlement with
sidered by the Regents in the final Arthur Rank came into immediate their own sales chief. That would
Latter is particularly concerned
of
exoutepme
however^n
decision. As a result of What was view
depend,
ahd
about his “Second Wom^
this week following continued
aGcomplished yesterday, it’s be- huddles between the two sides, ploratory conversations with Sears. earlier had threatened injunction
lieved the whole question of the Their trade pact, which was to run They so far have carefuily avoided proceedings aimed to enjoin UA
revocation still resolves around the through 1951, provided for ELC talks with or concerning him, from opening the pic tomorrow
since they've never been overly (Thurs.)
.legal point of Whether the Regents
distribution of a portion Of Rank’s
at the Rivoli theatre, N.Y.
are empowered to withdraw a li- product output in the U. S., with optimistic on the prospects of closStrategy now calls for Sllverr*
censor
state
by
the
ing
the UA deal.
cense granted
berg to look into the matter in asRank’s General Film Distributors
board.
Another problem for anyone sociation with a N. y. legal outfit
handling ELC pix in England.
Yesterday’s hearing \vas preBreak obviously means ELC will taking bvep UA control is the for a final determinatioii of course
ceded during the week by a further have to align itself vyith a new status of Paul V. McNutt, board of action. A court row still is a
maze of developments, which distrib in England. Firm already chairman. Neither Grinieff nor possibiUty but regarded as slim
served to keep “Miracle” on the has been approached by several Krim and Benjamin has objection since Popkin allowed so much time
front pages of most N. Y. news- British outfits anxious to handle to his remaining in the present un- to pass since UA announced the
papers. On the legal side, Judge the U. S. firm’s lineup but it’s said paid post. There have been strong Rivoli preem. It’s figured Popkin
Roscoe V. Elsworth of the state there have been ho actual nego- hints, hoxvever, that Miss Pickford will allow the opening without a
supreme court in Albany refused tiations as yet. Sam Seidelman, and Chaplin would like to see him battle but will undertake to preMonday 29) to grant a temporary ELC foreign chief, is planning a out and have thrown into the lap vent any general release of the
injunction sought by Burstyn in an trip to 'Europe in February but this of any prospective management the film.
attempt to stop yesterday's hearing. was said to be for routine business problem of dealing with him.
Producer, it’s apparent, wants to
Judge at the same time withheld and is not connected with any new That’s a particularly tough nut for await the outcome of current nehis decision on a permanent in- releasing pact.
K-B, since it was through McNutt’s gotiations looking to transfer of
junction sought by Burstyn to preTop Rink product will continue law partner that they were brought UA to the Robert Benjamin-Arthur
vent the Regents from invoking the
If this goes through
to be channeled through Universal into the act and they’d naturally Krim group.
license.
Films which do not feel ungracious about being forced he figures the distrib will be conin the U. S.
Judge Elsworth said any permain
go through U, and normally would to give him his walking papers— siderably strengthened and
nent injunction would be premaposition to
be handled by ELC, in the future assuming that were perfectly pos- more than adequate
pix.
his
handle
sible
legal
complications.
without
(Continued on page 18)
will be released by indie distribs,
probably, the newlyK-B contemplate bringing a total
including,
formed Lopert Films Distributing of what they roughly estimate at
Theatres, Par
$3,000,000 to $3,500,000 into the
Co.
PROD.
However, despite the impending company. Grinieff maintains he’s
Rank
all
release
will
before
he
ELC
ready
to
lose
$1,000,000
split,
TILL
films- which the distrib has on its starts making any profits out of
N. Peter Rathvon will refrain
present schedule, and Rank will do UA; He claims to have the $1,000,On Percentage Action likewise in England.
000. He has reportedly stated that from any new production until next
Paramount is likely to withdraw
he has liquidified personal assets summer, he disclosed in N. Y, yesIts long-standing percentage fraud
to the extent Of $500,000 and ob- terday (TuesJ. Film financier said
action against Brandt Theatres as
tained another similar amount his only immediate plans are for a
IN from
a result of a current series of com- 'VOLCANO'
swing 'of London, Paris and Rome,
outside sources.
promise huddles among execs and
As far as K-B setup is concerned, investigating production possibiliRIGHTS
for Europe
attorneys for both sides.
05. DISTRIB
Heller .& Co., Chi financial house/ ties abroad. He leaves
While the terms of the expected
“Volcano,” William Dieterle pic is coming in strictly as an investor. next week.
will take
settlement were not disclosed, it’s
Rathyon
London,
In
lensed in Italy, has become the It will get no stock options or other
known the plaintiff and the defend- subject of a distribution squabble. equity ownership. Coin it will put his first look at “Happy Go Lovein
ants are
a conciliatory mood and
ly,” which was a joint RathvonU. S. rights are held by Motion up will be partly for operating exhard at work patching up their difAssociated British production. He
Picture Sales Corp„ headed by penses and partly a financing pool
ferences.
reported he’ll set releasing arNeil Agnew and Charles Casanaye. on which indie producers who so
Action was instituted by Par iii
rangements after he sees the pic.
Outfit in turn entered a deal with desire may draw.
1948.
Complaint listed Harry,
Rathvon completed his six-film
Henri Elman Enterprises, states
Krim and Benjamin, and attor- deal with Eagle Lion Classics with
Louis, Bernard and William Brandt,
rights firm, for release of the film neys for Heller, are studying UA
numerous other individuals and
the delivery of “Sun Sets at Dawn,”
in the Chicago area.
balance sheets to determine the
affiliated theatre companies as deRub now is that MPSC wants quantity of coin the financing firm wdiich is now going into release.
fendants. Inaccuracies in boxoffice
any new deal will not
the pic distributed by Eagle Lion might put in. It will be secured He stated
reports on percentage licensing
be considered until he’s set with
Classics on a nationwide basis. Re- by
advances to producei’S for a new production program.
deals were charged, accompanied
ports from Chicago are that the
j
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RATHVON DEFERS
NEXT SUHMER

SQUABBLE

,

a demand for $563,265 in total
alleged damages.
In sharp contrast with the re*
portedty friendly atmosphere surrounding the current peace talks,
the initial row had all the appearahees of a vendetta when the suit

by

and advertising. Thus its
would hinge on number of pix

prints

Elman firm is refusing to relinquish the distrib rights and
unless
legal
action
threatens

size

released.

On

five

new

delivers.
It was said in N. Y.,

Was filed.
Harry Brandt answered at that
time with charges that Par was out
to villity him, and blasted genets
ally the film company’s tactics.
since for the most part has

Case
been
dormant, except in one instance
wlmre the epurt allowed the distrib
to inspect the Brandt records.
Current confabs are to determine
the extent Of damages.

Cincinnati, Jan. 30,
narily get and still show a good
Controversial film, ‘Why Korea?” profit for himself.
was booked for week of Feb. 2 at
the Mid-States Capitol theatre for
first Cincy showing, but was withdrawn because it is too long for
programming
with
“Halls
of

MAX ROTH ELECTED TO

Becomes Tevlin Aide
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
J. K. Nunan, whose resignation
as manager, of motion picture division of A nsco becomes effective to*
morrow (Wed.), checks into RKO
Thursday (I) to function in an ex0cutive capacity undei C. .J, 'Ttvlin,
top studio financial exec. .Specific
duties are not revealed;
Nunan had held Ansco post here
for, la.st four years, during which

L. A.
Ray Anthony
Eye Arden
Lex Barker
Ed Begley
Polly Bergen

pix deliv-

ered to the company, for instance,
it could amount to about $1,000,on the other 000, which would be available for
hand, that “friendly” negotiations operating Expenses.
are in progress and it’s expected
Both Grinieff and K-B contemthe i.ssue will be resolved satisfacplate long-term managerial pacts.
torily for both sides.
While K-B would profit by success
of the company through the Stock
their options would give them, Grinieff’s aim is to obtain foreign
Tt’s Too Long,' Sez
rights to UA product. He maintains
that
he can make more money for
Exhib: Diicfc ‘Korea^ Date
the producers than they’d ordi-

MPSC

PATHE INDU^RIES BD.

Montezuma,” scheduled feature.
Robert J. Libson, head Of Mid-

Max Roth, states rights distriburescheduled for the Capitol tor in the Ch cago area has been
within a month imle.ss inquiry dis- elected to the board of Pathe Industries, it
was disclosed this
closes ‘rea.son for not showing if
Libson and Robert McNabb, week.
Roth owns 30,000 shares of
20th-Fox manager here, jointly
.stated that the withdrawal had no Pathe stock, which he received
r-onncctiori with the plea of P. J. when
the
corporation acquired
Wood, .secretary of the Independent from him the Eagle Lion Classics
Theatre Owners of Ohio, with franchise he held in Chicago. ELC
he introduced new An.sco color head<iuarters in Columbus, that is a Pathe subsidiary.
negative and positive for produc- “Why Korea?” not be exhibited
When he relinquished the ELC
tioh. He will be succeeded by Rob- until the administration intehds to franchise,
Roth farmed the states
ert Young, eastern manager of com- show the other side ;p£ the con- rights outfif dealing mpinly in re"
.
pany's motion picture division.
ftroversy”
issues.
I
States, said the film will probably

be

i

i

;

,
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toN.

Y.

top execs of the largest and
oldest theatre chain in Japan are
currently here as part of a sixweek tour of key industry spots
in this country.
Metro, with a keen eye on the
future, when the end of the occupation will put the Japanese film
industry on its own, is sponsoring
the tour and picking up the check
for Kyusaku Horl, president of the
Nikkatsu Motion Picture Co., and
Hidemi Mori, executive director of
the outfit. Completing team is the
governor of the Bank of Japan,
here on official biz, who has joined
forces with the exhibs because of
friendship and common interests.
Chief purpose of the trip, according to Hori, who speaks. English

and acts as spokesman,

Barton

Payne,

which

of

the

is

purchased from Westing-

house, will be made in Japan.
Reasons for the Metro sponsorship are obvious since the Motion
Picture Assn, is expected to bow
out of the Japanese picture soon,

(Continued on page 16)

MPAA

Advisory Unit

On Foreign Pix OK'd
For British Producers
Services and facilities of the
Motion Picture Assn, of America’s
advisory unit for foreign films are
being made available to British
producers.
cooperation
program heretofore had
been
limited to makers of only foreignla;tiguage product.
Expansion of the policy followed
discussions of the subject between
John G. McCarthy,
international chief, and Rupert Somervell,
Under Secretary to the
British Board of Trade.

MPAA

MPAA

Advisory unit, which was estabearly last year under B.
is designed to
acquaint foreign producers with
American film tastes, customs and
lished

Bernard Kreisler,

the
regulations.
Additionally,
service includes assists in arranging distribution and marketing of
the foreign pix in the U. S.
When originally set up the unit
serviced only makers of foreignlanguage product for the reason
that type of screen fare was mo.st
Addiin need of U. S. support.
tionally, a major number of British
the
with
producers were famijiar
American market and had established distribution connections.
In expanding its service,
took into account the number of
new independents who have entered British production in a relatively recent period.

N. Y. tp
Ann Baxter

L

A.

Jack Benny

Jaffe

Anthony Buttitta

Fred Joyce

Irving Fine
Y. Frank Freeman

i)anny Kaye

Kruger
Veronica Lake

Ottoi

Sam Goldwyn
Jacques Grinieff

Bethel Leslie

John Hodiak
Arthur Krim

Lindenbaum

Leonard Levinson
Connie Moore

Joseph Mankiewiipz
Ernest H. Martin

Kingman T. Moore
Eddie Moran
James E. Perkins
Paul Radin
Irving Rubine
Thelma Ritter

Edward G. Robinson
H. Allen Smith
Robert Stack
David Stillman
Paiila Stone
Andre de Toth

George Ward
Bert Wheeler
Wn' Wilson

director

days.
Specifically, pair hope to get
ideas and place orders for three
new 2,000-seaters being built in
large industrial and business centers— Osaki, Nagoya and Kobe, "rhe
new theatres, he states, will closely
approximate American deluxers,
with indirect lighting, air conditioning, and first class projection.
All
equipment but projection,

I. G; Goldsmith
Helen Hayes

Isidore

to

American Red Cross, points but
that no Nip exhibitor has seen
American theatres since prevvar

Mary Garden

Sam

is

study industry developments, visit
theatres and speak with reps,
it
a view to. applying new ideas to
bperafion of the 50-theatre chain.
Hori, who spent many years in this
country both as a Student and as
secretary to the late Judge John

MPAA

Lloyd Bridges
Michael BrOwn
Jerome Gourtland
Ed Dukoff
Joan Fontaine
'

30.

Two

Take a Vow-el

^

\

Arnold Moss
Arch Oboler
Samuel Steinm an

Samuel Taylor.
Marta Toren
Les Tremayne

N. Y. to Europe
Eileen O’Dare

Gwynne Whitby
Jo.sh

White

Europe to N. Y.
I

I

Anthony Buttitta
Willlkto wilder

"
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a breakdown,

is

second week of the test, indicating that the novelty factor has
ready begun to set in.
^

'

2 p.m.

>

15 (Mon.)
16 (Tues.)
17 (Wed.)
18 (Thui's.)
19 (Fri.).
*

. .

.

:

..

.

.

.

.

..5

.

..

.

.

.

(Sat.)

.

.

.. ..

8

21 (Sun.)

.

.

.

.

25
28
26

2
5
3
2

20

7

9 p.m.
35

p.iii.

31
30
37

41

..20

38
26
54

,.45

238

%
Total
62
64
61
81
87
95.
Ill

?

47 «
61
37-i<

While not having made its approval official as yet, it is understood the Government will offer no
objection to plans of Spyros arid

Chicago, Jan. 30.

Orders for the feature films being screehed in the jPhonevision
test currently “^in progress here
showed an appreciable and steady

at

Washington, Jan. 30.
Charles Skouras to jump to oppoNew alignment in Motion Pic- site sides of the distributiomexhidecline
in
interest among
the ture Assn, of America headquar- bition fence following 20th-Fox di^
Phonevision viewers during the ters here moves Eric Johnston’s vorcement. Spyros would continue
third and fourth weeks, according assistant, Edward Cheyfitz, up to as prexy of the picture company,
to figures reported by Zenith Ra- devoting the large part of his time while his brother would continue to
dio to the major film companies to film industry television probr head up what' is .ov, its whollyproviding their features for the lems and contact work with tOp- owned subsidiary, National Theatest.
Majors took this to mean level Government people.
tres,"
Col.
Richard
McDonnell,
T.
that the novelty factor has^ already
It’s reported that it was with
aide
toGeneral
Omar
former
begun to set in and as further proof
such separation of interests in
that the future of Phonevision may Bradley, has beeW brought into the mind that Spyros, Charles and
not be so rosy as the picture Assn, setup to handle the theatre their brother George ended as of
painted by Zenith prez E. F. Mc- and also supervise running of the Dec. 31 the pooling of their inbuilding.
Donald, Jr.
comes. Charies testified, in a suit
Where a total Of 567 families
brought by Samuel Goldwyn reequipped to receive Phonevision
cently that the three brothers had
pix placed their, orders during the
put their earnings into a common
second week of the 90-day experifund since 1914.
ment, representing 27% of the posTwentieth is Close to agreement
sible audience, the figure dropped
with the Dept, of Justice on a conto 561, or 23,7%, for the third
Terms of actual disent decree,
Dip was even more proweek.
vorcementj which will follow patnounced for the fourth stanza, in
terns set by Paramount, RKO and
which the orders totaled 505; 'That
Warner, Bros., have long been set.
figure represents about 23% of the
Many months have been taken,
possible audience. Percentages are
however, in going over the theatres
based on the fact that 300 Chi
situation by situation' to determine
families
have
the
Phonevisioh
New revolving loan to finance which must be divested from the
equipment and 21 different scrieen- RKO production Is now being chain to reestablish open competiings are available to them during negotiated on the Coast by Bankers tion in the areas in which they ai’e
each week.
Trust Co., N. Y. Size of the credit located.
During the third week of the will be determined in the current
Only a few spots remain for detest. Zenith switched its. afternoon talks, but it is likely it will be cision. As soon as they 'are cleaned
screenings from 4 p.m. to 2 p.m. smaller than the $10,000,000 loan up, it is expected that the decree
Earlier time, however, failed to to the old RKO parent company will be entered and the repfgahizaelicit the desired response from which was paid off when divorce- tion plan offered to the New York
viewers, since only 45 families or- ment became effective Dec. 31.
federal statutory court and the
dered the pix for their homes, as
Harry Watkins, v.p. of Bankers, stockholders.
against 44 the previous week. is currently on the Coast handling
Fox Won’t Take a Year
Zenith also ran screenings on Fri- details. He Is at tbe same time
While it is likely that 20th will
day and Sunday nights that week working out the bank’s financing get a minimum of the ono year alat 9:30 o’clock, instead of the 9 of the Jerry Wald-Norman Krasna lowed by the court to other como’clock running time followed the unit, which releases through RKO. panies to divorce and divest, it is
He’ll be back in New York next
(Continued on page 14)
(Continued on page 6)
week.
both
Bankers Trust partner in
credits will be the Mellon National
Bank, Pittsburgh, which RKO top- Watkins to Handle Fix
per Howard Hughes has regularly
dealt with over many years in his

al-

^

(THIRD WEEK)

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

s

Chicago, Jan. 30.

by the time of screenings each day
for the third and fourth weeks of the Phonevision tests in Chicago
Figures, released to the major film com(Jan. 15-21 and 22-28).
panies by Zenith Radio, show the number of test families who paid
for each screening and. what percentage that is df the total 300 in^
volved. Fourth week’s total of 505 orders fell below the 561 for
the third week, and the 567 who ordered the features for the
Following

pictriiEs

bf Families

Who Saw
One Film

.

20.7
21.3

,

20>
27
29
31.7

37

'

Total

22 (Mori.) . .
23 (Tues.) . .
24 (Wed.) ...
25 (Thurs.) ..
26 (Fri.)
27 (Sat.) ....

28 (Sun.)

1
1

23
36

.2

11
16

.

. .

.

..

.

.

.

. . .

Total

561

(FOURTH WEEK)

•

Jart.

Jan,
Janl
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

278

.

3

..

4

.

..15

22
35
36

36

179

.10
.

.

30
•
.

•

44’!=

32<'

59
98
97

53
46^/

‘

^54

81
65
51

52

18
27
21.7
17
19.7
32.7
32.3

Baidiers Trust

505

290

;

Screenings. at 9:30 p.m.

Split in RKO shares at the beginning of this year has given
stockholders a neat gain. Owners,
who were given one share of picture company and one of theatre
Company stock for each share of
pre-divorcement
combined
the
stock, found the total of their im
dividual shares yesterday (Tues.)
up about a point from the old

Maurer Eyeing Product
Maurice Maurer, operator of the

City Investing Co. circuit, planes
to the Coast next week to look at
product for the outfit -s Broadway
houses, the Victoria and AstOr,
Among pix which he'll reportedly
see are Metro’s “Quo Vadis” and
20th’s
“David and Bathsheba,”
various industrial enterprises. As
both slated for fall release.
a result of Mellon’s entry into the
Under consideration to follow
picture. Serge Semenenko’s First
“Harvey” (U) into the Astor in
National of Boston and the Seabout six more weeks is Edward
Hollywood
A
National
Los
talent pool from curity-First
of
“Born
Small’s “Valentino” (Col).
which indie exhibitors in small sit- Angeles are being squeezed out.
Yesterday” (Col) is expected to
uations could draw screen person- They were Bankers’ partners in
continue at the Vic indefinitely.
alities
for personal appearances the former loan.
will be proposed at forthcoming
The new loan, which will possiexhib meetings around the country l^bly be in the neighborhood of about
by Edward Lachman, former presi- $8,000,000, was made necessary by
dent of Allied Theatre Owners of terms of the old credit. That proNew Jersey. Lachman said plan
(Continued on page 16)
would be answer to TV competi-

price.

Year-end closing
old

RKO

$7.75.

quote

the

of

was

company

around

Talent Pool Plan

Yesterday saw the theatre

shares rise to $4.75 and the picture company to $4.12i'^, or a total
of $8,871/2. Prior to tne two new
stocks being listed on the New
York Stock Exchange, they were
sold on a “when Issued” basis at
$5 for the theatre shares and $3.50
for the pic company.
Both the theatre and picture
firms* securities have been getting
good support from the Wall street
professionals. A firm not previously identified with RKO holdings
in any way has moved in during
the past week and acquired a
healthy chunk of theatre shares.
It is Bear, Stearns & Co., large
and important Wall street outfit.
(Continued on page 18)

To

CouncI;

Lachman is making a swing
around the nation primarily in the
interest of his Lorrain^ carbons,
of which he is U, S. distributor, but
will advocate proposal to exhib
Initial reaction will be
leaders.

has

Harry Sherman Due

last

November

to aid

has formed a foundation and
nominated M. A. Lightman,

Memphis circuit op and prexy of
Cinema Productions, Inc., to the

In N.Y, to Set Deal

board of directors. COLT is working With CP, Which includes top
exhibs, in production of a $1,000,000 pic tentatively tagged “Main
Street to Broadway,” which Robert
E. Sherwood will write and Lester

For 2d Money on Prod.
Producer Harry Sherman is due
in N. Y. from the Coast today
(Wed.) to set final details of his
agreement with grpup of manufacturers who are providing “second
money”
financing.
production
Deal is for the easterners to put
up $300, Dot) for the Shennan pix,
in turn for which they have the
right to use any Screen character
he creates for tie-ins M'ith their
pioducts.

Cowan

Will produce.
Council yesterday (Tues.) elected
as officers of the foundation: Sherwood, prez; Howard Lindsay, v.p.;
Warren Caro, secretary; and Herman Shumlin, treasurer; Also^ nominated to the board, in addition to
Lightmim, are Henry Fonda, Jose
Ferrer, Leland Hayward, Josh Logan and Alfi-ed Lunt. Previously
elected board members are Sherwood, Katharine Cornell, Arthur
Schwartz, Shumlin, Lawrence Langner and Lindsay.
Sherwood's script fee and 40%
of the worldwide profits on the pic
will go to the foundation for dis-

Neil
a program
of four features and six westerns
a year for the next five years.
Total of 50 films are committed to
Eagle Lipn Classics for release.

partner

Agnew have announced

Producer originally was slated

legit theatre
will go to groups

tribution to

the first pic rolling this
month but delays in setting the
financing forced a postponement.
Plans now are to begin lensing of
start

1

.

,,

..

.

.

I

j

|

j

of its credits to the picture industry, is starting at once to centralize
of its film business irt its Rockefeller Centre, N. Y., branch. Move
of the picture accounts from the
main office and various sub-offices
will be a gradual one and done
all

only with the consent of the customers, exec v.p. Alex Ardrey emphasized yesterday (Tues.).
V.p. Harry Watkins, who has
long handled the RKO, and indie
producer biz at the Rockefeller

1 CASES IN '49
FIRM
PROBED BY

10,509

UW

Centre
all

of

office, will

the

bank’s

bt in charge of
film

dealings.

Roger Dann, who handled some of
the biz at the main office, is being
moved uptown as Watkins’ assistant on the film a ccounts.
All of the majors but Universal,
and a large uumber of independents, do their banking with Bankers. Only account which will not
be moved to
atkins’ aegis is David O. Selznick’s, which because
of its coni plexity will continue to
be handled by Dan Hickson, who
has; been in charge of it at the
main office for a number of years.

W

,

Lachman believes Idea would put theatres investigated were located
industry in closer touch with the outside N. Y. Variety last week
that
percentage
200
Be
by
Contention is that hinter- reported
public.
land public will desert its TV sets fraud actions versus exhibs now
In view of the di.strib’s present
are
pending.
if stars can be seen in the flesh.
shortage, United Artists is
NLRB ordered an election with- product
finding it unnecessary to name an
Employees official
in the next 30 days.
replacement for Abe DlckScott, Hari-y
will vote by Secret ballot Whether
.stein, who bows out Feb. 5 to join
Verdict Over Georgia they want representation by the 20th-Fox.. Dickstein, who main(310, Screen Employees (juild or
tained his headqUarter.s at the N. Y.
Los Angeles, Jan. 30.
no representation at all.
exchange, was UA sales chief over
Randolph Scott and Harry Joe
the entire N. Y. State area.
Brown, co-owners of the indie comWhitittan
Edward Mullen, assistant branch
pany, Producers-Actors, wo. a dewilliam F, Whitman, member of head for UA in N Y., will take
cision over the State of (jcorgik im
by
over
the outfit’s the RKO Theatres legal staff for
Dickstein’s duties in an Unvolving faxes paid
Atlanta branch.
the past 20 years, has been ap- olficial capacity, it is understood.
Company contended that its pointed general counsel for the/ Dickstein will switch to the post
of N. Y. branch chief at 20th under
“CJunfighters,”
‘“Coroner chain.
films,
Post Is newly established. Prior; Martin Moskowitz, Empire State diCreek” and Others, should be taxed
The spot was left
only on the income from tho State to major’s divorcement last Jan. 1, vi non chief.
of Georgia, instead of from the five Miller Walker, as chief counsel for vacant when Sam Diamond shifted
states serviced by the Atlanta ex- the parent firm, also supervised from N. Y. to Philadelphia for the
“
legal affairs of the circuit.
major.
change.

Won’t

Randy

Brown

Win

RKO

Namet

'

j

.

i

.
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Bankers Trust Co., one of the
two most important lending institutions in the country in the size

.

groups.

such as
Money
Training School of American NaAcademy,
and
Theatre
tional
‘Tall Man from Texas” in March. Equity Library Theatre, American
Dramatists
New
and
Wing
Sherman still Is on the prowl Theatre
for a new oater figure, and has Committee,
hopes of coming up with another
Joint venture marks the initial
“Ilopalong Cassidy,” central char- enterprise of Cinema Productions,
acter in his earliei» pix.
(Continued on page 47)
,

j

Washington, Jan. 30.
Sargoy & Stein, N. Y. legal firm
sought at "Theatre Owners of which represents the distributors
America unit convention in Mem- in matters relating to percentage
licensing deals, conducted 10,509
phis this weekend.
Under plan, stars and featured Investigations of 1,500 theatres in
players would tour a given area for 1949.
This was disclosed In the course
Different troupes would
a week.
span different territories periodic- of National Labor Relations Board
ally, with the exhibs paying up to hearings to determine bargaining
50% of the expenses. A coordina- reps for S. & S. employees.
It was said the outfit collected
tor would be set up in each exchange Center to supervise tours “in excess of $50,000” from each
and map out itinerarieSi If plan of five distribs, and “in excess of
jells, studios will be asked to re- $20,000” from each of three disquire players to devote maximum tribs, presumably the so-called
to per- “Big Five” and “Little Three.”
of three months a yer
Records show that 85% of the
sonals.

Council of the Living Theatre,

group formed

to

tion.

Exhibs Angel Pic
legit,

and

In Centralized Setup
i

-

,

Sherman

:

Exhibs to Study

I

1

Named

UA
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Sourb^ on Sweets^Uii^

.
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-
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Esther Williams, Freed,

ca.

TOA

Los Angeles, Jan. 30.
Helen Taylor, designer formerly
Paramount and
with
associated
group apparently doep’t
United Artists, filed suit for $150,competitive organiza-

object to a
tion, but it is burned Up over tactics being used by the Texans to
lure members.
col. H. A. Cole, head of Texas
Allied, sent letters to all Oklahoma
exhibs, putting the TOA unit on
the pan for alleged shortcomings.
I^orris Loewensteln, president of
the TOA chapter, retaliated with a

answering his
Cole,
charges, and sent copies to all thestate.
the
in
atre operators
Branding Cole’s letter as “untactful and derogatory observa-

letter

|

M-G Sued for $150,000

establishing a unit in the
Sooner state Is creating a cold war
With Theatre Ownere of Oklahoma,
tmit of Theatre Owners of Ameri-

000 in Federal court against Esther
Williams, Arthur Freed and Metro,
charging plagiarism.
Plaintiff declares her ideas for
costumes, set designs and lighting
effects were used in “The Duchess

and “The Pagan Love
Song” without credit or compensa-

of Idaho”

tion to herself.

to

SuDivan Demands

Loewensteln threw the
tions,”
book at the Texas exhib leader. He

All Fix in Color ;

statement that
being paid” as being

described

Cole’s

“somebody

is

as “deceitful as

it is

untrue.”

Warns on TV Sales

“Coming from a member of Alnational board,” Loewen-

lied’s

stein wrote, “such a statement reflects lack of dignity and disagreeably poor taste for them. Doubt-

(Continued on page

6)

Memphis, Jan.

30.

Gael Sullivan, executive director
of the Theatre Owners of America,
today (Tues.) demanded all films
in color

and warned exhib^ attend-

ing the three-day convention of the
Tri-States

TOA that

Hollywood

toppers are seriously considering
the sale of feature pix to TV.
Chicago, Jan. 30.
“These execs,” he told Variety
Repercussions from the U. of “are now in session On this matter
Illinois’ tie-in with Balaban & Katz
and, what’s more, it Won’t be an
for exclusive theatre TV rights to adjunct to TV but a major operathe school’s home football games tion.”
last fall were heard last week in
In his analysis of the TV bugathe state legislature. A bill banboo, Sullivan stressed that the inning further exclusive teevee pacts
dustry was also on the threshold
between the state’s tax-supported
of creating new dynamics for meetschools and the theatre circuit was
ing this competition. Among these
introduced by Rep. Richard Stenpossibilities,

gel.
If

.

he

said, are thifd-di-

mensipnal films which “can only be
achieved on a large screen and in
the atmosphere of moderii the-

enacted Stengel’s bill Would
permit theatre televising of the
Illinois games only if they were
also available to regular tele stations.
Last season the Big 10, of
which the U. of Illinois is a memher, nixed live vidcasts, but entered
into an experimental arrangement
with B&K to big screen Illlni home
games at the State-Lake and Tivoli

Decision to press for exhibitors
In as many situations as possible Pay, Expense Hikes
to buy 20th-Fox’s full season’s
Sought by Salesmen
product at one sitting highlighted
Hikes in both salary scales and
a meeting of the company’s difilm salesvision sales managers at the home- expense allowance for
men will be sought by Colosseum
office Monday (29 ) and yesterday.
Salesmen
Motion
Picture
at
of
With 20th now in the process of
curbing costs throughout the or- forthcoming negotiations with disfor a new contract. Current
ganization,. sales veepee Andy W. tribs
Smith, Jr., spotted economy and pact expires April 15.
Beznor, general counsel
David
the need for efficiency of operasalesmen’s organization, has
tion at the top of the two-day for the
for Immediate huddles with
asked
agenda.
labor contacts on proDivision chiefs also discussed homeoffice
new agreement. Beznor
wayk of achieving a more efficient visions of an
Upped scale would be
distribution of prints^ on each 20th indicated
his letter to Office of Ecorelease. Smith reportedly detailed asked in
Stabilization in which he renomic
to them how a cutback in the numexempt in
ber of prints would serve a two- quested film salesmen be
^
freeze.
:
fold purpose. Besides helping to eveiit of wage
salaries and
boost
in
of
Extent
trim costs, such a move would also
revealed.
aid considerably in easing the Com- expenses has not been
pany past the anticipated shortage
of raw stock, which looms as a
result of the increase in usage of
film by the armed forces,
(See
separate story).
Sale of the full' season’s product
to. exhibs, instead of selling customers one or two pix at each
session could cut costs by reducing the traveling of 20th’s field
sales force, it was pointed out.
Under the antitrust decree, 20th is
not permitted to sell via blockbooking. Company may, however,
Universal’s comparatively hefty
offer its customers a complete sea- profit of $1,355,886 for fiscal 1950
son’s lineup if the sale of each in- further reflected production and
effected
economies
dividual picture in the roster is operational
negotiated separately and the sale throughput the industry in the past
of one is not made contingent on couple of years. In addition to the
the sale of others.
list of films which proved successSales execs closed the meet yes- ful at the boxoffice, attributable to
terday with a discussion ori ad- U’s earnings was a substantial republicity campaigns for Upcoming duction in amortization of film
pictures. Memberfe of ad-publicity costs.
veepee Charles Einfeld’s departThis, along with royalties and
ment outlined campaigns from the other costs, Was listed at $33,415,( Continued on page 40)
434 for the year ended Oct. 28,
1950. Same entry for the previous
year was carried at $39,884,132.
Amortization in 1948 (incorporated with, theatre expenses)
Thus,
amounted to / $44,009,043.
the total reduction in the two-year
period was cut by $10,593,609.
income of $1,355,886 was
Los Angeles, Jan. 30.
equivalent, after dividends on the
Conflict between the motion pic- preferred stock, to $1.14 per share
ture industry and the State of on the 960,498 shares of outstandArizona over workmen's compen- ing common. Firm operated at a
sation is nearing settlement loss of $1,125,851 in 1949, and was
through a hearing granted Robert in the red for $4,186,382 in 1948,
Stillman Productions Involving the Consolidated profit before Federal
picture, “Sound of Fury,” filmed taxes amounted to $2,305,886 in
in Arizona last summer.
1950, represeriting an improvement
Plaintiff declares thd State of of $3,431,737 over the previous
Arizona discriminates against the year.
film industry by forcing companies
Bluiiberg's Statement
to pay workmen's compensation at
U’s comeback via the economies
the rate of a full month for each was covered by prexy Nate J.
person no matter how many hours Blumberg in a statement to stockof work are involved.
Company holders. He stated the firm “has
(Continued on page 14)
wants a rebate of $6,000.

To

City, Jan. 30.

by
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DISI

(Ma. TOA-ers

of Allied Theatres of Texas to invade Oklahoma

'

TO HI

Suspicion that all the sugar that theatres are deriving from candy
and popcorn concessions isn’t as sweet as it appears seems to bo
sneaking Up on exhibition toppers. There have been indications
in several quarters during the past couple weeks of belated recognition that (1) you’ve got to get a patron into the house before you
can sell him popcorn, and (2) the annoyance of other customers*
munch-crunch and the emphasis some houses are putting on selling
of sweets may be keeping a lot Of potential patrons at their TV sets.
E. C. Grainger, prez of the Shea circuit, which operates some
50 houses in Ohio, Pennsylvania and Massachusetts, made the
oint at a conclave of his managers In Cleveland yesterday (Tues.).
g[e strewed that concessions could be only as good as the b.o. and,
In
if the latter were neglected, there’d be no need of the stand.
giving prizes to his managers for “all-around efficiency,” he emphasized that the check-chart for the awards “showed absolutely
no credit was given for concession operation.”
Ohio exhib leader Pete Wood recently satirized in a bulletin to
Allied members a mythical circuit that Wasn’t worried about a
$10,000,000 b.o. drop because “they would easily recover this loss
by*-launchmg a campaign in their 600 theatres to sell patrons two
bottles of Coke where only one hadf been sold before,”
“We urge all of our members to follow in the footsteps of this
great showman,” Wood added. “Forget pictures and give your undivided attention to the sale of popCorn and Coke. If enough
theaftreowners will do this, next year the president of the CocaCola Co. will be able to announce that they are using thousands
of theatre lobbies for the storage of cases of Coke.’^
Allied Theatre Owners of Indiana was prompted to reprint
Wood’s gibe in its bulletin because of a conversation overheard by
one of its members. Four women sitting next to him in a restaurant^ he reported, “all agreed with one of the ladies who said
^ very emphatically that her family never attended the
theatre any more because they were tired of all the efforts made
there to sell concessions, all the people in the audience munching
during the show,, and most of all having to sit through advertising
trailers telling about how delicious were the concession stand
wares.”
“Is it possible,” asks the ATOI, “that theatre lobby merchandising can be a factor why people are staying away from the movies,
and is it worth a little restudy?”

Oklahoma
Renewed effort

atres.”

1

U

Rubine's LA to NY
Irving Rubine, v.p, of Robert
Stillman Productions, arrived in
New York from the Coast over the
weekend -to work on the publicityadvertising campaign for the indie
unit’s “Sound of Fury.” Pic will
preem at the Astorj Boston, Feb. 7,
following the current run of “The
Mudlark.” Rubine heads for Bpston

today (Wed.).
Openings have also been set at
the Earle, Philly, and Palace* Memphis. Rubine will visit both spots
next week; He’ll stop in Phoenix
for a sneak preview of “Queen
For a pay,” the next Stillman production, on his way back to the
Coast. He’s due to return to New

York Feb.

22.

Sheridan’s 150G Suit
Opens in L.A.
Vs.

EKO

EXHIB TV COHMIITBE

CANVASSES SUPPORT
National Exhibitors Theatre Television Committee, inactive for the
last several riionths, has once more
started to canvass exhibs throughout the country for their financial
support. Reason for the resumption of activity is a report that the
Federal Communicatioris Commission will announce within the next
few weeks the date for hearings to
determine whether exclusive video
channels are to be reserved for bigscreen TV.
NETTC was organized originally
to prepare exhib arguments for the
hearings, as well as to encourage
the growth of theatre TV generally.
Outfit’s engineers and attorneys, as
a result, resumed their work shortly after the first of the year to prepare material for the FCC sessions.
At about the same time Frank C.
Walker, an organizational chairman
of the group, started again to petition for subscribers among the
country’s exhibs.
Committee is incorporated as a
non-profit organization, and already
numbers some of the nation’s leading exhibs; among its members.
Theatreowners* on joining, are
charged a subscription fee based
on the number of theatres they

Pointing out that the nation’s
Hollywood, J an. 30.
theatres are one of the country’s
Anri Sheridan’s $150,000 suit
chief arms of communication, Sul- against
for breach-of-cOntract'
livan emphasized that “we must starts today (Tues.) in Federal
govour
with
Actress claims money for
pursue* vigorously”
court,
ernment the right to exclusive having been inked to star in “Car1949
Entrance” in
and
channel on theatre television. TOA riage
theatres.
Conference has not taken its offi- director also stated that the film dropped “without reason;”
the
nashe
turned
down so
Studio says
cial stand-: on gridiron teevee for industry was prepared for
next fall’s schedule, but its accept- tional defense program on an many leading ritien it had every
right to drop her and borrow Ava
ance of the recent National Colle- “all-out” basis.
Sullivan prefaced his exhorta- Gardner from Metro for the pic,
giate Athletic Assn, ruling against
live video is expected to be merely tions for all-color pftc by ’noting which was made under title of “My
operate.
Forbiddeni,iPast,”
t formality.
(Continued on page 6)
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Twentieth-Fox homeoAlce units
of the Screen Publicists Guild and
professional workers union, in the
wake of a final turndown by management on their demands for immediate reinstatement of those
fired last week in an economy
drive, Were scheduled to meet last
riight (Tues.) for a final strike vote.
If the strike was called, it was expected that members of the two
unions would start picketing today
(Wed.) both before the 20th homeoffice and the Broadway Roxy theatre.

While; 20th’s SPG unit was reportedly in complete accord to
strike, it was believed that
members of Local 65 of the Professional Office Workers of America might vote against such a move.
Strike committee, comprising members of both labor organizations,
had already been empowered to
call the walkout if the 26th management refused to meet their demandSi Bpt, while the SPG members reportedly were willing to
Chance the walkout, professional
workers were said to have been
deterring on the assumption not
only that a strike would not accomplish its purpose, but that 20th
Would not axe any more of its
members off the payroll.
Representatives
of
the
two
unions, which ha Ve demanded a
cost-of-living wage hike as well as
reinstatement of those fired, met
with 20th prez Spyros P. Skouras
at the homeoffice Monday (29). In
turning down their demands, Skouras is said to have shown them, industry-wide boxoffice figures pointing up a steady decline in fllmi attendance throughout the country.
He reportedly told them as a result
that the company plans, continuing
to economize wherever possible
and indicated the possibility of
firings in other departments.
SPG members circulated throughout the homeoffice Monday (29)
and yesterday to encourage as
many workers as possible to attend
last night’s meet. It was reported,
meanwhile, that rankrand-file employees in the ad-publicity department, the only one hit so far by
the firings, had Instituted a work

back the

.

,

slowdown.

TV

as Major Source Of

Coin for Pix Indicated

By Blumberg

in

Report

Television as a major source of
revenue for film producers, rather
than a competitive medium, looks
like a good possibility to Nate J.
Blumberg, president of U nlversal.
In commenting on business conditions in his annual report to
stockholders, pic firm chief said,
“there is reason to believe” video
eventually Will be relying on motion pictures to a large extent for
its entertainment,
Blumberg disclosed a special
unit at the U studio is investigating TV production possibilities,
adding he figures the firm can play
an Important part in supplying the
Video product.

Amoiy

Shifts to

CLC

To Handle Foreign Sales
Charles Amory, account executive at the Monroe Greenthal ad
agency, on Monday (29) quietly
switched to Eagle Lion Classics,

where he

will direct sales of foreign films. Post is newly created.
Actually the new setup is experimental .and may prove only temporary. Dlstrib apparently suspects
that more extensive handling of
the imported releases could mean
more bookings and, obviously, added revenue, The tryout nature of
the plan apparently was the rea-

son no formal announcement was

made.

Amory handled the ELC account
when he was associated with
Greenthal. He’s a close associate
of Robert R. Young, head of Pathe
IndustrieSr of which ELC is a subIsidiary outfit

ncrCRE GROSSES

USaRIETY
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War* Hep $17,000,
Port; ‘Song’ 9G, 2d

‘At

‘HaDs’ Voile $28,500, Hub: ‘At War’

Portland, Ore., Jan. 30.

Hot

Ta$ty

$3i(IOO, ‘Birdie’

19G, ‘Kim’ Star(^ $24,0110 for 2d
Los Angeles, Jan.

30._

Three new bills, all doing satisfactory trade, are helping to keep
the overall take up to a good level
“Harvey" is shaping
currently.
near great $42,000 on regular firstrun In five theatres. Pic had a
special advaiiced-price run for two
weeks prior to this date, making
tois showing

.

.

.

;

nibst substantial.

.

.

like
looks
pleasing $34,000 in three Warner
.Birdie
the
“Watch
houses while
in
$19,000
nice
a
taking
is
two spots. “Born Yesterday’ went

Warning"

“Storm

in

Qeve.

Cleveland; Jan- 30.
“Operation Pacific” at Hipp and
lOth
“Kim” at State are grabbing the
ninth week.
socko biz here this week. “Born
Estiiiiates for This Week
Yesterday" at Allen still is big on
Los Angeles, Chinese, Uptown, second round.
“At War With
Loyola, Wilshire (FWG) (2,097; Army" is great on moyeover to

“eyrano" finished
two.
stanza at $6,300, ahead of

in

2,048; 1,719; 1,248; 2,296; 70-$1.10)
:-“Man Cheated Himself" {20th)
and "Short Grass" (Mono) (2d wk).
Small $12,000 in 5 days. Last
week, dull $27,000,

—

Hollywood, Downtown, Wilterh
<WB) (2,756; 1,757; 2,344; 70-$1.10)
—‘‘Storm Warning" (WB). Pleasing $34,000. Last week, “Operation Pacific” (WB) (2d wk-9 days),
.

good $30,000.
Loew's State, Egyptian (UA)

(2,-

404; 1,538; 70-$l.l0)--‘‘Kim?’ (M-G)

“Colorado Ambush" (Mono)
(Loew’s Only) (2d wk). Neat $24,Last week, nifty $35,000.
000.
Hillstreet, Pantages (RKO) (2,-

and

2,812; 60-$l)—“Born Yesterday" (Col) (6th wk) and “Revenue
Agent" (Col) (4th wk). Into sixth
frame Monday (29) after great

"BOO;

.

$29,000 last week.
Los Angeles, Hollywood

mounts (F&M)
—
“Branded"

Para-

(3,398; 1,451; 60-$l)

Only
(Par) (2d wk).
$12,500. Last week, light $20,300.
Orpheum, Hawaii (Metropolitan)
“Watch
(2,210; 1,106; 70-$1.10)

—

Birdie" (M-G) and “Sierra
sage" (Mono). Nice $19,000.

Pas-

Last

week (Orpheum only), “Winslow
Boy" (EL) (2d run) with Dick ConNick Lucas onstage, moder-

tirto,

ate $15,000.

United

Stillman.

Vogue, Stu-

(UA-FWG)

—

(2,100;

1,370; 885; 880; 1,145; 70-$1.10)

.

—

Rosenbloom

(EL) plus,
revue,

and

,

—

$12,000, 2d “Flying
i

Missile"

(Col)

and

St. Louis, Jan. 30.

~

(2d wk), $7,800.

“Blondie" (Col), $2,000.
Town (Rappaport) ( 1,560 35-70)
Despite freezing rain plus snow
Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,500; 40and below zero weather over the 86) -— “King Solomon’s Mines"" -T-“Born Yesterday" (Col) (2d wk).
Maintaining fine pace at $9,000
weekend, “Kim” is rolling Op a
(Continued on page 16)
after wow $14,800 opener.
solid total at Loew’s this week.
Neat bally is helping. “Halls of
Montezuma" still is hefty in second
round at the Missouri.
“Great
Misspuri Raid" looms nice at Am;

bassador.

Week

Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 60^75)
Warning" (WB) and
“Walk Softly, Stranger" (WB)

—“Storm

Detroit, Jan. 30.
“Grounds for Marriage" (M-G),
Arthur Godfrey Talent Scouts $10,000.
60-75)^“OpPalms (UD) (2,900; 70-95)—“At
eration Pacific" (WB) and “Woman shoW onstage at the Michigan is
War With Army" (Par) and “Secon Run" (U). Opened today (Tues.) shoving “Woriiain On Run" to
a ond Face" (Indie) (2d
wk).
Fine
Lart weekv “Storm Warning" (WB)
good session. Holdovers in rriany $18,000. Last week, smash $26,006.
Softly,
Stranger"
Madison (UD) (1,800; 70-95)—
other spots aire putting: a damper
(RKO), fair $14,000.
.Mystery Submarine" (U) and
ILoew) (3,172; 50-75)— on biz. “At War With Army" is
,,
*
Kim" (M-G). Solid $19,000. Last holding up best after smash first Texan Meets Calamity Jane"
"Grounds for Marriage" round at the Palms. “Halls of (Rejp ) Mild $8,060. Last week.
Montezumai" is down sharply in
Women" (EL) and
0*1
Parade"
Jr? w
second stariza at Fox. “Edge of Timber Fury" (Mono), $10,600.
(Col),
$17,000.
United
Artists
(UA) (1,900; 70-95)
JVIissouri^ (F&M) (3,500; 60-75)— Doom’* is only average at the
Klin" (M-G) (3d wk). Still holdHalls of Montezuma" (20th) arid Adams.
ing at $7,000. Last week, big $9,500.
•Emergency Wedding" Col) (2d
Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 70-95)—
wk). Holding at $12,000, following
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 70-95) ”Edge of Doom” (RKO).
Average
socko $18,000 first session.
“Halls of Montezuma" (20th) $p,000. Last
week, “Walk Softly,
.Shubert (Irid) (1,500; 66-75)—

'

(5,000;

p

Prehistoric Woman"
IJwo Lost Worlds"
$6,000.

IRKO)

(EL)

and
Big
“Outrage"
'

(EL).

Last week,
“Vendetta" (RKO) (3d

arid

Wk), $4,500.

'

—

Memorial (RKO)
“Halls of

“Texan

50-70)

“The Milkman"
World (Marin)

40-85)—

Last
Lofty with' $28,500.
(Col);
week, “Harvey" (U) (2d wk), nice
$17,000.

Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 40-85)
-^“At War With Army" (Par) and
“Sierra Passage” (Mono). Colossal
Last week, “Operation
$37,600.
Pacific" (WB) and “Pride of Maryland” (Rep) (2d wk), okay $14,500.
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85>—
“Kim’’ (M-G) (2d wk). Good $16,
000. Last week, bullish $27,000.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)
“Storm Warning’* (WB) and
“Great Divide” (Rep). Sturdy .at
$13,000. Last week, “Man Cheated
Himself" (20th) and “Miss Pil-

—

grim’s Progress” (Lip), slow $8,000
in 6 days.
State (Loew) (3,500; 40-85)—
“Kim” (M-G) (2d wk). Still good
at $10,000.

Last week, fine $15,500.

Frisco; ‘Kim’

(2,300;

(3,500;

Montezuma" (20th) and
Meets Calamity Jarie”

‘Pacific’ ftrisk

(Par)

(U), $5,800.

‘Born’

$24,000,

14G

in 2d,

Bangnp 17G; 3d

(400; 50t 85)—“BitSan Francisco, Jan. 30.
Rice" (Indie). Bright $3,500.
“Operation Pacific” at ParaLast week, “Next Voice" (M-G),
mount shapes standout here this
disappointing $3,200 in 10 days.
session with sock week.
“Born
Yesterday” Is still holding strong
in third frame but “Kim” is slipping through only in second session.
Continual rain and cold has
been hurting trade. “Storm WarnK.C.; ‘Harvey’ Boiff 17G,
ing" looks mild in initial holdover
round at huge Fox.
‘Pacific’
Estimates for This Week

ter

Kansas City, Jan. 30.,
weeks is on tab
here currently with one of top
film lineups of 1951. “Harvey” in
three Fox Midwest houses, leads
the way with a boff total. “Opera-

One

of bigger

tion Pacific" is giving the Missouri
its best total in many weeks. “At
War with the Army" is great at the

Gate (RKO)
60-85)
—Golden
“Korea Patrol” (EL) and ’iTexan
(2,850;

Meets Calamity Jane" (Col). Light
$9,000,
Last week, “Short Grass”
(Mono) and ‘‘Mystery At Burlesque” (Rep), $10,500.

Fox (FWC)
60-95)—
(4,651;
“Storm Warning” (WB) and “Bowery Battalion” (Mono). Mild $15,000.
Last week, “Halls of Monte-

Paramount. Weather was warm on zuma” (20th) (2d wk-5 days),
operiirigs, but turned cold $12,500.
over the weekend.
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 60-85)—
“Kim” (M-G) 2d wk). Down to
Estimates for This Week
$14,000.
Last week, sock $24,000.
Kimo (Dickinson) (550; 50-75)—
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)—
“Kind Hearts" (EL) (5th wk). Off
to $1,500. Last week, good $1,600. “Operation
Pacific” (WB)/ Sock
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 45-65) $24,000 or near. Last week, “At
—“Great Manhunt" (Col) and War With Army” (Par) arid “3 Des-

midweek

,

“Emergency Wedding" (Col). Fair
Last week, “Grounds for
Marriage"
(M-G)
and “Chain
Gang" (Col), $12,000.
Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 45-65)—
“Operation Pacific"
(WB) and
“Mark Gprilla" (Cdl). Best session
house has had in weeks, perky

perate

Men”

(Lippert (2d wk). big

$14,500.
St.

Francis (Par)

(1 ,400;

60-85)—

“The Inheritance” (Indie) (2d
Near $7,500.
Last week,

wk).
fair

$10,500.
^

Orpheum

(NoV Coast) (2,478; 55-

85)—r-“Borri Yesterday" ((Zloi) (3d
wk).
Strong $17,000. Last week,
hefty $ 20 000
United
Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;
(RKO), SloW
55-85)—."Harvey” (U) (m:o.) (4th
3j>O,U00.
Big $6,500.
Last week,
^Paramount (Tri-States) (1,900; wk).
45-65)— At War with Army" (Par). $7 500
^^agedoor VfA-R)’ (370; $120Smash $14,000, and could
$13,000; may be extended.
Last
week, “Prehistoj:lc Women^v (EL)

Raid

8 days./
-

—

,

.

easily
week,“Great Missouri $2.40)^‘‘Cyrano” (UA) 2d wk).
Sock $8,000, Last weeki same.
okay $10,000 in
Clay (Rosener) (400; 65-85)-Dancing Years” (Indie) (reissue).
Uptown - Fairway (Fox Only $2,600* Last week,“Royal

(Par), just

Midwest) (2,100; 2,043; 700; 50-75)
Stranger” (RKO) (2d wk), $6,000!
Harley" (U). Strong' from openDowntown (Baiaban) (2,900; 70- mg gun, and looks
boff $17,000.
Patrol"
(EL)
and
“Halls of Montezuma"
*^^616" (EL). Slim (20th) played Uptown and
Arthur Godfrey Talent Scouts on- $8j000. Last week,
Fairway
“Dedee" (Indie), plus .Orpheum, with its added
staged Swell $28,000. Last week. $12,000
cain 9 days.
pacity^ siriash
(2d wk). Slipping to $20,006. Last
week, okay $32,500.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
70-95)— “Woman on Run" (U) plus

for second.
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (780;
40-90)—“Bitter Rice” (Indie) (6th
wk). Off to about $5,000, but still
good. Last week, $6,200.
Boston (RKO) (S,2(M); 40-85)
“Prehistoric Women” (EL) and
“Atrocities Ft. Santiago" (Indie).
Above average $15,000.
Last
week, “High Lonesome" (EL) and
“Murder at Burlesque’* (Mono),
$7,200 for 6 days.
Fenway (NET) U, 373; 40-85)
“Storin Warning” (WB) and “North
Great Divide” (Rep). Not ]too solid
$5,000. Last week, **Man, Cheated
Himself” (20th) and“Miss Pilgrim’s Progress’* (Lip), slim $3,860
in 6 days.
Majestic (Shubert) (1,100; $l;20r
$2.40—“Cyrano” (UA) (3d wk);
Near $10,000,
Last week, solid
$12,000:

—

—

*

“Prehistoric

—

Warning"

$10,000.

Nice $11,000.
Last Week,
Mr. Music" (Par) and “Gasoline
A1 ley ", (Col ), $ 1 2 .000.

J/P‘0.).

years.

(WB). Highly
pic getting less- than it deserves, but oke $8,000. Last week,

“Company She Keeps"
State
(RKO) plus vaude headed by Jack “Storm
La Rue. Unexciting $11,000. Last praised

—

(11th wk).
after solid

Loo; ‘Storm’ Rugged

Fox (F&M)

h doggish Mpis.

.

“Mr., Universe”

7

Boston looks good with

.

Minneapolis, Jan. 30,
Brutal weather again Is getting
in hefty licks at the boxoffice.
With 30 below zero oyer the weekLast week, “Storm Warning" (WB) end, and not getting any warmand “Gall of Klondike" (Mono), er, theatre managers reported
$8,500.
United Artists (Parker)
50- people staying home in droves.

week,

Warning"

Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,200; 50-95)
“Mudlark’* (20th) (3d wk). Fairly
good -at $9,500 after oke $10,600

$9,700.
Parairioiuit
(Evergreen) (3,400;
50-90)-.“ At War With Army" (Par)
and “High Lonesome" (EL), also
Oriental.
Solid $10,560 or over.

Weekend storm

Stalwart $19,000,

Estimates for This

and 203

^

and “The Torch" (EL),

Maxie

“Storin

:

301” (WB) and
“Southside 1-1000” (UA), So-so $7,600. Last week, “firarided" (Par)

20-80)

in
at

,

90)— “Highway

spots this stanza.

(Par) (6th Wk). About
$3,000. Last week, big $3,500.

.

$2,860,000

.

DENVER HCH, $17,000

—“Trio”

‘Halls’

.

—

—

IIG,

.

cities,

.

Beverly Canon (ABC) (520; $1.20)

St.

d

.

Based on 24

theatres.)^

date with Paramount. Fine $6,500.
Last week, “Branded" (Par) and
“The T:orch" (EL), $7,000.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750; 50-

Denver, Jan. 30.
10 200 /
is hurting most $
Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,460; 20“Born Tester^
70)r^“Brarided"
(Par) Fairish $7,day" is way opt in front with a
000. Last week, “Harvey" (U) (3d
terrific total in two houses. Was
wk),
okay
$5,500, making $24,800
headed for a new high but the bad
weather yesterday (Mon.) held it total for run.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-70)
back at the Denver. “At War With
“Al Jennings of Oklahoma" (Col).
Aririy,” smash at Denham, is hanging up a new three-year high Bettering average at $5,000. Last
week. “California Passage" (Rep),
there. “King Solomon’s Mines" is
setting an all-time Denver run $4,200.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-70)
record at regular scale by staying
seven weeks at the Broadway. “Halls Montezuma" (20th). Fancy
$15,000
possibility.
Last week,
Sixth session still was good.
“Man Who Cheated Himself"
Estimates for This Week
(20th), $5,900.
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 40-80)
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75)
“Highway 301" (WB) and “Show- “At War With Army"
(Par). Mopdown" (Rep), day-date with Tabor, ping up with solid
$18,000. Last
Aladdin. Fair $2,500. Last week, week,
“Operation Pacific" (WB)

^Kiin’

(

Women”

at Paramounl
and Fenway stout. “Kim" at
second stanza at Orpheum arid
State is holding up oke. ‘^Cyrano"
at roadshow prices in third week
at Majestic looms Satisfactory.

Same Week

Last Tear

—

(

Four Star (UA) (900; 70-90)
“Magnificent Yankee’" (M-G) (6th
wk).
Near $2,800. Last week.
Steady $3,400.
Fine Arts (FWG) (6,771; $1.20(30)

Total Gross

“Mystery Subiriarine’’ (U) and “Un^
dercover Girl” (U). Okay $6,000.
Last week, legit stageshow.

$20,600.

—“Cyrano" (UA)

.

ingNY.)

“D.O.A," (UA) (2d wk). Solid $9,Last week, $14,000.
Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 50-85)-^

000.

‘AT WAR' HITS 3-YEAR

$2.40)

Sunday

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$2,530,000
(Based on 24: cities, 208 theatres, chiepy first runs, include

Week

“Harvey" (U) and “Wicked City"
(ELC). Great $42,000 or near. Last
week, “Steel Helmet" (Lip) and “3
Desperate Men" (Lip) (2d Wk),

Into 11th stanza
$6,300 last week.

Grosses

Cifir

Estimates for This Week
(890;
Allen (Warriors) (3,000; 55-80)— 96)
“Grounds for Marriage" (M- Hennepin Ave., where most first“Born Yesterday" Col) (2d wk). G). Mild $6,500. Last Week, “Un-^
ims are located, was deserted SunBig $13,000 following $14,000 last derworld
Story" (UA), $4,006.
day.
Lone important newcomers
.stanza...V;
are “Dallas," “Storm Warning"
Esquire (Community) (704; 55^
80)— “Edge of Doom" (RKO) (3(3
and “Bitter Rice" but none is getting as much as it would nonnally.
Wk). Okay $2,500 On top of $4,000
^ast week.
Estimates for This Week
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)
Hipp (Warners) (3.700; 55-80)-^
“Harvey” (U) (m.O.). After two
“Operation Pacific" (WB). Brisk
healthy Radio City weeks, looks
$18,000 or near. Last week, “Storm
okay $4,500. Last week, “Three
Warning” (WB), $16,500.
Husbands" (UA), $3,500.
Lower Mall (Community) (505;
55-80)— “Bitter Rice" (Indie) (6th
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 50-70)
Baltimore, Jan. 30.
wk). One of house’s most profitStrong product is helping the “Halls of Montezuma" (20th) (2d
able imports, big $5,500, following downtown sector here this week wk). Good $6,000, Stays another.
$6,000 last round.
with considerable brighter biz at Last week, big $11,000.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-70)—“Kim”
“At War With
Palace (RKO) (3,300; 55-80)— many houses.
“Halls of Montezuma" (20th-Fox). Army” is making the large capaci- (M-G). Still rolling at great $7,000.
Down to $9,506 after great $18,500' ty of the Stanley count for a sock Last week, $10,000.
figure while “Halls of Montezuma"
last folio.
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)—
also is clicking smartly at the New. “Dallas” (WB). Okay
$11,000. Last
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-80)—
it
Loew’s
Century
is cashing in on week, “Harvey”
Kim" (M-G). Smash $20,000. Last
(U) (2d wk), $8,000.
week, “At War With Army" (Par), a well-sold advance bally for
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,860; 35“Kim.^*
Second week of “Bom 70)—
same.
“Born Yesterday” (Col) (2d
Yesterday" remains big at the
wk). Big at $9,000 after $13,600
Stillman (Loew’s) (2,700; 55-80)— Town.
initial
canto.,
“At War With Army" (Par) (m.o.)
Estimates for This Week
Still going big at $10,000.
Last
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 35-70)—
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 20week, “Branded" (Par), routine 70)— “Kim” (M-G). Strongly sold “Wyoming Mail” (U) arid “Mas$ 6 000
and shapes big $14,000. Last week, sacre Hill” (Indie). Fairish $4,000.
Last week, “Mystery Submarine”
“Frenchie’’ (U), $6,300.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240; (U) and “Deported’* (U), $4,500.
,

Artists, Bitz,

dio City, Culver

Key

tezuma", at Memorial and “At War
With Army” at Met. sha^ so?k
this week. “At War” had biggest

Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 50-

,

Boston, Jan. 30.
“Halls of Mon-

-

Two newcomers,

90)— “At War With Army" (Par)
and “High Lonesome" (EL), day-

into its sixth week yesterday
(Mon.) after a great $29,O0O in fifth
round, $1,000 better than previous
session. “Kim" is neat $24,000 on
second frame, tWo sites, but
“Branded", is skidding, to $12,500,
also

^

Broadway (Parker) (1,890; 50-90)
—“Pagan Love Song" (M-G) and

Estimated Total Gross'
This Week
.$521,100
(Based on 17 theatres.)
Last Year ...
$586,700
( Based on 17 theatres
.

ing this round is being made by
“At War With Army" at Oriental
and Paramount, “Mystery Submarine" Is okay at Mayfair. “Pagan
Love Song" in second Broadway
round is solid.

Estimates for This

Broadway Grosses
.

Biz at first-runs has dropped off
since the nickel raise in night
Nabe houses actually have
done better as a result. Best showprices.

$20,000.

Affair" (Indie), $2,700.
Larhiii (Roesner) (400; 65-85)-—
“Bitter Rice" (6th wk). Holding at
$3,300. Last week, husky $4,200.
Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (365; $1-

$1.20)— “Trio” (Par). Held to boff
Last week, same.

$6,800.

.

WcSoMday, January

i

P.

PICTURE
f

I

i

Eve b usiness is now writing
phenomenal B. 0. history! — and
repeat first-run engagements
are t o p p in g i nit ia I d at es

Aa FAST ON

THIS ONFl
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)

<VARIITY^S' L0ND0Y4 OFPICf
• $f, Martin^ Placf, Tralalfar fifiparf

f^niEfr
mot’s Benoit-Levy

Majors Moll Extended-Runs Plan

For U.

S.

out here by Jean Benoit-Levy, advisor to March of Time. He had
been in N. Y. working off a feature
deal for MOT.

Major U. S. dlstrlbs who have
recaptured the cream of the British Invalid,
on London
niarket in recent years, are now
directing their thinking towards
Preem, Doesn’t Look Big
securing more effective exploitaLondon, Jan. 30.
tion and playdating of their top
tif
The Gay Invalid,” an adaptaproduct.. They are seeking a fornnila for varying the present re- tion by Sir Barry Jackson and Roblease system under which ail pics, ert Brenon of Moliere’s “La Mairrespective of earning capacity, lade Imaginaire/- was staged by
are released for one week only, Peter Daubeny Presentations, Ltd.,
and then temporarily piit into the at the Garrick Jan. 24, after a provaults.

OK

held by some majors,
including those Who handle primarily British product, that the
present British releasing system in
England frequently prevents a film
from getting the maximum biz reOn a blanket booking by a
t urn
circuit, for example, it is argued
that many filitis could stand up for
a second frame in certain situa^

The view

Benoit-Levy was identified With
the original “Ballerina” screen production,

is

London, Jan. 30.
• The much-heralded scheme for
creating three production groups
Under the controlling arms of the
National Film Finance Corp., which
was announced last Thursday (25)

Interviews With

IIN

by James Lawrie, wUl reniove
inany of the financing problems experienced, by British producers.
Howevei;, it will provide little comfort for independents not allied to
major combines.
The plan, an-

Tokyo, Jan. 23.
U. S. listeners may soon hear
firsthand accounts of Korean War
experiences in the form of recorded interviews with Korean veterans
made while the
soldiers are in

UN

Japan

nounced jointly by Lawrie and; Sir
Michael Balcpn (unpaid producadviser to the Films Bank),
puts 16 producers on a flat salary

pn‘*five-day ’‘rest arid recupr-

eration” leave. The army’s Public
Information Office here has announced it would wax interviews at
enlisted men’s clubs in Japan and
mail the platters to any radio sta-^
tion which the serviceman designates, in the U. S. or other members of the United Nations.
London, Jan. 30.
When servicemCfl are accompaThe mass meeting organized by
nied by members of their families,
the
Film Industries Employees
the latter also will participate in
Council to focus public attention
the programs, PIO officers said.
of (1)
the British studio crisis, at. which
Small groups of Korean combat
Sir Laurence Olivier angered exveterans are now being brought to
hibs by claiming they retained too
Japan each week under the army’s
large a proportion of the b.o. re*
rest plan.
ceipts, is being used as a springboard for a natiorial, political and

,

viding Elisabeth Bergner with her
first London role in. 12 years arid
A. E. Matthews with a natural fOr
his genial personality.

Show was well received,' but is
only likely to attract special audi-

.

Wax

and

his project for the
30-minute tele subjects is to be
based entirely on the ballet.

vihcial tryout.
It is a peculiar blending of satirical humor and musical mime, pro-

.

NFFC Prod.

Paris, Jan, 30.
Production deal for 13 TV shows
based on the ballet is being worked

23.

'

ences.

lions.

a modest degree, the policy
extended-rUns is already being
operated on the Associated British
circuit which controls more than
400 theatres. Its System is to book
the product for the normal week’s
run, but if the first two days gross
substantially exceeds a fixed breakSydney; Jan. 23.
figure. the booking is set to run
Aussie patrons’ yen right now is
an extra Week. (This formula is for class outdoor action pix. Not
used by many circuits in the U. SJ so long ago this type of product
Past practice on the Associated was regarded as b.o. poison here.
British chain has Shown -that exPopularity of the top westerns
tended bookings are rarely operat- began with “Broken Arrow" (20th),
ed in more than about 30 or 40 and has hit a smash pace with
theatres.
“Winchester ’73” (U) and “Coman/One Of the complications of ex- che Territory” (U). Majority of
would
that
this
tended bookings is
U. S. distribs operating in this
cause some trouble in advance zone are now rushing all thoir topbooking schedules. Although some grade outdoor vehicles
to exhibof the majors would like the ex- itors to cash in on the current
tended-time for themselves, they boom.
would probably object strongly if
Not unlike the U. S., payees are
one of their own films was to have not going for the run-of-the-mill
a restricted showing because ex- horse operas.
But the dressed-up
tended-time was given a rival com- actioriers either via color or star

To

ol

tion

averaging $14,000 a year,
equal to the earnings of British
cabinet ministers.
Ojf the three new Cv/mpanies to
be set up, tvyo wiU he iii association“"with the Rank and Associated
British groups. The third will concentrate ori up-and-coming talent,
mainly drawn from the documentary field. Each company will have
a nominal capital of $280 and there
will be NFFC nominees on the
boards of all three.
basis,

The company' /to be formed in
association with General Film Distributors (Rank’s distributing outlet in Britain) has 10 producing
teams affiliated to it, each of which
will receive the fixed annual salaries. Production sche lule for first
year is not expected to exceed six.
Among the producers who will be
on the payroll are Anthony Asquith,

industrial campaign.

A

“ where-do

we go from here”

of the FIEC executive
Council held last Friday (261 decided on a six-point program to be
carried oUt in the immediate fufuture. The pOints are:
‘To organize a joint all-party
meeting of M.P s arid members of
Mexico City, Jan, 23.
the House of Lords.
Exhibitors controlling more than
(2) To discuss with thj executive
committee of the London Trades 1,800 cinemas throughout Mexico
conCouncil the most effective v/ay in voted at their three-day annual
which the labor cause can be vention here to ask the government
exhibition of
curb
commercial
to
spread among London trade unions.
(3)
To meet the appropriate 16m pix. Exhibs vigorously discommittee of the Trades Union agreed with the recent statement
Congress with a view to enlisting by Gen. Abelardo L. Rodriguez, exPresident of Mexico, who heads the
its support.
semi-official Credito Cinematogra(4) To seek an early meeting
with Harold Wilson and submit to fico, a film financing organization,
names like James Stewart, are him the 10-point program endorsed that Mexican exhibitors have no
competition.
drawing so big it is amazing old- by the conference.
time showmen here. Current year
Convention speakers were loud
(5) To organize a public mass
should see the biggest output of meeting in key provincial cities to in their attacks on the sharp comoutdoor stuff in many seasons, be addressed by stars and execu- petition from 16m exhibitions, and
with earnings likely to hit record tive members of the Federation.
contended that such exhibs, who
totals.
There al.so is real coin*
(6) To publish and distribute pay few and low taxes, are becomaround for highgrade musicals pamphlets and other literature out- ing rich.
However, the session
such as ‘^Annie Get Gun” (M-G) lining the FIEC case.
avoided open discussion on exhibiand “Fancy Pants” (Par) plus comMeantime, Olivier’s comments at tion trusts vyhich soirie producer
edy fare similar to “Cheaper By Friday’s meeting that exhibs net- and exhibitor toppers warned the
Dozen” (20th).
ted 40% of boxoffice gross, has government about recently as one
The high calibre of pix current- been challenged on a countrywide thing that was killing inany operly flowing from Hollywood togethbasis. At Bristol, Arthur B. Watts, ators.
er with some British films from president, Of the Cinematograph ExOfficers, headed by Irig. LeoJ. Arthur Rank similar to “The
hibitors Assn, described this as an poldo Ortega Casas as prexy^ were
Blue Lamp” and ‘‘Ghiltern Hun- ill-advised comment, while W. R. reelected for the next year.
dreds,” augers well for the 1951 Fuller,
CEA general secretary,
season.
wrote a daily here that if the slender profits of exhibs are taken in
increased rentals, cinemas would
close and British filri^i production
EUl,
would cease.
Raising the quota
Madrid, Jan. 23.
would be no solution while the pO‘
sitio.i remains that the more films
Fighting against the adverse odds
Buenos Aires, Jan. 23.
a producer makes, the more itioney of storms, snPw and now the flu,
Local producers are j^ncouraged by
he loses.
.
the Madrid theatres have done
the fact tliat Ingrid Bergman and
In another letter \ S. Shepperd, amazingly well with their Carnival
Roberto Rossellini have agreed to
a Conservative M. P.. who was pres- season shows.
Argentine star Esattend the International Movie Fesent at the FIEC meeting, claims meralda and Tranquillino made
tival at Cantegril in Uruguay, only
that internecine strife will hi4ve the their bow at the Lope de Vega with
a step across, the river Plate. They
effect of deflecting public attention “Tranquillandia,” a revue by Tranfeel that if they are able to talk to
from the ,core of the trouble, which quillino. It features dancers Merthe Italian director, they may conis that the government takes nearly cedes Mozart, Juan Tena and Swedvince him that his best plan would
40% of the b.o. receipts in enter- ish Ballet Norag.
be to
pix in Argentina.

meeting

Betty Box, Ronald Neame, Anthony
Havelock-Allan, Paul Soskin and
Thorold Dickinson. Production will
be centered at Pinewopd and the
first, “I Spy Strangers,” is already
under way.
The Associated British Picture
Corp. unit will operate from Elstree and for an estimated program
of three films will be able to draw
on the talent of six production
teams, including Marcel Heilman,

.

j

pany’s product.

Rank Chains Not

Favor Yet

,

OdeOn and Gaumont^British
cuits,

cir-

both controlled by the Rank
(Gontinued on page 13)

Arg. Producers Launch
’51 Shooting Schedules

With (hiandty as Goal
Buenos Aires, Jan.

16.

Ml

Argentine studios are in full
swing, with production schedules
for 1951 also set. Producers hope
to surpass last year’s high mark of
57 pictures. Previous record was

produce

Tops Slate of 13 Pix
13 pictures on its
1951 release slate, Lux Film Distributing Corp, last week opened
a Coast branch and at the same
time named franchise reps to
handle bookings in other areas.
Coast office is located in Los
Angeles with Arthur Burnham and
.Edward Barison in charge. Local
reps appointed to date include
Jack Engel (Screen Guild) for
Philadelphia/and the Pennsylvania
territory; E, -J. Stutz, (Realart),
Cleveland and Cincinnati; and S.
N. Wheeler, Washington, D. C.
Reportedly behind Lux’s move
.

’

in
is

'

.

Miss Guizar Sues Prod.

.

of fare.

and several starlets headed by
The Casablanca has
Gloria Luz.
the Raul Abril and Lara Linan
bands., the Ballet Cernuda and
Mexican chantoosie Ana Maria
Gonzales.
girls

;

Teatro Martin is staging the operetta, “The /Three Husbands of
Eve,” by Daniel Espana and f*edr6
Llabres.
It has passed 300 performances. The Alcazar’s“La Hechicera,” starring Celia Gamez,, has.
hit its lOOth performance, and will
continue at least until June. The
music is by Padilla, who also batons
the orch. His new number, “Estudiantina,” is bccomitig even n)qre
popular here than his “Valencia’
of nearly 30 years ago.

“Tourist Trade” (Tivoli), Tivoli.
Mexico City, Jan. 23.
Argentina Sono Film staged an
MELBOURNE
Charging breach of contract, Supreview aboard a Braniff
Calvert
John
Show, Tivoli).
Tito’s
and
star
Sana
film
Guizar,
plane of its recently finished Ver- f
Tivoli.
Ortega,
J.
Juan
suing
cousin,
is
sion ol“Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.”
Eye
View”
(William“Worm’s
producer of her latest pic, “CaribIt is roadying
a production of “The
did not son). Comedy.
^nandfather.” With Narciso Ibanez hean Rhythm;” because he
“Young WIve’s Tale” (Fullers),
Mcnta playing the load originally give her top billing. Miss Guizar Prinppss
says her contract calls for such
designed for Enrique Mulno.
(Tivoli),
Follies”
His
“Ice
credits, but two other players were
Son.o-Fiim
Majesty’s.
is
about to team
Bill Boyd to Buehos Aires
billed above her.
0 onde ZuUy
ADELAIDE
Moreno with Angel
Case is the firot of Its kind in
Buenos Aires, Jah. 2.3.
i'logana ii. “The Undesirable;” The
Pantomime (Celebrity Majestic.
Mexico.
new' find, Carlos
BRISBANE
Thompson, also
sidy) landed here this week from
Vaudeville (Wallace), Royal.
“ood role in thh which Mario
a U. S. plane for a .short vacation
Marcel Rcbiere, March of Time
ooiiifi will direct.
in Buenos Aires.
cameraman attached to the Paris
A number of
inoinatografica Interainericaha
youthful oowboys, were on hand
office, is in N. Y. currently for
Other Foreign News
s
confidetit that the Me.xican pic
to meet him.
hPineoffice talks before taking new
On Page 13
Maria Felix, will fulfill her
recently finished!
Film actor plans !o visit ranches
on tract io come here in April. assignments. He
and horse-breeding farms.
MO'T’s “Tito—:New Ally?”

^»crial

Eng:land Resort Spots

Form Booking Setup
London, Jan. 23,
Entertainment in
.Whole of West o’ England Is title
of newly-formed organization, taking in Gwners of theatres, cinemas,
entertainment halls of Various corporations, hotels,; ballroom operators, in 30 West England towns,
mostly resort commuriities which
Directors

•

),

:

^

.

'

'

!

An

import, the film is now
playing in 18 theatres in the U. S.,
and some 129 more houses are reported as booked for the next two
months. Since the preem of the
Silva na Mangano starrer at the
World, N. Y., last September, the
gross has hit around $500,000.
Product tabbed for distribution
this year include “The Road of
Hope,” “The Bride, Can’t Wait,”
“Heroes and Brigands,” “There’s
No Peace Among the Olives,”
“Street
U«:hin,”
‘^The
Heart
Knows No Frontiers,”
“Love
Story.” “Without Pity,”
“Bitter
Rice,” “Mill on the Po” and “Wolf
of the Sila” plus the French imports
“Paris
Waltz” and “Ohi
Amelia.”
Italian

—

I

augmenting ,its sale^ facilities
the strong biz the company has

been doing with “Bitter Rice.”

i

I

S,

With some

tainment^ tax.
At the Fuencaral, Mercedes VeIn his statement at the FIEC cino
and German Montenegro are
meeting, Olivier argued that Brit- the stars of “1001 Legs,” by Tono,
but paid the Vail and Jumar. Featuring Argenish production paid
wrong people. After exhibitors and tine comics Dick and Biondi, these
the government had had theii slice, two are hits of the show.
The
there was little left for the pro- Teyna Hall, new vaude house, has
ducer, he said:
an American show with 24 show

This would focus the attention of
Latin America on Argentinermade

.

Releasing Setup, 'Rice’

.

i

this type

Lux Film Expands U.

ROSSEUINIGOUTN-Ali

films.
They believe Rossellini
‘The Last Hound,” would find himself at home in the
and “Don Segundo Latin atmosphere of Argentine
Somhra.” “Horse,” with Enrique
studios. A search is already being
Muino in the lead, is about Argerimade by the smart local producers
tine’s famed horses, with Assn, of
for some story which might interArgentine Horse Breeders collabest Rossellini.
ihg on the film.
Although local production costs
Shows in Australia
Artistas
Argentinos Asociados are mounting, they are still below
plans eight features, tvyo starring
Ending Jan. 27
( W.eek
those of Hollywood or Mexico, The
Alberto Glosas. One will be a biOshag might be what Ingrid Berggrapiiic, based on the life of Fer.•SYDNEYman might demand for Argentirie
nando Fader, Argentine painter.
‘’Song of Norway” (WilliamsPn),
screen work
Royal.
General Belgrano studio$. list of
“bklahoma’V (Williamson), Emproductions includes a whodunit.
pire.
Local producers have caught on Not Given Top Billing,
“Message for Margaret” (Fulto the mohey-making possibilities

historical epies,
“Crillo Horse”

GFD

(Continued on page 13)

MADRID LECITERS
STORMS
HGHT

AKG. PRODUCERS TO ASK

in 1942, ,vhen 56 films were made.
This in contrast with 23 pix turned
out in 1945.
While such increase
in productions does not always rate
ciuality, the production end of the
industry is pleased because of increased employment at all, studios.
Emclco has the most impressive
linciip for the neW year, including
the first ‘color film to be made 'in
Argentina, “Gaucho and the Devil,”
already in production. Company
additionally plans a musical built
around the history of the Colon
Opera theatre. It also has three

of

Leslie Arliss and Mario Zampi.
Sir Michael SBalcon and Earl St.
John will be the Rank representatives on the board of the

'

in

Altttough the matter has been
discussed with, some distribs, no
positive move to introduce extended-playing time has been made by

11

PrCjps

Deal for TV Ballet Shows

Films on British Circuits

London, Jan.

INTERXATIOXAL

i

J

•

of

are active all year.
These spots have had difficulties
booking entertainers for their
visitors because of lack nf unity,
organization operating from
Exeter. Devonshire, is now in a
position to give any suitable act
a minimum of 12 weeks, and more
often as much as 30 weeks;

Wcdneflday^ Janaary 31^ 1951

THE MOST PRAISED
PICTURE OF THE YEAR!
A

"Best drama of the month.

rare and

PARSONS

satisfying treat, ’’—LOUELLA

Calhern’s performance ranks

’'Louis

among screen’s
HOPPER • "Fine
play.’ --

PANION

HEDDA

greatest.

of the

film version

WdMA

HOME COM-

'’Outstanding film. Great

•

charm and humor.*’ — REDBOOK
^
leading Academy
•%ouis Calherh
contender.LO U IS S O BO 1
'‘Louis
Galhern
•
{Syndicated Columnist)
repeats his fine stage performance/*
.

.

Award

—GOOD

HOUSEKEEPING

Magnificent Yankee*

is just

'The

•

that— mag-

G rah MK

nificent.**— SHE! LA H

iSyn-

"Everyone’s magin 'The Magnificent Yankee’*”

dicated Columnist)

nificent

— ERSKINE

•

JOHNSON

{Syndicated Col-

"Contemplating Academy
Award voting, 1950 brought forth only
good pictures, arid no giants. Now that
is changed.
I hope -The Magnificent

umnist)

•

Yankee* wins.**— EILEEN CREELMAN/
N. Y. World-Tele, and Sun • "'The Magnificent Yankee* superbly played by
Louis Calhern.**— WALTER

"An

extraordinary film

.

WINCHELL
.

.

Women

— LEE MORTIMER, N Y.
short
'Louis Calhern
M/Vrar
of magnificent. — KATE CAMERON,

will love

it.**

is

little

*

N. Y. Daily News

my

vote for

•

"Louis Calhern gets

Academy Award.**

— BILL

LEONARD, C.B.S. • "Mr. Calhern endows drama with humor, inspiration
and heart. — BOSLEY CROWTHER
*

"Finest biographical film

I

have ever

KALTENBORN«''Emrancingly produced and acted.”— HERBERT

seen.

H. V.

BAYARD SWOPE

•

'Magnificent per-

formances by Louis Calhern and

Ann

Harding.”— HELEN H AYES ‘"A picture
every American should see.” —-FANNIE

HURST . WINNER OF PARENTS’

MAGAZINE MEDAL • "A truly great
picture.”—BOXOF FI C E M A G A Zl N
powerful, brilliant, warm,
human.” —FILM DAILY • "Credit to the
industry and screen.”—^THE EXHIBITOR
"Prestige for the industry and payoff
at the boJt-dffice. ’’—VARIETY
"Vital,

M-G‘M present "THE MAGmPlCEHT
YANKEE” starring LOUIS CALHERN
ANN HARDING r Written by Emmet
Lai/ery

•

Eased

dri his play produceH

by Arthur

JOHN STURGES
Produced by ARM A ND DEUTSCH ^ A
METRO-GdLDWYN.MAYER PICTURE
Hopkins

•

Directed hy

)

'VARIITY'r LONDON OPFICf

P^RIETY

• ft. Martin's Plac«» Trafalgar Squir*

Now a Mex
An
much

Argentme

Biz;

Some Spots

ing

INTERNATIONAL

Film Festival

Mexico

Wife of U.S.

City, Jan, 23.
Film Fair,
Europe, is be-

Bueiios Aires, Jan. 23.

A blazing heat wave has struck
Argentina this summer, and it has

Anny CapL Makes Lone

International

arranged

Castillo

May

cut into film theatre patronage. In
cinema trade is way off.
Grosses have slipped so alarmingly that quite a few exhibitors contemplate folding, at least until
they are sure of getting U. S.
Throughput 1949
product again.
and 1950; foreign distributors in
Buenos Aires still had stocks of
some unreleased pictures on their
Later they have kept gosiieives.
ing by reissuing old pix. But now
the shelves are practically bare
and the oldies have worn out their
w> come.
The surprise package Of the oldies is exceptional biz done by “City
Lights” at the first-run^ Gran ,(3ina
Operai (Lococo Circuit), reissue being in its seventh week, It grossed
$33 ,235 in fi rst four weeks. This
is a better gross than that done by

Wiesbaden, Jan. 23.
of an U. S. Air Force
captain here operates the only
American vaudeviUe agency in
Germany, supplying U. S, and European taleni to the Army’s service

The wife

Out

j

acldition,

.

club circuit. Agency represents a
$150,000-a-year business.
She is
Mrs. Charles Kappmeyer, who established her agericy, Betty Kaye
Productions (her maiden name) in
August, 1949. The first year she
ran $6,000 in the red, but presently her agency was doirig over
$1 O,q0O a month. She was licensed

(

by European Commiand Headquarters and Is the only American
agent,

‘Iron Curtain” (26th), day-date
at the Broadway and Ocean theatres ran eight weeks at the latter
and two at the' Broadway, grossing
IN ’51
$29,235 in six weekSr “Gone With
Sofia, Jan. 16.
the Wind” has already run another
The number of theatres in Bulfoiir weeks of 1951, after totalling
15 in 1950, following a 44-week garia rose from 70 to 1944 to 510
last year, according to an official
second-run in 1949.
ahhouncement. There were 115 new
houses opened in 1950 alone. An
additional
100 mobile theatres
serve some 3,500,000 persons.
The
Bulgarian
State Film EnterBack for ^Angelo’ Preem prise will open 80
more theatres
Pietro Bullio, head of Scalera this year. The announcement said
Film Distributing Corp., is sched- the Bulgarian film industry was
uled to return to N. Y. from Italy greatly aided by having received
on the Liberte Monday (5) after Soviet projection equipment.
several months* delay, stemming
from the McCarran Act enforceOriginally he planned to
ment.
make the trip last November. Intercession by the Motion Picture
Continued from pai;e 11
Assn! of America with the U, S.
his company, and Robert Clark, ABPC
expedite
State Dept, helped
'
visa..
production chief Will ^ be on the
Following Bullio’s arrival, he will Elstree company board.
attend the preem Of -l^calera's “AnFinancing on 70-30 Basis
gelo” at the Trans-Lux 60th St.
Financing
ararngements
for
theatre, N. Y., in February. Italian these two outfits will be Oil a 70-30
film was formerly titled “The Mu- basis.
Distribution
guarantees
•latto.”
from’ GET) and Associated British
Robert and Everett Haggiag, in- will be discounted at the bank for
dependent producers and distribu- the first 70% and. the balance will
tors, have acquired the controlling be provided entirely by the Films
interest in the Scalera Studios in Bank.
Rome. Everett Haggiag will be
The third grjup* with. Balcon
company prexy. Robert Haggiag as its chairman, and John Grierson
is
an associate of international and John Baxter as production
Grinieff. chiefs, will operate from Southall
film
financier Jacques
Latter heads a syndicate Which has studios, which are being leased for
been dickering to take over United one year. Product from this comArtists.
pany, which is being registered as
Group Three, Ltd., will be distributed through Associated British
Film Distribs, who are providing

seem

NFFCProd.

\

*'

'

.

,

.

,

'

Brit. Circuits

continued from pace

.

11

Organization. This rule they operate impartially although they
could doubtless have put it into
operation on part of the circuit
with some earlier topflight productions like “Hamlet,” “Henry V”
and “Red Shoes.” But these played
the circuit (except in certain roadshow sUuations) for the usual single week.
The issue has

been raised again
view of the exceptional nuraber
pi' top productions currently in circulation from Hollywood, and also
because British producers feel that
extended^playing time Would give
them a bolter opportunity to get
out of the red. During the Eastef
vacation, three of Hollywood’s most
expensive productions are to compote against each other on the
ina.jor circuits. These'are “Samson
and Delilah”^ and “Ginderella,”
which will he playing the Rank circuits. <ind ‘‘King Solomon's Mines,”
out on release via Associated Britin

'

Some

industry 6bsci*ver.s feel
that if these three productions are
to get biggest returns they should
have been released either on a
staggered basis, or alternatively,
on extended-runs so the public
could sec all three. It is considered
unlikely that the majority of the
picture patrons will be able to
catch the three films in a single
week since few people will have
the time or money to make three
visits to the theatre in six days.

needs
of the entire; industry. Consequently the outsiders might experience
dio.s,

may well

satisfy quota

•inereasing financing diff 3ulties.

l^KO’s Kolm Moved to Mexico
Ludoyici Kohh. RKO sales man-

Gertnan Train Theatre
Frankfurt, Jan. 23.
The German Federal Railways
has put into service its first train

a'(vr in Mexico. ha.$ been shifted
to Ohilo in a similar capacity.

Lohn

,

succeeds Enrique Fricdwiio died last week.
theatre.
I

1,

I

der being transferred to their
fiome countries. The small number
of rival agents was explairied by
Mrs, Kaye-Kappmeyer by the fact
that while she guarantees weekly
salaries to her acts, the Army pays
her by performances. Additionally, the Army has a right to break
any contract at any time without
compensation. These risks scare

Berlin, Jan. 23.

j

RWR

.

.

Current London Shows

J

{Figures shoio weeks of run
London! Jan. 30!
/‘Accolade,” Aldwych (21 1.
“Blue for Boy,” His Majesty’s (9v,
“Carousel,” Drury Lane (34).
“Cocktail Party,” New (39 ).
“Dear Miss Phoebe,” Ph’nlx (16).
.

B. Priestley’s “The Good Companions,” with shooting to start
at El.'^tree in May. Pic was made
by Victor Savillc for OaiimontBritish iri 1934^ with Jessie Mat-

“Fol de Rols,” St. Martin’s (4).
“Follies Bergere,” Hipp (69),
“Gay Invalid,” Garrick rl).
“His Excellency,” Piccadilly (36).
“Holly and Ivy,” Duchess (38i.
“Home & Beauty.” Wyndh’m (18).
“King Rhapsody,” Palace (71).
“Knight’s Madn’ss,” Vic. Pal. (46>.

thew’s,

Gwenn

(44).
(33),
(22).

“2d Tanqueray,” Haymark’t
“Take It From Us,” Adelphi
Dorothy, a Son,” Savoy

“To

“Who

Is Sylvia,” Criterion

Any Gent,” Strand
“Worm’s View,” Comedy

“Will

ruary,

(13).

(10).
(14).

|

!

(21).
;

(197).

arid

Edmond

starred.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

John MacCullumn and Nadia Gray.
Outdoor shots start early in Feb-

(7).

“Seagulls Sorrento,” Apollo

John Gielgud

Nat Bronsten has lined up the
cast for “Valley Of the Eagle,” his
next picture for J. Arthur Rank
Organizatipn. It will he headed by

“Little Hut,” Lyric (23),
“Pt. Departure,” York’s (5t,
“Reluctant Heroes,” W’tch’ll (20).

“Ring Round Moon,” Grbe

|

j

off many potential agents.
About 95% of her acts are Continental, the others American, However, recently she managed to inr
crease the number of U. S. acts.
Her shows play Army clubs in

Her agency handled

Germany.
some 500

acts and 20 bands in
1950. This year an average of two

new shows

are being produced
weekly, and usually six separate
shows or more run concurrently.
U. S. name talent she handled
includes Roscoe Ates, whom she
recently signed lip for three months
after Ates wound up in the Air
Force-sponsored Hollywood Caravan show. Among the others are
(or were): Dick Vernon, of Chicago, who co-starred in the London
production of “Annie Get Your
Gun”; N. Y. dancer Lorraine King;
Philadelphia comedian and juggler
Clem Foust; violinist and comedian
Ronny Carver; Norman Lawrence,
of Seattle, who in London starred
in “Golden City” and played Giro’s
and the Embassy there as well as
on British TV; Lloyd Paese; of
Wisconsin, opera singer she signed
in Paris; Salvadore Tiravisi and
Mary Campbell, light opera sing-

Czech-born comedian and
magician Jerry Bergman; Rod
Strong and Dale Strong, a dancing
duo, who also played in the Paris
Lido Shows; Art Lincoln, baritone;
also of 1948-49 Lido shows and
formerly with a Ben Yost unit;
ers;

Jules

Epstein, a concert pianist;
& Shary, comedians.
talent includes
Dolores Micheline, French singer;

and Roth

Her top foreign

Maria Velente & Family, Who
toured the U. S. in 1935; Nick MaN. Y.-borri Italian singer;
Gaston Palmer, Jr., New Jerseyborn man from England; Senor
V^ences,
Spariish
ventro;
Jerry
Leader, British, Who signed for a
South America tour with Xavier
Cugat; Trios Fayes, Hungarian
acrobats, who played in London
Palladium, Paris and Rome; and

tone,

.

Bil

&

Bll,

British

acrobats,

also

J,

f31).

“Lace on Petticoat,” Ambass.

.

I

formerly at the PaUadlum.
Mrs. Kappmeyer, 28, has been
in showbiz since she was eight.
Chicago-born, she sang and danced
there, and^ also played the. Borscht
French by Lchore Coffee. Pic ex- circuit, She Was a WaC in 1944-45
pected to start shooting at Nettle- and came here in 1947;
fold studios in March. Ratoff is
anxious to get Douglas Fairbank.s,
Jr., for the top role ... Associated
British pictures to do a remake of

,

“Dish Ran Away,” Vaude

.

Americans can

much

weekly^ However, while the Army
permits U. S. acts to take all their

Red Screen Fare

East German film toppers are;
attempting to acquire showings of
viet-tinged RAVAG after three
years with the Yanks. Steinbrecher Communist-made pix outside the
had built a solid Satimday night iron curtain. Number one area
following for his half-hoig^ Fred sought at preserit is in West BerAllen-type of show featuring sharplin. There are numerous theatres
ly pointed sketches and parodies.
His slot is being filled by Karl situated near the Soviet zone and
which feaFarkas, old-time Viennese comic that sector’s borders
who spent the war years In the ture anti-red pix and play to full
houses every performance. These
U. S. and returned in 1946.
RAVAG’s budget is about four theatres offer special rates to East
times that of RWR, which Amer- Germans.
These theatre owners recently
icans have tried to make selfsupporting while pouring dollars were approached by the Communists
and asked to show DEFA pix.
into other forms of informational
activities. That means that a typi- The Communists suggested that
talent fee for a 30-minute such films should Aiot be submitted
cal
show, including rehearsals, might to the Germari “self-controf’ cenbe less than $4. RAVAG can and sorship board. They claimed that
will pay two ,or three times this some houses in the Western zones
figure, which makes a big diff er- were holding “private showings”
of Communist films and permitting
erice.
However, on RAVAG all mate- anyone with 15c. to atterid. The
rial is subject to stririgent review Berlin theatre owners turned the
by Soviet censor and many per- proposition down. The Communists
formers find that as hard to take then stated that when they “take
as frequent “requests” that they over Western Berlin, these theatre
appear on Russian programs heavi- owners will be dealt with accordly weighted with Red propaganda ingly.”
and often slanted against their own
Although the DEFA people were
country and government. Despite not able to penetrate West Berlin,
bigger budgets, RAVAG’s audience they apparently have established a
appeal suffers greatly from the foothold in the U. S.
Recently
heavy weight of Soviet programs, DEFA’s “Marriage of Figaro” was
are pro- shown in Hollywood and. New York.
especially since they
grammed in choicest time slots. It is claimed here that the proceeds
Nearest approacl to a listeners sur- from this film and other DEFA
vey available here shows RWR productions shown in the U. S; are
with 60^c> of all listeners.
being used to support the ComDespite continuing disagreement munist party in America.
Allied
Council,
where
in the
Soviets are insisting on control of
potential video stations, the AuslondoB Film Notes
trian post and TV administration
announced it has contracted for a
London, Jan. 23.
transmitter to be used in trainMetro (London) dickering- with
ing engineers.
David Farrar to costar in their
forthcoming production of “I vanhoe,” due to start shooting late in
‘Horn blower- Preem April 12
March,
with Stewart Granger and
London, Jan. 30.
Jean Simmons the other stars. But
princess Margaret is to attend
Farrar is unlikely to accept offer
the world preem here April 12 of
Gregory Ratoff, who recently
“Capt. Horatio Hornblo\ ei R.N.,” completed three-picture deal with
filmed in Britain last year by War- Columbia (British) Pictures, off to
ner Brothers.
U. S. soon to line tip leading man
and top players fbr first pic “I Am
Your Man,” adapted from the

as

payments in dollars, Europeans
can have only $35 w’eekly, remain-

German Commies

For

salaries'.

as $250 per week
while Europeans rate $100 to $150

Seek Western Markets

:

:

ish.

part of the finance through distribution guarantees.
Bulk of the
to develop this project will,
however, be coniing from the coffers of the/Films Bank.
The producer will share in the
distribution of profits, but will not
be expected to share losses. Distribution of profits to producers
Will be on a sliding scale basis,
with the percentage going down
as the profits go up.
On the first $140, oOO the producer will get a cut of 25%. For
the no.xt $140,000, his share will be
limited to 10%. Anythifig over arid
above a net profit of $280,000 will
earn the producer 5%. This profitsharing for the produce^ is in addition to the flat salary paid under
the scheme.
\Y’ th repayments that are due,
the NFFC estimates that it will
have around $3,350,000 to play with
this year.
The thx*ee group companies will receive ari aliocation^of
approximately $2,000,000, of which
about one-sixth will go to Group
Three, Ltd.
The balance will be
available for financing independents operating outside the groups.
Although this new project may
go a long way to insuring continuity of production jat Pinewood and
Elstree, it will provide little solace
for independent film nakers. The
combihed output of the three
groups, together with the programs
of Korda producers and other stu‘

money

East

tal-

nouncements.
Latest development is loSs of
TiWR’s star comic, Alexander Steinbrecher, who switched to the So-

^

;

have reached RWR’s

to

ent level, Both networks have recently been accepting ^ limited
amount of commercial time, but
only the crudest sort of spot an-

;

weekly

make

BULGARIA TO OPEN

MORE THEATRES

.

.

Her agency, additionally, is the
only pne which gives guaranteed

.

Gran Rex (Cavallo) showing “La
Culpa La Tuvo el Otro” (InterWhich
locally-made,
americana),
features comedian Luis Sandrini.

13

like those in

here by J. Jesus
Lopez, chief of the go vernmehf s cinematographic department.
It likely would be held this sum^
Preem' ‘Decision’
mer. Dates Will be decided upon Nazi Link to Force
when
the invited countries definife.for 20tli
Berlin Film Assn. Chief
ly accept. Invitation will be exFrankfurt, Jan; 23.
Berlin, Jan. 23,
The Army’s Motion Picture Serv- tended the U. S. and other top filmIndustry
circles
report
that
ice discloses it is negotiating with producing countries to send selectOscar Gammann, present manager
20th-FOx to stage a gala prevue ed pix and reps.
of the Berlin branch of the top
show for “Decision Before Dawn,”
German film industry association,
now being shot in Germany. Pic,
Spltzejn-organisatlon der Filmwirtdriginally titled “Call It Treason ” Russian-Controlled Net
schaf t
SPIO ), will be removed
and “Legion of Damned/V is the
soon, because of his former posi-'
Raids Red-WhiteJled
third 20th-Fox pic made in Gertion in the Nazi Reichsfilmkammer
many. Produced by Anatole Litvak
(Reich Film Chamber),
and Frank MacCartiiy, film is
In Austria for Talent
This development came after the
scheduled to be completed sooii.
Vienria. jan. 23.
general assembly meeting of SPIO
If the deal comes through if Will
Competition between the U. S.- here, which decided to integrate
be the second gala opening staged
by the Army. Universal’s “Francis” controlled Red-White-Red Austrian the Berlin organization with that
network and the Austrian govern- iri Western Germany. The two or^
had its world preem in Germany.
The Service also announced that ment-owned, v but Russian con- ganizations riow operate separately,
trolled RAV AG has been intensi- with Motion Piriture Association of
it now operates 226 houses in the
fied by talent raids, principally in America (MPAA) members (with
occupation zones, with 85 different
RAVAG’s favor. Since the govern- the exception of Metro) being
features- being shown simultanement net gets the bulk of the in- members of the West Germari
ously. About 1,000,000 patrons visit
come from nationwide radio lis- SPIO.
the Army houses every month, or
teners tax, it can pay much more
Cammanh formerly was a minor
over 30,000 daily.
money than the chronically broke official
in the Reichsfilmkammer.
RWR. This despite considerably
increased U. S. Information Service appropriations which do not
so

to Fold

.

;

'

*

with

location

mostly

;n

Terence
Young will
Sweden.
direct ... Jack Raymond, head of
Byron Films, has acquired filmiiig
Hehts of current Whitehall theatre
hit, “Reluctant Heroes,” as starring
vehicle for George Formby, who

makes his return to films after 12
years, Uiidcrslood price paid for
film rights is $15,000.

Loridori, Jan. 23.

;

Stapleton .Productions, newlyformed play producing biitfil, is to
present a series of three short
plays by the late Bernard Shaw.
These are one-acters “A Village

Wooing,” “Dark Lady”
of Destiny,”

Cast

i.s

arid

“Man

headed by

Rosamund John,

Griffith Jones and
Ellen J^ollock, with latter also to
produce!
Starts three-Week tour
at Manchester, Feb. 12. comihg to

the West End, probably at the St.
Martin’s, sonic time in March
“Seagulls Over Sorrento.” the current George and Alfred .Black and
H. M. Tennent’s Apollo theatre hit,
has been acquired by J. C. Williamspn for production in Australia in
at e* springs
allace Douglas, who
produced the show in London,
will do the job in Australia.
.

1

W

.
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She snares the man her best friend loves
with kiss. ..with cunning. ..with claw!
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NATIONALLY ADVERTISED with full page ads to the multi-million readers of the
SATURDAY EVENING POST and COLLIER’S.
four big weeklies ... LIFE, LOOK.
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From Film Row

»»»

NEW YORK

ads. It reads: “Tonight Is the Big
Night to Go to the Movies. Spend
James R. Grainger, Republic’s an enjoyable evening tonight at
sales chief, and New England divi- any of the following theatres listed
sion manager John P. Curtin re- below. Get Out and Relax in Comturned to N. Y. Monday (29) after fort!”
several days confabs in Toronto
Ben Blotcky, Paramount branch
with officials of Empire Uni versal
manager, vacationing in Florida.
Films, Ltd., distributors of Rep
Mussman,. sales manager,
Bill
product in Canada.
pinchhitting for him;
JfunestQwn Amus. Co. (Shea
“Rio Grande” outdistancing ReCircuit) Insurance Fund paid out
grosser,
previous
ace
public’s
$4,718 in sickness, and accident
of Iwo Jima,’*i in most
“Sands
benefits plus '$6,00Q in death beneneighborhood and but-Of -town situto circuit
during

fits
1950 according
chief E. G. Grainger.
Screenoraft Pictures, headed by
Jack Berkson, acquired three PineThomas oldies last week. Starring
Richard Arlen, the pix are “Power
and
Landing”
Dive,”
“Forced
previously
All
•‘Flying
Blind.”
\vei
released by Paramount.
A) Burks, formerly exploitation
director for Metro and Universal
v'

the south, left last week for
Gle\ eland where he is handling the
test
date of “Wicked City” for
in

Lion Classics.
Paramount Pictures Club named
Albert Deane, prexy; Fred Goldberg, veepee; Miirtin Rosenfeld,
treasurer,
and Irene F. Scott,
secretary.
Chosen governors are
Adeline Fanelli, Richard Hodgson,
William Piper, Adeline Scalzi and
Herbert Steinberg.

Matty Polon, buyer and booker

RKO

for

out-of-town theatres, left
for Ghicagb, Kansas

Monday

(29)

City and

Omaha.

MINNEAPOLIS
Following

•

committee’s

special

failure
to
make any definite
progress in efforts to get a new
selling plan adopted. North Central
Allied directors will meet Feb. 8
to consider new attack on “excessively high film rentals.”
Minneapolis independent theatres are running a large institutional box over their individual

.

.

Bennie Berger, North Central
Allied president, due back Feb. 7
from a South American vacation
tour.
St. Louis Park, ace independent
suburban house now having 35-day

demanding

availability,

28

.

days

clearance,
Radio City for second consecutive time to have $1 admission
after 5 p.m: for stage-film shoW^
Opening Feb. 5. Previously scale
was 85c top.
house,
using
legit
Lyceum,
Swedish films to fill in some of
open time.

PITTSBURGH

PHILADELPHIA

.

WB

hood Week

in this area.

Norman

Silverman, Rep branch manager,
area chairman.
Van Heflin made personals here
to help opening of “Tomahawk” at
the Goldman.
Dick Brandt in town to look over
the Trans-Liix theatre here and

WMGW

in Meadville, Pa., owned
by Harry C. Winslow, exhibitor
there, won first prize among radio
stations of 500 watts or less for.
promotion of year’s annual Penn-

is

!

I

i

LOS ANGELES
,

in 1946.

Budd Rogers,

Realart

town

Ars closest companion

exchanges.

thru fabulous years!

Monogram’s 1941

Classic

of South

Now On

Sale

Pictures

with
Jack Broder, prexy, while on nationwide tour of the company’s

sales chief, in

COSMOPOLITAN

to huddle

Pictures

will
reissue
release, “Siren
Seas,” under a new tag,

“Paradise Isle.”
Selznick will pair “Third Man”
with “Fallen Idol” as a booking
combo for repeat dates in U. S.

CHICAGO
4

€NGINE DOUGLAS DC-4S
Direct frem La Guardi a and Newark

NON STOP

CHICAGO

$

$14

S^AUF 0 RNIA$72
3Way
Stop
Return

1

1

7 ^'

NORTH AMERICAN
AIRLINES

Tree Ticket Del'y,

Irr.

FHabti, plus ta*.

BRyanI 9-6492

M TOP DEALS

COL

FOR 1951 PRODUCT

BROOKLYN
UL 5-3888
Hotel 8t. Gearie
Clark Street

BRONX
LU 4-0607
1488 Gr. Coneourie
Rm 328

(FordhamRd)

pictures in its history.
Latest deal under negctiatioh by
prez Harry Gohn is one witliSFrank

on

Seltzer
Seltzer’s

OUTDOOR
REFRESHMENT,

Refreshment

SERVICE

Service for

frofnCoDft
to Cd«t
[ovor
Contuiy

%

DRIVE

-

IN

THEATRES

rupvicf a'OL

>

BUf^A'.o

n

r

'/a

3536

twb-a-year ; basis,
“711 Ocean

was

Drive,” wholly independent released by Columbia.
He’s nbw'
prepping “Kansas City Story,”

Deal comes oh heels of eommitment with Elia kazah and Arthur
Miller, to direct and write “The
Hook” as an indie in partnership
with Columbia.
Studio’s

unit
includes

productioh setup
Stanley
Kramer

Company, three

to six pictures an-

now
nually

mum

Sidney Buchman, miniof two annually; Burt Lan;

Humphrey

two;

caster,

Bogart-

Robert Lord, two; Robert Rossen,
one pic yearly; Additionally, Colin
has added Sam Marx and Volde-

mar Vetluguin to staff of studio
producers who will, along with
Buddy Adler, S. Sly van Simon and
Jerry
Bressler,
turn
out
“A”
;

;

product,
Seltzer moves into offices at Col
during next 10 days. Company will
providei major portion of financing
for two pix annually, with Seltzer'
to share in profits. In making deal
producer dissolved previous partnership with Chicago theatre operator Eddie Silverman.

Three veteran Warner exchange
salesmen were slashed from the
payroll last week.
Ross Herman,
with the firm 24 years, was ousted
as country .salesman. George Weinberg, a 22-year man, was relieved
as city salesman, and Alec Pukalo
as country saloSmen. All we^e given

RKO Stock

I

-

New York

Monday.
Attorney Ephraim S.
severance pay.
terday.
Lou Abramson, secretary to Jack
Greene syndicate this week was London, repping Burstyn personKirsph, Allied of Illinois prexy, re- cohtinuiilig study 6f the theatre fig- ally, was not permitted by Wallin
signed to take up residence in ures, looking toward the possibility to off^r testimony on Wallin’s
California.
Abramson, 20 years of its pic shares for Hughes’ cir- claim that the action Is against
with Allied, will be feted at
ban- cuit stock. This would give Greene Burstyn, Inc., and not against the
quet at the Congress hotel, Jan. 31. and
distrib individually.
Warner Theatres’ G f o v e and trol his associates un contested conAmong the petitions which Walof the chain and eliminate for
Stratford theatres h a v e reopened
lin
would not accept yesterday
on night performance schedule Hughes the threat that the Greene were those
from more than 12
after' a three-week shuttering for syndicate holds to his continued
Protestant clergymen and profesreign over the picture company.
remodeling.
sors
of
religion
at
Other fronts were quiet regardColumbia,
Six Essaness houses, the Kerasotes circuit, and several indies ing sale of the Hughes’ theatre Princeton and Tufts supporting
here have launched a kiddie day stock, which is in the hands of a “Miracle.” According to Burstvii,
campaign. Idea is based on trailer trustee in acordance With the Fed- these petitions would have pleaded

Theatres

LIIABETH SCOTT

JANE GREER
DENNIS O'KEEFE

COMPAl^Y
SUE KEEPS^^

^'THE
.

«

C

R

I

ter 10 N

(B'WAY a 45TH

SOe

%

Tax
Ta VP.M.

ST.)

Ixf. Sat., Sun.

t

Half.

_

advertisihjg in return for prizes for
the juveniles. All houses report at-

eral

court’s

divorcement order.
np action; as far as

There was
tendance has doubled on Satur- could be learned, in the

Sam Dem-

bow effort to return Harry Brandt
Film to the RKO Theatres picture via a
depart- deal for aicquisition
of the stock by
ments, appointed manager of local
a client of the Wall street firm of
Lippert productions.
Daphne Amus. Corp, formed by Blair, Rollins & Co.
Dept, of Justice also made no
Betty Mitchell and Van Paleologos
to operate the cuiTently darkened discernible moves in the investigation It is supposedly making of
Bertha theatre;
John Rubin joined the sales the constitution of the RKO Theati'es Board.
It is claimed that the
staff of Capitol Films here.
Lou Abramson, secretary to Jack directorate was; Hughes-appointed,
Kirsch, Allied of lllihois prexy, and so divorcement is not comwho resigned to go to the Coast, plete, ns demanded by the court.

Ed Spiers,
Classics and

formerly

,

RKO

of

sales

.

'POPTSERVICt CORP

a

last

church would be bombed at one

of the Sunday masses.
Cardinal
Spellman had previously banned
“Miracle” as sacrilegious.
Gross at the Paris dipped slightly for the week ended Monday (28)
sylvania Week observance.
Gust Hages, vet Baden exhib, to $17,000 from the $18,100 paid
plans to retire and placed his by customers the previous stanza.
Theatre management attributed
house on the market.
the decline to the time lost during
the police search for the bomb Saturday night, and also to the fact
that ushers have been extremely
Split
wary about overcrowding the
Continued from page 5
house, following complaints from
Why the sudden interest or for the city fire department about the
whose account could not be learned. standees.
N. Y. film critics, meanwhile,
Among the professionals who’ve
shown a good profit on the upturn presented their annual citations
Sunday
night at the Rainbow room
of the RKO shares is David J.
Greene, leader of a downtown of the RCA building, N. Y., where
syndicate which is second largest they decided to move after warnshareholder to Howard Hughes. ings of a Catholic boycott of Radio
Greene’s group is known to have City Music Hall, N. Y., where the
acquired much of its holdings at ceremonies were originally schedBoycott was threatened beas low as 6Va last year “when no- uled.
cause the critics had selected
body wanted RKO.”
RKO shares, after divorcement, “Ways of Love,” trilogy of which
for a few days followed Paramount “Miracle” forms one part> as the
Burafter its splitup into Paramount “best foreign film” of 1950.
Pictures and United Paramount styn was on hand at the private
Theatres, In that case, although ceremonies to receive the citation
the theatre company to most trade for “Miracle.”
Scheduled fireworks at yesterobservers appeared to be in a
stronger position than the film day’s show cause hearing failed to
company, pic stock shot up well materialize when Wallin confined
above that of the circuit and has testimony to reps of Burstyn and
No counsel for Lopert
remained that way. Theatre shares Lopert.
are selling under 20, while pic was present. John C. Farber (of
O’Connell
& Farber), repping Burcompany is up over 22.
In the RKO situation; there’s styn, Inc., refused to submit testinow a reversal from that of Par. mony, claiming the Regents are
Except for those early few days not empowered to revoke a film
this year, the theatre shares have license. For “legal reasons,” howremained consistently higher. With ever, he Said he may decide to file
of a point separating them yes- a brief with the subcommittee by

'daysi.

TRAVEL AGENTS RECOGNIZED

30.

1951
with the greatest potential of top

•

that the film “is not sacrilegious,
nor should a designation by an Individual or a single group ju.stlfy
the revocation of its license or the
abridgement of freedom of the
screen.’’

a

i

1

.

weeks

five

of

tumn

release.

s

i
r

Rackfftlltr Cinttr

In

Hal Wallii* Production

"SEPTEMBER AFFAIR"
A, Piirdmount Picture
plus Spectacular Stage Presentatidn

Paramount has

cut 24 more minutes off the running time for “A Place in the Sun.”
Picture now r^uns two hours and
two minutes and is slated for au-

1

•RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL-

Hollywood, Jan. 30.
sneak previews and 10

editing,

6 h

JOAN FONTAINE • JOSEPH COTTON

Par Adds ’Sun’ Cuts
After

WAY

b

GLOBE

,

603 5th Ave. (Eiit. 42nd 8«.) Suita 100

Hollywood, Jan.
is
|olng into

Columbia

A

Lippert Productions will release
the 1947 Screen Guild film “Killer
Dill” under the title of “Strictly
for Laughs.”
Reissue of the
Stuart Erwin-Artne Gwynne film
was cued by Robert Lippert’s belief the picture suffered because
of its title the first time out.
Astor Pictures took over the distribution of “Mr. Ace,” a George
Raft starrer produced by Benedict
Bogeaus for United Artists release

featured in February

;

Continued from page 4
policy. Both spots/ the Rena and
Essex, had recently switched from
there was still doubt
since
ture,
the regular price policy. The latter, a Jones, Linnick and Schaefer Monday as to the outcome of yeshouse, had formerly been an art terday’s heaijing, even though, the
three members, of the subcommittheatre.
tee had previously termed the film
“sacrilegious.” He noted, however,
that in the court’s opinion; the
Sky Theatre on the northside power of review and revocation
against National Screen leased to Frank A., Peters, new- (of a film license) by the Board of
Suit
Service by indie poster exchanges, comer to exhibition, it was former- Regents is presently very much in
slated to come up Jan. 29, has ly operated by Don Trepicone, who the
open.”
been set back until week of Feb. recently took oyer the Elliott,
Week’s events were also marked
another nabe house.
12
by
a
bomb scare for the second
Colonial Amus. Co. (Ben Fertel)
Dave Kephart, former mail clerk
successive Saturday night at the
settled
long dispute with the In
office, promoted to Circuit’s
Paris
theatre,
N. Y., where “Miramajors out of court. The year-old purchasing department, replaced
cle” is currently showing, forcing
clearance hassle involved Colo- in his old berth by Dave Fedor.
the; police to empty the theatre
nial’s Overbrook theatre and the
Frances Stahoulis, named manStanley Warner Cross Keys. Under ager of Manos in Uniontown, join- last Saturday (27) while they conthe settlement, the Overbrook gets ed the theatre when it opened in ducted a search. On the same evesame clearance as Cross Keys, 1941 as a cashier and advanced ning, a police detail was assigned
seven days after key nabe run.
through the ranks. She succeeds to guard St. Patrick’s Cathedral,
mass meeting at the Aldine Joe Bugala, appointed managing N. Y., when a letter signed only
for
industryites,
all
was held director for Manos chain in that “Mason” was received by Cardinai
Monday (29) to launch Brother- city.
Francis Spellman threatening the

fare.

by Harry Akst

be tossed a banquet at the
Congress Hotel Jan. 31.
Three veteran Warner exchange
ELC-Col Deals
salesmen were slashed from the
Continued from page 3
payroll last week. Ross Herman,
with the firm 24 years, was ousted
as country salesman; George Wein- which was written, produced and
berg, a 22-year man, was relieved directed by Arch Oboler. This wUl
as city salesman, and Alec Pukalo, be the first to be handled by the
country salesman, also was fired. special sales unit set up by Col,
All were given severance pay.
headed by Harry Kosiner, former
Film Employees Union, F-45, has indie producer sales rep. It will
effected severance pay, for dis- be exhibited, in part at least, in
charged white collar workers in art houses,
local exchanges.
;
“Five” was produced at a reportJones, Linnick,' and Schaefer ed
cpst of $75,000, plus Oboler’s
Circuit closed the horthside Essex.
contributions.
own:
It was filmed
House had been on an art policy
at his Galifornia ranch.
but two weeks ago switched to
Oboler leaves N. Y. tomorrow
pop product at 40c. scale.
Universal exchange hosted a (Thurs.) to start on his next, an
original
script as yet untitled. He
party for the press and the cast
of “Tomahawk,” world-preeming at closed the Col deal with Harry and
Jack Cohn and was repped by Arthe Chicago.
Doug Beck replaced Hugh Mc- thur Sachson. He gets a cash adKenzie as exploitation chief at the vance for which Col will share in
local RKO exchange. McKenzie the film’s profit.
goes to Philadelphia to replace
Beck.
Two Chicago nabe houses closed
last week after futile attempts at
dollar-per-family
admittance
a
will

,

ations.

to scout for suitable new spots in
which to play art and foreign film

Brilliantly told

^
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Niekn in

A. C. Nielsen’s joust with the>
networks over hiking the cost for
radio index services, which
would amount to about a Il00% increase depending on the optional

With no immediate plans for
his retUrri to video, Fred Allen
is moving into the writing end

features that are subscribed to, appears to have hit a stalemate over
the past couple of months. Result
.is that bothMBC and CBS are on
a moOnth-to-month basis with NijbIsen until they can get together and
resolve their differences. In terms
of the two hetworks, the new Nielsen scales woiild run as; high as
$120,000 each a year for the radio
indices alone.
NBC has long fdt that, as the
Nielsens are presently constituted,
they don’t give the network a fair

of the radio business.
Allen
has just negotiated a deal with

NBC

TV

Whereby

he’ll ebllaborate

Goodman

with

Ace

in

the

scripting of the weekly ;Sun-.
day evening “Big Show.’’ Although in the past he’s been on
top of the writing chores on
his own shows, this marks the
comic’s first solo venture on a

scripting exclusivity.

Aljen

shake On ratings and is particularly resentful over the byertures
toward doubling the fees. NBC
has already pulled put of Nielsen’s
TV services and is waiting to see
in which direction Nielsen moves
doing anythihg further
before
about the radio serviees.
Nielsen’s limited audimeter service in polling the nation’s likes and
^dislikes has long been a bone of
industry contention and it’s reported that some of the agencies,

among them BBD&O^

By GEORGE ROSEN

Spripter Allen

his

out of the

'

will

henceforth

also

years of trying to repattern the daytime programming
picture in radio, the agency-sponsor boys in the trade have at long
last practically resigned themselves
to the fact that the soap opera
remains the No. 1 kilocycle baby.
It’s generally accepted today that
it’s going to take more than some
half-hearted skirmishes With audience participation aiid '^uiz f ormur
las
to influence the hausfrau’s
thinking and desires.
The latest available Nielsens, for
example, are the tipoff as to the

appeiir

on “Big Show’’ with
Portland Hoffa on a regular

“standstill’’ status^^of

alternate-week basis.

new

when

via
Tobacco
Co.,
American
agency, in a sudden switch
ot advertising policy, has ordered

...

.

“Chinese

.

.

“block-out’’

Kuomintang

Sunday 7:30 p m. time on CBS for

.

. ,.

.

.

.

Borden

.

.

series on NBC-TV are
spotted on Monday nights.
Fact that R. J. Reynolds (Camel)
The Borden account, probably
one of the most kicked around in last year forged into the forefront
radio-TV in a situation which goes on ciggie sales is attributed by
back several years, during ‘which some to the spreading-Ltself-wide
the
billings
shuttled
between technique Via cross-th e-board proYoung & Rubicam and Kenyon & gramming in contrast to Luckies*
Eckhardt, has again come into the weekend splurge.
forefront.
new agency tenancy,
and the probability of a new TV
show, are in the offing.
Latest to inherit the Borden Instant Coffee account, representing
billings of between $750,000 and
$1,000,000, is Doherty, Clifford &
Shenfield, which acquired the biz
from Kenyon & Eckhardt. (Re.st
of the Borden biz is scattered, with
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Y&R still in possession of the spot
Danny Kaye will touch off some
radio billings and K&E retaining
spirited bidding during his current
other media.)

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

Resignation of Miss Schuebel
been anticipated for some
time, ever since the agency lost the
Babbitt account, on which she had

I

,

I

:

;

.

.

,

.

A

.

“Ma Perkins,’’ “Helen
and their counterparts that
still rule supreme, with the latest
Nielsens failing to project even a
Light,’’

NBC CBS, Woo

*rrent’’

of

tragic results.
similar bill

A
introduced Into
the last previous state legislature
two years ago never came out of
committee, after numerous protests

!

j

Borden dissatisfaction and ultimate agency switch reportedly
stems from company’s unhappiness
with the Peter Lind Hayes-Mary
Healy video showcase on NBC,
which K&E projected for the client
a couple of months back.
It’s anticipated that

I

Judy

effective April 1. HFG, bankroller
of “Peoples Plalfoim’’ on CBS-TV

'

I

‘Won’t

Go Near TV’

In N. Y,, Dukoff declared that
video holds no part in Kaye’s
thinking. Cbmedian won’t go near
TV, he said, on the basis that he
(

doesn’t need the
that

TV

money now aud
much of a

repre.sents ‘‘too

man-eating chore.”

Tough

Orch formed a“dance-band combo” to play for two hours

Philadelphia, Jan. 30.
Miller, WFIL disk jock
and one of the towh’s top radio
personalities for the last 15 years,
has signed a new two-year contract with the station.
Disk jock came to WFIL in 1945
daily disk;
and is heard on
shows. He also emcees the weekly
;

LeRoy

|

/

I

i

j

^

,

“Features for

TV.

.

Women” on WFIL....

to Get Prizes

Difficulty in obtaining jackpot
prize merchandise has compelled
WICC to pull it'^ gUess-the-vpice

sz-

'

1

liis

NEW

age patrons of its Saturday night
high-school concert, Followihg the
Concert, eight members of the

1

'

like,

Orch also let down Its hair last
week to stage a “mixer” for teen-

j

l

NBC and

WHB.

,

,

Both

much

ta.st.

double shift last week, getting a
new sponsor and moving over to;
KMBC. Nelly Don Garment Co. is
picking up " the tab for an hour
broadcast of thC; orch’s regular
Tuesday night concert, deal being
set for two concerts with Options.
Previously Philharmonic has been
sponsored for the first half Of the
sea.son by Kansas City Southern
Linds with concert going out over

can

her appearance last week oh the
Sunday evening “Big' ShoW;”
at the moment appears to
have the edge in the competitive
Reversing the customary AM-tosince its formation in 1947. New “get Holliday” sweepstakes, with
TV trend among radio execs,
announced,
the web desiring to build a half-.
Mitchell Benson reverts back to his agency has not been
old stand at NBC in charge of talExpected to move with the ac- hour comedy show around the
ent negotiations tomorrow (1).
count is James G. Cominps, who is “Born Yesterday” star.
Meanwhile, she’s been booked
A few months back Benson resigning LeVally as veepee and
guest shots on the Bob
switeffed' over to TV in a similar general manager. Stuart Rae, v.p. for four
She also does a
svyitched over to TV. He’s decided in charge of art, is also bowing ,^Hope AM airer.
repeat this SUiiday pa ;‘Bi§ Show/'
he likc^«r^dU>
out.

for a three-week

AND

NBC
NBC

and heavy user of local AM-TV
spots, has been with the agency

New York

autograph on some legal parchment,
Weeks, ago Abe Lastfogel
tos.sed in his name at the networks
for a radio show and the bait went

the current 13-

SYMPH

practically
Write her own ticket for a radio
show if and when she wants to do
one, following the sock reaction to

j
'

Holliday

when

slay in

dale at the Roxy.
CBS would very

week cycle expires in March, BorLooking farther into the future
den Will give the show the heave, than the comedian, who is in no
with D-C-S agency entrusted with hurry to get into television, the
the task of finding a suitable re- nets feel that once he’s put under
placement.
exclusive contract they’ll have him
tied for TV when he decides to
make the move. He was accomK.C.
RETS
panied east by Sylvia Fine, his
wife, and Eddie Dukoff, business
STATION manager, and put in an appearance
SPONSOR
on the NBC “Big Show” on SunKansas City, Jan. 30.
day (28).
a
Philharmonic Orch mad^

Chicago, Jan. 30,

LeVally agency is resigning the
Household Finance Gorp, account,

dramatic

ShiilHe

‘

.

,

ac-

last weekend when Jack
Benny took oyer the Lucky Strikesponsored “This Is Show Business”

cented

The Lucky Strike trip-hammered
weekend campaign toes off with
the radio and video versions of the
“Hit Parade” Saturday night. Sunday at 7:30 is “Show Business”
time, and the Robert Montgomery

EVERBODY WANTS TO

*

network programming.
Situation was particularly

jumbled nuthe type se-

)

AM

Vi

which

blackboard,’’

AM

PROOUM JOB DICKER

;

This is particularly applicable in
competitive race with Camels
and Chesterfield, both of which, are
represented by cross - the - board
its

season, thus following himself on
radio.
(His '7 to 7:30
show on
the same web wais pre-taped on the
Coast.)

HERB

•

Wednesday, Thursday and Friday.

his second video, showcase of the

»

from radio broadcasters.

the company vulnerable to the advertising campaigns of the rival
Ciggie companies through Tuesday,

.

,

Ma

had

$6,-

.

concentrated her major activity.
Her checkout followed by a couple
participation or
Lucky Strike. Tobacco company of weeks the announcement that single audience
quiz program into the Top. 15 payduring past year haS been putting
Linnea Nelson was resigning as J.
major accent on tele shows (Rob- Walter Thompson’s chief time off columns.
Loner Godfrey
Montgomery, “Hit Parade,’’
ert
bdVer, after a JWT association of
With Godfrey snaring three of;
“This Is Show Business,’’ Jack Ben- 23 and a half years, in order to deThe “Be Happy, Go vote her time to lier home.
ny, etc.).
the 15 positions (each representing
Lucky’’ visual commercials, which
Like Miss Nelson, Miss Schuebel different 15-minute segments on
add up to another has been regarded as one of the his CBS morning marathon), 10 of
practically
weekly production, also entail most hep femmes in the trade. the Top 15 berths are occupied by
heavy coin.
Thus Grey, Duane Jones and JvVT the Weepers, with “Wendy Warand the News’’ and “Challenge
are left with three major vacan- ren
Miss Schuebel’s resignation, of the Yukon” succeeding this
cies.
Mpis. Solon Prepping Bill
however, has cued appointment of time up in penetrating the bigVera Brennan as Duane Jones time time rating column.
The continued hold of the soapTo
buyer.
ers explains why practically every
agency and account exec in the
daytime program picture is desMOSS, CBS IN
Minneapolis, Jan. 30.
perately striving to come up with
Rep. J. T. Kosloske of Sauk
the right answers in transferring
Rapids has announced he’s having
the soaper formula into video. It’s
drawn up for introduction into the
If Hubbell Robinson, Jr., CBS conceded that the guy who clicks
state legislature a' bill that would program veepee, and Herb Moss with it in TV can write his own
bar presentation of crime thriller can come to terms on coin, Moss ticket.
programs over radio and television may take over the program spot
NBC recently subjected the
stations in Minnesota between the vacated recently by Robert P. Hel- Monty Woolley “Magnificent Monhours of 3 and 9 p in. daily.
leiT'
tague” nightime show (Which satiMoss currently produces the
rizes the daytime strips) to ah exKosloske charges that the crime
CBS’ “Songs haustive series of Schwerin tests
tliriller radio and TV shoWs are and TV versions of
new
the
supervises
to determine w'hy the show doesn’t
breeders of juvenile delinquency. for Sale,’’
attract more listeners. What they
He says he's prompted in his ef- Henry Morgan show on NBC-TVi
and is found out was the clincher to NBC
forts to obtain legislation prohib- of which he is .part-owner,
Recordin its conviction that the Soap
iting them by the b jlief that young- invoiv'Qd with his Gotham
spot would opera is. here to stay. For the
sters who watch them get the idea ing Co. Since the CBS
it would
basis,
fulltime
taking the Schwerin treatbe
on
femmes
a
that “crime does pay.’’
mean giving up active participation ment were practically unanimous
Also, Kosloske asserts, youngchores:
In their resentment over “Monin the other
sters learn from the shows about
tague’s” belittling Oi the serials.
shooting, killing and other forms
of violent injury and death, and
$lgn$
too often try out some of these
methods on their playmates^ with
behalf

came tp light when a CBS.
actor queried the N. Y. ’Times
after having the Mandarin
message translated. Officials
j)t. the firm which printed the
forms later explained that it
is customary to block out extraneous sections of forms by
printing over them With a
usually consists of
merals. Somehow
lected
for the
turned Out to be
slogans.

10.7
9.7
Our Gaf Sunday . . . . . .
9.5
Perkins
... . . ...
9^3
Helen Trent ... . * . . ; .
9.0
... .
Arthur Godfrey
8.9
.......
Wendy Warren
8.9
Challenge of Yukon . .
8.8
Big Sister
8.4
......
Pepper Young
8.4
Right to Happiness ....
8,0
... . .
Arthur Godfrey
Backstage Wife ......:. 8.0
7.9
Guiding Light
.......
7,8
Aunt Jenny
7.7
Stella Dallas ... ....

turn last week,
two major directors resigned

.i

!

Top 15

Nielsen's

Arthur Godfrey

new

to open their own offices and move
into a new sphere of operation.
They are Reggie Schuebel, radioTV director for Duane Jones, and
Jack Wyatt, who has held a comparable post with the Grey agency.
Both are going into partnership in
a deal which finds them taking
over agency time buying accounts
(rather than dealing with clients),
with Doyle. Dave & Birnbach,
N, Y., and Horing Corp of San
Francisco, as initial clients.

BBD&O

about

eleriient

i

The radio-Ty agency personnel

reported to represent
000,000 annually on

:

One of the fnajor spenders in
the two mediums, with a n overall
budget running into many millipns.
Lucky Strike for some time now
has been concentrating all its AMTV shows over the Saturday, Sunday and Monday period, with the
weekend saturation .buying leaving

Th^ Dfrytiine Score
drain took a

AM

'

along

with several
other eorporations, unwittingly
sent its employees a message
in Chinese urging support of
the Chinese Nationalist Kuomintang, 'rhe appeal Was printed on the income tax withholding statements the companies
give workers.
Unintendied propagandizing

of programming is
concerned. With perhaps the single
exceptioh of Arthur Godfrey, the
only perspnality Avho’S been able
to compete With the soap opera
formula in Wooing femme audiences on a major scale, the Top 15
in audience appeal reads no differently than it did 10 years ago.
it’s still “Aunt Jennyy’’ “Backstage
’’
Wife,
’‘Stella Dallas,’’ “Guiding

side.

cancellation of all its Lucky Strike
radio sfiots. In the past, this has
represented a coin outlay of well
over $1,000,000 a year.
cutback
Major factor in the
is said to be the heavy budgeting
for TV programming, which is now

Chinese Puzzle

CBS,

daytime radio,
insofar as attempting to inject a

are pulling

For some time now the trade’s
been perjilexed oyer the network
program
patterns
evolved
by
American TobaCco Co. on behalf of
its Lucky Strike cigaret.
That applies to both radio and television.
.

CBS

giveaway, “Connecticut Calling,’*
according to James Wt Evans, pro-

gram manager.

New York firms supplying appliances and Other wares have been
having trouble filling orders, and
.some of the items are becoming
inferior, Evans claimed.
On the
other hand, competitive Bridgeport
station, .WLIZ, reports no such
trouble arid will continue its give'^Vay«/‘<iRelay iQuii,’-’.'*

V

*

.

.

.
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From
Movement

of

radio stations

m

to-f

inroads are not as great
as tliey seem, is pointed up in a

Detroit, Jani 30.

_

Silbert,

WXYZ

disk jockey,

.

.

.

“Sm

HARRY SALTER

:

Alfred A. Whittaker appointed Benton

the agency, switches to
signed for Broadway production of “Billy Budd”
Arno Huth starts
two courses at the New School in.internatiortal broadcasting next month
.Eddie Heywood guested oh NBC's “Piano Playhouse” Sunday (28)
... World Broadcastirig System releasing first tunes by Terrea Lea
Mutual airs a half-hour diamond
and JimUiy Atkins next month
drama on National League’s 75th anni Friday (2)
Boris Aplon»
Amzie Strickland and Gene Leonard new to “Backstage Wife” ..
Tony Rivers arid Mandel Kramer into “Lorenzo Jones”. .. .“Front Page
Farrell” additions are Elizabeth Mofigan, Hal Studer, Ross Martinr Alice
Reinheart, John Griggs, Sylvia Leigh, Audrey Egan and Ray Johnson
... Ed Kobak has purchased a 50% stock interest in McDuffie Progress, weekly newspaper of Thomson, Ga., where his son owns
... Frank Sinatra> Jack Wolf and
orch leader Joel Herron,
have cleffed“Take My Love,” based on Herron’s thenie.. Harry S.
Goodman peddling a transcriber, “Burl Ives Sings,” cp-produced by
Helen Ives and Sy Pitts.
.Geoffrey Jones has joined Martha Rountree
and Lawrence E. Spivak’s AM-TV operations.
.M6rt Weinbach new
Alfred Beckman named station clearance
business manager for ABC.
director for the web.
RCA Thesaurus has released “Wayne King Ser.Betty Tevis,
publicity gal, mariying Henfy A. Blake,
enade”;
ad copy WTiter, at Richmond, Ky., Feb. 24.
,

.

a?

|

;

,

wind up

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

!

‘

’

tests until its technicians went on
strike the latter part of last season
city authorities prohibited the

TV

was

Tioooiicn

nf

“pnncicfpnf

viniM-

.

.

.

IN

.

.

.

WNEW

.

HOLLYWOOD

,

.

,

Earl Ebi, top director at Thompson’s for seven years, moved over to
Warwick & Legler to head up radio and TV for the recently acquired
Eastside beer account. Billing runs to $1,300,000 a year. Erv Staudinger of
L, will be headman on the account ... NBC’s Joe McConnell made a stop-over in Frisco enroute back home to help the Bay
Citians celebrate the return of Lloyd Yoder as manager of KNBC
Bob Orr in towri for a few days to chat with Louella Parsons rid
Andrcw Jcrgcns and consult with Jack Baxter on TV commercials lor
Daniel O’Shea, CBS v.p. on talent deals, passing
Woodbury-Jergens
A tartar for work, ABC’s Frances
the next few weeks in New York.
Scully has added five more IS’s to give her a weekly total of Ifi quarter
in
Hollywood”
from the Brown Derby,
“Hi
Her
latest
is
Noon
hours.
her first TC with the network .... A1 Steele, Pepsi prexy, and Jack
Runyon of Blow finally got Phil Regan squared away on his new show
to be traveled around the camps. Maurice Norton, formerly with William Morris and lately in TV, Is the producer .... Ted Bliss* producer
Nell Reagan of Mcat Young & Rubicam, all puffed up^mumps
Cann-Erickson said to be in line for presidency of Advertising Associthe
Hollywood Ad Club
ation of the West. He’s the coming up prexy of
.Line Dellar and his bride are off on a Caribbean honeymoon. ...
Trying, to land Burt Lancaster as a sub for the ailing Jimmy Stewart
on last week’s Lux show cost Thompson’s Corny Jackson his Sunday.
Told Lancaster was in Palm Springs, Jackson had every spot on the
desert cased. Late in the evening he made a chance caU at his home
.Ed
and found that Lancaster hadn’t left the house for two days.
Cashman, is back at his old post as headman in the Hollywood office of
Foote, Cone & Beldin^ .... Harry Maizlish, KFWB owner-manager,
won the Good Neighbor of the Year award on “Welcome to Hollywood.” That gives him another trophy to add to his vast collection for
service to humanity.

W&

.

.

'

Communications Act,
the Commission decided the original licensees were not qualified to

tions” of the
i

;

.

.

its affairs;

.

,

WTWA

.

Commission’s action was
taken on findings that there had
been an illegal transfer of the station prior to its being taken over
in May of 1949 by Leslie B. Bowden, trustee in bankruptcy. It
found that over 50% of the stock
of the station had been transferred
to three individuals “whose qualifications were and are unknown to
the Commission” and that certain
ownership reports filed were incomplete and erroneous.

1

|

.

.

The

!

Plans are being readied by the
Assn, of Women.;i/in Radio and
Television for its convention at the
Astor hotel, New York, April 6-8.
Chief work of the confab will be
drawing up a constitution and a
code.
Reason for the new constitution
Is that the Assn, of Women Broadcasters was recently severed from
the National Assn, of Broadcasters.
In setting up a new group, AWRT
expects to stress professional aspects, such as standards and trainAs an independent body, the
ing.
distaff broadcasters feel, they’ll be

.

WMGM

:

‘Format’ For

.

.

license, affirming a previous order,
and gave the station, 90 days to

j

on the grounds that the station
failing to comply with safety
With the technicians
measures.
still out and. KSTP unable to make
the ordered changes, it would be in
no position to televise the games,
in this instance, too, however, time
clearance because of the cable
shows also would be a problem.
When WTCN and KSTP were
televising the St. Paul and Minneapolis games, respectively, on the
same nights, newspapers published
many protest letters from nonbaseball loving TV set owners.

.

.

Washington, Jan. 30,
The case of thb bankrupt station
KWIK in Burbank, Calif., which
has been operated fpr over 18
months by the U.: S. District Court,
was finally decided last week by
the FCC. The agency revoked the

;

and

.

.

,

i

.

,

|

1

.

.

i

also give a
breakdown of listening for each of
the 40-odd outlets in the area.

&

Bowles research director,
& Ganible media fpr
research department
Actor Martin Brandt

i

reports

.

.

.

.

JolUi Churchill, formerly supervisor of Procter

.

New

.

.

stations.

,

City-by-city

.

.

Musical DIRECTOR.
Stop the Music— ABC

_

i.

.

.

.

^

.

,

.

i

proponents is
Feeling,
that most .surveys, which are concentrated in metropolitan areas,
uriderestimate the radio audience
because Pf the heavy TV penetraMinneapolis, Jan. 30.
tion in these markets. By covering
American Association baseball
cities over a broader territory this
^
feature ot
snecial study gives a more accurate Sames telecasts, a
audience. It WCTN and KSTP the past sea^ns,
picture of: the
as the TWin
asfar
broadcasters is practically oUt
that
demonstrates
shouldn’t restrict measurement of^Cities are concerned.
Even though the league at its
circulation to areas where their
competition from tele is toughest. meeting next month decides to perat an
even though the more extensive mit it, baseball TV will
almost irreducible minimum for
measurements are more costly.
Paul.
If
St.
with
and
Minneapolis
conducted
both
was
survey
The
the telephone coincidental tech- the directors do sanction televising
nique. However, it departs from of games, WTCN-TV hopes to carry
the typical Hoope- inethod in re- occasional St. Paul home contests,
porting total Urban audiences by or parts of them. But now, with
number of families, rather than the coaxial cable in operation, time
merely giving percentage ratings. clearance is such a problem that
Overall report gives quarter-hourly all of the home stand contests can’t
audiences for the four network out- be televised as during the past sealets in the area, the three subscrib- sons, according to Van Konynening stations plus Mutual’s WROW, berg, genetal manager.
Albany. It reveals that WGY;
There’s 'not be any televising of
KSTP, the
which with its 50kw, outpulled the Minneapolis games.
other stations in 19 of the 22 cities only other Twin City TV station,
at night and in 18 cities daytime. televised all Minneapolis home con-

AM

,

,

AM

of

,

.

the biggest study Hooper
of non-network radio in the

east.

,

.

.

,

is

made

.

.

i

arid

,

play records associated with his career.
CBS’ Peter Goldmark addressed Cleveland Technical Society’s banquet Monday (29)
Actr^^^ Aline Dixon in Lawrence Hosp., Bronxyille, recuping after weekend major surgery.
.Vacationing Ed Murrow returns Monday (5). .World Broadcasting System has released
special signatures for farm programs
.Doreen Begley, daughter pf
NEC’s Martin Begley, to wed Williani J. Puttick Sunday (4)
Singer
Allan Stevenson
Giiy Miteheli inked by Associated Program Service
into “Bi^ Story” tonight (Wed.) and “Circle Theatre’^ (TV) Tuesday (6)
George Brett and Mike Flynn of Katz agency and Tom Darker*
>
Fort Industries sales veepeCi to Atlanta for confab on Georgia Trio

1

some of which have TV coverage,

CITY

.

i

.

.

.

Bill
survey which has just been made
“No. I disk
three has, been voted the
inree
for
f'
Inc., "for
Inc
fu a Michiby C. E, Hooper, 'inp
^ the
Mi
jockey in Michigan” by
upstate New York outlets.
Intercollegiate Press Assn.
gan
Study is unusual in that it was
Silbert does a disk celebrity
backed by affiliates of three webs: chatter show nightly from The
NBC’Sw WGY, Schenectady, ABC’s Brass Rail Lounge Bah He also
WXKW, Albany,^ and^CBS WTRY.
of the •starlight Stair^a?’ vi dea show on WXYZ .TV.

Mnn™

yORK

Trendex reports ABC’s Drew Pearson getting an 11. 3 rating against
NBC’s “Big Show’s” 7.5, but the gabber still hasn’t picked up a new
He's being peddled for $5,000 or under, depending on the
sponsor.
Godmotherk League has* endowed a crib in names of Tex and
deal
Jiiix McCrary because of latter’-s efforts in the League’s behalf
WNBC is auditioning the “Phil Baker Story,” in which Baker would

measure their total audiences, as
a method of showing that television’s

?iEW

the Production Centres

hold a license. To allow them to
continue as licensee, it held, would
leave the impression with the
broadcasting industry and the listening public “that a licensee
could, for all intents and purposes,
ignore its responsibilities under
the Act without fear of having to
account therefor.”
Revocation of the license kills "an
effort on the part of the Interna-
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Ladies’ Garment Workers
to acquire KWIK by purchase from Bowden for the benefit
Sparks 'Sabotage' Claim of the creditors. Bowden had applied to the Commission for a
As Fort Industry Sues transfer of license to him in order
to
effect the sale, but the agency
Atlanta, Jan. 30.
first had to decide the revocation
Latest development in strike of question When it uncovered violaless of a “ladies auxiliary” and
.
IN
.
.
better able to make contributions 23 members of independent Na- tions by the licensee.
to the industry as a whole and to tional Association of Broadcast EnGene Fromherz, formerly with J. Walter Thompson and Dancer, FitzThe frequency now becomes
women in the field.
gerald & Sample, is the new media director at Aubrey, Moore & Wallace,
gineers and Technicians against available to applicants and ILGWU
.Robert Allen has been made chief of
Chairman of the steering comapply for it. The union has an replacing the late John North.
WAGA-AM & FM may
mittee planning the meet is Agnes WAGA-TV and
FM station in nearby Los Angeles. the Chi ABC announcers’ staff .Dick Rowe up from Winter Haven,
(26) when owners of
Friday
came
Fla., to join the staff of NBC’s “Welcome Travelers,” taking over from
Law, of CBS. AWB was formed
charged three of striking
Hank Koval, now a Naval air cadet. .Don Painter set to produce and
in 1942 with offices in New York. stations
television technicians “sabotaged”
direct the “Benny Rubin Show” when it gets ABC network treatment
In 1948 its Gotham offices were
when they Quentin Reynolds’ Co-op
starting Monday (5).
scripter Perry (Skec) Wolff’s novel, “The
shuttered and it operated out of operating equipment
Jan. 14.
Sunday,
walked
Jobs
off
Friend/’ is being republished by Pocketbook Inc..
Norman Lindquist
NAB’s Washington headquarters.
Fort Industries, Inc., of Detroit,
is new veepee at Atlas Films.
.Curley Bradley, headliner in Mutual's
Sponsors on
owners and operators of struck
“Singing Marshall” series, recovering from an operation.
Just off the
DuMont Laboratories has pack- sick list is Joseph Gallicchio, Chi NBC musical director. .WBBM newsstations, asked for $10,000 in acaged
a
weekly
com‘Vaices’ Get N.Y. Voice
5-minute
ne
ws
J
a
in
tual and punitive damages
caster John Harrington doing 23 news shows weekly
Minda Lang, Chi
mentary by Quentin Reynolds femme whistler. Optioned for another 26 weeks
Situation of “Voices and Events” suit filed in U. S. District Court
on Ted Mack’s “Family
Lee Hon upped from assistant slot to technical operlacking a New York outlet while here. Narned in the suit were Jim Which is being offered to its dealers Hour” on ABC,
NBC has been tub-thumping the C. Brannon, Clifford Rogers and for co-op sponsorship. Airer will ations director at WBBM-CBS. .Quarter-hour Washington report,
be backed over WMCA, N. Y., by “Congress Speaks,” bowed Saturday
William M. Taylor.
stanza will be corrected Feb. 11.
.Here for a brief
(27) on WGN.
DuMont and Concourse Music looksee at Chi CBS operations last week were: ^arl Burkland*
Show, \yhich the web has been
Radio
Trio was charged with “upsethypoing because of increased in- ting, maladjusting and distorting Storesi starting Sunday (4) at 1 15 Sales g.m*; Bill show, N. y. Radio Sales nianager; Henry Untermeyer
m.
Reynolds
p.
wax
his
wiil
comterest in taped documentary news broadcasting and
and Hal Davis, Radio Sales account execs, and Hugh Stump, Frisco
studio
equipprograms, lacked a Gotham outlet ment, renibving and concealing mentary on Friday ni^ts for air- Radio Sales nianager «. .Maureen Stapleton, femme lead in Tennessee
because its Sunday, 10:30 p.m, good tubes and pirts and substi- ing on the stations that weekend.
Williams’ “Rose Tattoo?*' guested on NBC's ‘'Quiz Kids” Sunday (28)
Concourse also will back a strip Jack Callaghan, ex-producer of the “Quiz Kids” and “Ladies Fair,” and
period on the Web was occupied tuting therefor defective tubes and
with Dick Haymes on WMCA; start- Jay Andre, former WMAW, Milwaukee, gabiber, have been added to the
locally by a delayed broadcast of parts.” ;
ing tomorrow (Thurs. ) at 7:15 p.ni;
“American Forum of /the Air.”
announcer staff.
.Nahcy Carr, John Carter and Bruce Foote
The suit further alleged the acShifting of the “New York Quiz
and a 'Tedd Lawrence news strip will star in WGN-Mutual’s “Chicago Theatre Of the Air” Saturday (3).
tion was done “willfully and ma^
Kids” show from 1:30 to 1 p.m. al- liciously.” Union reps stoutly de- at 11 :45 p. m. on the indie;
lows “Forum” to be heard live at
nied the accusations.
.
.
,
1:30 and clears the 10:30 slot for
Strike Monday (29) entered its
Pat Griffith, former director of femme activities for NAB, and more
•‘Voices.”
NegotiaU^
16th day with pickets still patrolrecently director of Community Services for WHO, Des Moines, reing entrance to Western Union
With New York Local 802,
called to active duty with.
AC, with rank of captain, and status of
Burton, Stone to
Building, downtown studio-quar^
American. Federation of MuPublic Information officer at Fort Meyer, in nearby, Virginia
.Edgar
FM,
ters
WAGA-AM
&
and
of
sicians,
Bergen
threatening to stage a
in town;to put bn a show for top Defense brass, took time out
Phoenix, Jan. 30;
Bill Burton, who business-man- WAGA-TV Studios on West Peachwalkout at midnight tonight
to cheer the boys at Walter Reed Army hospital.
.Mrs. Robert Freer,
(Wed.) unless retroactivity is
frau of the *former chairman of the Federal Trade Commission, and
iiged Dick Haymos, Helen Forrest tree street, a couple of miles frpm
granted before that time, neand many others into top wage city’s center. Start of strike put
society commentator on WMAL-ABC, picked as one of five“queens of
gotiations between four major
beauty and fashion” by the Washington Fashion Group.
brackets, took over this week as radio stations off air for scant 25
Robert.
radio and video networks and
executive producer and program minutes, but it was three hours bC"
tape his ABC airer with his new frau in tow
reMuggs Richardson, ex-gal Friday for Arthur Godfrey, expected, to be.
the AFM headed for a showdirector of KPHO and KPHO-TV. ^ore video operations could be
sumed.
inked for a half-hour weekly TV show, with guest talent, on WNBWdown this week. The strike
He is here for health reasons.
move, however, is expected to
NBC. .Famed Jones twins, local lensers, back from their Koi^ean
Another newcomer to the staGreater Atlanta, Council of Inbe averted before the deadstmt and off to Europe for some shuttering for NBC-TV
tions is Harry L. Stone, formerly dustrial Unions (CIO) Thursday
Danish
line.
ambassador presented pianist-humorist Victor Borge with award for
of WSM, Nashville, Tenn., named (25) adopted a resolution pledging
Details in the Music Sec‘good will ambassador” chores almost on eve of teeott of Borge’s new
general manager of the combined. moral and financial support to
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RADIO

SISMOOO
Batch of new
th?it

vis-a-vis
ABC. to show: (1) an upbeat in sales
of radio sets to tele families; and

AM

audiences are
the fact that
larger than ratings indicate, due
to the turnover factor.
“Advertisers might think that a
TV show with a 63.9 rating has a
bigger audience than a radio staiiza
with a 2.8," ABC radio sales manager Charles Ayres says. “Yet radio’s unparalleled ability to reach
dififerent homes with each successive broadcast finds the 2.8
program expanding beyond the limits of the larger rating over a period of time."
The reason is that new dialers
tune in to replace listeners that
drop out. Taking Nielsen figures
for cumulative audiences, in four
weeks the 2.8 program reached
(2)

AM

8,343,500 different homes.

dispatched as reminders of
the numbor of free promotional plugs aired on the two
Stations which at rate card
value would have totaled the
hefty sum during 1950,
“Gift" Idea was dreamed up
by
John
WMAQKeys,

More radios were sold to TV
families than tO non-TV families
in New York City during the first
il months of 1950, according to a
special study by Pulse, Inc., for the
web.
Study reinforces the opinion of
Industry toppers

that

the

heavy viewing binge of new video
receiver families tapers off to give
(Continuedl 'on page 32)

briginatiotis.

One

agency

programming before the year

is

out._

.

promotion

Hollywood, Jan, 30.
Manufacturer J. Edward McKinley has proved, to the satisfaction of all concerned, that
silehce really is golden.

heard
KMPC
McKinley
deejay Ross Mulholland offer
free time for a donation to the
March of Dimes. Manufacturer
promptly offered $10 for 30
seconds of silence.
Yep.

industry.

Now

chief.

all

“Operations

mills.

Fde SOOG

coming hack

in, according to the
sales chiefs.
Number of advertisers, they said, foresee shortages in
other ad media, such as newsprint.
As a result, with increased product sales pushing Up their ad;

budgets and with radio ohce again
proving itself, sponsors once again
are trying to latch onto the best

Suits

^
network time.
Web spokesmen traced the
;

;

Between

New York and

Chicago

alone there are more than a score
Of camps in operation and the boys
have let it be known that they want
the broadcast originations.
Potential Clients
Pepsi-Cola has already made the
plunge, buying a half-hour Phil Regan (plus top bands) stanza for a
Sunday afternoon NBC ride, originanting from a different camp each
week. Chesterfield, Wrigley, Philip
Morris and Pabst are reported as
among other clients who are testing the program wares to see if
they fit the bill. There are a flock
of other potential clients as Well,
but preferring anonymity until
they’re set to go.
Shows that stood )ap well in the
last war are gradually being resurrected and adapted for present-day
Francis’
camp needs.
Arlene
“Blind Date," which has since been
converted into a TV stanza, is beairer, as
ing revived as an
It's
well, for the camp circuits.
anticipated that a whole fiock of

dustry’s unrest last year to confusion among advertisers about the

Two

additional

suits

against

American

Business Consultants,
Ihc., publishers of “Red Channels"
and “Counterattack,’’ have been
started by attorney Arthur Gar-

of

'

making

its

loyalty

of

program

WNOE

Series will depict true episodes
American history, with, of
in
course, appropriate analogies to reflect the current temper of the

In sale of local time, a successful

summer campaign tilting time sales
for the summer quarter by 37.6%
11.1%, Carl Ward, sales manager,
Presently, he says, only
A half-hours are open

asserts.

two Class

for salei
Paradoxically, CBS TV shows
appear on a competing NBC staAnother NBC
tion, WTCN-TV.
affiliate,
KSTP, also has TV.
WCCO, however, has no TV license
and no application for one pending
in con$equence Of the freeze on
them two and a half years ago.
With only the two Twin City TV
stations in the entire area, radio
time sellers make much of the fact
that two-thirds of station audience
Are outside TV service area, giving
radio a vast circulation beyond Its
'

range,.

NBC COAST FUCKS
VOTE FOR SPG TIE
Hollywood, J an, 30.
employed by NBC
department here voted
unanimously for the Screen Pub*
licists Guild as bargaiilihg agent
and Guild Shop.
Five

flacks

publicity

As result of recent NLBB election results, Guild reps will begin iinmcdiate talks with NBC Offir
cials.

AM

has once again set-

Communism

been made by an individual mentioned in the following report and
known to the publishers, it has
been noted in the text."
Complaints say that the defendants
“maliciously, carelessly and wantonly" Omitted listing some facts.
They charge that4t was not mentioned in “Channels" that Julian
played a lead in the ABC web’s
“Communism—U. S. Brand," an
anti-Communist broadcast, or that
Miss Royle was co-chairman of the
Stage Door Canteen, a vice-chairman of a Red Cross entertainment
committee and had played benefits for the
Heart Fund, Actors
Fund, Motion Picture Relief Fund

,

time sales by

proof that

AM

work. Most of the web’s employees
have already signed, although
Minneapolis, Jan. 30.
some are still mulling the question.
Despite the fact that there has
Hadio-Televisibn Directors Guild
been TV competition from two sta- will meet on the issue Monday
tions during the past two years, (5), when the membership is exfadio apparently isn’t suffering in pected to back an RTDG council
NBC’s next major programming
this area. Most of the eight Twin resolution condemning the CBS
City stations report that 1950 radio fealty quiz. Radio Writers Guild venture, on which the web will
lavish
top coin, will be a series of
billings set an alltime high.
(Continued on page 30)
shows treating with American hisFor example, WCCO, CBS's 50,Some of the nation’s top
tory,
000-watt station here, which is sans
historians will be enlisted for the
TV, in 1950 enjoyed a 17% gross
with negotiations currently
series,
year,
acgain over the preceding
tops Off Com’Is
under way with Alien Nevlns to
cording to Gene Wilkey, station
supervise
the entire script project.
manager. There was a 15% boost
and Marine Corps League, among
For Exclusive Pickup

spot

Government’s excess profits tax
and such factors as NBCi’s abortive attempt to trim its rates. For

AM

demnation

national

in-

.

tled down, they noted that agencies are no lOnger asking for trades
In addifield Hays in New York supreme and excessive discounts.
CBS’ dismissal last week of a
court. Performers Selena Royle tion, according to one web spokesgirl white collar staffer has raised
of
local
man,
a
stations,
number
and Joe Julian, both of whom were
questions among lawyers for some
cited in “Red Channels," seek veering directly from NBC’s reunions which have agreements with
$150,(j00 apiece in damages. Hays cent thinking, are. demanding an
the web. Question Is being asked
rates. Too, for the
previously represented Ralph and increase in
whether this sets up a “condition
Pert Relton Bell in similar suits first time in a long while, network
for employment" which Is contrary
against the anti-Communist publi- salesmen can show that the top
to the union contracts.
Nielsen ratings are running higher
cations.
Femme’s firing brought no ImAs in the previous complaints, than they did last year, proving
mediate protests, inasmuch as 'she
the plaintiffs charge that the con- that radio is playing to a bigger
was not a meniber of a union,
sultant firm advises corporations as audience.
said she wanted no publicity and
to individuals’ connections with the
War’s Effects
turned down an offer for help from
Communist Party and that thereSales chiefs conceded that the
the Badio Guild of the Distribfore listing them in their publica- war may cause radio casualties.
utive, Processing and Office Worktion “not only hurts standing in Reddi-Wip,
for
example,
was
ers of America. She said that she
the community but prejudices op- forced to drop sponsorship of the
had never been a member of any
portunities to earn a living through
(Continued
on
page
32)
organization listed by the U. S.
Obtaining employment in motion
attorney general as subversive, but
pictures, radio and TV."
refused on principle to sign the World War II shows (NBC is revivThe briefs also cite a note in
statement CBS asked from its ing “The Army Hour") will be the intro to “Channels" that where
resurrected to fit into the “Opera- “an anti-Communist action or con2,500 employees.
CBS declared that It was adopt- tions Mobilization’’ pattern.
have

ing the policy of dropping workers
who fail to sign as the only way

iglid

down

lassitude they held toward the medium last year, they’re generally

Mobilization’’

scheme of things has sparked considerable activity around the agencies and in the program package

that radio has settled

and the agencies and clients have
abandoned the general feeling of

The revelation that bankrpllers
are not only willing but in some
cases anxious to pick up the tab to
Identify themselves with the over-

if it

AM

many

camp

executive Who has been Involved in
negotiations for sponsored shows
emanating from camps estimates
that an approximate $15,000,000:
will
be channelled by various
clients into camp-inspired network

$1,500,000 last week to local
and network clients of WMAQ
(AM) and WNBQ (TV), Chi
NBC stations. Certificates were

The TV

reached every TV
home in the U. S. during the same
months, could have hit only 8,269,400 homes.
Walter Winchell, Ayres points
out. In four weeks reached 19%
more homes than there were TV
homes in the country, and “This
is Your FBI’' reached 9% more.
programs
Web has at least 53
Which reached more different
homes than there were TV homes.
Ayres added that ABC’s average
program, both day and night, in
four .weeks covers more homes
than the total TV market.
show, even

the basis of preliminary feelers and agency-sponsor interest, a
considerable portion of the ne,w
radio programming that will hit the
airlanes in 1951 will have Army

Chicago, Jah. 30,^
Kopf.
Chi
NBC
Veepee, mailed out “gift certificates"
valued at nearly

WNBQ

New

Orleans, Jan, 30.
scooperd its radio rivals times and present period of crisis.
As part of the new program patbroadcasts
exclusive
here with its
of the entire proceedings of the terns being evolved around the
Kefauver Senate Committee crime webs to tie in with the nation’s
Mobilization" camp
investigation heairings during the “Operations
two-day session in Federal Dis- originations, NBC is also readying
and a revival of the “Army Hour"
(25)
trict Court Thursday
series.
Friday.
owned
station
The 50,000-watt
and operated by Ex-Gov. James A.
commercial
its
cancelled
Noe,
schedule to air the committee’s
hearings morning, afternoon and
night. Station also scored another
exclusive With a broadcast of Sen.
Faye Emerson and Skltch HenEstes Kef auver’s press conference derson are slated to work as ai husWedarrival
his
after
time
short
a
band and wife team on both video
nesday (24).
and radio. Duo have been signed
WDSU-TV officials persuaded to do the annual “Easter Parade’’
televise
they
could
Sen. Kefauver
on Easter Sunday (March 25) over
the hearings without interfering NBC-TV, and are having a radio
With the committee’s orderly proc- man-and-wife earl;^ morning radio
esses. Permission was granted and show lined up for them.
the tel^aster aired most of the
The tele show is slated to be a
second day's. session. According to full hour session starting at noon,
a committee'^ aide. New Orleans
with other talent still to be lined
Friday (26) became the first city
up. Samson Hosiery Is sponsoring.
in the country to view the comRadio show is still in the talkmittee in action bn its TV screens.
NBC is amenable to
Interest in the gambling and ing stage.
crime investigation here built up the idea, but deal hasn’t been set
Music Corp, of America is
to a high pitch, and the broad- yet.
casts sent WNOE’s audience rat- representing them. Henderson re*
broke With his personal
cently
during
heights
ing soaring to new

WNOE

others.

.

ai^injgs.

,

1

managers Gabbe, Lutz

&

Heller.

Announcement

in the past

week

of rate hikes by Time, Life, Fortune and Seventeen magazines is
viewed in the trade as giving radio
and television a competitive edge.
particularly is expected to
benefit from the higher ad rates in
the printed media-—large numbers
of which have been boosting their
prices in recent weeks.

AM

The publications are attributing
their increased to advancing costs
of production, paper, printing, labor and transportation, and partly
to circulation growth.
Contrasted
with this, TV’s rate hikes have
been geared only to phenomenal
upsurge in viewers.
AM> while it has suffered somewhat from
video
competition^
hasn’t fared as badly circulation-

Into

.

D. C.

Swim With

WWDC

wise as some quarters predicted.
At the same time, great reduction
in

-

[the two-day

.'

21

Bankrollers* practice a few years
ago of sewing up cream timif f ranchises on television is now being
switched to radio. That's the belief of network sales execs, based
on the recent resurgence in radio
billings and general economic conditions both inside and outside the

On

Off-the-Kopf

.

;

FDR CAMP

statistical studies 4

up AM's pulling power
TV has b^en gathered by

points

.

.

.

program

costs, it's figured,

more

Washington, Jan. 30.
than compensate for the dialers
Mutual network switched its af- lost.
filiation from WEAM in nearby

WWDC

Arlington, Va., to
in Washing last week and got back on the
1260 kc channel it occupied before
its previous affiliate sold its facilities.
The shift puts the network
back into the Capital proper, after
an absence of about a year.
Dissatisfaction

over

WE AM’s

1390 kc spot, with

its

understood to have prompted Mutual to change AM affiliates, effec-

March

11.

Station

WASH

will

continue as the web's FM affiliate.
WWDC^FM has the local Transit

Radio franchise.
Affiliation
with

WWDCJ,

BOOK DEALS

Pending the preem next month
of

the

new

Pepsi-(^ola-sponsored

Sunday afternoon NBC musical
show originating from Army camps.
With the coverage
Doubleday has purchased the 5 to

directional pattern and desire to
have an outlet in Washington are

tive

I-SflOT

Mutual,

will not affect its “block

5:30 time for

a

two-way spread,

with Wayne Howell taking over 15
minutes and Edwin C. Hill the
other quarter-hour.
.

The

in-agaih-out-again book gab
deals have been a^bone of contention in radio circles for some time,
the practice being questioned by
many, particularly where ohe-shot
sales are involved as applied last

Sunday, when Doubleday also took
programming" format which has over an ^rly afternoon quarterIt to develop into one of hour, forcing
postponement of the
the most prosperous independent new Jane Morgan song stanza.
stations in the countiy.
NBC also sold a Sunday morning
WWDC shifted from 1450 kc slot to Greystone Press for a five(Continued on page 30)
week stretch,
enabled

.

,

1

•

:
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Channels,
Halph Edwards Is about to bang
out a new sbingle. It’ll read
Comedy Shows Filmed Here for

in

In ah apparent move to give
ness to keep him active after “Sing It Again” a better competigetstarts
•'Truth or Consequences”
chance oh television against
ting a little aged around the edges. tive
Np sudden inspiration, Edwards has NBC’s “Ypur Show of Shows,” CBS
been nursing such a thought in his is cohsidexing the advisability! of
noggin ever since the picture indus- replacing Dan Seymour With Jan
try treated television like a leper
Murray as emcee of the giveaway
(
“we’re not looking, it may. go
shoWr While CBS program execSj
away”).,
TV’« Mont-Seen News Reporter
.At the moment. Edwards is set up are satisfied with Seymour’s work
Teleplx Newereel hpw In its second
to handle any type of comedy show oh the show, they think that Muryear for CON EDISON
but he’s not yet ready to take on
for
could give it more comedy Tomorrow’s News twice daily
There ^re a few bugs ray
outsiders,
VIM itorea
its apTeleviewi of the Newe
yet to be ironed out, along the values and thereby widen
WPIX
cost front, and once these are peallicked, the Jack Bennys, Burns and
“Sing It,” produced by Lester
Jimmy
and
Aliens; Alan Youngs
Gottlieb, currently airs as a simulDurantes can place their orders. By. cast Saturday nights from lO to 11
then the TOC cphferencier hopes and so must compete directly with
to have his own theatre under lease the third and final half-hour of
and complete crews to service the “Show of Shows.” To date, the
shows. Such as he’s doing now but CBS package hasn’t been /ble to
]

March

MOT

first cycle of which was
backed by Time, Inc., with re-runs
issued on a syndicated basis.
Pedlar & Ryan figures in the

vldpix,

.

,

CBS,

ratings.

to have a new
has the nucleus for a production sponsor near the inking stage for
unit comparable to any studio layr the 15-minute segment of “Sing It”
out.
recently vacated by Liiden’s.

as

more

of

aboard the educational bandwagon.
The Fort Industry Go. announced

a challenge than the spirit of pioneering to invent new devices for
better quality and lower cost. Both
the vid verision and ayem concept
of “Truth or Consequences” now
stand him around $20,000 a week,
(they’re both his own packages)

and broken down the
wraps up two-thirds

that

TV end

.

(Continued on page 30)

TVA, Chi Stations’

TV:Spfor’51
Chicago, Jan. 30.
Both Windy (Jity major league
baseball teams are again sticking
to video for the upcoming season.
Contracts have been signed be,

tween WGN-TV and WBKB with
the Chi Cubs, National League
entry, for teevee rights to the 77-

schedule. WGN-TV has
again latched onto the rights for
the White Sox daytime schedule
of 58 daytime gameis. American
League team last year decided to
call a halt to telecasting of its
night games.
Significantly, Philip K. Wrigley,
Cub owner who consistently has
taken a kindly stand toward teevee
at his ballpark, has only upped
th3 1951 video price tag $5,000 to
This
each of the tWo stations.

game home

Showdown Meet
Chicago, Jan. 30.
Showdown meeting between Television Authority and representatives of the four tele stations began here this morning (Tuesday).
TVA bargainers had threatened to
break off talks at last week’s meetings but Sufficient progress was

made

to

schedule one more “make

year’s rights were scaled at $70,further prog- 000, with
and WGN-TV
from today’s splitting the fee. Lakt year they
meeting, it’s expected the union paid $60,000. Despite the fact that
negotiators will take the situation the Cubs games have been teleto the TVA membership for a cast the past four years, attendstrike vote.
ance has held up well over the
However, on the strength of the 1,000,000 mark.
talks,
week’s
last
at
advances made
Although White Sox 1950 attendboth sides are somewhat more op- ance fell off slightly compared to
timistic over the possibility of a the previous year, the Comiskey
meeting of minds. As a result of family has decided to string along
concessions from both the union with teevee again. According to reand the telecasters, the negotiators liable reports the South Side team
went into day’s huddle consider- is getting close to $100,000 for this
ably closer together. Two major year’s rights.
hurdles Were overcome when the
Jack Brickhouse, assisted by
station toppers agreed to place on- Harry Oeighton and Vince Lloyd,
camera announcers in the same fee will handle the games for WGNcategory as other performers and TV and Joe Wilson will be back
TVA lowered its off-camera fee at the
mike.
scales.
Neither station has definitely
Frior to this latest session, the pacted bankrollers for the games
bargainers were about 18% apart as yet but expect to have them
on commercial fees. The union, lined up shortly.
which started negotiations iii November asking 80% of the network
scale, has backtracked to 64%. Stations hjaye upped their offers, to
46%, TVA is seeking a sustaining
schedule scaled at 70% of the final
local commercial rate, while the
telecasters are offering 60%.
Minneapolis children are how

or break” session,
ress

fails

to

its

WJBK-TV

will

coop^ate

with the University of Detroit in
a new series of weekly educational
programs beginning F eh. 4.
Besides being telecast, the program will be carried over WJBKObviously,
and WJBK-FM.
the program’s format will differ
radically from that of the WWJTV-University of Michigan series
which leans heavily on the visual
Also,
to get its lessons across.
WWJ-TV hews more strictly to the
classroom-lecture technique, while
the WJBK-TV effort will be along
the lines of the seminar method of

AM

easily
of the total.

That’s too much and Ralph knows
St, but he’s well on his way to shade
Once he can get, the
the figure.
unions to see it his way he’ll be
half-way home.
The bug that’s biting deepest is

Detroit, Jan. 30.
of Detroit’s three
jumping
is
stations

The secdnd
television

WBKB

if

result

WBKB

tpapTiinff

WJBK-TV

prograrii

titled

is

Round
Detroit
of
“University
Series will feature Dr.
Table.”
Francis A. Arlinghaus, as permanent moderator, U. of D. instructors and representative laymen^
Topics to be discussed include
“Should United Nations Troops
Withdraw From Korea?”
Pay for Rearmament,”
Universities

in

This

“How
‘'Role

to
of

National

of SurEmergency,” and ‘^Chances
ff

viving the

Atom Bomb.

With

Ezra Stone to Direct

American
Visual

cities.

report

oh

civil

defense

and television’s place in wartime
was worked oiit by Hulbert Taft,
Jr., station’s head man and a veteran pilot of World War 11, and
james Maxwell, author who conducts a weekly interview stanza on

WKRC-TV.
For CD research, Maxwell visited Washington, D. C., New York
and several Ohio cities.

round-the-clock

deal as sales agent, lining up the
local sponsors, all of which are expected to be banks. Show would be
networked oot Of New York, with
prints rushed to off-cable cities for
quick screening. Format Of the
show would he flexible, in that one
week.a single subject, such as manpower, might be explored while on
other editions several current top- tional standpoint, he said, TV offers
of isolated suics would be dealt with. Starting only “a hodgepodge
date Of the airer depends on the perficial items of information, prespeed with which outlets and bank- sented without plan, without regularity and frequently without even
rollers are signed,
advance notice to toe public that
John Daly will bo emcee of the
appear.’’
Dick Krblik, the programs are to
30-minute stanza,
Referring again to the survey, he
former assistant to Horace M.
Schwerin and who recently joined continued: “We have found the record unsatisfactory. The broadcastMOT, is project supervisor.
ers must, of course, receive credit
for their many excellent entertainment programs, but this is not the
whole of their obligation. As a
result of this study we are more
than ever convinced of the necessity for Independent educational
television stations to provide needed service to the people and to provide standards of comparison for
the commercial broadcasters.”
That toe survey Will be given
considerable weight in the allocation of channels was made plain at
. NBC’s splurge into daytime telethe hearings.' Comr. Frieda Henthis
off
to
pay
continued
vision
nock, who has'been leading the cruweek, with Lever Bros, the latest sade for the set-aside, used the
bigtimf advertiser to enter the findings in questioning witnesses
Outfit has signed to bank- opposed to giving the educators a
fold.
roll “Hawkins Falls,” a web-pack- block of VHF channels. When Dr,
aged soap t)pera, in the 5 to 5;15 Charles F. Church, education diLever
p.m. cross-the-board strip.
(Continued on page 30>
comes in just a week after Colgate, which is picking up the tab
on a new daytimer to star Susaii
Peters, ex-film actress, Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays from
to 3:15 p.m.
Because of the acute shortage
of studio space at NBC’s N. Y.
headquarters, the web will be
forced to originate “Falls” from
Chicago and the series with Miss
With the studio audience probPeters from Philadelphia. Latter lem at NBC-'TV’s mammoth Cen.

hto Daytime;

All

:

network com^ ter theatre, /N. Y., apparently
Danny Thomas TV Show
mercial show ,to emanate from solved by the theatre TV screen inEzra Stone is the latest In the Philly. Colgate had originally installed last week, all four comesuccession of directors to step into tended to buy “Falls” but passed
dians who rotate each week on the
the Danny Thomas segment of the it up in favor of the other show.
web’s Wednesday night “Four Star
Wednesday night "Four Star ReEntry of the two new sponsors Revue” are expected to move their
vue” TV series on NBC.
into the NBC daytime picture vir- shows into that house.
He assumes the chore starting towill

(Wed.),
night
Bacher.

succeeding

Bill

be NBC’s

first

tually completes the roster of daytime radio’s biggest spenders who
have moved into TV. Procter
Gamble --has a daily 15-minute

&

.

CBS’ ‘Garden of Eve’
CBS, experimenting with the
daytime serial formula for TV, will
close-circuit a new soaper within
the next 10 days called ‘‘Garden
of the Eve.”

Based on an original idea by
Jerry Horwin, CBS-TV script chief,
It will be scripted by Manya Starr^
with Jen*y Danzig producing and
Sidney Lumet directing.

on NBC’s “Kate Smith Show”
and General Foods now bankrolls
Bert Parks three days a week from
3:30 to 4. Most of the success of
NBC’s daytime operation, in fact,
is attributed by the web to Miss
Smith’s show, which achieved a
hefty 18.5 network rating within a
(Continued on page 30)
strip

’s"

in
MinneapbUs, Jan.

30.

getting their public schooling via

local public schools closed because of a janitors’ strike,
is enabling pupils “to go to school” just the saihe
over
Station is turning over its facilities to the school sys-

—

television.

tem sails charge for two hours each morning—from 9 to 11 a.m^
Sherman Headley, WtCN’s TV operations director, told the schools
they could continue with the program as long as the strike lasts.
Incidentally, the public service is gaining the station a large amount
of frontpage newspaper publicity daily.
Before coming to the pupils’ rescue, John Ford, station promotion director, obtained the janitor union’s business agent’s approval
for the program. The school teachers union didn’t haVe any objections either.
Station officials and a group of 18 teachers, together with Madeline X^ng, school radio consultant, are preparing the programs. At
the start, most of classes offered are being aimed at elementary
school pupils primarily. vThey include reading, geography combined with a newscast, speech, science and music.
An appeal was' made to pupils who have taken part in other
schobl radio and TV shows to come to
to participate in
the classes directly.

WTCN

Jimmy Durante, who initiated
use of the screen last Wednesday
night (24), reportedly found it o£
tremendous help to his program.
According to NBC execs, the
screen was not distracting to the
And,
performers bn the stage.
[they said, it achieved the purpose
for which it was installed. Laughs
from the studio audience were
found to be coming much quicker
and the yocks were fuller from the
back of the house-—from the pebple who could see the screen most
easily—than from ^own front in

the brehestra.

TV Sponsor; Pubservice

WTCN-TV

programs, inaugurated Sunday (28)
by WKRC-TV, deals with possible
atom bombing of Cincy and other

gun^a

seven stations^demonstrated that
isn’t
particularly
agency
the
pleased With the public service job
being done by the new medium.
The New York survey, conducted
during the week of Jan. 4-10 for
the Joint Committee on Educational Television, has given the educators a loud horn to blow in the
They have
battle for a set-aside.
indicated they’re going to use it for
all it's worth.
Prof Donald Horton of the U. of
Chicago, who collaborated \vith Dr,
Dallas Smythe in the study, made
a strong indictment of television
programming in his testimony before the agency. From an educa-

Ceoter Theatre

•TV.,',

Cincinnati, Jan. 30.
II
Target:. Cincinnati,” series of
six weekly half-hour public, service

big

Ryan agency are joining monitoring survey of New York’s

forces for a weekly documentary
show which will be offered to ABCTV affiliates bh a cooperative basis.
and the web joined together
In 1949 on the “Crusade in Europe”

,

on a much broader scale. All his cut into the NBC
key men are under contract and he incidentally, claims

been put oh the spot before the
FGG. Last week’s hearings, during
which the educators unlimberea

aiid their

ABC-TV

of Time,

&

Pedlar

JOHN TILLMAN

came

.

for educational stations, it’s already
obvious that commercial video haS

Join for Documentary

Television.
Not that he’s giving up his gold
mines— far from it— but it will be
more of a sideline* for the time being, and eyentually a thriving busi-

it

Whatever the outcome of the
campaign to reserve TV channels

m,

MOT,

i

To Edwards

Cmnl Video k on Spot
Washington, Jan, 30^

>

Hollywood, Jan. 30.

^

With virtually
ment shows now

all

its

entertain

Ed Wynn has been doing his
monthly stint from the Center
since he jbined the NBC show,
Danny Thomas, whb airs tonight
(Wed.),

WantM

to

move

into the

Center but NBC is installing a new
deluxe control booth this week, so
ing ready acceptance for its public
(Continued on page 3Q)
service programs among the advertisers eager to get into television.
sold,

Latest in that category

Aluminum

NBCJ

is

Is findr

the

Bohn

which this week
pacted to sponsor Theodore (3}ranik’s “American Forum of the Air”
Sundays at 1:30 p. m. Other pub
service bankrollers include Revere
Copper & Brass on “Meet the
Press” and a number of co-op
sponsors, topped by Pure Oil, on
Co.,

65,000

in Chi

View Tint

Chicago, Jan. 30.

(UBS wrapped up^ its two-week
Chi showing of its tinted teevee
system laist week with an estimated
65,000 persons getting their first
peek at the rainbow-hued screenSi
Web lined up two viewing locations

besides the main display at WBBM,
the first ven- Chi
outlet. Showings were also
ture into either TV or radio for held at Carson, Plrie & Scott, Loop
Bohn Aluminum. Fact that it is department store, and at the Chientering video at this time is be- cago theatre. “•
lieved another indication that the
Final count slipWed 17,394 permedium can look, forward to a sons viewed the demonstration at
number of big utility outfits buyand 24,732 passed the Caring time for institutional plugs sbn sets.
Estimated balance saw
during the current war economy.
the showings at the theatre.

“Who

Said That.”

Deal for “Forum”

is

AM

WBBM

Jt^
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PENNMIGSTIffiTHAN SWORD?
Recent

have

weeks

witnessed f

practically a wholesale raiding of
network personnel by some of the

Benny’s Next 2 on Kine
Jack Benny and his sponsor,
Lucky Btrike, have reached an
agreement bn his two remaining TV shows for the season
(he’s committed to four for

top ad agencies, with attractive coin
offers and TV production assign^

ments as the inajor

lures.

more and more agencies
bid

talent

the ’50-’51 period).

TV

production swim,
for executive-production

back into the
the

With

getting

is

an

hitting

Benny had done two thus
far, both of them Originating

New York. However,
the following two will be
kinhied on the Coast, with the
excessive coin poured into the
initial brace of shows (said to
be approximately $80,000 on
each) one of the major factors
cuing the decision.
live out of

accelerated

pace;

The

situation

poses

a

serious

problem for the webs which are
not in a position to match the
agency offers, in view of the fact
still writing
with red TV ink. Of more concern, however, is that fact that the
process of developing 'and nurturing replacements around the networks is a slow and arduous one,
notably among directors and production execs. With little or no
sustaining time available in which
to give the upcoming tyros their
innings, the Webs need the guys
with the tried-and-proven, genuine
flair, and the recent agency inroads
have depleted the ranks.
The raids are also stemming
from another direction. With William Morris and Music Corp. of
America now getting involved in
major production on their own,
the “come-on in” sign is being
dangled to hep directors, and the
guys who have picked up a lot of
the TV answers can dictate their

that the networks are

American Tobacco (Lucky Strike)
and its agency, BBD&O, did a fast
burn last week over what one exec
characterized
shuffle
Sinatra,

as

handed

a

“two-timing”

them by Frank

Ralston

Buy ABC Shows

March
Swanson

starting

25,

and alternating

will

hotel,
Latter of the Bellevue-Stratford
sponsor, which had been in the Philadelphia, for its May 12 tele6 p.m. segment, will move into the cast as one of the feature events
will also of the International Variety Clubs
6:30 segment, which
take.
Swanson will back the convention, which will* be atafter tended by 1,200 delegates.
editions,
March 4, 11 and 18
Telewhich it wiir alternate with Ral- cast will be beamed via WCAU-TV,
ston. Agency for both bankrollers the CBS affiliate in Philly.
Is Tatham-Laird.
Variety Clubs’ annual HumaniSales Veepee Fred Thrower has tarian Award (won last year by
Philco
also gotten a renewal from
Bernard BarUch) will be made on
olf
for its half-hour sponsorship of the the Murray show hy Marc
Hour-long International Chief Barker.
Don McNeill airer.
series, which has an 18.5 Nielsen,
It will mark Murray’s initial outWill
be cut to a half-hour— of-N. Y, origination. He was desigWednesdays, 9-9:30 p.m— effective nated in view of his rnahy years’
March 14.
with variety peridentification
Web is also expected to hold bn formers.
to the “Billy Rose Show” which
Hudson backs, despite the fact that
Rose has been hired as a consultant by NBC-TV. Show has a 13.3
Nielsen, as of the end of NovemD.C.
ber, against the heavy opposition
Washington, Jan. 30.
from “Fireside Theatre” which folDu Mont and local firm of Camplows the strong Milton Berle^
Texaco show on NBC-TV.
bell Music are making a pitch for
the D. C. longhair set via a series
of symphony concerts to: be telecast over the web’s local outlet,
WT'rG, starting Feb. 9.
Series of 13 half-hour concerts
reproduced from film and made,
Mike Dann, head of NBC radio especially for video will mark a
;ti^de press under veepee Sidney “first” in this area, and fill the
Eiges, has been transferred into gap for music lovers who complain
the web’s television sales depart- of the infrequency of such shows
ment and henceforth becomes co- on the TV screen. Films, featurordinator
of
program package ing the famed Vienna PhilSales.
harmonic Orchestra, under the
Dann will report to Ruddick batoiming of the top. drawer
Lawrence, director of TV Sales De- European maestros, were produced
by
Salzburg
and
velopment. He has been with the in
Vienna
vyeb for the' past three years in Eugense Sharin for Ambassador
them.
distributes
also
press relations.
1 Films, which

with

&

ule,

Phoney-Vision
Chicago, Jan. 30.
Pair of thieves who have
made o with several hundred
teevee sets posing as service
men here has climbed aboarcl
the Phone vision bandwagon.
Team has been making the
rounds collecting $20 to $25
from set owners after pretending to fix the set to receive
bootleg Phonevision programs.
The “adjustments” not only
failed to bring in Zenith’s
scrambled pix but also ruined
other reception, according to

,

Coming

in the face of the National Collegiate Athletic Assn.’s,
recommendation to athletic directors throughout the couritry to refrain from grid telecasts, which virtually amounts to a ban, the U. of
P. flaunting of the edict may create
an unprecedented rhubarb on the
collegiate

^id

The U. of

front.

decision to “go
tele,” which reportedly has the
blessing of prexy Harold Stassen,
poses some interesting situations.
As the first major college to ignore the sword-dangling NCAA recommendation, it can (1) result in
ostracism of the U., of P. insofar
as the NCAA is concerned, or (2)
represent the first chip in the
NCAA no-TV block and thus invite a wholesale repudiation of the
edict among the major colleges.
P.

Con men have varied their
routine by taking some of the
sets to their “factory” for fixing.

NCAA

W

FOR

KDANN UPPED
laE

SALES

I

I

MUSIC FIRM

sets, of course,

were

Washington, Jan. 30.
What, if anything. Can be done
about televisioh programs will be
explored in a public conference
with the Industry to be called by
the FCC.
Agency said yesterday
(Mon. ) that a detailed agenda will
be drawn later regarding “the role
of television in servirtg the needs
and interests of the public.” It is
expected the confert.nce Will be
held in about three months.
*

The possibility that any. individual station will be put on the
spot for programs was spiked When
the commission simultaneously renewed the licenses of 44 TV broadcasters which expire Feb. 1. There
were reports some members favored holding up their renewal
pending a look-see at the program
situation but that the majority felt
the problem should be explored before attempting to formulate a polr
icy.

Decision to call a conference was

prompted by numerous complaints

Amos V

on the other hand, Penn
should go it alone in inviting the
TV bids, it poses the problem of
what the rival teams will do when
the Penn game comes up, should
the competing schools abide by the
NCAA recommendation. To go
through with the, games would
probably also invite the wrath of
the

The

not returned to their owners.

received by the agency concerning
TV programs. Chairman Wayne
in a speech last March at the
U. of Oklahoma, in which he criti-

Goy,

cized programs for bad taste, urged
a housecleaning by the industry

“before public opinion demands
the more drastic remedy of govern-

WUy.

Blatz at 40G

officials.

Those familiar with the attendance figures at the Penn games

Amos

over the years agree that the U.

’n*

Andy show

will

around June in what is believed to be one of the most expensive half-hours in video. Filmed
series has been bought for sponsorship by Blatz beer through the
Weintraub agency, at a cost of approximately $40,000 weekly.

last fall.

mental action.”
It’s

likely the projected confer-

ence will bring to Washington repgo into resentatives from ail of the 107 TV

tele

,

of P. gate suffered the past season,
With attendance off as much as 20,000 to 25,()00 at some games. The
Penn-Navy, for instance, which previously generally attracted about
70,000 had below 50,000 turnout

stations, the networks, educational

organizations, parent groups, and
others interested in, the social impact of the media.
It’s expected
the sessions will last a week.
What the agency is believed ta

(Continued on page 30)

Freeman Gosden and.
However, it’s understood that
Correll, identified with the radio'
Stassen and the Penn athletic moshow,
will produce but will hot apguls are not concerned over the
pear in the stanza. Alvin Childress,
are anxious to
Charles

gate situation, but
embrace TV as part of an overall
educational campaign designed to
make the U. of P. pre-eminent

among

colleges

and

universities

throughout the country, with video
included in the public relationsexpansion scheme.

Minneapolis, Jan. 30.

compel the U. of Minnesota to permit its home football
games to be televised, despite the
(Continued on page 32)
Bill to

Yanks Drama

Critic Off

critic,

“Sho-Biz-Quiz”

to Prestige

Kap Monahan,
last

play

Amos;

Ren^ling on

TVA

Television Authority has been
getting complaints from several
performers that networks and agencies aren’t living up to some of the
provisions of the code. Specifically^
the thespers say that in some cases
they are not paid when their parts
are cancelled out and that rehearsal days are being spread out beyond the span called for in the contract.

Code

specifies that actors,

once

currently hired, are to be paid even if their
Amos ’n’ Andy
sponsored on radio by Rexall in roles are dropped before rehearsals
Some directors evidently
the 7:30 p.m. Sunday night spot on start.
CBS. Until Jan. 1, duo had been aren’t aware of this provisions, and
are pencilling out characters from
bankrolled by Lever Bros.

A sample film was shown in New
York Monday (29) and sponsorship
negotiations Were completed short-

Pittsburgh, Jan. 30.
Pittsburgh Press, Scripps-Howard afternoon daily, pulled its

drama

will

are

TV Show As

Damamng

York,

*

Minn. Solons Busy

Pitt Daily

New

of

Spencer Williams, Jr., of Cincinnati, Andy, and Tim Moore, of Rock
Island, 111., will be the Kingfish.
Other characters from other cities
have been set. Joe Connolly and
Bob Mosher, who write the radio
show, will do the script. Show will
be filmed in Hollywood, but will
originate on CBS in New York.
Stanza will have occasional white
characters, but bulk of talent Will
Stymie to Gosden
be Negroes.
and Correll playing the characters
they initiated on radio is the fact
that they would have had, to appear in blackface.

Sons.

GM

TO NBC

home football schedwhich is one of the most impressive and heaviest in the country taking in eight games.
ing the 1961

If,

who appeared on the
Benny
Jack
Luckies-sponsored
video show last Sunday.
Lucky
between
existing
Feeling
Strike and Sinatra, which reportedown terms.
ly dates back to the time when
Sinatra and “Hit Parade” parted
company, were accentuated last
week when Sinatra was suddenly
Mills,
called in to sub for Perry Como
on the latter’s Chesterfield TV
show.
Not that Luckies was particularly riled over Sinatra agreeing to
sub for Como only a few days beABC-TV picked up new business fore going on the Benny program,
Voice gave out With
last week with General Mills buy- but when the
my favorite
“Chesterfield’s
a
ing a half-hour of the ”Ted Mack
brand” personal endorsement, the
Family Hour” on alternate weeks American Tobacco boys blew their
and Ralston skedding a new show, top.
“Pets and Pals Animal Fair.”
Ralston stanza, placed through
Gardner agency, goes into the Ken Murray Show In
4:30-5 p.m. slot on Sundays, start*:
Philly Origination For
Mastersoning March 4 or 11.
Reddy-Nelson package will be
aired on 62 Outlets.
Variety Club’s Hoopla
General Mills will back the
The Ken Murray CBS-TV show
three-week-old Ted Mack program,
originate from the ballroom

Gen.

The U. of Pennsylvania, it’s been
learnedi has invited the television
networks to submit bids for carry-

ly afterwards.

off

week imme-

diately after television debut of
that quizzer. Sheet’s editor is supposed to have stated that program
reflected little credit on the paper
and that he wanted the head of
his theatre department to have no
part of it.

Show, which featured town’s
three first-string critics, Monahan,
Karl Krug, of Sun-Telegraph, and
Harold y. Cohen, of Post-Gazette,
had some time ago been a radio
feature on WJAS for Dimling’s
Gandy Go., and at that time there
was no objection from the Press.
When program was recently sold
for teevee by -its packager, peSOto
Allegheny
County,
of
Dealers
Monahan took it for granted it
would be okay with his bosses,
since they did mot object to his
version.
participation in the

To Cincy for WLW-TV
3d Ann! Hoopla
bringing

five days.

Jei^

CBS AXES ‘WORD’ AS

Les-

and his “Broadway ppeh
House” trjjupe on from New York

ter

for the station’s third anniversary

which will be celebrated with a
three-day jubilee beginning Feb, 9.
:

Lester will

originate

'

then.

Announcement
visit

ticket requests.

,

I

NBC

in the

of the Lester

this

summer/

brought thousands of
The Tuesday night period is held
To meet a part of down on WCBS-TV key CBS outthe demand, Robert E. Dunville, let in N. Y., by “Tales of the Black
chief of Crosley stations, happily Cat,” which is sponsored by the
arranged with Lester volupteering local Ford dealers. Since only two
for two added performances Sat- or three CBS affiliates had been
urday, Feb. 10, at 10 a m. and 2 carrying the
video version of
p.m. in Music Hall, Cihey’s largest “Word,” the web is relinquishing
the
auditorium.
time to these outlets for local
During the jubilee WLW-TV will programming, rather than offering
originate •'many of its live shows them another show to replace
from Music Hall."
“Word.”

show

^

his

GBS^TV, unable to clear suffi“We Take Your
Word,” which has been aired as a
sustainer outside N. Y. in the Tuesday night 10 :30 to 11 slot, has decided to drop the program tempo^
cient stations for

expanded rarily. Sbow will continue in its
present Friday night slot bn
WLW-TV studios at Crosley Square and the web hopes to bring itradio,
back
which will be formally dedicated to TV when more time opens up

show that night

AM

Withdrawal Of Monahan, however, hasn’t interfered with “Shocontinuing with
It’s
Biz-Quiz.”
Cohen and Krug as the* regular
panelists and a^ local show business
figure filling in each week as a
guest expert. Carol Mansfield is the
quiz mistress and program also
uses another guest weekly, some
from the entertainment
figure
world playing in town at the time.

is

which rehearsal hours can be
spread.
In some cases, although
the scale calls for confining rehearsals to a three-day period, actors are being called in on four or

in Feb.

Cincinnati, Jan. 30.

WLW-TV

scripts without recompensing the
talent already cast.
Agreement also sets up a scale
limiting the number of days over
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TREASURE TRADh

KBC SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

CLIQUOT CLUB ESKIMOS

^

Dawsoit and Wally With Harry Re$er oroh, Virginia
anJack Dennett,
Crputer;
Hatter; Mttrray Lowe> annottneer
nouncer
Prodttoed-Directed: Frank Weston*
Tom Sedlar
Second annual V* I. P. edition of Old Gold’s “Original Amateur
Stefano, Cesare Siepi; Robert Producer: Muriel Murray
25 Mins., Fri., 8:30 p.m.
Shaw Chorale; Dr. John Suther- 30 Mins.; Fii. 8:30 p.m.
Hour” on ABC Thursday (25) again proved that this is an exciting
CLIQUOT CLUB BEVERAGES
land Bonnell; Ben Graiier, an- LISTERINE
promotion. Not only did this kick off the reactivization of the USO,
CBC, from Toronto
YANKEE NETWORK
nouncer
with that service organization benefiting to the tune of $15,000, but
new
his
(Murray)
by
backed
Reser,
Harry
Producer: Don Gillis
the show brought out a list of guests that read like the Who’s Who of
Last week’s program on Dec, 19 edition of “Eskimos” recruited
^|\^riter; Claris Ross
D.C,'90 Mins.; Sat. (27), 6 p.m.
marked 600th of “Treasure Trail,” from Tanks of Boston Local 9,
Without the names involved, the entertainment offered would
oldest and most popular Canadian
SQUIBB
have been only of the shower and barbershop singing level. But
airwaves
to
the
Since January, 1939, AFM, has returned
quiz series.
NBC, front New York
there \yas the big appeal for listeners across the country of hearing
on a consistent 52-week: with a bright, strictly musical
it ran
{Cunningham k Walshy.
their congressmen and other representatives perform arid the airer
Last Saturday night (27) was a schedule until last summer when stanza, bypassing hoked-up gags,;
House Speaker Sam
served to htimanize the biggies involved.
double occasion— the return of the personnel decided to take an interviews or other gimmicks so
Rayburn, tossing the gab with emcee Ted Mack, got off several
layoff.
As
eight-week
Arturo Toscanini to the podium of interrupting
present-day
in
prevalent
quips that added a light touch throughout. There was, for example,
the NBC Syniphony Orchestra after created by Ross Patterson, this
Result Is a pleasing, reshows.
the observation^ when six Democrats sang the aria frodl “Rigoletto”
practically, a year’s: absence, and a Canadian quiz was sponsored by
laxing 25-minutes of tuneful music,
that
he’d: like to hear such harinony in the House, or the note that
special commemorative perform- Wrigley for eight years; bankroUer
well played and slanted for easy
ance of Verdi’s “Requiem’' bh the for past five years has been Listersix men did the “(Quartet” because of inflation.
Originating at WNAC,
listening.
The original sprightly quizdate of the 50th anniversary of ine.
Rep. Albert Gore’s hiUbilly fiddling of ‘'Soldier’s Joy” had a folk
Bbstoti, show is carried by Yankee
the Italian composer’s death. And zers, propelled into instant popuquality and SEC chairman Harry McDonald’s warbling of “Wagon
network.;;..;
a signal occasion it vvas. The 84- larity in ’39, and who held the job
was okay. Philippine ambassadbr J. M. Elxzalde’s piarioWheels”
Last week's show, the second of
y ear-old Toscanini
cured of his until the outbreak of the last war;
logging of “Playera” was slick and the three chief chaplains’ singknee ailment and disposing of all were Alan Savage and Rai Purdy. the series^ comprise such standing of “Marching Along Together’’ was a tribute to cooperation of
^'Empe^or
“Rosalie,”
as
reports of his; retirement from the Latter, with the rank of colonel, ards
the various armed services.
orchestra created for him, due to took the Canadian Army Show Waltz,” “Of Thee .1 Sing” and a
Gen. Wiiliam Clinch vocalized “If I Had My Way” nicely and Sen.
with
from “Oklahoma”
led overseas and now runs his own medley
hassles with, NBC hierarchy
Guy Gillette’s 'Towa,” if sung with little polish, nevertheless imhis sympli; through an eloquent talent agency; Savage, for past two band arrangements up-to-date, but
pressed with his feeling for his home state. “My Mother’s Rosary”
Ti. ading of the “Requiem” that was
seasons, has been director of the not “mbdern'' or “progressive.’’
by Rep. and Mrs. C. J. Kersten and their four children was well
one of the. highspots of this sea- “Ford Theatre Hour” in Canada. While maestro Reser was heard iii a
done. Celebrity Symphoney composed of 28 prominent WashirigRoss Patterson, creator-producer of couple of choruses of numbers,
son's I’adio.
tonians, mostly generals, did a version of “Second Hungarian RhapFirst major sponsorship of the of the show, died a year ago; his he grabbed, a solo spot for solid
the
Keys/“Kitten
on
of
treatment
sody” and “The Thing” that was a credit to Spike Jones.
oreh in several, years found E. R. young widow is now carrying on
proving that although he hasn’t
Stanza also included serious notes, including the message by State
Sciuibb & Sons taking over the six his duties.
concerts which Toscy will conduct
“Treasure Trail” is currently be- been, heard locally for some time,
Secretary Dean Acheson and the introduction of the “V.LP. of the
performer
nimble
still
a
he’s
this Winter. Ih keeping with the na
Bril.
ing carried across the Dominion by
Year,” a GI from Korea.
til re of the concert. Squibb asked
30 stations of the Canadian Broad- when plunking the strings. As for
Dr. John Sutherland Bonnell, di- casting Corp., including CJBC, the vocal department, Virginia
MILLION DOLLAR BALLROOM
roctof of the National Vesper Sery- Toronto, key station of the CBC Hauer, a competent Ibcal thrush, PLAN FOR SURVIVAL
ice Program, to give a dedication network,
plqs
CFRB, Toronto, handled that in neat fashion with With Gol. Lawrence Wilkinson, Bill With Bill Stewart, Johnny Pesky
60 Mins., Mon.-thni-Sat.
Caldwell
Millard
Best
Leonard,
“The
of
in honor of our servicernen lost in largest
independent station in solid vocalizing
Producers: Leon Goldstein, Gor- Participating
Korea. There was no commercial Canada.
Identifying keynote of Thing for You Is Me” and “People
Boston
WBMS,
Sanger
don Graham, Eleanor
announcement during the progranm, the program is a stream of silver Will Say”; no tricks, just straight
While this is primarily a dj.
nur before or after. Dr. Bonnell dollafs clattering into a silver singing, in keeping with the gen- Director: Graham
15 Mins.; Wed., 11:30 p.m.
show^ since Johnny Pesky, Red
ended his dedication with a prayer, bucket, plus the breezy chatter of eral tenor of The program.
and the orchestra moved quietly Dawson and Crouter as they pull
From an engineering standpoint, Sustaining
Sox third sacker, has been added
into the .;oft opening strains of the out the senders’ questions for $5 the band pickup was solid with All N. Y. State Stations
Plan for Survival,” a new qtlar- as a spieler, stanza has taken oil
.“Requiem,” Program rah a half- and $10 prizes to be answered by nifty balance throughout, and conhour longer than the allotted 60- an audience member. If the ques- sidering the fact the station en- ter-hour series, kicked off the a slightly different tinge with
minute NBC symph time, to permit tion isn’t answered, the sender gets gineers have had no oppprtunity civil defense network which New guests dropping in to kibitz with
for the full performance of the double the amount if a Listerine to beam live shows in several
Pesky about baseball between
formed.
Verdi oratorio.
platter spinning. On recent show,
An- York state stations have
product carton top was enclosed years, they deserve credit.
An inspired conductor, orchestra, Money from incorrectly answered nouncements were handled by Web links over 100 outlets by Frank Fontaine, Hub’s comic click,
chorus and quartet of soloists questions goes into the weekly Murray Low’e, station manager at direct radio pickup, rather than the and Sherm Feller, late night d.j*
made this one of the most stirring jackpot when an out-of-town con- WEAN, chain’s Providence outlet, usual land lines. Which would per- on WCOP, both apparently ardent
readings of the liturgical work.. testant has a letter drawn from a in straightforward manner; no mit it to operate if telephone serv- baseball fans, guests and kicked
Verdi’s “Requiem” is a lyrical drum and is called long-distaince. flowery pitches, but short and ice .were knocked out.
zany baseball lore with
It marks around
work, with more operatic (in the Questions are fairly simple but, on succinct. Dog barking and sleigh an unprecedented spirit of co- Pesky entering into the general
good sense) touches than in most current program (19), telephone bells ringing at opening and dos- operation among the broadcasters, tomfoolery in a hilarious session*
of these serious church, pieces. It queree In Winnipeg dropped $360 ing of show served to peg the old which is also demonstrated by the Bill Stewart, not the umpire, but
sang throughout, whether dramatic (double with a box top), for not Reser Eskimo trademark. Elic.
fact that the various stations are a capable d.J., is the nominal conor lyric, for an exquisite hour and knowing when the last Governorrotating in originating this stanza. ductor of the stanza but Is mortt
»
»
»
»
f
a half of listening. Soloists were General of danada was appointed.
Show was a straight-forw’^ard dis^ or less relegated to the backsoprano Herva Nelli, with some Records show that “Treasure Trail”
cussion of civil defense needs aS ground cueing Pesky on announce**
elegant high notes; Fedora Bar- since its inception has paid but
Radio
brought out in ah interview with ments and platters, a chore Pesky
bieri, with a rich mezzo; Cesare over $250,000.
:McSiay»
Col. Lawrence Wilkinson, director handles as well as he does* ground
Siepi, with a sumptuous bass, and
of the N. Y. State Civil Defense balls.
Giusepj>e de Stefano, with a fine
Although ballplayer admits to
^‘The Big .Show” Sunday night Commission, by WCBS’ Bill Leontenor. The Robert Shaw Chorale, MEMORY HALL
The subject was given not being too hep on music and
ard.
(28) was another flavorsome melprepped by Ralph Hunter, assisted With Hal Kirk, Bill Granson
straight
q.-and-a. treatment, with- current record artist's, guy seems
nobly. Star of the evening was 30 Mins., Thurs., 11 p.m.
ange of fun and song, larded with out production filips. Airer also hyped on Mary Mayo, a thrush
Verdi, and his dedicated servant WEVD, N. y.
with included a transcribed message whose platter, “Dancing In th#
There are longhair music fans a little drama. Dished up
was Toscanini. It made for a
In this
zest, It was one of the from the national civil defense Dark,” is doing fairly well
and
sparkle
relish
that
Beethoven
who
knowing
Inemorable program.
Bron,
he’s sendwrote 10 symphonies and not nine, choice programs in the series. chief, Millard Caldwell. Flipping area, for he announced
of her
copies
dial from 550 to 1600 kc!, with ing her picture and
that his piano concertos number Tallulah Bankhead did a yeoman the
BOSTON POPS ORCH
all stations carrying this show, latest disks to all members of the
With Arthur Fiedler, conductor; more than the five commonly at- job, as usual, emceeing the airer, pointed up the effort the radio in- Red Sox.
Overall impresh to
Beamed
tributed to him, etc.
Ben Graiier, announcer
Pesky enjoys himdirectly at these fans is WEVD’s bantering with the guests, running dustry is putting into civil de- listeners is that
Producer: John Wright
chore, which h#
his
new
fense.
in
self
Bril,
“Memory Hall.” Show is. a tele- the acting gamut from comedy to
€0 Mins.; Mon., 10 p.m.
handles in an informal fashion,
phone-quiz against a background
RCA VICTOR, ANACIN
drama, and even taking part in a
that many
testifying
mall
pull
with
of recorded serious music, with Hal
NBC, from Boston
fans follow their favorite ballsortg duet. Her roster of guests was UNCLE NED’S SQUADRON
This show and NBC symphony Kirk popping the questions and
With
Norb
Locke,
Hugh
Downs
player on the field and on the airmaterial was
airer are NBC’s partial answer to handling the replies phoned in and topgrade, and their
Producer-Writer: Locke
Elie.
waves.
squawks by longhairs over broad- Bill Granson standing by for an good. The houT and a half flew by Director: John Keown
A in pleasant listening, a credit to 30 Mins.; Sat., 10 a.m*
casters’ curtailment of serious mu- assist with the encyclopedia*
correct answer wins a prize.
sic on the nets. Slipping into timeSustaining
MAGie LAND OF MUSIC
On session caught (25) quizzing; the Dee Englebach directorial-pro- WMAQ*
slot vacated by NBC symphony in
With William Stelllng» Nancy
Chicago
was based On Beethoven’s works. duction know-how.
latter’s switch to Saturday afterWith perhaps some tightening
Harlow
are some of the actual quesThese
can
(if
anybody
Show-stealer
here and there, this kiddie offer- Producer: Marie Gordon
noon, the Boston Pops orch, conSyming
Annette Bachner
Danshould
Writer:
ducted by Arthur 'Fiedler, fed first tions. Finale of the Seventh
was
Tallu)
merit
from
consideration
for
steal a show
is based on what Celtic air?
network treatment. Premised upon 25 Mins.; Sun., 8:30 a.m.
of its series of concerts which will phony
instrument
inspired the main ny Kaye, who worked in three the
What
extend into Spring, to NBC net
well nigh universal appeal Sustaining
of the second movement of numbers, doing a bit with accents
aviation has for youngsters, and WNYC,N.Y*
from Symphony Hall In Boston. themeEighth
Name and singing “On the Riviera” in hypoed
Symphony?
Following web’s lineup of musical, the
with a variety of giveaway
This transcribed Sunday a.m.
birds and instruments that repre- French accent; doing the gypsy devices,
Offerings on this night, “Railroad
the "show is equipped with airer is designed for the musical
General” strong
Hour,” “V 0 i c e of Firestone,” sent them in the “Pastoral Sym- song from his “Inspector
appeal for the youngsters.
teen-agers, but, cast
“Telephone Hour” and “Band of phony.” Since only excerpts were pic, and working in the studio au- Air-minded proceedings are ably education of
America,” segment is designed to played, some not related to ques- dience as a gypsy “chorus”; and hosted by Norb Locke who, as di- in an 8:30 a.m.time slot, must play
tion asked, and since Kirk’s one- joining Tallulah in a comic love
come as a satisfying finale to clasrector of the Iowa Aeronautics to a limited audknee potential.
uninhibited by song, “How Can You Believe Me?”
sical music .fans.
Assn., knows the subject from Single longhair composer and his
Commercially sided gabbing was
j
the music, listener had little to Tallu, herself, in addition to this
It’s part of the web’s “Operation
prop to tail. He’s assisted by “(Coenjoy except chance to pick up a song duet, did a Very amusing pilot”
work is treated each stanza via bioT?ridem,”
Hugh
Downs.
Locke
also
Orch, cornposed of men from the piece of info or maybe win a prize takeoff of a Southern belle (laden seems well at home with a radio graphical narrative with composiBoston Symphony for performance himself. Contestants’ answers and with charm and you-alls) looking script but his effectiveness might tions cued in at appropriate points*
of shorter classics and novelties, arguments, not frequently enough for a Broadway legit job; told a be sharpened a bit with a slight
Stanza caught (28) dealt with
has been fronted by Fiedler since clarified to his listeners, had Kirk cute story about a film usher; and downdrafting of his geniality.
did a really moving dramatic job
Sergei Rachm ano ff As Mr. Music,
*30 and on preem displayed the hanging on the ropes at times.
Show
heard
(27)
took off with. an
In its; present form show is too portraying
En]gli.sh
nurse,
the
sailed abruptly
perfect cohesion, coherence and
interview with kids from the stu- William Steiling
understanding th a t long associa- limited in its appeal ev^n to long- Katherine, in several bits from dio audience describing their fly- Into story of composer-pianist-conhairs*
“Farewell
To
Arms,”
with
Gary
tion has produced. Program, typiing; experiences.
Good touch was ductor’s life, spurred by questions
Cooper.,
cal of those that have endeared
the
of the Week’,’ feature of Nancy (Nancy Harlow), a 10Cooper was stiff and his morio^ with“Mission
grpiip to Bostonians and to milHe traced s^bject’il
the “cadet pilots” pledging year-old.
syllabic style didn’t suit “Farelions of radio listeners, featured
living for the coiiiing week* career from childhood with carewell.”
He was amusing in the good
Tchaikovsky’s polonaise from
Session also contained a couple of ful enunciation of places, rianies
takeoff on slow-spoken
JEugen Onegin,” Rossini’s overFCC’S
AIDE comedy
quiz games with the studio flyers and dates, and illustrated his keyture to “Barber of Seville,” largo
cowboys, with Miss Bankhead and
and
contestants
“grounded” at board genius and writing attainWashington, Jan. 30.
from Dvorak’s “New World Symother guests.
home taking part by phone. First ments with musical excerpts. Such
Mike Jablons, who has been
phony,”
a
couple
of
Johann
These included B u d y Vallee, quizzer was based on Locke’s de- quotes included 1st Piano ConStrauss selections, Jacques Ibert’s working as an assistant to FCC still a fine singer as his “You Took
scription of two types of landings certo, art song “Floods of Spring,”
satiric
ballet suite,
“Divertisse- Commissioner Frieda B. Hennock Me Out of This World” rendition and second grew put of his story prelude in C-sharp Minor, et al.*
Inent,” a Leroy Aiiderson arrange- during the hearings on educational proved, and also ah amusing foil,
and
chronologically,
ment of a medley of tunes from television here, has resigned with for Tallu and Maxie Rosenbloom; of the Berlin air lift. Winners re- introduced
terminating with farniliar RhapCole Porter’s “Kiss Me, Kate,” and the close of the hearirigs today Ray Bolger, who did a warming ceived model planes.
Effective sound effects and an sody On ThCnie From Paganini.
Anderson’s original composition, (Tues.). He’ll return to N. Y. to- singing of his “Once In Love With
abundance of hangar lingo added
Didactic method used OK, but ap•‘Saraband”
a well-paced, taste- morrow and then fly to Europe Sat^ Amy”
number from “Where’s an authentic note to the airer.
pRcation on this show hampered
ful melange of melodic tidbits. In urday
(3) for a month’s combined Charley?,” in which he also had
by tendency toward stuffiness. Fureach number, furthermore, orch business-vacation trip.
the studio audience join, as he does
ther difficulty in way of youthful
projected its component sections in
While in Europe, Jablons expects in the legit theatre; Rosenbloom,
listeners is poor sound quality and
such perfect balance as to mark a
Minneapolis
Square
dance occasional fluffs, which, consider*
to scout talent and properties for who was okay with his dumb-boxer
triumph of production and audio
characterization; Julie Wilson, who promotion by WDGY involves 26radiri and TV shows to be packing show Is taped, could easily be
transmission. Offering should sew
sang “For Every Man” to sock ef^ week deal with Marigold Ballroom
edited out.
tip a. strong Monday night follow- aged by Gainsborough Associates, feet, and the Delta Rhythm Boys, and
enlists cooperation of 250
indie
firm
is
of
which
veepee
he
ing for the duration.
who really wowed ’em with their square dance clubs in area. Station
apd
manager.
general
his
reCbi
Preem stands out in another,
rendition of “Dry Bones.” Mere- produces 45-minute square dance
St. Louis-^Sam Pamas, publicity
though minor sense, Ben Grauer, turn he’ll rejoin the outfit, which dith Willson’s orchestra andmlxed show in the ballroom one night a and public
relations director of
N.
by ^.^orus also rated bows, especially Week with its own
his ^usual pleasing and cbmpetent IS: currently repped
“Harvest Hands” KMOX hajj’resignedrto take a fling
self in the announcing chore^ did Nat Rudich and on the Coast by for their work on “Zing Zing— unit, During summer unit will be of script
wHting on the West Coast.
Mai Boyd.
Zoom Zoom,”
Ruff once*
sent by WDGY to county fairs.
His successor has not been named.

With

(Verdi’s ^Requiem’)
IVith Arturo Tosoaninir Herva Nelli, Fedora Barbieri, Giuseppe de
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Wednesday, January 31, 1951
an hour-long program for showing
at service posts and veterans’ hospitals. S n a d e r contributes the
films ... Ruth Waterbury, onetime
editor of Photoplay and currently
a member of Lduella Parsons radio

It took the Intervention of Mutual prexy Frank White and national
AFBA exec secretary A. Frank Reel to avoid a hitch in the final imdrawing on her newspaper plementation of the
AFRA web pact arising j^rom failure of WGN, Chi
background
create
career
to
Tribune station and key Mutual outlet, to ink the local contract. Local
for her new KLAC-TV show which
features film names visiting her at AFRA pacts were signed Jan. 12 with all the other Chi major stations
held off until White and Reel took a hand in the discussion
home
Charles Lang signed by but
Frank Merriwell Enterprises to Station finally signed Wednesday (24) after the top level huddles
write scripts for the series of half- Mutual prexy’s interest in the WGN proceedings grew out of the fact
hour vidpix based on the Frank that national and local pacts comprise a single package and had the
Bill AVelsh Chi station failed to fall in line, the national Mutual pact, negotiated
Merriweil stories
switching his KTTV ‘‘Sports with last fall, also could have been rejected by the union.
Bill
Welsh” from Tuesday to
Ina Ray Hutton set'Thursday
Broadcast Advertising Bureau slugs heavily at newspapers in a 2(j*
tled differences with AFM and re- page bopklet answfiTing a recent American Newspaper Publishers
Assn,
turned to her KTLA teleshow. ad. Latter attempted to show that during the .47-day
Union had ordered her name the dailies in Pittsburgh business nosedived, boxoffices Strike against
and employstricken from membership lists for
ment dropped, national advertisers couldn’t find substitutes for newsfailure to pay $3,890.23 claim held
by agency which formerly Han- papers and the public went without news.
BAB replies that newspapers provide some things radio doesn’t give,
dled her. Mixup, according to her
manager, Jack Filban, stemmed such as comic strips, stock market reports, classified ads, obituaries,
etc.
“But during the strike Pittsburgh’s radio stations expanded their
from an undelivered letter and arrangements have been made to pay schedules to supply listeners with these very features that normally
off claim ... Tex McCrary-Jinx they find only in the newspapers,” the BAB booklet says, adding that
Falkenburg telefilm program “New the Steel City’s business as a whole did not take a beating,
York Close-Up,” in which they interview industry celebs, bows toRadio Writers Guild memhership meeting in New York last Week
night (TuesJ on KTLA
ABC- passed a resolution commending NBC for calling its seminars on imTV leased 52 half-hour pix made proving relations with the national Negro community and hiring more
by Bing Crosby Enterprises and Negro pei^sonnel,
will
be played under ‘‘Royal
Guild also urged the New York State Commission against DiscrimPlayhouse” tag. Films are known inatioh
to act promptly on the complaint of the National Assn, for the
as ‘‘Fireside Theatre” and sponof Colored People regarding discrimination in radio and
Advancement
sored' by Procter. & Gamble in
TV. It also said the union should find ways of informing Negroes that
their first-run outing
KTLA the
RWG is concerned with the problems of Negro writers and wants
starting its 10th year of telecasting, station haying gone On the air to lend them assistance.
staff,

Show Business” Sunday (4)
.
York
Evelyn Knight pacted to guest on
looking for a new sales Paul Whiteman’s ABC show Feb.
manager. Dangling top coin
11.
James Stanley, formerly of
DuMont’s Ed Bleier, program serv- Music Corp. of Americai’s radio deice coordinator, and Larry Winkler, partment,
and
ex-indie
agent
"Gaptain Aline Hudson,, joined the Kenneth
associate
on
director
Video,” both leaving this week for Later agency’s TV packaging deRKO theatres, partment
Army d u t y
“Great
Escape”
sighed for a 13-Week spot campaign which was staged on NBC’s “Philco
on
and WNBT, to plug both Playhouse” Sunday (28), was the
its films and its ‘‘let’s go oiit to suggestion of publicist Ivan Black,
Jim who handlea both Philco and True
the movies” campaign
Jaoober taking over as director of mag. Story originally appeared in
Talk
It
Over,”
WOR^TV’s ‘‘Women
Jack Beckman
the magazine’
replacing Bert Gold, who left to and Milton Kellem teamed for
dpin Pittsburgh’s Dubin agency as agenting and show-packaging
.
an account exec ... WNBT sight- Video sales staff of Free & Peters
ing a March 1 teeoff for its new has added three staffeis.
John
transmitter atop the Empire State Serrao goes to the Hollywood ofbuilding, which will make it the fice, with Lon King joining the
first, of the six N. Y. stations cur- San
department and
Francisco
rently moving to the tower
Keith McKenney going to Detroit
Bess- Myerson, 1945's ‘‘MiSs AmerPaul Winchell laying off from
ica,” set for a new Sunday night his Monday night NBC show next
series on
starting Feb. 4 week for a lO-day Florida rest
and sponsored by Lydia O’Leary, June Hutton renewed on the
Inc.
Ben Blue took over Mon- Frank Sinatra CBS video show for
day night (29) as star comic of the an additional nine weeks.
Monday and Wednesday night seg-
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NBC’s “Broadway Open

House,” for a two-vyeek test run
Hollywood
... .Tatham-Laird agency of ChiNew 15-minute strip program
cago planning to open a N. Y. ofon astrology and featuring
fice Feb. 19 to handle radio and based
current on KTTV,
.
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programming originating here, Carroll
originally as W6XYZ.
probably will be filmed by the telewith Larry Holcomb in charge
on its
distribution
for
station
Ward Baking and Gima Publishing
Glenn Milsigned for a series of spots on newly formed w^eb
ler inked to produce a. series of CBS Wrestling
WABD.
With
telefilm spots for Exercycle and
Florence Anglin (Mrs. S, Jay Dr. Cowan, Dentist, marking first
Wed. ‘fight Followup’;
Kaufman) played her first role on time either sponsor has invaded
CBS’ ‘‘Goldbergs” Monday night video
Series of telepic shows
(29) ... Metopera tenor Ramon produced by Lou Snader’s TelePoses Client Dilemma
Vinay guesting on CBS’ “This Is scriptions have been combined into

TV

.

.

.

.

.

.

CBS

television is currently try-

Community Chests and Councils is making available a new transcripAirer
tion series, .‘‘Headline Makers,” for distribution in February.
consists of 18 five-minute programs with Kenneth Banghart, Red
Barber, Morgan Beatty, Martha Deane, Galen Drake, Pauline Frederick,
John B. Gambling, Ben Grauer, George Hicks,. Edwin C Hill, Walter
Kiernan, Larry LeSueur, Mary Margaret McBride, Edward R. Murrow,
Lowell Thomas, Bill Stem, John Cameron Swayze and Barbara .Welles,

Hugh Conover announcing.
Show is written and directed by
Community Chests.

with
the

Eloise Walton and Martin Seifert of

<

ing to figure its way but of one of
the most;__unusual and costliest

FGC has granted United States radio stations permission to pick up
shortwave relays of United Nations sessions for regular rebroadcasts.
must be Morning and afternoon meetings are available from 10:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.,
prepared to take the air once a EST., and 3 p.m. to closing time.
week for as long as 30 minutes at a
Broadcasters are told that the UN programs cannot be commershot, but which seldom has had a cialized.
chance to go over 10 minutes, and
Five bargaining units vote today (Wed.) in a National Labor Relasometimes hasn’t been on at all. tions Board election to determine whether they will be repped by the
It’s the “Fight Followup” show, Radio Writers Guild.
_
Units are the news and continuity departments of NBC and ABC
which was designed primarily as a
previously
department
continuity
CBS
department.
the CBS news
time-padder to follow the Wednes- and
voted unanimously for the RWG.
day night boxing matches bankrolled by Pabst Beer.
Because of the time differential
Up to 7-Da; Sked Loan Restrictions Cue
between N. Y. and the midwest,
San Antonio, Jan. 30.
Dropping ‘Platform’
where a number of the weekly
KEYL, local TV outlet, will befights are staged, CBS has found it gin seven-day operations beginning
Television suffered another war
impossible to gauge accurately today (30), according to W. D. casualty this week, when Housefrom week to week what time the Rogers, general manager of the hold Finance Corp. decided to drop
outlet.
Pabst main event will take the air.
The outlet will celebrate its first CBS-TV’s “People’s Platform” folIn addition, of course^ the web has anniversary of operations next lowing the Feb. 25 broadcast. New^
had to consider the possibility of month. It began with five-day oprestrictions on lending reportedly
an early-round knockout.
Since erations, added its sixth day last dictated
the move, with HFC figPabst pays for the time from 10 Dec. 11.
‘.
uring it’s unwise to advertise its
to 10:45, and because the web has
Rogers also announced that the services to the public when the
no other show scheduled until 11 outlet plans a regular daytime Government
has made it more difp. m., it set the “Fight Followup”
schedule and that commitments ficult to obtain loans.
series to hold the air following the had been received from sponsors
CBS is expected to continue the
spots on

A ROW!

2 IN
T"
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TV—a

show

.

that

KEYL

"liii

HFC

1949

“TIME FOR BEANY”
Voted

NO.

1

CRIIMEirS PROCRAH

main event.

Academy

to start airings shortly.

program as a sustainer in
ent Sunday 5:30 to 6 p.m.

Because of the time at which the
main go of the evening has finished

by the

so

of Television Arts ond Sciences

far,

been

however, ‘‘Followup” has
scratched completely five

times out of a possible 17 dates.
On three other evenings it ran
less than five minutes, and three
more times it ran between five and
10 minutesi
Remaining six programs held the air from .10 minutes

Langlois Exits

G&P

For Archer

Iiidie

til

its

pres-

unanother bankroller can be lined
slot,

Up.

TV

Pix

Leo Langlois

has resigned as
exec producer in the Cecil & Presbrey agency’s television department to join Archer Productions,
to a full half-hour.
But, whether indie film producing outfit, as prothe. show runs 30 minutes or gets duction chief.
Langlois, who was
cancelled completely, CBS must head of TV production for Campstill pay Vin
Scully and Lester bell-Ewald before joining C&P,
Bromberg, who do the show, as well will also serve as consultant on the
as the production crew and camera- commercials now beirig produced
men.
by Archer for some 15 TV adverWeb is pitching the show to tisers.
Langlois’ move cues the entry of
agencies and potential sponsors at
$1,500 for the package.; Because Archer into the production Of halfhour
and hour-long films especially
its airing is so uncertain, however,
there have been no takers. Philip for TV. Outfit also plans to launch
Morris had the show ofiginally, but production of films for industrial
then dropped it after the first few firms and for the Government.
weeks. Web claims, incidentally,
that it’s impossible to solve the Houston Food Chain Heal
problem by using film to fill whatever time is left after the fight, be- Adds Four Shows to
cause the timing On film is too inHouston, Jan. 30.

SCIENCE DEVELOPS

AMAZING

'Swim
'

NEW COUGH DROP

WITH PLEASANT SOOTHING
LIQUID MEDICINE

LIQWID
KXYZ CENTER

flexible.

On

radio,

dance band pickups

. .

A Bob

.Beany

. . .

Cecil

Memphis
network

to

— Mike

Wayne,

has joined

spiejer,

w.k.

WMPS,

Memphis ABC affiliate as staffer
Three hew changes in personnel
were announced his week (24) by

Gen* Mgr.

.

.

.

McDonald, g.m^ of WHHM.
Memphis’ all-night Liberty .outlet.
George Mooney, sportspieler who
just returned from active Army
duty has been .Upped to commerr.
cial manager; Alan Avery, former
program director, moves into the
sales force, and Don Lily, staffer,
takes over the program berth.
Patt

aramoUnt television
PRODUCTIONS/ INC.
Mr. Klaus Lahdsb«rg (KTLA— Hollywood)
Mr. Gtorge Shuptrf (Paramounf Television— NYC)
u

cuts

the time Is
open, bul claims sohfie type of liye
show is the only possible answer
to the TV problem.

Clampett Produciioii

D. J. Nocerine,

CBS
if

ts.

»

*

T

»

fl

«

1

4

•

'

•
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Four hew programs and an

COUGH DROPS

in-

erease in the schedule of an exist-

DOUBLE QUICK
DOUBLE ACTION

KXYZ

ing; one began here on
as
result of one of the largest purchases of air time in local histoi^^.
Minimax Stores, local ;food store
chain, will sponsor five shows, including “Meet the Menjous,” to be

aired

Monday

through Friday;
“Showtime from Hollywood,” Monday through Friday; “The Cisco
Kid,” Monday, Wednesday and
Friday;
‘‘Philo
Vance,”
on
Wednesday,
and “The Wayne
King
Show,”
to
be
aired
Sundays.
The “Cisco Kid” was
formerly aired twice weekly.
Contract was signed to air five
hours of time by the food cham.
KXYZ and Ziv Radio Productions.
*

t

COUGH

RELIEF

Liqwid CenteraarenowbringIns <|uick relief to those
suffering with rackitag sleeps
robbing cougha due to aimpie colds. Begih toaay with
this handy treatment. Medicated candy shells filled with
real liquid

cough thMicino-—

combining the convenience
of cough drops with the effectiveness of liquid m^icine.
handy l&r pocket or purse.
Aak your retailer today.

M

In
beautiful

metal

TREATMENTS
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'

boxt^

Made by the

25(

^ .
makers of lodent Tooth Piste
,

.

'
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Pitt

1951

Suds Outfit Buys

PSkiett
&

Mr.

Mrs.-Tyiie

Chicago, Jan. 30.
Clint

WNBQ’s weatherman

Show

Youle discovered last week he
doesn’t need a Neilsen or a
Pulse report for reassurance
that he has viewers.
On his

Pittsburgh, Jan. 30.

in radio locally, signed with ICDKA
and
in Wheeling,

WWVA

y

for simultaneous across-theboard strips at 6:30-6:45 in the
evening, Monday through Friday,
To fill the quarter-hour segments,
Vic Maitland, who handles the beer
account for the Walker-DoWriing
agency, has set fou different types
of shows.
Monday evenings, it’ll be Bernie
Armstrong’s orch and singers;
Sn.

Tuesdays and Thursdays, Slim Bryant and the Wildcats; Wednesdays,
an all-maje chorus under the direction of Aneurin Bodycombe,
and Fridays, “Mr; and Mrs.’’ program featuring Harold V. Gohen,
Post-Gazette
drama critic and
Variety mugg. here, and his wife,
radio actress Stephanie Diamond.
llumors about Duqucsne quitting
radio came when the brewery announced it was dropping “Welcome
Aboard,’’ weekly half-hour Saturday night musical on KDKA, and
.

Pie Traynor’s six-eveningsoa-week

for

tween AFRA and WJW in ah effort
to end the 15-day-61d strike, called
by staff an nouncers and artists
A three hour talk last
Jan. 15;

Chicago

night (Mon.) failed to settle the
dispute, but negotiations resumed

vised the prognosticator to
“look out the window.’’ Most
of the city was engulfed in a

WWVA

going to work
with his wife; Stephanie Diamond,
well-known radio actress here, in
a Might variation of a “Mr. and
Mrs.’’ show, Cohen went on KDKA

brief but

result, he’s

heavy

todaiy.

WCCO

New AFRA

Slated

move

of

CBS-TV’s “Char- increase, or new

talent

op-

fees

proximating a $15 weekly hike.
Station took the offer under conday night in April will cue several sideration pending meeting this
week.
changes in the web’s program
According to Lawrence Webb,
schedule. The Wednesday night at
9 slot was originally promised assistant general manager, WJW
WildT<M)t, sponsor of the “Private has been “operating on full schedEye’’ show, when it laiinched the ule, and j;hat normal operations arc
new being realized.’’ He added,
series on TV six weeks ago.
announcers and
“Somerset Maugham Theatre,’’ “We’ve hired new
keep some of them”
sponsored by Bymart, which now we plan to
Schlesinger, AFRA
Ed
However,
occupies the Wednesday at 9 pefield representative, said that the
riod, is tp move into the Saturday
statiop had agreed to discharge
night 7:30 to 8 slot. That period
“strikebreakers’’ at the first meetis Currently occupied by “Songs
For Sale,’’ Which, as a sUstainer. ing with O’Neil.

was

uninterruptedly

V

.

.

station

WIND,

AFRA.'

:

Avert Clncy

AFRA

.

W alkout

Gincinnati, Jan. 30.
new working
of
agreement for 35 AFRA members

Bargaining

standard an.’ TV stations was reached right before the
wage freeze clamp and averted a
Negotiations
threatened walkout
extended over several months.
Union previously came Lo terms;
with the other Cincy video stations,

on

WCpO’s

WLW-’ry and WURC-TV.
Contract, with WCPQ units of
Scripps-Howard Radio is for two

years, retroactive to last Sept. 1,
"ranted weekly pay hike of fro.ii
He said that the station had had $12 to $22, job security paid vacato another time. On
alternate Friday nights, “Live Like few concellations during the past tions and fixed fees for free lahce
7
currently
aired week, although Ted Smoot, AFRA artists,
a
Millionaire,’’
spokesmen s id.
from 9:30 to 10, is to be moved executive secretary maintained that
Mortimer
C. Watters represented
back half-an-hoUi into the time over 90% of local sponsors haye the stations, of which he is head
being vacated by Wildroot. CBS, as cancelled. He declared, too, that man.
a result, will be forced to find an- national sports are dropping from
the station.
other show for the 9:30 to 10 slot.
Smoot stated the price-wage
Conn. B^casters Elect
“Private Eye" and “Millionaire’’
Hartford, Jan. 30.
now alternate with “Ford Thea- freeze will have no effect on nego-

nings weekly at 7:30. But Jinuhy day.
Murray, KQV manager, objected
to the arrangement and Traynor
decided to string along with the
AM outfit, where he got his start.

Will be

moved

,

AFRA

SW Uciv. Station Preems
Memphis, Jan. 30/

WLYX, a new AM outlet here
owned by Southwestern University, made its bow here last week
-

(22) and is piping college shows direct from the school campus. The
college outlet operates on 40 watts.
Southwestern, known here as “College of Music,’’ will feature news

the outlet.

presented; every two weeks tiations. He pointed out the staGlover Delaney, general manager
tions’ 10 announcers and artists, of WTHT here, has been reelected
10^
out on strike, have had no \yage prez of the Connecticut State Nei increase in over two years.
work, with Paul Baumgartel reSan Antonio- ^Douglas Fleming
Meanwhile, 10 station engineers, elected exec secretary,
has been named sales promotion
Annual meeting planned expanand merchandising manager here who joined NABET and who honfor KABC. He was formerly with ored picket lines, failed to obtain sion of public service and commerprogranrtmirtg.
cial
bargaining
station
approval
for
KCFH, Cuero, Tex,

tre,"

from 9 to

Minneapolis—Bulmcr and John- commentaries and recorded and
son station rep outfit has appoint- transcribed wax shows for the
ed Mrs. Ruth E. Kewder exec sec- co-ed institution.
retary.
She was with ABC’s Chi
John Price, junior, will manage

,

—
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BET YOUR LIFE”
Thanks

to

500

S. arid

ll.

Canada Radio-TV Editors in Motion

Picture Daily’s Annual Poll for

BEST AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION

BEST QUIZ SHOW

.

..

bEst.quiZ; Show,:.'.

.......

Fame Magazine

SHOW
.

.

..

.

.

.

.

...

.

RADIO

.

............. RADTO

TV

...

.

ONE OF CHMEPIONS OF

Ml RAm^

GROUCHO MARX
ONE OF BEST MASTERS OF CEREMONIES*

Thanks from

Thanks
and

all

»

V-

Pact

Chicago, Jan. 30.
American Federation of Radio
Artists’ pacts with five Chi “B"
stations have been extended for
two years with the union winning
a 15.2% pay hike for staff announcers and a severance clause
for the first time. Extension of the
contract which was due to expire
Feb. 28 grew out of a single day’s

Wild, Private Eye" from alternate Friday nights to each Wednes-

Despite Fire

continue

Chi’s

which time AFRA proposed a new WJJD, WAAF, WGES and WAIT,
Ray Jones handling for
contract based on either a fiat $15 with

.

to

WJW

lie

Minneapolis, Jan. 30.
Despite a fire that did considerable damage to its building, CBS-

ownedrand-operated

At an informal hearing be-

rights.

fore Federar mediators.
refused to grant batgainihg rights.
NABET has asked for an election.

•

-

able

Cincy

in Chi,

cellations of meetings, at the re- talk between AFRA and
quest of the ‘company^ both AFRA .execs.
Pa ctihg stations were
and V management met Friday \at

WCCO,Mpls., Continues

On Sked

.

meeting came a week ago
when William O’Neil, WJW prexy,
returned to Cleveland to enter into
talks for the first time since contract discussions began over three
months ago. Following two CanFirst

blizzard.

on a sustaining basis last January
after having been on WJAS for
five years, which were divided between two sponsors, Jerome Wolk
Furs and Brent’s Gleaners.

show bn KQV; However, new from its studios. Ralph Moffatt,
time buys almost make up for what disk jockey, had just finished his
the account is relinquishing.
stint at 1 a. m. and was conversing
In dropping Traynor’s sports with Dick Hill, a page, when the
show, Duquesne wanted; the ex- fire broke out in the basement
Pirates ballplayer to remain on paint shop.
Its
news-sports' show with Ken
Station went on the air as usual
Hildebrand on WDTV, five eve- at its regular time, 6 a. m., the
next

office for five years.

w*s due

proper until the following day.
The WNBQ switchboard was
immediately
swamped with
calls—-the gist of Which ad-

sports

Station is continuing his quarterhour sportscast presently on a sustaining basis, but~ Is likely to. come
up with c* sponsor shortly. As a
result, Chester Smith, sports editor of the Scripps-Howard afternoon Press, has replaced him with
Hildebrand in the TV stanza.

Cleveland, Jan 30.
Negotiations are under way be-

;

next month with a bankroller.
Coheh’s regular format of picking
the town’s bests for the week wilH
be altered somewh^, however,
since program’s also going to be
piped in to
in Wheeling,

.W.Va,
As a

Union Wins New Pacts

10 p.m. show the other night
he reported that although it
was snowing in a suburb, no

snow

27

AFRA, WJW Move to End Walkout;

V-

Harold V. Cohen, Post-Gazette
drama critic and Variety mugg
Pittsburgh, Jan. 30.
Refuting reports that it was pull- here, who was recently dropped
ing out of AM completely in favor as a KHKA sustainer after a year,
of TV, Duq^esne Brewing Co., for has been bought by Duquesne Beer
years pne of biggest time buyers Co. and will go back on that station
here

RADlO*TBLEVlSIOIV

Kibitzes

Brewer Sets Mugg, Wife For

in

,

f

.

GROUCHO and

to Cp-Directors
the rest of the boys

S.

By the

vftYf

Croucho

Producer

JOHN GUEDEL

Bob P\yan and

who deserve

also Av6n the

Einmy

to call these

this,

week

Berriie

Smith

awards their own

lor Outstanding Personality.

'
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HV GARDNER,

Herald Tribune
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FRANKIE LAINE

BOBBY SHERWODP

TEX BENEKE

SKITCHTIENDERSON

COPACABANA

RADIO AKD

LIBERACE

and Orchestra

NBC

New York

WALDORF-ASTORIA

TV

ONE^NIGHTERS

RADIO AND TV

©.A.C.

M.C.A.

M.C.A.

M.C.A.

Personal

^6^9

MtNN
t

yoi'k

M.C.A.

R^BBE

Management

New

Broody
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US^iEff

Singing Teain

herica's

ostrti

Nenr

y

fots

WALTER

WINCHIELL. Daily

Mirror

“The Betty and Jane Kean ^^actf
got sugary notices at the Copa.”

sock

suPPorLfJS^^g
Mimicry

yocks.»

SOBOL

M “®e‘ty and j
*'a«in aiid

V

^
I

".®
*-®'vis,

urrently

COPACABANA

Exclusive

sot

Kean—a

f

aco?e

Bookings—

GENERAL ARTISTS CORP.

NEW YORK

WRENCE WELK

CLAIRE HOGAN

DAVID LE WINTER

ONE-NIGHTERS

Montreal

and OTChcstra
STH YEAR PUMF ROOM

M.C.A.

G.A.C.

Chicago

ind

Orchestra

SEVILLE THEATRE

THE TRENIERS
flAmikgo

iFob. Rth)

THE BACHELORS
PARK PL/CEA hotel
/

Los Vegos

G.A.C,

V

St. Louis

M.C.A.
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dangers would be accentuated if channels were with^
drawn from commercial use In such
communities.”
Stanton said- he doubted whether
Continued from pa Re
a blanket reservation would bring
First about a significant number of edu-^
had Mr. Average Fan shoot the for a personal manager.
Quizzes consisted of girl’s query was answered by Pat rational stations.
questions.
various technical points, queries Harrington, of the cast of ‘‘Call
about the Goloiiels player makeup Me Madam,” He also wairbled an

ing simultaneously
but on film.

strably, these

RCA

To

Tele Reviews

on the action
Edwards

engineers

gives much of the credit for the
technical advancements! Just now
they’re perfecting in the laboratory
a special oscillograph device that

'

will keep all cameras going without
falling out of Step with the sync.
The “clapboard” method used in

Atlanta, Jan. 30.

Paradoxical as it may sound, Atlantans for the second time Win
Center
was
promised
an
audition
by
and
procedures.
Under present schedules* Ed* see a 'demonstration of CBS’ teleGimmick oh the show is a pan^ 'the Village spot’s pressagent. After
Continued from page 22
wards shoots two full TOC shows in Vision color system on a rival nettomime quiz. Some incident per- chanting “Tenement Symphony/’
taining to the national pastime is the lad was promised assistance by Thomas has been forced to stay at one day“ at a CBS studio. Editing work’s station, WSB-TV, Atlanta
Em^ the International theatre for one becomes a‘ major operation, the NBC affin^^^^
enacted, and letters are soUcitfed a theatrical tradepa per rep.
Jack Carson, the day’s filming of 30,Q00 feet being
giving the solution, date and place cee Gairdner kept things moving more shot.
j
j m.:
,
^
of the incident, and some info throughout in a nonchalant, off- fourth comic on the series, was the cut down to 5 ,400 feet.
Key men o . pu*' i n^ore
m Lo Vko
than 2,000 teachoi's
about those taking part. At show hand manner while lissome Sherry one least expected to desire origi-}in
ici- in the Edwards oDeraHnn
arp Al l^^I^
^
operation are
s
see the demonhandled the copious natihg his ;show from the hugej; Simon,
caught, pantomime was strongly Shadburn
production
coordinator;
which will show the posplugs,
everything;
suggestive of “Gasc.v At the Bat.
now enthu- Fred Jackman, Jr., film director, strations
sibilities of color television as a
about moving into the and Dic^ Currier, editor.
In general, this 'suriefmaHket
Supermarket.,
medium for education.
Parkway Field, home of the Louisk
Television
Productions
package
villc Colonels.
WSB-TV will be in charge of
unit
theatre
TV
W'as
Brewer
tJie
Until
came
off
merely
Bob
another
as
ama^
and
Dick Jackson
technical production of the special
Technical teur show, although pains were installed in the theatre, the comics,
team on production,
demonstrations, it was revealed by
Parley
D. C.
w o k on the show is good^ both taken to camouflage it. There’s a except for Wynn, refused to
John Outler, Jr.; manager of WSB
cbuldn’t
they
on the video and audio ends. This pleasant note of informality, liow- there,
fearing
Continued from page 23
and WSB-TV; Faces at WAGAwith eye^
ever, and a lair
fair slice of matinee achieve the intimacy required by
the type of local show', wim
is
„
tv
prq inqutiipieco, will not
iQcari.xiJi>
V irinni
personalities known through their viewers may be attracted inasmuch
because the house is so tre,- be searching for is a standard for ^
time as they \vere
Vea
and publicized as early Wednesday afternoon comw'ork in baseball,
studio Pi’OPbrly balanced prograniming by
j
last
year
when similar demonstrathat
petition isn’t too tough,
Glib.
in radio. TV and newspapers,
'
audience wouldn t be able to see which it can determine whether tions were held in
listeners.
locail
of
connection wilb
interest
the
catch
their comedy and so might not stations are operating iii the public the convention
of Atlanta Graduand all indications are that Bernie
Interest. This, it realizes, is a more
Biginonients.
the
right
laugh
at
of
share
good
ate Medical Assembly.
Bracher will have a
This year
has been installed difficult problem in TV thar radio, they knew about
_
screen unit
the A-iowing audience at 6 p.m.
it in advance,
over tlic heads of the performers ^ot only because of the visual char- since J. Leonard Rein scTi
eacii Saturday until time to leave
made the
of the mjediiim but also beContinued fro a page 32
hut tilted at an angle so that it's in
fo'v spring training camp.
arrangements with Frank Stanton,
h/ the different types ot proTull view of the audience.
As a
Panci has a miniature baseball ^®^toi »
irntPr
in
TCancac
president
of CBS, for a repeat perOIBC jn Kansas Qity,
cViMmohd. with chess-like figures,
formance at the 1951 gathering of
By getting around the table with the Medical
can watch the stage w'hile also
to demonstrate the subjects under
Assemhly here Feb. 5
^_it
one^
o^^
mump
Pantomime quiz Teacd.srussion.
seeing
- the show exactly as it’s the stations, the commission hopes 6 7. Reinsch is managing director
channels assigned to K. C. were;
to bring into the open the probiure has a ba^^^^
the air.
of
Cox
Radio
and TV properties,
background, making the presenta-; withdrawn from commercial u.se,."-^
jems in programming for the pub- who own and
operate WSB-TV.
Miss Hennock pointed to the protion sharply realistic.
lie, the effect of programs; on lisWied.
grams offered New York, and I
Smith,.
Kline
& French Laborateners and- ' public attitudes,
At
asked: “What would Kansas City
the same time, the agency expects tories are bringing tiie elaborate
miss if it doesn’t get a fourth chancolor television equipment to Atto obtain a complete picture of the
WISHBONE PARTY
nel?’’.
Continued from page 21
dynamic development of the me lana for the second year to televise
AV h Hy Gardner, Sherry Shadin color surgical operations and
Miller
in Gangiip
Stanton,
its bearing upon probuhl, guests
(250 watts) to its present 5 kw
clinics at Atlanta’s Grady Hospital
Si'amming probleiTiiS»
Comr. Edward Webster also tlis-^
D* 7 »ctor: Peter Molnar
t;h 0 former
for the benefit of some 1,500 medi30 Mins.; Wed., 1:30 p.m.
played much interest in the survey. Bowles
Company
It is expected that subjects on
Broadcasting
cos who will be here for the threeROULS’^’ON STORES
He said the Commission would use
facilities last February for the agenda will cover specific types day
meeting.
Y.
nX. N.
at its decision.
arriving
in
[of
call
programs,
jncluding
retained
its
crime,
ef$300,000.
^
HovThis equipment was designed
Peg on A\bic
Strongest opposition so far to the i 0 tt 0 rs and sold its old 1450 facili- feet of programs on children, adorder for S.
& F by
Friday (26. when ties to People Broadcasting Co, vertisii.. continuity, and listeners and built
a j
mo^
\\ IIU icu inuudaiui
WriiviS;thrteU
inulvlUUaiS
r^-DC
the engineering, research and dej v..
ITviinlr
Qtonfnn and
anri
T\Ar«« 4 .«rkT
Stanton
prexy Frank
CBS
(Q^vned by Farm Bureau Mutual choice of programs:
Gardner their “wishes.’
velopment
laboratories
Of CBS.
Austin Miller questioned insurance Co.) which uses the
it's: cvnlnined
mav make a
Dr. A. H. Letton, in charge Of
dUicational call.
moved into
When
securing a coupon at a Roulston the value of fulltime
the
color
teevee
program
for the
stations.
old
continued
the
1260 it
Presumably, the
grocery store;
^
Medical Assembly, said doctors
Stanton told the Commission TV Mutual affiliation only until the
Luros
Lever
mo.st deserving wish-makers are
last
year
were
so
impressed
by the
Mutual then
culled from the coupon filler-out- service must appeal to “most of contract expired.
Continued from page ZZ
educational possibilities of color
“Wishbone the people most of the time and signed up the 5 kw
appear on
in Arto
ers
said his network’s experience with lington.
Party.”
The only other full-time month after its preem and subse- video that they asked for the demonstrations for school teachers and
On Wednesday’s (171 session, i*adio documentaries, despite the AM’er available was WINX, a 250- quently was sold out,
pupils in an addition to their own
origin
the
know
to
girl
wanted
given
one
enthusiasm and publicity
watter.
It’s expected that both Colgate
of the term, “the show must go them, showed they attract only
and GF will soon pick up the re- programs.
on”; another gal wanted a job as 0 Qj^,p 3 i.ative minorities.
It’s the
maining two days each week on
a dancer at Jimmy Kelly’s and a Godfreys and Series and World SeMiss Peters and Parks’ programs,
male singer said he was wishing ries games that are responsible for
Loyalty
respectively.
Miss Peters is the
the 10^00.000 TV sets in homes
former Hollywood ingenue whOse
Continued from page 21
today, he said.
film career was cut short when she
Stanton expressed concern that met on the matter last week. It was crippled as the result of a
withdrawal of channels from com- voted to call a meeting of writers hunting accident.
mercial use would impede network on the “blacklist” question and
NBC, iricidentally, is e.veing
development and thus retard TV that its Fact-Finding Committee more benefits to the outside-N. Y.
was
said
circulation.
He
there
on Blacklist and Censorship in- originations than merely use of the
“some” doubt whether three, let stitute a program to inform the affiliates’ studio space and facilialone four “fully competing na- general public of the current ties. Web claims the idea will prove
tionwide” nets could be formed situation.
valuable In helping the local stafrom VHF and UHF stations. “Certion promote itself and video gentainly,” he testified, “even if non.*
erally. NBC’s outlet in Philly is
95^ r of KNX Oaths In
of the proposed channels is withthe Philco-owned WPTZ.
Jan.
Hollywood,'
30.
drawn from commercial use there
Courtesy of M-O-M
Now appearing with
Signing of loyalty oaths at KNXstill would be some exclusion of
DONALD OXONNOR
networks in -^many communities, CBS is 95% complete, with no
in
"THE MILKMAN”
and there would also be a number dissidents. Only ones unaccounted Traynor Switches Brews
(Universal-International)
of communities where there would for are those out of town or oh
Guist Awpiaranc*
Manairment WILUAM MORRIS AGENCY
FEBRUARY 2
be danger of monopoly. Demon- vacation.
In Pitt Sponsor Deal
FOR SALE
Distribution of oaths was divided
Pittsburgh, Jan. 30.
CBS
into three sections with depart
Pie Traynor, Pittsburgh Pirates’
OPENING FEB. 7
ment heads administering formali- onetime great third-sacker, whose
THEATRE
ties.
nightly sports progranv on KQV
EVANSVILLE, INDIANA
Dinction:
M.C.A.
was recently dropped by Duquesne
Brewing Co., didn’t have to wait
long to find a new bankroller. It
was just a case of switching from
one brew to another for him. Fort
Goiitiiiued from page 22
Pitt Beer has picked up his show
the technical cost sluiet. What’s a and Ayill begin footing the
bills
right and proper wage for union- next Mc^nday (5).
craftsmen in the picture studios
In addition to the AM quartershouldn’t apply to television, con- hour six nights weekly, Traynor
tends Edwards, who points but that had also beOn doing a sports
bit
TV like radio is mainly a nighttime along with Newsca.ster Ken Hildeoperation and sh(>uldn't call for brand for Duque.sne on WDTV,
overtimdi and golden hours!
He DuMont teleyision station here!
has many of the union leaders see- and sponsor Wanted him to coning it his way but there are still a tinue latter stijnt.
However, he
few liOldout$.
preferred to string along with
The imperturbable Edwards, who KQV, where he was given his start
rarely works up a mad, didn’t like in the sportscasting field, and hi.s
the studio’s attitude toward TV loyalty wasn’t long in paying off.
any more than he does the unions’ Station snagged Fort Pitt for the
payoff plan,
Sez Ralph: “When Traynor account less than a week
We needed them they looked the after he and Duquesne had parted
Only TV station in
only TV
other way.
There was only one, company.
BEAUTIFUL HOTEL
thing left to do; get into business
lii
thialrical ticiion, modirn, large
station seen
in
this
large,
for youLself. And a good thing it
room tuitablo for orto dr two portphs,
Odessa, ^Tex
Catherine Alice
was. We found out that it can be
all tervicos, will ront for short or long
has been named coninuirich Pennsylvania market area
done better our way and we’d much Woodruff
poriod.
Sacrifico almost half pnee
ty director here for KECK. She
rather get our technicians away
bocauto going out of town. Call Lang,

and the like, while Fitzgerald answered questions anent scoring

Frish ditty in fine fashion.
Other girl
hoofed a fair routine
_

|

j

studios has proven too
out-moded and obsolete for TV.
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Profitable

TV Audience

exclusive with

WGALTV
Channel 4

LANCASTER, PENNA.
—

ROOM

—
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from picture

lots.

Those who do

CIrcIo 5-6070.

-

come
AFFUIATE
^

Cldir

R.

McGolldugh,

A STEINMAN STATION

Pres.

suled

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
Us Angelet

ing increasingly divergent,”

The Edwardian concept

Hepresenfed by

New Yorlc

into television from pictures
will have to be schooled all over
again. Our techniques are becom-

Son

Frcinciscc^

Chicago

|

is

cap-

except for dramatic shows, programs designed for
home viewers should employ the
methods developed for live TV;
that is, two or more cameras shoot -

AL TRACE Orchestra

this, wise:?;

ABC-TV Not work

SENTINEL

•

also

AND

for

TELE-TRONICS
MARTINIPUE, Chicago
ABC and CBS Networks
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>

month on the

air . .

Personal' Monoger

With a healthy

LISTER LEWIS

Bill Stern

. • .

moves into top daytime prominence,

in a highly valuable time segment.

after

V’

3^ times

outstripping his nearest network competition
in

REMEMBER THIS DAtE,

December, keeping pace with NBC-TV’s powerful

(3:30“4:00 P.M.)

•

on

NBC^TV

with a dramatic twist that pulled over

a quiz show

is

8000

letters

from

Bill Stern

dem-

daytime block.

tvomen viewers in four weeks! Thus, has

32

.

•

.

delivers a

.

.

.

preceding Kate Smith, ^^Remember This Date^^

What

station lihe-up— live

sponsors say —

onstrated his ability to capture dJiA influence 2i women’s

What

audience. Just as he has done so successfully with men.

is

the press says —

What

the stations say —

\

Bob Healy, Vice President

in

charge

of advertising for Cplgate-Palmolive-

.

.

Remember

“Well done

This Date one of the

top-rated shows!”

public

~^New York Daily News

Peet Co., has this to say about Bill

r. .

“We

gave you a product that was
.

tough

to sell;

,'V,

•

•

but you

and sold the product

and a salesman

.

show

terrific

attention !

.

.

.

.

.

.

you have

terrific

WBRC,

—Station

“Welcome addition
.”
..

.

to*

afternoon

“A

value to our

Birmingham, Ala.
.

.

•

definite audi-

’’

AVAILABLE IN EITHER

15-

3:30 TO 4:00

WSAZ-TV,'

Huntington,

[

•

Richmond, Ya.

-Station

’’
!

WTVR,

sensation in this area !”

—Radio Daily

TUESDAYS AND THURSDAYS

Nationals, January 1951

.

—Brooklyn Daily

A lOUIS GV COWAN-NBC.TV PACKAGE

^ARB

.

entertaining

ence appeal!

”

televiewing

.

.”

worth your

came through

proved .you’re a ^success as an entertainer

.

.

^Station

Stern:
“.

.

PM

OR SO-MINUTE SEGMENTS

W

.

Va.

RADIO-TELEVISION

S2
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Monday

(29)

the

dummy

did

a

dance as Winchell held him, with
skillful movements, his arms and

Tele Followups
j

Continued from pag:e

vaude

that Blue, unlike Lester, must have
« scripted, well-rehearsed show.
As long as he stuck to the script,
which was only Until the first commercial, he was going great. But
when he brought a. quartet from
the studio audience up to the stage
for what was to have been a lesson
in TV acting, he hit the lowest
entertainment level—r-and the show
continued at that speed. There
were snatches of brightness there^
after but they were lost in the
general pilodding pace;
Blue, of course, was doubling
from his current nitery stint at La
Martinique, N. Y.^ which must have
interfered with the east’s rehearsal
time. First quarter-hour demonstrated the Blue crew has the
joeeessary ingredients to Carry the
program and they might work out

with a little more Shaking down.
Supporting cast comprises most of
those who worked with Blue on

CBS’ “Frank Sinatra Show” and at
La Martinique, including Sid
Fields, a good straight man when
a script; Roberta Lee, beauteous brunet who can clown as well
as sing; the Whipoorwills, a fine

he has

vocal group; Negro tajpster Teddy
Hale; singer Richard Hayes, and

.

fore a simulated ship interior.
Setting was moved back and forth
continually across the screen during the action and the effect must
have made viewers nauseous. It
was a bad idea to start with.
!

,

Wednesday evening show last week
CBS-TV. Opening was amus-

.()ver

ing. with Frank Parker getting the
entire cast to welcome Lewis with
a
tongue-in-cheek buildup, with
Lewis finally dropping down from

i

!

I

-

The Paul Winchell- Jerry Maho-

ondj

«nd

Sponsored deal for feature film trailers is beirig worked out by
Gordon Levoy of General Television Enterprises, who is planning a
Gimmick would be a three-and-one-halffive-minute strip program.
minute film trailer, piugging some major studio’s product; Levoy is
negotiating With the studios to turn the footage over to him. Under
his deal, studios would get free air time to plug their pix, sponsors
would have a film name lure for the five-miiiute offering and the
Levoy firm would pick up a flat fee for the package,

Wilbur Stark last week started a new feature, “What’s the Gag?”, on
wife Kathi Norris’ WNBT, N. Y. series. Segment showed a magazine
panel cartooon, sans caption,. with a panel consisting of Beniiett Cerf,
A1 Bernie and Lawrence Lariar tossing around possible gag-lines,
response to the bit, bringing in 600 letters in; two days,
u Listener
prompted Stark to stop working on “Gag” as a segment of the Norris
stanza in favor of peddling it as a program on its own.
Indie packager Arthur B. Modell has inked a pact with the New
York Journal- American giving him exclusive TV rights to the daily’s
records and files of city desk istories and photos: Modell will shortly
produce a tele series titled “City Editor,” dramatizing the yarns and
augmenting them with newsreel clips.

National Assn, of Educational Broadcasters prexy Seymour Siegel
has tprnied a public interest committee to help NAEB with its campaign to get TV channels for education. It’s headed by Edward L.
Bernays and includes Clarence Derwent, Quincy Howe and Sigmund
Spaeth, among others.

1

i

j

i

ney team does a yc,oman job on
Speidel’s “What’s My Name,” Not
only do they trade insults and gags
in the accepted ventro manner,
but they work effectively solo.

On

available to
of viewers.

a

21

.

Continued from pa^e

21

better break after

tjie

elty factor

Pulse

which

Continued from
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ABC

nov->

covered
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oldsmokile
CARPENTER MORTON PAINT BUICK
dodge CARS-CHRYSLER
CONTINENTAL BAKING
alliance MANUFACTURING
(WONDER BREAD)
CO.
CHRYSLER (PLYMOUTH
BENRUS WATCHES
MOTORS)

Acts
Chicago, Jan. 30.
.Another addition to the growing
list of bills designed to force taxsupported schools to permit live

was introduced in the

NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS:

islature

Represented

NEW YORK

??,

Nationally

by

MADISON AVENUE

ELDORADO 5-24 55
THE KATZ AGENCY,

Experienced
broad

telecasting of their football

Monday

Sen. Peter
to

INC.

man-

concert-theatrical

ager,

background

music/

tho-

atro, aPt, oducational fields; company
fuoT.;
.oroduction
co-ord.;
versatile,

adaptable,
showman; photogrepher,
press agent, writer.
.Available for Immediate assignment

BOX
154

536,

W, 44th

STATIONS!

St.,

VARIETY
New York

City

J.

games

Illinois Leg(29). Bill, filed by

Miller and applying

state
schools above the
secondary level, would require -anall

nual bldrtaking for video contracts

'

114,000 radios.

/

,

'

BOB

B.

fKG. PRODUCERS!
AGENCIES!

Available Ffb. IS
Free Lance or Permanent

Draft Exempt; Exptrlencod Rad-TV
Scriptwriter; Credits In Production
Public Rolatlons. .Box V-2t, Variety.
154 W. 44th St./ N. V. If, N. Y.

from January to December, 1950,
vvhile AM-only families had
bought

Illinois

WJBK-AM<TV-DETROIT
488

TV PRODUCTION
CASTING— PUBLICITY

.

attiliate.

$t./

'

backers are
hopeful of its passage which, ac- ’families put the ,.ew radio In the
cording to the university authori- children’s room.
Survey revealec. that TV famities, might result in school’s suslies
had bought 129,000 radios
pension from Big 10.

CBS

Wost 44th
N. Y.

the

salesi

and Dumont

V.741, Varittv/ 154

Now York !,

beMinnesota Legisiature.’’ the new set for the living room.
Of the TV families, 4.
bought
It has been referred to commit
the newv receive.- for the Children’s
tees by each of the two houses.
room;
while
2.6 /<? of the AM-only
Television industry

fore

HUDSON MOTOR CAR CO.

a

FMm/T,V.

Box

with
only
AxM-only

Ten Conference and NCAA homos going into the bedroom. On
ban, has now been introduced into the other hand, only 21,7%. of the
the state senate as well as the TV homes put their new radios
into the living room, whjle 37.4%
lower house.
Newspapers call it
of the AM-only householas bought
“the most talked about measure

WJBK-TV,

^
V*
am a
C A IV| E
R Am In
AN

'

in

Big

boost youf
f of tow these haders and

;

research topper

bedroom, compared
20.5% of new radios

23

Plough, to

DIRECTOR
PRODUCTION
DESIGNER

Ben Gedalicia.
Of the TV homes purchasing radio sets, 30.4% put them in the

Penn Mightier
I

to

of

CAMERA

vvears off.

survey,

30.

They are additions to the four
current board members.

Radio Set Sales

cording

ftOND BREAD
bromo seltzer

vertising manager
the board.

'

AM “a

Named

Three new directors of WMPS
were appointed at a board meeting last week: Bill Rudner, pulilicity and promotion, to station director and to the board; Volney
Edwards, aUditpr, to assistant secretary and treasurer and to the
board; Frank Morris, assistant ad-

Bill is aimed primarily at the
“Arthur Godfrey Digest” on CBS Big Ten, of Which the U. of
because Of a cutback in metal for Illinois is a member. Conference
its containers.
And, if the Gov- banned live vidcasts last year and
ernment enforces its price cutbacks it’s considered a foregone conon the car companies, they are also clusion that it will do likewise this
expected to exit radio. But spon- season.
sors new' to radio, such as SonoBig Ten is adjunct of the Natone and Acousticon, are coming tional Collegiate Athletic Assn,
in to replace those bowing out,
which voted a year’s TV moraand it’s believed the excess p^'ofits torium earliei' this month.
The
tax will lure a number of the bigBig Ten will formally set its tele
spending industrial firms. In fact, policy at a Chi meeting Feb. 23according to one w'eb spokesman,
24.

such outfits may buy into radio
heavily but slowiy so as not to be
suspect by the Government by
plunging in with one big splash.
Right now, according to the web
execs, the important thing Is to
keep sponsors sold on radio. That
will require the cooperation of the
program department, as well as
the salesmen, through development of new and exciting shows.
Webs expect to have more hiatus

Directors

Memphis, Jan.

maximum number

2,000 families in the heavily TV
saturated metropolitan area, also
time this coming summer than
showed that not only are radios
they have had in a while, and iL
going into video homes at a more
will be up to the program men
rapid rate, but they are going into
then to come through, the sales
different rooms in the house, acchiefs said.

We're proud of the successful
company we keep on W4BK

WMPS

which would bring the institution
most coin while making coverage

Cream Time Bids
Continued from page

pressing an Infringement suit

is

AM

!

famous
pharmacists
formula

MH

Radio writer John A. Nolan ^ who

against CBS in N. Y. federal court, last Week was permitted by Federal Judge Edward Weinfeld to aimertd his complaint in order to drop
requests for an injunction and art accounting. Nolan’s action charges
the net with pirating his copyrighted radio script, “Gan You WritO a
Song?”, in its TV and
siiqulcast “Songs For Sale.’V
Judge Weinfeld authorized the complaint revision after Nolan testified he learned from a pre-trial examination of a CBS program director
that “Songs For Sale” was strictly a sustainer and no profits were made
from its presentation. Plaintiff, however, still seeks damages on his
infringement charge. Meanwhile, “Songs” resumes on CBS-TV Saturday (3) with Jan Murray again as emcee.

!

.

I

the flies,
Guests gave the comic good sup- Downey interviewing a relative of
port.
Mary McCarty did a cute the visting star who explains how
bit with Lewis as they crowded he (or she) became “star of the
each other on a sofa and they family.” Subject of the quiz then
clicked as a double in an oldtime demostrates his stuff.
While much of Downey’s conversation with the guests’ kin is rather
perfunctory occasionally an amusing line creeps in. Mrs. Maxwell’s
elucidation as to how she converted hubby into a jazz harpist after
prying him away from Toscanini
was one such instance. Miss Barton clicked with a couple of standards and comic Jan Murray made
with some levity.
Downey also
contribbed five numbers in his
inimitable tenor.

mmm

A

celebrated legit star, recognized as one of the most accomplished
actresses In show business, was fired last week from a small featured
role In a major network television dramatic show, after only one hour’s
initial reading and rehearsal.
As it would have been her TV debut,
she had been hesitant about accepting the assignment.
Explanation for the firing, according to the agency director, is that
she couldn’t have learned the part or gotten through rehearsals and
the performance. Yet the actress, during a long and distinguished legit
and film career, has never missed a performance, even when her husband died' last season. Moreover, ^intll the actress arrived at the studio
for the first rehearsal she was not given a copy of the revised script.
Later, when It was decided to drop the actress, the agency producer
agreed to give her another day’s chance, after she’d had an opportunity
to familiarize herself with the new script. However, that promise was
broken next morning and the actress was informed that she was out.
Friends of the director attributed his action to the fact that he w'as
exhausted and upset after being up all night because his wife was
having a baby.

,

showgals Selene Walters and Siri.
Latter is a former showgirl from
Billy Rose’s Diamond Horseshoe
and. while she didn’t show any of
the comedic talents of Lester’s
pagmar, she demonstrated plenty
of other Dagmar-like attributes.
Final skit on the show, incidentally, must have skyrocketed sales
for Mothersill’s seasick remedy. It
was a takeoff on “The Sea Wolf,”
with the performers working be-

Robert Q. Lewis, who has had
con.siderable experience as a substitute for Arthur Godfrey, turned
in
a neat job on the latter’s

Denise Darcel registered nicely, although one scene
was- overly contrived.
This was
billed deadpan as a translation of
Winchell shows great versatility.
a serious drama Mile. Darcel had
done in Paris and had the camera- He acquitted himself well in one
man interrupt Lewis each time the serious dramatic bit, in which he
lovers were supposed to kiss. It played Semmelweiss, the medico
who discovered the cause of childwas a weak gag.
Lewis nicely put over finale tune bed fever. All In all, this NBC-TV
on the specs appeal of horn-rimmed modest-budgeter makes a good niix
glasses. Regulars on the stanza^ of entertainment with audience
Mariners,
Chordettes,
Frank participation.
Parker, Janette Davis and Bill
Lawrence—were okay.
Some electric staging ideas in
l:he “Philco Playhouse” dramatization
of.
Lieut.
Paul Brickhill’s
Kaiser-Frazer Dealeri* “Adventures of Ellery Queen’’ via the Du book, “The Great Escape,” on NBC
Mont net Thursday (29) had a fihe Sunday night (28) were short-circast which came up with equally cuited by a mediocre script. Based
fine performances.
But unfortu- on a surefire yam concerning the
nately the players’ work in “Holly- mass escape of Allied airmen from
wood Murder Ston^“ failed to off^ a German prison camp during the
set a cliched script that was re- last war, the video play never
plete with telegraphed situations. reached the full potential of its
Adapted from one of the Queen excitement because of the artificial
Originals by Ethel Frank, “Holly- dialog and the superficial motivawood Murder” erred lii letting the tions.
A central flaw was the characteraudience know the identity of the
murderer midway in the script. ization of the Nazi overseers either
Drama, from then on, gained its as ludicrously blustering or stupidsuspense froni the attempts of ly corrupt. Against this opposiQueen, himself, to find the culprit; tion, the airmen^ could probably
It’s far more interesting to keep have escaped by walking out Of the
the viewer or reader guessing as front gate instead of troubling to
to “whodunit” rather, than have build an underground tunnel. The
’em speculate as to how the law will captive airmen were also drawn
Dialog less like credible adults than the
catch up to the villain.
was also sprinkled vdth such gems gallant heroes in a juvenile advenas “enough poison to kill a regi- ture novel. If the Brickhill book
was factually grounded, the TV
ment ...” etc.
Lee Bowman, who replaced the play was strange, not as truth, but
•
late Richard Hart as Queen sev- as bad fiction.
The staging, hOwevef, was ineral weeks ago, was suave and resourceful in the gumshoe role. geniously executed. Via fluid shiftJudith Evelyn was diabolically ing of the cameras, the yarn
cunning as the killer, ‘while Dennis smoothly unfolded on four sets.
Hoey turned in a masterful por- Problem of depicting the tunneltrayal of a character actor whom digging job was neatly solved by
Don the construction of a double-tier
Miss Evelyn blackmailed.
Richardson’s direction was good set with the tunnel placed underin this Norman and Irving Pincus neath the prisoners’ cell. Relatively large cast w^as also manipulated
production.
well with an illusion of intense
activity despite the confined frame“Star of the Family,” Nash-Kelwork and the talky script.
vinator’s half-hour variety show
With Everett Sloane in the lead.
on CBS-TV, has Settled down into
cast handled its assignments well
Fripattern.
On
a comfortable
with
the exception of the Nazi
session
entertaining
day’s
(26)
who wore obviously
emcee Morton Downey was in good characters
playing according to the script’s
fettle as wei'e guestars Robert Max'misconception.
well, Eileen Barton and Jan Murray.
Using a novel method of introing its talent, the program has
act.

Inside Stuff-Television

legs contributing to the overall efHis stopping in midair to
Joke was deft humor, while
his panting breathlessly as he
queried a contestant at the end of
the terplng added a touch of realism.

feet.
tell a

EVANS

i

'

Dynomic Comedy
Sliiger

Circle 6-9861
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At last
a complete

television

riRESIDE THEATER
and Gamble

for Procter

*
•

•

I

*oalla>^

ROYAL PLAYHOUSE
Fireside’s

new name

for regional sponsors

>

%

75*7

•

NIGHT EDITOR
llie famous Hal Burdick radio series

brought to television

PROFESSOR LIGHTSKULL,
THE MIGHTY CHIMP
Mysteries solved

by

Congratulations, United Television Programs, Inc.

Professor

Lightskulh the great chimpanzee

In

assistant
detective,r his
^

particular, congratulations for your speed in setting a record voluriiij

.

Doc Twiddle, and

his all

chimp

of sales for our Royal Playhouse, America’s great television dramatic

cast

program.
Several additional

fdm fockages

more than a name. In Petry, Standard Radio Transcriptions, and Century Artists you have united the skill and the background
of three top (light successful organizations in the radio, recording and

Yours

Under f reparation

is

truly

talent fields.

This combination of

creative, production,

service offices in strategic
to agencies

and

markets

is

bound

and
to

selling

know-how with

prove of inestimable help

their clients alike.

Crosby Enterprises

is

happy

to place the distribution pf its television

film productions in your experienced hands.

t

T

E

LEVI

SI

ON

9028 SUNSET BOULEVARD, HOLLYWOOD 46, CALIFORNIA

•

8822 WEST WASHINGTON BOULEVARD, CULVER CITY, CALIFORNIA
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Best British Sheet SeUers
(Week ending Jan. 20)
London, Jan. 23.
Connelly
a Buddy Tat
Beloved Be Faithful. .Pickwick
Petite Waltz ........ .Duchess
.Leeds
The Thing
Chappell
Rudolph Reindeer
Ferry Boat Inn ... . .Connelly
.Maurice
Autumn Leaves.

Taw

American Federation of Musicians has found a large loophole in
the Taft-Hartley law’s anti-feather-

.

.

for

members

their

.Maurice
Grange Cojored Sky .Morris
.... .Leeds
Goodnight Irene
In English Garden ....... Sun

Marshmallow World. .Kassner
JLennox
Cinephonic
.Chappell
Nevertheless
Just the Way You Are Disney
Sterling
Sam’s Song
In Flying Saucer ....... Unit
.Unit
Only Saw Him Once.
Connelly
imagination ....
If

;

and

The Labor Board found that
what Local 24 was doing was not
featherbedding.
^Tn our opinion, ’V it said, “Section 8 (b) (6) was not intended to
reach cases where a labor organisation seeks actual employment
for its members, even in situations
where the employer does not want,
does not need and is not willing to
"‘accept such services.*'
Minority opinion, by James J.
back:
snapped
Rcvnolds,.
Jr.,
“Unions can avoid liability in all
circumstances by the simple expedient of insisting upon the performance of non-existent and unwanted
work tasks. In consequence, the
statutory provision becomes a nullity for all practical purposes.

.

,.

*

.

Tennessee Waltz
.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

As

a result,

New World
Lisa.
Always Love You Victoria
Loved You ... Williamson

Mona
I’ll

If I

for
C. Petrillo that it could not
accept the engagement becanse the
theatre had no contract with Local

Enterprises nixed the deal
carried the case to NLRB.

solid sides hewed biit of three
current ballads and one revival.
Eckstine isn’t likely to displace
Perry Como’s cqt of “If” for
Victor but this side is due for lots
of jock and juke spins nonetheless*
Eckstine’s “Thrill” tops all competition and could take off for a
big ride. Other two sides are also
wrapped up in ace commerciaU
style. Pete Rugolo batons.
Vie Damohe: “Tell Me You Love
Me”-“Little Cafe Paree” (Mercury). Damone belts hard on. this
pop of a ‘Tagliaicci” aria recently
launched in the pop lists by
Sammy Kaye for Columbia. Opening with an Italian lyric, Damone
handles this near-maudlin time
with plenty of emotional expression. Clark Dennis also gives this
number a schmaltzy ride for Capitol but lacks Damone’s commercial impact. On the Mercury flip,
Damone delivers neatly on a
charming number, George Siravo
orch backing up.
David Rose Orch: “Zing ZingZoom Zoom”-“Fiddlin’ For Fun”
(M-G-M). Rose’s string and choral

.

Second 12

the originail platter versions pf the numbers. Although
only a couple of years in operation.
Coral Records, Decca subsid, is
using the old Brunswick catalog to
cover “I Apologize/’ originally
waxed by Bing Crosby in the 193Ps,
issuing

James

24 wanted a contract to this effect,
but the New York office of Gamble

.

.

.

.

In the matter of Aciiff and one
previous case, Local 24 demanded
equal playing time for local musicians during any of the weeks when
the Palace did not offer a traveling orch for okaying the appearance of outside aggregations. Local

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

GRIFF WILLIAMS ORCH

(13)

With Bob Kirk, Wally King
Hotel Muehlebacli, K. C.
Musical aggregation batoned by
Griff Williams is one seldom seen
in these parts, this being second
stand by the band in town in nine
years. It’s one of the Ijarger crews
to play location dates in the area,
and proving its worth with some arrangement of “Zing” will give
Following squawks by sorigplug- of the better business around the additional impetus to this number.
Grill of the Muehlebach Side is brilliantly orchestrated on
Terrace
gers oyer sweeping ban imposed
recently.
a lilting waltz beat. On the reby American Guild of Variety ArtWilliams gods in for sweet styl- verse, Rose dishes up another
sists on their appearance on TV ings, with accent^ oii tempos for- colorful instrumental.
shows, relaxation of the restriction dancing and emphasis on the melBob Haiinpn & Johnny Ryan:
Instrumentation comprises “Dust Off That Old Pianna”-“Sam,
has been effected through negotia- ody;
three
three
reeds,
three
fiddles,
tion between Music Publishers
The Old Accordion Man” (Decca).
and brass, string bass, drums and two Irving Caesar:!s “O Suzanna” is
Contact Employees union
AGVA. Henceforth pluggers will pianos, one for his own fingerings. modified and corned up with an
be allowed to appear on video ve- Keyboard work by Williams cues old-fashioned vaude duet routine
giving against a Dixie background. Hanhicles for interviews or straight the band style, with strings
it added fullness.
non and Ryan perform energeticalspiels in behalf pf their disks or
In the vocal department Williams ly and this number could prove
tunes. They are, however, expressordinary
to be a click novelty if the market
more
an
supply
has
than
ly enjoined, from singing, dancing
is attuned. Reverse is a similarly
or otherwise behaving like per- of talent. In Bob Kirk, reed man,
styled item.
a
baritone:
he has a mature
He’s
formers when before cameras.
Bobby Wayne: “Let Me In”vet member of the crew, and a
Ruling was communicated last valuable one. Newer in the vocal “Wild Card” (London).
In “Let
week by Henry Dunh, national ad- department is Les Ballard, trum- Me In,” Bobby Wayne has a standministrative secretary of AGVA. to pet man, who works out on the out folk-style number that could
Bob Miller, president of MPCE. romantic ballads.. Gene Moyer does drive to the top. Number has a
AGVA had originally held that all novelty and rhythm numbers, rousing tempo and unusual lyric,
music contact employees who ap- while Wally King supplies tenor both framed within an imaginative
peared on TV be compelled to take warblings..
On the flip, Wayne
Ballard. Moyer and arrangement.
Out cards in the vaiide organization. Dave Mullett also make up the does okay on a gambling story
I

.

Nob

“I am of the opinion that Congressional concern over these practices did not turn upon the willingness of the standby to make his unneeded services available to the
prospective employer, because no
distinction was made between the

Hill Billies, for novelty trio

lyric.

work,

Sarah Vaughan, Erroll Garner
and Lester Young’s All-Star combo
have been packaged by the Gale
agency for a series of concert
dates starting Feb. 4 in Richmond,
Va.
Package follows with bookings at the Uline Arena, Washington. Feb. 11; Norfolk, Va;, FebrlS;
Baltimore. Feb. 16, and the Mosque
In Newark, Feb. 17.
Garner is taking out Feb. 5 to
play a solo date in Winston-Salem,
North Carolina. It’s the first time
that Garner is touring south of the

signs him. He’s currently appearing on the Capitol, N. Y., stage,

Hollyvvood, Jan: 30.
Preem of “ Atlantic Crossing.’’
new half-hour concert suite with
music by Ferde Grofe and story
libretto by Ethel LeVane, is
the Barnum Auditorium,
Santa Monica, Cal., Feb. 18, with
Herbert Marshall doing the narra-

:
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A BUSHEL AND A PECK
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Ive5 Re-Sigiis

With Gol

Burl Ives, folk singer, has reBigned with Columbia Records' for
another year.
Ives was mulling other diskery
offers but decided to Extend his
pact in order to strengthen Columbja’s plug of his “Little White
l5uck” for the Easter trade.

Nada,” “Foggy Foggy Dew,” “The
(Continental,” “I

Get a Kick Out of

You,” “Orinoco,” and “He’s Gone

Away.”
Johnny Hodges Orch (Mercer).
Working with a group of sidemen
recruited from the Duke Ellington
orch, Johnny Hodges showcases
his superlative sax in a fine jazz

long-play set:
Hodges, playing
compositions by himself, Ellington
and Billy Strayhorn, ranges from
a lyrical style in “How Could It
Happen to a Dream” to a hot jump
groove on “Who Struck John,”
With solid instrumental backing.

Platter Pointers
Ames Bros, have packaged

a fine

shop ballads for
Another good sound-track
set by M-G-M from “Grounds for
Marriage,” with Kathryn GJrayson
singing a group of numbers from
Mel
the
opcia,
“Carmen.”
set

barber

of
.

.

.

.

.

Belafonte registers well with his
cut of the folk number, “Venezuela,”
for Jubilee
Records
Johnny Long orch hits mildly with
.

“Any Time

Is Sweetheart Time”
Art Mooney orch does
on
Alan
“Faithful,”
Foster
vocalling
(M-G-M). .On
Same label, Monica Lewis has a
good side in “My Lost Melody” ..
Clyde McCoy, with his talking
trumpet, dishes up several good
sides for Mercury, notably “Memphis Blues”
Gordon Jenkins’ cut
of “More Than I Care To Remem.

.

Victor

«

.

Decca

Don Cherry

tain” for

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

M-G-M.

Standout western, folk, blues,
rhythm, religious, polka, etc.: The
Pinetoppers,.“Metro Polka” (Coral)
...Tiny Bradshaw Orch* “Oh6,
Two, Three Kick Blues” (King)
Elton Britt-Rosalie Allen, “Let’s

Decca

.

Weavers-Gord. Jenkins ...Decca

SaipAway To Heaven” (Victor), V
Ivory Joe Hunter, “I Found My
,

Second €!roup
YOU’RE JUST IN LOVE (Berlin)
I’LL ALWAYS LOVE- YOU (9) (Famous)
THE THING (8) (Hollis)
GET OUT THOSE OLD RECORDS (B VC)
ALL MY LOVE (18) (Mills).
TO THINK YOU’VE CHOSEN ME (Laurel)
IF YOU'VE GOT THE MONEY (Peer)
OH BABE (Alamo)
.

•

t

•

Grofe personally will conduct
the Santa Monica Civic Symphony
Orchestra of 75 in the presentation
Raoul Grippenwaldt will handle
the commentary.

bers in top style.
Album comprises eight instrumentals, cleanly
arranged on crisp tempos With
Shaw’s fluid clarinet getting work^
outs in a variety of moods. Numbers include “I’ll Remember April,”
“Love walked In,” “Mucho De

ber” rates spins. .Louis Prima
has a cute side in “Yeah! Yeah!
Yeah!” for Robin Hood Records.
Ziggy Elman comes through neatly “I’d Climb the Highest MoUrtr

Baby”

Bros.,
(M-^G-M)
Balles
“Building On the Sand” (King)
Scat Man Bailey, “Raindrop Blues”

.and

set for

his first set

.

Victor

.

(

*

^

Mercuvy

.

}
'

•

.

Mitchell-M. Miller Colunxbia
Whiting-J im Wakely Capitol
Bef fy Hutton Perry Como Victor
Eddie Fisher ....
.Vietbr

'

......

For

Artie
Shaw has
maestroed a series of dance num-

Decca,

smoothly

M ag

\

*

(Remick)
.

27

Cuy

.

(Morris)

):

THINKING OF YOU (9)
SO LONG (1) (Folk-W)

.

.

, . .. . .

. .

Jan.

Miller Columbia

Mario Lanza
Perry Como
Dean Martin
Ralph Flanny an
^
.....

.

j

.

.

Guy Mitch elPM.
Sammy, Kaye

.

‘

.

Shaw Orch: “Dance Pro-

gram” (Decca).
for

.

(Shapiro-B)

7.

10.

Album Reviews
Artie

.

on

NEVERTHELESS (12) (Chappell).
THE ROVING KIND (4) (Hollis)

9.

can’t tolerate many spins. Same
goes for the reverse which sounds
even sillidr. Dick Stabile orch
backs up.

.

\

6.

.

is another waltz-tempoed number
Carihen Cavallaro dishes up exwhich Kenny Gardner wraps up in cellent pianistics on the oldie,
usual fine style.
‘'They
Can’t Take That Away
Jan Garber
Russ Morgan Orch: “Mockin’ From Me” (Decca)
Bird Hill” - “Flying Eagle Polka” also does pleasingly on the oldie,
“Yearning,”
Harry
for
Capitol,
(Decca.).
Morgan registers nicely

Week of

TENNESSEE WALTZ (9) (Acuff-R)
MY HEART CRIES FOR YOU (5) (MasSey) :.....
HARBOR LIGHTS (14) (Chappell).
BE MY LOVE (2) (Miller)
IF

number that doesn’t have much
impact without Lewis’ visual deOn this side, Lewis projects
a comedy vocal style that

livery.
it in

(King)

^

2.

Jerry Lewis: “The Navy Gets
The (iravy” “Pa-Pa-Pa-Pa Polka”
(Capitol). “Gravy,” frorri the Dean
Martiri-Jerry Lewis pic, “At War
With the Army,” is a novelty

.

with this coupling of country tunes.
“Hill” gets a suitable cider-jug
domestic
recording
of
several vocal by Morgan and the Gay
operas with Miss Vamay starring. Sisters on a happy waltz beat. Les

^KIETY

eapitalv

Grofe to Conduct Preem
Of New Concert Suite

j

,

^

|

Packaged for Concerts

Orch: “If”-“Wait

’

Teresa Brewer: “If You Want
Some Loving' ” - “I’ve Got The
Craziest Feeling” (London). Teresa
Brewer’s rhythm style gets a colorful wprkout bn these sides. Songstress mixes a novelty attack wit
a jazz beat for good results, particularly on “Want Some Lovin’,”
On the reverse. Miss Brewer
flashes a driving, lowdown style on
a side that’s solid for jukes. Jack
Pleis’ piano backgrounding lends
able support.

Coral

Guy Lombardo

Williams’

j

Paul and Mary Ford also deliver
a solid version of this number for
Capitol.
On the Decca reverse,
Morgan skips brightly on a marching tempo in a straight instrumental.

For Me” (Decca), ”If” gets one of
Lombardo’s smooth dance arrangements on a disk that’s slated for
a good number jock and juke Tqrme has a fair side in “Sidespins. Bill Flanagan handles the walk Shufflers,” a rhythm tune
vocal in pleasing style. Other deck with a routine lyric (Capitol)...

Both instrum entally and vocally
is a well-rounded crew.
Outfit is a favorite around Chi, and
is
working
its way to the windy
After 10-Year Assn.
city from dates in the west and
In latest of series of baqd shifts south.
Following stand here it’s
among the major diskeries, Lionel
standby who intended to do no Hampton is exiting Decca after his due for the Statler, Buffalo, N. Y.,
W'ork and the standby who actually pact runs out next month. Hamp’s and then returns to the Boulevard
Room of the Hotel Steyens, Chi, in
Sought to perform unneeded work." crew was with Decca for
10 years. mid-March.
Quin.
New label has not yet been set
for Hampton who plans to e^h
Astrid Varnay, Met Opera sohis symphomc arrangenient of Eli prano, inked to an exclusive pact
Vau'^Han, Gamer, Young
by
Ell
with the next diskery which Remington Records with plans for

I

,

;

.

.

Crosby will be plugged
both by Decca, on current releases,
twd other members of the Labo;' and by Coral, for the. oldie.
other tune, “Little Rock GetBo !ird not taking part.
away,” has been drawn from CoThe deluxe picture theatre, ral’s Own backlog, with Bob Croswhich occasionally featured a trav- by’s Bob Cats version being used.
eling name band, booked Roy Acuff “Getaway” is currently stirring
in the summer of 1949. However, some interest via Les Paul’s cut
the AculT band was notified by
Capitol.

24.:

.

.

.Mills

Sleigh Ride.
All My tiove.

HERM SCHOENFELD.

.By

“If”-“When You
Return” “Bring Back The Thrill”“I Apologize” (M-G-M). Eckstine
shoots par for the course with four
Billy Eckstine:

.

,

Coral Dips Into Catalog
For Brace of Revivals

Disks

.

,

.

'

even though the employer does not
want or heed them and is unwilling
to accepf them.
>
This ruling was handed down
last weekend by the National Labor
Reialions Board in a case involving
the Palace theatre, of Akron, operated by Gamble Enterprises, Inc.,
of New York, and Akron Local 24,
of the AFM. Vote was 2-t6-l, with

.

.

bedding provisions.
Coral Records is covering two
While the law put an end to the
breaking for hits,
standby musician> it does hot pre- oldies, currently
vent unions from seeking actual by dipping into its catalog and re-

employment

.

.

,

Washington, Jan. 30.

ana

Jocks, Jukes

^

I

.

MARSHMALLOW WORLD
I’LL

NEVER BE FREE

(13)
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Patti

Page

Eddy

Howii/^d

Jo Stafford
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Kay -Starr ....
Vaughn Mr, nr be
Kay Starr Tenn Ernie
•

(Shapiro-B)

STILL FEEL THE

Sis. .Victor

Phil Harris

• •

...

(Criterion)
•

•

eggggog

••eegeg

.'Georgia

•

Gibbs

Ames

Bros.

Mills

Bros

•

>

of

weeks song has been

in the

.

.

.

.

•

Capitol
Victor

Capitol

:

»

•

•

.

Coral
Coral

Decca

Top

.

10.1

i

.

(Federal).

Victor

Decca
.Mercury
Mercury
Columbia

i

King Cole Stan Kenton

number

.

.

Perry Cbmo-Fontane

>

.

SAME ABOUT YOU
THIRSTY FOR YOUR KISSES (Mutual)
ORANGE COLOiv D SKY (9) (Frank)
I

•

•

.

Capitol

Regal Records, New Y6rk indie
which has been making a bid recently for a flock, of blues and
rhythm artists, has inked Cab Calloway
pact
to
an
4 xciurive
Calloway’s orch will start cutting
under the new label within two
weeks. For the past several years,
the Negro bandleader has been
relatively inactive on
disks although he has been touring with
the band.
Regal recently added songstress
Savannah Churchill to Its stable.

ISfednesday, January 31^

1951

01ICHESTRA$<MUSIC

PSiiRie^

4-

Battle in the cleffer ranks of

the^

American Society of Composers,
Threat of a Government crackAuthors and Publishers over coin Better Early Thaii Never down
On
the
publishing
indistribution is threatening to break
Buddy Robbins, of j. J. Robdustry loomed this week with disbins Music, has gotten a jump
out again over proposals to amend
closure that the Department of
on the 1951 Christmas marnew 60-20-20 payoff plan.
the
Justice has launched an Investigaket. Although normal pubbery
Aligned on opposing sides are two
tion of alleged price-fixing in sheet
practice calls for submission of
groups of writers, one favoring cur^
music. While the Justice DepartXmas tunes to diskeries durrent moves of ASGAP’s committee
ment is keeping the motivation and
ing the summer, Robbins filed
to revise the plan and the other
the scope of the inquiry under
while
presshis entries with the artists and
opposing the revision
wraps for the time being, investirepertory staffers of the major
ing for a new administration of the
gators have been quizzing jobbers
60-20-20 distrib system.
platter companies last week.
in New York concerning the price
Robbins did it as a gag
setup on pop and standard copies.
Redd Evans, who took the lead
which, however, has paid off
in the fight against the old payoff
It’s believed that the Governwith
tentative
okays
from
already announced
system,, has
ment’s inquiry stems from a recent
some
of
the
a&r
men*
effort
make
every
to
will
he
that
wrangle between Jenkins Music, a
block any amendments to the new
Kansas, Mo., distrib and retail outEvans, and his supporters,
plan.
fit,
and two major pubs, Music
Publishers Holding Corp. and G.
are particularly burned over reports that ASCAP’s committee is*
Schirmer.
Several monHis ago the
in
leaning towards revision of the
two pubs reportedly refused to

Upsurge

Sale

new plan in the direction of greater
accent on seniority. Such modification, according to Evans, would
intensify inequities of coin allocation in favor of the higher brackIf necessary, Evans plans to
ets.
go before the Dept, of Justice,
.

which must approve any

ASCAP

plan under the anti-trust
consent decree, to give his stand.
Evans, meantime, is gathering
data to establish his claim that
the new 60-20-20 plan is being operated in favor of the top brackets.
This, says Evans, is 'contrary to
the plan’s original intention. He
is currently trying to examine the
payoff lists to determine how and
why the percentage drops in income among the lower classifications were far more drastic than
the income losses in the high cateThe disparity in the rate
gories.
of demotions between the two
groups, according to Evans, is one
of the central reasons explaining
why many middle-rank cleffers
were so badly hit in the last couple of ASCAP dividends.
payoff

McDonald DPTED m
DECCA RESHUFFLING
In a

move

to bolster its sales

staff for increased, business activity anticipated this year, Decca has

reshuffled its personnel with upping of James McDonald to post of
assistant to Albert Sirurson, viceprexy of Decca Distributing Corp.

McDonald, promoted from

mer

his for-

spot as southeastern division

manager, teams with Louis Sebok,
as other assistant division man-

Jr.,

ager in the eastern territory, the
biggest in the country.
At same time, Sydney N. Goldberg, Decca vice-prexy oyer sales,
named Ed Russell as manager of
with
division
the
southeastern
headquarters in Atlanta. Russell’s
post as assistant to the north cenmanager William
tral
division
Glaseman will be filled by Wiiliani
Green of the Cleveland branch
with

Guy McComas moving

the branch managership in the

into
lat-

Cugat Loses Tooters
of So. Amer. Tour

Clarifying

its

basic

agree-

ment signed with -Hollywood
producers in

1946 regarding

sale of plx to video,

American

Federation of Musicians contends that pix made prior to
that date are also banned
from release on TV. While
general impression was that
union had no jurisdiction ovCr
pix made prior to April 1,

AFM

interpretation
1946,
highlighted clause in the basic
includes
which
films ^’heretofore made” as
well as “which will be made”
after date of the pact.

agreement

AFM’s

clarification

was

issued to halt moves by film
companies to peddle their old
productions to TV outlets.

souri.
Jenkins has since settled
with the two pubberies but the repercussions 6r the dispute reportedly stirred the Justice DepartUpsurge in public acceptance of ment into
making its present in45 rpm speed, which was acceler^
vestigation.
ated during the Christmas trade, is
It’s understood that the Departextending into 1951. Trend towards
the slow-speed disks has been so ment of Justice investigators have
also
become interested in the almarked in recent weeks that industry execs believe that 45’s may be leged operation of some jobbers
who
have joined together for the
the dominating system in the pop
field by next year If other eco- pegging of prices at a uniform
level.
Such a practice, if uncovered,
nomic factors do not interfere.

—

With

RCA Victor in the vanguard

would

be

definitely

vuth continu- present stage
ing
promotional
expenditures, tion by the
other diskeries which have adopted ceeding only
45’s are also sharing
the sales with no pubs
of the 45

rpm push

In

jump. Capitol Records, which was
the first to go 45 ih Victor’s tow,

illegal.

At

of the game, exploraGovernment Is proat the jobber level
implicated in the sit-

uation..

will work down the east
coast to Florida, thence to Texas,
through the midwest, and will
work his way back to the New
York area. With the exception of
a few dates there will be no dancing on these stands. Maestro will
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
play a few stands In which he’ll
Local 47 has notified all do two shows in one day. 'These
windjammers on its rolls that they will be in smaller auditoriums.
All dates arc on a guarantee and
cannot record for the newly-reac-^

AFMBANSBURDGE’S

NEW MAJESTIC WAXERY

basis.
tivated Majestic Records, headed percentage

He bought
name from re-

by Gordon Burdge.
rights to use the

Chicago, Jan. 30.
ceivers of the bankrupt Majestic
Xavier Cugat, slated to depart Radio and Television Corp.
today (30) on his third annual
AFM refused to grant him a
South American tour, has reportedly lost a good share of his side- license on the grounds he owes
men,. Tooters were said to have more than $2,000 to musicians who
seiTed notice on the maestro for
etched for 'ABC-Eagle Records with
econoiiUc reasons—precisely bewhom he formerly was associated,
cause of lower scales and the dif^Burdge claimed he as an indificulty of securing American dolvidual could not be held responsilars in South America.
His Latin ble
for any debts of ABC-Eagle,
sidemen, however, have remained.
but union nevertheless notified
Cugat is carrying vocalist Abbe members hot to work for him.
Lane, Otto Bolivar, Tato and Julia,
and Eddie Kozak as acts, in addition to a small cadre of sidemen.
He’ll augment on arrival.
Knipa Reoi^anizes
Gene Krupa, who disbanded his
Smith’s New RGA Victor Post
orch right after the 'New Year, is
_ Theodore Smith, sales head of reorganizing an outfit under Music
RCA Victor engineering products Corp. of America auspices. Startdivision, has been assistant general
ing Feb< 13, he’ll go on a one-niter
manager of tjiat department.
A. R. Hopkins has been appointed tour.
Krupa’s new band will also wax
general sales manager and Barton
Kreuzer product manager.
for RCA Victor,

Toni Arden Wings to N.Y.

To

Clarity Purcell Linb

Singer Toni Arden

Is planing to
week from Houston^
has
playing
been
where she
an en-

New York

this

gagement

at the

Shamrock

hotel.

Miss Arden, Whose career together
with that of singer Alan Dale, has
been bankrolled by fireman Gerard
W. Purcell, under Indictment in
connection with Uniformed Firemen’s Assn, fund scandal, has
worked the New York hop into her
schedule In order to clarify, the
situation linking her name
to

critical phase this week as the
tooters union began throwings its
weight around* Initial Indication
of rough going at the bargaining
sessions came with local’s threat
to stage a wtdkout at midni^t tonight (Wed.), expiration date of the
current contract* unless the networks agreed before ,that time to
a retroactive application of any
hike in wage scales.
Although such a move would
.

paralyze most radio and video net-

work programming, network

offi-

not appear to be worried
about the walkout threat and lip
to yesterday (Tues. ) were still refusing to grant retroactivity. Their
sanguine attitude apparently from
the knowledge that they could
cials did

Petrillo-Net Talks
Negotiations for ah over-all
network pact between Ameri-

Federation of Musicians

can
'

and radio - TV broadcasters
opens here In New York today
(Wed.) with James C. Petrillo,
AFM prexy, heading the union
contingent.

Richmond, Jah.
Talks will parallel bargainblanket boycott of all segreing sessions on local level begated events, urged by the Richtween Local 802 and radiomond Chapter, National Assn* for
video outlets in New York.
the Advancement of Colored People, resulted In sparse attendance
by Negroes at a Marian Anderson demand. As of yesterday, network
concert at the Mosque on Jan. 16, reps declared that a retroactive
the cancellation of an appearance agreement was unnecessary since
30.

A

Current action marks the first
time in almost 20 years that music of Duke Ellington Sunday (28),
is now reporting that 45’s are acwith boycott announced for the
counting for nearly 50% of its publishers have been involved In a program Imoked on Sunday (4) of
federal violation. Last instance octotal pop activity.
Although percurred in the early 1930’s when Sarah Vaughn, Errol Garner and
centage for the general trade is
Max
Mayer, a jobber and! publish- Lester Young, as well as for the
closer to 20%, Capitol’s success
on Feb. 8.
er, brought a civil anti-trust suit Fred Waring concert
with the new speed is spotlighting
Miss Anderson, booked into the
against 12 pubs who organized
the trend.
to
entertainer
first
was
Music Dealers Service. Nine of the Mosque,
Stimulation of the runaway biz
pubs settled with Mayer out of bear the brunt of the boycott,
in 45’s has come from the coin
court but Feist, Crawford,. Donald- aimed at Virginia’s segregation
machine industry which has been son, Douglas
and Gumble fought laws. Announcement of NAACP’s
busily converting to the slower
the case through in court and won stand did not come until a week
speed. Cloud on the horizon exists,
before her appearance when statea dismissal.
however, in the possibility that
ments were issued to the newspamaterial shortages resulting f^rom
pers by Dr. J. M. Tinsley, presirearming efforts may
nation’s
Miss Andent, of local chapter.
brake or even halt production of Lombardo’s 70 Concert
derson, he stated, was requested by
new equipment*
letter to' Cancel her program here
Columbia Records, late entrant
if the audience was to be segregatDates Cross-Coontry In
in the 45 rpm Reid, asserts that
ed. She made no reply to Dr. Tinsin spite of the trend it will conley, and gave her scheduled concert
AC. Steel Pier Preem which
tinue to press the seven-inch
was well attended by white
Guy Lombardo has signed- for a patrons with a scattering of Nerpm disk which it alone spon33
According to Columbia of- series of 70 concert dates in a groes. Concert drew a gross of a
sors.
ficials, recent weeks have shown nationwide tour that starts at the little more than $2,000, representan encouraging increase in the Steel Pier, Atlantic City, Feb. 4
( Continued on page 37)
sales totals rung up by the sevens and winds up at the County Center, White Plains, N. Y., April 30.
incher.

Lombardo

American
Federation
of
Musicians, and the major radio and
video network outlets entered a

avert a strike at today’s negotiations by merely yielding to a retroactive clause without commit'‘
ting themselves on any other union

though sheet music is price-fixed
under New York fair trading laws,
no siich legislation exists In Mis-

AFM

ter city.

On Eve

deal with Jenkins because of the
latter’s price-cutting activities. Al-

AFM’s Pix-TV Ruling

STARR CHARGES PIRACY
ON ‘SOMEDAY’ TUNE
Hugh
wrote

a

O. Starr, who claims he
tune tagged “Someday

one day remained in which to ham-

mer

out

a

eventuality,

new

This
appeared

contract.

however,

dim.

New

complication in the negoti-

was the Government’s order
week for a wage freeze. How

ations
last

the freeze will affect the

new pact

was unclear to both sides since the
Government’s order has some
holes through which wage hikes in
other fields, such as coal and auto,
were being okayed. Existence of a
wage freeze, even in the present
loose form, is one of the more important factors cuing the union’s
demand for retroactivity to Feb. 1,
also the starting date for coal and
auto scale boosts.
Deadlock in the negotiations
(Continued on page 37)
'

HADRKUERA ORCH OFF
FOR MONTEVIDEO FIESTA
With South American band season opening up, Enrica Madriguera
orch and troupe planes to Montivideo today (31) for a four-week
stand during the city’s carnival
celebration. Madriguera, incidently, has written a tune, “Montivideo,” that has been adopted as
the city’s anthem.
Following Montivideb, the LatinAmerican maestro has been tentatively booked in Buenos Aires for
two weeks. Date hinges upon
settlement of a dispute between
the American Federation of Musicians and the Argentine tooters
union for an exchange agreement.

Want Me” in 1929, last week
an infringement suit in N. Y.
federal court against Duchess Music Corp:, Mainstreet Songs, Inc.
and Jimmie Hodges. He charges
that the defendants* song, “Someday ( You’ll /Want Me to Want
You) ,” was lifted from his 1929
composition.
Starr asks an injunction, an aceountirig and damages. His “Someday,” he asserts, is protected by
common-law copyright.
Madriguera also Is slated for a
stand in Cuba and heads back for
a date in Las Vegas in April.
You’ll
filed

Joe Hunter’s Marathon
Some kind of marathon record
must be in the making for “Ivoi^”
Joe Hunter,

M-G-M Records’ blues
who completed a

singer-pianist,

Cayallaro to

Rennie Band

After Hotel Dates as l^lo

two-week engagement at the Oasis,
Carmen Cavallaro Is expected to
Hollywood, Jan, 29. His appearance there climaxed a series of 91 resume band activities following
one-nighters in an Uninterrupted four weeks of cafe and hotel dates
stretch of 91 nights.
as a single. Maestro is current at
Purcell’s.
Location booking, though continPurcell, whose extra-curricular uing his non-stop grind, was his the Flamingo, Las Vegas, and is
.

only breather since the trail re- slated for four consecutive weeks
sumed immediately to carry him on the Statler hotel chain.
Cavallaro ^ill play two weeks at
through a schedule without a night
charged with withholding $133,000 off till March 1, when he makes the Statler, 'Washington, starting
from the UFA fund. Miss Arden his first bow to a Canadian audi- Feb. 19 and follows immediately
activities allegedly took hini into
angeling talent, backing nightclubs
and other show biz enterprises, is

and Dale are

in
in the charge.

no sense involved ence
'for a

at Colonial Tavern, Toronto,

with another fortnight at the Stat-

week.

ler, Detroit,

*
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Uvaiit, Rose in N.Y.

Snih

|

Soloist Sked for ’Sl-’52
Leonard Rose, first cellist of the
Y.
Philharmonic - Symphony
who’s quitting end of* this season
be a concert recitalist, will be
a soloist with the N. Y. symph next
season.
Sked calls for 28 instrumental soloists, seven being heard
with the orch for the first time.
These are pianists Gina Bachauer,
Frank Glazer, Constance Keene,
Grant Johannesen and William
Masselps, and violinists Frances
Magnes and Michael Rabin. Rabin
is 14-5r.earTold son of George Rabin,
violinist with the orch.
^
Other soloists next season include Oscar Levant, Robert Casadesusi Jean Casadesus, Myra Hess,
Aldo Ciccolini, Clifford Curzon,
Rudolf Firkusny, Nicole Hehriot,
Hortense Monath, Guiomar Novaes,
Rudolf Serkin, Artur Schnabel,
Arthur Whittemore & J ack Lowe,
Zino Francescatti, Jascha Heifetz,
Nathan Milstein, Erica Morini,
Isaac stern and Gregor PiatigorN.

Hollywood, Jan. 30.

-f-

Local radio stations and networks, which lately haven't been
dropping the boom on disks for
being “suggestive” or “risque,”

Congress Cracking Down
On Dirty Disk Trafific

Washington, Jan. 31.
Two bills, designed to plug Ipopv
swung into action this week with holes in statute books which pervengeance. Capitol Records, for mit pornographic disks to cross
instance, has had three of its best-^ state lines, have been passed by;
.selling current platters banned on the Senate.
one or rnore L.A. outlets. Decca \ Drawn up at the recommendaand Columbia releases also ;have tion of the Justice and Postoffice
Departments, the bills, now before
been quashed by broadcasters.
“John and Marsha,’* which as of the House, seek to expand the definition of obscene matter to cover
yesterday was Capitol^ second best disks and to extend ban bn
shipoff
ruled
been
has
platter,
selling
ment of obscene >matter to cover
ABC-KECA,
CBS-KNX,'
transportation.by
private
means
as
by
air
NBC-KFI and KMPC, as well as well as by the mails and common
;

Another Cap

in Boston.

top-seller

carriers.

Dottie O’Brien’s
cutting.of “Four Or Five Times”—
NBC-KFI, CBS-KNX,
nixed by

widely banned

KMPC

and

is

KFWB, among

Cap

others.

in

Hollywpod Meet

While phonograph equipment
manufacturers are being hit ty

Va, Davis Set for 3- Week
shortages
Concert Tour of Alaska companies
tinued
Virginia

A&R

then, too.
prexy and supervisor of a&r, has
Cap release under
summoned department personnel
is Dean Martin’s version of “Wham, Bam, Thank You, to series of meetings on. Coast this
Ma’am.” The title of “Wham” has week. Walter Rivers, eastern mgr
of
a&r, and Dave Cavanaugh,
sealed its fate.
Another song, a budding possi- eastern head of recording, planed
Friday (26) to attend sessions
iriusic hit,

The

third
censorial fire

“The Roving Kind,” had
where they’ll confab with Coast
been banished off CBS but a
contingent Lou Busch, Dave Dexchange in lyrics caused the net to
Gillette, Alan Livingston
Disk version of the ter, Lee
lift the ban.
and Pete Rugolo.
tune are still tabu.
Huddle was dictated by double
Regularly, stations nix bluesblow dealt label recently by
shoutings and back-room versions
switchover of Jim Conklin and
but these disks
of pop tunes,
Paul Weston to Columbia Records,
normally are put out by odd-labels. and by more recent release of Pete
It has been a long time since the
Rugolo as a regular a&r staffer.
ax fell so generally here as it has
Rugolo, who recently transferred
on two flatters such as Cap’s
“John and Marsha” and “Four Or to the Coast from New York where
was assistant to Rivers for over
he
Five.” Incidentally, both of these
asked to be relieved of
relatively recent releases are going a year,
Cap office duties in order to freewildfire in the jukes hereabouts.
lance in other fields as arranger
Banned off KFWB; too, but not and composer, rather than work
for being risque, is Spike Jones’ 100% in records. Rugolo, who is
RCA-Victor satire on “Tennessee top arranger for Stan Kenton’s
Waltz.” The reason is not because organization, ia being retained by
of any suggestiveness, however, Cap as musical consultant and adbecause of an viser to its repertory department.
but, reportedly,
offensive dialect employed.
ble hit,

Situation

in

Cap’s

a&r opera-

tions is still regarded as fluid despite Wallich’s takeover of the top
post. Before Conkling’s exit, Wallichs served as administrative and
financial chief with little involvement in the repertory division.
There’s a possibility that the Cap
prexy will appoint someone more
experienced in that field. It’s understood that- Paul Weston is still
a strong entry for the Cap a&r

Santly-Joy Restricts Tune
After London Jumps Date
Blocking move of London Records to jump the release date on
“Let Me In,” a new folk-type num-

American Society of ComposAuthors and Publishers has restricted the tune from broadcast
performances without specific ap-

ber,
ers,

Weston can get a release
proval of the publishers, Santly-Joy
from his Columbia pact.
Music, Latter firm put a March 1
release on the number, but London
post

if

'

\

cut and issued a version of the tune

with Bobby Wayne last week.
Santly-Joy was compeLec to restrict the number via ASCAP following squawks from other diskeries who were planning to observe
the release date.

Continued from page

35

sssj

ing a substantial loss in the 4,8^5fieat

Mosque.

‘

Duke Eliingtoh’l^appearance was
called off at his own request, it
was announced by Leon Fields,
local

promoter.

prised of

NAACP's

apEllington,
stand, was quot-

ed as saying that the boycott “hurt
his feelings” and those of members
of his band, particularly in view of
the fact that the week previous he

and the band had donated their
services to a concert at the Metros
politan

Opera House whereby

they,

had added $10,0()0 to the coffers of

naacp.

^

Local NAACP officers state that
the boycott is hot aimed at any individuals but at Virginia’s segregation laws Which prohibit the mixing of the races in any public gathering.

has been customary at
the Mosque to reserve sections for
It

SPA Dues Papnents Seen
,

Reflecting Biz Upbeat

Di.vis,

ballad-singing

bandleader Meyer
of
Davis, is set for a threerweek tour
of Alaska M?'’ch 7-28. Singer, who
gave a Concert at Hagerstown, Md.,
last night (31), has a full winter
sked, appearing at
'Marshall College, Huntington, W. Va., Feb. 8
Boca Raton, Fla., Feb. 18, and Stetson U., Peland, Fla., Feb. 23, before
the Alaska trek.
She also sings' at Spokane March
30; Mills College, Oakland, April
4; Mill Valley, Cal., April 6; San

Bethlehem,

Dimitri Mitropoulos will again
be musical director and Franco
Autori associate conductor. Giiest
maestros will be Bruno Walter,

Pa.,

be available,
Vinylite, which has gained a cruplace in the disk setup as a
result of tfle growing importance
of long-play and unbreakable platters, is in abundant supply at the
present time, with several top diskeries having considerable inventories of the material. It’s anticipated, however, that sooner or later
the Government will start Cutting
into the numerous chemicals used
in the manufacture of vinylite. As
a precaution, major companies are
experimenting in their labs with
alternate materials which may have
to be used for the rpm and 45rpm
cial

and Erie.

Mars’ $1,000,000
InfriDgement Suit Vs.

biscuits.

Loew’s^ Mayer in Chi Court

Copper and lead, used in the
manufacture of masters and subChicago, Jan. 30.
masters, have already tightened up
Million-dollar infringement suit considerably, but not enough to
naming Loew’s, Inc., and Louis B. affect the production flow. Short(Ism Continued from page 1
ages in metals »ha ve been reflected
ing unusual Strength in the pres- Mayer over the tune “Just Remimostly in rising costs during the
ent market, but they are breaking niscing” will go before Judge
past six months, and was one of
through for^Rs with terrific speed. Philip Sullivan today (30) in Chi the factors
leading to the increase
Top case in point is “If,” Shapiro- federal court.
of disk prices in December.
Bemstein plug, which was launGhed
Equipment
manufacturers, howthe
Mars
Charge brought by
less than four weeks ago but alever, are being squeezed by shortready has skyrocketed to the top. Music Co., indie race pubber here, ages ranging
from steel to tubes..
Number, in fact, was the fastest alleges Loew’s used the “Reminis- As a result, the unprecedented flow
of its type to make* the “Hit Pa- cing” title to cover “the outright of new-record-playing
machines insteal’*
of
“There’s
for
a
Reason
Tune is
rade” in several years.
to the homes laist year, estimated at
also winging away on sheet music Everything,” copyrighted br Mars
4,000,000,
is
expected
to narrow
and disks with Perry Como’s Cut in 1941, Indie claims the Loew’s down to a trickle during
the next
for RCA Victor around the 400,000 tune, which was published in 1949, year.
Disk industry, however, has
contains four measures idehtical to
mark.
a
cushion
of over 16,000,000 maits own.
Other current top hits also bechines of
Checkup of Robbins, Metro’s lo- circulation,various vintages now in
speak the public’s shift away from
which means the mainthe novelty type of pop, such as cal music office, reveals that “Just tenance of a considerable market,
last year’s “Music, Music, Music” Reminiscing” is not listed in its even if no more phonograph playand “If I Knew 'You. Were Coming catalog. Further, the Robbins of- ers are made.
Such tunes fice here claims it has never been
I’da Baked a Cake.”
as “Tennessee Waltz,” “My Heart notified of the suit, nor has any

=iJ

Jukes
F»*ee ‘Lullaby’
knowledge of it.
Complaint was filed in May,
In
Pic Proipotion
1949, and asks that Metro be reHollywood, Jan. 30.
strained from future recordings
In one of rare instances in which
and sales of the tune, in addition
jukeboxes are given free disks,
to the $1,000,000 judgment deWarners has arranged to send out
mand.

Cries For You,” “So Long,” “Be
My Love,” “The Roving Kind,”
and the oldie, “Nevertheless,” are
in a more permanent category with
either a folk or class ballad quality.
Only exception to the current trend, and possibly the tail-'
'end of the novelty cycle, is “The
Thing,” which is still floating near
the top.
Publishers are welcoming the
new ballad accent not only for
sentimental but good business reasons.
This type of number, as
contrasted with the novelty threehour hits, not only stay around
longer, but sells sheet music, the
bread-and-butter of the pub indusOne of the reasons for the
try.
marked upbeat in current copy
sales is ascribed to the flock of
ballad hits which the public not
only wants to hear on disks, but
apparently wants to play on their
pianos at home as well.
Since ballads wear longer, the
pubs are also relatively free from
the necessity of working on a tightly strung series of new numbers,
each of which costs hefty coin to
launch and promote. If the current trend persists, the pressure
for new material will subside with
the possibility opened for more
careful discrimination in the pub’s
choice of plug numbers. Such an
evolution would hot only help the
pubs but the writers on the creative end Who are seeing their more
serious efforts being rewarded,
From the diskery point of view,
the saihe beneficial factors are operating with the ballad upbeat; No
longer required to cbver every
novelty tune on the hypo of some

Songwriters Protective Assn, is
receiving a record-breaking influx
of professional members’ dues to
its coffers. Payments, formally due
in January, have so far this year,
been received from considerably
more than 50% of cleffers, in unprecedented proportion.
SPA officials offer the opinion
that members* response reflects
optimism prevailing in the music
biz that 1951 has Ushered in a
bonanza year. A negative indication
supporting view is the fact that
associate members, writers who
have no professional relationship
with esfablished pubbers and are,
therefore, in no position to benefit activity in an isolated territory,
from the trade trend, have been disk companies can Cut down their
paying up at a more normal rate.
total wax output. Most of the major platter companies have, in
fact, cut down the number of their
Farrow Into Spina’s Spot releases in recent weeks with betspacing of numbers by individMgr. of Disney Music ter
ual artists and a healthier relationFred Raphael, vicepresident and ship with retail outlets, who don’t
general professional manager of have to stock up disks which freWalt Disney Music Co., has ap- quently fade before they’re arpointed Johnny Farrow profession- ranged in the sales bins.
al ihanager of the firm, with Mickey
of the
Continuation
present
Glass to work on his contact staff AVholesome situation is in the laps
here in New York and Phil Kahl of both the pubs and the diskeries
in California.
to a great extent, some industry
Farrow replaces Jack Spina, who toppers believe. If both facets of
left Disney to set up his own the industry persist in stressing
pubbery, Spinlan.
the best in pop music, it’s hoped
the market will go along. AccordBernie Cummins ing to this philosophy, the public
Galveston
and his orch currently at the Bali- not only gets what it likes but it

WB

.

recordings of “Lullaby of Broadway,” made by Frank Devol, to
plug uDcqming film of same title.
Studio last week refused Devol
permission to use tune in g UI
short because of its own projected!
feature, but it had no qualms
about getting Devol’s Capitol platter to seiid to theatres for use on
p.a. systems.
Alex Evelove,
flack chief, and Bobby Weis/ Devol
press agent, promoted 450 “Lullaby” disks from Capitol for free,
and Vic Blau, Coast chief of Mu/>ic
Publishers Holding Co.,
subSid which controls “Lullaby,” has
bought from diskery, for 44c each,
another 500 platters which will be
distributed free to jukefiox opera-

Coast Tuue Touts Toss
Shffld^ for Coukliug
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
repping Hollywood’s song pluggers, presented an
engraved watch to Jirh Conkling at

Lucky Wilber,

a shindig tossed to

move from

ter’s

mark

the

WB

,

lat-

Capitol to Colum-

WB

bia Records. Entire roster of Cap
diskery ’s top brass turned out,
along with 55 tune touts, for the
,

occasion.

Accepting the gift, Cohkling
thanked the music men for “teaching me how important publishers
can be to a record company

tors;

—

Houston
KPRC-TV staged an
night March of Dimes benefit
show here on Saturday (27). Teleall

cast featured various local entertainers from night clubs, radio outlets and KPRC-TV, all contributing their services for the special

Decca Expands Publicity,
Deejay Contact Depts.
Gearing for heavier promotional
Decca Records has expanded its publicity and disk
jockey contact department under
Mike Conner, diskery’s artists relations
director
and pub chief.
Switching over from the company’s
New YoFk distrib office, Leonard
Wolf has been upped to promotion
manager Of Decca ’s eastern diviactivity,

show.

.

AFM

ssssJ
looms currently not only from dif-

sion.

Irwin Zuckerman, formerly Conner’s publicity assistant, hAs been
promoted as eastern promotion rep
for Coral Records, Decca subsid.

Florence

Lowe

has

Zuckerman’s former

taken

|

over

slot at Decda.
I

Harry Link

is going into busihimself, temporarily at
with publication of a tune,
“A Nickel Ain’t Worth a Cent ToJack
day,” under his imprint.
Segal and Fredee NoPman defied

ness

grows to

.

like

what

it gets.

shortly.

for

Sole other remaining issue which
appears As a stumbling block to
an early agreement is the union’s
demand for the eMmination of all
disks on radio and video airlanes
the number.
between 8 a.m. and midnight. AcLink, who exited as Feist exec cording to one network spokesearly this months picked up the man, all demands by the local can
tune to keep his hand in. Its un- be met part or all of the way, but
derstood, however, that Link is the disk ban cannot be considered
least,

—

here.

ferences over the union’s demands
but from, the conflicting strategies
in handling both the radio and
video demands.. While management reps are insisting oh a packaged discussion of both fields, the
union is accenting its demands for
radio almost exclusively. Such hot
potatoes as music for video films,
for instance, ate being brushed
aside by the Local 802 negotiators.
Latter claim that AFM
prexy James C. Petrillo will tgke
up that issue with the networks
,

Link Publishes Tune

^

Room

Deadline

Continued from pa ^e 35

As

whites and Negroes all on floors
and in all ticket prices whenever
Negro
been
entertainers
have
booked.
Consensus among white
and Negro leaders is that current
boycott is ill-timed in that nothing can be done about the segregation laws until the state legislature meets in 1952.
nese

disk

will

Francisco, April 10, and Pittsburgh
(with Fine Arts Quartet) April 14.
Dates in May include Wilmington,

sky.

of essential parts,

are well stacked for conhigh-gear production during
the coming year,
Top industry
execs anticipate that, if the current armaments program continues,
shortages in vital material will not
be felt until next’’ September, by
which time they hope substitutes

daughter

has
To Revamp
Setup
been occasibned, in this instance
by Miss O’Brien’s inflections. The
lune is an Old one^ by Marco HellIn Conkling, Weston &it George Szell and Guido Cantelli..
nian and Byron Gay, in Feist MuIn a move to redefine and reassic catalog. Back in 1927 the late
Jimmie Lunceford made a disk of sign duties of tpp echelon men in
tune and no station in country artist ’bnd repertory department of
BalladsVRole
banned it. It was quite a shebt- Capitol Records, Glenn Wallichs,

The whack-down apparently
'

Montbs Ahead

Materials; Eriuf for

to

i

1

talking a deal with Broadcast
for an exec post.

sic, Inc.,

Mu-

I

l

as a reasonable

ent form.

demand

in its pres-

,

;

.

.

.

P^niETY
Top Songs on TY

onriiE$TnAS>]»ii:sic

38

.
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Wediiesclay, January 31,

1951

Week of Jan. 19-^25
(Alphabetically Listed)

Week

(Based on copyrighted AuCoverage Index and
Audienee Trend Index, pub*
lished by Offi/e of Research,

dience

PAUL’S PERCH

THE ARBOGAST SHOW

With Paul Allen

Bob Arbogast, Paul Sully
Producer: Pete Robinson
P»ni.
2 hrs.j Mon.-Sat.,

Witii

H

Participating

WHB, Kansas

Inc.,

Sustaining

Morris
Were a Bell
Massey
Heart Cries for You
Chappell
Nevertheless
Tennessee Waltz ... ,.Aeuff-R
.Berlin
You’re Just in Love
5 Top Standards
Harms
Begin the Beguine
Harms
Just One of Things

director)
If I

CKOy, Ottawa

City

.

|

'

per week;
Theirs is strictly a comedy,
tongue-inrcheek approach to a record show* Bob Arbogast is the key
figure, doing most of the Work at
the mike with his own nonchalant,
take-it-easy style, ad-libbing about
the music, current events or whatPaul
ever comes into his head.
Sully also is at the mike, right at
the Arbogast elbow as assistant ahd
chief heckler. Between the two
they keep the conventional ball on
the lively bounce. Pete Robinson
completes working trio.
An outstanding feature of the
show is the extensive use of “cutins,” the recorded voices of “little
people” who are made to flit In
and out Of the show at, any point—
in the middle of a record or commercial, or talking back to Arbogast, etc.
The “voices” are mostly
straight lines which are extracted
from regularly transcribed dramatic shows.
Robinson handles
this research and actively works
the .show, cuing In the voices at
the strategic moment for laughs.
He also has a guiding hand in the
trend W'hich the show takes from
,

day

to day.

Musically, the show sticks fairly
well to current hits and 'standard
pops for the Club 710 sessions—
directed principally at housewive.s.
On the night session, there is more
digging into the extensive
library for choice odlies and other

WHB

platter tidbits.

the Chinese Room of the
Quebec-side niterj^-hotel, Standish
Hall, where Allen takes dedications
of tunes by telephone during and
between spins. If the calls come
between, they go on the air. He
answers the phone with “Paul at
Standish Hall,” does a table-hop

“Paurs promenade”

to in-

terview customers, rings in celebs
for gabbing When they’re in the
Hall’s floor show iBiU Farrell due
Thurs. Feb. 1), and closes with a
dreamy tune coupled with short

poem. He

•

,

.

Went

Strings

Despite strongly established opfrom another local station;
Les. Lye held forth
until his show shuttered, Allen
managed to build up a hefty
listener following between 11:15
and midnight, except Sunday,
when the Hall is closed. With Lye
gone from, the spot, Allen ought to
have the late dialers lined up
solidly from here On in.
Announcing, where it’s needed,
mainly at the Promenade/ is done
by the stationKiall announcer at
the studio, this night by Bill Crone.
Allen is up every morning to go
on CKO Y’s early disk shot,“Musical Clock” (7 a.m.*, then handles
another daily disk chore, “Club
1310,” aired from a nabe fllmer
Stage at 4 p.m. using guests from
the 'teener audience. Resides this,
he’s in on some regular announcing duties. Busy character, and
capable in all the elements.
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Chappell
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Mill.s
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If I Were a Beli-^’<'“Guys and Dolls”
If You’ve Got the Money, I’ve Got the
•
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Shapiro

.

.

.Morri.s

Time

Peer

In the Land of Make Believe
BUI
It’s a Lovely Day JToday—^’*‘“CaVl Me Madam”
Berlin
I’ve Never Been In Love Before
’'‘“Guys and Dolls”, , , .
.
Morii.s
May the Good Lord Bless and Keep Yop,
..Pickwick
Music By the Angels ......
....
\ ...
;.
.
Leeds
Maestro George Shearing pur- My Heart Cries For You
......;
.... .
.... ...
Massey
chased a 70 acre farm at Jamies- Nevertheless— t“Three Little Words”
. .
...
. . .
Crawford
Deal in Night Is Young
burg, N. J., last week/
and You’re So Beautiful ... , . . , * ..Words
Music
the works to have the RCA Red Orange Colored Sky
Frank
/
Seal label farm out Robert Merrill
I^ etite
altz
...
...
Duch css
to RCA’s pop label for a series
...
...
...
Tennessee
Waltz
.Acuff-Rose
of waxings with Dinah Shore; It’s
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Second Group
I

Daba. IlOneyinoon.

.Aba.

Aly IjOvo- ....

;^^il

.-.

...

.. ...

.

.

.

*. Feist

.

.

...a. ... ...................
.....
...... ...... . . . . .... .....
..../.

.-..‘t

.

.

Lillis

Autumn Leaves
Criterion
Always You ......
... ........
...
Dreyer-Marks
Best Thing For Yoii— ‘*"“Call Me Madam” .................
Berlin
.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

,

.

;

.

Frosty the

.

Snow Man

.....*

.

Am Loved—’^'“Out

of This World” ...... ...
Don’t Mind Being All Alone ...

I

I

By— t “I’ll

Get

I’ll
j

.

. .

. . .

...
. . .

Long Before

I

....

Nat “King” Cole back to Hollywood today (Wed.l for two weeks
and Capitol Records sessions. Cole
Julie Stearns, professional manMonte Bruce, promotion director trio opens at Regal theatre, Chiager for Broadcast Music, Inc., is for Louis Prima’s Robin Hood cage, Feb, 16 for one week then to
heading back this . week from a Record company, goes into the New York for video appearances
tour of midwest disk jockeys.
Army today (Wed.l.
Glenn Moore opening with his
new band at Pelham Heath Inn,

•

•

t

Burke-VU
./General

•

Knew You

9

Lucky, Lucky, Lucky Me
One Finger Melody .....

Gorm>

9

t

9

99

9

.

.

.

9

.Harms

9

9

.

.

.

.

.

9

.

9

9

9

%

9

9

9

9

9

99

.

9

.Hollis

•

Robbins
.Folkways

.

.

.Santly

.Barton

,

9

j

!

9

99%99»%9**^^<

Roving Kind ... ....
....
Sea of the Moon—-t “Pagan Love Song”
So Long
9^99999^9
Tear Drops From Your Eyes
Tonda Wanda Hoy— 1“ At War With the Army”

i

.Bourne
.Leeds

.

.

White Duck.

Little

& R

Chappell

.

the Cornfields
Life Is So Peculiar— t “Mr. Music”

.

Hill

.

Get By”

Remember

I

femme member.

.

.

Case,”

.

.

.

&

.

.

<

.

,

.

.

.

Gene Krupa Avill peddle his
Westchester, N. Y home and buy
a dairy farm near Cleveland, O.
Eydie Gormc, chirp with the
.
Tex Beneke orch, is doing a series
of film shorts for Lou Snader
Jack Edwards
Telescriptions
.
started a swing around the country last week for Edwards Music
Cab Calloway made his
Co.
last appearance in the U. S., before
going On a South American tour,
at Pelham Heath Inn in the Bronx
Four Jacks and a Jill have
signed Pat Easton as their new
.

.

•

.

.

.

.

Thinking of Ybu^1 “Three Little Words”
.
/ . . /. . . /
Remick
To Think You’ve/ Chosen Me
.... ...
.... Laurel
Use Your Imagination— <‘“Out Of This World”
......
Chappell
You and Your Beautiful Eyes— t“At War With the Arniy”, .Paraniount
You Love Me-^t‘ West Point Story” .....
...
Witmark
You’re Just In Love— *“Call Me Madam”
........
... Berlin
Zing Zing Zoom Zoom. ...
....... .... ....
.... .Robbins

advance of singers’ film appearance in Paramount’s “Aaron Slick
from Pumpkin Crick” ... Lucky
MiUinder to continue as maestro
in coh junction with duties as song
plugger for Sheldon Music
Dick Linke promoting Ziggy Talin

.

,

.

,

.

,

;

.

.

position

.

.

.

.

Get Out Those Old Records
Harbor Lights

.

'

calls it “Paul’s Pillow.”

.

•

•

:Dear Dear Dear.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

A Penny a Kiss,
Be My Love— t“Toast

Harms
Witmark
Harms

Let's D6 It. ...
Liiilaby of Broadway

Zing

.

.

.

.

.

Publishers
MorriQ

A Bushel and a Peck— ^-“Guys'and Dolls”
A Marshmallow World .............
And You’ll Be Home

.

.

in

called

•

.

Songs

;

.

.

CKOY. The “Perch”

indie station,

.

.

representative of this lad’s energetic showmanship; on the local
is

*

Group

First

.

.

.

.

One ol the busiest and best
Threesome bn tliis Show canie to
WTIB from Tiicson last fall and has diSkers in the .Capital, Paul Allen
been going strong ever since \yith has three daily stints and this
popular music and their own brand reviewer could have picked any
of .comedy. Principal assignment is Of them to case. “Paul’s Perch” is
the evening two-hour stint at 11
p.m-, but the trio also works the
station’s established Club 710 for
two hours at 2 p.m; five afternoons

.

Peatman,

John G.

Dr.

Producer-tVriter;' Allen
45 Mins; Mon.-thru-Sat., 11:45 p.m.

of Jan. 19-25, 1951

Richard Hi.mber*s tog of broadcast performances, compiled oh basis
of varying point ratings for plugs on commercial and sustaining pro.
grains logged in each of the 3 major territories, New York, Chicago and
Los Angeles, Both groui)s of songs are alphabetically listed.

.

.

Simon
.Paramount
.

.

.

.

* Legit Musical,

|

t

i

Bronx, today (Wed;) with Lynn
Richards, songstress, and dancer
Lennie
Kathy Moore featured
Tristano Quintet opened Monday
(29) at the Club 421. Philadelphia,
Following curfor one week
rent Paramount, N. Y., stand, Ella

Filmusical.

Clyde McCoy band
etched six sides for Mercury last
Nov-Elites held over at
Club Caribe, Miami ,.. Red Coop
er has joined the Muggsy Spanier
Betty Meband as drummer
Fitzgerald takes off a Gross-coimCfUire orch, currently at the Glass
.

.

,

.

atre Feb, 15

,

.

New

week

weeks

.

.

a
Arthur

Godfrey “Talent Scout
show, being handled by A1 Martino,
manager of Teresa Brewer, for pro
buildup.

|

.

March 8

Harmonicats

repent

.

I

set for Grand .five
Club
theatre, Evansville, Ind., Feb. 7
Purdue Varsity glee club is set for
a one-shot at the Eighth St. theatre here, Feb. 16.

Kankakee,

./

at

.

.

I

.

fourth

.

.

.

Orleans,

for four
will
do
Bellerive Hotel,
Kansas City,' April 6. .Purdue
Varsity Glee Club is. set for a oneshot at the Eighth St. Theatre here,
Feb. 16
A1 Nye band is slated for

.

.

is

.

.

WBBM

remotes weekly from
Holljwood.

Pittsburgh

Larry Faith, Toniniy Carlyn’s
Philipps band to The
arranger for the last 10 years, who
Repub- left
Prom, St. Paul, Feb. 11
Chicago
to organize his own band, will
lic Music’s Hal Fein in town last
his new outfit to the Melody
Dick Bradley, Tower Records week on lookover
New Shapiro- take Ballroom
yi Chicago for a run
chief, checked in from the Coast
Sav""!
Bernstein tune, Yoii^Never*
ei S
1
y
March 14. In the meantime, Faith
Bradley announced Love You Anymore,”
last
week.
was cut by is playing
that California Record Distribua flock of Week stands
Tiny Hill last week for Mercury
tors will handle western distribuin this territory
Raymond Essex has joined the and one-nighters
tion, with Tower as the major pop
Al Rucci, Artie Aniell’s voFrank York band as trumpet man
line in its catalog
Singer Skip
calist, has been tapped by Uncle
Regal theatre here has .set
Farrell cut new Leeds tune, “If I
“King” Cole for a week; Feb. Sam and is off for army service
Were a Blackbird,” for Mercury Nat
Jane Dulo’s engagement this week
16, with Louis Jordan pacted for a
last week
Al Nye band is slated week, March
at Monte
Carlo was postponed
23.
for five
remotes from Club
when she had an opportunity to ,do
Dick Bradley, Tower Records
Hollywood shortly
Pubber Al
Galileo in town last week on mid- chief’ ^nounced that California Booking’s been tentatively put back
r...
Record Distributors will handle his'
west deejay promotion junket
(Continued on page 40)
Teresa Brewer, George Mitchell, western distribution, with Tower
the
as
major
pop
line
in the
Ken Griffin, Art Van Damme quinWilliams
pacted
tet and deejays Eddie Hubbard and catalog. .Griff
195r8 Top Noiiomakorr
Marty Hpgan, set for Oriental the- for Stevens Hotel, March 16, for
spring
roost
.Music
attorney
Mort Schaeffer has been hospitalized
.Tiiiy Hill set for Muehlebach
100% Recorded
Hotel, Kansas City, Feb. 28 for
Cavalcade in ’51
four weeks ... Singer Skip Farrell
Prentice-Hall’s
publication
ha.$ recorded new Leeds tune, “If I
The Noxr Hit Bollod!
of the “Variety Song CavalWere! a Blackbird” for Mercury,
cade” has been defeiTed to the
'reresa Brewer, George MitchelL
fall of 1951 because of the
Ken GrlfTin, Art Van Damme quinconsiderable additional matetet, and deejays Eddie Hubbard and
rial which Dr. JuUms Mattfeld,
Marty Hogan set for Gfiental theCBS musicologi.st, who comRecorded by TONY FONTAIne— ercury
atre Feb. 15. .Red Cooper haspiled it, has added. The voljoined the Muggsy Spahier band
ume will round out the midas drummer. .Will Mahoney to
Mills MUSIC. INC.
century by including the 1950
Palmer House, Chi, Feb, 22 for four
UVf Broadway
Now Yark
Cavalcade of Hits, plus an hisweeks. .Raymond
“Doc” Essex
torical-biographical appendix.
has joined the Frank York band as
This portion, too, is being extrumpet man .David Le Winter
tensively revised and reedited
waxed his band and 'the Lawrence
by Abel Green, editor of
Welk group last week for Standard
Variety, who has written a
Transcriptions
Willie Fischer set
for Capitol Lounge, Chi, Jan. 31
Special introduction.
for two weeks.
Abe Olman, genThe pi’Oposed $4 publication
eral
manager of Robbins-Feistprice
will
more likely be
Miller,
in
town
la.st week en route
nearer $7, because of the
to the Coast for huddles. .Henry
added material.
Those adRanch set for the Southern Club,
Vance-orderers who have feHou.ston, Feb. 9 for eight weeks.
mitted $4 to Variety will reRegal theatre here has set Nat Cole
ceive final billing when' P-H
for a week, Febr. 16, with Louis
fixes the exact price, or they
Jordan pacted for March 23, for a
can have the remittances reweek
Teddy Philips band to The
turned. Otherwise their orders
Prom, St. Paul, Feb. 11. Betty
are being kept, along with
McGuire orch set foraGraiid theaHOLLIS MUSIC, INC.
others which are to be billed
tre,
EvahSyille, Ind., Feb. 7
129 W. S2d St., New
..UPPO ji^WicAtipp,.
Byiisp, ta lU^Papyelt

Teddy
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HULLABALOO

.

Song

t6 LOVE YOU
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protested the film’s release.
Meanwhile, the Voluntary Selfcontrol (the German Johnston-office) passed the pic. But its youth
representative, Heinz Gaertner, revealed that he voted for a ban and
said that, while not condemning the
film’s quality, itself, other committee members also went on the record against Harlan’s comeback.
Pmture was also screened for the
Bundestag’s (lower chamber) committee for prpss, radio an(i films,
but it declined to comment. Only
the rightist Deutsche Party said
that the film’s release would l^e a
“test case of democratic freedoms.”
This was sarcastically countered
by the independent Rhein-Neckar
Zeitung, of Heidelberg, which said

work

and Jews

together, but not through

mediator like Harlan,
hardly be regarded as a

Harlan Pic

democracy
many.”
internationally recognized German
Continued from page
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shows Harlan films today

Jews and non-Jews
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will

alike.”

Seven

University professors in Hamburg
issued
an
anti-Harlan
protest,
while the Socialist youth movement distributed leaflets demanding that young workers and students protest against Harlan, “who
was a prominent tool of anti-Semit-

propaganda.”

Storm of Protests Vs. Film
In Duesseldprf, Norbert Wollheim, president of Jewish commu-
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JACKSON LOWE
JOINS WINX
"Jackson Lowe Show"
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A.M.i Mon.-Sdt.

Northwest Germany, announced that boycotts will be ornities in

Berlin stopped the guest performof the Vienna Burgtheatre
after four days of riots. Werner
Krauss, one of “Jud Stiess” stars,
headed the Burgtheatre cast). The
German UNESCO council stated it
regards release of the new Harlan
film “unpermissible.”
Two prominent Berlin actors,
Fritz Kaeuter and Bettina Moissi,
disclosed that Harlan planned to
make a distorted antLJewish propa-
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Buddy Lester
from Shakespeare's
•in for a fortnight at Eddy's restaur- ganda ‘film
ant, with Tony DiPardo band on “Merchant qf Venice” for propaganda
minister
Josef Goebbels.
stand ... Bob Manner’s and Music Makers in from the east for They said that only because Goebtwo weeks at the Famous restau- Uels did not like the script, folrant ,on the downtown Baltimore lowed shortly by the end of the
strip *.
'ivar,
the film plan shelved.
,
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common way

Hamburg alone. (Last December
Union members and students in

and the Reiser Bros, handling the
music assignment at Pusateri’s
Prime Rib, upper Broadway spot
Hollywood Rangerettes set by
Midland
Attractions
into
the
Dragon Grill, Corpus Ghristi, for
two weeks
Happy Cook combo
opened at the Mayfair Club,
.
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press also attacked Harlan while
London film writer H. H. Wollenberg sent a sympathy cable to
Lueth. Mario Franchinl, Italian
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.

Gus DeWerdt
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Harlan termed the charges “unfounded lies” and claimed he told
Goebbels that such a film would
make Nazi Germany ridiculous.
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ganized against the film “regardless
of legal consequences'” The Union
giiestint on “Grand Ole Opry”
of Victims of Nazism sent a “last
Wingy Manone joined Abbey appeal” to Harlan asking him not
Browne's orch at Charley Foy’s
to release the film or else they
Frank DeVol one-nighting around could not be responsible for any
Los Angeles
Freddy Martin top- action the union’s members might
lining current Giro’s layout.
take.
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Louis Jordan inked for a fortnight at the Oasis, starting May
11.
Geri Galian, currently playing relief at Giro’s, penning Spanish lyrics to Roy Rogers film songs
'Tex Williams got $500 and paid
his own fare to fly to Nashville for

Winners will be notified
by mail as soon after con-

test
practical.
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Or you may compose your own
melody. This way, everyone,
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winning song on the best combination of words and music.
Words, of course, MUST, be

Elliott’s staff
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winning song will receive
addition to the $1,000 cash
all royalty monies that
result from its publication
and use.. However, Motorola,
fnc., and the Simon DistributCorporation, reserve the
ing
privilege of using and playing
the song however, whenever
desire
and
wherever
they
without further obligation of
any kind to the author, or
authors.
This contest is open to
both amateurs and professionals
residing
anywhere in the world, except em?
ployees of Motorola, Inc., Simon Distributing Corporation,
their advertising agencies and
their families.
Contest Is subt
iect to all State and Federal
regulations.
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just went under the; MCA banner
Option of Dom Trimarkie
threesome picked up again at
Hotel Roosevelt’s Sylvan Room ...
Hal McIntyre played one-nighters
here on two successive weeks, first
at Pitt Interfraternity Ball and
second at Colonial Ballroom
New members of Local 60 of Musicians Union, both pianists, are
Jack Kahn, asst, publicity director
for Warners here, and Wally Feldman, Pitt senior and son of Joe
Feldman, asst, manager for WB
Whitey Scharbo band, following
long run at Johnny Brown’s, has
checked
into
Bachelor’s
Club,

sincerity, originality, good
taste and appropriateness
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February releases up through
Luis Morales orch back at Car- “David and Bathsheba,” which is
scheduled
for
distribution
nival Lounge for an indefinite run. not
Ted Leivis booked into Vogue until late summer or early fall.
Exhibs
using
the
revamped
Terrace for two-week engagement
setup
have been
beginning* Easter Monday, March blbckbooking
26
Charlie Parker outfit starts given a 20% cancellation privilege.
nine-day stay at Johnny Brown’s Cancellation is allowed after exhib
Club in East Liberty Feb. 9
has been givbn an opportunity to
Buddy Lee band playing flock of see a picture, for which he has con-

ar.
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“Tennessee Waltz”
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entries as you wish.
Be sure to print or typewrite plainly on each entry your name, address,

Washington that’ll cheer and
thrill every patriotic audience.
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Retail Sheet Best Seller
‘‘Tennessee Waltz”
*‘Most Requested” Disk

ends until spring but did a swit(?hBob
eroo at the last minute
Rhodes and Dolores Del Mar, vocalists with Lee Kelton band, won
Horace Heidt contest here and a
spot on one of his network radio

Nothing to boy "No Box
Tops, Cartons or Labels"
necessary. This Is a civic
endeavor. Submit as many song

encourage the
of a Song for

composition
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rights,
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getting a weekly
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cated below staff on the musical score.
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public domain
music is used, send in piano
score with original words properly placed.
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if Mr,
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up option of Walter Gable’s band
for entire winter. Spot had planned to have dancing only on week-

at
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residents could sing with pride
at all public
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Srpadway’ Cast

DLP-8036

Washington, Jan. 30.
A nationwide contest wa$ started
bore last week, With $2,500* in
prizes as the incentive, to find an
anthem for the Capital. Entries
may be submitted by amateurs or
professionals. Deadline is February
22, Washington’s birthday.
Sponsoring the contest is Motorola, which is awarding $1,000 cash
!

4
3
VOICE OF XTASY CALL ME MADAM

Capitol

Wants Own Anthem

first prize
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PERRY COMO
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SAMMY KAYE
14B

..

A Smash
•

.

“Bring Back the Thrill”— 20-4016
EDDY HOWARD (Mercury)
“You’ve Chosen
5517 ......

.

Decca 27350 and ‘^9-27350

(Capitol)

DEAN MARTIN
14A

You”— 1328

Taw a Puddy Tat”— 1360
EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

LES PAUL
i2C

2

'

(Capitol)

Cries for

MEL BLANC

WHITE DUCK

(Vic)

(Victor)
Heart Cries for You’*— 20-3978

“My Heart

LimE

and

DINAH SHORE
lOA

THE

(Decca)

“Harbor Lights”— 27208

10

7

-

.

.

,

.

Millinder's Theatre Date

N. 6.

Mario
M.ri. Lanzo
loni,

Decca
DA-818

_

,

Victor

DM1417

WDM1417

DLP-8035

Vallee Soft Drink V* P.
Boston, Jan. 30.

Rudy

Vallee,

who has been apr

pearing here at Copley Plaza’s
Lucky Miilinder, recently taken Oval Room has just been named
on as a songpli^ger for Sheldon vice-president of the local Pureoxia
Music, will continue touring with Company, bottlers of soft drinks.
his band this year. Following a
Vallee, who has been given a
stay at the Savoy Ballroom in Har- block of stock in the company, will
lem, Miilinder will embark on a plug the company’s product durswing of 'theatre dates across the ing his stints around the country.
country.

Benny Ross appointed prof esMiilinder also has boen pacted
slonal manager of Goday Music;
to do 24 sides for King Records.

THE BEANBAG SONG
and

LONESOME GAL
Decca 27453 and *9-27453
Single Record* 85c each (plus tax)

TOMMY EDWARDS

of

MOM

Records

Is

America's Fastest

“A FRIEND OF JOHNNY’S”

-"Selling'Recofds!
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N.Y.
cafe industry is going
out on the March of Dimes
drive with a series of guest nights

New York

Bk

Mardi Gras; Hotels, Cafes Hit Top

Chib Reviews

all

Clioz Paroe,
Dean

Miami B^eh

pulsating Latin rhythms, medleys
and tunes in the romantic vein.
Floorshow tees Off with Billy
Romano, who puffs up and twists

Kitty Kallen, Barr & Estes, Chezr
most major cafes.
Adorables (8), Len Dawson Orch,
French Quarter, which teems with
New Orleans, Jan, 30.
Guests nights were held at Dick Stabile; minimum ^5-^7. 50,
resorts.
entertainment
City is overcrowded with visiLeon & Eddie’s, Sunday (28); Blue
From Wednesday (31) through Angel, Little Club, Monday; Coq
tors for the Mardi Gras celebraThe potency of Dean Martin and
(6), the big day Rouge, El Borracho, Jack Eigen’s Jerry
tion, which got under way here next Tuesday,
Lewis as a draw in this area
Sunday (28) with three street pro- itself, will see a parade every night Guest Room, yesterday (Tues.); and is again being evidenced at this
cessions. Hotels are turning ciis- despite the fact that four of the are slated at the Versailles, La mild-Beach nitery, where the duo
Momus, Proteus, Martinique and Chambord, tonight. have been turning them away at
tomers away for lack of accom- major krewes
Rex and Comus—> called oft their Tomorrow’s parties will include both shows. So big have the crowds
modations.
theatre^ bars, parades and balls because^ of the the Old Khick.’ Ruban Blue, Cafe been that cops have been assigned
Night
spots,
The Krew of Society and Jimmy Kelly’s, and to keep the traffic moving. And
lounges: and the sightseeing tour national emergency.
operators are doing a landolTice Patria, featuring 24 floats, with a Friday’s festivities will take place with the high tariffs those crowds
business. The niteries have em- Korean W;ar veteran as king, wdll at the Havana-Madrid, Eddie Con- are fighting to pay, the owners of
this spot, which has been in the
bellished their floor shows, espe- parade Mardi Gras bay in place doh’s ahd Huttons.
red since opening last yearj look
cially the spots in the historic of Rex, annual mythical ruler of
in

toy ballons into elephants, swans
dogs and other animal shapes. Botli
adults and moppets at dinner show
got a kick out of his deft manipula-

—

;

tions.

j

.

Bob Evans, ventriloquist, and
his astute red-haired dummy pro(Continued oii page 44)

i

.

!

*

;

,

carnival.

thei city’s

Chamber

Commerce

estimates
that the Mardi Gras will net the
city

of

more than

‘ICE

$5,000,000.

^000

FOLUES’
IN 15

AT CLEVELAND

Cleveland, Jan. 30.
‘Tee Follies of 1951” surmounted
the local theatrical doldrums by
coming up to last year’s take here
during its 1 5 performances at the
Arena, closing Sunday (28).
Final weekend was lighter than
Marian Morgan into the Blue
Lena expected, but the. Shipstads-JohnAngel, N. Y., Feb. 16
Horne signed for the Latin Casino, son .revue skated away with a
Philadelphia, Feb. i; fpllovving run healthy total of $320,000, thanks
of Benny Fields.
to several sold-out performances.
Billy De Wolfe pacted for the Attendance was 124,847, about 8%
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N; Y., in above last year.
April V
Kay Thompson goes into
Gene Autry and his western muthe Palmer House, Chicago, Feb. sical revue has been booked by
,22 ... Maxie Rosenbloom, Mel Buddy Rand for his Arena Sunday
Torme and De Marco Sisters set (4) and advance sale looks good.
for Keith's, Boston, Feb. 7. Fran
Warren, Bert Wheeler and Hank
Ladd set for Feb. 28, and HarmoniSaranac Lake
cats pacted for March 7.
By Happy Benway
Singer Josh White flew to Lom
Saranac Lake, N. Y., Jan 30.
don, Monday (29) for a series of 28
Gang elated over recent visit of
concerts in the British Isles on a
deal set by the Foster Agency, Bob O’Donnell, Interstate circuit of
Texas topper, who spread plenty
London.
good cheer among the shutins.
Andy Grainger, ex-Rogerite now
Chicago
|;
connected with the Jamestown
Jack Reidy elected prexy of Amus. Co., took time out while on
Show Folks of America in Chicago honeymoon to mitt the gang here,
last week with Charles Zemater
Dr. Edgar Mayer, former mediI
and Mary Adam Stoker vice-presi- cal director of the old NVA sanaCo-Ops, dance group, torium, in for weekend.
dents
the Duke Ellington orchestra
Harry Nason, Otto Hayman,
I join
for the next two months on a, con- Versey Strum and yours truly,
tour
Jack Shea, club were guests of Frederick H. Kury,
cert
booker for Chi Associated office, editor of the Adirondack Daily EnI
broke his leg but is back to work terprise at a dinner at the Hotel
Lynn & Coe into
on crutches
Quarter,
the
Latin
CinCy
Delphin (RKO) Streder back
I
Hermine Wilson, formerly with from N.Y.C. after a 10-day furMcConkey Agency, switched to lough.
Teresa Brewer,
Ray Lyte office
Henrietta Allan and Patricia

New York

.

.

.

'

.

.

;

LENNY
BRUCE

I

.

;

one of the best of the new, comedians
as attested by the raves and applause
of
the
veddy choosey After-Dark
pleasure seekers on
our glorified
Main Stem.
.Cluboss Tom Shaw
srates that Lenny is one of the most
original comics and a good bet for the
smarter rooms 'round the country.
,

When

it
comes to ad-libs, Lenny
like Miles,
Lester, Youngman and other
brilliant wits that have appeared at

Bruce outshines even guys
Kent,

the

CLUB CHARLES."
—From Jan.
This

Week

.

.

.

I

.

.

spontaneous and fresh. Whether it
be Martin and his easy approach
to a pop song, with the Lewis
heckling and breakins to build
laughs, or their biz wdth conductor
Dick Stabile during his. sax solo;.
Lewis’ batoning of the band; impreshes of Ezio Pinza dr their new
bit,

interview of a punch
they
keep the

the

drunk

fighter,

audience howling and pounding
through to the encores and their
finale, the dance sequence With the
cane and hat* biz. It’s .40 minutes
of sustained screwballisms that
never .lull, with the results a beg-

"Mr, Everybody
Currently:

(JAN. 31

off.

In a tough spot
who precedes the

-

FEB. 1)

CAPITOL

Kitty Kallen,
team, and the

is

MANITOWOC.

handsome thrush comes through
in top fashion. They’re w'aiting for
Martin artd Lewis, but With her
first fast number she grabs attention and sustains it through her

WIS.

FEB. 2-3-4

MOOSE CLUB
WILLIAMSP 9 RT, PA.
AVAILABLE: fEB. 28

.

smartly arranged versions of the

pops and two specials, ‘‘Wish I Had
A Daddy In The White House” and
takeoffs on Ethel Merman, Ella
Logan and Lena Horne 'for sock

FOSTER AGENCY, LONDON,

returns.

Barr and Estes round Out the
solo
stints
with their comedy
hoofery for okay reception. The
line
handles
a
brief
opening
routine

in,

capable

.

,

liiiliy

Eoo*s« moiiiroal

^

,

,

i

George Mitchell, Ken

25 Issue

'

Baltimore.
!

Griffin, Art
Van Dame Quintet have beea set
for disk jockey show at the Oriental,

Feb.

15.

I

E.B.A.
I

J

Eddie Baetzel of the Paul Marr
office has been ordered to active
duty in AAF and leaves in six
j

!

solidly.

Lary.

.

,

I

.

Presents

Len

fashion.

Dawson’s orch backgrounds

.

i

j

Woodstock Hotel, New York

;

1

I

WORTH

.

.

j

Management:

M.

.

I

I

in

to finally reach the black side of
the ledger.
The pair don’t let down from the
moment they hit the stage. Though
utilizing the same basic components of which their act has
consisted for several years, it
has taken on a smoothness and
continuity that makes it seem

I

LENNY BRUCE, the CLUB
CHARLES Comic, has proven to be
.

.

emcees the show. His

a fiddle and

crew’s renditions include a judiciMiami Beach, Jan. 28.
Martin & Jerry Lewis, ous admixture of popular favorites

weeks.

Montreal, Jan. 27.

Lucienne Boyer, with Noel RegPayne flashing good clinic reports. nwr at the piano: Rex Owen, Joska
Carnations to Sophie .Tucker, de Barbary and Len Berger; no
George Roberts, Hon. Fred L. cover or minimum.
At Present
Rube Bernstein and
Doringer,
Jerry Sager for making the holiVacationing in
The choice of Ruby Foo’s StarPatients”
days happy for *'We the
light ROom for Lucienne Boyer’s
Miami, Fla.
of the Variety Clubs hospital.
first boite appearance in Montreal
Write to those who are ill.
is paying off.
Room draws most
Returning to London, May, 1951
of its clients from out-oLtowners
and the local English-speaking
Opening Savoy Hotel
trade who still regard Miss Boyer American Representative MILES INCALLS
as the top French chantoosie, remembering her mainly for ‘‘Parlez
Moi D’Amour” which she naturally
COMEDY MATERIAL
reprises for biggest hit of show.
Her work over the years has
changed little. There is still the
husky voice; the dramatic gesture,
and the hoked-up arrangement
that sell the Boyer songs.
Small
working area has tendency to
cramp her style, particularly when
she goes into a very sad song (which
most of them are) like ‘‘La Dernier Nuit” or her one English try,
‘‘Too

The Press and

the Trade

are talking about

Many Memories.”

A

For All Branches of Theafricah

FUN-MASTER

GLASON'S

GAG

HU'-

Nos. 1 thru 35 & $1.00 oach.
(Sold in Soquenco Only)

O

THE
O

QftlGINAt

SHOW

BIZ

SPECIAL— FIRST 13 FILES FOR $10
ALL 35 FILES FOR ONLY >$35
3 Bks. PARODIES, per book
O MINSTREL BUDGET
o 4 BLACKOUT BKS., ea. bk

o

$10
$35
$35

#
O
o

HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
(reissue), $3.00

quick

GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $350. Worth over e thousand.

switch to something about a flirtatious French midinette relieves
the tension and tears, and the
payees are a cinch when she drops
into ‘‘D’Amour, ” which she sings
first alone and then with everyone in the room.
Noel Regnier
rates kukos for his piano work behind the Boyer warbling, plus

NO

C.O.D.'S

PAULA SMITH
Dopt. V
200 W. 54SL. NowYork lf
^
Circle 7-1130

house violinist Joska dc Bai;)3^^’y»
in on several of her num-

who dues
bers.

JOSEPHINE BAKER

Starting spot goes to comic Rex
Owen who repeats his record miming from a previous showing here
to a good reception- interlude sessions are maintained by Len Berger at the piano:
.Newt.

Blue

Ilooiiii,

Next Week's

P^^lETY

tells

you

wKy

Skyldr,

Evans,

DeMattiazis

Billy
Kearns;^ $2.50

"A pair of natural
FRED and FAE, give

(12),
(2),

Romano,
minimum,

.

top."

JULLlAN

19.

Sunny
Bob
Kathy mark

There’s both quantity and quality
new layout here. Bill is 60

in the

LEC)L'Y

LSON

NcWMAN

158 W. 44

Sf., Now YdrIi tU 2-4488
WHERE SHOWBtJSiNESS MEETS

versatile crew that puts plenty of
zest in its numbers, shares top bill:

^TALENT CONTEST*
MONDAY NIGHTS

Sunny Skylar, Composer-

popular music.
Long ;batons ag^regaUon, plays

SULLIVAN

RESTAURANT AND BAR

comedy that hits for hefty returns;
Johnny Long and orchestra, a

singer. The band’s rhythms are
crisp and well-defined and give
a briskly interesting approach to

T.

Indianapolis Star

Grant’s FKiviera

minutes of sock entertainment that
combines novelty, melody and

ing with

comics,
a lift

these
.
.
youngsters could rocket to the

to the proceedings

n* O.

(HOTEL ROOSEVELT)
New Orleans, Jan.
Johnny Long Orch

WtPiFAi

I

Prize:

Professionol

Engagement

(Duplicate Prlzei Awardai) in.tbe Cate ef Tie*

j

|
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End of Shehrey Faction

Troy, Jan. 30.
his stage troupe
Will give afternoon and evening
performances at the R.P.I. Field
House in Troy Feb. 9 for the benefit of the Albany
Variety Club’s

in

AGVA

Gene Autry and

Theatrical unions are making a^
concerted drive to reopen neighork,
borhood vaudeville in New
Local 802 of the American Federation of Musicians, American Guild
of Variety Artists and the International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees are working on
plans to revive nabe stageshows.
It’s possible thait some concessions
in number of backstage and pitnieri will be made in order to
provide more ^laying time.

Y

the three unions have a
conference slated with Sol A.
Schwartz, KKO’s theatre president,
as soon as he returns from a trip
to the Coast.

So

far,

Annamary Dickey
Cotillion

Into

Room, N. Y.

Annamary pickey has been
signed for the Cotillion room of
the Pierre hotel, N- Y., starting
Feb. 6.
It’s Miss Dickey’s first
N. Y. hotel date in several years.
Previous stint was at the Hotel
Waldorf-Astoria.
Dance team of
Fosse & Niles will hold over on
this bill.

Mario
for the

&

Floria

following

bill

Feb. 20.

will be
encourage new theatre
time isn’t
as yet and won’t
be until the meetings are held. If
a deal is made, it’is expected that
the agreement with RKO will serve
as a model for talks with other

to

known

circuits.

RKO time is currentTy at its
lowest point in several :7ears. At
one time, cicuit had more than 20
nabe houses in operation, but with
advent of television, grosses have
tumbled and consequently many
houses were forced to drop stageshows.
At the same time, the circuits
are interested in any plan that
will revive takes, and consequently, it’s seen that if there’s a chance
to turn a profit, or even cut losses,
chains will be open to suggestion.

Pittsburgh, Jan. 80.
Casino, burlesque .house here, is
trying a new policy in an effort to
bolster biz, which has been pretty
bad of late. George Jaffe, who
owns and operates peel wheel site,

. •

.

Nelson

is

perfection

.

,
.

• « •

Nelson’s act

is

its

producer,

end of

this

Natalie

week and

Cartier, at
offer com-

,

Eye Judy Garland Date

preceding run cif Danny Kaye who
goes in May 7 for eight Weeks.
House will start its season with
Donald O’Connor who goes in for

into August.

•

A

Gracie’s Can. l-Ni
Toronto, Jan. 30.
Enroute to her home in Santa
Monica, Cal., Grade Fields will
play four one-nighters, at a $3 top,
opening at Massey Hall, Toronto,
and then to Hamilton, " Brantford
and London, Ontario.
She’ll be acconipanied by two

It’s

reported that

per week during her Palladium stand. It would
be Miss Garland’s first vaude date
will also get $20,000

in

many

years.

Hollywood Exits Cooper Agcy.

Daniel Hollywood has resigned
the Frank Cooper Agency to go
He’s
into personal management.
currently handling Dagmar of the
Jerry Lester video show, June Taylor line and Jerry Wayne.
Toronto artists, Barry Townsley at
Prior to joining the Cooper ofpiano, and Margaret Lewis on ac- fice, Hollywood was with General
cordion.
Artists Corp. for several years.

*

Sippel, Billboard

show stopping

.

^

.

Wins awe from ringsiders ...
Daily Variety

indicates the end of the Matt Shelyey faction in the American Guild
of Variety Artists. Group' of dissiNat Brandwynne Orch has been dents, which.last year filed suit to
enjoin
union’s administration from
signed for Monte Proser’s Cafe
elecN. Y-, slated to open certifying results of all
theatre,
Proser, who’ll tions, and which it -subsequently
around March 1,
operate this spot on the site of lost, was barred by the court from
the defunct Paradise, has also taking further action on the matter.
paCted Jackie Gleason as comedy Only possibility now lies in an apread in the tab version of “Billion peal, which now seems unlikely in
Dollar Baby,” Which will preem view of the court’s judgment.
Justice Benvenga handed down
this nitery.
Bill Hammerstein, son of Oscar a sweeping ruling which, it is believed,
takes the props from out of
Hammerstein II, will produce the
the Boston faction Which filed suit.
show.
Among the stipulations ordered
by Justice Benvenga is the dismissal of the case with prejudice and
recovery of costs of the action set
Plaintiffs were enjoined
at $309.
from representing that the dissident organization headed by Fred
Albany, Jan. 30.
Dale in Boston was ever part of
1951,” AGVA.
Vanities
“Skating
of
Group is enjoined from
which plays a five-day engagement using the
label, and that the
at the State Armory, Feb. 20-24, board of the rump group was ever
will leave in March for a European a legal part of the organization.
tour. Ninth edition, starring Gloria Arthur W. A. Cowan, who repreNord, will fill a 10-week engage- sented Matt Shelvey, former nament at Wembley Stadium in Lon- tional admipistrator, was enjoined
don. Two-Week stands in Antwerp, from representing himself as havParis, Zurich and Milan will fol- ing ever been an attorney for the
union.
Dissidents were also enlow; ’Trip ends in August.
Show is now Wofking east. Scale joined from representing that the
Associated Actors and Artists of
for Albany date is $1.50 to $2.75,
without authority in
with a Washington’s Birthday mati- America were
firing Shelvey in 1947, and that the
nee for children at 75c. Saturday
4A’s
executive
committee was
matinee is also scheduled.
within its authority in representing
during the time the
4A’s was administrator for the performer union. Court also stipulated
Vallee’s Nassau Date
that the faction is prohibited from
Boston, Jan. 30.
^
declaring that the 4A’s wrongfully
prez
of conspired
Arki - Yavennsonne,
control
seize
of
to
and AGVA, or that it had been wrongCorp.
Artist
Metropolitan
booker of Sheraton hotel chain fully administering the union’s
.

London Palladium;

few months ago, talk was curbined vaude-burlesk bills.
rent that the Palladium would
He*s going to feature three or abandon vaudeville because of diffour variety acts; a couple of bur- ficulty and expense in getting U, S.
lesque comedians putting on a headliners to play the house. Howcouple of sketches and three strip- ever, Kaye’s booking at a reported
teasers. That’ll be the weekly line- $20,000 weekly and Skelton’s pactThey’ll continue to put on ing assured the house of at least
up.
four shows daily, with brief pro- a partial variety season.
gram of movie shorts spacing perMiss Garland

Will, Variety
• •

Names

two weeks starting Maych 12. The
next two weeks are still open, with
Miss Garland, Kaye and Red Skelwill drop his permanent chorus and ton on the- books to take the house

Petrillo’s Solo

Sam Petrillo, who doubled for
Jerry Lewis (Dean Martin &) on
one of the comedy team’s video
shows, is starting on dates as a
single. He’s signed to open at the
Boulevard Tavern, Forest Hills,
L. I.,, Friday (2). Petrillo will use
some of Lewis* materia^, but will
depend, largely, on his own script.
He’s letting his hair grow so that
the resemblance to Lewis won’t
be too marked.

Flock of Top U.S.

Judgment handed down last
week by Justice Felix Benvenga
of the New York supreme court,

Proser’s Cafe Theatre, N.Y.

CASINO, Pnr, TRYING

formances.

Sam

Brandwyime Orch Set For

is exof the
strongest lineups of U. S. talent in
starting
the history of the house. Negotiations are currently in progress
for Judy Garland to play a date in
the British house. Deal is talked
of for Miss Garland to make a
four-week stand starting April 9

VAIIDE,BDRLESK SHOWS

Sweeping Conrt Jn^pnent
“

Melody Ranch group.

Into

in

for boys.

Supporting Autry will be Smiley
Burnette, Hufe Davis, Eddie Peabody, the Jernez Indians and the

The palladium, London,
have been signed pected to wind up with one

what concessions

just

made

summer camp

Seen

j

!

AGVA

FOR ‘SKATING VANITIB’

AGVA

AGVA

has booked Rudy Vallee
the British Colonial hdtel,
Nassau, for a week, starting Feb.

talent,

into

12

.
I

affairs.

Other Restrictions
Dissidents were also prohibited
from declaring that AGVA’s electo tions and constitutions were in-

From there, Vallee .goes
Sheraton Plaza, Daytona Beach, for valid or interfering with union’s
(Continued on page 45)
a week, Feb. 19.
-

;

;

;.

UBIETY

VAIJDEVILUB
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Night Club Reviews

Mimi
Pierre

Continued from page 42

X. O*

Orch (14); minimum

This room is gradually becoming the top stronghold of entertainment here, due to the shrewd
booking manipulations of producer
Merriel Abbott. Her present policy
seems to be in mixing long-and
alternately,
packages
short-hair
each being pretty consistent one
way or the other. Present bill
headlining coloratura Mimi Benzell. is her most expansive gesture
toward serious entertainment and
it gets sock results.
Miss Benzell is an attractive
brunet wliose selections are varied
enough to get her across with all
segments. Met star appears in a
simple gown, working most of the
stint on a platform and under a
single spot. Singer is wise enough
on
heavily
press
too
not
to.
:

Kathy Kearns, thrush With the
Long outfit, is attractive anjd has

I

put

the Voice and personality tb
a song oyer.' Band’s glee club
trio also share in apph'^^^se.

and

,

Biz capacity

'

when

caught.
Linz.

and

Danza”

'

First time in Las Vegas, thrush
Constance Moore impresses with an.
array of varied tunes, socked over
with top showmanship. Although

and pic

no

strikes

singei'

An Act That Is Rapidly
Going to the Top
And
Has What It Takes to
.

;
'

.

.

!

Stoy There

.

I

i

1

Opening Feb, 13 fh

GOLDIN

expert

SHOW-

In Ireland. Terrific success, filg

money-

section U.

$.

is

MAN. does entire show alone, no
stooges. Just completed nine months
maker for go-getter who knows
No risk; 50-50 basis.

terri-

tory.

WRITE:

PAUL GOLDIN
50 Patterson Av«.,
:

'

LittI* Falls, N. J.
Permanent Address:
35, Edgwarebury Lane
EdoWare, Middlesex, England

I

Alphonse Berge with femme
assistant and three models, unrolls
yardage to clothe living
mannequins rapidly. Tickles dis-

Baltimore

Now tn Now York on short vacation
mntact PROMOTER to roadshow him through smaller towns, any

desires to

::

,

appearing $20 bill and vanishing
birdcage, garnering plaudits.

CLUB CHARLES

^

,

strikes
sleight-of-hand
sell
to
He beguiles
brash,’ amusing note.
ringsiders to work rope trick, dis-

Currently Headlining

(Anglo-French Hypnotist)

.

Feeling’* pivots into sly “Never
Underestimate Power of IVoman.’’
Rocking “Lullaby of Broadway” is
gusto chanting, then softens into
“If I Were a Bell.” Does *T Love
the Guy” smartly with followup
“Lorelei” dished up neatly. Gets
patrons to join in on “Shine On
Harvest Moon,” then “Strutter’s
Ball” with sock finish.
Tommy Dowd’s pitchman patter

At the Piano

PAUL GOLDIN

‘

potent marquee risibility in local
is pulling
Okay biz. Statuesque blonde strikes
easy stance and stunning gowns
make for smart, informal sesh.
Quickie opener “That Certain
nitery orbit, turn here

ALEX STUDER

art

.

Las Vegas. Jan. 24.
Constance Moore, Tommy Dotod,
Alphonse Bergc & Co. (5>, Cliff
Ferre, George Morg Dancers (8),
Henry Bi^se Orch (13); no cover,
no minimum.

radio

“La
“La

on
from

aria

*

Colony. l.oii(ilon
’fraviata” does she show off her
London, Jan. 15.
superb dperatic piping, but these
Mac
Barnes, with Garland Wilwith
effectively
ate
contrasted
son.
FelLv King
and Santiago
light-classics as followups. She has
Lopez Orch; niinimmn $3.50.
a cute vei'sion of “Lo, Heat The
Gentle Lark,” which is a broad
There is a growing public in
burlesquing of opera singers that
winds up as a hep treatment. Miss London for the individual song
style fashioned by so many colin
Benzell ha.s a neat laugh-getter
ored vocalists. The pace Was spt
a short turn around the floor with
by Rose Murphy, who had a good
a hand-mike. Gal cajoles the older
males at ringside, which is more season at this cafe last summer,
and
subsequently
by
Nellie
of a surprise tactic than an origiLutcher with a record-breaking
nal one, but it’s her most solid
bit.
Her closer. “Sweethearts,” VaUde tour,
Now Mae Barnes makes her
prompts a beg-off.
London debut, and her opening.
Jaj^ Marshall is a debonair, comic
night sendoff left
little
doubt
fashin
good
who gets a cross
the success of her stint The
A t t i r e d in tails, he about
ion.
customers
called her back twice
affluently
and makes
s p e a k s
for encores.
patrohs.'
erudite sallie.s to the
Dressed in a blue gown, as vivid
Only factor, that mars his cultivated posturing, though, is the as her pei'sonality, Miss Barnes
Marshall, plunges into her act without any
hoarine.is of the gags.
whips through three routines, one preliminaries to sock 'em with “It
using some SO-SOmagic, the other Alust Be Love” arid continues with
a ventro piece, using his hand as half-a-dozen or so other numbers.
puppet,
and
third,
some Each tune registers, with strongc.st
the
ancient business about the Army. reception going to “Laziest Girl in
Fact thal Marshall got across was Town.”
due to his approach. With more
An integral part of the; act, of
effective material he’d be a top course; is piano-tapping Garland
turn.
Wilson, wlio played some of the
Pierre d’Angelo and Ana 'are a London clubs in prewar days; His
better than average terp team. hot rhythm accompaniment sets
They wmrk smoothly in their four the tempo for Miss Barnes, and his
vOeal
interpolations,'
numbers, but fall flat with encore. occasional
Myro,
On thi.s, the pair do a ballroom
routine without music, wliich is
El r;iNb»li. K. C’.
neither effective nor novel. Team
has a good number in terping to
(HOTEL BELLERIVE)
cufrent French tunes, which gets,
Kansas City, ,)an. 24.
them a good hand. Merriel Abbott
Fisher 8c Marks., Joe Vera Orch
dancers are featured in two pro- (5); $1, $1.50 coucr.
duction numbers, both of which
have been too often repeated here.
Casbah has a change of pace in
Both seemingly have been carried booking a comedy team to follow

Vogas
Itoundlip lliii.*
(HOTEL EL RANCHO VEGAS)
;

’

.

pnly

tunes,

operatic

I

$3.50, cover

$1.:

he opens with a medley of his own
These included “Amour,**
tunes.
“Atlanta, Ga,,“ “3esame Mucho’*
and others. He ailso does, some
amusing novelties, such as “Her
Bathing Suit Never Got Wet,*' a
calypso, and “you’re Over the
Hills,’* with lyrics that had the
and palmlaughing
rihgsiders
pounding enthusiastically.

ARJ O R E

Chicago, Jan, 25.
Jay Marshall,
Benzetl,
d* Angelo & Ana, Merriel

Abbott Dancers (10), Eddie O'Neal

most stopped the show: it’s unfortunate that the illusion must be
bared after one number, which
prevents an encore.
Skylar, who has many song hits
to his credit, wins the crowd from
walkon, applause breaking put as

I

Vide plenty of laughs. Chatter is
clever and Evans* technical stuff,
including voice work, singing and
handling of doll, is tops. He has
a smooth delivery and an assured
manner. Scores heavily.
The DeMattiazis. an unusually
fine act featuring “remote contror’
dancing dolls, net hefty returns.
They have their novelty turn down
to a science and Work up a terrific
illusion with, a cpuple of large
dancing dolls. The unique turn al«

Miami

“crying drunk** routine, garnering
O’clock,
Reoeli
yocks all the way. Comic has facile
Miami Beach, Jan. 28
vocal chords, controls them with
Martha Raye, Ben Yost Royal
ease for rich efl'ects. Best of bits Guards id), Jackie Farrell,
Leo
wldch had to be cut has comic Diamond, Frank Linale
Orel}’'
walking down Broadway with Harry minimum $2.50-$3.50.
Richman, switching back and forth
from irtiprCsh to straight answers.
The signs over this cafe now
Does fine impresh of Jackie Miles,
w'orks into Danny Thomas “flat read Martha Raye’s Five O’clock
Club,
and with good reason, for
Then Zero
tire in rain” classic,
Mostel “Durante.” Windup is Jol- return of the frenetic comedienne
is again drawing turnaway crowds
son for sock finish.
The Lambarts. male and femme at a period of the year when the
acrp-contortion duo, open bill with competition is keenest.
There is no gainsaying the fact
pretzelings atop tables, using gal
as unff erstander. Grab plenty mitts that Miss Raye, via her repeated
with terrif muscle control on one. longrun appearances
here,
h;is
handstanders. Bowoff has prone biiilt hetself a tremendous followfemme flexing legs up and down ing, Plussed by the transient vacaw'hile partner grips ankles in hand- tioners who are attracted via word
of mouth, she's money in’ the bar k
stand.
Johnny Biosworth emcees capaibly for the Schuyler operation; The
and exhibs good vOcalizihg for pro- act hasn't been changed, except
duction numbers bjfArden-Fletcher for addition of a potent version of
line. WelLstacked gals are lavishly “Black Magic*’ and probably it’s
costumed. Dish up two new rou- just as well, for they keep calling
tines that are W'ell received, Carl- for her former numbers. Tees off
ton Hayes’ batoneering for shows with “Great Day Coming, Manana
and terping are standoiff; Capacity
(Continued on page 47)
biz when caught.
Will

(PALMER HOUSE HOTEL)

Itliio Itooiii.

S

..;';!-';

taffers with creations of several
type dresses, with gals parading for
good applause.
Cliff Ferre warbles lyrics designed to send customers frolicking over from the last three shows, dates of singer.s and impressionists
Pcrionol Management
toward casino. Line returns before -with a change becoming almost of recent .weeks. Change apparentConstance Moore stint with hip- imperative. Leon Leonardi backs ly is helpful as room is having a
LOUISE
swinging hula, sparked by Marie superbly for Miss Benzell and moderately
good run of biz, up
5 East 88th Street
Roe’s solo for breathtaking finish. Eddie O’Neal conducts capably for somewhat from previous weeks.
New York
Henry Busse orch provides com- the customer dancers.
Mcl.
It’s first stint in town for Fisher
petent backstopping and ably hanand MarkS; and their work is good
TRofalqqr 8-4808
dles rhythms for interim dancing.
enough to warrant a return.
Painted It in. 9 l^aN
Will.
In cu.stomary manner Joe Vera
(DESERT INN)
leads off show with sparkling keyLas Vegas, Jan. 23.
Connee Boswell, Billy Vine, boarding on “Hallelujah,” and then
Lambarts (2
Johnny. Bosworth, turns floor over to comedy team.
A.G.V.A.
Arden-f'lctchcr Dancers (8^, Carl- Their forte is to start with Fisher
ton Hayes Orch 10) no cover, no in straight monology, with Marks
in role of waiter interrupting from
A.G.V.A. MEMIERS
minimum.
READ CAREFULLY
THIS CONCERNS YOU
the floor. Brash waiter is soon on
AND THE 1»/» TAX ON YOUR GROSS EARNINGS! SIGN
BEThrush Connee Bosw'ell and the floor heckling Fisher directly
FORE irs TOO LATE. GET YOUR FELLOW MEMBERS TO SIGN THIS
at the mike, one thing leads to
Billy
comedian
Vine
share
top
billPETITION AND MAIL IT IMMEDIATELY TO:
ing on this show.
Individually, another and pair are off on their
each is worth it, however, with wacky comedy rouliiie.
Vine in deuce spot and Miss BosThey intermix mimicry of filmwell in closing slot. Because of sters, with emphasis on satirizing,
rule in local niterics, shows must record pantomimes, dancing and
Room
507 Fifth Avo.,
York City, N. Y.
be held to an hour so as not to slapstick.
keep biz away from casinos. LimitTakeoff oh the Andrews Sisters
Article XXII t Section 2) of the Constitution of A,G.¥,A,
ations cut into Vine’s material giv- Is a
laugh-getter, as is satire of
states that:
ing hinv the feeling of having to the Ink Spots,
songpatter verwork in haste, and repenting at sion of “Sonnyand
The Boord or the National Executive Committee
Boy.” They wind
leisure.
with fast terping, and hit all the
shall upon the written petition of not less than 2,000
Miss Boswell, who is unquestipn- way.,
Quin.
members in good standing filed with the National
ably master of solid building technique,
doesn’t
from
suffer
this
curAdministrative Secretary, Order a Referendum vote.

ALHAMBRA
Cleveland

.
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,

;

HELENE and HOWAKD
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o 1951 madol car; ohorc
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.

Mr. Brody, Chicago.

i
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JAN
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J

Cat-drivon gonorator, oh 4-whoei trailAriny Soarehllght Unit, 14.
K.V.A. D. C., almost now.
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Merrick, N. Y.
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.
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tailed factor.

In

accordance with this article, we the following A.G.V.A.
in good standing do hereby demand that a referendum
be taken on whether the assessment Of 1% levied on the
gros.s coinpensation of individual members shall be continued.
Tlii.s' tax is in addition to
your A.G.V.A. dues. It is our opinion
llial morally and ethically this tax
should have been first presented to the ihembership for their consideration. Because the
National Board did not do this and because W'e insist on our
clonKicratic right to vote on this issiie, vve now Sign this petition
for such vote.-

Members
A

oto

!

Sunshihe,” with good bounce
tempo,
into
slides
“Tenhessee
Waltz” foe hefty palming. After
intime patter segues into pop medley, including “One Dozen Ro.ses,”
“Amapola,” “Silent Love,” “Zip

;

j

Doo Dah” and others
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Form Your

Own Commiffeo and

Spread This Nationally
New York for

-^-Cantoct the Referendam Committee in
Additional Fetttions

ACT NOW

;

Doffs bouffant
gpvyn
onstage
•while tossing out amusing patter
tQ emerge in sequinecl stunneu^ enabling shift to piano for keyboarding of “1 2th St, Raig,” which wins
cheers, Followup sUll at piano is
ad lib sesh with Carlton Hayes orch
jamming for rough and ready barrelhouse “I Ain’t Got Nobody;”,
where husky piping and flashy
pianistics set up fine beat. “Martha/'
perennial Boswell request, takes
her off to an ovation.
Vine gives out in warm manner;
easy running gab taking in ringsiders for plenty kidding, sols up

1

Branch
(Fill

i

foe big re-

turns;
State Your Local A-G.V.A;

MICHAEL

in
,

•

Legibly

ISH

Forgotten at outset is her physical handicap, when after being
rdlled onstage, she uncorks “Smile

.

,
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WASHINGTON,
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D. C.
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WAVDEIHLIJB

on Benefits,

45

Opening Night Ringing
Receipts for Baer Fund

lOD Acts

Opening

to

of Variety Art-has rescinded tfie $285 ceiling
on top performers playing benefit

American Guild

ists

Cantor Cancels Concerts

Top figure was based on
dates.
one-seveiith of an arbitrary $2,000
for the upperstipenii

weekly

salaried

headliners.

On Medico’s Advise

Eddie Cantor has cancelled his
Henceforth, two-day concert stand
at the RKO

will work on a straight oneseventh of their regular weekly
Salary. Thus if Danny Kaye should
play a charity show, he’d be getting
one-seventh of $25,000, which he’s
getting at the Roxy theatre, N. Y.,
or $3,571: At that, it’s figvred to
be a saving inasmuch as Kaye

names

White Plains, slated for
and 9, on advice of his
medicos. Comic has been told to

theatre.
Feb.^ 8

take

easy for, the next

it

month or

so and eschew activities other than
his NBC-TV .bnce eyery four weeks
show f of Colgate.

RKO

spokesman declared that
AVould ordinarily get $7,500 or more
ticket sales for the theatre stand
for a single clubdate. Milton Berle
indicated a sellout for both his
would command a similar fee for a shows.
single show.
SimultaneOusiy, the Associated
Actors and Artistes of America are
Group Seeks
to rerenewing a bid to
join Theatre Authority, the now
dormant benefit control setup of
Referendum
Welfare
the theatrical unions.
funds of the various guilds, with
Union’s
Tax Bite
the exception of AGVA, have been
A committee of American Guild
hard hit since the variety performer union walked out of TA. New of Variety Artists members has
bid includes a proposition that been formed to combat the 1%
get 25% of the total take salary tax which goes into effect
Committee fs
of benefits. Guild won’t confer on tomorrow (Thurs.).
that until TA gives
$6,000 seeking signatures on a petition to
which it claims due on benefits be presented at the meeting of the
held before it withdrew from TA. national board of the union meetAGVA is still enlarging its wel- ing next Wednesday (7) to rescind
fare fund from benefits. Union gets the levy.

AGVA

AGVA

On

1^

AGVA

AGVA

5%

Referendum committee includes
afwork Sid De May, Wini Shaw, Red Buttons, Danny Waldon, Lou Saxpn
and Vic Lament. Group is seeking a national referendum on the

of the talent budget on all

fairs held where performers
at a one-seventh salary.

Dennis Stretches 2 Weeks
To 2 Years in Hub Spot

I

measure.

Boston, Jan. 30.
Taylor Joins Yates
Dennis, singing m.c. at
Frank Taylor, head of the theatre
Steuben’s Vienna Room, who was and fair department of Joe Glaser’s
booked im originally for a two-week Associated Booking Corp., has restint, last week completed his sec- signed to join Charles V. Yates.
ond year at this spot.
Yates left the Glaser office last
In addition to his nightly floor week to go on his own, and has
show stint, Dennis takes over as opened N. Y. offices.
greeter at Steuben’s Cafe MidSteve Yates, who was also with
night, Hub’s late night showbiz ABC, has also joined the new
eating place.
setup.

Don

night’s receipts of the
Ringling Bros, and Barnum &
Bailey Circus will go to the Louise
Baer Memorial Fund of the New
York Heart Assn.
Circus is slated to start it’s run
at the Madison Square Garden,
N. Y., April 4.

With upbeat in cafe business,

many

bonifaces are now mulling
the question of whether to attempt
to sustain grosses with names or
Into Maisonette, N. Y. elaborate production. Decision is
being made necessary because of
Russell Nype, juvenile lead in
the extreme shortage of topflight
Faction
“Call Me Madam,” has been booked headliners and unavailability of
to double at the Maisonette of the many names who formerly toured
Continued from page 43
present officers in the conduct of St. Regis hotel, N. Y., starting Feb. the cafe circuits because pf tele
AGYA’s affairs, or Issuing checks 20. He’ll play the midnight show commitments.
The Chez Paree, Chicago, which
in the name of the union, Faction
only. Evalyn Tyner has been pacthas been on a name standard for
was also directed to turn over any
union properties to
of in- ed for the dinner display.
many years,. is considering a unit
curring liabilities or soliciting in
Negotiations are currently
This is Nype’s first cafe date as idea.
the union’s name; Faction was a single. He started in niteries as on for Lou Walters’ xjatin Quarter
also directed to turn over all prop- part of a singing team with Eliza- Revue to play that spot. This unit
erties and monies, and give an ac- beth Cote after winning an amateur is currently at the Lookout House,
counting of all expenditures and contest at One Fifth Avenue, N. Y. Covington, Ky., and is slated o
receipts.
play Earl Carroll’s theatre restauAttorney Martin J. Flan was aprant, Hollywood.
Reno and Las
pointed by the coifit to act as reVegas dates follow.
Nixes
ceiver for the dissident faction to Cafe
Ariother unit slated to be cast
make an accounting of the affairs
sometime in March is currently
of the group.
Weekly to Release Act lining up dates. Monte Proser, who
The judgment follows, by a few
is casting a tab version of “Bilweeks, the court’s decision in which
lion Dollar Baby” is now lining up
an injunction to forbid the current
stands for a duplicate version of
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
AGVA administration frorh runthis shoiv to tour cafes. Proser dening the union was denied.
Wm. Morris Agency got turned clares that 24 weeks for the unit
Curious part of the case is the down in a pitch to Mrs. Regina will be Accounted for shortly after
fact that the dissident union started
Villaudy, Bar pf Music owner, to he preems his N. Y. cafe around
the action against the 4A’s, but
March 1. Bill Hammerstein, Who
wound up by having itself dissolv- pay her $500 weekly to release cast the road companies of the RodFor a Doodles & Spider, pantomime-and- gers-Hammersteih shows, will proed as an illegal entity.
has had phonograph act, for four weeks to duce
couple of years,'
the tabs for Proser.
Peggy
two Boston offices, one run by
the Mocambo on Sunset Strip. Clark, who did the lighting and
AGVA and the other by the dissi- play
She had booked the act, current sets of the original legit producdents.
at Drift Inn, Frisco, for 12 weeks, tion, will perform the same chore
Justice Benvenga’s decision is
5. Mocambo boniface for this revue.
expected to mark the end of starting April
Charlie Morrison wanted the act
Cowan’s efforts to reinstate Shelto play his spot first.
vey faction in the union.
Morris office asked Mrs. Villaudy
The case is one of the costliest
for
an okay, notifying her the act
in the 4A’s history. Case was origHollywood, Jan. 30.
inally started in 1948 in New York. would get $1,000 per frame as comHerman D. Hover, owner of
There were side suits in Boston pared to the $500 she would pay.
nitery
Ciro’s
here, has shows for
trekked
and Philadelphia. The first deci- She nixed it. Morrison then
sion went against the dissident fac- to Frisco in an effort to book the the cafe booked through April.
Following current stand of Fredtion because of a mixup in getting act direct. When they asked her
an attorney of record, and a stipu- for permission, she beefed to dy Martin’s orch, Hover has inked

Russell

Nype

to Double

.

Shelvey

AGVA

.

•

'

Op

$500

To Mocambo, H’wood

.

AGVA

j
I

1

was made which prevented AGVA, which notified Morrison to The Weavers, song-instrumental
Shelvey and a group of his adher- lay off. Agency then offered to pay act, and ventriloquist. Jimmy Nelents from ever participating jn the her $500 weekly if she’d release son, to open Feb. 1. Janis Paige
union’s affairs.
New case lasted them for a four-weeker at Mocam- follows, followed by Lili St. Cyr.
through 28 courtroom days and to- bo before going to the Bar. Still Also set, but with no definite opental cost of the action is said to ex- no dice, and act opens in April ing dates, are Sophie Tucker, and
ceed $250,000.
at the Bar.
Martin & Lewis.
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nOlJSE REVIEWS

Ralaoe, N. Y.

Ing bike is familiar by now, team,
hovelty* Gals use voices
Capitoly N* Ym
maintaining Us light
clicks by
and in pleasant harmony.
Lionel Hampton Orch. (21) with touch as the tricks increase in
jack De Leon works hard at
^urly Hdmner, Irma Curry, Janet difficulty.
and achieves TesultSiji^^^^^Q^
imitations «iiu
Tir^- iiuiiauwua
Alexander,
«
pQTiny
uanuy AiexunuKT,
j
r*-.
i
eUTO
Backing of the band Is solid and
^
both authentic and difKirby; *‘Th€ Enforcer*'
Pnt*V‘ r^npwed
rcviewea
sympathetic throughout the bill,
(Par),
twt^* „ii u 4 o
ie
i
o.*
with the Army f
ferent. Not all his material is top (^37 reviewed in Variety Jan. 24,
during the stint of
particularly
in Variety Dec. 13, ^50.
of
a
drawer, but .there’s enough
5
house ajpateur contest winner,
^
nucleus for a promising, solid act.
Gloria
Smith,
who sings 'Toolish
essence
Time seems to, be of tlie
I
background of effects of TV
t
womotnn is nrobablv the Heart” with an at-Umes uncontrolon current Paramount bill. Ihe
moppets to pull off a, variety of
^tliat follows able vibrato and signs of nervouson this session are giving ab- takeoffs. \nd a series of dialects.
ac:
down Sirin^^^^^^
ness.
performances because [jngbiight of act is a routine debreviated
the swing craze, circa |
house is doing a greater number signed to prove that ^‘ifs the music height of
for youngsters,
styl^
"is
effectivchess
Giiyety5 MoMt’l
vcucfnihey applaud.” He doesn’t ^lUite
of shows. The overall
highly ^exof the stage show is hampered bj' p^ov^ his point, but routine is
Montreal, Jan. iT,
pressive and full of the musical
this modus operandi.. Reason iSf of nQvel and well received,
Haywood, Young & Kaye,
Shirley
during the
developed
that
idioms
Martin-Jerry
Dean
the
course,
Three Dees have some nice aero
pranced in Toniniy Moe Raft, Lillette, Tatali
Lewis Par picture, '‘At War with vvork on bars ahd trapezes to open era when bobbysOxers
Girls t4 ), Earl Willidm, Monsieur
the aisles.
the Army.
There’s some nice team
show.
_
Whatever the oldsters may think Choppy & Co., Carole Leclaire, Jan
Booker Harry Levine has lined
Loioe.
Rubini,
Masoneties
(12),
here,
of his style, he shows excellent
up a good bill and each act makes
even though his Skinner orch ( 7),
musicianship,
good impact within the allotted
the
at
audience
values
gauge of
iilicliigaift? Polroit
time. The comedy is by Harvey
Pollowing a five-week layoff the
evening shows -isn’t entirely in
Slone, playing his first stand at
Gayety opened Saturday (27) with
with the standards of this
keeping
The
Neglia,
this house, other sessions having
Maria
its regular two-a-day vaude policy.
Bill Lawrence,
when pianissimo stylings are Only
change in general routining
other shows is the addition
from
an instrumentation
of the Masonettes, six hoofers and
"“V® -'"'“s, seven reeds and six showgirls.
nenr toWtHan it was during tKe
..Wuinan;
accent

Paraiuonnt^ y* Y«

The Quinlans. ( 2 ), Alan Shackr
ner, Danny Shaw, Martez 8t Luciar
Shelby,
Ken Whitrner^
Lillian
Gloria Gilbert, Buck & Bubbles,
Don Albert house orch; ''Kansas

well

Boyd Raeburn Orch (14), Ella
Fitzgerald, Harvey Stone, Condos

!

.

'

•

[

i
i

Raiders" (U).

»

j^^

*

A blend of youthful turns with
a trio of veterrfh acts adds up to
fair entertainment at the Palace
this week. In linb with the house's
modest budget policy, the layout is

•

'

^^

*.

^

•

weak bn marquee names. However,
an attempt is made to cash in on
appearances of half the bill on
Robert Q. Lewis’ CBS-TV shows at
one time or another^
But the show's punch primarily
stems from the oldtimers’, work.

|

;

^

[

.

,

I

-

I

\

W

four rhythms. When the brass is
peacetime period by virtue of curgoing in high gear, the youngsters
^
^ JO
rent events. It looks like Stone
The Arthur Godfrey Talent
Johnny
the
will make the grade as
received fair-to-middling
Scouts
ciip their ears. He exhibits
Bvrke of World War IL
from a near-capacity
response
and
Topper is Ella Fitzgerald. Negro audience at show caught t riday usual drive and showmanship
^
comes
ahead.
out
pe
ca
hand
what
e
p
m
wa
so
n.ec
r
s
Si
(2(5). The surprise star of the show,
Hampton
has
an
unusually
bv her inability to build. ‘‘How
is
Maria hengthy show inasmuch as he’s
last,
billed
and “My HeartV ^J^bo^Sh
High the Moon” dim
^^Sha. ^whose facial gymnastics,! jjijcfal in amount
numbers he
Cries for You” are stylized effec- 1
with deft handling of does and has hefty amount of
and as an encore she combined
tively
“Tisket.” her ^Violin earn her the biggest specialties in his crew. Most of the
.
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good
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Worked
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teani
routines

Joimnv Gergely gets the show

j

i

I

on^orthC^mSrg^effecKe^

follows

..M^rcheta ^ and

Dye,

“Can’t Help

Lovin’

With

-

I

.

I

memorable
The Condos & Brahdow tap

Tommy_ Conway

'

.

,

reprises the

House manager
_

,

has assembled a neat package lor
his first *51 effort, but general fast
pace and slick routining is missing,
due in some ways to the absence
of a fast-talking emcee-comic who
can usually; pull a revue of Uiis
kirid together arid fill the awkward
breaks between acts. Openibg spot,
-followirig a breezy cancan session
outside talent aren’t much better by the Masonettes, goes to aerbthan stagewaits. Danny Alexander daneer Shirley Haywood, whose soworks feverishly at taps and rope- so performance is saved by a heat
Comedies by Young knd
skipping, but there’s little in his figure.
turn to commend it. Singers Irma Kaye draw yocks with their hurley
approach
biit material in secondCurry and janet Theurow are both
highly stylized, but in an idiom half appearance on television is
needs trimming
that’s too esoteric for mass con- indifferent and
sumption. Curly Hamner makes an throughout.
Violinist Jan Rubini adds the
impression with his terps and jives
around with Hampton with drums cultural note with some sock fidd-

I

Gloria Gilbert, in next to closing,
scores handily with her .toe ^terp^
and familiar “human-top’*
ing
spins. Preceding her is Ken Whitmer. Virtualiy a one-man band, he
plays a half-dozen instruments in
sock fashion and winds strongly
with a stirring tTuinoet impresh of
Clyde McCoy’s “Sugar Blues.”
Buck & Bubbles, Vet Negro comics,
close the sesh with their songs,
Team nets a
hoofirig and 88 irig,
hefty salvo.
Quinlan's
Kathleen
Ralph and
roller skating is a good opener.
Working on a small rink, male
whirls his mate in sorne standard
aifts arid' spins. For a novelty the
duo contrib; .>a few routines in
luminous garb against a darkened
stage. It's an effective scene.
Four Robert Q. graduates are
Alan Shackner, harmonica artist;

hd per
ridr dance turns and appear to be
That Man’ and “Ail The Things
tect for warming up an audience.
You Are. Her voice^is pleasant
SiREter RUSS Emery is under New
she could use better material
but
Acts.
—^both in the type of spng and the
The Boyd Raeburn orch (14)
gets its chance at the start of dis- style of her dress—-to good adand gab for okay returns: It would ling, drawing plaudit$ for his renplay but afterward is purely for vantage.
Impressionist Joo Forman is probably haye been better to get dition of “1 Hear You Calling Me,”
And it does that
showbacking.
of
Boris
average
in
impersonations
more recognized talent such as iih- Monsieur .Choppy supplies the
Jose.
efieclively.
James pressionist George Kirby.
Karloff,
Gary
Cooper,
novelty twist as he rapidly draw's
Cagney and others. Forman is
Hamptom of Course, is superb grotesque, faces on the backs of
SovHIt^, Montreal
handicapped because he dpe.sn’t with drum and vibe dynamics. He four scantiiy-clad showgirls, firiishhave the facile facial equipment J exhibits showmanship on these in- ing them off with exaggerated hats
MontreM, Jan, 27.
which would aid his good, vocal struments. The new aiTangement and costumes.
Mad Cops (2), Cook Sisters i2y, affectations.
His routine runs too of“F]ying Home” is probably the
Tommj^ Moe RaH scores in his
Mar-Vels,
Seven
Evans,
Steve
long.
highlight of show. It provides a first solo offering with some glib
^
Howard
Len
Charioteers
(5),
hypoes
with the ap- finale that leaves them applauding, patter offset by a trumpet sequence
Interest
*‘Three Weird Sisters”
orch (7)
pearance of petite, pretty and The major in the display is Hamp’s that would have been more effeciEL\.
nicely-gowned 'Miss Neglia. She arrangement of “Eili Eili” in which tive with better support from the
plays her first number, “Czardas.” this religious piece is treated re- pit band. His second, try, assisted
The Charioteers, pinchhitting straight. In a quick change of verently.
Jos^.
by dancer Shirley Haywood, who
for Fran Warren, who had to .sdlh-i ;^o^-;-"he“mirggs"gailV
does the straight sides, appeals to
06C3USG of illnGSS, coitig tiypiy in her own version of ^^ThG.
urn.\v
the payees with the heavy inuendo
through with a sock^ session that Cgnary.” She has the audience
Apollo^ Y. \ •
and obvious situations that de[
SeyiUe
with
clicks
ErskiiTc
Hawkins Orch (15)v velop. Pianist Lillette does a fast
alternately laughing at her antics
Smooth-working teani does .a bl.li .i-nrl 'ii-.r.laiiHiridr Uiir*
A
bit at the concert grand showing
soncffest on the
most talent when she stays on a
inv up plenty of
’

!

’

Danny Shaw, comic

Shaw tosses off a welter of
somersaults and handstands but
does best with a caricature of a
bus-rider cursed with a seat over
the wheel. Martez & Lucia click
with their well-done hand-to-hand
;

1

,

I

i

balancing. Lillian Shelby is reviewed under New Acts. Don Albert’s house orch backs the show

[

.

[

:

'

-

Specializing in

Martez & Lucia, acroand songstress Lillian
Shelby. Spotted in the deuce,
Shackper shows a fine mastery of
the harmonica. But mixing a little
dialog into his stint would be a
Welcome change of pace. As the
act now stands, he sticks to the
mouth-organ exclusivelypratttalis;

batic turn,

|

;

'

Gilb.

nicely.

|

!

Ca.sivio.

^

*

ir^

11

Mumble.s. an Italian lullaby and
the usual pops. The Seven MarVels. in the next to. windup slot,
impress with their slick teeterboard and balancing numbers and
the w’ork of the four male members of team is given visual boost
by three decorative femmes. Cornedian Steve Evans .scores with his
offbeat impression material, getting best reception for his interpretation of different audience reac^
tions and their laughter. Routine
is
given additional hoist when
Evans mimics front-row patrons
yocking.
Harmonica duo, the Mad Caps,
do nicely with tunes ranging from
“Peg O’ My Heart” to “One
O’clock Jump” mixing their reeding with occasional comedy moments. The Cook Sisters keep attention w'ith their tap and vocal
,

stick strictly to close

'

“^aui

Chant”

for

nice

returns,

Bill

Show at the Apollo this week,
headlining Erskine Hawkins’ oi*ch
and Maxine Sullivan, packs enough
name value to make for healthy,

Paloiiiar^ Seattle

Furthermore, Miss Sullivan’s
appearance marks her return to
the house after an absence of nine
yeRrs, which should contribute to
bill’s draw power. Her turn displays to good advantage the talents
that kept her touring here and
straightforward delivery
a broad
with
no obvious styling contrivances, effortlessness throughout
her vocal range, relaxed, unpretentious stage presence, and the
ability to instill lift into her deliveries. Every item is in the rhythm
medley
condepartment,
her

b.o.

Lawrence sings “My

Bine Heaven,’* “Tennessee Waltz,”
and ‘*Air My Lov 6 ” for good applause. His gestures, however; give
the viewer the uneasy feeling of
being executed by rote. The same
mechanical quality is noticeable in
his voice, too.
Tew.

)

,

•

Nat

“Surprise

Rav^

formers.

open

.

|

i

j
;

the

“LI

and

.

score
Capitol lineup is well balanced nicely with rendition Of “All Beand bright.
General effect is cause You Kissed Me Goodnight,”
bouncy and yoiirig, with oldtimer a snappy Charleston
WAmMA
waft #routine,
\rvft
u VIVA
arid
"Yir 11
J
Will Mahoney, in headhne ^slo.t, “xhe One I LoVe,” Pair use small scores, solidly
from its teebff
adding to- zestful -quality, of show. ! enclosed
Humoresque” through its final
iTiarioriette
sfca^e
for
Mahoney walks o«__ to:,bagpipe.^
attd?Lav“a rn;adiey'b£''tunSr’^ipi:to In;’’
music> Complete W'ith kilts arid big hand,
“After
Hours”
“Tuxedo.”
and
brogue,
and bririgs iminediale
Gypsy Dariow does sw'ord bal- Drummer Lou (Thris is given an
cnucKii
chucklos with his sly warbling, of ancing and juggling, and goes over opportunity to manipulate a couple
“There’s a Wee Bit of Scotch in best W'ith juggling of torch, lit oh of trick sticks, at orie point blind“There
e,”
Humor of this lovable vet bpth end.s, on darkened stage. The folded, in “Drumboogie;”.
s bn tthe geritle side, and, though
For balance and pace, rest of
Andrews TWins, two personable
^^^payee.s
payees w'elcoriie him from start, girls, put over some precision tap sliow' features, iri the terp departtheir enthusiasm builds With tlie routines and a syncopated flamenco ment; Rosebud. W'ith a torrid turn
Will terps and clowns sans dance.
on the burtey side, only slightly
music,
Posi'.
Cole and Trio: open W'ith “That’s more covered, and the Clark Bros,
,.
tipn, to w'hich hos fallen from orie My Girl’’ Avith Cole sockirig over (2), with smooth straight steps
of his fancy tw'ists, he reels off a the vocal. He goes bn to do “Time ^that don’t registeir too well wflth
few'
gags.
Sma.sh ^windupj the Out for Tears” and two record the audience, arid acrobatic didoes
Mahoney specialty of terping atop favorites. “Orange Colored Sky” that fare better,
an oversized xylophone, W'Uh both and “Mona Lisa,” for good re Comedy segment, a little ra\v ill
the foot W'ork arid the musicicom- sponse.
Bongo drummer Jack spots, features Pigmeat, assisted by
mg through whole, sends him off Costarizo does solo job ori “Go; George Wiltshire and Vivian
to hefty appreciation.
Bongo,” and Cole then tops tile Harris, and draws its quota of
The De Marcos, alumni of the bill
with
sly
and
appcalinr; laughs, althoucli a bit. involving
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the

standard

Eleanor

window'

Roosevelt

rhicafto; fill

Girl Scout number.

(

.

is

blond
the Vkinn/l
brunet; with frenzied tabletossings, shots and knife-throwings,
and ending With one girl being
heaved throvigh a “plate glass’*

in a final battle royal. Sore
stoipach muscles from laughter get
another beatiipc W'itii the arrival
of the Borrah Minevitch Harinonica Rascals in xvhi ch the diini riUti ve
Sibyl Bowan scores w'ltli impresJohnny Puled is on the receiving
sions. Tees off with satire on an
end of further mayhem at the
opera singer, then switches to a
liands of the comrades, until their
lament of a maid. She gets into
smash diapasori finish of “Peg; o*
the more familiar items. Mary MarMy Heart” to one of the lustie.st
tin
singihg
“Honeybun”
and dvations heard in the Casino in
follows W'ith slightly salted Bea:
several moons.
MeStay.
Lillie lyrics. Winds strongly with

j

,

Sock climax

nmphp adagio

and

click W'ith terrific toe
w'ork in classic
ballet
session.
Brother and sister team project
serisatjohal lifts and tbe twirls. Off.
to solid hand.

.

,

tv/irls.

frinlp

pulling />nnfnc4
contest Knfu.nAvt
between

|

The Szonys

^^Hs

.

for

opener with

rapid spin over the bar.

.

.

i

I

theii tiapezc
routine. Besides some fine handto-foot swing catches, diio do neat

'

.

1

a stiong

,

-

Carole

'

standard
encore

her

tnst
arrHn^cniGnts
feature plenty of the maestro’s expert and expressive trumpet. Only
one opportunity is offered for a
vocal chorus, arid that in the midpoirit medley, when piariist Ace
Harris handles the lyric of “Tennessee Waltz” In the style featured
on the Hawkins’ disk. Despite the
almost Unrelieved
sameness of
high-tension delivery, the band
itisiFUrnGntdl

,

Pudgets

Party,”

troVones

'

The

1

“St. Louis Blues.”
Hawkins’ crew, neatly uniformed
and fGaturinEf fiVG roed
thrGG

Wash.

)

[

sisting of “Cry, Little Buttercup,”

Gypsy Dar low. “Loch Lomond” and

(“Kino”)
the
handled by Bruce Wendell
Trio
house orch under the direction o£ o°n.“"onc? a TbicTLes Howard provides solid show
Newt:
backing.
Nat (“King”) Cole and Trio
raise “this above the usual bill,
Tapitol,
socking
over
their
brand
of
syncopation for good returns. The
Washington. Jan. 28,
Pudgets also score with their songs
Witi Mahoney, De Marco Sisters
Jack De Leon, Three pecs; and dances presented via marion
(5
ettes topped by heads of the per**Frcncliie”.(Xj).
!

j

:

Seattle, Jan. 18.

The Pudoets (2
Andrews Twins,

i

Stripper

i

.

Archie Stone house orch; '‘Chain
Gang” (Col).
Leclaire makes
two appeararipes, at the end of
With Harvey Grant as disclick
the firsL stanza arid again in the singer providing the only lull in
finale, but the usual liumps and the proceedini^. current package
grinds are missing due to local is
pandemonium
65-miniite
a
censors’ frowns.
Earl Williams throughout and one of the iriost
makes for easy listening with a rousing bills seen here in several
group of ballads and muslcomedy weeks. It opens with Lee Marks for
tunes and adds vocal support to his swift .juggling routines and
the
wavering routines by the then for his rope-skipping aboard
Masonettes, who should lose their a huge ball w'hich he maneuvers
uncertainty after the first few around sta^e and then up and
shows.
Newt.
dow'n a teeter board. Then hurling
Jesse,
themselves
onstage
are
Jame.s
& Cornell, three agile tap
OrienlaK €lii
and acrobatic dancers, notable; for
Chicago. Jan. 25.
Nelson Sisters (2), The. Szoiiys their speed, cross-stage leaps, and
Sibyl Boxvan, Continentals their ever-uresent whirling trays
(2),
(6 ), Sherman Hayes Orch; “At on Wands. Both acts go over to* a
rousing reception and customers
War With the Army." (Par).
warmed up for appearance of
.While the main draw iri this Harvey Grant, tenor, in a beg-off
layout is the Martin and Lewis set that, w'hen caught. Included
Give You Anything but
film, “At War With the Army,” “Can't
Charlie Hogan has come up Love,” “The Night Is Young,” “Do
solid st&RG fcirc. Show runs I Need You” and “Sorrento.”
Mayhem commences agam with
« bit short, about 40 minutes, withT, “TopIcton^Lnn “lud 'two
sllapelf|,N‘“in’ a tuU-stage bis^
weiT-pS.
P

jazz kick arid ignores the classics.

(Mono).

Their next two numbers, “Mandy”
arid “Skip to My Lou,” are replete
with polished terping routines.
Monologist Marshall Izen lampoons Wagnerian opera,
interspersed with piano footnotes, for
plenty of laughs and a good send
off.
Emcee Billy Gilbert gets fair
returns for his sneezing routine.

Topper

.

(3), Lee Marks; Jesse,
James & Cornell. Bob Goodman,

Appleions

1

harmony on

Toronto

Toronto, Jan. 27.
Harmonica
Mincvitch
Bofrah
Harvey Grant, The
Rascals ( 6 )

.

i

•

Jack Gathcart returns with his
Well trained male vocal quintet to
hit the target W'ith nifty group
harmonizing. After the special intro with “ContinentaP' guys get
laughs with the byplay as Bob
Garsen
scores
with
W'histling
“Flight Of the Bumblebee.” Somewhat oft’ the beaten path is the
tunes from “Wizard of Oz.'* which
gets nice reception.
“Sheik of

Tommy
^

(Chicago.

Jan. 26.

Margot Conincr MarJack E. Leonard,.
Ink Spots (5) Louis Basil Orch;

tin

Bros.

Sc

(2

)

,

"Tomahawk” (U).
Currerit

bill

rieeds

some

trim-

ming, evidenced by slight lag,
which had first show runniri.g over
an hour. With a little tightening
it should run much better.
Leading off is the youthful tap
Margot
hand for
interspersed with

some running gags. Male takes
Of Wholesomeness. Nqnibcri; are back acts ably; but have easier tension and laughs. Although open* admirable job on the pianoing.
wisely chosen away from too well- task than usual. Good housp at ing comedy routine of the apparSborinan Hayes orcli backs show' over for a solo session, lu’t strong*
Reed.
ently inept cycler and the collaps- briskly.
travelled paths, and arrangements first afternoon Show.
Zabc.
(Contlnueci bn page 53)
.
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VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF JANUARY

about

NEW YORK

31

F. Alvares

Ore
Havana-Madrid

Martin Florenz

1

George Kirby

Chicago
Ink Spots

Curley
Pariny Alexander

.

Steve Murray
Tony Bari

CHICAGO
(P) 2

up

Night

Uub Reviews

continued, from page 44

plaudits.

With a general overhaul in song 5 O^Clockg Miami Beach
Birdlandg N. Y.
more Stylish wardrobe
with her clowning of
George Shearing Quintet, Dizzy
gal would then hits
calypso “Feet’s Too Big For The Gillespie orch (6); $2.50 minU
have definite possibilities.
Bed.” Then “Mr. Paganini” with mum, 08c general admission.
Newt.
plenty of breakup bits with her
pianist, audience arid orch
for
The only jazz spot currently opLILLIAN SHELBY
steady stream of yock’s. Returns erating on Broadway, Birdland is
Songs
for that “Song Of The Sword,” making a strong pitch for the afiand better routining,

La Martinique
Ben Blue
Richard Hayes
Sid Fields

Nana Ramon

session,

selection, a

full

CITY George De Witt

(L)

Capitol

Not Normal/*

lift, and a number
by Roche and Aznavour called *lt*s

<WR) Walter Reade

L Hampton Ore

with

associated

through

gives things a

or split weak
Letter In parentheses Indicates circuit (FM) Fanchon Marco; (I) Independent;
(L) Loew; (M) Moss; (P) Paramount; (R) RKO; <S) Stoll; (T) tivoli; IW) Warner;

whethar

midway

a Guy’* picks

below indlcato openlno day of show

In connection with bllla

Numeral!

usually

this type singer. Vlt’s

Nine Mins.; One

Palace, N. Y.
Lillian Shelby

-

Roberta Lee
Whiporwills
Teddy Hale
Ralph Font Oro
Val Olman Ore
Latin Quarter
Moore 41c Lessy
Sarah Ann McCabe

with the. Yosts group, for

wham

finish.

statuesque

a

Yost has come up with ^ strong
brunet Who shows a fine command song unit for this sessiori. They
Jackie Leonard
Pupi Campo Ore
Musk Hall (I) I
Martin Bros
of musicar comedy airs.
Attrae- garner plaudits with their bravura
Arthur Rubin
Little
ctub
T & M Conine
Bran Hilda Rogue
Ernie Warren Ore
tively garbed, she warbles such reriditions Of an operatic medley,
Oriental (I) 1
Patricia Drylie
No 1 Fifth AVe
numbers as “Wunderbar” and a “Ol’ Man River” featuring the
6 Continentals
Harold Barnes
Sylvia Miles
Sybil
Bowman
medley
of Sigmund Romberg fayopr basso, ;a VSouth Pacific” medley
Rudy Cardenas
Larry Laurence
SzonyS
Mark. Dawson
Downey & I'onviile Wehces
ites. Formerly a member of Sev^ and
Nelson Sis
a vocal tribute to the South.
Hilda Dodge
Christianl Troupe
Etezel
Webster
eral out-of-town
Sherman Hayes Ore
operetta com- In full operetta type regalia, 'they
Mila Raymon
Rockettes
Regal (P) 2
Old Knick
panies and with varied experience add color and punch to the proVikings
Corps de Ballet.
Geene
Jordan
Courtney
Ore,
L
Rev
Nirska
Sym Ore
on radio and TV behind her, song- ceedirigs. Jackie Farrell is a new
Connie Anderson
Palace (R) 1
MIAMI
Geiiia Mel
Sid Marion
stress reveals a good soprano voice. face among the comic contingent
Claudia Pinza
Wilson Morrell!
Olympia (P) 31
Dior Dancers
Calvin Holt
But in making her vaude debut hereabouts. Xad shows possibiliOld Roumanian
4 Angels
Guy Marks
Art Waiier Ore
Tony Marks
Sadie Banks
at the Palace, Miss Shelby seems ties, though some of his routine
Ben Beri
Mary Kaye 3
Le RuUan Bleu
Radio Aces
si
trifle
too tense and reserved. A is weak. The patter contains plenty
Joyce Indig
3 D’s
Henny Yotingman
Buster Burnell;
Hugh Shannon
Trumpet Twins
little more vivacibushess, plus use of new Imes, but some of them
Eddie Fisher
Marusla Sava
3 Riffs
Alverda
£ to fill
MINNEAPOLIS
of an o(}casional pop tune in her aren’t punchy enough to raise the
Paramount (P) 31
Ronnie
Graham
Juliette
Koka
Radio City (P) 2
repertaire, would make her stint laughs. Works smoothly and timBoyd Raeburn Ore
Norman Paris 3
Joe LaPorte Oro
Allies Bros
Ella Fitzgerald
Julius Monk
more showmanly for patrons
D’Aquila Ore
this ing is okay. Handles his song ideas
Janis Paige
Hai'Vey Stone
Hbtel
Park Ave
Jerry Colonna
visual medium. When these minor well and. winds with a bit at the
Park Sheraton
Condos & Brandow Tong Bros
Gloria Elwood
flaws
aire
logical
overcome
she’ll
be
Jose
Melis
Russ Emery
3.
Scotty Graham
piano “That’s My Desire/' to earn
Evans Family
Mimi Warren
Roxy (I) 31
Penthouse
material for class cafe dates and/or good enough reception^ Leo DiaROCKFORD
Ernestine Holmes
Danny Kaye
Paul Taubman
legit musicals.
Gilb.
Palace (I) 2-4
mond tees off show with his harHotel Plaza
Yma Sumac
Hotel Ambassador
Lewis & Nola
Herb Shriner
DUnhills
Jules Lande Ore
monicaing. The topper gets them,
Yvette
Bairds Marionettes Hustrie Sis
Hotel Blltmore
RUSS
EMERY
consisting Of an odd and funny
Karhl
Wayne
Strand (W) 2
Mischa Raginsky O, Nicholas Matthey
Karl Wayne
Songs
Mark Monte
Vic Lombardo Ore
array of birds hrid assorted characHotel Edison
4 Songsmiths
Dick La Salle Ore 8 Mills.
Berry Bros
Orr
Jerome
Henry
ters;
all of theiri utilized in a Spike
Walter Walter’s Jr Hotel New YOrker
Denise Darcel
Hotel Roosevelt
Parainount, N. Y.
J ones typo of af rangement. Frank
Joey. Bishop
Bernie Mann Ore
WASHINGTON
Ray Robbins Ore
BOSTON
Hotel St. Regis
Russ Emery, who has appeared Linaie and his prk are fine on the
Capitol (L) 1
Carol Lynne
Boston (R) 31
Julie Wilson
Burns Twins &
Farrar & Carter
on radio, looms a good bet for vo- show backing.
Jack Carson Show
Milt Shaw Ore
Evelyn
Sid Krofft
calist spot on a vaude or cafe bill.
BUFFALO
Diaz
Hbrace
Ore
Don Henry 3
Johnny Kirby
Buffalo (L) 1
Hotel Shelbourne
He has a strong bary and a good
Clifford Guest
Hotel Pierre
Mpls.
Flaiiio
Carol Blaine
Louis Priiha Ore
Kay Starr
Denise Darcel
sense of iriterpretatiori, as well as
HOTEL RADISSON)
Harding 4t Moss
Fosse & Niles
good stage demeanor.
Hotel Statler
Melba
Ore
Stanley
Minneapolis,
Jan. 27.
AtJSTRAIIA
Emery essayed an exceedingly
Manuel Jiminez Ore Frank Carle Ore
Evelyn Knight (2), Eddie GamHotel Taft
Habibi
MELBOURNE
short stint at the Paramount, but den Orch
Maurice Colleano Co
8) $1-$1.50 couer, $3,50
Vincent Lopez Oro
Lota
did manage to impress with his dcr minimum:
His Maiesty's (I) 29 Horrie Dargie 4
Versailles
Bracha
James Cardwell
Armand Perren
livery.
Mindy Carson
Especially
good is his
Hillel & Aviva
Romanoff 3
Marion Davies
Johnny
Coy
Mort Freeman
“Black Magic” which he does with
Les Ritchie
Elimar
Seeing lovely Evelyn Knight in
Emile Petti Oro
Leo Fuld
Ronnie Shand
Devine & King
the necessary pash. His three numPanchito Oro
El Chico
person again brings this smart
SYDNEY
Gerda Bornstad
Village Barn
bers are neatly done, but because
Rosita Rios
Tivoli
29
(II
room’s patronS; pleasure dividends
Chribl
Bourbon 4c Bayne
of the hurried’^nature of the stageGuus Brox A Myrna Los Gitanos
Marika Saary
in addition to the delights afforded
Tex Fletcher
Pilarin Tavira
M & H Nesbitt
Wim De Jong
show, he didn’t have the time to
Jane Abel
Sarita Herrera
by her beguiling stylistic song
Wally Boag
Jacques Cartaux
Peter Riiblno
build to maximum audiencp reacD* Alonso Ore
Babs
Mackinnon
Jimmy Elder
artistry that has made many of her
Vanguard tion.
Village
Leon A. Eddie'!
Marquis & Family
Jose.
Joe Whitehouse
Leeds
Phil
disks bestsellers and also won her
Davis
Eddie
Detroy
Jerry Cooper

.

;
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•

.

.

.

.

.
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Room,

•

(

cianados via the billing of thd top

names. Current layout follows foriti
with 'two standout names in the
“progressive”

.

musical

idiom,

George Shearing and Dizzy Gillespie, alternating on the bandstand.
This is home-aground for the
Shearing quintet, which gets heavy
plugging on the airlanes from disk
jockey Symphony Sid, who originates his show from the rear of
spot.
this
A serious musician,
Shearing paces his crew through
rhythmic
sophisticated
intricate,
patterns that are unequalled in the
field. Shearing himself is solid both
as pianist and as emciee, although
some of his quips .are sufferinit

Latest
from bver-repetitidh..
change in the crew’s perfijonriel, incidentally, has A1 McKibbon replacing Jackson Levy on bass.
.

McKibbon

fits

neatly

the

into

quintet’s style.

For a change of pace, Gillespie,
backed by four rhythm sidemen
and a saxman, belts out a jumpier
repertory with his virtuoso trumpet dominating; Giilespie also plays
piano on occasion and tops his display of versatile showmanship with
a session on the bongo drums in an
Afro-Cubari number. At all times,
moreover Gillespie clowns in a
subtly wry style that’s consistently
good for laughs. Joe Carroll, Gillespie’s vocalist, also hits with; his
Herm.
scat-styled bebop vocals.

;

.

.

:

Miniit^Nota Tcr.W Mpis.
(HOTEL NICOLLET)

.

Alice Brohimann
Cissy Trenholm
Tivoli (i) 29
John Calvert
Ann Cornell

Flying

Kenny Davis
La Commedle

Ballet

Celebrity 8

Jo Hurt

BRITAIN
Lowe

Palace

3

29

D Hector & B Byrd
Granadai

Bergman

Walter Niblo
Fred Lovelle
Marie de Verc 8
Douglas Francis

Dortrtliy^Castbn
Sylvia Campbell

.

Maureen Power
Douglas Argent
Ernie Brooks
L Rayner 4c Betty
1 4c S Davis

29

(1)

Rev

CHELSEA

29

(1)

NOTTINGHAM

Hegarths Puppet!
Alfred Marks

Empire (M)

Fredericas Pet®

Baldwin 4c Castile
4 Jays 4c June
29

(S)

Miller

Morris

,

Cowley

4c

Denvers
Leslie Lester

Charles Hague
Alfred Thripp

K

(I)

EUa

Bill

Shields

Sis

4c Kama
Maxam
EDINBURGH

Billy

10 Parlsienne Mod'ls
St Denis 4c Beryl
Sylvia Ross

Empire (M) 29
Cynthia 4c Gladys

Sums Lambnte

Anne Shelton

Irene Johnson

Jack Daly

Lyn Allen
Goeffrey De Vere
Les Morgan

Bex Ramer

Amar

Alana

4c

Elizabeth

4c
4c

J Palmer

}

Myron Cohen
Carter Sis

(2)

Minda Lang
Susan King
Mel Cole Ore

El

Danny Keen

CIre's

Martha Stewart
Blackburn Twins
Lindy Doherty
Geri GaLian Ore
Dick StabUe Oro

Mocembo
Kay Thompson

Rancho Vegas

talent is even more immature than
the basic production.
Myro.

Maurice 4c Marya
A1 Donohue Ore

Thunderbird Hotel

The Weavers
Sonny Howard

Lightman Named

A1 Jahns Ore

MONTREAL
29

(I)

Joe Krebs
Maude Marly

Johnny Russell

Monsieur Choppy

Roxettes
Toto Co
Ti-Zeph Co
Arthur Griffith

Raft
Y'oung 4c Kaye
4 Tatali Girls
'

Seville

Lillette

Earl Williams
Shirley HarWood
Carole. Leclaire

Masbneties
Will Skinner Ore

Roxy

(I)

29

Lynn Paige

(I)

LUCIENNE DELYLE
Songs

29

Charioteers.
Steve Evans

35 Mins.

Sis

Bruce Wendell
Len Howard Ore

here

in

Delyle,

Montreal

who opened

desert

to

Pearl Bailey

Tony

Jackie Paris

Blue Angel

Eddie
Stuart Ross
Paula Drake
Eadie St. Rack
Page Cavanaugh 3
Harold Cooke
-

4c

Bon

Soir-

•ilmmie Daniels

Joan Shaw
Ghostley

& Wood

in’

the

for

Care”

Don’t

$3.50.

of star thrushes to Offer serious

quests, inveigles

them

into singing

is

,

I

Lucienne

the refurbished

j

|

j

•

4;c

1

i

Seattle Paioinar

eroo, single.

direct aid is to go to
legit theatre branches, film group
hopes for filrii iridustry to benefit
by developing new creative talent
and public interest in the theatre
Sherwood said that
as a whole.
the living theatre has always been
the greatest source of talent for
and TV. He added
films, as for
tliat the Council’s concern is for the
bad state of the road. Pic is expected to be released during Na-

ing studio and a big, brassy layout
such as the Montmartre.
Offerings for the most part are
Cliff Jackson
Phil Napoleon Otc ,of the ballad nature— “Under the'
Copacanans
iMay
Sun,” “The Bridges of Pans*
Frankie Laine
Charitoosje hariBetty & Jane Kean and “For Him.”
tional Theatre Week in November.
Patricia dies everything in much the same
Harrison
M Durso Ore
to avoid Uie- Jock Lawrence is serving as acting
manages
but
tempo
Regina Price
of the film group.
lusual off-the-cob arrangements and secretary
Sonny Callclo
.

.

[

;

tablished in this country through
her many diskings, picked up a
sock reception on opening night,
general showmanship, appearance
and song catalog need hypoing to
bridge the gap between a record -

ClTt

N ore ho Tate
Reginald Bean
Garland Wilson
care society
Josephine Premice

Btrdtiho
Dizzy Gillespie

Your Arms Around Me, Honey,”
“Take Me Out to the Ball Game,”
“Sheboygan,” “Let Me Call You
Sweetheart,” “Oceana Roll,” “Wait-

Robert E. Lee,” “I
and “Piano Roll
Blues,” etc., with gu.sto and gestures. In amusing unrefined fashA pint-sized singer with a seri- ion she gives her impressions of a
ous purpose, Toni Arden is the drunk and a fugitive from a bugfirst in the, Shanirock’s long parade house.
She invites cu.stomer re-

Minimum

..

Montmartre last Wednesday |24). unkriowns.
Although
Although -Mile. Delyle, already es-

Geo Shearing Ore

Am

1

:

the
Latest
Parisian boites for a try at the
trade
lucrative French-Ganridian
chirper

7 Marvels

NEW TONE

It’s
the liveliest whoop-de-doo
that the irrepressible Miss Kay
again provides. As usual, she brims
with infectious energy and is in
fine vocalizing and clowning fettle.
She exchanges verbal badinage
and kids with the customers as
well as with' her husband adcompanist, Sylvan Green, gives hecklers better than they send when
the occasion arises, engages in
something akin to dancing in several numbers and, of course, puts
over her mostly old and always
popular songs in inimitable fashion to the audience’s delight.
As trim and attractive as ever
in the Gay Nineties fashion and
quickly discarding her garish and
fantastip Introductory apparel for
stylish and revealing apparel, she
unlimbers her shrill or babyvoiced tones on such perennials as
“You Made Me What I
Today,” “Bird in a Gilded Cage,”
“Waiting at the Church,” “Put

j

Montmartre, Montreal

Mad Caps
Cook

27.

Golly

Continued from page 5

Jan. Rubin

Tommy

Jari.

Cecil

music with a folder full of pops. along with her rniich of the time
Audiences seem a shade startled and introduces some of the current
which includes Sam Pinanski and but they encore her back for more. hit parade numbers along with the
She does “Sorrerito,” in Italian, oldies. Everybody seems to have
Harold Stoneman of Boston; Fred
along with her bouncier “When a good tiirie.
Schwartz, Si Fabian, Robert DowYou’re: Smiling,” and a neatlyGreen is her able foil and
ling, George Skouras, Sairi Rinzler,
executed “September Song.”
straight man as well as accomall of N. y.; former Postmaster
Chirper sings straight, a la re- panist-cbriductor. The Cecil Golly
General Frank Walker, of Penn- cital, with no ringside byplay. She
arid
Kermit Stengel, has a powerful voice, exceptional .orchestra, as usual, backs neatly
sylvania;
and Mabel Stanley’s chirping conNashville.,
control arid a fine sense of timing, tinues
to
be highly agreeable.
Cast of pic, to be lensed in New and is cornpletely at ease .in the Room
almost filled for week-day
York, will include 10 legit stars big room here.
Smartly gowned dinner show.
playing themselves, but top inale arid with effective lighting, she
arid femme roles will be enacted by makes a fetching, if not smash-

CANADA
GaVfty

(2),

With this Minnesota Terlrace eriamusing
boisterously
singing comedienne Beatrice Kay
completes the rounds of. Minneapolis’ three top supper clubs, her
other local engagements having
been at the Hotel Radisson Flame
Ropin and the late Club Carnival.
She’s the same riot Iri this class
spot as she was in the other rooms.

Emerald Rm., Houston

Latin-Aires
Eddie Oliver Ore

LAS VEGAS
Desert Inn
Billy Eckstine
Carlton Hayes Oro
Nellie Lutcher
Last Frontier Hotel
Carmen Cavallaro O

Syd Shields

Collins

Doreen

.

Empire (S) 29
Curly Jay
Montmartre Duo

Krandon

.

Jane Pickens
Georgle Tapps
Eddie Bergman Ore
Blltmore Hotel
Bob WilUanis
Frakson
Barbara Perry
Paycee® (2)
Russ Morgan Oro

WOOD GREEN

Angelos

Bill Perry
Leighton Noble Ore
VIns Gsrdsns

LOS ANGELES

Barclay Sis
Laurie Watson

Marten

Chordmen (4)
Buddy Rust

Ambsstador Hotel

Peter Cavangh

Dresser 4e Dale
F 4e L Preston

Fitzgerald

Sis

Madge Kent

Vera Lynn
Norman. 4c Ladd
Olgo
Harvard®

.

Htlsins®

E 4c D Waters
Jimmy James Co
29

(I)

Raya

Bob

Kay

gagement,

Magic Revue

Skating Blvdear®
Jo Barnum
Jack Spoon®

Jay Marshall
P d’Angelo 4c Ana
M Abbott Dcr®
Eddie O'Neal Ore

Royal (M) 29
Annell 4c Brask

Joy

4c

4c

PORTSMOUTH

Kerr
Palac!

Georgle Gobel
Jayne Walton
Billy Chandler Ore
Hotel Bismarck
Norman Martin

Dolinoff

.

Eric James

Sereno

Monks
Van Mack

Max Bacon

29

G H

Landre 4c Verna
Emil Coleman
Mischa Borr Oro

(2)

Pancho Ore
Gee Davidson Oro
Pslmsr House
Mimi Benzell

Joe
Larry Macari

EAST HAMPTON

Metropolitan
ElUott

Di Gitanos

29.

Elsie

Massey
Kortz 4c Eugene

Bartlett 4c

radio aind TV fans.
This third Flame Room engagement proves a repetition of the
previoi^ clicks. It’s a bewitching
exhibition of pop thrashing by a
stunning
personality.
Socking
through a dozen numbers, many of
London, Jan. 24.
them
old
favorites,
whips
she
up a
Bernard Delfont presentation of revue
in two acts, with Kalanag St Gloria, Florls high degree of enthusiasm and has
St Helene, Ira Vadi. Duo Mayeux, Theo
difficulty finally begging off.
Knobel and orch. At Stoll theatre, LonAn Irish lullaby starts the chirpdon, Jan. 23, '51,
ing rolling, preceding “A Woman
Likes
to Be Told” which has comThis is the first all-German show
In rapid Order,
to come to London since the relax- edy overtones.
only
occasional brief pleasant
ation of the ban. It’s a dubious with
way of restoring the friendship of verbal interruptions, there follow
“Lucky,
Clock,”
the two people, and there must be “Grandfather’s
considerable doubt as to whether Lucky Me,” “Now I'm So Homethe show can stand up at this big sick,” “Tennessee Waltz,” “The
theatre for even a limited season, Mari That I Marry” with original
Surprising as it may seem, this comedy lyrics, a Scotch ditty,
two-hour show with 50 items in “Delicate Air” and several others
the bill drags all the time. The in compliance with customer reEach is a stiandout inproduction and. presentation follow quests.
an outmoded style, and the illu- vested by the singer’s delightful
personality
and with every ounce
sions are put over with a full acof value extracted,
companiment of com.
Ray Sinatra is Miss Knight’s
There are, inevitably, moments
of fascination. Kalanag’s trick of capable accompanist and also conchanging water into a wide variety ducts the orchestra during some of
of drinks, from whisky to milk her numbers. The Eddie Camden
(which was handed round to mem- Crew perform their chores well.
ber$ of the audience), is quite in- Room completely filled for late
triguing. But there is very little dinner show oh Saturday night
appeal in the old stunt Of sawing with the temperature 15 below
Rees.
the lady in two while the disap- zero.
pearing car trick is much too obvious for West End sophisticates.
To make the show irito a full(SHAMROCK HOTEL)
scale revue, the company includes
Houston, Jan, 25.
a chorus and a couple of dance
Tord Arden, Paul Remos and His
teams. Standard achieved by the Toy Hoys; Henry King’s Orch.

I*

‘

Trude Adam®
Blackhawk
Lee Morgan
Patsy Abbott
Norma Lee Doggett Johnny AUadin Ore
Joel Friend
H Edgswstsr Bsscr
Ray Hyson
Ore
Henry Brandon- Ore Jimmy Dorsey
Dorothy Hild Dors'
Che» Peree
Hetsi Stsvtn®'
Stan Grover
Richard France
Skating Ryle®
Lucille Barnett
Arnold Shod®
Sbnny Howard
Jerry Mane®
Paul Gilbert
Jack Raffloer
Ders
Paul Steffen
MacJtfacGraw
Chez Adorables
Reed Williams
Luba Mallna
Harper Flaherty

Macari Serenaders
Sarony
Morris 4c Cowley
George Williams
Kodell
Cottrell Bros 4c
Margarite
Val 4c Monty
Gretchen Maids
Leslie

CHISWICK

Empire

Max

Boros

4c

M

June

BRIXTON

Lesters Midget
Palace

Bros

Empire (M) >9

Rex Ramer

Empress

Ladd

Vic Oliveir
Steve Conwa

Peter

4c

4c

O’Doyle

FINSBURY PARK

Bobby Breen

Clarence Williams
Waldorf-Astoria
Liberace

CHICAGO

BLACKPOOL
(I)

.

eggy O'Neil
Holden Ders

Bob Murray
Eugene's

Harrif

louise St

lleana Sazova

Minneapolis,
Beatrice

Orch (12) with Mildred Stanley;
$1-$1.50 cover; $3.50 minimum.-

AM

Books

Henry King, back on the Shamrock bandstand after a six-week,
Miss
backs
private-party
tour,

Three Winter Sureshots

Seattle, Jan. 30.
Ardeh with piano and violin. His
The Palomat theatre here, lone
current engagement at the hotel
is indefinite, and will probably ex- representative of regular weekly
vaudeville on the northVTst Coast,
tend through fall of '51.
Show opener Paul Remos arid has booked three attractitions for
his midget Toy Boys, iri Houston the next two months that are surelast* year with ”The Skating Vani- fire for Seattle. Coming are the
I

,

1

.

.

.

'

provides soiriething unusual Mills Bros., Feb. 5; Louis ArmThe “tots” strong and His All Stars, Feb. 26,
in nitcry acts here.
caper about the floor, dance, do and Billy Eckstine, March 5.
acrobatics and balances, and proAll three have played the Palovide nice balance for the show itmar in the past year.
Frazer.
self.
ties,”

Wednesday, January SI, 1951
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Damsker /.

.

.

.

Edward Fairfax Vere

•

.

,

.

Manning

i

J cnkins
Talbot
Kincaid
Butler

Winston Ross

.

.Jeff

.

.

I

.

.

Mortow

James^Daly
Kenneth Paine
Leonard Yorr
.
Charles Hudson
... ...
.......... .... Henry Garrard
.... Bertram Tanswell
w
,

;

;

.

... ...

. .

.

. . .

.

....

. . . . .

.

pestuous actor-husband and the
towering, passionate hussar lover.

.

.

, .

...

.Elliott Sullivan

.

nor tempera-

mental stature is Raymond fitted
for the taxing dual role of the tem^

Norma Crane

Peggy McCay

A

In its American preem here last
Saturday night (27) Michael J. M61^
loy’s comedy, “The King of Friday’s
Men,” proved to be a fair eveHowever,
ning’s entertainment,
by Broadway standards, it’s unlikely to score a run to equal its Abbey
Theatre success,

most ingenibusly contrived and
lush passages in action end dialog
are desiccated dr completely lost.
As for Miss MacDonald she is visually as alluring as ever, but the. part

.

,

.

.

typical grown-up Americah boy
in appearance, his Moscovite suitor
seems scarcely fitted to traduce a
canary. As a result, some of the

.

.

.

.Lee Marvin
.Preston Hanson

Surgeon

.

.Walter Macken
.Tudor Owen

i

.

.

i . •

Granla O’Malley
Biddy ..........
.... .John Drew Devereaux
Murty.
Caesar French. .... .1 .i .Frederic Tozere
.

..... .George, f ells
....;. .Denms King

.......... .Jack

this performance.
Neither in physical

.Rex O Malley
.Maggie McNamara
.Kenn Mileston

.....

.

.............Charles Nolte
Billy Budd
Guy Si^ull
......
Philip Seymour
. . •
.

.

Kitty,

-

.

...

•

Dowd
Boorla.
Rory Commons

•

^

.

.

.

,

.

Bartley.

Torln Thatcher
.Charles Carshon

Ratcliff e

Gardiner

Maura Pender

.

HaMam
John

•

,

. , . , w

...........

.

.... . . .
..... .... ...

Jackson.

Gaisceen .......

Una Brehony ....
Owen Fennigap...

.

.

.

.

of the most
seem hereabouts

day, a standee premiere
audience which, giggled repeatedly
in the wrong places and wallowed
of Friday’s
nostalgically in the grandiloquent
posturings of the stage participants,
didn’t seem to mind in the least.
Prind^^
Michael Grace presentation oL comedy For oidtimers, however, with hovIn three acts (four scenes) by Michael J. ering memories of the Lunts iti
Features Walter Macken, Rex
Molloy.
Staged by the same roles, the proceedings
O'Malley, Frederic Tozere.
John Burrell; settings, costumes and only serve to point up the histriAt McCarter, onic inadequacies of the stars of
lighting, Stewart Chaney.
Princeton, Jan. 27, ’51; $3;60 top,

Men

fiaven, jan. 24.
Chandler Cowles & Anthony B. Farrell
presentation of drama in two acts by
Louis O. Coxe and Robert Chapman, based
on a novel by Herman Melville. ^Stars
Dennis King; features Torlrt Thatcher,
Guy Spaull, Jeff Morrow, Walter Burke,
Jack Manning, George Fells, ^Charles
Nolte, Bernai'd Kates. Directed by Norris Houghton: scenery, Paul Morrison;
costumes, Ruth Moi’ley; production assoAt Shubert,. New
ciate, Benct Segal.
Haven, Jan. 24, '51; $3.6Q top.
Bordman Wyatt ...... Norman Ettlihger
.Robert McQueeney
.
Duncan
O’Danielv .................. .VValter Burke

Payne
....
..
Squeak A
John Claggart

histrionics

,

makes demands upon her which
are noticeably beyond her capacity

to fill. Instead of a glamorous, seplay’s locale is Western Ire- ductive artiste, In her hands the
..... ....... .Martin,. Brandt land in the latter part of the 18th heroine becomes a mincing, feckByi’Cn
David Long, century.
...
Drummer
Though the use of Irish less female.
Robert Dudley, Bill Froehch
Sailors
The play, remembered for the
brogue lends a fine realistic touch
to the production, afthe same time ingenuity and high Continental fla^ u
nautical
Butish
When this tale of. r,
vor
of its story, has been rewritten
stems
trouble
the
show’s
of
affairs during the French war of from this fact.
Throughout most so that the heroine becomes a con1,798 dumps some of its superfluous of the first act, the lines are de- cert singer instead of an actress.
ballast, it may, swing into the port liverdd so rapidly and the brogue Nothing has been gained by
the
of Broadway as a fairly interesting is so heavy, that an audience finds transition, except to give Miss Macnow* there
ion. Just now,
stage presentation.
Donald
an
opportunity
for
or
three
extremely difficult to grasp the
that neea
segii
arc too many segments
four vocal numbers in a simulated
^firead of the story/
water wiiigs to keep them from
Headed by Walter Macken of the concert performance with accomin a sea of. inertia. Aldrowning
original Abbey Theatre cast, Bex panist and floral tributes to match,
.V
.though the premierG status of, th.is O’Malley and Frederic Tozere, and with Raymond as the Russian
one hints at+ a
troupe turns in a good performance lover occupying a stage box durtheatrical
ing the recital. Miss MacDonald’s
^he whole. The play in itself is
.
f J chart
vf
(Cam s), It is quite possible to,
wellwritten and-interesting. Though voice is pleasantly facile but thin
a more successful course by sage
billed, and apparently intended, as and lacking in voluriie. Star sings
factor
doctoring from here on.
a comedy, 'the theme is definitely “Un Bel Di,’’ “Les Filles de Cadiz”
of oon
hlessboy.
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Plays on Broadway

many a

in

The King

Budd

Billy
New

some

of

redolent
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Peer G^ni

American National Theatre & Academy
presentation of Cheryl Crawford (in asso*
elation with R. L, Stevens) production of
Paul Greenes American version of Henrik
Ibsen's drama, Stars John Garfield: features Karl Malden, Mildred Dunnockt
Sono Qsato, Pearl LanK« Sherry Britton.
Production directed by Lee Strasbers:
choreography. Valerie Bettis; setting and
Donald Oenslager: costumes.
lighting.
Rose Bogdanoff: music score and direction, Lan Adomian: Near East musici
At ANTA Playhouse,
Hillel and Aviva.
N. Y., Jan. 28, '51;. $4.80 top ($3 membership rate).
Peer Gynt's Mother.. .. .Mildred Dunndek
Peer Gynt. .... ... ......... .John Garfield
.Ray Gordon
. . . . .
Elderly Man ... . . .
Ann Boley
Elderly Woman ...........
:

—

.

.

.John Randolph
Pearl Lang
..... ...... .Joseph Anthony
Anne Hegira
Her Mother
.Karl Malden
Buttonmolder..........v..
.Rebecca Darke
Irigrld
Her Father. ............Nehemia Persoff
Peggy Meredith
Her Mother
. , . .
Mahlon.Naill
Her Betrothed/.
Edward Binns
His Father
. . . .
Lisa Baker
His Mother
....... ...
.Ray Gordon
Master Cook. ... ... ....
Lucille Patton, Barbara
Herd Girls.
Gaye, Beverlee Bozeman
... Sherry Britton
Greenclad Woman .-.

Aslak ...

Solveig
Her Father.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

. .

. .

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Troll King

.

.

.

,

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

.

,

Nchemla

.

Persoff

.... ...... Ed Horner
... .... ... .John Randolph

Ugly Brat .......

.%

. .

Voice
Lisa Baker
Peasant Woman;
Joseph Anthony
Mon$. Ballon.
Edward Binns
Herr Von Eberkopf,
Richard Purdy
Mr. Cotton. ........
Herr Trompetstraale.... ..John: Randolph
.

.

.

.

j

.

.

.

.

!

i

j

,

Thief. .....
Singer
v. .....
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

.Ray Gordon

. .

...

.

........... Aviva

.

.

.

Sono Osato

.

Her Attendants; Patricia Blrsh, Barbara
Gaye, Bob Emmett, Stuart Hodes
.Joseph Anthony
i
Asylum Director,
.Richard Purdy
Ea.stern Diplomat. ...
Others: Margaret Feury; Irving Burton,
Ed Horner, Lou Yetter
.
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.
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tain'^pSunent ^sequ”enees relevanlj
pej
to various wartime problems as 'y
revolves around the relathey confront us today.
Maggie Mctionship
between
Opening performance found the Namara, betrothed to Kenn Mileplay considerably overwritten; A ston, and Walter Macken, a chamlot less wind in the dialog can con- pion shillelagh fighter who has
ceivably put a lot more wind in the been given shelter overnight in the
sails of this particular wessel. There cottage of her uncle, Rex O’Malley.
Is some good philosophy, as well as Miss McNamara learns
she has
an indictment of the discipline of been chosen to be the current
war, in the wordage, but it can be mistress or tallywoman to Frederic
just as effective in fewer syllables. Tozere, the landlord of her parents
Play is a British “Mister Roberts’ and uncle. Refusal is out of the
in that it plumbs the mental depths question.
of. men living alone together on
Upon her uncle’s advice, the desshipboard. However, it lacks the perate girl feigns love for Macken
levity Of the Americah stage por- in order that he may 1:)e inspired
trait and emphasizes more of the to put up a superhuman fight to
auisterity angle. Herein lies one of save her.
The plot works and
its underdeveloped facets. Its presMacken battles valiantly, cnxshent staging holds more appeal for ing the skulls of Tozere’s hirelings
London than Gotham playgoers. when they come to seize the girl.
This approach has a further nega- Macken and Miss McNamara flee
tive effect in over-emphasis on a
and while they are hiding she recockney accent that produces audi- alizes she loves him.
ence irritation in an. attempt to folThe emotional pitch is reached
low the dialog closely. It would be when the girl is captured and
an. improvement to sacrifice authentaken to Tozere’s home. Macken
.

,

:

ticity for clearer diction.

Done about two years ago

ANTA

and “Last Rose of Summer.” For
an encore she does Debussy’s “Clair
de Lune,” with special lyrics by
Raymond,
Herbert Berghof’s critic Is an
ambivalent,
fumbling
portrayal
badly in need of sharper definition.
Edith King’s projection of the harmother of the singer is ag-

This Paul Green revisipn of early
Ibsen Is another of the sort of
shows peculiarly suitable for inclusion in the ANTA Play Series. That
is, the classic drama, involving a
large cast and a heavy physical
production, obviously lacks sufficient popular appeal and is too expensive to operate for coirimercial
presentation. But as adapted by
Pulitzer Prize-author Paul Green,
it seems worth doing and as conscientiously produced by Cheryl
Crawford and Roger L. Stevens it

is worth legit fans’ seeing.
gressively overacted. Sam WanaLast presented on Broadway in
maker’s direction doesn’t gain him 1922-23 oy the Theatre Guild, with
any new laurels. At best, the play Joseph Schildkraut in the title part
transpires in an atmosphere of the- Qt was also dorie in 1946-47 by the
atrical superficiality arid his di-l Equity Library Theatre), the Ibsen
rectiori adds little to its ready ac-*^ epic offers unusual scope and a
ceptability. At the opening, per- serious challenge to the production
formance of most of the cast was and the leading actor. The stoi^
markedly off pace and the action of an egotistical, greedy man’s lifewas lacking in continuity and long struggle to find his soul covers
cuiriulative interest. Most of the a wide range of locales arid, moods.
histrionics of both of the stars are Since the name character is onconfined to mouthlngs and the stage almost continuously throughhands-across-the-bro w technique.
out, it’s a tempting role for a star,
In spite of all of the play’s short- but it can also be a taxing and recoriiings, overflow; preem audience vealing one.
gave the stars and performance an
Especially In the first few scenes,
enthusiastic' Reception. Few of the as the young Peer Gynt makes a
inveterate local first-nighters were prodigal's return home and then
on hand but there was an adulat- crashes a neighborhood wedding
ing crowd of picture addicts. For and carries off the bride, the play
in order
them, here and elsewhere, the has movement and considerable in-

,

arrives to rescue her^ and
to spare his life she Implies she
does not love him, and reveals how
she had plotted to trick him into
fighting lor her.
The situation is
intensified when he, learns the
truth. Because he has accidentally
slain Tozere arid believes the girl
he adores will be safer with her
former lover, he goes out of her

as an

presentation titled “UniFlesh,’’ current production
is on an elaborated Scale involving
a sizable cart and ai heavy physical
setup. Latter attains some excel-:
lent effects in depicting action
aboard an 18th century sailing
man-o’-war. Story tells of Billy
Budd, naive young replacement
who has come into the navy from
the merchant marine. Lad’s simple friendliness wins over the entire crew with exception of a tyrannical master-at-arms, a psycho case
who “loves to be hated’' by other
men. Latter falsely accuses the boy
of plotting mutiny and when words
fail him due to stress of accusation (Budd has a speech impediment), lad answers the charge with
his fists and kills his accuser.
An immediate court-martial finds
the officers personally in sympathy
with Budd, but an impassioned, dis-

form of

ridan-

MacDonald-Raymond
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trying.

And

.

althougli tliB effort is

morous—in

Fancourt fantastically regal as the
Mikado. Ella Halman is fiercely
fascinating as the monstrous Katisha.

Griffiths

*

(Continued on page 52)

sings

Nariki-Poo,

the wandering minstrel, with a resouriding tenor arid charming presence, Styler brings a handsome figure and a melodious baritone to
the
Pish-Tush
role.
Margaret
Mitchell is a lovely and lyriGal
Yum-Vum, and Joyce Gillingham
and Joyce Wright are very winning
as the other two little riiaids from
school.

In addition to excellent voices in
principals and chorus, troUpe is
blessed with talent that act the

work with

tlirice-familiar

style

and

spirit, taking it seriously, never
overplaying, and continuing the
rich tradition of D’Oyly Carte-Gilbert
Sullivan The veteran Isidore Godfrey still guides orchestra
and players with high authority and
goodwill from the pit, and blends
all into a delightful evening

&

.

Bron,

-King Richard II
_,N. Y. City Theatre Co. presentation of
Margaret Webster production of tragedy
In three acts by william Shakespeare..
Stars Maurice Evans. Kent Smith; features
.Betsy Blair. Louis Hector. Bruce Gordon,
Frederic Worlock. SUged by Miss W^ebfilter; assistant director. Emmett Rogers.
Executive producer. George Schaefer; sets
Ben,. Edwards; costumes,
..“**U**'?'
Imeline
Roche. Incidental music. Herbert
Menges; arranged by Robert Graves; conducted by John Cooke. At City Center,
N. Y., Jan. 24* '51; $3 top.
King Richard .. ... . .
.Maurice Evaiis
John of Gaunt
.....Frederic Worlock
Bollngbroke. ... .... .... ... Kent Smith
. .

^omas

, .

,

Mowbray.
./;
.Bruce, Gordon
Duchess of Gloucester .Cavada Humphrey
Lord MarshaU
.Theodore Marcuse
Duke of AumerJe ....... George Roy HiU
Bolingbroke's Herald .Porter Van Zandt
Mowbray's Herald ......... Joseph Dooley
Green. .......... .,,/. John Klrchnak
Bagot
E\'erett Ripley
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

i

.

. ...

.

.

Bushy.

. .

.

.Chester Stratton
.Reynolds Evans
Betsy Blair
. , ..... .Louis Hector
•••••.*•••••••
John Straub
J
Lord Willoughby. ....
Chris Gampel
Servant .. ....
*
.Tom Hughes Sand
U^^ry Percy.
.John Glennon
..

.

. . . .

. ;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Clem Fowler

(:aptoln

Eart of Sai^bury ..... .Porter Van Zandt
Bishop of Carlisle. ...Theodore Marcuse
Sir Stephen Scroop.
.Wendell Whitten
Ladies.
.June Prud'homme,
.

.

.

.

Patricia Jenkins

.

Gardener
Gardener,
Abbott of Westminster.

Exton.

Exton

•

Groom

Servant ....
-

1

Keeper.

Hamilton Mott
Joseph Dooley
.Joseph Emmett
.Clem Fowler
Porter Van Zandt
...Joseph
uuacpil Dooley
j^uuAcjr
.

»

,

John Klrchnak

For the third and.

final production of its aii-too-brief winter season, the N. Y. City Theatre Co.,

sparkplugged by Maurice Evans,
has revived the memorable Margaret
Webster presentation of
Shakespeare’s “King Richard II,’’
first done by Evans in 1937 and retive
vived in 1940. In the rousing proLee Strasberg’s direction appears duction glv^ri at the City Center,
disorganized, and although Valerie it’s still a stan(iout.
Bettis* choreography is properly
The
pageantry,
drama
and
sensuous it occasionally seems at- poetry of the dbwrifall of a corrupt
tenuated.
Donald
Oenslager’s in<)nar(;h are graphically presented
scenery and lighting have a stage- here by a generally skilleci cast,
bound quality, Rose BogdanoH’s cos- Dramai moves swiftly, with ftp
tumes generally look appropriate, breaks or halts in the quicklybut the musical score by Lan Ado- shifting scenes.
Some of the acr
mian, with an assist by Hillel and tors declaim the Bard’s verse too
Aviva, is only occasionally atmos- perceptibly at start of the play,
pheric,
Kobe.
but $ettle down thereafter, an(i the
spell of the poetry and drama 15
wellriigh
is
complete.
There
D’Oyly Carte Opera Co. of London hardly a flaw in performances by
presentatidn; of musical' revival In twa the many
the
male
in
characters
acts, with music by Arthur Sullivan, libretto by- W. S. Gilbert. Stage director, play; only the few femmes are
Eleanor Evans; sets and costumes, Charles weak.
Ricketts: orchestra director, Isidore GodMiss Webster, who attended to
frey. At St. James, N. Y., Jan. 29* '51;
the staging while rehearsing for
$4,80 top.
Mikado
#
.Darrell FancoUrt her own performance in the iPrth,
Nanki-Pob
.

'

,

Green seems to grow younger—
he is as spry and as huthe role of the unhappy
Lord High Executiorier, ari(i his
hew, added bits of comedy relief
are highly diverting. Watson is
properly pompous as Pooh-Bah and
certainly

hanging about to take the hero
away to the hereafter. This disappointing effect is accerited by the
revolving unit setting comprirtng Welsh

.

by

Bridget D’Oyly Carte, the troupe
is in at the St. James for a fourweek stand, with bill changed
weekly. Calibre of entertainment
should bring out the customers
with likelihood of engagement’s extension in N. Y.
*‘The Mikado," first week’s offering, is fresh and ever-engaging in
the miriistrations of this troupe.

becomes pretty deadly Edmund Langley
.....
the ghostly Buttonmoulder keeps Queen
Northumberland .....
finally

a curving flight of steps, apparently dictated by the low budget.
Garfield is ingratiating in the
title part, particularly in the early
scenes, and while his performance
as an older man is visually convincing, he fails to get the value from
the satirical Interludes and his
playing lacks vocal range. Of the
featured players, Mildred Dunnock
is excellent in the liriiited role of
Peer’s mother, Karl Malden Is lost
in the inane part of the Buttonmoulder, Sono Osato has only a
brief dance as a desert siren, Pearl
Lang is passable as. Peer’s redeeming love, and cafe rtnger Sherry
.Richard Latimer Britton can’t do much as a seduc....
.Isa Miranda
sprite;

Owen,
McCay,
Peggy
jJ®bies
against his own desire for acquittal Tudor
Nina Pavanne.
..
in the case, convicts the boy. Cur- Grania O’Malley and John Drew J^ean Marchand
......
Charles Andre
tain has Budd climbing the rigging Devereaux; are well cast in minor German Soldier, ....
George Spelvin
Clen. Erich y. Freybourg. .Rudolph Anders
to his oWii scaffold—rthe. yard-arm roles,..
Stewart
Chaney’s
settings;
cos‘-^as
h,e
shouts forgiveness foG
Final, days Of the war in Italy
those who were forced to judge tumes and lighting are exceptionally impressive, and definitely among form the background of this Fred
him:
Good performances stud the pro- the production!s outstanding as- F. Firiklehoff e-Leo Liebmari colduction, with Dennis King topping sets. Pacing is good on the whole, laboration. Unfortunately, the authe cast as the captain torn be- though the. first act can profit con- thors apparently eouldnT decide
tween personal fertings and dis- siderably frbm tightening.
wheth er they were wi*iting a
cipline; interesting character roles
comedy-drama or a tragedy. Last
Shane,
act creates the Impressiori that
portrayed
by Torin
T hatcher, as the villainous masterthey visualized this as the “Journey’s
alarms; Guy Spaull, ship’s first
End” of World War II. As
Buffalo, Jan, 25.
V
olTieer; J elf Morrow, belligerent
result,
it nee<^s
R tremendous
Richard Aldrich gc Richard Myers (in
crow member; Walter Burke, Irish* association with Julius Fleischmarin) pres- amount of W()i‘k to be acceptable—
entation of ;Ferenc Molnar comedy revival so much that It probably
sailor;
Jack Manning, neophyte in
would be
three acts, in adaptation by Grace I.
midshipman: George Fells, philo- Colbron and
Hans Bartsch. Stars Jeanette better to shelve the entire script
sophical old salt; Charles Nolte, a MacDonald. Gene Raymond; features Her- and start again.
Berghof, Edith King. Staged by Sam
personable click as Budd; Bernard bert
Script starts off slowly In telling
Wanamaker. Sets by Herbert Gabagan,
Kates, stooge to the master-at- At Erlanger, Buffalo, Jan. 25, '51; $3.60 of the hectic 12 hours In which a
arms; Preston Hansoh and Norman top.
group of American paratroopers
Edith King
Ettlinger, secondary ship’s Officers., Mama
Lcisl.
Gwen Vandam seek to destroy a bridge. It never
Pace at preem was on 'the pon- The Actor. ,.
.Gene Raymond picks up speed despite the Intro-^
. .....
.Jeanette MacDonald duction of a trio of beauteous
side, due primarily to heavy The Singer.
Critic
Herbert Berghof
"physical changes.. More playing The
A Creditor.
.Maurice rtirog girls, a deserting GI who kills the
should remedy this handily. Bone.
lieuteriant, a munitions peddler, a
Say what you will about Jeanette German general and the stereoViolinist Zino FrancGscatti, who MacDonald and Gene Raymond in typed. bad - girl - ballerina - who - is
sailed for Paris yesterday (Tues.), this slightly shopworn presentation really-a-leader-in-the-underground.
w^on’t be back for almost a year. of FeftinO Molnar’s theatrical pot- The Gis accomplish their objecNext season’s XJ. S. tour will open boiler, you ean’t say they’re not tive but only at the cost of the bal-:
1952/
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Mike MacCauley

.

.

1,

impact diminishes

Its

in the subsequent passages of f
tasy in the Troll kingdom, and the

performances here were sold going

all

But

combination terest.

will prove a magnet, an augury atr
tested by the fact that aU seats for

Now managed

entertaining.

.

out prior to opening. A spring tour
extending into June is in contemplation tor the production. New
York is mentioned for next fall, but
as of now the proceedings would
life.
make rugged grist for metropolitan
Macken’s polished portrayal of critics.
Burton,
the sensitive, idealistic fighter is
excellent, adding great Impact to
the emotional scenes. O’Malley, as
Gaisceen the gamekeeper, registers
Santa Barbara, Cal., Jan. 26.
Richard W. Krakeur & Fred F. Finklesolidly, and Tozere’s poised perhoffo
production of drama in three acts
formance as the sophisticated, cyni- by
Finkiehoffe and Leo
Stars
cal landlord also rates a bow. Miss Don DeFore, Isa Mirahda;Liebman.
features Tom
McNamara is believable as Una Neal. Directed by Ffhklehoffe. At LoBarbara,
'51;
Cal.,
J[an.
26*
Brehony, Mileston makes an ac- $3.60 top.
ceptable Owen Fennigan and El- Charlie Ro.<!setti
James Cross
liott
Sullivan sparkles as Rory Mike MacCauley
.Don DeFore
Kippie Valez
Commons. Norma Crane, however, Francesca
Eleanora
...
Anita RIdolfi
rates special mention for her cap
Margherita
.... ...
Rosay David
Emilio
...
....
Don Orlando
sertation on wartime discipline, able handling of the role of the Lieut. Detlie
William Hudson
landlord’s
tallywoman.
castoff
coming from ship’s captain Vere
Sgt. Stribhng
Tom Neal

Jan.

.

Bedouin Chief's Daughter.

a treat. Superior in many ways to
the last detachment that was here
three seasons ago; decked out in
fresh costumes and settings; represented by a welt-chosen and finelydrilled mixed chorus; with a couple
of improved replacements in lead
roles, as the Nanki-Poo of Neville
Griffiths and Pish-Tush of Alan
Styler; and with the ever-reliable
veterans Martyn Green, Darrell
Fancourt and Richard Watson returning—this troupe brings us Gil^
bert & Sullivan at its stylized finest
—cute, quaint, musical and vastly

,

.

.

.

, . . . . ,

. .

,

. , . ,

. . . , , , . ,

...

Ko-Kd ....••*•«,•« ,
Podh’Bah
.

.

PIsh;Tush

O 0"To
Yum-Yum. .....*
.

.Neville

.

. .

;

.

.

Alan

Styler

.Ddnald

Harris

....

.

Pitti-Sing ......

Griffiths

.Martyn Green
.Richard VTatsdn

.

.

.... .. .Margaret Mitchell
.... Jean Gillingham
I

.Joyce .Wright

Katlsha

Ella

Halman

Chorus of School Girls. Nobles, Guards
and Coolies

The D’Oyly Carte Opera Co. of
London is back in.N. Y. and they’re

coming

“The

High

Ground"

(with a strong assist from Emmett
Rogers), makes the Intrigues of a
15th ebntury British nobility coirie
alive again as if the times and
motols were current.
great deal
of this is also due to Evans’ sterling portrayal of Richard.
Evans keys his performance
keenly to the three levels of the
(Contiriued on page 52)
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FALL
September 26
September 29
October 2
October 4

-TOSlUW

IND

SHERBROOKE
MONTREAL

NEW YORK

CITY

EVANSTON

October

6

BLOOMINGTON

October

8

.INDIANAPOLIS
LIMA

October 12
October 17

AKRON
;..EAST LANSING

October 19
October 25

LEXINGTON

COLUMBUS

October 27
October 31
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TOUR

November
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December
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2

TULSA

8
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SHREVEPORT
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5
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NEW HAVEN
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February 19...,
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ED SOLLIVAN Show

14-EO SULLIVAN Show
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April
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SHOW

1

6
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BERKELEY
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PORTLAND
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3

April

5

..SEATTLE
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7

..VANCOUVER

April 10

EDMONTON
CALGARY

ED SULLIVAN Show

April 12

Mar.
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April 17

Mar.
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